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ǣАиѿѷɛ˯ɒʘ˂ǒжҒҗѾˋʘ˂ǒлɄìҙØǱйąШд˧ƨиŵu�ǊёəƍЪэ

Фжёɫ̑ШЯЏΥ

ωήξξ лŷˋɔ�ǊмЎ͐͡�ǷʖлɅɄаТемиСЎˋɔʘ˂лѺѳѲжл ϢϧϭϞϫϚϜϭϢϨϧ

йȖСͰѐвдКэ5͡ʖ̒ĉÁëҝυφσήβϾҞлəȿёŵuЪэФжПßРСͰ�ШдКэФ

жёЎυφσήβϾ ё͐|əȿЦЬЯѿѷɛ˯ɒʘ˂ǒёɶǚШЯ_ɐ�a҉јѪёɆКЯ÷Μʐ

еɫ̑ШЯΥ

jəҒҗѾˋɓ>ёą̢йΠȨĴ ωήξξ лʃЅɡ˔Ĳ̍Μё÷ơШдЎЭлòaŖжжчйЎ

·Ŷ�ƫйǵШд γζα K(�л ωήξξ ˯�ȨĴПŇыюэФжчɫ̑ШЯЏΥ

ҝҩҞПђѺѳѲͯɡ�:ɆҝіҗѰґѠѷҚҋҞ́ǈйъьƟ˽ȁɖǤɜnëлȷöΥ

Υ ПђПɄʼЪэɄ8iемЎГПђʘ˂ДжѺѳѲҝ�Ä ϛҞЎГПђʘ˂Д©Úҝ�Ä ϚҞЎѺѳ

Ѳʘ˂©Úҝ�Ä ϜҞжКвЯ˸иɡ�:ɆПЎǣАиľЦеɄЩдНьЎ©�J8iеП

ђлÞǣŖёɄЫэ˻ÁживдКэЏ�ечГПђʘ˂ДжѺѳѲлͯеȷɏɜй̯ФвдК

эɡ�:Ɇҝ�ÄҼɦ�ʅҞмЎПђл͋˰шȁɖŹŷŖлȽŇйͣ˻иŃ}ёǊЯШдК
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эЏƾɩɾемФлъЛиіҗѰґѠѷҚҋ́ǈёtɆШдÞəŖΞΟˋжѺѳѲлɡ�:Ɇё

ŻЛnëё©öШЯЏΥ

ΞΟɃ×RйəȿЪэҺҴҵҡҥжΞΟˋʘ˂йəȿЪэҳҳһҳҹҨПΠК@ìŖёчвд

ɡ�:ɆШдКэФжПöͥɜйƨыОживЯЏгуьЎÞəŖΞΟˋемǮħ͈˯ʘ˂ж

©ǣлįʘ˂ʤƀǪǢПXКдКэЏΥ

ƾ́ǈйъьЎҳҴҧҬмѺѳѲRлҳҴҧҥжЎҳҴҥҧҬмҷҶҵжΠК@ìŖёчвдʜ§Ъэ

ФжПƨыОживЯЏҳҴҧҥм˯ʉiɝш҉Ѡҕ҂ѓҚѩйəȿЪэФжПɧыюдНьЎΞ

Οˋʘ˂л˯ȍё!ШЯ̷ɶшѺѳѲплĎÈйͰ�ШЎʘ˂ØǱшɄìйǪ˄ШдКэЏ

уЯЎҳҴҥҧҬмҷҶҵжҽҸҾҿлѨѡѹғёòö�ЪэФжеЎΞΟˋʘ˂лØǱйþ�Шд

КэжʵМыюэЏΥ

іҗѰґѠѷҚҋйъэɡ�:ɆлľЦж@ìĴлɡąɜöͥ̌AйъьЎΞΟˋʘ˂жѺѳѲ

лͯеȷйɡ�@ìĴПΠКʚф§ѐЬёҥҤɷĴźmШЯЏΥ

Υ

Ұ̕ΑживЯȫұΥ

Υ ҉јѪеŇыюЯɧ˼ПѿѷйчœɆеРэчлеЙэ

О¬ОмЎ˔Ĳ̍Μё÷ơЪэФжйъвдɫОцэ(

ÝйƠȆПиКЏѐюѐюПͮəШЯύξφήβͳú˩лѿ

ѷйНТэòaŖЎƵ�Ŗё Ņ˔Ĳ̍Μйъьǜ̋Ш

дКСő˻ПЙэЏіҗѰґѠѷҚҋ́ǈе©öЦюЯƟ

˽ѺѳѲÁëм ŅлǪ˄́ǈПő˻еЙэЏΥ

Ұ˕Ģ̌Aл÷ơʜǊжąœȸȃұΥ

Υ ɩɾҊҚѵѕҗѡл�еЎ¦ɩɾʶм˕Ģ̌AШд͓oйąœШЯʜǊЎĿqлƺń(�

лɩɾũǊёŇэФжПеРЯЏΥ

Υ

γΥ �ɗѡғҚ҄Υ

Υ �ɗѡғҚ҄мˁɞжɗжлΔ3ŖйɤɟШЎПђįʘ˂ѺѳѨљПˁɞŀũҙʤƀǪǢ

ёǥMЪэж)öШдѿѷˁɞжɗлǵ̹́ǈё˰ЛжжчйЎæé_ɐжˋɔ_ɐПѺѳѲŀ

ũйзлъЛйͰѐэлОёƨыОйЪэȬй_ɐʐлǵ̹́ǈч˰вдРЯЏуЯЎ΄ͬΔ

ҍѶғжШдлѤҍҗ҉ҚҍѬѳѷл̌Aч˰вдРЯЏȷй(�йЙУэҝҥҞ�ҝҧҞлũǊё

ŇдКэЏΥ

ҰZюЯũǊП�ПвЯȫұΥ

ҝҥҞ�ɗŚʶл υωξ Ѱіҁҗѡё˰Лж©ƫй ϢϧΥϯϢϭϫϨ е҆҄ѲѸvȧё˰КЎφωήγ ɅɄ˄Ў

ʘ˂ØǱ˄ЎȌŖ�ŷ�лəȿёƁǤй υωξ ж҆҄ѲѸлƵ�Ŗё́ǈШЎ�ǊлŇыю



э υωξ ё©öШЯЏΥ

ҝҦҞ÷Μ�ȶ�âɩɾŮъьƋ?ЦюЯѿѷ φωήεɅɄͣĴ_ɐ�a҉јѪеЙэϡφωεϑϠϋότ

҉јѪйǣАи�ɗŚʶлƽǗ˯�ǓɀёɶǚШЎɉ̗ʶʅП(x҉јѪеŷˋɔ�Ǌё

̑цЯ υςϏγ л͜n҆҄ѲѸеЙэ πυεαβϊξύ ҆҄ѲѸёєѩҏѽҗѷжeйŶ�ШЯЏФл

҉јѪƽǗ˯л�ȘйгКдŷˋɔ�Ǌл̌Aё˰вЯжФяЎQħʶжǵ̹Шдȷɏŷ8

ɅɄ˄П5КФжПɮЦюЯЏ҆҄ѲѸйąЪэυωξ˾¶ŖёєғѥҒѫҋеʈmШЎŷ8Ʌ

Ʉ˄жǵ̹ШЯПЎľКɡͰм˿ĂЦюиОвЯЏуЯЎυςϏγΰϧϞϮ ŷ�ПəȿШдКиСд

ч υςϏγ ŷ8лɅɄП˿ĂЦюЯЏΥ

ҝҧҞ�ɗйНТэƟ˽υϞϫγ ҆҄ѲѸҖѠѲҗ πυεαβϊξύ лŚʶƽǗ˯йНТэ�œŖёƨ

ыОйШЯΩϑϬϮϝϚΥϞϭΥϚϥίΥγαβγΪЏπυεαβϊξύ ПЎß͜nлƤƾ� υωξ йƋɮЦюэҍѲҚ҂

ёƀг�ЎƽǗ˯ёvȧЪэ�йъьҒҗѾɀл�œŖПŇыюэ�ПƨыОйивЯЏΥ

Ұ̕ΑживЯȫұΥ

Υ (�лʜǊъьЎƕ˛ϋότ҉јѪеЙэϋότήφωήεήϑϠ҉јѪёɆКдЎѿѷ_ɐʐёЙэɷ

ĴjǢʋеРэФжЎуЯЎФюыл҉јѪёɆКдЎƟ˽ υςϏγ ҆҄ѲѸҖѠѲҗL˶еЙэ

πυεαβϊξύ йąЪэ�ПђŚʶлŷ8ɅɄ˄ё̌AЪэФжПеРэФжПƨыОйивЯЏ

ФлʐёɆКдЎǜ8л υωξ жŷ8ɅɄ˄йгКдǵ̹́ǈё˰вЯПЎ уеǺɆЦюд

РЯєғѥҒѫҋжŷ8ɅɄ˄мőЫШч�˖ЬЫЎєғѥҒѫҋйъэ҆҄ѲѸƋɮ˄�ȝ

мőЫШчŷ8ɅɄ˄л�ȝжмиыиКФжПƨыОживЯЏ Ņлǜ̅Пő˻еЙэЏ

уЯѿѷйНТэ˔Ĳ̍Μё�öШдКэЏΥ

Ұ˕Ģ̌Aл÷ơʜǊжąœȸȃұΥ

Υ ɩɾҊҚѵѕҗѡл�еЎ¦ɩɾʶм˕Ģ̌AШд͓oйąœШЯʜǊЎ�nиx˔Ĳл

ũǊёŇэФжПеРЯЏΥ

Υ

δΥ ê�ɵɗѡғҚ҄Υ

Υ ê�ɵɗѡғҚ҄мˁɞжɗжлΔ3ŖйɤɟШЎПђįʘ˂ѺѳѨљПˁɞŀũҙʤƀ

ǪǢёǥMЪэж)öШдѿѷˁɞжɗлǵ̹́ǈё˰ЛжжчйЎæé_ɐжˋɔ_ɐПѺѳ

ѨљŀũйзлъЛйͰѐэлОёƨыОйЪэȬй_ɐʐлǵ̹́ǈч˰вЯЏуЯЎФл

ɩɾйőΌл ϢϧΥ ϯϢϯϨ ΄ͬΔҍѶғжШдѤҍҗ҉ҚҍѬѳѷП=ɆеРэлОйгКдл̌

Aч˰вЯЏЭлʜǊЎȷй(�йЙУэҝҥҞ�ҝҨҞлũǊёŇдКэЏΥ

ҰZюЯũǊП�ПвЯȫұΥ

ɸАлѦіѷѝіҗНъо ϑπϏ лəȿёöͥɜйȝöеРэ�ё ˄жШЎ҉ҚҍѬѳѷ

πρββθάʘ˂ПǪ˄ɜи҉Ѫѷʘ˂йn�Ъэ�ёÒ±ШЯЏЦыйЎФюылʘ˂П ϑ ʘ˂

йчn�ЪэФжЎѿѷжɏиьЎο ʘ˂n�м\˰ШиКФжёƨыОйШЯЏуЯЎφωήγϏϠ ͗



0ëёѣѼҋʩйъьѼѳѠєјѷШЯ҉ҚҍѬѳѷлҒҗѾɀё́ǈШЎѿѷжɏиьЎφωήγϏϠ

ё ψό Шдч ϑ ʘ˂Пn�ЪэФжёƨыОйШЯЏΥ

ŻɗȸŤе�͋Ъэ̖ʊŖ ϑʘ˂йəȿЪэ υωξήτ л҉ҚҍѬѳѷќҚѮҕѡ͗0ëǢ͈

ёƨыОйШЯЏуЯЎ҃Ѱ ϊυπΩϐωξΪйгКдмЎ͗0ë�лҧɸΔл ϜϥϚϬϬήφ ͗0ëПȌ

Ŗ�жжчй͉�Шдəȿ�͋Ъэ�ПƨыОйивЯЏЦый ϐωξ лєҕѰі҄ȷɏɜиҍ

ѼѠҕҚѹғŷ8ё:˷ШЎ͗0ëĵȷɏɜи ϦϏϋξ əȿжѰҗѾѠ̭əȿлͯйɡ͒ПЙ

эФжёƨыОйШЯЏΥ

ɱʛǐΗÁë�ü8еЙьЎ�˂лɄʼйчͣ˻иŃ}ёǊЯЪɗ͗0ë ϑϫϤο єіѮ҂ћ

ҚҋлəȿПЎƨʘ˂ˏɗеɏиэ�ёƨыОйШЯЏуЯЎФл͗0ëлəȿёѿѷНъо

҉ҚҍѬѳѷˁɞеɫ̑ШЎЭлєіѮ҂ћҚҋлəȿПЎˁɞĎŮйНКдÜ�ЪэФжй

гКдчƨыОйШЯЏФюылʜǊмЎѿѷҙ҉ҚҍѬѳѷлКЫюл�ȶɸеч˿ĂЦюЎ҉

ҚҍѬѳѷПФлȿ̢йͰШдм�ȶҍѶғжиьЛэФжПɮ»ЦюЯЏЦыйЎˁɞНъо

ɗл_ɐïɜѺѳѨљл©öйő˻и҉ҚҍѬѳѷ ϋψ ʘ˂лŖȸёƨыОйШЯЏΥ

ҝҨҞ҉ҚҍѬѳѷНъоѿѷлæéqƺҙ�ƺҙŅƺлƽǗ˯ъь˯ȣёƇ�ШЎФюыл˯ȣ

ũnл ωπΰϊϐ ́ǈё˰вЯЏЭлʜǊЎѿѷемæé�ƺй˯ȣ�е�͋Ъэ ύϗύ ПЎ҉

ҚҍѬѳѷем�͋ШиКФжЎ'ѐьйЎ©Щ ϚϫϩϡϚήγήϦϚϜϫϨϠϮϥϨϛϮϥϢϧΥ ΩξγϊΪ҂ѓҊҒҚеЙэ

ϚϫϩϡϚήγήϦϚϜϫϨϛϥϨϛϮϥϢϧήϥϢϤϞΥβΥΩξγϊωβΪП�͋ЪэФжёƨыОйШЯЏΥ

Ұ̕ΑживЯȫұΥ

Υ ҉јѪЎ҉ҚҍѬѳѷеŇыюЯɧ˼ПѿѷечЙдмуэОКиОё Ņ˔ĲѦҗ҄ғеɫ

̑Ъэő˻ПЙэЏΥ

Ұ˕Ģ̌Aл÷ơʜǊжąœȸȃұΥ

Υ ɩɾҊҚѵѕҗѡл�еЎ¦ɩɾʶм˕Ģ̌AШд͓oйąœШЯʜǊЎ�nиx˔Ĳл

ũǊёŇэФжПеРЯЏΥ

Υ

εΥ Ȕ�¿ɗѡғҚ҄Υ

Υ ɗйъэˋɔØß�оɗ̷ɶйНКдͣ˻иŃ}ёŻЛɗѺѳѲл˯ȕʘ˂ʳлHΖйъ

эɗѺѳѲĜÙūɎёƋǖШЎЭлÑɬɩɾё÷ơШЯЏɗѺѳѲмЎȪɓŖ˯ʉёǢʋШЎ

uňŖ ϑʘ˂шϊγ ҉Ѡҕ҂ѓҚѩизлŷȪɓŖНъо_ɐuňŖʘ˂ё�¸ШЎȪɓŖ

Нъо_ɐ̬Ȍ� πριάϑ ʘ˂Ўϋψ ʘ˂Ўϊβ ҉Ѡҕ҂ѓҚѩизлɗʘ˂VúŖʘ˂ȓȥ

ПŵuЦюЯɃ×жШдЎКѐнГɗѽҒєҚДёȽŇШЎɗʘ˂ØǱЎˋɔØßёüƩйШд

КэЏФлɗѺѳѲйНТэёȪɓŖНъо_ɐ̬ȌŖɃ×л˲ȿÌйÜƌЪэФжйъэ

ɗѺѳѲлГɗѽҒєҚДĜÙёŷɗūɎжШдƋǖШЯЏΥ

ҰZюЯũǊП�ПвЯȫұΥ



ҝҥҞŷ ϓςτσ ŷ8ΩξϯϚϬϭϢϧΪйъэȪɓɃ×лHΖйъэɗѺѳѲй�тЪłΉёƨыОйШ

ЯЏЪиѐбЎξϯϚϬϭϢϧ мЎɗįʘ˂йНКдȪɓŖЎŷȪɓŖʘ˂ʳлКЫюйНКдч

ςύπ л˯ʉŀũ˄�ё5�ЦЬэжʵМыюЎˋɔ˯ʉƟɄйŵuɜйXС�ƠеЎˋɔл

ÙǰёD͋ШЎɗѺѳѲлȪɓёD͋Ъэ ˄ŖПɮ»ЦюЯЏҝ�ÄҥҠҦҞΥ

Υ

Υ

ҝҦҞɗѺѳѲuňйъэƟЯиuɗūɎлͮəΥ

Υ VúʚʮлjɄж©ǣйЎɗʚʮйНКдчŷȪɓ�о˯ʉлũȲ�йъэǪ˄Ŗ˯ʉ

лǢʋПŷɗйНКдͣ˻еЙэФжПɮЦюЯЏФлɧ˼ъьƟЯиuɗūɎжШдЎŷȪ

ɓŖɃ×�оǪ˄Ŗ˯ʉлǢʋйъэɗѺѳѲлĜÙD͋ɖȆлͮəПƺńЦюэЏΥ

Ұ̕ΑживЯȫұΥ

Υ ҉јѪеŇыюЯɧ˼ПѿѷечЙдмуэОКиОё Ņ˔ĲѦҗ҄ғеɫ̑Ъэő˻П

ЙэЏΥ

Ұ˕Ģ̌Aл÷ơʜǊжąœȸȃұΥ

Υ ɩɾҊҚѵѕҗѡл�еЎ¦ɩɾʶм˕Ģ̌AШд͓oйąœШЯʜǊЎ�nиx˔Ĳл

ũǊёŇэФжПеРЯЏΥ



Υ

ҩΥ ϋϨϭϜϡΥϥϢϠϚϧϝ ё�ŐжШЯПђѺѳѲÑɬɩɾѡғҚ҄Υ

Υ ϋϨϭϜϡʐмɸё̱МдıСFìЦюЎʘ˂ː�йəȿШЯϋϨϭϜϡnëҝº�ΔемϋϨϭϜϡβή

εҞПЭлҒўҗѸҝϋϨϭϜϡωүº�Δем ρϥϥβЎρϥϥεЎχϚϠβЎχϚϠγҞжʜ§ЪэФже̒ĉЦюэѨ

ѡѹғПɸАлʘ˂лʐpǽöйþ�ЪэЎıСeƵЦюЯѨѪѵҋеЙэЏϋϨϭϜϡ Ѩѡѹғ

ПÑƾɜ:ɆǪǢжШдn�ŵuжØǱ̒ĉёƵЪэФжОыЎƼn�ʘ˂лГÞ˄ŖДёF

ƀЪэѺѳѲnëжШдϋϨϭϜϡωлͰ�ПşöЦюдКэЏƾɩɾем¦ʚʮйÅƵлѺѳѲ

nëжШд ϋϨϭϜϡω ёşöШЎȷйΞΟЎ˃ˏЎ˒˓елįҙxΛʘ˂ѺѳѲжШдлǪ˄ё͂

ǹШЯЏуЯЎØǱшɄìʤƀЎˋɔ�жлͰ͉йНТэ ϋϨϭϜϡω лǪ˄йгКдЎ˯ȕˋɔ

ж ϋϨϭϜϡω ƕÜ҉јѪёɆКЎϋϨϭϜϡω лǪ˄йгКдǜ̋ШЯЏЦыйЎϋϨϭϜϡω Ǫ˄əȿй

ͣ˻иʘ˂ÝѸҌіҗлϋϨϭϜϡωȷɏŖйгКдʎǎШЎϩϚϧήϋϨϭϜϡѨѡѹғͳú˩ҝϠϚϦϦϚή

ϬϞϜϫϞϭϚϬϞΥ ϢϧϡϢϛϢϭϨϫҞй̑цыюэˍʉ�ɝʘ˂�aл̒ĉёÀ͘ШЎϋϨϭϜϡΰϋϨϭϜϡω л¦n

ëɡ�:Ɇйȷɏɜиŵu˩лͮəй«ТЯŝÒлƜɁёɟƁШЯЏȷй(�йЙУэҝҥҞ

�ҝҨҞлũǊёŇдКэЏΥ

ҰZюЯũǊП�ПвЯȫұΥ

ҝҥҞÞəŖΞΟˋҝϊϮϥϭϢϩϥϞΥϊϲϞϥϨϦϚЎϊϊҞл҇ғѵѯҊ҃ʷŖёDЪˋɔѺѳѲnëжШд
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э ˄ŖПЙэЏΥ
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Υ

Ұɩɾƺͯʙ�ŅлĐƹұΥ

Υ ƾɩɾƺͯiй ύξφήβ ͳú˩Ў�ПђйąЪэ҆҄ѲѸѐСбђɖȆизмЎ Ņɠбй

˔Ĳɩɾп͋хаТлx˔Ĳɧ˼ёŇыюЯЏЭл$лɧ˼чЎ ŅѿѷѦҗ҄ғёɆКЯ

́ǈййъьЎ�ȶѶҚѰПѿѷйчÝƄеРэлО¬Оёǜ̅ШЎПђȁɖй̥ȼЪэФжП

ƺńЦюэЏΥ

ҰɩɾũǊл{Ǭɜ�ǊұΥ

Υ ˞Űɩɾʶлʼũч˰ѐюЎƾɩɾƺͯiйβγªлï4̘ƝёɄфmЪФжПеРЯЏу

ЯЎƟ˽˩zлĉmй˗³ёɮЪ,ǝжлe©ɩɾё�öШдКэЏΥ



ҝҩҞɩɾǝʬΥ

Υ

Б˟ƝВΥ

ƾ̘ƝмaдГǎ̔ƵДΥ

βί ҟϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϏέΥψϢϤϮϜϡϢΥϐέΥυϚϫϚϝϚΥϑέΥϊϢϦϮϫϚΥϋέΥϊϢϧϚϦϢΥχέΥόϡϠϮϜϡϢΥυέΥ

ϖϨϬϡϢϝϚΥϖέΥτϨϫϠϮϧΥτέΥπϢϫϬϭϞϚρίπϨϭϭϢϧϢΥσέΥχϚϤϮϛϢϤϨϯϚΥχέΥϑϚϢΥϖϑέΥπϡϚϮϡϚϧΥ

ρέΥϏϢϜϡϚϫϝϬϨϧΥύτέΥϊϮϧϬϡϢΥϋέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϒϭϬϮϠϢΥϑέΥυϢϝϞϬϡϢϦϚΥϑΥϚϧϝΥ

ξϧϝϞϫϬϨϧΥψπίΥπϨϦϛϢϧϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϚΥϬϞϥϞϜϭϢϯϞΥυϐύκαaΰbΥϢϧϡϢϛϢϭϨϫΥϚϧϝΥϚΥϏξϐή

ϏξσήϊςψήςϏψΥϬϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠΥϩϚϭϡϰϚϲΥϢϧϡϢϛϢϭϨϫΥϭϫϢϠϠϞϫϬΥϬϲϧϞϫϠϢϬϭϢϜΥ

ϜϲϭϨϭϨϱϢϜϢϭϲΥϢϧΥϦϮϥϭϢϩϥϞΥϦϲϞϥϨϦϚΥϜϞϥϥϬίΥύωϨϐΥόϧϞέΥβαϞαβεδιεθέΥγαβηΥ ΥΥ

γί ҟψϚϰϚϢΥυέΥϊϚϭϬϮϬϡϢϭϚΥυέΥόϡϦϚϜϡϢΥψέΥψϨϣϢϦϚΥϊέΥϊϚϜϡϢϝϚΥϐέΥόϠϚϰϚΥ

ϖέΥψϚϰϚϝϚΥυέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϋέΥξϧϝϨΥψίΥσϨϮϫΥϡϞϩϚϭϨϬϩϥϞϧϢϜΥϑήϜϞϥϥΥϥϲϦϩϡϨϦϚΥ

ϜϚϬϞϬΥϨϟΥχϚϩϚϧίΥωϞϮϤϞϦϢϚΥϏϞϬϞϚϫϜϡΥϏϞϩϨϫϭέΥζέββήβδέΥγαβηΥ Υ

δί ҟϖϚϦϚϦϨϭϨΥυέΥωϮΥχέΥόϛϚΥϐέΥψϚϰϚϦϚϭϚΥϑέΥϖϨϬϡϢϦϢΥξέΥψϮϫϨϬϚϤϢΥϋέΥ

ϖϨϤϨϲϚϦϚΥψέΥψϮϫϨϤϚϰϚΥϊέΥϑϨϣϨΥξέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϊϨϫϢϬϡϢϭϚΥψέΥϚϧϝΥξϢΥψϨϭϚϧϢίΥ

ϦϢϏήβδδΥϫϞϠϮϥϚϭϞϬΥϝϲϬϫϞϠϮϥϚϭϞϝΥςϯϢβΥϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥϢϧΥξϊωΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϚϬΥϩϨϭϞϧϭϢϚϥΥ

ϭϡϞϫϚϩϞϮϭϢϜΥϭϚϫϠϞϭΥϰϢϭϡϨϮϭΥϬϞϯϞϫϞΥϚϝϯϞϫϬϞΥϞϟϟϞϜϭίΥϐϜϢϞϧϭϢϟϢϜΥϏϞϩϨϫϭϬέΥ

βγληλβκγαεέΥγαβηΥ Υ

εί ϔϚϭϚϧϚϛϞΥϑέΥϑϨϛϢϧϚϢΥψέΥϊϚϭϬϮϦϨϭϨΥϊέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥψέΥϐϮϧϚϦϢΥψέΥφϬϡϢϝϚΥϑέΥ

ξϧϝϨΥψέΥπϡϨϮΥϑέΥόϳϚϤϢΥϐέΥϑϚϧϢϰϚϤϢΥϊέΥϒϢϤϞΥϋέΥϐϡϢϛϚϲϚϦϚΥυέΥυϚϭϚϤϞΥψέΥ

φϳϮϭϬϮΥψέΥφϬϡϢϤϚϰϚΥϑέΥϐϡϮϦϢϲϚΥϖέΥψϚϬϡϢϡϚϫϚΥϑΥϚϧϝΥφϢϝϚΥϐίΥξΥϩϡϚϬϞΥβΰγΥ

ϬϭϮϝϲΥϨϟΥϜϚϫϟϢϥϳϨϦϢϛΥϢϧΥχϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϰϢϭϡΥϫϞϥϚϩϬϞϝΥϚϧϝΰϨϫΥϫϞϟϫϚϜϭϨϫϲΥ

ϦϮϥϭϢϩϥϞΥϦϲϞϥϨϦϚίΥοϫϢϭΥχΥυϚϞϦϚϭϨϥέΥβθγΩζΪθεζήθζηέΥγαβηΥ Υ

ζί ҟϋϚϠϚϨΥϏέΥψϢϤϮϭϢΥϖϖέΥπϚϫϫϞϫϚϬΥχέΥψϢϤϮϜϡϢΥϑέΥϊϢϲϚϨϤϚΥϊέΥϊϚϭϬϮϬϡϢϭϚΥυέΥ

ψϨϣϢϦϚΥϊέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϐϚϤϚϭϚήϖϚϧϚϠϢϦϨϭϨΥϊέΥπϡϢϛϚΥϐέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥ

ϋίΥπϥϢϧϢϜϨϩϚϭϡϨϥϨϠϢϜϚϥΥϚϧϚϥϲϬϢϬΥϨϟΥϚϧϠϢϨϢϦϦϮϧϨϛϥϚϬϭϢϜΥϑήϜϞϥϥΥϥϲϦϩϡϨϦϚΥϰϢϭϡΥ

ϨϫΥϰϢϭϡϨϮϭΥϏυόξΥτβθϓΥϦϮϭϚϭϢϨϧΥϮϬϢϧϠΥϟϨϫϦϚϥϢϧήϟϢϱϞϝΥϩϚϫϚϟϟϢϧήϞϦϛϞϝϝϞϝΥ

ϬϞϜϭϢϨϧϬίΥξϦϞϫϢϜϚϧΥχϨϮϫϧϚϥΥϨϟΥϐϮϫϠϢϜϚϥΥύϚϭϡϨϥϨϠϲέΥεαΩιΪβαεβήβαζαέΥγαβηΥ Υ

ηί φϜϡϢϧϨϡϞΥϑέΥψϮϫϨϝϚΥϖέΥόϤϚϦϨϭϨΥϐέΥϊϚϭϬϮϞΥψέΥφϢϝϚΥϐέΥϐϮϧϚϦϢΥψέΥψϨϦϞϧϨΥ

ϑέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥψέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϑϚϧϢϰϚϤϢΥϊέΥϑϨϛϢϧϚϢΥψέΥπϡϨϮΥϑέΥψϚϧϞϤϨΥυέΥφϰϚϬϚϤϢΥ

υέΥϒϞϦϮϫϚΥπέΥϑϚϦϚϤϨϬϡϢΥυέΥϗϚϤΥϊυϢέΥρϨϞϫϫΥϑέΥυϚϠϢϰϚϫϚΥϐίΥξΥϦϮϥϭϢϜϞϧϭϞϫΥ

ϩϡϚϬϞΥγΥϬϭϮϝϲΥϨϟΥϩϨϦϚϥϢϝϨϦϢϝϞΥϩϥϮϬΥϝϞϱϚϦϞϭϡϚϬϨϧϞΥϢϧΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϰϢϭϡΥ



ϫϞϥϚϩϬϞϝΥϚϧϝΥϫϞϟϫϚϜϭϨϫϲΥϦϮϥϭϢϩϥϞΥϦϲϞϥϨϦϚλΥϭϡϞΥχϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥϊϊήαββΥ

ϭϫϢϚϥίΥςϱϩϞϫϢϦϞϧϭϚϥΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥϨϠϲΥϚϧϝΥόϧϜϨϥϨϠϲέΥϝϨϥλβαέββιηΰϬεαβηεήαβηή

ααεαήθέΥγαβηΥ

θί ҟξϦϚϤϢΥχέΥϊϚϭϬϮϬϡϢϭϚΥυέΥψϢϭϚϦϮϫϚΥϖέΥϊϮϫϚϲϚϦϚΥυέΥψϨϣϢϦϚΥϊέΥϚϧϝΥξϧϝϨΥ

ψίΥϑϡϞΥϟϨϫϦϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϚϧΥϚϛϞϫϫϚϧϭΥύξϕζΥϭϫϚϧϬϜϫϢϩϭΥϢϧΥϚΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭΥϰϢϭϡΥϦϢϱϞϝΥ

ϩϡϞϧϨϭϲϩϞΥϚϜϮϭϞΥϥϞϮϤϞϦϢϚΥϡϚϫϛϨϫϢϧϠΥϝϞϫΩκΪϭΩθμκΪΩϪββίγμϩβδΪίΥωϞϮϤϞϦϢϚΥ

ϏϞϬϞϚϫϜϡΥϏϞϩϨϫϭέΥζέΥβεήβθέΥγαβηΥΥ

ιί ψϨϣϢϦϚΥϊέΥόϡϠϢϲϚΥρέΥφϜϡϢϤϢΥξέΥυϚϫϚΥϏέΥξϦϚϤϢΥχέΥψϚϰϚϢΥυέΥϋϮϦϚϭϚΥυέΥϐϚϭϨΥ

ξέΥϊϢϲϚϦϨϭϨΥϊέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϏέΥϊϚϜϡϢϝϚΥϐέΥϊϚϭϬϮϬϡϢϭϚΥυέΥόϠϚϰϚΥϖέΥψϚϰϚϝϚΥυέΥ

ϚϧϝΥξϧϝϨΥψίΥϏϞϟϫϚϜϭϥϲΥϚϜϮϭϞΥϩϫϨϦϲϞϥϨϜϲϭϢϜΥϥϞϮϤϞϦϢϚΥϬϮϜϜϞϬϬϟϮϥϥϲΥϭϫϞϚϭϞϝΥ

ϰϢϭϡΥϜϨϦϛϢϧϚϭϢϨϧΥϭϡϞϫϚϩϲΥϨϟΥϚϫϬϞϧϢϜΥϭϫϢϨϱϢϝϞΥϚϧϝΥϭϚϦϢϛϚϫϨϭϞϧϞλΥξΥϜϚϬϞΥ

ϫϞϩϨϫϭίΥωϞϮϤϞϦϢϚΥϏϞϬΥϏϞϩϨϫϭέΥζέΥββήβδέΥγαβηΥ ΥΥ

κί ҟϋϚϤϚϢΥϑέΥϐϚϤϚϢΥρέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϖέΥϋϮϤϚϠϚΥϑέΥτϫϚϝΥϐέΥωϢΥϗΥξϥϢϧϢΥϊέΥπϡϚϧΥ

ρέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥψέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϚϧϝΥϊϨϜϡϢϝϚΥχίΥπρβεηΥϝϞϟϢϧϞϬΥϝϢϟϟϞϫϞϧϭϢϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥ

ϜϮϥϭϮϫϞϝΥϚϧϧϮϥϮϬΥϟϢϛϫϨϬϮϬΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϭϨΥϞϱϩϫϞϬϬΥϚΥϜϨϧϭϫϚϜϭϢϥϞΥϩϡϞϧϨϭϲϩϞίΥχϨϮϫϧϚϥΥ

ϨϟΥόϫϭϡϨϩϚϞϝϢϜΥϏϞϬϞϚϫϜϡΥδεΩιΪβδηβήβδθγέΥγαβηΥΥ

βαί όϡϠϢϲϚΥρέΥϊϚϭϬϮϬϡϢϭϚΥυέΥϊϮϫϚϲϚϦϚΥυέΥϚϧϝΥξϧϝϨΥψίΥπϡϷϝϢϚϤήυϢϠϚϬϡϢήϥϢϤϞΥ

ϠϫϚϧϮϥϞϬΥϚϧϝΥϰϚϱϲΥξϮϞϫΥϛϨϝϢϞϬΥϢϧΥϚΥϜϚϬϞΥϨϟΥϚϜϮϭϞΥϩϫϨϦϲϞϥϨϜϲϭϢϜΥϥϞϮϤϞϦϢϚίΥ

φϧϭΥχΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥίέΥβαεέηδθήηδιέΥγαβηΥ Υ

ββί ϊϚϜϡϢϝϚΥϐέΥόϧϢϳϮϤϚΥϊέΥϑϨϲϨϬϚϤϢΥϊέΥξϨϲϚϦϚΥϖέΥψϚϰϚϢΥυέΥξϦϚϤϢΥχέΥυϚϫϚΥ

ϏέΥφϜϡϢϤϢΥξέΥόϠϚϰϚΥϖέΥψϚϰϚϝϚΥυέΥϚϧϝΥξϧϝϨΥψίΥρϚϧϚϩϚϫϨϢϝΥϏϞϝϮϜϞϬΥϭϡϞΥ

φϧϜϢϝϞϧϜϞΥϨϟΥυϞϦϚϭϨϩϨϢϞϭϢϜΥϐϭϞϦΥπϞϥϥΥϑϫϚϧϬϩϥϚϧϭϚϭϢϨϧήξϬϬϨϜϢϚϭϞϝΥ

ϑϡϫϨϦϛϨϭϢϜΥϊϢϜϫϨϚϧϠϢϨϩϚϭϡϲίΥοϨϧϞΥϊϚϫϫϨϰΥϑϫϚϧϬϩϥϚϧϭέΥζγΩγΪδαθήδακέΥ

γαβθΥ Υ

βγί φϜϡϢϤϢΥξέΥυϚϬϡϢϦϨϭϨΥϋέΥϒϞϝϚΥϑέΥυϢϫϚϢϰϚΥϐέΥϑϚϣϢϫϢΥϑέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϋέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥ

ϖϨϤϨϲϚϦϚΥψίΥφϠτεήϫϞϥϚϭϞϝΥϝϢϬϞϚϬϞΥϰϢϭϡΥϛϨϧϞΥϦϚϫϫϨϰΥϢϧϯϨϥϯϞϦϞϧϭίΥφϧϭΥ

ϊϞϝέΥζζέΥγγκζήγγκκέΥγαβηΥ Υ

βδί ҟϊϮϠϮϫϮϦϚΥϖέΥυϨϳϮϦϢΥψέΥϔϚϫϢϭϚΥυέΥϖϚϡϚϭϚΥϑέΥϒϧϨΥϑέΥφϭϨΥϊΥϚϧϝΥξϧϝϨΥ

ψίΥϊϚϢϧϭϞϧϚϧϜϞΥϨϟΥϛϨϧϞΥϡϨϦϞϨϬϭϚϬϢϬΥϛϲΥρϥϥβήϦϞϝϢϚϭϞϝΥϋϨϭϜϡΥϬϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠίΥχΥ

πϞϥϥΥύϡϲϬϢϨϥίέΥϝϨϥλβαίβααγΰϣϜϩίγζηεθΥγαβηΥ Υ

βεί ϊϢϲϚϨϤϚΥϊέΥψϢϤϮϜϡϢΥϑέΥπϚϫϫϞϫϚϬΥχέΥψϢϤϮϜϡϢΥϖϖέΥόϡϦϚϜϡϢΥψέΥψϨϣϢϦϚΥϊέΥ

ξϧϝϨΥψΥϚϧϝΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϋίΥπϨϦϩϨϬϢϭϞΥϟϨϥϥϢϜϮϥϚϫΥϥϲϦϩϡϨϦϚΥϚϧϝΥπρζήϩϨϬϢϭϢϯϞΥ



ϧϨϝϚϥΥϦϚϫϠϢϧϚϥΥϳϨϧϞΥϥϲϦϩϡϨϦϚίΥχΥπϥϢϧΥςϱϩΥυϞϦϚϭϨϩϚϭϡϨϥϨϠϲέΥζηέΥζζήζιέΥ

γαβηΥ Υ

βζί ςϬϭϞϛϚϧΥχπέΥψϢϤϮϭϢΥϖϖέΥϑϨϦϢϚϭϚΥϐέΥψϢϤϮϜϡϢΥϑέΥυϢϫϚϢϰϚΥϐέΥϐϚϭϨΥξέΥψϨϣϢϦϚΥ

ϊέΥφϭϨϡΥχέΥπϨϥϨϦϨΥωέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϋίΥπϥϢϧϢϜϨϩϚϭϡϨϥϨϠϢϜϚϥΥ

ϜϡϚϫϚϜϭϞϫϢϬϭϢϜϬΥϚϧϝΥϠϞϧϨϦϢϜΥϩϫϨϟϢϥϞΥϨϟΥϩϫϢϦϚϫϲΥϝϞΥϧϨϯϨΥϬϢϧϨϧϚϬϚϥΥϭϫϚϜϭΥ

ϝϢϟϟϮϬϞΥϥϚϫϠϞΥοήϜϞϥϥΥϥϲϦϩϡϨϦϚΥϫϞϯϞϚϥϬΥϠϚϢϧΥϚϭΥβϪδβΥϚϧϝΥϏτϐβΥϞϧϜϨϝϢϧϠΥ

ϩϫϨϭϞϢϧίΥυϢϬϭϨϩϚϭϡϨϥϨϠϲέΥγαβηΥ Υ

βηί ϋϢϧϨϦϢϲϚΥυέΥόϛϚϫϚΥϋέΥπϡϢϛϚΥϐέΥϒϬϮϤϢΥψέΥϋϢϬϡϢϰϚϤϢΥψέΥϊϚϭϬϮϦϮϫϚΥφέΥ

ϐϡϢϜϡϢϬϡϢϦϚΥϑέΥόϤϚϦϨϭϨΥϐέΥϋϢϬϡϢϦϮϫϚΥχέΥόϡϲϚϬϡϢϤϢΥψέΥϋϚϤϚϨΥϐέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥ

ψϚϧϝϚΥϖέΥψϚϰϚϠϮϜϡϢΥϑέΥϋϚϤϚϤϮϦϚΥυέΥυϚϫϚϝϚΥρέΥξϤϢϲϚϦϚΥυέΥψϢϧϨϬϡϢϭϚΥϑέΥ

όϳϚϰϚΥψέΥόϦϢϧϞΥϊέΥψϚϧϚϤϮϫϚΥψίΥφϧϭϞϫϢϦΥϚϧϚϥϲϬϢϬΥϨϟΥϩϨϬϭήϦϚϫϤϞϭϢϧϠΥ

ϬϮϫϯϞϢϥϥϚϧϜϞΥϨϟΥϞϜϮϥϢϳϮϦϚϛΥϟϨϫΥϩϚϫϨϱϲϬϦϚϥϧϨϜϭϮϫϧϚϥΥϡϞϦϨϠϥϨϛϢϧϮϫϢϚΥϢϧΥ

χϚϩϚϧίΥφϧϭΥχΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥίΥγζέγεεδήγεζγέΥγαβηΥ Υ

βθί ϑϞϟϟϞϫϢΥξέΥξϥήξϥϢΥυΥψέΥτΥοϚϫϨϬϢΥτέΥϑΥρϞϯϨϬέΥτϢϬϬϥϢϧϠϞϫΥυέΥχϢϚϧϠΥώέΥ

ψϢϥϚϝϣϢϚϧΥχήχέΥϊϞϬϚΥϏέΥύϚϬϬϚϦϨϧϭϢΥσέΥϏϢϛϫϚϠΥϓέΥϐϜϡϢϥϥϞϫΥτέΥϓϚϧϧϮϜϜϡϢΥξΥϊέΥ

ϗϡϨϮΥρέΥϏϞϢϬϞϫΥρέΥϗϡϨϧϠΥχΥϚϧϝΥϏΥύΥτϚϥϞΥϟϨϫΥϭϡϞΥϏςϐϒϊςΥϭϫϢϚϥϢϬϭϬΥ

ΩϢϧϜϥίΥξϧϝϨΥψΪίΥξΥϫϚϧϝϨϦϢϳϞϝΥϬϭϮϝϲΥϨϟΥϩϨϦϚϥϢϝϨϦϢϝϞΥϯϬίΥϩϥϚϜϞϛϨΥϢϧΥϩϞϫϬϨϧϬΥ

ϰϢϭϡΥϦϲϞϥϨϩϫϨϥϢϟϞϫϚϭϢϯϞΥϧϞϨϩϥϚϬϦήϚϬϬϨϜϢϚϭϞϝΥϦϲϞϥϨϟϢϛϫϨϬϢϬΥϚϧϝΥϏοπή

ϭϫϚϧϬϟϮϬϢϨϧήϝϞϩϞϧϝϞϧϜϞίΥωϞϮϤϞϦϢϚέΥϝϨϢλΥβαίβαδιΰϥϞϮίγαβηίδαααέΥγαβηΥΥ Υ

βιί όϠϮϫϚΥϊέΥφϬϡϢϳϚϰϚΥψέΥϊϚϫϮϲϚϦϚΥρέΥξϛϞΥϖέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥφϳϮϭϬϮΥψέΥϑϞϫϮϢΥϖέΥ

φϦϚϢϳϮϦϢΥϖέΥϑϬϮϤϚϬϚϤϢΥψέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥψέΥφϳϮϦϢΥϑέΥϒϬϮϤϢΥψέΥψϢϧϨϬϡϢϭϚΥϑέΥ

ϑϚϧϢϰϚϤϢΥϊέΥϒϨϬϡϢϦϚΥϋέΥϐϮϳϮϦϢϲϚΥχέΥψϮϫϨϬϚϰϚΥϊέΥϋϚϠϚϢΥυέΥϒϜϡϢϝϚΥϑέΥ

σϮϤϮϡϚϫϚΥϋέΥπϡϨϢΥφέΥόϡϦϚϜϡϢΥψέΥϖϚϦϚϦϨϭϨΥτέΥϚϧϝΥϑϨϛϢϧϚϢΥ

ψίΥοϞϧϝϚϦϮϬϭϢϧϞΥϩϥϮϬΥϫϢϭϮϱϢϦϚϛΥϟϨϫΥϩϫϞϯϢϨϮϬϥϲΥϮϧϭϫϞϚϭϞϝΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϰϢϭϡΥ

ϢϧϝϨϥϞϧϭΥοήϜϞϥϥΥϧϨϧήυϨϝϠϤϢϧΥϥϲϦϩϡϨϦϚΥϨϫΥϦϚϧϭϥϞΥϜϞϥϥΥϥϲϦϩϡϨϦϚλΥξΥ

ϦϮϥϭϢϜϞϧϭϞϫΥύϡϚϬϞΥφφΥϜϥϢϧϢϜϚϥΥϭϫϢϚϥΥϢϧΥχϚϩϚϧίΥφϧϭΥχΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥίέΥ

ϝϨϥλβαίβααθΰϬβγβιζήαβηήγβεηήεέΥγαβηΥ Υ

βκί φϠϚϫϚϬϡϢΥϑέΥόϠϮϫϚΥϊέΥφϭϨϡΥψέΥϑϚϧϢϰϚϤϢΥϊέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥψϮϫϨϝϚΥϖέΥϖϚϦϚϦϨϭϨΥ

ψέΥϒϢϤϞΥϋέΥϑϨϦϢϭϚΥξέΥϋϚϠϚϢΥυέΥψϮϫϨϬϚϰϚΥϊέΥϊϨϫϢΥϐέΥϋϚϰϚϧϨΥϐέΥϑϞϫϚϮϜϡϢΥ

ϑέΥόϡϚϬϡϢΥϖέΥϑϨϛϢϧϚϢΥψίΥχϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥϩϡϚϬϞΥφφΥϬϭϮϝϲΥϨϟΥϫϢϭϮϱϢϦϚϛΥϦϚϢϧϭϞϧϚϧϜϞΥ

ϟϨϫΥϮϧϭϫϞϚϭϞϝΥϢϧϝϨϥϞϧϭΥοήϜϞϥϥΥϧϨϧήυϨϝϠϤϢϧΥϥϲϦϩϡϨϦϚΥϰϢϭϡΥϡϢϠϡΥϭϮϦϨϫΥ

ϛϮϫϝϞϧίΥφϧϭΥχΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥίβαεέΥθααήθαιέΥγαβηΥ Υ



γαί όϠϚϰϚΥϖέΥφϳϮϭϬϮΥψέΥψϢϠϮϜϡϢΥϑέΥπϡϨϢΥφέΥϑϚϤϚϭϬϮϤϚΥϖέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϚϧϝΥ

ϐϮϳϮϦϢϲϚΥχίΥξΥϦϮϥϭϢϜϞϧϭϞϫέΥϬϢϧϠϥϞήϚϫϦέΥύϡϚϬϞΥφφΥϜϥϢϧϢϜϚϥΥϭϫϢϚϥΥϨϟΥ

ϛϞϧϝϚϦϮϬϭϢϧϞΥϦϨϧϨϭϡϞϫϚϩϲΥϢϧΥ ϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϰϢϭϡΥϜϡϫϨϧϢϜΥϥϲϦϩϡϨϜϲϭϢϜΥϥϞϮϤϞϦϢϚΥ

ϢϧΥχϚϩϚϧίΥφϧϭΥχΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥίέΥϝϨϥλβαίβααθΰϬβγβιζήαβηήγβθιήκέΥγαβθΥ Υ

γβί ҟπϚϫϫϞϫϚϬΥχέΥψϢϤϮϭϢΥϖϖέΥοϞϚΥϐέΥϊϢϲϚϨϤϚΥϊέΥυϢϫϚϢϰϚΥϐέΥφϤϨϦϚΥυέΥϋϚϠϚϨΥϏέΥ

ϑϨϦϢϭϚΥϐέΥϊϚϫϭϢϧήτϚϫϜϢϚΥρέΥϐϚϥϚϯϞϫϫϢϚΥφέΥϐϚϭϨΥξέΥφϜϡϢϤϢΥξέΥϏϨϧϜϚϝϨϫΥτέΥ

τϚϫϜϢϚΥχσέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥπϚϦϩϨΥςέΥϚϧϝΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϋίΥ πϥϢϧϢϜϨϩϚϭϡϨϥϨϠϢϜϚϥΥ

ϜϡϚϫϚϜϭϞϫϢϬϭϢϜϬΥϚϧϝΥϠϞϧϨϦϢϜΥϩϫϨϟϢϥϞΥϨϟΥϩϫϢϦϚϫϲΥϬϢϧϨϧϚϬϚϥΥϭϫϚϜϭΥϝϢϟϟϮϬϞΥϥϚϫϠϞΥ

οΥϜϞϥϥΥϥϲϦϩϡϨϦϚΥϫϞϯϞϚϥϬΥϠϚϢϧΥϚϭΥβϪδβΥϚϧϝΥϏτϐβΥϞϧϜϨϝϢϧϠΥϩϫϨϭϞϢϧλΥϩϨϨϫΥ

ϨϯϞϫϚϥϥΥϬϮϫϯϢϯϚϥΥϢϧΥρωοπωΥϧϨϭΥϨϭϡϞϫϰϢϬϞΥϬϩϞϜϢϟϢϜίΥυϢϬϭϨϩϚϭϡϨϥϨϠϲέΥϢϧΥϩϫϞϬϬέΥ

γαβθΥ Υ

γγί ψϚϰϚϢΥυέΥϊϚϭϬϮϬϡϢϭϚΥυέΥψϚϰϚϝϚΥυέΥόϠϚϰϚΥϖέΥξϧϝϨΥψίΥϑϡϞΥϬϮϜϜϞϬϬϟϮϥΥϮϬϞΥ

ϨϟΥϫϢϯϚϫϨϱϚϛϚϧΥϢϧΥϭϡϞΥϩϫϞϯϞϧϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϭϡϫϨϦϛϨϞϦϛϨϥϢϬϦΥϢϧΥϚΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭΥϰϢϭϡΥ

ϚϧϭϢϭϡϫϨϦϛϢϧΥϝϞϟϢϜϢϞϧϜϲΥϢϧΥϭϡϞΥϩϞϫϢϨϩϞϫϚϭϢϯϞΥϩϞϫϢϨϝίΥφϧϭΥϊϞϝίέΥϢϧΥϩϫϞϬϬέΥ

γαβθΥ Υ

γδί ϊϚϫϮϲϚϦϚΥρέΥυϚϭϚϤϞΥψέΥψϢϧϨϬϡϢϭϚΥϑέΥσϮϤϮϡϚϫϚΥϋέΥπϡϨϢΥφέΥϑϚϧϢϰϚϤϢΥϊέΥ

ξϧϝϨΥψέΥϑϞϫϮϢΥϖέΥυϢϠϮϜϡϢΥϖέΥόϧϢϬϡϢΥϖέΥξϛϞΥϖέΥψϨϛϚϲϚϬϡϢΥϑέΥϐϡϢϫϚϬϮϠϢΥϖέΥ

ϑϨϛϢϧϚϢΥψίΥξΥϦϮϥϭϢϜϞϧϭϞϫΥϩϡϚϬϞΥφφΥϬϭϮϝϲΥϨϟΥϧϢϯϨϥϮϦϚϛΥϢϧΥχϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥ

ϰϢϭϡΥϫϞϥϚϩϬϞϝΥϨϫΥϫϞϟϫϚϜϭϨϫϲΥϜϥϚϬϬϢϜϚϥΥυϨϝϠϤϢϧΥϥϲϦϩϡϨϦϚίΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥϐϜϢίέΥϢϧΥ

ϩϫϞϬϬέΥγαβθΥ Υ

γεί ϏϨϛϞϫϭΥϊϚϫϜϮϬέΥξϧϝϫϞϰΥρϚϯϢϞϬέΥψϢϲϨϬϡϢΥξϧϝϨέΥϔϨϥϟϫϚϦΥψϥϚϩϩϞϫέΥϐϭϞϩϡϞϧΥ

όϩϚϭέπϚϫϨϥϲϧΥόϰϞϧέΥςϥϢϳϚϛϞϭϡΥύϡϢϥϥϢϩϬέΥϏϚϧϝϞϞϩΥϐϚϧϠϡϚέΥϏϮϝϨϥϟΥϐϜϡϥϚϠέΥ

χϨϡϧΥσΥϐϞϲϦϨϮϫέΥϔϢϥϥϢϚϦΥϑϨϰϧϬϞϧϝέΥϊϚϫϞϤΥ ϑϫϧϽϧϼέΥϊϢϜϡϚϞϥΥϔϞϧϠϞϫέΥ

τϻϧϭϞϫΥσϢϧϠϞϫϥϞήϏϨϰϬϨϧέΥψϚϬϩϚϫΥϏϮϟϢϛϚϜϡέΥϑϨϦΥϊϨϨϫϞέΥϊϢϜϡϚϞϥΥυϞϫϨϥϝέΥ

ϔϨϥϟϠϚϧϠΥυϢϝϝϞϦϚϧϧίΥόϛϢϧϮϭϮϳϮϦϚϛΥϨϫΥϫϢϭϮϱϢϦϚϛΥϢϦϦϮϧϨϜϡϞϦϨϭϡϞϫϚϩϲΥϢϧΥ

ϩϫϞϯϢϨϮϬϥϲΥϮϧϭϫϞϚϭϞϝΥϢϋυωίΥϋϞϰΥςϧϠΥχΥϊϞϝέΥϢϧΥϩϫϞϬϬέΥγαβθΥ Υ

γζί ҟϋϚϤϚϭϚΥϑέΥϐϡϢϦϢϳϮΥυέΥϋϚϠϚϭϚΥϐέΥφϭϨΥτέΥσϮϣϢϢΥϐέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥψέΥψϚϰϚϦϨϭϨΥξέΥ

φϬϡϢϛϚϬϡϢΥσέΥψϮϧϨΥϏέΥξϧϳϚϢΥϐέΥϊϮϫϚϧϨΥϑέΥϊϢϳϮϭϚϧϢΥϑέΥόϬϡϢϦϚΥϐέΥϑϬϮϜϡϢϲϚΥψέΥ

ϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϑέΥυϨϳϮϦϢΥψέΥϔϚϭϚϧϚϛϞΥϊΥϚϧϝΥόϤϚϦϨϭϨΥϏίΥφϧϝϢϬϩϞϧϬϚϛϥϞΥϫϨϥϞΥϨϟΥ

ϋϨϭϜϡΥ ϥϢϠϚϧϝήϝϞϩϞϧϝϞϧϭΥ ϬϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠΥ ϢϧΥ ϭϡϞΥ ϩϫϨϥϢϟϞϫϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϬϭϞϦΥ ϜϞϥϥΥ ϧϢϜϡϞΥ

ϦϚϢϧϭϞϧϚϧϜϞΥ ϨϟΥ ξύπήϝϞϟϢϜϢϞϧϭΥ ϢϧϭϞϬϭϢϧϚϥΥ ϭϮϦϨϫϬίΥ οϢϨϜϡϞϦΥ οϢϨϩϡϲϬΥ ϏϞϬΥ

πϨϦϦϮϧίΥϢϧΥϩϫϞϬϬέΥγαβηίΥ



γηί ҟφϬϡϢϠϞήϔϚϝϚΥϊέΥψϰϨϧΥϐϊέΥςϠϮϜϡϢΥϊέΥυϨϳϮϦϢΥψέΥφϰϚϠϮϫϨΥυέΥϊϚϭϬϮϦϨϭϨΥ

ϑέΥσϮϤϮϝϚΥϋέΥϊϮϠϢϬϡϢϦϚΥυέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥυΥϚϧϝΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥϑίΥχϚϠϠϞϝήβΥϬϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠΥϢϧΥ

ϭϡϞΥ ϛϨϧϞΥ ϦϚϫϫϨϰΥ ϦϢϜϫϨϞϧϯϢϫϨϧϦϞϧϭΥ ϩϫϨϦϨϭϞϬΥ ϞϧϝϨϭϡϞϥϢϚϥΥ ϩϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫΥ ϜϞϥϥΥ

ϞϱϩϚϧϬϢϨϧΥϚϧϝΥϜϨϦϦϢϭϦϞϧϭΥϨϟΥπρβδδάΥϡϮϦϚϧΥϜϨϫϝΥϛϥϨϨϝΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϟϨϫΥϩϨϬϭϧϚϭϚϥΥ

ϯϚϬϜϮϥϨϠϞϧϞϬϢϬίΥύϥϨϬΥόϧϞίΥββΩββΪλΥϞαβηηηηαέΥγαβηίΥ

γθί ҟσϮϫϮϤϚϰϚΥϑέΥφϬϡϢϟϮϧϞΥπέΥϑϬϮϤϮϦϨΥϐφέΥυϨϳϮϦϢΥψέΥϊϚϞϤϚϰϚΥϖέΥϊϚϭϬϮϢΥϋέΥ

ψϚϣϢΥϏΥϚϧϝΥϖϚϬϮϭϨϦϨΥψίΥϑϫϚϧϬϦϢϬϬϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϬϮϫϯϢϯϚϥΥϬϢϠϧϚϥϬΥϭϡϫϨϮϠϡΥρϞϥϭϚήϥϢϤϞΥ

βΥϨϧΥϚϜϭϢϯϚϭϞϝΥπρεάΥϑΥϜϞϥϥϬίΥϐϜϢΥϏϞϩέΥϝϨϢλΥβαίβαγιΰϬϫϞϩδδηκγίέΥγαβηίΥ

γιί ҟωϢϮΥ ωέΥϔϚϝϚΥυέΥϊϚϭϬϮϛϚϫϚΥϋέΥυϨϳϮϦϢΥψΥ ϚϧϝΥ φϭϨϡΥϊίΥ φϝϞϧϭϢϟϢϜϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ

ϝϨϦϚϢϧϬΥ ϟϨϫΥ ϞϟϟϢϜϢϞϧϭΥ ϋϨϭϜϡΥ ϬϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠΥ ϚϜϭϢϯϢϭϲΥ ϢϧΥ ϢϦϦϨϛϢϥϢϳϞϝΥϋϨϭϜϡΥ ϥϢϠϚϧϝΥ

ϩϫϨϭϞϢϧϬίΥχΥπϞϥϥΥοϢϨϜϡϞϦέΥϢϧΥϩϫϞϬϬέΥγαβηίΥ

γκί ҟυϚϲϚϬϡϢΥ ϖέΥ ϋϢϬϡϢϦϮϧϞΥ υέΥ υϨϳϮϦϢΥ ψέΥ ϐϚϠϚΥ ϖέΥ υϚϫϚϝϚΥ ξέΥ ϖϮϳϚϤϢΥ ϊέΥ

φϰϚϭϬϮϛϨΥϑέΥψϨϩϚϧΥϏΥϚϧϝΥϑϨϦϢϭϚΥϑίΥξΥϧϨϯϞϥΥϧϨϧήϜϚϧϨϧϢϜϚϥΥϋϨϭϜϡΥϬϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠΥ

ϫϞϠϮϥϚϭϞϬΥϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϬϲϧϚϩϭϢϜΥϯϞϬϢϜϥϞΥϩϫϨϭϞϢϧϬΥϢϧΥϞϱϜϢϭϚϭϨϫϲΥϧϞϮϫϨϧϬίΥϐϜϢίΥ

ϏϞϩίΥηλΥγδκηκέΥξϩϫϢϥΥεέΥγαβηίΥ

δαί ҟόϤϚϧϨΥϊέΥϊϚϭϬϮϨΥυέΥϋϢϬϡϢϦϮϫϚΥϖέΥυϨϳϮϦϢΥψέΥϖϨϬϡϢϨϤϚΥϐέΥϑϨϧϨϤϢΥξΥϚϧϝΥ

φϭϨϡΥϊίΥϊϢϛβΥϦϨϝϮϥϚϭϞϬΥϝϲϧϚϦϢϧΥγΥϫϞϜϫϮϢϭϦϞϧϭΥϯϢϚΥϐϧϱβιΥϭϨΥϩϫϨϦϨϭϞΥρϥϥβΥ

ϞϧϝϨϜϲϭϨϬϢϬΥϟϨϫΥϞϟϟϢϜϢϞϧϭΥϋϨϭϜϡΥϬϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠίΥτϞϧϞΥπϞϥϥϬίΥγβλΥεγζήεεβέΥγαβηίΥ

δβί ҟϗίΥϗϡϚϧϠέΥχίΥϖϚϧϠέΥϔίΥϖϚϧέΥϖίΥωϢέΥϗίΥϐϡϞϧέΥ Υ ϑίΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚίΥύϫϞϭϫϞϚϭϦϞϧϭΥϨϟΥ

πϚϫϝϢϚϜΥϐϭϞϦΥπϞϥϥϬΥϔϢϭϡΥςϱϨϬϨϦϞϬΥρϞϫϢϯϞϝΥσϫϨϦΥϊϞϬϞϧϜϡϲϦϚϥΥϐϭϞϦΥπϞϥϥϬΥ

ςϧϡϚϧϜϞϬΥϊϲϨϜϚϫϝϢϚϥΥϏϞϩϚϢϫίΥχΥξϦΥυϞϚϫϭΥξϬϬϨϜίΥγαβημζλΥ

δγί ҟϐίΥϑϬϮϤϚϝϚέΥυίΥϊϚϬϮϝϚέΥϐίΥϖίΥχϮϧϠέΥχίΥϖϮϧέΥϐίΥψϚϧϠέΥρίΥϖίΥψϢϦέΥχίΥυίΥ

ύϚϫϤέΥ ϐίΥ ϑίΥ χϢέΥ ϐίΥ ϊίΥ ψϰϨϧέΥ Υ ϑίΥ ξϬϚϡϚϫϚίΥ φϦϩϚϢϫϞϝΥ ϝϞϯϞϥϨϩϦϞϧϭΥ ϚϧϝΥ

ϝϲϬϟϮϧϜϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϞϧϝϨϭϡϞϥϢϚϥΥϩϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϢϧΥϭϲϩϞΥγΥϝϢϚϛϞϭϢϜΥϦϢϜϞίΥρϢϚϛϞϭϞϬΥ

ϊϞϭϚϛίΥγαβημΥ

δδί ҟϐίΥϑϚϤϢϳϚϰϚέΥςίΥϋϚϠϚϭϚέΥϑίΥϋϚϤϚϲϚϦϚέΥυίΥϊϚϬϮϝϚέΥ Υ ϑίΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚίΥϏϞϜϞϧϭΥ

ύϫϨϠϫϞϬϬΥϢϧΥςϧϝϨϭϡϞϥϢϚϥΥύϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫΥπϞϥϥΥπϮϥϭϮϫϞΥϐϲϬϭϞϦϬλΥύϨϭϞϧϭϢϚϥΥϟϨϫΥϐϭϫϨϤϞΥ

ϑϡϞϫϚϩϲίΥϋϞϮϫϨϥΥϊϞϝΥπϡϢϫΥΩϑϨϤϲϨΪίΥγαβημζηλδαγήκίΥ

δεί ҟϑίΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚέΥυίΥψϨϠϚέΥυίΥφϰϚϦϨϭϨέΥϓίΥϑϬϮϭϬϮϦϢέΥϖίΥφϦϚϦϮϫϚέΥϊίΥϋϚϢϭϨϮέΥ

ξίΥϊϚϬϮϝϚέΥϖίΥφϤϞϳϨϧϨέΥϊίΥξϛϞέΥσίΥϔϚϝϚέΥϑίΥϐϚϤϚϮϞέΥϑίΥϒϞϧϨέΥϊίΥφϢέΥπίΥ

ξϥϞϯέΥ ξίΥ ψϚϰϚϦϨϭϨέΥ ϑίΥ ξϬϚϡϚϫϚέΥ Υ ϑίΥ ϑϨϫϢϦϮϫϚίΥ ςϱΥ ϯϢϯϨΥ ϞϱϩϚϧϬϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ

ϜϢϫϜϮϥϚϭϢϧϠΥ πρδεΩάΪΥ ϜϞϥϥϬΥ ϞϧϡϚϧϜϞϬΥ ϭϡϞΥ ϫϞϠϞϧϞϫϚϭϢϯϞΥ ϞϟϟϞϜϭΥ ϨϧΥ ϫϚϭΥ ϥϢϯϞϫΥ



ϜϢϫϫϡϨϬϢϬίΥϊϨϥΥϑϡϞϫΥϊϞϭϡϨϝϬΥπϥϢϧΥρϞϯίΥγαβημδλβηαγζίΥ

δζί χίΥυίΥωϞϞέΥϐίΥϑίΥχϢέΥχίΥψϢϦέΥϐίΥϑϚϤϚϤϢέΥϑίΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚέΥϖίΥχίΥυϨϧϠέΥ Υ ϐίΥϊίΥψϰϨϧίΥ

ϐϩϞϜϢϟϢϜΥϝϢϬϫϮϩϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥωϧϤΥ ϢϧΥϦϮϫϢϧϞΥϞϧϝϨϭϡϞϥϢϚϥΥϩϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϩϫϨϦϨϭϞϬΥ

ϝϞϫϦϚϥΥ ϰϨϮϧϝΥ ϡϞϚϥϢϧϠΥ ϯϢϚΥ ϞϧϡϚϧϜϞϝΥ ϯϚϬϜϮϥϨϠϞϧϞϬϢϬέΥ ϚϜϭϢϯϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ

ϦϲϨϟϢϛϫϨϛϥϚϬϭϬέΥϚϧϝΥϬϮϩϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϢϧϟϥϚϦϦϚϭϨϫϲΥϜϞϥϥΥϫϞϜϫϮϢϭϦϞϧϭίΥϐϭϞϦΥπϞϥϥΥ

ϏϞϬΥϑϡϞϫίΥγαβημθλβζιίΥ

δηί ҟϊίΥ φϬϡϢϠϞήϔϚϝϚέΥ ϐίΥϊίΥ ψϰϨϧέΥϊίΥ ςϠϮϜϡϢέΥ ψίΥ υϨϳϮϦϢέΥ υίΥ φϰϚϠϮϫϨέΥ ϑίΥ

ϊϚϭϬϮϦϨϭϨέΥϋίΥσϮϤϮϝϚέΥυίΥϊϮϠϢϬϡϢϦϚέΥυίΥϊϚϬϮϝϚέΥ Υ ϑίΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚίΥχϚϠϠϞϝήβΥ

ϐϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠΥ ϢϧΥ ϭϡϞΥ οϨϧϞΥ ϊϚϫϫϨϰΥ ϊϢϜϫϨϞϧϯϢϫϨϧϦϞϧϭΥ ύϫϨϦϨϭϞϬΥ ςϧϝϨϭϡϞϥϢϚϥΥ

ύϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫΥπϞϥϥΥςϱϩϚϧϬϢϨϧΥϚϧϝΥπϨϦϦϢϭϦϞϧϭΥϨϟΥπρβδδάΥυϮϦϚϧΥπϨϫϝΥοϥϨϨϝΥ

πϞϥϥϬΥϟϨϫΥύϨϬϭϧϚϭϚϥΥϓϚϬϜϮϥϨϠϞϧϞϬϢϬίΥύωϨϐΥόϧϞίΥγαβημββλϞαβηηηηαίΥ

δθί ҟ ϊϢϤϢϨΥ ϊϢϤϚϦϢέψϚϳϮϡϢϫϨΥ ϑϚϧϚϛϞέψϨϣϢΥ ϊϚϭϬϮϨέϖϮϤϨΥ ϊϢϲϚϳϚϤϢέϊϚϬϚϤϢΥ

ϊϢϲϚϳϚϰϚέΥ

ϊϚϬϚϫϮΥ υϚϲϚϬϡϢέϐϚϭϨϬϡϢΥ ξϬϚϢέϊϚϬϚϞΥ φϤϞϝϚέϊϚϬϚϤϨΥ ϐϢϝϚέϑϚϤϞϬϡϢΥ

υϢϫϚϬϚϰϚέϋϨϳϨϦϢΥ ψϨϣϢϦϚέϏϲϮϢϜϡϢϫϨΥ ϐϡϨέϐϚϝϚϲϨΥ φϢϣϢϦϚΥ Υ σϮϥϥϲήϬϢϚϥϲϚϭϞϝΥ

ϚϥϩϡϚήϜϡϚϢϧΥϨϟΥϜϨϦϩϥϞϦϞϧϭΥεήϛϢϧϝϢϧϠΥϩϫϨϭϞϢϧλΥ ρϢϚϠϧϨϬϭϢϜΥϮϭϢϥϢϭϲΥϟϨϫΥϨϯϚϫϢϚϧΥ

ϜϥϞϚϫΥϜϞϥϥΥϜϚϫϜϢϧϨϦϚίΥτϲϧϞϜϨϥϨϠϢϜΥόϧϜϨϥϨϠϲίγαβηΥ

διί ҟϊϚϬϚϤϨΥ ϐϡϢϝϚέϊϚϬϚϧϨϫϢΥ ϖϚϬϮϝϚέϊϚϫϢϤϨΥ σϮϣϢϭϚέϊϚϬϚϤϢΥ ϊϢϲϚϳϚϰϚέυϢϫϨϬϡϢΥ

ψϚϣϢϰϚϫϚέϑϚϤϞϬϡϢΥ υϢϫϚϬϚϰϚέϊϚϬϚϞΥ φϤϞϝϚέϋϚϫϮϚϤϢΥ ϊϚϬϮϢέϑϨϬϡϢϧϚϫϢΥ

ϊϮϫϚϦϚϭϬϮέϊϢϤϢϤϨΥ ϊϢϤϚϦϢΥ Υ ύϨϬϬϢϛϥϞΥ ϫϨϥϞΥ ϨϟΥ ϭϡϲϦϢϝϢϧϞΥ ϩϡϨϬϩϡϨϫϲϥΥ Υ ϢϧΥ

ϠϲϧϞϜϨϥϨϠϢϜϚϥΥ ϭϮϦϨϫϬΥ ϚϬΥ ϚϧΥ ϢϧϝϢϯϢϝϮϚϥϢϳϞϝΥ ϭϫϞϚϭϦϞϧϭΥ ϬϭϫϚϭϞϠϲΥ όϧϜϨϥϨϠϲΥ

ωϞϭϭϞϫϬΥόϧϜϨϥϨϠϲΥωϞϭϭϞϫϬΥβγΩζΪΥδγβζήδγγδέίγαβηΥ

δκί ҟϑϚϧϚϤϚΥψέϊϢϤϚϦϢΥϊέξϨϤϢΥρέψϢϠϮϜϡϢΥψέφϬϡϢϰϚϭϚΥφέφϰϚϦϨϫϢΥϊΥςϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥϨϟΥ

ϬϮϥϟϚϭϢϝϞΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϬϮϥϟϚϭϞϝΥ ϥϚϜϭϨϬϲϥϜϞϫϦϢϝϞΥ ϚϦϨϧϠΥ ϡϢϬϭϨϥϨϠϢϜϚϥΥ ϭϲϩϞϬΥ ϨϟΥ ϡϮϦϚϧΥ

ϨϯϚϫϢϚϧΥϜϚϫϜϢϧϨϦϚϬίΥυϮϦΥπϞϥϥΥγιΥδθήεδίγαβηΥ

εαί ҟϋϚϫϮϚϤϢΥ ϊϚϭϬϮϢέυϢϫϨϬϡϢΥ ψϚϣϢϰϚϫϚέξϤϢϡϢϫϨΥ ϊϨϫϢϬϡϢϭϚέϑϞϭϬϮϣϢΥ φϢϝϚέψϚϳϮϦϢΥ

ϋϚϤϚϳϚϰϚέϊϚϬϚϤϢϊϢϲϚϳϚϰϚέϊϢϤϢϨΥ ϊϢϤϚϦϢέϑϚϤϚϟϮϦϢΥ όϠϚϰϚέϋϚϨϲϚΥ

ϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚέϐϡϢϧϤϢϜϡϢΥϐϚϭϨΥ Υ ϒϬϞΥϨϟΥϞϩϢϭϡϞϥϢϚϥήϬϩϞϜϢϟϢϜΥϚϧϭϢϠϞϧΥϟϨϫΥϜϲϭϨϥϨϠϢϜϚϥΥ

ϝϢϚϠϧϨϬϢϬΥϨϟΥϠϥϚϧϝϮϥϚϫΥ ϥϞϬϢϨϧϬΥϢϧΥϭϡϞΥϮϭϞϫϢϧϞΥϜϞϫϯϢϱΥύϚϭϡϨϥϨϠϲΥφϧϭϞϫϧϚϭϢϨϧϚϥΥ Υ

ηηΩζΪΥδαζήδαιίγαβηΥ

εβί πϡϢϬϚΥϋϚϫϚϲϚϦϚέϊϚϬϚϞΥφϤϞϝϚέϊϢϰϚΥϖϚϬϚϤϚέϖϮήϬϮϤϞΥϐϚϠϚϫϚέϖϚϬϮϡϢϫϨΥψϚϧή

ϧϨέφϨΥ υϚϲϚϬϡϢέξϭϮϲϚΥ ϋϚϫϢϭϚέϐϚϭϨϬϡϢΥ ξϬϚϢέϑϨϬϡϢϤϢΥ ϑϚϣϢϦϚέϊϚϬϚϤϨΥ



ϐϡϢϝϚέϑϚϤϞϬϡϢΥ υϢϫϚϬϚϰϚέϊϢϤϢϨΥ ϊϢϤϚϦϢΥ Υ ξϠϠϫϞϬϬϢϯϞΥ ξϧϠϢϨϦϲϱϨϦϚΥ ϨϟΥ ϭϡϞΥ

ϓϮϥϯϚΥϰϢϭϡΥϋϨΥϏϞϜϮϫϫϞϧϜϞΥϨϧΥϚΥζήϲϞϚϫΥσϨϥϥϨϰΥϮϩλξΥπϚϬϞΥϏϞϩϨϫϭΥ Υ ϑϨϤϚϢΥχΥ

ςϱϩΥπϥϢϧΥϊϞϝΥ Υ εβΩβΪΥ Υ εγήεζίΥγαβηΥ

εγί ϖϮϣϢΥ φϤϞϝϚέΥ ξϤϢϤϨΥ σϮϫϮϬϚϰϚέϏϲϨΥ ψϢϭϚϠϚϰϚέξϲϚΥ ϑϨϤϢϧϚϠϚέσϮϦϢϧϨϫϢΥ

φϭϨέϊϚϬϚϲϨΥϒϤϢϭϚέυϢϝϞϭϚϤϚΥϋϨϦϮϫϚέϔϚϭϚϫϮΥϖϚϦϚϠϚϦϢέυϢϫϨϬϡϢΥϑϚϧϚϛϞέϊϢϤϢϨΥ

ϊϢϤϚϦϢέϋϨϛϮϡϢϫϨΥϑϚϤϞϬϡϢϦϚέϋϨϛϮϨΥϖϚϞϠϚϬϡϢέΥύϫϚϜϭϢϜϞΥϩϚϭϭϞϫϧϬΥϨϟΥϚϝϣϮϯϚϧϭΥ

ϭϡϞϫϚϩϲΥ ϟϨϫΥ ϢϧϭϞϫϦϞϝϢϚϭϞΰϡϢϠϡΥ ϫϞϜϮϫϫϞϧϜϞΥ ϫϢϬϤΥ ϜϞϫϯϢϜϚϥΥ ϜϚϧϜϞϫΥ ϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥ ϢϧΥ

ϣϚϩϚϧΥχϨϮϫϧϚϥΥϨϟΥτϲϧϞϜϨϥϨϠϢϜΥόϧϜϨϥϨϠϲΥγθΩδΪΥϞγκίγαβηΥ

εδί ϐϚϭϨϬϡϢΥ ξϬϚϢέΥ υϢϭϨϬϡϢΥ φϬϡϢϦϨϭϨέξϤϢϫϚΥ ϖϚϛϮϧϨέυϢϫϨϧϨϫϢΥ ξϬϚϝϚέϊϢϤϢϨΥ

ϊϢϤϚϦϢέϖϚϬϮϧϨϫϢΥϖϨϬϡϢϦϮϫϚΥξΥϧϨϯϞϥΥϦϨϝϢϟϢϜϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϭϰϨήϩϨϫϭΥ ϥϚϩϚϫϨϬϜϨϩϢϜΥ

ϨϯϚϫϢϚϧΥ ϜϲϬϭϞϜϭϨϦϲΥ ϮϬϢϧϠΥ ϚΥ ϧϞϞϝϥϞϬϜϨϩϢϜΥ ϢϧϬϭϫϮϦϚϧϭλόϧϞΥ ϬϮϫϠϞϨϧΨϬΥ ϢϧϢϭϢϚϥΥ

ϞϱϩϞϫϢϞϧϜϞΥτϲϧϞϜϨϥϨϠϲΥϚϧϝΥϊϢϧϢϦϚϥϥϲΥφϧϯϚϬϢϯϞΥϑϡϞϫϚϩϲΥϢϧΥϩϫϞϬϬΥγαβηΥ

εεί ψϨϣϢΥ ϊϚϭϬϮϨέΥ ϐϢϠϢϭϚΥ ϐίπϚϡϨϨϧέψϨϬϮϤϞΥ ϖϨϬϡϢϡϚϫϚέϊϚϬϚϤϨΥ ϐϡϢϝϚέϊϚϦϨϫϮΥ

ψϚϤϮϝϚέϐϨϬϮϤϞΥ ξϝϚϜϡϢέξϢϝϚΥ ϊϨϞϢϧϢέυϢϫϨϤϨΥ ϊϚϜϡϢϝϚέχϨϜϞϥϲϧΥ τϚϫϜϢϚή

ϐϚϲϫϞέϖϮϭϚϤϚΥ ϒϞϝϚέϑϚϤϚϲϮϤϢΥ ςϧϨϦϨϭϨέϊϢϤϢϨΥ ϊϢϤϚϦϢέωϲϧϝϚΥ ρίϏϨϦϚϧέξϧϢϥΥ

ψίϐϨϨϝΥ Υ Υ Υ ξϬϬϨϜϢϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥωϨϞϰήρϨϬϞΥξϬϩϢϫϢϧΥϚϧϝΥϐϮϫϯϢϯϚϥΥϨϟΥϔϨϦϞϧΥϔϢϭϡΥ

ςϧϝϨϦϞϭϫϢϚϥΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥ Υ όϛϬϭϞϭϫϢϜϬΧτϲϧϞϜϨϥϨϠϲΥ Υ βγιΩβΪΥ Υ βγθήδθίγαβηίγαβηΥ

εζί ϖϚϬϮϡϢϤϨΥ ςϛϢϧϚέΥ υϢϝϞϭϚϤϚΥ ψϚϭϚϛϮϜϡϢέϊϢϤϢϨΥ ϊϢϤϚϦϢέϐϚϭϨϫϮΥ ϋϚϠϚϬϞέϋϨϛϮϨΥ

ϖϚϞϠϚϬϡϢέϖϚϬϮϡϢϫϨΥ ϒϝϚϠϚϰϚέυϢϞϧϨϫϢΥ ψϚϭϨέψϚϧϞϲϮϤϢΥ ψϮϛϮϬϡϢϫϨέψϢϲϨϬϡϢΥ

ϑϚϤϚϦϚϭϬϮέψϚϬϮϡϢϫϨΥφϧϨέυϢϫϨϲϮϤϢΥϖϨϬϡϢϤϚϰϚίΥχϚϩϚϧΥϐϨϜϢϞϭϲΥϨϟΥτϲϧϞϜϨϥϨϠϢϜΥ

όϧϜϨϥϨϠϲΥ ϠϮϢϝϞϥϢϧϞϬΥ γαβδΥ ϟϨϫΥ ϭϡϞΥ ϭϫϞϚϭϦϞϧϭΥ ϨϟΥ ϮϭϞϫϢϧϞΥ ϛϨϝϲΥ ϧϞϨϩϥϚϬϦϬΥ Υ Υ

φϧϭϞϫϧϚϭϢϨϧϚϥΥχϨϮϫϧϚϥΥϨϟΥπϥϢϧϢϜϚϥΥόϧϜϨϥϨϠϲΥγβΥ Υ εδζήεεηίγαβηΥ

εηί ϐϡϢϧϢϜϡϢΥψϨϦϢϲϚϦϚέΥυϢϝϞϭϚϤϚΥψϚϭϚϛϮϜϡϢέϊϢϤϢϨΥϊϢϤϚϦϢέϐϚϭϨϫϮΥϋϚϠϚϬϞέϋϨϛϮϨΥ

ϖϚϞϠϚϬϡϢέξϢϤϨϮΥ όϤϚϦϨϭϨέψϢϲϨϬϡϢΥ φϭϨέψϞϧϢϜϢϡϫϨΥ ϊϨϫϢϬϡϢϠϞέϋϚϨΥ

ϐϮϳϮϤϢέϊϚϬϚϧϨϫϢΥ ψϚϧϞϮϜϡϢέϋϨϛϮϨΥ ϖϚϞϠϚϬϡϢέϖϚϬϮϡϢϫϨΥ ϒϝϚϠϚϰϚέυϢϫϨϲϮϤϢΥ

ϖϨϬϡϢϤϚϰϚΥ Υ χϚϩϚϧΥϐϨϜϢϞϭϲΥϨϟΥτϲϧϞϜϨϥϨϠϢϜΥόϧϜϨϥϨϠϲΥϠϮϢϝϞϥϢϧϞϬΥγαβζΥϟϨϫΥϭϡϞΥ

ϭϫϞϚϭϦϞϧϭΥϨϟΥϨϯϚϫϢϚϧΥϜϚϧϜϞϫΥϢϧϜϥϮϝϢϧϠΥϩϫϢϦϚϫϲΥϩϞϫϭϢϨϧϞϚϥΥϜϚϧϜϞϫΥϚϧϝΥϟϚϥϥϨϩϢϚϧΥ

ϭϮϛϞΥϜϚϧϜϞϫΥ Υ φϧϭϞϫϧϚϭϢϨϧϚϥΥχϨϮϫϧϚϥΥϨϟΥπϥϢϧϢϜϚϥΥόϧϜϨϥϨϠϲΥ Υ γβΥεβκήεδείγαβηΥ

εθί ҟψϲϨϤϨΥ ϑϚϧϚϤϚέϊϚϬϚϤϢΥ ϊϢϲϚϳϚϰϚέϊϢϤϢϨΥ ϊϢϤϚϦϢέρϚϢϬϮϤϞΥ ξϨϤϢέψϚϳϮϬϡϢϠϞΥ

ψϢϠϮϜϡϢέϊϚϬϚϨΥ φϰϚϦϨϫϢΥ ςϧϡϚϧϜϞϝΥ ϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ϮϧϢϪϮϞΥ ϠϚϧϠϥϢϨϬϢϝϞϬΥ ϰϢϭϡΥ

τϊγήϝϞϭϞϫϦϢϧϚϧϭΥ ϢϧΥ ϡϮϦϚϧΥ ϮϭϞϫϢϧϞΥ ϜϞϫϯϢϜϚϥΥ ϜϚϫϜϢϧϨϦϚήϝϞϫϢϯϞϝΥ ϜϞϥϥΥ ϥϢϧϞϬΥ Υ

τϥϲϜϨϜϨϧϣϮϠϚϭϞΥχϨϮϫϧϚϥίγαβηΥ



ειί ϑϨϫϮΥϐϮϠϢϲϚϦϚέξϢϤϨϮΥόϤϚϦϨϭϨέϑϚϤϚϲϮϤϢΥςϧϨϦϨϭϨέϑϞϭϬϮϭϚϭϨΥυϚϦϚϧϨέςϫϢϤϨΥ

ξϨϭϚϧϢέϖϚϬϮϡϢϬϚΥ ϑϞϫϚϨέϋϚϨϐϮϳϮϤϢέϊϢϤϢϨΥ ϊϢϤϚϦϢέϋϨϛϮϨΥ ϖϚϞϠϚϬϡϢέψϢϲϨϤϨΥ

ψϚϭϨέυϢϫϨϲϮϤϢΥ ϖϨϬϡϢϤϚϰϚέϖϨϬϡϢϡϢϭϨΥ ϖϨϤϨϲϚϦϚέυϢϫϨϬϡϢΥ ϑϚϧϚϛϞέψϨϣϢΥ

ϋϢϬϡϢϧϨέυϢϫϨϲϮϤϢΥ ϋϨϦϮϫϚέχϚϞήϔϞϨϧΥ ψϢϦέοϲϨϮϧϠήτϢϞΥ ψϢϦέϐϚϧϝϫϨΥ

ύϢϠϧϚϭϚέχϞϫϨϦϞΥ ξϥϞϱϚϧϝϫϞέχϨϡϧΥ τϫϞϞϧέϐϞϢϣϢΥ φϬϨϧϢϬϡϢέσϮϦϢϭϨϬϡϢΥ

ϑϞϫϚϮϜϡϢέψϞϢϢϜϡϢΥ σϮϣϢϰϚϫϚέρϚϢϬϮϤϞΥ ξϨϤϢΥ Υ ϏϚϧϝϨϦϢϳϞϝΥ ύϡϚϬϞΥ ІΥ ϑϫϢϚϥΥ ϨϟΥ

φϫϢϧϨϭϞϜϚϧΥ ύϥϮϬΥ πϢϬϩϥϚϭϢϧΥ πϨϦϩϚϫϞϝΥ ϔϢϭϡΥ ύϚϜϥϢϭϚϱϞϥΥ ύϥϮϬπϚϫϛϨϩϥϚϭϢϧΥ ξϬΥ

σϢϫϬϭήωϢϧϞΥ πϡϞϦϨϭϡϞϫϚϩϲΥ ϟϨϫΥ όϯϚϫϢϚϧΥ πϥϞϚϫΥ πϞϥϥΥ

πϚϫϜϢϧϨϦϚλχτότδαβθΰτπφτΥϑϫϢϚϥΥ Υ χϨϮϫϧϚϥΥϨϟΥπϥϢϧϢϜϚϥΥόϧϜϨϥϨϠϲίγαβηΥ

εκί ҟϑϨϬϡϢϤϢΥ Υ ϑϚϣϢϦϚέΥ ϊϚϬϚϤϢΥ Υ ϊϢϲϚϳϚϰϚέΥ ϊϚϬϚϫϮΥ υϚϲϚϬϡϢέΥ ϐϚϭϨϬϡϢΥ ξϬϚϢέΥ

ϊϚϬϚϤϨΥ φϤϞϝϚέΥϊϚϬϚϞΥ Υ Υ Υ ϐϡϢϝϚέΥϑϚϤϞϬϡϢΥυϢϫϚϬϚϰϚέΥϊϚϬϚϨΥ φϰϚϦϨϫϢέΥϊϢϤϢϨΥ

ϊϢϤϚϦϢΥ Υ ςϧϡϚϧϜϞϝΥ ϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ϡϲϝϫϨϱϲϥϚϭϞϝΥ ϜϞϫϚϦϢϝϞΥ ϢϧΥ ϰϞϥϥή

ϝϢϟϟϞϫϞϧϭϢϚϭϞϝΥ ϞϧϝϨϦϞϭϫϢϚϥΥ ϚϝϞϧϨϜϚϫϜϢϧϨϦϚίΥ όϧϜϨϥϨϠϲΥ ωϞϭϭϞϫϬΥ Υ βδΥ εζή

ζαίγαβηΥ

ζαί ҟόϠϢϲϚΥϏέΥϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϋέΥψϮϦϚϤϢΥϋέΥοϢϚϧϜϡϢϧϢΥτέΥψϢϭϚϧϨΥϐέΥφϰϚϦϨϭϨΥϑέΥυϚϲϚϬϡϢΥ

ϋέΥϖϨϤϨϲϚϦϚΥψέΥόϬϡϢϭϚϧϚϢΥϏέΥϑϞϫϚϨΥϊέΥϊϨϫϢϨϤϚΥϑέΥϑϬϮϝϚΥοέΥόϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϑέΥ

ϐϚϢϭϨΥ ϖέΥ ϐϮϳϮϤϢΥ ϖέΥ ϑϨϤϮϝϚΥ ϖίΥ πϨϦϩϚϫϢϬϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ϑϮϦϨϮϫήϢϧϟϢϥϭϫϚϭϢϧϠΥ

ωϲϦϩϡϨϜϲϭϞϬΥ ϛϞϭϰϞϞϧΥύϫϢϦϚϫϲΥ ϚϧϝΥϊϞϭϚϬϭϚϭϢϜΥϑϮϦϨϮϫϬΥ ϢϧΥοϫϞϚϬϭΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥ

ύϚϭϢϞϧϭϬίΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥϐϜϢίΥβαθλΥβθδαήδζέΥγαβηίΥ

ζβί ϐϚϢϭϨΥϖέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϖέΥφϧϨϦϨϭϨΥπέΥψϮϦϚϤϢΥϋέΥϖϨϤϨϲϚϦϚΥψέΥόϠϢϲϚΥϏέΥόϬϡϢϭϚϧϚϢΥ

ϏέΥϑϞϫϚϨΥϊέΥϑϬϮϝϚΥοέΥϊϨϫϢϨϤϚΥϑέΥϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϋέΥόϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϑέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥϐέΥϑϨϤϮϝϚΥ

ϖίΥξΥπϚϬϞΥϨϟΥτϢϚϧϭΥοϨϫϝϞϫϥϢϧϞΥύϡϲϥϥϨϝϞϬΥϑϮϦϨϫΥϨϟΥ ϭϡϞΥοϫϞϚϬϭΥξϬϬϨϜϢϚϭϞϝΥ

ϰϢϭϡΥυϲϩϨϠϥϲϜϞϦϢϚίΥϑϨϤϚϢΥχΥςϱϩΥπϥϢϧΥϊϞϝίΥεβλββιήγγέΥγαβηίΥ Υ

ζγί ψϚϭϚϨϤϚΥξέΥφϰϚϦϨϭϨΥϑέΥϑϨϤϮϧϚϠϚΥςέΥϑϨϦϨϭϚϤϢΥξέΥψϮϦϚϦϚϫϮΥυέΥϊϢϲϚϭϚΥυέΥ

ϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϋέΥψϚϰϚϢΥϊέΥξϧϚϧΥψέΥυϚϲϚϬϡϢΥϋέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥϐέΥϑϬϮϠϚϰϚΥψέΥξϨϠϢΥψέΥ

φϬϡϢϝϚΥϑέΥϊϚϬϮϨϤϚΥυέΥφϢϣϢϦϚΥψέΥψϢϧϨϬϡϢϭϚΥϑέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϐέΥϑϨϤϮϝϚΥϖίΥϖϨϮϧϠΥ

ϚϝϮϥϭΥϛϫϞϚϬϭΥϜϚϧϜϞϫΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϡϚϯϞΥϚΥϩϨϨϫΥϩϫϨϠϧϨϬϢϬΥϢϧϝϞϩϞϧϝϞϧϭΥϨϟΥϩϫϨϠϧϨϬϭϢϜΥ

ϜϥϢϧϢϜϨϩϚϭϡϨϥϨϠϢϜϚϥΥ ϟϚϜϭϨϫϬλΥ ϚΥ ϬϭϮϝϲΥ ϟϫϨϦΥ ϭϡϞΥ χϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥ οϫϞϚϬϭΥ πϚϧϜϞϫΥ

ϏϞϠϢϬϭϫϲίΥοϫϞϚϬϭΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥϏϞϬΥϑϫϞϚϭίΥβηαλβηδήβθγέΥγαβηίΥ

ζδί φϰϚϦϨϭϨΥϑέΥψϮϦϚϦϚϫϮΥυέΥϊϢϲϚϭϚΥυέΥϑϨϦϨϭϚϤϢΥξέΥϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϋέΥψϚϰϚϢΥϊέΥξϧϚϧΥ

ψέΥυϚϲϚϬϡϢΥϋέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥϐέΥϑϬϮϠϚϰϚΥψέΥξϨϠϢΥψέΥφϬϡϢϝϚΥϑέΥϊϚϬϮϨϤϚΥυέΥφϢϣϢϦϚΥ

ψέΥϊϚϭϬϮϨϤϚΥχέΥρϨϢϡϚϫϚΥυέΥψϢϧϨϬϡϢϭϚΥϑέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϐέΥϑϨϤϮϝϚΥϖίΥρϢϬϭϢϧϜϭΥ



ϛϫϞϚϬϭΥ ϜϚϧϜϞϫΥ ϜϡϚϫϚϜϭϞϫϢϬϭϢϜϬΥ ϛϞϭϰϞϞϧΥ ϬϜϫϞϞϧήΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϬϞϥϟήϝϞϭϞϜϭϞϝΥ ϛϫϞϚϬϭΥ

ϜϚϧϜϞϫϬΥ ϫϞϜϨϫϝϞϝΥ ϢϧΥ ϭϡϞΥ χϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥοϫϞϚϬϭΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥϏϞϠϢϬϭϫϲίΥοϫϞϚϬϭΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥ

ϏϞϬΥϑϫϞϚϭίΥβζηλειζήκεέΥγαβηΥ

ζεί ϑϚϧϠΥ ϕέΥ ϖϚϦϚϬϡϢϭϚΥ ϑέΥ υϚϫϚΥ ϊέΥ ψϮϦϚϤϢΥ ϋέΥ ϑϨϤϮϝϚΥ ϖέΥ ϊϚϬϮϝϚΥ ϐίΥ

υϢϬϭϨϩϚϭϡϨϥϨϠϢϜϚϥΥ ϜϡϚϫϚϜϭϞϫϢϬϭϢϜϬΥ ϨϟΥ ϛϫϞϚϬϭΥ ϝϮϜϭϚϥΥ ϜϚϫϜϢϧϨϦϚΥ ϢϧΥ ϬϢϭϮΥ ϚϧϝΥ

ϚϬϬϨϜϢϚϭϢϨϧΥϰϢϭϡΥϢϦϚϠϢϧϠΥϟϢϧϝϢϧϠϬίΥοϫϞϚϬϭΥπϚϧϜϞϫίΥγδλΥεκβήιέΥγαβηΥ

ζζί ҟϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥ ϋέΥ υϚϬϡϢϦϨϭϨΥ χέΥ ψϚϳϚϦϚΥ ϑέΥ ψϨϢϳϮϦϢΥ χέΥ όϠϢϲϚΥ ϏέΥ ϑϞϫϚϨΥ ϊέΥ

όϬϡϢϭϚϧϚϢΥϏέΥϊϨϫϢϨϤϚΥϑέΥϑϬϮϝϚΥοέΥόϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϑέΥϐϚϢϭϨΥϖέΥφϰϚϢϬϚϤϨΥψέΥφϰϚϦϨϭϨΥ

ϑέΥ υϚϲϚϬϡϢΥ ϋέΥ φϦϚϢΥ ϖέΥ ϑϨϤϮϝϚΥ ϖίΥ ρϢϚϠϧϨϬϭϢϜΥ ϩϞϫϟϨϫϦϚϧϜϞΥ ϨϟΥ ΩβιΪσή

ϟϥϮϨϫϨϝϞϨϱϲϠϥϮϜϨϬϞΥύςϑΰπϑΥϚϧϝΥϛϨϧϞΥϬϜϢϧϭϢϠϫϚϩϡϲΥϢϧΥϛϫϞϚϬϭΥϜϚϧϜϞϫΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥ

ϰϢϭϡΥϬϮϬϩϞϜϭϞϝΥϛϨϧϞΥϦϞϭϚϬϭϚϬϢϬίΥοϫϞϚϬϭΥπϚϧϜϞϫίΥ Υ γδλΥηηγήθέΥγαβηίΥ

ζηί ψϢϧϨϬϡϢϭϚΥϑέΥσϮϤϮϢΥϋέΥξϧϚϧΥψέΥφϰϚϦϨϭϨΥϑέΥϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϋέΥψϚϰϚϢΥϊέΥυϚϲϚϬϡϢΥϋέΥ

ϑϬϮϠϚϰϚΥψέΥξϨϠϢΥψέΥφϬϡϢϝϚΥϑέΥϊϚϬϮϨϤϚΥυέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥϐέΥφϢϣϢϦϚΥψέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϐέΥ

ϑϨϤϮϝϚΥϖίΥπϨϦϩϫϞϡϞϧϬϢϯϞΥϩϫϨϠϧϨϬϭϢϜΥϫϞϩϨϫϭΥϨϟΥϭϡϞΥχϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥοϫϞϚϬϭΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥ

ϐϨϜϢϞϭϲΥϏϞϠϢϬϭϫϲΥϢϧΥγααείΥ Υ οϫϞϚϬϭΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥγδλΥδκήεκέΥγαβηΥ

ζθί ξϧϚϧΥψέΥσϮϤϮϢΥϋέΥψϢϧϨϬϡϢϭϚΥϑέΥφϰϚϦϨϭϨΥϑέΥϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϋέΥψϚϰϚϢΥϊέΥυϚϲϚϬϡϢΥϋέΥ

ϑϬϮϠϚϰϚΥψέΥξϨϠϢΥψέΥφϬϡϢϝϚΥϑέΥϊϚϬϮϨϤϚΥυέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥϐέΥφϢϣϢϦϚΥψέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϐέΥ

ϑϨϤϮϝϚΥϖίΥπϨϦϩϫϞϡϞϧϬϢϯϞΥϩϫϨϠϧϨϬϭϢϜΥϫϞϩϨϫϭΥϨϟΥϭϡϞΥχϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥοϫϞϚϬϭΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥ

ϐϨϜϢϞϭϲΥϏϞϠϢϬϭϫϲΥϢϧΥγααζίΥοϫϞϚϬϭΥπϚϧϜϞϫίΥ Υ γδλΥζαήηβέΥγαβηίΥ

ζιί φϰϚϦϨϭϨΥϑέΥσϮϤϮϢΥϋέΥψϢϧϨϬϡϢϭϚΥϑέΥξϧϚϧΥψέΥϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϋέΥψϚϰϚϢΥϊέΥυϚϲϚϬϡϢΥϋέΥ

ϑϬϮϠϚϰϚΥψέΥξϨϠϢΥψέΥφϬϡϢϝϚΥϑέΥϊϚϬϮϨϤϚΥυέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥϐέΥφϢϣϢϦϚΥψέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϐέΥ

ϑϨϤϮϝϚΥϖίΥπϨϦϩϫϞϡϞϧϬϢϯϞΥϩϫϨϠϧϨϬϭϢϜΥϫϞϩϨϫϭΥϨϟΥϭϡϞΥχϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥοϫϞϚϬϭΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥ

ϐϨϜϢϞϭϲΥϫϞϠϢϬϭϫϲΥϢϧΥγααηίΥοϫϞϚϬϭΥπϚϧϜϞϫίΥγδλΥηγήθγέΥγαβηίΥ

ζκί ϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϋέΥϑϨϦϨϭϚϤϢΥξέΥϊϢϲϚϭϚΥυέΥφϰϚϦϨϭϨΥϑέΥψϚϰϚϢΥϊέΥξϧϚϧΥψέΥυϚϲϚϬϡϢΥ

ϋέΥξϨϠϢΥψέΥφϬϡϢϝϚΥϑέΥϊϚϬϮϨϤϚΥυέΥφϢϣϢϦϚΥψέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥϐέΥϑϬϮϠϚϰϚΥψέΥψϢϧϨϬϡϢϭϚΥ

ϑέΥ ϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥ ϐέΥ ϑϨϤϮϝϚΥ ϖίΥ πϡϚϧϠϞϬΥ ϢϧΥ ϭϮϦϨϫΥ ϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ υςϏγΥ ϚϧϝΥ

ϡϨϫϦϨϧϞΥϫϞϜϞϩϭϨϫϬΥϬϭϚϭϮϬΥϚϟϭϞϫΥϧϞϨϚϝϣϮϯϚϧϭΥϜϡϞϦϨϭϡϞϫϚϩϲΥϢϧΥγβΥθζζΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥ

ϟϫϨϦΥϭϡϞΥχϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥϛϫϞϚϬϭΥϜϚϧϜϞϫΥϫϞϠϢϬϭϫϲίΥξϧϧΥόϧϜϨϥίΥγθλΥειαήθέΥγαβηίΥ

ηαί ϔϚϭϚϧϚϛϞΥ ψέΥ ϐϡϢϦϨΥ ξέΥ ϑϬϮϠϚϰϚΥ ψέΥ ϑϨϤϮϝϚΥ ϖέΥ ϖϚϦϚϮϜϡϢΥ υέΥ ϊϢϲϚϢΥ ςέΥ

ϑϚϤϞϦϮϫϚΥ ψέΥ φϤϨϦϚΥ ξέΥ ϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥ ϐίΥ ϐϚϟϞΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϞϟϟϞϜϭϢϯϞΥ ϝϞϨϝϨϫϢϳϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ

ϦϚϥϨϝϨϫϨϮϬΥ ϟϮϧϠϚϭϢϧϠΥ ϭϮϦϨϫϬΥ ϮϬϢϧϠΥ ϭϨϩϢϜϚϥΥ ϦϞϭϫϨϧϢϝϚϳϨϥϞΥ αίθζΥΦΥ ϠϞϥΥ



ΩτψζηθΪλΥϚΥϦϮϥϭϢϜϞϧϭϞϫέΥϨϩϞϧήϥϚϛϞϥέΥϩϡϚϬϞΥφφφΥϬϭϮϝϲΥΩϏρϑίαθίϐϏςίΥγθαβδΪίΥ

ϐϮϩϩϨϫϭΥπϚϫϞΥπϚϧϜϞϫίΥγελΥγζιδήγζκαέΥγαβηΥ

ηβί ψϚϰϚϢΥϊέΥϑϨϦϨϭϚϤϢΥξέΥϊϢϲϚϭϚΥυέΥφϰϚϦϨϭϨΥϑέΥϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϋέΥξϧϚϧΥψέΥυϚϲϚϬϡϢΥ

ϋέΥξϨϠϢΥψέΥφϬϡϢϝϚΥϑέΥϊϚϬϮϨϤϚΥυέΥφϢϣϢϦϚΥψέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥϐέΥϑϬϮϠϚϰϚΥψέΥψϢϧϨϬϡϢϭϚΥ

ϑέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϐέΥϑϨϤϮϝϚΥϖίΥοϨϝϲΥϦϚϬϬΥϢϧϝϞϱΥϚϧϝΥϬϮϫϯϢϯϚϥΥϚϟϭϞϫΥϝϢϚϠϧϨϬϢϬΥϨϟΥ

ϢϧϯϚϬϢϯϞΥ ϛϫϞϚϬϭΥ ϜϚϧϜϞϫλΥ ϚΥ ϬϭϮϝϲΥ ϛϚϬϞϝΥ ϨϧΥ ϭϡϞΥ χϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥ ϋϚϭϢϨϧϚϥΥ πϥϢϧϢϜϚϥΥ

ρϚϭϚϛϚϬϞήοϫϞϚϬϭΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥϏϞϠϢϬϭϫϲίΥ Υ πϚϧϜϞϫΥϊϞϝίΥζλΥβδγιήεαέΥγαβηΥ

ηγί ҟϖϨϬϡϢϞΥψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢΫέΥϐϡϢϧϨΥόϡϬϡϢϦϚέΥξϬϮϤϚΥϊϢϲϚϦϨϭϨέΥξϭϬϮϤϨΥϐϡϢϠϞϧϚϫϢέΥ

ϊϚϬϚϤϢΥϑϚϤϚϬϮέΥϋϨϫϢϚϤϢΥφϦϚϞϝϚέΥϑϚϭϬϮϲϚΥϊϚϭϬϮϛϚϫϚέΥϊϚϬϚϟϮϦϢΥϑϚϧϚϤϚέΥ

ϑϚϤϚϬϡϢΥϐϡϢϢϧϚέΥυϢϫϨϬϡϢΥψϚϦϢϠϮϜϡϢέΥϏϲϮϣϢΥϐϮϳϮϤϢέΥυϢϭϨϬϡϢΥψϢϭϚϠϚϰϚέΥχϞϫϳϲΥ

ψίΥψϮϥϬϤϢέΥϋϨϫϢϚϤϢΥυϢϫϚϲϚϦϚέΥυϢϝϞϭϨϬϡϢΥφϧϨϤϨέΥξϬϚϤϨΥξϧϝϨΥύϫϨϝϮϜϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϚΥ

ωϨϜϮϬΥϚϧϝΥξϥϥϞϥϞήϐϩϞϜϢϟϢϜΥϊϨϧϨϜϥϨϧϚϥΥξϧϭϢϛϨϝϲΥϟϨϫΥϭϡϞΥπϡϚϫϚϜϭϞϫϢϬϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥ

ϐωξήβΫαεαβΥϦϏϋξΥϚϧϝΥύϫϨϭϞϢϧΥςϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥωϞϯϞϥϬΥϢϧΥϊυπήρϞϟϢϧϞϝΥ

ϊϢϜϫϨϦϢϧϢϩϢϠϬίΥύωόϐΥόϋςββΩβαΪλϞαβηεκκζίΥϝϨϢλΥ

βαίβδθβΰϣϨϮϫϧϚϥίϩϨϧϞίαβηεκκζΥγαβηΥ

ηδί ҟϑϚϭϬϮϲϚΥϊϚϭϬϮϛϚϫϚέΥϋϚϨϡϢϭϨΥϋϢϬϡϢϢέΥϐϚϭϨϬϡϢΥϑϚϤϚϬϡϢϦϚέΥϊϚϬϚϤϢΥϑϚϤϚϬϮέΥ

ϋϨϫϢϚϤϢΥφϦϚϞϝϚέΥψϚϲϨΥξϢϤϢήόϬϡϢϦϨέΥψϚϳϮϚϤϢΥϖϚϦϚϳϨϞέΥϊϢϜϡϢϧϨϫϢΥψϚϤϢϬϚϤϚέΥ

ϐϡϢϧήϧϨϬϮϤϞΥϑϚϤϞϬϡϢϦϚέΥϖϨϤϨΥξϢϝϚέΥϖϨϬϡϢϞΥψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢέΥχϞϫϳϲΥψΥψϮϥϬϤϢέΥ

ξϬϚϤϨΥξϧϝϨέΥυϢϭϨϬϡϢΥψϢϭϚϠϚϰΥ Υ φϝϞϧϭϢϟϢϜϚϭϢϨϧΥϚϧϝΥϜϡϚϫϚϜϭϞϫϢϳϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϭϰϨΥ

πρεΥϚϥϥϞϥϞϬΥϢϧΥϊϢϜϫϨϦϢϧϢϩϢϠϬίΥ Υ Υ Υ Υ οϊπΥϓϞϭϞϫϢϧϚϫϲΥϏϞϬϞϚϫϜϡΥ Υ όϜϭΥ

θμβγΩβΪλγγγίΥγαβηΥ

ηεί ҟϐϚϭϨΥψέΥόϢϰϚΥϏέΥψϮϦϢϭϚΥϔέΥυϞϧϫϲΥϏέΥϐϚϤϮϦϚΥϑέΥφϭϨΥϏέΥϋϨϳϮΥϏέΥφϧϨϮϞΥϑέΥ

ψϚϭϚϧϨΥφέΥϐϚϭϨΥψέΥόϤϚϡϚϫϚΥϋέΥόϤϚϡϚϫϚΥχέΥϐϡϢϦϢϳϮΥϖέΥϖϚϦϚϦϨϭϨΥϊέΥ

υϚϧϚϳϚϰϚΥψέΥψϚϰϚϤϚϦϢΥϑέΥψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢΥϖέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϏέΥϑϚϤϚϡϚϬϡϢΥϑέΥϔϞϢϧϬϭϞϢϧΥ

ςχέΥϖϚϦϚϦϨϭϨΥϑέΥϐϚϤϚϤϢϛϚϫϚΥϖέΥυϚϛϮΥϐέΥυϚϭϚΥχφέΥόϤϚϧϨΥυέΥϐϚϬϚϤϢΥ Υ

τϞϧϞϫϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϚΥϋϨϧϡϮϦϚϧΥύϫϢϦϚϭϞΥϊϨϝϞϥΥϨϟΥϐϞϯϞϫϞΥπϨϦϛϢϧϞϝΥ

φϦϦϮϧϨϝϞϟϢϜϢϞϧϜϲΥϒϬϢϧϠΥυϢϠϡϥϲΥςϟϟϢϜϢϞϧϭΥτϞϧϨϦϞΥςϝϢϭϢϧϠίΥςίπϞϥϥΥϐϭϞϦΥπϞϥϥίΥ

βκΩβΪλβγθήβδιΥϝϨϢλΥβαίβαβηΰϣίϬϭϞϦίγαβηίαηίααδίΥύϊφρλΥγθδθεθιθΥ γαβηΥ

ηζί ϋϚϤϚϣϢϦϚΥϖέΥυϚϭϭϨϫϢΥϖέΥφϭϨΥϐέΥψϚϰϚϬϚϤϢΥϏέΥψϮϰϚϛϚϫϚΥυέΥϊϚϜϡϢϝϚΥϐέΥ

ϐϡϢϫϚϬϮϠϢΥϖέΥϊϢϲϚϳϚϤϢΥ Υ Υ Υ Υ Υ Υ ψέΥϐϚϤϚϢΥϏέΥϑϨϦϢϭϚΥϋέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥ

υϢϠϚϬϡϢϡϚϫϚΥϊέΥφϬϡϢϠϮϫϨΥϖέΥσϮϣϢϬϚϰϚΥϐίΥξϜϮϭϞΥϥϞϮϤϞϦϢϚΥϝϮϫϢϧϠΥϩϫϞϠϧϚϧϜϲλΥ



ϚϧΥϢϧϯϞϬϭϢϠϚϭϢϯϞΥϬϮϫϯϞϲΥϨϟΥϭϡϞΥϩϚϬϭΥϞϥϞϯϞϧΥϲϞϚϫϬίΥφϧϭΥχΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥίΥβαβΩδΪέΥ

γιηήγκεέΥγαβζΥΥ Υ

ηηί ϐϮϳϮϤϢΥψέΥόϠϮϫϚΥϊέΥξϛϞΥϖέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϑέΥϑϨϛϢϧϚϢΥψέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϑϚϧϢϰϚϤϢΥϊέΥ

ϊϚϫϮϲϚϦϚΥρέΥψϨϣϢϦϚΥϊέΥψϮϫϨϝϚΥχέΥόϭϚϧϢΥυέΥφϢϳϮϤϚΥψίΥύϡϚϬϞΥφΥϬϭϮϝϲΥϨϟΥ

ϬϢϥϭϮϱϢϦϚϛέΥϚϧΥϚϧϭϢήφωήηΥϦϨϧϨϜϥϨϧϚϥΥϚϧϭϢϛϨϝϲέΥϢϧΥϫϞϥϚϩϬϞϝΰϫϞϟϫϚϜϭϨϫϲΥ

ϦϮϥϭϢϩϥϞΥϦϲϞϥϨϦϚίΥφϧϭΥχΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥίΥβαβΩδΪέΥγιηήγκεέΥγαβζΥ ΥΥ

ηθί ψϨϣϢϦϚΥϊέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϋέΥϖϚϛϞΥϊέΥϑϨϤϮϧϚϤϚΥϊέΥψϢϤϮϭϢΥϖϖέΥψϢϤϮϜϡϢΥϑέΥ

ϊϮϫϚϲϚϦϚΥυέΥϊϨϫϢϮϜϡϢΥϊέΥϑϬϮϛϨϢΥψέΥόϠϚϰϚΥϖέΥϚϧϝΥξϧϝϨΥψίΥξΥϜϚϬϞΥϨϟΥ

ϜϥϨϧϚϥϥϲΥϝϢϬϭϢϧϜϭΥϫϞϥϚϩϬϞΥϨϟΥοϮϫϤϢϭϭΥϥϲϦϩϡϨϦϚΥϧϢϧϞΥϲϞϚϫϬΥϚϟϭϞϫΥϜϨϦϩϥϞϭϞΥ

ϫϞϦϢϬϬϢϨϧίΥφϧϭΥχΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥέΥβαβΩζΪέΥζγαήζγεέΥγαβζΥ Υ

ηιί ϑϚϭϞϢϬϡϢΥϒέΥϑϚϭϬϮϦϢΥϊέΥϑϞϫϚϮϜϡϢΥϑέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϋϢϢϭϬϮέΥϋέΥψϢϦέΥϔϐέΥϐϮϡΥπέΥ

όϠϮϫϚΥϊέΥϑϨϛϢϧϚϢΥψίΥύϫϨϠϧϨϬϭϢϜΥϐϢϠϧϢϟϢϜϚϧϜϞΥϨϟΥϊϞϭϚϛϨϥϢϜΥϑϮϦϨϫΥοϮϫϝϞϧΥ

ϛϲΥσρτΥύςϑΰπϑΥϢϧΥύϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϰϢϭϡΥϏϞϥϚϩϬϞϝΰϏϞϟϫϚϜϭϨϫϲΥρϢϟϟϮϬϞΥωϚϫϠϞΥοή

ϜϞϥϥΥωϲϦϩϡϨϦϚίΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥϐϜϢϞϧϜϞίΥβαηΩγΪμΥβιηήβκδέΥγαβζΥ ΥΥ ΥΥ

ηκί ҟξϦϚϤϢΥχέΥόϧϢϳϮϤϚΥϊέΥόϡϦϚϜϡϢΥψέΥξϨϲϚϦϚΥϖέΥυϚϫϚΥϏέΥφϜϡϢϤϢΥξέΥψϚϰϚϢΥψέΥ

ϐϚϭϨΥξέΥϊϢϲϚϦϨϭϨΥϊέΥϑϨϲϨϬϚϤϢΥϊέΥϊϚϜϡϢϝϚΥϐέΥψϨϣϢϦϚΥϊέΥψϚϰϚϝϚΥυέΥ

όϠϚϰϚΥϖέΥϚϧϝΥξϧϝϨΥψίΥϐϢϧϠϥϞΥϧϮϜϥϞϨϭϢϝϞΥϩϨϥϲϦϨϫϩϡϢϬϦΥϨϟΥϜϲϭϚϫϚϛϢϧϞΥ

ϦϞϭϚϛϨϥϢϜΥϠϞϧϞϬΥϢϧϟϥϮϞϧϜϞΥϜϥϢϧϢϜϚϥΥϨϮϭϜϨϦϞΥϢϧΥϚϜϮϭϞΥϦϲϞϥϨϢϝΥϥϞϮϤϞϦϢϚΥ

ϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϫϞϜϞϢϯϞϝΥϡϢϠϡΥϝϨϬϞΥϜϲϭϚϫϚϛϢϧϞΥϭϡϞϫϚϩϲίΥφϧϭΥχΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥέΥβαβΩηΪέΥ

ζεδήζζδέΥγαβζΥ Υ

θαί ҟϐϡϢϦϚϝϚΥϐέΥϋϮϧϨϦϮϫϚΥϐέΥϊϨϫϢΥϐέΥϐϮϞϦϢϳϮΥυέΥφϭϨϡΥϑέΥϑϚϤϚϛϚϲϚϬϡϢΥϐέΥ

όϤϚϝϚΥϖέΥϖϚϡϚϭϚΥϑέΥϐϡϢϢϧϚΥϑέΥψϚϭϨϡΥυέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϏέΥϑϚϧϢΥψέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϖϚϠϢϭϚΥ

υέΥυϚϛϮΥϐέΥϐϚϬϚϤϢΥςέΥψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢΥϖίΥπϨϦϦϨϧΥϦϚϫϦϨϬϞϭΥπρββθήϩϨϬϢϭϢϯϞΥ

ϡϞϦϚϭϨϩϨϢϞϭϢϜΥϜϞϥϥϬέΥϩϨϬϬϞϬϬΥϦϮϥϭϢϩϨϭϞϧϜϲίΥφϧϭΥφϦϦϮϧϨϥίΥγθέΥζηθήζθθέΥγαβζΥ Υ

θβί όϧϢϳϮϤϚΥϊέΥόϡϦϚϜϡϢΥψέΥξϨϲϚϦϚΥϖέΥυϚϫϚΥϏέΥφϜϡϢϤϢΥξέΥψϚϰϚϢΥψέΥϐϚϭϨΥξέΥ

ϊϢϲϚϦϨϭϨΥϊέΥϑϨϲϨϬϚϤϢΥϊέΥϊϚϜϡϢϝϚΥϐέΥψϨϣϢϦϚΥϊέΥψϚϰϚϝϚΥυέΥόϠϚϰϚΥϖέΥϚϧϝΥ

ξϧϝϨΥψίΥϋϨϧϢϧϟϞϜϭϢϨϮϬΥϩϮϥϦϨϧϚϫϲΥϜϨϦϩϥϢϜϚϭϢϨϧϬΥϚϟϭϞϫΥϬϭϞϦΥϜϞϥϥΥ

ϭϫϚϧϬϩϥϚϧϭϚϭϢϨϧΥϚϧϝΥϢϧϝϮϜϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϚϧΥϢϧϧϚϭϞΥϢϦϦϮϧϞΥϫϞϬϩϨϧϬϞίΥχϨϮϫϧϚϥΥϨϟΥ

οϥϨϨϝΥρϢϬϨϫϝϞϫϬΥΧΥϑϫϚϧϬϟϮϬϢϨϧΥηΩδΪλΥβήηέΥγαβζΥ

θγί ϑϨϦϢϭϚΥϐέΥψϢϤϮϭϢΥϖέΥπϚϫϫϞϫϚϬΥχέΥψϨϣϢϦϚΥϊέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϑϚϤϚϬϚϤϢΥυέΥϐϚϤϚϢΥϏέΥ

ϑϚϤϚϭϚΥψέΥϖϨϬϡϢϧϨΥϑέΥοϞϚΥϐέΥπϚϦϩϨΥςέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϋίΥτϞϧϨϦϢϜΥϚϧϝΥ



ϢϦϦϮϧϨϡϢϬϭϨϜϡϞϦϢϜϚϥΥϩϫϨϟϢϥϞϬΥϨϟΥϞϧϭϞϫϨϩϚϭϡϲήϚϬϬϨϜϢϚϭϞϝΥϑήϜϞϥϥΥϥϲϦϩϡϨϦϚΥ

ϢϧΥχϚϩϚϧίΥϊϨϝϞϫϧΥύϚϭϡϨϥϨϠϲέΥγιέΥβγιηήβγκηέΥγαβζΥ ΥΥ

θδί ψϨϣϢϦϚΥϊέΥόϡϠϢϲϚΥρέΥψϚϰϚϢΥυέΥϊϢϲϚϦϨϭϨΥϊέΥόϡϦϚϜϡϢΥψέΥόϠϚϰϚΥϖέΥ

ϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϋέΥϚϧϝΥξϧϝϨΥψίΥϑϰϨΥϜϚϬϞϬΥϨϟΥϬϮϜϜϞϬϬϟϮϥΥϚϮϭϨϥϨϠϨϮϬΥ

ϡϞϦϚϭϨϩϨϢϞϭϢϜΥϬϭϞϦΥϜϞϥϥΥϡϚϫϯϞϬϭΥϚϟϭϞϫΥϭϫϞϚϭϦϞϧϭΥϰϢϭϡΥοϫϞϧϭϮϱϢϦϚϛϓϞϝϨϭϢϧίΥ

ξϜϭϚΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥέΥγθέΥβδεέΥβιβήβιγέΥγαβζΥ Υ

θεί ψϨϛϚϲϚϬϡϢΥϖέΥΥϖϚϦϚϮϜϡϢΥϑέΥψϢϲϨϢΥυέΥϐϚϤϮϫϚΥϑέΥυϚϭϚΥϑέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϔϚϭϚϛϞΥξέΥ

υϚϫϚϝϚΥξέΥϑϚϮϛϞΥϑέΥϊϢϲϚϳϚϤϢΥϖέΥϋϚϨϞΥϑίΥύϡϚϬϞΥφΥϑϫϢϚϥΥϨϟΥϓϨϥϚϬϞϫϭϢϛέΥϚΥ

ύϨϥϨήϥϢϤϞΥψϢϧϚϬϞΥφϧϡϢϛϢϭϨϫέΥϢϧΥχϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥύϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϰϢϭϡΥξϜϮϭϞΥϊϲϞϥϨϢϝΥ

ωϞϮϤϞϦϢϚίΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥϐϜϢίΥβαηέΥβζκαήβζκζέΥγαβζΥΥ ρόφλΥβαίββββΰϜϚϬίβγιβεΥ Υ Υ

θζί ҟρϚϦϝϢϧϬϮϫϞϧΥξέΥϊϚϭϬϮϬϡϢϭϚΥυέΥφϭϨΥϊέΥϑϚϧϚϤϚΥϊέΥτϮϢϥϚϧΥχέΥϑϬϮϤϚϦϨϭϨΥ

υέΥξϬϚϢΥϐέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϊϢϲϚϜϡϢΥυίΥσωϑδήφϑρΥϝϫϢϯϞϬΥξϫϚήπΥϫϞϬϢϬϭϚϧϜϞΥϢϧΥ

ϥϞϮϤϞϦϢϜΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϯϢϚΥϭϡϞΥϢϧϝϮϜϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϏϒϋϕδίΥωϞϮϤϞϦϢϚΥϏϞϬίΥ Υ δκέΥβεαζή

βεαδέΥγαβζΥ Υ Υ

θηί όϠϚϰϚΥϖέΥόϠϮϫϚΥϊέΥϑϨϛϢϧϚϢΥψέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϑέΥϔϚϭϚϧϚϛϞΥϑέΥόϡϦϚϜϡϢΥ

ψέΥϒϜϡϢϝϚΥϑέΥυϚϧϬϨϧΥϊέΥϑϚϧϚϤϚΥϖέΥϐϡϢϦϚϦϨϭϨΥϑέΥυϨϭϭϚΥϑίΥϊϐρίΥξΥύϡϚϬϞΥ

φΥϐϭϮϝϲΥϨϟΥϓϨϫϢϧϨϬϭϚϭΥϜϨϦϛϢϧϞϝΥϰϢϭϡΥϛϨϫϭϞϳϨϦϢϛΥϢϧΥύϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϔϢϭϡΥϏϞϥϚϩϬϞϝΥ

ϨϫΥϏϞϟϫϚϜϭϨϫϲΥϊϮϥϭϢϩϥϞΥϊϲϞϥϨϦϚίΥφϧϭΥχΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥίΥβαδέΥγζήδδέΥγαβζΥ Υ

θθί ψϨϣϢϦϚΥϊέΥφϜϡϢϧϨϬϞΥξέΥϐϨϮϫϢΥϊέΥόϬϚϤϢΥϑέΥψϚϰϚϢΥυέΥξϦϚϤϢΥχέΥϋϮϦϚϭϚΥυέΥ

ϊϢϲϚϦϨϭϨΥϊέΥόϠϢϲϚΥρέΥϑϬϮϛϨϢΥψέΥόϠϚϰϚΥϖέΥόϳϚϰϚΥϐέΥξϧϝϨΥψίΥϐϮϜϜϞϬϬϟϮϥΥ

ϛϲϩϚϬϬΥϬϮϫϠϞϫϲΥϟϨϫΥϞϬϨϩϡϚϠϞϚϥΥϜϚϫϜϢϧϨϦϚΥϮϧϝϞϫΥϚϝϞϪϮϚϭϞΥϟϚϜϭϨϫΥϕφφφΰβδΥ

ϫϞϩϥϚϜϞϦϞϧϭΥϭϡϞϫϚϩϲΥϢϧΥϚΥϜϚϬϞΥϰϢϭϡΥϢϧϭϫϚϜϭϚϛϥϞΥϚϮϭϨϢϦϦϮϧϞΥϡϞϦϨϫϫϡϚϩϡϢϥϢϚΥ

ϝϮϞΥϭϨΥϚϧϭϢήσϚϜϭϨϫΥϕφφφΰβδΥϚϧϭϢϛϨϝϢϞίΥφϧϭΥχΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥίΥβαδέΥέΥγαβζΥ Υ

θιί ҟφϦϚϢΥχέΥυϨϳϮϦϢΥψέΥϐϮϦϢϲϨϬϡϢΥυέΥϖϚϳϚϰϚΥϊέΥυϢϫϚϧϨΥψέΥξϛϞΥχέΥυϢϠϚϬϡϢΥψέΥ

φϧϚϠϚϤϢΥϖΥϚϧϝΥϊϢϧϞΥϑίΥξϧϭϢήϟϢϛϫϨϭϢϜΥϞϟϟϞϜϭϬΥϨϟΥϚΥϧϨϯϞϥΥϬϦϚϥϥΥϜϨϦϩϨϮϧϝΥϨϧΥϭϡϞΥ

ϫϞϠϮϥϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥ ϜϲϭϨϤϢϧϞΥϩϫϨϝϮϜϭϢϨϧΥ ϢϧΥ ϚΥϦϨϮϬϞΥϦϨϝϞϥΥϨϟΥ ϜϨϥϨϫϞϜϭϚϥΥ ϟϢϛϫϨϬϢϬίΥ

οϢϨϜϡϞϦΥοϢϨϩϡϲϬΥϏϞϬΥπϨϦϦϮϧίΥεηιλΥζζεήζηαέΥγαβζίΥ

θκί ҟυϢϫϚϧϨΥψέΥϋϞϠϢϬϡϢΥϋέΥϖϚϳϚϰϚΥϊέΥϖϚϠϢϭϚΥυέΥυϚϛϮΥϐΥϚϧϝΥυϨϳϮϦϢΥψίΥρϞϥϭϚή

ϥϢϤϞΥεήϦϞϝϢϚϭϞϝΥϋϨϭϜϡΥϬϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠΥϢϬΥϫϞϪϮϢϫϞϝΥϟϨϫΥϞϚϫϥϲΥϑΥϜϞϥϥΥϝϞϯϞϥϨϩϦϞϧϭΥϢϧΥϚΥ

ϭϡϫϞϞήϝϢϦϞϧϬϢϨϧϚϥΥϭϡϲϦϢϜΥϬϭϫϮϜϭϮϫϞίΥςϮϫΥχΥφϦϦϮϧϨϥίΥεζλΥγγζγήγγηγέΥγαβζίΥ

ιαί ҟϋϚϤϚϧϨΥϖέΥϋϞϠϢϬϡϢΥϋέΥτϨϜϡϨΥϐέΥϊϢϧϞΥϑέΥϐϚϤϮϫϚϢΥϖέΥϖϚϳϚϰϚΥϊέΥξϛϞΥψέΥ

ϖϚϠϢϭϚΥυέΥυϚϛϮΥϐέΥψϚϠϞϲϚϦϚΥϏέΥψϚϰϚϠϮϜϡϢΥϖΥϚϧϝΥυϨϳϮϦϢΥψίΥρϢϬϚϩϩϞϚϫϚϧϜϞΥ



ϨϟΥϜϞϧϭϫϨϚϜϢϧϚϫΥϜϞϥϥϬΥ ϢϧΥ ϭϡϞΥϋϨϭϜϡΥ ϥϢϠϚϧϝήϝϞϟϢϜϢϞϧϭΥϩϚϧϜϫϞϚϬίΥτϞϧϞϬΥπϞϥϥϬίΥ

γαλΥζααήζββέΥγαβζίΥ

ιβί ҟϊϚϞϤϚϰϚΥϖέΥφϬϡϢϟϮϧϞΥπέΥϑϬϮϤϮϦϨΥϐέΥυϨϳϮϦϢΥψέΥϖϚϠϢϭϚΥυΥϚϧϝΥϖϚϬϮϭϨϦϨΥ

ψίΥϋϨϭϜϡΥϜϨϧϭϫϨϥϬΥϭϡϞΥϬϮϫϯϢϯϚϥΥϨϟΥϦϞϦϨϫϲΥπρεάΥϑΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϛϲΥϫϞϠϮϥϚϭϢϧϠΥϠϥϮϜϨϬϞΥ

ϮϩϭϚϤϞίΥϋϚϭίΥϊϞϝίΥγβλΥζζήηβέΥγαβζίΥ

ιγί ϊϨϤϮϲϚϬϮΥ ϐέΥ ϐϮϳϮϤϢΥ ϖέΥψϚϰϚϡϚϫϚΥ ςέΥ ϐϞϭϨΥϑέΥ ϑϨϤϮϝϚΥϖίΥυϢϠϡήϬϞϧϬϢϭϢϯϢϭϲΥ

ϜϚϫϝϢϚϜΥ ϭϫϨϩϨϧϢϧΥ φΥ ϝϞϭϞϜϭϢϨϧΥ ϟϨϫΥγΥ ϭϲϩϞϬΥϨϟΥ ϝϫϮϠήϢϧϝϮϜϞϝΥϜϚϫϝϢϨϭϨϱϢϜϢϭϲΥ ϢϧΥ

ϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϰϢϭϡΥϛϫϞϚϬϭΥϜϚϧϜϞϫίΥοϫϞϚϬϭΥπϚϧϜϞϫίΥγαβζΥϋϨϯμγγΩηΪλζηδήκΥ

ιδί ϊϚϬϮϝϚΥϋέΥϑϨϤϮϝϚΥϖέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϐέΥ ϐϡϢϦϚϳϚϤϢΥϏέΥ φϭϨΥϖέΥϑϚϦϮϫϚΥψίΥρϨϬϞΥ

ϫϞϬϩϨϧϬϞΥ ϨϟΥ ϩϞϠϟϢϥϠϫϚϬϭϢϦΥ ϢϧΥ χϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥ ϛϫϞϚϬϭΥ ϜϚϧϜϞϫΥ ϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥ ϫϞϜϞϢϯϢϧϠΥ ϬϢϱΥ

ϜϲϜϥϞϬΥ ϨϟΥ ϝϨϜϞϭϚϱϞϥέΥ ϝϨϱϨϫϮϛϢϜϢϧέΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϜϲϜϥϨϩϡϨϬϩϡϚϦϢϝϞΥ ϭϡϞϫϚϩϲλΥ ϚΥ

ϫϚϧϝϨϦϢϳϞϝΥϜϨϧϭϫϨϥϥϞϝΥϭϫϢϚϥίΥϐϮϩϩϨϫϭΥπϚϫϞΥπϚϧϜϞϫίΥγαβζΥϊϚϫΥδίΥ

ιεί ψϨϬϚϤϚΥϖέΥϏϚϢΥϖέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥϋέΥϑϚϤϚϧϨΥϑέΥϐϚϞϤϢΥϑέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϐέΥϐϡϢϦϚϳϚϤϢΥϏέΥ

φϭϨΥ ϖέΥ ϑϨϤϮϝϚΥ ϖέΥ ϑϚϦϮϫϚΥ ψίΥ ύϡϚϬϞΥ φφφΥ ϩϥϚϜϞϛϨήϜϨϧϭϫϨϥϥϞϝέΥ ϝϨϮϛϥϞήϛϥϢϧϝέΥ

ϫϚϧϝϨϦϢϳϞϝΥϭϫϢϚϥΥϨϟΥϩϞϠϟϢϥϠϫϚϬϭϢϦΥϭϨΥϫϞϝϮϜϞΥϭϡϞΥϫϢϬϤΥϨϟΥϟϞϛϫϢϥϞΥϧϞϮϭϫϨϩϞϧϢϚΥϢϧΥ

ϛϫϞϚϬϭΥ ϜϚϧϜϞϫΥ ϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥ ϫϞϜϞϢϯϢϧϠΥ ϝϨϜϞϭϚϱϞϥΰϜϲϜϥϨϩϡϨϬϩϡϚϦϢϝϞΥ

ϜϡϞϦϨϭϡϞϫϚϩϲίΥϐϮϩϩϨϫϭΥπϚϫϞΥπϚϧϜϞϫίΥγδλΥββδθήεδέΥγαβζίΥ

ιζί φϭϨΥϖέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥϋέΥφϰϚϭϚΥυέΥϊϮϤϚϢΥυέΥυϨϫϢϠϮϜϡϢΥχέΥϑϨϤϮϝϚΥϖέΥψϮϫϨϢΥψέΥϊϨϫϢΥ

ξέΥ όϡϧϨΥ ϋέΥ ϋϨϠϮϜϡϢΥ ϐίΥ ϘςϯϞϫϨϥϢϦϮϬΥ ϩϥϮϬΥ ϞϱϞϦϞϬϭϚϧϞΥ ϢϧΥ ϩϨϬϭϦϞϧϨϩϚϮϬϚϥΥ

ϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϰϢϭϡΥϞϬϭϫϨϠϞϧήϫϞϜϞϩϭϨϫήϩϨϬϢϭϢϯϞΥϚϝϯϚϧϜϞϝΥϛϫϞϚϬϭΥϜϚϧϜϞϫΥήΥχϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥ

ϬϮϛϠϫϨϮϩΥ ϚϧϚϥϲϬϢϬΥ ϨϟΥ οόωςϏόΥ ήγϙίΥ τϚϧΥ ϑϨΥ ψϚϠϚϤϮΥ ϏϲϨϡϨίΥ εγλΥ ηθήθζέΥ

γαβζίΥ

ιηί ψϮϫϞϛϚϲϚϬϡϢΥχέΥϊϢϲϨϬϡϢΥϖέΥφϬϡϢϤϚϰϚΥϑέΥϐϚϣϢΥϐέΥϐϮϠϢϞΥϑέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϑέΥϑϚϤϚϡϚϬϡϢΥ

ϐέΥ ϋϨϳϚϤϢΥ ϊέΥ ϖϚϦϚϬϡϢϭϚΥ υέΥ ϑϨϤϮϝϚΥ ϖέΥ ϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥ ϐίΥ πϥϢϧϢϜϨϩϚϭϡϨϥϨϠϢϜϚϥΥ

ϜϡϚϫϚϜϭϞϫϢϬϭϢϜϬΥ ϨϟΥ ϛϫϞϚϬϭΥ ϜϚϧϜϞϫΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϭϫϞϧϝϬΥ ϢϧΥ ϭϡϞΥ ϦϚϧϚϠϞϦϞϧϭΥ ϨϟΥ ϛϫϞϚϬϭΥ

ϜϚϧϜϞϫΥ ϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥ ϢϧΥ χϚϩϚϧλΥ οϚϬϞϝΥ ϨϧΥ ϭϡϞΥ οϫϞϚϬϭΥ πϚϧϜϞϫΥ ϏϞϠϢϬϭϫϲΥ ϨϟΥ ϭϡϞΥ

χϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥοϫϞϚϬϭΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥϐϨϜϢϞϭϲΥϛϞϭϰϞϞϧΥγααεΥϚϧϝΥγαββίΥοϫϞϚϬϭΥπϚϧϜϞϫίΥγγλΥ

γδζήεεέΥγαβζΥ

ιθί ϊϮϤϚϢΥυέΥϋϨϠϮϜϡϢΥϐέΥξϤϢϲϚϦϚΥσέΥφϧϚϣϢΥυέΥφϰϚϬϞΥυέΥυϨϫϢϠϮϜϡϢΥχέΥψϮϫϞϛϚϲϚϬϡϢΥ

χέΥυϢϫϚϭϚΥψέΥϑϨϢΥϊέΥψϮϫϨϬϮϦϢΥϊέΥψϨϡϧϨΥϋέΥϋϢϬϡϢϦϮϫϚΥϏέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϐέΥφϦϨϭϨΥ

ϐέΥ φϰϚϬϞΥϑέΥςϧϝϨΥϑέΥϐϚϞϤϢΥϑέΥόϠϚϰϚΥϖέΥ φϭϨΥϖέΥϑϨϤϮϝϚΥϖέΥ φϤϞϝϚΥϑίΥγαβδΥ

ϜϥϢϧϢϜϚϥΥϩϫϚϜϭϢϜϞΥϠϮϢϝϞϥϢϧϞϬΥΩϑϡϞΥχϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥοϫϞϚϬϭΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥϐϨϜϢϞϭϲΪλΥϡϢϬϭϨϫϲέΥ



ϩϨϥϢϜϲΥϚϧϝΥϦϢϬϬϢϨϧίΥοϫϞϚϬϭΥπϚϧϜϞϫίΥγγλβήεέΥγαβζίΥ Υ

ιιί ҟϑϬϮϝϚΥ οέΥ ψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢΥ ϖέΥ ϊϢϲϚϦϨϭϨΥ ξέΥ ϊϢϲϚϤϨΥ υέΥ ψϮϦϚϤϢΥ ϋέΥ όϠϢϲϚβΥ ϏέΥ

όϬϡϢϭϚϧϚϢΥϏέΥϑϞϫϚϨΥϊέΥϊϨϫϢϨϤϚΥϑέΥϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϋέΥόϤϚϦϮϫϚβΥϑέΥϐϚϢϭϨΥϖέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥ

ϖέΥϑϨϤϮϝϚΥϖίΥ Υ ϑϡϞΥςϟϟϞϜϭΥϨϟΥύϞϩϭϢϝϞΥϑϫϞϚϭϦϞϧϭΥϨϧΥϭϡϞΥυωξήοϢϧϝϢϧϠΥϚϧϝΥ

ξϧϭϢϛϨϝϲΥύϫϨϝϮϜϭϢϨϧΥϢϧΥύϞϫϢϩϡϞϫϚϥΥοϥϨϨϝΥϊϨϧϨϧϮϜϥϞϚϫΥπϞϥϥϬΥόϛϭϚϢϧϞϝΥϟϫϨϦΥ

χϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥοϫϞϚϬϭΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥύϚϭϢϞϧϭϬίΥχΥϓϚϜϜϢϧϞϬΥϓϚϜϜϢϧΥηλβέΥγαβζΥ

ικί Υ ҟϑϚϭϬϮϲϚΥϊϚϭϬϮϛϚϫϚέΥϋϚϨϡϢϭϨΥϋϢϬϡϢϢέΥϐϚϭϨϬϡϢΥϑϚϤϚϬϡϢϦϚέΥϊϚϬϚϤϢΥϑϚϤϚϬϮέΥ

ϋϨϫϢϚϤϢΥ φϦϚϞϝϚέΥ ψϚϲϨΥ ξϢϤϢήόϬϡϢϦϨέΥ ψϚϳϮϚϤϢΥ ϖϚϦϚϳϨϞέΥ ϖϨϬϡϢϞΥ ψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢέΥ

ξϬϚϤϨΥ ξϧϝϨέΥ υϢϭϨϬϡϢΥ ψϢϭϚϠϚϰϚΥ φϝϞϧϭϢϟϢϜϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ϚΥ πρεΥ ϯϚϫϢϚϧϭΥ ϢϧΥ

ϊϢϜϫϨϦϢϧϢϩϢϠϬΥϧϨϭΥϝϞϭϞϜϭϚϛϥϞΥϰϢϭϡΥϚϯϚϢϥϚϛϥϞΥϚϧϭϢήπρεΥϦϨϧϨϜϥϨϧϚϥΥϚϧϭϢϛϨϝϢϞϬίΥ

γαβζΥ ϓϞϭϞϫϢϧϚϫϲΥ ϢϦϦϮϧϨϥϨϠϲΥ ϚϧϝΥ φϦϦϮϧϨϩϚϭϡϨϥϨϠϲΥ βηιΩδήεΪλβθηήβιδΥ ΩφσΥ

βίζδζΪΥϝϨϢλβαίβαβηΰϣίϯϞϭϢϦϦίγαβζίακίααιΥ

καί ҟϑϚϤϞϧϨϛϮΥϋϢϢέΥϑϨϦϨϭϨϬϡϢΥϊϚϫϮϦϨϭϨέΥυϢϫϨϬϡϢΥψϨϡϚϫϚέΥϐϚϨϫϢΥϖϚϦϚϠϮϜϡϢέΥ

υϢϫϨϭϚϤϚΥψϚϰϚϧϨέΥςϫϢϤϚΥϐϚϬϚϤϢέΥϖϨϬϡϢϞΥψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢέΥψϞϧϳϚϛϮϫϨΥϑϚϧΥφϦϩϫϨϯϞϝΥ

ϡϞϦϚϭϨϩϨϢϞϭϢϜΥϝϢϟϟϞϫϞϧϭϢϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϩϫϢϦϚϭϞΥϞϦϛϫϲϨϧϢϜΥϬϭϞϦΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϛϲΥϢϧϡϢϛϢϭϢϨϧΥ

ϨϟΥϭϡϞΥύφδψήξψϑΥϩϚϭϡϰϚϲΥϮϧϝϞϫΥϝϞϟϢϧϞϝΥϜϨϧϝϢϭϢϨϧϬίΥϢίΥγαβζΥςϱϩΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥΥ Υ

εδλκαβήκββΥϝϨϢλβαίβαβηΰϣίϞϱϩϡϞϦίγαβζίαηίααβίΥ

κβί ҟϐϡϢϧΥϐϡϢϦϚϝϚέΥϐϚϭϨϬϡϢΥϋϮϧϨϦϮϫϚέΥϐϡϮϲϚΥϊϨϫϢέΥυϢϫϨϬϡϢΥϐϮϞϦϢϳϮέΥϑϨϬϡϢϨΥ

φϭϨϡέΥϐϡϮϣϢΥϑϚϤϚϛϚϲϚϬϡϢέΥϖϨϬϡϢϧϨϫϢΥόϤϚϝϚέΥϑϚϤϚϬϡϢΥϖϚϡϚϭϚέΥϑϚϤϚϬϡϢΥϐϡϢϢϧϚέΥ

υϢϝϞϤϢΥψϚϭϨϡέΥϏϲϮϣϢΥϐϮϳϮϤϢέΥψϞϧϳϚϛϮϫϨΥϑϚϧϢέΥψϢϲϨϬϡϢΥξϧϝϨέΥυϢϝϞϨΥϖϚϠϢϭϚέΥ

ϐϨϧϨϤϨΥυϚϛϮέΥςϫϢϤϚΥϐϚϬϚϤϢέΥϖϨϬϡϢϞΥψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢΫΥ Υ πϨϦϦϨϧΥϦϚϫϦϨϬϞϭΥ

πρββθήϩϨϬϢϭϢϯϞΥϡϞϦϚϭϨϩϨϢϞϭϢϜΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϩϨϬϬϞϬϬΥϦϮϥϭϢϩϨϭϞϧϜϲίΥγαβζΥφϧϭΥ

φϦϦϮϧϨϥΥγθλζηθήζθθΥΩφσΥγίζδηΪΥϝϨϢλΥβαίβακδΰϢϧϭϢϦϦΰϝϱϯαδβΥ

κγί ҟφϦϚϢΥχέΥυϨϳϮϦϢΥψέΥϐϮϦϢϲϨϬϡϢΥυέΥϖϚϳϚϰϚΥϊέΥυϢϫϚϧϨΥψέΥξϛϞΥχέΥυϢϠϚϬϡϢΥψέΥ

φϧϚϠϚϤϢΥϖΥϚϧϝΥϊϢϧϞΥϑίΥξϧϭϢήϟϢϛϫϨϭϢϜΥϞϟϟϞϜϭϬΥϨϟΥϚΥϧϨϯϞϥΥϬϦϚϥϥΥϜϨϦϩϨϮϧϝΥϨϧΥ

ϭϡϞΥϫϞϠϮϥϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϜϲϭϨϤϢϧϞΥϩϫϨϝϮϜϭϢϨϧΥϢϧΥϚΥϦϨϮϬϞΥϦϨϝϞϥΥϨϟΥϜϨϥϨϫϞϜϭϚϥΥ

ϟϢϛϫϨϬϢϬίΥοϢϨϜϡϞϦΥοϢϨϩϡϲϬΥϏϞϬΥπϨϦϦϮϧίΥεηιλΥζζεήζηαέΥγαβζίΥ

κδί ҟυϢϫϚϧϨΥψέΥϋϞϠϢϬϡϢΥϋέΥϖϚϳϚϰϚΥϊέΥϖϚϠϢϭϚΥυέΥυϚϛϮΥϐΥϚϧϝΥυϨϳϮϦϢΥψίΥ

ρϞϥϭϚήϥϢϤϞΥεήϦϞϝϢϚϭϞϝΥϋϨϭϜϡΥϬϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠΥϢϬΥϫϞϪϮϢϫϞϝΥϟϨϫΥϞϚϫϥϲΥϑΥϜϞϥϥΥ



ϝϞϯϞϥϨϩϦϞϧϭΥϢϧΥϚΥϭϡϫϞϞήϝϢϦϞϧϬϢϨϧϚϥΥϭϡϲϦϢϜΥϬϭϫϮϜϭϮϫϞίΥςϮϫΥχΥφϦϦϮϧϨϥίΥεζλΥ

γγζγήγγηγέΥγαβζίΥ

κεί ҟϋϚϤϚϧϨΥϖέΥϋϞϠϢϬϡϢΥϋέΥτϨϜϡϨΥϐέΥϊϢϧϞΥϑέΥϐϚϤϮϫϚϢΥϖέΥϖϚϳϚϰϚΥϊέΥξϛϞΥψέΥ

ϖϚϠϢϭϚΥυέΥυϚϛϮΥϐέΥψϚϠϞϲϚϦϚΥϏέΥψϚϰϚϠϮϜϡϢΥϖΥϚϧϝΥυϨϳϮϦϢΥψίΥρϢϬϚϩϩϞϚϫϚϧϜϞΥ

ϨϟΥϜϞϧϭϫϨϚϜϢϧϚϫΥϜϞϥϥϬΥ ϢϧΥ ϭϡϞΥϋϨϭϜϡΥ ϥϢϠϚϧϝήϝϞϟϢϜϢϞϧϭΥϩϚϧϜϫϞϚϬίΥτϞϧϞϬΥπϞϥϥϬίΥ

γαλΥζααήζββέΥγαβζίΥ

κζί ҟϊϚϞϤϚϰϚΥϖέΥφϬϡϢϟϮϧϞΥπέΥϑϬϮϤϮϦϨΥϐέΥυϨϳϮϦϢΥψέΥϖϚϠϢϭϚΥυΥϚϧϝΥϖϚϬϮϭϨϦϨΥ

ψίΥϋϨϭϜϡΥϜϨϧϭϫϨϥϬΥϭϡϞΥϬϮϫϯϢϯϚϥΥϨϟΥϦϞϦϨϫϲΥπρεάΥϑΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϛϲΥϫϞϠϮϥϚϭϢϧϠΥϠϥϮϜϨϬϞΥ

ϮϩϭϚϤϞίΥϋϚϭίΥϊϞϝίΥγβλΥζζήηβέΥγαβζίΥ

κηί ϖϚϬϮϡϢϤϨΥ ςϛϢϧϚέΥ ϋϨϛϮϨΥ ϖϚϞϠϚϬϡϢέΥ υϢϝϞϭϚϤϚΥ ψϚϭϚϛϮϜϡϢέΥ ϐϚϭϨϫϮΥ

ϋϚϠϚϬϞέϖϚϬϮϡϢϫϨΥϒϝϚϠϚϰϚέΥϑϨϫϮΥυϚϜϡϢϬϮϠϚέΥϑϬϮϲϨϬϡϢΥϐϚϢϭϨέΥϊϢϤϢϨΥϊϢϤϚϦϢέΥ

ϖϨϢϜϡϢΥ ξϨϤϢέυϢϫϨϲϮϤϢΥ ϖϨϬϡϢϤϚϰϚΥ χϚϩϚϧΥ ϐϨϜϢϞϭϲΥ ϨϟΥ τϲϧϞϜϨϥϨϠϢϜΥ όϧϜϨϥϨϠϲΥ

ϠϮϢϝϞϥϢϧϞϬΥγαββΥ ϟϨϫΥ ϭϡϞΥ ϭϫϞϚϭϦϞϧϭΥϨϟΥϮϭϞϫϢϧϞΥϜϞϫϯϢϜϚϥΥϜϚϧϜϞϫΥ φϧϭϞϫϧϚϭϢϨϧϚϥΥ

χϨϮϫϧϚϥΥϨϟΥπϥϢϧϢϜϚϥΥόϧϜϨϥϨϠϲΥ Υ γαέΥγεαήγειέγαβζΥ

κθί ϖϚϬϮϡϢϤϨΥ ςϛϢϧϚέΥ ϋϨϛϮϨΥ ϖϚϞϠϚϬϡϢέΥ υϢϝϞϭϚϤϚΥ ψϚϭϚϛϮϜϡϢέΥ ϐϚϭϨϫϮΥ

ϋϚϠϚϬϞέϖϚϬϮϡϢϫϨΥϒϝϚϠϚϰϚέΥϑϨϫϮΥυϚϜϡϢϬϮϠϚέΥϑϬϮϲϨϬϡϢΥϐϚϢϭϨέΥϊϢϤϢϨΥϊϢϤϚϦϢέΥ

ϖϨϢϜϡϢΥ ξϨϤϢέυϢϫϨϲϮϤϢΥ ϖϨϬϡϢϤϚϰϚίΥ χϚϩϚϧΥ ϐϨϜϢϞϭϲΥ ϨϟΥ τϲϧϞϜϨϥϨϠϢϜΥ όϧϜϨϥϨϠϲΥ

ϠϮϢϝϞϥϢϧϞϬΥγαββΥ ϟϨϫΥ ϭϡϞΥϭϫϞϚϭϦϞϧϭΥϨϟΥϮϭϞϫϢϧϞΥϜϞϫϯϢϜϚϥΥϜϚϧϜϞϫίΥ φϧϭϞϫϧϚϭϢϨϧϚϥΥ

χϨϮϫϧϚϥΥϨϟΥπϥϢϧϢϜϚϥΥόϧϜϨϥϨϠϲίγαίγεαήγειίγαβζΥ Υ Υ

κιί ϊϢϤϢϨΥ ϊϢϤϚϦϢέψϚϳϮϡϢϫϨΥ ϑϚϧϚϛϞέψϨϣϢΥ ϊϚϭϬϮϨέϖϮϤϨΥ ϊϢϲϚϳϚϤϢέϊϚϬϚϤϢΥ

ϊϢϲϚϳϚϰϚέΥ

ϊϚϬϚϫϮΥ υϚϲϚϬϡϢέϐϚϭϨϬϡϢΥ ξϬϚϢέϊϚϬϚϞΥ φϤϞϝϚέϊϚϬϚϤϨΥ ϐϢϝϚέϑϚϤϞϬϡϢΥ

υϢϫϚϬϚϰϚέϋϨϳϨϦϢΥ ψϨϣϢϦϚέϏϲϮϢϜϡϢϫϨΥ ϐϡϨέϐϚϝϚϲϨΥ φϢϣϢϦϚΥ Υ σϮϥϥϲήϬϢϚϥϲϚϭϞϝΥ

ϚϥϩϡϚήϜϡϚϢϧΥϨϟΥϜϨϦϩϥϞϦϞϧϭΥεήϛϢϧϝϢϧϠΥϩϫϨϭϞϢϧλρϢϚϠϧϨϬϭϢϜΥϮϭϢϥϢϭϲΥ ϟϨϫΥϨϯϚϫϢϚϧΥ

ϜϥϞϚϫΥϜϞϥϥΥϜϚϫϜϢϧϨϦϚΥ Υ τϲϧϞϜϨϥϨϠϢϜΥόϧϜϨϥϨϠϲίγαβζΥ

κκί ϋϢϬϡϢϦϮϫϚΥ χέΥ ϖϚϦϚϦϨϭϨΥ ϊέΥ υϚϲϚϬϡϢΥ ϐέΥ όϡϲϚϬϡϢϤϢΥ ψέΥ ξϧϝϨΥ ψέΥ ϋϨϣϢΥ υέΥ

ψϢϭϚϦϮϫϚΥψέΥςϭϨΥϑέΥξϧϝϨΥϑέΥϊϚϬϮϤϨΥϊέΥϊϚϭϬϮϦϨϭϨΥϑέΥϔϚϧϨΥϖέΥϐϡϢϜϡϢϬϡϢϦϚΥ

ϑέΥϐϡϢϛϚϲϚϦϚΥϑέΥυϚϬϞΥϊέΥωϢΥωέΥχϨϡϧϬϨϧΥψέΥϑϚϦϛϮϫϢϧϢΥύέΥφϧϚϳϚϰϚΥχέΥψϢϧϨϬϡϢϭϚΥ

ϑέΥψϚϧϚϤϮϫϚΥϖίΥξΥϫϚϫϞΥϠϞϧϞϭϢϜΥϩϨϥϲϦϨϫϩϡϢϬϦΥϢϧΥπζΥϜϨϧϟϞϫϬΥϩϨϨϫΥϫϞϬϩϨϧϬϞΥϭϨΥ

ϭϡϞΥϚϧϭϢήπζΥϦϨϧϨϜϥϨϧϚϥΥ ϚϧϭϢϛϨϝϲΥςϜϮϥϢϳϮϦϚϛΥϛϲΥϞϥϞϯϞϧΥ χϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥ

ϰϢϭϡΥύϋυίΥϋϞϰΥςϧϠΥχΥϊϞϝίΥδθαέΥηδγήηδκίΥγαβεΥ Υ

βααί ψϚϭϚϤϚϦϢΥϋέΥψϮϧϢϤϚϧϞΥυέΥϑϚϤϞϝϚΥψέΥϑϚϤϚϲϚϦϚΥψέΥϐϚϰϚΥϑέΥϐϚϢϭϨΥυέΥυϚϫϚϝϚΥ



ϊέΥϖϨϤϨϭϚΥϐέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϐϚϢϭϨΥϖέΥϖϨϤϨϭϚΥφέΥόϡϚϬϡϢΥϖέΥςϠϮϜϡϢΥψίΥύϫϨϬϩϞϜϭϢϯϞΥ

ϬϭϮϝϲΥ ϨϧΥ ϭϡϞΥ ϢϧϜϢϝϞϧϜϞΥ ϨϟΥ ϛϨϧϞΥϦϞϭϚϬϭϚϬϢϬΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϬϤϞϥϞϭϚϥήϫϞϥϚϭϞϝΥ ϞϯϞϧϭϬΥ ϢϧΥ

ϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϰϢϭϡΥϬϭϚϠϞΥφφφοΥϚϧϝΥφϓΥϥϮϧϠΥϜϚϧϜϞϫЂπϐύήυόϏβδίΥχΥϑϡϨϫϚϜΥόϧϜϨϥίΥ

κҝγҞүγδβήγδιΥ Υ γαβεΥ Υ Υ

βαβί ҟϖϚϦϚϤϚϰϚΥϋέΥόϤϮϲϚϦϚΥψέΥψϚϧϚϢΥξέΥυϞϥϰϚϤΥξέΥϑϚϤϚϦϚϭϬϮΥϊέΥόϠϚϭϚΥχέΥ

ϑϚϤϚϤϮϫϚΥψέΥπϡϚϧϝϚΥοέΥψϮϫϨϬϚϤϢΥϋέΥϖϚϦϚϦϨϭϨΥυέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϊϚϭϬϮϢΥυέΥφϧϚϛϚΥ

ϑέΥ ψϨϭϚϧϢΥ ξίΥ ϋϨϯϞϥΥ ϟϮϧϜϭϢϨϧϚϥΥ ϬϦϚϥϥΥ ϏϋξϬΥ ϚϫϞΥ ϬϞϥϞϜϭϢϯϞϥϲΥ ϥϨϚϝϞϝΥ ϨϧϭϨΥ

ϦϚϦϦϚϥϢϚϧΥξϠϨΥβίΥϋϮϜϥϞϢϜΥξϜϢϝΥϏϞϬϞϚϫϜϡέΥεγҝιҞүζγικήζδαβέΥγαβεΥҟΥ

βαγί ҟϋϞϠϢϬϡϢΥϋέΥφϭϨΥϏέΥφϫϢϞΥϋέΥϊϚϭϬϮϨΥψέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥρέΥϖϚϡϚϭϚΥϑέΥϋϚϠϚϧϨΥψέΥξϨϤϢΥ

ψέΥ όϡϲϚΥ ψέΥ υϨϳϮϦϢΥ ψέΥ ξϧϝϨΥ ψέΥ ϑϚϦϚϨϤϢΥ ϋέΥ φϭϨΥ ϊέΥ υϚϛϮΥ ϐίΥ ςϟϟϞϜϭϢϯϞΥ

ϞϱϩϚϧϬϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϞϧϠϫϚϟϭϞϝΥϡϮϦϚϧΥϡϞϦϚϭϨϩϨϢϞϭϢϜΥϬϭϞϦΥϜϞϥϥϬΥ ϢϧΥϛϨϧϞΥϦϚϫϫϨϰΥϨϟΥ

ϦϢϜϞΥϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϧϠΥϡϮϦϚϧΥχϚϠϠϞϝήβίΥςϱϩΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥέΥεγҝηҞүειθήεκεέΥγαβεΥҟΥ

βαδί ϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϏέΥϊϚϭϬϮϬϡϢϭϚΥυέΥψϚϰϚϢΥυέΥϊϚϭϬϮϳϚϰϚΥυέΥϑϬϮϛϨϢΥψέΥϔϚϭϚϧϚϛϞΥϐέΥ

ψϚϰϚϝϚΥυέΥόϠϚϰϚΥϖέΥξϧϝϨΥψίΥφϝϞϧϭϢϟϢϜϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϚΥϧϨϯϞϥΥϐςύϑκήξοωβΥϟϮϬϢϨϧΥ

ϠϞϧϞΥϢϧΥϚΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭΥϰϢϭϡΥϑήϜϞϥϥΥϩϫϨϥϲϦϩϡϨϜϲϭϢϜΥϥϞϮϤϞϦϢϚίΥωϞϮϤϞϦϢϚΥϏϞϬϞϚϫϜϡΥ

ϏϞϩϨϫϭέΥδέζεήζθέΥγαβείҟΥ

βαεί ҟϐϚϭϨΥ ξέΥ ϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥ ϋέΥ ψϨϣϢϦϚΥϊέΥ όϡϦϚϜϡϢΥ ψέΥ ςϬϭϞϛϚϧΥ χπέΥ ψϢϤϮϭϢΥ ϖϖέΥ

ϋϮϦϚϭϚΥ υέΥ όϡϠϢϲϚΥ ρέΥ ϑϚϳϮϦϞΥ ψέΥ ξϦϚϤϢΥ χέΥ ϊϨϫϢϮϜϡϢΥ ϊέΥ ϊϢϲϚϦϨϭϨΥ ϊέΥ

ξϨϲϚϦϚΥϖέΥψϚϰϚϢΥυέΥφϜϡϢϤϢΥξέΥυϚϫϚΥϏέΥψϚϰϚϝϚΥυέΥόϠϚϰϚΥϖέΥξϧϝϨΥψίΥϑϡϞΥ

ϜϥϢϧϢϜϚϥΥϨϮϭϜϨϦϞΥϨϟΥςϩϬϭϞϢϧήοϚϫϫΥϯϢϫϮϬΥϩϨϬϢϭϢϯϞΥϝϢϟϟϮϬϞΥϥϚϫϠϞΥοήϜϞϥϥΥϥϲϦϩϡϨϦϚΥ

ϨϟΥϭϡϞΥϞϥϝϞϫϥϲΥϢϧΥϫϢϭϮϱϢϦϚϛΥϞϫϚίΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥϐϜϢϞϧϜϞέΥϢϧΥϩϫϞϬϬέΥ Υ

βαζί έΥϊϮϫϚϲϚϦϚΥυέΥϊϚϭϬϮϬϡϢϭϚΥυέΥόϡϛϚϲϚϬϡϢΥϖέΥξϧϝϨΥψίΥςϫϲϭϡϫϨϩϡϚϠϨϜϲϭϨϬϢϬΥ

ϛϲΥϛϥϚϬϭϬΥϢϧΥϚϜϮϭϞΥϦϲϞϥϨϢϝΥϥϞϮϤϚϞϦϢϚΥϡϚϫϛϨϫϢϧϠΥϭϡϞΥοπϏήξοωβΥϟϮϬϢϨϧΥϠϞϧϞίΥ

οϫϢϭίΥχΥυϚϞϦϚϭϨϥίΥϢϧΥϩϫϞϬϬέΥγαβεҟΥ

βαηί ψϚϰϚϢΥυέΥϊϚϭϬϮϬϡϢϭϚΥυέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϏέΥϐϡϞϧϠΥϖέΥωϮΥχέΥϊϚϭϬϮϳϚϰϚΥυέ
Υ

ϖϚϡϚϭϚΥϑέΥ

ψϚϧϞϤϨΥϊέΥϑϬϮϤϚϦϨϭϨΥυέΥψϚϰϚϝϚΥυέΥόϠϚϰϚΥϖέ
Υ

ξϧϝϨΥψίΥσϮϧϜϭϢϨϧϚϥΥϚϧϚϥϲϬϢϬΥ

ϨϟΥ ϭϡϞΥ ϐςύϑκήξοωβΥ ϜϡϢϦϞϫϢϜΥ ϟϮϬϢϨϧΥ ϠϞϧϞΥ ϝϞϫϢϯϞϝΥ ϟϫϨϦΥϑήϩϫϨϥϲϦϩϡϨϜϲϭϢϜΥ

ϥϞϮϤϞϦϢϚίΥωϞϮϤϞϦϢϚΥϏϞϬϞϚϫϜϡΥϢϧΥϩϫϞϬϬέΥ ҟΥ

βαθί ϊϚϭϬϮϬϡϢϭϚΥυέΥϖϚϡϚϭϚΥϑέΥϐϡϞϧϠΥϖέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϖέΥϊϮϠϮϫϮϦϚΥϖέΥϊϚϭϬϮϳϚϰϚΥ

υέΥϑϚϧϚϤϚΥϊέΥυϚϲϚϬϡϢΥυέΥρϚϦϝϢϧϬϮϫϞϧΥξέΥόϧϢϳϮϤϚΥϊέΥφϭϨΥϊέΥϊϢϲϚϜϡϢΥυέΥ

ύϚϧϝϨϥϟϢΥύύέΥξϧϝϨΥψίΥϑϡϞΥϜϨϦϦϨϧΥϦϲϞϥϨϢϝΥϩϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫΥϢϬΥϚΥϭϚϫϠϞϭΥϟϨϫΥύϊωή

ϏξϏξΥϢϧΥϡϮϦϚϧΥξύωΥϥϞϮϤϞϦϨϠϞϧϞϬϢϬίΥύωύϐΥόϋςΥϢϧΥϩϫϞϬϬέΥҟΥ



βαιί ҟϔϚϭϚϧϚϛϞΥϊέΥψϮϝϨΥϖέΥψϚϰϚϧϨΥϊέΥϋϚϤϚϲϚϦϚΥϊέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥψέΥψϚϦϞϝϚΥϊέΥ

ςϛϚϫϚΥϊέΥϐϚϭϨΥϑέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϊέΥόϦϢϧϞΥψέΥψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢΥϖέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϏέΥόϠϚϬϚϰϚϫϚΥ

ψίΥ ϋψτγρΥ ϟϮϧϜϭϢϨϧϬΥ ϚϬΥ ϚϧΥ ϚϜϭϢϯϚϭϢϧϠΥ ϫϞϜϞϩϭϨϫΥ ϨϧΥ ϧϚϭϮϫϚϥΥ ϤϢϥϥϞϫΥ ϜϞϥϥϬΥ ϢϧΥ

ϜϨϦϦϨϧΥϦϚϫϦϨϬϞϭΥΩϜϚϥϥϢϭϡϫϢϱΥϣϚϜϜϡϮϬΪίΥφϧϭΥφϦϦϮϧϨϥίΥϢϧΥϩϫϞϬϬΫΥ

βακί ҟτϨϭϨΥϖέΥψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢΥϖΫέΥψϢϤϮϠϚϰϚΥξέΥϑϬϮϝϚΥοέΥϊϢϲϚϳϚϰϚΥϊέΥψϚϣϢϰϚϫϚΥυέΥ

ϑϞϫϚϨΥ ϖέΥ ϑϚϤϞϤϨϬϡϢΥ ϐέΥ ϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥ ϋέΥ ϑϚϤϞϝϚΥ ϐέΥ ϊϢϤϚϦϢΥ ϊίΥ ρϞϟϞϜϭΥ ϨϟΥ

ϭϫϨϩϨϦϲϨϬϢϧήϫϞϥϚϭϞϝΥ ϤϢϧϚϬϞΥ οΥ ϢϬϨϭϲϩϞΥ ϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥ ϢϧΥ ϨϯϚϫϢϚϧΥ ϜϥϞϚϫΥ ϜϞϥϥΥ

ϚϝϞϧϨϜϚϫϜϢϧϨϦϚίΥοϢϨϐϜϢϞϧϜϞΥϑϫϞϧϝϬΥιλκδήβααΥγαβεΥΫΥ

ββαί ҟψϨϧϨΥ ξέΥ οϫϚϦϞϢϞϫΥ ϊέΥ Υ ϏϨϨϬΥ πέΥ ϐϮϳϮϤϢΥ ϐέΥ ϐϡϢϠϞϧϚϫϢΥ ξέΥ ψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢΥ ϖέΥ

ψϢϭϚϮϫϚΥ ψέΥ ϐϮϳϮϤϢΥ ϏέΥ φϧϨϤϨΥ υέΥ ϔϚϥϭϞϫΥ ωέΥ ϐϡϢϢϧϚΥ ϑίΥ τϞϧϨϦϢϜΥ ϬϞϪϮϞϧϜϞΥ

ϚϧϚϥϲϬϢϬΥϨϟΥϭϡϞΥϦϚϣϨϫΥϡϢϬϭϨϜϨϦϩϚϭϢϛϢϥϢϭϲΥϜϨϦϩϥϞϱΥΩϊυπΪΥϜϥϚϬϬΥφΥτΰσΥϬϞϠϦϞϧϭΥ

ϢϧΥϜϨϦϦϨϧΥϦϚϫϦϨϬϞϭΥΩπϚϥϥϢϭϡϫϢϱΥϣϚϜϜϡϮϬΪίΥ Υ χίΥφϦϦϮϧϨϥίΥΩξϩϫϢϥΪΥβκγΩθΪλδγδκή

δγεηΥγαβεΥΫΥ

βββί ҟξϬϡϥϞϲΥ φίΥ οϞϲϞϫέΥϊϚϫϢϧϚΥ ςίΥ σϨϦϢϧέΥ ϏϚϡϮϥΥ ϑϡϚϤϤϞϫέΥ ϒϬϡϚΥ ϐίΥϊϮϥϯϚϧϞϲέΥ

ϊϚϬϚϭϨΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚέΥυϢϫϨϬϡϢΥϐϮϞϦϢϳϮέΥξϥϢϜϢϚΥοϚϴϫϜϞϧϚέΥϊϚϫϜϮϬΥόίΥϊϮϞϧϜϡέΥ

ЃϑϡϞΥξϝϮϥϭΥωϢϯϞϫϬΥϨϟΥφϦϦϮϧϨϝϞϟϢϜϢϞϧϭΥϊϢϜϞΥϐϮϩϩϨϫϭΥυϮϦϚϧΥυϞϦϚϭϨϩϨϢϞϬϢϬέΥ

ςϯϢϝϞϧϜϞΥϟϨϫΥϚΥυϞϩϚϭϢϜΥϊϚϬϭΥπϞϥϥΥύϨϩϮϥϚϭϢϨϧΥϭϡϚϭΥρϞϯϞϥϨϩϬΥςϚϫϥϲΥϢϧΥυϮϦϚϧΥ

όϧϭϨϠϞϧϲЄΥ ύωϨϐΥόϋςΥκΩζΪλΥϞκθδβγέΥγαβεΥΫΥ

ββγί ҟρϚϢϬϮϤϞΥ σϮϫϮϤϚϰϚέΥ ϑϬϮϲϨϬϡϢΥ πϡϢϣϢϰϚέΥ ϊϚϬϚϡϢϫϨΥ ϊϚϭϬϮϲϚϦϚέΥ ϊϚϬϚϲϚΥ

ϊϮϤϚϢέΥ ςϢήϢϜϡϢΥϊϚϭϬϮϨέΥόϬϚϦϮΥϋϢϬϡϢϦϮϫϚέΥψϞϧϣϢΥψϚϰϚϢέΥυϢϫϨϬϡϢΥϐϮϞϦϢϳϮέΥ

ϋϨϛϮϲϨϬϡϢΥυϢϫϚϨϤϚέΥϑϨϬϡϢϨΥϋϚϤϚϠϨϡϫϢέΥϐϞϢϞϢΥϖϚϬϮϝϚΥϚϧϝΥϊϚϬϚϭϨΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚέΥ

ЃϗϢϧϜΥ ϟϢϧϠϞϫΥ ϩϫϨϭϞϢϧΥ βιζΥ ϢϬΥ ϚΥ ϥϢϯϞϫΥ ϦϞϭϚϬϭϚϬϢϬήϚϬϬϨϜϢϚϭϞϝΥ ϟϚϜϭϨϫΥ ϢϧΥ ϜϨϥϨϧΥ

ϜϚϧϜϞϫΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬЄΥ ϊϨϥϞϜϮϥϚϫΥϚϧϝΥπϥϢϧϢϜϚϥΥόϧϜϨϥϨϠϲέΥγλΥθακήθβδέΥγαβεΥΫΥ

ββδί ҟυϢϫϨϬϡϢΥ ϐϮϞϦϢϳϮέΥ ψϚϳϮϚϤϢΥ ϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚέΥ ψϞϧϣϢΥ ψϚϰϚϢέΥ ϖϮϢϜϡϢϫϨΥ υϢϠϮϜϡϢέΥ

ϊϮϫϞϨΥψϚϬϚϡϚϫϚέΥχϮϧϢϜϡϢϫϨΥσϮϣϢϦϨϭϨέΥξϤϢϭϨΥϑϚϧϨϮϞΥϚϧϝΥϊϚϬϚϭϨΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥ Υ

ЃυϞϩϚϭϨϜϲϭϞϬΥϛϮϫϢϞϝΥ ϢϧΥ ϭϡϞΥϜϢϫϫϡϨϭϢϜΥ ϥϢϯϞϫϬΥϨϟΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϰϢϭϡΥϛϢϥϢϚϫϲΥ ϚϭϫϞϬϢϚΥ

ϩϫϨϥϢϟϞϫϚϭϞΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϟϮϧϜϭϢϨϧΥ ϢϧΥ ϭϡϞΥ ϥϢϯϞϫϬΥ ϨϟΥ ϮϫϨϤϢϧϚϬϞήϭϲϩϞΥ ϩϥϚϬϦϢϧϨϠϞϧΥ

ϚϜϭϢϯϚϭϨϫήϋότΥϦϢϜϞЄΥ ωϢϯϞϫΥϑϫϚϧϬϩϥϚϧϭϚϭϢϨϧΥΩξϫϭϢϜϥϞΥϟϢϫϬϭΥϩϮϛϥϢϬϡϞϝΥϨϧϥϢϧϞλΥ

εΥξϒτΥγαβεέΥρόφλΥβαίβααγΰϥϭίγδκβηΪΥΫΥ

ββεί ҟτϨϭϨΥϖέΥψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢΥϖέψϢϤϮϠϚϰϚΥξέϑϬϮϝϚΥοέϊϢϲϚϳϚϰϚΥϊέψϚϣϢϰϚϫϚΥυέϑϞϫϚϨΥ

ϖέϑϚϤϞϤϨϬϡϢΥ ϐέϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥ ϋέϑϚϤϞϝϚΥ ϐέϊϢϤϚϦϢΥ ϊίΥ ρϞϟϞϜϭΥ ϨϟΥ ϭϫϨϩϨϦϲϨϬϢϧή

ϫϞϥϚϭϞϝΥϤϢϧϚϬϞΥοΥϢϬϨϭϲϩϞΥϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥϢϧΥϨϯϚϫϢϚϧΥϜϥϞϚϫΥϜϞϥϥΥϚϝϞϧϨϜϚϫϜϢϧϨϦϚΥοϢϨΥ



ϐϜϢϞϧϜϞΥϑϫϞϧϝϬέΥιΩγΪΥκδήβααΥγαβείΫΥ

ββζί φϤϞϝϚΥϊέΥψϚϧϧϨΥυέυϚϲϚϬϡϢΥϊέΥϑϬϮϤϚϝϚΥυέϐϡϢϝϚΥϊέΥυϢϫϚϬϚϰϚΥϑέΥϊϮϫϚϦϚϭϬϮΥ

ϑέόϠϮϬϡϢΥϖέϊϢϤϚϦϢΥϊίΥ Υ ύϫϞϝϢϜϭϢϧϠΥϩϞϫϢϨϩϞϫϚϭϢϯϞΥϯϞϧϨϮϬΥϭϡϫϨϦϛϨϞϦϛϨϥϢϬϦΥ

ϢϧΥχϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥϠϲϧϞϜϨϥϨϠϢϜϚϥΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬίΥύωϨϐΥόϧϞίγαβείΥγημκΩγΪλϞικγαηίΥ

ββηί ҟϐϨϠϚϛϞΥ ϊέϋϚϤϚϳϚϰϚΥ υέϑϚϧϚϤϚΥ ϋέψϮϛϨϭϚΥ ϑέψϚϣϢΥ υέΥ ψϮϧϨΥ ξέϑϨϠϚϲϚϜϡϢΥ

ξέτϨϭϨΥϊέϋϚϤϚϧϢϬϡϢΥυέϊϢϤϚϦϢΥϊέϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϋέψϢϠϮϜϡϢΥψέφϤϞϡϚϫϚΥϖέϋϚϫϢϦϚϭϬϮΥ

υίΥ ϋϨϯϞϥΥ ϠϥϲϜϨϛϢϨϦϚϫϤϞϫΥ ϟϨϫΥ ϨϯϚϫϢϚϧΥ ϜϚϧϜϞϫΥ ϭϡϚϭΥ ϝϞϭϞϜϭϬΥ ϜϥϞϚϫΥ ϜϞϥϥΥ

ϜϚϫϜϢϧϨϦϚέΥχϨϮϫϧϚϥΥϨϟΥύϫϨϭϞϨϦϞΥϏϞϬϞϚϫϜϡέΥβηγεήβηδζΥγαβεΥΫΥ

ββθί ҟϐϡϢϦϢϳϮέΥ υίέΥ όϤϚϦϨϭϨέΥ ϏίέΥ φϭϨέΥ τίέΥ σϮϣϢϢέΥ ϐίέΥ ϋϚϤϚϭϚέΥ ϑίέΥϊϮϫϚϧϨέΥ ϑίέΥ

ϊϢϳϮϭϚϧϢέΥϑίέΥϑϬϮϜϡϢϲϚέΥψίέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚέΥϑίέΥυϨϳϮϦϢέΥψίΥϚϧϝΥϔϚϭϚϧϚϛϞέΥϊίΥ

ρϢϬϭϢϧϜϭΥϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥϩϚϭϭϞϫϧϬΥϨϟΥϋϨϭϜϡΥϥϢϠϚϧϝϬέΥρϥϥβΥϚϧϝΥρϥϥεέΥϢϧΥϧϨϫϦϚϥΥϚϧϝΥ

ϢϧϟϥϚϦϞϝΥϦϢϜϞΥϢϧϭϞϬϭϢϧϞίΥύϞϞϫΥχίΥγλΥϞδθαέΥγαβείΫΥ

ββιί ҟφϬϡϢϟϮϧϞέΥπίέΥϊϚϫϮϲϚϦϚέΥϐίέΥϐϚϬϚϤϢέΥϖίέΥϖϚϠϢϭϚέΥυίέΥυϨϳϮϦϢέΥψίέΥϑϨϦϢϭϚέΥ

ϑίέΥψϢϬϡϢϡϚϫϚέΥψΥϚϧϝΥϖϚϬϮϭϨϦϨέΥψίΥρϢϟϟϞϫϞϧϭϢϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥπρββϜάπϕπϏβάΥϜϞϥϥϬΥ

ϢϧΥϭϡϞΥϬϦϚϥϥΥϢϧϭϞϬϭϢϧϞΥϫϞϪϮϢϫϞϬΥϋϨϭϜϡΥϬϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠίΥύϫϨϜίΥϋϚϭϥίΥξϜϚϝίΥϐϜϢίΥϒϐξίΥ

βββλΥζκιηήκβέΥγαβείΫΥ

ββκί ҟυϚϣϢέΥϖίέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢέΥϊίέΥϊϨϫϢϲϚέΥψίέΥϐϨέΥϑίέΥυϨϳϮϦϢέΥψίέΥϊϢϳϮϦϚέΥϊίέΥϒϧϧϨέΥ

ϊΥϚϧϝΥφϬϡϢϢέΥϋίΥξϜϭϢϯϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϋϨϭϜϡβΥϩϫϨϦϨϭϞϬΥϝϞϯϞϥϨϩϦϞϧϭΥϨϟΥϡϮϦϚϧΥπριάΥ

ϬϢϧϠϥϞΥϩϨϬϢϭϢϯϞΥϑΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϢϧΥϡϮϦϚϧϢϳϞϝΥϦϢϜϞίΥοϢϨϜϡϞϦίΥοϢϨϩϡϲϬίΥϏϞϬίΥπϨϦϦϮϧίΥ

γαβείΫΥ

βγαί ҟϋϞϠϢϬϡϢέΥϋίέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢέΥρίέΥφϭϨέΥϏίέΥφϫϢϞέΥϋίέΥϊϚϭϬϮϨέΥψίέΥϖϚϡϚϭϚέΥϑίέΥϋϚϠϚϧϨέΥ

ψίέΥξϨϤϢέΥψίέΥόϡϲϚέΥψίέΥυϨϳϮϦϢέΥψίέΥξϧϝϨέΥψίέΥϑϚϦϚϨϤϢέΥϋίέΥ φϭϨέΥϊίΥϚϧϝΥ

υϚϛϮέΥϐίΥςϟϟϞϜϭϢϯϞΥϞϱϩϚϧϬϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϞϧϠϫϚϟϭϞϝΥϡϮϦϚϧΥϡϞϦϚϭϨϩϨϢϞϭϢϜΥϬϭϞϦΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϢϧΥ

ϛϨϧϞΥϦϚϫϫϨϰΥϨϟΥϦϢϜϞΥϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϧϠΥϡϮϦϚϧΥχϚϠϠϞϝήβίΥςϱϩίΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥίΥγαβείΫΥ

βγβί ϑϚϧϚϤϚΥϊέΥφϤϞϝϚΥψέΥϐϮϠϚϧϚϦϢΥϑέΥψϨϦϢϲϚΥπέΥόϜϡϢΥψέΥϐϡϢϫϚϤϚϰϚΥφέΥυϚϦϚϠϮϜϡϢΥ

ϊέΥϋϢϬϡϢϦϮϫϚΥϐέΥϊϚϧϚϛϞΥφέΥϊϚϭϬϮϝϚΥϑέΥψϢϦϮϫϚΥψέΥφϧϨϮϞΥυέΥφϧϚϠϚϤϢΥϖέΥξϨϞΥ

ϐέΥϖϚϦϚϬϚϤϢΥϐέΥϚϧϝΥόϠϚϰϚΥϖλΥϊϚϜϫϨϩϡϚϠϞήϢϧϝϮϜϢϛϥϞΥπήϭϲϩϞΥϥϞϜϭϢϧΥϮϧϝϞϫϥϢϞϬΥ

ϨϛϞϬϢϭϲήϢϧϝϮϜϞϝΥϚϝϢϩϨϬϞΥϭϢϬϬϮϞΥϟϢϛϫϨϬϢϬίΥϋϚϭΥπϨϦϦϮϧΥϢϧΥϩϫϞϬϬΥΫΥ

βγγί ξϛϞΥχέΥϐϡϢϜϡϢϧϨΥϐέΥϒϞϡϚΥϐέΥυϚϬϡϢϦϨϭϨΥϐέΥϑϨϦϮϫϚΥϊέΥφϧϚϠϚϤϢΥϖέΥϐϭϞϢϧΥχϓέΥ

ϚϧϝΥϊϚϭϬϮϬϡϢϦϚΥψλΥωϲϦϩϡΥϧϨϝϞΥϬϭϫϨϦϚϥΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϧϞϠϚϭϢϯϞϥϲΥϫϞϠϮϥϚϭϞΥϚϧϭϢϠϞϧή

ϬϩϞϜϢϟϢϜΥπρεάΥϑΥϜϞϥϥΥϫϞϬϩϨϧϬϞϬίΥχΥφϦϦϮϧϨϥΥϢϧΥϩϫϞϬϬΥΫΥ

βγδί ϏϞϲϞϬήτϨϫϝϢϥϥϨΥ ψέΥ ϐϡϚϡΥ ϏέΥ ξϫϞϥϥϚϧϞϬήϏϨϛϥϞϝϨΥ χέΥ υϞϫϧϵϧϝϞϳήϋϚϳϚϫϚΥ ϗέΥ



ϏϢϧϜϹϧήΥϐϵϧϜϡϞϳΥξϏέΥφϧϚϠϚϤϢΥϖέΥϏϨϣϤϢϧϝΥϊέΥϚϧϝΥωϚϤϬϡϦϚϧΥϊϏλΥϊϞϜϡϚϧϢϬϦϬΥ

ϨϟΥϚϜϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϚϜϞϭϚϥϝϞϡϲϝϞΥ ϢϧΥϭϡϞΥϮϩΥϫϞϠϮϥϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϭϡϞΥϡϮϦϚϧΥϚγΩφΪΥϜϨϥϥϚϠϞϧΥ

ϠϞϧϞΥϢϧΥϡϞϩϚϭϢϜΥϬϭϞϥϥϚϭϞΥϜϞϥϥϬήϤϞϲΥϫϨϥϞϬΥϨϟΥϐϤϢέΥϐϊξρδέΥϐϊξρεΥϚϧϝΥϐϊξρθίΥ

ξϦΥχΥύϚϭϡϨϥΥβιελΥβεζιήβεηθέΥγαβεΥΫΥ

βγεί ϖϚϦϚϨϤϚΥυέΥϐϮϦϢϲϨϬϡϢΥυέΥυϢϠϚϬϡϢΥψέΥϋϚϤϚϨΥϐέΥϊϢϧϚϤϚϰϚΥψέΥϐϮϦϢϝϚΥψέΥϐϚϢϭϨΥ

ψέΥφϤϨϦϚΥϋέΥϊϚϛϮϜϡϢΥϑέΥόϳϚϰϚΥξέΥϚϧϝΥφϧϚϠϚϤϢΥϖλΥξΥϧϨϯϞϥΥϬϦϚϥϥΥϜϨϦϩϨϮϧϝΥ

ϚϜϜϞϥϞϫϚϭϞϬΥϝϞϫϦϚϥΥϰϨϮϧϝΥϡϞϚϥϢϧϠΥϛϲΥϦϨϝϢϟϲϢϧϠΥϢϧϟϢϥϭϫϚϭϢϨϧέΥϩϫϨϥϢϟϞϫϚϭϢϨϧΥϚϧϝΥ

ϦϢϠϫϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϝϢϬϭϢϧϜϭΥϜϞϥϥϮϥϚϫΥϜϨϦϩϨϧϞϧϭϬΥϢϧΥϦϢϜϞίΥχΥρϞϫϦϚϭϨϥΥϐϜϢΥθελΥγαεή

γβδέΥγαβεΥ

βγζί ψϮϫϨϝϚΥϏέΥϊϚϭϬϮϦϨϭϨΥϑέΥϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϑέΥψϚϰϚϤϚϦϢΥϖέΥσϮϤϮϢΥϑέΥωϞϞΥϐϖέΥϊϢϟϮϧϞΥ

ϖέΥψϚϰϚϦϚϭϚΥϐέΥσϮϤϮϬϡϢϦϚΥϊέΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥϑέΥψϚϰϚϦϨϭϨΥξέΥψϮϫϨϬϚϤϚΥϊίέΥωϨϜϚϥΥ

ϑϫϚϧϬϩϥϚϧϭϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥτϫϚϧϮϥϨϜϲϭϞΥπϨϥϨϧϲΥϐϭϢϦϮϥϚϭϢϧϠΥσϚϜϭϨϫήϊϨϛϢϥϢϳϞϝΥπρδεάΥ

πϞϥϥϬΥ ϟϨϫΥύϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϔϢϭϡΥσϞϦϨϫϚϥΥ ϚϧϝΥϑϢϛϢϚϥΥϋϨϧϮϧϢϨϧλΥύϢϥϨϭΥπϥϢϧϢϜϚϥΥϑϫϢϚϥίΥ

ϐϭϞϦΥπϞϥϥϬΥϑϫϚϧϬϥΥϊϞϝίΥγαβεΥχϚϧμδΩβΪλβγιήδείΥ Υ

βγηί σϮϣϢϭϚΥ ϖέΥ ψϢϧϨϬϡϢϭϚΥϊέΥ σϮϫϮϤϚϰϚΥ ϖέΥ ϋϚϠϚϧϨΥ ϑέΥυϚϬϡϢϦϨϭϨΥυέΥυϢϫϚϦϢΥ ϖέΥ

ψϮϫϢϦϨϭϨΥ ϖέΥ ξϫϚϤϚϰϚΥ ψέΥ ϖϚϦϚϳϚϤϢΥ ψέΥ όϤϚϝϚΥ ϖέΥ ψϚϭϚϤϚϦϢΥ ϋέΥ ϒϧϨΥ ςέΥ

ϊϚϭϬϮϛϚϫϚΥϖέΥσϮϤϮϬϡϢϦϚΥϊέΥϋϚϝϚΥξέΥωϨϬϨϫϝϨΥρϔέΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥϑέΥόϤϢϭϚΥϖέΥ

ψϚϰϚϦϨϭϨΥ ξίέΥ ύϡϚϬϞΥ φφΥ πϥϢϧϢϜϚϥΥ ϑϫϢϚϥΥ ϨϟΥ πρδεάΥπϞϥϥΥ ϑϡϞϫϚϩϲΥ ϭϨΥ ςϱϩϥϨϫϞΥ

ςϧϝϩϨϢϧϭΥϐϞϥϞϜϭϢϨϧΥϚϧϝΥϑϢϦϢϧϠΥϢϧΥύϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϔϢϭϡΥπϫϢϭϢϜϚϥΥωϢϦϛΥφϬϜϡϞϦϢϚίΥπϢϫϜΥ

χίΥχϚϧΥγεμθιΩγΪλεκαήζαβίγαβεΥ

βγθί ϊϚϬϮϝϚΥυέΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥϑίΥπϥϨϧϨϠϞϧϢϜΥφϬϨϥϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥπϨϥϨϧϲήϟϨϫϦϢϧϠΥςϧϝϨϭϡϞϥϢϚϥΥ

ύϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫΥ πϞϥϥϬίΥ ϊϚϧϮϚϥΥ ϨϟΥ ϏϞϬϞϚϫϜϡΥ ϑϞϜϡϧϢϪϮϞϬΥ ϢϧΥ πϚϫϝϢϨϯϚϬϜϮϥϚϫΥ

ϊϞϝϢϜϢϧϞέΥϩϮϛϥϢϬϡϞϝΥϟϫϨϦΥϔϢϥϥϞϲΥοϥϚϜϤϰϞϥϥέΥθβήκδΥγαβεΥ

βγιί ϑϚϧϚϤϚΥ ϏέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥ υέΥ ψϚϭϨΥ ϐέΥ φϦϚϠϚϰϚΥ ψέΥ ψϚϧϚϛϮϜϡϢΥ ψέΥ ϋϚϤϚϬϡϢϨϲϚΥ πέΥ

ϖϨϬϡϢϛϚΥσέΥσϮϤϮϢΥϑέΥ φϭϨΥϏέΥψϨϛϨϫϢΥϊέΥϔϚϝϚΥϊέΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥϑέΥϊϢϲϚϬϚϤϚΥϊίΥ

ξϮϭϨϥϨϠϨϮϬΥϠήϜϬϟήϦϨϛϢϥϢϳϞϝΥϩϞϫϢϩϡϞϫϚϥΥϛϥϨϨϝΥϜϝδεάΥϜϞϥϥΥϭϡϞϫϚϩϲΥϟϨϫΥϝϢϚϛϞϭϢϜΥ

ϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϰϢϭϡΥϜϡϫϨϧϢϜΥϧϨϧϡϞϚϥϢϧϠΥϮϥϜϞϫίΥπϞϥϥΥϑϫϚϧϬϩϥϚϧϭίΥγδλβηθήβθκΥ Υ γαβεμΥ

βγκί όϛϢΥϐέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥυέΥξϤϢϦϚϫϮΥυέΥϐϡϢϳϮϧϨΥϑέΥϖϚϦϚϦϨϭϨΥψέΥξϧϝϨΥχέΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥϑίΥ

ρϞϱϭϫϚϧΥ ϢϧϝϮϜϞϬΥ ϝϢϟϟϞϫϞϧϭϢϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ϜϢϫϜϮϥϚϭϢϧϠΥ ϞϧϝϨϭϡϞϥϢϚϥΥ ϩϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫΥ ϜϞϥϥϬίΥ

ύϡϲϬϢϨϥϨϠϢϜϚϥΥϫϞϩϨϫϭϬίμγλϞααγηβΥγαβεΥ

βδαί ωϞϞΥϐυέΥωϞϞΥχυέΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥϑέΥψϢϦΥϖϐέΥχϞϨϧϠΥυπέΥξϡϧΥϖέΥχϮϧϠΥχϐέΥψϰϨϧΥϐϊίΥ

τϞϧϢϬϭϞϢϧΥϩϫϨϦϨϭϞϬΥϞϧϝϨϭϡϞϥϢϚϥΥϜϨϥϨϧϲήϟϨϫϦϢϧϠΥϜϞϥϥΥ ΩϞϜϟϜΪΥϛϢϨϚϜϭϢϯϢϭϢϞϬΥϚϧϝΥ



ϜϚϫϝϢϚϜΥϫϞϠϞϧϞϫϚϭϢϨϧΥϢϧΥϦϲϨϜϚϫϝϢϚϥΥϢϧϟϚϫϜϭϢϨϧίΥύωϨϐΥόϧϞίμκλϞκηβζζΥγαβεΥ

βδβί ϊϚϬϮϝϚΥυέΥϑϚϧϚϤϚΥϏέΥσϮϣϢϦϮϫϚΥϐέΥφϬϡϢϤϚϰϚΥϊέΥξϤϢϦϚϫϮΥυέΥϐϡϢϳϮϧϨΥϑέΥϐϚϭϨΥ

ξέΥόϤϚϝϚΥϖέΥφϢϝϚΥϖέΥφϭϨϡΥχέΥφϭϨϡΥϖέΥψϚϦϢϠϮϜϡϢΥυέΥψϚϰϚϦϨϭϨΥξέΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥϑίΥ

ϓϚϬϜϮϥϨϠϞϧϢϜΥϜϨϧϝϢϭϢϨϧϢϧϠΥϨϟΥϩϞϫϢϩϡϞϫϚϥΥϛϥϨϨϝΥϦϨϧϨϧϮϜϥϞϚϫΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϩϫϨϦϨϭϞϬΥ

ϞϧϝϨϭϡϞϥϢϚϥΥ ϩϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫΥ ϜϞϥϥΥ ϞϱϩϚϧϬϢϨϧΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϩϡϞϧϨϭϲϩϞΥ ϭϫϚϧϬϢϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ϚϧϭϢή

ϢϧϟϥϚϦϦϚϭϨϫϲΥ ϦϚϜϫϨϩϡϚϠϞΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϭΥ ϥϲϦϩϡϨϜϲϭϞΥ ϭϨΥ ϜϞϥϥϬΥ ϰϢϭϡΥ ϫϞϠϞϧϞϫϚϭϢϯϞΥ

ϩϨϭϞϧϭϢϚϥίΥχϨϮϫϧϚϥΥϨϟΥϭϡϞΥξϦϞϫϢϜϚϧΥυϞϚϫϭΥξϬϬϨϜϢϚϭϢϨϧίμδλϞαααθεδΥγαβεΥ

βδγί ψϮϫϨϝϚΥϏέΥϊϚϭϬϮϦϨϭϨΥϑέΥϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϑέΥψϚϰϚϤϚϦϢΥϖέΥσϮϤϮϢΥϑέΥωϞϞΥϐϖέΥϊϢϟϮϧϞΥ

ϖέΥψϚϰϚϦϚϭϚΥϐέΥσϮϤϮϬϡϢϦϚΥϊέΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥϑέΥψϚϰϚϦϨϭϨΥξέΥψϮϫϨϬϚϤϚΥϊίΥωϨϜϚϥΥ

ϭϫϚϧϬϩϥϚϧϭϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ϠϫϚϧϮϥϨϜϲϭϞΥ ϜϨϥϨϧϲΥ ϬϭϢϦϮϥϚϭϢϧϠΥ ϟϚϜϭϨϫήϦϨϛϢϥϢϳϞϝΥ ϜϝδεάΥ

ϜϞϥϥϬΥϟϨϫΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϰϢϭϡΥϟϞϦϨϫϚϥΥϚϧϝΥϭϢϛϢϚϥΥϧϨϧϮϧϢϨϧλΥύϢϥϨϭΥϜϥϢϧϢϜϚϥΥϭϫϢϚϥίΥϐϭϞϦΥ

πϞϥϥϬΥϑϫϚϧϬϥΥϊϞϝίμδλβγιήβδεΥγαβεΥ

βδδί σϮϤϮϢΥϑέΥϊϢϟϮϧϞΥϖέΥϊϚϭϬϮϦϨϭϨΥϑέΥϐϡϨϣϢΥϑέΥψϚϰϚϤϚϦϢΥϖέΥψϚϰϚϦϨϭϨΥξέΥφϢΥϊέΥ

ξϤϢϦϚϫϮΥυέΥψϮϫϨϝϚΥϑέΥυϨϫϢϢΥϊέΥϖϨϤϨϲϚϦϚΥξέΥξϥϞϯΥπέΥψϮϫϨϝϚΥϏέΥψϮϫϨϬϚϤϚΥ

ϊέΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥϑίΥϐϮϩϞϫϢϨϫΥϩϨϭϞϧϭϢϚϥΥϨϟΥϜϝδεήϩϨϬϢϭϢϯϞΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϜϨϦϩϚϫϞϝΥϭϨΥϭϨϭϚϥΥ

ϦϨϧϨϧϮϜϥϞϚϫΥ ϜϞϥϥϬΥ ϟϨϫΥ ϡϞϚϥϢϧϠΥ ϨϟΥ ϧϨϧϮϧϢϨϧΥ ϟϨϥϥϨϰϢϧϠΥ ϛϨϧϞΥ ϟϫϚϜϭϮϫϞίΥ πϞϥϥΥ

ϑϫϚϧϬϩϥϚϧϭίΥγαβεΥ

βδεί σϮϣϢϭϚΥ ϖέΥ ψϢϧϨϬϡϢϭϚΥϊέΥ σϮϫϮϤϚϰϚΥ ϖέΥ ϋϚϠϚϧϨΥ ϑέΥυϚϬϡϢϦϨϭϨΥυέΥυϢϫϚϦϢΥ ϖέΥ

ψϮϫϢϦϨϭϨΥ ϖέΥ ξϫϚϤϚϰϚΥ ψέΥ ϖϚϦϚϳϚϤϢΥ ψέΥ όϤϚϝϚΥ ϖέΥ ψϚϭϚϤϚϦϢΥ ϋέΥ ϒϧϨΥ ςέΥ

ϊϚϭϬϮϛϚϫϚΥϖέΥσϮϤϮϬϡϢϦϚΥϊέΥϋϚϝϚΥξέΥωϨϬϨϫϝϨΥρϔέΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥϑέΥόϤϢϭϚΥϖέΥ

ψϚϰϚϦϨϭϨΥξίΥύϡϚϬϞΥϢϢΥϜϥϢϧϢϜϚϥΥϭϫϢϚϥΥϨϟΥϜϝδεάΥϜϞϥϥΥϭϡϞϫϚϩϲΥϭϨΥϞϱϩϥϨϫϞΥϞϧϝϩϨϢϧϭΥ

ϬϞϥϞϜϭϢϨϧΥϚϧϝΥϭϢϦϢϧϠΥϢϧΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϰϢϭϡΥϜϫϢϭϢϜϚϥΥϥϢϦϛΥϢϬϜϡϞϦϢϚίΥπϢϫϜΥχίμθιλεκαή

ζαβΥγαβεΥ

βδζί ҟσϚϝϢϧϢΥτύέΥσϞϫϫϚϫϨΥσέΥώϮϚϢϧϢΥσέΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥϑέΥϊϚϝϞϝϝϮΥύίΥπϨϧϜϢϬϞΥϫϞϯϢϞϰλΥ

ρϢϚϛϞϭϞϬέΥϭϡϞΥϛϨϧϞΥϦϚϫϫϨϰΥϧϢϜϡϞέΥϚϧϝΥϢϦϩϚϢϫϞϝΥϯϚϬϜϮϥϚϫΥϫϞϠϞϧϞϫϚϭϢϨϧίΥϐϭϞϦΥ

πϞϥϥϬΥϑϫϚϧϬϥΥϊϞϝίΥγαβεΥ

βδηί ψϰϨϧΥϐϊέΥωϞϞΥχυέΥωϞϞΥϐυέΥχϮϧϠΥϐϖέΥψϢϦΥρϖέΥψϚϧϠΥϐυέΥϖϨϨΥϐϖέΥυϨϧϠΥχψέΥ

ύϚϫϤΥχυέΥψϢϦΥχυέΥψϢϦΥϐϔέΥψϢϦΥϖχέΥωϞϞΥϐχέΥψϢϦΥυτέΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥϑίΥπϫϨϬϬΥϭϚϥϤΥ

ϰϢϭϡΥ ϡϞϦϚϭϨϩϨϢϞϭϢϜΥ ϜϞϥϥϬΥ ϫϞϠϮϥϚϭϞϬΥ ϭϡϞΥ ϞϧϝϨϭϡϞϥϢϚϥΥ ϩϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫΥ ϜϞϥϥΥ

ϝϢϟϟϞϫϞϧϭϢϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϜϝδεΥϩϨϬϢϭϢϯϞΥϜϞϥϥϬίΥύωϨϐΥόϧϞίμκλϞβαηδβαΥγαβεΥΫΥ



βδθί ҟϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϋέΥϐϚϤϚϭϚϧϢΥϑέΥξϫϢϦϚΥϋέΥόϡϢΥϖέΥυϨϧϦϚΥϋέΥψϚϧϨϦϚϭϚΥϋέΥϖϨϬϡϢϝϚΥ

ψέΥψϚϝϨϲϚΥϑέΥϑϚϦϚϤϢΥψέΥψϮϦϚϤϢΥϋΥϞϭΥϚϥλΥξϬϬϞϬϬϦϞϧϭΥϨϟΥϭϡϞΥψϢηθΥϥϚϛϞϥϢϧϠΥ

ϢϧϝϞϱλΥϚΥχϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥϯϚϥϢϝϚϭϢϨϧΥϫϢϧϠΥϬϭϮϝϲίΥοϫϞϚϬϭΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥγαβεΥΫΥ

βδιί ҟφϭϨϡΥϊέΥφϰϚϦϨϭϨΥϑέΥϊϚϭϬϮϨϤϚΥχέΥϋϨϠϚϦϢΥϑέΥϊϨϭϨϤϢΥϑέΥϐϡϢϞϧΥϑέΥϑϚϢϫϚΥϋέΥ

ϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥ ϋέΥ υϚϲϚϬϡϢΥ ϋέΥ όϡϭϚϧϢΥ ϐΥ ϞϭΥ ϚϥλΥ ςϬϭϫϨϠϞϧΥ ϫϞϜϞϩϭϨϫΥ ΩςϏΪΥ ϦϏϋξΥ

ϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥϚϧϝΥϦϨϥϞϜϮϥϚϫΥϬϮϛϭϲϩϞΥϝϢϬϭϫϢϛϮϭϢϨϧΥϢϧΥςϏήϧϞϠϚϭϢϯϞΰϩϫϨϠϞϬϭϞϫϨϧϞΥ

ϫϞϜϞϩϭϨϫήϩϨϬϢϭϢϯϞΥ ϛϫϞϚϬϭΥ ϜϚϧϜϞϫϬίΥ οϫϞϚϬϭΥ πϚϧϜϞϫΥ ϏϞϬΥ ϑϫϞϚϭέΥ βεδΩγΪλεαδή

εακίγαβεΥΫΥ

βδκί ϐϚϤϚϢΥ ρέΥ τϫϚϝΥ ϐέΥ ξϝϯϚϧϜϢϧϠΥ ϭϡϞΥ ϜϞϥϥϮϥϚϫΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϦϨϥϞϜϮϥϚϫΥ ϭϡϞϫϚϩϲΥ ϟϨϫΥ

ϢϧϭϞϫϯϞϫϭϞϛϫϚϥΥ ϝϢϬϜΥ ϝϢϬϞϚϬϞέΥ ξϝϯίΥ ρϫϮϠΥ ρϞϥϢϯίΥ ϏϞϯίΥ

γαβεμϡϭϭϩλΰΰϝϱίϝϨϢίϨϫϠΰβαίβαβηΰϣίϚϝϝϫίγαβείαηίαακίΥγαβεΥ

βεαί ωϢϤϡϢϭϩϚϧϢϜϡϤϮϥΥ ϊέΥ ρϫϞϢϬϜϡϚϫϟΥ ϊέΥ φϥϥϢϞϧήχϮϧϠϞϫΥ ϐέΥϔϚϥϭϞϫΥ οξέΥ ϋϮϤϚϠϚΥ ϑέΥ

ωϨϧϠΥϏτέΥϐϚϤϚϢΥρέΥυϞϜϡϭΥξπέΥφϚϭϫϢϝϢϬΥχπίΥσϢϛϫϢϧήϠϞϧϢϩϢϧΥϚϝϡϞϬϢϯϞΥϡϲϝϫϨϠϞϥΥ

ϟϨϫΥϚϧϧϮϥϮϬΥϟϢϛϫϨϬϮϬΥϫϞϩϚϢϫλΥϩϞϫϟϨϫϦϚϧϜϞΥϞϯϚϥϮϚϭϢϨϧΥϰϢϭϡΥϥϚϫϠϞΥϚϧϢϦϚϥΥϨϫϠϚϧΥ

ϜϮϥϭϮϫϞέΥ ϢϧΥ ϬϢϭϮΥ ϛϢϨϦϞϜϡϚϧϢϜϬέΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϢϧΥ ϯϢϯϨΥ ϝϞϠϫϚϝϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϭϞϬϭϬίΥ ςϮϫΥ πϞϥϥΥ

ϊϚϭϞϫίμγιλγζήδιίΥγαβεΥ

βεβί οϞϧϧϞϤϞϫΥωϊέΥξϧϝϞϫϬϬϨϧΥτέΥφϚϭϫϢϝϢϬΥχπέΥϐϚϤϚϢΥρέΥυ϶ϫϭϥΥϏέΥφϭϨΥψέΥτϫϚϝΥϐίΥ

πϞϥϥΥϭϡϞϫϚϩϲΥϟϨϫΥϢϧϭϞϫϯϞϫϭϞϛϫϚϥΥϝϢϬϜΥϫϞϩϚϢϫλΥϚϝϯϚϧϜϢϧϠΥϜϞϥϥΥϭϡϞϫϚϩϲΥϟϫϨϦΥϛϞϧϜϡΥ

ϭϨΥϜϥϢϧϢϜϬίΥςϮϫΥπϞϥϥΥϊϚϭϞϫίμγθλζήββίΥγαβεΥ Υ

βεγί ҟύϚϭϭϚϩϩϚΥτέΥύϞϫϨϠϥϢϨΥϊέΥϐϚϤϚϢΥρέΥϊϨϜϡϢϝϚΥχέΥοϞϧϧϞϤϞϫΥωϊέΥξϥϢϧϢΥϊέΥτϫϚϝΥ

ϐίΥ ππωζΰϏξϋϑςϐΥ ϢϬΥ ϚΥ ϤϞϲΥ ϜϡϞϦϨϚϭϭϫϚϜϭϚϧϭΥ ϫϞϥϞϚϬϞϝΥ ϛϲΥ ϝϞϠϞϧϞϫϚϭϢϯϞΥ

ϢϧϭϞϫϯϞϫϭϞϛϫϚϥΥϝϢϬϜϬΥϢϧΥϨϫϠϚϧΥϜϮϥϭϮϫϞίΥςϮϫΥπϞϥϥΥϊϚϭϞϫίμγθλβγεήδημΥϝϢϬϜϮϬϬϢϨϧΥ

βδηίΥγαβεΥ

βεδί ϔϚϭϚϧϚϛϞΥϊέΥϐϚϤϚϢΥρέΥϖϚϦϚϦϨϭϨΥϖέΥϋϚϠϚϢΥϑέΥϐϚϭϨΥϊέΥϊϨϜϡϢϝϚΥχίΥξϧϚϥϲϬϢϬΥ

ϨϟΥϩϫϞϝϢϬϩϨϬϢϧϠΥϟϚϜϭϨϫϬΥϢϧΥϞϥϝϞϫϥϲΥϩϞϨϩϥϞΥϰϢϭϡΥϭϲϩϞΥφφΥϨϝϨϧϭϨϢϝΥϟϫϚϜϭϮϫϞίΥϐϩϢϧϞΥ

χΥγαβεΥ

βεεί ҟφϛϫϚϡϢϦΥξξέΥϖϚϡϚϭϚΥϑέΥϑϚϤϚϧϚϬϡϢΥϑέΥυϢϲϚϦϚΥψέΥόϧϢϳϮϤϚΥϊέΥρϚϧΥϑέΥϯϚϧΥ

ϖϩϞϫϬϞϥϞΥ ϝϞΥ ϐϭϫϢϡϨϮΥπέΥϊϢϲϚϭϚΥϑέΥ ϚϧϝΥξϧϝϨΥψίΥ φϧϡϢϛϢϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ϩϥϚϬϦϢϧϨϠϞϧΥ

ϚϜϭϢϯϚϭϨϫΥ ϢϧϡϢϛϢϭϨϫΥ ϭϲϩϞήβΥ ϚϜϭϢϯϢϭϲΥ ϞϧϡϚϧϜϞϬΥ ϫϚϩϢϝΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϬϮϬϭϚϢϧϚϛϥϞΥ

ϡϞϦϚϭϨϩϨϢϞϭϢϜΥϫϞϠϞϧϞϫϚϭϢϨϧίΥϐϭϞϦΥπϞϥϥϬΥδγέΥκεηήκζιέΥγαβδΥΫΥ Υ Υ

βεζί όϡϦϚϜϡϢΥψέΥϋϢϢϭϬϮΥϋέΥϒϜϡϢϝϚΥϑέΥψϢϦΥϐχέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϑϚϤϚϡϚϬϡϢΥϋέΥϑϚϤϚϡϚϬϡϢΥϋέΥ

ϒϢϤϞΥϋέΥςϨϦΥυϐέΥπϡϚϞΥϖϐέΥϑϞϫϚϮϜϡϢΥϑέΥϑϚϭϞϢϬϡϢΥϒέΥϑϚϭϬϮϦϢΥϊέΥψϢϦΥϔϐέΥ



ϑϨϛϢϧϚϢΥψέΥϐϮϡΥπέΥόϠϮϫϚΥϊίΥϊϮϥϭϢϜϞϧϭϞϫΥύϡϚϬϞΥ φφΥϐϭϮϝϲΥϨϟΥοϞϧϝϚϦϮϬϭϢϧϞΥ

ύϥϮϬΥϏϢϭϮϱϢϦϚϛΥϢϧΥύϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϔϢϭϡΥϏϞϥϚϩϬϞϝΥϨϫΥϏϞϟϫϚϜϭϨϫϲΥρϢϟϟϮϬϞΥωϚϫϠϞΥοήπϞϥϥΥ

ωϲϦϩϡϨϦϚίΥχΥπϥϢϧΥόϧϜϨϥέΥδβέΥγβαδήγβακέΥγαβδΥ Υ

βεηί ψϨϣϢϦϚΥϊέΥϋϢϬϡϢϤϢϢΥυέΥϑϚϤϢϳϚϰϚΥχέΥξϨϤϢΥϐέΥϋϨϠϮϜϡϢΥϊέΥπϡϢϛϚΥϐέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϚϧϝΥ

ϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥ ϋίΥ ϊϖπΥ ϫϞϚϫϫϚϧϠϞϦϞϧϭϬΥ ϚϫϞΥ ϮϬϞϟϮϥΥ ϟϨϫΥ ϩϫϞϝϢϜϭϢϧϠΥ ϨϮϭϜϨϦϞϬΥ

ϟϨϥϥϨϰϢϧϠΥ ϫϢϭϮϱϢϦϚϛΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϜϡϞϦϨϭϡϞϫϚϩϲλΥ ϦϮϥϭϢήϜϞϧϭϞϫΥ ϚϧϚϥϲϬϢϬΥ ϨϟΥ χϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥ

ϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϰϢϭϡΥϝϢϟϟϮϬϞΥϥϚϫϠϞΥοήϜϞϥϥΥϥϲϦϩϡϨϦϚίΥωϞϮϤίΥωϲϦϩϡϨϦϚέΥζελγβεκήζείέΥ

γαβδΥ

βεθί ҟψϚϰϚϝϚΥυέΥψϚϧϞϤϨΥϊέΥϐϚϰϚϧϨϛϨϫϢΥϊέΥϒϧϨΥϑέΥϊϚϭϬϮϳϚϰϚΥυέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϖέΥ

ϊϚϭϬϮϬϡϢϭϚΥυέΥξϧϝϨΥψίΥυϢϠϡΥϜϨϧϜϞϧϭϫϚϭϢϨϧϬΥϨϟΥωήϚϬϜϨϫϛϢϜΥϚϜϢϝΥϬϩϞϜϢϟϢϜϚϥϥϲΥ

ϢϧϡϢϛϢϭΥϭϡϞΥϠϫϨϰϭϡΥϨϟΥϡϮϦϚϧΥ ϥϞϮϤϞϦϢϜΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϯϢϚΥϝϨϰϧϫϞϠϮϥϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥυφσήβϾΥ

ϭϫϚϧϬϜϫϢϩϭϢϨϧίΥύωόϐΥόϋςέΥιΩεΪέΥϞγθβθέΥέΥϝϨϢλβαίβδθβΰϣϨϮϫϧϚϥίϩϨϧϞίααηγθβθΥ

γαβδΥΫΥ

βειί ҟυϚϫϚϝϚΥϖέΥ φϧϨϮϞΥρέΥρϢϧϠΥϖέΥ φϦϚϠϚϰϚΥ χέΥρϨϤϢΥϋέΥϊϚϭϬϮϢΥυέΥϖϚϡϚϭϚΥϑέΥ

ϊϚϭϬϮϬϡϢϭϚΥυέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϐϚϬϡϢϝϚΥτέΥ φϰϚϦϚΥξέΥψϢϭϚϦϮϫϚΥϑέΥϚϧϝΥυϚϫϚϝϚΥυίΥ

ϏϒϋϕβΰξϊωβΥ ϦϮϭϚϧϭΥ ϜϨϥϥϚϛϨϫϚϭϞϬΥ ϰϢϭϡΥ οϊφβΥ ϨϯϞϫϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥ ϢϧΥ ϭϡϞΥ

ϝϞϯϞϥϨϩϦϞϧϭΥϨϟΥϡϮϦϚϧΥϚϧϝΥϦϮϫϢϧϞΥϦϲϞϥϨϝϲϬϩϥϚϬϭϢϜΥϬϲϧϝϫϨϦϞϬίΥοϥϨϨϝέΥβγβέΥ

δεδεήδεεηέΥγαβδΥ Υ ΫΥ

βεκί ҟυϚϫϤϞϧϬϞϞΥπέΥόϤϚΥξέΥόϧϢϳϮϤϚΥϊέΥϊϢϝϝϥϞϭϨϧΥύτέΥφϧϨϤϨΥυέΥϋϚϤϚϨϤϚΥυέΥ

τϞϧϧϞϫϲΥξϏέΥξϧϝϨΥψΥϚϧϝΥϊϨϫϢϬϡϢϦϚΥϖίΥϐϜϚϧϧϢϧϠΥϨϟΥϭϡϞΥϢϦϦϮϧϨϠϞϧϨϦϞΥϰϢϭϡΥ

ϦϢϜϫϨϬϚϭϞϥϥϢϭϞΥ ϦϚϫϤϞϫϬΥ ϟϨϫΥ ϧϨϧήυωξΥ ϚϬϬϨϜϢϚϭϢϨϧϬΥ ϰϢϭϡΥ ϠϫϚϟϭήϯϞϫϬϮϬήϡϨϬϭΥ

ϝϢϬϞϚϬϞΥ ϢϧΥ ϡϚϞϦϚϭϨϩϨϢϞϭϢϜΥ ϬϭϞϦΥ ϜϞϥϥΥ ϭϫϚϧϬϩϥϚϧϭϚϭϢϨϧίΥ φϦϦϮϧϨϠϞϧϞϭϢϜϬέΥ ηζү

εβθήεγθέΥγαβδΥ

βζαί ψϨϣϢϦϚΥϊέΥϊϚϜϡϢϝϚΥ ϐέΥϊϢϲϚϦϨϭϨΥϊέΥϊϨϫϢϮϜϡϢΥ ϊέΥόϡϛϚϲϚϬϡΥ ϖέΥ ξϧϝϨΥ ψίΥ

ρϞϟϞϫϚϬϢϫϨϱΥϭϫϞϚϭϦϞϧϭΥϢϦϩϫϨϯϞϝΥϡϞϦϚϭϨϩϨϢϞϬϢϬΥϚϧϝΥϥϞϝΥϭϨΥϜϨϦϩϥϞϭϞΥϫϞϦϢϬϬϢϨϧΥ

ϢϧΥϚΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭΥϰϢϭϡΥϩϮϫϞΥϫϞϝΥϜϞϥϥΥϚϩϥϚϬϢϚίΥφϧϭΥχΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥέΥκιλθβκήγγίέΥγαβδΥ

βζβί ψϚϧϭϚϫϣϢϚϧΥυέΥϊϚϫϭϢϧϞϥϥϢΥτέΥχϚϛϛϨϮϫΥςέΥώϮϢϧϭϵϬήπϚϫϝϚϦϚΥξέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥοϚϲΥχή

όέΥϔϞϢΥξέΥτϫϺϩϩϞϫΥϐέΥύϚϩϚϲϚϧϧϢϝϢϬΥπέΥόϰϞϧΥψέΥύϢϤϞΥωέΥϐϜϡϦϢϭϭΥϋέΥϐϭϨϜϤϦϚϧΥ

ύέΥ τϢϚϠϨϮϧϢϝϢϬΥ ξέΥ ϨϧΥ ϛϞϡϚϥϟΥ ϨϟΥ ϭϡϞΥ ϐύξϏψήξϊωβΥ ϢϧϯϞϬϭϢϠϚϭϨϫϬίΥ ϐϭϚϠϞΥ φΥ

ϟϢϧϝϢϧϠϬΥ ϨϟΥ ϚΥ ϭϰϨήϬϭϚϠϞΥ ύϡϚϬϞΥ φφΥ ϬϭϮϝϲΥ ϭϨΥ ϚϬϬϞϬϬΥ ϭϡϞΥ ϞϟϟϢϜϚϜϲέΥ ϬϚϟϞϭϲΥ ϚϧϝΥ

ϭϨϥϞϫϚϛϢϥϢϭϲΥ ϨϟΥ ϛϚϫϚϬϞϫϭϢϛΥ ΩξϗρββζγΪΥ ϜϨϦϩϚϫϞϝΥ ϰϢϭϡΥ ϥϨϰΥ ϝϨϬϞΥ ϜϲϭϨϬϢϧϞΥ

ϚϫϚϛϢϧϨϬϢϝϞΥ ϢϧΥ ϞϥϝϞϫϥϲΥ ϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥ ϰϢϭϡΥ ϚϜϮϭϞΥϦϲϞϥϨϢϝΥ ϥϞϮϤϞϦϢϚίΥ πϚϧϜϞϫέΥ ββκ



ҝβεҞүγηββήγηβκέΥγαβδΥ

βζγί όϠϚϰϚΥϖέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥψέΥϐϚϤϚϢΥξέΥ φϢϝϚΥϐέΥόϠϮϫϚΥϊέΥϑϨϛϢϧϚϢΥψέΥϊϚϭϬϮϦϨϭϨΥϊέΥ

ϊϚϭϬϮϞΥψέΥϑϞϫϮϢΥϖέΥόϡϚϬϡϢΥψέΥφϬϡϢϢΥϊέΥϊϮϤϚϢΥυέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥυϨϭϭϚΥϑίΥξΥϩϡϚϬϞΥ

φΰφφΥ ϬϭϮϝϲΥ ϨϟΥ ϓϊύΥ ΩϛϨϫϭϞϳϨϦϢϛήϦϞϥϩϡϚϥϚϧήϩϫϞϝϧϢϬϨϥϨϧϞΪΥ ϟϨϫΥ ϩϫϞϯϢϨϮϬϥϲΥ

ϮϧϭϫϞϚϭϞϝΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϰϢϭϡΥϦϮϥϭϢϩϥϞΥϦϲϞϥϨϦϚΥϢϧΥχϚϩϚϧίΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥϐϜϢέΥβαεҝθҞүκβγή

κβκέΥγαβδΥ Υ Υ

βζδί ҟόϤϮϲϚϦϚΥ ψέΥ φϤϚϰϚΥ ϑέΥ υϚϫϧϩϫϚϬϨϩϰϚϭΥ ϏέΥ ωϮΥ χέΥ ϖϚϦϚϬϡϢϭϚΥ ϏέΥ υϚΥ ρέΥ

ϑϨϲϨϬϡϢϦϚΥϑέΥπϡϚϧϝϚΥοέΥψϚϰϚϦϚϭϚΥϑέΥϖϨϤϨϲϚϦϚΥψέΥτϞϫϭϧϞϫΥοέΥϔϚϧϠΥϐέΥ

ξϧϝϨΥψέΥωϨϝϢϬϡΥυσέΥϑϨϣϨΥξέΥψϚϰϚϦϨϭϨΥυέΥψϨϭϚϧϢΥξίΥϦϢϏήβγηήϦϞϝϢϚϭϞϝΥ

ϜϨϧϭϫϨϥΥϨϟΥϜϞϥϥΥϟϚϭϞΥϢϧΥοΥϜϞϥϥήϦϲϞϥϨϢϝΥϩϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫϬΥϚϬΥϚΥϩϨϭϞϧϭϢϚϥΥϚϥϭϞϫϧϚϭϢϯϞΥϭϨΥ

ϭϫϚϧϬϜϫϢϩϭϢϨϧϚϥΥϟϚϜϭϨϫϬίΥύϫϨϜΥϋϚϭΥξϜϚϝΥϐϜϢίΥββαҝδδҞүβδεβαήβδεβζέΥγαβδΥΫΥ

βζεί ϊϮϫϚϲϚϦϚΥ υέΥϊϚϭϬϮϬϡϢϭϚΥ υέΥ ξϧϝϨΥ ψίΥ ξϭϲϩϢϜϚϥΥ ϜϡϫϨϧϢϜΥ ϦϲϞϥϨϢϝΥ ϥϞϮϤϞϦϢϚΥ

ϡϚϫϛϨϫϢϧϠΥϋϒύκιήυόϕξκίΥ Υ φϧϭΥχΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥέΥκιέβεδήβεεέΥγαβδΥΫΥ

βζζί όϠϚϰϚΥϖέΥόϠϮϫϚΥϊέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϑέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϒϜϡϢϝϚΥϑέΥϐϡϢϫϚϬϮϠϢΥϖέΥϑϨϛϢϧϚϢΥψέΥ

ωϞϞΥχϔέΥψϚϬϞΥϊέΥψϚϭϬϮϫϚΥψέΥυϨϭϭϚΥϑίΥξΥϩϡϚϬϞΥ φΰφφΥϬϭϮϝϲΥϨϟΥϨϟϚϭϮϦϮϦϚϛΥ

ΩτϐψβιεββζθΪΥϢϧΥχϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥϚϧϝΥψϨϫϞϚϧΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϰϢϭϡΥϫϞϥϚϩϬϞϝΥϨϫΥϫϞϟϫϚϜϭϨϫϲΥ

οήϜϞϥϥΥϜϡϫϨϧϢϜΥϥϲϦϩϡϨϜϲϭϢϜΥϥϞϮϤϞϦϢϚίΥφϧϭΥχΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥέΥκιүβηεήβθαέΥγαβδΥ

βζηί ҟψϢϤϮϜϡϢΥϑέΥϑϨϤϮϧϚϤϚΥϊέΥψϢϤϮϭϢΥϖέΥπϚϫϫϞϫϚϬΥ χέΥόϠϮϫϚΥτέΥϑϚϤϞϤϨϬϡϢΥ ϐέΥ

ψϨϣϢϦϚΥϊέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥυϚϬϡϢϦϨϭϨΥϖέΥξϛϞΥϊέΥϑϚϤϚϭϚΥψέΥϖϨϬϡϢϧϨΥϑέΥϊϮϭϨΥξέΥ

φϠϚϫϚϬϡϢΥψέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϋίΥόϯϞϫήϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥϨϟΥοϚϜϡγΥ ϢϬΥ ϫϞϥϚϭϞϝΥ ϭϨΥϨϧϠϨϢϧϠΥ

ϬϨϦϚϭϢϜΥ Υ ϡϲϩϞϫϦϮϭϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ϭϡϞΥ ϢϦϦϮϧϨϠϥϨϛϮϥϢϧΥ ϡϞϚϯϲΥ ϜϡϚϢϧΥ ϠϞϧϞΥ ϯϚϫϢϚϛϥϞΥ Υ

ϫϞϠϢϨϧΥϨϟΥ ϝϞΥϧϨϯϨΥϝϢϟϟϮϬϞΥ ϥϚϫϠϞΥοήϜϞϥϥΥ ϥϲϦϩϡϨϦϚίΥύϚϭϡϨϥϨϠϲΥ φϧϭϞϫϧϚϭϢϨϧϚϥέΥ

ηδέδδκήδεεέΥγαβδΥ ΫΥ Υ

βζθί ϊϮϫϨϢΥψέΥϊϢϲϚϦϮϫϚΥψέΥόϡϚϬϡϢΥψέΥϊϮϫϚϭϚΥϊέΥςϭϨΥϑέΥψϨϛϚϲϚϬϡϢΥϋέΥϑϚϧϢϠϮϜϡϢΥ

ϐέΥ φϦϚϦϮϫϚΥϊέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥψϚϭϨΥ ϐέΥϊϨϫϢΥϑέΥϑϞϬϡϢϦϚΥϑέΥϊϨϫϢΥϊέΥόϳϚϰϚΥψίΥ

ϒϧϫϞϥϚϭϞϝΥ ϚϥϥϨϠϞϧϞϢϜΥ ϛϨϧϞΥ ϦϚϫϫϨϰήϝϞϫϢϯϞϝΥ ϦϞϬϞϧϜϡϲϦϚϥΥ ϬϭϞϦΥ ϜϞϥϥΥ ϟϨϫΥ

ϬϭϞϫϨϢϝήϫϞϟϫϚϜϭϨϫϲΥϚϜϮϭϞΥϠϫϚϟϭήϯϞϫϬϮϬήϡϨϬϭΥϝϢϬϞϚϬϞλΥϚΥϩϡϚϬϞΥφΰφφΥϬϭϮϝϲίΥφϧϭΥχΥ

υϞϦϚϭϨϥίΥκιέγαηήγβδέΥγαβδΥ Υ

βζιί όϡϧϢϬϡϢΥυέΥϐϚϬϚϤϢΥυέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϖέΥψϚϭϨΥϐέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϋϚϫϢϦϚϭϬϮΥυέΥϑϚϜϡϢϛϚϧϚΥ

ψίΥ ϏϞϠϮϥϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ϜϞϥϥΥ ϬϡϚϩϞΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϚϝϡϞϬϢϨϧΥ ϛϲΥ πρδείΥ πϞϥϥΥ ξϝϡϞϬϢϨϧΥ ΧΥ

ϊϢϠϫϚϭϢϨϧέΥθүεγηήεδδέΥγαβδΥ

βζκί όϡϠϢϲϚΥρέΥϊϚϜϡϢϝϚΥϐέΥϑϬϮϜϡϢϲϚΥϑέΥφϜϡϢϤϢΥξέΥξϦϚϤϢΥχέΥξϨϲϚϦϚΥϖέΥψϚϰϚϢΥυέΥ



ϊϢϲϚϦϨϭϨΥ ϊέΥ ϊϮϫϚϲϚϦϚΥ υέΥ όϧϢϳϮϤϚΥ ϊέΥ ξϧϝϨΥ ψίΥ ϐϭϫϨϧϠΥ ϞϟϟϞϜϭΥ ϨϟΥ

ϦϨϠϚϦϮϥϢϳϮϦϚϛΥ ϨϧΥ ϬϩϥϞϧϢϜΥ ϫϞϬϢϝϮϚϥΥ ϝϢϬϞϚϬϞΥ ϨϟΥ ϚϝϮϥϭΥ ϑήϜϞϥϥΥ

ϥϞϮϤϞϦϢϚΰϥϲϦϩϡϨϦϚίΥξϧϧΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥίΥκδҝεҞүθβκήθγαέΥγαβδΥ Υ

βηαί ψϚϧϚϤϮϫϚΥϖέΥόϡϲϚϬϡϢϤϢΥψέΥϐϡϢϜϡϢϬϡϢϦϚΥϑέΥόϤϚϦϨϭϨΥϐέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϋϢϧϨϦϢϲϚΥυέΥ

ψϚϰϚϠϮϜϡϢΥϑέΥϋϚϤϚϨΥϐέΥϋϚϤϚϤϮϦϚΥυέΥϋϢϬϡϢϦϮϫϚΥχέΥψϢϧϨϬϡϢϭϚΥϑέΥοϞϝϫϨϬϢϚϧΥ

πωέΥόϳϚϰϚΥψέΥόϦϢϧϞΥϊίΥωϨϧϠήϭϞϫϦΥϞϟϟϢϜϚϜϲΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϬϚϟϞϭϲΥ ϨϟΥ ϞϜϮϥϢϳϮϦϚϛΥ ϢϧΥ

χϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϰϢϭϡΥύϋυλΥξςτφϐΥϭϫϢϚϥίΥ φϧϭΥχΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥίΥκιҝεҞүεαηήεβηέΥ

γαβδΥ

βηβί όϠϮϫϚΥϊέΥφϬϡϢϝϚΥϑέΥυϚϭϚϤϞΥψέΥϑϚϧϢϰϚϤϢΥϊέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϑϨϛϢϧϚϢΥψέΥσϮϣϢϦϨϭϨΥψέΥ

ϖϚϦϚϦϨϭϨΥψέΥϊϢϲϚϦϨϭϨΥϑέΥϒϢϤϞΥϋέΥϑϚϧϢϦϨϭϨΥϊέΥϑϬϮϤϚϬϚϤϢΥψέΥφϬϡϢϳϚϰϚΥψέΥ

ϐϮϳϮϦϢϲϚΥ χέΥ φϧϚϠϚϤϢΥ υέΥ ϑϚϦϮϫϚΥ ψέΥ ξϤϢϧϚϠϚΥ ϐέΥ ϑϨϦϨϧϚϠϚΥ ϊέΥ ϒϞϝϚΥ ϏίΥ

ϊϮϥϭϢϜϞϧϭϞϫΥϩϡϚϬϞΥφφΥϬϭϮϝϲΥϨϟΥϦϨϠϚϦϮϥϢϳϮϦϚϛΥΩψϔήαθηβΪέΥϚΥϝϞϟϮϜϨϬϲϥϚϭϞϝΥ

ϚϧϭϢήππϏεΥϚϧϭϢϛϨϝϲέΥϢϧΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϰϢϭϡΥϫϞϥϚϩϬϞϝΥϩϞϫϢϩϡϞϫϚϥΥϑήϜϞϥϥΥϥϲϦϩϡϨϦϚΥ

ϚϧϝΥϜϮϭϚϧϞϨϮϬΥϑήϜϞϥϥΥϥϲϦϩϡϨϦϚίΥχΥπϥϢϧΥόϧϜϨϥΥδγҝββҞүββζθήηδέΥγαβδΥ

βηγί ϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϑέΥϖϚϦϚϮϜϡϢΥϑέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϋϚϠϚϢΥϑέΥψϚϤϢϡϚϧϚΥψέΥϊϢϲϚϭϚΥϖέΥϒϜϡϢϝϚΥϑέΥ

ϑϚϛϚϭϚΥϖέΥόϠϮϫϚΥϊίΥύϡϚϬϞΥφΥϬϭϮϝϲΥϨϟΥπϥϨϟϚϫϚϛϢϧϞΥΩχπαθαθΪΥϢϧΥϚϝϮϥϭΥχϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥ

ϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϰϢϭϡΥϚϜϮϭϞΥϦϲϞϥϨϢϝΥϥϞϮϤϞϦϢϚΥΩξϊωΪΥϢϧΥχϚϩϚϧίΥχχπόέΥεδҝβγҞүββθθή

ββιδέΥγαβδΥ Υ

βηδί όϠϮϫϚΥϊέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϑέΥφϬϡϢϳϚϰϚΥψέΥόϡΥϐϖέΥφϭϨΥψέΥϖϚϦϚϦϨϭϨΥψέΥξϮΥ

ϔξέΥϑϢϞϧΥυσέΥϊϚϭϬϮϧϨΥϖέΥϑϞϫϚϮϜϡϢΥϑέΥϖϚϦϚϦϨϭϨΥψέΥϊϨϫϢΥϊέΥϑϚϧϚϤϚΥϖέΥ

ϐϡϢϦϚϦϨϭϨΥ ϑέΥ ϑϨϛϢϧϚϢΥ ψέΥ ψϢϦΥ ϔϐίΥ ξΥ ϊϮϥϭϢϜϞϧϭϞϫΥ ύϡϚϬϞΥ φφΥ ϐϭϮϝϲΥ ϨϟΥ

ϓϨϫϢϧϨϬϭϚϭΥ ϢϧΥ ύϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϔϢϭϡΥϏϞϥϚϩϬϞϝΥ ϨϫΥϏϞϟϫϚϜϭϨϫϲΥ φϧϝϨϥϞϧϭΥοήϜϞϥϥΥϋϨϧή

υϨϝϠϤϢϧΥωϲϦϩϡϨϦϚΥϨϫΥϊϚϧϭϥϞΥπϞϥϥΥωϲϦϩϡϨϦϚίΥοϫϢϭΥχΥυϚϞϦϚϭϨϥέΥβηζҝηҞθηιή

θηέΥγαβδΥ Υ

βηεί ϊϢϲϚϦϨϭϨΥϊέΥ όϧϢϳϮϤϚΥϊέΥϊϚϜϡϢϝϚΥ ϐέΥ ϑϨϲϨϬϚϤϢΥ ϊέΥ ξϦϚϤϢΥ χέΥ ξϨϲϚϦϚΥ ϖέΥ

ψϚϰϚϢΥυέΥϐϚϭϨΥξέΥυϚϲϚϦϚΥϋέΥόϠϚϰϚΥϖέΥψϚϰϚϝϚΥυέΥξϧϝϨΥψίΥξπςΥϝϞϥϞϭϢϨϧΥ

ϩϨϥϲϦϨϫϩϡϢϬϦΥ ϢϬΥ ϚϬϬϨϜϢϚϭϞϝΥ ϰϢϭϡΥ ϚΥ ϡϢϠϡΥ ϫϢϬϤΥ ϨϟΥ ϧϨϧήϢϧϟϞϜϭϢϨϮϬΥ ϩϮϥϦϨϧϚϫϲΥ

ϜϨϦϩϥϢϜϚϭϢϨϧΥϚϟϭϞϫΥ ϬϭϞϦΥϜϞϥϥΥ ϭϫϚϧϬϩϥϚϧϭϚϭϢϨϧίΥ φϧϭΥ χΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥέΥκκΩγΪλβθζήιδέΥ

γαβδΥ

βηζί ҟ φϦϦϮϧϞήϏϞϥϚϭϞϝΥ τϞϧϞΥ ςϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥ ύϫϨϟϢϥϞΥ ϢϧΥ ωϚϛϨϫϚϭϨϫϲΥ πϨϦϦϨϧΥ

ϊϚϫϦϨϬϞϭϬΥ ξϬϬϞϬϬϞϝΥ ϛϲΥ ϚϧΥ ξϜϜϮϫϚϭϞΥώϮϚϧϭϢϭϚϭϢϯϞΥ ϏϞϚϥήϑϢϦϞΥ ύπϏΥϒϬϢϧϠΥ

ϐϞϥϞϜϭϞϝΥ ϏϞϟϞϫϞϧϜϞΥτϞϧϞϬίΥ σϮϣϢϢΥ ϖίέΥ ψϢϭϚϮϫϚΥ ψίέΥϊϚϭϬϮϭϚϧϢΥ ϑίέΥ ϐϡϢϫϚϢΥ ψίέΥ



ϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϐίέΥϑϚϤϚϬϚϤϢΥϑίέΥψϮϦϚϠϚϢΥψίέΥψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢΥϖίέΥϐϡϢϢϧϚΥϑίέΥϑϚϤϚϛϚϲϚϬϡϢΥϐίέΥ

ψϚϭϨϡΥυίέΥυϚϦϚϝϚΥϖίέΥψϮϫϚϧϞΥφίέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϏίΥ Υ ύϫϨϬΥόϋςΥιΩγΪΥϞζηγκηΥγαβδΥΫΥ

βηηί ҟψϞϧϣϢΥ ψϚϰϚϢέΥ ψϚϭϬϮϦϢΥ ϑϚϦϮϫϚέΥ φϤϮϤϨΥ ϐϚϤϚϭϚέΥ χϢϫϨΥ φϬϡϢϝϚέΥ ϊϚϬϚϲϨϬϡϢΥ

ϋϚϠϚϭϚέΥ υϢϝϞϨΥ ϑϬϮϤϚϝϚέΥ υϢϫϨϬϡϢΥ ϐϮϞϦϢϳϮέΥ ϑϬϮϲϨϬϡϢΥ πϡϢϣϢϰϚέΥ ϊϚϬϚϭϨΥ

ϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚέΥϖϨϬϡϢϲϮϤϢΥξϛϞΥ ЃϋϞϰΥϢϧΥϯϢϯϨΥϦϨϝϞϥϬΥϭϨΥϚϧϚϥϲϳϞΥϡϞϩϚϭϢϜΥϦϞϭϚϬϭϚϬϢϬΥ

ϨϟΥ ϡϮϦϚϧΥ ϜϨϥϨϧΥ ϜϚϧϜϞϫΥ ϜϞϥϥΥ ϥϢϧϞΥ ΩυπϑββηΪΥ ϢϧΥ ϋόρΰϐϡϢήϬϜϢϝΰφωήγϏϿϧϮϥϥΥ

ΩϋότΪΥϦϢϜϞΥϛϲΥβισήσρτΥύςϑΰπϑЄΥ όϧϜϨϥϨϠϲΥϏϞϩϨϫϭϬέΥγκλΥεηεήεηιέΥγαβδΥ

ΫΥ

βηθί ҟ ϑϨϦϨϤϨΥ ϐϡϨϟϮϝϚέΥ ρϚϢϬϮϤϞΥ ψϚϧϞϦϚϭϬϮέΥ υϚϲϚϭϨΥ σϮϤϮϬϮϦϢέΥ ξϭϬϮϲϨΥ

ϖϚϦϚϦϨϭϨέΥ ϖϨϡϞϢΥ οϚϦϛϚέΥ ϐϮϦϢϤϨΥ ϖϨϬϡϢϭϚϭϬϮέΥ υϢϫϨϬϡϢΥ ϐϮϞϦϢϳϮέΥ ϊϚϬϚϭϨΥ

ϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚέΥϖϨϬϡϢϤϚϳϮΥϐϮϠϢϦϨϭϨέΥϊϢϡϨΥψϮϬϮϝϚΥσϮϫϮϞέΥξϫϢϡϢϫϨΥψϨϡϚϫϚέΥϔϚϝϨΥ

ξϤϚϦϚϭϬϮέΥϖϨϡϞϢΥόϤϚϝϚέΥυϢϝϞϲϮϤϢΥόϤϚϧϨέΥϊϚϦϢΥϖϚϦϚϬϚϤϢέΥ ϚϧϝΥϖϨϧϞϡϢϫϨΥ

ψϚϧϞϦϮϫϚΥ ЃυϮϦϚϧΥ ρϞϜϢϝϮϚήρϞϫϢϯϞϝΥϊϞϬϞϧϜϡϲϦϚϥΥ πϞϥϥϬΥ ϚϫϞΥ ϚΥ ύϫϨϦϢϬϢϧϠΥ

ϐϨϮϫϜϞΥϟϨϫΥϭϡϞΥτϞϧϞϫϚϭϢϨϧΥϚϧϝΥπϞϥϥΥοϚϧϤϢϧϠΥϨϟΥυϮϦϚϧΥφϧϝϮϜϞϝΥύϥϮϫϢϩϨϭϞϧϭΥ

ϐϭϞϦΥπϞϥϥϬЄΥ πϞϥϥΥϊϞϝϢϜϢϧϞέΥελβγζήβεθέΥγαβδΥΫΥ

βηιί ҟ υϚϲϚϭϨΥ σϮϤϮϬϮϦϢέΥ ϑϨϦϨϤϨΥ ϐϡϨϟϮϝϚέΥ ρϚϢϬϮϤϞΥ ψϚϧϞϦϚϭϬϮέΥ ξϭϬϮϲϨΥ

ϖϚϦϚϦϨϭϨέΥυϢϫϨϬϡϢΥϐϮϞϦϢϳϮέΥϊϚϬϚϭϨΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚέΥϊϚϦϢΥϖϚϦϚϬϚϤϢέΥϊϚϬϚϭϨϬϡϢΥ

όϡϠϮϬϡϢέΥϖϨϬϡϢϤϢΥϐϚϬϚϢΥϚϧϝΥϖϨϧϞϡϢϫϨψϚϧϞϦϮϫϚΥ ЃσϞϞϝϞϫήϟϫϞϞΥϠϞϧϞϫϚϭϢϨϧΥϚϧϝΥ

ϥϨϧϠήϭϞϫϦΥϜϮϥϭϮϫϞΥϨϟΥϡϮϦϚϧΥϢϧϝϮϜϞϝΥϩϥϮϫϢϩϨϭϞϧϭΥϬϭϞϦΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϮϬϢϧϠΥύϞϫϢϜϞϥϥϮϥϚϫΥ

ϊϚϭϫϢϱΥϨϟΥρϞϜϢϝϮϚΥϝϞϫϢϯϞϝΥϊϞϬϞϧϜϡϲϦϚϥΥϜϞϥϥϬЄΥ ύωϨϐΥόϋςέΥγαβδΥύωϨϐΥόϋςΥ

ιΩβΪλΥϞζζγγηέΥγαβδμΥΩϝϨϢλβαίβδθβΰϣϨϮϫϧϚϥίϩϨϧϞίααζζγγηέΥϏϞϜϞϢϯϞϝΥϊϚϲΥγκέΥ

γαβγμΥξϜϜϞϩϭϞϝΥρϞϜϞϦϛϞϫΥγαέΥγαβγμΥύϮϛϥϢϬϡϞϝΥχϚϧϮϚϫϲΥδβέΥγαβδΪΥ Υ

βηκί ҟυϢϫϨϬϡϢΥ ϖϚϦϚϳϚϤϢέΥ υϢϫϨϬϡϢΥ ϐϮϞϦϢϳϮέΥ ϋϨϫϢϞΥ ϊϮϫϚϲϚϦϚέΥ ϊϚϬϚϡϢϫϨΥ ϒϭϨϡέΥ

ϋϨϫϢϨΥϐϡϢϛϚϭϚέΥϊϚϬϚϭϨΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚέΥϚϧϝΥσίΥύϞϭϞϫΥτϮϞϧϠϞϫϢϜϡΥ ЃφϧΥϯϢϯϨΥρϫϮϠΥ

φϧϭϞϫϚϜϭϢϨϧϬΥ ϨϟΥ ϭϡϞΥ ϑϞϫϚϭϨϠϞϧΥ ϑϡϚϥϢϝϨϦϢϝϞΥ ϰϢϭϡΥ ϊϢϝϚϳϨϥϚϦλΥ υϞϭϞϫϨϭϫϨϩϢϜΥ

πϨϨϩϞϫϚϭϢϯϢϭϲΥ ϨϟΥυϮϦϚϧΥπϲϭϨϜϡϫϨϦϞΥύεζαΥ ϢϧΥυϮϦϚϧϢϳϞϝΥωϢϯϞϫΥϑψήϋότΥ

ϊϢϜϞЄΥ πϡϞϦϢϜϚϥΥϏϞϬϞϚϫϜϡΥϢϧΥϑϨϱϢϜϨϥϨϠϲέΥγηλΥειηЈεικέΥγαβδΥΫΥ

βθαί ҟξϢΥϑϬϮϤϚϝϚέΥυϢϫϨϬϡϢΥϐϮϞϦϢϳϮέΥϋϨϫϢϞΥϊϮϫϚϲϚϦϚέΥϏϲϨϡϣϢΥϑϚϤϚϧϨέΥϊϚϤϢϤϨΥ

ϐϡϢϦϢϳϮέΥϊϚϬϚϭϨΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚέΥϚϧϝΥυϢϫϨϬϡϢΥϖϚϦϚϳϚϤϢέΥ ЃύϥϚϬϦϚΥϜϨϧϜϞϧϭϫϚϭϢϨϧϬΥ

ϨϟΥϦϞϥϞϧϠϞϬϭϫϨϥΥϚϜϞϭϚϭϞΥϢϧΥϡϮϦϚϧϬΥϞϱϭϫϚϩϨϥϚϭϞϝΥϟϫϨϦΥϭϡϞΥϩϡϚϫϦϚϜϨϤϢϧϞϭϢϜϬΥ

ϞϬϭϚϛϥϢϬϡϞϝΥ ϢϧΥ ϢϧΥ ϯϢϯϨΥ ϞϱϩϞϫϢϦϞϧϭϬΥ ϰϢϭϡΥ ϫϚϭϬΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϜϡϢϦϞϫϢϜΥ ϦϢϜϞΥ ϰϢϭϡΥ

ϡϮϦϚϧϢϳϞϝΥ ϥϢϯϞϫΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϩϡϲϬϢϨϥϨϠϢϜϚϥϥϲΥ ϛϚϬϞϝΥ ϩϡϚϫϦϚϜϨϤϢϧϞϭϢϜΥ ϦϨϝϞϥϢϧϠ ЄΥ Υ



ϏϞϠϮϥϚϭϨϫϲΥϑϨϱϢϜϨϥϨϠϲΥϚϧϝΥύϡϚϫϦϚϜϨϥϨϠϲέΥηζλΥδβηЁδγεέΥγαβδΥΫΥ

βθβί ҟυϢϫϨϬϡϢΥ ϐϮϞϦϢϳϮβέΥ ψϞϧϣϢΥ ψϚϰϚϢέΥ ϖϮϢϜϡϢϫϨΥ υϢϠϮϜϡϢέΥ υϚϫϮϨΥ υϚϬϡϢϦϨϭϨέΥ

ϑϨϦϨϲϮϤϢΥόϠϮϫϚέΥϑϨϬϡϢϨΥφϭϨϡέΥςϫϢϤϚΥϐϚϬϚϤϢέΥϊϚϬϚϭϨΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚέΥ ЃξΥϓϞϫϬϚϭϢϥϞΥ

ϑϞϜϡϧϢϪϮϞΥϟϨϫΥϭϡϞΥφϧΥϓϢϯϨΥφϦϚϠϢϧϠΥϨϟΥυϮϦϚϧϑϮϦϨϫΥϕϞϧϨϠϫϚϟϭϬΥϒϬϢϧϠΥϋϞϚϫή

φϧϟϫϚϫϞϝΥσϥϮϨϫϨϜϡϫϨϦϞήπϨϧϣϮϠϚϭϞϝΥϊϚϜϫϨϦϨϥϞϜϮϥϞΥύϫϨϛϞϬЄΥ Υ ύωϨϐΥόϋςΥιΥ

ΩβγΪλΥϞιγθαιέΥγαβδμΥ ΩϝϨϢλβαίβδθβΰϣϨϮϫϧϚϥίϩϨϧϞίααιγθαιέΥϏϞϜϞϢϯϞϝΥξϩϫϢϥΥβέΥ

γαβδμΥξϜϜϞϩϭϞϝΥόϜϭϨϛϞϫΥγηέμΥύϮϛϥϢϬϡϞϝΥρϞϜϞϦϛϞϫΥβθέΥγαβδΪΥγαβδΥΫΥ

βθγί ϊϢϤϚϦϢΥ ϊέΥ ξϨϤϢΥ ϖέΥ ϐϚϤϚϦϨϭϨΥ ϊέϐϡϢϦϚϝϚΥ ϊέϑϚϤϞϬϡϢϦϚΥ ϋέσϮϣϢϰϚϫϚΥ

υέϊϚϭϬϮϦϨϭϨΥϑέψϢϭϚΥϑέϑϚϤϢϳϚϰϚΥψίΥ Υ πϮϫϫϞϧϭΥϬϮϫϠϢϜϚϥΥϩϫϢϧϜϢϩϥϞΥϟϨϫΥϮϭϞϫϢϧϞΥ

ϜϞϫϯϢϜϚϥΥϜϚϧϜϞϫΥϨϟΥϬϭϚϠϞϬΥφϚγέΥφϛβέΥϚϧϝΥφφϚβΥϢϧΥχϚϩϚϧλΥξΥϬϮϫϯϞϲΥϨϟΥϭϡϞΥχϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥ

τϲϧϞϜϨϥϨϠϢϜΥ όϧϜϨϥϨϠϲΥ τϫϨϮϩίΥ φϧϭϞϫϧϚϭϢϨϧϚϥΥ χϨϮϫϧϚϥΥ ϨϟΥ τϲϧϞϜϨϥϨϠϢϜϚϥΥ

πϚϧϜϞϫίγαβδίΥγδΩκΪλβηζζήηαΥ

βθδί ϑϨϠϨΥξέΥφϳϮϦϢΥϐέΥϐϚϭϨΥϐέϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥςέτϨϭϨΥψέϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϑέφϬϡϢϦϨϭϨΥυέϊϢϤϚϦϢΥ

ϊίΥ Υ φϬϨϥϚϭϞϝΥ ϑϮϛϚϥΥ ϑϨϫϬϢϨϧΥ ҟϢϧΥ ξϝϨϥϞϬϜϞϧϜϞλΥ πϚϬϞΥ ϏϞϩϨϫϭΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϏϞϯϢϞϰίΥ

χϨϮϫϧϚϥΥϨϟΥτϲϧϞϜϨϥϨϠϢϜΥϐϮϫϠϞϫϲίγκλδκήεείΥγαβδΥ

βθεί υϢϫϚϬϚϰϚΥϑέΥϊϢϲϚϳϚϰϚΥϊέϖϚϬϮϝϚΥϊέϐϡϢϝϚΥϊέφϤϞϝϚΥϊΥέψϚϣϢϰϚϫϚΥυέϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥ

ϊέσϮϣϢϭϚΥ ϊέϊϮϫϚϦϚϭϬϮΥ ϑέΥ ϊϢϤϚϦϢΥ ϊίΥ Υ ξϥϭϞϫϚϭϢϨϧϬΥ ϨϟΥ υϲϩϨϱϢϚήφϧϝϮϜϞϝΥ

σϚϜϭϨϫΥϐϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠΥύϚϭϡϰϚϲΥρϮϞΥζίΥϖϨϤϨϲϚϦϚέΥψίέΥϖϨϤϨϲϚϦϚέΥϋίέΥφϳϚϰϚέΥψίέΥ

ψϨϭϚϧϢέΥξίέΥυϚϫϚϬϡϢϦϚέΥξίέΥυϨϳϮϦϢέΥψίΥϚϧϝΥϑϨϣϨέΥξίΥφϧΥϯϢϯϨΥϥϞϮϤϞϦϨϠϞϧϢϜΥ

ϩϨϭϞϧϭϢϚϥΥϨϟΥϚϧΥϢϧϭϞϫϥϞϮϤϢϧΥθΥϫϞϜϞϩϭϨϫΥϚϥϩϡϚΥϜϡϚϢϧΥϦϮϭϚϧϭΥ ϢϧΥϡϞϦϚϭϨϩϨϢϞϭϢϜΥ

ϬϭϞϦΥϚϧϝΥϩϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫΥϜϞϥϥϬίΥοϥϨϨϝίΥβγγλΥεγζκήεγηδέΥγαβδίΥ

βθζί ҟψϚϰϚϠϮϜϡϢέΥρίέΥσϮϫϮϭϚϜϡϢέΥϐίέΥψϚϰϚϢέΥυίέΥυϨϳϮϦϢέΥψίΥϚϧϝΥτϨϭϨϡΥϖίΥρϥϥβΥ

ϦϚϢϧϭϚϢϧϬΥ ϪϮϢϞϬϜϞϧϜϞΥ ϨϟΥ ϚϝϮϥϭΥ ϧϞϮϫϚϥΥ ϬϭϞϦΥ ϜϞϥϥϬΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϬϞϠϫϞϠϚϭϞϬΥ

ϚϬϲϦϦϞϭϫϢϜϚϥϥϲΥ ϝϮϫϢϧϠΥ ϦϢϭϨϬϢϬίΥ ϋϚϭΥ πϨϦϦϮϧίΥ ελΥ βιιαΥ ϝϨϢλΥ

βαίβαδιΰϧϜϨϦϦϬγικζέΥγαβδίΫΥ

βθηί ҟυϢϫϚϨϤϚέΥϖίέΥψϨϦϢϧϞέΥόίέΥϋϚϠϚϨϤϚέΥϊίέΥοϚϢέΥϋίέΥυϨϳϮϦϢέΥψίΥϚϧϝΥϑϚϧϚϤϚέΥ

ψίΥ ρϞϥϭϚήϥϢϤϞΥ βΥ ϫϞϠϮϥϚϭϞϬΥ οϞϫϠϦϚϧϧΥ ϠϥϢϚϥΥ ϦϨϧϨϥϚϲϞϫΥ ϟϨϫϦϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϝϮϫϢϧϠΥ

ϜϞϫϞϛϞϥϥϚϫΥ ϝϞϯϞϥϨϩϦϞϧϭίΥ ϊϨϥίΥ οϫϚϢϧίΥ ηλΥ γζΥ ϝϨϢλβαίββιηΰβθζηήηηαηήηήγζέΥ

γαβδίΫΥ

βθθί φϧϨϮϞέΥϐίέΥϐϚϭϨέΥϑίέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢήϒϭϬϮϧϨϦϢϲϚΥψίέΥψϨϦϨϫϢέΥϖίέΥυϨϳϮϦϢέΥψίέΥπϡϢϛϚέΥ

ϑίέΥϖϚϡϚϭϚέΥϑίέΥϋϚϤϚϢέΥψίΥϚϧϝΥφϧϨϤϮϜϡϢέΥϐίΥϐϞϩϬϢϬήϢϧϝϮϜϞϝΥϡϲϩϞϫϜϲϭϨϤϢϧϞϦϢϚΥ

ϚϧϝΥ ϥϲϦϩϡϨϜϲϭϞΥ ϚϩϨϩϭϨϬϢϬΥ ϢϧΥ ϚϠϢϧϠήϚϜϜϞϥϞϫϚϭϞϝΥ ψϥϨϭϡϨΥ ϤϧϨϜϤϨϮϭΥ ϦϢϜϞίΥ



ϐϡϨϜϤίΥδκλΥδββήηέΥγαβδίΥ

βθιί υϢϫϚϬϚϰϚΥϑέΥϊϢϲϚϳϚϰϚΥϊέϖϚϬϮϝϚΥϊέϐϡϢϝϚΥϊέφϤϞϝϚΥϊΥέψϚϣϢϰϚϫϚΥυέϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥ

ϊέσϮϣϢϭϚΥ ϊέϊϮϫϚϦϚϭϬϮΥ ϑέΥ ϊϢϤϚϦϢΥ ϊίΥ Υ ξϥϭϞϫϚϭϢϨϧϬΥ ϨϟΥ υϲϩϨϱϢϚήφϧϝϮϜϞϝΥ

σϚϜϭϨϫΥϐϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠΥύϚϭϡϰϚϲΥρϮϞΥϭϨΥϊϚϦϦϚϥϢϚϧΥϑϚϫϠϞϭΥϨϟΥϏϚϩϚϦϲϜϢϧΥΩϦϑόϏΪΥ

ϐϮϩϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥϢϧΥόϯϚϫϢϚϧΥπϥϞϚϫΥπϞϥϥΥξϝϞϧϨϜϚϫϜϢϧϨϦϚίΥφϧϭϞϫϧϚϭϢϨϧϚϥΥχϨϮϫϧϚϥΥϨϟΥ

τϲϧϞϜϨϥϨϠϢϜϚϥΥπϚϧϜϞϫίίγδλβγβαήβγβιίΥγαβδΥΫΥ

βθκί ҟωϢΥϕέΥοϢϚϧΥϖέΥϑϚϤϢϳϚϰϚΥϖέΥυϚϬϡϢϦϨϭϨΥϑέΥφϤϨϦϚΥϑέΥϑϚϧϚϤϚΥχέΥψϢϭϚϦϮϫϚΥϋέΥ

φϧϚϠϚϤϢΥ ϖέΥ ψϨϦϚϝϚΥϊέΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϑϚϧϚϤϚΥ ϑλΥ ςϏψήϝϞϩϞϧϝϞϧϭΥ ϝϨϰϧϫϞϠϮϥϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ

ϐϤϩγΥ ϫϞϝϮϜϞϬΥ ϊϲϜΥ ϚϜϭϢϯϢϭϲΥ ϰϢϭϡΥ υτσέΥ ϥϞϚϝϢϧϠΥ ϭϨΥ ϢϧϡϢϛϢϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ϜϞϥϥΥ

ϩϫϨϥϢϟϞϫϚϭϢϨϧΥϭϡϫϨϮϠϡΥϚΥϝϞϜϫϞϚϬϞΥϢϧΥφϝβΥϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧίΥϊϨϥΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥϏϞϬΥββλΥβεδθή

βεεθέγαβδΫΥ

βιαί ϑϬϮϤϮϢΥϑέΥϒϞϡϚΥϐέΥξϛϞΥχέΥυϚϬϡϢϦϨϭϨΥϐέΥϐϡϢϜϡϢϧϨΥϐέΥϐϡϢϦϚϨϤϚΥϑέΥϐϡϚϧϝΥσυϔέΥ

ξϫϚϤϚϰϚΥϖέΥόϬϡϢϦϚΥψέΥυϚϭϭϨϫϢΥϊέΥφϧϚϠϚϤϢΥϖέΥϑϨϦϮϫϚΥϊέΥϚϧϝΥϊϚϭϬϮϬϡϢϦϚΥψλΥ

ώϮϚϥϢϭϚϭϢϯϞΥϫϚϭϡϞϫΥϭϡϚϧΥϪϮϚϧϭϢϭϚϭϢϯϞΥϜϡϚϧϠϞϬΥϚϫϞΥϡϚϥϥϦϚϫϤϬΥϨϟΥϟϢϛϫϨϛϥϚϬϭϬΥϢϧΥ

ϛϥϞϨϦϲϜϢϧήϢϧϝϮϜϞϝΥϩϮϥϦϨϧϚϫϲΥϟϢϛϫϨϬϢϬίΥξϦΥχΥύϚϭϡϨϥΥβιδλΥθζιήθθδέΥγαβδΥ

βιβί ҟϊϚϬϮϝϚΥυέΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥϑίΥπϥϨϧϨϠϞϧϢϜΥξϬϬϚϲΥϨϟΥςϧϝϨϭϡϞϥϢϚϥΥύϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫΥπϞϥϥϬίΥ

ϑϫϞϧϝϬΥπϚϫϝϢϨϯϚϬϜΥϊϞϝίΥχϚϧΥδβίΥϘςϩϮϛΥϚϡϞϚϝΥϨϟΥϩϫϢϧϭϙΥγαβδίΥ

βιγί ϑϬϮϤϚϝϚΥϐέΥψϰϨϧΥϐϊέΥϊϚϭϬϮϝϚΥϑέΥχϮϧϠΥϐϖέΥωϞϞΥχυέΥωϞϞΥϐυέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥυέΥ

ξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥ ϑίΥ φϝϞϧϭϢϟϢϜϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ϦϨϮϬϞΥ ϜϨϥϨϧϲΥ ϟϨϫϦϢϧϠΥ ϞϧϝϨϭϡϞϥϢϚϥΥ ϩϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫΥ

ϜϞϥϥϬΥ ϟϨϫΥ ϩϨϬϭϧϚϭϚϥΥ ϧϞϨϯϚϬϜϮϥϚϫϢϳϚϭϢϨϧλΥ ϚΥ ϧϨϯϞϥΥ ϢϧϬϢϠϡϭΥ ϡϢϠϡϥϢϠϡϭϞϝΥ ϛϲΥ ϧϞϰΥ

ϦϨϮϬϞΥϜϨϥϨϧϲΥϟϨϫϦϢϧϠΥϚϬϬϚϲίΥϐϭϞϦΥπϞϥϥΥϏϞϬΥϑϡϞϫίμεΩβΪλγαίΥγαβδΥΫΥ

βιδί ϑϚϧϚϤϚΥϏέΥϓϚϲϧϫϮϛΥϊέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥυέΥφϭϨΥϏέΥψϨϛϨϫϢΥϊέΥϊϢϲϚϬϚϤϚΥϊέΥϊϢϳϮϧϨΥυέΥ

ϔϚϫϫϞϧΥ ϐϊέΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥ ϑίΥώϮϚϥϢϭϲήϜϨϧϭϫϨϥΥ ϜϮϥϭϮϫϞΥ ϬϲϬϭϞϦΥ ϫϞϬϭϨϫϞϬΥ ϝϢϚϛϞϭϢϜΥ

ϞϧϝϨϭϡϞϥϢϚϥΥ ϩϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫΥ ϜϞϥϥΥ ϯϚϬϜϮϥϨϠϞϧϞϬϢϬΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϚϜϜϞϥϞϫϚϭϞϬΥ ϰϨϮϧϝΥ ϜϥϨϬϮϫϞίΥ

ρϢϚϛϞϭϞϬίμηγλδγαθήδγβθΥγαβδΥ

βιεί ωϞϞΥχυέΥωϞϞΥϐυέΥϖϨϨΥϐϖέΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥϑέΥψϰϨϧΥϐϊίΥπϝδεΥϡϲϛϫϢϝΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϩϫϨϦϨϭϞΥ

ϞϧϝϨϭϡϞϥϢϚϥΥ ϜϨϥϨϧϲήϟϨϫϦϢϧϠΥ ϜϞϥϥΥ ϛϢϨϚϜϭϢϯϢϭϲΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϭϡϞϫϚϩϞϮϭϢϜΥ ϩϨϭϞϧϭϢϚϥΥ ϟϨϫΥ

ϢϬϜϡϞϦϢϜΥϝϢϬϞϚϬϞϬίΥξϫϭϞϫϢϨϬϜϥϞϫΥϑϡϫϨϦϛΥϓϚϬϜΥοϢϨϥίμδδλβηγγήβηδεβίΥγαβδΥ

βιζί ϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϋέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥϐέΥψϮϦϚϤϢΥϋέΥϕϢϚϨϲϚϧΥϑέΥϑϞϫϚϝϚΥϊέΥϑϞϫϚϨΥϊέΥφϰϚϦϨϭϨΥ

ϑέΥόϬϡϢϭϚϧϚϢΥϏέΥϊϨϫϢϨϤϚΥϑέΥϑϮϝϚΥοΥϞϭΥϚϥλΥύϫϨϠϧϨϬϭϢϜΥϐϢϠϧϢϟϢϜϚϧϜϞΥϨϟΥϭϡϞΥψϢηθΥ

ϐϜϨϫϢϧϠΥ πϚϭϞϠϨϫϢϞϬΥ ϢϧΥ οϫϞϚϬϭΥ πϚϧϜϞϫΥ ϐϮϛϠϫϨϮϩϬίΥ πϥϢϧϢϜϚϥΥ ϛϫϞϚϬϭΥ ϜϚϧϜϞϫΥ

γαβδίΫΥ



βιηί ϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϋέΥόϝϢϬϢϨΥοπέΥϑϨϤϮϝϚΥϖέΥϐϲϦϦϚϧϬΥσϔέΥυϨϫϭϨϛϚϠϲϢΥτϋέΥϒϞϧϨΥϋϑλΥ

ωϚϭϞϬϭΥ ϛϢϨϩϬϲΥ ϚϩϩϫϨϚϜϡΥ ϟϨϫΥ ϬϮϬϩϞϜϭϞϝΥ ϦϞϭϚϬϭϚϬϞϬΥ ϢϧΥ ϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥ ϰϢϭϡΥ ϛϫϞϚϬϭΥ

ϜϚϧϜϞϫίΥϋϚϭΥϏϞϯΥπϥϢϧΥόϧϜϨϥέΥβαΩβγΪλθββήθβκίΥγαβδΥΫΥ

βιθί ϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϖέΥόϠϢϲϚΥϏέΥόϬϡϢϭϚϧϚϢΥϏέΥϑϞϫϚϨΥϊέΥϑϞϫϚϝϚΥϊέΥϊϨϫϢϨϤϚΥϑέΥϑϬϮϝϚΥοέΥ

ϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϋέΥόϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϑέΥϐϚϢϭϨΥϖΥϞϭΥ ϚϥλΥσϞϚϬϢϛϢϥϢϭϲΥ ϚϧϝΥϩϡϚϫϦϚϜϨϤϢϧϞϭϢϜϬΥϨϟΥ

ϜϨϦϛϢϧϞϝΥ ϭϡϞϫϚϩϲΥ ϰϢϭϡΥ ϐήβΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϭϫϚϬϭϮϳϮϦϚϛΥ ϢϧΥ ϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥ ϰϢϭϡΥ ϡϮϦϚϧΥ

ϞϩϢϝϞϫϦϚϥΥϠϫϨϰϭϡΥϟϚϜϭϨϫΥϫϞϜϞϩϭϨϫΥγήϩϨϬϢϭϢϯϞΥϦϞϭϚϬϭϚϭϢϜΥϨϫΥϫϞϜϮϫϫϞϧϭΥϛϫϞϚϬϭΥ

ϜϚϧϜϞϫίΥφϧϭΥχΥπϥϢϧΥόϧϜϨϥΥγαβδίΥ

βιιί ϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϋέΥψϢϦϮϫϚΥϊέΥφϰϚϦϨϭϨΥϑέΥυϚϲϚϬϡϢΥϋέΥϐϡϢϧϭϨϤϮΥχέΥϐϚϢϭϨΥϖέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϖέΥ

ϑϨϤϮϝϚΥϖλΥϔϨϦϞϧΥϩϫϞϟϞϫΥϚϝϣϮϯϚϧϭΥϞϧϝϨϜϫϢϧϞΥϭϡϞϫϚϩϲΥϭϨΥϜϡϞϦϨϭϡϞϫϚϩϲΥϟϨϫΥ

ϛϫϞϚϬϭΥϜϚϧϜϞϫΥϭϫϞϚϭϦϞϧϭίΥοϫϞϚϬϭΥπϚϧϜϞϫέΥγαΩβΪληθήθείΥγαβδΥ

βικί υϚϲϚϬϡϢΥϋέΥϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϋέΥϖϚϦϚϮϜϡϢΥυέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϐέΥϒϞϧϨΥϋϑλΥξϝϝϢϧϠΥϡϨϫϦϨϧϚϥΥ

ϭϡϞϫϚϩϲΥ ϭϨΥ ϜϡϞϦϨϭϡϞϫϚϩϲΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϭϫϚϬϭϮϳϮϦϚϛΥ ϢϦϩϫϨϯϞϬΥϩϫϨϠϧϨϬϢϬΥ ϢϧΥ ϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥ

ϰϢϭϡΥϡϨϫϦϨϧϞΥϫϞϜϞϩϭϨϫήϩϨϬϢϭϢϯϞΥϚϧϝΥϡϮϦϚϧΥϞϩϢϝϞϫϦϚϥΥϠϫϨϰϭϡΥϟϚϜϭϨϫΥϫϞϜϞϩϭϨϫΥ

γήϩϨϬϢϭϢϯϞΥϩϫϢϦϚϫϲΥϛϫϞϚϬϭΥϜϚϧϜϞϫίΥοϫϞϚϬϭΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥϏϞϬΥϑϫϞϚϭέΥβδθΩγΪλζγδήζδβίΥ

γαβδΥ

βκαί υϚϲϚϬϡϢΥϋέΥπϨϬϭϞϥϥϨϞΥπϊέΥυϚϦϚϨϤϚΥϑέΥϔϞϢΥπέΥϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϋέΥϑϡϞϫϢϚϮϥϭΥ ϏωέΥ

υϨϫϭϨϛϚϠϲϢΥτϋέΥϊϚϝϞϰϞϥϥΥχςέΥϒϞϧϨΥϋϑλΥξΥϩϫϨϬϩϞϜϭϢϯϞΥϬϭϮϝϲΥϨϟΥϛϨϧϞΥϭϮϦϨϫΥ

ϫϞϬϩϨϧϬϞΥ ϚϬϬϞϬϬϦϞϧϭΥ ϢϧΥ ϦϞϭϚϬϭϚϭϢϜΥ ϛϫϞϚϬϭΥ ϜϚϧϜϞϫίΥ πϥϢϧΥ οϫϞϚϬϭΥ πϚϧϜϞϫέΥ

βδΩβΪλγεήδαίΥγαβδΥ

βκβί υϢϲϚϦϚΥ ξέΥ ϖϨϤϨϲϚϦϚΥ ψέΥ ϋϮϤϚϠϚΥ ϑέΥ ϐϚϤϚϢΥ ρέΥ ϊϨϜϡϢϝϚΥ χίΥ ξΥ ϜϨϦϩϥϞϱΥ

ϢϧϭϞϫϚϜϭϢϨϧΥϛϞϭϰϞϞϧΥϔϧϭΥϬϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠΥϚϧϝΥϑϋσήϾΥ ϢϧΥϧϮϜϥϞϮϬΥϩϮϥϩϨϬϮϬΥϜϞϥϥϬίΥ

ξϫϭϡϫϢϭϢϬΥϏϞϬΥϑϡϞϫίμβζΩηΪλϏβικίΥγαβδΥ

βκγί τϮϭϞϫϥΥππέΥ Υ ϐϞϞΥςϖέΥ Υ οϥϚϧϪϮϞϫΥϐοέΥ Υ ύϚϧϝϢϭΥξέΥ Υ σϞϫϠϮϬϨϧΥϐχέΥ Υ οϞϧϧϞϤϞϫΥ

ωϊέΥ Υ τϫϢϣϩϦϚΥρϔέΥ Υ ϐϚϤϚϢΥρέΥ Υ ςϠϥϢϧΥρέΥ Υ ξϥϢϧϢΥϊέΥ Υ φϚϭϫϢϝϢϬΥχπέΥ Υ τϫϚϝΥϐίΥ

πϡϚϥϥϞϧϠϞϬΥϚϧϝΥϬϭϫϚϭϞϠϢϞϬΥϢϧΥϭϡϞΥϫϞϩϚϢϫΥϨϟΥϫϮϩϭϮϫϞϝΥϚϧϧϮϥϮϬΥϟϢϛϫϨϬϮϬίΥςϮϫΥπϞϥϥΥ

ϊϚϭϞϫίμγζλβήγβίΥγαβδΥ

βκδί ϑϚϧϚϤϚΥϊέΥϐϚϤϚϢΥρέΥυϢϲϚϦϚΥξέΥξϫϚϢΥσέΥϋϚϤϚϣϢϦϚΥρέΥϋϮϤϚϠϚΥϑέΥϋϚϤϚϢΥϑέΥ

ϊϨϜϡϢϝϚΥχίΥςϟϟϞϜϭΥϨϟΥϜϫϲϨϩϫϞϬϞϫϯϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϧΥϜϚϧϢϧϞΥϚϧϝΥϡϮϦϚϧΥϚϜϭϢϯϚϭϞϝΥϧϮϜϥϞϮϬΥ

ϩϮϥϩϨϬϮϬΥϜϞϥϥϬλΥϚΥϟϞϚϬϢϛϢϥϢϭϲΥϬϭϮϝϲΥϟϨϫΥϜϞϥϥΥϭϡϞϫϚϩϲΥϨϟΥϭϡϞΥϢϧϭϞϫϯϞϫϭϞϛϫϚϥΥϝϢϬϜίΥ

οϢϨϫϞϬΥόϩϞϧΥξϜϜϞϬϬίμγΩεΪλγθδήιγίΥγαβδΥ

βκεί ϖϚϦϚϦϨϭϨΥχέΥ Υ ϊϚϞϧϨΥψέΥ Υ ϑϚϤϚϝϚΥϑέΥ Υ ψϚϤϮϭϚϧϢΥψέΥ Υ ϖϮϫϮϛϞΥϑέΥ Υ ϗϡϚϧϠΥϗέΥ Υ



υϢϫϚϭϚΥυέΥ Υ ψϮϫϚϤϚϰϚΥϑέΥ Υ ϐϚϤϚϢΥρέΥ Υ ϊϨϜϡϢϝϚΥχέΥ Υ ρϨϢϭϚΥϊέΥ Υ ψϮϫϨϬϚϤϚΥϊέΥ Υ

ϋϢϬϡϢϝϚΥψίΥ σϚϬΥ ϥϢϠϚϧϝΥ ϩϥϚϲϬΥ ϚϧΥ ϢϦϩϨϫϭϚϧϭΥ ϫϨϥϞΥ ϟϨϫΥ ϭϡϞΥ ϩϫϨϝϮϜϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ϩϫϨή

ϢϧϟϥϚϦϦϚϭϨϫϲΥ ϜϲϭϨϤϢϧϞϬΥ ϢϧΥ ϢϧϭϞϫϯϞϫϭϞϛϫϚϥΥ ϝϢϬϜΥ ϧϮϜϥϞϮϬΥ ϩϮϥϩϨϬϮϬΥ ϜϞϥϥϬίΥ χΥ

όϫϭϡϨϩΥϏϞϬίμδβληαιήβζίΥϝϨϢλΥβαίβααγΰϣϨϫίγγγθείΥγαβδΥ

βκζί ψϚϰϚϦϚϭϚΥϑέΥχϮϧΥωέΥϐϚϭϨΥϑέΥϑϚϧϚϤϚΥϊέΥϋϚϠϚϨϤϚΥυέΥξϠϚϭϚΥϖέΥϑϨϲϨϬϡϢϦϚΥϑέΥ

ϖϨϤϨϲϚϦϚΥψέΥόϲϚϢϳϮΥϋέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϋέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϑϨϣϨΥξέΥψϨϭϚϧϢΥξίΥφϦϚϭϢϧϢϛΥ

ϦϞϬϲϥϚϭϞΥϝϢϫϞϜϭϥϲΥϢϦϩϚϢϫϬΥϜϥϚϬϬΥϬϰϢϭϜϡΥϫϞϜϨϦϛϢϧϚϭϢϨϧΥϭϡϫϨϮϠϡΥϝϨϰϧϫϞϠϮϥϚϭϢϨϧΥ

ϨϟΥ ξφρλΥ ϢϭϬΥ ϩϨϭϞϧϭϢϚϥΥ ϞϟϟϢϜϚϜϲΥ ϚϬΥ ϚϧΥ ξφρΥ ϬϮϩϩϫϞϬϬϨϫίΥ οϥϨϨϝέΥ ββκέΥ δβγδή

δβγθέγαβγΫΥ

βκηί όϠϮϫϚΥϊέΥυϚϭϚϤϞΥψέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϑϨϛϢϧϚϢΥψέΥϑϨϤϮϬϡϢϠϞΥψέΥόϧϨΥπέΥφϬϡϢϛϚϬϡϢΥϑέΥ

ϓϚϧϝϞϧϝϫϢϞϬΥςίΥύϡϚϬϞΥφΥϐϭϮϝϲΥϨϟΥξϧϭϢήπργγΥφϦϦϮϧϨϜϨϧϣϮϠϚϭϞΥφϧϨϭϮϳϮϦϚϛΥ

όϳϨϠϚϦϢϜϢϧΥ ύϥϮϬΥ ϏϢϭϮϱϢϦϚϛΥ ϢϧΥ ϏϞϥϚϩϬϞϝΰϏϞϟϫϚϜϭϨϫϲΥ οήϜϞϥϥΥ ϋϨϧήυϨϝϠϤϢϧΥ

ωϲϦϩϡϨϦϚίΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥϐϜϢϞϧϜϞέΥβαδέΥ κδδήκδιέΥγαβγΥ Υ

βκθί ϊϚϭϬϮϬϡϢϭϚΥυέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϋέΥϑϚϧϚϤϚΥϖέΥόϡϠϢϲϚΥρέΥϑϚϧϚϤϚΥϖέΥρϚϦϝϢϧϬϮϫϞϧΥξέΥ

όϠϚϰϚΥϖέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϊϢϲϚϜϡϢΥυίΥπϥϢϧϢϜϚϥΥϚϧϝΥϩϚϭϡϨϥϨϠϢϜϚϥΥϟϞϚϭϮϫϞϬΥϨϟΥοήϜϞϥϥΥ

ϧϨϧήυϨϝϠϤϢϧΥϥϲϦϩϡϨϦϚϬΥϥϚϜϤϢϧϠΥϬϮϫϟϚϜϞΥϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϢϦϦϮϧϨϠϥϨϛϮϥϢϧΥϥϢϠϡϭΥ

ϜϡϚϢϧϬίΥπϥϢϧϢϜϚϥΥπϡϞϦϢϬϭϫϲΥϚϧϝΥωϚϛϨϫϚϭϨϫϲΥϊϞϝϢϜϢϧϞέΥζαέβηηζήβηθαέΥγαβγΥ

βκιί ϐϡϢϫϚϬϮϠϢΥ ϖέΥ ξϧϝϨΥ ψέΥ ϊϢϲϚϳϚϤϢΥ ψέΥ ϑϨϦϢϲϚϦϚΥ ϖέΥ φϰϚϭϨΥ ψέΥ όϤϚϦϨϭϨΥ ϐέΥ

ψϮϫϨϤϚϰϚΥϊέΥψϢϫϢϭϨΥψέΥυϚϬϡϢϧϨΥϐέΥϋϢϧϨϦϢϲϚΥυέΥϊϨϫϢΥϐέΥϖϨϧϞϦϮϫϚΥϖέΥϒϬϮϤϢΥ

ψέΥϔϞϢΥυέΥωϢϳϚϦϛϫϢΥϏίΥξϧΥόϩϞϧήωϚϛϞϥΥςϱϭϞϧϬϢϨϧΥϐϭϮϝϲΥςϯϚϥϮϚϭϢϧϠΥϭϡϞΥϐϚϟϞϭϲΥ

ϚϧϝΥςϟϟϢϜϚϜϲΥϨϟΥϮϩΥϭϨΥδίζΥϲϞϚϫϬΥϨϟΥϏϨϦϢϩϥϨϬϭϢϦΥϢϧΥϑϡϫϨϦϛϨϜϲϭϨϩϞϧϢϜΥχϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥ

ύϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥ ϰϢϭϡΥ φϦϦϮϧϞΥ ϑϡϫϨϦϛϨϜϲϭϨϩϞϧϢϜΥ ύϮϫϩϮϫϚΥ ΩφϑύΪΥ φϧϭΥ χΥ υϞϦϚϭϨϥέΥ

κζέηζγήηζκέΥγαβγΥ

βκκί υϚϫϤϞϧϬϞϞΥπέΥόϤϚΥξέΥόϧϢϳϮϤϚΥϊέΥϊϢϝϝϥϞϭϨϧΥύτέΥφϧϨϤϨΥυέΥυϢϫϚϲϚϬϮΥψέΥϖϚϛϞΥ

ϑέΥ ϋϚϤϚϨϤϚΥ υέΥ ξϧϝϨΥ ψέΥ τϞϧϧϞϫϲΥ ξϏέΥ ϊϨϫϢϬϡϢϦϚΥ ϖίΥ ϐϢϧϠϥϞΥ ϋϮϜϥϞϨϭϢϝϞΥ

ύϨϥϲϦϨϫϩϡϢϬϦϬΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϨϮϭϜϨϦϞΥ ϫϢϬϤΥ ϢϧΥ ϮϧϫϞϥϚϭϞϝΥ υϚϞϦϚϭϨϩϨϢϞϭϢϜΥ ϐϭϞϦΥ πϞϥϥΥ

ϑϫϚϧϬϩϥϚϧϭϚϭϢϨϧλΥξϧΥϞϱϩϥϨϫϚϭϢϨϧΥϬϭϮϝϲίΥοϥϨϨϝέΥββκέΥηδηζήηδθγέΥγαβγΥ Υ

γααί όϡϠϢϲϚΥ ρέΥϊϚϭϬϮϬϡϢϭϚΥυέΥόϧϢϳϮϤϚΥϊέΥ ϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥ ϋέΥξϦϚϤϢΥ χέΥ ξϨϲϚϦϚΥ ϖέΥ

ψϚϰϚϢΥυέΥόϠϚϰϚΥϖέΥψϚϰϚϝϚΥυΥϚϧϝΥξϧϝϨΥψίΥύϊωΥϚϟϟϞϜϭϬΥ φωήηΥϩϫϨϝϮϜϭϢϨϧΥ

ϚϧϝΥϫϞϬϢϬϭϚϧϜϞΥϭϨΥϭϫϞϚϭϦϞϧϭΥϢϧΥϦϮϥϭϢϩϥϞΥϦϲϞϥϨϦϚίΥξϜϭϚΥυϚϞϦϚϭϨϥϨϠϢϜϚίΥβγιέΥ

γβδήγγγέΥγαβγΥΫΥ

γαβί ϋϮϧϨϦϮϫϚΥϐέΥϐϡϢϦϚϝϚΥϐέΥψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢΥϖέΥϖϚϦϚϝϚΥϖέΥϖϨϬϡϢϨϤϚΥϊέΥϐϮϞϦϢϳϮΥυέΥ



όϳϚϰϚΥϊέΥφϭϨϡΥϑέΥψϨϧϨΥξέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϏέΥϑϚϧϢΥψέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϖϚϠϢϭϚΥυέΥϏϚΥπέΥυϚϛϮΥ

ϐέΥ ϐϚϭϚϤϞΥϊέΥ ϐϚϬϚϤϢΥ ςίΥ ρϨϮϛϥϞΥ ϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ πρδεΥ ϚϧϝΥπρββθΥ ϨϧΥ ϛϨϧϞΥ

ϦϚϫϫϨϰΥϩϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫϬΥϢϬΥϚΥϡϚϥϥϦϚϫϤΥϨϟΥϭϡϞΥϝϞϯϞϥϨϩϦϞϧϭΥϨϟΥϟϮϧϜϭϢϨϧϚϥΥϦϚϬϭΥϜϞϥϥΥ

ϨϟΥπϚϥϢϭϡϫϢϱΥχϮϜϜϡϮϬΥΩϜϨϦϦϨϧΥϦϚϫϦϨϬϞϭΪίΥφϧϭΥφϦϦϮϧϨϥίΥγεέΥζκδήηαδέΥγαβγΥ

ΫΥ

γαγί φϭϨΥϏέΥϋϞϠϢϬϡϢΥϋέΥφϫϢϞΥϋέΥϊϚϭϬϮϨΥψέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥρέΥψϚϭϚϧϨΥφέΥυϚϲϚϤϚϰϚΥςέΥψϚϰϚϢΥψέΥ

ψϚϦϢϬϚϤϨΥϑέΥςϭϨΥϑέΥόϠϮϫϚΥϑέΥυϨϳϮϦϢΥψέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥξϢϬϨΥϐέΥϑϚϦϚϨϤϢΥϋέΥυϚϛϮΥϐΥ

ϚϧϝΥ φϭϨΥϊίΥόϬϭϞϨϬϜϥϞϫϨϬϢϬΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϢϧϡϢϛϢϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ϡϮϦϚϧΥ ϡϞϦϚϭϨϩϨϢϞϬϢϬΥ ϢϧΥϋότΥ

ϦϢϜϞΥϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϧϠΥϡϮϦϚϧΥρϞϥϭϚήϥϢϤϞΥβΥϢϧΥϨϬϭϞϨϛϥϚϬϭϬίΥςϱϩΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥέΥεαέκζδή

κηδέΥγαβγΥΫΥ

γαδί ϊϨϫϢϲϚΥ ϖέΥ ϊϢϳϮϦϚΥ ξέΥ ϒϞϬϮϠϢΥ ϑέΥ όϡϧϮϤϢΥ ϖέΥ ϋϚϠϚϭϚΥ ςέΥ ϑϚϤϚϡϚϬϡϢΥ ϔέΥ

ψϨϛϚϲϚϬϡϢΥυέΥψϚϰϚϝϚΥυέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϑϚϤϚϠϢΥϐέΥϑϚϤϢϳϚϰϚΥϐίΥύϡϚϬϞΥφΥϬϭϮϝϲΥϨϟΥ

ϢϧϭϫϚϯϞϧϨϮϬΥ ϥϨϰήϝϨϬϞΥ ϠϫϚϧϮϥϨϜϲϭϞήϜϨϥϨϧϲΥ ϬϭϢϦϮϥϚϭϢϧϠΥ ϟϚϜϭϨϫΥ ϢϧΥ ϚϜϮϭϞΥ ϚϧϝΥ

ϬϮϛήϚϜϮϭϞΥϢϬϜϡϞϦϢϜΥϬϭϫϨϤϞίΥχϨϮϫϧϚϥΥϨϟΥϐϭϫϨϤϞΥϚϧϝΥπϞϫϞϛϫϨϯϚϬϜϮϥϚϫΥρϢϬϞϚϬϞϬέΥ

γγέβαιιήβακθέΥγαβγΥ

γαεί όϡϠϢϲϚΥ ρέΥ ϊϚϭϬϮϬϡϢϭϚΥ υέΥ ψϨϣϢϦϚΥ ϊέΥ ξϧϝϨΥ ψίΥ υϮϠϞΥ ϦϮϥϭϢϧϮϜϥϞϚϭϞϝΥ

ϦϞϠϚϥϨϛϥϚϬϭϬΥϟϨϮϧϝΥϢϧΥϚΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭΥϰϢϭϡΥϫϞϟϫϚϜϭϨϫϲΥϚϧϞϦϢϚΥϰϢϭϡΥϞϱϜϞϬϬΥϛϥϚϬϭϬήβίΥ

φϧϭΥχΥυϞϦϚϭϨϥίέΥκηέΥηδβήηδγέΥγαβγΥ

γαζί φϤϨϦϚΥ ϋέΥ ϊϚϧϚϛϞΥ ϖέΥ ϖϚϦϚϨϤϚΥ υέΥ ξϤϚϬϚϤϚΥ ςέΥ ϊϚϛϮϜϡϢΥ ϑέΥ όϳϚϰϚΥ ξέΥ

ϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϋέΥψϨϣϢϦϚΥϊέΥξϧϝϨΥψίΥϏϚϧϝϨϦΥϬϤϢϧΥϛϢϨϩϬϲΥϨϟΥϢϧϭϫϚϯϚϬϜϮϥϚϫΥϥϚϫϠϞΥ

οήϜϞϥϥΥϥϲϦϩϡϨϦϚλΥϚΥϜϚϬϞΥϫϞϩϨϫϭίΥϑϨϤϚϢΥχΥςϱϩΥπϥϢϧΥϊϞϝίΥϐϞϩΥγαμδθΩδΪλθζήηΥ

γαβγΥ

γαηί ϐϚϤϚϢΥρέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϖέΥϋϚϤϚϢΥϑέΥϊϢϬϡϢϦϚΥϑέΥψϚϭϨΥϐέΥτϫϚϝΥϐέΥξϥϢϧϢΥϊέΥϏϢϬϛϮϝΥ

ϊϓέΥπϡϚϧΥρέΥπϡϞϚϡΥψϐςέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥψέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϊϨϜϡϢϝϚΥ χίΥςϱϡϚϮϬϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥ

ϧϮϜϥϞϮϬΥ ϩϮϥϩϨϬϮϬΥ ϩϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫΥ ϜϞϥϥϬΥ ϰϢϭϡΥ ϚϠϞϢϧϠΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϝϞϠϞϧϞϫϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ϭϡϞΥ

ϢϧϭϞϫϯϞϫϭϞϛϫϚϥΥϝϢϬϜίΥϋϚϭϮϫϞΥπϨϦϦέΥδέΥβγηεέΥρόφλβαίβαδιΰϧϜϨϦϦϬγγγηΥγαβγΥ Υ

γαθί ϑϬϮϝϚΥοέΥψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢΥϖΫέΥτϨϭϨΥϖέΥϐϚϢϭϨΥϖέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϖέΥυϚϛϮΥϐέΥφϧϨϤϨΥυέΥϑϨϤϮϝϚΥ

ϖΥξΥϡϮϦϚϧΥοΥϜϞϥϥΥϫϞϜϞϩϭϨϫΥϞϩϢϭϨϩϞήϛϚϬϞϝΥϞϫϛοήγΥϩϞϩϭϢϝϞΥΩϋλβηδήβιγΪΥϰϢϭϡΥ

ϩϚϧήϫϞϚϜϭϢϯϢϭϲΥϭϨΥϭϡϞΥϑΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϨϟΥχϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥϛϫϞϚϬϭΥϜϚϧϜϞϫΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬίΥϓϚϜϜϢϧϞϬΥ

ϚϧϝΥ ΥϓϚϜϜϢϧϚϭϢϨϧέΥδλθίΥρϨϢίϨϫϠΰβαίεβθγΰγβζθήθζηαίβαααβζκΥγαβγΥΫΥ

γαιί ψϢϭϚϮϫϚΥψέΥσϮϣϢϢΥϖέΥϊϚϭϬϮϭϚϧϢΥϑέΥϐϡϢϫϚϢΥψέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϐέΥϑϚϤϚϬϚϤϢΥϑέΥϐϡϢϦϚϝϚΥϐέΥ

ψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢΥϖέΥ ϐϡϢϢϧϚΥϑέΥϑϚϤϚϛϚϲϚϬϡϢΥ ϐέΥψϚϭϨϡΥυέΥόϠϚϬϚϰϚϫϚΥψέΥψϮϫϚϧϞΥ φέΥ



ϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϏίΥξΥϧϞϰΥϦϞϭϡϨϝΥϟϨϫΥϪϮϚϧϭϢϭϚϭϢϯϞΥϚϧϚϥϲϬϢϬΥϨϟΥϭϡϞΥϑΥϜϞϥϥΥϫϞϜϞϩϭϨϫΥϓΥ

ϫϞϠϢϨϧΥϫϞϩϞϫϭϨϢϫϞϬΥϢϧΥϡϞϚϥϭϡϲΥϜϨϦϦϨϧΥϦϚϫϦϨϬϞϭϬΥϛϲΥϦϢϜϫϨϩϥϚϭϞΥϡϲϛϫϢϝϢϳϚϭϢϨϧΥ

ϚϬϬϚϲίίΥχΥφϦϦϮϧϨϥΥϊϞϭϡϨϝϬΥδιελιβήκβΥγαβγΫΥ

γακί ϋϮϧϨϦϮϫϚΥϐέΥϐϡϢϦϚϝϚΥϐέΥψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢΥϖΫέΥϖϚϦϚϝϚΥϖέΥϖϨϬϡϢϨϤϚΥϊέΥϐϮϞϦϢϳϮΥυέΥ

όϳϚϰϚΥϊέΥφϭϨϡΥϑέΥψϨϧϨΥξέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϏέΥϑϚϧϢΥψέΥξϧϝϨΥψέΥϖϚϠϢϭϚΥυέΥϏϚΥπέΥυϚϛϮΥ

ϐέΥ ϐϚϭϚϤϞΥϊέΥ ϐϚϬϚϤϢΥ ςίΥ ρϨϮϛϥϞΥ ϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ πρδεΥ ϚϧϝΥπρββθΥ ϨϧΥ ϛϨϧϞΥ

ϦϚϫϫϨϰΥϩϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫϬΥϢϬΥϚΥϡϚϥϥϦϚϫϤΥϨϟΥϭϡϞΥϝϞϯϞϥϨϩϦϞϧϭΥϨϟΥϟϮϧϜϭϢϨϧϚϥΥϦϚϬϭΥϜϞϥϥΥ

ϨϟΥπϚϥϢϭϡϫϢϱΥχϮϜϜϡϮϬΥΩϜϨϦϦϨϧΥϦϚϫϦϨϬϞϭΪίΥ Υ φϧϭίΥφϦϦϮϧϨϥγελζκδήηαδΥ Υ γαβγΥ

ΫΥ

γβαί ψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢΥϖέΥόϡϬϡϢϦϚΥϐέΥψϢϭϚΥϖσέΥϐϡϢϦϚϝϚΥϐέΥ Υ ψϚϦϢϠϮϜϡϢΥυέΥϐϡϢϢϧϚΥϑέΥφϧϨϤϨΥ

υέΥ ψϮϥϬϤϢΥ χψΥ ϚϧϝΥ ξϧϝϨΥ ξΥ ύϨϫϜϢϧϞΥ ϊυπΥ ϜϥϚϬϬϢϜϚϥΥ ϜϥϚϬϬΥ φΥ ϠϞϧϞϬΥ ϚϫϞΥ

ϜϨϨϫϝϢϧϚϭϞϥϲΥ ϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϞϝΥ ϢϧΥ ϬϮϩϞϫϚϧϭϢϠϞϧήϚϜϭϢϯϚϭϞϝΥ ϦϨϧϨϧϮϜϥϞϚϫΥ

ϜϞϥϥϬίϓϞϭϞϫϢϧϚϫϲΥφϦϦϮϧϨϥϨϠϲΥϚϧϝΥφϦϦϮϧϨϩϚϭϡϨϥϨϠϲΥ Υ βειλγζγήγζκΥγαβγΫΥ

γββί υϢϭϨϬϡϢΥ ϖϚϦϚϳϚϤϢέΥ ϑϬϮϲϨϬϡϢΥ πϡϢϣϢϰϚέΥ ϖϨϬϡϢϦϚϬϚΥ φϧϨϮϞέΥ ϖϨϬϡϢϲϮϤϢΥ ξϛϞέΥ

υϢϫϨϬϡϢΥϐϮϞϦϢϳϮέΥψϞϧϣϢΥψϚϰϚϢέΥϊϚϬϚϭϨϬϡϢΥϔϚϤϮϢέΥρϚϢϬϮϤϞΥσϮϫϮϤϚϰϚέΥϊϚϬϚϲϚΥ

ϊϮϤϚϢέΥ ϐϚϝϚϡϢϫϨΥ ψϮϰϚϨέΥ ϊϚϤϨϭϨΥ ϐϚϞϠϮϬϚέΥ ϊϚϬϚϭϨΥ ϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥ

ЃόϯϞϫϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ϭϡϞΥ ϦϢϏϋξήδεΥ ϟϚϦϢϥϲΥ ϬϮϩϩϫϞϬϬϞϬΥ ϢϧϯϚϬϢϯϞΥ ϠϫϨϰϭϡΥ ϨϟΥ

ϦϚϥϢϠϧϚϧϭΥ ϦϞϥϚϧϨϦϚΥ ϰϢϭϡΥ ϭϡϞΥ ϰϢϥϝΥ Ё ϭϲϩϞΥ ϩζδΥ ϠϞϧϞ Є Υ ςϱϩϞϫϢϦϞϧϭϚϥΥ ϚϧϝΥ

ϑϡϞϫϚϩϞϮϭϢϜΥϊϞϝϢϜϢϧϞΥδλΥθκδήθκηέΥγαβγΥΫΥ

γβγί ϖϚϦϚϳϚϤϢέΥυίέΥϐϮϞϦϢϳϮέΥυίέΥϐϡϢϦϢϳϮέΥϊίέΥφϠϚϲϚέΥϐίέΥϐϡϢϛϚϭϚέΥϋίέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚέΥ

ϊίέΥ πϡϨϰϝϡϮϫϲέΥ τίΥ ΧΥ τϮϞϧϠϞϫϢϜϡέΥ σίύίΥ Ѓ φϧΥ ϓϢϯϨΥ σϨϫϦϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ

ρϢϡϲϝϫϨϱϲϥϚϭϞϝΥ ϚϧϝΥ τϥϮϭϚϭϡϢϨϧϞΥ πϨϧϣϮϠϚϭϞΥ ϊϞϭϚϛϨϥϢϭϞϬΥ ρϞϫϢϯϞϝΥ ϟϫϨϦΥ

ϑϡϚϥϢϝϨϦϢϝϞΥ ϚϧϝΥ ζήυϲϝϫϨϱϲϭϡϚϥϢϝϨϦϢϝϞΥ ϢϧΥ υϮϦϚϧϢϳϞϝΥ ϑψήϋότΥ ϊϢϜϞ ЄΥ

πϡϞϦϢϜϚϥΥϫϞϬϞϚϫϜϡΥϢϧΥϭϨϱϢϜϨϥϨϠϲΥγζλΥγθεήγθηέΥγαβγίΥ

γβδί ϖϨϬϡϢϡϚϫϚΥ ψέϑϬϮϧϨϝϚΥ ϑέϐϡϢϠϞϦϢϳϮΥ ρέσϮϣϢϰϚϫϚΥ υέυϚϭϚϞΥ ϊέσϮϣϢϰϚϫϚΥ

υέϊϚϬϮϳϚϤϢΥυέψϚϭϚϛϮϜϡϢΥυέψϚϰϚϤϚϦϢΥϖέόϤϚϦϨϭϨΥξέϋϨϠϚϰϚΥϑέϊϚϭϬϮϦϮϫϚΥ

ϋέϒϝϚϠϚϰϚΥ ϖέϐϚϢϭϨΥ ϑέφϭϚϦϨϜϡϢΥ υέϑϚϤϚϧϨΥ ϊέϊϢϲϚϠϢΥ ςέϐϮϝϨΥ ϑέϒϬϡϢϣϢϦϚΥ

ψέφϰϚϬϞΥ υέϐϞϤϢΥ υέϑϞϫϚϨΥ ϖέςϧϨϦϨϭϨΥ ϑέΥ ϊϢϤϚϦϢΥ ϊέξϤϚϳϚϰϚΥ ψέϑϬϮϝϚΥ

υέϊϨϫϢϲϚΥ ϑέϑϚϣϢϦϚΥ ξέφϧϨϮϞΥ φέϑϚϧϚϤϚΥ ψΥ φϰϚϦϨϫϢΥ ϊίΥ Υ υϢϠϡήϏϢϬϤΥ όϯϚϫϢϚϧΥ

πϚϧϜϞϫΥοϚϬϞϝΥϨϧΥβγηήτϞϧϞΥςϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥϐϢϠϧϚϭϮϫϞΥφϬΥϒϧϢϪϮϞϥϲΥπϡϚϫϚϜϭϞϫϢϳϞϝΥ

ϛϲΥ ρϨϰϧϫϞϠϮϥϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ξϧϭϢϠϞϧΥ ύϫϞϬϞϧϭϚϭϢϨϧΥ ύϚϭϡϰϚϲίίΥ πϥϢϧϢϜϚϥΥ πϚϧϜϞϫΥ

ϏϞϬϞϚϫϜϡίΥβιλβδθεήβδιζίΥγαβγίΫΥ



γβεί ϐϮϠϢϲϚϦϚΥϑέΥϊϢϲϚϳϚϰϚΥϊέϊϢϤϚϦϢΥϊέτϨϭϨΥϖέϋϢϬϡϢϣϢϦϚΥϖέφϤϞϝϚΥϊέυϢϫϚϬϚϰϚΥ

ϑέϊϮϫϚϦϚϭϬϮΥόέϑϚϤϞϤϨϬϡϢΥϐέφϰϚϦϨϫϢΥϊίΥ Υ ςϧϡϚϧϜϞϝΥςϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϐϮϥϟϚϭϢϝϞέΥ

ϚΥ ϐϮϥϟϚϭϞϝΥ τϥϲϜϨϥϢϩϢϝέΥ ϢϧΥ ϔϞϥϥήρϢϟϟϞϫϞϧϭϢϚϭϞϝΥ ςϧϝϨϦϞϭϫϢϚϥΥ

ξϝϞϧϨϜϚϫϜϢϧϨϦϚίίφϧϭϞϫϧϚϭϢϨϧϚϥΥ χϨϮϫϧϚϥΥ ϨϟΥτϲϧϞϜϨϥϨϠϢϜϚϥΥπϚϧϜϞϫίΥ γγλββκγή

ββκθΥγαβγΥ

γβζί ϑϚϧϚϤϚΥ ψέΥ ϑϚϤϚϝϚΥυέφϬϨϧϢϬϡϢΥ ϐέξϨϤϢΥ ρέϊϢϤϚϦϢΥϊέΥ ψϢϠϮϜϡϢΥ ψέφϰϚϦϨϫϢΥϊίΥ Υ

ύϨϬϬϢϛϥϞΥ ϢϧϯϨϥϯϞϦϞϧϭΥϨϟΥϠϥϲϜϨϥϢϩϢϝϬΥ ϢϧΥϚϧϭϢϜϚϧϜϞϫΥϝϫϮϠΥϫϞϬϢϬϭϚϧϜϞΥϨϟΥϡϮϦϚϧΥ

ϨϯϚϫϢϚϧΥϬϞϫϨϮϬΥϜϚϫϜϢϧϨϦϚήϝϞϫϢϯϞϝΥϜϞϥϥϬίΥχϨϮϫϧϚϥΥϨϟΥοϢϨϜϡϞϦϢϬϭϫϲίΥβζγλζιθή

ζκείΥγαβγίΫΥ

γβηί ϋϢϬϡϢϣϢϦϚΥ ϖέΥ ϑϨϲϨϝϚΥϊέΥ ϖϚϦϚϳϚϤϢΥϊέϐϮϠϢϲϚϦϚΥ ϑέϊϢϲϚϳϚϰϚΥϊέϊϮϫϚϦϚϭϬϮΥ

ϑέϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥ ψέϋϚϫϢϦϚϭϬϮΥ υέϒϦϞϳϚϰϚΥ ξέϊϢϤϚϦϢΥ ϊίΥ Υ τϥϲϜϚϧΥ ϩϫϨϟϢϥϢϧϠΥ ϨϟΥ

ϞϧϝϨϦϞϭϫϢϚϥΥϜϚϧϜϞϫϬΥϮϬϢϧϠΥ ϥϞϜϭϢϧΥϦϢϜϫϨϚϫϫϚϲίΥτϞϧϞϬΥ ϭϨΥπϞϥϥϬίΥβθλιγηήιδηίΥ

γαβγίΫΥ

γβθί ϑϨϢϭϚΥϑέΥψϢϭϚϠϚϰϚΥϏέΥυϚϦϚϧϨΥϑέϒϦϚϲϚϡϚϫϚΥψέυϢϫϚϬϡϢϦϚΥϖέξϨϤϢΥϖέόϠϮϜϡϢΥ

ϊέϊϢϤϚϦϢΥϊέϑϚϤϢϳϚϰϚΥψίΥ Υ ύϡϚϬϞΥφφΥϬϭϮϝϲΥϨϟΥϜϨϧϜϮϫϫϞϧϭΥϜϡϞϦϨϫϚϝϢϨϭϡϞϫϚϩϲΥ

ϰϢϭϡΥ ϡϢϠϡήϝϨϬϞήϫϚϭϞΥ ϢϧϭϫϚϜϚϯϢϭϚϫϲΥ ϛϫϚϜϡϲϭϡϞϫϚϩϲΥ ϢϧΥ ϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥ ϰϢϭϡΥ ϥϨϜϚϥϥϲΥ

ϚϝϯϚϧϜϞϝΥϮϭϞϫϢϧϞΥϜϞϫϯϢϜϚϥΥϜϚϧϜϞϫλΥςϟϟϢϜϚϜϲΥϚϧϝΥϭϨϱϢϜϢϭϲΥϨϟΥϚΥϥϨϰΥϜϮϦϮϥϚϭϢϯϞΥ

ϫϚϝϢϚϭϢϨϧΥϝϨϬϞΥϬϜϡϞϝϮϥϞίΥτϲϧϞϜϨϥϨϠϢϜΥόϧϜϨϥϨϠϲίΥβγηλγββήγβηίΥγαβγίΥ

γβιί ϑϬϮϤϚϝϚΥυέΥϊϮϫϚϦϚϭϬϮΥϑέϊϢϲϚϳϚϰϚΥϊέΥφϢϝϚΥϑέφϤϞϝϚΥϊέΥϐϡϢϝϚΥϊέυϢϫϚϬϚϰϚΥ

ϑέψϚϣϢϰϚϫϚΥ υέϊϮϫϚϤϚϦϢΥ ϊέϖϚϬϮϝϚΥ ϊέϊϢϤϚϦϢΥ ϊίΥ Υ ωϨϧϠΥ ϑϞϫϦΥ ύϫϨϠϧϨϬϭϢϜΥ

φϦϩϥϢϜϚϭϢϨϧϬΥ ϨϟΥ ςϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ τϥϮϜϨϬϞΥ ϑϫϚϧϬϩϨϫϭϞϫήβΥ ϚϧϝΥ υϞϱϨϤϢϧϚϬϞΥ ϢϧΥ

ύϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϰϢϭϡΥϐϭϚϠϞΥϒϭϞϫϢϧϞΥωϞϢϨϦϲϨϬϚϫϜϨϦϚίίεζλβεθήβζείΥγαβγΥΫΥ

γβκί ϐϚϭϨέΥϑίέΥπϡϢϛϚέΥϑίέΥόϡϧϨέΥϐίέΥϐϚϭϨέΥπίέΥϐϮϠϨϡέΥϑίέΥϊϢϲϚϬϡϢϭϚέΥψίέΥξϤϚϭϬϮϤϚέΥ

υίέΥυϨϳϮϦϢέΥψίέΥόϤϚϝϚέΥϖίέΥφϢϝϚέΥϖίέΥξϤϚϭϬϮϤϚέΥξίέΥξϠϚϭϚέΥϖίέΥπϡϢϛϚέΥϊίέΥ

ψϨϡϮέΥψίέΥϐϚϭϚϤϞέΥϊίέΥϑϚϧϚϛϞέΥυίέΥϐϚϲϚέΥυίΥϚϧϝΥυϚϛϮέΥϐίΥϏϞϜϢϩϫϨϜϚϥΥϜϨϧϭϫϨϥΥ

ϨϟΥτβήϩϡϚϬϞΥϩϫϨϠϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥϢϬΥϫϞϪϮϢϫϞϝΥϟϨϫΥϑϡήύόψΰϏϮϧϱδήϦϞϝϢϚϭϞϝΥπρεΰιΥ

ϭϡϲϦϨϜϲϭϞΥϜϞϥϥΥϟϚϭϞΥϝϞϜϢϬϢϨϧίΥχίΥφϦϦϮϧϨϥίΥβικλΥεεγηήδηέΥγαβγίΫΥ

γγαί ψϚϦϞϢέΥϋίέΥψϰϨϧέΥϐίϊίέΥ φϬϡϢϤϚϰϚέΥϊίέΥ φϢέΥϊίέΥϋϚϤϚϧϢϬϡϢέΥψίέΥϖϚϦϚϝϚέΥψίέΥ

υϨϳϮϦϢέΥψίέΥψϚϰϚϦϨϭϨέΥξίέΥόϜϡϢέΥϊίΥϚϧϝΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚέΥϑίΥςϧϝϨϭϡϞϥϢϚϥΥϩϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫΥ

ϜϞϥϥϬΥ ϩϫϨϦϨϭϞϬΥ ϚϬϭϫϨϠϥϢϨϬϢϬΥ ϟϨϥϥϨϰϢϧϠΥ ϬϩϢϧϚϥΥ ϜϨϫϝΥ ϢϧϣϮϫϲΥ ϭϡϫϨϮϠϡΥ χϚϠϠϞϝβή

ϝϞϩϞϧϝϞϧϭΥϋϨϭϜϡΥϬϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠίΥχίΥϋϞϮϫϨϭϫϚϮϦίΥγκλΥβθζιήηκέΥγαβγίΫΥ

γγβί ϐϞϤϢϧϞέΥπίέΥψϨϲϚϧϚϠϢέΥξίέΥψϨϲϚϦϚέΥϋίέΥυϨϳϮϦϢέΥψίέΥπϡϢϛϚέΥϐίΥϚϧϝΥϖϚϠϢϭϚέΥυίΥ



ρϢϟϟϞϫϞϧϭϢϚϥΥ ϫϞϠϮϥϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ϨϬϭϞϨϜϥϚϬϭϨϠϞϧϞϬϢϬΥ ϛϲΥ ϋϨϭϜϡγΰρϞϥϭϚήϥϢϤϞΥ βΥ ϚϧϝΥ

ϋϨϭϜϡβΰχϚϠϠϞϝβΥϚϱϞϬίΥξϫϭϡϫϢϭϢϬΥϏϞϬίΥϑϡϞϫίΥβελΥϏεζέΥγαβγίΫΥ

γγγί ωϮϨέΥυίέΥ χϢϧέΥψίέΥϕϢϞέΥϗίέΥώϢϮέΥσίέΥωϢέΥ ϐίέΥϗϨϮέΥϊίέΥπϚϢέΥωίέΥυϨϳϮϦϢέΥψίέΥ

ϐϡϢϦϚέΥρίϑίΥϚϧϝΥϕϢϚϧϠέΥϊίΥσϨϫϤϡϞϚϝΥϛϨϱΥϋεΥΩσϨϱϧεΪΥϚϜϭϢϯϚϭϞϬΥρϥϥεήϋϨϭϜϡΥ

ϬϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠΥ ϭϨΥϬϮϩϩϫϞϬϬΥϩϡϨϭϨϫϞϜϞϩϭϨϫΥϜϞϥϥΥ ϟϚϭϞϬΥϨϟΥϞϚϫϥϲΥ ϫϞϭϢϧϚϥΥϩϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫϬίΥ

ύϫϨϜίΥϋϚϭϥίΥξϜϚϝίΥϐϜϢίΥϒϐξίΥβακλΥςζζδήηγέΥγαβγίΫΥ

γγδί χϮϧϠΥ ϐϖέΥπϡϨϢΥ χυέΥ ψϰϨϧΥ ϐϊέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥυέΥ ξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥ ϑέΥ ωϞϞΥ ϖϊίΥρϞϜϮϫϬϢϧΥ

ϢϧϡϢϛϢϭϬΥ ϯϚϬϜϮϥϨϠϞϧϞϬϢϬΥ ϢϧΥ ϞϚϫϥϲΥ ϭϮϦϨϫΥ ϩϫϨϠϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥ ϛϲΥ ϬϮϩϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ

ϞϧϝϨϭϡϞϥϢϚϥΥϩϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫΥϜϞϥϥΥϝϢϟϟϞϫϞϧϭϢϚϭϢϨϧΥϚϧϝΥϟϮϧϜϭϢϨϧίΥχΥπϞϥϥΥοϢϨϜϡϞϦίΥσϞϛΥ

βίΥϘςϩϮϛΥϚϡϞϚϝΥϨϟΥϩϫϢϧϭϙέΥϊϚϲμββδΩζΪλβεθιήιθίΥγαβγΥ

γγεί σϚϝϢϧϢΥτύέΥϏϚϭϭϚϳϳϢΥϊέΥϊϚϭϬϮϦϨϭϨΥϑέΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥϑέΥψϡϨϬϥϚΥϐίΥςϦϞϫϠϢϧϠΥϫϨϥϞΥ

ϨϟΥ ϜϢϫϜϮϥϚϭϢϧϠΥ ϜϚϥϜϢϟϲϢϧϠΥ ϜϞϥϥϬΥ ϢϧΥ ϭϡϞΥ ϛϨϧϞήϯϚϬϜϮϥϚϫΥ ϚϱϢϬίΥ πϢϫϜϮϥϚϭϢϨϧίΥ

βγζΩγγΪλγθθγήγθιβίΥγαβγμΥ

γγζί σϮϤϮϢΥ ϑέΥ ϊϚϭϬϮϦϨϭϨΥ ϑέΥ ϊϢϟϮϧϞΥ ϖέΥ ϐϡϨϣϢΥ ϑέΥ ψϮϫϨϝϚΥ ϑέΥ ψϚϰϚϤϚϦϢΥ ϖέΥ

ψϚϰϚϦϨϭϨΥξέΥφϢΥϊέΥψϚϰϚϦϚϭϚΥϐέΥψϮϫϨϬϚϤϚΥϊέΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥϑέΥψϮϫϨϝϚΥϏίΥωϨϜϚϥΥ

ϭϫϚϧϬϩϥϚϧϭϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ϠϫϚϧϮϥϨϜϲϭϞΥ ϜϨϥϨϧϲήϬϭϢϦϮϥϚϭϢϧϠΥ ϟϚϜϭϨϫήϦϨϛϢϥϢϳϞϝΥ ϡϮϦϚϧΥ

ϩϞϫϢϩϡϞϫϚϥΥ ϛϥϨϨϝΥ ϦϨϧϨϧϮϜϥϞϚϫΥ ϜϞϥϥϬΥ ϟϨϫΥ ϮϧϡϞϚϥϢϧϠΥ ϛϨϧϞΥ ϟϫϚϜϭϮϫϞϬίΥ πϞϥϥΥ

ϑϫϚϧϬϩϥϚϧϭίΥγαβγμγβΩεΪλθαθήθγβίΥ

γγηί ψϚϦϞϢΥϋέΥψϰϨϧΥϐϊέΥφϬϡϢϤϚϰϚΥϊέΥφϢΥϊέΥϋϚϤϚϧϢϬϡϢΥψέΥϖϚϦϚϝϚΥψέΥυϨϳϮϦϢΥψέΥ

ψϚϰϚϦϨϭϨΥ ξέΥ όϜϡϢΥ ϊέΥ ξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥ ϑίΥ ςϧϝϨϭϡϞϥϢϚϥΥ ϩϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫΥ ϜϞϥϥϬΥ ϩϫϨϦϨϭϞΥ

ϚϬϭϫϨϠϥϢϨϬϢϬΥ ϟϨϥϥϨϰϢϧϠΥϬϩϢϧϚϥΥϜϨϫϝΥ ϢϧϣϮϫϲΥ ϭϡϫϨϮϠϡΥχϚϠϠϞϝβήϝϞϩϞϧϝϞϧϭΥϋϨϭϜϡΥ

ϬϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠίΥχΥϋϞϮϫϨϭϫϚϮϦϚίμγκΩκΪλβθζιήβθηκίΥγαβγΥΫΥ

γγθί ψϚϦϞϢΥϋέΥψϰϨϧΥϐϊέΥψϚϰϚϦϨϭϨΥξέΥ φϢΥϊέΥ φϬϡϢϤϚϰϚΥϊέΥόϜϡϢΥϊέΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥϑίΥ

πϨϧϭϫϢϛϮϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ϛϨϧϞΥ ϦϚϫϫϨϰήϝϞϫϢϯϞϝΥ ϞϧϝϨϭϡϞϥϢϚϥΥ ϩϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫΥ ϜϞϥϥϬΥ ϭϨΥ

ϧϞϨϯϚϬϜϮϥϚϫϢϳϚϭϢϨϧΥϚϧϝΥϚϬϭϫϨϠϥϢϨϬϢϬΥ ϟϨϥϥϨϰϢϧϠΥϬϩϢϧϚϥΥϜϨϫϝΥ ϢϧϣϮϫϲίΥχΥϋϞϮϫϨϬϜϢΥ

ϏϞϬίμκαΩβγΪλγγιβήγγκγίΥγαβγΥΫΥ

γγιί ψϚϰϚϤϚϦϢΥϖέΥφϢΥϊέΥξϥϞϯΥπέΥψϚϰϚϦϨϭϨΥξέΥϊϚϭϬϮϦϨϭϨΥϑέΥψϮϫϨϝϚΥϏέΥϐϡϨϣϢΥϑέΥ

σϮϤϮϢΥϑέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥυέΥξϤϢϦϚϫϮΥυέΥϊϢϟϮϧϞΥϖέΥψϮϫϨϝϚΥϑέΥυϨϫϢϢΥϊέΥϖϨϤϨϲϚϦϚΥ

ξέΥψϮϫϨϬϚϤϚΥϊέΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥϑίΥωϨϜϚϥΥϭϫϚϧϬϩϥϚϧϭϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϞϱΥϯϢϯϨΥϞϱϩϚϧϝϞϝΥϛϨϧϞΥ

ϦϚϫϫϨϰήϝϞϫϢϯϞϝΥ πρδεήϩϨϬϢϭϢϯϞΥ ϜϞϥϥϬΥ ϚϜϜϞϥϞϫϚϭϞϬΥ ϟϫϚϜϭϮϫϞΥ ϡϞϚϥϢϧϠίΥ πϞϥϥΥ

ϑϫϚϧϬϩϥϚϧϭίμγβΩβγΪλγηικήγθακίΥγαβγΥ

γγκί ψϢϧϨϬϡϢϭϚΥϊέΥσϮϣϢϭϚΥϖέΥψϚϭϚϲϚϦϚΥϊέΥοϚϛϚΥϏέΥϐϡϢϛϚϤϚϰϚΥϊέΥϖϨϬϡϢϤϚϰϚΥψέΥ



ψϚϭϚϤϚϦϢΥϋέΥσϮϫϮϤϚϰϚΥϖέΥϑϬϮϤϢϞΥϑέΥϋϚϠϚϧϨΥϑέΥψϮϫϢϦϨϭϨΥϖέΥϖϚϦϚϬϚϤϢΥψέΥ

υϚϧϝϚΥϋέΥόϤϚϝϚΥϖέΥψϮϫϨϧϚϤϚΥψέΥϋϚϠϚϭϚΥϖέΥϊϚϭϬϮϛϚϫϚΥϖέΥσϮϤϮϬϡϢϦϚΥϊέΥ

ξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥ ϑέΥψϚϰϚϦϨϭϨΥξίΥ ωϨϧϠήϭϞϫϦΥ ϜϥϢϧϢϜϚϥΥ ϨϮϭϜϨϦϞΥ ϚϟϭϞϫΥ ϢϧϭϫϚϦϮϬϜϮϥϚϫΥ

ϭϫϚϧϬϩϥϚϧϭϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ϠϫϚϧϮϥϨϜϲϭϞΥ ϜϨϥϨϧϲΥ ϬϭϢϦϮϥϚϭϢϧϠΥ ϟϚϜϭϨϫήϦϨϛϢϥϢϳϞϝΥ πρδεΥ

ϩϨϬϢϭϢϯϞΥ ϜϞϥϥϬΥ ϢϧΥ ϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥ ϰϢϭϡΥ ϜϫϢϭϢϜϚϥΥ ϥϢϦϛΥ ϢϬϜϡϞϦϢϚίΥ ξϭϡϞϫϨϬϜϥϞϫϨϬϢϬίΥ

γγεΩγΪλεεαήεεζίΥγαβγμΥ

γδαί ψϰϨϧΥ ϐϊέΥ ξϥϞϯΥ πέΥ ωϞϞΥ ϐυέΥ ξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥ ϑίΥ ϑϡϞΥ ϦϨϥϞϜϮϥϚϫΥ ϛϚϬϢϬΥ ϨϟΥ ϋϨϭϜϡΥ

ϬϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠλΥϚΥϛϫϢϞϟΥϨϯϞϫϯϢϞϰίΥξϝϯΥςϱϩΥϊϞϝΥοϢϨϥίμθγθλβήβείΥγαβγΥ

γδβί ϊϚϬϮϝϚΥυέΥφϰϚϬϚϤϢΥυέΥψϚϰϚϦϨϭϨΥξέΥξϤϢϦϚϫϮΥυέΥφϬϡϢϤϚϰϚΥϊέΥφϢΥϊέΥϐϡϢϳϮϧϨΥ

ϑέΥϐϚϭϨΥξέΥ φϭϨΥϏέΥυϨϫϢϢΥϊέΥ φϬϡϢϝϚΥυέΥψϚϭϨΥϐέΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥϑίΥρϞϯϞϥϨϩϦϞϧϭΥϨϟΥ

ϬϞϫϮϦήϟϫϞϞΥϪϮϚϥϢϭϲΥϚϧϝΥϪϮϚϧϭϢϭϲΥϜϨϧϭϫϨϥΥϜϮϥϭϮϫϞΥϨϟΥϜϨϥϨϧϲήϟϨϫϦϢϧϠΥϞϧϝϨϭϡϞϥϢϚϥΥ

ϩϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫΥ ϜϞϥϥΥ ϟϨϫΥ ϯϚϬϜϮϥϨϠϞϧϞϬϢϬίΥ ϐϭϞϦΥ πϞϥϥϬΥ ϑϫϚϧϬϥΥ ϊϞϝίμβΩγΪλβηαήβθβίΥ

γαβγΥ

γδγί όϛϢΥϐέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥυέΥϐϡϢϳϮϧϨΥϑέΥϐϚϭϨΥξέΥϖϚϦϚϦϨϭϨΥψέΥξϧϝϨΥχέΥξϛϞΥϖέΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥ

ϑίΥ σϥϮϢϝΥ ϬϡϞϚϫΥ ϬϭϫϞϬϬΥ ϢϧϝϮϜϞϬΥ ϝϢϟϟϞϫϞϧϭϢϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ϜϢϫϜϮϥϚϭϢϧϠΥ ϩϡϞϧϨϭϲϩϞΥ

ϞϧϝϨϭϡϞϥϢϚϥΥ ϩϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫΥ ϜϞϥϥϬίΥξϦΥ χΥ ύϡϲϬϢϨϥΥπϞϥϥΥ ύϡϲϬϢϨϥίμδαδΩηΪλπζκζήηαηίΥ

γαβγΥ

γδδί ϑϚϧϚϤϚΥ ϏέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥυέΥψϚϭϨΥ ϐέΥ φϦϚϠϚϰϚΥψέΥψϚϧϚϛϮϢϜϡϢΥψέΥϋϚϤϚϬϡϢϨϲϚΥπέΥ

ϖϨϬϡϢϛϚΥσέΥσϮϤϮϢΥϑέΥ φϭϨΥϏέΥψϨϛϨϫϢΥϊέΥϔϚϝϚΥϊέΥξϬϚϡϚϫϚΥϑέΥϊϢϲϚϬϚϤϚΥϊίΥ

ξϮϭϨϥϨϠϨϮϬΥ τήπϐσΥ ϦϨϛϢϥϢϳϞϝΥ ϩϞϫϢϩϡϞϫϚϥΥ ϛϥϨϨϝΥ πρδεΩάΪΥ ϜϞϥϥΥ ϭϡϞϫϚϩϲΥ ϟϨϫΥ

ϝϢϚϛϞϭϢϜΥ ϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥ ϰϢϭϡΥ ϜϡϫϨϧϢϜΥ ϧϨϧήϡϞϚϥϢϧϠΥ ϮϥϜϞϫίΥ πϞϥϥΥ ϑϫϚϧϬϩϥϚϧϭίΥ ϘςϩϮϛΥ

ϚϡϞϚϝΥϨϟΥϩϫϢϧϭϙΥγαβγίΥ

γδεί ϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϋέΥωϢϮΥχέΥυϚϲϚϬϡϢΥϋέΥϊϢϭϭϞϧϝϨϫϟΥςξέΥτϨϧϠΥϖέΥύϚϥϥϚΥϐωέΥϑϨϤϮϝϚΥϖέΥ

τϨϧϳϚϥϞϳήξϧϠϮϥϨΥξϊέΥυϨϫϭϨϛϚϠϲϢΥτϋέΥϒϞϧϨΥϋϑλΥωϨϬϬΥϨϟΥϡϮϦϚϧΥϞϩϢϝϞϫϦϚϥΥ

ϠϫϨϰϭϡΥ ϟϚϜϭϨϫΥ ϫϞϜϞϩϭϨϫΥγΥ ΩυςϏγΪΥϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥ ϢϧΥϦϞϭϚϬϭϚϭϢϜΥ ϬϢϭϞϬΥϨϟΥυςϏγή

ϨϯϞϫϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϧϠΥϩϫϢϦϚϫϲΥϛϫϞϚϬϭΥϭϮϦϨϫϬίΥχΥπϥϢϧΥόϧϜϨϥέΥδαΩηΪλζκδήζκκίΥγαβγΥΫΥ

γδζί ϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϋέΥωϢϮΥχέΥυϚϲϚϬϡϢΥϋέΥύϚϥϥϚΥϐωέΥϑϨϤϮϝϚΥϖέΥυϨϫϭϨϛϚϠϲϢΥτϋέΥϒϞϧϨΥϋϑέΥ

ϑϡϞϫϢϚϮϥϭΥϏωλΥϏϞϭϫϨϬϩϞϜϭϢϯϞΥϚϧϚϥϲϬϢϬΥϨϟΥϚϧϭϢϭϮϦϨϫΥϞϟϟϞϜϭϬΥϨϟΥϳϨϥϞϝϫϨϧϢϜΥϚϜϢϝΥ

ϢϧΥϛϫϞϚϬϭΥϜϚϧϜϞϫΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϰϢϭϡΥϛϨϧϞήϨϧϥϲΥϦϞϭϚϬϭϚϬϞϬίΥπϚϧϜϞϫέΥββιΩιΪλγαδκή

γαεθίΥγαβγΥ

γδηί ϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϋέΥφϰϚϦϨϭϨΥϑέΥϊϚϬϮϝϚΥϐέΥψϮϦϚϤϢΥϋέΥϕϢϚϨϲϚϧΥϑέΥϐϡϢϫϚϧϞΥϊέΥϊϨϫϢΥψέΥ

ϑϬϮϝϚΥοέΥόϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϑέΥϐϚϢϭϨΥϖΥϞϭΥϚϥλΥφϦϦϮϧϨϡϢϬϭϨϜϡϞϦϢϜϚϥΥψϢηθΥϥϚϛϞϥϢϧϠΥϢϧϝϞϱΥ



ϡϚϬΥϬϢϦϢϥϚϫΥϩϫϨϥϢϟϞϫϚϭϢϨϧΥϩϫϞϝϢϜϭϢϯϞΥϩϨϰϞϫΥϭϨΥϯϚϫϢϨϮϬΥϠϞϧϞΥϬϢϠϧϚϭϮϫϞϬΥϢϧΥϛϫϞϚϬϭΥ

ϜϚϧϜϞϫίΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥϐϜϢέΥβαδΩιΪλβζαιήβζβγίγαβγΫΥ

γδθί ϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥ ϋέΥ ϒϞϧϨΥ ϋϑλΥ οϢϨϦϚϫϤϞϫΥ ϝϢϬϜϨϫϝϚϧϜϞΥ ϝϮϫϢϧϠΥ ϭϮϦϨϫΥ ϩϫϨϠϫϞϬϬϢϨϧίΥ

πϚϧϜϞϫΥοϢϨϦϚϫϤΥβγΩηΪλγαζήγαηίΫΥ

γδιί ϋϢϢϤϮϫϚΥϋέΥϒϞϧϨΥϋϑλΥπϚϧϠϞΥϢϧΥυςϏγΥϬϭϚϭϮϬΥϝϮϫϢϧϠΥϛϫϞϚϬϭΥϭϮϦϨϫΥϩϫϨϠϫϞϬϬϢϨϧίΥ

πϚϧϜϞϫΥοϢϨϦϚϫϤΥγαβγέΥβγΩηΪλγζβήγζζίΥγαβγΥ

γδκί υϢϲϚϦϚΥξέΥ Υ ξϫϚϢΥσέΥ Υ ϐϚϤϚϢΥρέΥ Υ ϖϨϤϨϲϚϦϚΥψέΥ Υ ϊϨϜϡϢϝϚΥχίΥϑϡϞΥϞϟϟϞϜϭϬΥϨϟΥ

ϨϱϲϠϞϧΥ ϭϞϧϬϢϨϧΥ ϚϧϝΥ ϚϧϭϢϚϠϢϧϠΥ ϟϚϜϭϨϫΥ ψϥϨϭϡϨΥ ϨϧΥ ϔϧϭΥ ϬϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠΥ ϢϧΥ ϧϮϜϥϞϮϬΥ

ϩϮϥϩϨϬϮϬΥϜϞϥϥϬίΥξϫϭϡϫϢϭϢϬΥϏϞϬΥϑϡϞϫίΥβελϏβαζίΥγαβγμΥ

γεαί ξϛϞΥψέΥ Υ ξϫϚϤϢΥψέΥ Υ ϑϚϧϢϠϚϰϚΥϊέΥ Υ ϐϞϦϛϚΥψέΥ Υ ξϧϝϨΥϑέΥ Υ ϐϚϭϨΥϊέΥ Υ ϐϚϤϚϢΥρέΥ Υ

υϢϲϚϦϚΥξέΥ Υ ϊϨϜϡϢϝϚΥχέΥ Υ ϖϚϦϚϦϮϫϚΥψίΥξΥπϫϞΥϤϧϨϜϤήϢϧΥϦϨϮϬϞΥϥϢϧϞΥϨϧΥϭϡϞΥ

ϐϢϜϤϥϞΥϭϚϢϥΥϥϨϜϮϬΥϢϧϝϮϜϞϬΥϫϞϜϨϦϛϢϧϚϭϢϨϧΥϢϧΥϭϡϞΥϧϨϭϨϜϡϨϫϝΥϚϧϝΥϢϧϭϞϫϯϞϫϭϞϛϫϚϥΥ

ϝϢϬϤϬίΥτϞϧϞϬϢϬμζαλθζιήηζίΥγαβγΥ

γεβί φϥϥϢϞϧήχϻϧϠϞϫΥϐέΥ Υ ύϚϭϭϚϩϩϚΥτέΥ Υ ύϞϫϨϠϥϢϨΥϊέΥ Υ οϞϧϧϞϤϞϫΥωϊέΥ Υ ϐϭϨϝϝϚϫϭΥϊχέΥ Υ

ϐϚϤϚϢΥ ρέΥ Υ ϊϨϜϡϢϝϚΥ χέΥ Υ τϫϚϝΥ ϐέΥ Υ ξϥϢϧϢΥ ϊίΥ υϨϦϢϧϠΥ ϨϟΥ ϦϞϬϞϧϜϡϲϦϚϥΥ ϬϭϞϦΥ

ϜϞϥϥϬΥ ϢϧΥϢϧϝϮϜϞϝΥϝϞϠϞϧϞϫϚϭϢϯϞΥϢϧϭϞϫϯϞϫϭϞϛϫϚϥΥϝϢϬϜϬΥϢϧΥϚΥϰϡϨϥϞΥϨϫϠϚϧΥϜϮϥϭϮϫϞΥ

ϬϲϬϭϞϦίΥϐϩϢϧϞμδθλβιηζήθδίΥγαβγΥ

γεγί ξϫϚϢΥσέΥ Υ υϢϲϚϦϚΥξέΥ Υ ϐϚϤϚϢΥρέΥ Υ ϖϨϤϨϲϚϦϚΥψέΥ Υ ϊϨϜϡϢϝϚΥχίΥϑϡϞΥϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥ

ϚϧϝΥ ϫϨϥϞΥ ϨϟΥ ϧϨϧήϜϚϧϨϧϢϜϚϥΥ ΩύψπΪΥ ϬϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠΥ ϢϧΥ ϧϮϜϥϞϮϬΥ ϩϮϥϩϨϬϮϬΥ ϜϞϥϥΥ

ϦϞϭϚϛϨϥϢϬϦίΥχΥόϫϭϡϨϩΥϏϞϬίμδαλβεθιήιζίΥγαβγΥ

Υ

Υ

Υ

ҰÄƱұΥ

Υ

βί ҝўіѸґіҗè¸/ҞȳȚɳͺЎ��įɊЎðɇĞĶ�Ўbͣǧ2ɄЎǸȩưЎ

ͦiZgΥ ÝПђҙˑПђȁɖўіѸґіҗ:ũè¸/Ў̌Aè¸/Υ ÝП

ђҙˑПђȁɖўіѸґіҗ γαβζ ĭȴΥ Υ Ƥƾê�ɵˋɔï/Υ ҝͦ�mȴҞΥ

γί ʃβȴè¸/Υ ƤƾɅɵê�ɵï/ê�ɵˋɔè¸/Υ ͚йНТэ�ğˋɔл

ɚͩлЙьƠǜ̅Ċè¸/Υ �ğˋɔ�ьŲК˽ʒƕ̃Ċè¸/ҝê�ɵʐè

¸/Ҟ΅ƻß̺ЎȵĘcɄЎĕƾŢ]Ў�ʸŗÛЎȳȚɳͺЎʑĞʓ�ЎĊǉ˵

ƨЎĊǉȑЎΣ˪̣ЎΣ˪EʀЎɇ'ȑŌЎˮΌ̩ŏЎΚÓͬЎȖȦ�;Ў�'



ƧʑЎ��įɊЎbͣǧ2ɄЎē��Υ �ğˋɔҙ�ʉɗҙˎːɗ�ŲК˽ʒΥ

˔Ĳʩʃ β ȴΥ ƤƾɅɵê�ɵï/ҙƤƾɒɁï/Υ ҝͦ�mȴҞΥ Υ γαβζΥ

δί ĀȀǻřЎŬǇíƝЎ��įɊЎĕƾŢ]Ў�'ƧʑЎ˥§¶ŎΥ ëùΏПђ

˔Ĳ̍ΜлƳxʨ Υ τπφτΥ γαβεπϞϫϯϢϜϚϥΥ πϚϧϜϞϫΥ οϫϚϢϧϬϭϨϫϦϢϧϠΥ ϊϞϞϭϢϧϠΥ ϢϧΥ

ϊϞϥϛϨϮϫϧϞ лÒ±ҝҥҞΥ Ʌê�ɵл÷ͽΥ Υʃ ηε Ĥʃ ε ¤Υ ζεκήζεεΥγαβζΥ

εί ĀȀǻřЎŬǇíƝЎ��įɊЎĕƾŢ]Ў�'ƧʑЎ˥§¶ŎΥ ëùΏПђ

˔Ĳ̍ΜлƳxʨΥ τπφτΥγαβεπϞϫϯϢϜϚϥΥπϚϧϜϞϫΥοϫϚϢϧϬϭϨϫϦϢϧϠΥϊϞϞϭϢϧϠΥϢϧΥ

ϊϞϥϛϨϮϫϧϞ лÒ±ҝγҞΥ Ʌê�ɵл÷ͽΥɅê�ɵл÷ͽΥʃ ηε Ĥʃ ζ ¤Υ θαζή

θββΥγαβζΥ

ζί ��įɊЎǉZЎȎ�¹ЎǼɇ�ŞЎGɇƘëЎĬȦȺΥ ıǺëùaƑ˱йS

ß�ˆҒҗѾʊ͝Șё͂�ЪрРɓ>мҲуЯ͝Ș͂�аТе�nОҲΥ Ʌê

�ɵл÷ͽΥ ηεΩβδΪΥγαγβήγαηΥγαβζΥ

ηί ͦiZgЎ��įɊЎȳȚɳͺΥ ϔϓ ê�ɵɑŚΥ γҮëùΏʉҙëù8ɗΥ Υ Ƥ

ħ̊ɖйȌОЪ̊ɖўіѸґіҗ ϒύήϑόήρξϑςΥγαβηЇγαβθΥ Υ ҌѶѕѝғҔҀҏ

ҚɯΥ ιζθήηεΥ Υ γαβζΥ

θί ўіѸґіҗè¸/è¸ͬΥ ȳȚɳͺΥ {è¸ͬΥ ��įɊΥ �į�Υ ǸȩưΥ ʩ

į�Υ ͦiZgΥ Υ Υ Υ ê�ɵПђȁɖўіѸґіҗњѳѬҗѨҎғ γαβη ĭȴΥ Υ

Ƥƾê�ɵˋɔï/ҝͦ�mȴǒĸ/ɯҞΥ

ιί ўіѸґіҗè¸/è¸ͬΥ ȳȚɳͺΥ {è¸ͬΥ ��įɊΥ

�į�Υ ǸȩưΥ ʩį�Υ ͦiZgΥ ŚʶЦђжХûƢлЯцлëùΏПђҙ

ëù8Пђҙ�ğПђȁɖўіѸґіҗҝʃ γ ȴҞΥ Ƥƾê�ɵˋɔï/ҝͦ�m

ȴǒĸ/ɯҞΥ γαβηΥ

κί ��Υ įɊΥ Ʌê�ɵɩHлőHɧ̛ γαβηήγαβιΥ Ʌɵê�ɵï/Υ qȴΥ

γαβηΥ

βαί ψΥϊϚϭϬϮϨέϖΥϑϚϤϚϳϚϰϚέϊίϐίϏϨϬϬέςΥςϥϢϬϡϚϞϯέφΥύϨϝϳϢϞϥϢϧϬϤϢέϊΥϖϮϧϨϤϚϰϚέϑίοΥ

ϐϡϞϫϢϝϚϧέϐίυίοϮϬϡέϊίϊίψϥϨϛϨϜϢϬϭϚέςίξίοϥϚϤϞέϑΥϑϚϤϚϧϨέϐΥϊϚϭϬϮϳϚϤϢέϑΥοϚϛϚέϐΥ

ϐϚϭϨϡέϊΥϐϡϢϝϚέϑΥϋϢϬϡϢϤϚϰϚέϖΥφϤϞϝϚέϐΥξϝϚϜϡϢέϑΥϖϨϤϨϲϚϦϚέϊΥϑϚϤϞϤϮϦϚέψΥ

σϮϣϢϰϚϫϚέϖΥυϚϳϚϦϚέρΥψϚϝϨϠϚϦϢέϊίϋίϊϨϟϟϢϭϭέϐΥϑϚϤϞϮϜϡϢέϊΥϋϢϬϡϢϦϮϫϚέψΥ

φϰϚϬϚϤϢέϋΥϒϬϡϢϨϛϚέϊίϐίχϨϡϧϬϨϧέϊΥϖϨϬϡϢϝϚέξΥυϚϤϚϦέϐίϔίωϢέξίϊίϏϢϜϡϦϨϧϝέυΥ

ϊϚϜϡϢϝϚέύίϊϡϚϰϞϜϡήσϚϮϜϞϠϥϢϚέϖΥϒϞϝϚέψΥϖϨϬϡϢϧϨέψΥϖϚϦϚϠϮϜϡϢέϑΥόϢϬϡϢέυΥ

ψϚϣϢϰϚϫϚέψΥυϚϬϞϠϚϰϚέϊΥϖϚϬϮϝϚέψΥψϚϰϚϧϚέψΥϐϮϝϚέϑίϊίϊϢϲϚϤϞέϑΥϊϨϫϢϲϚέϖΥ

ϖϮϛϚέϑΥϊϨϫϠϚϧέϑΥσϮϤϚϠϚϰϚέξΥϔϚϤϚϭϬϮϤϢέϑΥϐϮϠϢϲϚϦϚέϑΥύϞϣϨϯϢϜέϑΥϋϚϠϚϧϨέψΥ



ϐϡϢϦϨϲϚέϊΥξϧϝϨϡέϖΥϐϡϢϤϢέϑΥςϧϨϦϨϭϨέϑΥϐϚϬϚϤϢέψΥσϮϣϢϰϚϫϚέϊΥϊϢϤϚϦϢέϊΥϐϡϢϦϚϝϚέφΥ

ψϨϧϢϬϡϢέΥϑψϢϦϮϫϚέΥϊίρίύϨϬϭέϊίϊίϐϡϚϡϳϚϝέρίρίφϦέυΥϖϨϬϡϢϝϚέψΥ

όϦϚϭϬϮέσίϏέϒϞϥϚϧϝέχίωίψϞϥϥϞϲέϏίτίψϚϫϚϛϚϤϡϭϬϢϚϧΧωίρίϏϨϦϚϧΥ ϬϢϠϧϢϟϢϜϚϧϜϞΥϨϟΥ

ϡϢϬϭϨϥϨϠϢϜΥϩϚϭϭϞϫϧΥϨϟΥϜϚϫϜϢϧϨϦϚΥϚϧϝΥϬϚϫϜϨϦϚΥϜϨϦϩϨϧϞϧϭϬΥϨϧΥϬϮϫϯϢϯϚϥΥϨϮϭϜϨϦϞϬΥϨϟΥ

ϮϭϞϫϢϧϞΥϜϚϫϜϢϧϨϬϚϫϜϨϦϚΥ Υ Υ Υ ξϧϧϚϥϬΥϨϟΥόϧϜϨϥϨϠϲΥ Υ β ƴ βα ƤΥ γαβηΥ

ββί ȳȚɳͺЎǡƾͺ�Ў�ě�ŁЎȵĘcɄЎΣ˪EʀЎǀēŏЎͨƻɠЎɇ'ȑ

ŌЎǸȩưЎ�'ƧʑЎ��įɊЎùƾƟ®ΥÒ±Υ ê�ɵˋɔè¸/ΥɅɵê

�ɵï/̐Υ Υ ηιΩηΪΥ Υ βδθθήβδιαΥγαβηΥ

βγί ��įɊЎ�'ƧʑΥ Υʃ ηι ÀƤƾɅɵê�ɵï/ҙï˱̙Ȣ/Υ

Ѩҗ҈ѩјҋ γΥ ëùśŖˋɔйąЪэ5B˹Ű˱лɫɿй«ТдΥ ĵͬҔҀҏ

ҚΥƤƾɅɵê�ɵï/̐Υ ηιΩββΪΥ Υ Υ γηδθήγηεαγαβηΥ

βδί ɦÊʲ¶ЎͨƻͺĺЎˣͤɳEЎ˺Ęʴ�ЎǼɇ�ŞЎ��įɊΥ əɄǪĳП

�ƨɫи�ʉëùiːɓл β >Υ Υ ƤƾњҗѸҌѷҒќҚѨѪï/̐Υ Υ δθΥ Υ βηζή

βηιΥγαβηΥ

βεί ��įɊέ$ЎҌѩѝғҀҏҚɯmȴЎότϐΥϋόϔΥϋϨίηЎγαββЎθαήιβΥ
βζί ��įɊЎǒĸ/ɯҘѓҗΥ ҌѶѕѝғЎќҗѤҕѩѪѷмФЛȁɖШдКэΥ ê�ɵ

Пђ̊ɖж�ïɖȆΥ aΈƕ̃ʃ γ ȴΥ γαβγΥ

βηί ��įɊέ$ЎҌѩѝғҀҏҚɯmȴЎότϐΥϋόϔΥϋϨίβεЎγαβδЎβδεήβεζΥ
βθί ��įɊέ$ЎҌѩѝғҀҏҚɯmȴЎότϐΥϋόϔΥϋϨίβηΥ γαβδЎβιήγζΥ
Υ

Υ

Υ

Υ

Ұï/ə˲ұΥ

Υ

βί υϨϳϮϦϢΥψέΥόϜϡϢϚϢΥϐΥϚϧϝΥυϢϫϚϧϨΥψίΥςϬϬϞϧϭϢϚϥΥϫϨϥϞΥϨϟΥωϦϨγΥϟϨϫΥϭϡϞΥϦϚϢϧϭϞϧϚϧϜϞΥϨϟΥ

ϑήϜϞϥϥΥϝϢϟϟϞϫϞϧϭϢϚϭϢϨϧΥϩϨϭϞϧϭϢϚϥΥϢϧΥςϛϟβήϝϞϟϢϜϢϞϧϭΥϩϫϨήοΥϜϞϥϥϬίΥ Ƥƾ_ɐï/ҙï

˱/ίΥγαβηҝǾʪҞΥ

γί ϊϮϠϮϫϮϦϚΥϖέΥϔϚϫϢϭϚΥϑέΥϖϚϡϚϭϚΥϑέΥφϭϨϡΥϊέΥυϨϳϮϦϢΥψΥϚϧϝΥξϧϝϨΥψίΥχϚϠϠϞϝβήϋϨϭϜϡΥ

ϢϧϭϞϫϚϜϭϢϨϧΥϢϧΥϭϡϞΥϧϢϜϡϞΥϢϬΥϫϞϬϩϨϧϬϢϛϥϞΥϟϨϫΥϚϜϪϮϢϬϢϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϝϫϮϠήϫϞϬϢϬϭϚϧϜϞίΥ Ƥƾ˯

ȕï/ίΥγαβηέΥ ѾѨ҂ѕѤǦȏΥ

δί υϨϳϮϦϢΥψΥ ϚϧϝΥυϢϫϚϧϨΥψίΥ φϝϞϭϢϟϢϜϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ ϭϡϞΥ ϞϬϬϞϧϭϢϚϥΥ ϟϚϜϭϨϫϬΥ ϟϨϫΥ ϫϞϜϞϢϯϢϧϠΥ ϭϡϞΥ

ϋϨϭϜϡΥϬϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠΥϢϧΥϞϚϫϥϲΥϑΥϜϞϥϥΥϩϫϨϠϞϧϢϭϨϫϬίΥ Ƥƾ_ɐï/ҙï˱/ίΥγαβζҝƿĩҞΥ

εί υϨϳϮϦϢΥψέΥόϜϡϢϚϢΥϐΥϚϧϝΥυϢϫϚϧϨΥψίΥϑϡϞΥϬϭϫϮϜϭϮϫϚϥήϟϮϧϜϭϢϨϧΥϫϞϥϚϭϢϨϧϬϡϢϩΥϢϧΥρϥϥβΰρϥϥεΥ

ϜϡϢϦϞϫϢϜΥϦϨϥϞϜϮϥϞϬΥϟϨϫΥϬϮϩϩϨϫϭϢϧϠΥϭϡϞΥϑΥϜϞϥϥΥϝϞϯϞϥϨϩϦϞϧϭίΥ ƤƾnëɄȶï/ҙĭ



/ίΥγαβζҝɱŬҞΥ

ζί ϊϮϠϮϫϮϦϚΥϖέΥϔϚϫϢϭϚΥϑέΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚΥϖέΥϖϚϡϚϭϚΥϑέΥϐϮϳϮϤϢΥϏέΥφϬϡϢϤϚϰϚΥϐέΥφϬϚϠϚϰϚΥϑΥ

ϚϧϝΥξϧϝϨΥψίΥφϝϞϧϭϢϟϢϜϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϦϨϥϞϜϮϥϚϫΥϢϧϭϞϫϚϜϭϢϨϧϬΥϢϧΥϊϊΥϜϞϥϥΥϧϢϜϡϞΥϢϧΥϯϢϯϨίƤƾ

˯ȕï/ίΥγαβζҝͦǿҞΥ

ηί υϨϳϮϦϢΥψέΥυϢϫϚϧϨΥψΥϚϧϝΥυϚϛϮΥϐίΥρϢϬϭϢϧϜϭΥϟϮϧϜϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϋϨϭϜϡΥϥϢϠϚϧϝΥρϥϥβΥϚϧϝΥρϥϥεΥ

ϨϧΥϥϲϦϩϡϨϜϲϭϞΥϝϞϯϞϥϨϩϦϞϧϭΥϢϧΥϯϢϯϨίΥ Ƥƾ_ɐï/ҙï˱/ίΥγαβεҝ�͞ҞΥ

θί ϊϮϠϮϫϮϦϚΥϖέΥϖϚϡϚϭϚΥϑέΥ φϭϨϡΥϊέΥυϨϳϮϦϢΥψΥ ϚϧϝΥξϧϝϨΥψίΥ χϚϠϠϞϝβήϋϨϭϜϡΥ ϬϢϠϧϚϥΥ

ϬϮϩϩϨϫϭϬΥϡϮϦϚϧΥϦϲϞϥϨϦϚΥϜϞϥϥΥϬϮϫϯϢϯϚϥίΥ Ƥƾ˯ȕï/ίΥγαβεҝßͱҞΥ

ιί υϨϳϮϦϢΥψέΥυϢϫϚϧϨΥψΥϚϧϝΥυϚϛϮΥϐίΥπϨϦϩϚϫϢϬϨϧΥϛϞϭϰϞϞϧΥρϥϥβΥϚϧϝΥρϥϥεΥ ϟϨϫΥϑΥϜϞϥϥΥ

ϢϧϝϮϜϭϢϨϧΥϢϧΥϭϡϞΥϭϡϲϦϮϬΥϮϬϢϧϠΥϜϫϞήϝϞϩϞϧϝϞϧϭΥϜϨϧϝϢϭϢϨϧϚϥΥϑϠΥϦϢϜϞίΥ Ƥƾ_ɐï/ҙ

ï˱/ίΥγαβδҝĪĽҞΥ

κί υϨϳϮϦϢΥ ψέΥ υϢϫϚϧϨΥ ψΥ ϚϧϝΥ υϚϛϮΥ ϐίΥ ρϥϥεήϦϞϝϢϚϭϞϝΥ ϋϨϭϜϡΥ ϬϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠΥ ϢϬΥ ϩϚϫϭϢϚϥϥϲΥ

ϭϫϚϧϬϝϮϜϞϝΥϛϲΥϜήϊϲϜΥϚϭΥϭϡϞΥϭϫϚϧϬϢϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥρϋδΰρύΥϬϭϚϠϞϬΥϢϧΥϭϡϞΥϭϡϲϦϮϬίΥƤƾ_

ɐï/ҙï˱/ίΥγαβγҝɱŬҞΥ

βαί ɼɽ��ίΥ ϋϨϭϜϡ ҒўҗѸǫƏ҉јѪйНТэ˒ˏŭ�Őʘ˂лȔãίΥƤƾnë

Ʉȶï/ҙĭ/ίΥγαβγҝɲĕҞΥ

ββί Ø ɇ ȁ ¢ Ў οϚϭϫϨϱϨϛϢϧΥ σϚϜϢϥϢϭϚϭϞϬΥ ϓϚϬϜϮϥϚϫΥ ϏϞϠϞϧϞϫϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϯϢϚΥ ξϛϫϨϠϚϭϢϧϠΥ

φϧϟϥϚϦϦϚϭϨϫϲΥ ʃҥҪÀƤƾjɄ�ɖï/ЎγαβθίδίθήκΥΩδίιΪЎ&¡ÆͽѬҗѰҚΥ

βγί Øɇȁ¢ЎϊϨϮϬϞΥ οϥϨϨϝήϏϞϠϞϧϞϫϚϭϢϨϧΥ ξϬϬϨϜϢϚϭϢϧϠΥ πϞϥϥϬΥ ύϨϭϞϧϭϢϚϭϞϬΥ ϓϚϬϜϮϥϚϫΥ

ϏϞϠϞϧϞϫϚϭϢϨϧΥ ϢϧΥ φϬϜϡϞϦϢϜΥυϢϧϝϥϢϦϛΥ ҥҪÀƤƾjɄ�ɖï/ЎγαβθίδίθήκΥ ΩδίιΪЎ

&¡ÆͽѬҗѰҚΥ

βδί ψϚϳϮϲϚΥψϚϛϚϲϚϦϚέΥϖϨϬϡϢϲϮϤϢΥϊϚϧϚϛϞέΥϖϨϬϡϢϞΥψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢΥέΥψϨϢϜϡϢΥσϮϤϚϬϞΥ

πϨϦϩϚϫϚϭϢϯϞΥϬϭϮϝϲΥϨϟΥϟϮϥϥϲΥϬϲϧϭϡϞϭϢϜΥϬϞϥϟήϚϝϣϮϯϚϧϭϢϧϠΥϜϚϧϜϞϫΥϯϚϜϜϢϧϞΥϜϚϧϝϢϝϚϭϞϬΥ

ϜϨϧϭϚϢϧϢϧϠΥϭϚϧϝϞϦΥϫϞϩϞϚϭϬΥϨϟΥοΥπϞϥϥΥϞϩϢϭϨϩϞΥϟϫϨϦΥυςϏγΥ ώϢΥσϞϧϠέΥ ƤƾɄ�ï/

ʃκθƪîß/Υ γαβθĭδƴβηήβκƤҝǦȏҙŧœʴÖßïƤ¨џҎҗѾѪҞΥ

βεί ϑϬϮϧϠήπϡϞΥπϡϚϧϠέΥϖϨϬϡϢϲϮϤϢΥϊϚϧϚϛϞέΥϖϮϤϚϫϢΥσϮϣϢϦϨϭϨέΥϖϨϬϡϢϞΥψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢέΥ

ψϚϳϮϲϚΥψϚϛϚϲϚϦϚέΥψϨϢϜϡϢίΥσϮϤϚϬϞϐϲϧϭϡϞϬϢϬΥϚϧϝΥφϦϦϮϧϨϥϨϠϢϜϚϥΥςϯϚϥϮϚϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥ

ϐϞϥϟήξϝϣϮϯϚϧϭϢϧϠΥϋήϦϨϝϢϟϢϞϝΥπϥϮϬϭϞϫϞϝΥϐϢϚϥϲϥήϑϧΥπϨϧϣϮϠϚϭϞΥϓϚϜϜϢϧϞΥπϚϧϝϢϝϚϭϞΥ Υ

ƤƾɄ�ï/ʃκθƪîß/Υ γαβθĭδƴβηήβκƤҝǦȏҙŧœʴÖßïƤ¨џҎ

җѾѪҞΥ

βζί ξϬϮϤϚΥϊϢϲϚϦϨϭϨέΥφϤϮϦϢΥψϚϭϚϧϨέΥϏϲϨϣϢΥφϭϨέΥοϚϧϫϢΥϑϬϮϝϚέΥϖϮϭϚϤϚΥϑϨϤϮϝϚέΥϐϨϧϨϤϨΥ

υϚϛϮέύϫϨϝϮϜϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϬϩϞϜϢϟϢϜΥφϠτΥϚϠϚϢϧϬϭΥυςϏγΥϩϞϩϭϢϝϞΥπυεαβϊξύΥϢϧΥϋότήφωή



εήϑϠΥϦϢϜϞίΥϊϚϦϨϫϮΥφϭϨέΥϖϨϬϡϢϞΥψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢΥʃεζÀƤƾ_ɐï/ʧ/ҙï˱/Υ

γαβηĭβγƴΥ ζήθƤΥ ǾʪΥ ǾʪѤҗ҅җѨҐҗѬҗѰҚΥ

βηί ξϬϤϚΥϊϢϲϚϦϨϭϨέΥφϤϮϦϢΥψϚϭϚϧϨέΥϏϲϨϣϢΥφϭϨέΥοϚϧϫϢΥϑϬϮϝϚέΥϖϮϭϚϤϚΥϑϨϤϮϝϚέΥϐϨϧϨϤϨΥ

υϚϛϮέΥϊϚϦϨϫϮΥφϭϨέΥϖϨϬϡϢϞΥψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢΥίύϫϨϝϮϜϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϬϩϞϜϢϟϢϜΥφϠτΥϚϠϚϢϧϬϭΥυςϏγΥ

ϩϞϩϭϢϝϞΥπυεαβϊξύΥϢϧΥϋότήφωήεήϑϠΥφϧϭϞϫϧϚϭϢϨϧϚϥΥπϨϧϠϫϞϬϬΥϨϟΥφϦϦϮϧϨϥϨϠϲΥ

γαβηΥγαβηΥξϮϠϮϬϭΥγβϭϡήγηϭϡΥΩϊϞϥϛϨϮϫϧϞΪΥ

βθί ϖϨϬϡϢϞΥψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢέΥξϬϮϤϚΥϊϢϲϚϦϨϭϨέΥφϤϮϦϢΥψϚϭϚϧϨέΥοϚϧϫϢΥϑϬϮϝϚέΥψϢϲϨϬϡϢΥξϧϝϨέΥ

ϖϮϭϚϤϚΥϑϨϤϮϝϚέΥϊϚϦϨϫϮΥφϭϨέΥϐϨϧϨϤϨΥυϚϛϮΥύοωήϋότήϡφωήεΥϦϨϮϬϞΥϩϫϨϦϨϭϞϬΥ

τϓυρήϟϫϞϞΥϡϮϦϚϧΥϡϮϦϨϫϚϥΥϢϦϦϮϧϢϭϲίΥζϭϡΥφϧϭϞϫϧϚϭϢϨϧϚϥΥϔϨϫϤϬϡϨϩΥϨϟΥυϮϦϚϧϢϳϞϝΥ

ϊϢϜϞΥγαβηΥχϚϧΥγιήδαέΥϒϧϢϯϞϫϬϢϭϲΥϨϟΥϗϮϫϢϜϡέΥϐϰϢϭϳϞϫϥϚϧϝΥ Υ

βιί ϋϞϠϢϬϡϢΥϋϚϨϤϨέΥϒϜϡϢϝϚΥψϨϢϜϡϢϫϨέΥϐϚϭϨΥϑϚϤϞϡϢϭϨέΥψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢΥϖϨϬϡϢϞέΥόϤϮϦϮϫϚΥψϨέΥ

υϚϛϮΥϐϨϧϨϤϨΥίύϨϬϬϢϛϥϞΥϩϨϭϞϧϭϢϚϥΥϨϟΥϑφτφϑΥϟϨϫΥϬϞϫϢϚϥΥϭϫϚϧϬϟϞϫΥϨϟΥϚϧϞϫϠϲΥϬϭϚϭϮϬΥϢϧϭϨΥ

ϚϜϭϢϯϚϭϞϝΥ ϧϚϸϯϞΥ ϑΥ ϜϞϥϥϬίΥ ϑϡϞΥ εεϫϝΥ ξϧϧϮϚϥΥ ϦϞϞϭϢϧϠΥ ϨϟΥ ϭϡϞΥ χϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥ ϐϨϜϢϞϭϲΥ ϟϨϫΥ

φϦϦϮϧϨϥϨϠϲίΥγαβζίΥϋϨϯίΥβιήγαέΥϐϚϩϩϨϫϨΥϐϚϩϩϨϫϨΥπϨϧϯϞϧϭϢϨϧΥπϞϧϭϞϫΥ

βκί ξϬϮϤϚΥϊϢϲϚϦϨϭϨέΥοϚϧϫϢΥϑϬϮϝϚέΥϖϨϬϡϢϞΥψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢέΥϖϮϭϚϤϚΥϑϨϤϮϝϚΥίξϧϭϢϛϨϝϲήϛϚϬϞϝΥ

υϞϫγΥϩϞϩϭϢϝϞΥπυεαβϊξύΥϚϬΥϚΥϜϚϧϝϢϝϚϭϞΥϨϟΥϛϫϞϚϬϭΥϜϚϧϜϞϫΥϯϚϜϜϢϧϞίΥϑϡϞΥθεϭϡΥξϧϧϮϚϥΥ

ϊϞϞϭϢϧϠΥ ϨϟΥ ϭϡϞΥ χϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥ πϚϧϜϞϫΥ ξϬϬϨϜϢϚϭϢϨϧΥ γαβζΥ όϜϭΥ ιήβαέΥ ϋϚϠϨϲϚέΥ ϋϚϠϨϲϚΥ

πϨϧϠϫϞϬϬΥπϞϧϭϞϫΥ

γαί ϋϞϠϢϬϡϢΥ ϋϚϨϤϨέΥ ϐϚϭϨΥ ϑϚϤϞϡϢϭϨέΥ ψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢΥ ϖϨϬϡϢϞέΥ υϨϫϢΥ ϐϡϨϡϞϢέΥ ϖϚϠϢϭϚΥ υϢϝϞϨέΥ

όϤϮϦϮϫϚΥψϨέΥυϚϛϮΥϐϨϧϨϤϨΥϑϡϞΥϬϮϩϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϧϚϸϯϞΥϑΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϚϫϞΥϫϞϪϮϢϫϞϝΥϜϞϥϥΥϭϨΥ

ϜϞϥϥΥϜϨϧϭϚϜϭΥϛϲΥϑϐϐϑήβΥϢϧϝϮϜϞϝΥϚϧϞϫϠϲΥϑΥϜϞϥϥϬίΥϑϡϞΥεδϫϝΥξϧϧϮϚϥΥϦϞϞϭϢϧϠΥϨϟΥϭϡϞΥ

χϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥϐϨϜϢϞϭϲΥϟϨϫΥφϦϦϮϧϨϥϨϠϲίΥγαβείΥρϞϜίΥβαήβγέΥψϲϨϭϨέΥψϲϨϭϨΥφϧϭϞϫϧϚϭϢϨϧϚϥΥ

πϨϧϟϞϫϞϧϜϞΥπϞϧϭϞϫΥ

γβί ϢϲϚϦϨϭϨΥξϬϮϤϚέΥϑϬϮϝϚΥοϚϧϫϢέΥϑϨϤϮϝϚΥϖϮϭϚϤϚέΥψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢΥϖϨϬϡϢϞίΥξϧϚϥϲϬϢϬΥϨϟΥ ϭϡϞΥ

ϡϮϦϨϫϚϥΥϢϦϦϮϧϢϭϲΥϨϟΥϛϫϞϚϬϭΥϜϚϧϜϞϫΥϩϚϭϢϞϧϭϬΥϚϬΥϭϡϞΥϜϚϧϝϢϝϚϭϞϬΥϨϟΥϚΥϧϞϰΥυϞϫγΥϩϞϩϭϢϝϞΥ

ϯϚϜϜϢϧϞΥ πυεαβϊξύίΥ ϊΥ ϑϡϞΥ εδϫϝΥ ξϧϧϮϚϥΥ ϦϞϞϭϢϧϠΥ ϨϟΥ ϭϡϞΥ χϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥ ϐϨϜϢϞϭϲΥ ϟϨϫΥ

φϦϦϮϧϨϥϨϠϲίΥγαβείΥρϞϜίΥβαήβγέΥψϲϨϭϨέΥψϲϨϭϨΥφϧϭϞϫϧϚϭϢϨϧϚϥΥπϨϧϟϞϫϞϧϜϞΥπϞϧϭϞϫΥ

γγί ψϢϤϮϜϡϢΥϖϮϬϮϤϞέΥϊϢϲϚϦϨϭϨΥξϬϮϤϚέΥϑϬϮϝϚΥοϚϧϫϢέΥψϚϭϚϧϨΥφϤϮϦϢέΥϑϨϤϮϝϚΥϖϮϭϚϤϚέΥφϭϨΥ

ϊϚϦϨϫϮέΥ ψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢΥ ϖϨϬϡϢϞέΥ ξϧϚϥϲϬϢϬΥ ϨϟΥ ϭϡϞΥ ϡϮϦϚϧΥ ϢϦϦϮϧϨϥϨϠϢϜϚϥΥ ϬϲϬϭϞϦΥ

ϫϞϜϨϧϬϭϫϮϜϭϞϝΥ ϢϧΥ ϭϡϞΥ ϡφωεήϑϠΥ ϋότΥ ϦϨϮϬϞίΥ ϑϡϞΥ εδϫϝΥ ξϧϧϮϚϥΥ ϦϞϞϭϢϧϠΥ ϨϟΥ ϭϡϞΥ

χϚϩϚϧϞϬϞΥϐϨϜϢϞϭϲΥϟϨϫΥφϦϦϮϧϨϥϨϠϲίΥγαβείΥρϞϜίΥβαήβγέΥψϲϨϭϨέΥψϲϨϭϨΥφϧϭϞϫϧϚϭϢϨϧϚϥΥ

πϨϧϟϞϫϞϧϜϞΥπϞϧϭϞϫΥ



γδί ĊĘʲΙЎǙΥ HĻЎĝɇΥ ƟЎßĘΥ ŒЎ-˪Υ ñЎͨƻΥ ͺ�Ўò˪Υ ȤЎ�

̠Υ ʲŘ ϋότ ҉јѪɃ×�еn�Ъэ ϭϫϚϧϬϢϭϢϨϧϚϥΥ ο ʘ˂лŷ8ɅɄʘ˂л́

ǈΥ Υ ʃ δθ ÀƤƾnëɄȶï/ĭ/Υ γαβείΥββ ƴ γζήγθ ƤΥ ѾѨ҂ѕѤǦȏΥ

γεί ǙHĻЎȂčʠ͢äЎßĘŒЎĝɇƟЎĕ�ʓëЎ7АƻМьОЎͨƻͺ�Ў

ɨƾ�ÚЎǛªͺЎ�̠ʲŘΥ Ѥҍҗ҉ҚҍѬѳѷˁɞйНТэæé_ɐʐл́

ǈΥ γαβε ĭ ζ ƴ βθ ƤΥ ʃ ηβ ÀƤƾ÷Μ�ȶï/ʧ/Υ ƿĩҙƿĩѤҗ҅җѨҐ

җѬҗѰҚΥ

γζί ĊĘʲΙЎǙHĻЎßĘŒЎ-˪ñЎò˪ȤЎ�̠ʲŘΥ ѿѷ_ɐʐjǢʋ҉

јѪ ϑϫϚϧϬϢϭϢϨϧϚϥΥ ο ʘ˂лŷ8ɅɄ˄́ǈΥ γαβε ĭ ζ ƴ βθ ƤΥ ʃ ηβ ÀƤƾ÷

Μ�ȶï/ʧ/Υ ƿĩҙƿĩѤҗ҅җѨҐҗѬҗѰҚΥ

γηί ßĘŒЎĝɇƟЎǙHĻЎĊĘʲΙЎùƾЙЪОЎǛªͺЎò˪ëЎ�̠ʲ

ŘΥ ϜήϤϢϭ əȿʘ˂лØʜ˄йͰЪэǵ̹Ʉȶïɜ́ǈΥ γαβε ĭ ζ ƴ βθ ƤΥ ʃ

ηβ ÀƤƾ÷Μ�ȶï/ʧ/Υ ƿĩҙƿĩѤҗ҅җѨҐҗѬҗѰҚΥ

γθί ǛªͺЎͣũƚëЎǙHĻЎ�Ȑ�íЎ�̠ʲŘЎͨƻͺ�έΥ Ѥҍҗ҉ҚҍѬѳ

ѷ ϊυπ ͗0ëйʰТэ ρϋξ ѰіҁҗѡȆлͮəжÞÌ́ǈ γαβε ĭ ζ ƴ βθ ƤΥ

ʃ ηβ ÀƤƾ÷Μ�ȶï/ʧ/Υ ƿĩҙƿĩѤҗ҅җѨҐҗѬҗѰҚΥ

γιί ϖϨϬϡϢϞΥψϚϦϞϭϚϧϢέΥϐϡϮϲϚΥϊϨϫϢέΥϐϡϢϧΥϐϡϢϦϚϝϚέΥϏϲϨϣϢΥφϭϨέΥϊϚϦϨϫϮΥφϭϨέΥϐϨϧϨϤϨΥυϚϛϮΥ

ξϧϭϢϛϨϝϲΥϬϞϜϫϞϭϢϧϠΥοΥϜϞϥϥΥϬϮϛϬϞϭϬΥϝϞϯϞϥϨϩϞϝΥϢϧΥϡϮϦϚϧϢϳϞϝΥϋότΥϦϨϮϬϞέΥγαβδ ĭ

βγ ƴ βγ ƤΥʃ εγ ÀƤƾ_ɐï/ҙï˱/Υ ҝ�˦ҙĪĽҌѳѬҞΥ

γκί ßĘŒЎǙHĻЎͣũƚëЎΠΌǮ˽Ў ǋʑƨЎĥǁʹЎɇ�Ǯ¢Ў�Ğ

ËЎò˪ëЎ�̠ʲŘΥ ҃Ѱ ϜήϤϢϭ йąЪэҍѼѠҕҚѹғŷ8:˷жŖȸ́ǈΥ

γαβδ ĭ ζ ƴ βζ ƤΥ ʃ ηα ÀƤƾ÷Μ�ȶï/ʧ/Υ ˡÎҙʆȇÆͽ/̝ÓΥ

δαί ǙHĻЎĝɇƟЎßĘŒЎĕɇʴwЎò˪ȤЎ�̠ʲŘΥ ѿѷ_ɐʐjǢʋ

ϋότ ҉јѪ οʘ˂лŖȸ́ǈΥ γαβδ ĭ ζ ƴ βζ Ƥʃ ηα ÀƤƾ÷Μ�ȶï/ʧ

/Υ ˡÎҙʆȇÆͽ/̝ÓΥ

δβί �Ȑ�íЎ˪�^ǨЎǆ̠ͺȁЎɛ�ΒȁЎͨƻЦгРЎΠĚưŁЎ�̠ʲŘЎ

Iǔ�͛Ўͨƻͺ�Υ Ѥҍҗ҉ҚҍѬѳѷйНТэҒєғѰіҋ ύπϏ ёɆКЯ_ɐ

Ͱ͉͗0ëəȿ́ǈΥ γαβδ ĭ ζƴ βηƤʃ ηαÀƤƾ÷Μ�ȶï/ʧ/Υ ˡÎҙ

ʆȇÆͽ/̝ÓΥ

δγί �̠ʲŘЎĝɇƟЎǙHĻЎ7АƻМьОЎò˪ȤΥ _ɐ�a҉јѪёɆКЯ·ѿ

ѷ΄ͬΔѤҍҗ҉ҚҍѬѳѷл͈˯įʘ˂©öΥ ʃ εη ÀƤƾȭˤɄȶѼҚѷѽі

ќҕѩҚï/Υ γαβδ ĭΥ β ƴ γη ƤΥ Υ ҂ћҚґҋ γεηΥ



δδί Ņ˪ZʲëЎΠǩ�ǊЎĥɇí'Ўɨƾ�ÚЎ¶ȄE�͛Ў�̠ʲŘЎ��į

ɊΥ �ğЎɗ�йНТэˈɈǃɱʛǐΗÁëҝορϋσҞ�ü8 ϑϫϤο лѨѡѹғÜ

üΥ γαβγ ĭ βγ ƴ ι ƤΥ Υ ǅ�ѪѵҚѨҐҗѤҗ҂ѓҔҗѪΥ

δεί �̠ʲŘ$Υ υϮϦϚϧΥϭϫϚϧϬϢϭϢϨϧϚϥΥοΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϬϞϜϫϞϭϞΥϚϧϭϢϠϞϧΥϬϩϞϜϢϟϢϜΥφϠϊΥϢϧΥϡϮϦϚϧϢϳϞϝΥ

ϋότΥϦϨϮϬϞίΥ ʃ εβ ÀƤƾ_ɐï/Υ βγ ƴ η ƤΥ ɱŬÆͽ/̝ÓΥ

δζί ǔėČë$Υ φϧϝϮϜϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϚϧϭϢϠϞϧΥϬϩϞϜϢϟϢϜΥϮϧϫϞϬϩϨϧϬϢϯϞΥϑΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϝϞΥϧϨϯϨΥϟϫϨϦΥϧϚϸϯϞΥ

ϑΥϜϞϥϥϬΥ ϟϨϫΥϠϞϧϞϫϚϭϢϨϧϬΥ ϢϧΥϚϧΥ φωήβαΥϝϞϩϞϧϝϞϧϭΥϦϚϧϧϞϫίΥ Υ ʃ εβ ÀƤƾ_ɐï/Υ

βγ ƴ ζ ƤɱŬÆͽ/̝ÓΥ

δηί ȋɇ�͢Ў�̠ʲŘ$Ƥƾ� υωξ Ǻ˾¶Ŗл υϞϫήγ ҆҄ѲѸйъэ�ɗŚʶ

ƽǗ˯�Ǔɀ�œŖл́ǈΥ γαβγ ĭ κ ƴ βζήβθ ƤΥ Ƥƾʚʮ͓§Ŗï/Υ ǅ

�Υ

ȋɇ�͢Ў�̠ʲŘ$Υ υϮϦϚϧΥ φωήεΥ ϭϫϚϧϬϠϞϧϢϜΥ ϋότΥϦϨϮϬϞ йНТэ�ɗŚʶ

υωξ Ìй@ìЪэŷ υϞϫήγΰϧϞϮ ŷ8њҁѷҚ҄҆҄ѲѸ πυεαβ лŷˋɔ�Ǌ

л́ǈΥ γαβγ ĭ θ ƴ γηήγι ƤΥ ʃ βα ÀƤƾ˔Ĳˋɔï/Υ ßͱΥ

δθί ȋɇ�͢Ў�̠ʲŘ$Υ υϞϫγ ͜n͟pёƀг πυεαβϊξύ ҆҄ѲѸл�ɗŚʶ

˯ȕʘ˂йąЪэ�œŖл́ǈ γαβγ ĭ η ƴ γιήδα ƤΥ ʃ γα ÀƤƾ�ɗï/Υ

ȱƾΥ

διί ʹ͜Υ ˛˰έΥĞ�Υ Q¥έΥÔɇΥ ɳáέΥƽǷΥ ȊŒέΥ�А¶Υ yέΥ�ǁΥ ͿɚΥ
ЃύςϑΥϚϧϚϥϲϬϢϬΥϨϟΥϢϧΥϯϢϯϨΥϡϞϩϚϭϢϜΥϦϞϭϚϬϭϚϬϞϬΥϡϮϦϚϧΥϜϨϥϨϧΥϜϚϧϜϞϫΥϱϞϧϨϠϫϚϟϭϬΥϢϧΥ

ϋόρΰϐϡϢήϬϜϢϝΰφωήγΥυϚϲϚϭϨΥσϮϤϮϬϮϦϢέΥϑϨϦϨϤϨΥϐϡϨϟϮϝϚέΥρϚϢϬϮϤϞΥψϚϧϞϦϚϭϬϮέΥ

ξϭϬϮϲϨΥϖϚϦϚϦϨϭϨέΥυϢϫϨϬϡϢΥϐϮϞϦϢϳϮέΥϊϚϬϚϭϨΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚέΥϊϚϦϢΥϖϚϦϚϬϚϤϢέΥϖϨϬϡϢϤϢΥ

ϐϚϬϚϢέΥϖϨϧϞϡϢϫϨΥψϚϧϞϦϮϫϚΥ ЃύϞϫϢϜϞϥϥϮϥϚϫΥϊϚϭϫϢϱΥϨϟΥρϞϜϢϝϮϚήϝϞϫϢϯϞϝΥϊϞϬϞϧϜϡϲϦϚϥΥ

πϞϥϥϬΥϢϬΥϚΥϓϞϫϬϚϭϢϥϞΥυϮϦϚϧΥϐϮϛϬϭϫϚϭϞΥϭϨΥϒϬϞΥϛϨϭϡΥσϞϞϝϞϫΥπϞϥϥϬΥσϫϞϞΥτϞϧϞϫϚϭϢϨϧΥ

ϚϧϝΥωϨϧϠήϭϞϫϦΥϊϚϢϧϭϞϧϚϧϜϞΥϨϟΥυϮϦϚϧΥφϧϝϮϜϞϝΥύϥϮϫϢϩϨϭϞϧϭΥϐϭϞϦΥπϞϥϥϬЄΥ ҝγαβγ

ĭ η ƴҞÆͽįʘ˂ï/ φϧϭϞϫϧϚϭϢϨϧϚϥΥϐϨϜϢϞϭϲΥϟϨϫΥϐϭϞϦΥπϞϥϥΥϏϞϬϞϚϫϜϡΥΩφϐϐπϏΪΥ

ʃ βα ÀĭǬß/Υ

δκί ϑϨϦϨϤϨΥϐϡϨϟϮϝϚέΥρϚϢϬϮϤϞΥψϚϧϞϦϚϭϬϮέΥξϭϬϮϲϨΥϖϚϦϚϨϭϨέΥυϚϲϚϭϨΥσϮϤϮϬϮϦϢέΥϊϢϤϚΥ
ϊϢϳϮϭϚϧϢέΥϖϨϡϞϢΥοϚϦϛϚέΥυϢϫϨϬϡϢΥϐϮϞϦϢϳϮέΥϊϚϬϚϭϨΥϋϚϤϚϦϮϫϚέΥυϢϝϞϲϮϤϢΥόϤϚϧϨέΥ

ϊϚϦϢΥϖϚϦϚϬϚϤϢέΥϖϨϧϞϡϢϫϨΥψϚϧϞϦϮϫϚΥ ЃπϨϦϩϫϞϡϞϧϬϢϯϞΥξϧϚϥϲϬϢϬΥϨϧΥϐϭϚϛϢϥϢϭϲΥϨϟΥ

υϮϦϚϧΥφϧϝϮϜϞϝΥύϥϮϫϢϩϨϭϞϧϭΥϐϭϞϦΥπϞϥϥϬΥϟϫϨϦΥρϞϜϢϝϮϚήρϞϫϢϯϞϝΥϊϞϬϞϧϜϡϲϦϚϥΥ

πϞϥϥϬЄΥ ҝγαβγ ĭ η ƴҞÆͽįʘ˂ï/ φϧϭϞϫϧϚϭϢϨϧϚϥΥϐϨϜϢϞϭϲΥϟϨϫΥϐϭϞϦΥπϞϥϥΥ

ϏϞϬϞϚϫϜϡΥΩφϐϐπϏΪΥʃ βα ÀĭǬß/Υ

εαί ϖϨϧϞϡϢϫϨΥ ψϚϧϞϦϮϫϚέΥ ϑϨϦ ɇ��ëЎ�ĥɛh˰ЎɨȜ�Ў΅ƻß̺Ў��į
ɊЎƻ��ũЎĖǙǮɊЎπϡϚϧϠϞΥ ϢϧΥ ϭϡϞΥ ϩϡϞϧϨϭϲϩϞΥ ϨϟΥ ϡϮϦϚϧΥ ϞϧϝϨϦϞϭϫϢϚϥΥ

ϜϚϫϜϢϧϨϦϚΥϜϞϥϥϬΥϛϲΥϭϫϚϧϬϟϞϜϭϢϨϧΥϰϢϭϡΥϠϥϲϜϨϥϢϩϢϝΥϬϮϥϟϨϭϫϚϧϬϟϞϫϚϬϞΥϠϞϧϞЎʃ θγ ÀƤƾ

ɗï/ï˱ʧ/Ўγαβδ ĭ βα ƴ δ Ƥήζ ƤΥ ѾѨѕ҂ѕѤǦȏΥ

εβί Ņ˪ZʲëЎ�̠ʲŘЎùȦƧǨЎ��įɊЎϒϧϢϪϮϞΥ ϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥ ϩϫϨϟϢϥϞΥ ϨϟΥ
ϭϫϨϩϨϦϲϨϬϢϧήϫϞϥϚϭϞϝΥϤϢϧϚϬϞΥοΥϯϚϫϢϚϧϭϬΥϢϧΥϨϯϚϫϢϚϧΥϜϥϞϚϫΥϜϞϥϥΥϚϝϞϧϨϜϚϫϜϢϧϨϦϚЎʃ θγ

ÀƤƾɗï/ï˱ʧ/Ўγαβδ ĭ βα ƴ δ Ƥήζ ƤΥ ѾѨѕ҂ѕѤǦȏΥ



εγί ùȦƧǨЎǀēàƸЎùȦ͢ëЎ˪�ĮëЎǼɇ�ŞЎGɇƘëЎĬȦȺЎǁ
ǆEũЎǆ�ũƨЎǘ��ЎĖǙǮɊЎ��įɊЎςϧϡϚϧϜϞϝΥ ςϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥ ϨϟΥ

ϐϮϥϟϚϭϢϝϞέΥϚΥϐϮϥϟϚϭϞϝΥτϥϲϜϨϥϢϩϢϝέΥφϧΥϒϭϞϫϢϧϞΥπϞϫϯϢϜϚϥΥξϝϞϧϨϜϚϫϜϢϧϨϦϚϬЎʃ θγ ÀƤ

ƾɗï/ï˱ʧ/Ўγαβδ ĭ βα ƴ δ Ƥήζ ƤΥ ѾѨѕ҂ѕѤǦȏΥ

εδί ƲŪ͜�ʑЎͤĚȑƝЎ�FɇưģЎ�ͤƚЎǘ˵�ЎǏ̠iƯЎ�˺͇áЎ�
˺ͅЎͨƻɠЎƻ��ũЎ��įɊЎǼ�̞Ўũǆ�ЎϋϨϯϞϥΥϠϥϲϜϨήϛϢϨϦϚϫϤϞϫΥϟϨϫΥ

ϞϩϢϭϡϞϥϢϚϥΥϨϯϚϫϢϚϧΥϜϚϧϜϞϫΥϬϞϧϬϢϭϢϯϞΥϭϨΥϜϥϞϚϫΥϜϞϥϥΥϚϝϞϧϨϜϚϫϜϢϧϨϦϚЎʃ θβ ÀƤƾɗ

ï/ï˱ʧ/Ўγαβγ ĭ κ ƴ βκ Ƥήγβ ƤЎҕіѷҗƿĩΥ

εεί ùȦƧǨЎǀēàƸЎ˺Ęʴ�ЎĬȦȺЎi˪;ȋëЎ�ǂЙТфЎǆ�ũƨЎ
ùȦ͢ëЎǁǆEũЎĖǙǮɊЎ��įɊ ξϧΥ ϨϫϭϡϨϭϨϩϢϜΥ ϮϭϞϫϢϧϞΥ ϜϞϫϯϢϜϚϥΥ

ϜϚϧϜϞϫΥϦϨϝϞϥΥϢϧΥϫϚϭϬΥϭϨΥϝϞϭϞϫϦϢϧϞΥϭϡϞΥϫϨϥϞΥϨϟΥϠϥϲϜϨϥϢϩϢϝϬΥϟϨϫϞΥϥϲϦϩϡΥϧϨϝϞΥϦϞϭϚϬϭϚϬϢϬΥ

ʃ θβ ÀƤƾɗï/ï˱ʧ/Ўγαβγ ĭ κ ƴ βκ Ƥήγβ ƤЎҕіѷҗƿĩΥ

εζί ɇ��ëЎɭ˺ũȁЎ΅ƻß̺Ў��įɊЎƻ��ũЎĖǙǮɊЎύϨϬϬϢϛϥϞΥ
ϢϧϯϨϥϯϞϦϞϧϭΥϨϟΥϠϥϲϜϨϥϢϩϢϝϬΥϢϧΥϚϧϭϢϜϚϧϜϞϫΥϝϫϮϠΥϫϞϬϢϬϭϚϧϜϞΥϨϟΥϡϮϦϚϧΥϨϯϚϫϢϚϧΥϬϞϫϨϮϬΥ

ϜϚϫϜϢϧϨϦϚήϝϞϫϢϯϞϝΥ ϜϞϥϥϬЎʃ θβ ÀƤƾɗï/ï˱ʧ/Ўγαβγ ĭ κ ƴ βκ Ƥήγβ

ƤЎҕіѷҗƿĩΥ

εηί ùȦƧǨЎǀēàƸЎ˺Ęʴ�ЎǼɇ�ŞЎGɇƘëЎĬȦȺЎǁǆEũЎʂˌ
͋ЎùȦ͢ëЎǆ�ũƨЎĖǙǮɊЎ��įɊЎόϯϞϫϞϱϩϫϞϬϬϢϨϧΥϨϟΥϐϮϥϟϚϭϢϝϞΥϢϧΥ

ϒϭϞϫϢϧϞΥ ϜϞϫϯϢϜϚϥΥ ϚϝϞϧϨϜϚϫϜϢϧϨϦϚϬЎʃ θα ÀƤƾɗï/ï˱ʧ/Ўγαββ ĭ βα ƴ

δ Ƥήζ ƤЎª�ďÆͽ/̝ÓΥ

εθί ɇ��ëЎÔĚ^ĢЎ��įɊЎ΅ƻß̺Ў¨ǁȉgЎѿѷȣȕŖ�ğɗɈǃʘ
˂йНТэŷПђzʷŖʏ˅̭лÜ�Ўʃ ηδ ÀƤƾɅɵê�ɵï/ï˱̙Ȣ

/Ўγαββ ĭ ι ƴ γκ Ƥήδβ ƤЎßͱÆͽ/̝ÓΥ

ειί ˺Ęʴ�ЎŅ˪ZʲëЎǀēàƸЎĬȦȺЎǁǆEũЎɨƾ�ÚЎ¶ȄE�͛
ƻɠЎƻ��ũЎ��įɊЎҔѠѲҗєҔіёɆКЯëùiːҙëù8ɗҝΠn�

Ìҙ5n�ÌҞйəȿЪэʏˬɛʏͪлǜʗЎʃ ηδ ÀƤƾɅɵê�ɵï/ï˱

̙Ȣ/Ўγαββ ĭ ι ƴ γκ Ƥήδβ ƤЎßͱÆͽ/̝ÓΥ

εκί Ƥƾ_ɐï/Ўɼɽ��ҙĬͤQ�ҙÍɄÇëЎπϨϦϩϚϫϢϬϨϧΥ ϛϞϭϰϞϞϧΥ ρϥϥβΥ ϚϧϝΥ
ρϥϥεΥϟϨϫΥϑΥϜϞϥϥΥϢϧϝϮϜϭϢϨϧΥϢϧΥϭϡϞΥϭϡϲϦϮϬΥϮϬϢϧϠΥϜϫϞήϝϞϩϞϧϝϞϧϭΥϜϨϧϝϢϭϢϨϧϚϥΥϑϠΥϦϢϜϞίЎ

�˦ЎγαβδίβγίββΥ

ζαί Ƥƾ_ɐï/Ўɼɽ��ҙĬͤQ�ҙÍɄÇëЎρϥϥεήϦϞϝϢϚϭϞϝΥϋϨϭϜϡΥϬϢϠϧϚϥϢϧϠΥϢϬΥ
ϩϚϫϭϢϚϥϥϲΥϭϫΥϚϧϬϝϮϜϞϝΥϛϲΥϜήϊϲϜΥϚϭΥϭϡϞΥϭϫϚϧϬϢϭϢϨϧΥϨϟΥρϋδΰρύΥϬϭϚϠϞϬΥϢϧΥϭϡϞΥϭϡϲϦϮϬίЎ

ɱŬЎγαβγίβγίηΥ

ζβί 6¨ɳƨЎ��Q�͛Ўˠ¯Υ ŔЎʕ̠ʹ˟ЎɹÍΥ ̡Үʘ˂ʐ̜ȷɏɜ
ϋϨϭϜϡΰχϚϠϠϞϝήβѨѡѹғйъэʺʨʤ�жxΛʘ˂�¸лuňǪǢҢʃεκÀƤ

ƾʺ˓ï/ʧ/Ўγαβδ ĭ η ƴ η ƤЎǅ�Υ

ζγί ɹÍΥ ̡Үʺ˓лʨʤ�жЭлȁɖҢʃ βββÀiɵï/ʧ/ҙ̙Ȣ/ЎѨҗ҈ѩј

ҋҧГ˓¿лʨʤ�жЭлȁɖДЎγαβε ĭ ε ƴ βδ ƤЎǅ�Υ

ζδί Øɇȁ¢ЎȎ�í�ЎʃҫҬÀƤƾŊɃ¿ï/ҝγαβε ĭ δ ƴ γβήγδ ƤЎǅ�Ҟү

ϓϚϬϜϮϥϨϠϞϧϢϜΥ πϮϥϭϮϫϞΥ ϨϟΥ οϥϨϨϝΥ ϊϨϧϨϧϮϜϥϞϚϫΥ πϞϥϥΥ ςϧϡϚϧϜϞϬΥ ϏϞϠϞϧϞϫϚϭϢϯϞΥ Υ ϚϧϝΥ

ξϧϭϢήϢϧϟϥϚϦϦϚϭϨϫϲΥύϨϭϞϧϭϢϚϥΥ

ζεί Øɇȁ¢ЎȎ�í�ЎʃҥҧÀƤƾjɄ�ɖï/ҝγαβε ĭ δ ƴ εήη Ƥέ�͞Ҟү

ϓϚϬϜϮϥϨϠϞϧϢϜΥ πϮϥϭϮϫϞΥ ϨϟΥ οϥϨϨϝΥ ϊϨϧϨϧϮϜϥϞϚϫΥ πϞϥϥΥ ςϧϡϚϧϜϞϬΥ ϏϞϠϞϧϞϫϚϭϢϯϞΥ Υ ϚϧϝΥ



ξϧϭϢήϢϧϟϥϚϦϦϚϭϨϫϲΥύϨϭϞϧϭϢϚϥΥ

ζζί Øɇȁ¢ЎȎ�í�Ўʃ ββ ÀÀÆͽįʘ˂ï/ΩφϐϐπϏΪΥ ҝγαβδ ĭ η ƴ βγήβζ

Ƥέ҇ѪѷҗҞүςϬϭϚϛϥϢϬϡϦϞϧϭΥ ϨϟΥ ϐϞϫϮϦήσϫϞϞΥ πϮϥϭϮϫϞΥ ϐϲϬϭϞϦΥ ϨϟΥ ύϞϫϢϩϡϞϫϚϥΥ οϥϨϨϝΥ

ϊϨϧϨϧϮϜϥϞϚϫΥπϞϥϥϬΥϭϨΥύϨϭϞϧϭϢϚϭϞΥϓϚϬϜϮϥϚϫΥϏϞϠϞϧϞϫϚϭϢϨϧίΥ

ζηί ȋɇ�͢Ў�̠ʲŘЎΣ˪;ʑЎͨƻʼôЎȻë˟EЎŌɇ˵ υϞϫγ ͜n͟pё

ƀг πυεαβϊξύ ҆҄ѲѸл�ɗŚʶ˯ȕʘ˂йąЪэ�œŖл́ǈΥ ҦҤҥҦĭ

ҫƴΥ Ƥƾ�ɗï/Υ Υ

ζθί ȋɇ�͢ΩʄΎʶΪЎ�̠ʲŘЎůďьђЎß�iɁʔЎĄčушФЎĄɇɂɼЎǙ

ĕŏЎƟIɠǨЎΣ˪;ʑЎͨƻʼôЎȻë˟EЎŌɇ˵Υ υϮϦϚϧΥ φωЀεΥ

ϭϫϚϧϬϠϞϧϢϜΥϋότΥϦϨϮϬϞ йНТэ�ɗŚʶ υωξ Ìй@ìЪэŷ υϞϫЀγΰϧϞϮ ŷ8

њҁѷҚ҄҆҄ѲѸπυεαβлŷˋɔ�Ǌл́ǈΥ ҦҤҥҦĭҫƴƤƾ˔Ĳˋɔï/Υ

ζιί ȋɇ�͢ΩʄΎʶΪЎ�̠ʲŘЎ¨Ğǋ͢Ўò˪ëЎȻë˟EЎŌɇ˵Υ Ƥƾ�

υωξ Ǻ˾¶Ŗл υϞϫήγ ҆҄ѲѸйъэ�ɗŚʶƽǗ˯�Ǔɀ�œŖлΥ ҦҤҥҧ

ĭҭƴΥ Ƥƾʚʮ͓§Ŗï/Υ

ζκί ȋɇ�͢ЎůďьђЎß�iɁʔЎĄčушФЎĄɇɂɼЎǙĕŏЎƟIɠǨЎĕ

ǁ�ɼЎΣ˪;ʑЎͨƻʼôЎ�̠ʲŘЎŌɇ˵Υ υςϏγ ͜n͟pёƀг

πυεαβϊξύΥ ϩϞϩϭϢϝϞ л�ПђŚʶ ϑ ʘ˂ΰο ʘ˂Υ ɡ�:Ɇл́ǈΥ ҦҤҥҧĭҫ

ƴΥ Ƥƾ�ɗï/Υ

ηαί ȋɇ�͢Ў�̠ʲŘЎùƾЙЪОЎΣ˪;ʑЎͨƻʼôЎŌɇ˵Υ ҆҄ѲѸҖѠ
Ѳҗл�Ǌ�ȝÁëжШдл πυεαβϊξύ йъэ ϢϧΥ ϯϢϭϫϨ vȧлǜ̅Υ ҦҤҥҨĭҫ

ƴƤƾ�ɗï/Υ

Υ

Υ

Υ

Υ

Υ Υ



ҦЎ�͈ ˯ˋɔѺѳѲёǤɜжШЯƟ˽ȁɖȆлͮəΥ

Υ

Υ Υ Υ ͈˯įʘ˂uňйНТэ ύξφήβ лŃ}Υ

Υ

nŻɩɾʶΥ jɄ�ɖɵïɵΥ bīΥ ęΥ

ɩɾ��ʶΥ ˯ȕҙˋɔiɵΥ є҃ѸїғΥ єѩѫЎͦëʹëЎȜ͙2âΥ

Υ

ЗɩɾлˀƭжɟɜИΥ

�ȁлɒжЦюЯťŖΞΟŖɛ˯ɒҝπϊωҞмЎβαα ��й βαӀγα ªɷĴлəɓȾлĦċ

ɑŚеЎОгдм͈˯įʘ˂ɶǚёơ˰ШиТюнŕŖ̷�ƺй͋˰ШдЎстaдлŚ

ʶП θӀι ĭ(iйǰ�Ъэ�Ņ�˛лɑŚеЙвЯЏШОШЭлȁɖмЎγααβ ĭл οπϏή

ξοωΥ ͗0ëˬɛёnëǤɜжЪэʃ�	'ѲҕѨҗџѹҚѭͳúzҝϑψφҞлі҉ѲѺ҃

ҝφϊҞлɚÓйъь�ÜШЎφϊ йъэ ι ĭͯлȁɖũʬҝφϏφϐ ̍ΜҞемЎπϊω Ͱ͉ǰм θΦй

уеȧțШЯЏШОШЎφϊ йъвдnë͗0ïɜóaā́ҝπϊϏЏ(�ЎГóaā́ДжКЛЏҞ

П γ ĭ(�ŇыюдКдчЎŶ�ё�ǭЪэжóaā́ʤƀȾм β ĭŅе εβΦж�ƛ(�л

Śʶеjəҝóaā́л¾ãҞЪэФжПɮЦюЎπϊωįʘ˂лͰ�Пɮ»ЦюдКэЏЪи

ѐбЎπϊωįʘ˂мΞΟѺѳѲе.ǭƺҝταҞйЙэЯцйЎϑψφ йŹŷŖёɮЪжʵМыю

эЏΥ

Υ πϊωįʘ˂мπϊωлəɓ̯ȫеЙьЎ?ʞȞечЙэЏШЯПвдЎπϊωлóaā́ё÷

ȿЪэЯцймЎπϊω įʘ˂лŖȸёɁ́ШЎЭлǔʡё͑ũЪэő˻ПЙэЏπϊω įʘ

˂мΞΟлѺѳѲж´нюэÓŮе.ɣШЯȸŤеЕΆǭЖШдКэЏϑψφмȌ�ɜиπϊωʘ

˂й:ɆЪэлеЎ.ɣ πϊω įʘ˂йм�РйСКЏФлФжПЎПђлóȁёÃйШд

КэƳßл˻ÁеЙэЏШОШ̈́й̂МнЎπϊωįʘ˂ёѺѳѲОыˇЦЬюнЎϑψφ йą

ЪэŹŷ�ёļцэФжПƺńеРэЏįʘ˂мѺѳѲОыɅɄЦюэÁëҝϑτσήbҞйъвд

.ɣȸŤй̒ĉЦюэЏϑτσήbмѺѳѲшįʘ˂л ϩϥϚϬϦϢϧϨϠϞϧΥ ϚϜϭϢϯϚϭϨϫΥ ϢϧϡϢϛϢϭϨϫήβΥ Ωύξφή

βΪлəȿёľ�й̒ĉШЎØǱшʘ˂͎̮ёŵuЪэЏņвдЎįʘ˂ёѺѳѲй.ǭƺе

ΆǭЦЬдКэлм ύξφήβ еЙэ˨ȯŖПΠКЏгуьЎύξφήβ ȌŖёuňеРюнЎπϊω

įʘ˂ёѺѳѲОы�ȬɜйĹРШЎϑψφ ţ�Ŗё«�ЦЬэФжПƺńЦюэЏΥ

Υ πϊω įʘ˂мЎ.ǭƺеΞΟѺѳѲйìÈШЎũȲʘ˂ёɅɄШʣТэизЎǮħ͈˯į

ʘ˂жÞСлe͆ШЯŖ̭ёƀгЏШЯПвдЎ͈˯įʘ˂ɩɾжπϊωįʘ˂ɩɾм̵л


̼лͰCйЙэЏЭФеƾ҄ҕѩљѠѷемЎɩɾл͐ɷёҧǲͻйnТдЎҝҥҞуЫ πϊω į

ʘ˂лҍѶғѢҚѪжШд͈˯įʘ˂йȮȫёʝьЎύξφήβ йъэ͈˯įʘ˂uňǪǢл́

ƨЎȷйѺѳѲʘ˂ПɅɄЪэ ύξφήлŃ}л́ƨй�ьʚђаЏҝҦҞǬйЎ©ЩСѺѳѲПɅ



ɄЪэ͈˯įʘ˂uňÁëеЙэ ϑτσήbйъвд͈˯įʘ˂iйəȿ̒ĉЦюэ ύξφήβ л

šʴёƨɫйЪэФжй�ьʚђаЏҝҧҞƳŅйЎπϊω įʘ˂л ϑψφ ʷŖйНТэ ύξφήβ л

Ń}ёƨɫйШЎnŻɩɾʶыПͮəШЯ ύξφήβ ͳúzёtɆШЯ πϊω įʘ˂ёǤɜжШ

ЯƟШКȁɖȆлɫɿй�ьʚђаЏΥ

Υ

ЗɾƠȆжũǊИΥ

ҝҥҞ͈˯įʘ˂uňйНТэ ύξφήβ лŃ}л́ƨҮѺѳѲÁëжШдлnȅŖ ύξφήβ лšʴΥ

Υ

Υ ͤɄÌ πζθοωη ҉јѪЎύξφήβ ǫƏ҉јѪй˖ǰͥƗćʨёȰćŅЎͤɄÌ҉јѪъьƇ�

ШЯΞΟʘ˂ёΆˆiйɶǚШЯЏɄɁΕÕǷЙэКмΥ ύξφήβ ͳú˩ёɶǚĿƤОыҥƤҥ

ÀЎҩƤͯйѐЯвд͉ʣŶ�ШЯЏ˯ȣжΞΟʘ˂ёƇ�ШЎςωφϐξ ȆНъо҂ҕҚѦіѷҌ

ѷҒҚёtɆШдЎ¦ɸ͈˯jɄÁëлəȿш͈˯įʘ˂лØĨʅё́ǈШЯЏуЯЎʚʮ

ɵïɜиŰȆйъьΞΟѺѳѲлȸŤё˿ĂШЯЏФюыл́ǈйъьЎ(�лũǊёŇЯЏΥ

Υ

• ƗćʨȰćизл͈˯ѪѷҔѪП̤ˢЦюэжЎ͈˯ѺѳѲʘ˂м ύξφήβ ёΠɅɄШЎ

ϭύξ �ĉлѦіѷѝіҗɅɄёͳúЪэФжйъвд͈˯įʘ˂лØǱёŵuЪэФжё

ƨыОйШЯЏΥ

• ΞΟɶǚйНКдЎƾïеͮəШЯ ύξφήβ ͳú˩ёɆКд ύξφήβ ȌŖёŵuЪэФж

йъвдЎ͈˯jɄл͇̾�лфиыЫЎͬƺͯйѐЯэ͈˯ʐлŗħŖлʤƀП͑

ũЦюЯЏΥ

Υ

ҝҦҞ͈˯įʘ˂uňйНТэ ύξφήβ лŃ}л́ƨҮϑτσήbйъвд̒ĉЦюэʘ˂i ύξφήβ

лšʴΥ

Υ

Υ ͤɄÌ πζθοωη ҉јѪй ύξφήβ ͳúzЙэКм ϑτσήbͳúzёҩƤ͉ͯʣŶ�ŅЎƽǗ

˯ёÀ�ШЎΞΟѺѳѲёˇШЯ͈˯įʘ˂л}§ё́ǈШЯЏ҂ҕҚѦіѷҌѷҒҚёtɆ

Шд ύξφήβ ш σϮϫϢϧ лʘ˂iəȿёǜ̅ШЯЏуЯЎύξφήβ ͳúzйъэѺѳѲОылˇм
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Case Study

INTRODUCTION
Composite lymphoma (CL) is defined as two histologi-

cally distinct variants of malignant lymphoma occurring in 
the same organ or mass.1,2   CL is quite rare, with frequency 
ranging from 1 to 4.7% of lymphoma cases.3   Many combi-
nations of lymphoma types have been reported in CLs, 
including composite B-cell lymphoma, composite B- and 
T-cell lymphoma, and composite Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) 
and non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL).2   Previously reported 
cases of composite HL and NHL were combinations of HL 
and B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma, such as HL and follicu-
lar lymphoma (FL), as well as HL and diffuse large B-cell 
lymphoma.4-6   In some cases, polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR) amplification and sequence analysis of the immuno-
globulin heavy chain gene (IGH) demonstrated common 
clonal origins in the two abovementioned cases,5,6   suggest-
ing the clonal relationship in combination  HL and NHL.   

Several combinations of low grade B-cell lymphoma, 
including FL and mantle cell lymphoma (MCL), FL and 
B-chronic lymphocytic leukemia/small lymphocytic lym-
phoma, and MCL and nodal marginal zone lymphoma 
(NMZL), have also been reported.7-9   Some of these cases 
showed clonal relation whereas other cases were clonally 
unrelated.7-9 

We report a case of CL of FL and CD5-positive NMZL in 
a lymph node, and demonstrated different B-cell clones in the 
FL and CD5-positive NMZL.

CASE REPORT
A 72-year-old, Japanese male had been treated for hyper-

tension and suspicion of Parkinson’s disease by his family 
doctor.   The patient noticed a mass in the left groin one year 
prior.   The mass was small, and the patient did not have 
fever or any other symptoms.   After 6 months, the size of the 
mass began to increase.   His family doctor then referred him 
to a hematologist at our hospital, and masses were identified 
in the left groin, right neck, and left flank.   Excisional biopsy 
of an inguinal lymph node was performed for pathological 
diagnosis with flow cytometry and karyotype analyses.   
Peripheral blood evaluation revealed a hemoglobin level of 
13.0 g/dL, a platelet count of 13.7 x 104/µL, a white blood 
cell count of 5.0 x 103/µL, LD 155 U/L, and soluble interleu-
kin-2 receptor of 2,380 U/L.   Positron emission tomography 
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Composite CD10-positive low-grade B-cell and CD5-positive low-grade B-cell lymphoma is extremely rare.   We report a case 
of a composite follicular lymphoma (FL) and CD5-positive nodal marginal zone lymphoma (NMZL) in a resected inguinal 
lymph node of a 72-year-old Japanese male.   Histologically, multiple follicles had reactive-germinal centers with tingible body 
macrophages, a thin mantle zone and a wide marginal zone.   The wide marginal zone consisted of medium-sized cells having 
slightly indented nuclei and clear cytoplasm, indicating monocytoid cells with CD5-positive B-cells.   Several follicles had ger-
minal centers filled with many centrocytes, with CD10-positive B-cells.   Polymerase chain reaction/sequence analysis of the 
immunoglobulin heavy chain gene obtained from microdissected regions of CD5-positive NMZL and FL showed different 
sequences within the CDR3 region.   To our knowledge, this is the first report of FL and CD5-positive NMZL. [J Clin Exp 

Hematop 56(1):55-58, 2016]
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showed abnormal accumulation in the right neck, right clavi-
cles, para-aorta, left ilium, and left groin.   Flow cytometry 
demonstrated predominant B-cells, and CD19+CD5+ and 
CD20+CD10+ fractions were observed.   No restriction of the 
light chain (κ/λ) was observed, which may have been due to 

the CD20+CD10+ fraction involving neoplastic and reactive 
cells.

The patient’s karyotype was normal, 46/XY[20/20].   
Bone marrow involvement was not observed by histology 
and immunohistochemistry evaluation of the clot section.   
Low grade B-cell lymphoma was diagnosed.   The patient 
underwent R-CHOP (rituximab, cyclophosphamide, doxoru-
bicin, vincristine, and prednisolone) therapy and achieved 
remission.

PATHOLOGICAL FINDINGS
Histological evaluation of the resected lymph node dem-

onstrated multiple follicles evenly distributed throughout 
(Fig. 1).   Most follicles had a reactive-germinal center (GC) 
with tingible body macrophages, thin mantle zone, and wide 
marginal zone (Fig. 2).   The wide marginal zone consisted of 
medium-sized cells having a slightly indented nucleus and 
clear cytoplasm, indicating monocytoid cells (Fig. 2).   There 
were several follicles that had GCs filled with numerous cen-
trocytes (Figs.1 & 2).   Plasma cell differentiation was 
unclear in both the wide marginal zone and centrocyte-rich 
GC.   

Immunohistochemically, monocytoid cells in the wide 
marginal zone were CD3-, CD5+, CD10-, CD20+, BCL-2+, 
BCL-6-, MUM-1- and cyclin D1-, and lymphocytes in the GC 

Fig. 1.  Low power view of resected lymph node.  Many follicles 
are distributed throughout the lymph node.  Most follicles show 
marginal zone lymphoma, but several follicles show follicular lym-
phoma (arrows).  H&E stain.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2
a b c d

e f hg

Fig. 2.  Histopathology and immunohistochemistry of marginal zone lymphoma and follicular lymphoma.  Nodal marginal zone lymphoma 
show a wide marginal zone (MgZ), mantle zone (MZ) and germinal center (GC)(2a).  CD10 positivity is observed in the GC, but not the MgZ 
(2b), and BCL-2 positivity is observed in the MgZ and MZ, but not the GC (2c).  Under high power view, the MgZ consists medium-sized 
cells having slightly indented nuclei and clear cytoplasm, indicating monocytoid cells (2d).  Follicular lymphoma shows GC swelling (2e). 
Both CD10 and BCL-2 positivity is observed in the GC (2f, 2g).  Under high power view, the GC consisted of small cleaved cells (2h).  (2a), 
(2d), (2e) & (2h), H&E stain.
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were CD10+ (weak), CD20+, and BCL-2- (Figs. 2 & 3).   
These findings indicated CD5-positive NMZL.   On the other 
hand, centrocytes in the GC were CD3-, CD5+, CD10+, 
CD20+, BCL-2+, BCL-6+, MUM-1-, and cyclin D1-, indicate 
FL (Fig. 2).   Both κ+ plasma cells and λ+ plasma cells were 
observed in in situ hybridization, showing no restriction of 
the light chain.   

PCR sequencing of the IGH from microdissected samples 
of the CD5-positive NMZL and FL showed different 
sequences in the CDR3 region, with IGHV3-23 in the CD5-
positive NMZL and IgHV3-7 in the FL (Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION
We presented an unusual variation of CL composed of 

CD10-positive FL and CD5-positive NMZL, which to the 
best of our knowledge is the first case of such combination.   
Considering the results from the histological and immunohis-
tochemical analysis, three possibilities were raised; (1) FL 
with marginal zone differentiation and CD5 expression, (2) 
CD5-positive NMZL with follicular colonization, or (3) com-
pos i te  lymphoma of  FL and CD5-pos i t ive  NMZL.   
Clarification of the clonal relationship is important in CL, 
and it is recommended to use not only morphological and 
immunohistochemical techniques, but also Southern blotting 
or PCR sequencing of the IGH and T cell receptor gene rear-
rangements, cytogenetics, and fluorescence in situ hybridiza-
tion (FISH).   In our case, PCR and sequence analysis of IGH 
demonstrated the different clones of the FL and CD5-positive 
NMZL.   

Cases of CL containing a CD5-positive low grade 
B-lymphoma component have been previously reported.7,8,10   
In four of these cases, PCR sequencing of IGH was per-
formed;7,8   three of the cases showed common clonal origin 
and the other case had different clonal origins.   Although the 
progenitor cells of CL containing CD5-positive low grade 
B-lymphoma with common clonal origin may be lymphoid 
stem cells or immature B-cells, the latter case and our case 
may have developed by chance.   

MCL and chronic lymphocytic leukemia/small lympho-
cytic lymphoma are the main components observed in CL, 
and there has been a previously reported case of CL com-
posed of CD5-positive splenic marginal zone lymphoma and 
FL with uncertain clonal relationship.10   Due to the small 
number of cases, we were unable to determine the factor 
leading to the pathogenesis of CL composed of CD10-
positive FL and CD5-positive low grade B-cell lymphoma, 
including MZL.   Although such cases occur by chance, fur-
ther accumulation of cases is important for identification of 
the factors involved in the pathogenesis of CL composed of 
FL and CD5-positive NMZL, as well as other CL.   

In our case, the FL area was small, suggesting possible in 

situ FL.   In situ FL has been recognized by the recent World 
Health Organization (WHO) classification system, but the 
incidence rate remains unknown due to the limited number of 
published cases and series.11,12   In situ FL shows preservation 
of the nodal architecture, and most follicles appear to be 

Fig. 3
a b c d e

Fig. 3.  Immunohistochemistry of nodal marginal zone lymphoma.  Marginal zone cells were CD3-negative (3a), CD5-positive (3b), CD10-
negative (3c), CD20-positive (3d), and Cyclin D1-negative (3e).

Fig. 4

MZ area

GC area
Fig. 4.  Nucleotide sequence of the immunoglobulin heavy chain 
gene (IGH).  Polymerase chain reaction and sequencing of IGH 
demonstrated that the marginal zone and centrocyte-rich germinal 
center had different sequences in the complementary determining 
region (CDR) 2, flame work region (FR) 3, and CDR3.  Differences 
in the CDR3 indicate that these were two different clones.
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cytologically reactive, whereas rare germinal centers appear 
to be monotonous and lack tingible body macrophages.11   
The later follicles show strongly positive staining for BCL-2 
and CD10, whereas the majority of follicles in the same 
lymph node are negative for BCL-2.   In most cases of FL, 
tumor cells involve the majority of the follicles and infiltrate 
into the inter-follicular region; however, in in situ FL, tumor 
cells involve only a few follicles, and do not infiltrate into the 
many remaining reactive follicles or the inter-follicular 
region.   There is also a possibility of overt FL of the sys-
temic lymph nodes.   

NMZL is currently defined in the WHO classification as a 
primary nodal B-cell lymphoma that morphologically resem-
bles extranodal or splenic MZL, but without evidence of 
extranodal or splenic disease.13   NMZL is uncommon, 
accounting for less than 2% of all lymphomas.13   Generally, 
NMZL do not express CD5, but a few have been shown to do 
so.   CD5-positive NMZL have histologic and immunopheno-
typic features typical of NMZL in addition to the expression 
of CD5.   Jaso et al. reported the proportion of CD5-positive 
NMZL to typical NMZL to be 8.6% (7/91 cases).14   Of the 
CD5-positive NMZL patients, 86% (6/7 cases) showed 
lymphadenopathy above and below the diaphragm, 6 cases 
underwent bone marrow check, and all cases had bone mar-
row invasion.14   In our case, lymphadenopathy above and 
below the diaphragm was observed, but not bone marrow 
invasion.   

In NMZL, CD5 has been reported to be expressed in only 
8.6% cases, and CD5 expression correlates with a higher fre-
quency of dissemination and bone marrow invasion.14   
However, patients with CD5-positive NMZL generally have 
an indolent clinical course and excellent overall survival.14   
In our case, although bone marrow invasion was not 
observed, dissemination above and below the diaphragm was 
present.   In CD5-positive NMZL, the mechanism of CD5 
expression and progenitor identification remain unclear; how-
ever, CD5 expression in NMZL may be associated with wide 
dissemination.
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Summary

We conducted a phase 1/2 study of single-agent carfilzomib in Japanese
patients with relapsed/refractory multiple myeloma. Safety, pharmacokinet-
ics and pharmacodynamics of carfilzomib were examined in phase 1. The
primary endpoint in phase 2 was the overall response rate (ORR). Carfil-
zomib was administered in a twice-weekly, consecutive-day dosing sched-
ule. In Phase 1, doses of 15 or 20 mg/m2 were administered on this
schedule or 20 mg/m2 on Days 1 and 2 of Cycle 1 and then 27 mg/m2 in
the 20/27 mg/m2 cohort. Patients had a median of five prior therapies,
including bortezomib and an immunomodulatory agent. The dose level did
not reach the maximum tolerated dose. The most common adverse events
were haematological. Notably, carfilzomib either induced new hypertension
(n = 4) or aggravated previously existing hypertension (n = 6) in 10 of 50
patients. Four of the eight patients who previously experienced peripheral
neuropathy (PN) experienced a recurrence with carfilzomib use, but no
new cases of PN occurred. The ORR of the 20/27 mg/m2 40 patient cohort
was similar to that in the pivotal US study. The dose was efficacious and
tolerable in heavily pre-treated Japanese patients; however, meticulous con-
trol of hypertension may be necessary for further carfilzomib use.

Keywords: multiple myeloma, carfilzomib, hypertension peripheral
neuropathy, cardiovascular AEs.
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Multiple myeloma (MM) is characterized by the abnormal

accumulation of clonal plasma cells in the bone marrow. In

the United States (US), an estimated 21 700 new cases of

MM and 10710 deaths were predicted in 2012 (American

Cancer Society 2012); in Japan, an estimated 6860 new cases

of MM and 4066 deaths (http://ganjoho.jp/reg_stat/statistics/

dl/) were predicted. Over the past decade, the introduction

of immunomodulators, such as thalidomide and lenalido-

mide, and a proteasome inhibitor (PI) bortezomib (Vel-

cade!, Millennium Pharmaceuticals, Cambridge, MA, USA)

has significantly improved the overall survival (OS) of MM

patients (Jemal et al, 2010).

Carfilzomib (Kyprolis!, Onyx Pharmaceuticals, an Amgen

subsidiary, South San Francisco, CA, USA) is one of the sec-

ond-generation epoxyketone PIs that can irreversibly inhibit

chymotrypsin-like activity (Demo et al, 2007; Parlati et al,

2009). Carfilzomib induced apoptosis in myeloma cell lines

and primary myeloma cells from patients whose disease was

resistant to available therapies, including bortezomib (Kuhn

et al, 2007). In addition, carfilzomib has fewer off-target

effects, which may explain a lack of neurodegeneration

in vitro, and less neurotoxicity in animal studies (Arastu-

Kapur et al, 2011). Therefore, carfilzomib was expected to

circumvent some of the clinical adverse events (AEs) of

bortezomib, particularly peripheral neuropathy (PN) (Bruna

et al, 2010; Arastu-Kapur et al, 2011).

In fact, PN did not appear to be clinically limiting for

extended carfilzomib treatment (Vij et al, 2012a,b). An alter-

native subcutaneous route of administration for bortezomib

reduced the incidence of PN without reducing efficacy (Mor-

eau et al, 2011). Despite these facts, the subcutaneous admin-

istration of bortezomib has still caused gastrointestinal (GI)

AEs in patients with MM (Moreau et al, 2011). Carfilzomib

has also caused GI AEs; however, those occurring with carfil-

zomib use were mild and manageable with routine support-

ive care (Siegel et al, 2012; Vij et al, 2012b).

Almost all patients with MM will eventually relapse, and

new treatment options are needed. Accordingly, to change

the intrinsic natural behaviour of MM, it was suggested that

the use of higher doses, combination regimens and early

treatment of the disease course without AEs are required for

the new treatment using carfilzomib (Reece, 2012). However,

discontinuation or dose reduction was inevitable because of

increased toxicities in some of the carfilzomib trials using

combination therapies (Bringhen et al, 2014; Sonneveld et al,

2015).

In an open-label, phase 2 pilot study (PX-171-003-A0) of

carfilzomib in 46 patients with relapsed/refreactory MM

(RRMM), patients treated with carfilzomib 20 mg/m2

achieved an overall response rate (ORR) of 16!7%, with

manageable toxicities (Jaganath et al, 2012). The study was

subsequently amended to include an expanded dosing cohort

with a scheduled dose escalation from 20 to 27 mg/m2

beginning in the second cycle (PX-171-003-A1 [003-A1]). In

003-A1, which included 266 patients with RRMM, the ORR

was 23!7%; these results were the basis for the accelerated

approval of carfilzomib by the US Food and Drug Adminis-

tration (Siegel et al, 2012). In the present study, we used the

same dose escalation schedule as 003-A1, with one exception:

27 mg/m2 was started on Day 8 of Cycle 1. With this

method, we carefully characterized the AEs of carfilzomib in

a phase 1/2 single-agent carfilzomib study in Japanese

patients with RRMM.

Methods

Study design

This was a multicentre, open-label phase 1/2 study (ONO-

7057-01) in Japanese patients with RRMM. The safety,

tolerability, efficacy, pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharmaco-

dynamics of carfilzomib were examined in phase 1 for intra-

venously administered carfilzomib at doses of 15, 20 and 20/

27 mg/m2. Phase 2 examined the safety and efficacy of carfil-

zomib at the recommended dose determined in phase 1. The

primary endpoint in phase 2 was the ORR. Secondary end-

points included the duration of response (DOR), Progres-

sion-free survival (PFS) and OS. It was planned that three or

six patients for each cohort in phase 1 and 24 patients in

phase 2 were enrolled. If dose-limiting toxicity (DLT)

occurred in one of three patients, an additional three patients

were enrolled; if the incidence of DLT was two of three

patients or three of six patients, the previous dose level was

used as the recommended dose in phase 2.
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Eligibility

The main patient inclusion criteria were age ≥20 years and

Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance

status (PS) of 0–2. Patients were required to have relapsed

myeloma and measurable disease (either serum M protein

level of ≥5!0 g/l or urinary M protein of ≥0∙2 g/24 h)

responsive to at least one previous therapeutic regimen

(≥25% of reduction in M or total protein) and refractory to

their most recent therapy (disease progression either during

treatment or within 60 days after therapy completion).

Patients were to be exposed to at least three prior treatments,

including bortezomib, an immunomodulatory agent (le-

nalidomide and/or thalidomide), an alkylating agent, a corti-

costeroid and anthracycline (except for patients ineligible or

clinically unsuitable for transplantation). Patients were

excluded if they had Grade ≥3 or Grade 2 PN with pain or a

past history of interstitial lung disease (ILD), congestive heart

failure (CHF) of New York Heart Association class ≥III,
symptomatic myocardial ischaemia or uncontrolled conduc-

tion abnormalities.

This study was conducted in compliance with the Good

Clinical Practice guidelines. The study protocol was approved

by the Institutional Review Board of each institution, and

written informed consent was obtained from each patient

enrolled in this study.

Dose-limiting toxicity definition

DLT was defined as any of the following AEs in Cycle 1 that

were at least possibly related to carfilzomib and met one of

the following criteria: Grade 3 or 4 PN or Grade 2 PN with

pain; Grade ≥3 non-haematological toxicities; Grade ≥3 nau-

sea, vomiting or diarrhoea that was uncontrolled after an

adequate administration of anti-emetic or anti-diarrhoeal

medications; febrile neutropenia; Grade 4 neutropenia per-

sisting for >8 days without using granulocyte-colony stimu-

lating factor (G-CSF) for supportive therapy and Grade 4

thrombocytopenia that required platelet transfusion or was

accompanied by bleeding. Administration of G-CSF was not

permitted during the DLT evaluation period.

Treatment

Carfilzomib was intravenously administered for 10 min at

doses of 15, 20 and 20/27 mg/m2 on Days 1, 2, 8, 9, 15 and

16 of each 28-day cycle until withdrawal of consent, disease

progression or the occurrence of unacceptable toxic effects.

For the 20/27 mg/m2 dosage, 20 mg/m2 was dosed on Days

1 and 2 of Cycle 1 and escalated to 27 mg/m2 on Day 8 of

Cycle 1 and thereafter.

Oral or intravenous dexamethasone (4 mg) was adminis-

tered before each dose of carfilzomib in Cycle 1 and there-

after if necessary as pre-medication to prevent infusion

reactions. Intravenous and oral hydrations were also required

during Cycle 1 and in subsequent cycles as needed. In Cycle

1, all patients were required to receive prophylactic antibi-

otics, and patients with a medical history of herpes infection

received acyclovir.

Assessment of response and safety

The efficacy analysis set comprised all patients who received

at least one dose of carfilzomib and had at least one assess-

ment of efficacy or pharmacodynamics. The primary end-

point of phase 2 was the ORR based on central laboratory

data according to the International Myeloma Working Group

(IMWG) Uniform Response Criteria (Durie et al, 2006),

including the minimal response (MR), as defined by the

European Group for Blood and Marrow Transplantation cri-

teria (Blad!e et al, 1998). The ORR with 95% confidence

interval (CI) was determined for each dose level. The investi-

gational period ended when Cycle 6 was completed for all

patients enrolled in the study, and subsequent cycles were

included in the analysis for patients whose therapy lasted

more than six cycles.

The safety analysis set comprised all patients who received

at least one dose of carfilzomib, and all AEs were graded

according to the National Cancer Institute Common Termi-

nology Criteria for Adverse Events version 4∙0 (http://

evs.nci.nih.gov/ftp1/CTCAE/CTCAE_4!03_2010-06-14_Quick-

Reference_8!5x11.pdf).

Pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics

Samples for determining the plasma concentrations of carfil-

zomib were collected on Days 1 and 16 of Cycle 1 before

administration, 5 min after the start of administration,

immediately before the completion of administration and 5,

15 and 30 min and 1, 2 and 4 h after administration was

completed. Moreover, whole blood and peripheral blood

mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were collected on Days 1, 2 and

8 of Cycle 1 and Day 1 of Cycle 2 before administration as

well as at 1 h after administration was completed to analyse

proteasome activity.

Statistical analyses

All statistical analyses were performed using SAS! version

9∙3 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). Two-sided 95% CI

of the best ORR was determined according to Willson (1927)

for evaluable patients whose best response was classified as

stringent complete response (sCR), complete response (CR),

very good partial response (VGPR) and partial response

(PR).

The analysis of the ORR was performed in subgroups,

defined by the patient baseline characteristics of age, sex,

cytogenetics/fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) and

International Staging System (ISS) for MM stage (Greipp

et al, 2005) as exploratory analyses. Patients were classified as

Phase 1/2 Study of Carfilzomib in Japanese Myeloma Patients
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having standard-risk or high-risk cytogenetic abnormalities,

as defined by IMWG criteria (Munshi et al, 2011). High-risk

cytogenetic markers included either del 13 or hypodiploidy

by metaphase cytogenetic analysis and/or del 17p13, t(4;14),

t(14;16) by interphase FISH. Hence, patients without these

abnormalities were considered to be standard risk.

The ORR was estimated within each subgroup along with

its 95% Wilson CI. The clinical benefit rate (CBR) is the per-

centage of patients whose best response was classified as CR,

VGPR, PR and MR. The CBR was estimated along with its

95% Wilson CI. Analysis for time-to-event (PFS and OS)

was performed by preparing Kaplan–Meier estimates of the

median and plotting Kaplan–Meier curves. In addition, two-

sided 95% CIs for the medians were estimated.

Results

Patients and characteristics

Fifty patients were enrolled from 15 centres in Japan between

August 2011 and January 2014; patient characteristics are

shown in Table I. The median age was 67 years (range, 48–
81 years), and the median time from initial diagnosis to

study entry was 4∙7 years (range 1∙6–12∙6 years). Most

patients had either immunoglobulin G- (70%) or

immunoglobulin A-type (16%) myeloma, and 58% had ISS

stage II or III at diagnosis. A significant proportion of

patients (32%) had poor/unfavourable karyotypes, as deter-

mined by FISH analysis. The majority of patients (70%) had

Grade 1 or 2 PN at baseline, and 40 of the 50 enrolled

patients had past medical history of PN.

The patients had previously received a median of five

(range 3–10) therapies, and 42% had previously received at

least six therapies. All patients had received bortezomib and

an immunomodulatory agent in previous regimens, and 48%

had received at least two lines of bortezomib-containing regi-

mens. Twenty (40%) patients had undergone autologous

stem cell transplantation (ASCT) (Table I).

Dose escalation

Seventeen of the 50 patients enrolled in the study were

enrolled in phase 1. Four patients, including one patient who

was not evaluable for DLT, were enrolled in the 15 mg/m2

cohort; no DLT was observed.

One of the first three patients experienced DLT (throm-

botic microangiopathy, cardiomyopathy, hepatic disorder

and sensorimotor disorder) in the 20 mg/m2 cohort; there-

fore, an additional three patients were enrolled at this level.

No further DLT was observed in the three patients; subse-

quently, no DLT was observed in a total of seven patients

(including one who was not evaluable for DLT) enrolled in

the 20/27 mg/m2 cohort, thereby suggesting that a higher

dose could reasonably be tested. However, 20/27 mg/m2 was

determined to be the recommended dose in phase 2 of this

Japanese study at that time, considering the results in the

previous carfilzomib studies conducted overseas (Siegel et al,

2012).

Efficacy

Fifty patients were included in the efficacy analysis set; the

ORR was 20∙0% and the CBR was 28∙0% (Table II). In the

40 patients who received the 20/27 mg/m2 dose, the ORR

was 22∙5% and the CBR was 27∙5%. Subgroup analysis of

the 20/27 mg/m2 group demonstrated that the ORR was not

affected by age and ISS stage (Table III). The comparison of

the 20/27 mg/m2 group in this study with that in the 003-A1

study (Siegel et al, 2012) showed that the results were similar

(22∙5% vs. 23∙7%) (Table III). In the 20/27 mg/m2 group,

the median DOR was not reached (95% CI, 2∙3 months–not
reached), and the median PFS was 5∙1 months (95% CI:

2∙8–7∙0 months), whereas the median OS was not reached

(95% CI: 7∙4 months–not reached) at the time of the data

cut-off. The median follow-up times for PFS and OS were

6∙0 months (95% CI: 5∙8–6∙7 months) and 6∙5 months

[95% CI: 6∙0–7∙2 months], respectively.

Safety

Fifty patients who received at least one dose of carfilzomib

were included in the safety population. All patients experi-

enced at least one AE, and 88% had at least one AE of Grade

≥3. All AEs encountered in ≥20% of the patients are shown

in Table SI. The most commonly observed AEs were haema-

tological toxicities, including lymphopenia (86%), thrombo-

cytopenia (68%), anaemia (58%), neutropenia (56%) and

leucopenia (50%). The most commonly observed AEs of

Grade ≥3 were lymphopenia (68%), neutropenia (38%),

anaemia (30%), thrombocytopenia (26%) and leucopenia

(26%).

Although PN was observed in eight patients (16%), none

were of Grade ≥3, and four of the eight patients had PN of

Grade 1 or 2 at the baseline of the study. Moreover, all eight

patients had a past history of PN before enrolment in the

study (Table IV). According to the detailed analysis of the

history of PN, 45 (90%) of 50 patients had experienced PN

before they were enrolled in the study; however, PN in 10 of

the 45 patients resolved before enrolment. Subsequently, four

of the 10 patients encountered PN again after carfilzomib

treatment (Patients 2, 3, 5 and 7 in Table IV). In total, eight

(18%) of the 45 patients developed PN again after carfil-

zomib treatment and, of the 35 patients who had PN at base-

line (Table I), carfilzomib exacerbated PN in three patients

(6% of 50 enrolled patients, 8∙6% of the 35 patients)

(Patients 1, 4 and 6 in Table IV). In contrast, the remaining

five patients who had never experienced PN before enrolment

into the carfilzomib study did not develop PN after carfilzomib

treatment. One patient who had Grade 2 PN of the lower

extremities at baseline newly developed a trigeminal nerve
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disorder of Grade 1 during carfilzomib treatment, whereas the

pre-existing PN was not aggravated by carfilzomib (Table IV).

No ILD was observed.

We particularly highlighted cardiovascular and infectious

AEs in this study, and the details are presented in Table V.

In total, the occurrence rate of hypertension (HT) was low

and similar to that reported in the previous study (17%)

(Grade ≥3; 6%) (Vij et al, 2012a). In the present study, HT

(10/50 patients; 20%) was relatively common among the

cardiovascular AEs. Although HT (8%) of Grade ≥3 and

cardiomyopathy (2%) of Grade ≥3 were observed, severe

CHF was not reported. The AEs considered to be autonomic

are also shown in Table SII, although they were mild, except

HT. Among AEs of any grade, HT was the most com-

monly noted; moreover, as observed in four patients, HT

was the only Grade ≥3 AE that was attributed to autonomic

neuropathy.

With respect to infectious AEs, it is notable that

nasopharyngitis and pharyngitis were relatively common, but

the incidence of other infectious AEs was low, a finding

Table I. Patients’ baseline characteristics.

Characteristic

15 mg/m2 20 mg/m2 20/27 mg/m2 Total

(n = 4) (n = 6) (n = 40) (N = 50)

Sex, n (%)

Male 3 (75) 5 (83) 18 (45) 26 (52)

Median age, years (range) 67 (57–80) 71 (59–80) 66 (48–81) 67 (48–81)
ECOG PS, n (%)

0 3 (75) 3 (50) 23 (58) 29 (58)

1 1 (25) 3 (50) 17 (43) 21 (42)

ISS stage*, n (%)

I 2 (50) 2 (33) 12 (30) 16 (32)

II 1 (25) 3 (50) 14 (35) 18 (36)

III 1 (25) 1 (17) 9 (23) 11 (22)

Unknown 0 (0) 0 (0) 5 (13) 5 (10)

Ig subtype, n (%)

IgG 3 (75) 1 (17) 31 (78) 35 (70)

IgA 1 (25) 5 (83) 2 (5) 8 (16)

IgD 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (5) 2 (4)

Bence–Jones 0 (0) 0 (0) 5 (13) 5 (10)

Cytogenetic/FISH prognostic markers, n (%)

Normal/Favourable 1 (25) 5 (83) 25 (63) 31 (62)

Unfavourable† 3 (75) 1 (17) 12 (30) 16 (32)

Unknown 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (8) 3 (6)

Peripheral neuropathy, n (%)

Grade 0 0 (0) 1 (17) 14 (35) 15 (30)

Grade 1 2 (50) 4 (67) 20 (50) 26 (52)

Grade 2 2 (50) 1 (17) 6 (15) 9 (18)

Previous lines of therapy, median (range) 5 (4–7) 6 (3–8) 5 (3–10) 5 (3–10)
≥6, n (%) 2 (50) 3 (50) 16 (40) 21 (42)

Baseline anti-hypertensive therapy, n (%)

Yes 3 (75) 1 (17) 14 (35) 18 (36)

No 1 (25) 5 (83) 26 (65) 32 (64)

Previous therapy, n (%)

Bortezomib 4 (100) 6 (100) 40 (100) 50 (100)

Immunomodulatory agent

Lenalidomide 4 (100) 6 (100) 33 (83) 43 (86)

Thalidomide 2 (50) 4 (67) 23 (58) 29 (58)

Corticosteroid 4 (100) 6 (100) 40 (100) 50 (100)

Alkylating agent 4 (100) 6 (100) 40 (100) 50 (100)

Anthracycline 2 (50) 4 (67) 26 (65) 32 (64)

Stem cell transplantation 1 (25) 2 (33) 17 (43) 20 (40)

ECOG PS, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status; FISH, fluorescence in situ hybridization; Ig, immunoglobulin; ISS, Interna-

tional Staging System.

*At diagnosis.

†Includes either t(4;14), t(14;16) or del (17p).
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similar to those for the upper respiratory tract documented

previously in patients treated with bortezomib (Shah et al,

2004; Teh et al, 2014a,b) and carfilzomib (31–34%) (Vij

et al, 2012a,b). Regarding AEs of Grade ≥3, pneumonia,

bronchopneumonia, viral pneumonia, staphylococcal infec-

tion and herpes virus infection were observed in one patient

each in the study (Table V).

No AEs led to death during the administration period of

carfilzomib or within 30 days after the final administration

of carfilzomib. Eight patients (16%) discontinued treatment,

and dosing was interrupted or reduced in 24 patients

(48%) because of AEs. It is noteworthy that infection was

the most frequent reason for the interruption of carfilzomib

treatment. Of the 24 patients whose treatment was inter-

rupted, 11 (46%) experienced viral or upper respiratory dis-

eases, including one patient with flu, one with viral disease,

eight with upper respiratory diseases and one with fever

who was given an anti-inflammatory drug commonly used

Table II. Best overall response.

15 mg/m2 20 mg/m2 20/27 mg/m2 Total

(n = 4) (n = 6) (n = 40) (N = 50)

Best response, n (%)

CR 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

VGPR 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (5∙0) 2 (4∙0)
PR 1 (25∙0) 0 (0) 7 (17∙5) 8 (16∙0)
MR 0 (0) 2 (33∙3) 2 (5∙0) 4 (8∙0)
SD 1 (25∙0) 1 (16∙7) 16 (40∙0) 18 (36∙0)
PD 0 (0) 1 (16∙7) 9 (22∙5) 10 (20∙0)
NE 2 (50∙0) 2 (33∙3) 4 (10∙0) 8 (16∙0)

ORR (≥PR), n (%) 1 (25∙0) 0 (0) 9 (22∙5) 10 (20∙0)
CBR (≥MR), n (%) 1 (25∙0) 2 (33∙3) 11 (27∙5) 14 (28∙0)
DOR, median (95% CI), months 9∙5 (NR–NR) – – NR (2∙3–NR) 9∙5 (2∙3–9∙5)
PFS, median (95% CI), months 2∙8 (1∙7–15∙9) 11∙1 (0∙9–11∙1) 5∙1 (2∙8–7∙0) 5∙1 (2∙8–7∙0)
OS, median (95% CI), months 17∙9 (3∙0–NR) 17∙8 (3∙4–23∙4) NR (7∙4–NR) 23∙4 (10∙3–NR)

CR, complete response; VGPR, very good partial response; PR, partial response; MR, minimal response; SD, stable disease; PD, progressive dis-

ease; NE, not evaluable; ORR, overall response rate; CBR, clinical benefit rate; DOR, duration of response; NR, not reached; PFS, progression-free

survival; CI, confidence interval; OS, overall survival; NR, not reached.

Table III. Comparison of overall response rate in the 20/27 mg/m2 cohort according to baseline characteristics.

Characteristic

ONO-7057-01* PX-171-003-A1†

Odds ratio 95% CI P-value‡n ORR 95% CI n ORR 95% CI

Overall 40 22∙5 12∙3–37∙5 257 23∙7 18∙7–29∙4 0∙93 0∙42–2∙07 0∙8640
Age

<65 years 12 25∙0 8∙9–53∙2 139 25∙2 18∙2–33∙2 0∙99 0∙25–3∙87 0∙9890
≥65 years 28 21∙4 10∙2–39∙5 118 22∙0 14∙9–30∙6 0∙97 0∙35–2∙63 0∙9445

Sex

Female 22 13∙6 4∙7–33∙3 108 29∙6 21∙2–39∙2 0∙38 0∙10–1∙36 0∙1232
Male 18 33∙3 16∙3–56∙3 149 19∙5 13∙4–26∙7 2∙07 0∙72–5∙98 0∙1720

Cytogenetics/FISH prognostic markers

Normal/Favourable 25 28∙0 14∙3–47∙6 158 22∙8 16∙5–30∙1 1∙32 0∙51–3∙40 0∙5677
Unfavourable 12 16∙7 4∙7–44∙8 71 29∙6 19∙3–41∙6 0∙48 0∙10–2∙36 0∙3554

ISS stage

I 12 25∙0 8∙9–53∙2 76 31∙6 21∙4–43∙3 0∙72 0∙18–2∙91 0∙6461
II 14 7∙1 1∙3–31∙5 96 24∙0 15∙8–33∙7 0∙24 0∙03–1∙97 0∙1547
III 9 33∙3 12∙1–64∙6 78 17∙9 10∙2–28∙3 2∙29 0∙51–10∙26 0∙2704

ORR, overall response rate; CI, confidence interval; FISH, fluorescence in situ hybridization; ISS, International Staging System.

*Present study. For the 20/27 mg/m2 cohort, 20 mg/m2 was dosed on Days 1 and 2 of Cycle 1 and escalated to 27 mg/m2 on Day 8 of Cycle 1

and thereafter.

†Siegel et al (2012). The dose for Cycle 1 was 20 mg/m2, which was escalated to 27 mg/m2 on Day 1 of Cycle 2 and thereafter.

‡v2 test.
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as a medicine for cold. In addition, three patients were

believed to have infections leading to treatment interrup-

tion; these three patients included one patient with pneu-

monia and two with fever (of three events), for which

levofloxacin or acetaminophen was prescribed. The treat-

ment was interrupted in five other patients who developed

neutropenia (of seven events).

Our findings indicate that carfilzomib 20/27 mg/m2 is fea-

sible for Japanese patients with RRMM.

Pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics

PK analyses were performed in a total of 17 patients in phase

1. The PK parameters for carfilzomib are shown in

Table IV. Patients with peripheral neuropathy under study treatment.

Patient No. Dose level (mg/m2) Preferred terminology (Grade) Baseline PN Grade Worst PN Grade before the study

1 20 Peripheral neuropathy (2) 1 3

2 20/27 Peripheral neuropathy (1) 0 2

3 20/27 Peripheral sensory neuropathy (1) 0 2

4 20/27 Peripheral sensory neuropathy (2) 1 3

5 20/27 Peripheral sensory neuropathy (1) 0 2

6 20/27 Peripheral sensory neuropathy (2) 1 3

7 20/27 Peripheral sensory neuropathy (1) 0 1

8* 20/27 Trigeminal nerve disorder (1) 2 2

PN, peripheral neuropathy.

*Developed trigeminal nerve disorder during carfilzomib treatment. Patient had Grade 2 PN of the lower extremities at baseline, which was not

aggravated by carfilzomib.

Table V. Adverse events related to cardiovascular disorders and infections of all grades or ≥Grade 3.

Dose (mg/m2) 15 mg/m2 20 mg/m2 20/27 mg/m2 Total

Patients
(n = 4) (n = 6) (n = 40) (N = 50)

Grade All Grades ≥Grade 3 All Grades ≥Grade 3 All Grades ≥Grade 3 All Grades ≥Grade 3

Cardiovascular disorder

Hypertension 2 0 2 0 6 4 10 4

Congestive Heart failure 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0

Vascular pain 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0

Hot flush 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0

Atrioventricular block first degree 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Palpitations 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Dyspnoea* 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Vasculitis 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Troponin T increased 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Orthostatic hypotension 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

Cardiomyopathy 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

Infections

Nasopharyngitis 0 0 1 0 10 0 11 0

Pharyngitis 1 0 0 0 5 0 6 0

Gingivitis 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0

Pneumonia 0 0 1 1 1 0 2 1

Bronchopneumonia 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

Influenza 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Viral pneumonia 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

Upper respiratory tract infection 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Enteritis infection 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Lip infection 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Oropharyngeal candidiasis 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

Staphylococcal infection 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

Herpes virus infection 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

*Dyspnoea is classified as a respiratory adverse event according to National Cancer Institute Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events

(NCI-CTCAE) version 4∙0 (http://evs.nci.nih.gov/ftp1/CTCAE/CTCAE_4!03_2010-06-14_QuickReference_8!5x11.pdf).
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Table SIII. The plasma carfilzomib concentration showed a

rapid decrease after intravenous administration with terminal

half-lives (T1/2) of 0∙424–0∙706 h. In the dose range of 15–
27 mg/m2, the area under the plasma concentration–time

curve from time 0 to the time of last quantifiable concentra-

tion (AUClast) and maximum plasma concentration (Cmax)

increased in a dose-dependent manner. There was no trend

toward increasing or decreasing the clearance and volume of

distribution at steady state over the dose range. Following

repeated doses of carfilzomib at 15 and 20 mg/m2, the PK

parameters were similar on Days 1 and 16. Although Cmax

was measured, the results were not compared with those of

previous studies because the duration of intravenous admin-

istration of carfilzomib was 10 min in the present study and

2–10 min in the overseas studies (PX-171-007; Papadopoulos

et al, 2013) Therefore, we concluded that there was no

remarkable ethnic difference in the PK parameters of carfil-

zomib compared with the AUClast and T1/2 in PX-171-007.

For all dosing levels of carfilzomib, the proteasome activi-

ties in whole blood and PBMCs were reduced 1 h after

administration on Days 1, 2 and 8 of Cycle 1 and on Day 1

of Cycle 2 with ≥80% inhibition. Furthermore, although pro-

teasome activity in whole blood before the administration of

carfilzomib on Day 1 of Cycle 2 slightly recovered (≥70%
inhibition) because drug interruption was longer during this

period than during other parts of the administration period,

administration of carfilzomib resulted in a similar level of

inhibition of proteasome activity. The level of inhibition was

≥80%, which was similar to that obtained in the overseas

studies (Alsina et al, 2012).

Discussion

The present study aimed to evaluate the efficacy and safety

of single-agent carfilzomib in Japanese patients with RRMM.

The dose level did not reach the MTD, but the recom-

mended dose in phase 2 was determined to be 20/27 mg/m2

on the basis of the results of phase 1. The results of single-

agent carfilzomib at a 20/27 mg/m2 dose showed good

responses in heavily pre-treated patients, with an ORR of

22∙5% and a median PFS of 5∙1 months.

A comparison of the 20/27 mg/m2 group in this study

with that in the pivotal US study (003-A1) (Siegel et al,

2012) showed that the results of the ORR were similar

(22∙5% and 23∙7%, respectively), the median number of pre-

vious lines of therapy of the 20/27 mg/m2 group of each

study were the same and the proportion of patients with

poor prognosis according to cytogenetic abnormalities was

30% in this study (Table I) and 28% in 003-A1. However,

the median PFS was better in this study than in 003-A1

(5∙1 months vs. 3∙7 months, respectively). The following fac-

tors account for the difference: 1) no patients with ECOG PS

2 were enrolled in this study, whereas 13% of the enrolled

patients in 003-A1 were PS 2, and 2) the median cumulative

carfilzomib dose in this study was 796 mg/m2 (range

80–1363 mg/m2), which was much higher than the 470 mg/

m2 (range 20–2647 mg/m2) in 003-A1. On the other hand,

ethnic differences in the efficacy of carfilzomib did not seem

to be significant, and both studies demonstrated good effi-

cacy in patients with RRMM.

The incidences of PN were similar: PN of any grade

occurred in 73/526 (13∙9%) patients; Grade ≥3 PN

occurred in seven (1∙3%) patients in the integrated analysis

of four phase 2 studies of single-agent carfilzomib (Siegel

et al, 2013), whereas PN of any grade was encountered in

eight (16∙0%) patients and no patient developed PN of

Grade ≥3 in the present study. In addition, of the 35

patients who had PN at baseline, carfilzomib aggravated

PN in three patients (8∙6%), which contrasts with the

results of a previous study (Vij et al, 2012b). However,

none of the patients who had not previously experienced

PN developed new PN. There may be some patients who

are prone to develop PN induced by PIs (Broyl et al,

2010; Corthals et al, 2011; Watanabe et al, 2013), and the

choice of carfilzomib among PIs decreases the chance of

encountering PN that hinders patients with MM from con-

tinuing to receive currently efficacious treatment or future

treatment for RRMM.

Adverse effects of particular interest have been cardiac

events, previously reported for single-agent carfilzomib treat-

ment (Siegel et al, 2012; 2013). Aggregated cardiac AEs,

including arrhythmia, CHF, ischaemic heart disease and car-

diomyopathy, have been reported in 116 of 526 patients

(22∙1%), with 50 patients (9∙5%) being Grade ≥3, in the

integrated analysis (Siegel et al, 2013). However, in the pre-

sent study, regarding Grade ≥3 cardiac AEs, only one

(2∙0%) patient in the 20 mg/m2 cohort had cardiomyopa-

thy, and no deaths occurred. Cardiotoxicities have been

unexpectedly induced by PIs (Voortman & Giaccone, 2006;

Orciuolo et al, 2007). In addition, unexplained deaths have

been reported in the single-agent bortezomib study, which

were attributed to CHF and sudden death, although they

were regarded as probably not related to bortezomib

(Richardson et al, 2009).

The previous integrated analysis reported that HT was

documented in 14∙3% and that more than half of those had

a history of HT (Siegel et al, 2013). Although HT was more

frequently recorded in our study (10 of 50 enrolled patients;

20%) than in the previous studies, four of the 10

patients were newly induced; however, in the remaining six

patients who were prescribed hypertensive drugs before

enrolment (Table SIV), HT was aggravated after carfilzomib

treatment. As PIs have a potential to exacerbate impaired

hypertensive states, blood pressure should be carefully moni-

tored during the treatment, particularly in those who have a

history of HT, and should be strictly controlled with addi-

tional anti-hypertensive drugs during carfilzomib treatment.

It is noteworthy that there was a case reported in which the

female patient developed severe CHF after bortezomib treat-

ment, for which HT was the sole cardiovascular risk factor
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(Bockorny et al, 2012); hence, we highlight this point. More-

over, intriguingly, in pressure-overload hearts of mice, it has

been shown that proteasome activities in cardiomyocytes

were depressed, resulting from cardiomyocyte apoptosis

through the accumulation of pro-apoptotic proteins caused

by impaired degradation, before the onset of cardiac dysfunc-

tion (Tsukamoto et al, 2006). Therefore, there is a great need

for the pre-control of HT to mitigate the risk of cardiac toxi-

city, including heart failure, and control of HT is likely to be

an important component of the successful management of

MM patients treated with PIs.

GI disorders are caused by bortezomib; however, the rate

of GI disorders was 21% lower for the subcutaneous admin-

istration of bortezomib than for intravenous administration,

of which the incidence of diarrhoea was 12% lower (Moreau

et al, 2011). The GI disorders may be ascribed to autonomic

neuropathy (Mele et al, 2015) because it is a well-known fact

that autonomic neuropathy is induced by bortezomib (Shah

et al, 2004; Giannoccaro et al, 2011; Stratogianni et al, 2012;

Mele et al, 2015); therefore, autonomic neuropathy may also

account for PI-induced HT.

Although 222 (42∙2%) and 67 (1∙7%) patients experienced

dyspnoea and pneumonia of any grade, respectively, in the

integrated analysis (Siegel et al, 2013), only one (2∙0%) and

two (4∙0%) of the patients in the present study experienced

dyspnoea and pneumonia of any grade, respectively

(Table V). The aetiology of dyspnoea remained unknown

(Siegel et al, 2012) and has been debated (Siegel et al, 2013)

because ILD was scarcely reported with regard to carfilzomib.

Therefore, although dyspnoea was considered as pulmonary

toxicity in the previous report (Siegel et al, 2013), it is more

likely a symptom caused by pulmonary oedema owing to

reversible acute left ventricular failure induced by PIs because

it has been reported as a transient symptom that appeared

on the day of or the day after carfilzomib dosing (Siegel

et al, 2013). Consequently, in the present study, similar to a

recent report (Sonneveld et al, 2015), we assumed dyspnoea

to be a cardiovascular disorder (Table V) so that they would

not be underestimated.

If carfilzomib can replace bortezomib as the mainstay of

triple combination therapy (Jakubowiak et al, 2012; Nies-

vizky et al, 2013; Wang et al, 2013; Bringhen et al, 2014;

Sonneveld et al, 2015; Stewart et al, 2015), it may be neces-

sary to optimize the use of carfilzomib, although carfilzomib

and lenalidomide combined with dexamethasone has an

extremely compelling efficacy and is well tolerated (Stewart

et al, 2015). To explain this, illustrative results of phase 1

or 2 carfilzomib trials using combination therapies were as

follows: 1) a total of 33% of patients required carfilzomib

dose reduction and 20% discontinued treatment because of

AEs in combination with cyclophosphamide and dexametha-

sone for patients with newly diagnosed MM (Bringhen et al,

2014), 2) notably, a total of 31% of the patients enrolled in

a dose-escalating study (up to 56 mg/m2) of carfilzomib

experienced at least one Grade ≥3 dyspnoea when combined

with 300 mg/m2 of cyclophosphamide and low-dose dexam-

ethasone (Bensinger et al, 2014) and 3) furthermore, the

rate of any cardiac-related AEs increased up to 19% with

5% Grade 3 after consolidation therapy following autolo-

gous stem cell transplantation in a phase 2 study, in which

combination of carfilzomib, thalidomide and dexamethasone

was used (Sonneveld et al, 2015). In this study, notably,

only 59% of the patients were able to complete the original

treatment schedule without either delays, reductions, inter-

ruptions or premature stoppage of carfilzomib during the

induction therapy. Furthermore, a slower (30 min) infusion

of carfilzomib was better tolerated and permitted the

administration of higher doses (20/45 mg/m2 or 20/56 mg/

m2) according to the dissociation constant (Kd); however,

higher incidences of AEs were reported, including cough

(40∙9%), dyspnoea (31∙8%) and HT (31∙8%), with 13∙6%
of Grade ≥3as the most common non-haematological Grade

≥3 AE (Badros et al, 2013).

Moreover, because our study showed that lymphopenia

was the most common (Grade ≥3, 68%), haematological AE

(Table SI), in addition to upper respiratory disease being the

most common reason for interruption of the treatment,

additional care should be taken should carfilzomib be intro-

duced into combination therapy in the future, particularly

with pomalidomide and dexamethasone.

Lessons have been learned regarding the optimal adminis-

tration of PIs from experiences with the use of the first-gen-

eration PI, bortezomib. Supportive care to avoid or prevent

AEs induced by bortezomib and carfilzomib is important in

continuous treatment with PIs (Delforge et al, 2010; Siegel,

2013). MM eventually develops resistance to all existing

available therapies, and patients succumb to the disease

(Kumar et al, 2012). Therefore, it is important to judiciously

use PIs to reduce toxicities and to maintain the drug efficacy

against currently existing MM in patients through a consecu-

tive treatment of patients with MM through their life. To

optimize the dose of carfilzomib, prescribing prophylactic

drugs in advance for potential AEs in its earliest stages when

toxicities are anticipated will be crucial for patients with MM

to continue carfilzomib treatment and achieve more pro-

found responses, which should prolong survival (Chanan-

Khan & Giralt, 2010; Gay et al, 2011; Mart!ınez-L!opez et al,

2013).

In conclusion, in terms of safety, we did not find any

clinically important ethnic differences in safety when carfil-

zomib was administered in a 20/27 mg/m2 dosing regimen

in Japanese MM patients. Although the PN rates with carfil-

zomib are low, it may worsen pre-existing PN. Cardiotoxici-

ties were the major concern in previous carfilzomib studies,

but they were less frequently observed in the present study;

hypertensive status seemed to be exacerbated by the admin-

istration of carfilzomib and bortezomib, an affect that may

be caused by PI-induced autonomic neuropathy. Therefore,

we highlight the importance of managing AEs, including

HT, by early treatment to alleviate PI-induced AEs so that

Phase 1/2 Study of Carfilzomib in Japanese Myeloma Patients
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PI treatment can continue. With respect to efficacy, Japa-

nese patients with RRMM achieved relatively longer PFS

after higher total doses of carfilzomib than those adminis-

tered in previous studies.
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Abstract 
Background: The immunomodulatory agent pomalidomide in combination with low-dose dexamethasone has 
demonstrated efficacy and safety for the treatment of relapsed and refractory multiple myeloma (RRMM) in phase 2 
and 3 trials. However, these trials enrolled very few Asian patients.

Methods: This phase 2 study investigated pomalidomide plus low-dose dexamethasone in 36 Japanese patients 
with RRMM after ≥2 prior therapies.

Results: Patients enrolled in the study had a relatively high disease burden (81 % Durie–Salmon stage II or III) and 
were heavily pretreated (median, 6.5 prior antimyeloma regimens). The overall response rate was 42 % (1 patient with 
complete response and 14 with partial response), with an additional 44 % (16 patients) achieving stable disease (SD). 
Response rates in patients aged ≤65 years and >65 years were 47 and 35 %, respectively. None of the five patients 
with extramedullary disease achieved a response, with three of them maintaining SD of short duration. Median 
progression-free survival was 10.1 months after a 7.7-month median follow-up, and the median overall survival was 
not reached. The most frequent grade ≥3 adverse events (AEs) were neutropenia (64 %), anemia (42 %), and throm-
bocytopenia (31 %). The most frequent nonhematologic grade ≥3 AEs were pneumonia and decreased appetite (8 % 
each). Adverse events in patients aged >65 years were similar to those in patients aged ≤65 years, except for a higher 
rate of grade ≥3 pneumonia.

Conclusions: Collectively, the results of this study demonstrate that pomalidomide plus low-dose dexamethasone 
is an effective and safe treatment for Japanese patients with RRMM, although careful attention needs to be paid to 
serious infections.
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Background
Although the introduction of thalidomide, lenalidomide, 
and bortezomib has improved the survival of patients 
with multiple myeloma (MM) [1], MM remains incur-
able, and median overall survival (OS) for patients who 
have become refractory to bortezomib and thalidomide 
or lenalidomide is only 9 months [2]. Pomalidomide is a 
distinct IMiD® immunomodulatory compound with a 
mechanism of action that includes tumoricidal, immu-
nomodulatory, and antiangiogenic effects [3]. In combi-
nation with low-dose dexamethasone, pomalidomide was 
approved in the United States, Canada, and the European 
Union for the treatment of patients with relapsed and 
refractory MM (RRMM) who have received ≥2 prior 
therapies, including lenalidomide and bortezomib, and 
who have demonstrated disease progression on the last 
therapy (United States, Canada, European Union) or 
within 60 days of completion of the last therapy (United 
States) [4–6]. In addition, this regimen has recently been 
approved for the treatment of Japanese patients with 
RRMM.

In a North American phase 1/2 RRMM study (MM-
002), pomalidomide plus low-dose dexamethasone 
significantly extended progression-free survival (PFS) 
compared with pomalidomide alone [7, 8]. Furthermore, 
the regimen significantly improved both PFS and OS 
compared with high-dose dexamethasone alone in an 
international phase 3 trial (MM-003) [9]. The safety pro-
file of pomalidomide plus low-dose dexamethasone was 
acceptable in both studies [8, 9]. However, the number 
of Asian patients who were enrolled in these previous 
studies was very small. Additionally, there are no phase 
2 studies demonstrating the efficacy and safety profile of 
pomalidomide in Asian patients with RRMM.

Because pharmacokinetic (PK) and safety profiles of 
a drug can be affected by ethnicity [10–12], the phase 1 
MM-004 study evaluated the tolerated dose, PK, safety, 
and efficacy of pomalidomide, alone and in combination 
with low-dose dexamethasone, in Japanese patients with 
RRMM [13]. Pomalidomide 4 mg/day, the recommended 
dose in the United States, Canada, and European Union 
[4–6], was identified as the tolerated dose in this patient 
population [13], consistent with previous observations in 
Caucasian patients [7]. These results led us to the phase 
2 study, which investigated the efficacy and safety of 
pomalidomide plus low-dose dexamethasone in Japanese 
patients with RRMM.

Results
Patient characteristics
A total of 36 patients were enrolled between December 
2013 and July 2014 at 13 sites in Japan; all patients were 
of Asian origin (Fig. 1). The median age was 64.5 years, 

and 11 % of the patients were aged >75 years (Table 1). 
The median time from first diagnosis was 4.7 years. Five 
patients (14 %) presented with extramedullary plasmacy-
toma in bone (n = 4) and liver (n = 1). Patients had a rela-
tively high disease burden, including Durie–Salmon stage 
II or III disease in 81 %, and were heavily pretreated, with 
a median of 6.5 prior antimyeloma regimens. All but 1 
patient (97 %) were refractory to lenalidomide, and 58 % 
were refractory to both lenalidomide and bortezomib.

Study treatment
Median treatment duration was 5.5  months (range, 
0.3–12.0 months), and the median number of treatment 
cycles was 6 (range, 1–13 cycles). At the data cutoff 
(February 3, 2015), 16 patients (44  %) remained on the 
protocol treatment. Disease progression was the most 
common reason for discontinuation (14 patients, 39 %). 
Three patients (8 %) discontinued because of an adverse 
event (AE), including 1 fatal AE of aggravated asthma 
and pneumonia, and three patients (8 %) discontinued for 
other reasons (Fig. 1).

Efficacy
All 36 patients received study treatment and were eval-
uable for efficacy. The overall response rate (ORR) was 
42 % (15 patients; 95 % CI, 26–58 %), with 1 patient (3 %) 
achieving a complete response (CR) and 14 patients 
(39  %) achieving a partial response (PR; Table  2). Sta-
ble disease (SD) was recorded as the best response in 
16 patients (44 %). Of these 36 evaluable patients, final 
pomalidomide doses at the last follow-up were 4  mg 
in 27 patiens, 3  mg in seven patients, and 2  mg in two 
patients with ORR of 44 % (12/27 patients, 1 CR and 11 
PRs), 43 % (3/7 patients, all PRs) and 0 % in each dose 

Fig. 1 Patient screening, enrollment, and follow-up in the trial
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group, respectively (Table  3). The median time to first 
response was 1.9  months, including 2 patients whose 
response improved from SD after ≥4 cycles of treatment 

(Fig.  2). The median duration of response (DOR) was 
not reached (95 % CI, 4.6 months-not estimable). After 
a median follow-up of 7.7 months, the median PFS was 
10.1 months (Fig. 3). A prespecified final OS analysis was 
conducted using a data cutoff of September 25, 2015; 
after median follow-up of 11.3  months, the 1-year OS 
was 58.5 %.

In patients aged ≤65 years, the ORR was 47 % (9/19 
patients, all PRs), and in patients aged >65  years, an 
ORR of 35  % was observed (6/17 patients, 1 CR and 5 
PRs). One of four patients aged >75 years achieved a PR. 
Analysis of impact of disease stage at the time of pro-
tocol enrollment showed that ORR in Durie–Salmon 
stage III disease (23 %) tended to be lower than that in 
stage I (57  %) or stage II (50  %) disease, although it is 
not statistically significant (P =  0.28). ORR was 43  % 
among patients who were refractory to lenalidomide 
(15/35 patients, 1 CR and 14 PRs) and 33  % among 
those refractory to both lenalidomide and bortezomib 
(7/21 patients, all PRs). Recent studies have shown 
that thalidomide is effective in patients refractory to 

Table 1 Patient baseline characteristics

ECOG Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group

Characteristic Pomalidomide plus  
dexamethasone 
(N = 36)

Age

 Median (range), years 64.5 (43–78)

 >65 years, n (%) 17 (47.2)

 >75 years, n (%) 4 (11.1)

Sex, n (%)

 Male 16 (44.4)

 Female 20 (55.6)

Time from first diagnosis, median (range), years 4.7 (0.6–21.1)

ECOG performance status, n (%)

 0–1 33 (91.7)

 2 3 (8.3)

Durie–Salmon stage, n (%)

 I 7 (19.4)

 II 16 (44.4)

 III 13 (36.1)

β2-microglobulin level, n (%)

 <3.5 mg/L 24 (66.7)

 3.5–<5.5 mg/L 10 (27.8)

 ≥5.5 mg/L 2 (5.6)

Bone lesions, n (%) 22 (61.1)

Extramedullary plasmacytoma, n (%) 5 (13.9)

Creatinine clearance, n (%)

 <30 mL/min 0

 30–<45 mL/min 0

 45–<60 mL/min 8 (22.2)

 60–<80 mL/min 13 (36.1)

 ≥80 mL/min 15 (41.7)

Prior antimyeloma therapies, median (range) 6.5 (2–15)

Prior stem cell transplant, n (%) 19 (52.8)

Prior therapies, n (%)

 Lenalidomide 36 (100.0)

 Bortezomib 36 (100.0)

 Thalidomide 12 (33.3)

 Dexamethasone 35 (97.2)

 Melphalan 31 (86.1)

Last prior therapy, n (%)

 Lenalidomide 21 (58.3)

 Bortezomib 15 (41.7)

Refractory to prior therapies, n (%)

 Lenalidomide 35 (97.2)

 Bortezomib 21 (58.3)

 Both lenalidomide and bortezomib 21 (58.3)

Table 2 Responses based on IMWG criteria

IMWG International Myeloma Working Group

Variable Pomalidomide 
plus dexamethasone 
(N = 36)

Response rate, n (%)

 Overall response 15 (41.7)

  Complete response 1 (2.8)

  Very good partial response 0

  Partial response 14 (38.9)

 Stable disease 16 (44.4)

 Progressive disease 5 (13.9)

 Not evaluable 0

Time to response, median (range), months 1.9 (0.9–5.5)

Duration of response, median (range), months Not reached (1.9–11.1)

Table 3 Best response by final daily dose of pomalidomide

a Daily dose as of February 3, 2015

Variable Final daily dose of pomalidomidea

4 mg (n = 27) 3 mg (n = 7) 2 mg (n = 2)

Best response rate, n (%)

 Overall response 12 (44.4) 3 (42.9) 0

  Complete response 1 (3.7) 0 0

  Very good partial 
response

0 0 0

  Partial response 11 (40.7) 3 (42.9) 0

 Stable disease 11 (40.7) 3 (42.9) 2 (100)

 Progressive disease 4 (14.8) 1 (14.3) 0
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bortezomib and lenalidomide treatment [14, 15]. ORR 
among patients who had previously received thalido-
mide and those who did not receive thalidomide was 
33 % (4/12 patients, all PRs) and 46 % (11/24 patients, 

with 1 CR and 10 PRs), respectively, with no significant 
difference between two groups (P = 0.72), although the 
latter showed a trend toward longer PFS (3.3  months 
versus not reached, P  =  0.21). Median OS was not 
reached for patients who received or did not receive 
prior thalidomide. Of the five patients with plasmacy-
tomas, none achieved a response, with SD recorded as 
the best response in three patients. The median PFS for 
these five patients was 1.8 months.

Safety
All 36 patients reported ≥1 AE, and 31 patients (86  %) 
experienced a grade ≥3 AE, regardless of causality 
(Table 4). The most frequently reported grade ≥3 hema-
tologic AEs regardless of causality were neutropenia (23 
patients, 64  %), anemia (15 patients, 42  %), and throm-
bocytopenia (11 patients, 31  %). The most frequently 
reported grade ≥3 nonhematologic AEs regardless of cau-
sality were pneumonia (three patients, 8 %) and decreased 
appetite (three patients, 8  %). Other frequently reported 
AEs (any grade) were pyrexia (nine patients, 25 %); naso-
pharyngitis (eight patients, 22  %); and gastrointestinal 
disorders, including constipation (eight patients, 22  %), 
diarrhea, and nausea (seven patients, 19 % each).

Peripheral neuropathy (PN) of any grade occurred 
in three patients (8  %) and was considered to be treat-
ment-related in all cases. No occurrences of deep vein 
thrombosis or pulmonary embolism were reported; all 
patients received thromboprophylaxis, most commonly 
with aspirin (94  % of patients). Febrile neutropenia was 
observed in one patient (3 %), and severe infections and 
infestations occurred in three patients (8 %). Serious AEs 
were reported in 13 patients (36 %) and were considered 
treatment related in six patients (17 %). Constipation and 

Fig. 2 Treatment exposure and response duration of the enrolled 
patients. CR complete response, PD progressive disease, PR partial 
response, SD stable disease, VGPR very good partial response

Fig. 3 Kaplan–Meier estimates of progression-free survival from the start of first treatment to first documented disease progression or death, 
whichever occurred earlier, among patients who received pomalidomide plus low-dose dexamethasone in MM-011
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pneumonia were the only 2 treatment-related serious 
AEs that occurred in >1 patient (two patients, 6 % each).

Pomalidomide dosing was interrupted in 15 patients 
(42  %) and reduced in nine patients (25  %) due to AEs. 
AEs leading to dose reductions in >1 patient were 
thrombocytopenia (three patients, 8  %), anemia (two 
patients, 6 %), and leukopenia (two patients, 6 %). Three 
patients (8 %) had ≥1 AE that led to discontinuation of 
study treatment, all of which were considered treatment 
related. AEs leading to discontinuation were asthma, 
dyspnea, pleural effusion, anemia, pyrexia, and pneu-
monia. Nine patients (25 %) died during the study; eight 
deaths were due to progression of MM, and one was due 
to an AE of pneumonia and aggravated asthma that was 
suspected to be related to study treatment.

The AE profile in patients aged >65 years was broadly 
consistent with that in patients aged ≤65 years (Table 4), 
except for a higher rate of grade ≥3 pneumonia in the 
older patients.

Discussion
This study demonstrates that pomalidomide in com-
bination with low-dose dexamethasone is an effective 

regimen that confers disease stabilization or regression 
in 86  % of heavily pretreated Japanese patients with 
RRMM, with an acceptable safety profile consistent with 
the prior studies in other regions. The phase 3 MM-003 
trial, which was conducted in 93 centers in Europe, Rus-
sia, Australia, Canada, and the United States, previously 
investigated pomalidomide plus dexamethasone in 302 
patients with RRMM who had received prior therapy 
with both lenalidomide and bortezomib [9]. MM-003 
found that pomalidomide plus low-dose dexamethasone 
significantly improved PFS, OS, and ORR vs high-dose 
dexamethasone alone [9].

Due to the small sample size of MM-011, results may 
be less precise and the ability to compare with other tri-
als such as MM-003 is limited, therefore findings in our 
study should be interpreted with caution. However, the 
results reported here, including an ORR of 42  % (com-
pared with 31  % in MM-003), suggest that efficacy out-
comes of pomalidomide-based salvage treatment in 
RRMM could be more favorable depending on the cri-
teria used for patient selection [9]. It will be interesting 
to determine if, as in MM-003, patients with a greater 
response (either SD or ≥PR) experience a longer OS 

Table 4 Summary of  the most commonly reported adverse events (regardless of  causality and  reported at  any grade 
in ≥10 % of patients)

AE adverse event

n (%) All patients (N = 36) Age ≤65 years (n = 19) Age >65 years (n = 17)

All grades Grade ≥ 3 All grades Grade ≥ 3 All Grades Grade ≥ 3

Patients with ≥ 1 AE 36 (100.0) 31 (86.1) 19 (100.0) 16 (84.2) 17 (100.0) 15 (88.2)

Neutropenia 26 (72.2) 23 (63.9) 16 (84.2) 14 (73.7) 10 (58.8) 9 (52.9)

Anemia 17 (47.2) 15 (41.7) 9 (47.4) 8 (42.1) 8 (47.1) 7 (41.2)

Thrombocytopenia 17 (47.2) 11 (30.6) 11 (57.9) 6 (31.6) 6 (35.3) 5 (29.4)

Pyrexia 9 (25.0) 0 5 (26.3) 0 4 (23.5) 0

Constipation 8 (22.2) 2 (5.6) 6 (31.6) 1 (5.3) 2 (11.8) 1 (5.9)

Nasopharyngitis 8 (22.2) 0 2 (10.5) 0 6 (35.3) 0

Lymphopenia 7 (19.4) 6 (16.7) 4 (21.1) 3 (15.8) 3 (17.6) 3 (17.6)

Diarrhea 7 (19.4) 0 5 (26.3) 0 2 (11.8) 0

Nausea 7 (19.4) 0 4 (21.1) 0 3 (17.6) 0

Leukopenia 6 (16.7) 4 (11.1) 3 (15.8) 2 (10.5) 3 (17.6) 2 (11.8)

Peripheral edema 6 (16.7) 0 2 (10.5) 0 4 (23.5) 0

Rash 6 (16.7) 0 4 (21.1) 0 2 (11.8) 0

Insomnia 6 (16.7) 0 2 (10.5) 0 4 (23.5) 0

Pneumonia 5 (13.9) 3 (8.3) 1 (5.3) 0 4 (23.5) 3 (17.6)

Decreased appetite 5 (13.9) 3 (8.3) 2 (10.5) 1 (5.3) 3 (17.6) 2 (11.8)

Malaise 5 (13.9) 0 4 (21.1) 0 1 (5.9) 0

Dysgeusia 5 (13.9) 0 2 (10.5) 0 3 (17.6) 0

Hypoxia 4 (11.1) 1 (2.8) 3 (15.8) 1 (5.3) 1 (5.9) 0

Epistaxis 4 (11.1) 0 2 (10.5) 0 2 (11.8) 0

Upper respiratory tract infection 4 (11.1) 0 2 (10.5) 0 2 (11.8) 0
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compared with patients with progressive disease [16]. 
Additionally, median PFS in MM-011 was substantially 
longer than in the MM-003 trial (10.2 vs 4.0  months, 
respectively) [9], probably reflecting the differences in 
background characteristics of the patients participating 
in these studies.

One possible explanation for the observed differ-
ences in outcomes between MM-011 and MM-003 is the 
longer duration of treatment in MM-011 (median, 5.5 vs 
4.2  months) [9]. Subgroup analysis of MM-003 showed 
that some patients who achieved only SD within four 
cycles of treatment went on to improve their response 
status with continued treatment beyond four cycles [16]. 
Thus, the improved outcomes in MM-011 may reflect 
prolonged time on therapy.

Additionally, the observed differences in outcomes may 
reflect variability in disease characteristics between the 
patient population of MM-011 and the pomalidomide 
plus low-dose dexamethasone arm of MM-003. Several 
factors associated with poor outcomes were less com-
mon in MM-011 than in MM-003. For example, impaired 
renal function (creatinine clearance <60  mL/min) was 
present in 22  % of patients in MM-011 compared with 
31  % of patients in MM-003 [9]. Renal function may 
reflect the disease status of MM; however, preliminary 
data from the MM-008 study showed that pomalidomide 
dosing need not be reduced in patients with renal func-
tion impairment [17]. Additionally, slightly fewer patients 
in MM-011 had bone lesions compared with MM-003 
(61 vs 68 %) [9]. Advanced lytic lesions were reported to 
be a risk factor associated with poor survival in patients 
who receive pomalidomide [18]. Finally, patients had 
lower levels of serum β2-microglobulin in MM-011 vs 
MM-003 (Celgene Corporation, MM-003 clinical study 
report, unpublished observation). Higher serum β2-
microgloblin has been identified as a risk factor associ-
ated with shorter OS in patients refractory to bortezomib 
and IMiD immunomodulatory agents [2].

Of note, three out of five patients with plasmacytomas 
in MM-011 achieved SD following treatment with poma-
lidomide plus low-dose dexamethasone, albeit with a 
short median PFS of 1.8 months. Extramedullary disease 
associated with MM is known for poor prognosis, even 
after the introduction of novel agents, including lenalido-
mide and bortezomib, and thalidomide [19, 20]. There-
fore, improved treatment options are urgently needed for 
this patient population. Because pomalidomide has been 
shown to have more potent in vitro antimyeloma activity 
compared with conventional IMiD agents [21–23], fur-
ther studies are needed to determine whether pomalido-
mide plus low-dose dexamethasone provides a survival 
benefit in patients with extramedullary disease or non-
solitary plasmacytoma.

Use of prior treatment options also notably dif-
fered between MM-011 and MM-003. Fewer patients 
in MM-011 had received a prior stem cell transplant 
than patients in MM-003 (53 vs 71  %) [9]. Although 
patients had received a higher number of prior antimy-
eloma therapies in MM-011 vs MM-003 (median, 6.5 
vs 5 therapies), median time from initial diagnosis was 
shorter in MM-011 (4.7 vs 5.3 years). A similar propor-
tion of patients in MM-011 and MM-003 were refrac-
tory to lenalidomide (97.2 vs 95  %). Fewer patients in 
MM-011 were refractory to bortezomib alone (58 vs 
79  %) or to both lenalidomide and bortezomib (58 vs 
75 %). The lower levels of bortezomib refractory disease 
in MM-011 may result from differences in eligibility cri-
teria: MM-003, but not MM-011, included patients with 
primary refractory disease and required that patients 
had experienced prior treatment failure with both lena-
lidomide and bortezomib. These differences suggest that 
patients in MM-011 had disease that was not advanced 
as in MM-003, potentially accounting for the higher 
response rates and longer PFS observed. However, suba-
nalysis of MM-003 found no effect of prior treatment on 
response rate [16].

The chromosomal aberrations del(17p) and t(4;14) are 
associated with adverse prognosis, with median event-
free survival from diagnosis of only 20.6  months and 
15  months, respectively [24–27]. Therefore, the effi-
cacy of pomalidomide plus low-dose dexamethasone in 
MM-011 may have been affected by the proportion of 
patients with these poor-risk chromosomal aberrations. 
However, collection of data on chromosomal aberrations 
was not included in the MM-011 protocol, and this anal-
ysis is not available.

The non-hematologic AE profile in MM-011 was gen-
erally consistent with that of pomalidomide plus low-
dose dexamethasone treatment in MM-003, with a few 
exceptions. The incidence of severe infections was lower 
in MM-011 (8.3  % with grade ≥3 infection or infesta-
tion) than in MM-003 (30  % with grade 3/4 infection), 
as was the incidence of any grade febrile neutropenia (3 
vs 10 %) [9]. Venous thromboembolism (VTE) is associ-
ated with decreased survival in MM [28] and is a rare but 
potentially serious AE that has been reported with IMiD 
therapy [29, 30]. In a preliminary study in 1035 Japanese 
patients with MM treated with thalidomide, the inci-
dence of VTE was found to be lower than that in Western 
patients [31], potentially associated with genetic back-
ground and other factors related to ethnicity [32, 33]. In 
prior studies, appropriate thromboprophylaxis has been 
selected based on the risk of VTE for Japanese patients. 
With appropriate protocol-mandated thromboprophy-
laxis in MM-011, no cases of VTE were reported. Finally, 
PN is a common and potentially treatment-limiting AE 
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associated with thalidomide and bortezomib; however, 
pomalidomide as well as lenalidomide do not appear to 
cause substantial neurotoxicity [9, 34]. In MM-011, PN 
of any grade occurred in three patients (8 %) and did not 
lead to treatment discontinuation.

Grade ≥3 hematologic AEs occurred more frequently 
in MM-011 than in MM-003, including neutropenia (64 
vs 48 %), anemia (42 vs 33 %), and thrombocytopenia (31 
vs 22 %); however, the rate of all-grade hematologic AEs 
in MM-011 was similar to MM-003 [9]. In the Japanese 
MM-004 study, the incidence of grade ≥3 neutropenia 
was also higher than in MM-003 (67 vs 48 %) [9, 13]. This 
suggests that a greater number of Japanese patients may 
have a greater need for dose adjustments in response 
to hematologic AEs compared with those from other 
regions. The observed differences in AEs are not likely to 
be due to PK differences, as MM-004 found PK param-
eters of pomalidomide in Japanese patients with RRMM 
to be similar to those reported for pomalidomide in other 
RRMM populations, with limited accumulation after 
multiple doses [13]. Importantly, hematologic AEs were 
manageable with temporary discontinuation of treat-
ment or with concomitant administration of granulocyte 
colony-stimulating factor. The successful management of 
AEs may have contributed to extended duration of treat-
ment in MM-011.

Conclusions
In conclusion, pomalidomide 4  mg/day has been con-
firmed as the acceptable starting dose for Japanese 
patients, with dexamethasone administered at a dose 
of 40  mg/day (reduced to 20  mg/day for patients aged 
>75  years). Pomalidomide plus low-dose dexametha-
sone is a relatively safe and highly efficacious treatment 
for Japanese patients with RRMM who have previously 
received both lenalidomide and bortezomib. Patients 
who achieve stable disease or better response while on 
pomalidomide can continue to benefit from this therapy. 
Additional studies may be required to further define 
those patients that would derive the most benefit from 
pomalidomide-based therapies.

Methods
Patients
Eligible patients had documented MM and relapsed 
and refractory disease, defined as disease progression 
after ≥SD for ≥1 cycle of treatment or during or within 
60  days of completing treatment. Other inclusion crite-
ria were ≥2 prior therapies (including ≥2 cycles of lena-
lidomide and bortezomib, separately or in combination), 
age ≥20 years, and Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group 
performance status ≤2. Exclusion criteria included pre-
vious pomalidomide treatment; hypersensitivity to 

thalidomide, lenalidomide, or dexamethasone; abso-
lute neutrophil count <1000/μL; platelet count <75,000/
μL (or <30,000/μL if ≥50  % of bone marrow nucleated 
cells were plasma cells); creatinine clearance <45  mL/
min using the Cockcroft-Gault formula; corrected serum 
calcium >14  mg/dL (>3.5  mmol/L); hemoglobin <8  g/
dL (<4.9  mmol/L); liver enzyme concentrations >3.0× 
upper limit of normal (ULN); total bilirubin >2.0  mg/
dL (34.2  μmol/L; or ≥3.0× ULN for hereditary benign 
hyperbilirubinemia); congestive heart failure (New York 
Heart Association Class III/IV); myocardial infarction 
within 12  months; unstable or poorly controlled angina 
pectoris; and PN grade ≥2.

All patients provided informed consent; the study was 
approved by each study site’s institutional review board 
and was conducted in accordance with the Declaration 
of Helsinki and the International Conference on Harmo-
nisation guidelines on good clinical practice. The trial is 
registered as clinicaltrials.gov identifier NCT02011113.

Study design
MM-011 was a phase 2 multicenter, single-arm, open-
label study conducted in Japan (Fig. 1). Patients received 
pomalidomide (4 mg/day orally, days 1-21, 28-day cycles) 
and dexamethasone (40  mg/day [20  mg/day if aged 
>75  years] orally, days 1, 8, 15, and 22), consistent with 
United States and European Union approved dosing 
[4, 5]. Treatment was continued until disease progres-
sion, unacceptable toxicity, or withdrawal. All patients 
received thromboprophylaxis with low-dose aspirin, low-
molecular-weight heparin, or equivalent.

Pomalidomide was interrupted for grade 4 neutrope-
nia or thrombocytopenia, grade ≥3 constipation, VTE, 
rash, PN, or other pomalidomide-related AE, or grade 
≥2 hypothyroidism or hyperthyroidism. Additionally, 
pomalidomide was interrupted for febrile neutrope-
nia (any grade). Pomalidomide could be restarted at the 
same level or decreased by 1  mg. Discontinuation of 
pomalidomide was indicated for rash (grade 4 or blister-
ing) or grade ≥4 PN. Dexamethasone dose was modi-
fied for grade ≥3 edema, hyperglycemia, or any other 
dexamethasone-related AE. Additionally, dexamethasone 
was modified for grade ≥2 confusion/mood alteration or 
muscle weakness, or any grade dyspepsia. Dexametha-
sone was discontinued for acute pancreatitis.

The primary endpoint was response rate according to 
the International Myeloma Working Group (IMWG) cri-
teria [35]. Enrollment of 37 patients was planned using 
the expected response rate of 25 % based on the efficacy 
evaluable population, the threshold response rate of 10 %, 
on one-sided alpha of 0.05 and the statistical power of 
80  % based on the test for one sample proportion. Sec-
ondary endpoints included response rate according to 
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European Group for Blood and Marrow Transplantation 
(EBMT) criteria [36], time to response (TTR), DOR, PFS, 
and safety.

Efficacy assessments
Response was assessed by investigators using IMWG 
criteria and was confirmed by the members of an inde-
pendent response adjudication committee, who also 
confirmed responses using EBMT criteria. TTR was cal-
culated as the time from first dose to first documented 
response. DOR was defined as the time from first docu-
mented response to first documented disease progres-
sion. PFS was the time from first dose to first documented 
disease progression or death, whichever occurred earlier, 
and was estimated using the Kaplan–Meier method.

Safety evaluation
AEs were graded according to the National Cancer Insti-
tute Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events 
version 4.0 [37] throughout treatment and for 28  days 
after last dose. Other safety assessments included VTE 
monitoring, physical examinations, vital signs, electro-
cardiograms, and standard clinical laboratory assess-
ments (thyroid function, hematology, serum chemistry, 
urinalysis, creatinine clearance, and virology).
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Summary

We conducted a phase 1/2 study of single-agent carfilzomib in Japanese
patients with relapsed/refractory multiple myeloma. Safety, pharmacokinet-
ics and pharmacodynamics of carfilzomib were examined in phase 1. The
primary endpoint in phase 2 was the overall response rate (ORR). Carfil-
zomib was administered in a twice-weekly, consecutive-day dosing sched-
ule. In Phase 1, doses of 15 or 20 mg/m2 were administered on this
schedule or 20 mg/m2 on Days 1 and 2 of Cycle 1 and then 27 mg/m2 in
the 20/27 mg/m2 cohort. Patients had a median of five prior therapies,
including bortezomib and an immunomodulatory agent. The dose level did
not reach the maximum tolerated dose. The most common adverse events
were haematological. Notably, carfilzomib either induced new hypertension
(n = 4) or aggravated previously existing hypertension (n = 6) in 10 of 50
patients. Four of the eight patients who previously experienced peripheral
neuropathy (PN) experienced a recurrence with carfilzomib use, but no
new cases of PN occurred. The ORR of the 20/27 mg/m2 40 patient cohort
was similar to that in the pivotal US study. The dose was efficacious and
tolerable in heavily pre-treated Japanese patients; however, meticulous con-
trol of hypertension may be necessary for further carfilzomib use.

Keywords: multiple myeloma, carfilzomib, hypertension peripheral
neuropathy, cardiovascular AEs.
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Multiple myeloma (MM) is characterized by the abnormal

accumulation of clonal plasma cells in the bone marrow. In

the United States (US), an estimated 21 700 new cases of

MM and 10710 deaths were predicted in 2012 (American

Cancer Society 2012); in Japan, an estimated 6860 new cases

of MM and 4066 deaths (http://ganjoho.jp/reg_stat/statistics/

dl/) were predicted. Over the past decade, the introduction

of immunomodulators, such as thalidomide and lenalido-

mide, and a proteasome inhibitor (PI) bortezomib (Vel-

cade!, Millennium Pharmaceuticals, Cambridge, MA, USA)

has significantly improved the overall survival (OS) of MM

patients (Jemal et al, 2010).

Carfilzomib (Kyprolis!, Onyx Pharmaceuticals, an Amgen

subsidiary, South San Francisco, CA, USA) is one of the sec-

ond-generation epoxyketone PIs that can irreversibly inhibit

chymotrypsin-like activity (Demo et al, 2007; Parlati et al,

2009). Carfilzomib induced apoptosis in myeloma cell lines

and primary myeloma cells from patients whose disease was

resistant to available therapies, including bortezomib (Kuhn

et al, 2007). In addition, carfilzomib has fewer off-target

effects, which may explain a lack of neurodegeneration

in vitro, and less neurotoxicity in animal studies (Arastu-

Kapur et al, 2011). Therefore, carfilzomib was expected to

circumvent some of the clinical adverse events (AEs) of

bortezomib, particularly peripheral neuropathy (PN) (Bruna

et al, 2010; Arastu-Kapur et al, 2011).

In fact, PN did not appear to be clinically limiting for

extended carfilzomib treatment (Vij et al, 2012a,b). An alter-

native subcutaneous route of administration for bortezomib

reduced the incidence of PN without reducing efficacy (Mor-

eau et al, 2011). Despite these facts, the subcutaneous admin-

istration of bortezomib has still caused gastrointestinal (GI)

AEs in patients with MM (Moreau et al, 2011). Carfilzomib

has also caused GI AEs; however, those occurring with carfil-

zomib use were mild and manageable with routine support-

ive care (Siegel et al, 2012; Vij et al, 2012b).

Almost all patients with MM will eventually relapse, and

new treatment options are needed. Accordingly, to change

the intrinsic natural behaviour of MM, it was suggested that

the use of higher doses, combination regimens and early

treatment of the disease course without AEs are required for

the new treatment using carfilzomib (Reece, 2012). However,

discontinuation or dose reduction was inevitable because of

increased toxicities in some of the carfilzomib trials using

combination therapies (Bringhen et al, 2014; Sonneveld et al,

2015).

In an open-label, phase 2 pilot study (PX-171-003-A0) of

carfilzomib in 46 patients with relapsed/refreactory MM

(RRMM), patients treated with carfilzomib 20 mg/m2

achieved an overall response rate (ORR) of 16!7%, with

manageable toxicities (Jaganath et al, 2012). The study was

subsequently amended to include an expanded dosing cohort

with a scheduled dose escalation from 20 to 27 mg/m2

beginning in the second cycle (PX-171-003-A1 [003-A1]). In

003-A1, which included 266 patients with RRMM, the ORR

was 23!7%; these results were the basis for the accelerated

approval of carfilzomib by the US Food and Drug Adminis-

tration (Siegel et al, 2012). In the present study, we used the

same dose escalation schedule as 003-A1, with one exception:

27 mg/m2 was started on Day 8 of Cycle 1. With this

method, we carefully characterized the AEs of carfilzomib in

a phase 1/2 single-agent carfilzomib study in Japanese

patients with RRMM.

Methods

Study design

This was a multicentre, open-label phase 1/2 study (ONO-

7057-01) in Japanese patients with RRMM. The safety,

tolerability, efficacy, pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharmaco-

dynamics of carfilzomib were examined in phase 1 for intra-

venously administered carfilzomib at doses of 15, 20 and 20/

27 mg/m2. Phase 2 examined the safety and efficacy of carfil-

zomib at the recommended dose determined in phase 1. The

primary endpoint in phase 2 was the ORR. Secondary end-

points included the duration of response (DOR), Progres-

sion-free survival (PFS) and OS. It was planned that three or

six patients for each cohort in phase 1 and 24 patients in

phase 2 were enrolled. If dose-limiting toxicity (DLT)

occurred in one of three patients, an additional three patients

were enrolled; if the incidence of DLT was two of three

patients or three of six patients, the previous dose level was

used as the recommended dose in phase 2.
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Eligibility

The main patient inclusion criteria were age ≥20 years and

Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance

status (PS) of 0–2. Patients were required to have relapsed

myeloma and measurable disease (either serum M protein

level of ≥5!0 g/l or urinary M protein of ≥0∙2 g/24 h)

responsive to at least one previous therapeutic regimen

(≥25% of reduction in M or total protein) and refractory to

their most recent therapy (disease progression either during

treatment or within 60 days after therapy completion).

Patients were to be exposed to at least three prior treatments,

including bortezomib, an immunomodulatory agent (le-

nalidomide and/or thalidomide), an alkylating agent, a corti-

costeroid and anthracycline (except for patients ineligible or

clinically unsuitable for transplantation). Patients were

excluded if they had Grade ≥3 or Grade 2 PN with pain or a

past history of interstitial lung disease (ILD), congestive heart

failure (CHF) of New York Heart Association class ≥III,
symptomatic myocardial ischaemia or uncontrolled conduc-

tion abnormalities.

This study was conducted in compliance with the Good

Clinical Practice guidelines. The study protocol was approved

by the Institutional Review Board of each institution, and

written informed consent was obtained from each patient

enrolled in this study.

Dose-limiting toxicity definition

DLT was defined as any of the following AEs in Cycle 1 that

were at least possibly related to carfilzomib and met one of

the following criteria: Grade 3 or 4 PN or Grade 2 PN with

pain; Grade ≥3 non-haematological toxicities; Grade ≥3 nau-

sea, vomiting or diarrhoea that was uncontrolled after an

adequate administration of anti-emetic or anti-diarrhoeal

medications; febrile neutropenia; Grade 4 neutropenia per-

sisting for >8 days without using granulocyte-colony stimu-

lating factor (G-CSF) for supportive therapy and Grade 4

thrombocytopenia that required platelet transfusion or was

accompanied by bleeding. Administration of G-CSF was not

permitted during the DLT evaluation period.

Treatment

Carfilzomib was intravenously administered for 10 min at

doses of 15, 20 and 20/27 mg/m2 on Days 1, 2, 8, 9, 15 and

16 of each 28-day cycle until withdrawal of consent, disease

progression or the occurrence of unacceptable toxic effects.

For the 20/27 mg/m2 dosage, 20 mg/m2 was dosed on Days

1 and 2 of Cycle 1 and escalated to 27 mg/m2 on Day 8 of

Cycle 1 and thereafter.

Oral or intravenous dexamethasone (4 mg) was adminis-

tered before each dose of carfilzomib in Cycle 1 and there-

after if necessary as pre-medication to prevent infusion

reactions. Intravenous and oral hydrations were also required

during Cycle 1 and in subsequent cycles as needed. In Cycle

1, all patients were required to receive prophylactic antibi-

otics, and patients with a medical history of herpes infection

received acyclovir.

Assessment of response and safety

The efficacy analysis set comprised all patients who received

at least one dose of carfilzomib and had at least one assess-

ment of efficacy or pharmacodynamics. The primary end-

point of phase 2 was the ORR based on central laboratory

data according to the International Myeloma Working Group

(IMWG) Uniform Response Criteria (Durie et al, 2006),

including the minimal response (MR), as defined by the

European Group for Blood and Marrow Transplantation cri-

teria (Blad!e et al, 1998). The ORR with 95% confidence

interval (CI) was determined for each dose level. The investi-

gational period ended when Cycle 6 was completed for all

patients enrolled in the study, and subsequent cycles were

included in the analysis for patients whose therapy lasted

more than six cycles.

The safety analysis set comprised all patients who received

at least one dose of carfilzomib, and all AEs were graded

according to the National Cancer Institute Common Termi-

nology Criteria for Adverse Events version 4∙0 (http://

evs.nci.nih.gov/ftp1/CTCAE/CTCAE_4!03_2010-06-14_Quick-

Reference_8!5x11.pdf).

Pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics

Samples for determining the plasma concentrations of carfil-

zomib were collected on Days 1 and 16 of Cycle 1 before

administration, 5 min after the start of administration,

immediately before the completion of administration and 5,

15 and 30 min and 1, 2 and 4 h after administration was

completed. Moreover, whole blood and peripheral blood

mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were collected on Days 1, 2 and

8 of Cycle 1 and Day 1 of Cycle 2 before administration as

well as at 1 h after administration was completed to analyse

proteasome activity.

Statistical analyses

All statistical analyses were performed using SAS! version

9∙3 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). Two-sided 95% CI

of the best ORR was determined according to Willson (1927)

for evaluable patients whose best response was classified as

stringent complete response (sCR), complete response (CR),

very good partial response (VGPR) and partial response

(PR).

The analysis of the ORR was performed in subgroups,

defined by the patient baseline characteristics of age, sex,

cytogenetics/fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) and

International Staging System (ISS) for MM stage (Greipp

et al, 2005) as exploratory analyses. Patients were classified as
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having standard-risk or high-risk cytogenetic abnormalities,

as defined by IMWG criteria (Munshi et al, 2011). High-risk

cytogenetic markers included either del 13 or hypodiploidy

by metaphase cytogenetic analysis and/or del 17p13, t(4;14),

t(14;16) by interphase FISH. Hence, patients without these

abnormalities were considered to be standard risk.

The ORR was estimated within each subgroup along with

its 95% Wilson CI. The clinical benefit rate (CBR) is the per-

centage of patients whose best response was classified as CR,

VGPR, PR and MR. The CBR was estimated along with its

95% Wilson CI. Analysis for time-to-event (PFS and OS)

was performed by preparing Kaplan–Meier estimates of the

median and plotting Kaplan–Meier curves. In addition, two-

sided 95% CIs for the medians were estimated.

Results

Patients and characteristics

Fifty patients were enrolled from 15 centres in Japan between

August 2011 and January 2014; patient characteristics are

shown in Table I. The median age was 67 years (range, 48–
81 years), and the median time from initial diagnosis to

study entry was 4∙7 years (range 1∙6–12∙6 years). Most

patients had either immunoglobulin G- (70%) or

immunoglobulin A-type (16%) myeloma, and 58% had ISS

stage II or III at diagnosis. A significant proportion of

patients (32%) had poor/unfavourable karyotypes, as deter-

mined by FISH analysis. The majority of patients (70%) had

Grade 1 or 2 PN at baseline, and 40 of the 50 enrolled

patients had past medical history of PN.

The patients had previously received a median of five

(range 3–10) therapies, and 42% had previously received at

least six therapies. All patients had received bortezomib and

an immunomodulatory agent in previous regimens, and 48%

had received at least two lines of bortezomib-containing regi-

mens. Twenty (40%) patients had undergone autologous

stem cell transplantation (ASCT) (Table I).

Dose escalation

Seventeen of the 50 patients enrolled in the study were

enrolled in phase 1. Four patients, including one patient who

was not evaluable for DLT, were enrolled in the 15 mg/m2

cohort; no DLT was observed.

One of the first three patients experienced DLT (throm-

botic microangiopathy, cardiomyopathy, hepatic disorder

and sensorimotor disorder) in the 20 mg/m2 cohort; there-

fore, an additional three patients were enrolled at this level.

No further DLT was observed in the three patients; subse-

quently, no DLT was observed in a total of seven patients

(including one who was not evaluable for DLT) enrolled in

the 20/27 mg/m2 cohort, thereby suggesting that a higher

dose could reasonably be tested. However, 20/27 mg/m2 was

determined to be the recommended dose in phase 2 of this

Japanese study at that time, considering the results in the

previous carfilzomib studies conducted overseas (Siegel et al,

2012).

Efficacy

Fifty patients were included in the efficacy analysis set; the

ORR was 20∙0% and the CBR was 28∙0% (Table II). In the

40 patients who received the 20/27 mg/m2 dose, the ORR

was 22∙5% and the CBR was 27∙5%. Subgroup analysis of

the 20/27 mg/m2 group demonstrated that the ORR was not

affected by age and ISS stage (Table III). The comparison of

the 20/27 mg/m2 group in this study with that in the 003-A1

study (Siegel et al, 2012) showed that the results were similar

(22∙5% vs. 23∙7%) (Table III). In the 20/27 mg/m2 group,

the median DOR was not reached (95% CI, 2∙3 months–not
reached), and the median PFS was 5∙1 months (95% CI:

2∙8–7∙0 months), whereas the median OS was not reached

(95% CI: 7∙4 months–not reached) at the time of the data

cut-off. The median follow-up times for PFS and OS were

6∙0 months (95% CI: 5∙8–6∙7 months) and 6∙5 months

[95% CI: 6∙0–7∙2 months], respectively.

Safety

Fifty patients who received at least one dose of carfilzomib

were included in the safety population. All patients experi-

enced at least one AE, and 88% had at least one AE of Grade

≥3. All AEs encountered in ≥20% of the patients are shown

in Table SI. The most commonly observed AEs were haema-

tological toxicities, including lymphopenia (86%), thrombo-

cytopenia (68%), anaemia (58%), neutropenia (56%) and

leucopenia (50%). The most commonly observed AEs of

Grade ≥3 were lymphopenia (68%), neutropenia (38%),

anaemia (30%), thrombocytopenia (26%) and leucopenia

(26%).

Although PN was observed in eight patients (16%), none

were of Grade ≥3, and four of the eight patients had PN of

Grade 1 or 2 at the baseline of the study. Moreover, all eight

patients had a past history of PN before enrolment in the

study (Table IV). According to the detailed analysis of the

history of PN, 45 (90%) of 50 patients had experienced PN

before they were enrolled in the study; however, PN in 10 of

the 45 patients resolved before enrolment. Subsequently, four

of the 10 patients encountered PN again after carfilzomib

treatment (Patients 2, 3, 5 and 7 in Table IV). In total, eight

(18%) of the 45 patients developed PN again after carfil-

zomib treatment and, of the 35 patients who had PN at base-

line (Table I), carfilzomib exacerbated PN in three patients

(6% of 50 enrolled patients, 8∙6% of the 35 patients)

(Patients 1, 4 and 6 in Table IV). In contrast, the remaining

five patients who had never experienced PN before enrolment

into the carfilzomib study did not develop PN after carfilzomib

treatment. One patient who had Grade 2 PN of the lower

extremities at baseline newly developed a trigeminal nerve
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disorder of Grade 1 during carfilzomib treatment, whereas the

pre-existing PN was not aggravated by carfilzomib (Table IV).

No ILD was observed.

We particularly highlighted cardiovascular and infectious

AEs in this study, and the details are presented in Table V.

In total, the occurrence rate of hypertension (HT) was low

and similar to that reported in the previous study (17%)

(Grade ≥3; 6%) (Vij et al, 2012a). In the present study, HT

(10/50 patients; 20%) was relatively common among the

cardiovascular AEs. Although HT (8%) of Grade ≥3 and

cardiomyopathy (2%) of Grade ≥3 were observed, severe

CHF was not reported. The AEs considered to be autonomic

are also shown in Table SII, although they were mild, except

HT. Among AEs of any grade, HT was the most com-

monly noted; moreover, as observed in four patients, HT

was the only Grade ≥3 AE that was attributed to autonomic

neuropathy.

With respect to infectious AEs, it is notable that

nasopharyngitis and pharyngitis were relatively common, but

the incidence of other infectious AEs was low, a finding

Table I. Patients’ baseline characteristics.

Characteristic

15 mg/m2 20 mg/m2 20/27 mg/m2 Total

(n = 4) (n = 6) (n = 40) (N = 50)

Sex, n (%)

Male 3 (75) 5 (83) 18 (45) 26 (52)

Median age, years (range) 67 (57–80) 71 (59–80) 66 (48–81) 67 (48–81)
ECOG PS, n (%)

0 3 (75) 3 (50) 23 (58) 29 (58)

1 1 (25) 3 (50) 17 (43) 21 (42)

ISS stage*, n (%)

I 2 (50) 2 (33) 12 (30) 16 (32)

II 1 (25) 3 (50) 14 (35) 18 (36)

III 1 (25) 1 (17) 9 (23) 11 (22)

Unknown 0 (0) 0 (0) 5 (13) 5 (10)

Ig subtype, n (%)

IgG 3 (75) 1 (17) 31 (78) 35 (70)

IgA 1 (25) 5 (83) 2 (5) 8 (16)

IgD 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (5) 2 (4)

Bence–Jones 0 (0) 0 (0) 5 (13) 5 (10)

Cytogenetic/FISH prognostic markers, n (%)

Normal/Favourable 1 (25) 5 (83) 25 (63) 31 (62)

Unfavourable† 3 (75) 1 (17) 12 (30) 16 (32)

Unknown 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (8) 3 (6)

Peripheral neuropathy, n (%)

Grade 0 0 (0) 1 (17) 14 (35) 15 (30)

Grade 1 2 (50) 4 (67) 20 (50) 26 (52)

Grade 2 2 (50) 1 (17) 6 (15) 9 (18)

Previous lines of therapy, median (range) 5 (4–7) 6 (3–8) 5 (3–10) 5 (3–10)
≥6, n (%) 2 (50) 3 (50) 16 (40) 21 (42)

Baseline anti-hypertensive therapy, n (%)

Yes 3 (75) 1 (17) 14 (35) 18 (36)

No 1 (25) 5 (83) 26 (65) 32 (64)

Previous therapy, n (%)

Bortezomib 4 (100) 6 (100) 40 (100) 50 (100)

Immunomodulatory agent

Lenalidomide 4 (100) 6 (100) 33 (83) 43 (86)

Thalidomide 2 (50) 4 (67) 23 (58) 29 (58)

Corticosteroid 4 (100) 6 (100) 40 (100) 50 (100)

Alkylating agent 4 (100) 6 (100) 40 (100) 50 (100)

Anthracycline 2 (50) 4 (67) 26 (65) 32 (64)

Stem cell transplantation 1 (25) 2 (33) 17 (43) 20 (40)

ECOG PS, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status; FISH, fluorescence in situ hybridization; Ig, immunoglobulin; ISS, Interna-

tional Staging System.

*At diagnosis.

†Includes either t(4;14), t(14;16) or del (17p).
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similar to those for the upper respiratory tract documented

previously in patients treated with bortezomib (Shah et al,

2004; Teh et al, 2014a,b) and carfilzomib (31–34%) (Vij

et al, 2012a,b). Regarding AEs of Grade ≥3, pneumonia,

bronchopneumonia, viral pneumonia, staphylococcal infec-

tion and herpes virus infection were observed in one patient

each in the study (Table V).

No AEs led to death during the administration period of

carfilzomib or within 30 days after the final administration

of carfilzomib. Eight patients (16%) discontinued treatment,

and dosing was interrupted or reduced in 24 patients

(48%) because of AEs. It is noteworthy that infection was

the most frequent reason for the interruption of carfilzomib

treatment. Of the 24 patients whose treatment was inter-

rupted, 11 (46%) experienced viral or upper respiratory dis-

eases, including one patient with flu, one with viral disease,

eight with upper respiratory diseases and one with fever

who was given an anti-inflammatory drug commonly used

Table II. Best overall response.

15 mg/m2 20 mg/m2 20/27 mg/m2 Total

(n = 4) (n = 6) (n = 40) (N = 50)

Best response, n (%)

CR 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

VGPR 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (5∙0) 2 (4∙0)
PR 1 (25∙0) 0 (0) 7 (17∙5) 8 (16∙0)
MR 0 (0) 2 (33∙3) 2 (5∙0) 4 (8∙0)
SD 1 (25∙0) 1 (16∙7) 16 (40∙0) 18 (36∙0)
PD 0 (0) 1 (16∙7) 9 (22∙5) 10 (20∙0)
NE 2 (50∙0) 2 (33∙3) 4 (10∙0) 8 (16∙0)

ORR (≥PR), n (%) 1 (25∙0) 0 (0) 9 (22∙5) 10 (20∙0)
CBR (≥MR), n (%) 1 (25∙0) 2 (33∙3) 11 (27∙5) 14 (28∙0)
DOR, median (95% CI), months 9∙5 (NR–NR) – – NR (2∙3–NR) 9∙5 (2∙3–9∙5)
PFS, median (95% CI), months 2∙8 (1∙7–15∙9) 11∙1 (0∙9–11∙1) 5∙1 (2∙8–7∙0) 5∙1 (2∙8–7∙0)
OS, median (95% CI), months 17∙9 (3∙0–NR) 17∙8 (3∙4–23∙4) NR (7∙4–NR) 23∙4 (10∙3–NR)

CR, complete response; VGPR, very good partial response; PR, partial response; MR, minimal response; SD, stable disease; PD, progressive dis-

ease; NE, not evaluable; ORR, overall response rate; CBR, clinical benefit rate; DOR, duration of response; NR, not reached; PFS, progression-free

survival; CI, confidence interval; OS, overall survival; NR, not reached.

Table III. Comparison of overall response rate in the 20/27 mg/m2 cohort according to baseline characteristics.

Characteristic

ONO-7057-01* PX-171-003-A1†

Odds ratio 95% CI P-value‡n ORR 95% CI n ORR 95% CI

Overall 40 22∙5 12∙3–37∙5 257 23∙7 18∙7–29∙4 0∙93 0∙42–2∙07 0∙8640
Age

<65 years 12 25∙0 8∙9–53∙2 139 25∙2 18∙2–33∙2 0∙99 0∙25–3∙87 0∙9890
≥65 years 28 21∙4 10∙2–39∙5 118 22∙0 14∙9–30∙6 0∙97 0∙35–2∙63 0∙9445

Sex

Female 22 13∙6 4∙7–33∙3 108 29∙6 21∙2–39∙2 0∙38 0∙10–1∙36 0∙1232
Male 18 33∙3 16∙3–56∙3 149 19∙5 13∙4–26∙7 2∙07 0∙72–5∙98 0∙1720

Cytogenetics/FISH prognostic markers

Normal/Favourable 25 28∙0 14∙3–47∙6 158 22∙8 16∙5–30∙1 1∙32 0∙51–3∙40 0∙5677
Unfavourable 12 16∙7 4∙7–44∙8 71 29∙6 19∙3–41∙6 0∙48 0∙10–2∙36 0∙3554

ISS stage

I 12 25∙0 8∙9–53∙2 76 31∙6 21∙4–43∙3 0∙72 0∙18–2∙91 0∙6461
II 14 7∙1 1∙3–31∙5 96 24∙0 15∙8–33∙7 0∙24 0∙03–1∙97 0∙1547
III 9 33∙3 12∙1–64∙6 78 17∙9 10∙2–28∙3 2∙29 0∙51–10∙26 0∙2704

ORR, overall response rate; CI, confidence interval; FISH, fluorescence in situ hybridization; ISS, International Staging System.

*Present study. For the 20/27 mg/m2 cohort, 20 mg/m2 was dosed on Days 1 and 2 of Cycle 1 and escalated to 27 mg/m2 on Day 8 of Cycle 1

and thereafter.

†Siegel et al (2012). The dose for Cycle 1 was 20 mg/m2, which was escalated to 27 mg/m2 on Day 1 of Cycle 2 and thereafter.

‡v2 test.
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as a medicine for cold. In addition, three patients were

believed to have infections leading to treatment interrup-

tion; these three patients included one patient with pneu-

monia and two with fever (of three events), for which

levofloxacin or acetaminophen was prescribed. The treat-

ment was interrupted in five other patients who developed

neutropenia (of seven events).

Our findings indicate that carfilzomib 20/27 mg/m2 is fea-

sible for Japanese patients with RRMM.

Pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics

PK analyses were performed in a total of 17 patients in phase

1. The PK parameters for carfilzomib are shown in

Table IV. Patients with peripheral neuropathy under study treatment.

Patient No. Dose level (mg/m2) Preferred terminology (Grade) Baseline PN Grade Worst PN Grade before the study

1 20 Peripheral neuropathy (2) 1 3

2 20/27 Peripheral neuropathy (1) 0 2

3 20/27 Peripheral sensory neuropathy (1) 0 2

4 20/27 Peripheral sensory neuropathy (2) 1 3

5 20/27 Peripheral sensory neuropathy (1) 0 2

6 20/27 Peripheral sensory neuropathy (2) 1 3

7 20/27 Peripheral sensory neuropathy (1) 0 1

8* 20/27 Trigeminal nerve disorder (1) 2 2

PN, peripheral neuropathy.

*Developed trigeminal nerve disorder during carfilzomib treatment. Patient had Grade 2 PN of the lower extremities at baseline, which was not

aggravated by carfilzomib.

Table V. Adverse events related to cardiovascular disorders and infections of all grades or ≥Grade 3.

Dose (mg/m2) 15 mg/m2 20 mg/m2 20/27 mg/m2 Total

Patients
(n = 4) (n = 6) (n = 40) (N = 50)

Grade All Grades ≥Grade 3 All Grades ≥Grade 3 All Grades ≥Grade 3 All Grades ≥Grade 3

Cardiovascular disorder

Hypertension 2 0 2 0 6 4 10 4

Congestive Heart failure 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0

Vascular pain 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0

Hot flush 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0

Atrioventricular block first degree 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Palpitations 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Dyspnoea* 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Vasculitis 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Troponin T increased 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Orthostatic hypotension 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

Cardiomyopathy 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

Infections

Nasopharyngitis 0 0 1 0 10 0 11 0

Pharyngitis 1 0 0 0 5 0 6 0

Gingivitis 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0

Pneumonia 0 0 1 1 1 0 2 1

Bronchopneumonia 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

Influenza 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Viral pneumonia 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

Upper respiratory tract infection 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Enteritis infection 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Lip infection 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Oropharyngeal candidiasis 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

Staphylococcal infection 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

Herpes virus infection 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

*Dyspnoea is classified as a respiratory adverse event according to National Cancer Institute Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events

(NCI-CTCAE) version 4∙0 (http://evs.nci.nih.gov/ftp1/CTCAE/CTCAE_4!03_2010-06-14_QuickReference_8!5x11.pdf).
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Table SIII. The plasma carfilzomib concentration showed a

rapid decrease after intravenous administration with terminal

half-lives (T1/2) of 0∙424–0∙706 h. In the dose range of 15–
27 mg/m2, the area under the plasma concentration–time

curve from time 0 to the time of last quantifiable concentra-

tion (AUClast) and maximum plasma concentration (Cmax)

increased in a dose-dependent manner. There was no trend

toward increasing or decreasing the clearance and volume of

distribution at steady state over the dose range. Following

repeated doses of carfilzomib at 15 and 20 mg/m2, the PK

parameters were similar on Days 1 and 16. Although Cmax

was measured, the results were not compared with those of

previous studies because the duration of intravenous admin-

istration of carfilzomib was 10 min in the present study and

2–10 min in the overseas studies (PX-171-007; Papadopoulos

et al, 2013) Therefore, we concluded that there was no

remarkable ethnic difference in the PK parameters of carfil-

zomib compared with the AUClast and T1/2 in PX-171-007.

For all dosing levels of carfilzomib, the proteasome activi-

ties in whole blood and PBMCs were reduced 1 h after

administration on Days 1, 2 and 8 of Cycle 1 and on Day 1

of Cycle 2 with ≥80% inhibition. Furthermore, although pro-

teasome activity in whole blood before the administration of

carfilzomib on Day 1 of Cycle 2 slightly recovered (≥70%
inhibition) because drug interruption was longer during this

period than during other parts of the administration period,

administration of carfilzomib resulted in a similar level of

inhibition of proteasome activity. The level of inhibition was

≥80%, which was similar to that obtained in the overseas

studies (Alsina et al, 2012).

Discussion

The present study aimed to evaluate the efficacy and safety

of single-agent carfilzomib in Japanese patients with RRMM.

The dose level did not reach the MTD, but the recom-

mended dose in phase 2 was determined to be 20/27 mg/m2

on the basis of the results of phase 1. The results of single-

agent carfilzomib at a 20/27 mg/m2 dose showed good

responses in heavily pre-treated patients, with an ORR of

22∙5% and a median PFS of 5∙1 months.

A comparison of the 20/27 mg/m2 group in this study

with that in the pivotal US study (003-A1) (Siegel et al,

2012) showed that the results of the ORR were similar

(22∙5% and 23∙7%, respectively), the median number of pre-

vious lines of therapy of the 20/27 mg/m2 group of each

study were the same and the proportion of patients with

poor prognosis according to cytogenetic abnormalities was

30% in this study (Table I) and 28% in 003-A1. However,

the median PFS was better in this study than in 003-A1

(5∙1 months vs. 3∙7 months, respectively). The following fac-

tors account for the difference: 1) no patients with ECOG PS

2 were enrolled in this study, whereas 13% of the enrolled

patients in 003-A1 were PS 2, and 2) the median cumulative

carfilzomib dose in this study was 796 mg/m2 (range

80–1363 mg/m2), which was much higher than the 470 mg/

m2 (range 20–2647 mg/m2) in 003-A1. On the other hand,

ethnic differences in the efficacy of carfilzomib did not seem

to be significant, and both studies demonstrated good effi-

cacy in patients with RRMM.

The incidences of PN were similar: PN of any grade

occurred in 73/526 (13∙9%) patients; Grade ≥3 PN

occurred in seven (1∙3%) patients in the integrated analysis

of four phase 2 studies of single-agent carfilzomib (Siegel

et al, 2013), whereas PN of any grade was encountered in

eight (16∙0%) patients and no patient developed PN of

Grade ≥3 in the present study. In addition, of the 35

patients who had PN at baseline, carfilzomib aggravated

PN in three patients (8∙6%), which contrasts with the

results of a previous study (Vij et al, 2012b). However,

none of the patients who had not previously experienced

PN developed new PN. There may be some patients who

are prone to develop PN induced by PIs (Broyl et al,

2010; Corthals et al, 2011; Watanabe et al, 2013), and the

choice of carfilzomib among PIs decreases the chance of

encountering PN that hinders patients with MM from con-

tinuing to receive currently efficacious treatment or future

treatment for RRMM.

Adverse effects of particular interest have been cardiac

events, previously reported for single-agent carfilzomib treat-

ment (Siegel et al, 2012; 2013). Aggregated cardiac AEs,

including arrhythmia, CHF, ischaemic heart disease and car-

diomyopathy, have been reported in 116 of 526 patients

(22∙1%), with 50 patients (9∙5%) being Grade ≥3, in the

integrated analysis (Siegel et al, 2013). However, in the pre-

sent study, regarding Grade ≥3 cardiac AEs, only one

(2∙0%) patient in the 20 mg/m2 cohort had cardiomyopa-

thy, and no deaths occurred. Cardiotoxicities have been

unexpectedly induced by PIs (Voortman & Giaccone, 2006;

Orciuolo et al, 2007). In addition, unexplained deaths have

been reported in the single-agent bortezomib study, which

were attributed to CHF and sudden death, although they

were regarded as probably not related to bortezomib

(Richardson et al, 2009).

The previous integrated analysis reported that HT was

documented in 14∙3% and that more than half of those had

a history of HT (Siegel et al, 2013). Although HT was more

frequently recorded in our study (10 of 50 enrolled patients;

20%) than in the previous studies, four of the 10

patients were newly induced; however, in the remaining six

patients who were prescribed hypertensive drugs before

enrolment (Table SIV), HT was aggravated after carfilzomib

treatment. As PIs have a potential to exacerbate impaired

hypertensive states, blood pressure should be carefully moni-

tored during the treatment, particularly in those who have a

history of HT, and should be strictly controlled with addi-

tional anti-hypertensive drugs during carfilzomib treatment.

It is noteworthy that there was a case reported in which the

female patient developed severe CHF after bortezomib treat-

ment, for which HT was the sole cardiovascular risk factor
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(Bockorny et al, 2012); hence, we highlight this point. More-

over, intriguingly, in pressure-overload hearts of mice, it has

been shown that proteasome activities in cardiomyocytes

were depressed, resulting from cardiomyocyte apoptosis

through the accumulation of pro-apoptotic proteins caused

by impaired degradation, before the onset of cardiac dysfunc-

tion (Tsukamoto et al, 2006). Therefore, there is a great need

for the pre-control of HT to mitigate the risk of cardiac toxi-

city, including heart failure, and control of HT is likely to be

an important component of the successful management of

MM patients treated with PIs.

GI disorders are caused by bortezomib; however, the rate

of GI disorders was 21% lower for the subcutaneous admin-

istration of bortezomib than for intravenous administration,

of which the incidence of diarrhoea was 12% lower (Moreau

et al, 2011). The GI disorders may be ascribed to autonomic

neuropathy (Mele et al, 2015) because it is a well-known fact

that autonomic neuropathy is induced by bortezomib (Shah

et al, 2004; Giannoccaro et al, 2011; Stratogianni et al, 2012;

Mele et al, 2015); therefore, autonomic neuropathy may also

account for PI-induced HT.

Although 222 (42∙2%) and 67 (1∙7%) patients experienced

dyspnoea and pneumonia of any grade, respectively, in the

integrated analysis (Siegel et al, 2013), only one (2∙0%) and

two (4∙0%) of the patients in the present study experienced

dyspnoea and pneumonia of any grade, respectively

(Table V). The aetiology of dyspnoea remained unknown

(Siegel et al, 2012) and has been debated (Siegel et al, 2013)

because ILD was scarcely reported with regard to carfilzomib.

Therefore, although dyspnoea was considered as pulmonary

toxicity in the previous report (Siegel et al, 2013), it is more

likely a symptom caused by pulmonary oedema owing to

reversible acute left ventricular failure induced by PIs because

it has been reported as a transient symptom that appeared

on the day of or the day after carfilzomib dosing (Siegel

et al, 2013). Consequently, in the present study, similar to a

recent report (Sonneveld et al, 2015), we assumed dyspnoea

to be a cardiovascular disorder (Table V) so that they would

not be underestimated.

If carfilzomib can replace bortezomib as the mainstay of

triple combination therapy (Jakubowiak et al, 2012; Nies-

vizky et al, 2013; Wang et al, 2013; Bringhen et al, 2014;

Sonneveld et al, 2015; Stewart et al, 2015), it may be neces-

sary to optimize the use of carfilzomib, although carfilzomib

and lenalidomide combined with dexamethasone has an

extremely compelling efficacy and is well tolerated (Stewart

et al, 2015). To explain this, illustrative results of phase 1

or 2 carfilzomib trials using combination therapies were as

follows: 1) a total of 33% of patients required carfilzomib

dose reduction and 20% discontinued treatment because of

AEs in combination with cyclophosphamide and dexametha-

sone for patients with newly diagnosed MM (Bringhen et al,

2014), 2) notably, a total of 31% of the patients enrolled in

a dose-escalating study (up to 56 mg/m2) of carfilzomib

experienced at least one Grade ≥3 dyspnoea when combined

with 300 mg/m2 of cyclophosphamide and low-dose dexam-

ethasone (Bensinger et al, 2014) and 3) furthermore, the

rate of any cardiac-related AEs increased up to 19% with

5% Grade 3 after consolidation therapy following autolo-

gous stem cell transplantation in a phase 2 study, in which

combination of carfilzomib, thalidomide and dexamethasone

was used (Sonneveld et al, 2015). In this study, notably,

only 59% of the patients were able to complete the original

treatment schedule without either delays, reductions, inter-

ruptions or premature stoppage of carfilzomib during the

induction therapy. Furthermore, a slower (30 min) infusion

of carfilzomib was better tolerated and permitted the

administration of higher doses (20/45 mg/m2 or 20/56 mg/

m2) according to the dissociation constant (Kd); however,

higher incidences of AEs were reported, including cough

(40∙9%), dyspnoea (31∙8%) and HT (31∙8%), with 13∙6%
of Grade ≥3as the most common non-haematological Grade

≥3 AE (Badros et al, 2013).

Moreover, because our study showed that lymphopenia

was the most common (Grade ≥3, 68%), haematological AE

(Table SI), in addition to upper respiratory disease being the

most common reason for interruption of the treatment,

additional care should be taken should carfilzomib be intro-

duced into combination therapy in the future, particularly

with pomalidomide and dexamethasone.

Lessons have been learned regarding the optimal adminis-

tration of PIs from experiences with the use of the first-gen-

eration PI, bortezomib. Supportive care to avoid or prevent

AEs induced by bortezomib and carfilzomib is important in

continuous treatment with PIs (Delforge et al, 2010; Siegel,

2013). MM eventually develops resistance to all existing

available therapies, and patients succumb to the disease

(Kumar et al, 2012). Therefore, it is important to judiciously

use PIs to reduce toxicities and to maintain the drug efficacy

against currently existing MM in patients through a consecu-

tive treatment of patients with MM through their life. To

optimize the dose of carfilzomib, prescribing prophylactic

drugs in advance for potential AEs in its earliest stages when

toxicities are anticipated will be crucial for patients with MM

to continue carfilzomib treatment and achieve more pro-

found responses, which should prolong survival (Chanan-

Khan & Giralt, 2010; Gay et al, 2011; Mart!ınez-L!opez et al,

2013).

In conclusion, in terms of safety, we did not find any

clinically important ethnic differences in safety when carfil-

zomib was administered in a 20/27 mg/m2 dosing regimen

in Japanese MM patients. Although the PN rates with carfil-

zomib are low, it may worsen pre-existing PN. Cardiotoxici-

ties were the major concern in previous carfilzomib studies,

but they were less frequently observed in the present study;

hypertensive status seemed to be exacerbated by the admin-

istration of carfilzomib and bortezomib, an affect that may

be caused by PI-induced autonomic neuropathy. Therefore,

we highlight the importance of managing AEs, including

HT, by early treatment to alleviate PI-induced AEs so that
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PI treatment can continue. With respect to efficacy, Japa-

nese patients with RRMM achieved relatively longer PFS

after higher total doses of carfilzomib than those adminis-

tered in previous studies.
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□ CASE REPORT □

IgG4-related Disease with Bone Marrow Involvement

Akifumi Ichiki 1,2, Norisato Hashimoto 1, Tomoki Ueda 1, Shinichiro Hiraiwa 3, Takuma Tajiri 3,
Naoya Nakamura 4, Kiyoshi Ando 2 and Kenji Yokoyama 1

Abstract

A 61-year-old Japanese woman with anemia, submandibular gland swelling, and enlarged lymph nodes was
diagnosed with IgG4-related disease (IgG4-RD) by lymph node biopsy. Bone marrow involvement of IgG4-
RD was detected by 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography/computed tomography (FDG-
PET/CT) and immunohistochemically proven by bone marrow biopsy in this patient. Anemia progressed
gradually, and prednisolone treatment was initiated. Anemia and submandibular gland swelling improved soon
after prednisolone treatment was initiated. We report a rare case of IgG4-RD involving the bone marrow.
FDG-PET/CT and bone marrow biopsy were useful for diagnosis in this case.

Key words: IgG4-related disease, bone marrow involvement, FDG-PET/CT
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Introduction

IgG4-related disease (IgG4-RD) is a relatively new identi-
fied disease entity, characterized by histologically proven
lymphoplasmacytic infiltration with the involvement of
abundant IgG4-positive plasma cells in multiple organs. Ka-
misawa et al. reported 8 patients with sclerosing pancreatitis
with abnormally increased serum IgG4 concentrations (1).
They demonstrated IgG4-positive plasma cell infiltration of
multiple organs and first proposed a new entity of systemic
IgG4-related autoimmune disease. Mikulicz’s disease subse-
quently showed infiltration of IgG4-positive plasma cells in
swelling salivary glands (2). Thus far the term IgG4-RD is
widely used in those conditions (3). Symmetrical swelling of
the lachrymal, parotid, or submandibular glands, autoim-
mune pancreatitis, and retroperitoneal fibrosis are known to
be common features of IgG4-RD. The involvement of vari-
ous organs, including the central nervous system, thyroid
gland, lungs, biliary duct, liver, gastrointestinal tract, kid-
neys, prostate gland, and lymph nodes has also been re-
ported (3), however, only a few cases of IgG4-RD with
bone or bone marrow involvement have been reported and
little is known about this manifestation (1, 4, 5). We herein

report an IgG4-RD patient with bone marrow involvement
that was detected by fluorodeoxy glucose-positron emission
tomography (FDG-PET)/CT and immunohistochemically
confirmed by a bone marrow biopsy.

Case Report

A 61-year-old Japanese woman was referred to Tokai
University Hachioji Hospital due to submandibular swelling.
She was well until 2 months previously, when anemia was
diagnosed at a routine medical checkup. She subsequently
experienced malaise and submandibular swelling. She was
slightly anemic and bilateral submandibular gland swelling
was observed at the initial visit. The cervical and bilateral
axillar lymph nodes were also palpable. Laboratory studies
revealed hemoglobin (10.1 g/dL), increased level of total
protein (10.9 g/dL) and decreased albumin (2.7 g/dL). Total
cholesterol was low, 86 mg/dL. Serum iron was low, 16 μg/
dL, while ferritin was 38 ng/mL. IgG and IgG4 were in-
creased to 5,496 mg/dL and 2,180 mg/dL, respectively. β2
microglobulin was high, 6.3 mg/L, and C-reactive protein
was 0.184 mg/dL. Serum free light chain κ and λ were 458
mg/L and 289 mg/L, respectively, and monoclonal protein
was not detected by immunoelectrophoresis (Table). An
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Figure　1.　FDG-PET/CT showed uptakes in multiple organs. (A) Bilateral submandibular glands, 
(B) Hepatic lymph nodes demonstrated the highest SUV max (6.3). Uptakes were also noted in the (C) 
left upper arm, (E) spine, and (G) iliac bone. (D, F, H) No lytic or sclerotic change was found on plain 
CT.

A B C D

E GF H

Table.　Laboratory Data at the Diagnosis.

WBC 4,300/µL 2 microglobulin 6.3 mg/L
Seg 56.0% CRP 0.184 mg/dL
Lymph 39.0% IgG 5,486 mg/dL
Mono 1.0% IgG4 2,180 mg/dL
Eosino 4.0% IgA 151 mg/dL
RBC 3.41×106/µL IgM 272 mg/dL
Hemoglobin 10.1 g/dL Free light chain
Platelet 222×103/µL 458 mg/L

289 mg/L
Total protein 10.9 g/dL / 1.58
Albumin 2.7 g/dL
Total cholesterol 86 mg/dL
BUN 11 mg/dL
Creatinine 0.99 mg/dL
LDH 139 U/L
AST 14 U/L
ALT 8 U/L
Fe 16 µg/dL
TIBC 261 µg/dL
Ferritin 38 ng/mL

Immunoelectrophoresis

FDG-PET/CT scan showed uptakes in the bilateral parotid
gland, submandibular gland, and the cervical, axillar,
paraaortic, mesentery, and inguinal lymph nodes
(Fig. 1A, B). Although no lytic or sclerotic bone regions
were observed on plain CT, uptakes were also detected in
the upper arm, spine, and iliac bones (Fig. 1C-H). The high-
est uptake [standardized uptake value (SUV)max =6.3] was
detected in the hepatic lymph nodes. Bone marrow aspira-
tion and a biopsy and a biopsy of the right axillary lymph
node were performed. No significant morphologic abnor-
malities were detected in myeloid, erythroid, or megakaryo-
cyte lineage cells in the bone marrow aspiration materials.
Plasma cells were increased to 5.3%, and 46.9% and 37.4%
of CD38-positive cells expressed κ and λ chain, respec-
tively, according to flow cytometry. The bone marrow kary-
otype was 46, XX and IgH-JH rearrangement was not de-
tected by a Southern blot analysis. Biopsy specimens re-

vealed normocellular marrow with mild infiltration of lym-
phocytes and plasma cells (Fig. 2A). CD138-positive plasma
cells were scattered throughout the specimens, not clustered
(Fig. 2B), and more than half of these cells were also posi-
tive for IgG4 (Fig. 2C). Short, thin reticulin fibers were ob-
served in the bone marrow, but did not intersect to form a
network. The lymph nodes showed reactive follicular hyper-
plasia and increasing plasma cells in the interfollicular area
and outside of capsule (Fig. 3A-C). These plasma cells were
positive for CD138 and IgG. More than half of these cells
were positive for IgG4 (Fig. 3D-F). IgH-JH rearrangement
was not detected by a Southern blot analysis using extracted
DNA from lymph node mononuclear cells. According to
these findings, a diagnosis of IgG4-RD was made. The pa-
tient was observed without medication, and her anemia pro-
gressed gradually. Her hemoglobin decreased to 7.1 g/dL 4
months later, and oral prednisolone 0.5 mg/kg/day was pre-
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Figure　2.　Histopathological findings of the bone marrow. (A) Hematoxylin and Eosin staining. (B, 
C) Immunohistochemical findings of CD138 and IgG4, respectively. CD138- and IgG4-positive plas-
ma cells were found in the bone marrow.

A B

C

Figure　3.　Histopathological findings of the right axillar lymph node. (A, B, C) Hematoxylin and 
Eosin staining showed small lymphocytes and plasmacytes expanding into the interfollicular area. (D, 
E, F) Immunohistochemical findings of CD138, IgG, and IgG4, respectively, showed many of the in-
terfollicular cells were CD138- and IgG-positive plasmacytes, and more than half of IgG-positive cells 
were also IgG4-positive.
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Figure　4.　Clinical course. Four months after the diagnosis, treatment with 0.5 mg/kg of predniso-
lone was initiated due to the progression of anemia. Hemoglobin increased, and IgG and IgG4 de-
creased soon after initiating prednisolone treatment.

Aug 20xx Dec 20xx Aug 20xx+1

mg/dL g/dLPSL 
20mg   15   12            10                       7

scribed. Her malaise improved soon after initiating predniso-
lone treatment, and 5 weeks later her IgG4 decreased to 421
mg/dL. Swelling of the parotid gland, submandibular gland,
and lymph nodes disappeared, and her hemoglobin, albumin,
and cholesterol increased to 10.8 g/dL, 3.4 g/dL, and 268
mg/dL, respectively (Fig. 4). Serum iron and ferritin in-
creased to 88 μg/dL and 46.3 ng/mL, respectively, and β2
microglobulin decreased to 1.6 mg/L. The prednisolone dose
was gradually decreased to 0.1 mg/kg/day, and the patient
currently remains well.

Discussion

Our patient showed 18F-FDG uptakes in the spine, upper
arm, and pelvic bones, suggesting bone marrow involvement
of IgG4-RD. Bone marrow involvement was immunohisto-
chemically confirmed according to the increased number of
IgG4-positive cells in the bone marrow. FDG-PET/CT and a
bone marrow biopsy are not always performed in IgG4-RD
patients, and therefore the actual incidence of bone marrow
involvement in IgG4-RD remains unknown. To the best of
our knowledge, only a few cases of IgG4-RD with bone or
bone marrow involvement have been reported. Kamisawa et
al. demonstrated IgG4-positive plasma cell infiltration of the
bone marrow in two patients with autoimmune pancreati-
tis (1). The distribution of IgG4-positive cells in the bone
marrow of our patient was similar to that in the previously
reported cases. Bittencourt et al. reported a patient with
IgG4-RD of the temporal bone (4). Zen et al. reported a
cross-sectional study of 114 IgG4-RD cases, the largest case
series thus far, and none of the 35 patients with systemic
IgG4-RD had radiographically or histologically confirmed
bone or bone marrow involvement (6). IgG4-RD is charac-

terized by multi-organ involvement, and biopsy specimens
of suspected organs are often not easily obtained. Conven-
tional imaging methods, such as ultrasonography, CT, and
magnetic resonance imaging, also have limited value for de-
tecting IgG4-RD organ involvement. FDG-PET/CT is com-
monly used in the field of clinical oncology, and several re-
ports indicate that FDG-PET/CT is useful for diagnosing,
assessing organ involvement, and monitoring the therapeutic
response in Ig4-RD patients (5, 7-11). The FDG-PET/CT
findings for 17 IgG4-RD patients were reported by Tokue et
al. (7), 35 patients by Zhang et al. (8), and 8 patients by
Takahashi et al. (9). None of these patients demonstrated a
FDG uptake in the bone or bone marrow. Ebbo et al. retro-
spectively analyzed 21 IgG4-RD patients and reported only
one patient with a diffuse FDG uptake in the bone mar-
row (5). FDG-PET/CT detected some localized bone mar-
row involvement in addition to submandibular gland and
lymph node involvement in our patient.

Our patient had progressive anemia, severe hypocholes-
terolemia, and hypoalbuminemia at presentation, and these
abnormalities improved soon after the initiation of predniso-
lone treatment. Anemia is rarely observed in IgG4-RD pa-
tients, and only one case report of a patient with IgG4-RD
and autoimmune hemolytic anemia was found in the litera-
ture (12). We did not measure haptoglobin, however, both
direct and indirect anti-globulin tests were negative in our
patient, indicating that autoimmune hemolytic anemia was
not the cause of anemia in our case. Although the number
of IgG4-positive plasma cells increased in the bone marrow,
erythroid progenitor cells were sparse, and the leukocytes
and platelets were not found to have decreased in number,
thus the patient’s anemia was not likely due to bone marrow
suppression caused by increased plasma cells. IgG4-RD is a
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systemic inflammatory disease, therefore, it may cause ane-
mia of chronic disorders, which is characterized by de-
creased serum iron, decreased total iron binding capacity,
and increased ferritin (13). Although ferritin was not in-
creased in the present patient, anemia was potentially due to
anemia of a chronic disorder. The patient complained of
mild bleeding from a hemorrhoid, which could result in un-
derlying iron deficiency and decreased ferritin. Hypocholes-
terolemia and hypoalbuminemia might also reflect systemic
inflammation in this patient. We did not measure erythro-
poietin, other inflammatory markers or cytokines, and there-
fore cannot confirm the mechanisms of anemia, hypocholes-
terolemia and hypoalbuminemia in this patient.

We herein reported a rare case of IgG4-RD with bone
marrow involvement. FDG-PET/CT is useful for suspicious
bone marrow involvement and it can be immunohistochemi-
cally confirmed by a bone marrow biopsy.

The authors state that they have no Conflict of Interest (COI).
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conducted a single-arm, multicenter bridging study in 
previously untreated indolent B-NHL patients with high 
tumor burden. The primary endpoint was 4-year PFS 
and was expected to be 70 % based on previous stud-
ies. Sixty-two patients, including 55 FL patients, were 
enrolled and received induction therapy with CHOP 
combined with rituximab (R-CHOP). Fifty-eight patients 
responding to R-CHOP induction received rituximab at 
375 mg/m2 every 8 weeks for 2 years as for the rituximab 

Abstract Recent large-scale randomized clinical tri-
als in Europe and the US demonstrated that mainte-
nance therapy with rituximab significantly improved the 
progression-free survival (PFS) in indolent B-cell non-
Hodgkin lymphoma (B-NHL) patients, especially those 
with follicular lymphoma (FL). However, rituximab 
maintenance has not been approved in Japan, because 
there are no clinical data supporting the benefit of rituxi-
mab maintenance in Japanese patients. Therefore, we 
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maintenance arm in the PRIMA study. A 4-year PFS of 
69.8 % was obtained (95 % confidence interval 55.9–
80.0 %). Rituximab maintenance was well tolerated and 
common adverse events were infections, neutropenia, 
and/or leukopenia that were manageable with conven-
tional supportive care. No patients died. These data were 
compatible with the PRIMA data. R-CHOP induction fol-
lowed by rituximab is useful in Japanese patients with 
untreated indolent B-NHL having high tumor burden.

Clinical trial number UMIN000001191

Keywords Rituximab maintenance · Non-Hodgkin 
lymphoma · Phase II clinical trial · Progression-free 
survival

Introduction

Rituximab, an anti-CD20 chimeric monoclonal antibody, 
[1] has been used as monotherapy or in combination with 
chemotherapy for advanced indolent B-cell non-Hodgkin 
lymphoma (B-NHL). However, most indolent B-NHLs are 
incurable as the disease inevitably relapses. Several large-
scale randomized clinical studies in Europe and the United 
States (US) have reported significant improvement in 
progression-free survival (PFS) with rituximab when used 
as maintenance therapy in patients with indolent B-NHL 
or follicular lymphoma (FL) who achieved responses by 
preceding induction therapy with chemotherapy alone 
or in combination with rituximab [2–7]. A prospective 
phase III study conducted by the European Organization 
for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) showed 
improved PFS in patients with recurrent/resistant FL who 
received rituximab maintenance treatment for 2 years fol-
lowing induction with rituximab in combination with 
CHOP (cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine and 
prednisone) [2, 3]. The PRIMA (primary rituximab and 
maintenance) randomized phase III study also demon-
strated an improvement in PFS with rituximab mainte-
nance therapy in patients with previously untreated FL 
with high tumor burden, although no improvement in over-
all survival (OS) was seen in comparison with observation 
alone [8, 9].

While rituximab maintenance has already been approved 
in Europe and the US, it has been off-label in Japan 
because its efficacy and safety in Japanese patients have not 
yet been examined. Therefore, we conducted a non-rand-
omized, single-arm, multicenter phase II study to evaluate 
whether rituximab maintenance is applicable to Japanese 
patients with previously untreated indolent B-NHLs bear-
ing high tumor burden.

Materials and methods

Study design and patients

This open-label, single-arm multicenter phase II study 
between January 2009 and November 2013 was intended 
to evaluate the effectiveness of rituximab maintenance in 
Japanese indolent B-NHL with the Groupe d’Etude des 
Lymphomes Folliculaires (GELF) high tumor burden by 
comparing its efficacy and safety with those reported in the 
PRIMA study. All patients provided written informed con-
sent prior to study entry. The study was approved by each 
institutional review board and was conducted according to 
the Declaration of Helsinki, Good Clinical Practice guide-
lines, and other related regulations. The trial was registered 
at the University Hospital Medical Information Network 
(No. UMIN000001191).

Patient eligibility

Study patients were aged 20–80 years, with previously 
untreated CD20-positive indolent B-NHL diagnosed by 
biopsy performed within 4 weeks of enrollment and classi-
fied into small lymphocytic lymphoma, lymphoplasmacytic 
lymphoma, splenic marginal zone B-cell lymphoma, extra-
nodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma of MALT type, 
nodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma, or FL (grade 1, 2, 
or 3a), according to the WHO Classification of Tumours 
of Haematopoietic and Lymphoid Tissues [10]. Histology 
was later confirmed by a central pathology review commit-
tee consisting of three independent pathology experts. Eli-
gible patients had to have a high tumor burden meeting at 
least one of the GELF criteria [11, 12]: bulky disease (one 
lesion >7 cm); presence of B symptoms; raised serum con-
centrations of lactate dehydrogenase or β2-microglobulin; 
involvement of three or more regional lymph nodes >3 cm; 
symptomatic splenic enlargement; and compressive syn-
drome, ascites or pleural effusion.

Patients were also required to have adequate organ func-
tion (bone marrow, liver, kidney, heart, and lung), a perfor-
mance status (PS) of ≤2 on the Eastern Cooperative Oncol-
ogy Group (ECOG) scale, and a life expectancy of at least 
6 months at the time of study enrollment.

Patients with grade 3b FL or mantle cell lymphoma, 
histologically transformed from indolent B-NHL, central 
nervous system involvement, or any other active malig-
nancy were excluded from the study. Patients were also 
excluded if they had human immunodeficiency virus infec-
tion, were sero-positive for hepatitis B virus or hepatitis C 
virus infection, had any underlying infectious disease or 
medical conditions known to affect life expectancy, had a 
previous history of monoclonal antibody therapy, or had 
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allergy or sensitivity to mouse-related proteins. Nursing or 
pregnant patients were also excluded.

Treatment schedule

Patients were assessed for their baseline characteris-
tics prior to initial study treatment, including a physical 
examination, laboratory testing, and computed tomog-
raphy (CT) assessment of tumor burden. In the induction 
phase of the study, patients were treated with rituximab 
and CHOP chemotherapy as follows: six cycles of stand-
ard CHOP therapy (cyclophosphamide 750 mg/m2 i.v. on 
day 1; doxorubicin 50 mg/m2 i.v. on day 1; vincristine 
1.4 mg/m2 [capped at 2 mg] i.v. on day 1; and prednisone 
100 mg orally on days 1–5) and rituximab (375 mg/m2) on 
day 1 of each CHOP cycle, with two additional infusions 
every 3 weeks after the last R-CHOP cycle. Patients who 
achieved a partial response (PR) or better after the induc-
tion phase stepped into the maintenance phase of the study, 
where patients received 12 infusions of rituximab mono-
therapy at 375 mg/m2 i.v. once every 8 weeks, starting 
8 weeks after the last induction treatment, for 2 years. After 
completion of rituximab maintenance, patients were fol-
lowed for 18 months or until tumor progression, whichever 
was longer. Thus, the patients were studied up to 4 years 
(48 months, 192 weeks) from study entry until last obser-
vation. All patients received premedication with aceta-
minophen 400 mg and d-chlorpheniramine maleate 2 mg 
orally 30 min before each rituximab administration to mini-
mize infusion-related reactions.

Patient evaluation and study endpoints

CT was used to assess tumor responses at study entry, after 
completion of induction therapy, and every 6 months dur-
ing rituximab maintenance and during post-maintenance 
follow-up period. Tumor response was evaluated by a 
central CT review committee consisting of 3 radiologists 
according to the International Workshop NHL Response 
Criteria [13].

The primary endpoint of the study was the 4-year PFS 
rate from study entry. Secondary endpoints included the 
4-year OS rate, overall response rate [ORR; complete 
response (CR) plus partial response (PR)] and CR rate at 
the end of maintenance therapy.

Adverse events (AEs) including abnormal laboratory 
values were assessed according to the Common Terminol-
ogy Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) version 3.0 from 
the Japan Clinical Oncology Group and the Japan Society 
of Clinical Oncology (JCOG/JSCO). All AEs observed 
were examined by extramural committee for severity and 
relationship to rituximab.

Statistical analysis

Based on previous studies, we expected to observe a 4-year 
PFS of 70 % with a two-sided 95 % confidence interval 
(CI) no lower than 50 % [2, 4, 8, 14–16]. A total of 50 
patients were required to achieve at least 80 % power to 
show the expected 4-year PFS with two-sided 5 % signifi-
cance in accordance with Fleming’s one-stage procedure 
(e.g., α = 0.05, 1 − β = 0.8) [17]. We assumed that up to 8 
patients (15 %) would be lost to follow-up and/or eligibility 
violation; thus, 58 patients were planned for enrollment.

All statistical analyses for efficacy were performed using 
the full analysis set (FAS, all enrolled patients). PFS and 
OS rates were estimated by the Kaplan–Meier method [18].

Baseline pretreatment factors affecting PFS were ana-
lyzed in FAS population by univariate and multivariate 
analysis using Cox proportional hazard regression model. 
The proportional hazard assumption was graphically 
checked using the log–log survival plot. The safety analysis 
population set was defined as patients who received at least 
one dose of rituximab.

SAS software version 9.2 (SAS Institute Inc., NC, USA) 
was used for all analyses. P values <0.05 were considered 
significant.

Results

Patient disposition and baseline characteristics

Figure 1 shows the patient disposition. Overall, 62 patients 
were enrolled and underwent induction therapy. Of these, 
59 patients completed the 6 cycles of R-CHOP plus 2 
additional cycles of rituximab monotherapy in the induc-
tion phase. Three patients were discharged during the 
course of induction therapy for the following reasons: one 
patient withdrew consent [this patient was later diagnosed 
as having diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) by cen-
tral pathology review and was treated as a protocol viola-
tion]; treatment-related toxicity (prolonged leukopenia and 
neutropenia), n = 1; and serious deep venous thrombosis 
not related to rituximab, n = 1. All 59 patients who com-
pleted the induction therapy achieved PR or better tumor 
responses and stepped into the maintenance phase, except 
one patient who was positive for antibody against hepatitis 
B virus surface antigen (anti-HBs) and discharged from the 
study. Fifty-two of the 58 patients completed the mainte-
nance phase and 6 patients discontinued the study because 
of lymphoma progression, n = 4; grade 3 AEs (back pain) 
not related to rituximab, n = 1; medical judgment because 
of ineligible pathology (diagnosed as having DLBCL by 
central pathology review), n = 1. Among 52 patients who 
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completed rituximab maintenance, nine patients developed 
tumor progression and 43 patients completed 18 months of 
post-maintenance follow-up.

Table 1 shows baseline characteristics of the FAS. Sixty-
one of 62 enrolled patients (98 %) fulfilled at least of one 
of the GELF high tumor burden criteria [11, 12]. Thirty-six 
patients (58 %) had bone marrow involvement. Fifty-two 
patients (84 %) had stage III or IV disease. The median age 
was 58.5 years (range 36–77 years). Baseline Follicular 
Lymphoma International Prognostic Index (FLIPI) scores 
categorized patients as low risk (zero-to-one risk factor) 
n = 21; intermediate risk (two risk factors) n = 20; and 
high risk (three-to-five risk factors) n = 21 [19]. Three 
patients were diagnosed as having composite lymphoma 
mixed with FL grade 3a and DLBCL by central pathology 
review, but were considered to be eligible by extramural 
review because they had an indolent clinical course corre-
lated with FL, and thus, stayed in the study. Overall, 92 % 
(57/62) of patients enrolled had confirmed indolent B-NHL 
and 89 % (55/62) of patients had FL.

Efficacy endpoints

Four-year PFS and 4-year OS from the date of enrollment 
were 69.8 % (95 % CI 55.9–80.0) and 100 %, respectively 
(Fig. 2a).

Table 2 shows the response rates after induction therapy 
and maintenance therapy. The ORR was 95.2 % (59/62; 

Fig. 1  Patient disposition. MR maintenance of rituximab therapy, 
GELF Groupe d’Etude des Lymphomes Folliculaires, SAE serious 
adverse event, DLBCL diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, Anti-HBs anti-
body against hepatitis B virus surface antigen, PD progressive dis-
ease, AE adverse event

Table 1  Patient characteristics at baseline

LDH lactate dehydrogenase, ECOG Eastern Cooperative Oncology 
Group, FAS full analysis set
a According to diagnosis by the central pathology review

FAS, n = 62, (%)

Sex

 Female 33 (53)

 Male 29 (47)

Age (years)

 Median 58.5

 Range 36–77

Performance status (ECOG)

 0 48 (77)

 1 13 (21)

 2 1 (2)

Histopathology (WHO Classification)a

 Follicular, grade 1 23 (37)

 Follicular, grade 2 25 (40)

 Follicular, grade 3a 7 (11)

 Nodal marginal zone 2 (3)

 Diffuse large + Follicular 3 (5)

 Diffuse large 2 (3)

Clinical stage (Ann Arbor)

 I 3 (5)

 II 7 (11)

 III 15 (24)

 IV 37 (60)

B-symptom

 Absent 52 (84)

 Present 10 (16)

LDH

 Normal 43 (69)

 Elevated 19 (31)

Extra-nodal involvement

 Absent 51 (81)

 Present 11 (19)

Bone marrow involvement

 Negative 26 (42)

 Positive 36 (58)

Follicular Lymphoma International Prognostic Index

 Low 21 (34)

 Intermediate 20 (32)

 High 21 (34)
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95 % CI 86.5–99.0) after induction therapy and 82.8 % 
(48/58; 95 % CI 70.6–91.4) after maintenance therapy. 
Fourteen of 21 patients who achieved PR after induction 

therapy converted to CR during maintenance therapy. Six-
teen patients experienced disease progression during the 
maintenance phase and follow-up period.

Fig. 2  Progression-free survival 
and overall survival. a PFS and 
OS. b PFS stratified by FLIPI 
score. PFS progression-free 
survival, OS overall survival, 
FLIPI Follicular Lymphoma 
International Prognostic Index, 
CI confidence interval. P = log-
rank test

Table 2  Response to therapy

Response to induction therapy and maintenance therapy was evaluated after each therapy according to the 
International Workshop Criteria for Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma

CI confidence interval, CR complete response, CRu complete response/unconfirmed, NE not evaluative 
because of insufficient follow-up, ORR overall response rate, PD progressive disease, PR partial response, 
SD stable disease
a Fourteen patients converted from PR to CR

n No. of patients achieving response Response rate (95 % CI)

CR CRu PR SD PD NE %ORR %CR rate

After induction therapy

 Enrolled 62 38 0 21 1 0 2 95.2 % (86.5–99.0) 61.3 % (48.1–73.4)

After maintenance therapy

 Enrolled 58 45a 0 3 0 8 2 82.8 % (70.6–91.4) 77.6 % (64.7–87.5)
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Factors affecting PFS

Baseline pretreatment factors affecting PFS were analyzed 
by univariate and multivariate analysis. In addition to con-
ventional patient characteristics such as gender, ECOG 
PS, bone marrow involvement, extra-nodal involvement, 
and FLIPI score, we also selected the peripheral blood 
absolute lymphocyte count/absolute monocyte count ratio 
(ALC/AMC ratio) at study enrollment for analysis [20, 
21]. As shown in Table 3 and Fig. 2b, PFS was signifi-
cantly affected by FLIPI in both univariate and multivariate 
analyses, and patients in the low/intermediate-risk group 
had a significantly higher PFS rate over the 4-year period 
(80.7 %, 95 % CI 63.7–90.3) compared with the high-risk 
group (50.0 %, 95 % CI 27.1–69.2; p = 0.014; by log-rank 
test). By univariate analysis, PFS was significantly associ-
ated with ECOG PS, ALC/AMC ratio, and FLIPI score. As 
a result of the model selection by multivariate Cox propor-
tional hazards regression analyses, FLIPI high risk was an 
independent unfavorable factor, whereas ECOG PS was not 
selected as a factor because of multicollinearity with FLIPI 
score.

Immunoglobulins

Serum concentrations of immunoglobulins (IgG, IgA, 
and IgM) that decreased from baseline during the induc-
tion and maintenance phase tended to recover during the 
follow-up period. Mean serum concentrations (mg/dL) of 
IgG/IgA/IgM at baseline, post-maintenance therapy, and 
after 2 years follow-up were 1,151/176/95, 798/104/44, and 

828/133/53, respectively. No patients received supplemen-
tal immunoglobulins.

Other findings

One of 16 patients who experienced a recurrence/relapse 
had a histological transformation to high grade B-NHL 
from FL grade 3a. Peripheral blood CD19+ and CD20+ 
cells were immediately depleted after the first cycle of 
induction treatment, and depletion persisted through the 
maintenance phase. The depleted CD19+ and CD20+ 
cells remained nearly undetectable until approximately 
12 months after the end of the maintenance phase, and then 
gradually recovered. Development of human anti-CD20 
antibodies (HACA) was examined in 58 patients but was 
not detected throughout the study.

Safety analysis

Safety was assessed for all 62 patients who received at least 
one infusion of rituximab. A total of 7,018 AEs including 
laboratory value abnormalities were observed throughout 
the study (4230 events in induction phase, 2119 in main-
tenance phase, and 669 in follow-up period). Of these, 477 
were grade 3 or 4 in severity, but no grade 5 (death) events 
were reported.

Table 4 shows the AEs of grade 3 that occurred in two 
or more patients and all AEs of grade 4. Most grade 3 or 
4 AEs were hematological toxicities represented by leuko-
penia/neutropenia and were more frequently observed dur-
ing the induction phase than during the maintenance phase 

Table 3  Prognostic factors affecting PFS

ECOG PS. FLIPI Follicular Lymphoma International Prognostic Index, ALC/AMC ratio the absolute lymphocyte count/absolute monocyte count 
ratio at enrollment, ECOG Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group, CI confidence interval
a Results of univariate hazard ratio (HR) analyzed by Cox regression model
b Results of multivariate hazard ratio analyzed by Cox regression model

Factor Factor levels n Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

HRa 95 % CI Pa HRb 95 % CI Pb

Sex Male 29

Female 33 1.14 0.43–3.00 0.790 0.86 0.31–2.39 0.778

ECOG performance status 0 48

1,2 14 4.35 1.67–11.33 0.003 – – –

ALC/AMC ratio <4.7 39

4.7 or more 23 0.27 0.08–0.95 0.042 0.37 0.10–1.36 0.133

Bone marrow involvement Negative 26

Positive 36 0.93 0.36–2.45 0.886 0.66 0.23–1.91 0.446

Extra-nodal involvement Absent 51

Present 11 1.62 0.53–4.97 0.400 1.81 0.55–5.93 0.329

FLIPI Low or Intermediate risk 41

High risk 21 3.14 1.20–8.26 0.020 2.91 1.01–8.40 0.049
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and follow-up period. Nine of 12 patients who developed 
grade 3 or 4 febrile neutropenia during induction treatment 
received G-CSF. Four patients with grade 3 or 4 leukope-
nia/neutropenia during maintenance or follow-up received 
G-CSF (three patients during maintenance and one patient 
during maintenance and follow-up period).

Grade 3 or 4 non-hematologic toxicities were also fre-
quently observed during the induction phase. Infections were 
the most common AEs and were observed in 52 patients 
throughout the study. Most infections were of grade 1 or 2 in 
severity, and grade 3 infections were neutropenic infection, 
cystitis, herpes simplex, pneumonia, pulmonary mycosis, 
pyelonephritis, and disseminated herpes zoster. Secondary 
malignancy, lung adenocarcinoma stage IA was found in 
one patient who received CT examination for assessment of 
lymphoma response during the follow-up period, for which 
endoscopic excision was applied and removed successfully.

Twenty-nine serious adverse events (SAEs) were 
reported in 19 patients; of these, 18 SAEs were suspected 
to be treatment-related. All treatment-related AEs and 
SAEs were recovered and remitted. One patient discontin-
ued the study because of treatment-related toxicity (pro-
longed neutropenia during induction treatment). No deaths 
were reported in this study.

Discussion

We conducted a multicenter phase II study of rituximab 
maintenance in Japanese patients with newly diagnosed 

indolent B-NHL having GELF high tumor burden, with 
reference to the PRIMA study. Our study design was simi-
lar to the PRIMA study in terms of patient eligibility and 
treatment schedule, and we expected to obtain a 4-year PFS 
of 70 % starting from study enrollment in accord with pre-
vious rituximab maintenance studies in the Europe and US 
and R-CHOP combination study in Japan [2, 4, 8, 14–16].

Sixty-two patients were enrolled and 43 patients were 
free from progression at 4-years yielding 69.8 % (95 % CI 
55.9–80.0 %) of 4-year PFS as originally expected. In the 
PRIMA study, a PFS of 74.9 % was obtained with a median 
follow-up of 36 months from initiation of rituximab main-
tenance in FL patients [8]. Considering that 88.7 % (55/62) 
of our patients had FL, the 4-year PFS we observed in our 
study is comparable to that in the PRIMA study [8]. The 
4-year PFS of 70 % in the current study is longer than 
that reported in a previous R-CHOP study without rituxi-
mab maintenance in Japan [22]. An ORR of 95.2 % with 
CR rate of 61.3 % was obtained after R-CHOP induction 
therapy. These responses are consistent with the results of a 
US study of low-grade or follicular B-NHL patients receiv-
ing R-CHOP [23] and our previous study in which an ORR 
of 94 % with CR rate of 66 % was obtained [14]. Four-
teen of 21 patients (67 %) who achieved PR after induc-
tion treatment converted to CR during maintenance in our 
study, similar to the PRIMA study in which 72/139 patients 
(52 %) converted from PR to CR [8]. Thus, our findings, 
taken together with previous studies, suggest that mainte-
nance use of rituximab after first-line remission induction 
is useful to prolong PFS in Japanese patients.

Table 4  Grade 3 or greater 
hematological and non-
hematological adverse events

Hematological toxicity was evaluated according to the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events 
(CTCAE) version 3.0 by Japan Clinical Oncology Group and Japan Society of Clinical Oncology (JCOG/
JSCO)

Only grade ≥3 hematological and non-hematological adverse events observed during the induction, main-
tenance therapy and follow-up period (for 18 months after the last rituximab infusion) are listed in this 
table
a Adverse events of grade 3 that occurred in two or more patients

Toxicity During induction therapy 
(n = 62)

During maintenance 
therapy (n = 58)

During follow-up 
period (n = 51)

Grade 3a Grade 4 Grade 3a Grade 4 Grade 3a Grade 4

Neutropenia 6 (10 %) 50 (81 %) 5 (9 %) 5 (9 %) 2 (4 %) 1 (2 %)

Leukopenia 29 (47 %) 22 (35 %) 3 (5 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %)

Decreased CD4 + cells 2 (3 %) 0 (0 %) 7 (12 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %)

Febrile neutropenia 11 (18 %) 1 (2 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %)

Infections 3 (5 %) 0 (0 %) 3 (5 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %)

Deep venous thrombosis 2 (3 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %)

Back pain 2 (3 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %)

Body weight decreased 2 (3 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %)

Anaphylactoid reaction 0 (0 %) 1 (2 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %)

Lung adenocarcinoma 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 0 (0 %) 1 (2 %)
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Despite the superior PFS with the addition of rituximab 
maintenance therapy compared with the standard induction 
treatment for advanced indolent B-NHL, it remains unclear 
whether there is a benefit in terms of OS. The OS in the 
PRIMA study was approximately 90 % in both the obser-
vation and rituximab maintenance arms, and was not sta-
tistically different between the arms [8]. Because indolent 
B-NHL has a relatively slow-growing nature with a decade-
long life expectancy, a longer follow-up period is necessary 
to observe the effects of rituximab maintenance on OS [9].

Safety of rituximab maintenance observed in our study 
was also consistent with that reported in the PRIMA study. 
In our current study, hematological toxicities and infections 
were commonly observed and 72 % of patients developed 
infections or infestations of any grade during the mainte-
nance period. In the PRIMA study, infections were reported 
to be the most common AEs and grade 2–4 infections were 
significantly more common in the rituximab maintenance 
arm (39 %) than in the observation arm (24 %). Frequen-
cies of grade 3/4 infections were similar between our study 
and PRIMA (5 and 4 %, respectively). Because we rou-
tinely employed sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim as prophy-
laxis for Pneumocystis jirovecii infection in the induction 
phase (82 % in all patients) and afterwards by investigator 
direction, no P. jirovecii infections were observed in our 
study. All observed treatment-related AEs were manage-
able with standard supportive therapy and did not prevent 
the continuation of study treatment.

There was no difference in terms of secondary malig-
nancies in the rituximab maintenance and observation arms 
in the PRIMA study [8]. Similarly, we observed only one 
case of lung adenocarcinoma during the follow-up period, 
and this patient underwent successful surgical resection for 
lung cancer.

Pretreatment factors affecting PFS in the present study 
included FLIPI, ECOG PS, and ALC/AMC ratio by univar-
iate analysis. Only a high FLIPI score was independently 
associated with a shorter PFS by multivariate analysis. This 
result is consistent with analyses reported by the PRIMA 
study and other studies [8, 24]. The primary limitations 
of this study were its relatively small size and non-rand-
omized design. However, the prospective nature of the trial, 
its long maintenance phase and follow-up period, as well as 
the consistency of the efficacy and safety results with those 
of several large-scale, randomized trials, including PRIMA 
and several other European and US studies, support the 
validity of our findings.

However, it remains unclear whether indolent B-NHL 
patients with low tumor burden and patients with non-FL 
could also benefit from rituximab maintenance, and this 
should be addressed by further investigations.

In conclusion, R-CHOP induction therapy followed by 
2 years of rituximab maintenance every 8 weeks is a useful 

therapeutic option in Japanese patients with untreated indo-
lent B-NHL with high tumor burden as defined by GELF 
criteria, with a 4-year PFS of nearly 70 %. The treatment 
regimen was feasible for routine practice, was well toler-
ated, and is also applicable to Japanese patients.
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in all 10 patients. Grade 3/4 hematologic AEs included 
lymphopenia (90%), neutropenia (80%), CD4 lymphope-
nia (80%), and leukopenia (70%). Nonhematologic AEs 
included constipation (80%), nausea (80%), malaise (50%), 
and anorexia (50%). There was one case each of grade 3 
infection and adenocarcinoma of the stomach. Bendamus-
tine showed high efficacy for Japanese patients with previ-
ously untreated or relapsed/refractory CLL, and its safety 
profile was acceptable.

Keywords Bendamustine · Chronic lymphocytic 
leukemia · Japanese · Efficacy · Safety

Introduction

Chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) is the most preva-
lent form of adult leukemia in the Western world [1, 2], 
with a marked racial difference in age-adjusted incidence 
between the United States and Japan (3.5 and 0.2 cases per 
100,000 person-years in 2008 [3], respectively). In contrast 
to the United States and Europe where a number of chemo-
therapeutic options are available and many new anticancer 
agents are under development [1, 2, 4, 5], the chemothera-
peutic armamentarium for patients with CLL—especially, 
elderly patients with CLL for whom fludarabine (FLU) is 
not suitable—is very restricted in Japan [6]; therefore, the 
development of a therapeutic option for them remains as an 
unmet need.

Bendamustine is a unique cytotoxic agent with struc-
tural similarities to alkylating agents and antimetabo-
lites; the former and latter properties are endowed by the 
mechlorethamine and benzimidazole rings, respectively 
[7, 8]. Hence, bendamustine has shown, when used alone 
or in combination with rituximab (BR), high efficacy and 

Abstract The present study was intended to examine 
the efficacy and safety of bendamustine monotherapy in 
patients with previously untreated chronic lymphocytic leu-
kemia (CLL) for whom treatment with fludarabine (FLU) 
was not suitable, and in FLU-naïve patients with relapsed/
refractory CLL. We intravenously administered bendamus-
tine 100 mg/m2/day on days 1 and 2 of each 28-day cycle 
to 10 patients (eight previously untreated; two relapsed/
refractory) up to six cycles. The primary endpoint was 
overall response rate (ORR: partial remission or better) 
according to the 2008 International Workshop on the CLL 
guidelines. The ORR was 60.0% (6/10), with the 95% con-
fidence interval of 26.2–87.8%. Neither disease progression 
nor mortality occurred during follow-up. Therefore, the 
medians for progression-free survival, duration of response, 
and overall survival were estimated to exceed 12.6, 8.7, and 
12.6 months, respectively. Adverse events (AEs) occurred 
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an acceptable safety profile for patients with previously 
untreated or relapsed/refractory CLL [9–14]. Concretely, 
bendamustine monotherapy offers significantly greater 
efficacy than chlorambucil as first-line therapy for patients 
with advanced CLL [9, 10] and provides an alternative ther-
apeutic option, compared to FLU, as second-line therapy 
for patients with relapsed CLL [11]. BR has also shown 
efficacy and safety for patients with previously untreated 
[12] or relapsed/refractory [13] CLL. Furthermore, the ben-
efit of combining BR with B cell receptor signal inhibitors 
(e.g., Bruton’s tyrosine kinase inhibitors) in patients with 
previously treated CLL has been suggested [14]. In con-
trast, the efficacy and safety of even bendamustine mono-
therapy has never been examined in Japan.

We conducted the present Phase II clinical study to 
investigate the above features of bendamustine mono-
therapy in Japanese patients with previously untreated or 
relapsed/refractory CLL.

Patients and methods

Study design and patients

A multicenter, single-arm, phase II clinical study was con-
ducted at six medical institutions in Japan. Patients with 
previously untreated or relapsed/refractory CLL were con-
sidered eligible when meeting all of the following criteria: 
20–80 years of age at entry; definite diagnosis of CLL in 
accordance with the 2008 International Workshop on the 
Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (IWCLL) guidelines [15]; 
Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance sta-
tus of 0–2; no previous treatment with FLU and treatment 
with FLU is not suitable; Binet stage C or active stage B at 
entry [15]; two or less regimens of prior chemotherapy and 
antibody therapy; and the well-conserved function of main 
organs.

Patients were excluded from the study when falling 
under any of the following key exclusion criteria: the dele-
tion of p53 (17p−) in the chromosomal test (fluorescent 
in situs hybridization); clinically recognized Richter syn-
drome; history of allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell trans-
plantation; central nervous system involvement or clinical 
symptoms suggestive of it; double cancer or a history of 
another malignancy in the past 5 years; positivity for either 
the anti-human immunodeficiency virus antibody or the 
hepatitis C virus; positivity for the hepatitis B surface anti-
gen; and pregnancy or lactation.

The mutational status analysis of the immunoglobulin 
heavy chain variable region gene was conducted by a cen-
tral laboratory according the direct sequencing method [16] 
using two primer sets [framework 1c (FR1c)/LJH/VLJH 
and a mixture of six FR1 VH family-specific primers/LJH/

VLJH]. The base sequences obtained were examined with 
the database (the International Immunogenetics Informa-
tion System®) to analyze homology thereof (homology cut-
off value 98%) [17].

The study protocol was approved by the institutional 
review board at each institution, and all patients provided 
written informed consent before study enrollment. The 
present study complied with the Declaration of Helsinki, 
was conducted in compliance with the Good Clinical Prac-
tice guidelines, and was registered with ClinicalTrials.gov 
(NCT02042911).

Treatment

Bendamustine 100 mg/m2/day was administered intrave-
nously over 60 min on days 1 and 2 of each 28-day cycle. 
The administration of bendamustine was repeated up to six 
cycles. In cycle 2 or later, dose modification (dose delay, 
dose reduction, or dose discontinuation) was made based 
on adverse events (AEs) found in the previous cycle. In 
patients who had received bendamustine, outcomes were 
investigated every 3 months for a specified period of time.

In cycle 2 or later, administration was continued when 
the patient met the criteria for next cycle initiation that 
consisted of neutrophil count (≥1000/mm3), platelet count 
(≥50,000/mm3), aspartate aminotransferase (AST) [≤five-
fold the upper limit of normal (ULN) at each institution], 
alanine aminotransferase (ALT) (≤fivefold the ULN at 
each institution), total bilirubin (≤threefold the ULN at 
each institution), serum creatinine (≤threefold the ULN at 
each institution), and the absence of persisting grade 3 or 
greater AEs at the time of assessment.

In cycle 3 or later, the dose of bendamustine in the next 
cycle was reduced according to its dose levels (level 1: 
100 mg/m2/day, level 2: 75 mg/m2/day, and level 3: 50 mg/
m2/day) when the patient fell under any of the following 
criteria for dose reduction: criterion (1) any of AEs found 
in the previous cycle, as graded by the Common Terminol-
ogy Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAEs) Japanese ver-
sion 4.03 published by Japan Clinical Oncology Group, 
which were grade 4 (<500/mm3) neutropenia lasting for 1 
or more weeks, platelet count (<25,000/mm3), a need for 
platelet transplantation, and grade 3/4 nonhematologic tox-
icity (excepting electrolyte anomalies and hyperglycemia); 
and criterion (2) AEs other than those described above, for 
which the investigator considered dose reduction necessary. 
Dose increase after dose reduction was not permitted. The 
administration of bendamustine was discontinued when 
the patient fell under the criteria for dose reduction while 
receiving the drug at dose level 3.

To prevent or alleviate nausea and vomiting, the intrave-
nous administration of dexamethasone (8–12 mg, once daily) 
and 5-hydroxytriptamine type 3 (5-HT3) receptor antagonists 
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was recommended. In addition, the administration of neuro-
kinin 1 receptor antagonists was also permitted. When the 
number of CD4+ lymphocytes decreased to 200 cells/mm3 
or below, sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim and/or acyclovir 
was administered orally. When screening resulted positive for 
the HBs or HBc antibody, HBV-DNA was assayed once in 
each cycle. When the assay resulted positive for HBV-DNA, 
the administration of entecavir was initiated. When concern 
arose about tumor lysis syndrome, hydration and other appro-
priate measures were recommended. Furthermore, the admin-
istration of rasburicase was permitted. The administration of 
G-CSFs was considered when grade 4 (<500/mm3) neutrope-
nia, febrile neutropenia, or other AEs occurred.

Efficacy and safety assessments

The primary endpoint of the present study was the overall 
response rate [ORR: complete remission (CR), CR with 
incomplete marrow recovery (CRi), nodular partial remis-
sion (nPR), and PR] assessed by the independent review 
committee based on best overall response according to the 

2008 IWCCL guidelines [15]. The secondary endpoints of 
the present study were the following: the ORR defined by 
the National Cancer Institute Working Group (NCI-WG) 
—CR, nPR, and PR; CR (CR and CRi) rate [18]; progres-
sion-free survival (PFS); duration of response (DOR); over-
all survival (OS); and safety.

Statistical analyses

Assuming that the expected response rate is 59.2%, the 
threshold response rate is 10.0%, the one-tailed sig-
nificance level is 2.5%, and statistical power is 80%, the 
required number of patients was calculated to be eight. In 
consideration of 20% for withdrawals and others, we estab-
lished 10 patients as the target number of patients.

The efficacy of bendamustine was analyzed primar-
ily for the full analysis set (FAS) and secondarily for the 
per-protocol set (PPS). The safety of bendamustine was 
analyzed for the safety analysis set (SAS). SAS version 9.3 
(SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA) was used to conduct all 
statistical analyses.

Results

Patients

From May 2013 through June 2015, 10 eligible patients 
(six males and four females) were enrolled in the present 
study, and patient characteristics at baseline are shown in 
Table 1. The median age of patients was 71.5 years (range 
50–78 years), and patients aged 65 years or older were pre-
dominant (eight). Three and seven patients were at Binet 
stages B and C, respectively. Eight patients presented with 
previously untreated CLL, and two patients were treated 
previously. Ten patients did not receive fludarabine due to 
the following reasons: eight, elderly over age 65; one, a 
history of pneumonia and peripheral neuropathy; and one, 
physician’s discretion. Nine patients had comorbidities, 
and nine patients showed the diffuse infiltration of the mar-
row examination. Interphase fluorescence in situ hybridi-
zation (FISH) revealed trisomy of chromosome 12 in two 
patients, the deletion in the long arm of chromosome 13 
[del(13q14.1)] in five patients, and the absence of deletions 
in chromosomes 11 [del(11q22–23)] and 17 [del(17p13)]. 
The immunoglobulin heavy chain gene was mutated in nine 
of 10 these patients.

The median number of the cycles delivered was six 
(range 2–6 cycles). Six patients completed six cycles. 
Four patients discontinued the treatment early for the fol-
lowing reasons: consent withdrawal (n = 1) in cycle 2, 
investigator’s discretion (n = 2) in cycle 4, and prolonged 
neutropenia (n = 1) in cycle 5. Dose delays and dose 

Table 1  Patient characteristics at baseline

ECOG Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group

Characteristics n Percentage

Gender 10 100

 Male 6 60

 Female 4 40

Age, years

 Median (range) 71.5 (50–78)

 <65 2 20

 ≥65 8 80

Binet clinical stage

 Stage B 3 30

 Stage C 7 70

Prior treatment

 Absent 8 80

 Present 2 20

Comorbidities

 Absent 1 10

 Present 9 90

ECOG performance status

 0 8 80

 1 2 20

Lymphoadenopathy

 Absent 2 20

 Present 8 80

B symptoms

 Absent 2 20

 Present 8 80
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reductions were required in 21 and six of 51 cycles, respec-
tively. The mean relative dose intensity was 76.2% (range 
57.2–99.0%).

All of the patients in the present study received at least 
one dose of bendamustine, and none of them were excluded 
from SAS, FAS, or PPS. Therefore, all statistical analyses 
for efficacy and safety were made for 10 patients.

Efficacy

Best overall responses are shown in Table 2. The ORR (CR, 
CRi, nPR, and PR) as assessed according to the IWCLL cri-
teria [15] was 60.0% (6/10; two patients in CR, four patients 
in PR, three patients in SD, and one patient in not evalu-
able), with the 95% confidence interval (CI) of 26.2–87.8%. 
Therefore, the ORR rate exceeded the previously established 
expected efficacy rate of 59.2%, and the lower limit for the 
95% CI (26.2%) exceeded the threshold rate of 10.0% at the 
time of design. The ORR (CR, nPR, and PR) as assessed 
according to the NCI-WG criteria [18] was also 60.0% (6/10; 
six patients in PR, three patients in SD, and one patient in 
NE), with the 95% CI of 26.2–87.8%. In addition, the CR rate 
(CR and CRi) as assessed according to the IWCLL guidelines 
[15] was 20.0% (95% CI 2.5–55.6%). None of our patients 
reached CR according to the NCI-WG guidelines’ criteria 
due to failure in meeting the criteria or in obtaining data for 
assessment at 8 weeks later as required by the criteria.

Neither disease progression nor deaths occurred during 
follow-up (median 12.6 months; range 2.6–21.7 months). 
Therefore, the medians for both progression-free survival 

and overall survival were estimated to exceed 12.6 months. 
Moreover, DOR was estimated to exceed the median 
(8.7 months) of follow-up.

Safety

A total of 340 episodes of AEs occurred in all 10 patients. 
Hematologic AEs are shown in Table 3, and grade 3/4 hema-
tologic AEs were lymphopenia (90%), neutropenia (80%), 
CD4 lymphopenia (80%), leukopenia (70%), and thrombo-
cytopenia (20%). Major nonhematologic AEs are shown in 
Table 4, with constipation (80%), nausea (80%), malaise 
(50%), anorexia (50%), increased AST (40%), decreased 
blood immunoglobulin (Ig) A (30%), decreased blood IgG 
(30%), decreased blood IgM (30%), pruritus (30%), and 
maculopapular rash (30%). Grade 3 infections—febrile 
neutropenia (10%), pneumonia (10%), and bacterial infec-
tion (10%)—occurred in one patient; all these infections 
resolved. Furthermore, conjunctivitis (20%), cytomegalo-
virus infection (10%), nasopharyngitis (10%), oral candidi-
asis (10%), and pneumonia (10%) developed as grade 1/2 
infections. Grade 1/2 vascular disorders were phlebitis 
(20%), vascular pain (20%), and vasculitis (10%). Neither 
vascular event leading to the discontinuation of bendamus-
tine nor serious injection site reaction occurred. Grade 3 rash 
occurred in one patient. Grade 1/2 skin disorders were pruri-
tus (30%), maculopapular rash (30%), urticaria (20%), acne-
like dermatitis (10%), rash (10%), erythema (10%), and 
multiform erythema (10%). Adenocarcinoma of the stomach 
with suspected hepatic metastasis developed in one patient.

Table 2  Best overall responses 
in patients with chronic 
lymphocytic leukemia

IWCLL International Workshop on Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia, NCI-WG National Cancer Institute 
Working Group, CR complete remission, CRi complete remission with incomplete marrow recovery, nPR 
nodular partial remission, PR partial remission, SD stable disease, PD progressive disease, NE not evalu-
able, – not applicable

Best overall response, n (%) ORR (95% CI) (%) CR rate (95% CI) (%)

CR CRi nPR PR SD PD NE

IWCLL 2 0 0 4 3 0 1 60.0 (26.2–87.8) 20.0 (2.5–55.6)

NCI-WG 0 – 0 6 3 0 1 60.0 (26.2–87.8) 0

Table 3  Hematologic adverse 
events

As graded according to Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events Japanese version 4.0

Adverse events Grades

All-grades (%) 3/4 (%) 1 (n) 2 (n) 3 (n) 4 (n)

Lymphopenia 90 90 5 4

Neutropenia 100 80 2 2 6

CD4 lymphopenia 100 80 2 6 2

Leukopenia 90 70 2 5 2

Thrombocytopenia 90 20 2 5 1 1

Anemia 10 0 1
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A total of 6 serious AEs occurred in three patients, with 
one episode each of hemorrhagic intestinal diverticulum, 
pneumonia, bacterial infection, iliac fracture, cytomegalo-
virus infection, and adenocarcinoma of the stomach.

Discussion

Standard first-line therapy for “fit” younger patients with 
CLL is the combination of FLU with cyclophosphamide 
and rituximab (FCR), and BR is an alternative therapeutic 
option for “fit” younger and elderly patients who are not 
eligible for FCR therapy in the United States and Europe 

[1, 2, 4, 5]. In Japan, however, bendamustine was recently 
approved for the treatment of CLL, but rituximab is not.

The present study demonstrated the efficacy of benda-
mustine 100 mg/m2/day given by 2-day consecutive intra-
venous administration to patients with previously untreated 
CLL for whom FLU was not suitable and to FLU-naïve 
patients with relapsed/refractory CLL; however, definite 
consensus has not been obtained as to the unsuitableness 
of FLU administration for patients with CLL. In clinical 
practice, nevertheless, FLU is not recommend for elderly 
patients, patients with declined renal function, patients 
with infection, and others. In our study, 10 patients did not 
receive FLU due to the following reasons: advanced age 

Table 4  Nonhematologic 
adverse events

As graded according to Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events Japanese version 4.0

AST aspartate transaminase, IgA immunoglobulin A, IgG immunoglobulin G, IgM immunoglobulin M, 
ALT alanine transaminase, γ-GTP gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase

Adverse events Grades

All-grades (%) 3/4 (%) 1 (n) 2 (n) 3 (n) 4 (n)

Constipation 80 7 1

Nausea 80 6 2

Malaise 50 4 1

Anorexia 50 3 2

Increased AST 40 4

Decreased IgA in serum 30 3

Decreased IgG in serum 30 3

Decreased IgM in serum 30 3

Pruritus 30 1 2

Maculopapular rash 30 1 2

Palpitation 20 2

Gastritis 20 2

Stomatitis 20 2

Fatigue 20 2

Fever 20 1 1

Peripheral edema 20 2

Conjunctivitis 20 2

Pneumonia 20 10 1 1

Increased ALT 20 2

Prolonged QT interval 20 1 1

Decreased uric acid in plasma 20 2

Increased γ-GTP 20 1 1

Myalgia 20 1 1

Dysgeusia 20 2

Insomnia 20 2

Oropharyngeal pain 20 2

Rash 20 10 1 1

Urticaria 20 2

Hypertension 20 10 1 1

Phlebitis 20 2

Vascular pain 20 1 1
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(≥65 years) in eight patients; a history of pneumonia and 
peripheral neuropathy in one patient; and physician’s dis-
cretion in one patient. The safety profile of bendamustine 
observed in the present study was nearly similar to that 
found in prior clinical studies of bendamustine monother-
apy in Japan [19, 20], although histologies examined and 
doses used were different; furthermore, any AEs specific to 
patients with CLL were not found.

In the present study, we used the same initial dose of 
100 mg/m2/day for both Japanese patients with previously 
untreated CLL and those who had FLU-naïve, treated CLL, 
based on the arguments to be described below. Regarding 
those who were previously untreated, we had verified the 
tolerability of bendamustine up to 120 mg/m2/day in Japa-
nese patients with relapsed or refractory indolent B-NHL 
[19, 20], and the efficacy and safety of bendamustine 
100 mg/m2/day had been demonstrated for patients with 
CLL in a Phase III clinical trial in Germany [9]. There-
fore, we set 100 mg/m2/day as the initial dose for Japa-
nese patients with previously untreated CLL. Regarding 
those who presented treated CLL, previous German stud-
ies showed that the maximum tolerated dose (MTD) of 
bendamustine was 70 mg/m2/day [21]. On the other hand, 
a Phase I/II study in Bulgaria described 110 mg/m2/day as 
the MTD in patients who had FLU-naïve, pretreated CLL 
[22]. Therefore, we limited patients with treated CLL to 
those who had FLU-naïve, treated CLL in the present study. 
Patients with CLL usually necessitate time to recover from 
CLL- and/or chemotherapy-induced myelosuppression at 
the initial stage of chemotherapy. Indeed, dose delays were 
required in 21 of 51 cycles to meet the next cycle initia-
tion criteria, which lowered RDI to 76.2%. Despite these 
facts, six of 10 patients completed six cycles as scheduled. 
Hence, we consider that the initial dose of 100 mg/m2/day 
was set appropriately in our study. Nevertheless, an inter-
national consensus panel [23] has recommended an initial 
dose lower than 100 mg/m2 for patients with refractory/
relapsed CLL. Therefore, there is a need for dose adjust-
ment in accordance with their fitness level and in light of 
real-world clinical practice.

The ORR (60.0%), calculated according to the IWCLL 
guidelines [15], achieved the expected ORR. In addition, 
the ORR calculated according to the NCI-WG criteria [18] 
was also 60.0%. Therefore, the ORR of bendamustine in 
our study was almost comparable to 68 and 76% in the 
phase III randomized studies of bendamustine in patients 
with previously untreated CLL [9] and FLU-naïve patients 
with relapsed/refractory CLL [11], respectively.

Hereafter, the comparability to the present study of the 
safety profile of bendamustine monotherapy in the Phase II 
study in Japanese patients with relapsed/refractory, indolent 
NHL and MCL [20] is discussed in more detail. Regard-
ing hematologic AEs, namely, grade 3/4 lymphopenia, 

neutropenia, and leukopenia occurred in more than 70% of 
patients, while there were a few number of cases of throm-
bocytopenia and anemia. Among nonhematologic AEs, the 
incidences of vomiting (10 vs. 42%) and weight loss (10 
vs. 35%) were lower. We consider that the recommended 
intravenous administration of a steroid and a 5-HT3 recep-
tor antagonist was effective in preventing chemotherapy-
induced nausea and vomiting. The incidences of nonhe-
matologic AEs other than vomiting and weigh loss were 
nearly comparable.

The present study has several limitations. First, sample 
size was small. Therefore, accumulating further clinical 
evidence in the real-world clinical settings will be required 
to more precisely delineate the safety profile of bendamus-
tine treatment for Japanese patients with CLL. Second, the 
median of follow-up was as short as about 1 year; there-
fore, the investigation on delayed AEs, e.g., secondary can-
cer, was not sufficient. Since PFS in prior Phase III clini-
cal studies reached approximately 20 months [9], further 
follow-up is required to calculate PFS in our patient popu-
lation. Third, we used bendamustine monotherapy to con-
duct the present study. However, the recent guidelines rec-
ommend the combination of bendamustine and rituximab 
[1, 2, 4, 5]; indeed, the combined regimen is predominant 
in countries outside Japan [24–26]. In addition, dose lev-
els and the number of cycles to be delivered differ between 
patients with previously untreated CLL and patients with 
relapsed CLL [23]. Hence, the dose levels of bendamustine 
and rituximab in combination regimens need to be verified.

In conclusion, bendamustine showed efficacy for 
patients with previously untreated or relapsed/refrac-
tory CLL for whom treatment with FLU was not suitable 
in Japan. Furthermore, bendamustine also exhibited an 
acceptable safety profile as was the case in Phase I and II 
clinical studies in patients with relapsed/refractory NHL 
and MCL in Japan. Therefore, bendamustine is a promis-
ing therapeutic option for these patient populations. Nev-
ertheless, the accumulation of further clinical evidence on 
these features of bendamustine and a clinical study of ben-
damustine in combination with an anti-CD20 antibody and/
or a B-cell receptor signal inhibitor will be required in the 
future.
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Abstract 

A Phase II, multicenter clinical trial of bendamustine plus rituximab (BR) regimen was 

conducted in previously untreated patients with high-tumor-burden indolent B-cell non-Hodgkin 

lymphoma (B-NHL) and previously untreated elderly patients with mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) 

in Japan. Bendamustine 90 mg/m2/day on days 1 and 2, as well as rituximab 375 mg/m2 on day 1 

were administered intravenously up to six cycles. The primary endpoint was the complete 

response (CR) rate as assessed by the International Workshop Response Criteria (1999). 

Sixty-nine patients (59 with indolent B-NHL and 10 with MCL) were treated. The median 

number of delivered cycles was six (range: 1–6). The CR rates were 67.8% [95% confidence 

interval (CI): 54.4–79.4%] and 70.0% (95% CI: 34.8–93.3%) for indolent B-NHL and MCL, 

respectively. Estimated progression-free survival at 30 months was 72.1% (95% CI: 58.5–82.0%) 

in indolent B-NHL and was 67.5% (95% CI: 29.1–88.2%) in MCL. Major grade 3/4 toxicities 

were hematologic and included lymphopenia (97%), CD4 lymphopenia (91%), and neutropenia 

(86%), and leukopenia (83%). No treatment-related death was found. The BR regimen showed 

high efficacy, as evidenced by the expected CR rate, and durable response, as well as an 

acceptable safety profile for the study populations. 

 

Key words: bendamustine, rituximab, indolent B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma, mantle cell 

lymphoma, first-line therapy 
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Introduction 

Combination chemotherapy with rituximab is a standard of care for previously untreated 

patients with high-tumor-burden follicular lymphoma (FL)�a major indolent B-cell 

non-Hodgkin lymphoma (B-NHL). Despite arduous efforts to improve clinical outcomes of 

therapeutic modalities to date, the optimal initial immunochemotherapy with the demonstrated 

superiority of overall survival (OS) is still not established [1-3]. Although rituximab plus 

cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone (R-CHOP) is a standard therapeutic 

option for previously untreated elderly patients with mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) [4, 5], 

R-CHOP has not demonstrated improvements in the OS or progression-free survival (PFS) in this 

population [6]. 

Bendamustine is a cytotoxic alkylating agent, a bifunctional mechlorethamine derivative 

with the purine-like benzimidazole ring [7]. Bendamustine, when used as monotherapy or in 

combination with rituximab, has shown high efficacy and an acceptable safety profile for patients 

with relapsed/refractory B-NHL and MCL [8-13]. Bendamustine is in extensive clinical use for 

these malignancies in many countries including Europe, Japan, and North America. 

There are two major Phase III clinical trials of the bendamustine and rituximab (BR) regimen 

conducted by the German and international investigator groups in previously untreated patients 

with indolent B-NHL or MCL: the StiL NHL 1-2003 (StiL-1) [14] and the BRIGHT Study [15]. 

The former showed its superiority of the BR regimen to R-CHOP in PFS and less toxicity, while 
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the latter indicated its noninferiority to R-CHOP/R-cyclophosphamide, vincristine, and 

prednisone (R-CVP) in CR rate and differences in safety profile. In Europe, furthermore, recent 

clinical studies in patients with indolent non-follicular B-NHL or mucosa-associated lymphoid 

tissue lymphoma showed the efficacy and tolerability of the BR regimen [16, 17], and 

retrospective studies in patients with indolent B-NHL or MCL demonstrated the efficacy and 

safety of the BR regimen in real-world clinical practice [18, 19]. Therefore, the BR regimen has 

become recognized as a standard regimen for these patients in Western countries. In Asian 

countries, by contrast, no clinical evidence has been obtained to demonstrate the efficacy or 

safety of the BR regimen for the relevant patients. We hence conducted the present phase II study 

to obtain the evidence for previously untreated patients with indolent B-NHL and previously 

untreated elderly patients with MCL in Japan. 
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Patients and Methods 

Study design and subjects 

A prospective, multicenter, single-arm, open-label, phase II clinical study was conducted at 

21 medical institutions in Japan from November 9, 2011, through November 15, 2013. 

Previously untreated patients were considered eligible when meeting all of the following criteria: 

1) CD20-positive, advanced indolent B-NHL [small lymphocytic lymphoma, splenic marginal 

zone lymphoma, lymphoplasmacytic lymphoma, extranodal marginal zone lymphoma of 

mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue, nodal marginal zone lymphoma, and follicular lymphoma 

(grades 1, 2, and 3a)] or MCL that was histopathologically confirmed based on World Health 

Organization Classification 2008 [20]; 2) B-NHL patients aged 20-79 years and MCL in patients 

aged 66-79 years; 3) high-tumor-burden indolent B-NHL defined as follows�a) bulky disease 

more than 7 cm in major axis on CT scans (excluding the spleen), b) three or more lymph node 

regions more than 3 cm in major axis on CT scans, c) B symptoms, d) elevated serum lactate 

dehydrogenase or beta 2 microglobulin, e) symptomatic splenomegaly, f) compression symptoms, 

and g) pleural effusions/ascites; 4) a measurable lesion [major axis on computed tomography 

(CT) scans: > 1.5 cm]; 5) Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status: 0-2; and 6) 

patients with the adequately maintained function of principal organs (bone marrow, liver, kidneys, 

lungs, and heart)�a) neutrophil count: ≥ 1,500/mm3, b) platelet count: ≥ 75,000/mm3, c) 

aspartate aminotransferase (AST): ≤ 3-fold the upper limit of normal (ULN) at the institution; d) 
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alanine aminotransferase (ALT): ≤ 3-fold the ULN at the institution; e) total bilirubin: ≤ 1.5-fold 

the ULN at the institution; f) serum creatinine: ≤ 1.5-fold the ULN at the institution; g) arterial 

partial pressure of oxygen (PaO2): ≥ 65 mmHg; h) electrocardiogram showing no abnormalities 

that require treatment; and i) left ventricular ejection fraction: ≥ 55%. The key exclusion criteria 

were as follows: histopathologically confirmed transformation; administration or transfusion of 

cytokines; positivity for the HBs antigen, anti-HCV antibody, or anti-HIV antibody; involvement 

of the central nervous system or clinical symptoms suggesting the involvement; active double 

cancer; pregnant or probably pregnant women; and men and women who give no consent to 

contraception. At screening, histopathological diagnoses were made at each participating medical 

institution. An independent expert pathological review panel ensured the precision of 

histopathological diagnoses made among medical institutions after the termination of the 

treatment. All patients provided written informed consent, and the protocol was approved by the 

institutional review board at respective institutions. The present study complied with the 

Declaration of Helsinki, was conducted in compliance with the Good Clinical Practice guidelines 

in effect, and was registered with ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT01718691). 

 

Treatment 

Bendamustine 90 mg/m2/day was administered intravenously on days 1 and 2, and rituximab 

375 mg/m2 on day 1 (day 0 in cycle 1). The 28-day cycle was conducted up to six cycles. 
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Furthermore, the dose of bendamustine was reduced from 90 mg/m2/day to 60 mg/m2/day when 

falling under any of the following dose reduction criteria in the previous cycle: grade 4 

neutropenia (< 500/mm3) lasting for 1 or more weeks; febrile neutropenia, t grade 3 neutropenia 

(< 1,000/mm3) involving fever t 38qC that lasts for 3 days; platelet count: < 25,000/mm3; a 

bleeding tendency requiring blood transfusion; and adverse events which the investigator has 

admitted the need for dose reduction. The administration of bendamustine was discontinued when 

again falling under any of the criteria at the dose of 60 mg/m2/day. The second and subsequent 

cycles were initiated after having verified the following criteria: neutrophil count: t 1,000/mm3; 

platelet count, t 75,000/mm3; AST and ALT d 5-fold the ULN at each institution; total bilirubin, 

d 3-fold the ULN at each institution; serum creatinine, d 3-fold the ULN at each institution; and 

no persistence of t grade 3 adverse events at assessment. 

Patients received acetaminophen and chlorpheniramine to prevent or alleviate the 

infusion-related reaction of rituximab, and the administration of the following drugs to patients 

was recommended: dexamethasone; 5-hydroxytryptamine 3 receptor antagonists and/or 

neurokinin 1 receptor antagonists to prevent or alleviate nausea/vomiting as needed; and 

sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim and acyclovir to prevent opportunistic infections caused by 

Pneumocystis jirovecii (PJP) and herpes zoster virus, respectively, when CD4+ lymphocyte 

counts became 200/mm3 or below. The administration of granulocyte colony-stimulating factors 

(G-CSFs) was allowed after the verification of grade 3 neutropenia in cycle 1 and on day 3 or 

later in cycles 2 to 6.  
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Efficacy and Safety Assessments 

The primary endpoint was the complete response (CR) [CR plus unconfirmed CR] rate that 

was evaluated after cycle 3 and at the completion of the final cycle by the independent review 

committee (IRC) in accordance with International Workshop to Standardize Response Criteria for 

Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma (IWRC) [21]. 

The secondary endpoints were the overall response rate [ORR: CR, unconfirmed CR, and 

partial response] that was assessed according to the IWRC, the CR rate and the ORR according to 

Revised Response Criteria for Malignant Lymphoma (revised RC) [22], PFS, duration of 

response (DOR), and OS. Furthermore, the follow-up investigation on PFS, OS, and safety was 

conducted for patients who gave consent after the completion of the present study. 

CT was conducted at the time of recruitment, as well as in cycle 3 and the final cycle. 

Positron emission tomography was conducted in patients who had [18F]fluorodeoxyglucose 

avidity at baseline [22]. The safety of the BR regimen was assessed using Common Terminology 

Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) version 4.0. 

 

Statistical analyses 

Regarding indolent B-NHL, sample size was calculated to be 52 under the following 

conditions: the expected CR rate, 66% [95% confidence interval (CI): 47-81%]; the threshold CR 

rate, 47% [23]; D value: 0.025 (one-tailed); and E value: 0.20. The size was calculated to be 57 in 
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consideration of the exclusion rate of 10% from statistical analyses. Regarding MCL, sample size 

was calculated to be 10 under the following conditions: the expected CR rate: 38%; the threshold 

CR rate: 8%; D value, 0.05 (one-tailed); and E value, 0.20. 

The safety analysis set (SAS) consisted of patients who received at least one medication, and 

the full analysis set (FAS) comprised patients who remained after the exclusion from the SAS. 

The CR rate and the ORR were calculated to precisely compute the 95% CI based on the 

binominal probability. PFS, DOR, and OS were computed according to the Kaplan-Meier method. 

The median value and its 95% CI were calculated according to Greenwoods formula. All 

statistical analyzes were made with SAS version 9.1.3 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). 
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Results 

Patient characteristics at baseline 

Seventy patients were enrolled, and one was excluded due to positivity for the HBs antigen 

that was found after recruitment; therefore, 69 underwent the BR regimen and constituted each of 

the SAS and FAS. Patient characteristics at baseline are shown in Table 1. Fifty-nine of 69 

patients had indolent B-NHL, with a median age of 62 years (range: 39-79 years). FL was most 

predominant (51 patients) by histology. Ten patients (median age: 70 years; range: 67-77 years) 

had MCL. The independent expert pathological review panel ensured the precision of 

histopathological diagnoses made among medical institutions after the termination of the 

treatment and then verified the absence of any discrepancies in the diagnoses. 

 

Efficacy 

Best overall responses assessed by the IRC according to the IWRC are shown in Table 2. The 

CR rate for all-type histology was 68.1% (47/69 patients; 95% CI: 55.8-78.8%). The CR rate for 

indolent B-NHL was 67.8% (40/59 patients; 95% CI: 54.4-79.4%), thus exceeding its expected 

CR rate of 66%; furthermore, the lowest limit for 95% CI (54.4%) exceeded the threshold CR 

rate of 47%. Similarly, the CR rate 70.0% (7/10 patients; 95% CI: 34.8-93.3%) for MCL 

exceeded the expected CR rate of 38%; furthermore, the lowest limit for 95% CI (34.8%) 

exceeded the threshold CR rate of 8%. 
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The ORR assessed by the IRC according to the IWRC was 95.7% (66/69 patients; 95% CI: 

87.8-99.1%) for all-type histology, 96.6% (57/59 patients; 95% CI: 88.3-99.6%) for indolent 

B-NHL, and 90.0% (9/10 patients; 95% CI: 55.5-99.7%) for MCL. The same ORR for these 

histologies was obtained when calculated according to the revised RC as well. The CR rate was 

66.7% (46/69 patients; 95% CI: 54.3-77.6%) for all-type histology, 64.4% (38/59 patients; 95% 

CI: 50.9-76.4%) for indolent B-NHL, and 80.0% (8/10 patients; 95% CI: 44.4-97.5%) for MCL. 

Subgroup analysis on patients with indolent B-NHL revealed that the CR rate and the ORR as 

assessed by the IRC according to the IWRC for follicular lymphoma (n = 51) were 66.7% and 

98.0%, respectively. 

At the median follow-up of 30.1 months (range: 1.9-39.3 months), 21 events (including 15 

cases of progressive disease) occurred. Therefore, the median PFS was not reached (Figure 1). 

PFS at 30 months in patients with all-type histology was estimated to be 71.5% (95% CI, 

58.9-80.8%). PFS at 30 months was estimated to be 72.1% (range: 58.5-82.0%) for patients with 

indolent B-NHL and to be 67.5% (range: 29.1-88.2%) for patients with MCL. No death occurred 

during the follow-up. 

 

Safety 

The median of delivered cycles was 6 (range: 1-6), and 52 patients (75%) received BR in six 

cycles. Thirteen patients discontinued treatment due to neutropenia, two due to disease 

progression, one due to the investigator’s discretion, and one due to grade 3 rash unrelated to the 
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BR regimen. Dose delay (54%, 37/69 patients) was required in one or more cycles delivered, and 

dose was reduced in 12% (8/69 patients). Relative dose intensity was 89.6 r 9.4%. 

A total of 2,278 episodes of adverse effects (AEs) developed in all 69 patients. Hematologic 

and nonhematologic AEs by grade are shown in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. Major AEs among 

grade 3/4 hematologic AEs were lymphopenia (97%), CD4 lymphopenia (91%), neutropenia 

(86%), and leukopenia (83%) (Table 3). Forty-eight patients (70%) received G-CSFs, 12 of 

whom discontinued treatment in less than six cycles due to neutropenia. Major nonhematologic 

AEs were nausea, constipation, malaise, decreased immunoglobulin M, anorexia, rash, and 

infusion-related reaction (Table 4). Major grade 3 nonhematologic AEs were two cases (3%) each 

of infusion-related reaction, increased alanine aminotransferase, increased aspartate 

aminotransferase, anorexia, erythroderma, maculopapular rash, and rash. 

Ten episodes of serious AEs occurred in nine patients. There were three cases of febrile 

neutropenia, as well as one case each of tumor lysis syndrome, breast cancer, cytomegalovirus 

pneumonia, allergic dermatitis, chromosomal aberration, atrial tachycardia, and fever. All patients 

with these serious AEs recovered. 

Infections occurred in 42 (61%) among 69 patients, the majority of which were grade 2 or 

lower AEs. The most predominant infections were fever (25%) and nasopharyngitis (20%) (Table 

4). Grade 3 infections occurred in five patients: three patents with febrile neutropenia; and one 

patient each with cytomegalovirus pneumonia and bacterial infection. Grade 4 infection did not 
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occur. Sixty-seven patients (97%) underwent prophylaxis with sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim, 

and PJP did not occur. Fifty-seven patients (83%) underwent prophylaxis with acyclovir, and the 

reactivation of varicella-zoster virus (VZV) occurred in one of 12 patients who had not 

undergone the prophylaxis. Treatment-related death was not found. Secondary cancer was 

diagnosed in one patient with breast cancer at 5 months after administration completion. 
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Discussion 

To assess the clinical usefulness of the BR regimen as first-line therapy for indolent B-NHL 

and MCL in an attempt to make comparisons with previous clinical studies in countries outside 

Japan, we established the CR rate as the primary endpoint in the present explorative phase II 

study. The CR rate exceeded the expected and threshold CR rates, and we thus verified the 

efficacy of the BR regimen for the study population. 

Two, randomized, open-label, noninferiority, phase III clinical trials of the BR regimen have 

been conducted in previously untreated patients with indolent B-NHL or MCL. One is the StiL-1 

Study [14] that compared BR with R-CHOP, which described the comparable ORRs between the 

BR group and the R-CHOP group (93% vs. 91%); the BR group showed a significantly higher 

CR rate (40% vs. 30%; P = 0.021) and a significantly longer median PFS (69.5 months vs. 31.2 

months; P < 0.0001). BR was better tolerated by patients than R-CHOP. Another is the BRIGHT 

Study [15] that compared BR with a standard rituximab-containing chemotherapy 

regimen�R-CHOP/R-CVP. The BR group showed a significantly better ORR (97% vs. 91%; P = 

0.0102), and BR was not inferior to R-CHOP/R-CVP with respect to the CR rate assessed by the 

IRC (31% vs. 25%; CR rate ratio: 1.26; P = 0.0225). The data on time-to-event (i.e., PFS, 

event-free survival, and OS) remain to be collected. 

The CR rate of patients with all-type histology in the present study was 68.1%, thus 

exceeding those of the StiL-1 Study (40%) and the BRIGHT Study (31%). On the other hand, the 
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ORRs were equivalent among the present study (95.7%), the StiL-1 Study (93%), and the 

BRIGHT Study (97%). Age range and the proportion of patients with MCL were nearly 

equivalent among these three studies. The proportions of patients with clinical stage III/IV and 

patients in the “follicular lymphoma international prognostic index high” subgroup (78% and 

29%, respectively) were lower in the present study than in the StiL-1 Study (97% and 46%, 

respectively) and the BRIGHT Study (90% and 43%, respectively). Therefore, we speculate that 

the lower proportion of patients with high-risk indolent B-NHL at baseline possibly influenced 

the outcomes in favor of our study. PFS at 30 months in our study (72.1%) is nearly equivalent to 

the datum extractable from the figure of StiL-1 Study, thus inferring the long-term duration of 

response. 

Comparisons among the StiL-1 Study [14], the BRIGHT Study [15], and the present study 

with respect to G3/4 hematologic AEs revealed no differences in the safety profile except for the 

incidence of neutropenia. Concretely, the incidences of neutropenia exceeded 80% in our study in 

contrast to those described in the prior two studies, thus indicating large differences. We cannot 

specify the causes for this fact, although a racial difference and/or differences in prophylaxis 

practice using G-CSFs in two studies [14, 15] as compared with our study are conceivable. 

The incidences of nonhematologic AEs differ among these three studies, and the majority 

were categorized to grade 2 or lower and were manageable clinically. Concretely, the incidence 

of infections (61%) in our study was higher than 37% in StiL-1 Study and was nearly equivalent 
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to 54.3% in the BRIGHT Study. However, all the infections in our study were manageable 

clinically. We prospectively examined the immunological functions of patients in each cycle 

because of concern about CD4 lymphopenia potentially caused by the BR regimen [24, 25] and 

found the high incidence (91%, 63/69 patients) of grade 3/4 CD4 lymphopenia. In the present 

study, prophylaxis using sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim and acyclovir was recommended for 

patients who had grade 3/4 CD4 lymphopenia. Indeed, 97% and 83% of patients underwent 

prophylaxis with the respective drugs. Consequently, PJP did not occur, and the reactivation of 

VZV occurred in one of 12 patients who had not undergone the prophylaxis. These findings 

suggest the need for the prophylaxis in patients undergoing the BR regimen. There were only one 

case of grade 1 alopecia and three cases of grade 1 peripheral neuropathy. Our study provides the 

safety profile similar to that described in previous clinical trials in Japanese patients with 

relapsed/refractory indolent B-NHL [12, 13]. 

In conclusion, the BR regimen showed high efficacy and an acceptable safety profile for 

previously untreated patients with high-tumor-burden indolent B-NHL and previously untreated 

elderly patients with MCL not eligible for ASCT in Japan. Therefore, the BR regimen is of 

clinical relevance and can be a therapeutic option also for these patient populations. 
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Figure legends 

Fig. 1  Progression-free survival (assessed by independent review committee) 

      iNHL: indolent B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma; MCL: mantle cell lymphoma 
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effect of eculizumab on intravascular hemolysis was dem-
onstrated by a reduction in lactate dehydrogenase levels at 
all measurements after baseline. Significant increases in 
Hb levels from baseline were also observed after 1 month’s 
treatment with eculizumab (p < 0.01). Of those who were 
transfusion-dependent at baseline, the median number of 
transfusions decreased significantly from 18 to 0 unit/year 
after 1 year of treatment with eculizumab (p < 0.001). An 
increase in Hb and a high rate of transfusion independence 
were observed, especially in patients with platelet count 
≥150 × 109/L. Approximately 97 % of patients showed 

Abstract Data characterizing the safety and effectiveness 
of eculizumab in patients with paroxysmal nocturnal hemo-
globinuria (PNH) are limited. We describe the safety and 
effectiveness of eculizumab in PNH patients enrolled in a 
post-marketing surveillance study. Types and frequencies 
of observed adverse events were similar to those reported 
in previous clinical trials and no meningococcal infection 
was reported. Effectiveness outcomes included the reduc-
tion of intravascular hemolysis, the change in hemoglobin 
(Hb) level, the withdrawal of transfusion and corticoster-
oids, the change of renal function, and overall survival. The 
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maintenance or improvement of renal function. Overall 
survival rate was about 90 % (median follow-up 1.9 years). 
These results suggest an acceptable safety profile and 
favorable prognosis after eculizumab intervention.

Keywords Paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria · 
Eculizumab · Effectiveness · Safety · Post-marketing 
surveillance

Introduction

Paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria (PNH) is primar-
ily an acquired clonal disorder of hematopoietic stem cells 
caused by a somatic mutation of the phosphatidylinositol 
glycan complementation class A (PIG-A) gene [1, 2]. PNH 
is a progressive and debilitating disease, which is charac-
terized by chronic complement-mediated intravascular 
hemolysis that can lead to thromboembolism, various organ 
function impairments, and death [3–7]. Patients with PNH 
suffer from a poor quality of life (QoL), including disabling 
symptoms of fatigue, recurrent abdominal pain, chest pain, 
and hemoglobinuria [3, 7–9].

Eculizumab, a recombinant humanized monoclonal anti-
body (h5G1.1-mAb), binds to the terminal complement 
protein C5 and inhibits cleavage of C5 into C5a and C5b, 
preventing both the release of the anaphylatoxin C5a and 
the formation of the membrane attack complex (MAC), 
which induces red blood cell lysis [10]. Several clinical 
trials of eculizumab in adults with PNH showed dramatic 
reductions in hemolysis, transfusion requirements, and epi-
sodes of hemoglobinuria, as well as improvement in QoL 
[11–17]. On the other hand, inhibition of the MAC forma-
tion might indicate a safety concern with eculizumab due to 
increased infection risk, particularly with meningococcus 
[18].

Following the approval of eculizumab in 2010 in Japan 
for the reduction of hemolysis in patients with PNH, a 
regulatory-mandated post-marketing surveillance (PMS) 
was initiated to characterize the long-term safety and effec-
tiveness of eculizumab in PNH patients treated with eculi-
zumab in a real-world setting. This interim analysis sum-
marizes the safety and effectiveness of eculizumab in PNH 
patients treated with eculizumab between June 2010 and 
March 2014.

The objectives of the analyses were to: (1) evaluate the 
long-term safety of eculizumab, and (2) assess effective-
ness of eculizumab on intravascular hemolysis reduction 
[as measured by lactate dehydrogenase (LDH)], change 
of hemoglobin (Hb) level, transfusion units, corticoster-
oid usage, estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) as a 
marker for renal function, and overall survival. Some of the 

assessments were also stratified by the baseline presence of 
bone marrow failure (BMF).

Materials and methods

Study design and population

As PNH is an extremely rare disease and data regarding 
safety and efficacy of eculizumab are limited in patients 
with PNH, the Japan regulatory body requested Alexion 
Pharma GK (Alexion) to monitor all PNH patients who 
were treated with eculizumab (Soliris®).

As a mandatory condition of eculizumab approval, all 
PNH patients, who were diagnosed by flow cytometry (FCM) 
and/or ‘Ham test and Sugar-water test’ and treated with ecu-
lizumab in Japan, were enrolled in this prospective, obser-
vational, PMS study. Patients were diagnosed by physicians 
according to the Japanese Reference Guide on Clinical Prac-
tice for PNH [19] with the decision to treat with eculizumab 
made at the discretion of the treating physician. The PMS pro-
tocol was reviewed by the Institutional Review Board in each 
medical facility. However, since this was a mandatory surveil-
lance study, informed consent from individual patients was not 
necessary, as per Japanese health authority regulations.

Data collection

Each physician entered patient-level data into a case report 
form (CRF) using patient medical records. CRFs are col-
lected annually, however, patient-level data were collected 
at baseline and at the following intervals after the first 
eculizumab dose during the first year: 1 week, 2 weeks, 
1 month, 3, 6, 9, and 12 months. Follow-up continues until 
death, or withdrawal of eculizumab for any reason. Follow-
up for patients discontinuing treatment with eculizumab is 
continued until 8 weeks after withdrawal of eculizumab.

Data captured include demographics, method of PNH 
diagnosis, date and first dose of eculizumab, medical his-
tory, concomitant medications, comorbidities, adverse 
events (AEs), and clinical laboratory tests during eculi-
zumab intervention, including LDH in serum, Hb, and cre-
atinine measurements.

Treatment

Patients received 600 mg of intravenous eculizumab 
weekly for the first 4 weeks, followed by 900 mg for the 
fifth dose 1 week later, then 900 mg every 2 weeks thereaf-
ter. All patients must be vaccinated with a meningococcal 
vaccine at least 2 weeks prior to receiving the first dose of 
eculizumab.
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Analytic cohort

This interim analysis includes all patients (n = 319) 
enrolled in the PMS database for eculizumab between June 
2010 and March 2014 with physician agreement on data 
publication. Although 433 patients had been enrolled in the 
PMS database between June 2010 and March 2014, physi-
cian consent for publication had not been received for 114 
patients at the time of this analysis. These 114 patients have 
been excluded from the current analysis.

Outcome definitions

Adverse events (AEs), serious adverse events (SAEs), 
adverse drug reactions (ADRs) and serious adverse drug 
reactions (SADRs) were defined based on ICH E2A guide-
lines. AEs were defined as any untoward medical events, 
not necessarily causally related to eculizumab treatment. 
SAEs were defined as any AE resulting in hospitalization, 
prolonged hospitalization, disability, permanent injury, 
death or that was life-threatening. ADRs were defined as 
any noxious or unintended responses deemed to be related 
to eculizumab treatment. SADRs were defined as any ADR 
resulting in hospitalization, prolonged hospitalization, dis-
ability, permanent injury, death or that was life-threatening. 
Data on all AEs, SAEs, ADRs, SADRs that occurred dur-
ing the observation period were prospectively monitored 
and collected.

Transfusion independence, corticosteroid withdrawal, 
and renal function were outcome measures. Transfusion 
independence was defined as no transfusion required for 
6 months, and was assessed in the subset of patients receiv-
ing transfusion at baseline. Corticosteroid withdrawal was 
defined as no corticosteroid medication use for 1 month. 
For the corticosteroid withdrawal analysis, patients using 
corticosteroids at baseline were included and stratified by 
BMF status at baseline. BMF status was determined by the 
presence of physician-diagnosed aplastic anemia or myel-
odysplastic syndrome. Renal function was assessed using 
the eGFR formula of the Japanese Society of Nephrology 
[20]. eGFR values at baseline and during eculizumab ther-
apy were calculated using creatinine values before eculi-
zumab and the maximum absolute values of change from 
baseline, respectively.

Statistical analysis

Patient demographics and disease characteristics at base-
line were summarized using means. Frequency and per-
centages were reported for categorical variables.

The number and incidence of AEs and SAEs during fol-
low-up between June 2010 and March 2014 are reported. 
Incidence was expressed as the percentage of patients 

experiencing the AE, SAE, ADR or SADR of interest and 
was calculated as the number of patients experiencing 
the AE, SAE, ADR or SADR of interest following first 
eculizumab dose divided by the total number of patients 
included in this analysis.

The effectiveness of eculizumab was examined using 
several outcome measures, including the reduction of 
LDH levels, the change of Hb levels and eGFR levels, the 
withdrawal of transfusion and corticosteroids, and overall 
survival.

Patients with missing baseline laboratory values, such as 
LDH, Hb, serum creatinine, platelet count, transfusion, and 
BMF were excluded from the respective analyses. The Steel 
test was used to examine the association between mean Hb 
level at baseline and duration of eculizumab treatment, 
stratified by baseline platelet level (<50 × 109/L, ≥50 to 
<100 × 109/L, ≥100 to <150 × 109/L, and ≥150 × 109/L). 
The Chi-square and the Kruskal–Wallis tests were used to 
compare eGFR values between baseline and during eculi-
zumab therapy.

Regarding transfusion withdrawal, patients with a his-
tory of transfusion within 1 year of baseline were examined 
in three ways.

1. Transfusion rate (units/year) between 1 year before and 
after 1 year of eculizumab treatment was compared 
using the paired t test.

2. Kaplan–Meier analyses and the log-rank test were used 
to assess the accumulated probability of transfusion 
withdrawal (transfusion independence) in patients with 
and without BMF.

3. Kaplan–Meier analyses and the log-rank test were used 
to assess the accumulated probability of transfusion 
withdrawal by baseline platelet count (<50 × 109/L, 
≥50 to <100 × 109/L, ≥100 to <150 × 109/L, and 
≥150 × 109/L).

Patients with less than 1 year of eculizumab interven-
tion, without a history of transfusion, and missing baseline 
BMF status and platelet count, were excluded from each 
analysis.

Kaplan–Meir analyses and the log-rank test were used to 
assess the accumulated probability of corticosteroid with-
drawal and overall survival rate in patients with and with-
out BMF.

Results

Patient characteristics

A total of 319 patients were included in the analysis. Patient 
demographics and disease characteristics are shown in 
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Table 1. Mean age at baseline was 55.1 years and 51.7 % 
of the cohort was female. Mean disease duration at baseline 
was 113.2 months. The Japanese Reference Guide on Clini-
cal Practice for PNH recommends the use of FCM to con-
firm the presence of glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored 
proteins deficient on peripheral blood cells. Nearly 80 % 
(n = 251) of patients had their disease diagnosed by FCM. 
It should be noted that the remaining ~20 % of patients 
enrolled in this PMS study were diagnosed with PNH by 
non-FCM methods. Most of those patients were diagnosed 
prior to the development of the Japanese Reference Guide 
on Clinical Practice for PNH. At the time of this analysis, 
patients were followed for a median of 1.9 years (range 
0.02–6.1). Aplastic anemia and myelodysplastic syndrome 
were reported as comorbidity in 45.8 and 13.5 % of PNH 
patients, respectively. Thirty-five patients (11.0 %) had a 
history of thromboembolism at baseline. One hundred and 
twenty-one patients (37.9 %) had been treated with corti-
costeroids prior to baseline, while the number of patients 
treated with immunosuppressive therapy were 62 (19.4 %) 
and those with anticoagulants were 62 (19.4 %).

Safety

Between June 2010 and March 2014, 56.1 % (179/319), 
26.3 % (84/319), 35.1 % (112/319), 8.5 % (27/319) patients 
experienced AEs, SAEs, ADRs, and SADRs, respectively. 
Table 2 shows the incidence of frequently reported AEs 
(reported in >1 % of patients), SAEs, ADRs and SADRs. 
Headache was the most commonly reported AE (n = 69, 
21.6 %), followed by hemolysis (n = 28, 8.8 %), and renal 
impairment (n = 14, 4.4 %). The most commonly reported 

SAEs were pneumonia (n = 9, 2.8 %) and hemolysis (n = 9, 
2.8 %), followed by sepsis (n = 8, 2.5 %). Twenty deaths 
were reported as the last outcome of 31 AEs or SAEs. Those 
events consisted of death (6), sepsis (3), cerebral hemorrhage, 
extradural hematoma, pneumonia, aggravated renal dysfunc-
tion (2), brain contusion, immunodeficiency, pancytopenia, 
sudden death, acute cardiac failure, cardiac failure, acute 
renal failure, acute respiratory failure, deteriorating general 
condition, disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC), pul-
monary empyema, hepatic cancer, bone cancer, and lung can-
cer (1). Of these, causal relationship with eculizumab could 
not be ruled out for sepsis (1 event/1 patient) and cancer (3 
events/1 patient). No causal relationship with eculizumab was 
identified for the other events. As in previous studies [16, 21], 
no meningococcal infections were reported.

Hemolysis and hemoglobin

An analysis of the association between eculizumab treat-
ment and LDH levels in 272 patients showed that LDH lev-
els during eculizumab treatment were lower at all follow-
up measurements compared to baseline (Fig. 1).

Figure 2a shows the effect of eculizumab treatment on 
mean Hb levels overall, and in Fig. 2b–e, stratified by base-
line platelet levels, a possible marker of bone marrow func-
tion. Significant increases in Hb levels compared to base-
line were observed from 1 month after the first eculizumab 
treatment, and persisted for 36 months. Mean Hb level at 
36 months was 9.38 g/dL, a significant increase compared 
to the baseline value of 8.02 g/dL (Fig. 2a; p < 0.001). 
Similarly, in patients with platelet counts ≥150 × 109/L 
(n = 103), significant and clear increases in Hb levels com-
pared to baseline were observed at 1 month following the 
start of eculizumab treatment, which were maintained for 
36 months. In this subgroup of patients, mean Hb level at 
36 months was 9.72 g/dL, a significantly increase compared 
to the baseline level of 8.06 g/dL (Fig. 2e; p < 0.01). In the 
subgroups with platelet counts <150 × 109/L (Fig. 2b–d), 
Hb levels were slightly elevated, but were not consistently 
increased compared to baseline.

eGFR

A total of 196 patients had creatinine values to calculate 
eGFR at both baseline and during eculizumab treatment, 
and were analyzed to compare eGFR between baseline and 
during eculizumab treatment. A total of 49 patients (25 %) 
moved to the upper range of eGFR, 6 patients (3.1 %) 
moved to the lower range of eGFR, and 141 patients of 
196 (71.9 %) maintained the same range of eGFR between 
baseline and during eculizumab treatment (Table 3).

Table 1  Patient demographics and disease characteristics at baseline 
(n = 319)

SD standard deviation
a From PNH diagnosis to start of eculizumab treatment

Age: mean (SD) 55.1 (17.3)

Female: n (%) 165 (51.7)

Disease duration, monthsa: mean (SD) 113.2 (105.7)

Diagnosed by flow cytometry: n (%) 251 (78.7)

Comorbidity and history of thromboembolism: n (%)

 Aplastic anemia 146 (45.8)

 Myelodysplastic syndrome 43 (13.5)

 History of thromboembolism 35 (11.0)

Treatment history: n (%)

 Corticosteroids 121 (37.9)

 Immunosuppressive therapy 62 (19.4)

 Anticoagulant 62 (19.4)
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Table 2  Incidence of frequently 
observed AEs (reported in 
>1 % of patients), SAEs, ADRs 
and SADRs reported during 
eculizumab treatment

See text for definitions of AEs (adverse events), SAEs (serious adverse events), ADRs (adverse drug reac-
tions), and SADRs (serious adverse drug reactions)
a Causative organisms unknown
b Cause of death not identified

Eculizumab-treated patients (n = 319)

AEs n (%) SAEs n (%) ADRs n (%) SADRs n (%)

Overall 179 (56.1) 84 (26.3) 112 (35.1) 27 (8.5)

Headache 69 (21.6) 1 (0.3) 67 (21.0) 1 (0.3)

Hemolysis 28 (8.8) 9 (2.8) 1 (0.3) 1 (0.3)

Renal impairment 14 (4.4) 4 (1.3) 2 (0.6) 1 (0.3)

Pneumonia 12 (3.8) 9 (2.8) 5 (1.6) 3 (0.9)

Nasopharyngitis 11 (3.5) 0 3 (0.9) 0

Upper respiratory tract infections 9 (2.8) 0 1 (0.3) 0

Gastroenteritis 8 (2.5) 1 (0.3) 2 (0.6) 0

Arthralgia 8 (2.5) 2 (0.6) 6 (1.9) 2 (0.6)

Sepsis 8 (2.5) 8 (2.5) 4 (1.3) 4 (1.3)

Urinary tract infections 7 (2.2) 0 1 (0.3) 0

Other infectionsa 6 (1.9) 2 (0.6) 3 (0.9) 2 (0.6)

Deathb 6 (1.9) 6 (1.9) 0 0

Dizziness 5 (1.6) 0 2 (0.6) 0

Cholelithiasis 5 (1.6) 4 (1.3) 1 (0.3) 0

Back pain 5 (1.6) 2 (0.6) 4 (1.3) 2 (0.6)

Herpes zoster 4 (1.3) 1 (0.3) 2 (0.6) 1 (0.3)

Influenza 4 (1.3) 2 (0.6) 0 0

Upper respiratory tract inflammation 4 (1.3) 0 0 0

Diarrhea 4 (1.3) 0 2 (0.6) 0

Pyrexia 4 (1.3) 2 (0.6) 2 (0.6) 1 (0.3)

Fig. 1  LDH levels, a marker of 
intravascular hemolysis during 
eculizumab treatment. Mid-
dle line in box represents the 
median, lower box bounds the 
first quartile, upper box bounds 
the third quartile, and whiskers 
represent the 95 % confidence 
interval of the mean
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Transfusion

Among patients who were transfusion-dependent at base-
line, the number of transfusion units/year was significantly 
decreased after 1 year of eculizumab treatment (median 
18.0 units pre-eculizumab and 0 unit post-eculizumab) 
(Fig. 3a; p < 0.001). When examining the accumulated 
probability of transfusion independence in patients with and 
without BMF, the percentage of patients achieving transfu-
sion independence rapidly increased immediately after ecu-
lizumab dosing and gradually increased as the number of 
months on eculizumab treatment increased (Fig. 3b). The 

proportion of patients achieving transfusion independ-
ence was not significantly different between patients with 
and without BMF. The accumulated probability of trans-
fusion independence was highest in patients with platelet 
count ≥150 × 109/L, followed by patients with platelet 
count ≥100 to <150 × 109/L, ≥50 to <100 × 109/L, and 
<50 × 109/L (log-rank p value = 0.002) (Fig. 3c).

Corticosteroid withdrawal

The accumulated probability of corticosteroid with-
drawal during eculizumab treatment in patients with and 

Fig. 2  Hb levels during eculizumab treatment according to base-
line platelet level: a all patients; stratified by baseline platelet level 
<50 × 109/L (b), ≥50 to <100 × 109/L (c), ≥100 to <150 × 109/L  

(d), and ≥150 × 109/L (e), respectively. Each symbol  
and vertical bar represents mean ± SD.  #, ##, ###: p < 0.05,  
p < 0.01, p < 0.001 vs baseline using Steel test
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Table 3  Shift in eGFR range (n = 196) from baseline during eculizumab therapy, n (%)

During eculizumab treatment

90≤ eGFR
(mL/min/1.73 m2)

60≤ eGFR <90
(mL/min/1.73 m2)

30≤ eGFR <60
(mL/min/1.73 m2)

15≤ eGFR <30
(mL/min/1.73 m2)

eGFR <15
(mL/min/1.73 m2)

χ2 Kruskal–Wallis

Baseline

90≤ eGFR
(mL/min/1.73 m2)

61 (31.1%) 4 (2.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) p<0.001 p<0.001

60≤ eGFR <90 
(mL/min/1.73 m2)

22 (11.2%) 35 (17.9%) 2 (1.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)

30≤ eGFR <60
(mL/min/1.73 m2)

1 (0.5%) 14 (7.1%) 35 (17.9%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)

15≤ eGFR <30
(mL/min/1.73 m2)

0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 10 (5.1%) 8 (4.1%) 0 (0.0%)

eGFR <15
(mL/min/1.73 m2)

0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (1.0%) 2 (1.0%)

Increase in eGFR range indicated by green shading; decrease in eGFR range indicated by red shading; no change in eGFR range indicated by 
yellow shading

Fig. 3  Transfusion withdrawal during eculizumab treatment: a 
annual rate of transfusion according to the presence (n = 147) or 
absence (n = 57) of transfusion at baseline and after 1 year of ecu-
lizumab treatment; b accumulated probability of transfusion with-
drawal in PNH patients with (red line) and without (black line) 
BMF; c accumulated probability of transfusion withdrawal accord-
ing to baseline platelet count <50 × 109/L (black line), ≥50 to 

<100 × 109/L (red line), ≥100 to <150 × 109/L (green line), and 
≥150 × 109/L (blue line), respectively. In a, middle line in box rep-
resents the median, lower box bounds the first quartile, upper box 
bounds the third quartile, and whiskers represent the 95 % confidence 
interval of the mean. p value was calculated using the paired t test (a) 
or the log-rank test (b, c)
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without BMF was similar (Fig. 4). About 40 % of patients 
in each group discontinued corticosteroids approxi-
mately 12 months after starting eculizumab treatment, and 
remained off corticosteroids throughout 42 months of ecu-
lizumab treatment (log-rank p value = 0.865).

Overall survival

A total of 20 deaths were reported during the observa-
tion period, of which ten occurred in patients with BMF. 
No significant differences in overall long-term survival 
were observed between patients with or without BMF over 
72 months on eculizumab treatment (Fig. 5) (log-rank p 
value = 0.865).

Discussion

The Japanese PMS study in patients with PNH provides an 
opportunity to examine the long-term safety and effective-
ness of eculizumab in a larger population than earlier clini-
cal trials, using a variety of measures in a real-world setting.

The incidence of all safety events was low across all 
system organ classes, consistent with other studies [16, 
21]. Twenty deaths were reported as the last outcome of 
31 AEs or SAEs. The reported occurrence of meningococ-
cal infection is between 0 and 1.5 % in patients with PNH 
treated with eculizumab [6, 11, 22]; however, there were no 
meningococcal infections during the follow-up period in 
our analysis.

Fig. 4  Accumulated probability 
of corticosteroid withdrawal 
during eculizumab therapy in 
patients with (red line) and 
without BMF (black line). P 
value was calculated using the 
log-rank test

Fig. 5  Overall survival during 
eculizumab therapy in patients 
with (red line) and without 
BMF (black line). p value was 
calculated using the log-rank 
test
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LDH levels decreased rapidly after eculizumab dosing 
and were sustained during long-term (36 months) eculi-
zumab treatment compared to baseline. Improvements in 
Hb levels from baseline were also observed, particularly in 
the group of patients with platelets ≥150 × 109/L. Statisti-
cally significant improvements of LDH level were consist-
ently observed both in the short-term (starting at 1 month 
after eculizumab treatment) and long-term (throughout 
36 months). These results are compatible with national and 
international research on eculizumab treatment [11, 13, 14, 
16, 23]. It should be noted that missing laboratory values 
at baseline precluded the inclusion of some patients in spe-
cific analyses. The impact of these excluded patients on 
effectiveness measures is unclear.

Treatment with eculizumab led to an improvement in 
eGFR in 49 patients (25 %), including improvements in 
patients with <30 mL/min/1.73 m2. The proportions of 
patients who showed no change or worsening of eGFR 
range were 71.9 and 3.1 %, respectively. This result is simi-
lar to that of previous studies [6, 15, 16, 23].

Among patients with a history of transfusions, patients 
receiving eculizumab had significantly lower rates of trans-
fusion (units/year) after 1 year of treatment compared to 
baseline (before treatment), with nearly 50 % of patients 
becoming transfusion-independent following eculizumab 
treatment. While the fraction of patients achieving transfu-
sion independence was slightly better for patients without 
BMF than with BMF, the association was not significant. 
However, patients without BMF appeared to show a ten-
dency to improved and faster transfusion withdrawal. Trans-
fusion dependence was considered to have a possible rela-
tion to bone marrow function, and we therefore examined 
transfusion withdrawal in terms of bone marrow function, 
based on platelet level. The accumulated probability of 
transfusion withdrawal was highest in patients with plate-
let count ≥150 × 109/L compared to patients with plate-
let count ≥100 to <150 × 109/L, ≥50 to <100 × 109/L, or 
<50 × 109/L. Röth et al. have reported that eculizumab-
treated PNH patients with a high reticulocyte production 
index (>2), indicating adequate bone marrow function, 
could have a reduced need for blood transfusions [24]. 
This might suggest that higher bone marrow function sup-
ports transfusion withdrawal in response to eculizumab. 
Our results using platelet level as a marker for bone mar-
row function, are consistent with a previous report [24]. 
The effectiveness of eculizumab on transfusion withdrawal 
rapidly increased immediately after eculizumab dosing 
and gradually increased as the number of months on eculi-
zumab treatment increased in patients with a platelet count 
≥150 × 109/L, whereas it reached a plateau after several 
months in patients with <50 × 109/L. Previous reports have 
showed that eculizumab has no effect on bone marrow func-
tion, including the production of reticulocytes [11, 12, 25, 

26]. The amount of reticulocyte production would not be 
recovered. This might be one of reasons that the efficacy of 
eculizumab reached the plateau in those patients. We think 
that eculizumab might have poor response to transfusion 
withdrawal on patients with lower bone marrow function, 
though additional study with longer follow-up is needed.

Treatment with corticosteroids in PNH is purely empiri-
cal, and long-term treatment with corticosteroids is con-
traindicated [27]. Physicians attempted to withdraw corti-
costeroids, and approximately 40 % of patients treated with 
corticosteroids at baseline finally completed corticosteroid 
withdrawal after 1 year of eculizumab treatment; however, 
we could not determine the reasons for continued corticos-
teroid administration in the remaining patients (~60 %) in 
this surveillance study. This result might suggest that eculi-
zumab is effective in reducing corticosteroid dependence in 
all patients with PNH, independent of BMF status, another 
potential benefit of treatment with eculizumab. However, it 
is unclear why there was no significant difference in cor-
ticosteroid withdrawal between patients with and without 
BMF. Further analysis is required to elucidate the relation-
ship between BMF status and corticosteroid withdrawal 
during eculizumab treatment.

Previous research in patients untreated with eculizumab 
has shown that PNH-cytopenia patients had a signifi-
cantly greater risk of mortality compared with classic PNH 
patients [28]. We report here that patients treated with ecu-
lizumab demonstrate similar overall survival regardless of 
underlying BMF, suggesting that BMF might not be a sig-
nificant risk factor of mortality in patients treated with ecu-
lizumab. These data, which are the first to describe overall 
survival during eculizumab therapy according to BMF sta-
tus, are limited by the short follow-up period. Kelly et al. 
reported that 5-year survival in PNH patients treated with 
eculizumab (n = 79) was significantly higher compared to 
patients without eculizumab (n = 30) [17]. Loschi et al. 
also reported that 6-year survival in patients treated with 
eculizumab (n = 123) significantly improved overall sur-
vival compared to historical controls diagnosed after 1985 
(n = 100) [29]. Thus, we expect that the long-term overall 
survival of PNH patients treated with eculizumab in this 
study would be the same in these two reports [17, 29].

The findings from this study are representative of PNH 
patients treated with eculizumab. The safety and effective-
ness profiles observed in this PMS study were similar to 
results reported from previous eculizumab clinical trials in 
patients with PNH [15, 16]. In addition, although a larger 
proportion of patients in this study had a history of BMF 
compared to those of previous eculizumab clinical studies 
in the United States and Europe [11, 13, 14], we observed 
similar efficacy among patients with and without BMF.

In summary, results from this Japanese PMS study in 
patients with PNH showed an acceptable safety profile with 
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no cases of meningococcal infection and significant effec-
tiveness of eculizumab, including sustained suppression of 
intravascular hemolysis, improvements in Hb values and 
increased transfusion independence regardless of BMF. 
The findings suggest that eculizumab improves the disease 
characteristics of patients with PNH. Further long-term 
results of PMS studies will help elucidate the longitudinal 
impact of eculizumab.
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PML/RARA fusion transcript. FLT3–ITD mutation was 
negative.

The patient underwent single-agent induction therapy 
with all-trans retinoic acid (ATRA). Although supportive 
therapies were provided, including platelet concentrate, 
fresh frozen plasma, and recombinant thrombomodulin, 
the prolonged DIC resulted in pulmonary alveolar hemor-
rhage. Additional administration of idarubicin (12 mg/m2 
for 3 days) and cytarabine (100 mg/m2 for 7 days) induced 
a complete remission of APL with an improvement in DIC. 
Complete molecular remission was attained after the first 
cycle of consolidation therapy with arsenic trioxide. The 
patient is currently undergoing maintenance therapy with 
no evidence of relapse.

Chédiak–Higashi-like granules have been described 
in rare cases of acute myeloid leukemia (AML). Electron 
microscopic studies have shown that the granules arise 
from fusion of azurophilic granules, in contrast to the lyso-
somal origin of the inclusions seen in Chédiak–Higashi 
syndrome. Chédiak–Higashi-like granules have been 
reported to co-occur with coagulation abnormalities in 
AML, although their significance is currently unknown. In 
addition, we occasionally observed thick and/or waxy Auer 
bodies in this case. Although the clinical significance of the 

Keywords Chédiak–Higashi-like granule · Waxy Auer 
body · Acute promyelocytic leukemia

A 31-year-old man presented with pharyngeal pain and 
purpura on the right dorsal surface of the hand for 1 week. 
The complete blood count showed leukopenia and throm-
bocytopenia (white blood cell count, 1.8 × 109/L; platelet 
count, 51 × 109/L). Coagulation tests revealed the fol-
lowing: prothrombin time–international normalized ratio 
(PT–INR) of 1.46; fibrinogen level of 36 mg/dL; fibrin 
degradation products (FDP) level of 50.9 µg/mL; D-dimer 
level of 60.6 µg/mL; and thrombin–antithrombin III (TAT) 
complex level of 54.6 ng/mL. These results indicated dis-
seminated intravascular coagulopathy (DIC). A bone mar-
row examination revealed hypocellularity with 77 % abnor-
mal promyelocytes. Promyelocytes were variable in size, 
and contained round, ovoid, distorted, or folded nuclei, as 
well as rich cytoplasm with abundant azurophilic granules. 
Chédiak–Higashi-like granules were frequently observed 
in these promyelocytes (Fig. 1a). Auer bodies were often 
thick, and some were waxy (Fig. 1b). A diagnosis of acute 
promyelocytic leukemia (APL) was made on the detection 
of the t(15;17) (q22;q21) translocation and the resultant 
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waxy Auer bodies was unclear, these Chédiak–Higashi-like 
granules and thick Auer bodies appeared to correspond to a 
DIC status, as DIC management was extremely difficult in 
the present case.

Compliance with ethical standards 

Conflict of interest The authors have no conflict of interests.

Patient consent statement The patient’s consent was obtained.

Fig. 1  Morphological features of the bone marrow aspirate. a Mark-
edly increased promyelocytes with abundant azurophilic granules and 
Auer bodies. Chédiak–Higashi-like granules frequently observed in 

these promyelocytes (Wright–Giemsa stain, ×1000). b Thick and/
or waxy Auer bodies occasionally observed in these promyelocytes 
(Wright–Giemsa stain, ×1000)
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MCL) were treated. The median number of delivered cycles 
was six (range 1–6). The CR rates were 67.8% [95% confi-
dence interval (CI) 54.4–79.4%] and 70.0% (95% CI 34.8–
93.3%) for indolent B-NHL and MCL, respectively. Esti-
mated progression-free survival at 30 months was 72.1% 
(95% CI 58.5–82.0%) in indolent B-NHL and was 67.5% 
(95% CI 29.1–88.2%) in MCL. Major grade 3/4 toxicities 
were hematologic and included lymphopenia (97%), CD4 
lymphopenia (91%), neutropenia (86%), and leukopenia 
(83%). No treatment-related death was found. The BR regi-
men showed high efficacy as evidenced by the expected CR 

Abstract A Phase II, multicenter clinical trial of benda-
mustine plus rituximab (BR) regimen was conducted in 
previously untreated patients with high-tumor-burden indo-
lent B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma (B-NHL) and previ-
ously untreated elderly patients with mantle cell lymphoma 
(MCL) in Japan. Bendamustine 90 mg/m2/day on days 
1 and 2, as well as rituximab 375 mg/m2 on day 1 were 
administered intravenously up to six cycles. The primary 
endpoint was the complete response (CR) rate as assessed 
by the International Workshop Response Criteria (1999). 
Sixty-nine patients (59 with indolent B-NHL and 10 with 
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rate and durable response, as well as an acceptable safety 
profile for the study populations.

Keywords Bendamustine · Rituximab · Indolent B-cell 
non-Hodgkin lymphoma · Mantle cell lymphoma · First-
line therapy

Introduction

Combination chemotherapy with rituximab is a standard 
of care for previously untreated patients with high-tumor-
burden follicular lymphoma (FL)—a major indolent B-cell 
non-Hodgkin lymphoma (B-NHL). Despite arduous efforts 
to improve clinical outcomes of therapeutic modalities to 
date, the optimal initial immunochemotherapy with the 
demonstrated superiority of overall survival (OS) is still not 
established [1–3]. Although rituximab plus cyclophospha-
mide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone (R-CHOP) 
is a standard therapeutic option for previously untreated 
elderly patients with mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) [4, 5], 
R-CHOP has not demonstrated improvements in the OS or 
progression-free survival (PFS) in this population [6].

Bendamustine is a cytotoxic alkylating agent, a bifunc-
tional mechlorethamine derivative with the purine-like 
benzimidazole ring [7]. Bendamustine, when used as 
monotherapy or in combination with rituximab, has shown 
high efficacy and an acceptable safety profile for patients 
with relapsed/refractory B-NHL and MCL [8–13]. Ben-
damustine is in extensive clinical use for these malignan-
cies in many countries including Europe, Japan, and North 
America.

There are two major Phase III clinical trials of the ben-
damustine and rituximab (BR) regimen conducted by the 
German and international investigator groups in previously 
untreated patients with indolent B-NHL or MCL: the StiL 
NHL 1-2003 (StiL-1) [14] and the BRIGHT Study [15]. 
The former showed its superiority of the BR regimen to 
R-CHOP in PFS and less toxicity, while the latter indi-
cated its noninferiority to R-CHOP/R-cyclophosphamide, 
vincristine, and prednisone (R-CVP) in CR rate and differ-
ences in safety profile. In Europe, furthermore, recent clini-
cal studies in patients with indolent non-follicular B-NHL 
or mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue lymphoma showed 
the efficacy and tolerability of the BR regimen [16, 17], 
and retrospective studies in patients with indolent B-NHL 
or MCL demonstrated the efficacy and safety of the BR 
regimen in real-world clinical practice [18, 19]. Therefore, 
the BR regimen has become recognized as a standard regi-
men for these patients in Western countries. In Asian coun-
tries, by contrast, no clinical evidence has been obtained to 
demonstrate the efficacy or safety of the BR regimen for 
the relevant patients. We hence conducted the present phase 

II study to obtain the evidence for previously untreated 
patients with indolent B-NHL and previously untreated 
elderly patients with MCL in Japan.

Patients and methods

Study design and subjects

A prospective, multicenter, single-arm, open-label, phase 
II clinical study was conducted at 21 medical institutions 
in Japan from November 9, 2011, through November 15, 
2013. Previously untreated patients were considered eligi-
ble when meeting all of the following criteria: (1) CD20-
positive, advanced indolent B-NHL [small lymphocytic 
lymphoma, splenic marginal zone lymphoma, lymphoplas-
macytic lymphoma, extranodal marginal zone lymphoma 
of mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue, nodal marginal zone 
lymphoma, and follicular lymphoma (grades 1, 2, and 3a)] 
or MCL that was histopathologically confirmed based on 
World Health Organization Classification 2008 [20]; (2) 
B-NHL patients aged 20–79 years and MCL in patients 
aged 66–79 years; (3) high-tumor-burden indolent B-NHL 
defined as follows—(a) bulky disease more than 7 cm in 
major axis on CT scans (excluding the spleen); (b) three 
or more lymph node regions more than 3 cm in major axis 
on CT scans; (c) B symptoms; (d) elevated serum lactate 
dehydrogenase or beta 2 microglobulin; (e) symptomatic 
splenomegaly; (f) compression symptoms, and (g) pleural 
effusions/ascites; (4) a measurable lesion [major axis on 
computed tomography (CT) scans: >1.5 cm]; (5) Eastern 
Cooperative Oncology Group performance status: 0–2; 
and (6) patients with the adequately maintained function 
of principal organs (bone marrow, liver, kidneys, lungs, 
and heart)—(a) neutrophil count: ≥1500/mm3; (b) plate-
let count: ≥75,000/mm3; (c) aspartate aminotransferase 
(AST): ≤threefold the upper limit of normal (ULN) at the 
institution; (d) alanine aminotransferase (ALT): ≤threefold 
the ULN at the institution; (e) total bilirubin: ≤1.5-fold 
the ULN at the institution; (f) serum creatinine: ≤1.5-fold 
the ULN at the institution; (g) arterial partial pressure of 
oxygen (PaO2): ≥65 mmHg; (h) electrocardiogram show-
ing no abnormalities that require treatment; and (i) left 
ventricular ejection fraction: ≥55%. The key exclusion 
criteria were as follows: histopathologically confirmed 
transformation; administration or transfusion of cytokines; 
positivity for the HBs antigen, anti-HCV antibody, or anti-
HIV antibody; involvement of the central nervous system 
or clinical symptoms suggesting the involvement; active 
double cancer; pregnant or probably pregnant women; and 
men and women who give no consent to contraception. At 
screening, histopathological diagnoses were made at each 
participating medical institution. An independent expert 
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pathological review panel ensured the precision of histo-
pathological diagnoses made among medical institutions 
after the termination of the treatment. All patients provided 
written informed consent, and the protocol was approved 
by the institutional review board at respective institutions. 
The present study complied with the Declaration of Hel-
sinki, was conducted in compliance with the Good Clinical 
Practice guidelines in effect, and was registered with Clini-
calTrials.gov (NCT01718691).

Treatment

Bendamustine 90 mg/m2/day was administered intrave-
nously on days 1 and 2, and rituximab 375 mg/m2 on day 
1 (day 0 in cycle 1). The 28-day cycle was conducted up 
to six cycles. Furthermore, the dose of bendamustine was 
reduced from 90 to 60 mg/m2/day when falling under 
any of the following dose reduction criteria in the previ-
ous cycle: grade 4 neutropenia (<500/mm3) lasting for 1 
or more weeks; febrile neutropenia, ≥grade 3 neutropenia 
(<1000/mm3) involving fever ≥38 °C that lasts for 3 days; 
platelet count: <25,000/mm3; a bleeding tendency requiring 
blood transfusion; and adverse events which the investiga-
tor has admitted the need for dose reduction. The adminis-
tration of bendamustine was discontinued when again fall-
ing under any of the criteria at the dose of 60 mg/m2/day. 
The second and subsequent cycles were initiated after hav-
ing verified the following criteria: neutrophil count, ≥1000/
mm3; platelet count, ≥75,000/mm3; AST and ALT ≤five-
fold the ULN at each institution; total bilirubin, ≤threefold 
the ULN at each institution; serum creatinine, ≤threefold 
the ULN at each institution; and no persistence of ≥grade 3 
adverse events at assessment.

Patients received acetaminophen and chlorpheniramine 
to prevent or alleviate the infusion-related reaction of 
rituximab, and the administration of the following drugs 
to patients was recommended: dexamethasone; 5-hydrox-
ytryptamine 3 receptor antagonists and/or neurokinin 1 
receptor antagonists to prevent or alleviate nausea/vomiting 
as needed; and sulfamethoxazole–trimethoprim and acy-
clovir to prevent opportunistic infections caused by Pneu-
mocystis jirovecii (PJP) and herpes zoster virus, respec-
tively, when CD4+ lymphocyte counts became 200/mm3 
or below. The administration of granulocyte colony-stimu-
lating factors (G-CSFs) was allowed after the verification 
of grade 3 neutropenia in cycle 1 and on day 3 or later in 
cycles 2–6.

Efficacy and safety assessments

The primary endpoint was the complete response (CR) [CR 
plus unconfirmed CR] rate that was evaluated after cycle 3 

and at the completion of the final cycle by the independent 
review committee (IRC) in accordance with International 
Workshop to Standardize Response Criteria for Non-Hodg-
kin’s Lymphoma (IWRC) [21].

The secondary endpoints were the overall response rate 
(ORR: CR, unconfirmed CR, and partial response) that 
was assessed according to the IWRC, the CR rate and the 
ORR according to Revised Response Criteria for Malignant 
Lymphoma (revised RC) [22], PFS, duration of response 
(DOR), and OS. Furthermore, the follow-up investigation 
on PFS, OS, and safety was conducted for patients who 
gave consent after the completion of the present study.

CT was conducted at the time of recruitment, as well as 
in cycle 3 and the final cycle. Positron emission tomogra-
phy was conducted in patients who had [18F]fluorodeoxy-
glucose avidity at baseline [22]. The safety of the BR regi-
men was assessed using Common Terminology Criteria for 
Adverse Events (CTCAE) version 4.0.

Statistical analyses

Regarding indolent B-NHL, sample size was calculated to 
be 52 under the following conditions: the expected CR rate, 
66% [95% confidence interval (CI) 47–81%]; the thresh-
old CR rate, 47% [23]; α value, 0.025 (one-tailed); and β 
value, 0.20. The size was calculated to be 57 in considera-
tion of the exclusion rate of 10% from statistical analyses. 
Regarding MCL, sample size was calculated to be 10 under 
the following conditions: the expected CR rate: 38%; the 
threshold CR rate: 8%; α value, 0.05 (one-tailed); and β 
value, 0.20.

The safety analysis set (SAS) consisted of patients who 
received at least one medication, and the full analysis set 
(FAS) comprised patients who remained after the exclusion 
from the SAS. The CR rate and the ORR were calculated 
to precisely compute the 95% CI based on the binominal 
probability. PFS, DOR, and OS were computed according 
to the Kaplan–Meier method. The median value and its 
95% CI were calculated according to Greenwoods formula. 
All statistical analyses were made with SAS version 9.1.3 
(SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

Results

Patient characteristics at baseline

Seventy patients were enrolled, and one was excluded 
due to positivity for the HBs antigen that was found after 
recruitment; therefore, 69 underwent the BR regimen 
and constituted each of the SAS and FAS. Patient char-
acteristics at baseline are shown in Table 1. Fifty-nine 
of 69 patients had indolent B-NHL, with a median age 
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of 62 years (range 39–79 years). FL was most predomi-
nant (51 patients) by histology. Ten patients (median age 
70 years; range 67–77 years) had MCL. The independent 
expert pathological review panel ensured the precision of 
histopathological diagnoses made among medical institu-
tions after the termination of the treatment and then verified 
the absence of any discrepancies in the diagnoses.

Efficacy

Best overall responses assessed by the IRC according to 
the IWRC are shown in Table 2. The CR rate for all-type 
histology was 68.1% (47/69 patients; 95% CI 55.8–78.8%). 
The CR rate for indolent B-NHL was 67.8% (40/59 
patients; 95% CI 54.4–79.4%), thus exceeding its expected 
CR rate of 66%; furthermore, the lowest limit for 95% CI 
(54.4%) exceeded the threshold CR rate of 47%. Similarly, 
the CR rate 70.0% (7/10 patients; 95% CI 34.8–93.3%) for 
MCL exceeded the expected CR rate of 38%; furthermore, 
the lowest limit for 95% CI (34.8%) exceeded the threshold 
CR rate of 8%.

The ORR assessed by the IRC according to the IWRC 
was 95.7% (66/69 patients; 95% CI 87.8–99.1%) for all-
type histology, 96.6% (57/59 patients; 95% CI 88.3–99.6%) 
for indolent B-NHL, and 90.0% (9/10 patients; 95% CI 
55.5–99.7%) for MCL. The same ORR for these histologies 
was obtained when calculated according to the revised RC 
as well. The CR rate was 66.7% (46/69 patients; 95% CI 
54.3–77.6%) for all-type histology, 64.4% (38/59 patients; 
95% CI 50.9–76.4%) for indolent B-NHL, and 80.0% (8/10 
patients; 95% CI 44.4–97.5%) for MCL. Subgroup analy-
sis on patients with indolent B-NHL revealed that the CR 
rate and the ORR as assessed by the IRC according to the 
IWRC for follicular lymphoma (n = 51) were 66.7 and 
98.0%, respectively.

At the median follow-up of 30.1 months (range 1.9–
39.3 months), 21 events (including 15 cases of progres-
sive disease) occurred. Therefore, the median PFS was 
not reached (Fig. 1). PFS at 30 months in patients with 
all-type histology was estimated to be 71.5% (95% CI 
58.9–80.8%). PFS at 30 months was estimated to be 72.1% 
(range 58.5–82.0%) for patients with indolent B-NHL and 
to be 67.5% (range 29.1–88.2%) for patients with MCL. 
No death occurred during the follow-up.

Safety

The median of delivered cycles was 6 (range 1–6), and 52 
patients (75%) received BR in six cycles. Thirteen patients 
discontinued treatment due to neutropenia, two due to dis-
ease progression, one due to the investigator’s discretion, 
and one due to grade 3 rash unrelated to the BR regimen. 
Dose delay (54%, 37/69 patients) was required in one or 

Table 1  Patient characteristics at baseline

iNHL indolent B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma, MCL mantle cell lym-
phoma, ECOG PS Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance 
status, MALT extranodal marginal zone B-cell lymphoma of mucosa-
associated lymphoid tissue, FLIPI Follicular Lymphoma International 
Prognostic Index

Characteristics iNHL  
(n = 59)

MCL 
(n = 10)

Age, years

 Median (range) 62 (39–79) 70 (67–77)

 <65 36 0

 ≥65 23 10

Gender, male/female, n 22/37 9/1

ECOG PS, n

 0 42 7

 1 16 3

 2 1 0

Histology, n

 Small lymphocytic lymphoma 2

 Lymphoplasmocytic lymphoma 2

 MALT lymphoma 4

 Follicular lymphoma 51

 MCL 10

Ann Arbor stage, n

 I–II 15 0

 III 9 0

 IV 35 10

Number of involved lymph node  
regions, n

 0 0 0

 1 12 1

 2 6 1

 3 4 2

 ≥4 37 6

Lactate dehydrogenase, n

 Upper limit of normal or lower 45 7

 High 14 3

β2-Microglobulin, n

 Upper limit of normal or lower 15 3

 High 44 7

Bulky disease, ≥7 cm in major axis, n 28 1

B symptoms, n

 Fever, present/absent 0/59 0/10

 Nocturnal sweating, present/absent 3/56 0/10

 Weight loss, present/absent 2/57 0/10

Bone marrow infiltration, n

 Positive 34 8

 Negative 24 2

 Undefined 1 0

FLIPI risk groups, n (=51)

 Low 17

 Intermediate 19

 High 15
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more cycles delivered, and dose was reduced in 12% (8/69 
patients). Relative dose intensity was 89.6 ± 9.4%.

A total of 2278 episodes of adverse effects (AEs) devel-
oped in all 69 patients. Hematologic and nonhematologic 
AEs by grade are shown in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. 
Major AEs among grade 3/4 hematologic AEs were lympho-
penia (97%), CD4 lymphopenia (91%), neutropenia (86%), 
and leukopenia (83%) (Table 3). Forty-eight patients (70%) 
received G-CSFs, 12 of whom discontinued treatment in less 
than six cycles due to neutropenia. Major nonhematologic 

AEs were nausea, constipation, malaise, decreased immu-
noglobulin M, anorexia, rash, and infusion-related reaction 
(Table 4). Major grade 3 nonhematologic AEs were two cases 
(3%) each of infusion-related reaction, increased alanine ami-
notransferase, increased aspartate aminotransferase, anorexia, 
erythroderma, maculopapular rash, and rash.

Ten episodes of serious AEs occurred in nine patients. 
There were three cases of febrile neutropenia, as well as 
one case each of tumor lysis syndrome, breast cancer, cyto-
megalovirus pneumonia, allergic dermatitis, chromosomal 
aberration, atrial tachycardia, and fever. All patients with 
these serious AEs recovered.

Infections occurred in 42 (61%) among 69 patients, the 
majority of which were grade 2 or lower AEs. The most 
predominant infections were fever (25%) and nasopharyn-
gitis (20%) (Table 4). Grade 3 infections occurred in five 
patients: three patents with febrile neutropenia; and one 
patient each with cytomegalovirus pneumonia and bacte-
rial infection. Grade 4 infection did not occur. Sixty-seven 
patients (97%) underwent prophylaxis with sulfameth-
oxazole–trimethoprim, and PJP did not occur. Fifty-seven 
patients (83%) underwent prophylaxis with acyclovir, and 
the reactivation of varicella-zoster virus (VZV) occurred in 
one of 12 patients who had not undergone the prophylaxis. 
Treatment-related death was not found. Secondary cancer 
was diagnosed in one patient with breast cancer at 5 months 
after administration completion.

Table 2  Best overall responses in patients with indolent B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma and patients with mantle cell lymphoma

CR complete response, CRu unconfirmed complete response, PR partial response, SD stable disease, PD progressive disease, NE not evaluated, 
ORR overall response rate, CI confidence interval, iNHL indolent B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma, MCL mantle cell lymphoma

Histology n Best overall response, n (%) ORR, n (%) [95% CI] CR rate, n (%) [95% CI]

CR CRu PR SD PD NE

Overall 69 29 (42.0) 18 (26.1) 19 (27.5) 2 (2.9) 0 (0.0) 1 (1.4) 66 (95.7) [87.8–99.1] 47 (68.1) [55.8–78.8]

iNHL 59 24 (40.7) 16 (27.1) 17 (28.8) 1 (1.7) 0 (0.0) 1 (1.7) 57 (96.6) [88.3–99.6] 40 (67.8) [54.4–79.4]

MCL 10 5 (50.0) 2 (20.0) 2 (20.0) 1 (10.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 9 (90.0) [55.5–99.7] 7 (70.0) [34.8–93.3]

Fig. 1  Progression-free survival (assessed by independent review 
committee). iNHL indolent B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma, MCL 
mantle cell lymphoma

Table 3  Hematologic adverse 
events

CTCAE common terminology criteria for adverse events version 4.0

Adverse events Patients affected (N = 69)

Grade, n All grades
n (%)

Grade 3/4
n (%)

1 2 3 4

Leukopenia 3 9 45 12 69 (100) 57 (83)

Lymphopenia 0 0 5 62 67 (97) 67 (97)

Neutropenia 1 5 25 34 65 (94) 59 (86)

CD4 lymphopenia 0 1 29 34 64 (93) 63 (91)

Thrombocytopenia 22 11 3 2 38 (55) 5 (7)

Anemia 12 9 3 0 24 (35) 3 (4)
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Discussion

To assess the clinical usefulness of the BR regimen as first-
line therapy for indolent B-NHL and MCL in an attempt to 
make comparisons with previous clinical studies in coun-
tries outside Japan, we established the CR rate as the pri-
mary endpoint in the present explorative phase II study. 
The CR rate exceeded the expected and threshold CR rates, 
and we thus verified the efficacy of the BR regimen for the 
study population.

Two, randomized, open-label, noninferiority, phase III 
clinical trials of the BR regimen have been conducted in 
previously untreated patients with indolent B-NHL or 
MCL. One is the StiL-1 Study [14] that compared BR with 
R-CHOP, which described the comparable ORRs between 
the BR group and the R-CHOP group (93 vs. 91%); the 
BR group showed a significantly higher CR rate (40 vs. 
30%; P = 0.021) and a significantly longer median PFS 
(69.5 vs. 31.2 months; P < 0.0001). BR was better toler-
ated by patients than R-CHOP. Another is the BRIGHT 

Table 4  Nonhematologic 
adverse events (≥10%)

CTCAE common terminology criteria for adverse events version 4.0, GGT gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase

Adverse events Patients affected (N = 69)

Grade, n All grades
n (%)

Grade 3/4
n (%)

1 2 3 4

Nausea 32 13 1 0 46 (67) 1 (1)

Constipation 38 7 0 0 45 (65) 0

Malaise 31 6 0 0 37 (54) 0

Decreased immunoglobulin M 32 0 0 0 32 (46) 0

Anorexia 20 8 2 0 30 (43) 2 (3)

Rash 18 9 2 0 29 (42) 2 (3)

Infusion-related reaction 6 20 2 0 28 (41) 2 (3)

Increased aspartate aminotransferase 18 2 2 0 22 (32) 2 (3)

Increased lactate dehydrogenase 22 0 0 0 22 (32) 0

Decreased immunoglobulin A 21 0 0 0 21 (30) 0

Decreased immunoglobulin G 21 0 0 0 21 (30) 0

Vasculitis 9 11 0 0 20 (29) 0

Insomnia 18 0 1 0 19 (28) 1 (1)

Increased alanine aminotransferase 13 3 2 0 18 (26) 2 (3)

Increased C-reactive protein 17 1 0 0 18 (26) 0

Pyrexia 14 3 0 0 17 (25) 0

Increased GGT 7 7 1 0 15 (22) 1 (1)

Stomatitis 10 5 0 0 15 (22) 0

Nasopharyngitis 8 6 0 0 14 (20) 0

Vomiting 9 3 1 0 13 (19) 1 (1)

Increased alkaline phosphatase 13 0 0 0 13 (19) 0

Dysgeusia 13 0 0 0 13 (19) 0

Pruritus 10 2 1 0 13 (19) 1 (1)

Headache 12 0 0 0 12 (17) 0

Diarrhea 8 3 0 0 11 (16) 0

Vascular pain 11 0 0 0 11 (16) 0

Eosinophilia 11 0 0 0 11 (16) 0

Weight loss 6 3 0 0 9 (13) 0

Neutrophilia 9 0 0 0 9 (13) 0

Injection site reaction 7 1 0 0 8 (12) 0

Injection site pain 4 4 0 0 8 (12) 0

Decreased total protein 8 0 0 0 8 (12) 0

Noncardiac chest pain 6 1 0 0 7 (10) 0

Maculopapular rash 3 2 2 0 7 (10) 2 (3)
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Study [15] that compared BR with a standard rituximab-
containing chemotherapy regimen—R-CHOP/R-CVP. The 
BR group showed a significantly better ORR (97 vs. 91%; 
P = 0.0102), and BR was not inferior to R-CHOP/R-CVP 
with respect to the CR rate assessed by the IRC (31 vs. 
25%; CR rate ratio: 1.26; P = 0.0225). The data on time-
to-event (i.e., PFS, event-free survival, and OS) remain to 
be collected.

The CR rate of patients with all-type histology in the 
present study was 68.1%, thus exceeding those of the 
StiL-1 Study (40%) and the BRIGHT Study (31%). On the 
other hand, the ORRs were equivalent among the present 
study (95.7%), the StiL-1 Study (93%), and the BRIGHT 
Study (97%). Age range and the proportion of patients with 
MCL were nearly equivalent among these three studies. 
The proportions of patients with clinical stage III/IV and 
patients in the “follicular lymphoma international prognos-
tic index high” subgroup (78 and 29%, respectively) were 
lower in the present study than in the StiL-1 Study (97 and 
46%, respectively) and the BRIGHT Study (90 and 43%, 
respectively). Therefore, we speculate that the lower pro-
portion of patients with high-risk indolent B-NHL at base-
line possibly influenced the outcomes in favor of our study. 
PFS at 30 months in our study (72.1%) is nearly equivalent 
to the datum extractable from the figure of StiL-1 Study, 
thus inferring the long-term duration of response.

Comparisons among the StiL-1 Study [14], the BRIGHT 
Study [15], and the present study with respect to G3/4 
hematologic AEs revealed no differences in the safety pro-
file except for the incidence of neutropenia. Concretely, 
the incidences of neutropenia exceeded 80% in our study 
in contrast to those described in the prior two studies, thus 
indicating large differences. We cannot specify the causes 
for this fact, although a racial difference and/or differences 
in prophylaxis practice using G-CSFs in two studies [14, 
15] as compared with our study are conceivable.

The incidences of nonhematologic AEs differ among 
these three studies, and the majority were categorized to 
grade 2 or lower and were manageable clinically. Con-
cretely, the incidence of infections (61%) in our study was 
higher than 37% in StiL-1 Study and was nearly equivalent 
to 54.3% in the BRIGHT Study. However, all the infec-
tions in our study were manageable clinically. We prospec-
tively examined the immunological functions of patients 
in each cycle because of concern about CD4 lymphopenia 
potentially caused by the BR regimen [24, 25] and found 
the high incidence (91%, 63/69 patients) of grade 3/4 CD4 
lymphopenia. In the present study, prophylaxis using sul-
famethoxazole–trimethoprim and acyclovir was recom-
mended for patients who had grade 3/4 CD4 lymphopenia. 
Indeed, 97 and 83% of patients underwent prophylaxis with 
the respective drugs. Consequently, PJP did not occur, and 
the reactivation of VZV occurred in one of 12 patients who 

had not undergone the prophylaxis. These findings sug-
gest the need for the prophylaxis in patients undergoing the 
BR regimen. There were only one case of grade 1 alope-
cia and three cases of grade 1 peripheral neuropathy. Our 
study provides the safety profile similar to that described in 
previous clinical trials in Japanese patients with relapsed/
refractory indolent B-NHL [12, 13].

In conclusion, the BR regimen showed high efficacy 
and an acceptable safety profile for previously untreated 
patients with high-tumor-burden indolent B-NHL and pre-
viously untreated elderly patients with MCL not eligible 
for ASCT in Japan. Therefore, the BR regimen is of clini-
cal relevance and can be a therapeutic option also for these 
patient populations.
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Abstract

A 40-year-old male developed refractory acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL) after various treatments including
all-trans retinoic acid, tamibarotene, arsenic trioxide (As O ), conventional chemotherapy, and autologous
peripheral blood stem cell transplantation. We attempted to use both tamibarotene and As O  as a combination
therapy, and he achieved molecular complete remission. Grade 2 prolongation of the QTc interval on the
electrocardiogram was observed during the therapy. The combination therapy of As O  and tamibarotene may
be effective and tolerable for treating refractory APL cases who have no treatment options, even when they have
previously been treated with tamibarotene and As O as a single agent.

1. Introduction

Acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL) is driven by an oncogenic chromosomal translocation fusing the
promyelocytic leukemia (PML) and retinoic acid receptor alpha (RARA) genes. The PML/RARA fusion protein
causes a maturational block at the promyelocyte stage of myeloid differentiation. Differentiation therapy with all-
trans retinoic acid (ATRA) alone or in combination with chemotherapy is a major advance in the treatment of
APL and is regarded as the first paradigm of molecularly targeted therapy . However, relapse/refractory APL
patients demonstrating resistance to ATRA are recognized as a clinically critical problem.

Arsenic trioxide (As O ) is also highly effective in the treatment of APL. Early studies conducted in China and
the United States showed that this agent can induce sustained molecular remission when used as a single agent in
patients who have a relapse after treatment with ATRA-containing regimens . As O  acts through specific
binding of the PML moiety of the disease-specific RARA oncoprotein, leading to its degradation and resulting in
partial differentiation and induction of apoptosis of leukemic promyelocytes. Synergy of As O  and ATRA,
which binds the RARA moiety of PML/RARA, has been shown at both the biological and the clinical levels.

On the other hand, tamibarotene is in the same family of drugs as ATRA, induces the differentiation of APL cells,
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and is applied to relapsed cases that have previously received ATRA treatment . Tamibarotene has strong
differentiation-inducing activity on human promyelocytic leukemia cells and is expected to be more effective and
safe than ATRA .

While it has been reported that the combination therapy of As O  and ATRA is highly effective not only as the
front-line treatment , but also in relapsed and treatment-refractory APL patients , showing fewer adverse
events than the combination of ATRA and chemotherapeutic drugs, the efficacy and tolerability of the
combination of As O  and tamibarotene are unknown. We herein report a patient with APL successfully treated
with the combination therapy of As O  and tamibarotene, in whom both As O  and tamibarotene monotherapies
had not been effective.

2. Case report

A 40-year-old Japanese male was admitted to our hospital because he presented with purpura on both legs in May
2011. Laboratory examinations revealed significantly abnormal findings, including a white blood cell (WBC)
count of 41,400/µL with 65.5% blasts and 22.5% promyelocytes, a hemoglobin level of 12.2 g/dL, and a platelet
count of 20,000/µL. Blood coagulation parameters showed a fibrinogen level of 154 mg/dL, FDP level of
320.8 µg/mL, and D-dimer level of 70.9 µg/mL. A bone marrow aspiration study revealed the proliferation of
blasts (65.5%) and promyelocytes (22.5%). A chromosome analysis based on a G-banding analysis showed the
karyotype 46,XY,t(15;17)(q22;q21) [20/20]. On the basis of these findings, a diagnosis of acute promyelocytic
leukemia was made. The patient received an induction therapy with JALSG APL 204 regimen-group C, which
consisted of ATRA, cytarabine (Ara-C), and idarubicin, and achieved hematological complete remission (CR).
Accordingly, he received three cycles of post-remission therapies and achieved molecular CR (Table 1).

Table 1
Treatment history and outcome prior to combination of As O  and
tamibarotene.

However, although hematological relapse was not detected, the PML/RARA mRNA transcripts came to be
recognized by an RT-PCR test during the period of maintenance therapy using ATRA. Thus, the patient was
diagnosed as having molecular relapse and received tamibarotene (6 mg/m /day) for eight weeks, but the
PML/RARA mRNA transcripts did not disappear. He then received a therapy with JALSG APL 205R regimen
composed of As O  single treatment as a re-induction therapy and two cycles of As O  single treatment as post-
remission therapy. However, the PML/RARA mRNA transcripts did not disappear during the following
consolidation therapy.

He received high-dose cytarabine (2000 mg/m  twice a day) for five days and achieved second molecular CR.
Accordingly, autologous peripheral blood stem cell transplantation (aPBSCT) was performed after the high-dose
chemotherapy consisting of busulfan (1 mg/kg four times a day) for three days and melphalan (70 mg/m /day)
for two days in August 2014. Engraftment was subsequently observed and he was discharged while remaining in
molecular CR.

However, a second molecular relapse occurred nine months after the aPBSCT. Tamibarotene was used again, but
resulted in a hematological relapse.

Then, we attempted to use both tamibarotene and As O  as a combination therapy. He achieved hematological
and molecular CR on day 28 and on day 61, respectively (Fig. 1). Hematologic toxicities and
hypertriglyceridemia were not detected, and grade 2 prolongation of the QTc interval on the electrocardiogram
was observed during the therapy.

Fig. 1
Clinical course after second molecular relapse. The patient received the combination
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chemotherapy of tamibarotene and As O . He attained hematological CR and molecular CR
on day 28 and on day 61, respectively. APL: acute promyelocytic leukemia, WBC: white ...

Subsequently, the patient underwent allogeneic bone marrow transplantation in January 2015, and the molecular
CR has persisted so far for eleven months since the transplantation.

3. Discussion

Reports have included speculation on the molecular mechanisms of resistance to ATRA and As O . In terms of
the mechanism of resistance to ATRA, genetic mutations (i.e. missense, nonsense, and deletions) have been
identified on the RARA ligand binding domain (LBD) in PML-RARA. These mutations accumulate in the three
subregions of the LBD domain . In vitro analyses using ATRA-resistant NB4 cells and mutated-PML-RARA
expressing Cos-1 cells  indicated that ATRA-binding affinity with mutated PML-RARA was lower than that
with PML-RARA without mutations because of conformational changes in LBD. Furthermore, ligand-dependent
N-CoR/SMRT co-repressor release and co-activator recruitment, which are critical for the transcriptional
activation of genes with RARE sites and morphological cell differentiation, are impaired under the therapeutic
dose of ATRA .

On the other hand, information on As O  resistance remains limited compared with that on ATRA resistance.
Goto et al. reported the first molecular basis for clinical resistance to As O  in APL using two As O -resistant
patients . The authors concluded that PML-B2 domain mutations may play an important role in aberrant
molecular responses to As O  and may be critical for As O  resistance in APL.

To overcome these resistance mechanisms in APL cells, a number of drugs have been tested. Tamibarotene is
approximately 10 times more potent than ATRA as an in vitro inducer of differentiation, and is chemically more
stable than ATRA . Although the precise mechanism of the combination of tamibarotene and As O  in
overcoming therapy resistance of APL cells is not known, we suppose a certain synergistic effect of the drugs, as
is observed in the combination of ATRA and As O  . Most importantly, our refractory patient, who had
previously been treated with both tamibarotene and As O  monotherapies and could not enter hematological CR,
achieved molecular CR by the combination therapy without severe adverse events, and has been in the molecular
CR although the subsequent allogenic stem cell transplantation might significantly affect the clinical course. The
combination of As O  and tamibarotene may be effective and tolerable for treating patients with refractory APL
who have previously received various treatments including tamibarotene and As O , and have no treatment
options.
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Abstract

We experienced the case of a 56-year-old male with B-lymphoid/myeloid lineage mixed phenotype acute
leukemia (MPAL). A cytogenetic analysis of the patient's bone marrow revealed a complex karyotype, including
der(9)t(7;9)(q11.2;p13). We identified an aberrant PAX5 transcript, including the exons 1A to 5 and the
contiguous intron 5/6 sequence using the 3′ rapid amplification of cDNA ends-polymerase chain reaction
method, and confirmed their expression in the leukemic cells. Our case suggests that der(9)t(7;9)(q11.2;p13) can
cause the truncation of the PAX5 transcript, which is supposed to contribute to the generation of MPAL, in
addition to three previously reported types of PAX5 fusion.

Keywords: MPAL, der(9)t(79)(q11.2p13), PAX5

1. Introduction

Mixed phenotype acute leukemia (MPAL) is a rare hematological malignancy which is characterized by the
generation of leukemic blasts with multilineage potential. Genetic analyses revealed that the BCR-ABL1 and
KMT2A (MLL1) gene rearrangement in B-lymphoid/Myeloid MPAL are frequently detected, resulting in the
formation of each subtype of MPAL. In addition, deletion 6 and 12p11.2 abnormalities have been observed in
multiple cases . On the other hand, the frequency and significance of PAX5 gene alteration located on
9p13.2, which have been reported in B-progenitor acute lymphoblastic leukemia (B-ALL), remains unknown in
MPAL.

We herein report an MPAL patient with der(9)t(7;9)(q11.2;p13) which generated a truncated PAX5 transcript.

2. Case report

A 56-year-old male was referred to our hospital for evaluation of leukocytosis (29,800×10 /L). A bone marrow
examination showed a marked proliferation of blasts (88.3%) that were negative for myeloperoxidase (MPO)
staining. These blasts were uniformly positive for CD19, CD10, TdT, CD34, MPO and HLA-DR based on the
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findings of flow cytometry (Fig. 1A), thus suggesting the presence of biphenotypic acute leukemia. A
chromosomal analysis of the bone marrow cells revealed a complex karyotype including the derivative
chromosome der(9)t(7;9)(q11.23;p13) (Fig. 1B). Transcripts of BCR-ABL1, ETV6-RUNX1, E2A-PBX1, MLL-
AF4, MLL-AF6, MLL-AF9 and MLL-ENL were not detected. The patient was therefore diagnosed with MPAL of
B-lymphoid/myeloid lineage (not otherwise specified).

Fig. 1
The characterization of leukemic cells. A. A flow cytometry analysis of the
cellular surface markers. The blasts were found to be positive for CD19,
CD10, TdT, CD34, MPO and HLA-DR, while they were negative for
CD13, CD33 and CD3. B. The cytogenetic analysis ...

3. Result and discussion

Three types of PAX5 fusion in B-ALL with t(7;9)(q11.2;p13) and der(9)t(7;9)(q11.2;p13), including PAX5-ELN,
PAX5-AUTS2 and PAX5-POM12, have been reported thus far . In order to analyze the alteration of the PAX5
gene in the present case, we utilized the 3′ RACE-PCR method. We detected an aberrant PAX5 transcript,
including exons 1A to 5 and the contiguous intron 5/6 sequence. The presumably truncated PAX5 protein was
composed of 256 amino acids. It preserved the paired domain for DNA binding at the N-terminus and acquired
an aberrant C-terminus, instead of the transactivation and inhibitory domains for transcription regulation. The
expression of this transcript and wild-type transcript (derived from a wild-type allele) in the leukemic blasts was
confirmed by reverse transcription (RT)-PCR (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2
The detection of the aberrant PAX5 transcript. A. A sequence
chromatogram of the aberrant PAX5 transcript. B. The presumed structure
of the truncated PAX5 protein. The amino acid sequence derived from the
intron 5/6 sequence (5/6) is indicated at the ...

The addition of the intron 5/6 sequence at the 3′ end was supposed to be generated by chromosomal translocation
without the fusion partner gene at 9q13; The PAX gene was simply broken at intron 5/6 without the supply of a
splice acceptor site at the 3′ end of the intron, resulting in the in-frame transcription of the unremoved intron
sequence. An identical truncated transcript was also detected in 3 B-ALL cases including a case with dic(9;16)
(p13;q11), but not der(9)t(7;9)(q11.2;p13) , suggesting that this genetic alteration can be generated by genomic
instability that is not related to a specific rearrangement of PAX5.

The PAX5 gene encodes a transcriptional factor, which is specifically expressed at the early stages of B-cell
differentiation and it is required for B-cell development. Its dysregulation is involved in the leukemogenesis of
B-ALL. The PAX5 gene rearrangements account for approximately 2.5% of pediatric B-ALL cases . A
genome-wide analysis revealed that one-third of pediatric B-ALL cases had somatic mutations in PAX5, which
resulted in the generation of a hypomorphic allele of the PAX5 gene . Chemical and retroviral mutagenesis
significantly increases the penetrance of B-ALL in mice with a heterozygous loss-of-function mutation of PAX5

, suggesting that the reduced expression and dysregulation of PAX5 function are closely related to the
development of B-ALL.

However, the PAX5 function in bi-phenotypic B-lymphoid/myeloid cells remains obscure; one study showed that
ectopic PAX5 expression was required for their maintenance . Another demonstrated that low-level PAX5
expression was required for MPAL development . To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are no other
case reports of PAX5 gene or 9p13.2 abnormalities in MPAL patients. The truncated PAX5 that was observed in
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the present study behaves as a competitive inhibitor of wild-type PAX5 transcriptional activity , suggesting
that the truncated PAX5 may also contribute to the development of MPAL by inhibiting the function of wild-type
PAX5.

The leukemogenesis of MPAL could be heterogeneous and even complicated in some cases, because the
development of MPAL requires the inhibition of multilineage differentiation in leukemic blasts. The complex
karyotype in the present case indicates the possible combined involvement of PAX5 inhibition derived from
truncated PAX5 and myeloid dysregulation provided by other genetic abnormalities such as deletion 6 and
12p11.2 cytogenetic aberrations resulting in the development of MPAL.

Regarding the technical effectiveness of RACE, RACE is not always successful at identifying chimeric
transcripts even if PAX5 fusions are observed. As MPAL cases associated with 9p13 translocation are quite rare,
a molecular analysis using these individual cases are thus considered to be important to understand the
expression and function of PAX fusion in MPAL leukemogenesis. Therefore, comprehensive molecular
techniques, such as RNA sequencing, may be helpful and informative for this purpose.

In conclusion, this is the first case of MPAL with der(9)t(7;9)(q11.2;p13), where an aberrant PAX5 transcript was
detected.
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miR-133 regulates Evi1 expression 
in AML cells as a potential 
therapeutic target
Haruna Yamamoto1,*, Jun Lu2,*, Shigeyoshi Oba3, Toyotaka Kawamata4, Akihide Yoshimi5, 
Natsumi Kurosaki1, Kazuaki Yokoyama4, Hiromichi Matsushita6, Mineo Kurokawa5, 
Arinobu Tojo4, Kiyoshi Ando6, Kazuhiro Morishita7, Koko Katagiri8 & Ai Kotani1,6,9

The Ecotropic viral integration site 1 (Evi1) is a zinc finger transcription factor, which is located on 
chromosome 3q26, over-expression in some acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and myelodysplastic 
syndrome (MDS). Elevated Evi1 expression in AML is associated with unfavorable prognosis. Therefore, 
Evi1 is one of the strong candidate in molecular target therapy for the leukemia. MicroRNAs (miRNAs) 
are small non-coding RNAs, vital to many cell functions that negatively regulate gene expression by 
translation or inducing sequence-specific degradation of target mRNAs. As a novel biologics, miRNAs is 
a promising therapeutic target due to its low toxicity and low cost. We screened miRNAs which down-
regulate Evi1. miR-133 was identified to directly bind to Evi1 to regulate it. miR-133 increases drug 
sensitivity specifically in Evi1 expressing leukemic cells, but not in Evi1-non-expressing cells The results 
suggest that miR-133 can be promising therapeutic target for the Evi1 dysregulated poor prognostic 
leukemia.

The human ecotropic viral integration site 1 (Evi1) gene is located on 3q26.2, a region frequently rearranged in 
acute myeloid leukemia (AML)1,2. Most patients with 3q26 rearrangements overexpress EVI12,3. In all, 5–10% of 
AML patients show Evi1 upregulation4. While Evi1-low patients showed > 80% overall survival (OS) at 5 years, 
Evi1-high patients showed < 60%, indicating that high expression of Evi1 correlated with poor prognosis5,6.

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are 18–25 nt, single-stranded non-coding RNAs that are generated from primary 
miRNAs via pre-miRNAs. miRNAs can suppress post-transcriptional gene expression by base pairing with their 
target messenger RNAs (mRNAs) and inducing either translational repression or mRNA degradation7,8. miRNAs 
regulate a wide range of biological processes in animal development and human disease9,10.

miRNAs are promising therapeutic targets for Evi1-overexpressing AML. The advantages of miRNAs for 
therapy are: 1) their multiple targets; 2) low toxicity due to biological therapy; 3) and low cost due to techno-
logical innovation11. Evi1 deficiency severely affects not only hematopoietic stem cells but also other systems12. 
Therefore, the suppression of Evi1 is presumed to cause systemic adverse effects. miRNAs could overcome this 
problem because they should be expressed at an optimal dose in vivo under the control of endogenous feedback 
regulation and should affect the dysregulated overexpression of Evi1 in leukemic cells but not in other systems. 
Accordingly, Evi1-overexpressing leukemia should be a good target for miRNA-based therapy. In this study, we 
aimed to identify miRNAs that suppress Evi1 for therapeutic purposes. We found that miR-133, which targets 
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Evi1, increased the drug sensitivity of Evi1-high-expressing leukemic cells, but not Evi1-non-expressing leukemic 
cells. This suggests that miR-133 is a promising therapeutic target for Evi1-overexpressing leukemia.

Results
We screened for miRNAs that potentially target Evi1 to suppress its expression using computational prediction 
and luciferase assays. In silico prediction of Evi1 targets using the miRanda software revealed that 42 miRNAs 
potentially bind to the Evi1 3′ UTR. (Table 1) Next, we examined whether they suppress the translation of a 
luciferase reporter containing the 3′ UTR of the human Evi1 mRNA. The precursors for 42 miRNAs were avail-
able in our miRNA precursor library. Pre-miR™  Precursor Molecules for these 42 miRNAs were co-transfected 
into NIH3T3 cells with a luciferase reporter vector containing the 3′ UTR region of the human Evi1 mRNA. 
(Figure 1a) Two miRNAs reproducibly downregulated luciferase activity: miR-133 and miR-466. (Figure 1b)

To examine whether the endogenous expression of Evi1 is affected by miR-133 and miR-466, we overex-
pressed miR-133 in HEL cell lines, which express high levels of Evi1. We found that miR-133 suppressed endoge-
nous Evi1 expression in the HEL cell lines. (Figure 1c)

Overexpression of miR-466 did not affect endogenous Evi1 expression, but suppression of miR-466  activity 
by miR-466 TUD13 resulted in upregulation of endogenous Evi1 expression. (Figure 1d)

Since miR-133 and miR-466 both regulated Evi1, we further analyzed their functions in leukemia cell lines. 
Evi1 overexpression is associated with poor prognosis and shorter survival in AML, because AML shows strong 
drug resistance. We examined whether miR-133 and miR-466 increase sensitivity to Adriamycin (ADR), one of 
the key drugs in chemotherapy for AML. HEL and K562 cells derive from AML patients with high Evi1expression, 
while HL60, U937 and THP1 cells are from ones without Evi1 expression. (Figure 1e,f) We compared drug sen-
sitivity between the two groups of cell lines. Ectopic expression of miR-133 in HEL cells sensitized the cells to 
ADR. HEL cells were transduced with a retroviral expression vector, MDH, expressing miR-466, miR-133, or 
no miRNA (control). Transduced HEL and K562 cells were sorted for those expressing GFP (a marker gene 
in the MDH vector) and were treated with ADR for 44 h. Annexin V staining was used to measure apoptosis. 
Approximately 3–7% of cells expressing miR-133 were Annexin V-positive (apoptotic) in the absence of ADR 
treatment, similar to sorted control MDH HEL, K562, HL60, U937 and THP1 cells. (Figure 2a,b) Treatment with 
ADR for 48 h dose-dependently increased the number of Annexin V-positive miR-133-overexpressing HEL and 
K562 cells, but not HL60, U937 and THP1 cells, compared to control cells. (Figure 2a,b) These results clearly show 
that miR-133 induces apoptosis in Evi1-overexpressing cells, but not in cells without Evi1 expression. miR-466 
did not show any effect on ADR sensitivity.

That miR-133 increases drug sensitivity in Evi1-high-expressing AML 1 cells was confirmed by caspase acti-
vation in these cells. ADR dose-dependently increased cleaved caspase-3 levels in miR-133-overexpressing cells 
compared with control cells. (Figure 2c) This indicates that miR-133 promoted apoptosis in the presence of ADR 
in Evi1-high-expressing HEL leukemic cells. (Figure 3)

Discussion
miR-1-2 and miR-133a-1 are clustered together at the same locus on chromosome 1814 suggesting that their tran-
scription might be regulated by similar mechanisms. It was previously reported that transcription of these two 
miRNAs was directly regulated by Evi1, which acts as a transcription factor for them15.

Both miRNAs are upregulated by overexpression of Evi1, while only miR-1, and not miR-133, increased cell 
proliferation16. The function and significance of miR-133, which is transcriptionally upregulated by Evi1, needed 
to be explored. In this study, we demonstrated that miR-1 and miR-133 might act antagonistically, at least in 
Evi1-overexpressing leukemic cells. Similarly, a previous study showed that miR-1 and miR-133, which are prefer-
entially expressed in cardiac and skeletal muscle and have been shown to regulate differentiation and proliferation 
of cells in these tissues, produce opposing effects: miR-1 is pro-apoptotic in cardiac cell apoptosis whereas miR-
133 is anti-apoptotic. This suggests that the relative levels of miR-1 and miR-133 are more important than their 

let-7b miR-466a-3 miR-669f-3p
let-7c miR-466b-3p miR-669k
miR-30c miR-466c-3p miR-674
miR-32 miR-466d-3p miR-702
miR-125b-1-3p miR-466e-3p miR-709
miR-133a miR-466i-3p miR-713
miR-133b miR-468 miR-804
miR-210 miR-470 miR-833a-5p
miR-302a miR-471-3p miR-833b-5p
miR-302b miR490-5p miR-1199
miR-302c miR-491 miR-1894-3p
miR-302d miR-501-5p miR-1897-3p
miR-423-5p miR-532-5p miR-1934
miR-431 miR-539-5p miR-1982.1

Table 1.  In silico predicted miRNAs which are potentially bound to the 3′UTR of human Evi1 mRNA. 
Candidate miRNAs.
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Figure 1. (a)The schema of the screening of miRNAs binding to the Evi1 3′ UTR Synthetic miRNAs and the 
luciferase reporter containing the 3′ -UTR of the human Evi1 mRNA were co-transfected into NIH3T3 cells to 
identify the miRNAs which downregulate luciferase by binding to Evi1 3′ UTR. (b) The downregulated luciferase 
activity by binding of miR-133a,b, and miR-466a-3p to Evi1 3′ UTR. The longtitude axis showed the relative 
luciferase to the control. (c) Exogenous miR-133 decreased Evi-1 expressions in HEL cells. The sum of naïve 
and truncated or MDS1 bands intensity was determined by densitometry and normalized to β -actin. Three 
experiments were done. (*p <  0.05). (d) In Hela cells which were transfected with miR-466 or miR-3936 tough 
decoy (TuD), all of Evi-1 variant proteins including MDS1/Evi-1, Evi-1 and truncated Evi-1 were specifically 
upregulated by miR-466 suppression. The band intensity was determined as above. Three experiments were done. 
(*p <  0.05). (e) Expression of Evi1 in HEL, K562, HL60, U937 and THP1 cells. The expression of Evi1 was high 
in HEL and K562 cells (Left), while that was not detected in HL60, U937 and THP-1 cells. The band intensity was 
determined by densitometry and normalized to β -actin. (f) Data of real-time PCR of expression of Evi1 in HEL, 
K562, HL60, U937 and THP-1 cells. Expression of Evi1 was detected only in HEL and K562 cells. (*p <  0.05)
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Figure 2. Functional Analysis for miR-133. (a) Exogenous expression of miR-133 in Evi-1high HEL cells 
increases the sensitivity of ADR. Annexin V positive cells including PI positive and PI negative cells were 
measured by FACS analysis. miR-133 overexpressing Evi-1high HEL cells and K562 cells showed more Annexin 
V positive cells in 4.5 and 14 µ M ADR. ADR indicates Adriamycin.(*p <  005). (b) Exogenous expression of 
miR-133 in HL60 cells, U937 cells and THP1 cells had no effect on the sensitivity of ADR. Annexin V positive 
miR-133 overexpressing HL60 cells, U937cells, and THP-1 cells showed no difference with the control HL60 
cells, U937 cells, and THP-1 cells at all the concentration of ADR. (c) Cleaved caspase 3 was increased by miR-
133 in ADR dose dependent manner.
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absolute levels in determining the fate (apoptosis or survival) of cardiac cells. The expression difference between 
miR-1 and miR-133 might be governed by their biogenesis because the primary miRNA for miR-1 and miR-133 
is a single transcript.

Recently, an in silico study showed that a SNP in the predicted miR-133 binding site in the 3′ UTR of Evi1 
predicted worse prognosis in AML. This suggests that in patients miR-133 may play a critical tumor suppressive 
role whose abrogation results in a worse prognosis17. Our functional assay clearly showed that miR-133 is a tumor 
suppressor for Evi1-overexpressing leukemic cells. The restoration of miR-133 in gastric cancer suppresses cell 
proliferation and induces apoptosis, indicating that miR-133 is a promising therapeutic target, consistent with 
our study18,19. Accordingly, regulation of miR-133 processing, chemically modified mimics of miR-133, and drug 
delivery systems should be further studied to better understand the function of miR-133 in Evi1-overexpressing 
leukemia and its therapeutic potential. Target molecules of Evi1 that induce drug resistance include ITGA6, 
GPR5, and ANG120–22.

The target genes of miR-133 include MCL1, BCLxL, and IGF-1R, which have anti-apoptotic and oncogenic 
properties23–27. miR-133 may induce drug sensitivity through downregulation of Evi1 and these target genes.

In summary, we identified miR-133 as a miRNA that regulates Evi1, whose overexpression is associated with 
a poor prognosis in AML. Since miR-133 modulates dysregulated excess Evi1 expression but not normal expres-
sion, it could be a promising therapeutic target in Evi1-overexpressing AML patients.

Materials and Methods
Prediction of miRNAs using a computational target prediction system. To detect candidate miR-
NAs targeting Evi1, we first evaluated a series of miRNA precursors. To narrow the screened miRNAs to fewer 
than 100 miRNAs, we used a computational target prediction system (miRanda) containing updated sequences 
for all known miRNAs. Cutoff scores for selection of candidate miRNAs were < − 20.0 for energy and > 120 for 
binding28.

Cell culture. Five cell lines (HEL, K562, U937, HL-60, and THP1) were maintained in RPMI 1640 medium 
(Wako, Japan) supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS), 50 U/mL penicillin, and 50 mg/mL strep-
tomycin in a 10 cm dish (Corning, Inc., Corning, NY, USA). Cells were passaged twice per week.

Quantitative PCR for genes. For target gene detection, RT-PCR was performed using the High Capacity 
cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems, Inc., CA, USA) and qPCR was carried out with the 
Fast SYBR Green Master mix. All real-time qPCR was conducted using the StepOnePlus real-time PCR sys-
tem (Applied Biosystems). Threshold cycle (CT) values were calibrated to β -actin and analyzed by the 2−∆∆CT 
method. Sequences of specific primers are listed in Supplementary Table 1.

Western blotting. For Western blot analyses, cells were harvested by centrifugation and washed twice with 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Cells (1.0 ×  105) were lysed in radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) buffer 
for 5 min on ice. Cell lysates were centrifuged to remove debris. Protein samples were separated electrophoret-
ically on a 5–20% SDS-polyacrylamide gel and blotted onto PVDF membranes (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Tokyo, 
Japan). The blots were blocked with 2% low-fat dry milk in TBST (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl con-
taining 0.1% Tween 20 [Sigma, MO, USA]) for 1 h at room temperature. The blocked membrane was incubated 
with anti-Evi1 (CST#2593) (1:2000) or anti-β actin (1:5000) for 2 h, followed by incubation with anti-rabbit IgG 
(CST#7074) (1:2000) secondary antibody for 1 h.

Figure 3. The schema of the function of miR-1 and miR-133 in Evi-1high cells. Evi1 upregulates precursor 
of miR-1 and miR-133. While miR-1 shows oncogenic activity, miR-133 binds 3UTR of Evi1 to downregulate 
Evi1, which makes “negative feedback loop”. The English in this document has been checked by at least two 
professional editors, both native speakers of English. For a certificate, please see: http://www.textcheck.com/
certificate/cTxRPr

http://www.textcheck.com/certificate/cTxRPr
http://www.textcheck.com/certificate/cTxRPr
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Drug sensitivity assay. Five cell lines (HEL, K562, U937, HL-60, and THP1) were seeded in 24-well plates 
with 2.0 ×  105 cells per well in growth medium. Adriamycin was added at specific concentrations and incubated 
for 48 h, before being analyzed by FACS with immunostaining for APC-Annexin V (BioLegend, Japan).
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Case Study

INTRODUCTION
Composite lymphoma (CL) is defined as two histologi-

cally distinct variants of malignant lymphoma occurring in 
the same organ or mass.1,2   CL is quite rare, with frequency 
ranging from 1 to 4.7% of lymphoma cases.3   Many combi-
nations of lymphoma types have been reported in CLs, 
including composite B-cell lymphoma, composite B- and 
T-cell lymphoma, and composite Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) 
and non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL).2   Previously reported 
cases of composite HL and NHL were combinations of HL 
and B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma, such as HL and follicu-
lar lymphoma (FL), as well as HL and diffuse large B-cell 
lymphoma.4-6   In some cases, polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR) amplification and sequence analysis of the immuno-
globulin heavy chain gene (IGH) demonstrated common 
clonal origins in the two abovementioned cases,5,6   suggest-
ing the clonal relationship in combination  HL and NHL.   

Several combinations of low grade B-cell lymphoma, 
including FL and mantle cell lymphoma (MCL), FL and 
B-chronic lymphocytic leukemia/small lymphocytic lym-
phoma, and MCL and nodal marginal zone lymphoma 
(NMZL), have also been reported.7-9   Some of these cases 
showed clonal relation whereas other cases were clonally 
unrelated.7-9 

We report a case of CL of FL and CD5-positive NMZL in 
a lymph node, and demonstrated different B-cell clones in the 
FL and CD5-positive NMZL.

CASE REPORT
A 72-year-old, Japanese male had been treated for hyper-

tension and suspicion of Parkinson’s disease by his family 
doctor.   The patient noticed a mass in the left groin one year 
prior.   The mass was small, and the patient did not have 
fever or any other symptoms.   After 6 months, the size of the 
mass began to increase.   His family doctor then referred him 
to a hematologist at our hospital, and masses were identified 
in the left groin, right neck, and left flank.   Excisional biopsy 
of an inguinal lymph node was performed for pathological 
diagnosis with flow cytometry and karyotype analyses.   
Peripheral blood evaluation revealed a hemoglobin level of 
13.0 g/dL, a platelet count of 13.7 x 104/µL, a white blood 
cell count of 5.0 x 103/µL, LD 155 U/L, and soluble interleu-
kin-2 receptor of 2,380 U/L.   Positron emission tomography 
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Composite CD10-positive low-grade B-cell and CD5-positive low-grade B-cell lymphoma is extremely rare.   We report a case 
of a composite follicular lymphoma (FL) and CD5-positive nodal marginal zone lymphoma (NMZL) in a resected inguinal 
lymph node of a 72-year-old Japanese male.   Histologically, multiple follicles had reactive-germinal centers with tingible body 
macrophages, a thin mantle zone and a wide marginal zone.   The wide marginal zone consisted of medium-sized cells having 
slightly indented nuclei and clear cytoplasm, indicating monocytoid cells with CD5-positive B-cells.   Several follicles had ger-
minal centers filled with many centrocytes, with CD10-positive B-cells.   Polymerase chain reaction/sequence analysis of the 
immunoglobulin heavy chain gene obtained from microdissected regions of CD5-positive NMZL and FL showed different 
sequences within the CDR3 region.   To our knowledge, this is the first report of FL and CD5-positive NMZL. [J Clin Exp 

Hematop 56(1):55-58, 2016]

Keywords: composite lymphoma, follicular lymphoma, CD5-positive nodal marginal zone lymphoma
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showed abnormal accumulation in the right neck, right clavi-
cles, para-aorta, left ilium, and left groin.   Flow cytometry 
demonstrated predominant B-cells, and CD19+CD5+ and 
CD20+CD10+ fractions were observed.   No restriction of the 
light chain (κ/λ) was observed, which may have been due to 

the CD20+CD10+ fraction involving neoplastic and reactive 
cells.

The patient’s karyotype was normal, 46/XY[20/20].   
Bone marrow involvement was not observed by histology 
and immunohistochemistry evaluation of the clot section.   
Low grade B-cell lymphoma was diagnosed.   The patient 
underwent R-CHOP (rituximab, cyclophosphamide, doxoru-
bicin, vincristine, and prednisolone) therapy and achieved 
remission.

PATHOLOGICAL FINDINGS
Histological evaluation of the resected lymph node dem-

onstrated multiple follicles evenly distributed throughout 
(Fig. 1).   Most follicles had a reactive-germinal center (GC) 
with tingible body macrophages, thin mantle zone, and wide 
marginal zone (Fig. 2).   The wide marginal zone consisted of 
medium-sized cells having a slightly indented nucleus and 
clear cytoplasm, indicating monocytoid cells (Fig. 2).   There 
were several follicles that had GCs filled with numerous cen-
trocytes (Figs.1 & 2).   Plasma cell differentiation was 
unclear in both the wide marginal zone and centrocyte-rich 
GC.   

Immunohistochemically, monocytoid cells in the wide 
marginal zone were CD3-, CD5+, CD10-, CD20+, BCL-2+, 
BCL-6-, MUM-1- and cyclin D1-, and lymphocytes in the GC 

Fig. 1.  Low power view of resected lymph node.  Many follicles 
are distributed throughout the lymph node.  Most follicles show 
marginal zone lymphoma, but several follicles show follicular lym-
phoma (arrows).  H&E stain.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2
a b c d

e f hg

Fig. 2.  Histopathology and immunohistochemistry of marginal zone lymphoma and follicular lymphoma.  Nodal marginal zone lymphoma 
show a wide marginal zone (MgZ), mantle zone (MZ) and germinal center (GC)(2a).  CD10 positivity is observed in the GC, but not the MgZ 
(2b), and BCL-2 positivity is observed in the MgZ and MZ, but not the GC (2c).  Under high power view, the MgZ consists medium-sized 
cells having slightly indented nuclei and clear cytoplasm, indicating monocytoid cells (2d).  Follicular lymphoma shows GC swelling (2e). 
Both CD10 and BCL-2 positivity is observed in the GC (2f, 2g).  Under high power view, the GC consisted of small cleaved cells (2h).  (2a), 
(2d), (2e) & (2h), H&E stain.
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were CD10+ (weak), CD20+, and BCL-2- (Figs. 2 & 3).   
These findings indicated CD5-positive NMZL.   On the other 
hand, centrocytes in the GC were CD3-, CD5+, CD10+, 
CD20+, BCL-2+, BCL-6+, MUM-1-, and cyclin D1-, indicate 
FL (Fig. 2).   Both κ+ plasma cells and λ+ plasma cells were 
observed in in situ hybridization, showing no restriction of 
the light chain.   

PCR sequencing of the IGH from microdissected samples 
of the CD5-positive NMZL and FL showed different 
sequences in the CDR3 region, with IGHV3-23 in the CD5-
positive NMZL and IgHV3-7 in the FL (Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION
We presented an unusual variation of CL composed of 

CD10-positive FL and CD5-positive NMZL, which to the 
best of our knowledge is the first case of such combination.   
Considering the results from the histological and immunohis-
tochemical analysis, three possibilities were raised; (1) FL 
with marginal zone differentiation and CD5 expression, (2) 
CD5-positive NMZL with follicular colonization, or (3) com-
pos i te  lymphoma of  FL and CD5-pos i t ive  NMZL.   
Clarification of the clonal relationship is important in CL, 
and it is recommended to use not only morphological and 
immunohistochemical techniques, but also Southern blotting 
or PCR sequencing of the IGH and T cell receptor gene rear-
rangements, cytogenetics, and fluorescence in situ hybridiza-
tion (FISH).   In our case, PCR and sequence analysis of IGH 
demonstrated the different clones of the FL and CD5-positive 
NMZL.   

Cases of CL containing a CD5-positive low grade 
B-lymphoma component have been previously reported.7,8,10   
In four of these cases, PCR sequencing of IGH was per-
formed;7,8   three of the cases showed common clonal origin 
and the other case had different clonal origins.   Although the 
progenitor cells of CL containing CD5-positive low grade 
B-lymphoma with common clonal origin may be lymphoid 
stem cells or immature B-cells, the latter case and our case 
may have developed by chance.   

MCL and chronic lymphocytic leukemia/small lympho-
cytic lymphoma are the main components observed in CL, 
and there has been a previously reported case of CL com-
posed of CD5-positive splenic marginal zone lymphoma and 
FL with uncertain clonal relationship.10   Due to the small 
number of cases, we were unable to determine the factor 
leading to the pathogenesis of CL composed of CD10-
positive FL and CD5-positive low grade B-cell lymphoma, 
including MZL.   Although such cases occur by chance, fur-
ther accumulation of cases is important for identification of 
the factors involved in the pathogenesis of CL composed of 
FL and CD5-positive NMZL, as well as other CL.   

In our case, the FL area was small, suggesting possible in 

situ FL.   In situ FL has been recognized by the recent World 
Health Organization (WHO) classification system, but the 
incidence rate remains unknown due to the limited number of 
published cases and series.11,12   In situ FL shows preservation 
of the nodal architecture, and most follicles appear to be 

Fig. 3
a b c d e

Fig. 3.  Immunohistochemistry of nodal marginal zone lymphoma.  Marginal zone cells were CD3-negative (3a), CD5-positive (3b), CD10-
negative (3c), CD20-positive (3d), and Cyclin D1-negative (3e).

Fig. 4

MZ area

GC area
Fig. 4.  Nucleotide sequence of the immunoglobulin heavy chain 
gene (IGH).  Polymerase chain reaction and sequencing of IGH 
demonstrated that the marginal zone and centrocyte-rich germinal 
center had different sequences in the complementary determining 
region (CDR) 2, flame work region (FR) 3, and CDR3.  Differences 
in the CDR3 indicate that these were two different clones.
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cytologically reactive, whereas rare germinal centers appear 
to be monotonous and lack tingible body macrophages.11   
The later follicles show strongly positive staining for BCL-2 
and CD10, whereas the majority of follicles in the same 
lymph node are negative for BCL-2.   In most cases of FL, 
tumor cells involve the majority of the follicles and infiltrate 
into the inter-follicular region; however, in in situ FL, tumor 
cells involve only a few follicles, and do not infiltrate into the 
many remaining reactive follicles or the inter-follicular 
region.   There is also a possibility of overt FL of the sys-
temic lymph nodes.   

NMZL is currently defined in the WHO classification as a 
primary nodal B-cell lymphoma that morphologically resem-
bles extranodal or splenic MZL, but without evidence of 
extranodal or splenic disease.13   NMZL is uncommon, 
accounting for less than 2% of all lymphomas.13   Generally, 
NMZL do not express CD5, but a few have been shown to do 
so.   CD5-positive NMZL have histologic and immunopheno-
typic features typical of NMZL in addition to the expression 
of CD5.   Jaso et al. reported the proportion of CD5-positive 
NMZL to typical NMZL to be 8.6% (7/91 cases).14   Of the 
CD5-positive NMZL patients, 86% (6/7 cases) showed 
lymphadenopathy above and below the diaphragm, 6 cases 
underwent bone marrow check, and all cases had bone mar-
row invasion.14   In our case, lymphadenopathy above and 
below the diaphragm was observed, but not bone marrow 
invasion.   

In NMZL, CD5 has been reported to be expressed in only 
8.6% cases, and CD5 expression correlates with a higher fre-
quency of dissemination and bone marrow invasion.14   
However, patients with CD5-positive NMZL generally have 
an indolent clinical course and excellent overall survival.14   
In our case, although bone marrow invasion was not 
observed, dissemination above and below the diaphragm was 
present.   In CD5-positive NMZL, the mechanism of CD5 
expression and progenitor identification remain unclear; how-
ever, CD5 expression in NMZL may be associated with wide 
dissemination.
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Introduction

Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is hematological malig-
nancy characterized by the rapid growth of abnormal white 
blood cells that accumulate in the bone marrow and inter-
fere with the production of normal blood cells. Treatment 
strategies for AML that use one of the various cytarabine 
arabinoside (Ara-C) agents have remained the general 
choice of clinicians for more than 40 years. Multiple clini-
cal trials have demonstrated complete remission (CR) rates 
of 50–60 % and overall survival rates of 30–40 % among 
AML patients receiving such Ara-C-based therapy [1–3]. 
However, many studies indicate that AML describes a het-
erogeneous collection of diseases characterized by distinct 
chromosomal abnormalities and cytogenetic mutations, and 
as such, the most suitable general treatment for AML is 
still unclear. Gene variations in leukemic cells significantly 
associated with prognosis have now been identified, with 
consequent prognostic improvement [4–7], and we pro-
pose that similar improvements in AML treatment could 
be achieved by better understanding the genetic polymor-
phisms related to the pharmacokinetics of Ara-C.

Ara-C is one of the nucleotide-analog therapeutic 
agents, which are transported into cells by nucleoside 
transporters including solute carrier family 29 member 1 
(SLC29A1) [8]. Intracellular Ara-C is phosphorylated into 
Ara-C monophosphate (Ara-CMP) by deoxycytidine kinase 
(DCK) and eventually to Ara-C triphosphate (Ara-CTP), 
which competes with deoxycytidine triphosphate (dCTP) 
for incorporation into DNA and subsequent blocking of 
DNA synthesis causing cell death. In turn, cytidine deami-
nase (CDA) and deoxycytidylate deaminases (DCTD) cata-
lyze the conversion of Ara-C and Ara-CMP into an inactive 
form [9], and 5′-nucleotidase cytosolic II (NT5C2) activ-
ity opposes that of DCK by dephosphorylating Ara-CMP. 

Abstract Cytarabine arabinoside (Ara-C) is the most 
important agent for treating acute myeloid leukemia 
(AML). Here, we genotyped 11 single nucleotide polymor-
phisms (SNPs) of seven Ara-C metabolism-related genes 
in 39 AML patients who had received high-dose Ara-C 
as a single-agent treatment. Univariate analysis identified 
three SNPs that were significantly associated with shorter 
time-to-relapse (TTR): CTPS rs12144160 GG compared to 
AA/AG, DCTD rs9990999 AG/GG compared to AA, and 
SLC29A1 rs693955 CC compared to AA/AC. Multivariate 
analysis of TTR revealed the SLC29A1 rs693955 CC geno-
type and first induction failure to be significantly associated 
with a shorter TTR. The DCTD rs9990999 AG/GG and 
SLC29A1 rs693955 CC genotypes were also significantly 
associated with shorter duration of neutropenia. The results 
of our study suggest that SNP analysis can be an important 
tool in improving drug responsiveness and enabling a bet-
ter understanding of this condition and the development of 
tailor-made treatments for AML patients who benefit from 
consolidated high-dose Ara-C therapy.
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In addition, cytidine-5′-triphosphate synthetase (CTPS) and 
ribonucleotide reductase (RRM1/RRM2) are enzymes that 
regulate the intracellular CTP/dCTP pools, with exhaustion 
of the CTP/dCTP pools via facilitated Ara-C phosphoryla-
tion causing incorporation of Ara-CTP into DNA by reduc-
ing the feedback inhibition of DCK [10] (Fig. 1).

Understanding the pharmacogenetic response to 
Ara-C could lead to personalized treatment strategies and 
improved outcomes in AML patients. Indeed, each of the 
Ara-C metabolism-associated genes exhibits a significant 
degree of genetic variation, particularly via single nucleo-
tide polymorphisms (SNPs), and several studies of indi-
vidual SNPs in Ara-C metabolic genes have reported that 
genetic background plays an important role in the clinical 
outcomes of AML patients receiving Ara-C-based therapy 
[11–13]. In one such study, Gamazon et al. [11] conducted 
a meta-analysis of genome-wide association studies involv-
ing 523 lymphoblastoid cell lines from individuals of 
European, African, Asian, and African American ancestry, 
and identified 18 of 33 SNPs associated with either cyta-
rabine 50 % inhibitory concentration in leukemia cells or 
clinical response parameters among patients randomized 
to receive low-dose or high-dose Ara-C plus daunorubicin 
and etoposide. In addition, Kim et al. [13] reported that the 
SLC29A1 rs3734703 AA/AC genotype in combination with 
TYMS rs2612100 AA genotype was significantly associated 

with shorter relapse-free survival in Korean AML patients 
received an induction regimen of Ara-C and idarubicin fol-
lowed by sequential consolidation therapy with Ara-C and 
anthracyclines or hematopoietic stem cell transplantation 
(HSCT). However, in these reports, the patient background 
included anthracycline agents or HSCT and thus might not 
accurately reflect the influence of genetic polymorphism on 
Ara-C metabolism.

Analyzing the combined effects of SNPs may provide 
evidence of drug response. Accordingly, we hypothesized 
that sensitivity to Ara-C could be influenced by SNP 
located in Ara-C metabolic genes and thus focused on high-
dose Ara-C as single-agent therapy. In this study, we sim-
ply examined the association between SNPs in such genes 
and the clinical outcome of AML patients receiving high-
dose Ara-C without HSCT.

Materials and methods

Study patients

We selected de novo AML patients who received high-dose 
Ara-C as consolidation therapy, and whose bone marrow 
or peripheral blood samples were stored in our laboratory. 
We excluded one patient diagnosed as M3 subtype and 
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Fig. 1  Metabolic pathway of Ara-C. Ara-C is transported into cells 
by SLC29A1. Intracellular Ara-C is phosphorylated by DCK. Ara-
CTP competes with dCTP for incorporation into DNA. CDA cata-
lyzes the conversion of Ara-C into Ara-U, and DCTD catalyzes the 
conversion of Ara-CMP into Ara-UMP. CTPS catalyzes the conver-
sion of UTP to CTP. Exhaustion of the CTP/dCTP pools due to facili-

tated Ara-C phosphorylation causes incorporation of Ara-CTP into 
DNA by reducing the feedback inhibition of DCK. RRM1/RRM2 is 
an enzyme involved in DNA synthesis. The enzyme regulates intra-
cellular dCTP pools, which in turn, have been implicated in the devel-
opment of Ara-C resistance
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one patient who received HSCT in the first CR. All sub-
jects enrolled in this study provided informed consent for 
genetic analysis. This study was approved by the Institu-
tional Review Board of Tokai University Hospital.

SNP selection

Seven Ara-C metabolic genes, CDA, CTPS, DCK, DCTD, 
NT5C2, RRM1 and SLC29A1, were evaluated. SNPs were 
selected based on SNP frequency data from the International 
Hap-Map project (http://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) and 
The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). SNP frequency data were 
identified according to the HapMap Genome Browser release 
#27 (Phase 1, 2 and 3—merged genotypes and frequencies) 
of Japanese in Tokyo, Japan (JPT) database to estimate link-
age disequilibrium (LD) blocks by Haploview software (ver-
sion 4.2) [14]. The criteria for SNP selection were thus as 
follows: (1) minor allele frequency (MAF) >0.25 in JPT; (2) 
one or two SNPs were selected from each evaluated gene; 
(3) SNP reported by previous study [15], or located with 
each different LD blocks of the highest MAF. Allele fre-
quency data of rs9937 was lacking in the JPT, so we instead 
search SNP frequency data of the CHB + JPT data in NCBI. 
Finally, eleven SNPs (CDA; rs10916827, rs477155, CTPS; 
rs4132440, rs12144160, DCK; rs12648166 DCTD; rs9542, 
rs9990999, NT5C2; rs3736922, RRM1; rs9937, SLC29A1; 
rs693955, 9394992) in each of the gene locus were selected.

SNP genotyping

Genomic DNA was isolated from bone marrow or periph-
eral blood individually using a QIAamp mini DNA kit 
(Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). SNP genotyping was per-
formed using the TaqMan platform in 96-well plates and 
read with the Sequence Detection Software on a 7500 Real-
Time PCR System according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Primers 
and probes were supplied by Applied Biosystems.

Definition of clinical response and hematological toxicity

All clinical information about the patients was obtained 
from our institution database.

Overall survival (OS) was measured from the date of 
diagnosis to the date of death from any cause. Time to 
relapse (TTR) was measured from the date of diagnosis 
to the date of relapse. Relapse was defined as the presence 
of more than 5 % blast cells in the bone marrow or reap-
pearance of blast cells in the peripheral blood. Hematologi-
cal toxicity was measured by duration of neutropenia and 
thrombocytopenia during each high-dose Ara-C course. 
Neutropenia was defined as an absolute neutrophil count 

less than 500/µl. Thrombocytopenia was defined as an 
absolute platelet count less than 50,000/µl.

Statistical analysis

For SNP analysis, we tested two genetic models: the domi-
nant model (major allele homozygous + heterozygous 
vs. minor allele homozygous) and the recessive model 
(major allele homozygous vs. heterozygous + minor allele 
homozygous). For univariate analysis, OS probabilities 
were estimated by the Kaplan–Meier method, and differ-
ences in the distributions between the dominant and reces-
sive model of each SNP were evaluated using the log-
rank test. TTR was estimated by the cumulative incidence 
method, and Gray’s test was used to compare distribution 
differences between the genotypes [16]. Death without 
experiencing a relapse was considered a competing event 
with experiencing first relapse.

For multivariate analysis, the Fine–Gray regression 
model [5] was used for the sub-distribution hazard of a 
competing risk to analyze the effect of baseline risk factors 
on the cumulative incidence function of relapse. Factors 
associated with a two-side P value of less than 0.05 in the 
univariate SNP analysis and known prognostic risk factors 
for the Japanese population [17], such as age >50 years, 
performance status >2, myeloperoxidase (MPO) positivity 
of blasts >50 %, and first induction failure, were included 
in the multivariate analysis. We used a stepwise regression 
based on P values and retained only the statistically sig-
nificant variables in the final model. This analysis did not 
include the factor of the DCTD rs9990999 AA genotype, 
because no patients with DCTD rs9990999 AA genotype 
experienced relapse. Thus, the DCTD rs9990999 AA gen-
otype could not be treated as a single multivariate factor 
for the time-to-event analysis. For hematological toxicity 
analysis, comparisons between the dominant and recessive 
models of each SNP were performed using Student’s t test.

All statistical analyses were performed with EZR 
(Saitama Medical Center, Jichi Medical University), which 
is a graphical user interface for R (The R Foundation for 
Statistical Computing, version 2.13.2) [18]. More precisely, 
it is a modified version of R commander (version 1.6–3) 
that includes statistical functions frequently used in biosta-
tistics. For all analyses, P values were two-tailed, and a P 
value of less than 0.05 was considered significant.

Results

Patient characteristics and treatments

Thirty-nine AML patients were eligible for this study. 
Table 1 summarizes the patients’ characteristics. The 

http://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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median age of patients was 54.0 years (range 23.0–
71.0 years) and the male/female proportion was 26/13. The 
most frequent French–American–British (FAB) subtype 
was M2 (56.4 %) followed by M1 (20.5 %). M0, M6, and 
M7 subtypes were not represented in this population. In 
total, 14 patients had a good cytogenetic risk based on kary-
otype; 12 patients had t(8; 21) (q22;q22) and 2 patients had 

inv(16) (p13q22). Another 4 patients had a poor cytoge-
netic risk; 2 patients had del(7) and 2 patient had a complex 
karyotype. A total of 14 patients (35.9 %) were of normal 
karyotype, and 7 patients had an unspecified karyotype. 
Three of the 19 patients in whom the FLT3 internal tan-
dem duplication (ITD) mutation information was identified 
had a FLT3/ITD mutation; however, the FLT3/ITD muta-
tion was not examined for the other 20 patients and data on 
other molecular abnormalities were not available. Median 
white blood cell (WBC) count at diagnosis was 20,800/
µl (range 900–47,4800/µl). Eight patients had received 
their first induction regimen consisting of Ara-C with dau-
norubicin, and another 31 patients received an induction 
regimen consisting of Ara-C with idarubicin. Thirty-three 
patients (84.6 %) achieved CR after the first induction regi-
men, and six patients (15.4 %) needed two or more induc-
tion regimens to achieve CR. Once patients achieved com-
plete remission, the patients received consolidation therapy 
consisting of high-dose Ara-C. Seventeen patients received 
three courses of Ara-C dose of 2.0 g/m2 for 5 days. Two 
patients received two courses of Ara-C dose of 2.0 g/m2 
for 5 days and one patient was died in the second course 
of consolidation therapy due to severe infection. Three 
patients died in the first course. Other patients received 
various doses and durations of Ara-C treatment according 
to the physician’s clinical decision, as follows: one patient 
received three courses of Ara-C dose of 3.0 g/m2 for 5 
days; one patient received three courses of Ara-C dose of 
3.0 g/m2 for 4 days; two patients received four courses of 
Ara-C dose of 3.0 g/m2 for 3 days; one patient received two 
courses and two patients received three of Ara-C dose of 
2.0 g/m2 for 3 days; and, one patient received two courses 
and four patients received three of Ara-C dose of 1.0 g/m2 
for 5 days. Nineteen patients (48.7 %) relapsed during the 
follow-up period and the median TTR was 306 days (range 
152–1271 days). The median follow-up period overall sur-
vival was 833 days (range 55–3931 days).

Results of SNP genotyping

All SNP genotyping was successful among the AML 
patients, as summarized in Table 2.

The SNP genotypes could be divided into three groups, 
and comparison between groups only was analyzed statisti-
cally, due to insufficient minor allele frequency.

SNP effect on treatment outcomes

The effects of the two SNP genetic models on OS and 
TTR are summarized in Table 3. In the univariate analy-
sis, no SNP was a significant prognostic factor for OS. 
However, three SNPs, individually, had associations with 
TTR (Fig. 2). The CTPS rs12144160 GG genotype was 

Table 1  Patient characteristic

FAB French–America–British classification, WBC white blood cell, 
MPO myeloperoxidase, PS performance status, HSCT hematopoietic 
stem cell transplantation

Factor Group Number (%) Median (range)

n = 39 (100 %)

Age 54.00 y/o (23.00, 
71.00)

 Gender Male 26 (66.7)

Female 13 (33.3)

FAB M1 8 (20.5)

M2 22 (56.4)

M4 4 (10.3)

M5 5 (12.8)

 Karyotype Normal 14 (35.9)

t(8;21) 12 (30.8)

inv(16) 2 (5.1)

del(7) 2 (5.1)

Complex 2 (5.1)

Others 7 (17.9)

 FLTIII-ITD 
mutation

Negative 16 (41.0)

Positive 3 (7.7)

Unknown 20 (51.3)

 WBC count at 
diagnosis

20,800/µl (900, 
474,800)

 MPO positivity 
of blasts

≤50 % 10 (25.6)

>50 % 29 (74.4)

 Performance 
status

0 24 (61.5)

1 12 (30.8)

2 2 (5.1)

4 1 (2.6)

First induction 
regimen

DNR + Ara-C 8 (20.5)

IDA + Ara-C 31 (79.5)

 No. of  
induction

1 33 (84.6)

>1 6 (15.4)

 HSCT after 
relapse

7 (17.9)

Relapse rate 19 (48.7)

Time to relapse 306 days (152, 
1271)

 Non-relapse 
morality

4 (10.3)

 Overall  
survival

833 days (55, 
3931)
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significantly associated with shorter TTR compared to 
the AA/AG genotype (2-year relapse rate 0.694 [95 % 
CI 0.258–0.907] vs. 0.363 [95 %CI 0.177–0.552], 
P = 0.0209). The DCTD rs9990999 AG/GG genotype was 
significantly associated with shorter TTR compared to the 
AA genotype (2-year relapse rate 0.529 [95 % CI 0.331–
0.692] vs. NA [NA–NA], P = 0.0255). The SLC29A1 
rs693955 CC genotype was significantly associated with 
shorter TTR compared to the AA/AC genotype (2-year 
relapse rate 0.683 [95 % CI 0.416–0.848] vs. 0.131 [0.019-
0.353], P = 0.00261). There were 14 patients with CBF 
leukemia and 21 patients with intermediate risk group. The 
SLC29A1 rs693955 CC genotype with intermediate risk 
(n = 14) was significantly associated with shorter TTR 
compared to the AA/AC genotype (n = 7) (2-year relapse 

rate 0.701 [95 % CI 0.295–0.902] vs. 0.214 [0.002–0.689], 
P = 0.0498). There was no statistical significance of the 
comparison for other SNPs and TTR regarding cytogenetic 
risk groups.

Multivariate analysis of TTR revealed that the SLC29A1 
rs693955 CC genotype (HR 7.659 [95 % CI 1.98–29.63], 
P = 0.0096) and first induction failure (HR 3.613 [95 % CI 
1.37–9.55]) were significantly associated with shorter TTR 
(Table 4).

SNP effect on hematological toxicity

The total number of high-dose Ara-C was 109, and febrile 
neutropenia (FN) observed in 83 cases including 4 mortali-
ties due to exacerbation of infections. The dead cases were 

Table 2  SNP genotype 
frequency and analysis model in 
our study

Gene; ref.SNP Chromosome Location Genotype n Analysis model

CDA; rs10916825 Chr1 Intron AA 17 Dominant model AA vs. AG + GG

AG 20 Recessive model AA + AG vs. GG

GG 2

CDA; rs477155 Chr1 Intron AA 6 Dominant model GG vs. GA + AA

AG 20 Recessive model GG + GA vs.AA

GG 13

CTPS; rs4132440 Chr1 Intron AA 18 Dominant model AA vs. AG + GG

AG 18 Recessive model AA + AG vs. GG

GG 3

CTPS; rs12144160 Chr1 Intron AA 7 Dominant model GG vs. GA + AA

AG 20 Recessive model GG + GA vs. AA

GG 12

DCK; rs12648166 Chr4 Intron AA 10 Dominant model AA vs. AG + GG

AG 21 Recessive model AA + AG vs. GG

GG 8

DCTD; rs9542 Chr4 Intron CC 7 Dominant model TT vs. TC + CC

CT 18 Recessive model TT + TC vs. CC

TT 14

DCTD; rs9990999 Chr4 Intron AA 6 Dominant model GG vs. GA + AA

AG 14 Recessive model GG + GA vs. AA

GG 19

NT5C2; rs3736922 Chr10 Intron AA 9 Dominant model GG vs. GA + AA

AG 19 Recessive model GG + GA vs. AA

GG 11

RRM1; rs9937 Chr11 Exon AA 15 Dominant model AA vs. AG + GG

AG 16 Recessive model AA + AG vs. GG

GG 8

SLC29A1; rs693955 Chr6 Intron AA 1 Dominant model CC vs. CA + AA

AC 15 Recessive model CC + CA vs. AA

CC 23

SLC29A1; s9394992 Chr6 Intron CC 20 Dominant model CC vs. CT + TT

CT 16 Recessive model CC + CT vs. TT

TT 3
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excluded from the duration analysis because they did not 
recover from the neutropenia or the thrombocytopenia. The 
duration of hematological toxicity analysis was therefore 
analyzed for 105 treatment courses. The mean durations of 
neutropenia and thrombocytopenia were 14.1 days (95 % 
confidential interval [CI]; 12.8–15.4 days) and 14.3 days 
(95 %CI; 12.6–16.0 days), respectively. Administration 

of granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (GCSF) was 
noted in 55/109 courses. Table 5 summarized the statisti-
cal analysis of SNPs compared to duration of neutropenia 
or thrombocytopenia. Figure 3 shows the three candidate 
SNPs and the association with duration of neutropenia. 
The DCTD rs9990999 AG/GG genotype was significantly 
associated with shorter duration of neutropenia compared 
to the AA genotype (13.2 ± 5.77 vs. 19.5 ± 9.11 days, 
P = 0.000497). The SLC29A1 rs693955 CC genotype was 
significantly associated with shorter duration of neutro-
penia compared to the AA/AC genotype (13.1 ± 5.69 vs. 
15.8 ± 7.87 days, P = 0.0386) and also thrombocytopenia 
(12.7 ± 7.89 vs. 16.9 ± 9.15 days, P = 0.0116). The fre-
quency of GCSF administration was 1 in 16 of the DCTD 
rs9990999 AA genotypes and 54 in 93 of AG/GG geno-
types, and was similar between the SLC29A1 AA/AC geno-
type (20/42) and CC genotype (32/67). The SLC29A1 AA/
AC genotype required longer duration of GCSF administra-
tion than CC genotype (16.1 ± 5.54 vs. 13.1 ± 4.58 days, 
P = 0.0377). Concerning neutropenia without GCSF, the 
DCTD rs9990999 AG/GG genotype (n = 39) was sig-
nificantly associated with shorter duration of neutropenia 
compared to the AA genotype (n = 15) (15.1 ± 5.44 vs. 
19.5 ± 9.11 days, P = 0.0314), and the SLC29A1 rs693955 
CC genotype (n = 32) was significantly associated with 
shorter duration of neutropenia compared to the AA/AC 
genotype (n = 22) (14.8 ± 5.33 vs. 18.5 ± 5.27 days, 

Table 3  Summary of P value of SNPs about OS and TTR

Value of P < 0.05 were considered statistically significant

Bold value donate statistical significance

Gene SNP P Value (OS) P value (TTR)

Dominant Recessive Dominant Recessive

CDA rs10916825 0.931 0.954 0.994 0.399

CDA rs477155 0.252 0.0916 0.619 0.069

CTPS rs4132440 0.615 0.228 0.891 0.967

CTPS rs12144160 0.448 0.179 0.119 0.0209
DCK rs1268166 0.991 0.805 0.232 0.896

DCTD rs9542 0.345 0.334 0.828 0.22

DCTD rs9990999 0.371 0.473 0.0255 0.579

NT5C2 rs3736922 0.984 0.544 0.916 0.843

RRM1 rs9937 0.601 0.633 0.483 0.845

SLC29A1 rs693955 0.74 0.814 0.00261 0.699

SLC29A1 rs9394992 0.921 0.2 0.626 0.248

Fig. 2  Significant effect of 
SNP on time to relapse. Time 
to relapse was estimated by the 
cumulative incidence method, 
and Gray’s test was used to 
compare differences between 
genotypes with respect to 
the SNP distributions. Death 
without experiencing a relapse 
was considered a competing 
event with experiencing first 
relapse. a SNP effect of CTPS 
rs12144160. b SNP effect of 
DCTD rs9990999. c SNP effect 
of SLC29A1 rs693955
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P = 0.0468). The frequency of FN was 12 of 16 DCTD 
rs9990999 AA genotypes, 71 of 93 AG/GG genotypes, 30 
of 42 SLC29A1 AA/AC genotypes, and 53 of 67 CC geno-
types. In addition, the four cases that died during high dose 

Ara-C treatment all had the same SLC29A1 rs693955 AA/
AC genotype. However, there was no severe acute neu-
rotoxicity caused by high-dose Ara-C therapy observed 
in the patients, and other acute, severe non-hematologic 
side effects were not documented in the available clinical 
information.

Discussion

The present study suggested that the three SNPs, 
rs12144160 in the CTPS gene, rs9990999 in the DCTD 
gene, and rs693955 in the SCL29A1 gene could influence 
outcomes in AML patients receiving high-dose Ara-C 
treatment.

The catalytic conversion of UTP to CTP is accomplished 
by the CTPS enzyme encoded by CTPS, and increased 
Ara-C sensitivity results from decreased CTP/dCTP pools 
caused by inhibition of CTPS with cyclopentenyl cytosine 
in myeloid leukemia and T-lymphoblastic leukemia cell 
lines [19, 20]. Although Ara-C resistance caused by clus-
tered mutations within the coding region of CTPS have 
been identified in Chinese hamster ovary cells, no muta-
tions were identified in the regions indicated from recurrent 
or resistant acute leukemia in 36 patients [10]. In our study, 

Table 4  Competing-risk model of variables associated with the cumulative incidence of relapse

Bold value donate statistical significance

Value of P < 0.05 were considered statistically significant

MPO myeloperoxidase, WBC white blood cell, CBF core binding factor

Factor Group n Univariant Multivariant

2 year Relapse rate Median TTR P value Hazard ratio P value

Age ≤50 13 0.500 (0.231–0.614) 643 0.557

>50 26 0.433 (0.220–0.629) NA

No. of induction 1 33 0.414 (0.230–0.590) 1271 0.271

>1 6 0.667 (0.122–0.925) 291.5 3.613 (1.37–9.55) 0.0032
Karyotype CBF-leukemia 14 0.429 (0.166–0.670) NA 0.346

Others 25 0.539 (0.289–0.736) 745

MPO positive blasts ≤50 (%) 10 0.594 (0.084–0.897) 647 0.518

>50 (%) 29 0.432 (0.242–0.609) 1271

Performance status 1–2 38 0.437 (0.264–0.598) 782 0.357

3–4 1 NA (NA–NA) 415

WBC count at diagnosis ≤20000/µl 19 0.369 (0.141–0.601) 782 0.274

>20000/µl 20 0.533 (0.280–0.733) 415

CTPS rs12144160 AA/AG 27 0.363 (0.177–0.552) NA 0.0209
GG 12 0.694 (0.258–0.907) 350

DCTD rs9990999 AA 6 0.000 (0.000–0.000) NA 0.0255
AG/GG 33 0.529 (0.331–0.692) 647

SLC29A1 rs693955 AA/AC 16 0.131 (0.019–0.353) NA 0.00261
CC 23 0.683 (0.416–0.848) 415 7.659 (1.98–29.63) 0.0096

Table 5  Summary of P value of SNPs about duration of neutropenia 
and thrombocytopenia

Value of P < 0.05 were considered statistically significant

Bold value donate statistical significance

Gene SNP Neutropenia  
(WBC <500/µl)

Thrombocytopenia 
(Platelet <50,000/µl)

Dominant Recessive Dominant Recessive

CDA rs10916825 0.175 0.734 0.832 0.636

CDA rs477155 0.00249 0.619 0.0576 0.919

CTPS rs4132440 0.648 0.327 0.680 0.460

CTPS rs12144160 0.544 0.628 0.0681 0.909

DCK rs1268166 0.419 0.689 0.0816 0.756

DCTD rs9542 0.00265 0.00989 0.154 0.736

DCTD rs9990999 0.0257 0.000497 0.0895 0.0558

NT5C2 rs3736922 0.861 0.962 0.859 0.721

RRM1 rs9937 0.926 0.884 0.705 0.911

SLC29A1 rs693955 0.0386 0.000155 0.0166 0.0995

SLC29A1 rs9394992 0.0177 0.994 0.0116 0.477
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the CTPS rs12144160 GG genotype was significantly asso-
ciated with shorter TTR compared to the AA/AG genotype, 
suggesting that the GG genotype patients had higher levels 
of CTPS expression or activity than those with the AA/AG 
genotype. However, rs12144160 is located in an intronic 
region and therefore might affect RNA expression rather 
than enzyme activity.

SNP rs9990999 in the DCTD gene was a significant 
prognostic factor for TTR in this study, and the AG/GG 
genotype was significantly associated with shorter TTR 
compared to the AA genotypes. Interestingly, the patient 
with an AA genotype showed a long duration of neutro-
penia and did not experience relapse in our study. The 
protein encoded by the DCTD gene catalyzes the deami-
nation of Ara-CMP to Ara-UMP and is allosterically acti-
vated by dCTP and inhibited by dTTP. Schröder et al. [9] 
reported that the expression level of DCTD was not asso-
ciated with Ara-C sensitivity, while a non-synonymous 
SNP, the A172G mutation causing Asn58Asp, on the cod-
ing regions and causing loss of activity for gemcitabine 
monophosphate was identified in Caucasian and African 
ethnic groups in vitro assays [21], although the minor allele 

frequency was too low for meaningful association analy-
sis with clinical response to Ara-C in this previous study 
[12]. However, nonsynonymous SNPs, including A172G, 
have not been observed in the DCTD gene in a Japanese 
population. There is also no evidence of functional SNPs 
in the DCTD gene, although our findings showed some 
kind of gene function for rs9990999 in TTR and neutrophil 
toxicity.

Our univariate and multivariate analysis found that the 
SLC29A1 rs693955 CC genotype was significantly asso-
ciated with shorter TTR and shorter duration of hemato-
logical toxicity. The SLC29A1 gene encodes the human 
equivalent of nucleoside transporter 1 (hENT1), a protein 
that resides in the plasma membrane to mediate the cellu-
lar uptake of cytotoxic nucleosides as Ara-C from the sur-
rounding medium. Although multiple alternatively spliced 
variants have been found for the SLC29A1 gene, they all 
encode the same protein, and thus a deficiency in hENT1 
expression might be the basis of cellular resistance to 
Ara-C [22]. SNPs have been previously detected in the 
SLC29A1 gene from Japanese populations and some SNPs 
have been implicated in the efficacy of Ara-C [23] and the 
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Fig. 3  Duration of neutropenia. Three SNPs associated with TTR are 
shown in this figure. a SNP effect of CTPS rs12144160. b SNP effect 
of DCTD rs9990999. c SNP effect of SLC29A1 rs693955. CTPS 
rs12144160 was not associated with hematological toxicity. The 

DCTD rs9990999 AA genotype was associated with a longer duration 
of neutropenia than the AA or CC genotype. The SLC29A1 rs693955 
AA genotype was associated with a longer duration of both neutrope-
nia and thrombocytopenia than the AA or CC genotype
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mRNA expression [24, 25]. However, hENT1 is a limit-
ing determinant of Ara-C efficacy, and the simple diffusion 
rate of Ara-C exceeds its pump-mediated transport in high 
plasma concentrations of Ara-C [26]. Although it is less 
likely that Ara-C is taken up into the cell by SLC29A1 at 
the 50-µM plasma concentration reached by high-dose Ara-
C, rs693955 located in the SLC29A1 gene might still influ-
ence clinical outcomes, based on our multivariate analysis 
identifying first induction failure and rs693955 CC geno-
type as independent prognostic factors. Suzuki et al. [25] 
reported that mRNA levels in the rs6932345 wild-type 
(A>C) and rs747199 wild-type (G>C) were higher than 
in the mutation carriers, and LD block analysis from the 
HapMap database linked the rs693955 C allele with the 
rs747199 C allele at a frequency of 14.8 %. Conversely, 
the rs693955 A allele was not linked with the rs747199 G 
allele. Thus, we proposed that patients with the rs693955 
CC genotype have lower expression levels of hENT1 and 
consequently, shorter TTR and lower hematological toxic-
ity. In addition, Pérez-Torras et al. [27] reported that over-
expression of hENT1 in a relatively low transporter activ-
ity background increased the uridine uptake, resulting in 
a decreased amount of mRNA encoding key nucleotide 
metabolism enzymes, such as DCK and RR, and reduced 
cell cycle progression in the cell lines derived from human 
pancreatic adenocarcinomas. Nucleotide metabolism with 
the rs693955 CC genotype might be easy to change by the 
similar action of hENT1 overexpression. High intracellular 
concentrations of Ara-C or the product of Ara-C metabo-
lism due to high-dose Ara-C therapy may have caused the 
decrease in nucleotide metabolism enzymes and cell cycle 
progression. The rs693955 CC genotype patient in this 
study might therefore have a phenotypic resistance to Ara-
C, leading to the rapid recovery from cytopenia and the 
early relapse.

DCK is required for the first phosphorylation of deoxy-
ribonucleosides and Ara-C is the most important enzyme 
in the activation pathway of Ara-C. However, in our study, 
the DCK rs12648166 was not associated with therapeu-
tic outcomes. Our study does not include all SNPs on the 
DCK locus, but only one SNP was available based on our 
SNP selection criteria, and it is possible other SNPs on 
the DCK locus with a lower MAF might be functional 
polymorphisms.

Interestingly, the DCTD rs9990999 AG/GG and 
SLC29A1 rs693955 CC were associated with shorter time 
to relapse and shorter duration of neutropenia. This finding 
suggested that the sensitivity to Ara-C of de novo leukemic 
cells is not very different from the sensitivity to Ara-C of 
normal hematopoietic stem cells. Braess et al. [28] reported 
CDA activities and Ara-C deamination in a variety of the 
most commonly used leukemic cell lines, fresh blasts, and 
normal bone marrow cells. However, the cell lines herein 

had different CDA activity profiles and degrade between 
18.5 and 96.5 % of Ara-C to Ara-U. Formation of Ara-CTP 
is therefore significantly influenced by the differences in 
cell type-dependent cytidine deaminase activity. In contrast 
to the cell lines, fresh leukemic blasts and normal bone 
marrow mononuclear cells show low Ara-C degradation, 
and cultured cell lines are exposed to unknown selective 
pressure during a year or even several decades. Therefore, 
the biological reactions of cultured cells to Ara-C exposure 
seem to be relatively changed from the primary source leu-
kemia cells. Conversely, the de novo leukemic cell without 
exposure to Ara-C might maintain a similar Ara-C metabo-
lism to normal cells.

The results of our study suggested that SNP analysis 
could lead to better drug responsiveness and improved 
treatments for AML patients who benefit by receiv-
ing consolidation therapy with high-dose Ara-C. To our 
knowledge, this is the first report showing the relation-
ship between SNPs and clinical outcomes in AML patient 
receiving high-dose Ara-C as single-agent therapy. Previ-
ous studies investigated the relationships between SNPs 
located on Ara-C metabolic genes and clinical response 
or toxicity with various doses of Ara-C based therapy 
including hematopoietic stem cell transplantation. RRM1 
rs1042919 and rs1561876 were related to intracellular Ara-
CTP concentration, CR rate, and OS [29]. CDA rs2072671 
and rs532545 were related to OS in a FLT3-ITD muta-
tion-positive normal karyotype AML patient, and NT5C2 
rs10883841 was related to OS in a FLT3-ITD mutation-
negative case [30]. In addition, the SLC29A1 rs3734703 
AA/AC genotype in combination with TYMS rs2612100 
was significantly associated with relapse-free survival and 
DCK rs469436 was associated with OS in AML patients 
[13]. Nevertheless, few studies have determined SNP func-
tions, and it is possible that CDA rs2072671 caused CDA 
protein variants (p.Lys27Gln) that may be related to the 
loss of CDA activity [31]. Our study did not include such 
SNPs because their MAF was lower than 0.25. For particu-
lar SNPs to be extracted as therapeutic surrogate markers, 
the functional meaning of these candidate SNPs must be 
determined and validated in future cohort studies. It might 
also be applicable to improve other nucleotide analog treat-
ments which have similar pharmacokinetics system of Ara-
C, such as gemcitabine, fluorouracil, and azacitidine by 
conducting SNP analysis associated with the Ara-C phar-
macokinetics. However, our study was limited due to the 
small sample size and the inherent selection bias, since the 
patients examined here were already in the first remission 
state and were receiving high-dose Ara-C as a consolida-
tion therapy. All the meaningful SNPs in our study were in 
introns. We could therefore not explore the SNP functions 
based on RNA expression, elongation, or splicing variants 
of the gene. It is therefore necessary to identify functional 
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SNPs that could be related to LD with the SNPs in our 
study by genome sequencing and thereby confirm the dif-
ferences by RNA expression level or enzyme activity. Fur-
ther studies are therefore needed to reveal the SNP func-
tions and validation cohort studies are warranted.
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Internal  tandem  duplication  (ITD)  mutations  of the  FLT3  gene  (FLT3-ITD)  are  well  known  to correlate
with  a  poor  prognosis  in acute  myeloid  leukemia  (AML).  We  previously  reported  that  FLT3-ITD  confers
resistance  to  cytosine  arabinoside  (Ara-C),  a key  cytotoxic  agent  in  AML  treatments.  In order  to elucidate
the  detailed  molecular  mechanisms  underlying  the Ara-C  resistance  induced  by FLT3-ITD,  we  performed
a  microarray  gene  expression  analysis  of the  human  leukemic  cell line  K562  transduced  with  FLT3-ITD
(K562/FLT3-ITD)  and  identified  RUNX3  as a downstream  target  of  FLT3-ITD.  The  transcriptional  induction
of  the  RUNX3  expression  by FLT3-ITD  was  noted  on  a Luciferase  assay.  The  knockdown  of  the  RUNX3
expression  in  the  K562/FLT3-ITD  cells  increased  the  sensitivity  to Ara-C,  and  the  exogenous  expression  of
RUNX3  per se  resulted  in the  enhancement  of  Ara-C  resistance  in the  K562  cells.  A relationship  between
the  FLT3-ITD-induced  RUNX3  expression  and  Ara-C  resistance  was  also  observed  in  AML  cells  with  an
endogenous  FLT3-ITD  expression.  Collectively,  these  findings  demonstrate  that  RUNX3  is  a  prerequisite
for  Ara-C resistance  via  FLT3-ITD  signaling.

©  2015  Elsevier  Ltd. All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is a group of heterogeneous
hematological malignancies that includes 24 subtypes according
to the 2008 World Health Organization (WHO) classification. The
current standard induction therapy for AML, except acute promye-
locytic leukemia, is composed of Ara-C and anthracyclines such as
daunorubicin and idarubicin [1]. These regimens are effective in
eliminating the bulk of leukemic blasts and inducing AML  remis-
sion in most cases; however, the disease often relapses in patients
with certain cytogenetics. Therefore, chromosomal aberrations are
thought to affect the AML  prognosis [2,3].

Cytogenetically normal AML  (CN-AML) represents approxi-
mately 45% of cases and is considered to have an intermediate
risk. However, it is further divided by gene mutations into subsets
with different outcomes [4–6]. For example, internal tandem
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Fax:  +81 463 93 8607
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duplication of the juxtamembrane domain of fms-related tyrosine
kinase 3 (FLT3-ITD) is found in 25–35% of CN-AML patients and
carries a poor prognosis, with a high risk of relapse after stan-
dard chemotherapy and a median survival of less than five months
[7–10].

Class III receptor tyrosine kinase FLT3, expressed in the
hematopoietic stem cell fraction, plays an important role in cel-
lular survival and proliferation. Functional analyses have revealed
that ITD mutations constitutively activate multiple downstream
targets of FLT3, including PI3K/AKT, MAPK/ERK and STAT3/5
[11]. A number of tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) against FLT3
have been developed and introduced in clinical trials [12]. How-
ever, the treatment effectiveness has not yet reached satisfactory
levels.

We previously reported Ara-C resistance in FLT3-ITD leukemic
cells via reduced intracellular Ara-C uptake [13]. In order to clarify
the detailed mechanisms, we  performed a microarray gene expres-
sion analysis in FLT3-ITD-transduced K562 cells and found that
RUNX3 is upregulated by FLT3-ITD transduction. Moreover, RUNX3
was found to play an important role as a downstream molecule in
Ara-C resistance in leukemic cells with FLT3-ITD.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.leukres.2015.09.009
0145-2126/© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. FLT3-ITD upregulated the RUNX3 expression in the K562 cells.
(A)  Selection strategy of the genes differently expressed in the K562/FLT3-ITD cells using a microarray gene expression analysis. (B) Heat-map representation and the
quantitative expression levels of four identified genes associated with chemotherapy resistance in the K562/FLT3-ITD cells. The mean gene expression values were calculated
using  the data obtained from three independent experiments. (C), (D). The expression of RUNX3 in the K562/mock and K562/FLT3-ITD cells evaluated by RT-qPCR (C) and a
Western  blot analysis (D). * indicates p < 0.01.

2. Materials and methods

2.1.  Cell lines and reagents

Human  leukemia cell lines K562, MOLM-14 (kindly pro-
vided by Hayashibara Biochemical Laboratories, Okayama, Japan)
[14] and MV4:11 (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) were cultured in
RPMI-1640 medium (Wako, Osaka, Japan) containing 10% Fetal
Bovine Serum (FBS; Wako) and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin (PC/SM;
Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, MO,  USA) at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2. PLAT-
gp packaging cells (kindly provided by Dr. Toshio Kitamura)
and HEK293T cells were cultured in DMEM medium (Wako)
with 10% FBS, 1% PC/SM at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2. Primary leukemic
blasts were obtained from AML  patients with FLT3-ITD (sup-
plementary Table S1), after their written informed consent was
provided, according to the Declaration of Helsinki and with
approval from the Tokai University Committee on Clinical Inves-
tigation (Permit number: #13I-24). The blasts were cultured
in StemPro-34 SFM medium (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA,
USA), supplemented with StemPro-34 Nutrient Supplement (Life
Technologies), 2 mM L-Glutamine (Life Technologies), 50 ng/ml
recombinant human thrombopoietin (rhTPO; Kirin Brewery,
Gunma, Japan), 50 ng/ml recombinant human stem cell factor
(rhSCF; Wako), and 50 ng/ml recombinant human FLT3 ligand
(rhFL; Wako).

Supplementary material related to this article found, in the
online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.leukres.2015.09.009.

Stock  solutions of 2 mM cytosine arabinofuranoside (cytarabine,
Ara-C; Wako) and 20 mM vincristine (VCR; Wako) were prepared
with physiological saline solution. Methotrexate (MTX; Wako) and
idarubicin (IDR; Sigma–Aldrich) were diluted with RPMI-1640 and
ethanol to prepare 20 mM and 0.5 nM stock solutions, respectively.
Stock solutions of FLT3 inhibitors PKC412 (5 mM)  (Alexis, Lausen,
Switzerland) and Crenolanib (100 !M)  (ChemieTek, Indianapolis,
IN, USA) were prepared in DMSO.

2.2.  Generation of FLT3-ITD, RUNX3-overexpressed and
RUNX3-knockdown cells

The  pMY-puro-FLT3-ITD plasmid was  kindly provided by Dr.
Tetsuya Nosaka (Mie University, Tsu, Japan) [15]. Human RUNX3
cDNA (purchased from RIKEN Bioresource Center, Tsukuba, Japan)
[16] was cloned into the pMY-puro vector (kindly provided by Dr.
Toshio Kitamura), yielding pMY-puro-RUNX3. These retroviral vec-
tors were used to generate recombinant retroviruses, as previously
described [17]. K562 cells infected with these viruses were selected
using 2 !g/ml of puromycin.

The pLKO.1 lentiviral vectors encoding two  different target
sequences of pre-designed shRNA for RUNX3 and the negative
control were obtained from Sigma–Aldrich. The puromycin resis-
tance gene was replaced with the enhanced green fluorescent
protein (EGFP) gene. After packaging, generated recombinant
lentiviruses were infected into both K562/FLT3-ITD and MOLM-14
cells; EGFP-expressing cells were subsequently sorted via FAC-
SAria (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA). The target sequences
of shRNA were: negative control, 5′-GCGCGATAGCGCTAATAATTT-
3′; RUNX3 KD-1, 5′-GGCTAGCAGCATGCGGTATTT-3′; RUNX3 KD-2,
5′-CGCCTTCAAGGTGGTGGCATT-3′.

2.3. RNA extraction, reverse transcription and quantitative
real-time PCR

Total  RNA was  extracted using Isogen (Nippon Gene, Tokyo,
Japan), and cDNA was  generated from 2 !g of RNA using the VILO
SuperScript cDNA synthesis kit (Life Technologies). PCR was  per-
formed using Phusion FLEX HS (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA,
USA) polymerase, and quantitative real-time PCR (RT-qPCR) was
performed with SYBR Premix Ex Taq II (Tli RNase H Plus) (Takara
Bio, Otsu, Japan) on ABI StepOnePlus thermal cycler (Applied
Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.leukres.2015.09.009
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Fig. 2. FLT3-ITD phosphorylation induced the transcriptional expression of RUNX3.
(A) The phosphorylation status of FLT3-ITD in the K562/FLT3-ITD cells treated with the FLT3 inhibitors. The cells were cultured with PKC412 (10 nM)  or Crenolanib (10 nM)  for
3  h. (B) The quantitative comparison of the RUNX3 transcript in the K562/FLT3-ITD cells treated with vehicle or FLT3 inhibitors. The cells were cultured with vehicle, PKC412
(10  nM)  or Crenolanib (10 nM)  for 24 h. * indicates p < 0.01. (C) Dose-dependent effect of FLT3-ITD on the RUNX3 promoter activity. A luciferase assay was performed using
HEK293T cells transfected with the RUNX3 promoter-luciferase reporter and increasing doses of FLT3-ITD construct DNA. (D) FLT3-ITD-induced RUNX3 promoter activity with
FLT3  inhibition. A luciferase assay was performed using HEK293T cells transfected with the RUNX3 promoter-luciferase reporter and 500 ng of pMY-puro-FLT3-ITD under
culture  with vehicle, Crenolanib (10 nM)  or PKC412 (10 nM). * indicates p < 0.05.

The transcript levels of RUNX3 were determined and
expressed as the relative ratio to glyceraldehyde-3-
phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH). The primer sequences
were: RUNX3 forward 5′-GCAGGCAATGACGAGAACTA-
3′, reverse 5′-CAGTGATGGTCAGGGTGAAA-3′; GAPDH
forward 5′-TTGCCATCAATGACCCCTTCA-3′, reverse 5′-
CGCCCCACTTGATTTTGGA-3′. The primer sequences for FLT3
were as previously described [13].

2.4. Microarray analysis

After  confirming the total RNA quality using an Agilent Model
2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA, USA), 200 ng
of total RNA was subjected to a microarray analysis using Whole
Human Genome Microarray 4 × 44 K v2 (Agilent). The microarray
data were analyzed using the GeneSpring GX 12.1 program (Agi-
lent). The fold-changes for each probe were calculated as the ratio
of the signal intensity of the control and FLT3-ITD-overexpressing
samples. Changes in the gene expression of more than 2-fold were

considered to be significant. The microarray data were deposited
into the Gene Expression Omnibus (Acc. No. GSE64330).

2.5. Western blot analysis

The  Western blot analysis was  performed as previously
described [13]. The utilized antibodies were specific to total FLT3,
phosphorylated FLT3 (Y589/591), RUNX3, total STAT5, phosphory-
lated STAT5 (Tyr694) (Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA,  USA)
and ACTB (Sigma–Aldrich). Enhanced chemiluminescence signals
were detected using the Immobilon Western Blotting Chemilumi-
nescent HRP Substrate kit (Merck Millipore, Billerica, MA,  USA).

2.6.  Cellular proliferation and sensitivity to the cytotoxic agents

Ten  thousand cells were cultured at 37 ◦C for 72 h with varying
concentrations of the cytotoxic agents in 200 !l in 96-well plates,
and an MTT  assay was  performed as previously described [18].
The 50% inhibitory concentration for cellular growth (IC50) was
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determined as compared to the untreated controls. Each experi-
ment was done in duplicate, and three independent experiments
were performed.

2.7.  Reporter assay

Five  hundred and fifty nanograms of DNA, including pMY-puro-
FLT3-ITD and luciferase reporter constructs, pLightSwitch Prom-
RUNX3 (ID S713138) (the RUNX3 promoter-luciferase reporter)
or empty control pLightSwitch Prom (ID 790005) (SwitchGear
Genomics, Carlsbad, CA, USA), were transfected into 1 × 105

HEK293T cells with FuGENE 6 transfection reagent (Promega,
Madison, WI,  USA). The luciferase activity was measured with
LightSwitch Assay Reagent (SwitchGear) using a Turner Designs
Luminometer Model TD-20/20 (Promega) at 48 h after transfection,
according to each manufacturer’s protocol.

2.8. Data analysis

The  results are presented as the mean ± SD. Statistical dif-
ferences were evaluated with the nonparametric independent
Mann–Whitney U test using the SPSS v20.0 software program (IBM
Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA).

3. Results

3.1. The RUNX3 expression was upregulated in the
K562/FLT3-ITD cells

The  gene expression profiles of the K562 cells transduced
with pMY-puro-FLT3-ITD (K562/FLT3-ITD) were compared with
the pMY-puro controls (K562/mock) to obtain a comprehensive
understanding of the molecular mechanisms mediating FLT3-ITD-
induced Ara-C resistance. The FLT3-ITD transcript and protein
expression in the K562/FLT3-ITD cells were confirmed on RT-
PCR (Fig. S1A) and Western blotting (Fig. S1B), respectively.
The K562/FLT3-ITD exhibited 10-fold increased Ara-C resistance
compared with K562/mock cells (1.72 ± 0.32 !M,  0.17 ± 0.01 !M
respectively), with no changes in IDR, MTX  or VCR (Fig. S1C), similar
to our previous report [13].

Supplementary material related to this article found, in the
online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.leukres.2015.09.009.

The  cDNA microarray analysis identified 445 upregulated (496
probes) and 40 downregulated (43 probes) genes among 27,958
genes (44,000 probes) in the K562/FLT3-ITD cells. This gene
list included four genes (5 probes), RUNX3, IGFBP2, BAALC and
BCL-2, previously reported in clinical studies to be associated
with chemoresistance in leukemia (Fig. 1A) [19–23]. The high-
est expressional fold change probes (9.54 ± 2.34, 6.04 ± 0.72-fold
upregulation) targeted RUNX3 (Fig. 1B). Six-fold upregulation of
the RUNX3 transcript in the K562/FLT3-ITD cells compared with
K562/mock cells was verified on RT-qPCR (p < 0.01) (Fig. 1C).
Western blotting showed the RUNX3 expression only in the
K562/FLT3-ITD, not K562/mock, cells (Fig. 1D), suggesting RUNX3
to be positively related to the FLT3-ITD expression in K562
cells.

3.2. FLT3-ITD transcriptionally induced the RUNX3 expression

To  examine the correlation between the RUNX3 expression and
FLT3-ITD activity, we used a potent small-molecule tyrosine kinase
inhibitor of both wild-type and mutated FLT3 receptor, PKC412, and
a highly selective FLT3 inhibitor, Crenolanib. As expected, phospho-
rylation of FLT3-ITD was remarkably inhibited by the addition of
either 10 nM Crenolanib or 10 nM PKC412 in K562/FLT3-ITD cells
(Fig. 2A). Compared to untreated K562/FLT3-ITD cells, inhibitor

treatment  reduced the RUNX3 transcript expression to 43% and 61%,
respectively (p < 0.01) (Fig. 2B). Furthermore, the luciferase assay
showed that FLT3-ITD induced a dose-dependent increase in the
RUNX3 promoter activity in the HEK293T cells, which was strongly
inhibited by either 10 nM Crenolanib or 10 nM PKC412 (p < 0.01)
(Fig. 2C and D). These findings demonstrate that FLT3-ITD activation
induces the RUNX3 expression transcriptionally.

3.3. The RUNX3 expression promoted Ara-C resistance in the
K562/FLT3-ITD cells

Crenolanib  (10 nM)  treatment substantially restored the Ara-C
sensitivity to 0.84 ± 0.09 !M from 1.70 ± 0.08 !M in K562/FLT3-
ITD cells (p < 0.01) (Fig. 3A). RUNX3-knockdown K562/FLT3-ITD
cells were generated to directly evaluate the involvement of
RUNX3 in FLT3-ITD-induced Ara-C resistance. Two types of
RUNX3-shRNA and a scramble shRNA control were transduced
into K562/FLT3-ITD cells, designated K562/FLT3-ITD/RUNX3 KD-
1, K562/FLT3-ITD/RUNX3 KD-2 and K562/FLT3-ITD/scramble cells.
Compared to that induced by K562/FLT3-ITD/scramble, the
expression levels of the RUNX3 transcript in the K562/FLT3-
ITD/RUNX3 KD-1 and K562/FLT3-ITD/RUNX3 KD-2 cells were
suppressed to 17% and 26%, respectively (p < 0.01) (Fig. 3B). The
Western blot analysis confirmed that the RUNX3-shRNAs sup-
pressed the RUNX3 protein expression without affecting the
phosphorylation status of FLT3-ITD and its major downstream tar-
get, STAT5 (Fig. 3C and Fig. S2A).

Supplementary material related to this article found, in the
online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.leukres.2015.09.009.

Upon exposure to cytotoxic agents, the reduced expres-
sion of RUNX3 in the K562/FLT3-ITD cells correlated with an
increased sensitivity to Ara-C. The 2.27 ± 0.27 !M Ara-C IC50
in the K562/FLT3-ITD/scramble cells was  decreased in the
K562/FLT3-ITD/RUNX3 KD-1 and K562/FLT3-ITD/RUNX3 KD-2
cells, at 0.51 ± 0.22 and 0.66 ± 0.29 !M,  respectively (p < 0.01).
RUNX3 knockdown did not affect the IC50 values for the
other cytotoxic agents (IDR, MTX  and VCR). The IC50 values
in the K563/FLT3-ITD/scramble, K562/FLT3-ITD/RUNX3 KD-
1 and K562/FLT3-ITD/RUNX3 KD-2 cells were 51.92 ± 8.87,
44.32 ± 4.94 and 49.50 ± 6.15 nM for IDR, 8.00 ± 0.81, 8.47 ± 0.82
and 8.77 ± 0.32 nM for MTX, and 16.67 ± 0.86, 16.43 ± 1.40 and
17.70 ± 0.85 nM for VCR, respectively (Fig. 3D), indicating that
RUNX3 specifically mediated FLT3-ITD-induced Ara-C resistance
in the K562 cells

To  investigate whether RUNX3 provides Ara-C resistance,
pMY-puro-RUNX3 was transduced into K562 cells. The RUNX3
expression in K562/RUNX3 cells was confirmed on RT-qPCR and
Western blotting (p < 0.01) (Fig. 3E and F). The IC50 for Ara-
C was  0.22 ± 0.10 !M in the K562/mock control cells versus
2.51 ± 0.80 !M in the K562/RUNX3 cells (p < 0.01). To verify cross-
resistance to other cytotoxic agents in these cells, we  analyzed the
sensitivity to IDR, MTX  and VCR. The IC50 values for the K562/mock
and K562/RUNX3 cells were 54.99 ± 1.77 and 48.87 ± 1.50 nM for
IDR, 9.8 ± 0.5 and 8.9 ± 2.9 nM for MTX, and 15.77 ± 2.14 and
16.36 ± 3.94 nM for VCR, respectively (Fig. 3G). Crenolanib treat-
ment, which inhibited the RUNX3 expression and restored the
Ara-C sensitivity in K562/FLT3-ITD cells, did not alter the RUNX3
transcript level or the high IC50 value for Ara-C induced by the
forced RUNX3 expression in K562/RUNX3 cells (2.04 ± 0.08 and
2.26 ± 0.27 !M with and without Crenolanib, respectively) (Fig. S3A
and B).

Taken together, these findings demonstrate that RUNX3 is a key
mediator of FLT3-ITD-induced Ara-C resistance in K562 cells, with-
out affecting the sensitivity to other cytotoxic agents, such as IDR,
MTX  and VCR.
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Fig. 3. RUNX3 is involved in FLT3-ITD-induced Ara-C resistance in K562 cells.
(A) Ara-C sensitivity of the K562/FLT3-ITD cells with FLT3-ITD inhibition. Crenolanib (10 nM)  was  added to the culture medium for the evaluation of IC50 for Ara-C. * indicates
p  < 0.01. (B), (C). The expression levels of RUNX3 in the K562/FLT3-ITD/RUNX3 KD-1, K562/FLT3-ITD/RUNX3 KD-2 and K562/FLT3-ITD/scramble cells evaluated by RT-qPCR
(B)  and a Western blot analysis (C). * indicates p < 0.05. (D) IC50 values for Ara-C, IDR, MTX  and VCR in the K562/FLT3-ITD/RUNX3 KD-1, K562/FLT3-ITD/RUNX3 KD-2 and
K562/FLT3-ITD/scramble cells. * indicates p < 0.01. (E), (F). The expression of RUNX3 in the K562/mock and K562/RUNX3 cells evaluated by RT-qPCR (E) and a Western blot
analysis  (F). * indicates p < 0.01. (G) IC50 values for Ara-C, IDR, MTX  and VCR in the K562/mock and K562/RUNX3 cells. * indicates p < 0.01.
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Fig. 4. RUNX3 inhibition confers increased sensitivity to Ara-C in AML  cells with endogenous FLT3-ITD.
(A)  The phosphorylation status of FLT3-ITD in the MOLM-14 and MV4:11 cells treated with Crenolanib. Crenolanib treatment for MOLM-14 and MV4:11 cells were 1 nM for
1  h and 2 nM for 6 h (upper and lower panels, respectively). (B) The expression levels of RUNX3 transcript in MOLM-14 and MV4:11 cells treated with Crenolanib. The cells
were  cultured for 24 h with vehicle or 1 nM and 2 nM of Crenolanib, respectively. (C) Ara-C sensitivity in MOLM-14 and MV4:11 cells with FLT3-ITD inhibition. Crenolanib
(1 nM for MOLM-14 and 2 nM for MV4:11) was added to the culture media for the evaluation of IC50 for Ara-C. * indicates p < 0.01. (D), (E) The expression levels of RUNX3
in the MOLM-14/RUNX3 KD-1, MOLM-14/RUNX3 KD-2 and MOLM-14/scramble cells evaluated by RT-qPCR (D) and a Western blot analysis (E). * indicates p < 0.05. (F) IC50

values for Ara-C, IDR, MTX  and VCR in the MOLM-14/RUNX3 KD-1, MOLM-14/RUNX3 KD-2 and MOLM-14/scramble cells. * indicates p < 0.01.
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Supplementary material related to this article found, in the
online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.leukres.2015.09.009.

3.4.  RUNX3 mediates Ara-C resistance in AML  cells with
endogenous FLT3-ITD expression

FLT3-ITD-induced Ara-C resistance via the RUNX3 expres-
sion was analyzed in FLT3-ITD-overexpressing K562 cells. To
validate the above observations, studies of FLT3-ITD inhibition
were performed using the AML-derived MOLM-14 and MV4:11
human leukemia cell lines, which express endogenous FLT3-ITD.
Crenolanib treatment abolished the phosphorylation of FLT3 in
these cells (Fig. 4A) and significantly reduced RUNX3 transcript
expression to 56% in the MOLM-14 (p < 0.01) and 47% in the MV4:11
cells (p < 0.01) (Fig. 4B). Furthermore, Crenolanib decreased the IC50
for Ara-C from 0.31 ± 0.02 !M to 0.11 ± 0.04 !M in MOLM-14 and
from 0.47 ± 0.06 !M to 0.22 ± 0.03 !M in MV4:11 cells, respec-
tively (p < 0.05) (Fig. 4C).

To  precisely validate the involvement of the RUNX3 expression
in FLT3-ITD-induced Ara-C resistance, MOLM-14 cells were trans-
duced with RUNX3-shRNAs or scramble shRNA to generate MOLM-
14/RUNX3 KD-1, MOLM-14/RUNX3 KD-2 and MOLM-14/scramble
cells. RT-qPCR and Western blotting confirmed reduced RUNX3
transcript and protein levels in both MOLM-14/RUNX3 KD-1
and MOLM-14/RUNX3 KD-2 cells (p < 0.05) (Fig. 4D and E). The
RUNX3-shRNA transduction did not affect the expression or phos-
phorylation status of FLT3-ITD and STAT5 in the MOLM-14 cells
(Fig. 4E and S2B).

We  then evaluated the effects of RUNX3 knockdown on Ara-C
sensitivity in the MOLM-14 cells. The IC50 was 0.23 ± 0.06 !M in
the MOLM-14/scramble cells, compared to the decreased values of
0.12 ± 0.02 and 0.10 ± 0.02 !M in the MOLM-14/RUNX3 KD-1 and
MOLM-14/RUNX3 KD-2 cells, respectively (p < 0.01). There were no
significant changes in sensitivity to the other cytotoxic agents (IC50
in MOLM-14/RUNX3 KD-1, MOLM-14/RUNX3 KD-2 and MOLM-
14/scramble cells: 6.0 ± 1.8 nM,  6.5 ± 1.5 nM and 5.7 ± 0.8 nM for
IDR, 6.1 ± 0.5 nM,  7.5 ± 0.3 nM and 6.4 ± 0.8 nM for MTX, and
1.39 ± 0.1 nM,  1.28 ± 0.1 nM and 1.38 ± 0.7 nM for VCR, respec-
tively) (Fig. 4F).

Finally,  the effects of FLT3-ITD inhibition were analyzed in
the leukemic blasts obtained from 2 AML  patients with FLT3-ITD.
Upon treatment of both samples with 1 nM Crenolanib, the RUNX3
transcript expression was reduced to 54% and 26%, respectively
(p < 0.01) (Fig. 5).

Collectively, these findings verify that RUNX3 mediates Ara-C
resistance in AML  cells with an endogenous FLT3-ITD expression.

4.  Discussion

The enhanced capacity for survival and proliferation dominance
caused by FLT3-ITD is believed to confer a high risk of relapse and
treatment failure, resulting in a poor prognosis of AML. However,
our studies have revealed that FLT3-ITD induces resistance to Ara-
C, but not other cytotoxic agents, in leukemic cells. In the current
study, we newly identified RUNX3 as a downstream target of FLT3-
ITD and demonstrated that RUNX3 mediates FLT3-ITD-induced Ara-
C resistance in leukemic cells.

The leukemic cells utilized in the initial analysis in this study
were K562 cells, which express another constitutively activated
tyrosine kinase BCR-ABL1 fusion protein [24]. Due to the con-
siderable overlap in BCR-ABL1 and FLT3-ITD signaling pathways,
including RAS-MAPK, PI3K-AKT and STATs, the significance and
function of RUNX3 identified in K562/FLT3-ITD cells were verified
in AML  cells without BCR-ABL1. The increased Ara-C sensitivity
achieved via FLT3-ITD inhibition or RUNX3 knockdown was  also

Fig. 5. FLT3-ITD inhibition suppresses RUNX3 expression in leukemic blasts.
The expression of RUNX3 transcript in the leukemic blasts before and after 12 h
treatment with vehicle or 1 nM Crenolanib. The graph represents the results of trip-
licate real-time PCR experiments for single samples. Before Tx, before treatment. *
indicates p < 0.01.

observed in MOLM-14 and MV4:11 cells, which express endoge-
nous FLT3-ITD [25]. The transduction of FLT3-ITD in HEK293T cells
triggered luciferase activation under the control of the RUNX3 pro-
moter in a dose-dependent manner and was hampered by either
PKC412 or Crenolanib treatment. Furthermore, FLT3-ITD inhibition
in the patient samples reduced the expression of RUNX3. These find-
ings demonstrate that FLT3-ITD, but not BCR-ABL1, induces Ara-C
resistance via the induction of the RUNX3 expression.

RUNX3 is a transcription factor containing the runt domain,
which forms a heterodimer with CBFB and acts as either a tumor
suppressor or oncogene [26,27]. It is mainly expressed in the
hematopoietic system, with high levels in the spleen, thymus and
blood [28]. The importance of RUNX3 in oncogenesis was initially
described in gastric, colon and other cancers. Point mutations, inac-
tivation by deletion, promoter hypermethylation and cytoplasmic
mislocalization are frequently observed in these cancers, suggest-
ing that RUNX3 has a tumor suppressive role [29–31]. However, in
light of several recent reports, this role has become controversial,
as RUNX3 is overexpressed and functions as an oncogene in solid
tumors, such as ovarian, skin and head and neck cancers [32–34].

Regarding  the hematopoietic system, RUNX3 deficiency results
in myeloproliferative neoplasms in older mice [35], whereas dis-
ruption of both Runx1 and Runx3 induces bone marrow failure and
myeloproliferative neoplasms via DNA repair defects, suggesting
that RUNX3 is not a simple tumor suppressor in the myeloid lin-
eage and instead protects the bone marrow function from cellular
exhaustion [15]. Clinically, a high RUNX3 transcript level is asso-
ciated with lower event-free survival in pediatric AML  with FLT3
activating mutations, including FLT3-ITD [20]. In addition, the tran-
scriptional repression of RUNX3 in AML  with t(8;21) and inv(16) is
associated with a good response to Ara-C-based chemotherapy and
a favorable prognosis [19]. Such inverse correlation between the
RUNX3 expression and prognosis of AML  suggests that RUNX3 con-
tributes to the survival of leukemic clones against chemotherapy,
supporting our findings.

Although  we  observed Ara-C resistance to be induced by the
RUNX3 expression in this study, the exact mechanisms underly-
ing the FLT3-ITD-induced RUNX3 expression and resulting Ara-C
resistance must be clarified in detail. AML  cases with FLT3-ITD dis-
play the constitutive activation of proliferative and anti-apoptotic
signals via an enhanced kinase activity, including activation of
the STAT3/5 pathway, which is related to short disease-free
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survival [36,37]. Previous studies have identified the expression of
pro-survival genes regulated by FLT3-ITD, including PIM1, PIM2,
Survivin, PRL-3, contributing to the survival of leukemic cells
[38–41]. Recently, FLT3-ITD-induced MYC  activation via PIM1 has
been reported to enhance the SIRT1 protein expression, which con-
tributes to the maintenance of AML  stem cells [42]. However, these
observations do not explain the onset of chemotherapy resistance
relative to Ara-C.

One  possible mechanism may  be the synergistic interaction of
RUNX3 and SMADs to implement the signaling of transforming
growth factor-! (TGF!) [43]. The latter shows pro-survival and
anti-apoptotic effects under Ara-C treatment, which are reversed
by inhibitors or neutralizing antibodies against TGF! [44,45].
Another target gene for TGF!, MCL1, induced by TAK1/MEK and
SMAD activation is upregulated by FLT3-ITD and confers resistance
to Ara-C and daunorubicin in leukemic cells [46]. Although our
microarray gene expression analysis did not show upregulation of
MCL1 (data not shown), the relationship with RUNX3, TGF!/SMADs
and MCL1 in FLT3-ITD AML  should be evaluated in detail.

In  conclusion, our results demonstrate that FLT3-ITD induces
RUNX3 expression, resulting in Ara-C resistance in leukemic cells.
Although the full details underlying this event remain undeter-
mined, our results provide a rationale for the development of
chemotherapy resistance and poor prognosis of AML  with FLT3-
ITD and validate RUNX3 expression as a prognostic marker in AML.
Further studies are required to explore the possibility of inhibiting
the RUNX3 expression and activity as a novel therapeutic target in
AML  with FLT3-ITD.
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this lesion was done without bleeding complications. One 
month later, a second PK study was carried out before sur-
gery, and esophageal bypass surgery was completed suc-
cessfully under FXIII replacement therapy. Our experience 
with this case suggests that operations can be performed 
safely and with confidence even in patients with such life-
threatening hemorrhagic diseases.

Keywords Autoimmune/acquired hemorrhaphilia · 
Anti-FXIII/13 antibodies · Factor XIII concentrates · 
Pharmacokinetic study · Immunosuppressive therapy

Introduction

Factor XIII (FXIII or FXIII/13 to avoid confusion with fac-
tor VIII/8 or factor XII/12) is a plasma pro-transglutami-
nase, which is activated to active transglutaminase, FXIIIa, 
by thrombin at the final stage of the blood coagulation reac-
tion. FXIII is also called fibrin stabilizing factor because 
FXIIIa increases the strength of a fibrin clot by cross-link-
ing fibrin monomers to themselves, α2-plasmin inhibitor 
(α2-PI; ISTH Nomenclature in 1972), or fibronectin [1]. 
Inherited FXIII deficiency is a rare life-long severe bleed-
ing disorder including spontaneous intracranial hemor-
rhage, and female patients manifest recurrent miscarriage. 
Some patients also show abnormal wound healing [2].

In the twenty-first century, Japan has become a first 
super-aging society in the world (population ages 65 and 
above as a percentage of the total population is 25.1 % in 
2013; source, The United Nations Population Division’s 
World Population Prospects). Incidentally, “the number of 
diagnosed cases” with autoimmune hemorrhagic disease 
(hemorrhaphilia) due to anti-FXIII autoantibodies (termed 
AH13) has been on the rise in Japan (8 cases in the last 

Abstract Autoimmune hemorrhaphilia due to anti-factor 
XIII (FXIII) antibodies (AH13) is a life-threatening disease 
associated with high risk of surgical bleeding. Since AH13 
occurs mainly in the elderly, patients of AH13 tend to be 
complicated with other life-threatening diseases that may 
require surgical procedures. During our nation-wide survey 
on AH13, supported by the Japanese Ministry of Health, 
Labor, and Welfare, patients with unexplained bleeding 
were examined for FXIII-related parameters and anti-FXIII 
autoantibodies. A 64-year-old man had previously been 
tentatively diagnosed with AH13 and received immuno-
suppressive therapies, as FXIII inhibitor was detected by 
functional cross-mixing studies. About 2 years later, he was 
definitively diagnosed with AH13, because our immuno-
chromatographic test and enzyme-linked immuno-sorbent 
assay detected FXIII-bound anti-FXIII-A subunit autoan-
tibodies. Since routine endoscopic examination revealed 
suspected esophageal carcinoma, a preparatory FXIII 
pharmacokinetic (PK) analysis was performed by infusing 
FXIII concentrates prior to biopsy. Consequently, biopsy of 
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century vs. 47 case in this century; Refs. [3, 4] and unpub-
lished data as of April 2015), mostly in the elderly [3–6]. It 
is very likely that our nation-wide survey and effort to diag-
nose AH13 identified more patients than former times [3, 
4]. AH13 is a life-threatening hemorrhagic disease [7–9], 
and some patients are accidentally recognized and diag-
nosed after they manifest severe postoperative bleedings. 
Their hemorrhage pattern is also characterized as “delayed 
bleeding” that occurs 12–36 h after trauma or invasive pro-
cedures [1].

On the contrary, if AH13 cases were diagnosed before-
hand, operations would be withheld by surgeons, in gen-
eral, mainly because of the deliberation on excessive/
abnormal bleeding. However, even female patients with 
inherited FXIII deficiency can safely deliver babies under 
FXIII replacement therapy [10, 11]. This holds true for 

surgery in cases with inherited FXIII deficiency [12, 13], 
so why is surgery not performed in AH13 cases? To the 
authors’ best knowledge, there was a single AH13 case for 
which coronary artery bypass surgery was performed using 
off-pump, beating heart surgery to minimize risks of a post-
operative coagulopathy [14].

Case presentation

A previously otherwise healthy 64-year-old Japanese man 
was hospitalized for a left femur hematoma after a bicycle 
accident a month earlier (Dec. 201X; Fig. 1, arrow with 
‘Th’). There was no personal or family history of bleed-
ing diathesis. He underwent embolization of the left fem-
oral artery, because computed tomography (CT; Fig. 2a) 
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Fig. 1  Clinical course of the present patient. Hemoglobin levels 
(black line) corresponded to bleeding episodes (arrows with bleed-
ing sites). Plasma-derived FXIII concentrates were given to arrest 
bleeding. The patient underwent immune-suppressive therapies first 
with prednisolone (PSL), then with cyclosporine A (CsA), and finally 
with rituximab. Although his FXIII activity (filled squares) remained 
low, the FXIII inhibitor (measured by 1:1 cross-mixing test) disap-
peared 1 year later, and thus CsA treatment was discontinued. Since 
his FXIII activity returned to 4 % and his FXIII inhibitor re-appeared, 
CsA treatment was re-started. Then esophageal carcinoma (EC) was 

suspected by an endoscopic examination. The Japanese collaborative 
research group (JRCG) was called into consultation and their detailed 
studies were carried out. He was definitely diagnosed as AH13 by 
immunological assays, and thus cyclophosphamide (CPA) was added. 
Under FXIII replacement therapy, biopsy of the esophageal lesion 
and then its bypass surgery were carried out without hemorrhagic 
complication, followed by cisplastin treatment (CTx) and radiation 
therapy (RTx). Both FXIII activity (filled squares) and antigen (filled 
diamonds) started to increase gradually. Ty thigh, Ax axillar, RP retro-
peritoneal hematoma
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and angiography revealed its active bleeding. The patient 
noticed a hematoma at his right axilla 5 days after embo-
lization (Fig. 1, arrow with ‘Ax’) and visited our hospital 
(Jan. 201X + 1; Fig. 2b). His height and body weight were 
168 cm and 68 kg.

A physical examination revealed a hematoma of the 
right axilla as well as a huge hematoma of the left femur 
accompanied with purpura. Laboratory tests showed low 
levels of hemoglobin (71 g/L) and red blood cell count 
(2.3 × 1012/L), while leukocyte and platelet numbers, 
C-reactive protein and fibrinogen levels were above the 
normal ranges (14.2 and 412 × 109/L, 81.3 and 426 mg/
mL, respectively). D-Dimer (1.1 µg/mL) and fibrin/fibrino-
gen degradation products (FDP; 4.5 µg/mL), thrombin–
antithrombin complex (>60 ng/mL), and von Willebrand 
factor (VWF; 323 %) activity levels were also increased 
slightly or moderately, reflecting the patient’s severe bleed-
ing condition. Antithrombin and plasmin–plasmin inhibitor 
complex (PIC) levels were within the normal limits. Routine 
coagulation screening tests also showed normal prothrom-
bin time and activated partial thromboplastin time. How-
ever, his FXIII activity was as low as 10 % (normal range 
70–140 %) on Jan. 30, 201X + 1. A cross-mixing study in 
which the patient’s plasma was mixed at a 1:1 ratio with a 
healthy control’s plasma demonstrated significantly low 
residual FXIII activity (10 %) on Feb. 1, 201X + 1 (FXIII 

activities of a healthy control and the patient; 108 and 11 %, 
respectively). He was therefore diagnosed with hemorrhagic 
acquired FXIII deficiency resulting from FXIII inhibitor, 
i.e., AH13, tentatively, and thus started to take prednisolone 
(PSL) at 1 mg/kg, cyclosporine A (CyA) at 5 mg/kg and 
received plasma-derived FXIII concentrates (Fibrogammin 
P®, CSL Behring, Tokyo, Japan; 240 U/vial according to 
the manufacturer’s definition). Upper gastrointestinal endo-
scopic examination revealed no abnormal findings in Jan. 
201X + 1, and tumor markers, such as carcino-embryonic 
antigen, carbohydrate antigen 19-9, and prostate-specific 
antigen, were not elevated in Jan. 201X + 1.

The patient’s bleeding appeared to be temporarily 
stopped, but his blood pressure and hemoglobin level sud-
denly dropped a few days later. CT imaging revealed a ret-
roperitoneal hematoma (Fig. 1, arrow with ‘RP’, Fig. 2c), 
and thus red cell concentrates (RCC) and FXIII concen-
trates were transfused, and embolization was performed. To 
reinforce immunosuppressive therapy, he was also treated 
with weekly rituximab, four times (Fig. 1). His FXIII activ-
ity increased to 15 %, but then decreased to 10 %. After 
8 months, FXIII activity increased to 20 % and 1:1 cross-
mixing test became negative for FXIII inhibitor, so that 
CyA was discontinued.

Four months later, FXIII activity decreased again to as 
low as 4 % and the 1:1 cross-mixing test returned to be 

B D 

C A 

Fig. 2  Computed tomographic images and an endoscopic picture. a 
Left femoral hematoma at first visit (Jan. 201X + 1). b Right axil-
lar hematoma at first visit (Jan. 201X + 1). c Retro-peritoneal hema-

toma during clinical exacerbation (Mar. 201X + 1). d Esophageal 
carcinoma suspected by upper gastrointestinal endoscopy (Dec. 
201X + 2). Each lesion is enclosed by a white broken circle/oval
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positive for FXIII inhibitor. Accordingly, the patient re-
started CyA treatment. Because of the chronic intractable 
nature of his disease, the Japanese collaborative research 
group (JCRG; chair; Prof. Ichinose of Yamagata Univer-
sity) was called into consultation. When the patient was 
examined for the presence of anti-FXIII autoantibodies by 
an immuno-chromatography test (ICT) [15], anti-FXIII-A 
autoantibodies were positive (Fig. 3a). Our ELISA method 
also demonstrated the presence of (total) anti-FXIII-A anti-
bodies (Fig. 3b) [16]. Consequently, he was definitely diag-
nosed as AH13 and reinforcement of immunosuppressive 
therapy was planned.

Unfortunately, an upper gastrointestinal endoscopy dur-
ing a routine health checkup revealed suspected esophageal 
carcinoma in Dec. 201X + 2, about 2 years after the first 
endoscopic examination (Fig. 2d). Because of his severe 
FXIII deficiency, he was began cyclophosphamide (CPA) at 
50 mg/day and underwent a pharmacokinetic (PK) analy-
sis by infusing FXIII concentrates at 1200 U in preparation 
for biopsy (Fig. 4a). Because the recovery rate of the PK 
study was considerably low (about 25 %), a large dose of 
FXIII replacement therapy at 60 U/kg (equivalent to 120 % 
increase) was carried out. As a result, the biopsy was per-
formed successfully without excessive/abnormal bleeding 
2 weeks later. The patient was diagnosed as having squa-
mous cell carcinoma of esophagus (UtMt, Type 2, T2, N0, 
M0, stage II; [17]).

He was treated with chemo-radiotherapy because his 
severe FXIII deficiency made him ineligible for a curative 
operation. He received 60 Gy/30 Fr radiotherapy with con-
current chemotherapy (5-FU at 700 mg/m2 on days 1–4 and 
cisplatin at 70 mg/m2; Fig. 1). His esophageal carcinoma 

went into complete remission and his FXIII activity rose 
to about 20 %. However, the carcinoma recurred 2 months 
later. His body weight suddenly decreased to 58 kg due to 
swallowing disturbance because of esophageal stricture. 
Accordingly, he required an esophageal bypass operation. In 
preparation for surgery, an FXIII PK study (dosing 1440 U) 
was again conducted 3 weeks before (Fig. 4b). Since a good 
recovery rate of 77 % was obtained, the patient was given 
50 U/kg of FXIII concentrate before entering the operat-
ing room to achieve a goal of at least 100 % FXIII activity 
(Fig. 4c). Esophageal bypass and jejunostomy creation were 
performed. The operation lasted a total of 4 h and 7 min, and 
the total blood loss during the operation was 302 g, which 
was the same as that in patients without a bleeding disorder 
[18], and he received a blood transfusion of 4 units of RCC. 
There were no problems related to the surgery. FXIII con-
centrates were also infused during the postoperative period 
(Fig. 4c), in order to prevent possible “delayed bleeding”. 
Immunosuppressive therapy with CPA alone was continued, 
whereas CyA was not administered on the day of operation 
until postoperative day 7.

No massive bleeding was observed after the surgery. No 
thrombotic events or problematic wound healing occurred. 
He was released from the hospital on postoperative day 24.

Discussion

Severe hemorrhagic tendency of AH13 patients seems to 
be quite a burden for surgeons because they have deci-
sion-making responsibilities. However, AH13 is a chronic 
intractable disease mainly in the elderly [7–9], who tend to 
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Fig. 3  Japanese collaborative research group (JCRG) analyses of the 
patient’s plasma FXIII and detection of anti-FXIII antibodies (Nov 
201X + 2). a ICTs to detect FXIII-A-bound anti-FXIII-A autoanti-
bodies with (spiked) or without (direct) pre-mixing pooled normal 
plasma. From the left to the right lanes direct and spiked ICTs for a 
case with non-autoimmune hemorrhagic FXIII deficiency (Non-AH), 
spiked ICT for positive control [(+)], i.e., the plasma obtained from a 
previously diagnosed AH13 case, direct and spiked ICTs for the pre-
sent AH13 case (patient), and direct ICT for negative control [(−)], 

i.e., the plasma obtained from a healthy control. b A fair amount of 
total anti-FXIII-A immunoglobulin G (IgG) was still clearly detected 
by the ELISA (filled circles). After the immunosuppressive therapy 
with CPA, his total anti-FXIII-A IgG had significantly decreased. 
A dashed line represents an average level of normal controls. ICT 
immuno-chromatography test, Dir direct, Mix spiked, AH13 autoim-
mune hemorrhagic disease due to anti-FXIII autoantibodies, ELISA 
enzyme-linked immuno-sorbent assay, CPA cyclophosphamide
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suffer from other life-threatening diseases, such as cancer, 
aortic aneurysm, and myocardial infarction, which require 
surgical procedures. In other words, even if AH13 patients 
could survive the life-threatening acute stage by proper 
hemostatic and immunosuppressive treatments, they might 
be endangered next by aforementioned life-threatening 
diseases.

Thanks to surgeons, at least two AH13 patients’ lives 
were saved, including a 73-year-old man with AH13 who 
actually underwent coronary bypass surgery for increas-
ing angina and did well for more than 3 years [14]. Our 
64-year-old man with AH13 has also been doing well 
more than 10 months after esophageal bypass surgery for 
carcinoma.

It is important to emphasize that malignancies were one 
of the leading underlying diseases among Japanese AH13 
cases [3, 4]. There were 2 cases with gastric cancer, 2 cases 
with bladder cancer, 1 patient with seminoma, and 1 patient 
with skin cancer (11 % of all Japanese AH13 cases; Refs. 
[3, 4] and unpublished data of JCRG). Surgical treatments 
are indications for most of these malignancies, in general. 
This is also true in patients with acquired hemophilia A 
(AHA) caused by auto-antibodies against factor VIII/8, in 
which malignancies are one of the most common under-
lying diseases (14.7 % of 150 cases in Ref. [19]). These 
facts suggest that malignancies may be related to compro-
mised immune reaction and, to some extent, to production 
of auto-antibodies against these coagulation factors. It was 
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Fig. 4  Preparatory pharmacokinetic (PK) studies (a, b) and hemo-
static treatment (c) by infusion of exogenous FXIII. Plasma-derived 
FXIII concentrates were infused at a dose of 1200 U in Nov. 
201X + 2 (17.6 U/kg, equivalent to about 35 % increase) in prepara-
tion for biopsy (a) and 1440 U in June 201X + 3 (24.8 U/kg, equiva-
lent to about 50 % increase) in preparation for bypass surgery (b), 
and during the perioperative period in July 201X + 3 (c). Both FXIII 
activity (filled squares) and antigen levels (filled diamonds) were 
measured before and at the indicated time intervals (a, b) or post-
operation dates just before the daily exogenous FXIII infusions (at 
the top; c). Broken lines depict calculated FXIII activities after the 
infusion of exogenous FXIII concentrates. Discrepancies between 
FXIII activity and antigen levels indicate the formation and existence 
of FXIII antigen–antibody complexes between “free” anti-FXIII-A 

autoantibodies and exogenous FXIII concentrates (c). As expected, 
his FXIII activity reasonably increased from 18 to 53 % on the next 
day after FXIII concentrates infusion despite he underwent surgical 
procedure the day before (i.e., in spite of surgical bleeding in addition 
to the inhibition by anti-FXIII-A autoantibodies and the accelerated 
clearance of infused FXIII). His FXIII activity kept further increase 
to 103, 91, 116, 131, and 147 %, because about 30 U/kg FXIII con-
centrates were administered for the following 3 days and 15 U/kg for 
another 3 days. We tried to keep his FXIII activity around 100 % of 
normal at least for several days after surgery in order to prevent the 
notorious ‘delayed bleeding’ of severe FXIII deficiency. His FXIII 
activity then decreased to 59 % 10 days after the discontinuation of 
FXIII concentrates administration
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reported that treatment of cancer with chemotherapy or sur-
gery was followed by the eradication of the inhibitor in 5 
out of 41 AHA patients with cancer [20].

We recommended an administration trial of FXIII for 
the diagnosis of AH13 [6]. It may be also useful to make a 
hemostatic plan in terms of subsequent dosage and dosing 
intervals. In fact, PK studies were performed in a 2.5-year-
old boy and a 53-year-old man with severe inherited FXIII 
deficiency before epilepsy neurosurgery [12] and a surgery 
for aortic valve replacement [13], respectively. Furthermore, 
it was done in a 73-year-old man with AH13 before coro-
nary artery bypass surgery for angina, although the timing 
of survival study was not specified [14]. In the present case 
of AH13, a PK analysis was carried out before esophageal 
bypass surgery for carcinoma. Surgeries for all four patients 
were completed successfully, regardless of whether the 
FXIII deficiency was inherited or acquired, in other words, 
with or without anti-FXIII autoantibodies. Thus, preparatory 
PK studies seemed to be very useful to predict the efficacy of 
FXIII replacement therapy during and after surgery.

There are no evidence-based guidelines on how to man-
age perioperative therapy for FXIII deficiency, regardless 
of whether it is inherited or acquired. In particular, few data 
are available on FXIII dosing perioperatively. In inherited 
FXIII deficiency, a surgery was performed under FXIII 
replacement therapy at a dose of 36 U/kg for intracranial 
surgery [12], and major or minor surgeries were conducted 
at preoperative doses ranging from 25 to 40 U/kg [13]. 
Among AH13 cases, a 73-year-old man was given 42 U/kg 
FXIII for coronary artery bypass surgery [14]. In the pre-
sent AH13 case, we administered 50 U/kg FXIII concen-
trates for esophageal bypass surgery, and tried to keep the 
patient’s FXIII level around 100 % of normal for several 
days after operation.

All these cases demonstrate that major surgeries can be 
quite safely performed in patients with severe FXIII defi-
ciency, regardless of the presence or the absence of anti-
FXIII antibodies.
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Combination of vorinostat plus bortezomib did not increase 
vorinostat exposure at Day 11 [AUC0–24 h ratio (95 % 
CI) = 1.08 (0.80, 1.45)]; geometric mean AUC0–24 h ratio 
for bortezomib (90 % CI) was 1.96 (1.24–3.12). Objec-
tive therapeutic response occurred in 3 patients, including 
1 complete response and 2 partial responses. Vorinostat 
400 mg plus bortezomib 1.3 mg/m2 was safe and well-tol-
erated in Japanese patients with relapsed or refractory MM 
not considered bortezomib refractory (NCT00858234).

Keywords Vorinostat · Bortezomib · Multiple myeloma · 
Phase I study · HDAC inhibitor

Introduction

Multiple myeloma (MM) is a malignant hematopoietic dis-
order characterized by aberrant monoclonal proliferation 
of plasma cells. Approximately 102,000 new cases of MM 
worldwide were estimated for 2008, comprising approxi-
mately 0.8 % of all new cancer cases [1]. In spite of the 
availability of autologous stem cell transplantation and 
newer treatment drugs, MM remains an incurable disease 
with a high relapse rate and poor prognosis [2]. Therefore, 
an ongoing need for new treatment agents and therapeutic 
strategies to control MM progression and improve survival 
exists.

Bortezomib is a dipeptide proteasome inhibitor that sup-
presses the NF-κB signaling pathway, which controls cel-
lular functions important for the malignant progression of 
MM, including cell proliferation and survival [3]. Bort-
ezomib was approved by the US Food and Drug Admin-
istration in 2003 after a phase II trial that demonstrated a 
high overall response rate in patients with MM [4, 5]. Since 
then, bortezomib has become an important component of 

Abstract This study was undertaken to evaluate safety 
and pharmacokinetics and to determine treatment doses 
of vorinostat plus bortezomib in Japanese patients with 
relapsed or refractory multiple myeloma (MM). Of 9 
originally enrolled patients, 2 were refractory to borte-
zomib, and both experienced dose-limiting toxicity (DLT), 
prompting a protocol amendment to exclude bortezomib-
refractory individuals. Patients not considered bortezomib 
refractory (N = 7) received 21-day cycles of 1.3 mg/m2 
intravenous bortezomib (Days 1, 4, 8, and 11) and oral 
vorinostat 400 mg (Days 1 through 14) and were further 
evaluated. Vorinostat and bortezomib treatment doses were 
determined by DLT and safety, tolerability, and treatment 
response were assessed. Of 7 enrolled patients, 6 were 
evaluated, and one developed DLTs. The most common 
adverse events were leukopenia, neutropenia, thrombocyto-
penia, diarrhea, nausea, decreased appetite, and vomiting. 
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conventional MM treatment strategies. Clinical trials of 
bortezomib in Japanese patients demonstrated strong anti-
tumor activity and greater efficacy over thalidomide in 
patients with relapsed or refractory MM [3, 6, 7]. Never-
theless, no standard treatment regimen has been established 
for patients who fail to respond to bortezomib or who have 
relapsed after bortezomib therapy.

Vorinostat is a hydroxamic acid-based inhibitor of his-
tone deacetylases (HDACs), compounds which have 
emerged in recent years as an important target in MM [8]. 
High concentrations of a hydroxamic acid-based HDAC 
inhibitor have been shown to induce apoptosis in an acute 
T-cell leukemia cell line via a mechanism dependent on 
reactive oxygen species production [9]. Preclinical studies 
have shown that addition of vorinostat to cells previously 
exposed to bortezomib impaired mitochondrial function 
and induced apoptosis in drug-resistant as well as drug-
sensitive human MM cell lines, suggesting that vorinostat 
and bortezomib may be a potent combination for inhibiting 
MM progression [10]. The safety and tolerability of vori-
nostat have subsequently been demonstrated in a phase I 
trial in patients with relapsed and/or refractory MM [11–
14]. Trials evaluating safety and efficacy of vorinostat com-
bined with bortezomib showed that this combination was 
generally well-tolerated and produced clinical responses 
in patients with relapsed and/or refractory MM, including 
patients refractory to bortezomib [12–14].

Building upon data from prior studies investigating 
maximum tolerated doses of vorinostat and bortezomib, a 
phase I trial was conducted with the primary goal of deter-
mining the clinical doses of vorinostat plus bortezomib 
that would be well-tolerated in Japanese patients with 
relapsed and/or refractory MM [12, 14]. Secondary objec-
tives included evaluation of vorinostat and bortezomib 
pharmacokinetics and preliminary assessment of efficacy 
in these patients.

Patients and methods

Study design

This was a phase I open-label, multicenter study (clinical-
trials.gov identifier NCT00858234; Merck protocol number 
098) to evaluate the safety, tolerability, pharmacokinet-
ics, and efficacy of vorinostat combined with bortezomib 
in Japanese patients with MM. The study was conducted 
between March 2009 and April 2012 in accordance with 
the principles of Good Clinical Practice and the Declara-
tion of Helsinki, and was approved by the institutional 
review boards and regulatory agencies at each study site. 
Each enrolled patient gave written consent prior to study 
participation.

Patients

Japanese patients at least 20 years of age with an estab-
lished diagnosis of MM were enrolled in the study. A pro-
tocol amendment after study initiation restricted the study 
population to those not considered to be refractory to borte-
zomib therapy. Patients were considered refractory to bort-
ezomib if they did not respond to prior bortezomib-con-
taining regimens or had disease progression on or within 
60 days of a bortezomib-containing regimen. Patients must 
have had an Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) 
performance status score of 0 or 1 and clinically measur-
able disease previously treated with 1–3 anti-myeloma 
regimens, with progressive disease after the most recent 
treatment based on European Group for Blood and Marrow 
Transplantation (EBMT) criteria.

Patients who had had any prior allogeneic or planned 
hematopoietic stem cell transplant were excluded from 
the study. Patients were also excluded if they had an active 
systemic infection requiring treatment or were receiving 
>10 mg/day prednisone or equivalent corticosteroid treat-
ment. Prior treatment with vorinostat or other HDAC inhib-
itor drugs, inability to tolerate prior bortezomib treatment, 
or known hypersensitivity to bortezomib or vorinostat were 
also criteria for exclusion.

Treatment plan

Vorinostat and bortezomib were given over 21-day treat-
ment cycles, during which patients were administered 
bortezomib intravenously on Days 1, 4, 8, and 11 and vori-
nostat orally once daily with food concurrently from Day 1 
through Day 14. Dose level 1 consisted of vorinostat 400 mg 
plus bortezomib 1.3 mg/m2, dose level 1 consisted of vori-
nostat 400 mg plus bortezomib 1.0 mg/m2, and dose level-2 
consisted of vorinostat 300 mg plus bortezomib 1.0 mg/m2. 
On days when patients received both drugs, vorinostat was 
administered prior to bortezomib. To determine the optimal 
dose combination, treatment was initiated at dose level 1 in 
the first 3 enrolled patients. The initial dosing was based on 
results from a previous study of vorinostat combined with 
bortezomib in MM patients, which did not permit determi-
nation of the maximum tolerated dose [12, 14]. If 2 or fewer 
of the 3 patients developed DLT during the first cycle, up 
to 3 additional patients were enrolled and administered the 
study drugs at this dose level or the dose level was reduced 
without enrolling additional patients. If more patients were 
enrolled and 2 or fewer of the 6 patients who received a 
particular dose level developed a DLT, this dose level was 
considered to be tolerable. If 3 or more of the 6 patients 
developed DLT at a particular dose level, new patients were 
enrolled at the next lower dose level. If all 3 patients ini-
tially tested at dose level 1 developed a DLT, newly enrolled 
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patients were administered dose level 1. Decisions regard-
ing whether to enroll more patients at a particular dose level 
or to reduce the dose were made by the investigator and 
sponsor in consultation with the independent Efficacy and 
Safety Evaluation Committee.

Toxicity was graded according to the National Cancer 
Institute Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events 
(NCI-CTCAE) Guidelines, version 3.0. Dose-limiting 
hematologic and non-hematologic toxicities were defined 
separately and were based on events during the first study 
drug cycle. To be considered a DLT, an adverse event (AE) 
must have been considered by the investigator to have a 
‘possible,’ ‘probable,’ or ‘definite’ causal association with 
the study therapy. DLTs were defined as: (1) any Grade 3 
or 4 non-hematologic event except for any toxicity man-
ageable with supportive care or with non-prohibited thera-
pies (e.g., nausea, vomiting, and/or fatigue), or a transient 
increase in alanine aminotransferase (ALT) or aspartate 
aminotransferase (AST); or (2) any Grade 4 hematologic 
toxicity except for neutropenia, decreased hemoglobin, or 
decreased lymphocyte count. Neutropenia was considered 
a DLT criteria if it was Grade 3 or 4 and accompanied by 
a fever of ≥38.5 °C or by infection requiring antibiotic or 
antifungal treatment, or if it was a Grade 4 neutropenia 
lasting at least 5 days.

Patients were evaluable if they had DLT in the first cycle 
or completed the first cycle without a DLT and received at 
least 11 of the 14 vorinostat doses and at least 3 of the 4 
bortezomib doses. Depending on the cause of toxicity deter-
mined by the investigator, vorinostat could be omitted at 
any time, bortezomib could be omitted on Day 8 or 11, or 
both drugs could be omitted. All study drugs were adminis-
tered under hospitalization during the first cycle; subsequent 
treatments were administered at an outpatient clinic.

Safety assessments

Safety assessments included DLT incidence during the first 
treatment cycle, the incidence of all AEs and drug-related 
AEs, and laboratory tests. Laboratory tests included those 
related to hematology, urinalysis, and hepatic function.

Pharmacokinetic assessments

Blood samples were obtained during the first treatment 
cycle to evaluate vorinostat and bortezomib pharmacoki-
netics. Blood volumes of 3 mL were collected on Days 1, 
4, 8, and 11 predose (all days) and at the time points that 
included 5, 15, and 30 min, and 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 
24 h (Days 1 and 11) and 48 h (Day 11) post-dose.

Pharmacokinetic parameters evaluated for serum 
vorinostat included area under the plasma concentration 

time curve (AUC), peak concentration (Cmax), time to 
reach Cmax (tmax), and elimination half-life (t1/2). Phar-
macokinetic parameters evaluated for plasma bort-
ezomib were AUC, t1/2, clearance, and volume of dis-
tribution. Pharmacokinetic results were compared with 
those of bortezomib alone, as previously described [6, 
15].

Efficacy assessments

Efficacy assessments included response rate, response 
duration, time to progression, and time to response. 
Response to therapy was assessed using EBMT criteria 
[16] and the International Myeloma Working Group crite-
ria [17, 18], in which responses were graded as complete 
response (CR), partial response (PR), very good partial 
response, minor response, no change, or progressive dis-
ease; and was determined using quantitative measurements 
of serum immunoglobulin, serum protein electrophoresis, 
M-protein quantitation, 24-h urine protein electrophoresis, 
serum and urine immunofixation, bone marrow aspirate 
and biopsy, if applicable. Disease progression was moni-
tored every 21 days after the baseline visit. For patients 
with extramedullary plasmacytoma at baseline, follow-up 
efficacy measurements were performed every 6 weeks dur-
ing study treatment.

Statistical analysis

Since the total number of patients was dependent on the 
number of dose levels tested before the recommended clini-
cal doses were established, formal calculation of sample 
size was not performed based on power analysis.

Summary statistics, including mean, standard devia-
tion, median, and range for time to onset and duration 
of first AE of Grade 3 or higher were calculated for each 
dose level. All patients considered not refractory to bort-
ezomib and receiving at least 1 study drug dose were 
included in the safety analysis. For the pharmacokinetic 
analysis, summary statistics (mean, standard devia-
tion, and range) were calculated based on patients with 
available data. For the efficacy analysis, response rate, 
response duration, time to response, and time to progres-
sion were listed and described as appropriate. Patients 
who withdrew from the study due to disease progression 
were considered to have disease progression between the 
last visit and study withdrawal. Since the primary objec-
tive was to determine the recommended clinical doses 
of the vorinostat and bortezomib and evaluate the safety 
of the combination, no formal statistical hypothesis was 
tested, and therefore, no adjustments were made for 
multiplicity.
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Results

Patient characteristics

A total of 12 patients were screened; 3 of these did not 
meet the inclusion/exclusion criteria, and 9 were enrolled 
in the study (Fig. 1). Of these 9 patients, 2 were refractory 
to bortezomib and both experienced Grade 4 thrombocyto-
penia after study initiation. These results raised concerns 
about tolerability in bortezomib-refractory patients with the 
combination treatment, prompting a protocol amendment to 
include only patients who were not considered refractory to 
bortezomib. Of the remaining 7 patients, 1 received incon-
sistent ECOG PS scores (score of 1 by the investigator and 
score of 2 by the independent Efficacy and Safety Evalua-
tion Committee). As the study inclusion criteria required an 
ECOG PS score of 0 or 1, the patient was excluded.

Demographic and clinical characteristics of the enrolled 
patients are shown in Table 1. Patients ranged in age from 
43 to 80 years, with the median age being 65 years, and 
8 patients were male. Enrolled patients received a median 
of 1 prior chemotherapy regimen. Study treatment compli-
ance was ≥75 % in the first treatment cycle for all patients 
except 1, who discontinued from Day 8 onward as a result 
of a DLT (Grade 3 tumor lysis syndrome and Grade 4 
thrombocytopenia).

Safety

Safety was evaluated for 2 groups: the 9 patients origi-
nally enrolled (all enrolled patients) and the 7 patients 
who were considered not refractory to bortezomib (bort-
ezomib-refractory group). Three patients developed 7 

serious treatment-related clinical AEs (Grade 3 fatigue, 
Grade 3 anorexia and Grade 3 pneumonia in 1 patient; 
Grade 3 pneumonia in 1 patient, and Grade 3 sepsis, Grade 
3 pyelonephritis and Grade 3 disseminated intravascular 
coagulation in another patient), and 6 patients discontin-
ued therapy due to treatment-related clinical AEs. These 
included Grade 4 thrombocytopenia, 2 Grade 3 pneumo-
nia, Grade 2 peripheral neuropathy, Grade 3 pyelonephri-
tis resulting in Grade 3 sepsis and Grade 2 disseminated 
intravascular coagulation, and Grade 1 peripheral sensory 
neuropathy. The most commonly reported AEs in at least 
50 % of patients (Table 2) in either group were leukopenia, 
neutropenia, thrombocytopenia and diarrhea (100 % or 9/9 
patients and 100 % or 7/7 patients), nausea and decreased 
appetite (89 % or 8/9 patients and 86 % or 6/7 patients), 
vomiting (78 % or 7/9 patients and 71 % or 5/7 patients), 
lymphopenia and constipation (67 % or 6/9 patients and 
57 % or 4/7 patients and fatigue and hypokalemia (56 % 
or 5/9 patients and 57 % or 4/7 patients). The most com-
mon Grade 3 or higher AE was thrombocytopenia, which 
occurred in all patients (Table 2).

All enrolled patients required dose reductions due to 
AEs, with the most frequent cause being thrombocytope-
nia in 67 % (6/9) of patients. All bortezomib-refractory 
patients also had AEs that led to dose reductions, the most 
common being thrombocytopenia in 57 % (4/7) of patients. 
One patient was excluded from the DLT evaluation; and of 
the remaining 6 patients, one developed DLTs consisting of 
Grade 3 tumor lysis syndrome (onset time of 8 days), and 
Grade 4 thrombocytopenia (onset time of 11 days).

For both groups (all enrolled patients and the borte-
zomib-refractory group), the most common laboratory AEs 
were increased liver enzymes. Elevated AST was seen in 

Fig. 1  Patients included in the 
study analyses Screened N=12

Patients in study population N=9

Screen failure due to not meeting
Inclusion/Exclusion criteria  

n=3

Protocol amendment 
excluded BTZ-refractory 

patients
n=2

Patients included in DLT analysis N=6

Patients included in PK analysis  N=9 

N=9 
Patient group not refractory to BTZ N=7 

Patient group including those refractory to BTZ  

Patient deemed ineligible due to 
ECOG PS score=2 n=1
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44 % (4/9) of all enrolled patients and elevated ALT and 
AST were each reported in 43 % (3/7) of bortezomib-
refractory patients. A depressed lymphocyte count, the only 
laboratory AE of Grade 3 or higher, was reported in 11 % 
(1/9) of all enrolled patients. No laboratory AEs of Grade 3 
or above were reported in the bortezomib-refractory group. 

None of the laboratory AEs were considered serious, and 
none led to study discontinuation.

Pharmacokinetics

Analysis of pharmacokinetic parameters was performed for 
all 9 patients enrolled with a few exceptions. Pharmacoki-
netic parameters were not calculated for 1 patient on Day 8 
due to a lack of sample availability. Vorinostat pharmacoki-
netic data for 2 patients and bortezomib pharmacokinetic 
data for 3 patients were not included in the calculation of 
pharmacokinetic parameters on Day 11 since these patients 
did not receive the indicated drug.

Vorinostat pharmacokinetics are shown in Table 3. The 
least squares mean AUC0–24 h for vorinostat was 5.41 µM h 
on Day 1 and 5.84 µM h on Day 11, while the least squares 
mean Cmax was 1.23 µM on Day 1 and 1.81 µM on Day 
11. Median tmax for vorinostat on Day 1 was 1.95 h (range 
0.27–3.12 h) and that of Day 11 was 2.9 h (range 0.45–
6.02 h). Vorinostat was eliminated quickly from the serum 
on Days 1 and 11, with a harmonic mean t1/2 of 2.08 and 
2.74 h, respectively. Vorinostat tmax and t1/2 on Day 11 were 
not markedly different from Day 1, and no increase in vori-
nostat trough concentrations were observed after multiple 
dosing (Table 3; Fig. 2). Moreover, the combination of 
vorinostat and bortezomib at Day 11 did not significantly 

Table 1  Patient characteristics

All values are n (%) unless otherwise noted

ISS, International staging system
a 5 patients with data

Vorinostat + Bortezomib (N = 9)

Demographics

 Male sex 8 (89)

 Median age, years (range) 65 (43–80)

 Mean weight, kg (SD) 64.2 (8)

Disease characteristics

 Mean disease duration,  
years (SD)

5.3 (2)

 Range 3.0–10.0

 ECOG status

  0 6 (67)

  1 3 (33)

 ISS stage

  I 5 (56)

  II 3 (33)

  III 1 (11)

 Immunoglobulin

  IgG kappa 5 (56)

  IgG lambda 2 (22)

  IgA kappa 1 (11)

  IgA lambda 1 (11)

 Plasma cell  %a, mean (SD) 0.2 (0.4)

 Plasmocytomas 1 (11)

 Bone lesion 1 (11)

 Chromosome

  Deficiency 13q– 0

  Deficiency 17p– 0

  Translocation (11; 14) 1 (11)

  Translocation (4; 14) 3 (33)

  Translocation (14; 16) 0

Prior treatment

 Transplantation

  0 4 (44)

  1 4 (44)

  2 1 (11)

 History of radiation 1 (11)

 Number of prior chemotherapy regimens

  1 6 (67)

  3 3 (33)

Table 2  Most common drug-related AEs occurring in two or more 
patients

Only the highest reported grade of a given AE is counted for the indi-
vidual patient. Grades are based on NCI-CTCAE version 3.0

Events Grade 1–2 Grade ≥3

n (%) n (%)

Hematologic

 Thrombocytopenia 0 (0) 7 (100)

 Neutropenia 5 (71) 2 (29)

 Leukopenia 7 (100) 0 (0)

 Anemia 1 (14) 2 (29)

 Lymphopenia 1 (14) 3 (43)

Non-hematologic

 Diarrhea 6 (86) 1 (14)

 Decreased appetite 5 (71) 1 (14)

 Vomiting 5 (71) 0 (0)

 Nausea 4 (57) 2 (29)

 Constipation 4 (57) 0 (0)

 Fatigue 3 (43) 1 (14)

 Hypokalemia 3 (43) 1 (14)

 Hypoesthesia 2 (29) 0 (0)

 Weight decreased 2 (29) 0 (0)

 Dehydration 0 (0) 2 (29)

 Pneumonia 0 (0) 2 (29)
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increase exposure to vorinostat compared with Day 1; the 
AUC0–24 h ratio (95 % CI) for Day 11 to that of Day 1 was 
1.08 (0.80–1.45), and the Cmax accumulation ratio (95 % 
CI) was 1.47 (1.13, 1.93). 

Bortezomib pharmacokinetic results are shown in 
Table 4. The plasma bortezomib concentration versus 
time profile demonstrated a biphasic elimination pattern 
(Fig. 3) characterized by a rapid distribution phase (α) fol-
lowed by a slow elimination phase (β). There was a modest 
level of bortezomib accumulation over 11 days, which was 
suggested by the AUC0–24 h and Cmax accumulation ratios 
of 1.96 (range 1.24–3.12) and 1.29 (range 0.43–3.87), 
respectively. 

Clinical response

The efficacy of the vorinostat 400 mg plus bortezomib 
1.3 mg/m2 combination was evaluated separately in the 
9 originally enrolled patients, and the 7 patients not con-
sidered refractory to bortezomib. Of the 7 patients in the 

second group, 3 (43 %) displayed objective treatment 
response, including 1 CR and 2 PRs. One of the 2 patients 
with PR (14 %) was considered to have a “very good partial 
response” according to the International Myeloma Work-
ing Group criteria. Median time to response was 22 days, 
median time to progression was 215 days, and median 
response duration was 481.5+ days.

Analyses of responses of all 9 patients originally 
enrolled revealed that 4 (44 %) displayed a PR or bet-
ter response as defined by EBMT criteria. Of responders, 
median time to response was 22 days, median time to pro-
gression was 211 days, and median response duration was 
171.5 days.

Discussion

In this phase I study, safety, tolerability, and pharmacoki-
netic parameters were assessed, and the recommended 
doses of vorinostat in combination with bortezomib were 

Table 3  Pharmacokinetic parameters of serum vorinostat administered in combination with bortezomib

Root mean square error on the log-scale from mixed effects model = 0.29 for AUC, 0.26 for Cmax
a Back-transformed least squares mean and 95% CI from mixed effects model performed on natural log-transformed values
b Median; minimum, maximum based on actual times
c Harmonic mean; jackknife SD
d Back-transformed least squares mean difference and 90% CI from mixed effects model performed on natural log-transformed values

AUC0–∞ (µM h)a AUC0–24 h (µM h)a Cmax (µM)a Tmax (h)b t1/2 (h)c Accumulation Ratio Day 11/Day 1d

AUC0–24 h Cmax

Day 1 (N=9) 5.53 (4.42, 6.92) 5.41 (4.33, 6.77) 1.23 (0.909, 1.67) 1.95 (0.27, 3.12) 2.08 (1.23) NA NA

Day 11 (N=7) 5.68 (4.42, 7.30) 5.84 (4.48, 7.61) 1.81 (1.30, 2.52) 2.9 (0.45, 6.02) 2.74 (1.28) 1.08 (0.80, 1.45) 1.47 (1.13, 1.93)

Fig. 2  Mean serum concentra-
tion* versus time profile of 
vorinostat following administra-
tion. *Values below the lower 
limit of quantification were not 
included in the calculation of 
mean concentration
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determined for Japanese patients with relapsed or refrac-
tory MM. The dose combination consisting of vorinostat 
at 400 mg administered orally on Days 1 through 14, with 
bortezomib at 1.3 mg/m2 administered intravenously on 
Days 1, 4, 8, and 11 was generally safe and well-tolerated 
in these patients. However, in this phase I study of Japa-
nese patients, 2 patients who were refractory to bortezomib 
experienced Grade 4 thrombocytopenia after study initia-
tion and this result raised safety concerns about the treat-
ment of bortezomib-refractory patients, prompting a pro-
tocol amendment to include only patients who were not 
considered refractory to bortezomib. These data suggested 
Japanese MM patients who were considered refractory to 
bortezomib were possibly intolerant to vorinostat combined 
with bortezomib at the recommended doses. The dose com-
bination also elicited an objective clinical response in 3 
of the 7 patients with relapsed and/or refractory MM who 
were considered not refractory to bortezomib. While the 
present study was ongoing, the same vorinostat and bort-
ezomib dose combination was being evaluated and showed 
moderate efficacy in 2 international studies of patients 
with relapsed/refractory MM in which Japanese patients 
were not enrolled; the phase IIb open-label, single arm 
VANTAGE 095 study of bortezomib-refractory patients 
and the phase III randomized, double-blind, placebo-con-
trolled VANTAGE 088 study of patients not refractory to 
bortezomib [13, 19]. Although Japanese patients had not 
been enrolled in the VANTAGE 095 study, enrollment was 
planned after the completion of the present phase I study.

The frequency and types of AEs commonly reported 
by the patients in the current study, including neutropenia, 
fatigue, diarrhea, nausea, and vomiting, correspond to the 
most frequently encountered AEs reported in previous trials 
of vorinostat and bortezomib as single agents and as com-
bination therapies [13, 19–24]. High-grade thrombocytope-
nia was also seen in previous vorinostat and bortezomib tri-
als and has been reported to be largely manageable in some 
[20–24]. The VANTAGE 088 study noted an increased rate 
of thrombocytopenia in the vorinostat plus bortezomib arm 
compared with the bortezomib monotherapy arm [19]. 
Although Grade ≥3 thrombocytopenia occurred in all 
patients in the present study, it was transient and manage-
able. The results of the present study support previously 
published findings that the combination of vorinostat with 
bortezomib, administered at the recommended dosing regi-
men, is generally safe and well-tolerated [12, 14].

In the present study, the vorinostat tmax and t1/2 on Day 
11 were not markedly different from the values for Day 
1 and no increase in vorinostat trough concentration was 
observed after multiple dosing. These results suggested that 
serum vorinostat pharmacokinetics had reached steady-
state by Day 11. Of note, vorinostat administered with bort-
ezomib led to a somewhat lower tmax compared with tmax Ta
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values reported for vorinostat alone in previous studies 
[20, 21, 24]. However, the values obtained in the current 
study for AUC0–24 h and Cmax fell within the range of mean 
values reported in previous clinical studies with vorinostat 
administered alone, as did the mean t1/2 [20, 21, 24]. More-
over, the geometric mean AUC0–24 h and Cmax accumula-
tion ratios determined here for vorinostat were generally 
consistent with steady-state values previously reported for 
once daily administration of 400 mg vorinostat alone [20, 
21, 24]. Collectively, these data suggest that bortezomib 
co-administration does not significantly affect vorinostat 
pharmacokinetics.

Conversely, the combination of vorinostat and bort-
ezomib resulted in modest bortezomib accumulation, 
although the plasma bortezomib concentration versus time 
profile (i.e., the rapid distribution phase followed by a slow 
elimination phase) was consistent with that observed in 
previous trials in the absence of vorinostat [6, 12]. AUC 
values observed on Days 1 and 11 were consistent with 
those previously reported by Reece et al. [15] but higher 
than those reported by Ogawa et al. [6]. However, the high 
inter-subject variability in the bortezomib pharmacokinetic 
analysis combined with the small sample size of patients in 
the present study preclude any robust conclusion regarding 
whether the presence of vorinostat alters the plasma phar-
macokinetics of bortezomib. Nevertheless, the volume dis-
tribution of bortezomib during the elimination phase also 
suggests good tissue penetration.

In conclusion, the results of this phase I clinical trial 
demonstrated that combination therapy with vorinostat 
and bortezomib was generally safe and well-tolerated in 
Japanese patients with relapsed and/or refractory MM who 
were not considered refractory to bortezomib. Based on 
the results of this study, the recommended dosing for this 

patient population is vorinostat 400 mg daily on Days 1 
through 14 and bortezomib 1.3 mg/m2 on Days 1, 4, 8, and 
11 of each 21-day treatment cycle.
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patients were treated. The most common grade 3/4 adverse 
events, lymphopenia (89 %) and thrombocytopenia (44 %), 
occurred in patients receiving both doses of siltuximab; 
however, no dose-limiting toxicities (DLTs) were observed. 
Following intravenous administration of siltuximab at 5.5 
and 11.0 mg/kg, the maximum serum concentration and the 
area under the curve from 0 to 21 days and from 0 to infin-
ity increased in an approximately dose-proportional man-
ner. Mean half-life, total systemic clearance, and volume of 
distribution were similar at doses of 5.5 and 11.0 mg/kg. 
Across both doses, six of the nine patients had complete 
or partial response (22 and 44 %, respectively). In con-
clusion, as no DLT was observed, the recommended dose 
for this combination is 11.0 mg/kg once every 3 weeks. 
The study is registered at http://www.clinicaltrials.gov as 
NCT01309412.

Keywords Bortezomib · Dexamethasone · Interleukin 6 · 
Multiple myeloma · Siltuximab

Introduction

Multiple myeloma is a B cell malignancy characterized by 
excessive malignant plasma cells in bone marrow as well as 
increased serum and urine monoclonal protein (M-protein) 
[1]. Clinical manifestations of multiple myeloma include 
bone disease, renal dysfunction, hypercalcemia, cytopenia, 
hyperviscosity, and peripheral neuropathy [2]. Proteasome 
inhibitors, such as bortezomib, have improved outcomes 
as induction and maintenance treatments, yet a majority of 
patients experience relapses and become refractory [3, 4].

The pleiotropic cytokine interleukin-6 (IL-6) is thought 
to play a central role in the pathogenesis of multiple mye-
loma. It is involved in the proliferation, differentiation, and 

Abstract Siltuximab, a chimeric monoclonal antibody 
with high affinity and specificity for interleukin-6, has been 
shown to enhance anti-multiple myeloma activity of bort-
ezomib and corticosteroid in vitro. We evaluated the safety, 
pharmacokinetics, immunogenicity, and antitumor effect 
of siltuximab in combination with bortezomib and dexa-
methasone in Japanese patients with relapsed or refractory 
multiple myeloma. This open-label, phase 1, dose-escalat-
ing study used two doses of siltuximab: 5.5 and 11.0 mg/kg 
(administered on day 1 of each 21-day cycle). In total, nine 
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survival of malignant plasma cells [5–7]. Siltuximab is a 
chimeric, human–murine, monoclonal antibody with high 
affinity and specificity for IL-6. It has been investigated 
through clinical studies in patients with multiple myeloma, 
Castleman’s disease, and other lymphomas. In multicentric 
Castleman’s disease, siltuximab, with a recommended dose 
of 11 mg/kg every 3 weeks, has shown evidence of efficacy 
by blocking IL-6 activity [8–10].

In vitro preclinical studies have demonstrated that the 
combination of siltuximab and bortezomib has an addi-
tive to a synergistic effect in inducing apoptosis in mul-
tiple myeloma cell lines. The cancer cells respond to the 
proapoptotic effects of proteasome inhibitors with survival 
pathways that can include antiapoptotic myeloid cell leuke-
mia (Mcl)-1 protein and heat shock proteins (HSPs). IL-6 
upregulates these pathways in myeloma cells, and reduc-
tion of IL-6 could reduce their interference with borte-
zomib’s proapoptotic effects [11]. Overcoming IL-6-medi-
ated cell resistance by an IL-6 antagonist may also augment 
the effectiveness of corticosteroids in treating multiple 
myeloma. IL-6 can protect multiple myeloma cells from 
apoptosis induced by corticosteroids and chemotherapeu-
tics [12–15]. Siltuximab increased the sensitivity of mye-
loma cells to dexamethasone in vitro, and in combination 
with dexamethasone, reduced patient tumor cell viability 
[12, 16].

Given the preclinical results, anti-IL-6-directed treat-
ment is a logical addition to bortezomib and dexametha-
sone. The current study was conducted in Japan to evalu-
ate the safety and tolerability of siltuximab up to 11.0 mg/
kg in combination with bortezomib and dexamethasone in 
patients with relapsed/refractory multiple melanoma. Addi-
tionally, the pharmacokinetics (PK), immunogenicity, and 
preliminary efficacy of siltuximab were evaluated.

Materials and methods

Study design

This was a nonrandomized, open-label, dose-escalat-
ing, phase 1 study in patients who had relapsed/refrac-
tory multiple myeloma (http://www.clinicaltrials.gov; 

NCT01309412). The study was conducted in accordance 
with the Declaration of Helsinki and Good Clinical Prac-
tices and was approved by the institutional review board 
at each participating institution. Two doses of siltuximab 
were evaluated: 5.5 and 11.0 mg/kg. The initial siltuximab 
dose level of 5.5 mg/kg, which is lower than the maximum 
dose in earlier dose-finding studies [10, 17], was selected 
for this study from a safety standpoint. The rationale for 
selecting siltuximab 11.0 mg/kg every 3 weeks was due 
to previous findings of effective response rates in patients 
with Castleman’s disease [4]. Siltuximab was adminis-
tered intravenously over 1 h on day 1, after administration 
of bortezomib and dexamethasone during a 21-day cycle. 
Bortezomib was administered intravenously at 1.3 mg/m2 
on days 1, 4, 8, and 11 of each cycle, followed by a 10-day 
rest period. In the ninth or subsequent cycles of treatment, 
bortezomib was administered once weekly (days 1 and 8) 
followed by a 13-day rest period (days 9–21). Dexametha-
sone was administered orally at 20 mg four times weekly 
(days 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, and 12) with a 9-day rest period. In 
the ninth or subsequent cycles of treatment, the dosing regi-
men for dexamethasone was changed to twice-weekly oral 
administration of 10 mg (days 1, 2, 8, and 9) followed by 
a 12-day rest period (days 10–21). After the recommended 
dose of 11.0 mg/kg was determined, those patients whose 
starting dose was 5.5 mg/kg and who had not achieved 
complete response (CR) were escalated to 11.0 mg/kg in 
the next cycle based on the patient’s willingness to pro-
ceed and the investigator’s discretion. This study was not 
designed to estimate the maximum tolerated dose. Doses 
were withheld or reduced if patients could not tolerate 
therapy (Table 1). Administration was repeated in cycles of 
21 days until disease progression. Up to 15 patients were 
planned for enrollment in the study: up to six patients were 
considered for the 5.5 mg/kg dose and up to nine patients 
were considered for the 11.0 mg/kg dose.

Eligibility

Eligible patients had to be 20 years of age or older, have 
symptomatic or nonsecretory multiple myeloma accord-
ing to the International Myeloma Working Group criteria 
[18], have previously received 1–3 treatments for multiple 

Table 1  Treatment withheld or reduced

*As no dose reduction was allowed, protocol was to discontinue all the therapies (siltuximab, bortezomib, and dexamethasone)

Treatment First dose reduction Second dose reduction

Siltuximab (all cycles) No dose reduction allowed* −
Bortezomib 1.3 mg/m2 (all cycles) Bortezomib 1.0 mg/m2 Bortezomib 0.7 mg/m2

Dexamethasone 20 mg (cycles 1–8) Dexamethasone 10 mg No (further) dose reduction allowed*

Dexamethasone 10 mg (cycles ≥9) No dose reduction allowed* −

http://www.clinicaltrials.gov
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myeloma and had relapsed or been refractory (less than 
minimal response, or disease progression within 2 months 
of last dose) after the most recent regimen. Patients were 
also included if they had a measurable lesion (generally, 
serum immunoglobulin G [IgG] or serum immunoglobu-
lin M [IgM] M-protein ≥1.0 g/dL; serum immunoglobu-
lin A [IgA] M-protein ≥0.5 g/dL; serum immunoglobulin 
D [IgD] M-protein ≥0.05 g/dL; or serum immunoglobulin 
E [IgE] M-protein ≥50 IU/mL). For nonsecretory multi-
ple myeloma, measurable lesions were defined as patients 
with a soft tissue mass (plasmacytoma) that could be meas-
ured in two dimensions as longest diameter ≥2 cm with 
an appropriate diagnostic imaging technique (computed 
tomography or magnetic resonance imaging). Addition-
ally, patients were eligible if they had an Eastern Coopera-
tive Oncology Group performance status of 0–2; adequate 
hematologic function (absolute neutrophil count ≥1,000/
mm3, hemoglobin ≥8 g/dL, platelet count ≥50,000/mm3); 
adequate hepatic function (aspartate aminotransferase and 
alanine aminotransferase ≤2.5 times the upper limit of nor-
mal, total bilirubin ≤1.5 mg/dL); corrected serum calcium 
<12.5 mg/dL; and adequate renal function (creatinine clear-
ance [CrCL] ≥20 mL/min).

Patients were excluded if they had a condition in which 
M-protein was present in the absence of a clonal plasma 
cell infiltration with lytic bone lesions; peripheral neuropa-
thy (grade 1 with pain or ≥ grade 2); previous IL-6 therapy; 
previous poor response to bortezomib due to its toxicity; an 
allogeneic stem cell transplantation within 28 days prior to 
study treatment; or major surgery, chemotherapy, plasma-
pheresis, or radiation therapy within 21 days before study 
treatment. Patients who had significant respiratory illnesses 
(pneumonitis, interstitial pneumonia, or pulmonary fibro-
sis); significant cardiac disease; significant concomitant ill-
nesses (including human immunodeficiency virus); or any 
condition that the investigators found inappropriate were 
also excluded. Concomitant therapy with other anticancer 
therapies, live attenuated vaccines, systemic corticoster-
oids, or other therapies the investigators found unsuitable 
were not allowed. Informed consent was obtained from 
each patient before study enrollment.

Assessment of safety

Safety evaluations included adverse events (AEs); labora-
tory tests (hematology, blood chemistry, lipid panel, uri-
nalysis, and blood coagulation); pregnancy test; electrocar-
diogram; chest X-ray; vital signs (body temperature, pulse 
rate, and blood pressure); and body weight. All AEs were 
graded according to National Cancer Institute Common 
Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events Version 4.0.

Definition of dose-limiting toxicity

Dose-limiting toxicity (DLT) was evaluated for 21 days 
after the first administration of siltuximab by the study 
evaluation team, which comprised all principal investiga-
tors and the sponsor’s responsible medical officer. A DLT 
was defined as any nonhematologic toxicity of grade 3 or 
higher whose causal relationship to siltuximab could not be 
denied. Any toxicity thought to be controllable by support-
ive therapy (i.e., reversible to grade 1 or pretreatment grade 
within 3 days after any appropriate measure was taken) was 
not regarded as a DLT. Hematologic DLT included grade 4 
neutropenia lasting more than 1 week, febrile neutropenia, 
and grade 4 thrombocytopenia lasting more than 1 week, or 
associated with hemorrhage. Thrombocytopenia with plate-
let transfusion, regardless of any grade, was also regarded 
as a DLT.

Siltuximab PK evaluation

During cycle 1, samples were collected predose and imme-
diately, 4, and 6 h after administration on day 1 and on days 
2, 4, 8, and 15. During cycles 2, 3, 4, and 5, samples were 
collected on day 1 before and immediately after siltuximab 
administration. During cycle 6, samples were collected on 
day 1 before administration. Serum concentrations of sil-
tuximab were measured using a validated electro-chemilu-
minescence immunoassay method (lower limit of quantifi-
cation: 0.045 µg/mL).

Noncompartmental analysis was conducted to calculate 
siltuximab PK parameters using Phoenix®WinNonlin® Ver-
sion 6.2.1. (Pharsight Corp./Certara, St. Louis, MO, USA). 
In cycle 1, area under the serum concentration–time curve 
(AUC) from day 0 to 21 (AUC0–21days) and AUC from 0 to 
infinity (AUC∞) was calculated using the log-linear trap-
ezoidal method. Terminal half-life (t1/2) was determined 
using linear regression of log-transformed siltuximab con-
centration–time profile at the terminal phase of disposition. 
Maximum observed concentration (Cmax), total systemic 
clearance (CL), and volume of distribution at terminal 
phase (Vdz) were also calculated using standard noncom-
partmental analysis methods.

Immunogenicity evaluation

Serum samples for immunogenicity were collected predose 
on day 1 of cycle 1; at the time of discontinuation (end of 
treatment); and at 30 days, 8 weeks, and 12 weeks after the 
last administration of siltuximab. A validated and specific 
enzyme immunoassay method was used to detect anti-sil-
tuximab antibodies in serum.
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Assessment of efficacy

Antitumor response was assessed by the investigator based 
on findings obtained before the start of treatment and at the 
time of completion of an even number of cycles, or at the 
time of discontinuation, according to the European Group 
for Blood and Marrow transplantation (EBMT) criteria for 
assessment of multiple myeloma antitumor effect [19].

Statistical populations

Patients who received ≥1 dose of study drug were included 
in the safety population. The PK, immunogenicity, and effi-
cacy population comprised all patients who received ≥1 
administration of siltuximab and who had ≥1 appropriate 
postdose samples for serum concentration, immunogenic-
ity, and efficacy evaluation, respectively.

Results

Patient demographics and characteristics

A total of 10 patients consented to participate in the study; 
nine patients were eligible and received ≥1 dose of sil-
tuximab. Three patients received 5.5 mg/kg and the next 
six patients received 11.0 mg/kg of siltuximab (Fig. 1). 
All patients were Japanese with a median age of 66 years. 
Additional patient characteristics are summarized in 
Table 2. All patients had received one or two prior treat-
ments for multiple myeloma, including proteasome 

inhibitors and immunomodulatory agents. No patients, 
however, received prior radiotherapy (Table 3).

Treatment compliance

Patients were 100 and >96 % compliant with siltuximab 
and all study treatments, respectively. The median exposure 
in days to siltuximab, bortezomib, and dexamethasone was 
211 (range 22–549); 218 (range 29–556); and 219 (range 
33–557), respectively.

Safety

There were no appreciable differences in the safety pro-
files between the two treatment groups for frequency 
(Table 4). There were no deaths during this study. Across 
all grades of severity, hematologic and gastrointestinal 
AEs were the most common, which all patients experi-
enced. However, hematologic abnormalities were typically 
transient. The most common nonhematologic AEs across 
all grades included diarrhea and abnormal hepatic func-
tion (56 % each). One patient treated with 5.5 mg/kg of 
siltuximab experienced grade 3 pneumonia (confirmed to 
be caused due to pseudomonas aeruginosa) on day 22 of 
cycle 6, which was considered possibly related to siltuxi-
mab. After intravenous antibiotics, the pneumonia resolved, 
the patient’s lung function improved, and clinical symp-
toms disappeared. Three patients treated with 11.0 mg/
kg of siltuximab each had a serious AE (SAE): alveolitis 
allergic, interstitial lung disease, and colon cancer. The 
grade 1 interstitial lung disease abnormality occurred from 

Fig. 1  CONSORT diagram
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Table 2  Baseline 
characteristics and patient 
disposition

ECOG Eastern Cooperative 
Oncology Group,  
Ig immunoglobulin,  
ISS International Staging 
System, KL-6 Krebs von 
den Lungen-6, SD standard 
deviation

Siltuximab 5.5 mg/kg (n = 3) Siltuximab 11.0 mg/kg (n = 6) All patients (n = 9)

Sex, n (%)

 Male 1 (33) 4 (67) 5 (56)

 Female 2 (67) 2 (33) 4 (44)

Age (year)

 Mean ± SD 63.3 ± 8.1 65.8 ± 4.1 65.0 ± 5.3

 Median (range) 67 (54, 69) 65 (61, 73) 66 (54, 73)

Type of myeloma, n (%)

 IgG 2 (67) 4 (67) 6 (67)

 IgA 1 (33) 1 (17) 2 (22)

 Bence Jones 0 (0) 1 (17) 1 (11)

Serum M-protein (g/dL)

 Mean ± SD 1.3 ± 0.1 2.3 ± 1.1 1.9 ± 1.0

 Median (range) 1.3 (1.2, 1.3) 2.4 (0.5, 3.3) 1.8 (0.5, 3.3)

Duration since diagnosis (year)

 Mean ± SD 4.2 ± 2.7 1.9 ± 1.4 2.7 ± 2.1

 Median (range) 4.8 (1.3, 6.6) 1.4 (0.2, 4.3) 1.5 (0.2, 6.6)

ECOG performance scale, n (%)

 0 3 (100) 3 (50) 6 (67)

 1 0 (0) 3 (50) 3 (33)

β2-microglobulin (mg/L)

 Mean ± SD 2.3 ± 0.4 3.8 ± 2.3 3.3 ± 2.0

Albumin, g/dL

 Mean ± SD 3.8 ± 0.2 3.7 ± 0.4 3.7 ± 0.3

KL-6, U/mL

 Mean ± SD 244.0 ± 102.3 207.8 ± 128.8 219.9 ± 115.4

ISS staging, n (%)

 I 3 (100) 2 (33) 5 (56)

 II 0 (0) 2 (33) 2 (22)

 III 0 (0) 2 (33) 2 (22)

Creatinine clearance (mL/min)

 Mean ± SD 75.5 ± 15.1 86.2 ± 30.7 82.6 ± 26.0

Table 3  Prior multiple myeloma therapy

ASCT autologous stem cell transplant, MM multiple myeloma

Prior therapy Siltuximab 5.5 mg/kg (n = 3) Siltuximab 11.0 mg/kg (n = 6) All patients (n = 9)

Number of prior therapeutic MM regimens, n (%)

 1 2 (67) 3 (50) 5 (56)

 2 1 (33) 3 (50) 4 (44)

Chemotherapy, n (%)

 Patients with any prior proteasome inhibitors 0 (0) 1 (17) 1 (11)

 Patients with any prior immunomodulatory agents 0 (0) 1 (17) 1 (11)

 Patients with any prior alkylating agents 3 (100) 4 (67) 7 (78)

 Patients with any prior anthracyclines 2 (67) 4 (67) 6 (67)

 Patients with any prior corticosteroids 3 (100) 6 (100) 9 (100)

 Patients with any prior ASCT 1 (33) 1 (17) 2 (22)

 Patients with any prior vinca alkaloid 2 (67) 4 (67) 6 (67)
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day 197 to the end of treatment. The investigator assessed 
the causal relationship between interstitial lung disease 
and bortezomib as probable, and between siltuximab and 
dexamethasone as possible. The alveolitis allergic event 
was considered grade 3 and probably related to siltuxi-
mab treatment. The alveolitis was treated with a prohibited 
concomitant drug (Solu-Cortef). Both events resolved, but 
led to treatment discontinuation. The colon cancer event 
was unrelated to the study drug and also led to treatment 
discontinuation. There were no infusion-related reactions. 
There was no DLT with either dose of siltuximab.

Pharmacokinetics and immunogenicity

Mean serum concentration–time profiles after administra-
tion of siltuximab 5.5 and 11.0 mg/kg during cycle 1 are 
shown in Fig. 2. The PK parameters of siltuximab are 

Table 4  Incidence and severity of adverse events of all grades (≥35 %) and grades 3/4 (≥35 %)

Data are presented as n or n (%)

*Adverse events whose relationship to siltuximab treatment was considered doubtful, possible, probably, or very likely

Adverse event Siltuximab 5.5 mg/kg (n = 3) Siltuximab 11.0 mg/kg (n = 6) All patients (n = 9)

All adverse event

 All grades

  Hematologic

   Thrombocytopenia 3 6 9 (100)

   Leukopenia 3 5 8 (89)

   Lymphopenia 3 5 8 (89)

   Neutropenia 2 5 7 (78)

   Anemia 2 3 5 (56)

   Leukocytosis 1 4 5 (56)

   Neutrophilia 1 4 5 (56)

  Nonhematologic

   Diarrhea 2 3 5 (56)

   Hepatic function abnormal 2 3 5 (56)

   Hyperlipidemia 1 3 4 (44)

   Rash 1 3 4 (44)

 Grades ≥3

  Hematologic

   Lymphopenia 3 5 8 (89)

   Thrombocytopenia 1 3 4 (44)

Related to siltuximab*

 Hematologic

  Thrombocytopenia 3 6 9 (100)

  Leukopenia 3 5 8 (89)

  Lymphopenia 3 5 8 (89)

  Neutropenia 2 5 7 (78)

  Anemia 2 3 5 (56)

 Nonhematologic

  Hepatic function abnormal 2 2 4 (44)

Fig. 2  Mean (± SD) serum concentration–time profiles of siltuximab 
by treatment in cycle 1
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summarized in Table 5. Following the first intravenous 
administration of siltuximab at both 5.5 and 11.0 mg/kg, 
the Cmax, AUC0–21days, and AUC∞ increased in an approxi-
mate dose-proportional manner. Mean t1/2, CL, and Vdz 
values were similar in the dose range of 5.5 and 11.0 mg/
kg. Steady state of siltuximab could not be adequately 
assessed, as samples were not collected appropriately for 
some cycles. None of the nine patients with appropriate 
samples were positive for antibodies to siltuximab.

Efficacy

Regarding the antitumor effect using EBMT criteria, one 
(33 %) patient had CR while two (67 %) patients had par-
tial response (PR) with 5.5 mg/kg. At a dose of 11.0 mg/
kg, one (17 %) and two (33 %) patients had CR and PR, 
respectively. The remaining patients in the siltuximab 
11.0 mg/kg group had no change [three (50 %)].

Discussion

Multiple myeloma remains an incurable disease, despite 
improvements in therapy in recent years [20]. Most patients 
experience relapses and develop refractory disease [4]. Due 
to resistance conferred by IL-6, proteasome inhibitors and 
corticosteroid treatments alone result in a poor response 
[11, 14, 21]. The addition of an IL-6 inhibitor to protea-
some inhibitors and corticosteroid treatments has shown 
synergy in reduction of multiple myeloma cells in pre-
clinical and clinical studies [22]. This study was conducted 
to evaluate the safety and tolerability as well as the PK, 
immunogenicity, and preliminary efficacy of siltuximab.

While all patients in this study had treatment-related 
AEs, no DLT was observed in either dose of siltuximab. 
The most common AEs were hematological and gastroen-
terological disorders. This finding is in line with the results 

of a phase 2 study conducted in the United States and The 
Netherlands, where patients with relapsed or refractory 
multiple myeloma received siltuximab 6 mg/kg (actual 
dose of 5.5 mg/kg, based upon drug product vial) on days 
1 and 15 of 28-day cycles with or without dexamethasone. 
Hematological AEs were of less severity in the phase 2 
study [4]. Infections in the current study did not seem to 
be dose dependent, as there were more infection-related 
events in the treatment group receiving the lower dose of 
siltuximab. In the phase 2 study, infections including upper 
respiratory infection, cellulitis, and pneumonia occurred 
in 57 % of dexamethasone combination-treated patients, 
and 18 % of patients experienced ≥3 grade infections [4]. 
Results from another phase 2 study in patients with multi-
ple myeloma treated with bortezomib plus either placebo 
or siltuximab demonstrated only a difference of 17 % in 
grade 3 and higher infections between the two treatment 
arms [23]. However, preclinical investigation showed 
minor and/or transient reductions in lymphocyte activities 
after treatment of cynomolgus monkeys with siltuximab 
(unpublished observations). IL-6 has an important role 
in immune response, and inhibition of IL-6 may further 
increase the risk of infection in patients immunocompro-
mised by advanced multiple myeloma plus treatment with 
bortezomib or dexamethasone. Therefore, careful surveil-
lance of infection-related toxicity during siltuximab-based 
therapy is warranted.

The PK parameters were similar to an earlier phase 
1 study conducted in the United States in which patients 
received siltuximab 12 mg/kg (actual dose of 11 mg/kg, 
based upon drug product vial) every 3 weeks by 1-hour 
intravenous infusion [10]. Regarding immunogenicity, sim-
ilar to the preceding phase 1 study [10], no antibodies to 
siltuximab were detected in any of the nine patient samples 
in this study.

Preliminary efficacy data were available as six of the 
nine patients, across both doses, had CR or PR (22 and 

Table 5  Descriptive statistics for pharmacokinetic parameters of siltuximab by treatment

Data are presented as mean (standard deviation)

AUC0-21 days area under the concentration time curve from time 0–21 days, AUC∞ area under the concentration time curve from time 0 to infin-
ity, CL total systemic clearance of drug after intravenous administration, Cmax maximum observed serum concentration, t½ terminal half-life, Vdz 
volume of distribution at terminal phase
† n = 5

Parameter Siltuximab 5.5 mg/kg (n = 3) Siltuximab 11.0 mg/kg (n = 6)

Cmax (µg/mL) 118.2 (8.78) 194.3 (52.46)

AUC0–21days (µg day/mL) 886.0 (197.75) 1,548.1 (324.14)†

AUC∞ (µg day/mL) 1347.0 (445.83) 2,273.9 (567.74)†

t½ (day) 14.0 (2.73) 13.2 (3.86)†

CL (mL/day/kg) 4.406 (1.4922) 5.081 (1.2389)†

Vdz (mL/kg) 84.90 (11.984) 94.29 (27.986)†
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44 %, respectively) with the combination treatment. In 
the earlier phase 1 study, two of the 13 evaluable patients 
(17 %) with multiple myeloma achieved CR with sil-
tuximab as a single agent [10]. A phase 2 study in which 
patients received siltuximab alone or in combination with 
dexamethasone did not produce any CRs; however, 8/47 
patients had PR (17 %) [4]. The phase 2 study in patients 
with siltuximab plus bortezomib and bortezomib alone 
demonstrated an overall response rate of 55 (CR 11 %) 
and 47 % (CR 7 %), respectively [23]. Despite the numer-
ically higher response rate, combination treatment did not 
lead to a statistically significant improvement in progres-
sion-free survival. However, siltuximab has been shown 
to provide long-lasting clinical activity [10] and durable 
tumor and symptomatic response in multicentric Castle-
man’s disease, where IL-6 is also an important component 
of pathogenesis [24], at 11 mg/kg (34 % of patients had 
CR or PR) [9].

From our study we confirmed the tolerability of siltuxi-
mab up to 11.0 mg/kg in combination with bortezomib and 
dexamethasone as well as preliminary efficacy in Japa-
nese patients with relapsed/refractory multiple myeloma. 
Based on the results, we established a recommended dose 
of 11 mg/kg of siltuximab in combination with bortezomib 
and dexamethasone. This is consistent with the global sin-
gle-agent recommended dose of siltuximab in multicentric 
Castleman’s disease [9]. Siltuximab is being further investi-
gated in earlier myeloma settings, such as smoldering mye-
loma, as well as in other indications including multicentric 
Castleman’s disease.
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Abstract 36 

 37 

Despite recent major advancements in therapy, multiple myeloma (MM) 38 

remains incurable largely due to the emergence and maintenance of 39 

drug-resistant myeloma cells, of which the interactions within the bone 40 

marrow (BM) niche are critical. Because Notch signaling, a pathway 41 

activated only through cell-cell contact, is implicated in the onset and 42 

progression of MM, we investigated how Notch activation in myeloma cells, 43 

specifically through the interactions with ligand-expressing niche cells, 44 

affected the pathophysiology of MM. We found that the Jagged1-induced 45 

activation of Notch is responsible for the emergence of bortezomib 46 

(BTZ)-resistant myeloma cells. Interestingly, Notch activation in myeloma 47 

cells caused a significant resistance to BTZ but not to melphalan or 48 

thalidomide in vitro, indicating a unique effect of the niche-induced Notch 49 

activation. Furthermore, Notch-activated myeloma cells in the BM 50 

demonstrated enhanced survival against BTZ treatment in vivo. 51 

Mechanistically, couplings between the niche-expressed Jagged1 and a 52 

specific Notch receptor expressed in myeloma cells, namely Notch2, 53 

activated a protein kinase C (PKC) pathway that led to sustained survival of 54 

myeloma cells; this is the first demonstration of a link between Notch and 55 

the PKC pathway in myeloma cells and provides a rationale for targeting a 56 

Notch-PKC pathway to overcome drug resistance in MM.   57 

 58 
 59 
 60 
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Introduction 61 

Multiple myeloma (MM) is a hematologic malignancy characterized by the 62 

proliferation of malignant plasma cells in the bone marrow (BM)1. Since the 63 

introduction of bortezomib (BTZ), the first proteasome inhibitor approved for 64 

clinical application, survival of MM patients has substantially improved2. 65 

However, despite such major advancements in therapy, MM remains 66 

incurable due to the intrinsic and acquired ability of myeloma cells to resist 67 

conventional and novel therapies3.  68 

 69 

Myeloma cells are localized in the BM microenvironment (the BM niche) that 70 

consists of extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins and accessary cells, including 71 

hematopoietic cells, BM stromal cells, endothelial cells, osteoclasts, and 72 

osteoblasts. It is believed that the interactions of myeloma cells within the 73 

BM niche play key roles in the pathogenesis of MM4, 5.  For example, the 74 

adhesion of myeloma cells to ECM through integrins induces a so called cell 75 

adhesion-mediated drug resistance (CAMDR) that causes growth arrest of 76 

myeloma cells, allowing them to escape from conventional chemotherapy6. 77 

Alternatively, binding of myeloma cells to the niche accessary cells through 78 

ligand-receptor couplings stimulates secretion of cytokines and growth 79 

factors that promote the proliferation and survival of myeloma cells against 80 

therapy as well as the development of bone disease that exacerbates clinical 81 

symptoms. 82 

 83 

It has been shown that the activation of Notch in myeloma cells is 84 
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responsible for a number of cellular events that are critical for the onset and 85 

progression of MM7, 8. Notch activation affects the migration and localization 86 

of myeloma cells into the BM9, subsequent proliferation and invasion of 87 

myeloma cells in the BM milieu, and the acquisition of resistance, even to 88 

the most advanced MM therapies, which is a major hurdle for the cure of this 89 

disease. In fact, Notch inhibition with the use of a γ-secretase inhibitor (GSI), 90 

a pan inhibitor for Notch signaling, can increase the sensitivity of human 91 

MM cell lines to the conventional chemotherapy10, 11. However, unlike other 92 

Notch-related hematologic malignancies that carry gain-of-function 93 

mutations in Notch itself, such mutations are not reported in MM12-14. Hence, 94 

in MM, Notch is activated through physical interactions between Notch 95 

receptor and its ligand.   96 

 97 

Notch can be activated through the homotypic interaction of myeloma cells 98 

that simultaneously express both Notch and its ligand(s), or alternatively, 99 

activation can occur through the binding of Notch expressed in myeloma cells 100 

and the ligand(s) expressed in surrounding niche cells. Additionally, Notch 101 

activation can occur in cells that constitute the BM niche. Notch activation 102 

within the BM myeloma niche is a complicated process whereby it confers 103 

bilateral effects; it directly affects the activity of the cells where Notch is 104 

activated or indirectly affects neighboring cells through interactions with 105 

Notch-activated cells or through cytokines and growth factors produced by 106 

Notch-activated cells. These various and complex modes of action may 107 

account for the contradicttory outcomes reported in past studies regarding 108 
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the effects of Notch in MM15-17. As a result, the roles of Notch in MM 109 

pathophysiology are not yet clearly defined. 110 

 111 

To clarify the roles of Notch and the molecular mechanisms that lead to 112 

specific events in the course of MM progression, we investigated the effects of 113 

Notch activation in myeloma cells, specifically through the interactions with 114 

surrounding niche cells. We demonstrated both in vitro and in vivo that the 115 

Jagged1-initiated Notch activation in myeloma cells induced the emergence 116 

of BTZ-resistant cells and that the sustained activation of myristoylated 117 

alanine-rich C-kinase substrate (MARCKS) was mechanistically responsible. 118 

This study identified a unique function of the niche-induced Notch activation 119 

in MM and provides a rationale for the modulation of a Notch-protein kinase 120 

C (PKC) pathway for better management of patients with refractory MM. 121 

  122 
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Materials and Methods 123 

Mouse model of human myeloma 124 

Non-obese diabetic/severe combined immunodeficient/IL2Rγnull (NOG) and 125 

NOG mice that express human Jagged1 under the control of a 2.3-Kb 126 

osteoblast-specific promoter region of murine α1(I) collagen promotor 127 

(NOGJ) were obtained from Central Institute for Experimental Animals 128 

(Kawasaki, Japan)18. Mice were maintained in sterile microisolator cages in 129 

the animal facility of the Tokai University School of Medicine and were 130 

treated in accordance with the institutional guidelines. All animal 131 

experiments were approved by the Animal Care Committee of Tokai 132 

University.  For experiments, 8- to 12-week-old mice were used.  Mice were 133 

given an intravenous injection of 0.5-1.5X106 MM cells into the retro-orbital 134 

plexus in 100 µl of PBS and were humanely killed 5 to 6 weeks after 135 

transplantation. BM cells and bones were collected and used for analyses. 136 

The data obtained from transgenic mice were compared with sex-matched 137 

littermate control mice.   138 

 139 

Drug administration  140 

Three weeks after transplantation of myeloma cells, mice were assigned to 141 

the following 4 treatment groups. The BTZ group received 0.35 mg/kg or 142 

0.5mg /kg of BTZ dissolved in saline, a concentration specifically determined 143 

for the purpose of the experiments, three times a week for three weeks. The 144 

GSI group received 7.5 mg/kg of a GSI dissolved in 10% DMSO 5 times a 145 

week for two weeks starting at 4 weeks after transplantation. The 146 
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combination group received both drugs, and the control group received the 147 

same volume of saline and DMSO.   148 

 149 

Statistics 150 

Statistical analyses were conducted with GraphPad Prism, version 5.0 151 

(GraphPad Software). Student's two-tailed unpaired t-test was used to 152 

determine the significance of the difference between the mean values of two 153 

groups. One-way ANOVA, followed by Tukey’s post hoc test, was used to 154 

compare the mean values among three or more independent groups. A 155 

normal distribution of the data was confirmed using the 156 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The mean ± SD is presented in each graph. P 157 

values <.05 were considered significant. NS indicates not significant. 158 

  159 
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Results 160 

 161 

Expression of Notch and its ligands in human MM cell lines 162 

The cellular cross-talks within the BM niche, especially between myeloma 163 

cells and niche cells, are considered crucial in the progression of MM. As 164 

Notch is activated only through cell-cell contact, we decided to investigate 165 

the effects of the niche-induced Notch activation in myeloma cells. We first 166 

examined the expression of Notch and its ligands in 10 arbitrary selected 167 

human MM cell lines.  Consistent with previous reports16, 17, 19, 20, western 168 

blot analyses detected the presence of at least one Notch receptor in all of the 169 

human MM cell lines examined, indicating that Notch signaling can be 170 

activated and functions in human myeloma cells (Figure 1a). We then 171 

examined the expression of Jagged1 and Jagged2, two Notch ligands whose 172 

expression was previously reported in human myeloma cells17, 19-21 (Figure 173 

1a).  While Jagged2 expression was not reported in cells constituting the 174 

BM niche22, 23, Jagged1 is known to be abundantly expressed in many types 175 

of BM accessary cells in the BM myeloma niche, such as endothelial cells and 176 

osteoblasts24-26. Therefore, we investigated the effects of the niche-induced 177 

Jagged1-Notch activation in the biology of myeloma cells. 178 

 179 

Effects of the niche-induced Notch signaling in the proliferation of myeloma 180 

cells 181 

As Notch has previously been shown to regulate the proliferation of myeloma 182 

cells, either positively or negatively, depending on the context of cells15-17, we 183 
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assessed the effect of Jagged1-Notch activation on the proliferation of 184 

myeloma cells. To isolate the niche-induced Notch activation from the 185 

homotypic activation of Notch in myeloma cells, MM cell lines that did not 186 

express Jagged1 or expressed it weakly, if at all, in our western blot analyses, 187 

namely U266, H929, KMM1, KMS11, and delta47, were selected and 188 

cultured in the presence of a recombinant human Jagged1-Fc chimera 189 

protein or control Fc fragment of human IgG. The presence of immobilized 190 

human Jagged1 did not significantly alter the proliferation of any of the 5 191 

MM cell lines in vitro (Figure 1b). 192 

 193 

To further investigate the roles of the niche-induced Notch signaling, we 194 

attempted to establish a clinically relevant animal model of human MM that 195 

allowed the examination of myeloma cells in the BM, the primary site of 196 

malignant plasma cell proliferation in patients with MM. The five MM cell 197 

lines used in the above in vitro studies were intravenously transplanted into 198 

NOG mice. U266 was the only cell line that resulted in consistent and 199 

substantial engraftment in the BM (Figure 1c), as determined by flow 200 

cytometric analyses performed 5 to 6 weeks after transplantation. Therefore, 201 

U266 cells were used in the following experiments. Of note, the expression of 202 

Jagged2, a Notch ligand implicated in the self-renewal of myeloma cells19, 21, 203 

did not aid the engraftment and proliferation of myeloma cells in the BM, 204 

arguing against its importance in vivo. 205 

 206 

To examine the effects of the niche-induced Jagged1-Notch signaling in vivo, 207 
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we utilized a transgenic mouse strain expressing human Jagged1 in an 208 

osteoblast-specific manner (NOGJ)18. At 5 to 6 weeks after intravenous 209 

infusion of U266 cells, there was no significant difference between NOGJ 210 

and NOG recipients in the percentage of human MM cells engrafted in the 211 

BM (Figure 1d). Rather, the difference was more prominent among the 212 

independent experiments, probably due to the variations in the number 213 

and/or the conditions of the transplanted cells. The result was in agreement 214 

with the in vitro proliferation experiment, confirming that niche-induced 215 

Jagged1-Notch signaling is not specifically associated with the proliferation 216 

of myeloma cells. 217 

 218 

Effect of Jagged1-Notch signal activation on the drug sensitivity of human 219 

myeloma cells 220 

We then asked if the niche-induced Jagged1-Notch activation affects the 221 

sensitivity of myeloma cells to drugs clinically used for the treatment of MM. 222 

U266 cells co-cultured with BM stromal cells demonstrated a significant 223 

resistance to BTZ and melphalan compared to cells cultured without stroma, 224 

a phenomenon known as CAMDR (Figure 2a). As expected, treatment of 225 

myeloma cells with thalidomide in the absence of immunomodulatory cells 226 

did not alter the viability of cells. Transgenic expression of human Jagged1 227 

in stromal cells was found to upregulate Notch signaling in myeloma cells 228 

that was already increased when cells were co-cultured with BM stromal 229 

cells (Supplementary Figure S1a). Interestingly, the transgenic expression of 230 

human Jagged1 in stromal cells increased the survival of U266 cells only 231 
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when cells were exposed to BTZ, which coincides with further upregulation 232 

of Notch signaling in myeloma cells (Figure 2a and Supplementary Figure 233 

S1a). Increased myeloma cell survival in the presence of Jagged1-expressing 234 

stromal cells was confirmed in 5 other MM cell lines (Supplementary Figure 235 

S1b), indicating the unique effect of the niche-induced Jagged1-Notch 236 

activation in the sensitivity of myeloma cells to BTZ. 237 

 238 

To confirm whether the observed resistance to BTZ is a direct result of the 239 

Notch activation in myeloma cells, similar experiments were conducted in 240 

stroma-free conditions. Cells cultured on immobilized human Jagged1 241 

demonstrated a significant resistance to 5 and 7.5 nM BTZ treatment 242 

(Figure 2b). In addition, a marked upregulation of Hey1 and Hes1 expression 243 

was detected in surviving cells, confirming the activation of Notch in cells 244 

exhibiting resistance to BTZ (Figure 2c). However, consistent with the 245 

experiment above, the presence of immobilized Jagged1 did not affect the 246 

survival of myeloma cells against melphalan (Supplementary Figure S1c). 247 

Therefore, the results suggest that the niche-induced Jagged1-Notch 248 

activation is uniquely responsible for the acquisition of resistance to BTZ in 249 

myeloma cells. 250 

 251 

We therefore tested the in vivo effect of the niche-induced Jagged1-Notch 252 

activation in the sensitivity to myeloma therapy by treating human MM 253 

mice with BTZ. Mice that received U266 transplants were administered with 254 

the optimum dose of BTZ27 or saline beginning at 3 weeks after 255 
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transplantation for 3 weeks (Figure 3a). At euthanasia, the BM was 256 

sectioned and stained for human CD138, a clinically established marker for 257 

the identification of malignant plasma cells. Immunohistochemical analyses 258 

revealed that the BM of NOGJ recipients was infused with human myeloma 259 

cells, in contrast to the BM of NOG mice where myeloma cells were 260 

effectively cleared by treatment with the same dose of BTZ (Figure 3a). 261 

These qualitative microscopic observations were quantitatively confirmed by 262 

flow cytometric analyses.  Survival of myeloma cells in BTZ-treated NOGJ 263 

mice relative to saline-treated control NOGJ mice was enhanced 264 

approximately two-fold compared to NOG mice (41.91±16.63% in NOGJ and 265 

18.93±12.60% in NOG, Figure 3b). Consistent with the earlier in vitro 266 

finding (Figure 2c and Supplementary Figure S1a), the expression of both 267 

Hey1 and Hes1 was significantly upregulated in human myeloma cells 268 

surviving after BTZ treatment in the NOGJ environment (Figure 3c), 269 

supporting our hypothesis that the niche-induced activation of 270 

Jagged1-Notch signaling was critical in the acquisition of resistance to BTZ. 271 

 272 

Jagged1-Notch signaling is responsible for BTZ resistance 273 

To confirm that the activation of Notch through interactions between 274 

myeloma cells and the niche is responsible for the acquisition of drug 275 

resistance in BM residing myeloma cells, we inhibited Notch activation by 276 

treating human MM mice with a GSI. NOG mice that received U266 277 

transplants were treated with a suboptimum dose of BTZ alone, GSI alone, 278 

or a combination of the two drugs. Control mice received the same dose of 279 
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saline and/or DMSO (Figure 4a). Although injection of a GSI alone did not 280 

significantly alter the survival of human myeloma cells, administration of a 281 

suboptimum dose of BTZ reduced the survival of myeloma cells by 282 

approximately 50% (52.7±22.8%). Importantly, the combination of BTZ and a 283 

GSI further reduced the survival of myeloma cells by half (26.4±11.6%, 284 

Figure 4b), which is nearly equivalent to the extent observed in the earlier 285 

experiment using a higher dose of BTZ (Figure 3c), indicating that activation 286 

of Notch in myeloma cells through an interaction with physiologically 287 

expressed Notch ligands, quite possibly Jagged1, is critical to the survival of 288 

myeloma cells. Taken together, using a clinically relevant in vivo model, 289 

these results experimentally confirmed that the activation of Notch in 290 

myeloma cells through the interaction with Jagged1-expressing niche cells is 291 

responsible for the acquisition of BTZ resistance. 292 

 293 

Notch activates a PKC-MARCKS pathway and enhances the survival of 294 

myeloma cells 295 

To mechanistically determine how niche-induced Jagged1-Notch signaling 296 

protects human myeloma cells from BTZ treatment, we examined the 297 

expression and activation of MARCKS in BTZ treated cells. MARCKS is a 298 

substrate of PKC and has been found to be overexpressed in several 299 

cancers28-30. Furthermore, MARCKS overexpression and activation have 300 

been demonstrated in drug-resistant human MM cell lines and primary 301 

myeloma samples31, 32, implicating its role(s) in the acquisition of drug 302 

resistance, plausibly by counteracting drug-induced cell-cycle arrest. 303 
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However, at present, how MARCKS is initially activated remains to be 304 

determined33. 305 

 306 

It has previously been shown that Jagged1-Notch signaling activates a PKC 307 

pathway in human mesenchymal stem cells34. When U266 cells were treated 308 

with BTZ or melphalan in vitro, the expression and activation of MARCKS 309 

were significantly downregulated, indicating an involvement of MARCKS in 310 

myeloma cell survival (Figure 5a and Supplementary Figure S2). 311 

Interestingly, MARCKS phosphorylation was maintained in cells treated 312 

with BTZ when they were cultured on immobilized human Jagged1, the first 313 

demonstration of a link between Notch activation and a PKC pathway that is 314 

involved in the acquisition of BTZ resistance in myeloma cells. In contrast, 315 

the presence of immobilized Jagged1 had no effect on the maintenance of 316 

MARCKS phosphorylation when cells were treated with melphalan 317 

(Supplementary Figure S2), which is consistent with the earlier experiments 318 

(Figure 2a, Supplementary Figure S1c) that showed no association between 319 

Jagged1-Notch activation and the acquisition of melphalan resistance. 320 

 321 

We therefore asked if inhibitors of PKC signaling can counteract the 322 

Jagged1-induced survival of myeloma cells against BTZ treatment. As we 323 

anticipated, a combination of BTZ and PKC inhibitors attenuated the 324 

survival of myeloma cells in vitro. The addition of GF109203X, a pan-PKC 325 

inhibitor, effectively reduced the viability of myeloma cells and, at the same 326 

time, neutralized the Jagged1-induced enhanced survival of myeloma cells 327 
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(Figure 5b), an event consistently demonstrated in this study. In contrast, 328 

the effects of Gö6976, an inhibitor of PKCα and β, as well as enzastaurin, a 329 

specific inhibitor for PKCβ, were barely significant, and they did not affect 330 

the pro-survival effect of immobilized human Jagged1 against BTZ, 331 

suggesting that PKCα and β are not involved in the process of 332 

Jagged1-initiated acquisition of BTZ resistance. Importantly, the addition of 333 

a GSI to the culture abolished the sustained phosphorylation of MARCKS in 334 

the presence of Jagged1 (Figure 5c). The result is consistent with the earlier 335 

in vivo experiments (Figure 4b) and indicates that Jagged1-Notch signaling 336 

is indeed responsible for the activation of MARCKS. Altogether, our results 337 

demonstrate that niche-induced Jagged1-Notch signaling activates PKC, 338 

which then phosphorylates MARCKS and contributes to the survival of 339 

myeloma cells. 340 

  341 
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Discussion 342 

 343 

Deregulated Notch signaling within the BM myeloma niche has been 344 

implicated in the pathogenesis and progression of MM7, 8. Despite having a 345 

seemingly simple signaling pathway, the outcomes of Notch activation in 346 

MM pathology can be quite diverse. In our attempt to delineate the 347 

heterogeneous and complex functions of Notch in MM pathophysiology, we 348 

focused on the niche-induced activation of Notch signaling and successfully 349 

demonstrated that Jagged1, expressed in niche cells, activated a Notch-PKC 350 

pathway in myeloma cells, where MARCKS plays an important role in the 351 

emergence of drug-resistant myeloma cells, which makes MM a fatal disease. 352 

Although MARCKS has been shown to be upregulated in multidrug resistant 353 

myeloma cell lines, this is the first study that demonstrates how MARCKS, a 354 

molecule important for myeloma cell survival, is continuously activated in 355 

the process of the acquisition of drug resistance. 356 

 357 

Because of its causative association with many types of disease, including 358 

cancer35, Notch signaling has been an attractive therapeutic target. However, 359 

severe adverse effects of pharmacological agents that inhibit Notch signaling 360 

preclude the development of drugs used clinically to treat patients36, 37. In 361 

the curent study, the addition of a pan-PKC inhibitor neutralized the 362 

Jagged1-induced survival of myeloma cells in vitro, which provides 363 

promising evidence for the use of PKC inhibitors as Notch signaling 364 

modulators in MM.  However, unlike previous studies31, 38-40, enzastaurin, a 365 
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specific inhibitor of PKCβ, and Gö6976, which inhibits α and β isoforms of 366 

the PKC family, did not effectively inhibit the growth of U266 even when 367 

used with BTZ. This is because the U266 cells that we used for most of this 368 

study do not express PKCα, β, or γ (41 and data not shown) and is consistent 369 

with the notion that PKC isoforms that are responsible for the activation of 370 

MARCKS differ depending on the types and the contexts of cells42-44. Thus, 371 

while the modulation of a PKC pathway appears to be an attractive strategy 372 

for overcoming drug resistance in MM, inhibitors ideal for treating 373 

individual patients should be chosen carefully, given the heterogeneity in the 374 

pathophysiology of individual MM patients. 375 

 376 

Jagged1-Notch signaling has been implicated in the acquisition of resistance 377 

to conventional chemotherapy, such as melphalan and mitoxantron, and 378 

Notch1 was the receptor attributed to that effect10, 11. In this study, however, 379 

Jagged1-induced Notch activation resulted in a significant resistance only to 380 

BTZ treatment but not to melphalan treatments. Because the cell line that 381 

we used in this experiment does not express Notch1, as shown in this study 382 

and previous studies from other groups11, 17, 19, 20, any effects on the biology of 383 

myeloma cells must come through other Notch receptors, possibly Notch2, 384 

which may be a reason that the Jagged1-induced Notch activation did not 385 

change the sensitivity of myeloma cells to melphalan in our study. 386 

Additionally, 5 additional MM cell lines expressing Notch2 demonstrated 387 

enhanced resistance against BTZ in the presence of Jagged1-expressing 388 

stromal cells. Consistent with our results, Xu et al. documented the 389 
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involvement of Notch2 activation in the acquisition of BTZ resistance in 390 

human and murine myeloma cells in vitro45. They also reported an increase 391 

in the sensitivity to BTZ when a GSI was added to the treatment using a 392 

murine, but not human, 5T33 myeloma model. Although several studies 393 

have reported the expression of Notch3 and Notch 4 in myeloma cells11, 19, 20, 394 

whether they function in the pathobiology of myeloma cells is yet to be 395 

determined. According to our data, Notch signaling activation plays critical 396 

roles in the acquisition of drug resistance, and the combination of Notch 397 

receptors and ligands appears to determine the sensitivity of myeloma cells 398 

to a specific pharmacological agent. 399 

 400 

Our study identified the unique role of the niche-induced Notch activation in 401 

the pathogenesis of MM. While the niche-induced Jagged1-Notch2 activation 402 

is responsible for the acquisition of BTZ resistance, it appeared not to be 403 

involved in the resistance to melphalan nor in the proliferation of myeloma 404 

cells. In addition, the current study presents experimental evidence that 405 

modulation of PKC signaling is an effective strategy for counteracting the 406 

emergence of drug-resistant cells induced by the activation of Notch 407 

signaling. Because MARKCS has been shown to be involved in the adhesion 408 

and metastatic invasion of tumor cells in solid tumors29, 46, niche-induced 409 

Jagged1-Notch activation may also participate in the localization as well as 410 

the migration of malignant plasma cells into and from the BM milieu to 411 

extramedullary proliferation sites, which is critically involved in the 412 

progression of this disease. The study provides a rationale for the 413 
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PKC-MARCKS pathway as a druggable target in refractory MM. 414 

 415 

Supplementary information is available at the Leukemia website. 416 
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Figure Legends 627 

 628 

Figure 1: Effects of environmental Jagged1 expression on the proliferation of 629 

MM cell lines in vitro and in vivo  630 

(a) Expressions of both Notch1 and Notch2 were detected in eight of the 10 631 

MM cell lines.  While Notch2 was expressed in the remaining two cell lines, 632 

Notch1 expression was detected only weakly in KMS11 but not in U266 cells.  633 

In addition to the major cleaved transmembrane region of the expected size 634 

for Notch1 and Notch2 (arrowheads), several smaller sized bands are seen. 635 

Jagged1 was expressed broadly at various intensities. However, Jagged2 636 

expression was confined to five MM cell lines. Single bands of the expected 637 

size are shown for Jagged1 and Jagged2 (both 150 kDa). Representative 638 

images from two independent experiments are shown. 639 

(b) Proliferation of Human MM cell lines. Representative results from three 640 

independent experiments are shown.   641 

(c) Engraftment of human myeloma cells in the BM of NOG mice (n=5 for 642 

each cell line). Numbers above each bar represent the mean values of the 643 

engraftment results. (b and c) Error bars, mean ± SD. 644 

(d) Engraftment of U266 cells in NOG or NOGJ hosts. Each symbol 645 

represents % of engraftment in the BM. Horizontal lines connect analytical 646 

pairs. Pooled data from six independent experiments are shown (n=10). NS, 647 

not significant. 648 

 649 

Figure 2: Jagged1-induced Notch activation augmented human myeloma cell 650 
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survival against BTZ treatment in vitro 651 

(a) Survival of U266 cells against the indicated concentration of drugs. 652 

Representative results from two to seven independent experiments are 653 

shown.  654 

(b) Survival of U266 cells in the presence of immobilized recombinant human 655 

Jagged1-Fc chimera protein or control Fc fragment. Representative results 656 

from nine independent experiments are shown. (a and b) Bars represent % 657 

ATP activity relative to the control culture.     658 

(c) The expression of Hey1 and Hes1 in the surviving cells. Representative 659 

results from two independent experiments are shown. 18SrRNA was used as 660 

a reference gene. (a-c) Error bars, mean ± SD; *, P<0.05; NS, not significant. 661 

 662 

Figure 3: Jagged1-induced Notch activation augmented human myeloma cell 663 

survival against BTZ treatment in vivo 664 

(a) Brown spots in the BM sections represent human myeloma cells 665 

expressing CD138. Representative images from five independent 666 

experiments are shown. 667 

(b) Survival of human myeloma cells after BTZ treatment. Relative survival 668 

of myeloma cells was obtained by dividing the percentage of myeloma cells 669 

that remained after BTZ treatment by the percentage of myeloma cells in the 670 

BM of saline control mice. Each circle represents the calculated value of 671 

myeloma cell survival. Pooled data from five independent experiments are 672 

shown (n=11). 673 

(c) The expression of Hey1 and Hes1 in the surviving cells. Representative 674 
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results from four independent experiments are shown. Human β−actin was 675 

used as a reference gene. (b and c) Error bars, mean ± SD; *, P<0.05; **, 676 

P<0.01 677 

 678 

Figure 4: Inhibition of Notch signaling reduced BTZ-resistant myeloma cells 679 

in vivo 680 

(a) Experimental scheme. 681 

(b) Survival of human myeloma cells after drug treatment. Each circle 682 

represents the calculated value of an individual mouse. Pooled data from 683 

four independent experiments are shown (n=11 for control group, others n=6). 684 

Error bars, mean ± SD; *, P<0.05; **, P<0.01; NS, not significant. 685 

 686 

Figure 5: Jagged1-induced Notch signaling is responsible for 687 

MARCKS-mediated survival of human myeloma cells. 688 

(a) Expression and activation of MARCKS were reduced in the presence of 689 

BTZ. Jagged1-Notch signaling maintained MARCKS phosphorylation.   690 

(b) Effects of PKC inhibitors on U266 cells survival. Representative results 691 

from five to seven independent experiments are shown. Error bars, mean ± 692 

SD; *, P>0.05; NS, not significant. 693 

(c) Inhibition of Notch signaling abolished sustained MARCKS activation in 694 

the presence of immobilized Jagged1. Representative images of four (a) and 695 

two (c) independent experiments are shown. 696 
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Background: Bone metastasis (BM) is a frequent complication in 
patients with advanced lung cancer and it causes skeletal-related 
events (SREs). Our study aim is to prospectively investigate the inci-
dence of BM, incidence and types of SRE, and predictive factors of 
BM and SREs.
Methods: Newly diagnosed, advanced non–small-cell lung cancer 
(NSCLC) or small-cell lung cancer (SCLC) patients were enrolled 
into the study. Patients were followed up every 4 weeks to monitor 
the development of SREs. Treatment for lung cancer was performed 
at the discretion of the investigator.
Results: Two hundred seventy-four patients were enrolled in this 
study between April 2007 and December 2009 from 12 institutions. 
Patients included 77 cases of SCLC and 197 of NSCLC (stage IIIB/
IV = 73/124). Median follow-up time was 13.8 months. The inci-
dence of BM at initial diagnosis was 48% in stage IV NSCLC and 
40% in extensive stage (ED)-SCLC. Forty-five percent of patients 
who developed BM had SREs consisting of pathologic fracture 
(4.7%), radiation to bone (15.3%), spinal cord compression (1.1%), 
and hypercalcemia (2.2%). Multivariate analysis revealed that fac-
tors predicting BM are stage IV, performance status 1 or greater and 
higher bone alkaline phosphatase in NSCLC patients, higher lactate 

dehydrogenase, and lower parathyroid hormone–related peptide in 
SCLC patients. Factors predicting SREs were stage IV, age 64 or 
younger, and lower albumin in NSCLC patients. Multivariate analy-
sis of SRE was not performed for SCLC because of the small number 
of events.
Conclusion: Predictive factors should be taken into consideration in 
future randomized studies evaluating BM and SREs.

Key Words: Bone metastasis, Skeletal-related event, Lung cancer, 
Predictive factor, Prospective study.

(J Thorac Oncol. 2014;9: 231–238)

Although the overall incidence of bone metastasis (BM) is 
unknown, BMs are a frequent complication in patients 

with advanced cancer. The most common human cancers such 
as breast, prostate, and lung have a great avidity for bone, 
leading to painful skeletal symptoms. How long patients live 
with a tumor is likely to influence whether BMs will occur. 
For example, in patients who quickly die of cancer because 
of an aggressively growing primary tumor, BMs will be rela-
tively uncommon, simply because they have not adequate time 
to develop. This in no way implies that the tumor cells lacked 
the potential to grow in bone.1,2 In the case of advanced non–
small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC), the median survival time 
(MST) has increased from 8 to 12 months to 15 to 17 months, 
during the past 10 years.3–6 Furthermore, when stage IIIB or 
stage IV NSCLC patients harboring a sensitive epidermal 
growth factor receptor (EGFR) gene mutation were treated 
with gefitinib, MST lengthened to 21.6 to 38.8 months.7–9 On 
the other hand, for patients in limited stage (LD) small-cell 
lung cancer (SCLC), the MST is approximately 2 years.10,11 
For patients with extensive stage (ED) SCLC, survival is 
much more limited, ranging from 9.3 to 12.8 months.12,13 
Accordingly, the chance of developing BM has increased, 
both in advanced NSCLC and LD-SCLC.

BMs can be associated with skeletal-related events 
(SREs), which include pathologic fracture, the need for sur-
gery or radiation to bone, spinal cord compression, and hyper-
calcemia of malignancy (HCM).14–16 Because patient quality 
of life (QOL) deteriorates tremendously once SREs develop, 
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it is important for investigators to treat patients with BM with 
an appropriate treatment, as early as possible. To our knowl-
edge, there have been no prospective studies investigating the 
incidence and predictive factors of BM and SREs in patients 
with advanced lung cancer. Accordingly, it is worthwhile to 
investigate how therapeutic interventions such as chemother-
apy, radiotherapy, and bisphosphonate could affect the clinical 
course of lung cancer patients with BM and the development 
of SREs. The aim of this study is to prospectively investi-
gate: (1) the incidence of BM at initial diagnosis in patients 
with SCLC and stage IV NSCLC, (2) the time interval for 
the development in BM in patients with SCLC and stage IIIB 
NSCLC who have no BM at initial diagnosis, (3) the time 
interval for the development of SRE from BM, and (4) the 
predictive factors of BM and SRE.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design
This study is a prospective multicenter cohort study. 

Adult patients (at least 20 years of age) with newly diagnosed 
SCLC in all stages and NSCLC in stage IIIB or stage IV were 
eligible.

All patients were required to have received no prior che-
motherapy or bisphosphonate therapy, and were allowed to 
undergo palliative surgical or radiation treatment for skeletal 
complications before registration. Once patients were enrolled 
into the study, treatment for lung cancer and the use of zole-
dronate were at the discretion of the investigator. Zoledronate 
was administered only after the development of BMs. No 
patients received denosumab during the study period, because 
it had not been approved by the Japanese government. The 
study was approved by the institutional review boards of 
the respective institutions and was conducted in compliance 

with international guidelines regulating patient safety. All 
patients provided written informed consent. QOL assessment 
and other therapeutic factors affecting BM and SREs will be 
reported, separately.

Staging of Lung Cancer and Subsequent  
Follow-Up Schedule

Table 1 shows the study schedule. Before patient enroll-
ment, a complete physical examination was performed and a 
medical history was taken, which included history of SREs, 
antineoplastic history, and Eastern Cooperative Oncology 
Group performance status (PS). Blood chemistry and bone 
turnover markers (parathyroid hormone–related peptide 
[PTHrP], bone alkaline phosphatase [BALP], and urine 
 cross-linked N-telopeptide of type I collagen [NTx]) were 
obtained. Tumor assessment was undertaken using chest and 
abdominal computed tomography (CT), radionuclide bone 
scan, or integrated positron emission tomography (PET)-CT. 
Magnetic resonance imaging or enhanced CT of the brain was 
performed when patients were symptomatic. Bone survey was 
performed before enrollment, with thoracic and lumbar spine 
radiograph, pelvic radiograph, and bone scan or integrated 
PET-CT. When BM was suspected only with bone scan or 
PET-CT, its confirmation with bone magnetic resonance imag-
ing, CT scan, or normal radiograph was mandatory.

After enrollment, tumor assessment, Eastern Cooperative 
Oncology Group PS, and SREs were assessed every 4 weeks. 
Bisphosphonate use, pain, and analgesic scores were recorded 
at each visit, every 4 weeks. Blood chemistry was measured 
at each visit, every 4 weeks. Bone scan or integrated PET-CT 
and skeletal survey were assessed every 6 months. After 12 
months of follow-up, the above-mentioned assessments were 
repeated every 3 months. Patients were closely monitored for 
24 months after enrollment into the study.

TABLE 1.

Visit

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9–12

Enrollment 1 mo 2 mos 3 mos 4 mos 5 mos 6 mos 9 mos 12 mos 24 mos

Allowance ≤1 mo ±2 wk ±2 wk ±2 wks ±2 wks ±2 wks ±2 wks ±6 wks ±6 wks ±6 wks

Bone scintigram or PET o ★ o Repeat 
between 7 
and 8

o
Chest and abdominal CT o ✩ ✩ ✩ ✩

Patient background o
PS o o o o o o o o o
Blood biochemistry o o o o o o o o o
Bone marker (blood and urine) o
Bone metastasis o o o o o o o o o
Metastasis extrabone o o o o o o o o o
Bisphosphonate o o o o o o o o o
Bone pain o o o o o o o o o
Analgesic use o o o o o o o o o
SRE o o o o o o o o o

o ✩ o

SRE, skeletal-related event; QOL, quality of life; ADL, activity of daily living; PET, positron emission tomography; CT, computed tomography; PS, performance status;  
DV, ; ✩, ±4 wks; ★, ±6 wks.
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Assessment of Outcome
SRE was defined as pathologic fracture, spinal cord 

compression, radiation or surgery to bone, or HCM. Fractures 
were identified by two expert radiologists at each institution. 
Spinal cord compression reported by investigators was con-
firmed by a neurologist and an orthopedic surgeon at each 
institution. Radiation to bone was given to control pain, treat 
or prevent pathologic fractures, or treat or prevent spinal cord 
compression. Surgery to bone included procedures to prevent 
imminent fractures or spinal cord compression or to set/stabi-
lize fractures. Hypercalcemia was defined as a serum calcium 
concentration of greater than 11 mg/dl.

Statistical Analyses
The incidence provability rate was estimated for the 

time to the first occurrence of BM from diagnosis of lung 
cancer, and the time to the first occurrence of SREs from 
the diagnosis of lung cancer or from the first occurrence of 
BM, using the Kaplan–Meier method. Predictive factors for 
BMs and SREs were explored with Cox proportional hazard 
regression model for the following: Tumor type (stage IIIB 
NSCLC, stage IV NSCLC, LD-SCLC, and ED-SCLC), sex, 
age (65 or older/64 or younger), PS (PS1 or greater/PS0), 
and bone markers (lactate dehydrogenase [LDH], albumin, 
calcium, PTHrP, BALP, and urine NTx). The results were 
checked for consistency by conducting both a univariate 
Cox regression model, in which each factor was individu-
ally tested as an explanatory variable, and a multivariate Cox 
regression model, in which all variables were entered simul-
taneously into the model. To investigate whether the use of 
a chemotherapeutic agent and bisphosphonate inhibits the 
occurrence of SREs, Cox regression analysis was performed 
using these factors as time-dependent covariates. All analy-
ses used the SAS statistical software package (version 9.1.3; 
SAS Institute, Cary NC).

The main purpose of this study is to survey lung cancer 
patients regarding the timing of elapsed events from onset to 
BM, to SRE, and is not intended as a comparison of treat-
ment methods. Accordingly, the target number of cases was 
not designed for intergroup comparison, but to describe the 
time distribution until BM, search for predictors which affect 
metastasis to bone, describe what kind of SREs occur, and 
examine the effects on QOL, etc. The target number of cases 
was set at 50, as a number of cases for which descriptive sta-
tistics of some accuracy can be calculated, even for patients 
with stage IIIB NSCLC, which is anticipated to have com-
paratively small enrollment, for a total of approximately 400 
cases from the percentage of each cancer type.

RESULTS

Patients
A total of 274 patients with lung cancer were enrolled 

in the study, between April 2008 and December 2009, from 12 
institutions in Japan. Patient demographics and baseline char-
acteristics are shown in Table 2. One hundred  ninety-seven 
patients had NSCLC (stage IIIB, 73; stage IV, 124), and 77 
patients had SCLC (LD, 30; ED, 47). The majority of patients 

were male (70.4%) and the median age was 68 years (range, 
35–89). Ninety percent of patients had good PS (PS = 0, 
27.7%; PS = 1, 62.4%). The number of patients with BM at 
initial diagnosis was 59 (47.6%) in stage IV NSCLC and 19 
(40.4%) in ED-SCLC. Twenty patients of stage IV NSCLC 
(16.1%) and four patients in ED-SCLC (8.5%) already had 
SRE at the time of enrollment. The majority of patients 
(92.3%) were being treated with chemotherapy. The num-
ber of patients who received zoledronate was eight in stage 
IIIB NSCLC, 49 in stage IV NSCLC, two in LD-SCLC, and 
four in ED-SCLC after the development of BM during the 
study period. EGFR gene mutations were analyzed only in 92 
(46.7%) of 197 NSCLC patients because it was not routinely 
tested during this period. Among these, 38 patients (19.3%) 
had EGFR gene mutations and 30 patients (15.2%) had active 
mutations (L858R or exon 19 deletion). Nine of 30 patients 
were treated with EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) 
during the first regimen, 19 during the second regimen, and 
two during the third regimen. Eighteen patients (9.2%) were 
not treated with chemotherapy at all. One hundred fifty-two 
patients (77.2%) were treated with some kind of chemother-
apy within 30 days of enrollment. The other patients (13.6%) 
were treated with chemotherapy after 31 days of enrollment.

During the treatment of SCLC, three patients (3.9%) 
were not treated with any kind of chemotherapy, 68 (88.3%) 
patients were treated with some kind of chemotherapy within 
30 days of enrollment, whereas six patients (7.8%) were 
treated with chemotherapy after 31 days of enrollment. The 
number of patients with platinum plus CPT-11 and platinum 
and etoposide in the first regimen were 19 (24.7%) and 40 
(51.9%), respectively. The median follow-up duration was 
13.8 months (range, 0–28.5 months).

Time Interval of Development of BM and SREs
The incidence of BM and SREs at enrollment and dur-

ing follow-up is presented in Figure 1 and Table 3. Among 
274 lung cancer patients, BM was detected in 78 patients 
(28.5%) at enrollment and in another 34 patients (12.4%) dur-
ing follow-up. SREs were reported in 24 patients (8.8%) at 
the time of enrollment and in another 26 patients (9.5%) dur-
ing follow-up. Total number of patients who developed SREs 
was 52 (19.0%). The type of SRE was pathologic fracture in 
14 (5.1%), radiation to bone in 45 (16.4%), spinal cord com-
pression in three (1.1%), and HCM in six (2.2%). The median 
time to BM from diagnosis of lung cancer and to SRE from 
BM was 19.0 months (95% confidence interval [CI], 10.7 to 
not reached) and 9.5 months (95% CI, 5.1–16.9), respectively 
(Fig. 2A and C). However, the median time to SRE from diag-
nosis of lung cancer was not reached (Fig. 2B).

Predictive Factors of BM and SREs
We performed subgroup analysis by separating NSCLC 

and SCLC because their biological characteristics and clinical 
behavior differ. To identify the predictive factors of BM and 
SREs, Cox proportional hazard regression analysis was per-
formed using stage (stage IIIB and stage IV in case of NSCLC, 
and ED and LD in case of SCLC), sex, age, PS, LDH, albumin, 
calcium, PTHrP, BALP, NTx, and treatment (chemotherapy 
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and EGFR-TKI in case of NSCLC, chemotherapy and first-line 
platinum + etoposide or first-line platinum and CPT in case 
of SCLC) (Table 4). The multivariate analysis of the NSCLC 
patients demonstrated that stage IV (hazard ratio [HR] = 7.62; 
95% CI, 3.76–15.46; p < 0.001), PS 1 or greater (HR = 1.82; 
95% CI, 1.01–3.29; p = 0.046), and higher serum BALP level 
(HR = 10.36; 95% CI, 2.35–45.78; p = 0.002) were signifi-
cant predictive factors for BM (Table 4). However, neither 
chemotherapy (HR = 0.51; 95% CI, 0.22–1.20; p = 0.125) 
nor EGFR-TKI (HR = 1.69; 95% CI, 0.76–3.75; p = 0.196) 
were predictive factors. The multivariate analysis of the SCLC 
patients revealed that ED stage (HR = 6.11; 95% CI, 1.69–
22.05; p = 0.006), higher serum LDH at baseline (HR = 9.14; 
95% CI, 1.51–55.14; p = 0.016), and higher serum PTHrP at 
baseline (HR = 0.38; 95% CI, 0.15–0.99; p = 0.048) were sig-
nificant predictive factors, but chemotherapy (HR = 0.52; 95% 
CI, 0.14–1.87; p = 0.340) and first-line use of platinum + eto-
poside or platinum + CPT (HR = 0.44; 95% CI, 0.14–1.40; 
p = 0.165) were not predictive factors.

Regarding SREs, multivariate analysis of NSCLC 
patients demonstrated that stage IV (HR = 5.58; 95% CI, 
2.21–14.10; p < 0.001), age 65 or older (HR = 0.50; 95% 
CI, 0.26–0.96; p = 0.038), and zoledronate use after BM 

(HR = 2.64; 95% CI, 1.25–5.57; p = 0.011) were predictive 
factors for SREs (Table 5). As for SCLC patients, multivariate 
analysis was not performed because of the small number of 
SRE events (only 9 events).

DISCUSSION
According to several studies published before 1991, 

the incidence of BM in NSCLC, as detected by bone scans, 
is between 8% and 34%, with a mean of 20%.17 More 
recent reviews have reported incidences of 24% and 30% in 
American and Japanese patient populations, respectively.18,19 
Moreover, in retrospectively analyzed studies, the incidence of 
BM in patients with stage IV NSCLC was 41% to 54.8%.19,20 
Our prospective study demonstrated that the incidence of BM 
in stage IV NSCLC and ED-SCLC was 46.7% and 40.4%, 
respectively. As newer imaging modalities such as PET and 
bone scan have been developed, the incidence of BM may 
have increased.21,22 However, it has been reported that the 
accuracies of PET and bone scan are 94% and 85% (p < 0.05), 
the sensitivity values were 91% and 75%, and the specificity 
values were 96% and 95%, respectively.22

The frequency of SREs among 274 patients in the 
current prospective study was in the order of frequency, 

TABLE 2.

NSCLC SCLC

TotalStage IIIB Stage IV LD ED

N 73 124 30 47 274

Sex (male/female) 57/16 79/45 18/12 39/8 193/81

Age (median [range]) 69.0 [35–86] 67.0 [41–89] 69.0 [53–80] 68.0 [45–82] 68.0 [35–89]

PS (ECOG)

    0 22 (30.1) 31 (25.0) 23 (29.9) 11 (23.4) 76 (27.7)

    1 43 (58.9) 82 (66.1) 46 (59.7) 30 (63.8) 171 (62.4)

    2 7 (9.6) 8 (6.5) 8 (10.4) 6 (12.89) 23 (8.4)

    ≥3 1 (1.4) 3 (2.4) 0 (0) 0 (0) 4 (1.5)

Bone metastasis

    − 73 (100.0) 65 (52.4) 30 (100) 28 (59.6) 196 (71.5)

    + 0 59 (47.6) 0 (0) 19 (40.4) 78 (28.5)

SRE

    − 73 (100.0) 104 (83.9) 30 (100) 43 (91.5) 250 (91.2)

    + 0 20 (16.1) 0 (0) 4 (8.5) 24 (8.8)

Chemotherapy

    − 9 (12.3) 9 (7.3) 1 (2.1) 2 (6.7) 21 (7.7)

    ≤30 days 54 (74.0) 98 (79.0) 41 (87.2) 27 (90.0) 220 (80.3)

    >30 days 10 (13.7) 17 (13.7) 5 (10.6) 1 (3.3) 33 (12.0)

EGFR mutation

    + 10 (13.7) 28 (22.5) 1 (3.3) 0 (0.0) 39 (14.2)

    − 16 (21.9) 44 (35.5) 1 (3.3) 2 (4.3) 63 (23.0)

    NT 47 (64.4) 52 (42) 28 (93.6) 45 (95.7) 172 (62.8)

Zoledronatea

    + 8 (11.0) 49 (39.5) 4 (8.5) 2 (6.7) 63 (23.0)
    − 65 (89.0) 75 (60.5) 43 (91.5) 28 (93.3) 211 (77.0)

aZoledronate was administered after development of bone metastasis.
NSCLC, non–small-cell lung cancer; SCLC, small-cell lung cancer; LD, limited disease; ED, extensive disease; PS, performance status; ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology 

Group; SRE, skeletal-related event; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; NT, not tested.
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radiation to bone (15.7%), pathologic fracture (4.7%), HCM 
(2.2%), and spinal cord compression (1.1%). Because spi-
nal cord compression is considered an oncologic emergency, 
it requires urgent evaluation and treatment with corticoste-
roids and either radiotherapy or surgical decompression. 
Fortunately, we were able to reduce the incidence of spinal 
cord compression, as much as possible, because of close 
monitoring and appropriate treatment. A prospective study 
of 250 patients with a variety of solid tumors (120 of whom 
had NSCLC) complicated with BM found that the incidence 
of SRE was radiation to bone in 32%, pathologic fracture in 
21%, surgery to bone in 4%, spinal cord compression in 4%, 
and HCM in 3% when patients were not treated prophylacti-
cally with zoledronate.15 In a retrospective review of Japanese 
patients with NSCLC, among 135 stage IV patients, the most 

common SREs were the need for radiotherapy in 34.3% and 
hypercalcemia in 20%.19

Another retrospective study of 196 NSCLC patients 
with BM revealed that 47 of 110 patients without initial 
SRE eventually experienced their first SREs while receiving 
chemotherapy, whereas the accompanying type of SRE was 
radiotherapy in 39, pathologic fracture in 11, surgery to bone 
in six, and spinal cord compression in four patients.23

The median time to BM from diagnosis of lung cancer 
and to SREs from BM in our study was 19.0 and 9.5 months, 
respectively. To our knowledge, there seems to be no single 
prospective study which reports the interval to BM from diag-
nosis of stage IIIB NSCLC or LD-SCLC. Our result may be 
useful in future trials to prevent BM from lung cancer with 
bisphosphonate or denosumab, regarding the initiation of 
treatment. The median interval to SRE from BM was 9.5 
months, compared with 171 days for NSCLC patients treated 
with 4 mg of zoledronate.15 In a randomized phase III study 
comparing zoledronate with denosumab in the treatment of 
BMs in patients with advanced cancer (excluding breast and 
prostate cancer) or multiple myeloma, the median time to 
first on-study SRE was 20.6 months for denosumab and 16.3 
months for zoledronate. The effect of denosumab on time to 
first on-study SRE relative to zoledronate by tumor stratifica-
tion factors resulted in an HR of 0.84 for NSCLC (95% CI, 
0.64 to 1.10; p = 0.20).16 However, a direct comparison is not 
possible, as all of the patients in our study were not treated with 
zoledronate or denosumab, and were also treated with various 
types of anticancer drugs, including EGFR-TKIs, which were 
quite effective in EGFR mutation–positive patients.8,9

We evaluated the predictive factors of BM via mul-
tiple regression analysis separately in patients with SCLC 
and patients with NSCLC, because their biologic character-
istics and clinical behavior differ. In case of NSCLC, stage 
IV (HR = 7.62; p < 0.001), PS 1 or greater at enrollment 
(HR = 1.82; p = 0.046), and high serum BALP at baseline (HR 
=10.36; p = 0.002) were found to be positive predictive fac-
tors. Two factors, excluding BALP, represent the tumor burden 
at the time of diagnosis of lung cancer. Therefore, the chance 
of developing BM increases with tumor progression. BALP 
has been investigated as a bone formation marker, but their 
association with clinical characteristics seems to vary depend-
ing on the tumor type, the nature of the BMs, and the effects of 
treatment. BALP measured in our study may represent active 
bone turnover as a result of subclinical metastasis to bone. 
Unexpectedly, EGFR-TKI treatment was not a negative predic-
tive marker of BM. This may be related to the small number of 
active EGFR mutations (30 patients, 15.2%) and the fact that 
that most patients were treated with EGFR-TKI as a second- 
or third-line regimen (21 patients, 70%) instead of a first-line 
regimen. In SCLC, ED at enrollment (HR = 6.11; p = 0.006), 
higher serum LDH at baseline (HR = 9.14; p = 0.016), and 
higher serum PTHrP at baseline (HR = 0.38; p = 0.048) were 
found to be predictive factors. The former two factors repre-
sent the tumor burden at the time of diagnosis of lung cancer 
as in NSCLC while increasing the chance to develop BM. The 
reason why the higher serum PTHrP at baseline was a nega-
tive predictive factor of BM was not clear, but it may be acting 

FIG. 1. A
B C
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as a nonfunctioning tumor marker. A first-line regimen with 
platinum + CPT-11 or platinum + etoposide tended to be a 
negative predictive factor of BM (HR = 0.44; p = 0.165) but 
did not reach a significant level, probably because of the small 
sample size.

Another multiple regression analysis evaluating the 
predictive factors of SREs from initial documentation of BM 
demonstrated that stage IV NSCLC (HR = 5.58; p < 0.001) 
and zoledronate use after BM were positive factors, whereas 
age 65 or older (HR = 0.50; p = 0.038) was a negative predic-
tive factor for SRE in NSCLC. Multiple regression analysis 
was not performed for SCLC, because the number of patients 
with SREs was only nine and all SREs occurred in ED-SCLC. 
The reason why an age of more than 65 years in NSCLC 
was a negative predictive factor for SREs is not clear in our 
study. This might be related to the physical activity of younger 
patients, as they enjoyed moving, without pain or limita-
tion, and needed to receive radiation therapy more frequently 
than elder patients. Otherwise, older patients might have 
undergone single-agent chemotherapy for longer periods, or 
received molecular-targeted agents more often than younger 

patients. These factors need to be elucidated in a future trial. 
Surprisingly, zoledronate use after BM was a positive predic-
tive factor of SREs. This may be because of the fact that zole-
dronate was used at the discretion of the investigators, and that 
they tended not to administer zoledronate at an early stage, 
but at a progressive stage of BM (bias due to the treatment by 
indication).

Serum albumin was a marginally significant negative 
predictive factor of SRE (HR = 0.59; p = 0.070) by multi-
variate analysis. High serum albumin reflects that patients 
have a good appetite, and can maintain good general condi-
tion, such as body weight. These two factors are also known 
as a good prognostic factor.26–28 In contrast to other reports, 
NTx was not a predictive factor of SRE (p = 0.758) in our 
study.29,30 Brown et al.29 reported a statistically significant cor-
relation between N-telopeptide levels at baseline and a range 
of skeletal complications in 121  bisphosphonate-treated 
patients with breast or prostate cancer with BM. Their defi-
nition of SRE was radiotherapy to bone, hypercalcemia, 
spinal cord compression, pathological fracture, surgery to 
bone, hospital admissions for control of bone pain, and/or 

TABLE 4.

Factor

NSCLC SCLC

HR (95% CI) p HR (95% CI) p

NSCLC (stage IV/stage IIIB) 7.62 (3.76–15.46) <0.001

SCLC (ED/LD) 6.11 (1.69–22.05) 0.006

Sex (female/male) 1.02 (0.62–1.66) 0.952 0.90 (0.27–3.03) 0.875

Age (≥65/≤64) 0.69 (0.43–1.11) 0.124 0.74 (0.25–2.21) 9.585

PS (≥1/0) 1.82 (1.01–3.29) 0.046 1.87 (0.61–5.78) 0.276

LDH (1000 U) 1.07 (0.35–3.26) 0.911 9.14 (1.51–55.14) 0.016

Alb (g/dl) 0.82 (0.54–1.25) 0.362 0.70 (0.24–2.05) 0.513

Ca (mg/dl) 0.84 (0.60–1.16) 0.291 0.93 (0.54–1.60) 0.796

PTHrP (pmol/liter) 0.92 (0.76–1.11) 0.388 0.38 (0.15–0.99) 0.048

BALP (100 U/liter) 10.36 (2.35–45.78) 0.002 1.56 (0.60–4.05) 0.363

NTx (1000 nmol BCE/mmol CRE 0.67 (0.21–2.13) 0.499 0.29 (0.02–4.53) 0.374

Chemotherapy (yes/no) 0.51 (0.22–1.20) 0.125 0.52 (0.14–1.97) 0.340

EGFR-TKI (yes/no) 1.69 (0.76–3.75) 0.196
First-line Plat + etoposide or Plat + CPT/other 0.44 (0.14–1.40) 0.165

HR, hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval; NSCLC, non–small-cell lung cancer; SCLC, small-cell lung cancer; ED, extensive disease; LD; limited disease, PS, performance status; 
Alb, albumin; PTHrP, parathyroid hormone–related peptide; BALP, bone alkaline phosphatase; NTx, cross-linked N-telopeptide of type 1 collagen; EGFR-TKI, epidermal growth factor 
receptor-tyrosine kinase inhibitor; Plat, platinum; LDH, lactate dehydrogenase; BCE, ; CRE, ; CPT,.

TABLE 3.

All SREs New SREs during Follow-Up Total

n % n % N %

Any SRE 24 8.8 26 9.5 50 18.2

    Pathologic fracture 9 3.3 4 1.5 13 4.7

    Radiation to bone lesion 22 8 21 7.7 43 15.7

    Surgery to bone 0 0 0 0 0 0

    Spinal cord compression 2 0.7 1 0.4 3 1.1
    Hypercalcemia of malignancy 1 0.4 5 1.8 6 2.2

SRE, skeletal-related event.
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death due to metastatic bone disease. The total number of 
SREs was 111 in 121 patients during 6 months. In another 
report, which focused on metastatic NSCLC without zole-
dronate therapy, high NTx level at baseline was associated 
with an increased rate of first SRE, and this increased rate 
was maintained throughout the study period. Overall, there 
were a total of 110 SREs in 115 patients during 21 months.30 
However, there were only 50 SREs among 111 lung cancer 
patients with BM over a median follow-up duration of 13.8 
months, and the number of SREs was relatively low in the 
current study, compared with these two reports. This may be 
the reason why NTx at baseline was not a predictive marker 
of SREs in our study.

CONCLUSIONS
The incidence of BM at initial diagnosis was 48% in 

patients with stage IV NSCLC and 40% in patients with 
ED-SCLC. Forty-six percent of the patients who developed 
BM had SREs at enrollment and during the follow-up period. 
Multivariate analysis revealed that the factors predicting BMs 
were stage IV, PS 1 or greater, higher serum BALP at baseline 
in case of NSCLC and ED, higher serum LDH at baseline, 
and higher serum PTHrP at baseline in case of SCLC, and 
that the factors predicting SRE in NSCLC were stage IV, age 
64 or younger, and zoledronate use after BM. These factors 
should be taken into consideration in future randomized stud-
ies evaluating BM and SREs.
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

We  analyzed  the function  of  a SEPT9-ABL1  fusion  identified  in a  case  of T-prolymphocytic  leukemia
with  tyrosine  kinase  inhibitor  (TKI)  resistance.  Five  isoforms  with  different  N-termini,  including  SEPT9a-
ABL1,  SEPT9b-ABL1,  SEPT9d-ABL1,  SEPT9e-ABL1  and  SEPT9f-ABL1,  were  detected  in  the  leukemic  cells.  All
isoforms  except  SEPT9d-ABL1  are localized  in the cytoplasm,  undergo  autophosphorylation  and  phospho-
rylate  the  downstream  targets,  STAT-5  and  Crkl, and  provided  IL-3-independence  and  in  vivo invasiveness
to  32D  cells.  Additionally,  these  SEPT9-ABL1  isoforms  were  resistant  to  TKIs  in  vitro  and  in vivo,  in  com-
parison  to BCR-ABL1.  These  findings  demonstrated  that  SEPT9-ABL1  had  oncogenic  activity  and  conferred
resistance  to TKIs.

©  2014  Elsevier  Ltd. All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

The Abelson (ABL1) gene encoding a non-receptor tyrosine
kinase is involved in protein networks that control cell prolifera-
tion, survival, migration and invasion [1]. To date, nine ABL1 fusion
genes have been reported in various hematological malignancies
[2]. They are thought to contribute to leukemogenesis through
aberrant ABL1 signaling. BCR-ABL1 is the most characterized of
these fusion genes. The identification of BCR-ABL1 is a criterion for
the diagnosis of chronic myeloid leukemia (CML), and the fusion is
also detected in 25–30% of adult cases of B-cell acute lymphoblas-
tic leukemia (B-ALL) [3]. However, the other ABL1 fusion genes are
detected in a relatively limited number of cases; NUP214-ABL1 is
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detected only in 5% of T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemias (T-ALL),
and another seven ABL1 fusion genes have been described in case
reports [2].

These  fusion proteins are divided into two  groups by their
structure. The first group including BCR-ABL1, ETV6-ABL1, EML1-
ABL1, NUP214-ABL1 and ZMIZ1-ABL1 has Src homology 2 (SH2) and
3 (SH3) domains of ABL1, and is found in various hematologi-
cal malignancies, such as CML, B-ALL, T-ALL and acute myeloid
leukemia (AML). The second group including RCSD1-ABL1, SFPQ-
ABL1, FOXP1-ABL1 and SNX2-ABL1, which were only identified in
B-ALL, does not have the autoinhibitory SH3 domain [2,4]. Both
groups of fusion gene products possess constitutive kinase activ-
ity, making them possible therapeutic targets for tyrosine kinase
inhibitors (TKIs) such as imatinib, dasatinib and nilotinib.

We  recently identified a novel chimeric fusion gene, Septin9
(SEPT9)-ABL1, harboring SH3 and SH2 domains, in a patient with
T-prolymphocytic leukemia (T-PLL). The patient was unresponsive
to imatinib and dasatinib, and eventually died due to systemic infil-
tration of leukemic cells, suggesting that SEPT9-ABL1 had oncogenic
activities, as well as resistance to TKIs [5].

The SEPT9 product is a GTP-binding protein. It is ubiq-
uitously expressed, and is considered to be a component of
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cytoskeletal structures such as actin filaments, microtubules and
cellular membranes [6]. SEPT9 possesses a proline rich region,
a polybasic domain and a p loop-based GTP-binding domain
(CDC/Septin domain with GTPase activity), which is important
for hetero-oligomerization between SEPT9 and other proteins [7].
Whereas the C-terminus of SEPT9 with the CDC/Septin domain con-
tributes to forming a MLL-SEPT9 fusion protein [8], the N-terminus
of SEPT9 with the proline rich region forms SEPT9-ABL1. Because
the six SEPT9 isoforms with different N-termini exhibit different
intracellular distributions [9], it is expected that there are also six
isoforms in SEPT9-ABL1, with different intracellular distribution
and functions.

The  current study was  performed to evaluate the oncogenic
activities and the sensitivity to TKIs of each isoform of SEPT9-ABL1.
We found that SEPT9-ABL1 exhibited oncogenicity and conferred
TKI resistance in vitro and in vivo, although the activities varied
among the SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms.

2. Materials and methods

2.1.  Reverse transcription (RT)-PCR analysis and cloning of SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms

The patient’s sample was  obtained after written informed consent was pro-
vided  in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and with approval from
the  Tokai University Committee on Clinical Investigation (Permit number: #12I-
09). Total RNA was  extracted from a sample using the RNeasy reagents (QIAGEN).
The cDNA was synthesized using SuperScript VILO (Invitrogen), and was ampli-
fied by PCR using specific primers (Supplementary Table 1). After confirming the
sequences of the PCR products, they were inserted into a MIGR1 retroviral vector
[10].

Supplementary material related to this article can be found, in the online version,
at  http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.leukres.2014.08.015.

2.2. Cell culture, retroviral infection and cell proliferation assay

HEK293 T cells and a packaging cell line consisting Plat-gp cells were cultured in
DMEM medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) at 37 ◦C under 5% CO2. The
transduction of the plasmids into these attached cells was performed using Fugene
HD (Promega), according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

We  cultured 32D cells, a murine interleukin3 (IL-3)-dependent hematopoietic
cell  line, in RPMI 1640 medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and recom-
binant murine IL-3 (5 ng/ml) at 37 ◦C under 5% CO2. The cells were retrovirally
transduced  with SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms (SEPT9a-ABL1, SEPT9b-ABL1, SEPT9d-ABL1,
SEPT9e-ABL1  and SEPT9f-ABL1) as described previously [11], and were sorted by their
expression of EGFP using a FACSAria instrument (BD).

To  evaluate the cell proliferation, the cells were cultured in 12-well plates at a
density of 1 × 105 cells/ml, with or without murine IL-3 (5 ng/ml). The viable cells
were  counted after 48 h.

To evaluate the TKI sensitivity, ten thousand cells were cultured in 96-well plates
with increasing concentrations of imatinib (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) or dasatinib
(LC Laboratories). After 48 h, the cell proliferation was  evaluated by the Cell Titer-Glo
Luminescent  cell viability assay (Promega).

2.3. Western blot analysis

Total  cell lysates prepared using RIPA buffer were electrophoresed and trans-
ferred  to polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membranes. They were incubated with
2000- and 4000-fold diluted primary and secondary antibodies, respectively, and
were visualized with Immobilon Western Chemiluminescent HRP Substrate (Mil-
lipore). The antibodies used were as follows: anti-!-actin from Sigma–Aldrich,
anti-phospho-Abl (Tyr412), anti-Abl, anti-phospho-Stat5 (Tyr694), anti-Stat5, anti-
phospho-Crkl (Tyr207), anti-Crkl and horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated
anti-rabbit  IgG from Cell Signaling, and HRP-conjugated anti-mouse IgG from GE
Healthcare.

2.4. Immunocytochemistry

Cytospin slides with fifty thousand cells were fixed in ethanol, blocked by 5%
normal  goat serum (NGS) at room temperature (RT) for 1 h, and incubated with
anti-Abl1 (1:200) (Sigma–Aldrich) and anti-SEPT9 (1:50) antibodies (Abcam). They
were then incubated with secondary antibodies conjugated with Alexa 488 (1:200)
or Alexa 594 (1:200) (Alexa Fluor). Nuclear staining was performed with Slow Fade
Gold antifade reagent with DAPI (Life Technologies). Images were acquired using a
confocal laser microscope (LSM510 META spectrometer, Carl Zeiss).

2.5.  In vivo tumor models

We  performed intravenous and subcutaneous syngeneic transplantation of
5 × 105 and 2 × 106 cells, respectively, into C3H/HeJ mice. To evaluate the TKI sen-
sitivity, mice were orally treated with dasatinib. The treatment was started the day
after the cell implantation. In the intravenous tumor model, mice were evaluated
histopathologically to confirm the infiltration of transplanted cells into the bone
marrow, spleen and liver using hematoxylin eosin staining and anti-EGFP antibody
staining  (Molecular Probes). In the subcutaneous tumor model, the diameters and
heights of the subcutaneous tumors were measured twice a week.

All  experiments using animals were approved by the animal care committee of
Tokai University (Permit number: #132028).

2.6. Statistical analysis

The  significance of the differences between two groups was determined using
the Mann–Whitney test. A value of p < 0.05 was considered to be statistically signif-
icant.

3. Results

3.1. Identification of SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms

There have been six Septin 9 (SEPT9) isoforms reported with dif-
ferent N-termini. Fig. 1A shows the presumed structures of the six
SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms, SEPT9a-ABL1 to SEPT9f-ABL1, corresponding
to SEPT9a to SEPT9f. The SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms are thought to share
the C-terminal structure with BCR-ABL1. In the N-termini, they
possess only a small part of the CDC/Septin domain from SEPT9.
SEPT9a-ABL1, SEPT9b-ABL1 and SEPT9c-ABL1 differed by a few
amino acids in the N-terminal sequence. SEPT9d-ABL1 had a differ-
ent structure in the N-terminal sequence compared to SEPT9a-ABL1
to SEPT9c-ABL1. SEPT9e-ABL1 and SEPT9f-ABL1 were translated
from the second and fourth methionine present in SEPT9a-ABL1
to SEPT9c-ABL1, respectively (Fig. 1A).

To identify the SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms expressed in the T-PLL
patient, RT-PCR was  performed. The transcripts of all SEPT9-
ABL1 isoforms but SEPT9c-ABL1 were detected (Fig. 1B). All five
detectable isoforms were cloned into MIGR1 retroviral vectors after
sequencing, which revealed no point mutations. They were trans-
duced into HEK293T cells to confirm their expression and size
by a Western blot analysis. Three SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms of differ-
ent sizes were detected in the patient with T-PLL; 180, 170 and
150 kDa, which corresponded approximately to SEPT9a-ABL1 and
SEPT9b-ABL1, SEPT9d-ABL1 and SEPT9e-ABL1 and SEPT9f-ABL1,
respectively (Fig. 1C).

These  findings suggested that five SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms, but not
SEPT9c-ABL1, were expressed in the T-PLL patient.

3.2. Intracellular distribution of the SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms

In  order to determine the functions of these SEPT9-ABL1 iso-
forms in vitro, their cellular distribution in 32D cells was  first
evaluated by immunocytochemistry. The 32D cells transfected
with the MIGR1 control vector (32D/MIGR1) expressed wild-type
SEPT9 in the both cytoplasm and nucleus, but did not express
wild-type ABL1, suggesting that the anti-ABL1 antibody specifi-
cally recognized the SEPT9-ABL1 fusion proteins when they were
exogenously expressed in 32D cells. SEPT9a-ABL1, SEPT9b-ABL1
and SEPT9e-ABL1 were mainly localized in the cytoplasm, with
faint distribution in the nucleus. SEPT9f-ABL1 was  localized pre-
dominantly in the cytoplasm. However, SEPT9d-ABL1 was weakly
expressed only in the cytoplasm (Fig. 2A and B).

The anti-SEPT9 antibody recognized both wild-type and fusion
SEPT9 products. 32D cells with SEPT9a-ABL1 (32D/SEPT9a-ABL1),
SEPT9b-ABL1 (32D/SEPT9b-ABL1), SEPT9e-ABL1 (32D/SEPT9e-
ABL1) and SEPT9f-ABL1 (32D/SEPT9f-ABL1) exhibited mainly
cytoplasmic signals from the anti-SEPT9 antibody, in comparison to
32D/MIGR1. The 32D cells with SEPT9d-ABL1 (32D/SEPT9d-ABL1)

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.leukres.2014.08.015
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Fig. 1. Identification of SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms. (A) The presumed structures of SEPT9-ABL1. The number of amino acids is also indicated. aa, amino acid; DNA-BD, DNA binding
domain; F-A-B, F-actin binding; KD, kinase domain (SH1); P-R-R, proline-rich region; SH, SRC homology. (B) The mRNA expression analysis of the SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms in
the  T-PLL patient using RT-PCR. (C) The overexpression of SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms in HEK293 T cells. The sizes were comparable among the three kinds of SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms
with  different molecular weights in the T-PLL patient. K562 cells, which express p210 BCR-ABL1, were used as a positive control. The expression of !-actin was used as an
internal control.

showed cytoplasmic, but not nuclear, signals generated by the anti-
SEPT9 antibody.

These  findings suggested that the SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms were
localized preferentially in the cytoplasm, indicating the aberrant
distribution of wild-type SEPT9 proteins.

3.3. Phosphorylation of SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms and their
downstream targets

The  phosphorylation status of exogenous SEPT9-ABL1 fusion
products and their downstream targets in 32D cells was  analyzed.
IL-3 was deprived from the culture media to eliminate the effects
of IL-3 signaling. All SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms but SEPT9d-ABL1 exhib-
ited phosphorylation, which was the strongest in 32D/SEPT9f-ABL1
cells. Stat5, indispensable for BCR-ABL1-induced leukemogenesis
[12], was phosphorylated most strongly in the 32D/SEPT9f-ABL1
cells. On the other hand, Crkl, a substrate of BCR-ABL in the
cytoplasm [13], was phosphorylated in 32D cells with all of
theSEPT9-ABL1 isoforms (Fig. 2C). These findings demonstrated

that  the phosphorylation of SEPT9-ABL1 and Stat5 was  the highest
in SEPT9f-ABL1, and was  not detected in SEPT9d-ABL1.

3.4. Proliferation of 32D cells with the SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms

To  evaluate the proliferation induced by SEPT9-ABL1, the cel-
lular proliferation rates were examined in cells expressing the
different isoforms. The 32D/MIGR1 cells only proliferated in culture
with IL-3. The 32D cells with BCR-ABL1 (32D/BCR-ABL1) prolifer-
ated at the same rate as 32D/MIGR1 cells, regardless of the presence
of IL-3. The 32D cells with SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms were less proli-
ferative than 32D/BCR-ABL1 and 32D/MIGR1 cells in culture with
IL-3. The 32D cells with all the isoforms, except 32/SEPT9d-ABL1
cells, were also able to proliferate in an IL-3-independent man-
ner. The 32D/SEPT9d-ABL1 cells survived, but did not proliferate
in culture without IL-3 (Fig. 2D). When the ratios of cell prolif-
eration without/with IL-3 were compared for each isoform, that
of the 32D/SEPT9f-ABL1 cells was  the highest of all the isoforms,
and was equivalent to that of BCR-ABL1, suggesting that the cel-
lular proliferation induced by SEPT9f-ABL1 was not affected by
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Fig. 2. The oncogenic activities of SEPT9-ABL1 in vitro. (A) The intracellular distributions of the SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms in 32D cells. Fluorescent immunohistochemical analyses
were  performed using anti-Abl1 (green, upper right) and anti-SEPT9 antibodies (red, lower left). Nuclear staining was performed using DAPI (blue, upper left). The merged
images are shown in the lower right corner of each panel. The scale bars indicate 10 !M.  (B) The ratios of cells without nuclear ABL1 signals to all ABL1-expressing cells
for each SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms. Among all the cells with ABL1 signals (green) distributed in either nuclear or cytoplasmic regions, the cells with no co-localization of green
and  DAPI (blue) signals were counted. The averages of three independent experiments are shown. At least 30 cells were counted in each transfection. SEPT9f-ABL1 was
localized significantly more often in the cytoplasm compared to SEPT9a-ABL1, SEPT9b-ABL1 and SEPT9e-ABL1. * Indicates p values < 0.05. (C) The phosphorylation status
of  the SEPT-ABL1 isoforms and their downstream targets, Stat5 (90 kDa) and Crkl (39 kDa), in 32D cells. The phosphorylated forms and total amounts of each protein were
evaluated by an immunoblot analysis. The expression of "-actin was  used as an internal control. (D) The proliferation of 32D cells with SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms in vitro. One
hundred thousand cells were seeded, and the cell numbers in cultures with or without IL-3 were evaluated after 48 h. The averages of three independent experiments are
shown.  (E) A comparison of the cell proliferation rates without/with IL-3 in 32D cells harboring each SEPT9-ABL1 isoform. The values were calculated from the data presented
in  D. * Indicates p values < 0.05 compared with BCR-ABL1. n.s., not significant.

IL-3 signaling (Fig. 2E). These results revealed that 32D/SEPT9-
ABL1 cells proliferated, to varying degrees, in an IL-3-independent
manner.

3.5. Oncogenic activity in vivo

The oncogenic activity of SEPT9-ABL1 in vivo was exam-
ined using the 32D/SEPT9f-ABL1 cells, and was compared with
32D/MIGR1 and 32D/BCR-ABL1 cells used as negative and positive
controls, respectively. All mice implanted with 32D/MIGR1 cells
survived more than 100 days, whereas the mice with 32D/BCR-
ABL1 cells died after 14–27 days (32D/MIGR1 vs. 32D/BCR-ABL1,
p < 0.05). Mice with 32D/SEPT9f-ABL1 cells died from 21 to
47 days after the transplantation (32D/MIGR1 vs. 32D/SEPT9f-
ABL1, p < 0.05) (Fig. 3A). All the dead mice had marked hep-
atosplenomegaly. A histological analysis showed the infiltration

of  32D/SEPT9f-ABL1 cells in the bone marrow, spleen and liver
(Fig. 3B). These findings revealed that 32D/SEPT9f-ABL1 cells infil-
trated systemically in the transplanted mice.

3.6. TKIs sensitivity in vitro

Because the T-PLL patient with SEPT9-ABL1 was reported to be
clinically resistant to TKIs, including imatinib and dasatinib [5],
their 50% inhibitory concentration (IC50) was analyzed using 32D
cells with the SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms. Compared to 32D/BCR-ABL1
cells, the IC50 of imatinib and dasatinib were higher in 32D/SEPT9-
ABL1-expressing cells except for 32D/SEPT9d-ABL1 cells; there
were 4.3- to 11.1-fold resistance to imatinib (0.96–2.52 !M vs.
0.23 !M for BCR-ABL1) and 14.4- to 24.2-fold resistance to
dasatinib (9.5–16.0 nM vs. 0.66 nM for BCR-ABL1) (Fig. 4A).
These results revealed that all SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms, except for
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Fig. 3. The oncogenic activity of SEPT9f-ABL1 in vivo. (A) The Kaplan–Meier survival curves of mice transplanted with 32D/MIGR1, 32D/BCR-ABL1 and 32D/SEPT9f-ABL1
cells. The survival of mice with 32D/BCR-ABL1 and 32D/SEPT9f-ABL1 cells was significantly shortened compared to that of mice with 32D/MIGR1 (p values < 0.05). (B) The
results  of the histological analysis of the involved organs in leukemic mice with 32D/BCR-ABL1 and 32D/SEPT9f-ABL1 cells. The histological sections of the bone marrow,
spleen and liver stained with hematoxylin and eosin and an anti-EGFP antibody are shown. 32D/BCR-ABL1 and 32D/SEPT9f-ABL1 cells infiltrated diffusely throughout the
bone  marrow in comparison to 32D/MIGR1 cells, as shown by EGFP staining. In the spleen, they dominantly infiltrated in the red pulp and the region thus became enlarged
(*). In the liver, the cells also infiltrated the hepatic lobules, as well as around vessels and Glisson’s sheath (**). The bars indicate 1 mm in the bone marrow and 0.4 mm in the
spleen  and liver.

SEPT9d-ABL1, were resistant to TKIs, especially to dasatinib, com-
pared to BCR-ABL1.

To  evaluate the changes in the phosphorylation status of the
downstream targets of SEPT9-ABL1, such as Stat5 and Crkl, under
treatment with TKIs, 32D/SEPT9f-ABL1 and 32D/BCR-ABL1 cells
cultured with TKIs for 3 h were compared. Imatinib and dasatinib
inhibited the phosphorylation of Stat5 and Crkl in 32D/SEPT9f-ABL1
and 32D/BCR-ABL1 cells in a concentration-dependent manner. In
particular, the Stat5 phosphorylation was dramatically decreased
in 32D/BCR-ABL1 cells. However, the phosphorylation was sus-
tained in 32D/SEPT9f-ABL1 cells at higher concentrations of
imatinib and dasatinib (Fig. 4B and C). These results suggested that
the TKI resistance of SEPT9f-ABL1 was mainly due to the sustained
phosphorylation of Stat5.

3.7.  Dasatinib sensitivity in vivo

The TKI sensitivity of SEPT9f-ABL1 was then analyzed in vivo.
Dasatinib was  selected for the in vivo analysis due to the higher
resistance of 32D/SEPT9f-ABL1 cells compared to imatinib in vitro.
A subcutaneous tumor model was initially applied. The treatment
with dasatinib at 30 mg/kg, but not 10 mg/kg, led to the regres-
sion of tumors composed of 32D/BCR-ABL1 cells 14 days after
tumor implantation, in comparison to treatment with placebo
(p = 0.020). In contrast, treatment with dasatinib (10 mg/kg or
30 mg/kg) did not inhibit the growth of 32D/SEPT9f-ABL1 tumors
(Fig. 5A).

The  dasatinib sensitivity of SEPT9f-ABL1 was  also evaluated
using an intravenous tumor model. The doses of dasatinib uti-
lized in the study were 20 mg/kg and 30 mg/kg. Mice implanted
with 32D/BCR-ABL1 cells died within 39 days in the placebo group.
However, all mice with 32D/BCR-ABL1 cells survived during the
administration of dasatinib at both doses (p < 0.05). In contrast,
the survival of mice implanted with 32D/SEPT9f-ABL1 cells treated
with 20 mg/kg of dasatinib was not prolonged in comparison to the
placebo group (p = 0.243) (Fig. 5B). When they were treated with
30 mg/kg of dasatinib, two out of five mice with 32D/SEPT9f-ABL1
survived the 80 days of treatment, suggesting that this dose was
partially effective (p = 0.093). Taken together, these results indicate

that  SEPT9f-ABL1 was resistant to dasatinib in both subcutaneous
and intravenous tumor models.

4. Discussion

The current study identified five SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms
with different N-terminal sequences, which exhibited differ-
ent autonomous proliferation activities in vitro and in vivo.
SEPT9f-ABL1, specifically localized in the cytoplasm, phosphory-
lated itself and Stat5 strongly, which might have been associated
with the oncogenic activities of SEPT9-ABL1 in vivo. In addition,
the SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms were resistant to TKIs in varying degrees,
suggesting that the TKIs sensitivity of ABL1 fusion proteins are
dependent on their N-terminal sequences.

BCR-ABL1 acts as an oncogene in the cytoplasm by activating
multiple signals, including STAT5 and CRKL [14,15]. STAT5 can
stimulate cell proliferation and enhance cell viability by upregu-
lating anti-apoptotic genes, such as BCL-XL [12,16]. In contrast,
CRKL binds directly to the SH2 domain of BCR-ABL1 and activates
PI3 kinase directly or indirectly via CBL, inhibiting apoptosis [13].
Among the SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms, SEPT9f-ABL1 was  localized in the
cytoplasm and strongly phosphorylated Stat5 as well as BCR-ABL1,
thus resulting in the strongest IL-3 independence. On the other
hand, CRKL was phosphorylated almost equally in 32D cells with
all isoforms, even in 32D/SEPT9d-ABL1 cells that only survived, but
did not proliferate, without IL-3. This suggests that SEPT9-ABL1 also
acts as an oncogene in the cytoplasm by recruiting STAT5 and CRKL,
and that the activation of STAT5 is crucial for SEPT9-ABL1-induced
cellular proliferation.

The  N-terminal part of the ABL1 fusion proteins often has a
coiled-coil or helix-loop-helix domain, which is associated with the
oligomerization of fusion proteins and is required for the constitu-
tive activation of the ABL1 tyrosine kinase [4]. Although SEPT9 does
not have a coiled-coil or helix–loop–helix domain, it has a long N-
terminal proline-rich region [17,18]. SEPT9f-ABL1 has a C-terminal
proline-rich region that all the SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms shared. Our
findings suggest that the C-terminal fragment might activate the
ABL1 function, while the remaining N-terminal fragment regulates
it.
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Fig. 4. The sensitivity of each SEPT9-ABL1 isoform to TKIs in vitro. (A) The IC50 of imatinib and dasatinib in 32D cells with the BCR-ABL1 and SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms. The cells
were  analyzed at 48 h after starting culture with various concentrations of each agent. The ratios of the IC50 values in 32D/SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms compared to 32D/BCR-ABL1
cells were shown as “Fold changes”. * Indicates p values < 0.05 in comparison to BCR-ABL1. (B) and (C) The changes in the phosphorylation status of Stat5 and Crkl in 32D
cells  exposed to various concentrations of imatinib (B) and dasatinib (C).
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Fig. 5. The sensitivity of SEPT9f-ABL1 to dasatinib in vivo. (A) In the subcutaneous tumor model, dasatinib (at 10 mg/kg or 30 mg/kg) or placebo was administered daily to
C3H/HeJ mice (n = 5 for each groups) with subcutaneously transplanted 32D/BCR-ABL1 or 32D/SEPT9f-ABL1 cells. The volume of the subcutaneous tumors is indicated. (Left
panel)  30 mg/kg dasatinib, but not 10 mg/kg dasatinib, significantly inhibited the growth of 32D/BCR-ABL1 tumors compared to mice treated with placebo (p = 0.020, day
14;  p = 0.046, day16; p = 0.036, day19). (Right panel) In contrast, neither 30 mg/kg nor 10 mg/kg dasatinib could inhibit the growth of 32D/SEPT9f-ABL1 tumors. * Indicates p
values  < 0.05. (B) (Left panel) In the intravenous tumor model, the Kaplan–Meier survival curves indicated that dasatinib at 20 mg/kg and 30 mg/kg significantly prolonged the
survival  of mice with 32D/BCR-ABL1 tumors compared to mice treated with placebo (p < 0.05). (Right panel) In contrast, dasatinib at 20 mg/kg did not significantly prolong
the  survival of mice with 32D/SEPT9f-ABL1 tumors (p = 0.243). The 30 mg/kg dose of dasatinib was partially effective for the mice with 32D/SEPT9f-ABL1 tumors (p = 0.093).

TKIs designed to target BCR-ABL1 have also been reported to be
beneficial in the treatment of cases with other ABL1 fusion genes;
EML1-ABL1, NUP214-ABL1 and ETV6-ABL1 were sensitive to imatinib
or dasatinib in vitro [19–21], and dasatinib reduced the subcuta-
neous tumor volume of NUP214-ABL1-positive cells in vivo [22].
In clinical case reports, EML1-ABL1, RCSD1-ABL1, ETV6-ABL1 and
NUP214-ABL1 were sensitive to TKIs as monotherapy or combina-
tion chemotherapy [19,21,23,24]. On the other hand, SNX2-ABL1
was resistant to dasatinib, and only partially sensitive to imatinib
in vitro [25]. The IC50 values for imatinib and dasatinib of BCR-ABL1

in  our analysis, 0.23 !M and 0.66 nM,  were comparable with those
in the previous studies [26]. In addition, the doses of dasatinib
used in our in vivo experiments, 10–30 mg/kg, were consentient
with previous analyses that required at least 2.5 mg/kg/day dasa-
tinib to inhibit tumor growth in mice expressing BCR-ABL1 [27].
Therefore, our study proved that SEPT9-ABL1 is a TKIs-resistant ABL
fusion.

SNX2-ABL1 and SEPT9-ABL1 had no point mutations in the
ATP-binding site, phosphate binding site or activation loop of
the ABL1 gene, which were found to cause TKIs-resistance in
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BCR-ABL1 fusion products [28]. SNX2-ABL1 had no SH3 domain and
a partial SH2 domain which regulate the ABL1 function [29], but
all the SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms, including SEPT9d-ABL1 and SEPT9f-
ABL1, had SH3 and SH2 domains similar to BCR-ABL1. Although the
absence of SH3 and SH2 may  be associated with TKIs-resistance in
SNX2-ABL1, these results demonstrated that the response of ABL1
fusion products to TKIs is dependent on the N-terminal structure. In
addition, the findings that SEPT9-ABL1 and SNX2-ABL1 exhibited
more resistance to dasatinib than imatinib should be mentioned.
The mechanism of TKI-resistance of ABL1 fusion products might
differ between imatinib and dasatinib.

The wild-type SEPT9 gene has also been reported to play a role
in tumorigenesis [9]; however, this mechanism seems to be com-
plicated because of the pleiotropic function of the wild-type SEPT9
gene. One report showed the deletion of SEPT9 in sporadic epithelial
ovarian tumors [30], whereas another study reported overexpress-
ion in breast cancer [31]. SEPT9 mRNA is expressed ubiquitously,
but the expression pattern of the isoforms is tissue-specific in both
normal and malignant tissues [32]. Recent studies have shown
the methylation of the SEPT9 promoter [33,34], specific expres-
sion patterns of SEPT9 isoforms in various cancers [35–37] and the
tumorigenic functions of specific isoforms [38–41]. These findings
suggest that dysregulated expression profiles of SEPT9 isoforms
contribute to tumorigenesis, and that the SEPT9 isoforms respon-
sible for tumorigenesis vary according to the type of tumors. In
the formation of SEPT9-ABL1 in our T-PLL case [5], one allele of
wild-type SEPT9 might have been deleted coinstantaneously and
recognized as SEPT9 haploinsufficiency, which might have con-
tributed to leukemogenesis and TKI-resistance.

In conclusion, the SEPT9-ABL1 isoforms had different func-
tions in terms of the cellular proliferation, and their N-terminal
structures provided different levels of sensitivity to existing TKIs
compared to BCR-ABL1. A recent comprehensive genetic analysis
of tumors may  uncover the various genetic mutations, including
ABL1 fusions, in hematological or non-hematological malignancies.
Although there have so far been a limited number of cases reported
with various ABL1 fusion genes other than BCR-ABL1, the use of
molecular targeting agents for hematological malignancies with
ABL1 fusion genes should be optimized according to their struc-
tural features. Further refinement of ABL1-targeted therapy will be
useful for the treatment of various malignancies in the future.
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The human immune system can be reconstituted in experimental animals by transplanting hu-
man hematopoietic stem cells (hHSCs) into immunodeficient mice. To generate such human-
ized mice, further improvements are required, particularly to ensure that transplanted
hHSCs are maintained in mice and proliferate long enough to follow prolonged immune re-
sponses to chronic diseases or monitor therapeutic effects. To prepare the relatively human
bone marrow environment in mice, we generated nonobese diabetic/severe combined
immunodeficiency/interleukin-2 receptor gamma chain null (NOG) mice expressing human
Jagged1 (hJ1) in an osteoblast-specific manner (hJ1-NOG mice) to examine whether Notch
signaling induced by hJ1 mediates hHSC proliferation and/or maintenance in mice. The es-
tablished hJ1-NOG mice possess relatively larger bone marrow space and thinner cortical
bone compared with nontransgenic littermates, but the number of c-kit+ Sca-1+ lineage- cells
was not significantly different between hJ1-NOG and nontransgenic littermates. In the trans-
plantation experiments of CD34+ cells obtained from human cord blood, CD34+CD38- cells
(hHSCs) were more increased in hJ1-NOG recipient mice than in nontransgenic littermates
in mouse bone marrow environment. In contrast, the transplanted mouse c-kit+ Sca-1+

lineage- cells did not show significant increase in the same hJ1-NOG mice. These results sug-
gest that hJ1-NOG mice could contribute to the growth of transplanted human CD34+ cells in
a human-specific manner and be useful to study the in vivo behavior and/or development of
human stem cells, including cancer stem cells and immune cells. ! 2014 ISEH - Society for
Hematology and Stem Cells. Published by Elsevier Inc.

Humanized animals generated by transplantation of human
cells or tissues into immunodeficient mice have been used
for studying human-specific diseases and therapeutic
interventions. Among engrafted cells, human cord blood
(CB)-derived CD34þ cells have been widely employed to
establish a human immune system in mice to examine the
in vivo behavior of human immune cells, including long-

term immune responses to infections and tumor growth
[1]. Efficient engraftment has been achieved by selection
of recipients and the human hematopoietic stem cell
(hHSC) injection route. However, the maintenance and pro-
liferation of transplanted hHSCs in humanized mice have
until now been insufficient to allow analysis of long-term
processes including chronic diseases [2].

Hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) self-renewal and plurip-
otency are regulated primarily in the bone marrow (BM)
niche, in part via Notch signaling. Notch signaling induced
by specific binding of the Notch ligands (Delta-like 1–2, 4,
and Jagged1–2 in mammals) to their receptors (Notch1–4 in
mammals) determines cell fate [3]. Since Jagged1 (J1) is
expressed on BM stromal cells, HSCs, which express
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Notch, may receive Notch signaling from the BM niche [4].
Many studies have revealed enhanced self-renewal capacity
in HSCs expressing a constitutively active form of Notch or
in those cocultured with stromal cells expressing Notch li-
gands [5,6]. Moreover, increased HSC proliferation has
been reported in a transgenic mouse expressing an active
form of parathyroid hormone-related protein receptor in os-
teoblasts, which drives high J1 expression [7]. Based on
these studies, we generated a transgenic mouse expressing
human J1 (hJ1) in osteoblasts of nonobese diabetic
(NOD/Shi)-scid-IL2rgnull (NOG) mice (hJ1-NOG mice)
to create highly acceptable recipients for human cells. In
these transgenic mice, high proportions of engrafted hHSCs
relative to total BM cells were present after transplantation
of human CB-derived CD34þ cells. Thus, hJ1-NOG mice
may be useful as humanized mice for maintaining the
stem cell pool.

Materials and methods

Generation of hJ1 NOG mice
A DNA fragment containing the 2.3-Kb osteoblast-specific pro-
moter region for the mouse a1(I) collagen (Col1a1) promoter
[8] was provided by Dr. B. de Crombrugghe (University of Texas,
Houston, TX). The chicken b-globin 50 HS4 insulator (1.2 kb)
[9,10] was provided by Dr. G. M. Lefevre (National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, MD). The DNA fragments of the Col1a1 pro-
moter, insulator, and human jag1 (3.7kb) were inserted into the
pCMVb vector (Clontech Laboratories, Inc., Mountain View,
CA) (Fig. 1A). To generate transgenic mice, linearized DNA
was injected into NOD/Shi mouse embryos, and transgenic
offspring were further backcrossed to NOG mice [11]. Experi-
ments using mice maintained under specific pathogen-free condi-
tions were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee of the Central Institute for Experimental Animals.

Bone analysis
The histological analysis was described previously [12]. For
reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) anal-
ysis, the mRNA from femurs of hJ1-NOG and control nontrans-
genic NOG mice was isolated by RNA mini kit (QIAGEN,
Hilden, Germany) and was transcribed with oligo-dT and Omini-
script reverse transcriptase (QIAGEN). The oligonucleotides used
to hJ1 and osteocalcin (OCN) were the following: hJ1 sense, 50-
AGCTGTAAGGAGACCTCCCTG-30; hJ1 antisense, 50-
TTCTGACACTGGCCAAGGCAGTC-30; OCN sense, 50-CTC
TGTCTCTCTGACCTCACAG-30; and OCN antisense, 50-GGA
GCTGCTGTGACATCCATAC-30.

Three-dimensional imaging by microcomputed tomography
(micro-CT)
Each isolated mouse femur was scanned by CT scanner (eXplore
Locus CT System, GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK) oper-
ated at 80 kV and 450 mA using 400 projections over 88 min for
half-scan reconstruction. Voxel resolution was 21 mm. The volume
of bone marrow space was quantified using the three-dimensional
image analysis software TRI/3DBON (Ratoc System Engineering,
Tokyo, Japan).

Transplantation of CB-derived CD34þ cells
For human CD34þ cell transplantation, commercially available
human CB-derived CD34þcells (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland)
were used. The purity of CD34þ cells was more than 95%.
Method of human CD34þ cell transplantation was described pre-
viously [12]. Briefly, after 2.5 Gy X-ray irradiation, 5 x 104 human
CD34þ cells were intravenously transplanted into hJ1-NOG and
control nontransgenic NOG mice. Eighteen weeks after transplan-
tation of human CD34þ cells, BM and spleen cells were stained
with antihuman monoclonal antibodies and analyzed by flow
cytometry.

Transplantation of mouse c-kitþ sca-1þ lineage- (KSL) cells
For mouse c-kitþ sca-1þ lineage- cell transplantation, c-kit-posi-
tive, sca-1-positive, lineage marker (Lin: TER119, CD3, CD19,
Mac-1, Gr-1)-negative cells (KSL cells) were isolated from fetal
liver of E15.5 green fluorescent protein (GFP) mouse embryos
(Japan SLC, Shizuoka, Japan) or BM of 4-week-old GFP mice
by sorting using a FACSAria (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA).
Mouse GFPþKSL cells (2 x 104 cells) were injected into hJ1-
NOG and control nontransgenic NOG mice receiving 2.5Gy irra-
diation before 24 hours. After 8 weeks, their BM cells were
analyzed by flow cytometry.

Serial transplantation in NOG mice
Human CD34þ cells were isolated from BM of initial CD34þ

transplanted hJ1-NOG or control nontransgenic NOG mice, 18
weeks after transplantation of human CB-derived CD34þ cells
(5 x 104 cells), by a magnetic cell sorting (MACS) system using
biotinylated antihuman CD34 antibody (BioLegend, San Diego,
CA) and avidin-conjugated magnetic beads (Milteny Biotec, Ber-
gisch Gladbach, Germany). For the serial transplantation, 2 x 105

human CD34þ cells from an each initial recipient were intrave-
nously transplanted into NOG mice with 2.5 Gy irradiation. Eight
weeks later, their BM cells were analyzed by flow cytometry.

Coculture assay with stromal cells
For establishment of OP9 cell lines expressing NotchL were ob-
tained after transfection into the Plat-E ecotropic packaging cell
line, as described previously [13]. For coculture, human
CBCD34þ cells were plated at 0.3 to 1"104 cells on a monolayer
of stromal OP9 transfectants prepared in six-well culture plates for
3 to 7 weeks in the presence of recombinant cytokines: 50ng/mL
hSCF, 50ng/mL hTPO and 50ng/mL Flt3L (Peprotech, London,
UK). After two weeks of coculture, half of the cultured floating
cells were re-cultured onto new OP9 monolayers with fresh me-
dium containing growth factors weekly, to prevent overgrowth.
After coculture, growing cells were harvested for flow cytometric
analysis.

Flow cytometry
Both BM and spleen cell preparation and flow cytometric analysis
have been described [14]. Antibodies used included: antihuman
CD45-allophycocyanin-Cy7 (APC-Cy7), antihuman CD33-
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), and antihuman CD38-FITC an-
tibodies (BD Biosciences); antihuman CD19-phycoerythrin (PE)
and CD3-PE-Cy7 antibodies (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA); anti-
mouse c-kit-APC, antihuman lineage cocktail-PE, antimouse
lineage cocktail-PE, antihuman CD34-PE-Cy7 antibodies, bio-
tinylated antimouse Sca-1, and streptavidin-PE-Cy7 (BioLegend)
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and antimouse Sca-1-FITC antibody (eBioscience, San Diego,
CA).

Immunohistochemistry
Femurs were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) and decalcified
with 20% EDTA in phosphate-buffered saline. Bones were then
embedded in paraffin and cut at 4-mm thickness. Sections were

stained with anti-hemagglutinin (HA) (Serotec, Kidlington,
U.K), antimouse osteocalcin (Enzo Life Sciences, Farmingdale,
NY) and antihuman CD34 (DakoCytomation, Glostrup,
Denmark). Secondary antibodies were horseradish peroxidase-
labeled polymer-conjugated antirabbit immunoglobulin G (Ni-
chirei, Tokyo, Japan). For color development, these sections
were incubated with 0.02% 3,3’-diaminobenzidine (DAB)

Figure 1. Generation and characterization of hJ1-NOG mice. (A) Schematic diagram of the human Jag1 transgene. (B) RT-PCR analysis of hJ1 and OCN in
femurs of 8-week-old hJ1-NOG (J1-Tg) mice and nTg littermates. (C) H&E staining of femurs of J1-Tg mice and nTg littermates (each of left, scale bars, 200
mm.), and higher magnification of immunohistochmical staining with anti-HA antibody of metaphyseal trabecular area (top) and diaphyseal cortical area
(bottom). Scale bars, 100 mm. (D) Immunohistochemical staining of serial sections of femurs (metaphyseal trabecular regions: left, and diaphyseal cortical
regions: right) from nTg and J1-Tg mice using antiosteocalcin antibody (a-OCN; top) and anti-HA antibody (a-HA; bottom). Arrowheads indicate positive
cells. Scale bars, 20 mm. (E) Measurements of the BM cavity of femurs J1Tg and nTg mice (n 5 9 each). Total volume (red and blue), bone volume (blue),
and marrow volume (red) were quantified as described in article text, and M/T ratios were calculated based on them. Error bars represent SEM. *p ! 0.05
and **p ! 0.01 vs. nTg. Scale bars, 2mm.
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(Dojindo, Kumamoto, Japan) substrate solution containing
0.006% H2O2. Immunostained sections were counterstained with
hematoxylin (Sakura Finetek, Tokyo, Japan) for visualization of
nuclei.

Statistical analysis
Mean values and standard deviations were computed using Excel
(Microsoft, Redmond, WA). Significant differences were calcu-
lated by Student’s t test.

Results and discussion

Generation and characteristics of transgenic mice
expressing hJ1
To establish the experimental system that allows human he-
matopoietic stem cells to grow efficiently in mouse BM, we
first examined the in vitro system in which human CB-
derived CD34þcells were cocultured on mouse OP9 stro-
mal cells expressing human and mouse Notch ligands in

the presence of growth factors for maintenance of HSCs.
In preculture, the purity of CD34þ cells was O95%, and,
among them, the proportion of CD34þCD38-cells was
about 10%. The coculture of CD34þ cells on OP9 showed
much greater proliferation of CD34þCD38- cells (termed
hHSCs in this study) in conditions employing hJ1 than in
those with mouse J1 (Table 1). Based on this in vitro exper-
imental result, we generated transgenic mice expressing hu-
man Jag1 cDNA in osteoblasts under the control of the
COL1A1 promoter (Fig. 1A) to examine the in vivo effect
of hJ1 in the mouse BM niche on hHSC. Of two transgenic
lines (#115 and #116) we established, #116, expressing
higher levels of hJ1 protein, was bred on an immunodefi-
cient NOG mouse (hJ1-NOG mice) for further experiments
of human cell transplantation.

In hJ1-NOGmice, hJ1 expressionwas detectable in femur
by RT-PCR (Fig. 1B) in addition to the mouse J1 expression
respectively. The immunohistochemical analysis showed hJ1
positive cells in both metaphyseal trabecular and diaphyseal

Table 1. Number of total cells and HSCs after co-culture of CB-derived CD34þ cells on OP9 stromal cell lines

Stromal cell

No. of CBCD34þcells (day 0) No. of total cells ("106 cells) No. of CD34þ CD38- cells ("106 cells)

("104 cells) 3W 4W 7W 3W 4W 7W

Exp. 1 Control OP9 0.3 10.1 14.1 72.3 1.7 2.2 5.8
hD1/OP9 0.3 4.6 11.5 60.8 1.5 4.2 22.7
hJ1/OP9 0.3 10.6 28.6 232.0 4.9 4.9 62.9

Exp. 2 Control OP9 1.0 77.0 93.5 5667.0 6.8 3.9 561.6
mD1/OP9 1.0 10.0 21.6 2100.0 0.1 1.7 59.4
hD1/OP9 1.0 6.6 22.3 1123.0 1.2 1.6 112.6
mJ1/OP9 1.0 99.0 115.5 3346.0 8.4 20.5 657.2
hJ1/OP9 1.0 112.2 151.8 57024.0 8.9 30.7 16286.0

CB 5 cord blood; hD1 5 human Delta-like1; hJ1 5 human Jagged1; HSC 5 hematopoietic stem cell; mD1 5 mouse Delta-like1; mJ1 5 mouse Jagged1.
Human CBCD34þ cells were cultured for 3, 4, or 7 weeks (W) on a monolayer of OP9-derived transfectants expressing hD1, hJ1, mD1 or hJ1 in the presence
of hSCF, hTPO and Flt3L. Each week, after washing the floating cells were re-cultured on a monolayer of OP9 transfectans. After culture, growing cells were
harvested for flow cytometric analysis.

Figure 1. (continued) (F) Average number of total BM cells (left) of femurs in nTg (n 5 3) and J1-Tg mice (n 5 4) was counted under microscopy. The
frequency (middle) and average number (right) of KSL cells in both mice. We determined KSL cells by staining BM cells with monoclonal antibodies to
mouse lineage cocktail, c-Kit and Sca-1. Number of KSL cells was analyzed by flow cytometry. Error bars represent SEM. nTg 5 nontransgenic NOG;
SEM 5 standard error of the mean.
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cortical areas in hJ1-NOG mice but not in nontransgenic
NOGmice (Fig. 1C). In the same site of serial sections, osteo-
calcin positive cells were detectable (Fig. 1D). Bone sections
of hJ1-NOG mice seem to have relatively larger marrow
space and thinner trabecular bone in comparison to nontrans-
genic NOG littermates (Fig. 1C), which was confirmed in
micro-CT analysis showing the increase of marrow volume
and of marrow to total volume (M/T) ratio (Fig. 1E), as
well as the decrease of trabecular bone volume fraction
(BV/TV) (Supplementary Figure E1A, online only, available
at www.exphem.org). In fact, tissue mineral density (TMD)
of cortical area in hJ1-NOG mouse was decreased
(Supplementary Figure E1A, online only, available at
www.exphem.org). Although the marrow space of hJ1-
NOG mice was enlarged, mouse total BM cells and c-kitþ

sca-1þ lineage- (KSL) cells were not particularly increased
(Fig. 1F). These characteristics of hJ1-NOG mice suggest
that hJ1 expression on osteoblasts does not seem to enhance
mouse stem cell proliferation. In addition to hJ1 expression,
hJ1- NOG mice showed other BM phenotypes such as lower
bone density and the increase of both osteoblasts and osteo-
clasts (Supplementary Figure E1B, online only, available at
www.exphem.org), which might also be related to the
enlargement of BM space and warrants further investigation.

Preferential increase of hHSC in hJ1-NOG mice post
engraftment of CB-derived cells
These hJ1-NOG mice were then used to study whether
hHSCs are efficiently maintained and/or proliferated in the
mouse BM niche due to hJ1 expression. To accomplish
this, human CB-derived CD34þ cells were transplanted
into hJ1-NOG and nontransgenic NOG mice, and then BM
cells in the recipients were analyzed 18 weeks after trans-
plantation. Immunohistochemical staining showed a higher
proportion of CD34þ cells in the marrow space (Fig. 2A).
As shown in Figures 2B and 2C, the proportion and cell num-
ber of CD34þ cells and CD34þ38- cells in CD45þ cells were
clearly increased in hJ1-NOGmice, while the number of hu-
man CD45þ cells in BM was not significantly different be-
tween hJ1-NOG and nontransgenic NOG mice. Since both
recipients were equally injected with 5x104 human CD34þ

cells containing around 10% of CD34þCD38- cells, the
mathematical estimation from Figure 2B indicates a 20-
fold increase of CD34þCD38- cells in hJ1-NOG mice and
about a 4-fold increase in nontransgenic NOG mice. These
results suggest that hHSC can be promoted to expand in
hJ1 expressing BM niche, which is consistent with the obser-
vation in Table 1 showing that human CD34þ cells greatly
increased in coculture with hJ1þ stromal cells. At the same
time, it is also possible that the increased proportion of
CD34þ cells in BM may result from the suppression of the
developing pathway from CD34þ cells into CD34- cells by
hJ1. However, this possibility requires further investigation,
since our aim in this study is to establish a model mouse in
which human CD34þ cells grow efficiently.

In hJ1-NOG mouse spleen, lymphoid cells such as T and
B cells and granulocytes were comparable in number and
proportion between hJ1-NOG mice and nontransgenic
NOG littermates (Fig. 2D), indicating that developing cells
belonging to lineage committed cells may be released from
BM comparably in both recipients.

To validate whether the above experimental results by
transplantation of human CB-derived CD34þ cells substan-
tially occurs specifically in hHSC,mouse hematopoietic cells
rather than human cells were transplanted into the same hJ1-
NOG mice, and we examined their growth. To distinguish
transplanted cells from recipient BM cells, donor cells
were prepared from GFP transgenic mice. Then, the isolated
GFPþKSL cells were injected into non-GFP hJ1-NOG and
nontransgenic NOG recipients. No significant difference
was found in total GFPþ cells and in the proportion of
GFPþKSL cells in both recipients, indicating that hJ1 expres-
sion did not significantly contribute to the growth of trans-
planted mouse KSL in BM (Table 2).

Altogether, transplantation experimental results of hu-
man and mouse hematopoietic stem cells clearly indicated
that hJ1-expressing niche greatly contributes to the growth
of transplanted hematopoietic precursor cells in a human
cell specific manner.

Previous studies reported that both human and mouse
Notch ligands support mouse KSL cell growth in the cocul-
ture system [15,16]. However, mouse KSL cell growth was
not sufficiently enhanced in hJ1-NOG mice compared with
control NOG mice, whereas hHSCs are clearly increased in
the same BM niche. This disparity could be due, at least in
part, to experimental differences between in vivo and
in vitro cocultures, which may employ various types of
HSC growth factors. Also, the pairing of combinations of
Notch receptors and ligands in distinct species likely
influences HSC growth because, as mentioned in the
above-described culture system, hHSCs grew more rapidly
in combination with hJ1 than with the mouse counterpart
(Table 1).

Next, we examined whether the intramarrow expanded
human CD34þCD38- cells in hJ1-NOG mouse still main-
tain the original growing potentials of hHSC without retar-
dation. For that, human CD34þ cells grown in the first
hJ1-NOG or in nontransgenic NOG recipient were isolated
from each BM respectively, and then the same number of
them was transplanted into the secondary recipient non-
transgenic NOG mice but not hJ1-NOG mice. The flow
cytometric analysis of BM cells from the secondary non-
transgenic NOG recipient showed that the number and pro-
portion of human CD34þ38- cells derived from hJ1-NOG
mice were not statistically different, although they seem
to be slightly enhanced in the hJ1-NOG–derived case
(Table 3). These results suggest that enhancement of human
CD34þ cell growth is transiently induced as long as hJ1 ex-
ists, but restores without abrogation of their intrinsic
growing potential in the absence of hJ1.
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Figure 2. Characterization of hHSCs post transplantation in hJ1-NOG mice. Eighteen weeks after human CD34þ cell transplantation (5 x 104 cells) into J1-
Tg mice and nTg littermates, BM obtained from the femurs of each recipient was analyzed by immunohistochemistry and flow cytometry. (A) Immunohis-
tochemical staining for human CD34 in femurs of J1-Tg and nTg mice. Arrowheads indicate positive cells. Scale bars; 100 mm. (B) Representative flow
cytometric profiles of CD34þCD38þ and CD34þCD38- cell proportion in CD45þ BM cells. Numbers indicate the relative percentages of cells within indi-
cated areas. (C) Histograms showed the number of engrafted CD45þ cells in total BM cells, the proportion of CD34þ cells and CD34þCD38- cells in CD45þ

cells in five hJ1-Tg and nTg mice each. Error bars represent SEM (n 5 5, *p! 0.05). Total cell numbers of CD34þCD38- cells (hatched bar), CD34þCD38þ

cells (gray bar) and CD34þ cells (hatched bar þ grey bar) in J1-Tg and nTg mice. Error bars represent SEM (n 5 5, * p! 0.05). (D) Human-derived immune
cells in spleen cells. Average number of total spleen cells (left), human CD45, CD3, CD19, and CD33 cells (right) in J1-Tg and nTg mice was determined by
flow cytometer. J1-Tg 5 hJ1-NOG; nTg 5 nontransgenic NOG; SEM 5 standard error of the mean.
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In conclusion, our established hJ1-NOG mouse is of use
as an in vivo model to study human immune responses to
various stimulants, such as pathogens or cancer cells,
particularly of a chronic status, the study of which needs
continuous and sufficient development of immune cells
supplied by enhanced expansion and increased survival of

hHSCs. At the same time, due to the longer maintenance
and enhanced expansion of hHSCs in the mouse BM niche,
the hJ1-NOG mouse could be a powerful tool for directly
investigating the characterization of human-derived he-
matopoietic cancer stem cells and leukemogenesis and for
developing therapeutic strategies.

Table 3. Human HSCs grown in J1Tg or nTg mice in the second nTg recipients

Mouse no. Donor Recipient

Injected
CD34þ cells

(x 105)

In the recipient NOG mice transplanted after 8 weeks

% of CD45þ

cells in
BM cells

No. of CD45þ

cells (x 105)

% of CD34þ

cells in
CD45þ cells

No. of CD34þ

cells (x 104)

% of CD34þ

CD38- cells in
CD45þ cells

No. of CD34þ

CD38- cells
(x 103)

1 J1-Tg nTg 2.0 5.8 3.4 3.5 1.2 2.0 6.9
2 J1-Tg nTg 2.0 3.0 1.9 0.5 0.1 0.4 0.7
3 J1-Tg nTg 2.0 5.5 3.5 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.4
4 J1-Tg nTg 2.0 8.5 6.3 1.4 0.9 1.1 6.8
5 J1-Tg nTg 2.0 17.7 6.5 5.0 3.3 0.6 4.0
6 J1-Tg nTg 2.0 1.4 0.7 2.9 0.2 0.1 0.1

mean ± SD 7.0 ± 5.8 3.7 ± 2.3 2.3 ± 1.9 1.0 ± 1.2 0.7 ± 0.7 3.1 ± 3.2
7 nTg nTg 2.0 2.0 1.0 2.9 0.3 1.1 1.2
8 nTg nTg 2.0 37.5 26.7 1.1 2.9 0.4 10.4
9 nTg nTg 2.0 3.0 1.8 1.7 0.3 0.2 0.3
10 nTg nTg 2.0 1.8 1.0 1.0 0.1 0.2 0.2
11 nTg nTg 2.0 3.3 1.3 0.8 0.1 0.3 0.4
12 nTg nTg 2.0 10.3 3.4 1.8 0.6 0.8 2.8

mean ± SD 9.7 ± 14.0 5.9 ± 10.2 1.5 ± 0.8 0.7 ± 1.1 0.5 ± 0.4 2.6 ± 4.0

Human CD34þ cells (2 x 105) obtained from the first recipients, J1-Tg or nTg mice, were transplanted into the nTg second recipients. The transplanted
CD34þ cells derived from hJ1-Tg and nTg contained CD34þCD38- cells in average 10.3% and 9.9%, respectively. Eight weeks later, the percentage and
the number of human CD45þ and of CD34þ or CD34þCD38- cells in CD45þ cell in BM were analyzed by flow cytometry. Difference between engrafted
cells derived from J1-Tg and nTg was not significant. BM 5 bone marrow; HSC 5 hematopoietic stem cell; J1-Tg 5 hJ1-NOG; nTg 5 nontransgenic NOG.

Table 2. Engrafted mouse GFPþ KSL cells in BM of hJ1-NOG or non-transgenic NOG recipient mice

In recipient mice

Mouse no. Recipient
No. of total cells
in BM (x 105)

% of GFPþ cells
in BM (x 105)

No. of GFPþ cells
in BM (x 105)

% of KSL cells
in GFPþ cells

No. of GFPþKSL
cells in BM (x 105)

1 J1-Tg 121.5 73.3 89.1 2.9 2.6
2 J1-Tg 69.3 73.7 51.1 4.9 2.5
3 J1-Tg 40.5 55.7 22.6 1.3 0.3
4 J1-Tg 102.6 96.5 990 3.3 3.3
5 J1-Tg 52.0 88.3 45.9 0.7 0.3
6 J1-Tg 73.0 94.0 68.9 2.3 1.6

mean ± SD 76.5 ± 30.6 80.3 ± 15.6 72.8 ± 28.6 2.6 ± 1.5 1.8 ± 1.3
7 nTg 104.4 55.3 57.7 1.9 1.1
8 nTg 137.7 86.4 119.0 1.4 1.7
9 nTg 63.0 89.2 56.2 0.2 0.1
10 nTg 62.5 95.0 59.4 2.5 1.5
11 nTg 71.0 94.3 67.0 2.4 1.6
12 nTg 55.0 73.5 40.4 0.2 0.1

mean ± SD 82.3 ± 32.2 82.3 ± 15.3 66.6 ± 27.1 1.4 ± 1.0 1.0 ± 0.7

Isolated BM KSL cells (2 x 104) from GFP mice were transplanted into J1-Tg or nTg mice, and, 8 weeks later, the number of BM cells and the percentage and
number of GFPþ and GFPþ KSL cells in BM of the recipient mice were estimated based on the flow cytometric analysis. BM 5 bone marrow; GFP 5 green
fluorescent protein; J1-Tg 5 hJ1-NOG; KSL 5 lineage-negative, c-kit-positive, sca-1-positove; nTg 5 nontransgenic NOG.
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Supplementary Figure E1. Bone phenotypes of hJ1-NOG mice. (A) Three-dimensional microCT imaging (left) of femurs from 10-week-old female J1-Tg
mice and nTg mice. Middle and right show three-dimensional reconstructions of metaphyseal trabecular regions and diaphyseal cortical regions. BV/TV and
TMD were calculated using MicroView software. Yellow and red boxes indicate measurement regions corresponding to trabecular and cortical, respectively.
Error bars represent SEM. **p ! 0.01 for nTg vs. J1-Tg mice (n 5 9 each). (B) Histological analysis of femurs from 10-week-old female nTg and J1-Tg
mice. Histological sections of trabecular (left) and cortical (right) bones. Top panels show TRAP staining indicative of osteoclast. Arrowheads indicate TRAP
positive osteoclasts. Bottom panels show high-power fluorescent microscopy images of undecalcified femur sections labeled with calcein indicative of the
newly formed bone. Scale bars: 20 mm. BV/TV 5 Trabecular bone volume fraction; J1-Tg 5 hJ1-NOG mice; nTg 5 nontransgenic NOG mice; SEM 5
standard error of the mean; TMD 5 tissue mineral density; TRAP 5 tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase.
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Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) is the most common subtype of malignant
lymphoma. The incidence of Epstein–Barr virus (EBV)-positive DLBCL in Asian and
Latin American countries ranges from 8 to 10%. The prognosis of patients with
EBV-positive DLBCL is controversial. To compare the clinical outcome of EBV-posi-
tive and EBV-negative patients with DLBCL in the rituximab era, we analyzed
239 patients with de novo DLBCL diagnosed between January 2007 and Decem-
ber 2011. The presence of EBV in lymphoma cells was detected using EBV-
encoded RNA in situ hybridization, and it was found that 18 (6.9%) of 260
patients with diagnosed DLBCL tested positive. Among the 260 cases, 216 cases
were treated with rituximab plus chemotherapy, as were 8 EBV-positive DLBCL
patients. The median overall survival and progression-free survival times in
patients with EBV-positive DLBCL were 8.7 months and 6.8 months, respectively.
The median overall survival and progression-free survival could not be deter-
mined in EBV-negative DLBCL patients (P = 0.0002, P < 0.0001, respectively). The
outcome of patients with EBV-positive DLBCL remains poor, even in the ritux-
imab era.

D iffuse large B-cell lymphoma is the most common sub-
type of malignant lymphoma and accounts for 33% of all

cases of malignant lymphoma in Japan.(1) Diffuse large B-cell
lymphoma usually arises de novo in lymph nodes, but can also
be derived from extranodal organs. The WHO classification
describes various special types of DLBCL, and DLBCLs
harboring EBV in patients older than 50 years are termed
EBV-positive DLBCL of the elderly (EBV-DLBCL of the
elderly) as a new category.(2,3) The EBV-DLBCL of the
elderly category accounts for 8–10% of all DLBCL in Asian
countries,(4) but <5% in Western countries.(5,6)

Epstein–Barr virus is the most common gamma herpes
virus, and it has infected more than 90% of all adults. Most
people are infected subclinically in childhood and maintain a
latent infection throughout their life. During the process of
infection, EBV attaches to B cells through the binding of
viral gp350 protein to CD21 on the surface of B cells. Then,
gp42 on EBV interacts with MHC class II molecules and
triggers fusion with the host membrane.(7) The EBV is reacti-
vated by various stimuli. Epstein–Barr virus-infected B cells
are usually controlled by EBV-specific T cells, but they
become uncontrolled when the host is immunodeficient. B
cells infected with EBV sometimes become lymphoblastoid
cell lines and obtain an unlimited ability to proliferate. Lym-

phoblastoid cell lines cause some lymphoid malignancies,
including Burkitt lymphoma, extranodal natural killer ⁄T-cell
lymphoma, aggressive natural killer leukemia ⁄ lymphoma,
angioimmunoblastic T-cell lymphoma, Hodgkin’s lymphoma,
immunodeficiency-associated lymphoproliferative disorders,
and some DLBCLs.(8)

The standard treatment for DLBCL before the rituximab era
was chemotherapy combined with CHOP. Since the introduc-
tion of rituximab into the clinic, R-CHOP has become the
standard treatment for CD20-positive DLBCL.(9,10) The out-
come of DLBCL patients is improved with R-CHOP, but the
impact on the prognosis of EBV-positive DLBCL patients
remains controversial.(11–15)

We investigated the clinical features of patients with EBV-
positive DLBCL and showed that the outcome of elderly
patients with EBV-positive DLBCL treated with R-CHOP was
still worse than other groups in this study.

Materials and Methods

Patients. We reviewed the medical records of 289 patients
who received a diagnosis of DLBCL at Tokai University Hos-
pital (Isehara, Japan) and who were treated there and at affili-
ated hospitals between January 2007 and December 2011.
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Among 289 patients, 29 patients were excluded because no
paraffin-embedded samples were available. Therefore, 260
cases were examined for the presence of EBV using formalin-
fixed paraffin-embedded tissue sections.

A suitably constituted Ethics Committee of our institution
approved the protocol for this research project, and the work
was carried out according to this protocol. Our study conformed
to the provisions of the Declaration of Helsinki in 1995.

Epstein–Barr virus-encoded RNA in situ hybridization and
IHC. Epstein–Barr virus-encoded RNA in situ hybridization
was carried out using a fluorescein-conjugated EBER oligonu-
cleotide probe and the purified IgG fraction of a mouse mono-
clonal anti-fluorescein antibody (Leica, Newcastle, UK). For
IHC, mouse mAbs against CD3, CD5, CD10, CD15, CD20,
CD79a, BCL-2, BCL-6, and MUM-1 (Novocastra, Newcastle
upon Tyne, UK), and CD30 (Clone CON6D; Spanish National
Cancer Research Centre (CNIO), Madrid, Spain) were used as
primary antibodies. Detection of signals for EBER-ISH and
IHC was carried out using the Leica BOND-MAX fully auto-
matic IHC system with the BOND Polymer Refine detection

kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions using BOND
Epitope Retrieval Solution for 20 min for antigen retrieval
(DS9800 and AR9640; Leica Microsystems, Tokyo, Japan).
For EBER-ISH-positive cases, LMP-1 (Novocastra) and
EBNA-2 antibody (Novocastra) were examined with IHC.

When more than 30% of large-sized cells were positive, the
case was deemed “EBV-positive”. The DLBCL subtypes of
GCB or non-GCB were categorized using CD10, BCL-6, and
MUM-1 according to Hans’ algorithm.(16) Cases that were
unavailable for BCL-6 were categorized using CD10 and MUM-
1 according to Chang’s algorithm.(17) Epstein–Barr virus latency
was classified as: latency I, LMP-1(!) EBNA-2(!); latency II,
LMP-1(+) EBNA-2(!); and latency III, LMP-1(+) EBNA-2(+).

Clinical characteristics and statistical methods. Comparisons of
characteristics between EBV-positive and EBV-negative cases
were examined with Fisher’s exact test or the non-parametric
Mann–Whitney U-test, as appropriate. Tumor responses were
assessed with computed tomography and PET. Patients were
classified by the best tumor response according to the response
criteria for malignant lymphoma.(18) Overall survival was
defined as the duration from the date of diagnosis of DLBCL to
the date of death of any cause. Progression-free survival was
defined as the duration from the date of diagnosis to the date of
progressive or relapsed disease. The OS and PFS probabilities
were estimated using the Kaplan–Meier method, and patients
who were alive at the last follow-up were censored. The log–
rank test was used to compare pairs of subgroups regarding
survival. Multivariate analyses were carried out using Cox’s pro-
portional hazards regression analysis. Statistical analyses were
carried out using the GraphPad Prism 6.0 (GraphPad Software,
San Diego, CA) and EZR version 3.0.2.(19)

Results

Patient selection, EBER-ISH, and IHC. The EBER-ISH analysis
showed 18 cases of DLBCL that harbored EBV among the 260
cases examined (6.9%). Among these 260 cases, 21 cases were

Table 1. Details of patients with diffuse large B-cell lymphoma

(DLBCL) who were excluded from this analysis

EBV-positive DLBCL EBV-negative DLBCL

Total patients 18 242

Primary CNS DLBCL† 0 4

Immunodeficiency 3 2

Methotrexate 2 2

HIV infection 1 0

Unknown 1 11

No. of patients analyzed

in this study

14 225

†Patients with primary central nervous system (CNS) DLBCL were
excluded from analysis because rituximab plus cyclophosphamide,
doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisolone was not a treatment
option. EBV, Epstein–Barr virus.

Table 2. Summary of clinical data of patients with Epstein–Barr virus (EBV)-positive diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) (n = 14) and EBV-

negative DLBCL (n = 225)

Variable EBV-positive DLBCL (n = 14) EBV-negative DLBCL (n = 225) P-value

Age, years, median (range) 71.5 (55–84) 68.0 (22–92) 0.3379‡

Gender (male ⁄ female) 8 ⁄ 6 122 ⁄ 103 1.0000†

No. of cases (%) No. of cases (%) P-value

Over 60 years of age 11 (78.6) 170 (75.6) 1.0000†

ECOG PS 2–4 6 (43.9) 38 ⁄ 214 (17.8) 0.0223†

Ann Arbor stage III ⁄ IV 9 (64.3) 114 ⁄ 216 (52.8) 0.5819†

B symptoms, presence 6 (43.9) 57 ⁄ 208 (27.4) 0.1067†

Extranodal involvement (>1 site) 12 (85.7) 121 ⁄ 204 (59.3) 0.0856†

IPI, High intermediate ⁄High 9 (64.3) 96 ⁄ 202 (47.5) 0.2749†

LDH, IU ⁄ L, median (range) 339.5 (154–1798) 262.0 (132–5310) 0.1803‡

LDH ≥ facility upper limit of normal 11 (78.6) 135 (60.0) 0.2580†

IL2R, U ⁄mL, median (range) 2740 (374–6780) 1300 (164–68 800) 0.1146‡

IL2R ≥1000 U ⁄mL 10 (71.4) 128 ⁄ 219 (58.4) 0.2501†

IgG, mg ⁄ dL, median (range) 1501 (561–2510) 1275 (300–3644) 0.3785‡

IgA, mg ⁄ dL, median (range) 226 (128–1473) 251 (33–952) 0.8541‡

IgM, mg ⁄ dL, median (range) 78 (20–176) 72 (8–1203) 0.9227‡

Pathological subtype

GCB type 1 (8.3) 54 (25.0) 0.3021†

Activated B-cell (non-GCB) type 11 (91.7) 162 (75.0)

NA† 2 9

†Fisher’s exact test. ‡Mann–Whitney U-test. ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; GCB, germinal center B cell; IL2R, interleukin 2 receptor;
IPI, international prognostic index; LDH, lactate dehydrogenase; NA, not available; PS, performance status.
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excluded from analysis in this study for the following reasons: 1
case with HIV infection (EBV-positive); 4 cases with a history
of methotrexate (EBV-positive, 2 cases; EBV-negative, 2 cases);
4 cases with primary large B-cell lymphoma of the central ner-
vous system (EBV-negative); and 12 cases in which the clinical
records were unavailable (EBV-positive, 1 case; EBV-negative,
11 cases). Finally, we analyzed 239 patients that included 14
cases of EBV-positive DLBCL and 225 cases of EBV-negative
DLBCL, resulting in an EBV-positive rate of 6.0% (Table 1).
Because all EBV-positive DLBCL patients were older than
50 years, they satisfied the criteria of EBV-DLBCL of the
elderly.

Clinical data are summarized in Table 2. The median age
was 71.5 years in EBV-positive patients and 68.0 years in
EBV-negative patients (P = 0.3379). The percentages of
patients aged over 60 years were 78.6% for EBV-positive
and 75.6% for EBV-negative patients (P = 1.0000). The per-
formance status was inferior in EBV-positive patients; the
incidence of a performance status >2 in EBV-positive
patients was higher than that in EBV-negative patients
(43.9% vs 17.8%, respectively; P = 0.0223). Extranodal dis-
ease affecting more than two organs was found in 12 ⁄ 14
EBV-positive cases (85.7%) and 121 ⁄ 204 EBV-negative
cases (59.3%) (P = 0.0856). Eleven out of 12 EBV-positive
cases were non-GCB types (91.7%). In EBV-negative cases,
GCB and non-GCB types were found in 54 patients (25.0%)
and 162 patients (75.0%), respectively. In EBV-positive
DLBCL, seven patients showed latency II and four showed
latency III.

Treatment response. The various treatments are shown in
Table 3. Both R-CHOP and R-CHOP-like regimens were used
for chemotherapy.

The R-CHOP and R-CHOP-like regimens were given to 8
⁄14 EBV-positive and 198 ⁄225 EBV-negative patients. The
median number of R-CHOP cycles was 4 (range, 1–8) in

Table 3. Summary of therapy and treatment responses in patients

with Epstein–Barr virus (EBV)-positive and EBV-negative diffuse large

B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL)

EBV-positive

DLBCL

EBV-negative

DLBCL
P-value

Immunocompetent 14 225

No treatment 3 11

Treatment 11 214

Chemotherapy,

no rituximab

3 8

Radiation 0 3

Rituximab only 0 5

R plus chemotherapy 8 198

R-CHOP 8 160

R-CHOP-like 0 38

R-COP 0 16

R-THP-COP 0 14

R-CHO 0 4

R-CHP 0 2

R-CO 0 2

No. of chemotherapy

cycles, median (range)

4.5 (1–8) 6 (1–8) 0.0201†

Response

CR 2 (25.0%) 147 (74.2%) 0.0060‡

PR 2 (25.0%) 19 (9.6%)

SD or PD 4 (50.0%) 29 (14.6%)

NA 0 3

†Mann–Whitney U-test. ‡v2-test. C, cyclophospahmide; CR, complete
remission; H, doxorubicin; NA, not available; O, vincristine; P, prednis-
olone; PD, progressive disease; PR, partial response; R, rituximab; SD,
stable disease; THP, pirarubicin.

Fig. 1. Overall survival (OS) in immunocompetent Epstein–Barr virus
(EBV)-positive versus EBV-negative patients with diffuse large B-cell
lymphoma. The median OS in EBV-positive patients was 8.7 months;
OS could not be determined in EBV-negative patients. Hazard
ratio = 3.9; 95% confidence interval, 4.0–49.3; P < 0.0001.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Survival analysis in patients with diffuse large B-cell lym-
phoma (DLBCL) treated with chemotherapy regimens similar to
rituximab plus cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and pred-
nisolone. (a) Overall survival (OS). The median OS in Epstein–Barr virus
(EBV)-positive DLBCL patients was 8.7 months; OS could not be deter-
mined in EBV-negative patients. Hazard ratio = 4.3; 95% confidence
interval, 3.6–121.6; P = 0.0002. (b) Progression-free survival (PFS). The
median PFS in EBV-positive DLBCL patients was 6.8 months; median
PFS could not be determined in EBV-negative patients. Hazard
ratio = 5.6; 95% confidence interval, 13.0–384.6; P < 0.0001.

© 2014 The Authors. Cancer Science published by Wiley Publishing Asia Pty Ltd
on behalf of Japanese Cancer Association.
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EBV-positive patients and 6 (range, 1–8) in EBV-negative
patients. Treatment was discontinued for various reasons in
5 ⁄ 8 EBV-positive patients and 30 ⁄198 EBV-negative patients
(P = 0.0201). Among EBV-positive patients, two patients died
of infection in the nadir phase during chemotherapy, one
patient discontinued treatment due to PD, and one patient
refused to continue chemotherapy due to an adverse drug reac-
tion. Two EBV-positive patients showed CR (25%), two
showed partial response (25%), and four showed stable dis-
ease ⁄PD (50%). In contrast, 147 EBV-negative patients
showed CR (74.2%), 19 patients showed partial response
(9.6%), and 29 patients showed stable disease ⁄PD (14.6%).
The overall response rate was better in EBV-negative than
EBV-positive patients (P = 0.0060).

Survival. The median follow-up time of surviving patients
was 25.2 months (range, 0.8–71.3 months). Median OS was
8.7 months in EBV-positive patients and was not reached in
EBV-negative patients (P < 0.0001; Fig. 1). Three EBV-posi-
tive patients could not receive chemotherapy because their
general condition was poor and disease progression was
rapid.

Median OS and PFS were 8.7 and 6.8 months, respectively,
in EBV-positive patients treated with R-CHOP ⁄R-CHOP-like
regimens. Both OS and PFS were worse in EBV-positive
patients than in EBV-negative patients (P = 0.0002,
P < 0.0001, respectively; Fig. 2). Among eight patients who
received R-CHOP ⁄R-CHOP-like regimens, four died without
achieving CR. All three patients with latency III died <1 year
after diagnosis. Two of them were resistant to chemotherapy.
No difference in OS or PFS was found between latency III and
latency II (Table 4). We also did not find a difference in OS or
PFS between the polymorphous type versus the large-cell type
in EBV-positive DLBCL (Table 4). Among EBV-negative

Table 5. Summary of risk factors for prognosis in patients with

diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, using multivariable analysis (n = 14)

Univariate analysis† Multivariate analysis‡

HR (95% CI) P-value HR (95% CI) P-value

Age

≥60 years 2.0 (1.1–3.8) 0.02039 1.6 (0.8–3.3) 0.1911

EBV

Positive 4.2 (2.1–8.2) <0.00010 4.6 (1.8–11.8) 0.0014

PS

2–4 5.6 (3.4–9.1) <0.00010 3.3 (1.7–6.7) 0.0007

Clinical stage

III–IV 3.2 (1.9–5.5) <0.00010 1.5 (0.7–3.1) 0.2616

B symptoms

Present 2.5 (1.5–4.0) 0.00040 1.0 (0.5–2.0) 0.9379

Extranodal disease

≥1 site 2.7 (1.6–4.7) 0.00030 1.0 (0.5–2.3) 0.9359

LDH levels

≥Facility upper

limit of normal

4.2 (2.6–6.7) <0.00010 3.3 (1.4–7.7) 0.0070

IL2R levels

≥1000 U ⁄mL 4.2 (2.3–7.7) <0.00010 1.2 (0.5–2.8) 0.6597

Subtype

Non-GCB 2.2 (1.1–3.4) 0.02670 1.9 (0.8–4.2) 0.1324

†Log–rank test. ‡Cox’s proportional hazards regression analysis. CI,
confidence interval; GCB, germinal-center B cell; HR, hazard risk; IL2R,
interleukin 2 receptor; LDH, lactate dehydrogenase; PS, performance
status.T
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patients, 49 died and 149 were alive. Among the 149 alive
patients, 115 maintained relapse-free survival after achieving
the first CR.

Multivariate analyses. We carried out a Cox’s proportional
hazard regression analysis that included the following vari-
ables: age; EBV present; PS; clinical stage; B symptoms pres-
ent; extranodal disease; LDH levels; interleukin-2 receptor
levels; and GCB or non-GCB subtypes. The EBV, PS, and
LDH levels were independent risk factors (P = 0.0014, 0.0007,
and 0.0070, respectively). Among them, EBV had the highest
hazard ratio (HR: 4.6. 95% confidence interval: 1.8–11.8)
(Table 5).

Discussion

We carried out a clinicopathological analysis of DLBCL with
special interest in EBV. The percentage of patients with EBV
infection (6.9%) among all cases of DLBCL in our data was
equivalent to previously reported data from Asian coun-
tries.(8,11,12) All patients with EBV-positive DLBCL met the
criteria of EBV-DLBCL of the elderly, proposed by WHO.

In our analysis, patient characteristics between those who
were EBV-positive and those who were EBV-negative were
almost equivalent except for the performance status
(P = 0.0223) and a trend towards extranodal disease
(P = 0.0856). Epstein–Barr virus-positive DLBCL tends to
develop extranodal involvement in 70% of patients;(11,20,21)

DLBCL generally involves extranodal organs such as the gas-
trointestinal tract, skin, lungs, and tonsils.(22) Differences in
extranodal organ involvement between EBV-positive and
EBV-negative cases are unknown.

Several studies regarding the prognosis of EBV-positive
DLBCL have been reported. Morales et al.(12) reported that
EBV is an independent prognostic factor associated with de
novo nodal DLBCL, before the rituximab era. This study
analyzed six patients with EBV-positive DLBCL and 51 patients
with EBV-negative DLBCL. The median OS rates in EBV-
positive DLBCL and EBV-negative DLBCL patients were 6.5
and 47 months, respectively, and patients with EBV-positive
DLBCL showed an inferior prognosis compared to those with
EBV-negative DLBCL (P = 0.001). Park et al.(8) reported that
DLBCL patients who are EBER-ISH-positive show a more rap-
idly deteriorating clinical course with poorer treatment response,
survival, and PFS. They analyzed 34 patients with EBV-positive
DLBCL and 346 patients with EBV-negative DLBCL. Epstein–
Barr virus-encoded RNA positivity was significantly associated
with age older than 60 years (P = 0.005), more advanced stage
(P < 0.001), involvement of more than one extranodal site
(P = 0.009), higher international prognostic index (the interna-
tional prognostic index includes age >60 years, PS >2, number
of extranodal sites >2, stage >III, and LDH level >normal)
(P = 0.015), presence of B symptoms (P = 0.004), and poorer
outcome following initial treatment (P = 0.006). The EBER-
positive patients with DLBCL showed significantly poorer OS
(EBER-positive vs EBER-negative, P = 0.026) and PFS
(EBER-positive vs EBER-negative, P = 0.018). Both reports
arrived at the same conclusion: that the presence of EBV leads
to a more rapidly deteriorating clinical course with poorer treat-
ment response and survival.

In contrast, Ahn et al. retrospectively analyzed 222 elderly
patients (≥50 years) with DLBCL who received R-CHOP
chemotherapy and evaluated the state of EBER. Eighteen
cases (8.1%) were EBER-positive. At a median follow-up of
32.8 months, no significant difference was found in OS

between the groups (P = 0.627). The EBV-positive DLBCL
patients with early interruption of R-CHOP chemotherapy
showed a trend toward a high EBV DNA titer (≥1000 cop-
ies ⁄mL; P = 0.091). Thus, the EBV-positive tumoral status
of elderly DLBCL patients who undergo R-CHOP chemo-
therapy may not predict their survival but their EBV status
may contribute to the early interruption of R-CHOP chemo-
therapy.(15) In our study, we observed that OS and PFS of
EBV-positive DLBCL patients were still lower than EBV-
negative DLBCL, even after introduction of rituximab.
Although the survival data are controversial between the two
studies, they share some common features. For instance, both
studies recognized that the overall response rate was worse
in patients with EBV-positive DLBCL compared to those
with EBV-negative DLBCL, and R-CHOP was interrupted
early more frequently compared with EBV-negative DLBCL.
Because the incidence of EBV-positive DLBCL of the
elderly is low, a limitation is the small number of EBV-posi-
tive DLBCL patients in both studies. Based on these results,
a multicenter study is needed to clarify the controversies
regarding EBV-positive DLBCL.

Among 14 patients with EBV-positive DLBCL in our study,
four patients showed latency III. Latency I is associated with
EBV-related Burkitt lymphoma, latency II with classical Hodg-
kin’s lymphoma and T-cell non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, and
latency III occurs mainly in immunocompromised individuals
suffering from post-transplant lymphoproliferative disorders
and HIV-associated lymphoproliferative disorders and lympho-
blastoid cell lines.(23) In general, a more intense immunosup-
pressive status is associated with a higher latency status.
However, none of our patients was immunosuppressed.
Patients with latency III died within 1 year of diagnosis,
regardless of treatment with rituximab. Although no significant
difference in survival was found, the outcome of latency III
patients tended to be poor compared with that of latency II
patients. Yoshino et al.(24) reported that EBV-positive DLBCL
is resistant to standard chemotherapy. In this study, patients
with latency III also showed resistance to chemotherapy.

In addition, we showed that the majority of patients classi-
fied as having EBV-positive DLBCL of the elderly were non-
GCB types, which is a subtype with poor prognosis, and
this may be another reason for the inferior prognosis. In EBV-
positive DLBCL of the elderly, according to the WHO classi-
fication, age of more than 70 years and the presence of B
symptoms are negative prognostic factors.(4,11,25) The propor-
tion of the non-GCB type increases and reflects a change in
the B-cell population during aging.(26) Thus, advanced age
may lead to poor prognosis. Because age was not related to
positive or negative EBV status in our study, we suggest that
the latency status is a risk factor for developing the non-GCB
type. Montes-Moreno et al.(27) reported that EBV infection
may play a direct and additional role in activation of the
nuclear factor-jB pathway. According to their report, EBV-
positive DLBCL in the elderly is an aggressive and clonal
B-cell neoplasm with prominent nuclear factor-jB pathway
activation in the neoplastic cells. Epstein–Barr virus-encoded
RNA positivity has an adverse impact on OS and PFS in
patients with non-GCB DLBCL but not GCB DLBCL.(8)

However, the detailed mechanism of conversion to more
malignant clones in the presence of EBV is unknown. Infec-
tion with EBV in patients with non-GCB DLBCL may lead to
further resistance to chemotherapy.

In summary, rituximab, which improved the outcome of
DLBCL patients, did not show sufficient efficacy in EBV-
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positive DLBCL patients. Patients with latency III were
more resistant to chemotherapy. Further investigation of EBV-
positive DLBCL patients based on their latency status and IHC
phenotype is needed.
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BCL B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia/lymphoma
CHOP cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and predni-

solone

CR complete remission
DLBCL diffuse large B-cell lymphoma
EBER Epstein–Barr virus-encoded RNA
EBNA-2 Epstein–Barr virus nuclear antigen-2
EBV Epstein–Barr virus
GCB germinal center B cell
IHC immunohistochemistry
ISH in situ hybridization
LDH lactate dehydrogenase
LMP-1 latent membrane protein-1
MUM-1 multiple myeloma oncogene-1
OS overall survival
PD progressive disease
PFS progression-free survival
PS performance status
R-CHOP rituximab plus cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin,

vincristine, and prednisolone
WHO World Health Organization
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a b s t r a c t

T-cell prolymphocytic leukemia (T-PLL), a rare type of peripheral T-cell leukemia, is characterized by
marked splenomegaly with rapidly progressive lymphocytosis and a poor prognosis. Nine kinds of ABL1
chimeric genes have been identified in various kinds of hematological malignancies, such as chronic
myeloid leukemia and B- or T-lymphoblastic leukemia. However, there have been no reports describing
T-PLL cases with ABL1 rearrangements. We herein report a case of T-PLL with a novel SEPT9-ABL1 fusion
gene which induced strong resistance to tyrosine kinase inhibitors such as imatinib and dasatinib.
& 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).

1. Introduction

T-cell prolymphocytic leukemia (T-PLL) is a rare type of
peripheral T-cell leukemia with a naive T-cell phenotype [1]. The
clinical features of T-PLL include marked hepatosplenomegaly and
generalized lymphadenopathy with rapidly progressive lympho-
cytosis. The prognosis is generally poor due to resistance to
chemotherapy, with a median survival ranging from 7.5 to 50
months [1–3]. Chromosomal abnormalities such as t(14;14)(q11;
q32), inv(14)(q11;q32) and t(X;14)(q28;q11) have been identified
in patients with T-PLL, which result in the rearrangement of the
TCL1 or MTCP1 genes with the T-cell receptor loci, which were
thought to contribute to the pathogenesis of T-PLL [3].

We herein report a case of T-PLL with a novel ABL1 fusion
gene which was fused to SEPT9, SEPT9-ABL1. The case exhibited
strong resistance to the tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKI) used
against BCR-ABL1. This is the first report of T-PLL with an ABL1
fusion gene, and additionally, only the second report of a
hematological malignancy with an ABL1 fusion gene that exhib-
ited a poor response to TKI.

2. Case report

A 70-year-old male was admitted to our hospital due to leuko-
cytosis. On a physical examination, lymphadenopathy extending
from the bilateral cervical to supraclavicular regions with moder-
ate hepatomegaly was noted. The laboratory data on admission
were as follows: white blood cells (WBC), 248!109/L with 0%
neutrophils, 1% lymphocytes, 1% monocytes, 0% eosinophils, 0%
basophils and 98% atypical lymphocytes, which were medium-
sized with pale cytoplasm and prominent nucleoli (Fig. 1A); red
blood cells (RBC), 4110!109/L; hemoglobin (Hb), 12.4 g/dl; and
platelets (Plt), 171!109/L. Blood biochemistry was normal, except
for elevated levels of lactate dehydrogenase and hepatobiliary
enzymes. Bone marrow aspirate smears showed marked prolifera-
tion of atypical lymphocytes with a similar morphology to that of
the peripheral blood cells. Using a cytogenetic analysis, six of six
metaphases examined were 46, XY. A flow cytometric analysis
showed that the atypical lymphocytes were positive for CD2, CD4,
CD5 and CD7. A BCR-ABL FISH analysis showed no BCR-ABL signals,
although 79 of 100 bone marrow cells exhibited atypical signals
(ABL1: three copies and BCR: two copies in each cell) (Fig. 1B). The
three ABL1 signals indicated either simple amplification of the
ABL1 gene or the presence of ABL1 rearrangement. In order to
examine these two possibilities, the 50-terminal sequence of the
ABL1 gene was analyzed using the 50 RACE PCR method (SMARTer
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RACE cDNA Amplification Kit, Takara Bio, Shiga, Japan), according
to the manufacturer's protocol. Sequencing of the PCR products
demonstrated the fusion of exon 4 of SEPT9 to exon 2 of ABL1
(Fig. 1C), suggesting that the SEPT9-ABL1 fusion gene had the same
breakpoint in ABL1 as that seen in BCR-ABL1. The presumed
structure of the SEPT9-ABL1 fusion product is shown in Fig. 1D.
A Western blot analysis revealed the expression and phosphoryla-
tion of SEPT9-ABL1, in addition to the phosphorylation of a
downstream target CRKL, in the T-PLL cells obtained from the
patient (Fig. 1E). Taking into account the patient's clinical, mor-
phological, immunophenotypic and molecular features, he was
diagnosed with T-PLL harboring SEPT9-ABL1. This is the first report
of a novel SEPT9-ABL1 fusion gene in a patient with malignancy, as
well as T-PLL harboring ABL1 fusion.

The patient received multiagent chemotherapy using cyclopho-
sphamide, daunorubicin, vincristine, predonisolone and L-aspara-
ginase, and high dose MTX/Ara-C, as well as the single-agent
administration of nelarabine, hydroxyurea and tyrosine kinase
inhibitors (TKIs) (imatinib and dasatinib). The conventional che-
motherapies and cytotoxic agents effectively reduced the WBC
count, however, TKIs were unable to do so. He finally died on day
223 after diagnosis (Fig. 2A). An autopsy was performed, and a
macroscopic examination showed generalized lymphadenopathy
with an enlarged lung, liver, spleen and kidney, while a micro-
scopic examination disclosed leukemic cell infiltration throughout
multiple organs (Fig. 2B). These findings suggested the occurrence

of multiple organ failure due to a progression of leukemia which
eventually caused the patient's death.

3. Discussion

ABL1 is a well-known oncogene that is often associated with
the formation of fusion genes, such as BCR-ABL1, in human
leukemia. The wild-type ABL1 product transduces diverse extra-
cellular signals to protein networks that control proliferation,
survival, migration and invasion [4]. Additionally, ABL1 modulates
development and cytoskeletal remodeling processes in T-cells.
To date, nine genes, including BCR, have been shown to fuse to
ABL1 [5]. These genes are divided into two groups according to
their structure: one group has a breakpoint in exon 2 including the
Src Homology (SH) 2 and SH3 domains in the fusion products and
is found in various kinds of leukemia, while the other has a
breakpoint in exon 4 excluding these domains and is primarily
found in patients with B-lymphoblastic leukemia (B-ALL). Both
groups share the C-terminus structure, including the SH1 tyrosine
kinase domain. The N-terminal of the fusion proteins usually
includes a coiled-coil or helix-loop-helix domain from the partner
protein, which induces the oligomerization of the proteins, thus
resulting in tyrosine kinase activation, cytoskeletal localization
and neoplastic transformation [5].

Fig. 1. Clinical and molecular characteristics of T-PLL harboring the SEPT9-ABL1 fusion gene. (A) Cytology of the leukemic cells in the peripheral blood at diagnosis. The smear
underwent Wright–Giemsa staining. (B) A FISH analysis of the bone marrow cells using the BCR-ABL1 probe. The red signals show three ABL1 signals, including one normal
and two split signals (indicated by the lower arrows), while the green signals show normal biallelic BCR signals (indicated by the upper arrows). No BCR-ABL1 fusion signals
were detected. (C) Identification of SEPT9-ABL1 fusion in the T-PLL cells. The PCR products of 5' RACE PCR using the ABL1 reverse primer were cloned into a cloning vector.
Sequencing of the PCR products showed a fusion of exon 4 of SEPT9 transcript variant 1 (GenBank accession number: NM_001113491.1) to exon 2 of ABL1 transcript variant a
(GenBank accession number: NM_005157.4). (D) The presumed structure of the SEPT9-ABL1 fusion product. (E) The phosphorylation of SEPT9-ABL1 and the downstream
target CRKL in the T-PLL cells obtained from the patient. K562 cells and T-cells derived from a healthy donor were used as positive and negative controls for ABL1 fusion.
Anti-ABL1 and anti-phosphorylated-ABL1 antibodies detected three SEPT9-ABL1 bands corresponding to 180, 170 and 150 KDa in the patient (arrowheads), as well as
210 KDa BCR-ABL1 in the K562 cells (asterisks), demonstrating the expression and phosphorylation of SEPT9-ABL1. CRKL was phosphorylated only in the cells harboring
ABL1 fusion. The anti-phospho-Abl (Tyr412), anti-Abl, anti-phospho-Crkl (Tyr207) and anti-Crkl antibodies were purchased from Cell Signaling, and anti-β-actin was
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
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Septin proteins belong to a family of proteins that is highly
conserved in eukaryotes [6]. These proteins are GTP-binding
proteins that form hetero-oligomeric complexes. There are 13
septin genes in humans [6]. The SEPT9 gene exists at chromosomal
location 17q25 and exhibits a ubiquitous expression. SEPT9 plays a
role in many cellular mechanisms, such as actin dynamics, axon
growth, determination of the cell shape, chromosome segregation,
cytokinesis, dendrite formation, DNA repair, membrane trafficking,
microtubule regulation and T-cell motility [6]. Furthermore, SEPT9
is deeply associated with the development of various cancers
(breast, colon, head, ovarian, neck, leukemia, lymphoma) [6].
In particular, it has been shown that SEPT9 is a putative proto-
oncogene involved in T-cell lymphomagenesis in mice [7].

In patients with hematological malignancies, MLL (KMT2A)-septin
fusion has been repeatedly identified in cells exhibiting myeloid
neoplasia in both children and adults. Five different septin genes
(SEPT2, SEPT5, SEPT6, SEPT9 and SEPT11) have been identified to be
MLL fusion partners [8]. The C-terminal coiled-coil region of septin
proteins is preserved in all MLL-septin fusion products, thus indicat-
ing that this region contributes to protein–protein interactions and
ultimately oncogenesis. In contrast, the N-terminal of SEPT9 is fused
to ABL1 in the SEPT9-ABL1 fusion product. It includes the Pro-rich
region, which is necessary for binding with SH 3 regions [9]. Because
the SH3 domain of ABL1 is preserved in SEPT9-ABL1, this Pro-rich
region may contribute to an enhanced chimeric ABL1 kinase poten-
tial by promoting interaction with ABL1 SH3 regions, thereby
synergistically inducing leukemogenesis.

Regarding the effectiveness of TKIs, some, but not all, patients
carrying the NUP214-ABL1 or ETV6-ABL1 fusion gene respond to
such therapy [5]. A recent report showed that B-ALL with SNX2-
ABL1 responds poorly to dasatinib but partially to imatinib [10,11].

In the present case, SEPT9-ABL1 exhibited a strong resistance to
both imatinib and dasatinib. We confirmed that there were no
point mutations in the SEPT9-ABL1 fusion gene. These findings
indicate that the TKI response in patients with hematological
malignancies associated with various ABL1 fusion products is
dependent on the ABL1-partner genes. Further examinations,
including conformational analyses of ABL1 fusion products, such
as SEPT9-ABL1, and genetic alteration screening of ABL1 fusion-
expressing cells, will provide clues uncovering the mechanisms for
determining sensitivity to TKI therapy in patients with hematolo-
gical malignancies harboring ABL1 fusion products.
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ABSTRACT

Argonaute (Ago) proteins function in RNA silencing
as components of the RNA-induced silencing
complex (RISC). In lower organisms, the small
interfering RNA and miRNA pathways diverge due
in part to sorting mechanisms that direct distinct
small RNA (sRNA) duplexes onto specific Ago-
RISCs. However, such sorting mechanisms appear
to be lost in mammals. miRNAs appear not to dis-
tinguish among Ago1–4. To determine the effect of
viral infection on the sorting system, we compared
the content of deep-sequenced RNA extracted from
immunoprecipitation experiments with the Ago1 and
Ago2 proteins using Epstein–Barr virus (EBV)-
infected cells. Consistent with previous observa-
tions, sequence tags derived from miRNA loci in
EBV and humans globally associate in approxi-
mately equivalent amounts with Ago1 and Ago2.
Interestingly, additional sRNAs, which have not
been registered as miRNAs, were associated with
Ago1. Among them, some unique sequence tags
derived from tandem loci in the human genome as-
sociate exclusively with Ago1 but not, or rarely, with
Ago2. This is supported by the observation that the
expression of the unique sRNAs in the cells is highly
dependent on Ago1 proteins. When we knocked

down Ago1, the expression of the Ago1-specific
sRNAs decreased dramatically. Most importantly,
the Ago1-specific sRNAs bound to mRNAs and
regulated target genes and were dramatically
upregulated, depending on the EBV life cycle.
Therefore, even in mammals, the sorting mechanism
in the Ago1–4 family is functional. Moreover, the ex-
istence of Ago1-specific sRNAs implies vital roles in
some aspects of mammalian biology.

INTRODUCTION

miRNAs are a recently discovered class of small
noncoding RNAs that are 18–24 nucleotides long and
that downregulate target genes at the posttranscriptional
level. The majority of miRNA genes are transcribed by
RNA polymerase II into long primary miRNA tran-
scripts, processed by the nuclear nuclease Drosha into
!60-bp hairpins, termed precursor (pre) miRNAs, and
further cleaved in the cytosol by Dicer nuclease into
mature miRNAs. Mature miRNAs are then incorporated
into the multiprotein RNA-induced silencing complex
(RISC), exerting posttranscriptional repression of
target mRNAs, either by inducing mRNA cleavage
and mRNA degradation or by blocking mRNA transla-
tion (1).
RNAi plays a critical role in innate cellular defence

against viruses. In plants and invertebrates, viral RNA
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genomes and mRNAs are targeted for destruction by the
stimulated production of small interfering RNA (siRNAs)
derived from viral double-stranded RNAs (2,3). Given the
strong type I interferon-based antiviral response initiated
by the intracellular double-stranded RNA sensors RNA-
activated protein kinase (PKR), Retinoic acid-inducible
gene-I (RIG-I) and Melanoma differentiation-associated
gene 5 (MDA-5) in mammals, the siRNAi pathway may
have been suppressed as a host protection mechanism
against RNA viruses (4). Recently, analogous viral
siRNAs were detected within the pool of small RNAs
(sRNAs) isolated from RNA-virus–infected mammalian
Embryonic stem (ES) cells that exhibited a low-level inter-
feron-based antiviral response.
In lower organisms, the siRNA and miRNA pathways

diverge in part due to sorting mechanisms that direct
distinct sRNA duplexes into specific Argonaute (Ago)-
RISCs (5). However, such sorting mechanisms appear to
be lost in mammals. miRNAs appear not to distinguish
among Ago1–4, while only Ago1 and Ago2 prefer siRNAs
(6). In contrast, influenza A virus infected Ago 1 and 3
double-knockout mice exhibited increased mortality, con-
sistent with more severe alveolitis and pneumonitis,
indicating that optimal resistance to influenza requires
Ago 1 and/or 3. Enhanced mortality of double-knockout
mice was not associated either with increased viral repli-
cation or with differential pulmonary recruitment or
function of innate and adaptive immune cells; therefore,
its function in RNAi targeting against virus-coding RNAs
has yet to be demonstrated. The results show that while
miRNAs may not distinguish among Ago1–4, this may
not be the case for other sRNAs (7). Epstein–Barr virus
(EBV), a member of the g-herpes virus family, was found
to be widespread in all human populations and to persist
in the vast majority of individuals as a lifelong, asymp-
tomatic infection of the B-lymphocyte pool. It is usually
the cause of infections that are not apparent, though it
may cause infectious mononucleosis. The more severe,
albeit rare, result of EBV infection is malignant transform-
ation and cancer development in various forms, including
Burkitt’s lymphoma and nasopharyngeal carcinoma, one
of the most common cancers in China. As a ubiquitous
human pathogen, EBV-associated lymphoid malignancies
include a subset of Burkitt’s lymphoma, AIDS lymphoma,
Hodgkin’s lymphoma, posttransplant lymphoma, age-
associated B-cell lymphoma and peripheral T- and NK-
cell lymphoma (8).
Like other herpes viruses, EBV infection can exhibit two

distinct patterns or states of gene expression. During acute
EBV infection, the virus sequentially expresses its entire
repertoire of genes, producing a lytic infection. In this lytic
program, linear double-stranded genomes are produced
and packaged as virions that spread the infection from
cell to cell. In the latent program, few viral genes are
transcribed, no viral progeny are produced and infected
cells are protected from apoptotic stimuli and in some
circumstances driven to proliferate (8).
EBV was the first human virus found to encode micro

RNAs. EBV encodes 44 viral micro RNAs and one small-
RNA. EBV-encoded micro RNAs originated from the
Bam HI fragment H rightward open reading frame 1

(BHRF1) and Bam HI A region rightward transcript
(BART) loci of the EB viral genome. These viral micro
RNAs play a vital role in immunogenesis, host cell
survival and proliferation, differentiation,
lymphomagenesis and modulating the states of viral infec-
tion and latency (8).

To determine whether the viral-encoded RNAs are se-
lectively sorted and if the sorting system is affected by
viral infection, we compared the content of deep-
sequenced RNA extracted from immunoprecipitation
(IP) experiments with the Ago1 and Ago2 proteins using
EBV-infected cells. The EBV-encoded miRNAs are
incorporated equally into Ago1 and Ago2 and identified
a novel class of sRNAs that are preferentially
incorporated into Ago1 but not Ago2. In this study, we
investigated the abundance, expression patterns, sequence
characteristics and functions of the novel Ago1-specific–
associated sRNAs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells

The EBV-positive and -negative Hodgkin’s lymphoma cell
lines, L591 and L1236 (9), and Akata (+) cells and acute
monocytic leukemia cell lines, THP-1, were maintained in
RPMI1640 medium (Nacalai tesque) supplemented with
10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS), 50U/ml penicillin
and 50 mg/ml streptomycin in a 50-ml flask (Sumilon).
Human carcinoma of cervix cell line, HeLa, was main-
tained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (Nacalai
tesque) supplemented with 10% (v/v) FBS, 50U/ml peni-
cillin and 50 mg/ml streptomycin in a 10-cm dish (Corning,
Inc., Corning, NY, USA). Cells were passaged twice per
week.

Immunoprecipitation

Small RNAs incorporated into Ago1 and Ago2 were
immunoprecipitated from cell lysates using the
microRNA Isolation Kit (human/mouse Ago1 and
human Ago2) (Wako, Osaka, Japan) according to the
manufacturer’s protocol.

Next-generation sequencing

Immunoprecipitated sRNAs were converted to sequence
libraries using the sRNA sample preparation kit
(Illumina), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

The libraries were sequenced using an Illumina GA IIx
with the single 36-bp read option. Adapter sequences were
removed from the generated sequence data. The adapter-
trimmed 20–24-bp sequences were mapped to the human
hg19 genome assembly and EBV genome using the
sequence alignment software Eland (Illumina).

Mapped sequences without any mismatches were used
for further analysis. Redundantly mapped sequences that
were <256 positions in the genomes were counted as 1
sequence at all possible mapped positions.
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siRNA and transfection

siRNA targeting human Ago1 and DROSHA was
purchased from OriGene Technology, Inc. (MD, USA)
and Cosmo Bio Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan), respectively.
siRNA against human Ago2 was kindly provided by Dr
N. Kosaka (National Cancer Center Research Institute,
Tokyo, Japan). L591 cells, L1236 cells and Akata cells
were suspended in resuspension buffer at a density of
2! 107/ml and siRNA or the negative control synthetic
RNA (Bioneer, Inc., CA, USA) was added at a final con-
centration of 1 mM (for Akata cells, 500 nM). The trans-
fection of siRNA into cells was performed with the Neon!

transfection system (Invitrogen, co., CA, USA) according
to the manufacturer’s protocol. Cells were cultured for 3
or 6 days in RPMI1640 medium supplemented with 10%
(v/v) FBS.

Sequences of specific siRNAs were described in
Supplementary Table S1.

Quantitative polymerase chain reaction for Agotaxis
sRNAs

Total RNA was prepared from cells with Sepasol-RNA I
Super G (Nakarai Tesque, Inc., Kyoto, Japan) and
reverse-transcribed with the miScript II RT Kit (Qiagen,
Hilden, Germany) to synthesize complementary DNA of
sRNAs. The sRNAs were polyadenylated by poly(A)
polymerase, then, bound by oligo-dT primer that have a
50 universal tag sequence and 30 degenerate anchor and
reverse-transcribed by miScript Reverse Transcriptase.
The cDNA with the universal tag was amplified by its
complementary sequence and the gene-specific forward
primers. Real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was
performed using the StepOne software and miScript
SYBR Green PCR Kit (QIAGEN). Each of 2!SYBR
Master Mix 5 ml, RNase-free water 2 ml, 5 mM target
primer 1 ml and 1ml of 10! universal primer mixture
were added to 1 ml of water-soluble sample of cDNA.
The reaction was run at 95"C for 10min, followed by 40
cycles at 95"C for 15 s and 60"C for 1min. miR-21, miR-
155, RNU6 and candidate sRNAs were detected by quan-
titative PCR (qPCR) using the miScript SYBR Green
PCR Kit (Qiagen). Sequences of specific primers were
described in Supplementary Table S1.

Quantitative PCR for genes

For target gene detection, RT-PCR was performed using
the High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit
(Applied Biosystems, Inc., CA, USA) and qPCR was
carried out with the Fast SYBR Green Master mix. All
real-time qPCR was conducted using the StepOnePlus
real-time PCR system (Applied Biosystems). Threshold
cycle (CT) values were calibrated to Glyceraldehyde-3-
phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) and analyzed by
the 2-!!CT method. Statistical analysis was done by
student t-test. Sequences of specific primers were described
in Supplementary Table S1.

Dual luciferase assay

In each well of a 96-well plate, 293T cells were
cotransfected with 30 ng of psiCHECK-2 s (Promega)
and 90 ng of siRNA. The siRNAs were purchased from
Cosmo Bio Co., Ltd. (Tokyo, Japan). Sequences of the
siRNAs for Dual luciferase assay were described in
Supplementary Table S1.
After 48 h of transfection, the relative amounts of

Renilla and firefly luciferase were determined by dual-
luciferase assay (Promega). The Renilla/firefly luciferase
ratio was calculated and normalized against the control.

Gene expression analysis

RNA from cells used for microarray analysis was isolated
using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany).
For microarray analysis, splenocytes were cultured for
72 h with or without 10 mM IM. Gene expression micro-
array analysis was performed using two-colour micro-
array-based gene-expression analysis (Agilent
Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. After scanning, expression
values for the genes were determined using
GeneSpringGX software. All experiments were performed
in duplicate.

Analysis of CLASH data

Sequencing data generated with the CLASH technique
and recently published (ref., GEO accession
GSM1219490) were analyzed as previously reported (10)
with the following modifications:

(1) Custom BLAST database was supplemented with the
sequences of Agotaxis sRNAs (ASR1: gagaaagctca
caagaactgct; ASR2: ccccccactgctaaatttgactg; ASR3:
tcccactgcttcacttgactagc; ASR4: tcccccactgctaaatttgact
gg; ASR5: aagcagggtcgggcctggt; ASR6: gggaataccggg
tgctgtaggc).

(2) We selected all chimeras such that one bit was
mapped to an ASR and the other bit was uniquely
assigned to a protein coding gene (multiple tran-
scripts allowed). Overview diagrams of ASRs-
mRNA chimera preparation are presented in
Figure 5b.

Lytic phase induction assay

Akata (+) cells were stimulated with rabbit anti-human
IgG polyclonal antibody (final 20 mg/ml) (Dako) at 37"C
in a CO2 incubator for 15–40 h and induced into lytic
phase. Cells were counted before and after stimulation
and then the numbers of dead cells were calculated. For
Ago1 knocked down experiments, siRNAs were
electroporated into the cells by Neon! transfection
system 2 days before anti-human IgG stimulation and
the cells were cultured for 48 h. After stimulation, cells
were harvested and total RNAs were prepared with
Sepasol-RNA I Super G. To quantify sRNA expression,
RT-PCR was performed using the miScript II RT kit, and
qPCR using the miScript SYBR Green PCR kit. For
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target gene detection, RT-PCR was performed using the
high-capacity RNA-to-cDNA kit and qPCR was carried
out with the Fast SYBR Green Master mix. All real-time
qPCR was conducted using the StepOnePlus real-time
PCR system.

RESULTS

Ago-associated sRNA libraries indicate that equivalent
amounts of human and EBV-encoded miRNAs associated
with Ago1 and Ago2

We analyzed the short RNAs from immunoprecipitated
Ago1 and Ago2 proteins isolated from L591cells derived
from EBV-positive Hodgkin’s lymphoma cells. Raw tags
from the generated data set were mapped to the hg19
human genome assembly using the procedures outlined
in the ‘Materials and Methods’ section.
Notably, 30–40% of the total sRNAs in the latent-

infected EBV cells were derived from the EBV genome,
as was reported previously (4,11) (Figure 1a).
The majority of tags were mapped to regions annotated

as both human and EBV miRNAs. Consistent with
previous observations, the top 50 abundant sequence
tags derived from the miRNA loci in both humans and
EBV globally associate with Ago1 and Ago2 in approxi-
mately equivalent amounts (Figure 1b and c).
Interestingly, tags that were derived from loci other than
miRNA (non-miRNA loci) were found more often in the
Ago1 than in the Ago2 IP sRNA library (26 versus 6%)
(Figure 1d).

A new class of sRNAs selectively associated with Ago1

Interestingly, some unique sequence tags from non-
miRNA loci, derived from tandem loci in the human
genome, predominantly associate with Ago1 but not, or
only rarely, with Ago2. The definition of tandem loci is as
follows: when one locus has a read count of >10, both
flanking loci located within 100 bases from the first locus
also have >10 reads (Figure 2a). The typical loci are
shown in Figure 2b. More than 2000 counted RNAs are
listed in Figure 2c. We named the sRNAs as Agotaxis
small RNAs (ASRs). The representative ASRs were
further investigated (Figure 2d). The results for several
of these sRNAs by next-generation sequencing were
validated by real-time PCR, which showed that the
sRNA levels were significantly higher in Ago1- than
Ago2-immunoprecipitated samples (Figure 2e). The ex-
pression of the sRNAs in L591 cells was confirmed by
the northern blot analysis (12) (Supplementary Figure).

Downregulation of DROSHA does not lead to the
decrease of Agotaxis 2, 3 and 4 in L591 cells

From the registered sequence of ASRs transcripts shown
in Figure 3a, we predicted their folding structures by the
mfold web server (http://mfold.rna.albany.edu/?q
=mfold/RNA-Folding-Form). Every ASR potentially
form secondary hairpin loop structures (Figure 3b). We
performed 50 RACE and found only ASR1 transcript con-
tained the flanking regions (data not shown). In the

canonical pathway of miRNAs processing, the flanking
regions of primary miRNAs are cleaved by DGCR8/
DROSHA complex. We evaluated the expression of
ASRs when DROSHA was knocked down in L591 cells
by siRNA against DROSHA (siDROSHA). The expres-
sion of DROSHA was significantly decreased 3 days after
the transfection (Figure 3c). The amounts of ASRs and
mature miR-21 were evaluated with real-time PCR 6 days
after the transfection (Figure 3d). While miR-21 was sig-
nificantly decreased in siDROSHA-transfected L591 cells,
the expressions of ASRs except ASR1 did not change
(Figure 3d). About 30% reduction in ASR1 was con-
firmed (Figure 3d). The result suggested DROSHA is
not involved in the processing of ASR2, 3 and 4.

Characteristic features of the first nucleotide preference

The 50 ends of miRNAs and piRNAs are mostly uridine,
which likely binds to Ago/Piwi proteins (13). The 50 ends
of the top 500 abundantly expressed ASRs were analyzed.
A large proportion of the 50 ends of the ASRs are C, G or
A (82.2%), with uridine being a minor component
(17.8%). Therefore, these binding proteins are differ-
ent from those associated with canonical miRNAs
(Figure 4a). The composition of the nucleotides of ASRs
is slightly biased to C [A (23.7%):G (25.0%):C (26.9%):U
(24.5%); Figure 4b]. We investigated the position-specific
motif for the top 500 abundantly expressed ASRs using
the MEM software (http://meme.sdsc.edu). The top con-
sensus motif of 37 ASRs from the 500 ASRs was CACU
at the 50 end+2 and UUGACU at the 30 end (Figure 4c).
The alignment of 37 ASRs was shown in Supplementary
Figure S1. We observed substantial sequence variation in
ASRs. Some of the isoforms of ASRs had comparable
abundances with major ASRs (Figure 2c).

Expression profiles of ASRs

Expression of ASRs in the peripheral blood mononuclear
cell (PBMC), THP-1, HeLa and L1236 cells, which were
derived from Hodgkin’s lymphoma cells but were not
EBV infected, were analyzed. All cells and cell lines
express ASRs. The expression of ASRs is not restricted
to EBV-infected cell lines, but seemed to be ubiquitous
(Figure 4d). Moreover, the expression of ASRs in Ago1
IP and Ago2 IP L1236 cells by use of the next-generation
sequencing demonstrated that ASRs were selectively
incorporated into Ago1, indicating that selective incorp-
oration of these sRNAs into Ago1 is not restricted to cells
infected by EBV (Figure 4e), which was again confirmed
by the real-time PCRs (Figure4e).

ASRs in cells are stabilized by Ago1 proteins

The expression of ASRs was not altered by RNase treat-
ment after Ago1 IP, suggesting that ASRs bind specifically
to Ago1 (data not shown). In addition, ASRs are highly
dependent on Ago1. When Ago1 was knocked down, their
expression decreased dramatically, while that of Ago2 was
unchanged (Figure 4f left). In this condition, ASRs expres-
sion was determined by real-time PCR. In Figure 4f, right,
the expression of miR-21, which is incorporated into Ago1
and Ago2 equally, was downregulated by half when Ago1
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was knocked down. Expression of ASR2 and ASR3 in
Ago1-knockdown cells was reduced to one-fifth that of
the control. Most strikingly, the expression of ASR1 and
ASR4 in Ago1-knockdown cells was reduced dramatically
to almost below the detection limit. On the other hand, the
amounts of ASRs did not change in mild Ago2 knocked
down L591 cells (14) (Supplementary Figure S2).
Free sRNAs are unstable in the cell and are digested
rapidly (15). Therefore, ASRs are predominantly
associated with Ago1 in a highly specific manner, which
prevents ASRs incorporation by Ago2, 3 or 4. This was
confirmed by determining the expression levels of sRNAs
associated with Ago2 when Ago1 was knocked down.
Expression levels of some were increased slightly in the
Ago2 RISC complex, while others were unchanged
(Supplementary Table S1). These results indicate that
the majority of ASRs are incorporated preferentially
into the Ago1–RISC complex.

ASRs can silence targets, suggesting that ASRs are
potentially functional

To determine their regulatory roles, we searched for
putative targets of four abundantly incorporated
ASRs and isoforms. In silico prediction of the
binding sites of the 30 untranslated region (UTR) of
ASR2 and ASR4 by miRanda v3.3, which are highly
downregulated in Ago1-knockdown L591 cells, are
listed in Supplementary Figure S4. Among them,
Family with sequence similarity 22 (FAM22) and
Myocyte enhancer factor 2B (MEF2B) expression in
Ago1-knockdown L591 cells was upregulated 2- and
4-fold, respectively (Supplementary Figure S4). ASR2
and ASR4 target sequences of FAM22 and MEF2B
were shown in Figure 5a. The results were validated
by assessment of the capacity to direct functional re-
pression, using a luciferase assay.
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Figure 1. Equivalent amounts of human and EBV-encoded miRNAs associated with Ago1 and Ago2. The short RNAs that were co-immunopre-
cipitated with Ago1 and Ago2 derived from L591 cells were analyzed. (a) The ratio of sRNAs mapped to the human genome and the EBV genome.
(b) Equivalent amounts of human miRNAs associated with Ago1 and Ago2. The top 50 highly associated human miRNAs were plotted.
(c) Equivalent amounts of EBV-encoded miRNAs associated with Ago1 and Ago2. The EBV-encoded miRNAs, co-immunoprecipitated with
Ago1 and Ago2, with reads of >10 000 counts (42 miRNAs) were plotted. (d) The ratio of sRNAs mapped to miRNA-registered loci, non-
miRNA nonannotated loci, snRNA, snoRNA, mt-tRNA and the other noncording sRNA loci.
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We cloned the FAM22 and MEF2B 30 UTRs into a
luciferase reporter vector and found that exogenous
ASR2 and ASR4 repressed reporter activity, while the
mutants had little or no effect (Figure 5a). This confirmed
that ASR2 and ASR4 negatively regulate the mRNA ex-
pression of FAM22 and MEF2B directly through the 30

UTR. The results indicate that these ASRs function in
similar ways to miRNAs.

Moreover, the binding locus of ASRs in 293T cells was
comprehensively investigated by use of the data sets pre-
viously reported (10). New technique for ligation and
sequencing of miRNA-target RNA duplexes associated
with human Ago1, known as ‘CLASH’, revealed that
the majority of ASRs bind not only to mRNA 30 UTRs
but also to coding regions (CDS) and 50 UTR (10).
The library (!18 000 high-confidence miRNA–mRNA
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Figure 2. The sRNAs selectively associated with Ago1 are derived from tandem loci. (a) Definition of tandem loci and sRNA counts, which were
mapped to the loci. When one locus (black arrow) with a read count of >10 reads and both flanking loci (gray arrows) located within 100 bases from
the original locus also have >10 reads. (b) Representative loci are shown. Some Ago1 associating sRNAs are aligned to 228 776 000–228 783 000 bp
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interactions) contained the binding locus of top 20 abun-
dantly expressed ASRs, which revealed 90 loci. Among
them, centromere protein B (CENPB), leptin receptor
(LEPR), Muscleblind-like splicing regulator 1 (MBNL1),
pygopus family PHD finger 2 (PYGO2)and Testis-specific
kinase 2 (TESK2), which have the putative target binding
sites of ASRs, were upregulated in Ago1 knockdown L591
cells (Figure 5b). These results suggest that it is highly
possible that these five genes are regulated by ASRs in
L591 cells as well.

Expression of ASRs in the EBV life cycle

We showed that many EBV-encoded miRNAs were ex-
pressed in EBV-latent-infected cells (Figure 1a). During
acute EBV infection, the virus sequentially expresses its
entire repertoire of genes, producing a lytic infection,
while few genes are expressed during latent infection.

Recently, it was reported that murine gammaherpesvirus
68 (MHV68) infection could induce and upregulate endo-
siRNAs from short interspersed nuclear elements in
murine cells during lytic infection (16). Therefore,
linkage of the EBV life cycle with ASRs expression was
investigated.
Akata is a type 3 latent-infected cell line derived from

an EBV-positive Burkitt’s lymphoma patient. The lytic
phase was induced by Akata membrane IgG and anti-
IgG cross-linking. When the lytic phase was induced, the
cells underwent apoptosis. According to our results, ex-
pression level of ASR2, 3, 4 and 5 was linked with apop-
totic cell numbers (Figure 6a). When the >60% Akata
cells were dead, ASRs were increased >30-fold
compared with latent-phase Akata cells. Moreover,
when the lytic phase was induced with AGO1 knocked
down cells, the expression of ASRs was decreased
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ENST00000387449; ASR2, NR_004393.1; ASR2, NR_004392.1; ASR4, NG_032096.1. Underlined sequences indicate mature ASRs. (b) Structures
of ASR1, 2, 3 and 4 were predicted with sequences indicated in Figure 3a by the mfold web server. Highlighted regions indicate mature ASRs
sequences. (c and d) Control siRNA (Ctrl.) or siDROSHA were transfected into L591 cells by NeonTM transfection system. (c) Expressions of
DROSHA was evaluated by real-time PCR 3 days after the transfection. Expression levels relative to Ctrl. were normalized with GAPDH and
shown. (d) Cells were cultured for 6 days, and then total RNAs were extracted. Amounts of ASRs and mature miR-21 were determined by real-time
PCR. Data were shown as relative expression to the Ctrl. normalized with RNU6. Error bars indicate SD. *P< 0.05.
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Figure 4. Characterization of ASRs. (a) The 50 base of the top 500 abundantly expressed ASRs. (b) The composition of the top 500 abundantly
expressed ASRs. (c) The consensus motif of top 500 abundantly expressed ASRs. (d) Expression of representative ASRs in HeLa, THP1, L591,
L1236 and PBMCs were analyzed by real-time PCR, normalized by GAPDH (n=3). (e) Associations of ASR1, 2, 3 and 4 with Ago1 or Ago2 in
L1236 cells were determined by next-generation sequencing and real-time PCR normalized by the amount of RNAs. The read counts of the ASRs
listed in Figure 2c in Ago1-IP and Ago2-IP L1236 cells are summarized. Error bars indicate SD. *P< 0.05. (f) mRNA expression of Ago1 and Ago2
in Ago1-knockdown (black bar) and control (white bar) L591 cells (left). Expression of representative ASRs under each condition. Both data were
normalized by GAPDH.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. ASRs can bind and silence targets. (a) MEF2B and FAM 22 were regulated by ASR2 and ASR4 though their 30 UTR. The putative target
sequence of ASR2 and 4 in MEF2B and FAM22-30 UTRs (left). Reporter vectors were constructed by inserting MEF2B and FAM22-30 UTRs into
Renilla luciferase in a psiCHECK2 vector. Renilla to firefly luciferase ratios are shown (right). All binding sites caused ASR2- and 4-dependent
downregulation but not control or mutant (agggggacuaaauuugacgg) (*P< 0.05). (b) The sequence-specific binding of ASRs at the CDS, 30 UTR and
50 UTR of the target mRNAs in 293T cells, which were revealed by CLASH and downregulated in Ago1 knockdown L591 cells. The five genes,
which have putative target sequences of ASRs in the mRNAs, were bound by ASRs in 293T cells, and upregulated by Ago1 knockdown in L591 cells
are listed (upper). The putative target sequences of ASRs in the target mRNAs are shown (lower left). Overview diagrams of ASRs-mRNA chimera
preparation (lower right). AGO1-associated sRNAs including ASRs and target mRNAs were cross-linked to PTH-AGO1 by UV exposure. The
protein–RNA complexes were purified. mRNA 50 ends were phosphorylated with PNK treatment and ligated to associated ASRs. Finally, 50 and 30

adapters were ligated to the chimeric RNAs for next-generation sequencing.
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(Figure 6b). Under the condition, the apoptotic cell
numbers tended to be upregulated (Figure 6c). These
results indicated that in the lytic phase, the ASRs are sig-
nificantly upregulated depending on AGO1.
The miRANDA predicted target genes of these sRNAs

in L591 cells were listed (Supplementary Figure S4).
Among them, we focused on INTS5, MEF2B and
EIF2AK3, which are involved in viral reactivation, and
analyzed their correlation with the EBV life cycle in Akata
cells by qPCR (Figure 6d). The lytic phase was categorized
by dead cell ratio into: low, <40%; middle, 40–60%; high,
>60%. Expression of INTS5 and MEF2B showed a
tendency to be decreased especially in middle level of the
cell apoptosis. Interestingly, the expression of all these
three genes tended to increase in high dead cell ratio
(Figure 6d).

DISCUSSION

In Drosophila, siRNAs and miRNAs are actively sorted
into functionally distinct Ago-RISCs based on differences
in structure (17,18). Perfectly matched duplexes are pref-
erentially incorporated into Ago2, whereas duplexes with
central mismatched bulges (miRNA-like) are sorted to
Ago1 (17,18). A similar sorting mechanism exists in

Caenorhabditis elegans, whereby sRNA duplexes with per-
fectly matched or bulged stems are channelled into RNAi-
defective 1 (RDE-1) or Argonaute (plant)-like gene 1
(ALG-1), respectively (19).

In mammals, the regularity of miRNA sorting onto
distinct Ago proteins is poorly understood. Mammals
have four Agos (Ago1–4) that are involved in the
miRNA pathway. Among them, Ago2 is unique and
possesses the slicer activity that mediates the cleavage of
perfectly matched targets for miRNAs and siRNAs (20).
When individual Agos are constitutively ablated in mice,
only the loss of Ago2 causes embryonic lethality, whereas
single loss of Ago1, Ago3 or Ago4 is dispensable for
animal development. However, RNA-sequencing of
Ago1-, Ago2- and Ago3-associated miRNAs revealed
that some have a bias toward particular Ago proteins (21).

We investigated the effect of viral infection on the
sorting of sRNAs onto Ago proteins and identified
sRNAs derived from the human genome and incorporated
exclusively into Ago1 (ASRs).

The 50 ends of the ASRs in are mostly C, G or A;
uridine represents only a minor portion, implying that
their binding proteins differ from those associated with
canonical miRNAs (16).

In Drosophila, several studies have demonstrated that
miRNA sorting onto Ago proteins is coupled to strand

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

Figure 6. Expression of ASRs is correlated with the EBV life cycle. Akata cells were stimulated with anti-human IgG antibody and induced into the
lytic phase. The cells were harvested at each point and total RNAs were purified. (a and b) The expression levels of total ASRs were measured by
qPCR and calibrated with GAPDH. (a) ASRs relative expression levels are shown as fold-expression changes compared with that of the latent phase.
(b) Akata cells were transfected with/without siRNA against AGO1 by Neon system (siAGO1 and Ctrl, respectively). After 2 days, cells were
stimulated with/without anti-human IgG antibody to induce EBV lytic phase. After 2 more days in culture, cells were harvested and relative ASRs
expression to Ctrl was measured by qPCR. Ctrl and siAgo1 indicate latent phase; Ctrl+IgG and siAgo1+IgG, lytic phase. *P< 0.05. (c) The cell
numbers at harvested points were counted. The dead cell ratios were calculated by 1! (IgG stimulated cell numbers/nonstimulated cell numbers).
(d) The mRNA expression levels of ASRs’ target genes were calculated by qPCR and calibrated with GAPDH. Relative expression levels are shown
as fold-expression changes compared with that of the latent phase. Ctrl indicates latent phase; low, <40%; middle, 40–60%; high, >60% dead cell
ratio. The data are shown as means and SD.
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selection and depends on specific structural and sequence
criteria, in which the sRNAs in the Ago1 protein complex
with 50 cytosine are more stable than those with 50 uridine
(13).The fate of a miRNA/miRNA* duplex, therefore,
depends on multiple factors, including the structure of
the duplex and the thermodynamic stability of the ends
of the duplex (22). The importance of each factor in the
sorting decision in mammals is as yet unknown.

We found that several ASRs harbor motifs that are
preferred at locations on both their 50 and 30 ends.

The motifs on the 50 ends of ASRs predict the target
sequences that are commonly bound by ASRs. The
common target sequence located in 30 UTR of tumor sup-
pressor genes has been recently reported, which is puta-
tively bound by oncogenic miRNAs (23). The putative
target sequence complementary to the motif on the 50

ends of ASRs is completely different from the common
target sequence bound by oncogenic miRNAs. It seems
likely that the motif on the 50 end of ASRs has some
other regulatory functions.

The biogenesis of ASRs is independent from Drosha.
They are incorporated in Ago1-RISC, bind mRNAs and
work in similar way to miRNAs. Mirtrons also works as
miRNA, which regulate RNA via a multistep process
involving intron splicing and debranching, exosome-
mediated trimming of the 3-tail and dicing. Top 20
highly expressed ASRs are coded within intergenic or
transfer RNAs but not intron (24).

Accordingly, ASRs and Mirtron should be separately
categorized. Still their biogenesis and functional mechan-
ism seem to be overlapped. Further studies about the com-
parison of two kinds of sRNAs are needed.

Recently, 30 motifs of miR-29 have been reported as
nuclear transport signal (25). The 30 common sequence
of ASRs, which is not similar to the 30 motif of miR-29,
might be involved some other function such as transport
and stability. Most importantly, whether both of the
motifs are involved in the Ago1/Ago2 sorting decision
needs further investigation.

ASRs regulate expression of their targets such as
FAM22 and MEF2B by binding to the 30 UTR in L591
cells. Therefore, ASRs have at least some functional simi-
larity to miRNAs. Recent comprehensive analysis of
sRNAs and their binding target RNAs, known
‘CLASH’, revealed that ASRs were incorporated into
Ago1-RISC and bound to several mRNAs in 293T cells
(10). Intriguingly, the data revealed that ASRs were also
shown to bind mostly to CDS. Several genes, including
CENPB, LEPR and PYGO2, bound by ASRs in Ago1-
RISC in 293T cells had putative binding sites of ASRs and
were upregulated by Ago1 knockdown in L591 cells,
which suggest that these genes are highly possibly
regulated by ASRs in L591 cells. CENPB, centromere
protein B, is a DNA binding protein that recognizes
CENP-B box in the centromeric alpha satellite DNA
(26). The protein has an important role in assembly of
kinetochore structure. In apoptotic cells, the protein is
characterized as autoantigen that is cleaved to 60-kDa
fragment and observed in blebs (27). It implies that
ASRs may reduce autoimmune response in apoptotic
phase.

By contrast, LEPR and PYGO2 are reported as anti-
apoptotic elements. LEPR is known as the regulation of
fat metabolism and hematopoiesis. Leptin activate Janus
kinase/Signal transducer and activator of transcription
(JAK/STAT) pathways via LEPR, which result in
enhanced expression of anti-apoptotic factor, B-cell CLL/
lymphoma 2 (BCL-2) (28). PYGO2 is a component ofWnt/
beta-catenin transcriptional complex. Overexpression of
PYGO2 reduces apoptotic activity in human carcinoma
cell lines (29)
Together with our results in EBV lytic infection, ASRs

might be involved in apoptosis. The significance and
function of ASRs, including their binding to CDS
warrants further investigation.
Finally, we analyzed the linkage of expression of ASRs

with EBV infection status. Interestingly, the expression of
ASRs was dramatically upregulated during lytic EBV in-
fection. Small RNAs upregulations during lytic phase
were consistent with the case of MHV68 infection (16).
The gene expression pattern is dramatically changed
between virus infectious latent and lytic phase. ASRs
might be critical for this phase conversion. When Ago1
was knocked down, ASRs were downregulated and much
more cells tended to be induced into apoptosis. ASRs de-
pending on Ago1 might suppress apoptosis, terminal
phase of lytic infection. The hypothesis was further
evaluated by investigation of the target genes of ASRs
involved in EBV reactivation. It is presumed that as
more ASRs were expressed, there would be a correspond-
ing decrease in the expression of the target genes. To the
contrary, the general trend of the three genes supposed to
be involved in EBV reactivation was upregulation correla-
tively to apoptosis levels (Figure 6d).
INTS5, integrator subunit 5, is a member of a

multiprotein complex associated with the C-terminal
repeats of RNA polymerase II, and mediates small
nuclear RNA 30-end processing (30). ASRs may reduce
INTS5 function and suppress EBV-encoded miRNA pro-
cessing. EIF2AK3, eukaryotic initiation factor 2-alpha
kinase 3, is a type I endoplasmic reticulum (ER) trans-
membrane protein (31). It contains a stress-sensing
domain. When unfolded proteins are sensed in the ER,
protein synthesis is decreased, resulting in apoptosis
(32). However, EIF2AK3 also has reported pro-tumori-
genic properties (33). ASRs may function as a balancer of
EIF2AK3 function, but further investigation is needed.
MEF2B, myocyte enhancer factor 2B, is a transcriptional
activator. A recent report showed that MEF2B (34) con-
tributes to EBV-infected cell reactivation from the latent
stage. Together with the upregulation of ASRs in the lytic
infection, the result suggests that ASRs might have some
functions through the posttranscriptional regulation of
these target genes to prevent the lytic infection from
‘overactivation’.
In mammals, the Ago1–4 family sorting mechan-

ism is unknown. Still, the class of sRNAs select-
ively incorporated onto Ago1, ‘ASRs’, appear to play
vital roles in some aspects of mammalian biology. A
mechanistic analysis of their processing and stability,
and an extended investigation of the function of the
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ASRs in EBV-infected cells, needs thus further
investigation.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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Abstract

Recent advances in cancer biology have revealed that many malignancies possess a hierarchal system, and leukemic stem
cells (LSC) or leukemia-initiating cells (LIC) appear to be obligatory for disease progression. Acute promyelocytic leukemia
(APL), a subtype of acute myeloid leukemia characterized by the formation of a PML-RARa fusion protein, leads to the
accumulation of abnormal promyelocytes. In order to understand the precise mechanisms involved in human APL
leukemogenesis, we established a humanized in vivo APL model involving retroviral transduction of PML-RARA into CD34+

hematopoietic cells from human cord blood and transplantation of these cells into immunodeficient mice. The leukemia
well recapitulated human APL, consisting of leukemic cells with abundant azurophilic abnormal granules in the cytoplasm,
which expressed CD13, CD33 and CD117, but not HLA-DR and CD34, were clustered in the same category as human APL
samples in the gene expression analysis, and demonstrated sensitivity to ATRA. As seen in human APL, the induced APL cells
showed a low transplantation efficiency in the secondary recipients, which was also exhibited in the transplantations that
were carried out using the sorted CD342 fraction. In order to analyze the mechanisms underlying APL initiation and
development, fractionated human cord blood was transduced with PML-RARA. Common myeloid progenitors (CMP) from
CD34+/CD38+ cells developed APL. These findings demonstrate that CMP are a target fraction for PML-RARA in APL, whereas
the resultant CD342 APL cells may share the ability to maintain the tumor.
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Introduction

Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) constitutes a heterogeneous
group of tumors in myeloid lineage cells characterized by the
proliferation and accumulation of immature myeloblasts [1].
Recent advances in cancer biology have revealed that various
genetic events result in the blockage of differentiation with
subsequent uncontrolled cellular proliferation. In addition, in vivo
analyses using a xenograft model with immunodeficient mice have
shown that a very immature subset of AML cells called leukemic
stem cells (LSC), which are typically characterized as CD34+/
CD382 cells, as observed in normal hematopoietic stem cells
(HSCs), have been shown to slowly undergo cell division to both

yield progenitor cells and sustain the LSC population, thus
resulting in the maintenance of the tumor [2–6]. More recently,
several reports have shown that CD34+/CD38+ hematopoietic
progenitors are able to acquire the ability to maintain populations
of LSC or leukemia-initiating cells (LIC) [7]. It is therefore possible
that the phenotypes of LIC differ among the subtypes of AML.

Acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL) is a subset of AML defined
by the formation of a chimeric gene, promyelocytic leukemia-
retinoic acid receptor a (PML-RARA) [8]. It is characterized by
the accumulation of abnormal promyelocytes with abundant large
azurophilic granules, suggesting that APL cells undergo matura-
tion arrest in the later steps of myeloid differentiation. The typical
pattern of cellular surface markers of APL is positive for CD13,
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CD33 and CD117, and negative for CD34, which is usually
presumed to indicate cellular immaturity, and HLA-DR [9]. It is
very difficult to engraft primary APL samples in immunodeficient
mice. They did not become engrafted into the NOD/SCID mice
to any degree [3]. In NOD/Shi-SCID/IL-2Rcnull (NOG) mice,
which are more profoundly immunocompromised than NOD/
SCID mice [10,11], six out of eight APL samples were not
engrafted or only very little engrafted [12]. It is therefore possible
that the mechanisms underlying the development of APL differ
from those involved in the pathogenesis of AML uncovered to
date. Elucidating the pathogenesis of APL is important for
improving the treatment of APL patients, and will provide clues
to understand the development of other subtypes of AML.

In vivo analyses using transgenic APL mice models with PML-
RARA have revealed that a population of committed myeloid
progenitor cells (CD34+, c-kit+, FccRIII/II+, Gr1int) was identified
as the APL-LIC [13,14]. However, the cellular surface antigens
and the gene expression pattern in humans are different from
those in mice. In particularly, in transgenic systems, murine APL
developed after a long latent period through a myelodysplastic/
proliferative phase, which does not usually precede human APL
[15–18]. There have been no in vivo models for exploring
leukemogenesis of human APL to date; largely because human
primary APL cells are difficult to engraft as a xenograft [3,12].
PML-RARA-retrovirally transduced human CD34+ cells from
cord blood have therefore only been evaluated in vitro [19].

Therefore, the aim of this study was to establish a humanized
xenograft APL model using the retroviral transduction of PML-
RARA into human CD34+ cells and NOG mice in order to
investigate the mechanisms of APL leukemogenesis, such as that
involving disease initiation and maintenance in the model.

Materials and Methods

Fractionation of human hematopoietic cells from cord
blood

Cord blood (CB) and patients’ APL samples were obtained after
written informed consent was provided in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki and with approval from the Tokai
University Committee on Clinical Investigation (Permit number:
#12I-46 and #12I-49). CD34 positive and negative specimens
were primarily prepared using the CD34 Progenitor Cell Isolation
Kit (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany). CD34+ cells
were then purified again using anti-human CD34 mAbs (Beckman
Coulter, Brea, CA), in combination with or without an anti-CD38
antibody (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ), with a FACS vantage
instrument (BD). CD342/CD33+ cells were also purified again
using anti-human CD34 and CD33 mAbs (Beckman Coulter) and
the FACS vantage instrument. The preparation of common
myeloid progenitors (CMP), granulocyte-monocytic progenitors
(GMP) and megakaryocyte-erythrocyte progenitors (MEP) was
performed using an anti-CD123 antibody (BD) and anti-CD45RA
(Biolegend, San Diego, CA) antibody, according to a previous
report [20].

Retrovirus transduction of PML-RARA into human
hematopoietic cells

The MIGR1 retroviral vector [21] or MIGR1-PML-RARA
(bcr3/short form) [22] in combination with the vesicular stomatitis
virus-G protein (VSV-G) envelope vector (pCMV-VSV-G) was
transiently transfected into PLAT-gp cells using the Fugene 6
transfection reagent (Roche Diagnostics, Basel, Switzerland). The
culture supernatant was concentrated 100 to 200 times by
ultracentrifugation. After overnight culture of the fractionated

cells in StemPro-34 (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) with TPO,
SCF, and FLT3 ligand (50 ng/ml each), they were incubated with
the concentrated supernatant on retronectin-coated plates (Ta-
kara-Bio, Otsu, Japan). Retroviral transduction was performed
twice, and then transplantation was performed the next day.

Colony-forming unit-cells assay
PML-RARA transduced cells were sorted by their EGFP, CD34

and CD38 expression by FACS vantage 48 h after infection. The
colony-forming unit-cells (CFU-C) assay was performed as
described previously [23]. The fluorescent images were captured
using a HS All-in-One Fluorescence Microscope Biorevo 9000
(Keyence Corporation, Osaka, Japan) and were analyzed by the
BZ II software program (Keyence Corporation).

RNA extraction and RT-PCR
Total RNA was isolated using the RNeasy micro kit (Qiagen,

Hilden, Germany) or Isogen (Nippon gene, Tokyo, Japan), and the
reverse-transcribed cDNA was amplified by qualitative PCR. The
qualitative-PCR analysis was performed by SRL Inc. (Hachioji,
Tokyo, Japan). The sequences of PCR primers and probes were
shown in Table S1.

Transplantation, serial transplantation and ATRA
treatment

Nine- to 20-week-old NOD/Shi-scid, IL-2Rccnull (NOG) mice
[10,11] were irradiated with 220 cGy of X-rays. On the following
day, the whole infected cells or primary AML cells were
intravenously injected. The EGFP-positive cells in the peripheral
blood were monitored. The mice with induced APL were defined
as those bearing more than 0.1% EGFP+ cells which dominantly
expressed CD33 (more than 70%) in their bone marrow at four
months after transplantation. In the initial analysis, the occurrence
of APL was confirmed by the morphological observations using
cytospin slides after EGFP sorting. For serial transplantation, bone
marrow cells were obtained from recipient mice, and the sorted
EGFP-positive cells were injected intravenously or intramedullary
into the irradiated mice [24]. The engrafted mice were treated
intraperitoneally with 1.5 mg/g of body weight/day of all-trans
retinoic acid (ATRA, Sigma) for 21 days [25], and were then
sacrificed to collect the EGFP-positive cells in the bone marrow by
sorting. All the experiments using animals were approved by the
animal care committee of Tokai University (Permit number:
#132028).

Flow cytometric analysis
The cells were stained with APC-conjugated anti-human CD45,

CD33, CD34, HLA-DR (Beckman Coulter), CD13, and CD117
(BD) mAbs. They were subjected to flow cytometry using a
FACSCalibur instrument (BD) and the CellQuest software
program (BD).

Cell preparation, Wright-Giemsa staining and
immunofluorescence microscopy

Cytospin slides were prepared using a Cytospin 4 Cytocen-
trifuge (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) at 500 rounds per
minute for 5 min. To observe the cellular morphology, Wright-
Giemsa staining was performed. For the immunofluorescent study,
cells were seeded onto poly-L-lysine coated slides and fixed with
ice cold 70% ethanol for 15 min. After permeabilization with
0.2% Triton X-100 for 20 min, the slides were treated with PBS
containing 5% normal goat serum for 1 hour to block the
nonspecific binding of antibodies. The anti-PML antibody (Merck
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Millipore, Billerica, MA) was applied overnight at 4uC. Cells were
counterstained with DAPI. Images were captured with an
LSM510 META confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen,
Germany) and processed using Adobe Photoshop 7.0 (Adobe
Systems, San Jose, CA).

Southern blot analysis
Genomic DNA was extracted from the cells using a DNeasy kit

(Qiagen). Ten micrograms of the DNA were electrophoresed and
transferred to nylon membranes (Hybond-N+, GE Healthcare,
Fairfield, CT). The DNA was then crosslinked to the membrane
by ultraviolet light. The EGFP probe was prepared from MIGR1
vector by cutting it using NcoI and SalI, and was labeled with 32P-
dCTP using the Rediprime II DNA Labelling System (GE
Healthcare). The membrane was hybridized with the probe in
Rapid-hyb buffer (GE Healthcare), and was analyzed by a
Phosphoimager (LAS1000, Fuji Film, Tokyo, Japan).

Microarray
Total RNA was labeled and hybridized to Affymetrix Human

Genome U133 Plus 2.0 Array GeneChip microarrays (Affymetrix,
Santa Clara, CA) using the manufacturer’s protocols. The results
were deposited in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO; http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/; accession no. GSE49344). The
microarray data from normal human promyelocytes and clinical
samples bearing AML, including APL, were obtained from the
deposited data on the GEO (GSE12662). The APL-specific
expressed genes have been described in detail in a previous study
[26]. The probe set data were generated using standard
normalization algorithms included in the Affymetrix Microarray
Suite software program, v.5 (MAS5.0). The clustering analysis was
performed by the Gene spring GX software program, version 11
(Agilent technology, Santa Clara, CA).

To identify the genes that are differentially expressed in a
specific cellular subset, all probe sets with fewer than 10% present
calls in both groups and a coefficient of variation ,0.5 across all
samples were eliminated prior to the subsequent analysis; (i) The
genes differently expressed in the induced APL cases among the
AML cases were defined as genes whose expression change
(upregulation or downregulation) was $2.0 fold in comparison to
those in AML other than APL, (ii) The genes associated with
immaturity in the induced APL cases were expressed at
significantly higher levels in CD34+ cells than the other normal
cells (FDR ,0.05, fold-change .2.0 upregulated), and were also
expressed in the induced APL cells at similar levels (induced APL:
CD34+ $1:1), and moreover, these genes were expressed at higher
levels in promyelocytes (induced APL: Pros $2:1). (iii) The genes
upregulated during promyelocyte differentiation were expressed at
significantly higher levels in promyelocytes than in the other
normal cells (FDR ,0.05, fold-change .2.0 upregulated), and
were expressed at lower levels in the induced APL (induced APL:
Pros #1:2), (iv) The genes induced by PML-RARA were
expressed at higher levels in the induced APL than in all the
normal cells (induced APL: normal $2:1), and were not expressed
in any normal cells (more than 75% absent calls, as summarized
by the MAS5.0). Statistical significance was assessed by the
unpaired unequal variance Welch test (P,0.05), and correction
for multiple testing was performed by the Benjamini and
Hochberg False Discovery Rate (FDR), using a cutoff of 0.05.

The gene set specific for induced APL was defined to fulfill one
or more of the above criteria (ii) to (iv) in the gene set identified in
(i).

The integration site analysis of PML-RARA using linear
amplification-mediated PCR

To identify the genomic-proviral junction sequence, linear
amplification-mediated polymerase chain reaction (LAM-PCR)
was performed as described previously, with minor modifications
[27,28]. In brief, genomic DNA from bone marrow cells was first
digested with Tsp509I. A linear amplification of target DNA in the
digested genome was performed by repeated primer extension
using a vector-specific 59-biotinylated primer, LTR1.5, and Taq
polymerase. After selection with Dynabeads MyOne Streptavidin
C1 (Life Technologies), a double-stranded asymmetrical linker
cassette was ligated to the Tsp509I-digested site using T4 DNA
Ligase. The DNA products were then amplified by PCR using a
vector-specific primer, LTR3, and linker cassette primer, LC1.
The nested PCR was performed using internal primers LTR5 and
LC2. The final products were sequenced after cloning them into
the TOPO TA cloning vector (Life Technologies). The primer
sequences are shown in Table S1.

Statistical analyses
The Kaplan-Meier method was used to estimate the leukemia-

free survival (LFS) of mice. Log-rank p values were used for
comparisons of the LFS among three subgroups. The analyses
were conducted using the GraphPad Prism software package
(GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA). The other statistical analyses
were performed using the Mann-Whitney U Test with the IBM
SPSS Statistics software program (New York, NY). Values of p,
0.05 were considered to be statistically significant.

Results

Functions of PML-RARa in human CD34 cells in vitro
To examine the functions of PML-RARa in vitro, a MIGR1-

PML-RARA or MIGR1 control vector was retrovirally infected
into human CD34+ cells from cord blood. The transduction
efficiency evaluated by EGFP positivity was 0.5% to 18.6%
(n = 10, median: 5.7%) and 2.1% to 19.7% (n = 25, median:
6.8%), respectively. The expression of PML-RARA in these cells
was confirmed by RT-PCR (Figure S1). The induction of PML-
RARA in CD34+ cells disrupted PML nuclear bodies by
interacting with wild-type PML via the PML portion of the
chimeric transcript, and the distribution of PML in the nucleus
was altered to show a microspeckled pattern in these cells [29–31]
(Figure 1A). Additionally, the induction of PML-RARA reduced
all the colony formation capacity (Figure 1B). The PML-RARA
expression was confirmed in these colonies by EGFP fluorescence
(Figure S1 and S2) and RT-PCR, although the expression levels
were 37 times lower compared to those in the CD34+ cells
48 hours after PML-RARA transduction (Figure S3). Regarding
the content of colonies, MIGR1-infected CD34+ cells mainly
generated the erythroid lineage-containing colonies, such as CFU-
mix and BFU-E, whereas more than half of the colonies from the
CD34+ cells with PML-RARA were of the myeloid lineage, like
CFU-GM (Figures 1C). These data demonstrate that PML-
RARA induces the myeloid commitment of human CD34+ cells.

Establishment of a humanized in vivo APL model
The cells transduced with PML-RARA or the MIGR1 control

vector were then transplanted into NOG mice. The EGFP+ cells
survived and proliferated three to four months after transplanta-
tion only in the NOG mice transplanted with PML-RARA-, not
control vector at all, infected human CD34+ cells. The median
proportion of EGFP+/CD45+ cells in the bone marrow obtained
from the transplanted mice was 23.7% (0.95% to 96.5%, n = 24)
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(Figure 2A). The majority of the engrafted EGFP+/human
CD45+ cells expressed human CD33 (70.2% to 100%, median
90.6%, n = 24) (Figure 2B), thus suggesting that they were of the
myeloid lineage. The PML-RARA expression was detected only in
the EGFP+ fraction and not in the EGFP2 fraction of the sorted
human CD45+/CD33+ cells from the NOG mice (Figure 2C).
The expression levels of PML-RARA were decreased about 17-
fold in comparison to those in the CD34+ cells 48 hours after
PML-RARA transduction (Figure S3), but the presence of PML-
RARA in the human myeloid cells, recognized as EGFP+ cells,
caused marked accumulation of promyelocytes, in comparison to
the control EGFP2 human myeloid cells (52.8% in EGFP+ cells vs
19.4% EGFP2 cells in the 13 paired samples, p,0.0001). On the
other hand, the proportions of myeloblasts, mature neutrophils
and monocytes were decreased (5.2% vs 14.4%, p = 0.010; 2.5%
vs 12.7%, p = 0.005; 4.0% vs 10.1%, p = 0.016) (Figure 2D).
These findings confirmed that the expression of PML-RARA

induced the myeloid differentiation of human CD34+ cells and
blocked them at the promyelocytic stage. Morphologically, the
promyelocytes had abundant large azurophilic granules and round
nuclei with a high nucleocytoplasmic ratio. Some of them had a
number of Auer bodies and looked like Faggot cells, which are the
typical morphological features of APL cells, and were not seen in
the previous murine models (Figure 2E). A Southern blot analysis
using an EGFP probe revealed that the EGFP+/CD45+/CD33+

cells oligoclonally proliferated in vivo (Figure 2F).
The induced APL cells were detected in 24 out of the 34 mice

(71%) transplanted with PML-RARA-transduced CD34 cells
(p = 0.0184 in comparison to the control). They were detected in
all 16 mice when the calculated number of the transplanted
EGFP+/CD34+ cells per mouse was more than 3,000 (4,655 to
29,728 cells, median: 11,085 cells) (p = 0.0006 in comparison to
the control). On the other hand, they were only detected in eight
out of 18 mice (44%) transplanted with EGFP+/CD34+ cells at a

Figure 1. The function of PML-RARA in human CD34+ cells in vitro. (A) The results of an immunofluorescent analysis of PML distribution in
human CD34+ cells transduced with PML-RARA. The images were captured with an LSM510 META confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss). The bars indicate
10 mm. (B) The colony-forming assay using PML-RARA-transduced CD34+ cells. The cells were sorted by EGFP expression 48 h after infection. Colony
formation was evaluated on days 10 to 12 after plating the cells. The average numbers of colonies from three independent experiments are shown.
Data represent the means 6 SD. The asterisks (*) indicate p,0.05. (C) The proportion of each kind of colony was calculated from the results of the
colony-forming assay shown in (B). The percentages of CFU-GM are higher in PML-RARA-infected cells than in control (MIGR1) cells (p = 0.013).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111082.g001
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density of less than 3,000 (480 to 2,660 cells, median: 1,861 cells)
(p = 0.093 in comparison to the control) (Figure 2G). This
proportion was not dependent on the number of transplanted
EGFP+/CD34+ cells.

These findings demonstrate that a humanized APL model can
be successfully established by the transplantation of PML-RARA–
transduced human CD34 cells into NOG mice.

Characteristics of the induced APL cells obtained from
the humanized in vivo model

The induced APL cells were positive for human myeloid
markers such as CD13, CD33 and CD117, and were negative for
CD34 and HLA-DR, as seen in typical human APL [32]. PML-
RARA did not contribute to the development of lymphocytes.
Human CD19+ B-cells in the spleen and human CD4+/CD8+ T-
cells in the thymus were negative for EGFP (Figure 3A).

To evaluate the gene expression of the induced APL cells, a
microarray analysis was performed, and the expression of the 510
APL-specific genes identified in a previous study was compared
with that observed in the clinical AML samples [26]. Two clinical

APL samples from our patients were simultaneously evaluated and
were aligned in the APL category defined in the study, suggesting
that our microarray results were comparable with those in the
previous study. The induced APL cells from our models were also
classified into the APL category when compared to normal
promyelocytes and AML samples other than APL (Figure 3B).

In common with this previous study [26], the 3,439 probes
(3278 genes) differentially expressed in the induced APL and the
AML other than APL ((i) in the Materials and Methods) grouped
the induced APL and human primary APL together, separately
from the other types of AML (Figure S4). The gene sets whose
expression in the induced APL cases was not dependent on the
myeloid differentiation were also filtered by comparison with the
data for normal myeloid cells. They included the genes for
immaturity expressed in the induced APL (1,782 probes, including
1,720 genes), the genes upregulated in promyelocyte differentia-
tion not in the induced APL (447 probes, including 427 genes) and
the genes specifically induced by PML-RARA (466 probes,
including 429 genes) ((ii), (iii) and (iv) in the Materials and
Methods). Each gene set was analyzed using the DAVID website

Figure 2. Establishment of humanized APL in vivo. (A) The proportion of EGFP+/human CD45+ cells in the bone marrow of leukemic NOG mice.
Each dot represents a single mouse. The horizontal line represents the median value. (B) The proportion of CD33+ cells among the EGFP+/human
CD45+ cells in the bone marrow of the leukemic NOG mice. Each dot represents a single mouse. The horizontal line represents the median value. (C)
The expression of PML-RARA in RT-PCR was detected only in the EGFP+ fraction obtained from the engrafted human CD45+/CD33+ cells. The cells
were obtained from bone marrow 16 weeks after transplantation. B2M, beta 2 microglobulin. The PML-RARA expression vector and human CD34+ cells
were used as a positive control for the PML-RARA and B2M analysis, respectively. (D) The differential counts of the engrafted CD45+/CD33+/EGFP+ and
EGFP2 cells from the mice transplanted with PML-RARA-induced human CD34+ cells. They were obtained from bone marrow 16 to 20 weeks after
transplantation. The data represent the means. (E) A representative photograph of the resulting leukemic cells which morphologically recapitulated
APL. Faggot cells were recognized, as seen in the right top corner. The images were captured with a BX41 microscope (Olympus). The bar indicates
10 mm. (F) The results of a Southern blot analysis of the genomic DNA from induced APL cells with an EGFP probe. Clonal bands are shown by arrow
heads: white, seen in both BM and SP; orange, seen only in BM or SP. BM, bone marrow; SP, spleen. (G) The leukemia-free duration in NOG mice
transplanted with PML-RARA-transduced CD34+ cells.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111082.g002
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(david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/). In the induced APL cases, the genes
related to N-Glycan, steroid and heparan sulfate biosynthesis, the
spliceosome and pyrimidine metabolism were expressed similar to
the levels in normal CD34+ cells, and those related to the MAPK
signaling pathway were exclusively expressed in comparison to
normal myeloid cells, including normal CD34+ cells. On the other
hand, the genes related to neurotrophin signaling and the cell
cycle, as well as those associated with metabolic processes, such as
glycolysis/gluconeogenesis, the pentose phosphate pathway and
sphingolipid metabolism were downregulated (Table S2), thus
suggesting that the induced APL exhibited dysregulated signaling
and metabolism as differentiated myeloid cells. Additionally, the
gene set composed of 573 probes including 547 genes, which
fulfilled one or more above criteria (ii) to (iv) in the gene set
identified in (i), clearly separated the normal and malignant
promyelocytes, such as those of induced and human primary APL
(Figure S5 and Table S3), as described in the previous study
using primary APL cases [26].

To evaluate the additional genetic events that accompanied the
integration of PML-RARA in the genome, the insertion sites of
PML-RARA were analyzed. Some of the integration sites of
PML-RARA were in the introns or exons of genes (Table S4).
However, they were neither recurrent nor found in the previous
whole genome sequence analysis of the APL patients [33]. These
findings suggest that PML-RARA was a common key event, but

that there were various additional genetic events in these induced
APL cells, and this finding was compatible with the previous
analysis using human primary APL [33].

The induced APL cells differentiated into mature neutrophils
following treatment with all-trans retinoic acid (ATRA) in vitro
(Figures 4A and 4B), which was accompanied by alterations in
the PML distribution in the nucleus, from a microspeckled to a
speckled pattern (Figure 4C). Similarly, ATRA induced transient
myeloid differentiation in vivo (n = 4), as has been seen in APL
patients (Figures 4D and 4E).

These findings demonstrate that our induced APL cells
recapitulate human APL both phenotypically and functionally.

Re-transplantable cellular fraction in the induced APL
cells

It is necessary to prove that the resultant induced APL cells
possess the reproducibility of APL in the secondary recipients in
order to demonstrate their capacity for leukemogenesis. However,
previous studies have revealed that primary APL cells exhibit
difficultly in engrafting in immunodeficient mice [3,12]. When the
induced APL cells were transplanted into the second recipients,
they were proven to be re-transplantable intravenously; 500,000 to
1,000,000 leukemic cells, but not 50,000 cells, were required, and
the frequency of APL cells in the secondary recipients was low
(0.04% to 1.41%, n = 6). The frequency was still low, even though

Figure 3. Characteristics of the induced APL in vivo. (A) The representative expression pattern of cell surface markers in the induced APL cells
determined by a flow cytometric analysis. All the scatter plots show the relationships between the EGFP positivity and cell surface marker expression.
The whole living cells gated as a propidium iodide-negative fraction in the bone marrow were analyzed. The induced APL cells were recognized as
EGFP+ cells. A few murine hematopoietic cells, recognized as a human CD452 fraction, were detected in this mouse. (B) The heat map of the
microarray analysis using the 510 APL-specific genes for the comparison of the induced APL cells (purple, n = 3) with APL (red, n = 16), other types of
AML (M0, 1, 2 and 4 in FAB classification, green, n = 62) and normal promyelocytes (blue, n = 5) in a previous study [26]. The red triangles (n = 2) for a
total 16 APL cases show the clinical APL samples whose microarray data were obtained in this study.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111082.g003
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they were transplanted intramedullary (iBM, 2.00% to 5.98%,
n = 2) (Figure 5A). The immunophenotype of the engrafted cells
was the same as that seen in the primary induced APL cells: they

were positive for CD13 and CD33, without the expression of
CD34 or HLA-DR (Figure 5B), demonstrating that the induced
APL retains self-renewal capacity with a low level of transplan-

Figure 4. The induction of myeloid differentiation in the APL cells induced by ATRA treatment in vitro and in vivo. (A) Cytospin slides
of the induced APL cells cultured with or without 1 mM ATRA for 6 days. The mature neutrophils with Auer rods are seen in the ATRA-treated group.
The images were captured with a BX41 microscope (Olympus). The bar indicates 10 mm. (B) The differential cellular counts of the induced APL cells
cultured with or without ATRA. The average leukocyte differentiation in three independent experiments is shown. (C) The results of an
immunofluorescent analysis of the PML distribution in the induced APL cells before and after treatment with ATRA. The images were captured with
an LSM510 META confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss). All the bars indicate 10 mm. (D, E) The induction of myeloid differentiation in the induced APL cells
by ATRA in vivo. The secondary recipients transplanted with the induced APL cells were then intraperitoneally treated with ATRA for 21 days. Cytospin
slides of EGFP+/hCD45+/hCD33+ cells from the secondary recipients transplanted with the induced APL cells are shown (D). The images were
captured with a BX41 microscope (Olympus). The bar indicates 10 mm. Their differentiated cellular counts were evaluated, and the representative
series data are indicated (E).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111082.g004
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tation efficiency. In addition, the results suggested that the capacity
for engraftment in this xenograft model differed between the
CD34+ cells transduced with PML-RARA and the APL cells
mostly composed of the CD342 fraction.

To identify a fraction responsible for the APL maintenance in
the induced APL cases, CD34+ and CD342 APL fractions were
separately collected and transplanted intravenously. The CD34+

fraction was pooled because there were very few CD34+ cells in
each induced APL case (Figures 3A and 5B). The CD342

fraction was sorted twice to exclude the CD34+ fraction
completely. Fifty thousand APL cells in both the CD34+ and
CD342 fractions failed to engraft in the secondary recipients (0 out
of 4 mice in each fraction). Similar to the unsorted cells, one

million CD342 fraction cells were able to engraft in recipient mice
(4 out of 4 mice) (Figures 5C and 5D).

These findings revealed that CD342 induced APL cells exhibit
the ability to function as APL-LIC in vivo, although the LIC
function was not excluded in the CD34+ APL fraction.

The CD34+/CD38+ progenitors trigger APL by PML-RARA
induction in vivo

The findings that the PML-RARA transduced-CD34+ cells
developed APL while the resultant CD342 APL cells exhibited
transplantability indicate the possibility that the initiation and
maintenance of APL arise at different steps of differentiation,
which are not likely to involve the CD34+/CD382 fraction, as

Figure 5. APL-LIC in the humanized APL in vivo model. (A) The engraftment of the induced APL cells in the secondary recipients. The bone
marrow cells were obtained 16 weeks after transplantation and evaluated. Each dot represents a single mouse. (B) The immunophenotype of the
induced APL cells in the secondary recipients. The representative pattern is shown. (C) The engraftment capacity in each fraction from the induced
APL cells in the secondary recipients. The bone marrow cells were obtained 16 weeks after transplantation and evaluated. (D) The engraftment of the
CD342 fraction in the secondary recipients. The engrafted cells are shown as EGFP+/CD45+ cells.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111082.g005
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originally reported in human AML. Therefore, in order to identify
a cellular target for PML-RARA that effectively develops APL,
PML-RARA was transduced into fractionated cells: CD34+/
CD382, CD34+/CD38+ and CD342/CD33+ cells from the cord
blood (Figures 6A and 6B). The transduction efficiency, as
evaluated by EGFP expression, ranged from 1.9% to 5.0%
(median: 3.53%, n = 6) in CD34+/CD382 cells, 4.5% to 10.6%
(median: 10.07%, n = 6) in CD34+/CD38+ cells and 19.1% to
22.1% (median: 20.63%, n = 4) in CD342/CD33+ cells. Because
the CD34+ fraction from human cord blood possessed a higher
proportion of CD34+/CD38+ (74.5% to 94.2%) than that of
CD34+/CD382 cells, the presumed absolute number of PML-
RARA transplanted cells was higher in CD34+/CD38+ cells than
in CD34+/CD382 cells (3,430 to 31,800 cells vs 140 to 450 cells
per mouse; 22,900 to 27,700 CD342/CD33+ cells). One hundred
unfractionated human CD34+ cells, including both CD34+/
CD382 and CD34+/CD38+ cells, were engrafted with multi-
lineage differentiation in our previous study [10], thus suggesting
that the transplanted cell numbers were adequate for engraftment
in the NOG mice. The induction of PML-RARA in CD34+/
CD38+ cells reduced the colony formation capacity and favored
the formation of myeloid colonies, as seen in CD34+ cells
(Figures 1B and 1C). On the other hand, the induction of
PML-RARA in CD34+/CD382 cells generated very few colonies
in comparison to the MIGR1 control vector-infected CD34+/
CD382 cells (Figures 6C and 6D). Consistent with the results,
the induced APL cells were detected mostly in the mice
transplanted with CD34+/CD38+ cells (median, 16.4% in the
whole bone marrow cells) (Figure 6E). These findings suggest
that CD34+/CD38+ progenitors proliferate and survive more
efficiently than CD34+/CD382 cells in vitro and trigger APL in
vivo by inducing PML-RARA.

Human common myeloid progenitors develop into APL
by inducing PML-RARA among CD34+/CD38+ progenitors

In order to identify the detailed target fraction in CD34+/
CD38+ cells that generates APL with PML-RARA, the CD34+/
CD38+ cells were then divided into three fractions based on their
expression of CD123 and CD45RA; CMP, GMP and MEP
(Figure 6F). The retroviral transduction efficiencies of PML-
RARA into CMP, GMP and MEP were 6.0% to 15.2% (median:
6.6%, n = 9), 3.3% to 8.8% (median: 7.1%, n = 8), and 7.8% to
24.6% (median: 8.5%, n = 7) (Figure 6G), and the presumed
absolute numbers of PML-RARA transduced cells in CMP, GMP
and MEP utilized for the transplantation were 5,850 to 15,200,
830 to 4,250, and 1,150 to 2,550 cells per mouse, respectively,
which were deduced to directly reflect their proportion in the
human cord blood. The frequency of induced APL cells in whole
bone marrow cells from transplanted NOG mice was higher when
using CMP (median, 25.2%) than GMP and MEP (median, 0.15%
and 0.01%, respectively) (Figure 6H).

Taken together, these findings obtained using our humanized in
vivo APL model demonstrate that CMP are a target fraction for
PML-RARA in the development of APL.

Discussion

Our present study revealed that a humanized APL model was
successfully established by transplantation of human CD34+ cord
blood transduced with PML-RARA into immunodeficient mice.
Using this model, we demonstrated that the CMP develop into
APL by transducing PML-RARA whereas the resultant CD342

APL cells had the ability to maintain the tumor. Our system
improves in the following points: The induced APL cells were

detected in all of the mice within 150 days if more than 3,000
human CD34+ cells infected with PML-RARA were transplanted
into NOG mice. The resultant leukemia well recapitulated the
human disease phenotypically, genetically and functionally,
including the presence of Auer rods and Faggot cells, and the
expression pattern of cellular surface markers and transcripts, as
well as ATRA sensitivity and low leukemia transplantability.
These findings demonstrated that this humanized in vivo model is
suitable for prospectively analyzing the process of APL develop-
ment in humans.

The cellular subset from which the APL originates is still
controversial. Several lines of evidence using in vivo experiments
have suggested that APL arises in the committed myeloid
progenitors, whereas several clinical observations using FISH
and RT-PCR analyses suggest that APL arises in earlier
progenitors [4]. A recent report using conditional knock-in mice
showed that the induction of PML-RARA led to dominant
proliferation in a stem cell compartment with multilineage
potential, but did not result in myeloproliferation, as if the stem
cell compartment would not support leukemogenesis in this model
[34,35]. Our in vitro and in vivo findings are compatible with the
previous findings which showed that the generation of PML-
RARA transgenic mice was only possible by expressing PML-
RARA in early myeloid cells using the human cathepsin G (hCG)
and MRP8 promoters, not the promoters of b-actin, a house-
keeping gene, and CD11b which is expressed at a later stage of
myeloid differentiation [36].

The leukemogenic function of PML-RARa may require subtle
myeloid differentiation, as seen in CMP in the present study;
PML-RARa has been reported to possess the inhibitory or toxic
effects on the cellular survival, senescence or apoptosis [18,37,38].
CMP are still immature enough to easily acquire stemness and are
already committed to the myeloid lineage, which may allow PML-
RARA to dysregulate RARa-dependent myelopoiesis, rather than
hematopoietic stem cells, in agreement with the fact that RARA is
implicated in the regulation of myelopoiesis, including both early
stage and terminal differentiation. In this scenario, the expression
of PML-RARA would induce differentiation of CMP to promy-
elocytes, but inhibit their terminal differentiation at the same time
[19,39,40]. Therefore, if the CMP expressing PML-RARA
acquires stemness, this can result in the development of APL.
Our findings showed no engraftment of CD34+/CD382 cells with
PML-RARA transduction in vivo, although their leukemogenic
activity cannot be denied, as fewer cells were transplanted in
comparison to the CD34+/CD38+ cells. Further analyses are
required to evaluate whether CD34+/CD382 cells possess the
ability to cause APL.

Xenograft models using immunodeficient mice are at present
the only method for evaluating the maintenance of human
leukemia as LIC. The induced APL generated in the NOG mice
had a low engraftment efficiency; however, this biological feature
well-reproduced the properties of APL cells found in human
patients [3,12]. It is possible that the difficulty associated with
engrafting APL cells, both primary samples and induced APL cells
obtained from cord blood, into NOG mice may depend on the
different preferences of human hematopoietic cells between
humans and mice. The reconstitution of the human hematopoietic
system in NOG mice is achieved with the dominant engraftment
of B-cells, in comparison to the myeloid lineage cells [10]. This
technical feature may affect the engraftment of each of the
transplanted cellular subsets in our study. The slow progressive
myeloid tumor cells, such as those involved in myelodysplastic
syndromes and chronic myeloid leukemia in the chronic phase,
were shown to be difficult to engraft in NOD/SCID-b2-
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microglobulin-deficient or NOG mice (the previous reports [41–
43] and our unpublished data), suggesting that the engraftment
failure did not always indicate a lack of leukemogenecity of the
transplanted cells. Therefore, our study confirmed the leukemo-
genic activity of the CD342 induced APL fraction, although it was
not strong. These results are consistent with the previous in vivo
reports which described the some primary CD34+/CD38+ and
CD342 AML cells could function as LIC in vivo [44,45].

In conclusion, we demonstrated that the induction of PML-
RARA targeted human CD34+ cells, including CMP, and led to

their ability to cause APL, and that CD342 APL cells have the
capability of maintaining the disease. These findings suggest that it
is not necessary that LIC are always consistent with a cellular
fraction where leukemia-inducing events occur. Tumor-specific
oncogenes, such as PML-RARA, effectively function to form
tumors with specific characteristics in specific hierarchal stages of
myelopoiesis. This model differs from the conventional hierarchal
system of AML, in which LIC possess an immature phenotype as
seen in hematopoietic stem cells. Since AML is a group of
heterogeneous diseases with various causal genetic abnormalities,

Figure 6. PML-RARA targeted human common myeloid progenitors for APL leukemogenesis. (A) The sorting strategy for CD34+/CD382,
CD34+/CD38+ and CD342/CD33+ cells. Human cord blood was first separated into CD34+ and CD342 cells by magnetic beads, and then sorted into
three fractions by a FACS vantage instrument. (B) The expression of PML-RARA mRNA in each of the fractions after retroviral transfection. B2M, beta 2
microglobulin. The PML-RARA expression vector was used as a positive control for the PML-RARA analysis. (C) A colony-forming assay using PML-RARA-
transduced CD34+/CD38+ and CD34+/CD382 cells. The average of three independent experiments is shown. The data represent the means 6 SD. (D)
The total numbers of colonies of PML-RARA-transduced CD34+/CD38+ and CD34+/CD382 cells shown in (C) are highlighted. The data represent the
means 6 SD (n = 3). (E) The development of the induced APL from CD34+/CD38+ cells in NOG mice. Each sorted fraction from human cord blood, as
seen in (A), was retrovirally transduced with PML-RARA and transplanted into irradiated NOG mice. The percentages were determined by the
frequency of EGFP+/CD45+/CD33+ cells at 16 to 20 weeks after transplantation. Each dot represents a single mouse. The horizontal line represents the
median value. (F) The sorting strategy for common myeloid progenitors (CMP), granulocyte-monocytic progenitors (GMP), and megakaryocyte-
erythrocyte progenitors (MEP). Human cord blood was separated into CD34+ cells by magnetic beads, CD34+/CD38+ cells were sorted out, and were
finally divided into CMP, GMP and MEP by the FACS vantage instrument. (G) The transduction efficiency of PML-RARA in CMP, GMP and MEP.
Representative data are shown. (H) The development of the induced APL from the human hematopoietic progenitors in NOG mice. Each sorted
progenitor fraction from human cord blood, as seen in (F), was retrovirally transduced with PML-RARA and transplanted into irradiated NOG mice. The
percentages were determined by the frequency of EGFP+/CD45+/CD33+ cells at 16 to 20 weeks after transplantation. Each dot represents a single
mouse. The horizontal line represents the median value.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111082.g006
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the present findings will be helpful for the analysis of leukemo-
genesis in other types of AML which display differentiated
leukemic blasts.

Supporting Information

Figure S1 The detection of PML-RARA expression in CD34+

cells transduced with PML-RARA and their descendent colonies
by qualitative RT-PCR. RT, reverse transcription.
(TIF)

Figure S2 Fluorescent images of the colonies derived from the
EGFP+ and EGFP2 fractions of the CD34+ cells transduced with
PML-RARA.
(TIF)

Figure S3 The results of a quantitative analysis of the PML-
RARA expression in the CD34+ cells 48 hours after PML-RARA
transduction, the differentiated cells from the resultant colonies
and the induced APL cells. There were significant differences in
the comparison of the expression level of PML-RARA. * indicates
p values ,0.05.
(TIF)

Figure S4 The heat map of the microarray analysis using the
3,439 probes (3,278 genes) that were differentially expressed in the
induced APL (n = 3) and the AML other than APL (n = 62). The
gene set separated the induced and human primary APL from the
cases of AML other than APL. Red triangles (n = 2 from the total
of 16 APL cases) show the clinical APL samples whose microarray
data were obtained in this study.
(TIF)

Figure S5 The heat map of the microarray analysis performed
using the gene set composed of 573 probes (547 genes), which were
specifically expressed in the induced APL in comparison to cases of
AML other than APL and normal promyelocytes. The gene set

clearly clustered the malignant promyelocytes, such as the induced
and human primary APL, apart from the normal promyelocytes.
Red triangles (n = 2 of a total 16 APL cases) show the clinical APL
samples whose microarray data were obtained in this study.
(TIF)

Table S1 The sequences of the PCR primers and probes.
(XLSX)

Table S2 KEGG pathway analysis with the gene sets aberrantly
expressed in the induced APL.
(XLSX)

Table S3 The gene set apllied in Figure S5 (573 probes).
(XLSX)

Table S4 The integration sites of PML-RARA in the induced
APL cells.
(XLSX)
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MYELOID NEOPLASIA

RUNX1/AML1 mutant collaborates with BMI1 overexpression in the
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Key Points

• BMI1 overexpression is one
of the second hit partner
genes of RUNX1 mutations
that contribute to the
development of MDSs.

RUNX1/AML1 mutations have been identified in myelodysplastic syndromes (MDSs). In

a mouse bone marrow transplantation model, a RUNX1 mutant, D171N, was shown to

collaborate with Evi1 in the development of MDSs; however, this is rare in humans. Using

enforced expression in human CD341 cells, we showed that the D171Nmutant, the most

frequent target of mutation in the RUNX1 gene, had an increased self-renewal capacity,

blocked differentiation, dysplasia in all 3 lineages, and tendency for immaturity, but no

proliferation ability. BMI1 overexpression was observed in CD341 cells from themajority

of MDS patients with RUNX1 mutations, but not in D171N-transduced human CD341

cells. Cotransduction of D171N and BMI1 demonstrated that BMI1 overexpression conferred proliferation ability to D171N-

transduced cells in both human CD341 cells and a mouse bone marrow transplantation model. Stepwise transduction of D171N

followed by BMI1 in human CD341 cells resulted in long-term proliferation with a retained CD341 cell fraction, which is quite similar

to the phenotype in patients with higher-risk MDSs. Our results indicate that BMI1 overexpression is one of the second hit partner

genes of RUNX1 mutations that contribute to the development of MDSs. (Blood. 2013;121(17):3434-3446)

Introduction

The RUNX1/AML1 gene has been investigated in the pathogenesis of
hematopoietic diseases, and point mutations of RUNX1 have been
frequently detected in patients with various types of myeloid neo-
plasms. A heterozygous germ line mutation of the RUNX1 gene is
known to cause familial platelet disorder with a predisposition to
acute myeloid leukemia (FPD/AML),1,2 which is regarded as familial
myelodysplastic syndromes (MDSs).3 RUNX1 mutations have been
detected with high frequency in MDSs, MDSs following AML,4

minimally differentiated AML M0 subtypes,2,5-7 de novo AML
without recurrent or complex karyotype,8,9 and myelodysplastic/
myeloproliferative neoplasms.10,11 Furthermore, RUNX1 mutations
are detected with high frequency in therapy-related or radiation-
associated MDSs and AML,4,12-15 and leukemic transformation from
myeloproliferative neoplasms.16-19

It is intriguing how RUNX1 mutations contribute to the de-
velopment of divergent hematologic neoplasms. Functionally, most
of the RUNX1mutants equally show a loss of normal RUNX1 trans-
activation potential.4,12,20,21 The amino acid residues in the runt
homology domain (RHD) of the RUNX1 protein that directly interact
with DNA have been found to be frequent targets of amino acid
replacement.20,21 Mutations on other amino acids close to these
DNA-contact residues are also suspected to inhibit DNA binding by

an obstructive side-chain or a structural change. Therefore, amino-
replacement and in-frame insertion/deletion types of mutations
confer loss of DNA-binding ability and trans-activation potential.
RUNX1 mutations have been shown to play a pivotal role in the
pathogenesis of MDS/AML in mouse bone marrow transplantation
(BMT) systems.22 Mice transduced with the D171N mutant, which
harbors a mutation in the RHD of the RUNX1 gene, exhibited
hyperproliferative AML with multilineage dysplasia in collaboration
with Evi1 overexpression. This impressive result indicates that
RUNX1 mutations may be a cause of MDSs with a leukemogenic
potential. However, mouse phenotypes do not always correspond
to the clinical features of patients with the mutations. This may be
partly due to differential gene circumstances, such as retrovirus
integration sites or collaborating gene alterations, between mouse and
human.23,24 As opposed to EVI1, overexpression of the polycomb
group gene BMI1 is more common inMDS patients and is associated
with MDS progression.25,26 Biological analysis using human
hematopoietic cells is considered to be necessary to clarify the
molecular mechanisms of the RUNX1 mutations in the pathogenesis
of MDSs. Enforced gene expression in human CD341 cells has
been used to investigate the role of leukemogenic oncogenes in
leukemogenesis.27-35
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In this study, using enforced gene expression in human CD341

cells, we demonstrated that the D171N mutant, the most frequent tar-
get of mutation in RUNX1 gene, has an increased self-renewal capac-
ity, blocked differentiation, dysplasia in all 3 lineages, and tendency for
immaturity, but no proliferation ability. Moreover, we revealed that
BMI1 overexpression collaborates with RUNX1mutations and confers
proliferation ability to D171N-mutated cells, which was confirmed in
both human and mouse hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells. Our
results indicate that BMI1 overexpression is one of the second hit
partner genes of RUNX1 mutations in the development of MDSs.

Materials and methods

Patients

PatientswithMDSswere divided into 2 groups using the International Prognostic
Scoring System: lower-risk MDSs include low- or intermediate-1-risk MDSs,
and higher-risk MDSs include intermediate-2- or high-risk MDSs. Mutation
analysis of RUNX1 was performed as described previously.4 The study was
approved by the institutional review board at HiroshimaUniversity. Patients gave
written informed consent for the study, according to the Declaration of Helsinki.

Quantitative reverse-transcription polymerase chain

reaction (qRT-PCR)

CD341 cells were purified from patients using the CD34 MicroBead Kit and
autoMACS system (Milteny Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany). Total
RNA was harvested from the CD341 cells using the RNeasy Micro Kit
(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The expression levels of EVI1, BMI1, INK4A,
ARF, and GAPDH were quantified by the Applied Biosystems 7500 Real-
Time PCR system using TaqMan Gene Expression Assays (Hs00602795_m1
for EVI1, Hs00180411_m1 for BMI1, Hs00923894_m1 for INK4A,
Hs99999189_m1 for ARF, and Hs99999905_m1 for GAPDH) and TaqMan
Universal PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems). qRT-PCR in mouse cells
was performed as described previously22 with the following forward/reverse
primer pairs: p16 (aatctccgcgaggaaagc/gtctgcagcggactccat), p19 (gggttttcttg
gtgaagttcg/ttgcccatcatcatcacct), Evi1 (atcggaagatcttagatgagttttg/cttcctacatctggt
tgactgg), and Gapdh (gcattgtggaagggctcatg/ttgctgttgaagtcgcaggag).

Retroviral vectors and infection

RUNX1 (wild-type [WT] and D171N mutant) cDNA with FLAG tag was
subcloned into the pMXs-internal ribosomal entry site (IRES)-enhanced
green fluorescent protein (EGFP) (pMXs.IG). BMI1 was subcloned into the
pMXs-IRES-DsRed-Express (pMXs.IR), in which the IRES-DsRed-Express
fragment from the pIRES2-DsRed-Express (Clontech, Mountain View, CA)
was inserted into the pMXs. FLAG-tagged D171N was also subcloned into
pMYs-IRES-puro (pMYs.IP) and pMYs-IRES-EGFP (pMYs.IG), and
BMI1 into pMYs-IRES-blasticidin (pMYs.IB) and pMYs-IRES-nerve
growth factor receptor (NGFR) (pMYs.IN). Plat-GP and Plat-E packaging
cells were transfected with retroviral constructs using FuGENE6 (Roche,
Mannheim, Germany) as described previously.16,22

Retrovirus transduction of human CD341 primary cells

Cord blood cells (CBs) were collected with written informed consent. CD341

cells were purified from CBs by the CD34 MicroBead Kit using autoMACS.
They were precultured for 3 to 4 days in Stemline II Hematopoietic Stem Cell
Expansion medium (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO) supplemented with 100 ng/
mL each of Fms-related tyrosine kinase (FLT-3) ligand, stem cell factor (SCF),
and thrombopoietin (TPO) (PeproTech, London, UK) (expansion medium). The
cells were resuspended in new expansion medium and placed in plates coated
with RetroNectin (Takara, Otsu, Japan) preloaded with virus. At 3 to 4 days after
transduction, green fluorescent protein (GFP1) and/or DsRed1 cells were sorted
by FACS Aria (Becton Dickinson [BD], Franklin Lakes, NJ).

Cells were cultured continuously in Iscove modified Dulbecco medium
containing 20% fetal bovine serum and 100 ng/mL each of FLT-3 ligand,

SCF, and TPO. For long-term growth, Iscovemodified Dulbecco mediumwas
supplemented with 20% fetal bovine serum; 100 ng/mL each of FLT-3 ligand,
SCF, and TPO; and 20 ng/mL each of interleukin (IL) 6 and IL-3 (Peprotech).

Colony-forming cell (CFC) replating assay

Ten thousand sorted cells were resuspended in MethoCult H40341 medium
(StemCell Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Canada) containing SCF, granulocyte
colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF), granulocyte macrophage (GM)–CSF, IL-3,
and erythropoietin. After 14 days in culture, colonies were counted. Cells were
then suspended in methylcellulose medium, and 104 cells were plated again for
CFC replating assay. The remaining cells were used for cell number counting
and cytospin centrifuge for morphologic and flow cytometry analyses.

Long-term culture-initiating cell (LTC-IC) assay

For bulk culture assay, 10 000 sorted cells were suspended in Myelocult
H5100 medium (StemCell Technologies) with 1 mM hydrocortisone
(StemCell Technologies). The cells were divided into 2 dishes precoated
with MS5 stromal cells and cultured for 5 weeks. LTC-IC cultures were
harvested, and clonogenic progenitors were assayed in Methocult GF1H4435
medium (StemCell Technologies) containing SCF, GM-CSF, IL-3, IL-6,
G-CSF, and erythropoietin. After 20 days, LTC-IC–derived CFCs were
counted. For limiting dilution assay, 100 to 800 sorted cells per well were
plated on MS5 stromal cells in 96-well plates and cultured. Wells were scored
as growth or no growth of colonies. LTC-IC frequency was calculated with L-
Calc software (StemCell Technologies).

Retroviral transduction of 32Dcl3 cells and differentiation assay

The murine myeloid progenitor 32Dcl3 cells were infected with retrovirus
as previously described.36

Mouse BMT

Mouse BMT was performed as described previously.22 Bone marrow (BM)
mononuclear cells were isolated fromC57BL/6 (Ly-5.1) donor mice, and after
stimulation with SCF, FLT-3 ligand, IL-6, and TPO (R&D Systems), the cells
were transduced with retrovirus constructs. Then, 3 3 105 to 5 3 105 of the
nonsorted cells were injected into sublethally g-irradiated Ly-5.2 recipient
mice. These studies were approved by the Animal Care Committee of the
Institute of Medical Science at the University of Tokyo.

Flow cytometry

Human cells were stained with the indicated phycoerythrin (PE) or
allophycocyanin–conjugated antibodies (BD). For the cell cycle analysis,
the cells were stained with allophycocyanin BrdU Flow Kit (BD) or Hoechst
33342 (BD). Flow cytometry analysis was performed on a FACSCalibur (BD)
or FACS Aria, and data were analyzed using CELLQuest. Mouse cells were
stained with the indicated PE-conjugated antibodies (eBioscience) and
analyzed using FACSCalibur equipped with FlowJo Version 7.2.4 software
(TreeStar). Annexin V staining was carried out with the PE Annexin V
Apoptosis Detection Kit I (BD).

Immunoblot analysis

Immunoblot analysis was performed as reported previously.12 The primary
antibodies used in this study were anti–FLAG M2 (Sigma-Aldrich), anti-
Bmi1 (Upstate, Lake Placid, NY; or #05-637, Millipore), anti–b-actin (Santa
Cruz), and anti–a-tubulin (Sigma-Aldrich) monoclonal antibodies.

Statistical analysis

For comparison of 2 independent samples, normally distributed variables were
compared by the Student t test, and nonnormally distributed variables by the
Mann-Whitney U test. For multiple pairwise comparisons, the data were
analyzed by 1-way analysis of variance followed by Dunnett’s multiple
comparison test, or differences between individual groups were estimated
using the Steel-Dwass test. Survival curves were estimated by the Kaplan-
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Meier analysis and compared using the log-rank test. P, .05 was considered
statistically significant.

Results

RUNX1 D171 amino acid is the most frequent target

of mutations

We analyzed RUNX1 mutations in various myeloid neoplasms,
mostly MDSs and MDS-related AML including therapy-related
cases.We found that 107 patients had RUNX1mutations, which were
shown to be distributed throughout the full length of the RUNX1
protein (supplemental Table 1; see the BloodWeb site). Replacement
of the D171 amino acid (D171N and D171G) was the most frequent
target of mutation in the RUNX1 gene, which was detected in 8
(7.5%) patients. The D171 residue resides in the RHD and is one of
the critical amino acid residues that directly contact DNA; however,
small changes in the RHD do not influence the ability to bind core
binding factor b.20,21 Moreover, the carboxyl-terminal (C-terminal)
region including the transactivation/repression domains is preserved

in the mutations (supplemental Figure 1A), contrary to that in
truncation-type mutations. Replacement or small in-frame insertions/
deletions at or around critical amino acid residues involved in DNA
binding were also detected, and 41.6% of the RUNX1 mutations (45
of 107) had impaired DNA-binding but intact C-terminal
transactivation/repression domains. The D171N mutant was local-
ized to the nucleus (supplemental Figure 1B) and showed a loss of
normal RUNX1 trans-activation potential for the macrophage-CSF
receptor (supplemental Figure 1C). Furthermore, the mutant
displayed a dominant-negative type of trans-activation suppres-
sion (supplemental Figure 1D), suggesting that the mutant may
have some oncogenic potential in addition to the loss of normal
RUNX1 function.

EVI1 overexpression collaborates with RUNX1 mutation in

human MDSs

Because collaboration between RUNX1 mutations and Evi1 over-
expression has been shown in a mouse BMT model,22 we first
checked EVI1 expression levels in selected CD341 cells from MDS
patients. Most of the examined patients showed very low EVI1
expression (Figure 1A). However, 1 patient whose initial diagnosis
was MDS with D171G mutation displayed an extremely high
expression level of EVI1. The clinical course of the patient was
unique in that a steep increase in blast cells was followed by a
relatively short MDS period (Figure 1B), which was similar to that in
the mouse BMT model.22 Thus, expression of EVI1 is generally not
high in MDS patients. Then, we set out to elucidate the collaborating
genes with RUNX1 mutations in other patients.

Overexpression of D171N promotes inhibition of differentiation

and increase in self-renewal capacity in human CD341 cells

To clarify the biological functions of the RUNX1 mutants and to
identify their collaborating genes in hematopoietic stem/progenitor
cells, we transduced a RUNX1 mutant into human CD341 cells to
avoid the effect of Evi1 overexpression. The D171N mutant, which
was produced by a 1-bp replacement in exon 5, was transduced into
CD341 cells from human CBs (Figure 2A). The efficiency of
transduction was;30% to 60% (Figure 2B), and RUNX1 expression
was confirmed by Western blotting (Figure 2C).

To examine the effect of RUNX1 expression on cell differenti-
ation, we performed CFC assay by plating sorted cells in meth-
ylcellulose medium. The number of burst-forming unit–erythroid
(BFU-E) colonies was significantly decreased in both WT- and
D171N-transduced cells, whereas the number of colony-forming unit
GM (CFU-GM) colonies was not significantly different (Figure 2D).
On the other hand, the individual BFU-E colonies in the WT plates
and individual CFU-GM colonies in the D171N plates were larger in
size (Figure 2E), in addition to the presence of significantly more
growing cells as compared with the control (Figure 2F). Glycophorin
A (GPA1) erythroid cells were dominant in the WT group, whereas
most of the D171N-transduced cells expressed myeloid lineage
markers (Figure 2G). To determine whether D171N has a self-
renewal advantage, we performed replating CFC assay. The plates of
the D171N mutant contained approximately half the total number of
colonies as the pMXs.IG plates in the first assay, whereas total cell
numbers were comparable between the D171N and pMXs.IG plates
(Figure 2H). Unlike pMXs.IG and WT, D171N showed replating
capacity for 3 replatings. To confirm the presence of progenitors with
long-term self-renewal capabilities, LTC-IC assay was conducted.
Cells transduced with D171N showed a drastic increase in the
number of colonies (Figure 2I).

Figure 1. EVI1 overexpression collaborates with RUNX1 mutations in human

MDSs. (A) EVI1 expression levels by qRT-PCR in CD341 cells of clinical samples.
Relative EVI1 expression was calculated as the ratio of EVI1 to GAPDH expression.

RNA from normal BM CD341 cells served as a control, and the RNA level was defined
as 1. Data are expressed as mean6 standard deviation (SD). L-MDS, lower-risk MDS;
H-MDS, higher-risk MDS; MT, mutation. (B) White blood cell (WBC) count and

clinical course of a patient with high EVI1 expression. A 78-year-old male showed
pancytopenia and blast cells in peripheral blood. BM examination showed hypocellular
marrow with multilineage dysplasia and 16.5% of blast cells. Cytogenetic analysis

showed 45,XY,add(3)(q13.2),-7. He was diagnosed with refractory anemia with excess
blasts (RAEB-2) and received chemotherapy. However, his condition progressed to BM

failure after chemotherapy and repeated severe infection. The blast population continued
to increase gradually. Eight months after diagnosis, his WBC count started to increase,
and he died with uncontrollable blast expansion 11.5 months after diagnosis.
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Figure 2. Overexpression of D171N promotes inhibition of differentiation and increase in self-renewal capacity. (A) Pictogram of pMXs.IG retroviral constructs of the
FLAG-tagged RUNX1WTand the D171Nmutant (D171N). The difference in cDNA sequence of the mutant from theWT is indicated by an arrowhead. LTR, long terminal repeat. (B)

HumanCD341CB cells were transducedwith the indicated vector. A typical flow cytometry profile of cells retrovirally transducedwith pMXs.IG,WT, or D171N shows the transduction
efficiency. The GFP1 cells shown within the gate were collected. (C) Anti-FLAG immunoblotting of sorted GFP1 cells confirmed the expression of FLAG-tagged RUNX1 proteins.
Anti–b-actin antibody was used as control. (D-H) Ten thousand cells were plated in methylcellulose culture dishes. GEMM, colony-forming unit–granulocyte, erythroid, macrophage,

megalocyte. Data are expressed asmean6SD of 6 independent experiments and compared with control (pMXs.IG). *P, .05; **P, .01. (D) Colony numbers were counted after 14
days. (E) Photomicrographs (340) of representative colonies found in the plates with an IX71 microscope and a DP12 camera (Olympus). (F) The cell number per colony was

calculated by total GPA1 cells/total BFU-E colonies and total CD131 cells/total CFU-GM colonies. (G) GFP1 cells were analyzed by flow cytometry for the indicated surfacemarkers.
(H) Colony number and cell proliferation fold in CFC replating assay. (I) LTC-IC assay in bulk was carried out in duplicate, and the average number of LTC-IC per 10 000 original input
cells and SD of 4 independent experiments are indicated. **P , .01.
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Figure 3. D171N-transduced cells lack long-term proliferation ability. Human CD341 CB cells were transduced with the indicated vectors and cultured in complete
cytokine medium (without IL-3 and IL-6). To examine proliferation ability of each transduced cell type, the cells were sorted for GFP expression and cultured in complete
cytokine medium. Four independent experiments were performed, and the error bars represent the SD. (A) Proliferation curve of GFP1 RUNX1-transduced or control (empty

vector-transduced) cells, nonsorted. (B) Growth patterns of the GFP-sorted transduced cells displayed as proliferation fold originating from 10˚ just after sorting. (C)
Representative quantitative cell cycle analysis allowed the discrimination of cell subsets that were undergoing G0/G1 (a), S (b), or G2 1 M (c) phases of the cell cycle, or
apoptosis (d). (D) Percentage of CD341 cells was determined by flow cytometry. (E) Representative CD34/CD38 expression pattern in long-term culture. (F) Images of

Wright-Giemsa–stained cytospins on days 3 and 35 obtained with a BX51 microscope and a DP12 camera (Olympus); original magnification 31000. (G) Morphologic
abnormalities observed in Wright-Giemsa–stained cytospins of the D171N cells on day 35 in culture, myeloid, erythroid, and megakaryocytic cells with dysplasia are indicated

by blue, pink, and green arrows, respectively, as captured with a BX51 microscope and a DP12 camera (Olympus); original magnification 31000.
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D171N-transduced cells lack long-term proliferation ability in

human CD341 cells

To determine proliferative and survival advantages of RUNX1-
mutated cells, transduced nonsorted human CD341 cells were
cultured in liquid medium (Figure 3A). The percentage of GFP-
expressing cells in theWT, D171N, and pMXs.IG-transduced control
cultures gradually decreased over time in culture. For further eval-
uation of the proliferation ability of the transduced cells, we sorted
GFP1 cells and performed long-term culture. The WT-transduced
cells hardly proliferated, whereas the D171N-transduced cells pro-
liferated slightly, exhibiting lower proliferation ability than pMXs.IG
cells (Figure 3B). These results indicate that the D171N cells have no
proliferation ability. To determine whether these differences were due
to increased apoptosis or cell cycle inhibition, we confirmed by cell
cycle analysis. On day 53 when the D171N cells stopped proliferating,
most of the cells accumulated in the G1 phase (Figure 3C). The
percentage of CD341 cells among the D171N cell population increased
slightly but gradually decreased with a maximum at approximately day
35 (Figure 3D). At this point, although the percentage of CD341/
CD381 cells within the D171N cell population did not increase in
comparisonwith the pMXs.IG group, the percentage of CD341/CD38–

cells increased to a maximum at ;4% (Figure 3E). On day 35, a vast
majority of the pMXs.IG cells and all the WT cells terminally
differentiated into mature myeloid cells and monocytes, whereas the
D171N cells contained a large number of immature cells (Figure 3F).
The cells transduced with the D171N mutant displayed morphologic
abnormalities in all 3 hematopoietic lineages (Figure 3G). These
findings indicate that RUNX1 mutations probably give rise to the
multilineage dysplasia of hematopoietic cells with increase in the

number of blasts, which is the main characteristic ofMDSs. However,
the D171N-transduced cells did not expand in liquid media.
Furthermore, the D171N mutant abrogated engraftment potential of
human stem/progenitor cells in NOD/Shi-scid, IL2Rgcnull (NOG)
mice37 (supplemental Table 2). Thus, it is suspected that the mutant
requires additional gene alterations for the development of MDSs.

BMI1 is overexpressed in CD341 cells from MDS patients with

RUNX1 mutations, whereas it is repressed in D171N-transduced

human CD341 cells

We focused on BMI1 as a candidate of the additional partner gene
alterations because this gene is known to be overexpressed in some
MDS patients. BMI1 expression levels were analyzed in selected
CD341 cells from MDS patients (Figure 4A). Patients with RUNX1
mutations displayed a significantly higher expression level of BMI1
compared with normal control and lower-risk MDS patients, and 14
of 20 (70%) of the RUNX1-mutated patients showed BMI1 over-
expression that exceeded the range of normal control, as opposed
to only 1 with EVI1 overexpression. Next, we examined BMI1 ex-
pression levels in the D171N-transduced CD341 cells over a time
course. Unexpectedly, the cells with D171Nmutation showed a lower
expression level of BMI1, especially during a long culture period
(Figure 4B). These results indicate that the high BMI1 expression in
patients with RUNX1 mutations is not induced by direct effects of the
mutations, but rather, the RUNX1-mutated cells may require the
acquisition of BMI1 overexpression for the development of MDSs. To
confirm the effects of additional BMI1 overexpression on D171N-
transduced cells, we antecedently analyzed BMI1-transduced CD341

cells.

Figure 4. BMI1 expression pattern in human CD341

cells and enforced BMI1 expression in human
CD341 cells. (A) BMI1 expression levels in CD341

cells of clinical samples. Relative BMI1 expression

was measured by triplicated qRT-PCR and calculated
as the ratio of BMI1 to GAPDH expression. Data are
also expressed as mean 6 SD of each patient group.

**P , .01. (B) BMI1 expression in transduced CD341

cells was confirmed by qRT-PCR. CD341 cells were

repurified from GFP1 sorted cells after 5 and 40 days
of culture in complete cytokine medium. Bar chart
represents the mean 6 SD of 3 independent experi-

ments. RNA from pMXs.IG-transduced cells on day 5
served as a control, and the RNA level was defined
as 1. *P , .05; **P , .01. (C) pMXs.IRES-DsRed-

Express (pMXs.IR) retroviral construct for the expres-
sion of BMI1. (D) Representative flow cytometry profile

of cells retrovirally transduced with pMXs.IR or BMI1
shows the transduction efficiency. The DsRed1 cells
shown within the gate were collected. (E) Expression

of BMI1 was confirmed by Western blotting using anti-
Bmi1 antibody. Anti–b-actin antibody was used as the
control. (F) Human CD341 cells transduced with the

indicated vector and sorted for DsRed expression were
analyzed by CFC replating assay. Ten thousand cells
were plated in methylcellulose culture dishes. Data are

expressed as mean 6 SD of 3 independent experi-
ments. (G) Growth pattern of the transduced cells

cultured in complete cytokine medium displayed as
proliferation fold originating from 100 just after sorting.
The error bars represent the SD from 4 independent

experiments. (H) The expression pattern of surface
markers as shown by a typical flow cytometry profile,
and Wright-Giemsa–stained cytospins of the DsRed1

cells on day 42 culture in complete cytokine medium
as captured with a BX51 microscope and a DP12

camera (Olympus); original magnification 31000.
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Figure 5. The effect of double expression of D171N and BMI1. (A-C) IL-3–dependent 32Dcl3 cells were stably transduced with pMYs.IP/IB, pMYs.IP/BMI1, D171N/pMYs.IB,
or D171N/BMI1. Before the assay for proliferation and apoptosis, the transduced 32Dcl3 cells were subjected to drug selection with 1 mg/mL puromycin and 10 mg/mL

blasticidin. (A) G-CSF–induced differentiation assay in indicated 32Dcl3 transfectants. Surface expression of CD11b after incubation for 6 days in the presence of 1 ng/mL IL-3
(red histograms) or 50 ng/mL G-CSF (blue histograms) was analyzed by flow cytometry. The result of control staining is shown as a filled histogram. Data are representative of
2 independent experiments. The cells cultured with G-CSF for 6 days were assessed by Giemsa staining. Images were obtained with a BX51 microscope and a DP12 camera

(Olympus); objective lens, UplanFl (Olympus); original magnification31000. (B) Growth curve of the transduced 32Dcl3 cells cultured in the presence of 1 ng/mL of IL-3. Data
are expressed as mean 6 SD of 3 independent experiments. (C) Annexin V positivity in the transduced 32Dcl3 cells cultured without IL-3. Data are expressed as mean 6 SD

of 3 independent experiments. (D-G) Human CD341 cells were precultured for 3 to 4 days in expansion medium and transduced with both GFP-tagged D171N and
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Enforced BMI1 expression shows no leukemogenic ability in

human CD341 cells

To evaluate the biological significance of BMI1 overexpression in
stem/progenitor cells, BMI1 was cloned into a retrovirus vector
(Figure 4C) and transduced into CD341 cells (Figure 4D). BMI1
was endogenously expressed in cells transduced with pMXs.IR,
whereas a strong upregulation of this protein was observed in the
BMI1-transduced cells (Figure 4E). The number of colonies of the
BMI1-transduced CD341 cells was almost equal to that of the
pMXs.IR-transduced cells, whereas the replating efficiency of the
BMI1 cells was slightly increased (Figure 4F). The BMI1-transduced
cells exhibited greater proliferation than the pMXs.IR-transduced
cells (Figure 4G), but the cells proliferated with myeloid terminal
differentiation without dysplasia or increase in CD341 cells
(Figure 4H). Thus, BMI1-overexpressed cells showed a slight
increase in self-renewal capacity and an increase in proliferation
ability. However, BMI1 did not block differentiation at all.
Overexpression of BMI1 may have limited proliferation ability
without differentiation inhibition, suggesting that BMI1 alone does
not have enough potential for MDS genesis.

These results raised the possibility that BMI1 may be over-
expressed by additional molecular abnormalities and may work as
a proliferative activator in the stem/progenitor cells with RUNX1
mutations. Because the D171N mutation itself was not prolifero-
genic, our next investigation was undertaken to determine whether
BMI1 is required for leukemogenesis in the D171N-mutated cells.

BMI1 overexpression confers survival advantage but does not

inhibit G-CSF–induced differentiation of 32D cells

To confirm the collaboration of D171N with BMI1, we first
transduced both the D171N mutant and BMI1 into 32Dcl3 cells.
The 32Dcl3 cells were transduced with pMYs.IP/IB, pMYs.IP/
BMI1, D171N/pMYs.IB, or D171N/BMI1, and the infected cells
were subjected to drug selection by puromycin and blasticidin. G-
CSF treatment induced terminal differentiation of 32Dcl3 cells
transduced with pMYs.IP/IB, as indicated by the appearance of
polymorphonucleated neutrophils and upregulation of CD11b on
the surface, and pMYs.IP/BMI1-transduced cells were also termi-
nally differentiated as well (Figure 5A). However, the differenti-
ation was weakly inhibited by D171N/pMYs.IB, and D171N/
BMI1 showed no additional effect on differentiation compared with
D171N/pMYs.IB (Figure 5A), indicating that BMI1 did not block
differentiation at all. Growth rate was comparable among the
indicated transfectants after 3 days of culture with the presence of
IL-3 (Figure 5B). However, annexin V positivity in the D171N/
BMI1-transduced cells was at the same level as that in pMYs.IG/
IB- or pMYs.IP/BMI1-transduced cells, and it was significantly
lower than that in D171N/pMYs.IB-transduced cells after 36
hours of culture without IL-3 (Figure 5C). These data raised the
possibility that BMI1 may add some survival effects to D171N-
transduced cells.

Double transduction of D171N and BMI1 into human CD341

cells leads to proliferation with differentiation

To investigate whether BMI1 can add a growth advantage to RUNX1-
mutated cells, we performed simultaneous double transduction of the
D171N mutant with BMI1 into human CD341 cells. Human CB
CD341 cells were transduced with pMXs.IG/IR, pMXs.IG/BMI1,
D171N/pMXs.IR, or D171N/BMI1. BMI1was endogenously expressed
in cells transduced with pMXs.IG/IR or D171N/pMXs.IR, whereas
a strong upregulation of this protein was observed in the BMI1-
transduced cells (Figure 5D). In the CFC replating assay, all of the
double-transduced cells formed fewer colonies than single-
transduced cells (Figure 5E, compared with Figures 2H and 4F).
Both colony number and replating ability were altered by the
double transduction of D171N and BMI1 compared with D171N/
pMXs.IR-transduced cells. The presence of stem/progenitor cells
with long-term self-renewal capabilities was confirmed by the
LTC-IC assay. In both limiting dilution and bulk assays, increased
stem/progenitor cell frequencies were observed in D171N/BMI1-
transduced cells (Figure 5F). In addition, a dramatic change was
observed in the liquid culture. Double-transduced cells with pMXs.
IG/IR or D171N/pMXs.IR hardly proliferated in the long-term
culture medium, and their proliferation folds were,100 (Figure 5G).
However, double-transduced cells containing BMI1 exhibited an
altered effect on cell proliferation. In particular, the D171N/BMI1
double-transduced cells spontaneously started to proliferate at
approximately day 20, a phenomenon that was earlier and greater
than the cells with pMXs.IG/BMI1. The D171N/BMI1 cells mark-
edly grew until day 70, resulting in the same proliferation ability
when compared with pMXs.IG/BMI1-transduced cells (Figure 5G).
Thus, the D171N/BMI1-transduced cells had a strong growth advan-
tage compared with the D171N/pMXs.IR-transduced cells. The
BMI1 double-transduced cells showed an increase in S phase;
however, the cells did not harbor an expansion of a population of
CD341 or blast cells, and most of the cells differentiated to various
stages of myeloid cells with dysplasia (Figure 5H). These results
indicate that BMI1 overexpression confers proliferation ability with
differentiation to D171N-mutated cells. To assess the impact of
BMI1 on the proliferation and survival of the progenitor cells, we
analyzed the effect of BMI1 expression on INK4A/ARF (p16/p14)
locus expression in the CD341 cells. INK4A/ARF expression was
downregulated by BMI1 (Figure 5I), which may have contributed to
the proliferation and survival of D171N-transduced cells. Significant
enrichments of BMI1 on Ink4a/Arf (p16/p19) promoter regions were
detected in both BMI1-transduced 32D cells and BMI1/D171N-
transduced 32D cells, but not on the b-actin promoter region
(supplemental Figure 2A). A physical association in vivo between
BMI1 and D171N was observed in 293T cells, which was
comparable to that between BMI1 and WT RUNX1 (supplemental
Figure 2B).

INK4A/ARF expression levels were also lower in MDS
patients with RUNX1 mutations than in those without mutations
in this gene (supplemental Figure 3A). To clarify the role of

Figure 5 (continued) DsRed-tagged BMI1. After 3 to 4 days, GFP1/DsRed1 cells were purified by sorting. The cells were cultured in methylcellulose or long-term culture
medium. (D) Expression of BMI1 and RUNX1-D171N were confirmed by Western blotting using anti-Bmi1 and anti–FLAG M2 antibodies, respectively. Anti–b-actin antibody
was used as control. (E) Double-transduced cells were analyzed by CFC replating assay. Data are expressed as mean 6 SD from 4 independent experiments. (F) LTC-IC

assay in bulk and limiting dilution was carried out. (G) Growth patterns of the transduced cells cultured in long-term culture medium displayed as proliferation fold. The error
bars represent the SD from 4 independent experiments. The growth profiles of all cells with double transduction of GFP (empty or D171N) and DsRed (empty or BMI1) vectors
are shown. (H) Cell cycle analysis and the expression pattern of surface markers as shown by a typical flow cytometry profile, and Wright-Giemsa–stained cytospins of

D171N- and D171N/BMI1-transduced cells on day 42 as captured with a BX51 microscope and a DP12 camera (Olympus); original magnification31000. (I) INK4A/ARF (p16/
p14) expression levels in D171N- and D171N/BMI1-transduced cells on day 42. Relative gene expression was measured by qRT-PCR performed in triplicate and calculated

as the ratio of INK4A/ARF to GAPDH expression.
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Figure 6. The effect of double expression of D171N and BMI1 in a mouse BMT model. (A) Kaplan-Meier analysis of the survival of mice that received transplants of BM
cells transduced with pMYs.IG/BMI1 (n 5 12, green line), D171N/pMYs.IN (n 5 11, red line), or D171N/BMI1 (n 5 12, blue line). P values were calculated using log-rank test.

(B) Expression of RUNX1-D171N and BMI1 in BM cells derived from the BMTmice transduced with pMYs.IG/IN (lane 1), D171N/pMYs.IN (lanes 2, 3), or D171N/BMI1 (lanes 4-8).
Cell lysates were immunoblotted with anti-Bmi1, anti–FLAG M2, or anti-tubulin antibody as control. Data are representative of 3 independent experiments. (C) Macroscopic
findings of euthanized mice transplanted with BM cells transduced with the indicated construct. A representative photograph is shown. Mice with D171N/pMYs.IN or D171N/

BMI1 died of MDS/AML with marked splenomegaly (right 2 panels), although mice with pMYs.IG/IN or pMYs.IG/BMI1 remained healthy without any organomegaly 8 months
after BMT (left 2 panels). (D) Cytospin preparations of BM and spleen cells derived from indicated mice were stained with Giemsa. A representative photograph is shown.
Images were obtained with a BX51 microscope and a DP12 camera (Olympus); objective lens, UplanFl (Olympus); original magnification31000. (E) Flow cytometric analysis

of BM cells derived from each transduced mouse. In pMYs.IG/IN and pMYs.IG/BMI1, apparently healthy mice were euthanized for analysis of BM cells 8 months after BMT.
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micro RNAs (miRNAs) associated with BMI1 and polycomb-
repressive complex (PRC) 1/2 in the patients with RUNX1
mutations, we analyzed miRNA levels in CD341 cells from MDS
patients; however, no remarkable difference was detected
between CD341 cells from patients and normal BM (supple-
mental Figure 3B). Furthermore, we analyzed the effects of BMI1
knockdown by short hairpin RNA in the CD341 cells from MDS/
AML patients with RUNX1 mutations and high BMI1 expres-
sion. BMI1 knockdown resulted in impaired cell proliferation on
MS5 stromal cells (supplemental Figure 3C). These results
indicate that expansion of RUNX1-mutated CD341 cells depends
on BMI1 expression, which coincides with repression of the cell
cycle regulators INK4A/ARF.

Collaboration of the D171N mutant and BMI1 in a mouse

BMT model

Nevertheless, even the D171N/BMI1-transduced human CD341 cells
did not develop MDS/AML in NOG mice (supplemental Table 2).
Therefore, to confirm the collaboration of BMI1 overexpression with
the D171N mutant in vivo, we performed mouse BMT using BM cells
transduced with both D171N and BMI1. We previously reported that
most of the mice that received D171N-transduced BM cells died of
MDS/AML, and collaboration between D171N and Evi1 overex-
pression was confirmed in a BMT model where coexpression of
D171N and Evi1 induced MDS/AML with much shorter latencies.22

To investigate whether high expression of BMI1 can also collaborate
with D171N, Ly-5.1 murine BMmononuclear cells were infected with
retrovirus harboring pMYs.IG/IN, pMYs.IG/BMI1, D171N/pMYs.IN,
or D171N/BMI1. The efficiency of retrovirus infection was 35% to
45% of GFP1/NGFR1 cells (supplemental Figure 4A; supplemental
Table 3), and nonsorted cells were transplanted into sublethally irra-
diated syngeneic Ly-5.2 mice. Each cell population was successfully
engrafted (supplemental Figure 4B), and in time, the proportion of
GFP1/NGFR1 cells gradually increased in the mice that were trans-
planted with D171N/BMI1-transduced cells (supplemental Figure 4C).

Mice that received transplants of pMYs.IG/BMI1-transduced cells
remained healthy over the observation period (n 5 12/12), as well as
those that were transplanted with pMYs.IG/IN-transduced cells (n 5

4/4). Most of the mice that received transplants of D171N/pMYs.IN-
transduced cells developed MDS/AML mainly 6 to 8 months after
transplantation (n 5 6/11, P , .0001, Figure 6A), as observed in the
previous report.22 Of note, mice that received transplants of BM cells
expressing D171N/BMI1 developed MDS/AML with significantly
shorter latencies (mainly 3 to 5 months) compared with the D171N/
pMYs.IN group (n5 12/12, P5 .001, Figure 6A). Expression of the
transduced D171N and BMI1 was confirmed by Western blot
analysis, and endogenous Bmi1 expression could be detected in the
D171N/pMYs.IN cohort (Figure 6B). Morbid mice with D171N/
pMYs.IN or D171N/BMI1 exhibited similar phenotypes, character-
ized by leukocytosis, anemia, and marked splenomegaly, whereas the
mice with pMYs.IG/BMI1 or pMYs.IG/IN, euthanized 8 months after
BMT, showed none of these phenotypes (Table 1 and Figure 6C). In
the leukemic mice with D171N/pMYs.IN or D171N/BMI1, BM and
spleen were occupied by immature myeloid cells including myeloid
blasts (Figure 6D).Moremyeloblasts in BMwere observed inD171N/
BMI1 mice than in D171N/pMYs.IN ones (Table 1). The leukemic
cells displayed similar morphologic abnormalities and surface
markers: GFP1/NGFR1 leukemic cells were CD11blow to high, Gr-1low,
B220low, and c-kitlow to high (Figure 6E; supplemental Figure 4D;
supplemental Table 2), although the expression level of c-kit tended to be
higher in the D171N/BMI1 cohort than that in the D171N/pMYs.IN
group. The normal structure of the spleen was completely destroyed with
massive blast and immature myeloid cell infiltration, and these cells also
invaded into the hepatic portal areas in the liver (Figure 6F).Meanwhile,
GFP1/NGFR1 cells in pMYs.IG/BMI1-induced mice were very few,
indicating that pMYs.IG/BMI1-transduced BM cells did not become
dominant in vivo (Figure 6E). In addition, myeloid cells showed
normal differentiation into segmented cells in the BM, and most of
the nucleated cells in the spleen were found to be small lymphocytes
as observed in the mice with pMYs.IG/IN (Figure 6D). Collectively,
BMI1 overexpression has a strong potential to induce MDS/AML in
concert with D171N in a mouse BMT model, although BMI1
overexpression by itself does not result in maturation block or
leukemogenesis. Furthermore, Ink4a/Arf (p16/p19) expression in
D171N/BMI1-transduced mice was significantly lower than that in
the D171N/pMYs.IN-transduced mice (Figure 6G). However, most
of the D171N/BMI1mice still showed high expression of Evi1, which
was relatively lower than that in the D171N/pMYs.IN group
(Figure 6H). Therefore, Evi1 overexpression is suspected to play
a critical role along with the RUNX1 D171N mutation in the
development of MDS/AML in the mouse system.

Stepwise transduction of the D171N mutant and BMI1 leads to

MDS-like long-term proliferation in human CD341 cells

Our results showed that simultaneous transduction of D171N and
BMI1 can induceMDS/AML, whereas FPD/AML patients who have
congenital RUNX1 mutations develop MDS/AML after decades of
latency period. This raises the possibility that additional gene
abnormalities occur afterward in the RUNX1-mutated cells for the
development of MDSs. To clarify the effect of BMI1 in RUNX1-
mutated CD341 cells, we next performed stepwise transduction of
the D171N mutant and BMI1 (Figure 7A).

Figure 6 (continued) The dot plots show staining for NGFR, Gr-1, CD11b, B220, or c-kit as detected with PE vs GFP. (F) Histopathological findings of spleen and liver from
mice that died of MDS/AML in the indicated BMT model, as shown by hematoxylin and eosin staining. Images were obtained with a BX51 microscope and a DP12 camera
(Olympus) with an UplanFL objective lens (Olympus) and are shown at an original magnification3400. (G) Ink4a/Arf (p16/p19) expression levels in BM cells of mice. Relative

p16/p19 expression was measured by qRT-PCR performed in triplicate and calculated as the ratio of p16/p19 to Gapdh expression. (H) Evi1 expression levels in BM cells of
mice. Relative Evi1 expression was measured by qRT-PCR performed in triplicate and calculated as the ratio of Evi1 to Gapdh expression. RNA from pMYs.IG/pMYs.IN mice

served as a control, and the RNA level was defined as 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of AML mice caused by expression of
D171N and BMI1

Characteristics
pMYs.IG/pMYs.IN

(n 5 3)
D171N/pMYs.IN

(n 5 5)
D171N/BMI1
(n 5 10)

WBCs (/mL) 18 550 6 1786 129 100 6 68 089 70 838 6 16 353

Hb (g/dL) 14.8 6 0.4 7.3 6 2.5 7.7 6 2.3

PLTs (3103/mL) 291 6 67 246 6 80 134 6 75

MCV (fL) 46.7 6 0.6 53.6 6 3.9 51.9 6 9.3

BM count (3107 cells) 2.70 6 0.78 7.05 6 1.67 4.83 6 1.14

Myeloblasts in BM (%) 1.8 6 1.0 34.5 6 16.0 59.6 6 8.2

Liver weight (mg) 1668 6 129 2008 6 482 2015 6 527

Spleen weight (mg) 98 6 12 605 6 242 531 6 185

Averages and standard deviations are shown. BM cells were isolated from both

tibias and femurs.
Hb, hemoglobin; MCV, mean corpuscular volume; PLTs, platelets.
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We first transduced D171N into CD341 cells. Sorted GFP1 cells
were cultured for 28 days more, until the percentage of the D171N-
transduced CD341 cells, especially the CD341/CD38– population,
was maximal (Figure 3D-E). Then, we selected for the CD341 cells
again, followed by BMI1 transduction. GFP1/DsRed1 cells were
sorted and cultured in methylcellulose or long-term culture medium. In
the CFC assay, pMXs.IR-transduced cells seemed to have very
low colony-forming ability, whereas the stepwise BMI1-transduced
D171N cells displayed an increase in both colony-forming ability and
replating capacity (Figure 7B). Moreover, the CD341 cell population
remained in the stepwise BMI1-transduced D171N cells (Figure 7C).
Furthermore, long-term proliferation with a retained CD341 cell
fraction was observed in the stepwise BMI1-transduced D171N cells,
and morphologic findings showed myeloid cell dysplasia with
increased blast cells (Figure 7D-E). These findings are quite similar
to those seen in human patients with higher-risk MDSs. Thus, our
results demonstrate that the MDS phenotype could be reproduced in
human hematopoietic cells by stepwise transduction of the D171N
mutant followed by BMI1.

Discussion

RUNX1 mutations have been detected in nearly 20% patients with
higher-risk MDSs. Biochemically, RUNX1 mutants show loss of
normal RUNX1 function, and some mutants have dominant-negative
trans-activation potential similar to leukemogenic chimeras such as
CBFb-MYH11. The biological functions of RUNX1 mutants, which
have already been demonstrated using the mouse BMT model,

include increase in leukemogenic potential.22 In this model, however,
the retrovirus frequently integrated into the chromosome near the
Evi1 locus, resulting in its high expression. We checked EVI1
expression levels in MDS patients; however, most of the examined
patients showed very low EVI1 expression, except for only 1 patient
with a RUNX1mutation, who rapidly progressed fromMDS to AML
with hyperblastcytosis. Because collaboration between RUNX1
mutations and EVI1 overexpression does not appear to be common
in MDS patients, we tried to clarify the biological significance of
RUNX1 mutants in stem/progenitor cells using human CBs without
the effect of Evi1 overexpression.

The cells transduced with WT RUNX1 quickly differentiated into
mature myeloid/monocytoid cells without proliferation in both
colony-forming and liquid culture assays. This result suggests that
overexpression of WT RUNX1 in stem/progenitor cells promotes
terminal differentiation without self-renewal, blocks cell proliferation,
and has no oncogenic potential. These data can explain the reduction
in WT RUNX1-transduced cells in a mouse BMT model.22,38 On the
other hand, the D171N mutant, the most common mutation in
RUNX1 that is caused by only a 1-bp replacement in the RHD, has
increased self-renewal capacity, mildly blocked differentiation,
dysplasia in all 3 lineages, and a slight tendency for immaturity,
but no proliferation ability. Although a stem/progenitor cell with the
D171N mutation is suspected to have MDS-genic potential of cell
dysplasia and self-renewal capacity, it induces G1 arrest and cannot
develop MDS due to lack of proliferation ability. Thus, additional
gene alterations that induce proliferation activity seem to be necessary
for development of MDSs. BMI1 overexpression was suspected as
a candidate collaborator because upregulated BMI1 level was
observed in higher-risk MDS patients with RUNX1 mutations, even

Figure 7. Stepwise transduction of the D171N

mutant followed by BMI1 in human CD341 cells.
(A) Human CD341 cells were precultured for 3 to 4
days in expansion medium and transduced with GFP-

tagged D171N-mutant. After 3 or 4 days, GFP1 cells
were sorted and cultured in long-term culture medium
for 28 days. Then, CD341 cells were reselected by the

CD34 MicroBead Kit again and transduced with
DsRed-tagged BMI1. We also transduced the DsRed

vector as a control. Finally, 35 days after the D171N
transduction, GFP1/DsRed1 cells were sorted and
cultured in methylcellulose or long-term culture me-

dium. (B) CFC replating assay in 3 independent
experiments. (C) Representative flow cytometry anal-
yses of the first colonies. (D) Proliferation fold in 3

independent experiments. Day 0 was the day of the
second (DsRed vectors) transduction. (E) Flow cyto-

metric analysis for CD34 expression, and Wright-
Giemsa–stained cytospins on day 39 as captured with
a BX51 microscope and a DP12 camera (Olympus) at

3400 and 31000 original magnifications.
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though the D171N mutant itself does not induce BMI1 expression.
The molecular mechanism of high BMI1 expression in RUNX1-
mutated patients is not due to miRNAs either. A previous study
showed that forced expression of the activated N-RAS mutant
induced overexpression of Bmi1 in mouse c-Kit1 cells, especially in
Runx12/2 cells.39 Thus, the gene mutations that induce activation of
the RAS signaling pathway, which are frequently seen in patients
with RUNX1 mutations,40 may result at least partly in BMI1 over-
expression. Furthermore, many gene mutations have been identified
in MDS patients, including PRC2 complex proteins, and some of
them showed positive associations with RUNX1 mutations.41 Our
next investigation is to clarify the effects of both expression levels and
mutations of PRC2 proteins in patients with RUNX1 mutations.
There is a possibility that these gene expression patterns and
mutations may act to elevate the BMI1 expression level.

BMI1 is well known to be essential for self-renewal of hema-
topoietic stem cells,42-44 in part via repression of genes involved in
senescence,45 and self-renewal of hematopoietic stem cells is en-
hanced by BMI1 expression in both mouse and human.35,46 Our
results showed that overexpression of BMI1 itself in human CD341

cells or a mouse BMT model does not appear to have MDS-genic
potential, as reported previously.35,46 When the CD341 cells were
double-transduced simultaneously with D171N and BMI1, the cells
could proliferate with differentiation and dysplasia. Cotransduction of
D171N and BMI1 into BM cells resulted in faster induction of MDS/
AML in BMT mice. It is suggested that BMI1 overexpression may
act as one of the partner abnormalities collaborating with master gene
mutations for MDS genesis. BMI1 affects INK4A/ARF expression,
which has been sufficiently elucidated, involved in the leukemic
phenotype. A previous report that showed that BMI1 collaborates
with BCR-ABL in leukemic transformation also supports this idea.47

We confirmed that significant enrichments of BMI1 were detected on
Ink4a/Arf promoter regions in both BMI1-transduced cells and BMI1/
D171N-transduced cells, suggesting that BMI1 overexpression may
help cells transform, at least in part, due to suppressing the
expression of the Ink4a/Arf tumor suppressor gene. Although
a physical association in vivo between BMI1 and D171N, as well
as WT RUNX1,48 was observed, it is known that the D171N
mutant has lost DNA-binding ability.12 Therefore, the mechanism
by which BMI1 coexpression with the D171N mutant induces
proliferative effects seems to be independent of the direct physical
association between RUNX1 and BMI1. Additionally, both BMI1-
knockdown human CD341 cells and Bmi1-deficient mouse cells
showed elevated levels of reactive oxygen species accumula-
tion,49,50 resulting in impairment of long-term expansion and
apoptosis. It may be the reason why D171N-transduced human
CD341 cells that showed reduced BMI1 expression could not
proliferate. It may also explain the phenomenon in 32Dcl3 cells in
which BMI1 transduction seemed to rescue D171N-transduced
cells from apoptosis. However, the CD341 cells transduced with
D171N/BMI1 did not develop MDS/AML in NOG mice,
suggesting that other factors such as EVI1 overexpression observed
in a mouse BMT model may still be required for the development
of MDS/AML in NOG mice.

Germ line mutations of RUNX1 have been shown to occur in
FPD/AML.1,2 FPD/AML is regarded as familial MDS,3 and the
molecular mechanisms by which RUNX1 mutations promote the
development of hematopoietic malignancies seem to be identical in
both MDS and FPD/AML patients. Because decades-long asymp-
tomatic latency periods do occur in patients with FPD/AML, it
appears that RUNX1-mutated stem cells cannot promote the

development of MDSs without other cooperative factors. It is
suspected that additional gene abnormalities occur later on in the
RUNX1-mutated cells for the development of MDSs. Therefore, we
performed stepwise transduction of the D171N mutant followed by
BMI1 into CD341 cells, which could reproduce continuous slow
proliferation of a low percentage of blastoid cells, reflecting the
hematologic features in higher-risk MDS patients. This result
indicates that genetic alterations, such as EVI1 or BMI1 over-
expression, which add proliferative advantage to cells, may occur as
“second hits” after the master genetic alteration (ie, RUNX1
mutation) that has MDS-genic potential.

In the present study, we revealed the functional significance of
the RUNX1 D171N mutant in the pathogenesis of MDSs using
human CD341 cells. Thus, amino acid replacement–type muta-
tions in the RHD, which comprise half of the RUNX1 mutations
detected in patients, are suspected to have MDS-genic potential;
however, the cells with this type of mutation lack proliferation
ability. This may explain BM failure status, one of the phenotypes
of MDSs. When the mutated cells gain partner gene abnormality
(ie, EVI1 or BMI1 overexpression), they can acquire proliferation
ability through alteration of the collaborating gene, which may
explain the various clinical features of patients with RUNX1 mu-
tations. On the other hand, the other half of the RUNX1 mutants
may have different biochemical functions that remain unclear; in
particular, mutants that lack the C-terminal functional domain but
have an intact RHD may have other effects.4,22 Our future inves-
tigations include the elucidation and clarification of the molecular
mechanisms by which each type of RUNX1 mutant promotes the
development of MDSs.
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Abstract Paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria (PNH) is
a rare, progressive hematopoietic stem cell disorder char-

acterized by chronic complement-mediated hemolysis

leading to life-threatening complications and early mor-
tality. Eculizumab, a humanized anti-C5 monoclonal anti-

body, inhibits terminal complement activation, reduces

hemolysis, decreases the risk of thrombosis, and improves
renal function and quality of life in PNH patients. The

long-term efficacy and safety of eculizumab in Japanese

patients were assessed in a 2-year extension to a 12-week,
open-label study (AEGIS). Eculizumab treatment led to an

immediate and sustained reduction in intravascular

hemolysis (P \ 0.001) and red blood cell transfusions
(P = 0.0016) compared with baseline levels. There were

no reports of thromboembolism during eculizumab treat-

ment. The majority of patients had stable (56 %) or
improved (41 %) renal function and an improved quality of

life (P = 0.015), with sustained reductions in fatigue and

dyspnea. Eculizumab was well tolerated; no deaths or
serious hemolytic events were reported, and the rate of

infections declined over time. There were no significant

differences in the response to eculizumab in patients with
or without bone marrow dysfunction. These results dem-

onstrate that eculizumab is an effective, well-tolerated
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long-term treatment for Japanese PNH patients and leads to

continued amelioration of some hemolytic complications.

Keywords Paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria !
Complement-inactivating agents ! Hemolysis !
Eculizumab ! Hematopoietic stem cell

Introduction

Paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria (PNH) is a pro-
gressive and life-threatening disease characterized by

chronic complement-mediated hemolysis resulting in

severe morbidities that lead to end organ damage and early
mortality [1–3]. Approximately 35 % of patients die within

5 years of diagnosis, a rate that increases to 50 % within

10–15 years of diagnosis [1, 2, 4]. The etiology of PNH
stems from a somatic mutation in the X-chromosome-

linked phosphatidylinositol glycan class A (PIG-A) gene

that disrupts production of glycosylphosphatidylinositol
(GPI)-linked anchors on the surface of blood cells [5, 6].

This results in the deficiency of the GPI-anchored com-

plement inhibitor proteins CD55 and CD59, which leads to
chronic complement-mediated hemolysis of the GPI-defi-

cient red blood cells (RBCs) [3, 7], as well as activation of

platelets, monocytes, and leukocytes [8, 9].
Although there is an established connection between

PNH, an acquired clonal hematopoietic stem cell disorder,

and bone marrow dysfunction conditions such as aplastic
anemia (AA) [10], anemia is only one consequence of

PNH. While many AA patients have blood cells pheno-

typically characteristic of PNH (i.e., cells deficient in cell-
surface GPI anchors [11–13]), PNH is a distinct disease

that requires specific therapeutic management to minimize

its adverse clinical consequences.
As a result of chronic uncontrolled complement-mediated

hemolysis and chronic complement activity, PNH patients

are at risk of life-threatening complications such as throm-
botic events, renal insufficiency, and other organ damage.

Compared with the general population, patients with PNH

have at least a 62-fold higher risk of venous thromboem-
bolism (TE) [14] and up to a 6.6-fold higher risk of chronic

kidney disease (CKD) [15, 16]. These heightened risks stem

from increases in platelet aggregation and adhesion [9, 17],
damage to the kidney tubule caused by microvascular

thromboses [16], and accumulation of iron deposits [18], all

consequences of uncontrolled complement activity. Up to
two-thirds of PNH-related deaths are caused by TE, with

renal failure accounting for up to 18 % of deaths in one large

study of Japanese patients with PNH [3, 17, 19–22]. It is
reported that the risk of death is increased 7- to 15-fold in

patients who have experienced a TE [2, 23] and 3-fold in
patients with renal impairment [24].

Patients with PNH also have an increased risk of

experiencing symptoms such as severe fatigue dispropor-
tionate to levels of anemia, abdominal pain, dyspnea,

dysphagia, chest pain, pulmonary hypertension, and, in

men, erectile dysfunction [3, 17, 19, 20, 25]. These
symptoms can manifest early in the course of the disease

(often prior to a diagnosis of PNH being made), are fre-

quently severe, and may be predictive of further clinical
complications and death. One report determined that the

odds of mortality are more than double in patients with
abdominal pain [26]. The debilitating nature of these

symptoms can be a cause of substantial suffering, with a

detrimental impact on patients’ quality of life.
Eculizumab, a humanized monoclonal antibody, spe-

cifically targets the terminal complement protein C5,

thereby inhibiting chronic uncontrolled complement
activity and complement-mediated hemolysis [27]. The

efficacy and safety of eculizumab have been evaluated in

two multinational phase III studies and a multinational
extension study focusing primarily on Western patients

[22, 28, 29]. We previously reported the results of a

12-week study of eculizumab in Japanese patients with
PNH that confirmed the immediate efficacy and tolerability

of the treatment in this patient population [30]. Here we

report the results of a 2-year extension study in these
patients, which evaluated the long-term efficacy and safety

of eculizumab in patients with PNH.

Methods

AEGIS was an open-label, non-comparative study in 29

Japanese patients with a diagnosis of PNH who were

recruited from nine centers in Japan [30]. Patients of either
gender who were at least 12 years of age were enrolled in

the study if they had been diagnosed with PNH for at least

6 months and had a PNH RBC clone size of at least 10 %,
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) levels C1.5 9 the upper

limit of normal (ULN) (240 U/L), and a platelet count

C30 9 109/L. Patients were to have received at least one
RBC transfusion over the past 2 years or, in the opinion of

the investigator, could have benefited from one or more

RBC transfusions during this period. Exclusion criteria
included an absolute neutrophil count of B500/lL at

screening, previous hematopoietic stem cell transplanta-

tion, a known or suspected hereditary complement defi-
ciency, a history of meningococcal disease, an active or

recurrent bacterial infection, pregnancy, or breastfeeding.

All patients received eculizumab, which was adminis-
tered intravenously at a dose of 600 mg once per week for

4 weeks, 900 mg for 1 week, and then 900 mg every

2 weeks. The duration of the initial study was 12 weeks,
following which all patients were offered participation in a
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2-year extension study. At least 2 weeks prior to initiation

of eculizumab therapy, all patients were vaccinated with a
meningococcal vaccine.

Efficacy assessments performed during the extension

study included changes from baseline in intravascular
hemolysis (as measured by LDH), occurrence of TE, the

Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy-Fatigue

(FACIT-Fatigue) [31], PNH type III RBC count, number of
units of packed RBCs (PRBCs) transfused, hemoglobin and

plasma-free hemoglobin concentrations, CKD stage
according to the Kidney Disease Outcomes Quality Ini-

tiative guidelines [32], and quality of life as assessed using

the European Organisation for Research and Treatment of
Cancer Quality of Life Questionnaire Core 30 (EORTC

QLQ-C30) [33]. The safety of eculizumab treatment was

assessed by recording adverse events (AEs) and routine
laboratory investigations.

Statistical analysis

All analyses were based on the total duration of therapy

with eculizumab, which included the initial 12-week study
period. Accordingly, the start of the extension study was

considered week 13, with the first assessment taking place

in week 14. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to
assess changes from baseline in LDH, hemoglobin, RBC

type III, free hemoglobin, and number of units of PRBCs

transfused. Overall changes in FACIT-Fatigue and EORTC
QLQ-C30 scores were analyzed using a linear mixed-

effects model, with baseline scores as covariate, time as the

fixed effect, and the patient as the random effect; changes
from baseline in these parameters at individual assessments

were analyzed using a signed-rank test. Chi-squared tests

were used to assess changes from baseline in the percent-
age of patients with each CKD stage. The hypothesis tested

the probability that treatment with eculizumab had an equal

probability of worsening or improving CKD. A McNemar
test was used to test changes in D-dimer levels from above

the normal range at baseline to within the normal range at

end of study, and Student’s t tests were used to compare
mean fatigue and quality-of-life scores at baseline between

patients presenting with PNH plus AA/myelodysplastic

syndrome (MDS) and those with PNH alone.

Results

Patient characteristics

A total of 27 Japanese patients (13 men and 14 women)

completed the initial 12-week study [30] and entered into

the extension period; a summary of baseline demographic
and clinical data reported for these 27 patients at the start

of the 12-week study is presented in Table 1. The mean age

of this patient population was 48.3 years, with a range of
27–71 years. Only one patient was aged [65 years (age at

screening was 70.8 years). Ten patients (37.0 %) had a

history of AA, and two (7.4 %) had a history of MDS. At
baseline, there were no statistically significant differences

between the 15 patients with PNH and the 12 patients with

PNH plus AA/MDS in the mean values of hemoglobin,
LDH, PNH type III RBCs, FACIT-Fatigue score, EORTC

QLQ-C30 scores, or the number of transfusions received
over the previous 12 weeks. Mean baseline LDH levels for

all patients (1827.6 U/L) were more than six-fold higher

than the ULN (240 U/L).
Two of the 27 patients, one 47 years of age and the other

49 years of age and both females, had qualified for PRBC

transfusions but had never received them. These two patients
exhibited clinical signs and symptoms of PNH, with both

having elevated LDH levels at baseline (1.3-fold and 1.6-

fold above ULN, respectively) and one of the two having a
history of deep vein thrombosis as well as stage 3 CKD.

Patient disposition

Overall mean exposure to eculizumab in the extension

period was 24.9 months (range 4.2–27.1 months); the
mean number of eculizumab infusions administered was

54.2 (range 10–58). No patients missed an infusion, and all

administrations of eculizumab were at the protocol-speci-
fied 900-mg dose.

Table 1 Baseline demographic and disease characteristics

Parameter Eculizumab
(N = 27)

Gender, female, n (%) 14 (51.9)

Age (years), mean (SD) 48.3 (12.35)

Range 26.8–70.8

Disease duration (years), mean (SD) 10.6 (6.37)

Range 1.2–22.4

History of aplastic anemia, n (%) 10 (37.0)

History of myelodysplastic syndrome, n (%) 2 (7.4)

PRBC units transfused in previous 12 months,
median (range)

14.0 (0–70)

LDH levels (U/L), mean (SD) 1827.6 (638.65)

Hemoglobin (g/dL), mean (SD) 8.0 (1.69)

Plasma-free hemoglobin (mg/dL), mean (SD) 22.4 (14.50)

PNH RBC count (91012/L), mean (SD) 1.3 (0.76)

D-dimer (lg/L), mean (SD) 0.9 (0.78)

Granulocyte clone size (%), mean (SD)

CD55/CD16 91.7 (9.92)

CD55/CD66b 91.1 (10.76)

SD standard deviation
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One of the 27 patients who entered the extension period

requested that she be allowed to withdraw and did not
complete the study. This patient was hospitalized on day

128 of treatment suffering with serious AEs (SAEs) of

severe cellulitis and severe sepsis, as well as mild acute
renal failure, though creatinine levels in this patient at

study visits prior to and following hospitalization were

within the normal range. The investigator considered both
severe SAEs to probably be related to treatment. All AEs

resolved without sequelae by 9 weeks after the last treat-
ment administration.

Hemolysis and thrombosis

As previously reported, reduction in intravascular hemo-

lysis, the primary endpoint of the original 12-week AEGIS
study, was rapidly achieved; LDH levels were reduced by

62.8 % within 1 week of treatment initiation (P \ 0.001)

[30]. The reduction in LDH was sustained with continuous
administration of eculizumab throughout the extension

study; mean LDH levels were reduced by 86.7 % at the end

of the extension period compared with baseline
(P \ 0.001; Table 2). Both of the never-transfused patients

showed reductions in LDH levels to within the normal

range. As seen in Table 3, there were no significant dif-
ferences in the mean reduction in LDH from baseline at the

end of the study between patients with AA/MDS as well as

PNH and patients with PNH alone (P = 0.876).
Four patients (14.8 %) had a history of major adverse

vascular events at baseline, and 9 patients (33.3 %) were

treated with anticoagulation therapy during the extension
period. No TEs were reported during the 2-year extension

period. Ten patients (37.0 %) had elevated D-dimer levels

(C0.72 mg/mL) at baseline. At the end of the study,
D-dimer levels had returned to within normal limits in six

of these patients, although no reductions were seen in

either of the two patients with a history of major adverse
vascular events.

CKD

At baseline, the majority of patients had either CKD stage
0 (37.0 %) or stage 1 (29.6 %). CKD stages 2, 3, and 4

were reported in six patients (22.2 %), two patients

(7.4 %), and one patient (3.7 %), respectively. None of the
patients had CKD stage 5. During the study, improvements

in CKD were seen in 40.7–48.1 % of patients, with a fur-

ther 48.1–59.3 % of patients showing no changes in CKD.
Two patients (7.4 %) showed a worsening of one CKD

stage during the study; in one of these patients, normal

renal function was restored with continued treatment with
eculizumab. Overall, at week 104, patients treated with

eculizumab were significantly more likely to show

improvement, rather than worsening, in renal function
(P \ 0.0005), with improvements from CKD stage 1, 2,

and 3 to CKD stage 0 seen in six patients (22.2 %), four

patients (14.8 %), and one patient (3.4 %), respectively. In
the two never-transfused patients, one only showed signs of

stage 1 CKD at a single assessment (week 44), and the

second, with CKD stage 3 at baseline, showed an overall
improvement, exhibiting stage 2 or lower CKD at most

assessments. Throughout the extension period, mean

increases from baseline in glomerular filtration rate were
between 107.3 and 145.4 mL/min/1.73 m2.

Table 2 Effects of eculizumab on mean (SE) changes in efficacy parameters

Baseline
(n = 27)

22 weeks
(n = 27)

Change from
baseline

40 weeks
(n = 26)

Change from
baseline

66 weeks
(n = 27)

Change from
baseline

Exit
(n = 26)

Change from
baseline

LDH (9102 U/L) 18.3 (1.23) 2.6 (0.16) -15.7* (1.18) 2.9 (0.32) -15.9* (1.20) 2.5 (0.15) -15.8* (1.20) 2.5 (0.15) -16.2* (1.15)

PNH type III
RBC (%)

43.6 (4.79) 58.3 (5.59) 14.7* (3.64) 56.9 (5.50) 12.4* (4.29) 59.7 (5.88) 16.1* (4.10) 62.5 (5.54) 18.0* (4.28)

PNH RBC
(91012/L)

1.28 (0.147) 1.81 (0.183) 0.53* (0.102) 1.83 (0.192) 0.51* (0.129) 1.92 (0.198) 0.64* (0.118) 1.99 (0.173) 0.68* (0.128)

Hemoglobin
(g/dL)

7.9 (0.30) 9.5 (0.38) 1.6 (0.30)* 9.9 (0.36) 1.9 (0.26)* 10.0 (0.38) 2.1 (0.31)* 10.3 (0.41) 2.4 (0.37)*

Free hemoglobin
(mg/dL)

22.4 (2.79) 3.3a (1.25) -19.1* (3.13) 9.6 (8.26) -13.5* (8.55) 2.3 (0.87) -20.1* (3.13) 1.5 (0.14) -21.6* (2.79)

D-dimer (lg/L) 0.9 (0.15) 1.1 (0.27) 0.2 (0.18) 0.8 (0.13) -0.2 (0.11) 0.7 (0.07) -0.3** (0.14) 0.8 (0.14) -0.2 (0.18)

PRBC (U)b 5.2 (1.15) 1.7 (0.77) -3.5*** (1.27) 1.4 (0.81) -3.5*** (1.43) 0.2 (0.23) -4.7* (1.20) 0.7 (0.37) -4.2*** (1.30)

FACIT-Fatigue
score

38.3 (2.02) 6.1c,*** (1.88) 8.0* (1.95) 5.0**** (1.93) 5.2*** (1.84)

* P \ 0.001; ** P B 0.05; *** P \ 0.01; **** P = 0.02
a 28 weeks
b Mean (SE) number of units transfused in 3 months prior to baseline (n = 27) and in the 0–3 months (n = 27), 3–6 months (n = 26), 9–12 months (n = 26), and
21–24 months (n = 26) following initiation of treatment with eculizumab
c 20 weeks
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Hematological parameters

Inhibition of RBC hemolysis with eculizumab treatment

led to a significant overall increase in the percentage of
PNH type III RBCs, from a mean of 43.6 % at baseline to

58.3 % at 22 weeks, the first follow-up assessment

(P \ 0.001), and 62.5 % at the end of the extension period
(P \ 0.001; Table 2). In the majority of patients (17 of 27;

63.0 %), the percentage of PNH type III RBCs showed a

sharp increase over the initial few months of treatment that
then plateaued, with only gradual increases subsequently

observed in the percentages of these cells during the

remainder of the study. In the other 10 patients (37.0 %),
the percentage of PNH type III RBCs either remained

constant or showed small but continued decreases over
time. In addition to the increase in the number of RBCs,

there was an 85.7 % reduction in the mean number of units

of PRBC transfused per patient, from 4.9 in the 3 months
prior to initiation of treatment to 0.7 U in the last 3 months

of the extension period (P = 0.0016; Table 2). The

percentage of transfusion-independent patients increased

rapidly, from 40.7 % at baseline to 70.4 % in the first
6 months of treatment with eculizumab, with 96 % of

patients being transfusion free in the last 6 months of the

extension period (Fig. 1). Both of the never-transfused
patients and 10 of the 21 patients (47.6 %) who had

received one or more transfusions in the 12 weeks prior to

initiation of eculizumab therapy did not require any
transfusions during the study.

Parallel with the decrease in transfusion requirement,

there was a continuous improvement in average hemo-
globin levels over time. Hemoglobin levels increased by

13.2 % (P B 0.001) at week 14 (the second week of the

extension period) and by 30.8 % (P \ 0.001) at the end of
the study (Table 2). There were concomitant decreases in

mean free hemoglobin of 85.3 and 93.3 % at week 14 and

the end of the study, respectively (P \ 0.001 in each
case).

Eculizumab was equally effective in patients with both

PNH and AA/MDS and in those with PNH alone; there

Table 3 Effects of eculizumab on mean (SD) changes in efficacy parameters; comparison between PNH and PNH ? AA/MDS groups

Baseline End-of-study change from baseline

PNH (n = 15) PNH ? AA/MDS
(n = 12)

P value PNH (n = 15) PNH ? AA/MDS
(n = 11)

P value

LDH, U/L 1875.3 (568.09) 1767.3 (741.82) 0.558 -1634.1 (586.89) -1610.6 (619.39) 0.876

PNH type III RBC (%) 37.7 (20.81) 50.4 (27.62) 0.294 18.0 (22.27) 18.7 (21.77) 0.836

Hemoglobin (g/L) 86.2 (21.95) 76.3 (13.96) 0.317 16.1 (22.69) 27.2 (19.23) 0.222

FACIT-Fatigue score 36.1 (11.61) 37.3 (9.65) 0.764 5.2 (1.84) 9.6 (2.14) 0.129
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were no statistically significant differences observed

between the groups in the level of hemoglobin or per-
centage of PNH type III RBCs at baseline or in the change

from baseline to end of study (Table 3).

Although changes in hematological parameters were not
a specific study endpoint, preliminary comparisons in these

parameters were made between patients with PNH and AA/

MDS and those with only PNH. The presence of an
underlying bone marrow failure did not appear to have any

impact on recovery of platelet levels, but there was evi-

dence to suggest that white blood cells and hemoglobin
increased following initiation of treatment with ecu-

lizumab, particularly in patients with a history of AA/

MDS. This was most evident for hemoglobin levels; mean
(standard deviation) change from baseline to end of study

was 16.1 (22.69) g/L in patients with no underlying bone

marrow failure compared with 27.2 (19.23) g/L in patients
with a history of AA/MDS. The difference between the

groups was not statistically significant (P = 0.222), though

this is perhaps not surprising, given the small number of
patients in each group.

FACIT-Fatigue and quality of life

During the original 12-week study, a clinically meaningful

improvement in fatigue, defined as at least a 3-point
increase on the FACIT-Fatigue scale [31, 34], was

observed after 2 weeks of eculizumab treatment [30].

Alleviation of fatigue was maintained throughout the

extension period, as shown by both FACIT-Fatigue and

EORTC QLQ-C30 fatigue assessments (Fig. 2), with the
majority of patients showing clinically meaningful

improvements. Although fluctuations were seen in the

changes from baseline in fatigue, both assessments gave
similar results and showed that there was a consistent

improvement in fatigue throughout the study that achieved

statistical significance at all but one assessment (week 26).
Results from the linear mixed-effects model analysis

showed that the reduction in FACIT-Fatigue was highly

significant (P \ 0.00001). FACIT-Fatigue scores at base-
line and the change in scores at the end of the study were

similar in patients with PNH plus AA/MDS and in those

with PNH alone (Table 3). In the two patients who had
never received any transfusions, FACIT-Fatigue scores

were reduced by 26 % (from 19 to 14) and 41 % (from 46

to 27) between baseline and week 114.
Mean changes from baseline in EORTC QLQ-C30

assessments are shown in Fig. 3. Overall results from the

linear mixed-effects model analysis showed that treatment
with eculizumab was associated with significant improve-

ments in global health status and quality of life (P = 0.015)

and role and physical functioning (both P \ 0.001), as well
as the symptoms of fatigue (P \ 0.001), dyspnea

(P \ 0.001), and appetite loss (P = 0.015). For the EORTC

QLQ-C30 analysis of fatigue, a median improvement of
11.1 points was seen at each of the assessments throughout

the extension period, except at 102 weeks (when there was

a median improvement of 5.6 points). Using this scale, an
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improvement of at least 10 points in global health status is

considered clinically meaningful [35]. All improvements in

fatigue were statistically significant (P \ 0.05), with the
exception of the results at week 26.

Safety

Overall, 26 of 27 patients reported at least one AE. All AEs
reported in three or more patients are presented in Table 4.

The treatment-emergent AEs reported in the highest pro-

portion of patients were nasopharyngitis (seen in 77.8 % of

patients), upper respiratory tract infection (seen in 25.9 %),
and headache (seen in 22.2 %). The majority of AEs

(97.5 %) were mild to moderate in intensity. Seven AEs

reported in five patients were considered severe, and all of
the severe events were also considered serious. SAEs were

reported by 12 of the 27 patients, with the majority of
SAEs (75.0 %) being of mild or moderate intensity. No
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Fig. 3 Changes in EORTC
QLQ-C30 scores with long-term
administration of eculizumab.
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life)

Table 4 AEs reported in
[10 % of patients during the
extension study

a As reported in the original
12-week study

Preferred term Number (%) of patients (N = 27)

First
12 weeks of
treatmenta

Last
12 weeks of
treatment

Overall

At least one AE 26 (96.3) 11 (40.7) 26 (96.3)

Nasopharyngitis 12 (44.4) 4 (14.8) 21 (77.8)

Upper respiratory tract infection 0 0 7 (25.9)

Headache 14 (51.9) 0 6 (22.2)

Gastroenteritis 0 0 5 (18.5)

Anemia 2 (7.4) 0 4 (14.8)

Diarrhea 4 (14.8) 0 4 (14.8)

Pneumonia 0 1 (3.7) 4 (14.8)

Pyrexia 2 (7.4) 2 (7.4) 4 (14.8)

Blood alkaline phosphatase increased 2 (7.4) 0 3 (11.1)

Contusion 0 0 3 (11.1)

Epistaxis 0 1 (3.7) 3 (11.1)

Pharyngitis 1 (3.7) 1 (3.7) 3 (11.1)
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patients died during the study, there were no withdrawals

as a result of an AE, and there were no major adverse
vascular events or serious hemolytic events reported. The

patient who did not complete the study was asked to

withdraw because she no longer wished to continue the
study; the SAEs experienced by this patient were not

reported as reasons for withdrawal.

In order to investigate whether long-term treatment with
eculizumab increased the incidence of any individual AE

or category of AE or whether eculizumab was associated
with cumulative toxicity, the incidence of AEs (irrespec-

tive of relation to treatment) during the first 12 weeks of

eculizumab treatment was compared with the incidence
during the last 12 weeks of treatment (Table 4). Overall,

significantly fewer patients reported at least one AE in the

last 12 weeks of treatment (n = 11) than in the first
12 weeks of treatment (n = 26; P \ 0.001), and the

majority of the most frequently reported AEs were not

reported at all during the last 12 weeks of treatment.
Treatment-emergent infections were reported in 25 patients

(92.6 %), with 139 of the 159 reported infections (87.4 %)

considered mild in severity. Six of the 159 infections
(3.8 %) reported during the extension period were con-

sidered probably related to therapy with eculizumab, of

which three (one case each of pneumonia, cellulitis, and
sepsis) were severe. Besides nasopharyngitis and upper

respiratory tract infection, the infection seen in the highest

proportion of patients was gastroenteritis (seen in 18.5 %
of patients). Serious treatment-emergent infections were

reported in seven patients (25.9 %), with all considered

possibly or probably related to treatment. Only one of these
serious infections, pneumonia, was reported in more than

one patient; all serious infection-related AEs are presented

in Table 5. There were no staphylococcal or meningococ-
cal infections reported.

Discussion

The results of this long-term efficacy and safety study

demonstrate that eculizumab is effective and well tolerated

over the long term in Japanese patients with PNH. The
results for the primary endpoint of the study, decrease in

serum LDH levels as a measure of reduced hemolysis,

showed that eculizumab rapidly reduced complement-
mediated hemolysis, with a significant decrease in LDH

seen after 1 week of treatment. At the end of the original

12-week study, LDH levels had decreased by 78 % from
baseline [30], which was sustained throughout the 2-year

extension period, with LDH levels at the end of the study

being 87 % lower than at baseline. Despite the effective-
ness of eculizumab in reducing LDH levels, some patients

still showed occasional assessments above the upper limit

of normal (240 U/L), probably due to low-level extravas-
cular hemolysis resulting from the binding of C3 to RBCs

[36].

TE is the leading cause of mortality in PNH patients,
and patients with a history of TE have a five-fold greater

risk of developing further TEs [2]. It has been postulated

that the clinical manifestations of PNH differ between
Western and Asian populations, with TEs occurring less

frequently in Asian patients [19]. In this study, 15 % of the

27 Japanese patients who entered the long-term extension
study had a history of TE, which is slightly less than the

20 % of Western patients in the pivotal phase III ecu-
lizumab clinical trial (TRIUMPH) [37] and the 18 % of

patients in the South Korean National PNH Registry [38].

Furthermore, 37 % of patients in the extension study had
elevated D-dimer levels, which suggest subclinical, unre-

ported TE [39]. During this long-term study, no TEs were

reported during eculizumab treatment, which is consistent
with results from previously published international stud-

ies, which demonstrated a 92 % reduction in TE rate [4,

22]. Although anticoagulant therapy has been used to
reduce the risk of thrombosis in PNH patients [40], anti-

coagulation therapy alone may not effectively prevent the

occurrence of TEs [4, 41–43], does not protect PNH
patients from the adverse effects of hemolysis, and is

associated with a small but significant risk of severe

bleeding [44].
Even in PNH patients with no clinical signs of TE,

subclinical emboli can still be present and may be associ-

ated with pulmonary hypertension and abdominal pain,
which are frequently seen in PNH patients [45]. Interna-

tional studies in Western populations have shown that PNH

patients have elevated levels of prothrombotic and proin-
flammatory markers, which have been effectively reduced

following initiation of eculizumab therapy [9, 46]. Con-

sistent with these results, the percentage of patients with
elevated D-dimer levels was reduced from 37 % prior to

Table 5 Serious infection-related treatment-emergent AEs reported
during eculizumab therapy

AE Number (%)
of patientsa

Pneumonia 4 (14.8)

Bronchitis 1 (3.7)

Cellulitis 1 (3.7)b

Herpes infection 1 (3.7)

Sepsis 1 (3.7)b

Upper respiratory tract infection 1 (3.7)

Viral gastroenteritis 1 (3.7)

a Patients may have experienced more than one infection. One of the
pneumonia infections, along with the events of cellulitis and sepsis,
was considered probably related to treatment; all of the other serious
infections were considered possibly related to treatment
b Event leading to study discontinuation (both cellulitis and sepsis
were reported in the same patient)
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eculizumab therapy to 15 % at the end of the extension

study.
Renal failure has been reported to occur in 11 % of

Japanese patients with PNH and accounts for 18 % of

PNH-related deaths in Japanese patients [19]. Long-term
exposure to cell-free hemoglobin causes hemosiderin

accumulation and tubule-interstitial inflammation [47],

which, in association with microvascular thromboses [16],
leads to renal dysfunction and failure. In the present study,

we observed that 63 % of patients showed evidence of
CKD at baseline (11 % with CKD stage 3 or 4) [30], which

is consistent with the previously reported results in Wes-

tern patients [16]. Sustained administration of eculizumab
improved or stabilized renal function in 71 and 29 % of

patients with CKD at baseline, respectively; one patient

with normal renal function at the start of the study showed
deterioration in kidney status. Improvements in renal

function were observed in 88 % of patients with stage 1

CKD, 67 % of patients with stage 2 CKD, and 33 % of
patients with stage 3–4 CKD. These results suggest that

eculizumab can improve renal function, particularly if

administered early in the course of disease and before the
kidney is more severely impaired.

In contrast to the reported 5-year survival rate of 65 %

in PNH patients prior to the introduction of eculizumab [1,
4], the 2-year survival rate in this study with eculizumab

treatment was 100 %, despite the presence of known risk

factors for poor outcomes amongst the patient population.
This is consistent with results from a previously reported

single-center, retrospective analysis of 79 PNH patients

receiving eculizumab, who showed a 5-year survival rate of
96 %, which was similar to an age- and gender-matched

normal population [4]. The 100 % survival of patients

throughout this study demonstrates the importance of pre-
venting TE and renal impairment, the leading causes of

death in PNH patients.

In addition to reducing TE, the inhibition of intravas-
cular hemolysis has led to a reduction in the total number

of transfusions required and resulted in a 48 % reduction in

the number of patients requiring any transfusions, with
96 % of patients being transfusion free in the final

6 months of the extension period. This is consistent with

the results previously reported in the long-term, multi-
national phase III PNH clinical trials in Western patients

[22, 29, 36]. However, the number of transfusions required

does not provide a full reflection of the burden of disease in
patients with PNH [48]. The role of hemolysis is important

in determining the risk of morbidity and mortality in PNH

patients. The two patients who had not received transfu-
sions prior to the study had LDH 1.3- and 1.6-fold above

normal and had a burden of disease at baseline similar to

the rest of the patient population, including morbidities as
severe as CKD stage 3 and deep vein thrombosis [30], and

both patients showed a response to chronic eculizumab

treatment comparable to patients receiving transfusions.
Their hemoglobin concentrations remained stable or

improved, and their fatigue levels were significantly

improved. In addition, while one of the non-transfused
patients had previously experienced a deep vein thrombo-

sis, neither of the two experienced TEs during eculizumab

therapy. These findings suggest that PNH patients with
even slightly elevated LDH levels are at an increased risk

for morbidity and mortality and such patients should be
considered for treatment to reduce hemolysis to normal

levels.

This study showed that the burden of PNH disease and
baseline characteristics were similar in patients with and

without a history of bone marrow dysfunction such as AA

or MDS. Although it has been shown that the presence of
minor populations of PNH-type cells in patients with AA is

a reliable marker of a positive response to treatment with

immunosuppressive therapy [49], PNH and AA are distinct
diseases that require separate treatments. There were no

significant differences between patients with PNH plus

AA/MDS and those with PNH alone in any of the end-
points assessed, which confirm that patients with PNH and

AA/MDS experience similar hemolysis-associated com-

plications and can benefit from treatment with eculizumab.
The results from this study also confirm the effective-

ness of eculizumab in alleviating clinical symptoms which

contribute to the overall burden of disease in PNH. Fatigue,
which is frequently debilitating in PNH patients, was

alleviated by eculizumab treatment, and this improvement

contributed to overall significant increases in global health
status and quality of life. Results of the initial 12-week

study [30] showed no association between level of fatigue

and degree of anemia. Treatment with eculizumab resulted
in a significant reduction in fatigue within 2 weeks of

starting treatment, while recovery of hemoglobin levels

was more gradual, with significant increases in hemoglobin
to normal levels not seen until after 8 weeks of treatment.

These results are in agreement with other international

studies [25, 50]. Reduction in fatigue coincided with
improvements in intravascular hemolysis; this suggests that

the fatigue experienced by PNH patients is not just as a

result of anemia but is associated with complement-medi-
ated hemolysis or other hemoglobin-independent mecha-

nisms. Significant improvements were also observed in

dyspnea, which, along with symptoms of pulmonary
hypertension and erectile dysfunction, results from nitric

oxide consumption and subsequent smooth muscle dysto-

nia and vascular constriction [25]. As with fatigue, the
improvements in dyspnea were not dependent on

improvement in hemoglobin.

The data collected over the 2-year extension study
showed that long-term eculizumab treatment was well
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tolerated. As would be expected in a study of this duration,

most patients experienced at least one AE over 2 years.
However, nearly 98 % of all AEs reported were of mild or

moderate intensity, and only five patients had AEs that

were considered to be severe. Most importantly, the inci-
dence of AEs decreased over time, with significantly fewer

AEs in the last 12 weeks of treatment than in the first

12 weeks of treatment. The data suggest that long-term
treatment with eculizumab does not lead to increased sus-

ceptibility to infections.
A total of 159 infections were reported during the

extension, with only seven of these infections (4 %) con-

sidered probably related to eculizumab. No patients with-
drew from the study due to an AE, indicating that

eculizumab is well tolerated over the long term. The safety

profile was consistent with that reported in the multi-
national phase III trials of eculizumab [29, 37].

In summary, long-term administration of eculizumab to

Japanese patients with PNH provided sustained clinical
benefit by reducing terminal complement activation and

chronic intravascular hemolysis, which is the cause of

many of the disabling symptoms and life-threatening
complications of PNH. These results were not only clini-

cally meaningful and achieved against a background of

known risk factors for poor outcomes in PNH patients, but
were also reflected in the enhanced quality of life experi-

enced by the patients and the 100 % survival of patients

despite a mean duration of disease in excess of 10 years.
The results from this study are consistent with those

reported in Western PNH patient populations, showing that

eculizumab is an effective and well-tolerated treatment for
PNH across different ethnic populations.
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Abstract

We examined the antileukemic effects of high concentrations of L-ascorbic acid (high AA) on human leukemic cells. In vitro,
high AA markedly induced apoptosis in various leukemic cell lines by generating hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) but not in
normal hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells. High AA significantly repressed leukemic cell proliferation as well as
neoangiogenesis in immunodeficient mice. We then noted that in leukemic cells, HIF-1a transcription was strongly
suppressed by high AA and correlated with the transcription of VEGF. Our data indicate that exposure to high AA markedly
increased the intracellular AA content of leukemic cells and inhibited the nuclear translocation of NF-kB, which mediates
expression of HIF-1a. We next generated K562 cells that overexpressed HIF-1a (K562-HIF1a cells) and assessed the
mechanistic relationship between inhibition of HIF-1a transcription and the antileukemic effect of high AA. The ability of
high AA to induce apoptosis was significantly lower in K562-HIF1a cells than in K562 cells in vitro. We found that expression
of HIF-1a-regulated antiapoptotic proteins of the Bcl-2 family, such as Mcl-1, Bcl-xL, and Bcl-2, was significantly suppressed
by high AA in K562 cells, but was sustained at higher levels in K562-HIF1a cells, regardless of high AA exposure. Moreover,
repression of cell proliferation and neoangiogenesis by high AA was completely abrogated in mice receiving transplants of
K562-HIF1a cells. These results indicate that, along with H2O2 generation, downregulation of HIF-1a transcription plays
a crucial role in growth inhibition of human leukemic cells by high AA.
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Introduction

Pauling and Cameron were the first to report that when L-
ascorbic acid (AA) was given intravenously to human cancer
patients for 10 days and then orally in pharmacologic doses of 10 g
daily, it was effective in treating some cancers and in improving
patient survival [1,2]. The same oral dose had no therapeutic
effects on cancer patients in 2 subsequent double-blind placebo-
controlled trials [3,4]. However, we thought that it was important
to examine anew the role of AA in cancer treatment for the
reasons that follow: (i) the route of AA administration leads to large
differences in plasma concentrations, and intravenous administra-
tion results in 70-times higher plasma concentration than oral
administration [5]; (ii) high concentrations of AA (high AA)
administered intravenously exert remarkable anticancer effects by
generating hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) in the extracellular fluid of
tumor-bearing animals [6,7]; and (iii) recent clinical studies also
demonstrate the antitumor effects of intravenous high AA in
patients with different types of cancers [8,9]. Further, it is

remarkable that the cytotoxic effects of high AA appear to be
cancer cell-type specific [7].

In the present study, we attempted, therefore, to determine
whether high AA exerts significant cytotoxic effects against human
leukemic cells in vitro and in vivo. We confirm here that the
leukemic cell-specific cytotoxic effects of high AA were caused by
the generation of H2O2. Further, while HIF-1a plays an important
role biologically and clinically in myeloid and lymphoid leukemias
[10–15], we found that high AA strongly inhibited HIF-1a
expression in leukemic cells.

HIF-1 is composed of an inducible (HIF-1a) and a constitutively
expressed subunit (HIF-1b) [16]. HIF-1a contains an oxygen-
dependent degradation domain, which when hydroxylated by
specific prolyl hydroxylases, binds the von Hippel–Lindau protein,
leading to the ubiquitination of HIF-1a and its degradation by the
26S proteasome. At low oxygen levels, the prolyl hydroxylases lose
their activity, which prevents hydroxylation and subsequent
binding to the von Hippel–Lindau protein [17,18]. This results
in HIF-1a stabilization, nuclear translocation, dimerization with
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the b-subunit, and binding to recognition elements in the
promoters of target genes.

AA facilitates the hydroxylation of HIF-1a via the stimulation of
the prolyl hydroxylases [19,20]. However, we have shown here
that high AA markedly inhibit the expression of HIF-1a in
leukemic cells at the level of transcription. We have further
demonstrated that one important mechanism underlying this
response is the transcriptional regulation of HIF-1a by the redox-
sensitive transcription factor NF-kB, which has been shown to
bind at a distinct element in the proximal promoter of HIF-1a
under not only hypoxic but also non-hypoxic conditions and
regulate HIF-1a transcription [21]. Most important, the inhibition
of HIF-1a expression is considered to play a crucial role in the
antileukemic effects of high AA.

Materials and Methods

Cells
The human leukemic cell lines, K562 (blast crisis of chronic

myeloid leukemia), HL60 (promyelocytic leukemia), MOLM14
(monocytic leukemia), NB4 (promyelocytic leukemia), Jurkat (T-
lymphoblastic leukemia), and Raji (B-lymphoblastic leukemia),
were maintained in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10%
heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FCS) and antibiotics (100 U
penicillin/ml and 100 mg streptomycin/ml) at 37uC in a humid-
ified 5% CO2 atmosphere. The MOLM-14 cell line [22] was
kindly provided by the Cell Biology Institute, Research Center,
Hayashibara Biochemical Laboratories. The NB4 cell line was
purchased from the German Collection of Microorganisms and
Cell Cultures. The remaining cell lines were purchased from the
American Type Culture Collection. Human umbilical cord blood
(CB) samples were harvested from subjects quickly after birth, after
written informed consent was obtained in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki and with approval from the Tokai
University Committee on Clinical Investigation. The CD34+ cell
fraction was prepared using the CD34 Progenitor Cell Isolation
Kit (Miltenyi Biotec) [23]. The CB-CD34+ cells were frozen in
a medium supplemented with dimethylsulfoxide and FCS using
a step-down freezing procedure and placed in liquid nitrogen.
Aliquots of frozen samples were thawed just before use. The
thawed cells were washed twice and viability was determined using
trypan blue. When cell viability was more than 95%, the samples
were subjected to further studies. To prepare K562 cells that
overexpressed HIF-1a, we transfected 293T cells with CSII-
HIF1a-IRES-EGFP lentiviral vectors for 72 h and collected the
supernatant. K562 cells were incubated with the highly concen-
trated viral supernatant at a multiplicity of infection of 50 for 24 h.
Green fluorescent protein-positive K562 cells were then sorted
using a FACSVantage cell sorter (Becton Dickinson).

AA
AA was buffered to pH 7.0 with sodium hydroxide and

prepared immediately before use.

H2O2 assay
AA was added to the medium in 96-well culture plates at the

concentrations indicated in the figures. H2O2 was quantitated
using a Chemiluminescent H2O2 Detection Kit (Assay Designs)
according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Cell viability assays
AA was added at varying concentrations to 96-well culture

plates containing 56103 cells/well. Saline solution was used as
a vehicle control. One hour later, cells were washed and

resuspended in the culture medium. Seventy-two hours later, the
viability of the cells was measured with a nonradioactive cell
proliferation assay using the Cell Counting Kit-8 (Dojindo)
according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Measurement of apoptosis
Ten thousand cells were incubated with the vehicle, 2800 mM

AA, or 2800 mM AA and 600 U/ml of catalase for 1 h and then
washed and cultured in the medium. The cells were harvested
18 h later and stained with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)- or
allophycocyanin (APC)-labeled annexin V (BD Biosciences) and
propidium iodide (PI) (Roche), or with primary anti-cleaved
caspase-3 antibody (Cell Signaling) and secondary phycoerythrin
(PE)-labeled antibody (eBioscience), according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions. The treated cells were then analyzed using
a FACScan flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson).

Measurement of intracellular catalase activity
The intracellular catalase activity of 26104 cells was measured

using a Fluorescent Catalase Detection Kit (Fluoro: CatalaseTM,
Cell Technology) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Briefly, the kit utilizes a non-fluorescent substrate, 10-acetyl-3,7-
dihydroxyphenoxazine, which is converted by residual H2O2 to
the fluorescent molecule resorufin.

Histochemical catalase assay
Cell preparations (26105) were placed on glass slides in

a cytospin centrifuge and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde
(PFA) for 5 min. The slides were incubated with a rabbit anti-
catalase antibody (Sigma Aldrich) overnight at 4uC and then with
a horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-rabbit antibody (GE
Healthcare, Japan) for 4 h at 4uC. After the slides were washed,
they were stained with 3,39-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride,
and images were acquired using a digital camera (AxioCam
MRc5, Carl Zeiss).

Xenograft and Treatment Procedures
Leukemic cells (26106) were mixed with 100 ml basement

membrane matrix (BD Biosciences), and the mixture was
transplanted subcutaneously into the right flank of 8-week-old
nude mice. On day 8 after transplantation, the tumor volume was
measured, and the mice were then injected intravenously with
100 ml of AA at a high concentration (0.5 mg/g body weight,
which is similar to the pharmacologic doses for humans and rats
[6,7,24–26]), or saline solution as a bolus twice daily for the
designated periods. The tumor volume was measured at the times
indicated in the figures. All experimental procedures and protocols
involving animals were approved by the Animal Care Committee
of Tokai University and were in compliance with the ARRIVE
guidelines [27].

Immunohistochemical and immunocytochemical
analyses

Isoflurane inhalation was used to anesthetize mice, and the
tumor was perfused from the apex of the heart with phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS) and fixed by perfusion with 4% PFA in PBS.
The tumor was then dissected and immersed in 4% PFA overnight
at 4uC, embedded in O.C.T. compound (Sakura Finetek, Japan),
and then frozen in liquid nitrogen. Cryostat sections (6 mm thick)
of the tumor or cytospin specimens of leukemic cells fixed with 4%
PFA were stained with specific antibodies and incubated overnight
at 4uC. Rat anti-mouse CD31 (BD Sciences) and rabbit anti-NF-
kB p65 antibodies (Cell Signaling Technology) were used as
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primary antibodies. The slides were then incubated with
a secondary antibody conjugated with Alexa488 (Life Technolo-
gies). Nuclei were stained with 49,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole
(DAPI; Life Technologies). The slides were observed using
a confocal laser-scanning microscope (LSM510 META spectrom-
eter, Carl Zeiss).

Analysis of angiogenesis-related and antiapoptotic
molecules

Cells were treated with a high AA (2800 mM). After 1 h, the
cells were washed, cultured for 24 h, unless otherwise indicated,
and then assayed.

Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction
RNA was isolated using the RNeasy Micro Kit (QIAGEN) and

reverse transcribed. Each target cDNA was polymerase chain
reaction (PCR)-amplified on the same plate by using the
TaqMan(R) Gene Expression Assays (Life Technologies Corpo-
ration) and the ABI 7300 Real-Time PCR System (Applied
Biosystems). The PCR primers used were derived from HIF-1a
(Applied Biosystems, Assay ID; Hs00936376_m1) and VEGF
(Applied Biosystems, Assay ID; Hs00900055_m1). The relative
amounts of target genes were determined in reference to 18S
rRNA. Comparative threshold cycle (CT) analysis was used to
quantify transcripts. The value was calculated by the expression
22DDCT.

Western blotting
Cells were harvested and washed, and the pellets were

suspended in 0.1 ml of ice-cold TNE buffer and incubated on
ice for 10 min. When subcellular fractions were prepared, the
Subcellular Proteome Extraction Kit (Calbiochem) was used
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The lysates were
then centrifuged, and the supernatants were boiled in SDS sample
buffer. The proteins were separated on SDS-polyacrylamide gels,
electroblotted onto a nitrocellulose membrane, and detected using
the ECL Plus Western blotting analysis system (GE Lifesciences)
using specific antibodies. Anti-HIF-1a and anti-b-actin antibodies
were purchased from BD Biosciences and Sigma-Aldrich, re-
spectively. Anti-p-IkB, anti-NF-kB, anti-Bcl-2, anti-Bcl-xL, anti-
caspase-3, and anti-lamin A/C antibodies were purchased from
Cell Signaling Technology. Anti-Mcl-1, anti-Sp1, anti-Sp3, and
anti-Sp4 were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.

Quantitative assays for intracellular AA content
Cells were treated with 2800 mM AA for 1 h, washed twice in

PBS, and then assayed for AA content using a vitamin C assay kit
(Shima Laboratories) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Briefly, AA in a given sample is converted by the oxidizing agent
to dehydroascorbic acid. Dehydroascorbic acid is then derivatized
with 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine. Total vitamin C (AA + dehy-
droascorbic acid) concentration is determined by the specific
ultraviolet light (UV) absorption of the 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine
derivative.

Statistics
All the experimental results have been expressed as the

arithmetic mean and standard deviation (SD) values. Student’s t-
test was used to evaluate the statistical significance of the
differences between unpaired groups.

Results

Cancer-specific cytotoxic effect of high AA on human
hematopoietic cells

We first assessed the effect of high AA on the viability of various
human leukemic cell lines as well as on normal hematopoietic
stem/progenitor cells in vitro. Addition of 280 and 2800 mM of
AA, which are approximately 6 and 60-times higher than the
physiological level, produced significant amounts of H2O2 after
1 h incubation (34.464.1 and 134.0611.8 mM, respectively) and
reduced the viability of all myeloid and lymphoid leukemic cells
tested but not that of CB-CD34+ cells (Figure 1A). We further
found that high AA induced apoptosis in leukemic cells and that
this effect was almost completely abrogated by the addition of
catalase (Figure 1B). It is important to note that the leukemic cell
lines tested generally possessed lower catalase activities than did
normal CB-CD34+ cells (Figures 1C and 1D). Thus, we conclude
that the induction of apoptosis by high AA was due to the
generation of H2O2 and was specifically observed in leukemic cells
that expressed relatively lower catalase activities.

Inhibitory effect of high AA on leukemic progression in
vivo

We next examined the effect of high AA on the progression of
leukemia by using an experimental transplantation model. We
mixed HL60 cells and basement membrane matrix (BD
Biosciences), transplanted the mixture subcutaneously into the
right flank of nude mice, and injected high AA or vehicle
intravenously. This procedure enabled a precise assessment of
tumor burden over time. There were significant differences in
tumor volumes between vehicle- and high AA-treated mice 4 days
after the final injection (Figures 2A and 2B). We then killed the
mice and found that tumor neoangiogenesis was less evident in
high AA-treated mice than in vehicle-treated mice (Figures 2C and
2D).

Inhibitory effect of high AA on HIF-1a expression in
leukemic cells

We next determined the expression of angiogenesis-related
molecules in CB-CD34+ and leukemic cells in the presence of
vehicle or high AA. In CB-CD34+ cells, there was no statistically
significant difference in the expression of HIF-1a mRNA for the 2
conditions (Figure 3A). In contrast, in HL60 cells, expression of
HIF-1a mRNA markedly decreased because of high AA
(Figure 3A). The expression of HIF-1a in HL60 cells was
significantly higher than that in CB-CD34+ cells in the absence
of high AA but markedly reduced in the presence of high AA
(Figure 3B). Moreover, mRNA expression of VEGF, an HIF-1a-
regulated gene, also reduced along with that of HIF-1a over time
after incubation of HL60 cells with high AA (Figure 3C).

We then attempted to determine how HIF-1a mRNA
expression was inhibited by high AA in leukemic cells. HIF-1a is
known to be transcriptionally regulated by NF-kB, and AA
inhibits phosphorylation of the NF-kB inhibitor (IkB) [28].
Therefore, we tested for the presence of phosphorylated IkB (p-
IkB) and found that the p-IkB level in HL60 cells was significantly
reduced by the addition of high AA (Figure 4A). These data
indicate that high AA markedly inhibited the translocation of NF-
kB into the nucleus of HL60 cells, but not CB-CD34+ cells
(Figure 4B). We demonstrated further that the intracellular content
of AA was much higher in leukemic cells than in normal CB-
CD34+ cells after incubation with high AA (Figure 4C). These
results suggest that the differences in the intracellular uptake of AA
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Figure 1. In vitro effects of AA on human leukemic and CB-CD34+ cells, relative to catalase activity. A) Cell viability assay of various
leukemic cell lines and 2 independent isolates of CB-CD34+ cells. Cells were treated with different concentrations of AA for 1 h, and then washed,
cultured, and analyzed after 72 h. The viability of all cell lines reduced significantly in the presence of 280 and 2800 mM AA (*P,0.0001, as compared
with vehicle), but this finding was not obtained for CB-CD34+ cells (P.0.05). The values represent the mean 6 SD values of quadruplicate samples. B)
Flow cytometric measurement of apoptosis of HL60 cells. Cells were treated with vehicle or AA for 1 h, and then washed, cultured, and analyzed after
18 h. Representative profiles are shown. The annexin V+ propidium iodide (PI)+ cell fraction indicates apoptotic cells. Note that AA-induced apoptosis
was almost completely abrogated by the addition of catalase. C) Intracellular catalase activity. Leukemic cells generally expressed lower catalase
activities than did CB-CD34+ isolates (*P,0.001, as compared with each cell line). The values represent the mean 6 SD values of quadruplicate
samples. D) Histochemical analysis demonstrated lower catalase activity in HL60 cells than in CB-CD34+ cells. The bars indicate 50 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0062717.g001
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reflected the differences seen between high AA-treated human
leukemic cells and CD34+ cells derived from normal CB in the
presence of NF-kB translocation and following HIF-1a expression.

Relationship between the inhibitory effects of high AA
on HIF-1a expression and leukemic progression

Next, we assessed the implications of the inhibition of HIF-1a
expression by high AA on leukemic progression by generating
HIF-1a-overexpressing K562 cells (K562-HIF1a) by using a lenti-

viral vector. High AA exposure significantly reduced the
expression of HIF-1a mRNA in K562 but not in K562-HIF1a
cells (Figure 5A). The level of HIF-1a in K562-HIF1a cells was
also significantly higher than that in K562 cells after vehicle or
high AA exposure (Figure 5B). We also found that the induction of
apoptosis by high AA was significantly lower in K562-HIF1a than
in K562 cells (Figure 5C and 5D). Therefore, we assessed the
expression of antiapoptotic proteins of the Bcl-2 family (Mcl-1,
Bcl-xL, and Bcl-2) because their expression is regulated by HIF-1a
in nonmalignant and malignant cells. Moreover, they play a key
role in preventing apoptosis mediated by reactive oxygen species
(ROS) [14,29–35]. We demonstrated that expression of Mcl-1,
Bcl-xL, and Bcl-2 was significantly inhibited by high AA in K562
cells but was sustained at a higher level in K562-HIF1a cells,
regardless of high AA exposure (Figure 5E). We further assessed
the involvement of the pro-oncogenic specificity protein (Sp)
transcription factors Sp1, Sp3, and Sp4 in the antileukemic effect
of high AA because high AA exhibits anticancer activity towards
colon cancer cells. This is due in part to downregulation of Sp
transcription factors and Sp-regulated genes, such as VEGF [36].
There were significant differences in the expression levels of these
molecules between the vehicle-treated K562 and K562-HIF1a
cells (Figure 5F). In K562 cells, the expression of Sp1, Sp3, and
Sp4 as well as that of VEGF was reduced by high AA (Figure 5F).
In K562-HIF-1a cells, the expression of Sp1, Sp3, and Sp4 was
reduced by high AA, but the expression of VEGF was not
(Figure 5F).

Finally, we mixed K562 or K562-HIF1a cells in basement
membrane matrix, transplanted the mixture into mice, and
injected the mice intravenously with the vehicle or high AA. We
found that administration of high AA repressed tumor neoangio-
genesis only in mice transplanted with K562 cells (Figure 6A).
Further, administration of high AA significantly repressed the
growth of K562 tumors but did not detectably inhibit the growth
of K562-HIF1a tumors in mice (Figure 6B).

Discussion

AA plays a key role in protecting cells against oxidative damage.
Paradoxically, in the presence of Fe3+ or Cu2+, AA treatment
generates ROS, such as H2O2 [37], and induces apoptosis or
necrosis in various malignant cells but not in nonmalignant cells
[38]. In the present study, we further investigated these findings
and confirmed them using human leukemic and normal hemato-
poietic cells. We found that high AA induces apoptosis only in the
leukemic cells, which we concluded reflects the increasing
generation of H2O2 and relatively low catalase activities [24,39].

We also found that intravenous administration of high AA
repressed proliferation of leukemic cells injected into nude mice.
Although high AA are usually given by drip infusion in clinical
settings [7,9,40,41], we injected mice with high AA in the form of
a bolus, which might have weakened the effect of treatment
because of more rapid clearance of AA than by drip infusion [42].
However, we observed a significant antileukemic effect of high AA
in the present study. Further, the tumors showed markedly
reduced neoangiogenesis. Our present findings demonstrate that
high AA strongly inhibits expression of HIF-1a and one of HIF-
1a-regulated molecules, VEGF, in leukemic cells. HIF-1a and
VEGF are considered as potential targets for cancer therapy
because they play an important role in the progression of many
types of cancer, including leukemia, and are associated with
resistance to therapy and poor prognosis [10–13,43–45]. Wang
et al. demonstrated that HIF-1a signaling is selectively activated in
human leukemic cells even under normoxic conditions [10]. AA

Figure 2. In vivo effects of high AA on progression of leukemia.
A) High AA or the vehicle was injected intravenously for 6 days with
a rest period of 2 days between 3 daily injections of mice transplanted
with HL60 cells. Compared with vehicle (blue line), high AA (red line)
significantly inhibited tumor growth (*P,0.01). The values represent
the mean 6 SD values of 5 mice. B) Appearance of mice treated with
vehicle (left) and high AA (right), 4 days after the final injection. C)
Representative macroscopic appearance of tumors of mice treated with
the vehicle (left) and high AA (right). Note that the tumors of high AA-
treated mice were smaller and less erythematous than those of vehicle-
treated mice. D) Immunohistochemical analysis of tumor neoangiogen-
esis in mice treated with the vehicle (left) and high AA (right). The green
and blue signals represent CD31 and 49,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole
(DAPI), respectively. The bars indicate 100 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0062717.g002
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facilitates the hydroxylation of HIF-1a via the stimulation of the
Fe-dependent hydroxylases that mark this protein for polyubiqui-
tination and subsequent proteosomal degradation [19,20]. More-
over, Knowles et al. reported that AA reduces HIF-1a protein
levels in several human non-hematopoietic cancer cells under

normoxic conditions [46]. We have shown here that high AA
markedly inhibits the expression of HIF-1a at the level of
transcription in leukemic cells.

We have also shown here that in the leukemic cells, high AA
inhibited HIF-1a transcription by blocking transcriptional activa-

Figure 3. Expression of angiogenesis-related molecules in human leukemic and CB-CD34+ cells exposed to the vehicle or to high
AA. A) Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) analysis of HIF-1a mRNA in CB-CD34+ and HL60 cells. The cells were treated with vehicle or high AA for
1 h, and then washed, cultured, and analyzed after 24 h. There were no significant differences in the expression levels for the 2 conditions (P.0.05) in
CB-CD34+ cells. In contrast, there were significant differences in the expression levels between the 2 conditions (*P,0.0001) in HL60 cells. The values
represent the mean 6 SD values of triplicate samples. B) Western blotting analysis of HIF-1a in CB-CD34+ and HL60 cells. The cells were treated with
vehicle or high AA for 1 h, and then washed, cultured, and analyzed after 24 h. There were significant differences in the expression levels (*P,0.01,
**P,0.0005). The values are mean 6 SD values of triplicate samples. C) Sequential analysis of qRT-PCR results of HIF-1a and VEGF mRNA in HL60 cells.
The cells were treated with high AA for 1 h, and then washed, cultured, and analyzed after 1, 3, 22, and 26 h. The expression of VEGF mRNA reduced
along with that of HIF-1a over time. Compared with the expression levels at 0 h, there were significant differences in the expression levels (*P,0.01,
**P,0.001, ***P,0.0001). The values represent the mean 6 SD values of triplicate samples.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0062717.g003
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tion of NF-kB, which is also constitutively activated in many types
of leukemia and is associated with leukemic progression [47–49].
Because the leukemic cells used in this study generally possessed
significantly higher intracellular levels of AA than normal
hematopoietic cells after incubation with high AA, we speculate
that while H2O2 acts to activate NF-kB by increasing phosphor-
ylation of IkB and HIF-1a expression [15,28], AA overcomes the
effect of H2O2 on the regulation of NF-kB activation in the

leukemic cells. Further, we conclude that the increased uptake of
AA by leukemic cells, also observed by other investigators and
possibly associated with an abnormality in AA transport [50–52],
reflects the difference in HIF-1a expression levels between
leukemic and normal CB-CD34+ cells after high AA exposure.
The levels of intracellular AA did not closely correlate with the
cytotoxic effects of high AA, as shown in Figures 1A and 4C,

Figure 4. Differences in NF-kB activation and intracellular AA content between human leukemic and CB-CD34+ cells in the presence
of high AA. A) Western blotting analysis of p-IkB in HL60 cells. Cells were treated with the vehicle or with high AA for 1 h, and then washed,
cultured, and analyzed after 24 h. There was a significant difference in the expression levels (*P,0.001). Values represent the mean 6 SD of triplicate
samples. B) Immunocytochemical (left) and Western blotting (right) analyses of NF-kB in CB-CD34+ and HL60 cells. Cells were treated with vehicle or
high AA for 1 h, then washed, cultured, and analyzed after 24 h. Note that translocation of NF-kB into the nucleus was markedly decreased in high
AA-treated HL60 cells. Green and blue signals represent NF-kB and DAPI, respectively. Bars indicate 20 mm. There were significant differences in the
expression levels (*P,0.001, **P,0.0001). The values represent the mean 6 SD values of triplicate samples. C) Intracellular AA content of human
leukemic cells and 2 different isolates of CB-CD34+ cells. Cells were treated with high AA for 1 h, washed in PBS, and analyzed immediately. There
were significant differences in the content between leukemic and CB-CD34+ cells. *P,0.001, as compared with CB-CD34+ cells (1) or (2). The values
are mean 6 SD values of triplicate samples.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0062717.g004
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Figure 5. Relationship between antileukemic effects of high AA and HIF-1a expression. A) Quantitative real-time PCR analysis of HIF-1a
mRNA expression in K562 and K562-HIF1a cells. Cells were treated with the vehicle or high AA for 1 h, washed, cultured in the medium, and analyzed
after 24 h. After high AA exposure, HIF-1a mRNA expression significantly reduced in K562 (*P,0.01), but not in K562-HIF1a cells (P.0.05). The values
represent the mean 6 SD values of triplicate samples. B) Western blotting analysis of HIF-1a in K562 and K562-HIF1a cells. Cells were treated with
vehicle or high AA for 1 h, washed, cultured in the medium, and analyzed after 24 h. High AA exposure significantly reduced the HIF-1a protein level
in both types of cells. However, the HIF-1a protein level in K562-HIF1a cells was significantly higher than that in K562 cells after vehicle or high AA
exposure. *P,0.01, **P,0.0001, ***P,0.00001. The values represent the mean 6 SD values of triplicate samples. C) Flow cytometric measurement of
apoptosis of K562 and K562-HIF1a cells. Cells were treated with vehicle or high AA for 1 h, washed, cultured in the medium, and analyzed after 18 h.
There was a significant difference in the number of apoptotic (annexin V+ propidium iodide (PI)+) cells between high AA-treated K562 and K562-HIF1a
cells (*P,0. 001). The values represent the mean 6 SD values of triplicate samples. D) Flow cytometric measurement of cleaved caspase-3 expressed
by K562 and K562-HIF1a cells. Cells were treated with vehicle (gray lines) or high AA (black lines) for 1 h, washed, cultured, and analyzed after 24 h.
Activation of caspase-3 by high AA was lower in K562-HIF1a than in K562 cells. E) Western blotting analysis of Mcl-1, Bcl-xL, and Bcl-2 in K562 and
K562-HIF1a cells. Cells were treated with vehicle or high AA for 1 h, washed, cultured, and analyzed after 24 h. There were significant differences in
the expression levels between the vehicle-treated K562 and K562-HIF1a cells (*P,0.05) and between the vehicle-treated and high AA-treated K562
cells (**P,0.0001). There was no significant difference between the vehicle-treated and high AA-treated K562-HIF1a cells (P.0.05). The values
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because the effects were caused largely by the H2O2 that was
generated extracellularly by high AA (Figure 1B).

However, we found that HIF-1a overexpression completely
abrogated the inhibitory effects of high AA on tumor growth and
neoangiogenesis in vivo and significantly diminished the induction
of apoptosis by high AA in the leukemic cells in vitro. HIF-1a
regulates the expression of Bcl-2 family members such as Mcl-1,
Bcl-xL, and Bcl-2, which are essential for the growth and survival
of leukemic cells because they prevent the induction of apoptosis
by ROS [14,29,53–57]. Here, we demonstrated that high AA
significantly suppressed expression of Mcl-1, Bcl-xL, and Bcl-2,
and induced apoptosis in K562 cells but not in K562 cells that
overexpressed HIF-1a.

We further assessed the involvement of Sp1, Sp3, and Sp4 in the
antileukemic effect of high AA because high AA exhibits
anticancer activity towards colon cancer cells, which is due in
part to downregulation of Sp transcription factors and Sp-
regulated genes [58]. Similar results have been observed in
bladder and pancreatic cancer cells treated with H2O2 or other
ROS inducers [59–61]. Further, it has been reported that
knockdown or downregulation of Sp1, Sp3, and Sp4 represses
expression of Sp-regulated genes, including VEGF and BCL-2,
inhibits cancer cell growth, and induces apoptosis [59–61]. In the
present study, the expression levels of Sp1, Sp3, and Sp4 in K562-
HIF1a cells were higher than those in K562 cells, suggesting some
interaction between HIF-1a and Sp proteins. Further, the
expression of Sp1, Sp3, and Sp4 was also downregulated by high
AA in K562 cells, as was observed in colon cancer cells [58].
However, in K562-HIF1a cells, the expression of these factors was
also downregulated by high AA, but the expression of VEGF and
Bcl-2 was not. These results strongly suggest that marked
inhibition of HIF-1a transcription and expression of HIF-1a-
regulated molecules play a crucial role in the antileukemic effects
of high AA along with the generation of H2O2. However, high AA
do not specifically affect the transcription of HIF-1a because high
AA block the activation of NF-kB, which acts as a transcription
factor to regulate the expression of genes involved in the response
of leukemic cells to extracellular signals such as HIF-1a [48,49].
Therefore, other molecular mechanisms might also play a role in
the response to high AA treatment.

Because the use of high AA appears to be remarkably safe in
clinical settings [40], it may provide an alternative option for
cancer therapy. However, the anticancer effects of high AA vary
among cancers or patients [7,9,41]. It is known that an increased
number of leukemic cells, normal erythrocytes, or fibroblasts
around leukemic cells inversely correlates with high AA-induced
leukemic cell death because of increased catalase activity [62].
Therefore, the volume and localization of cancer cells should be
considered to obtain more stable clinical effects of high AA. We
think that it is reasonable to conclude that combinations with other
drugs that compensate for H2O2 decomposition may also provide
a new strategy for eliminating cancer cells [63].
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Abstract A 64-year-old woman developed pure red cell
aplasia (PRCA) 4 years after thymectomy for thymoma.

During anti-thymocyte globulin treatment, the patient

developed cytomegalovirus pneumonia and was thus
unable to continue immunosuppressive therapy and

became transfusion dependent. Deferasirox was started for

treatment with iron overload when serum ferritin increased
to [1000 ng/mL. Seven months after initiation of defer-

asirox treatment, serum ferritin level decreased the normal

range and the patient has remained transfusion independent
thereafter. Deferasirox was discontinued when serum fer-

ritin level decreased below 500 ng/mL, and she has

maintained in complete remission over the last 15 months.
Hypotheses have been raised regarding the improvement of

hematopoiesis by deferasirox treatment, but the mechanism

whereby this might be achieved remains unclear. Defer-
asirox treatment may be clinically beneficial both by

reducing iron overload and by improving hematopoiesis in

patients with PRCA.

Keywords Pure red cell aplasia ! Deferasirox !
Iron chelation ! Iron overload

Introduction

Pure red cell aplasia (PRCA) is characterized by normo-

cytic anemia associated with reticulocytopenia in periph-
eral blood and severe erythroid hypoplasia in an otherwise

normal bone marrow. PRCA can manifest as either a

congenital or an acquired disease. Primary PRCA is treated
as an immunologically mediated disease. The major

objective in the treatment of PRCA is to induce remission

and promote recovery of erythropoiesis, thus reducing the
need for transfusions and avoiding the complications of

transfusion-associated problems. The therapeutic plan

typically consists of the sequential use of various immu-
nosuppressive strategies, such as corticosteroids, cyclo-

phosphamide, cyclosporine A (CyA), anti-thymocyte

globulin (ATG), splenectomy, and plasma apheresis, until
complete remission (CR) is achieved. Recent studies have

also described the efficacies of the anti-CD20 monoclonal

antibody, rituximab [1, 2], and the anti-CD52 monoclonal
antibody, alemtuzumab [3, 4], to induce remission in

patients with therapy-resistant PRCA.
Deferasirox is an oral iron chelator used for the man-

agement of transfusional iron overload [5, 6]. Several case

reports and small studies of patients with myelodysplastic
syndrome (MDS) and aplastic anemia (AA) have reported

that iron chelation therapy (ICT) with deferasirox resulted

in improvements in hematologic parameters and transfu-
sion requirements [7–13] by mechanisms that remain

unclear. However, no previous study has described hema-

tologic improvement in response to deferasirox in patients
with PRCA. The present report describes a case of a patient

with transfusion-dependent PRCA and iron overload who

was successfully treated with deferasirox, resulting in
reduced serum ferritin, hematological improvement, and

remission.
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Case report

A 64-year-old Japanese woman who underwent thymec-

tomy for thymoma 4 years prior was diagnosed with lower

hemoglobin of 5.0 g/dL, received four units of red cell
concentrates (RCC) in local doctor and admitted to Hadano

Red Cross Hospital due to anemia. Physical examination

findings were non-specific. Laboratory examination at the
first visit to our hospital showed normocytic anemia with a

hemoglobin level of 7.9 g/dL and a hematocrit of 23.2 %,

low reticulocyte count of 4 %, mild leukocytopenia, a
leukocyte count of 3400/ll with normal differentials, and a

normal platelet count. Blood chemistry was normal, except

for a decreased serum total protein. Examination of a bone
marrow aspiration specimen showed normal granulocyto-

poiesis and megakaryocytopoiesis with the absence of an

erythroid component (M/E ratio of 86.4). Bone marrow
presented normal morphology without MDS-related chan-

ges. The marrow karyotype was a normal female type.

Based on these data, a diagnosis of PRCA was made.
The patient required more than 4U/month of RCC

transfusion and underwent treatment with ATG and CyA.

Twenty-two days after initiation of treatment, the patient
developed dyspnea and fever, and chest X-ray showed

bilateral interstitial lung disease. Serum cytomegalovirus

(CMV) antigenemia was positive, consistent with a diag-
nosis of CMV pneumonia. CyA was immediately stopped,

and ganciclovir and steroid pulse treatment were started,

but the patient’s respiratory condition deteriorated rapidly,
and she was intubated for initiation of mechanical venti-

lation. She gradually recovered and was successfully ex-

tubated 29 days later. She temporarily achieved

transfusion-free status, but became transfusion-dependent

again on day 137 after ATG therapy. Since CMV antige-
nemia had been positive, she did not receive immunosup-

pressive therapy and was only supported by RCC

transfusions. She was transfusion dependent but her organ
damages were not observed. Deferasirox was started when

serum ferritin increased to 1240 ng/mL, serum iron

increased to 202 lg/dL and unsaturated iron-binding
capacity decreased to 1 lg/dL and transferrin saturation

was 100 %. The starting dose of deferasirox was 1000 mg/

day, but she needed dose reduction after developing grade
3 diarrhea. She could continue 500 mg/day of deferasirox.

Serum ferritin level decreased to 1000 ng/mL, and she was

no longer RCC transfusion-dependent at 7 months after
initiation of deferasirox treatment. Deferasirox was dis-

continued when serum ferritin level decreased below

500 ng/mL, and she has maintained in complete remission
over the last 15 months (Fig. 1).

Discussion

In the present report, the patient was diagnosed with PRCA
on the basis of anemia, low number of reticulocytes in the

peripheral blood (PB) and low number of erythroblasts in

the bone marrow (BM). This patient developed PRCA
4 years after thymectomy, and immunosuppressive therapy

(IST) with ATG and CyA was effective. However, she had
to terminate IST due to onset of CMV pneumonia, and

PRCA subsequently recurred. Unexpectedly, deferasirox

was effective in terms of iron chelation and also in terms of
promoting erythropoiesis in this patient, and she was

Fig. 1 Clinical course of the
PRCA patient
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ultimately able to attain CR without IST. This is the first

report to describe the successful treatment of PRCA with
deferasirox.

The pathophysiology of PRCA is not well understood

but likely involves several distinct pathways that can lead
to the clinical syndrome. Theories as to the etiology of the

disease have included a humoral factor suppressing the

erythroid lineage, antibodies against erythropoietin, cell-
mediated suppression (including T cells, large granular

lymphocytes, and natural killer cells), and direct toxic
effects of viruses or drugs on erythroid precursors [14].

Studies of patients with PRCA have frequently found

abnormal karyotypes; T-cell receptor gene rearrangement
analyses have documented the presence of clonal cell

populations [15]. Since IST was effective in the case, an

immunological mechanism was likely involved in the
pathophysiology of this case. A recent in vitro study

showed that deferasirox is a potent inhibitor of nuclear

factor kappa light-chain enhancer of activated B cells (NF-
jB). Since exposure to deferoxamine or deferiprone has no

effect on NF-jB activity, this effect is not simply related to

a decrease in iron levels, but rather, seems to be a specific
effect of deferasirox [16]. Therefore, the effect of defer-

asirox on PRCA in this case may be mediated by the

suppression of autoreactive B or T cells through inhibition
of NF-jB by deferasirox.

The second possible mechanism to explain the effect of

deferasirox in this case is the stimulation of erythropoi-
esis. There are some reports of patients with lower risk

myelodysplasia syndrome (MDS) that experienced an

improvement of hematopoiesis while receiving ICT [7–
10, 12]. Similar observations were made in patients with

AA [11] and in those with Diamond-Blackfan anemia

[13], but not in patients with PRCA. Although the
underlying mechanism is unclear, there are some

hypotheses. It is reported that iron chelators promote iron

release from storage sites, facilitating its use by hemato-
poietic tissue; furthermore, the reduction of iron stores

seems to upregulate erythropoietin, resulting in an

increase in hemoglobin [17]. In patients with MDS,
treatment with deferasirox significantly reduces reactive

oxygen species, membrane lipid peroxidation and the

labile iron pool and concomitantly increases glutathione
in RBCs. Deferasirox also increases glutathione in plate-

lets and neutrophils and decreases the labile iron pool in

platelets [18]. Guariglia et al. [12] described a rapid
improvement in erythroid and platelet counts after starting

ICT, even when serum ferritin levels were still high,

which suggests that deferasirox may have a direct effect
on the activity of neoplastic cells. This observation is

reminiscent of the rapid improvement in cardiac function

that can be achieved with intensive chelation therapy in
patients with beta-thalassemia major and heart failure.

These observations suggest that the level of oxidative

stress (rather than the level of tissue iron accumulation) is
directly responsible for organ dysfunction, and we spec-

ulate that the hematopoietic system in the present patient

was particularly sensitive to oxidative stress. Taher et al.
[13] reported a case of patient with Diamond-Blackfan

anemia who achieved transfusion independence after

treatment with deferasirox, but Diamond-Blackfan anemia
is a special subtype of PRCA, so it was not equal to the

response mechanism of ICT between Diamond-Blackfan
anemia and this case. Attributable mechanisms of such a

response may be drug or disease specific [19]. Iron

redistribution to the hematopoietic tissue, suppression of
increased erythroblast apoptosis, and a decline in mito-

chondrial damage secondary to erythroblast iron deposi-

tion (as evident by decreased erythroblast membrane iron)
have all been postulated [20–22].

Surgical resection is the primary mode of treatment for

thymoma-associated PRCA and results in alleviation of
anemia. Further, thymectomy has been reported to result in

occasional improvement of PRCA [23]. Surgical resection

of thymoma is recommended as the initial treatment of
thymoma-associated PRCA and is associated with a

hematological response rate of 25–38 % [23, 24]. How-

ever, in a more recent report of 13 patients who underwent
thymectomy, thymectomy did not produce normalization

of erythropoiesis in all cases [25]. Therefore, the effec-

tiveness of thymectomy in PRCA is unclear.
In the present case, PRCA occurred 4 years after thy-

mectomy. Hirokawa et al. [26] studied 36 patients who

underwent surgical resection of thymoma and reported that
16 of those patients developed PRCA at a median of

80 months after thymectomy. The mechanism and differ-

ence between PRCA that develops pre-thymectomy versus
PRCA that develops post-thymectomy is unclear. Masuda

et al. [27] described a case of a patient with thymoma-

associated PRCA and clonal T-cell expansion in both the
thymoma and circulating blood. On the other hand, Fuji-

shima et al. [28] described a patient with clonal T-cell

expansions in the blood but not in the thymoma. Thus, the
mechanism may be different for each case and may be

influenced by cytotoxic T cells, and the role of thymoma in

providing an environment for clonal expansions of patho-
genic T cells may be different among individuals.

In conclusion, deferasirox treatment may be clinically

beneficial in terms of reducing iron overload and in
improving hematopoiesis in patients with PRCA. Further

long-term studies in larger patient populations are needed

to clarify the effect and safety of deferasirox-mediated
restoration of hematopoiesis in patients with PRCA.
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A previously healthy 67-year-old Japanese male visited our

hospital to undergo a work up for leukocytosis. Laboratory
tests showed a hemoglobin level of 11.9 g/dL, platelets

225 9 109/L, and leukocytes 23.0 9 109/L. The neutrophil

alkaline phosphatase (NAP) score was 107 (control, 238). A
peripheral blood smear showed neutrophilia (77.0 %) with

a hypersegmented nucleus (Fig. 1a). Neither monocytosis

(5.5 %), basophilia (0.0 %), nor eosinophilia (0.5 %) was
seen. Bone marrow aspiration revealed marked myeloid

proliferation without any differentiation block. Dysgranu-

lopoiesis and dysmegakaryopoiesis were observed, includ-
ing pseudo-Pelger-Huët anomaly, hypogranulation and

bizarrely segmented nuclei in the neutrophils, and small

megakaryocytes with hypolobulated nuclei (Fig. 1b, c). The
erythroid lineage cells did not have apparent dysplasia.

Karyotypic and molecular analysis of the bone marrow cells

showed only one abnormality t(7;11)(p15;p15), and the
resultant NUP98-HOXA9 expression. Neither BCR-ABL1

nor JAK2V617F was detected. The patient was diagnosed

with atypical chronic myeloid leukemia (atypical CML)
harboring t(7;11)(p15;p15)/NUP98-HOXA9.

t(7;11)(p15;p15)/NUP98-HOXA9 is known to be a poor

prognostic factor in acute myeloid leukemia, as well as an
additional genetic event in CML progressing to blastic crisis

[1]. Several reports have described Ph1-negative CML or

chronic myelomonocytic leukemia to harbor only

t(7;11)(p15;p15)/NUP98-HOXA9 [2, 3]. These cases were
accompanied by dysgranulopoiesis and/or monocytosis,

which are not usually seen in CML. A low NAP score

cannot discriminate such patients from CML cases. To date,
no treatment strategy or prognostic methods have yet been

established for such cases. Our patient was followed up

without any particular treatment, and his complete blood
count and differentials have remained unchanged for more

than 6 months.
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Fig. 1 a Peripheral blood smear showing neutrophilia with a hypersegmented nucleus. b, c Bone marrow smear (May–Giemsa staining).
Marked myeloid proliferation with dysgranulopoiesis and dysmegakaryopoiesis were recognized
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Abstract We conducted a multicenter phase I/II study
using mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) manufactured from

the bone marrow of healthy unrelated volunteers to treat

steroid-refractory acute graft-versus-host disease (aGVHD).
Fourteen patients with hematological malignancies who

suffered from grade II (9 patients) or III aGVHD (5) were

treated. Affected organs were gut (10 patients), skin (9
patients), and liver (3 patients). Seven patients had two

involved organs. The median age was 52. No other second-

line agents were given. MSCs were given at a dose of

2 9 106 cells/kg for each infusion twice a week for 4 weeks.
If needed, patients were continuously given MSCs weekly

for an additional 4 weeks. By week 4, 13 of 14 patients

(92.9 %) had responded to MSC therapy with a complete
response (CR; n = 8) or partial response (PR; n = 5). At

24 weeks, 11 patients (10 with CR and 1 with PR) were

alive. At 96 weeks, 8 patients were alive in CR. A total of 6
patients died, attributable to the following: underlying dis-

ease relapse (2 patients), breast cancer relapse (1), veno-

occlusive disease (1), ischemic cholangiopathy (1), and
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pneumonia (1). No clear adverse effects associated with

MSC infusion were observed. Third party-derived bone

marrow MSCs may be safe and effective for patients with
steroid-refractory aGVHD.

Keywords Mesenchymal stem cells ! GVHD ! Steroid

Introduction

Allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (Allo-
HSCT) is a curative therapy for hematological malignancies

and hemopoietic stem cell disorders. Acute graft-versus-host

disease (aGVHD), the most important complication associ-
ated with AlloHSCT, develops in a significant number of

patients who receive AlloHSCT despite GVHD prophylaxis

[1]. Levine et al. [2] showed using Cox regression analysis
that GVHD grade had a significant impact on non-relapse

mortality and overall survival (OS) in a phase II GVHD

treatment trial. The relative risk of non-relapse mortality was
1.72 for patients with grade III–IV GVHD, compared to

patients with grade 0–II GVHD. Significant factors on OS

were aGVHD grade (0–II versus III–IV), donor type (related
versus unrelated), and stem cell source (peripheral blood

versus bone marrow versus cord blood).

In general, a steroid is first given to patients with aG-
VHD; however, about half of the patients do not respond to

the therapy [3]. Unfortunately, second-line agents have not

clearly shown effectiveness against steroid-refractory aG-
VHD, because they act as a non-specific immunosuppres-

sant and reduce host immunity, leading frequently to

infections caused by bacteria, fungi and viruses [4, 5].
Indeed, most patients with steroid-refractory aGVHD die

of aGVHD itself, organ damage, and infections even if

such second-line therapy is conducted. Recently, the
American Society of Blood and Marrow Transplantation

evaluated 29 studies in which agents were administered as

secondary therapy in aGVHD [6]. Evaluated agents inclu-
ded mycophenolate mofetil, daclizumab, alemtuzumab,

infliximab, etanercept, horse antithymocyte globulin, and

so on, but excluded mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs).
Importantly, the evaluation of complete response (CR)

rates, overall response (OR) rates, and 6-month survival

estimates did not support the choice of any specific agents
for second-line therapy in aGVHD. Therefore, a new agent

for steroid-refractory aGVHD is desirable.

MSCs have unique characteristics: specific immuno-
suppressive properties, no immunogenicity on its own,

supportive activity for hemopoiesis, and differentiation

abilities into fat cells, chondrocytes, and osteoblasts. Since
the first dramatic report by LeBlanc et al., there have been

several reports on the effectiveness of MSCs against ste-
roid-refractory aGVHD [7–20]. However, there are several

problems when evaluating MSCs against steroid-refractory

aGVHD in these studies: before MSC administration,
patients have already received one or more immunosup-

pressants other than for GVHD prophylaxis to steroid-

refractory aGVHD and the follow-up time of the patients
who received MSCs was relatively short. The source of

MSCs used for steroid-refractory aGVHD in these studies

was heterogeneous: HLA-identical siblings, HLA-haplo-
identical related donors, and HLA-mismatched unrelated

(third-party) donors. The production of MSCs in different
institutes leads to concern about purity and cell function.

We report a phase I/II trial on steroid-refractory aGVHD

using third party-derived bone marrow MSCs. Before MSC
administration, patients only received steroids for aGVHD

as a first-line therapy.

Materials and methods

Patients

During the period from January 2009 and November 2010,
14 patients were enrolled in a phase I/II trial using third

party-derived bone marrow MSCs for steroid-refractory

aGVHD across major transplant centers in Japan. This trial,
sponsored by JCR Pharmaceuticals Co., Ltd (Ashiya,

Japan) and designated JR-031-201, was approved by the

ethics committee in each participating facility. Informed
consent was obtained from all the patients.

The eligibility requirements included patients with ste-

roid-refractory grade II to IV aGVHD and age over
6 months. Steroid-refractory aGVHD was defined as pro-

gression of aGVHD for 3 days with standard-dose steroid

administration or no change in aGVHD for 5 days with the
therapy. The standard steroid dose (prednisolone or meth-

ylprednisolone) was 1–2 mg/kg. Exclusion criteria were as

follows: chemorefractory disease, severe infection, positive
results of viral infections including human immunodefi-

ciency virus, human T-lymphotropic virus type I, hepatitis

B virus, and hepatitis C virus, severe organ damage
including heart, lung, kidney, and liver except liver GVHD,

uncontrolled hypertension, oxygen saturation at a steady

state less than 94 %, and new immunosuppressive agents
added other than steroids for aGVHD. In cases where

attending physicians did not predict early relapse after

AlloHSCT, no remission in acute leukemia, myelodys-
plastic syndrome, or hematological malignancies was

included. All patients received prophylaxis against GVHD

with a calcineurin inhibitor (tacrolimus or cyclosporine)
alone or a combination of a calcineurin inhibitor and

methotrexate or mycophenolate mofetil. The source of

hemopoietic stem cell transplants was bone marrow,
peripheral blood stem cells, or cord blood. Conditioning
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was either myeloablative conditioning such as total body

irradiation-based and intravenous busulfan-based regimens
or non-myeloablative conditioning such as fludarabine-

based regimens. aGVHD was defined according to the

1994 Consensus Conference on Acute GVHD Grading
[21].

MSCs

MSCs were manufactured by JCR based on a license from
Osiris Therapeutics Inc (Columbia, Merryland, USA) and

named JR-031. JR-031 is almost the same as Prochymal

produced by Osiris [12, 17]. Briefly, an aliquot of bone
marrow obtained from healthy volunteers was cultured in a

medium supplemented with 10 % fetal bovine serum from

New Zealand (Life Technologies, New York, USA). The
fetal bovine serum products were free of bacteria, viruses,

mycoplasma, and endotoxins in the checking tests. The

products met standards for Code of Federal Regulations
9CFR113.53 and the United States Department of Agri-

culture. Adherent cells were expanded by culture and used

as MSCs. Before freezing, cells were examined in the
terms of MSC characteristics [22]. Isolated cells showed

positivity for CD73, CD90, CD105, and CD166 and neg-

ativity for CD34, CD45, and HLA-DR. The cells inhibited
the mixed-lymphocyte reaction and differentiated to fat

cells, chondrocytes, and osteoblasts. The cells had the

ability to produce prostaglandin E2. Multicolor-fluores-
cence in situ hybridization showed that the cells had no

chromosomal abnormalities. No infectious agents such as

bacteria, mycoplasma, or viruses were detected in the
supernatants of the cells or the cells themselves. No

endotoxin was detected in the supernatant.

Treatment schedule and evaluation

Initially, patients received a dose of 2 9 106 MSCs/kg
twice a week for 4 weeks. The first infusion of MSCs was

given within 48 h of the diagnosis of steroid-refractory

aGVHD. The interval between each MSC infusion was 3 or
4 days. The volume of one bag of JR-031 was 15 ml

containing 100 9 106 MSC, 1.5 g DMSO, 750 mg of

human albumin, and other electroride elements. A solution
of 25 ml saline was added to thawed MSCs and they were

infused at a speed of around 4 ml/min. Before infusion,

either 100–200 mg of hydrocortisone or 5–10 mg of
chlorpheniramine or both were given to prevent an infusion

reaction. During the total course of MSC infusions, no

increase in the dose of immunosuppressants given for
GVHD prevention was allowed. As for the steroid dose for

GVHD treatment, no increase of more than the initial dose

of steroid was allowed. Steroid dose reduction including

the start of tapering timing and the reduction dose was left

to the physicians who took care of the patient.
Response to aGHVD was evaluated for each involved

organ. CR was defined as the complete resolution of

aGVHD; partial response (PR), as a decrease in organ
stages of aGVHD; no response (NR), as no change in

aGVHD; progression (PG), as progressive worsening of

aGVHD; mixed response (MR), as a mixture of a decrease
and increase in organ stages of aGVHD. Patients were

dropped out of this JR-031-201 trial if there was PG after
the infusion of 3 doses of MSCs or NR after the infusion

of 5 doses of MSCs. After completing MSC infusion for

4 weeks, i.e., 8 doses of MSCs, the response was evalu-
ated. When patients showed PR or MR, 2 9 106 MSCs/kg

were further given weekly for 4 weeks. The response of

MSC therapy to aGVHD was evaluated as follows: CR or
PR by the end of 4, 12, and 24 weeks from the first MSC

infusion, as wells as continuous CR for more than

28 days. Other evaluable factors associated with MSC
therapy were survival, disease relapse, infection, chronic

GVHD, and so on.

Monitoring of adverse effects

To monitor adverse effects associated with MSC therapy,
laboratory studies, electrocardiogram (ECG), chest X-ray,

and computed tomography (CT) of the chest and abdomen

were done according to the schedule; ECG was conducted
before the first MSC infusion, at 4, 12, and 24 weeks (the

cessation of the study) from the first MSC infusion. Chest

X-ray was performed before the first MSC infusion, at 4
and 24 weeks. CT was conducted before the first MSC

infusion and at 24 weeks. Vital signs, including percuta-

neous oxygen saturation concentration, were measured
before and after each MSC infusion.

Long-term follow-up

After completing JR-031-201, a long-term follow-up study,

JR-031-202, was conducted. The observation period was
from the week following the end of JR-031-201, i.e.,

25 weeks after the first MSC infusion, to 96 weeks

(2 years). Informed consent was obtained from each patient.
Evaluated valuables included adverse effects associated

with MSC therapy such as the status of aGVHD, develop-

ment of chronic GVHD (cGVHD), disease relapse, ectopic
tissue formation, and so on.

Statistical analysis

Survival was described as time from the first MSC infusion

and calculated by the Kaplan–Meier method.
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Results

Table 1 shows the characteristics of the patients who

received MSCs. The median age was 52 years (range

4–62 years). Thirteen patients were adults, while only one
was a child. All patients had hematological malignancies as

follows: acute myeloid leukemia, 4 patients; acute lym-

phoblastic leukemia, 3; myelodysplastic syndrome, 3;
chronic lymphocytic leukemia, 1; follicular lymphoma, 1;

multiple myeloma, 1; and juvenile myelomonocytic leu-

kemia, 1. Of these, 2 patients (no. 4 and 10) had MLL-
related leukemia due to chemotherapy for breast cancer.

Breast cancer in both patients was in complete remission

before AlloHSCT. No patients with refractory disease to
chemotherapy were included. Most patients received a

transplant from HLA-mismatched unrelated donors after

myeloablative or non-myeloablative conditioning. The
source of hematopoietic stem cells for transplantation was

bone marrow (9 patients), peripheral blood stem cells (1),

and cord blood (4). HLA disparity was shown in the eight
pairs. All except 3 patients received a combination of a

calcineurin inhibitor and methotrexate as GVHD prophy-

laxis. All patients were first given either prednisolone or
methylprednisolone to treat acute GVHD.

Table 2 shows the aGVHD severity and organ

involvement before the first MSC infusion and response to
aGVHD. The grade of aGVHD was grade II (9 patients)

and III (5 patients). Grade IV aGVHD was not enrolled.

The most affected organs were the skin (9 patients) and gut
(10 patients). Seven patients had two involved organs.

MSCs were first infused on the median 47 days after

AlloHSCT. The median number of MSC infusions was
eight. By 4 weeks after the first MSC infusion, 8 and 5

patients had achieved CR and PR, respectively. The OR

rate was 92.9 % (13 of 14 patients). By 24 weeks, 4 of 5
patients with PR achieved CR. At 96 weeks, 8 patients

were alive and in CR. As shown in Fig. 1, the estimated
time to reach 50 % CR after the first MSC infusion was

3 weeks (MSC infusion six times). There was no difference

in the time to reach CR between grade II and grade III
aGVHD (data not shown). Relapse of aGVHD after MSC

therapy occurred in one patient (no. 12). At 78 days after

the first MSC infusion, he was admitted again because of
bloody diarrhea. Endoscopic biopsy showed aGVHD in the

cecum and colon. The patient was put on parenteral

hyperalimentation with tacrolimus administration. His
aGVHD gradually disappeared.

By the end of the follow-up (2 years), 6 patients had

died (Table 2). Five of the 6 patients (no. 2, 3, 4, 9, and 10)
died due to factors not directly related to aGVHD as fol-

lows: no. 9 patient, veno-occlusive disease on day 25; no.

7, hepatic failure on day 36; no. 2, pneumonia on day 82;
no. 3 and 10, disease relapse on days 191 and 696,

respectively; and no. 4, metastatic breast cancer on day

Table 1 Patient characteristics

Case no. Age Sex Disease HSCT GVHD prophylaxis First line therapy
for acute GVHD

Source Donor HLA disparity Conditioning

1 56 F MDS/RCMD BM Unrelated 7/8 Myeloab CyA ? sMTX mPSL

2 59 F AML/2nd CR BM Unrelated 8/8 Myeloab CyA mPSL

3 44 M AML/1st CR BM Unrelated 7/8 Myeloab FK506 mPSL

4 36 F ALL/2nd Rel BM Unrelated 6/8 Myeloab FK506 mPSL

5 57 F FL PB Sibling 8/8 Myeloab CyA ? sMTX PSL

6 42 F ALL/1st CR BM Unrelated 8/8 Myeloabl FK506 ? sMTX PSL

7 29 M MDS/RAEB CB Unrelated 4/8 Myeloab FK506 ? sMTX mPSL

8 62 F CLL/PR CB Unrelated 5/8 Non-myeloab FK506 ? sMTX mPSL

9 55 M ALL/1st CR BM Unrelated 8/8 Myeloab CyA ? sMTX mPSL

10 49 F AML/1st CR BM Unrelated 6/8 Myeloab FK506 ? sMTX mPSL

11 4 M JMML/1st CP CB Unrelated 5/6 Myeloab CyA ? sMTX PSL

12 61 M AML-MRCa CB Unrelated 4/6 Myeloab FK506 ? MMF PSL

13 35 F MM/1st CR BM Unrelated 8/8 Non-myeloab FK506 ? sMTX PSL

14 61 F MDS/RAEB BM Sibling 6/6 Non-myeloab CyA ? sMTX PSL

HSCT hemopoietic stem cell transplantation, GVHD graft-versus-host disease, F female, M male, MDS myelodysplastic syndrome, RCMD
refractory cytopenia with multilineage dysplasia, AML acute myeloid leukemia, AML-MRC acute myeloid leukemia with myelodysplasia-related
changes, ALL acute lymphoblastic leukemia, FL follicular lymphoma, RAEB refractory anemia with excess of blasts, CLL chronic lymphocytic
leukemia, MM multiple myeloma, CR complete remission, PR partial remission, Rel relapse, BM bone marrow, PB peripheral blood stem cell,
CB cord blood, Myeloab myeloablative, Non-myeloab non-myeloablative, CyA cyclosporine, FK506 tacrolimus, sMTX short-term methotrexate,
PSL prednisolone, mPSL methylprednisolone
a No chemotherapy before HSCT
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244. The no. 2 patient showed pancytopenia caused by

ganciclovir treatment for CMV antigenemia and died of
pneumonia with massive pleural effusion. Autopsy findings

showed pulmonary aspergillosis. Two patients with acute

myeloid leukemia (no. 3 and 10) relapsed; the former
received a second bone marrow transplant from another

donor, but he died of sepsis. The latter died of septic shock

after chemotherapy for disease relapse. Patient no. 4
maintained CR after MSC therapy, but a scheduled CT

scan incidentally showed multiple low-density areas in
both liver lobes on day 145. A liver biopsy demonstrated

adenocarcinoma, leading to the suspicion of liver

metastasis of breast cancer. Bone scintigraphy showed

multiple isotope uptake regions in vertebrae and pelvic
bone. The patient was diagnosed with recurrent breast

cancer in the liver and bone and died of breast cancer.

Patient no. 7 was evaluated as having PG of aGVHD.
Serum liver enzyme levels and bilirubin values progres-

sively worsened, leading to death. Necropsy of the liver

showed ischemic cholangiopathy characterized by massive
hepatocyte necrosis, marked congestion in the bile ducts,

hyaline degeneration in the arterioles, disappearance of
endothelial cells in the arterioles, and slight infiltration of

lymphocytes. OS is shown in Fig. 2. There was no

Table 2 GVHD and outcome

Case GVHD 1st MSC
infusion

No. of MSC
infusions

Response Survival/
death

Cause of death
(days)

Grade Skin Liver Gut Days after
HSCT

By
4 weeks

By
24 weeks

At 96 weeks

1 II 3 0 0 38 8 PR PR Alive in CR N/A

2 II 1 0 1 50 10 PR CR Dead Pneumonia (82)

3 II 3 0 0 43 12 PR CR Dead Relapse (696)

4 III 1 0 2 51 12 CR CR Dead Breast cancer (244)

5 II 3 0 1 46 8 CR CR Alive in CR N/A

6 II 3 0 0 48 8 CR CR Alive in CR N/A

7 III 0 1 2 33 5 PG – Dead IC (36)

8 III 3 0 3 57 12 PR CR Alive in CR N/A

9 II 1 0 1 38 3 CR CR Dead VOD (25)

10 II 0 0 1 45 8 CR CR Dead Relapse (191)

11 III 0 2 4 78 12 PR CR Alive in CR N/A

12 II 0 1 0 52 8 CR CR Alive in CR N/A

13 III 3 0 4 44 8 CR CR Alive in CR N/A

14 II 0 0 1 108 7 CR CR Alive in CR N/A

GVHD graft-versus-host disease, MSC mesenchymal stem cell, HSCT hemopoietic stem cell transplantation, CR complete response, PR partial
response, PG progression, VOD veno-occlusive disease, IC ischemic cholangiopathy, N/A not applicable
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difference in survival between groups of patients with

grade II and grade III aGVHD (Fig. 3).
Adverse effects associated with MSC therapy were

monitored. No infusion toxicity such as fever or decrease in

oxygen saturation was observed. In the JCR-031-201 study,
27 events of infection episodes in 13 patients were col-

lected as follows: bacteremia (3 events, 3 patients), pneu-

monia (4, 3), herpes zoster (3, 2), oral candidiasis (2, 2),
infectious enterocolitis (2, 2), CMV antigenemia (2, 2),

sepsis (1, 1), CMV colitis (1, 1), hemorrhagic cystitis
(1, 1), and others (7, 7). In the JCR-031-202 study, 28

events in 9 patients were collected as follows: pneumonia

(3 events, 3 patients), septic shock (3, 2), sinusitis (2, 2),
upper respiratory tract infection (2, 2), oral herpes (4, 2),

herpes zoster (1, 1), varicella (1, 1), infectious enterocolitis

(1, 1), CMV antigenemia (1, 1), and others (8, 8). Ectopic
tissue formation was not detected by scheduled CT

scans. cGVHD developed in 7 patients; 4 patients (no. 8

at 24 weeks, 11 at 24 weeks, 12 at 48 weeks, and 14 at
36 weeks) with a limited form, and 3 patients (no. 1 at

24 weeks, 3 at 24 weeks, and 6 at 24 weeks) with an

extensive form, of cGVHD.

Discussion

Reports of bone marrow MSCs used for steroid-refractory

aGVHD are divided into two approaches; one approach
used MSCs produced in the institution where patients were

scheduled to receive the cells, while the another used

MSCs manufactured in a company. In the former, the
largest study was a phase II study conducted by the

European Group for Blood and Bone Marrow [11]. Fifty-

five patients with a median age of 22 years received MSCs

for steroid-refractory aGVHD. Most patients had grade III

or IV aGVHD. MSC donors were either HLA-identical,
haploidentical, or HLA-mismatched unrelated donors. The

median time from aGVHD onset to the first MSC infusion

was 25 days. Of note, 33 patients had already received
second-line therapy for aGVHD before MSC administra-

tion. Most patients received MSCs at a median dose of

1.4 9 106 MSCs/kg once or twice. The overall response
rate was 71 % (CR, 30; PR, 9 patients). Twenty-four of

these responders received MSCs from third-party donors.
The overall estimated 2-year survival in this trial was 35 %

and was significantly better in complete responders (53 %)

versus non-complete responders (16 %). There was a better
trend for 2-year estimated survival in the pediatric popu-

lation compared to adults. No severe–adverse effects

associated with MSC infusions were reported. Except for
the report from the European Group for Blood and Bone

Marrow, other reports were small-sized clinical studies

including a phase I or a phase I/II study to treat steroid-
refractory aGVHD with MSCs [7–10, 13–16, 18–20].

Importantly, in all of these studies, any second- or third-

line immunosuppressive agent in combination with MSCs
was allowed. Therefore, it is difficult to exactly evaluate

the effects of MSCs on steroid-refractory aGVHD.

MSCs manufactured by Osiris, Prochymal, were given
to steroid-refractory GVHD patients. Kebriaei et al. com-

pared a dose of 2 9 108 Prochymal cells/kg with 8 9 108

Prochymal cells/kg in combination with steroids to treat
patients with de novo aGVHD. Thirty-one patients were

evaluated: there was no difference between the two groups

in terms of safety and efficacy [12]. Prasad et al. [17]
showed the efficacy of Prochymal for pediatric patients

with severe refractory aGVHD. Most patients received

Prochymal at a dose of 2 9 108 cells/kg. Following posi-
tive results in these two studies, Osiris conducted a phase

III trial investigating Prochymal for steroid-refractory aG-

VHD across transplant centers in the United States, Can-
ada, and Australia [23]. This was a double-blind placebo-

controlled study. Patients were randomized at a 2:1 ratio

for either Prochymal or the placebo. The dose of Prochy-
mal was 2 9 108 cells/kg. Of note, most patients had

already received a second-line therapy before MSC ther-

apy. This trial enrolled 260 patients. The primary endpoint
was durable CR for 28 days. The preliminary analysis did

not show a statistical difference between Prochymal and

the placebo for the primary endpoint (Prochymal 35 %
versus placebo 30 %). However, subpopulation analysis

showed that Prochymal significantly improved the response

in liver aGVHD (76 versus 47 %) and gastrointestinal
aGVHD (82 versus 68 %). Infection rates were not dif-

ferent between the two groups. Rates of severe–adverse

effects associated with MSC administration were not dif-
ferent in the two arms. Now, Prochymal is approved for use
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in pediatric steroid-refractory aGVHD in Canada and New

Zealand as a cell-based medicine [24].
We confirmed that third party-derived bone marrow

MSCs are safe and effective for patients with steroid-

resistant aGVHD. In our study, only MSCs were given to
patients with steroid-refractory GVHD as soon as possible

after the diagnosis of steroid-refractory GVHD. Since the

cell dose of infused MSCs was constant and the number of
MSC infusions was strictly scheduled, our results are

reliable to estimate the effects of MSCs on steroid-resistant
aGVHD. A high CR rate and good OS were obtained. Of

note, gut aGVHD comprised 71 % (10 of 14 patients) of

our patients and all the patients except one showed CR.
These results are consistent with others, i.e., MSCs have a

favorable clinical effect on gut aGVHD [7, 12, 23]. Our

trials did not include patients with grade IV aGVHD.
Therefore, the good results in our studies may have been

overestimated. As in other reports, no apparent adverse

effects associated with MSC therapy were observed in
short-term and long-term observations.

The presence of fetal bovine serum is necessary for

standard conditions for MSC expansion [25]. However, it is
better not to use animal products to avoid unknown

infections and other complications. von Bonin et al. and

Lucchini et al. showed the usefulness of platelet-lysate-
expanded bone marrow MSCs for steroid-refractory aG-

VHD [13, 15]. Alternatively, MSC donor serum can be

used for MSC expansion. Arima et al. and Pérez-Simon
et al. successfully treated steroid-refractory aGVHD with

bone marrow MSCs expanded in a medium supplemented

with autologous serum [16, 18]. It is not known which
MSC culture is the best in terms of the safety and growth of

MSCs. Ideally, a serum-free culture of MSCs should be

introduced in a clinical setting [26].
After the completion of the JCR-031-201 and JCR-031-

202 trials, we started a phase III trial using JR-031 focusing

on steroid-refractory grade III or IV aGVHD. In the near
future, the results of this study will be published.
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Abstract The tolerability, efficacy, safety and pharma-
cokinetic profile of a human anti-CD20 monoclonal anti-

body, ofatumumab, was evaluated in this phase I/II study in

patients with relapsed or refractory B-cell chronic lym-
phocytic leukemia (B-CLL). This study consisted of two

parts. Tolerability was assessed in phase I (Part A), while

the overall response rate (ORR) was assessed in phase II
(comprising Parts A and B). Three patients were enrolled in

Part A, and another seven patients were enrolled in Part B.

Ofatumumab 300 mg was given at the first infusion, fol-
lowed by seven weekly and four monthly infusions of

2000 mg. No patients experienced dose-limiting toxicity,
and tolerability was confirmed. The ORR was 70 %. The

most commonly reported adverse events (AEs) were leu-

kopenia, neutropenia, and lymphopenia. No patients dis-
continued the study due to AEs. Plasma concentrations of

ofatumumab prior to the next weekly dose increased stea-

dily over the 8 weeks and did not reach steady state; with
monthly dosing, pre-dose ofatumumab concentrations

decreased. Inter-patient variability of pharmacokinetic

parameters was larger after the first dose than after the later
dose. In conclusion, this phase I/II study suggests that of-

atumumab provides favorable safety and efficacy in Japa-

nese/Korean patients with relapsed or refractory B-CLL.

Keywords Ofatumumab ! Phase I/II study ! Relapsed or

refractory chronic lymphocytic leukemia

Introduction

Ofatumumab (Genmab A/S, Denmark) is an IgG1j human
monoclonal antibody (mAb) that targets a unique epitope

on the CD20 molecule that encompasses both small and
large extracellular loops [1, 2]. Ofatumumab induce lysis

of several B-cell lines and primary B-cell chronic lym-

phocytic leukemia (B-CLL) cells, including rituximab-
resistant cells [1, 3]. Ofatumumab induces B-cell depletion

via complement-dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) and anti-

body-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) [1].
Clinical studies of ofatumumab have been conducted in

Western countries [4–11]. The safety and efficacy of of-

atumumab monotherapy were initially evaluated in a phase
I/II study in heavily pretreated patients with relapsed or

refractory B-CLL. The study showed that first infusions of

100, 300, or 500 mg plus 3 weekly infusions of 500, 1000,
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or 2000 mg were well tolerated, and at the highest dose

administered, the overall response rate (ORR) was 50 %
[10]. These promising results were confirmed in a pivotal

phase II study of ofatumumab monotherapy in patients

with B-CLL refractory to fludarabine and alemtuzumab
(FA-ref) and in those with bulky lymphadenopathy

refractory to fludarabine but not suitable for treatment with

alemtuzumab. Patients received first infusion of 300 mg,
followed by 7 weekly infusions of 2000 mg and 4 monthly

infusions. The results were favorable for both efficacy and
safety [8, 11] and resulted in approval of ofatumumab for

the treatment of FA-ref B-CLL in the United States and

Europe.
Furthermore, a phase I study in patients with small

lymphocytic lymphoma and CLL in Japan has confirmed

the tolerability of ofatumumab as monotherapy at 500 and
1000 mg [12].

To further determine the clinical significance of of-

atumumab at 2000 mg in Japanese and Korean patients
with B-CLL, a phase I/II study was conducted.

Materials and methods

Patients

Eligible patients were 20 years or older with relapsed or

refractory B-CLL previously treated with any anti-CLL
therapy. The diagnosis of B-CLL required the presence of

at least 5000/lL B lymphocytes in the peripheral blood

with positive findings for CD5, CD19, CD20, and CD23
tests according to the National Cancer Institute-Sponsored

Working Group (NCI-WG) response guidelines [13].

This study was performed in accordance with Good
Clinical Practice. The protocol was approved by the

Institutional Review Board of each participating institution,

and conformed to the provisions of the Declaration of
Helsinki in 2008. All patients gave a written informed

consent.

Study design

This study was planned as an open-label, non-randomized,
multicenter phase I/II study, consisting of 2 parts (Part A

and Part B).

The primary objective in Part A was to evaluate the
tolerability of ofatumumab at 2000 mg in Japanese

patients. In Part A and Part B, the primary objective was to

assess the ORR to 2000 mg ofatumumab in Japanese and
Korean patients.

Ofatumumab at 300 mg was given at the first infusion,

followed by 7 weekly infusions of 2000 mg and then 4
monthly infusions of 2000 mg for a total of 12 infusions

over 24 weeks. Safety and efficacy were evaluated until

48 weeks after the first infusion.
Thirty to 120 min prior to each infusion of the study

drug, all patients received oral acetaminophen 400 mg or

equivalent, and oral or intravenous antihistamine (e.g. ce-
tirizine hydrochloride 10 mg, or equivalent). Before the

first and second infusions, all patients also received intra-

venous glucocorticoid equivalent to 100 mg of predniso-
lone (30–120 min prior to infusion of the study drug). After

the third infusion, glucocorticoid was given if clinically
indicated in the opinion of the investigator.

Tolerability evaluation

Dose-limiting toxicity (DLT) was defined as grade 3 or

greater non-hematological toxicity (excluding grade 3
nausea and vomiting and grade 3 infusion reaction), or

grade 3 infusion reaction persisting until the next day

despite pre-medication and appropriate management, or
grade 4 hematological toxicity of neutropenia lasting

C7 days and febrile neutropenia (fever for more than

2 days and grade 4 neutropenia).
DLT was monitored from the start of treatment until

7 days after the 8th infusion. DLT was evaluated in the first

3 patients. When 1/3 or 2/3 patients met one of the DLT
criteria, additional 3 patients were enrolled to evaluate

DLT. If 0/3 or B2/6 patients met one of the DLT criteria,

the dose was judged as tolerable.

Efficacy evaluation

The primary efficacy endpoint was the ORR. Assessment

of response was according to NCI-WG guidelines. Sec-

ondary efficacy endpoints included progression-free sur-
vival (PFS), duration of response, time to response,

improvement in constitutional symptoms, and improve-

ment in Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG)
performance status.

The efficacy was evaluated by an independent review

committee (IRC).

Safety evaluation

Adverse events (AEs) were reported throughout the study

period and graded according to the National Cancer Insti-

tute (NCI) Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse
Events (CTCAE) version 3.0. The serum samples for the

human anti-human antibody (HAHA) testing were col-

lected at baseline prior to the treatment and at week 24 and
week 48 post-treatment. The formation of HAHA against

ofatumumab was assessed using a validated electro

chemiluminescence bridging immunoassay method on a
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Meso Scale Discovery 6000 plate reader (MSD, Gaithers-

burg, MD, USA).
The mean serum titers of IgA, IgG, and IgM antibody

were assessed at baseline and at week 8, week 24, and

week 48.
‘‘Infusion reactions’’ were determined based on clinical

judgment. All adverse events observed within 24 h after

the end of infusion were reviewed by a clinical reviewer.

Pharmacokinetic parameters

Blood samples were collected from 8 patients enrolled in

Part A and Part B of the study for pharmacokinetic (PK)
examinations. PK parameters were derived by non-com-

partmental analysis, based on the time after the start of

infusion. The following PK parameters were calculated for
each patient, from available data from the first, 8, and 12th

infusions: maximum plasma concentration (Cmax), time to

observed maximum drug concentration (tmax), plasma half-
life at terminal phase (t1/2), area under the concentration–

time curve (AUC0–inf and AUC0–tau), clearance (CL),

volume of distribution at steady state (Vss), and mean
residence time (MRT).

Statistical analysis

This study neither asserted nor tested any statistical

hypotheses.

Results

Study population

A total of 10 patients with relapsed or refractory B-CLL

were enrolled into this study and received ofatumumab at 3

centers in Japan and at 1 center in Korea. Three patients
were enrolled in Part A and were evaluated for tolerability.

After the tolerability of ofatumumab at 2000 mg was

confirmed, 7 patients were enrolled in Part B. The median
age of the patients was 67 years (range 55–74 years). The

median number of prior anti-CLL therapy was 1 (range

1–3). Eight of 10 patients were treated with fludarabine or
with fludarabine combination therapy as the prior therapy

(Table 1). No patients were treated with rituximab. Seven

of 10 patients completed study treatment, and 3 patients
prematurely discontinued from the study (Table 2). Among

3 patients, one withdrew just before the administration of

the 12th infusion. The patient refused further study treat-
ment due to positional vertigo and tinnitus although the

investigator considered withdrawal unnecessary. The

remaining 2 withdrew during the follow-up period after the
last infusion.

Tolerability

None of the patients experienced DLT. Ofatumumab at
2000 mg was well tolerated in Japanese patients.

Table 1 Demographic characteristics

N = 10 [n (%)]

Age in years at screening

Median (range) 67 (55–74)

Age groups

\65 years 2 (20)

C65 years 8 (80)

C75 years 0

Sex

Female 3 (30)

Male 7 (70)

Regimen number of prior anti-CLL therapy

Median (range) 1 (1–3)

Summary of prior anti-CLL therapy

Fludarabine 8 (80)

Cyclophosphamide 5 (50)

Prednisolone 2 (20)

Chlorambucil 1 (10)

Vincristine 1 (10)

Rituximab 0 (0)

Time from diagnosisa (years)

Median (range) 5.2 (1.4–7.8)

Binet staging at screening

A 2 (20)

B 4 (40)

C 4 (40)

Modified Rai staging at screening

Low risk (stage 0) 1 (10)

Intermediate (stage I, II) 5 (50)

High risk (stage III, IV) 4 (40)

CLL chronic lymphocytic leukemia
a Data in 8 patients

Table 2 Patients disposition

N = 10 [n (%)]

Completed 7 (70)

Discontinued 3 (30)

Primary reason for discontinuation

Investigator discretion 2 (20)a

Withdrew consent 1 (10)b

a Due to subsequent anti-CLL treatments
b Due to subject’s willingness to discontinue study treatment
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Efficacy

Primary endpoint

The ORR was 70 % [95 % confidence intervals (CI),

35–93 %] as assessed by the IRC (Table 3). All of the 7

responders achieved partial remission (PR). Clinical

improvements in components of the response are shown in
Table 4.

Secondary endpoints

The median duration of response and PFS could not be

estimated with a median follow-up of 47.2 weeks. The
median time to response was 8.1 weeks. One patient had

constitutional symptoms at the baseline assessment, which
resolved by week 5. The ECOG performance status

remained unchanged from baseline in all patients.

Safety

AEs experienced by more than one patient are shown in
Table 5.

Commonly reported AEs were leukopenia, lymphope-

nia, and neutropenia, each occurring in 6 of 10 patients
(60 %). No deaths were reported. One patient (Korean)

experienced a serious AE of enteritis with vomiting,

Table 3 Overall Response Rate

Response N = 10 [n (%)]

Complete remission 0

Partial remission 7 (70)

Stable disease 3 (30)

Progressive disease 0

Overall response rate 7 (70)

95 % Confidence interval (%) (35–93)

Table 4 Improvement in each component

N = 10
[n (%)]

Responders 7 (70)

Lymphadenopathy

C50 % reduction 2/9 (22)

Absence of lymphadenopathy ([1.5 cm in the
greatest diameter)

1/9 (11)

Hepatomegaly

C50 % reduction in the size of the liver 3/5 (60)

No hepatomegaly 3/5 (60)

Splenomegaly

C50 % reduction in the size of the spleen 6/10 (60)

No splenomegaly 6/10 (60)

Blood lymphocytes

C50 % decrease in peripheral blood lymphocyte
count from baseline

10/10 (100)

Peripheral lymphocyte \4000/lL 10/10 (100)

Marrow

50 % reduction in marrow infiltrate, or B-lymphoid
nodules

6/10 (60)

\30 % lymphocytes, no B-lymphoid nodules. 0/10 (0)

Platelet count

[100000/lL or 50 % improvement from baseline 2/4 (50)

[100000/lL 1/4 (25)

Hemoglobin

[11.0 g/dL or 50 % improvement from baseline 0/1 (0)

[11.0 g/dL 0/1 (0)

Neutrophils

[1500/lL or 50 % improvement from baseline –

[1500/lL –

Constitutional symptoms

Absence of constitutional symptoms 1/1 (100)

Table 5 Adverse events (adverse events experienced by C two
patients)

Adverse event N = 10

Any grade Grade 3/4
n (%) n (%)

Hematological

Leukopenia 6 (60) 3 (30)

Lymphopenia 6 (60) 2 (20)

Neutropenia 6 (60) 4 (40)

Thrombocytopenia 4 (40) 0

Anemia 2 (20) 0

Non-hematological

Increase of blood lactate dehydrogenase 5 (50) 0

Rash 5 (50) 0

Hyperglycemia 4 (40) 3 (30)

Infusion-related reaction 4 (40) 0

Nasopharyngitis 3 (30) 0

Peripheral sensory neuropathy 3 (30) 0

Increase of aspartate aminotransferase 2 (20) 0

Constipation 2 (20) 0

Diarrhea 2(20) 0

Eczema 2 (20) 0

Fatigue 2(20) 0

Herpes zoster 2 (20) 0

Influenza 2 (20) 0

Decrease of total protein 2 (20) 0

Pyrexia 2 (20) 0

Stomatitis 2 (20) 0

Positional vertigo 2 (20) 0
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diarrhea, and fever (38.9 !C) during the study, but the
event was considered to be unrelated to ofatumumab.

All 10 patients experienced ‘‘infusion reactions’’

(Fig. 1). All but one infusion reaction were of grade 1 or
grade 2. One patient had grade 3 hypotension during the

infusion. The most common ‘‘infusion reactions’’ were rash

and infusion-related reaction, each reported in 4 of 10
patients (40 %), and pyrexia in 2 of 10 patients (20 %).

The majority of the ‘‘infusion reactions’’ occurred on day 1

(first infusion) or week 1 (second infusion) and resolved
within 24 h of onset. The percentage of patients experi-

encing ‘‘infusion reactions’’ decreased over the course of

treatment.
Infections were reported in 7 of 10 patients; all but one

infection were grade 1 or 2.

The most common infections were nasopharyngitis,
reported in 3 of 10 patients (30 %), herpes zoster and

influenza, each occurring in 2 of 10 patients (20 %); and

gastroenteritis, oral herpes, pneumonia, and upper respi-
ratory tract infection, each occurring in 1 of 10 patients

(10 %).

The mean serum titers of IgA, IgG, and IgM antibody
remained almost unchanged from the start of ofatumumab

infusion until week 48.

Seven of 10 patients tested negative in the HAHA assay.
The other 3 patients were not able to be evaluated.

Pharmacokinetic parameters

Mean (?SD) ofatumumab plasma concentration–time plot

in all patients (7 Japanese and 1 Korean) who received
ofatumumab 300 mg at the first infusion, followed by 7

weekly infusions of 2000 mg and then 4 infusions of

2000 mg every 4 weeks, is shown in Fig. 2. The summary
of pharmacokinetic parameters is shown in Table 6.

Plasma concentration of ofatumumab prior to next weekly

dose increased steadily over the 8 weeks but did not reach
steady state; with monthly dosing, pre-dose ofatumumab

concentrations decreased from 834 lg/mL prior to the 8th

weekly infusion to 122 lg/mL prior to the fourth monthly
infusion. Inter-patient variability of PK parameters was

larger after the first dose when compared with later dose.

Geometric mean of Cmax of ofatumumab at the first infu-
sion (300 mg), at the last weekly infusion (8th, 2000 mg),

and at the last monthly infusion were 71, 1691 and 865 lg/

mL, respectively. AUC was 1524 h lg/mL at the first
infusion (300 mg, AUC0–inf), 200904 h lg/mL at the last

weekly infusion (8th infusion, 2000 mg, AUC0–168), and

216678 h lg/mL at the last monthly infusion (12th infu-
sion, 2000 mg, AUC0–672).

In the patient in Korea, Cmax was 76 lg/mL at the first

infusion (300 mg), 1354 lg/mL at the last weekly infusion
(8th infusion, 2000 mg), and 618 lg/mL at the last

monthly interval infusion (12th infusion, 2000 mg). AUC

was 1879 h lg/mL at the first infusion (300 mg, AUC0–inf),
136612 h lg/mL at the last weekly infusion (8th infusion,

Fig. 1 Infusion reactions by
grade

Fig. 2 Mean (?SD) plasma concentration of ofatumumab–time plots
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2000 mg, AUC0–168), and 90209 h lg/mL at the last

monthly interval infusion (12th infusion, 2000 mg,

AUC0–672). Cmax and AUC in the patient in Korea were
within or just below the lower limit of the 95 % CI of all

patients.

Discussion

This study was conducted to evaluate the tolerability,

efficacy, safety, and PK profile of ofatumumab at 2000 mg
in Japanese and Korean patients with relapsed or refractory

B-CLL.

All 10 patients experienced ‘‘infusion reactions’’ such as
rash and pyrexia. ‘‘Infusion reactions’’ were prevalent

during the first 2 doses, but largely subsided with sub-

sequent infusions (Fig. 1), as expected based on the pre-
vious Western clinical studies in patients with B-CLL [10,

11]. Most of the ‘‘infusion reactions’’ were of grade 1 or 2

and only one patient developed grade 3 hypotension. Dose
interruption was required by 8 patients on day 1 and by 3

patients at week 1. However, all patients were able to

recommence dosing and receive the complete planned of-
atumumab infusion. These results suggest that the ‘‘infu-

sion reactions’’ were manageable.

Infections were reported in 70 % of patients. The
majority of the infections (86 %) were grade 1 or 2 in

severity except for 1 patient who developed grade 3 pneu-

monia. Since the pneumonia occurred more than 4 months
after the final administration of ofatumumab, it was judged

unrelated to ofatumumab by the investigator. The incidence

and severity of infections observed in this study were as
expected based on experience in Western CLL patients. In

the Western phase II study, infections were reported in 67 %

of patients. The most infectious AEs (74 %) occurring

during treatment were grade 1 or 2 in severity, and the

incidence of grade 3 or 4 infections was reported at the

expected level, considering prior treatment, extent of dis-
ease, and immunosuppression among these patients [11, 14].

The ORR of 70 % (95 % CI 35–93 %) in the present
study is comparable with that of 47 % (95 % CI 40–54 %)

in Western phase II study [8].

Clinical improvements for a minimum duration of
2 months, based on components of the NCI-WG guidelines,

are shown in Table 4. The rates of complete resolution were

60 % (3 of 5 patients) for hepatomegaly and 60 % (6 of 10
patients) for splenomegaly, and the rate of substantial

reduction in lymphadenopathy was 11 % (1 of 9 patients).

These results were consistent with those in the Western phase
II study; complete resolution of hepatomegaly in 20 of 39

patients (51 %), splenomegaly in 30 of 76 patients (39 %),

and lymphadenopathy in 17 of 129 patients (13 %) [11]. The
improvement rate for lymphadenopathy was lower than that

for other components; however, all patients showed 8–82 %

reductions in lymphadenopathy (Fig. 3), indicating activity.
Ofatumumab pharmacokinetics in this study in Japanese

and Korean patients with CLL was consistent with of-

atumumab pharmacokinetics in Western patients with CLL
receiving the same dosing regimen [15]. At the eighth

weekly infusion (2000 mg), geometric mean values of of-

atumumab Cmax, CL, and t! were 1482 lg/mL, 9.5 mL/h,
and 15.8 days in Western patients [15] and were 1691 lg/

mL, 10.0 mL/h, and 13.8 days in Japanese and Korean

patients in this study.
The study population in this study was patients with CLL

previously treated with any anti-CLL treatment, while that

in the Western Phase II study mainly consisted of patients
with CLL refractory to fludarabine and alemtuzumab, and

CLL refractory to fludarabine with bulky ([5 cm) lymph

nodes. Although the differences in the study population

Table 6 Pharmacokinetic parameters of ofatumumab

Day 1
300 mg (N = 8)

Week 7a

2000 mg (N = 8)
Week 24b

2000 mg (N = 7)

Cmax (lg/mL) 71 (44–115) 1691 (1332–2146) 865 (659–1136)

Cmin (lg/mL) – 834 (539–1291) 122 (29–518)c

AUCd (h lg/mL) 1524 (599–3878) 200904 (139158–290046) 216678 (114238–410979)

t1/2 (h) 9.6 (5.0–18.3) 332 (224–492) 300 (182–495)

CL (mL/h) 197 (77–501) 10.0 (6.9–14.4) 9.2 (4.9–17.5)

Vss (mL) 3607 (2269–5735) 1333 (927–1917) 3069 (2123–4437)

MRT (h) 18.3 (10.4–32.3) 478 (333–686) 464 (264–817)

Geometric mean (95 % confidence interval)
a After final (8th) weekly dose
b After final (4th) monthly dose
c N = 8
d AUC0–inf for day 1, AUC0–168 for week 7, AUC0–672 for week 24
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exist, no apparent differences in the profile of ofatumumab

safety, efficacy and PK were suggested in this study.

In conclusion, Ofatumumab provided favorable safety
and efficacy in Japanese and Korean patients with relapsed

or refractory B-CLL. Although this was a small study, the

results indicate that ofatumumab monotherapy is as clini-
cally active and well tolerated in Asian patients as it is in

non-Asian patients. This phase I/II study suggests that of-

atumumab is a promising agent for the treatment of
relapsed or refractory B-CLL.
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Strong effect of mogamulizumab on splenic residual disease
of adult T cell leukemia/lymphoma
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Dear Editor,
A 54-year-old female complained of multiple subcutaneous
masses. A histological study and southern blotting for HTLV-
1 proviral DNA led to a diagnosis of the acute type of ATLL.
FDG accumulation was observed in the abdominal lymph
nodes, liver, and spleen (Fig. 1, left panel). She received two
cycles of multidrug chemotherapy, including vincristine, cy-
clophosphamide, doxorubicin, prednisone, ranimustine,
vindesine, etoposide, and carboplatin (VCAP–AMP–VECP)
[1]. A single residual ATLL lesion in the spleen remained
following the administration of VCAP–AMP–VECP (Fig. 1,
middle panel). Thereafter, the patient received intravenous
infusions of mogamulizumab (1.0 mg/kg) once a week for
3 weeks and the splenic lesion completely disappeared (Fig. 1,
right panel). The patient underwent umbilical cord blood
transplantation (UCBT) following of cyclophosphamide
(120 mg/kg) and total body irradiation (12 Gy). The HLA

disparity was two loci mismatched at HLA-B and DR. The
total nucleated cell and CD34-positive cell counts were 2.42×
107/kg and 0.75×105/kg, respectively. Prophylaxis for graft-
versus-host disease (GVHD) included tacrolimus and short-
term methotrexate. Neutrophil engraftment was achieved on
day 23. STR-based chimerism testing performed on day 28
revealed BM cells to be 100 % of the donor type [2]. A skin
rash emerged on day 30, and the patient was diagnosed with
grade II acute GVHD. The acute GVHD immediately
disappeared following the dose escalation of tacrolimus.
However, after elevation of the total bilirubin level and the
development of massive ascites on day 40, she died due
to multiple organ failure on day 110. The autopsy results
revealed widespread omission of hepatic cells and acute
tubular necrosis. No findings of relapse of ATLL, GVHD,
microthromboembolism, or veno-occlusive disease were
observed.

Fig. 1 Findings of PET imaging.
FDG accumulation was observed
in the abdominal lymph nodes,
liver, and spleen at diagnosis
of the acute type of ATLL
(left panel). A single residual
ATLL lesion in the spleen
remained following two cycles
of VCAP–AMP–VECP (middle
panel). All ATLL lesions
disappeared after three courses of
mogamulizumab (right panel)
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Adult T cell leukemia/lymphoma (ATLL) is a peripheral T
cell neoplasm caused by human T cell leukemia/lymphotropic
virus type 1 and has a poor prognosis [3]. Allogeneic hemato-
poietic stem cell transplantation (allo-HSCT) has been explored
as a promising therapy for ATLL [4, 5]. However, the achieve-
ment of CR at transplantation is prerequisite for a successful
outcome [6]. Recently, mogamulizumab, a next-generation hu-
manized anti-CC chemokine receptor 4 (CCR4) monoclonal
antibody, has become available in Japan for patients with CCR4
expressing ATLL [7]. We first showed that mogamulizumab
has a strong effect on residual disease in the spleen, which
resulted in CR at the time of UCBT. Motohashi et al. recently
reported a case of a patient with ATLL who received
mogamulizumab infusion before allogeneic HSCT and had a
good clinical course [8]. However, it has also been reported that
mogamulizumab decreases CCR4 expressing regulatory Tcells
[7] and a decreased level of regulatory Tcells before allo-HSCT
is associated with the onset and severity of acute GVHD [9]. In
our case, grade II acute GVHD occurred after UCBTwith death
from multiorgan failure that was most likely induced by
regimen-related toxicity and an obvious relapse of ATLL was
not recognized. Since the safety of mogamulizumab treatment
remains unclear, further studies are required to evaluate the
optimal use of mogamulizumab before allo-HSCT.
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Introduction

During studies of leukocyte sialomucin family members, we 
previously found that exogenous expression of CD43 induces 
cell rounding, microvillus formation, augments phosphorylation 
of ezrin/radixin/moesin (ERM) proteins, and inhibits integrin-
mediated re-attachment of HEK293T cells.1 CD43, also called 
leukosialin/sialophorin, belongs to the sialomucin family and 
is considered to be a potent inhibitory molecule of cell adhe-
sion.2,3 The highly O-glycosylated extracellular domain of CD43 
is largely responsible for this phenomena. However, cleavage of 
the O-glycosylated extracellular domain of CD43 only partially 
reverses the inhibition of cell re-adhesion by CD43, suggesting 
there is another regulatory mechanism involving CD43.

In addition to CD43, other cell surface sialomucins are 
expressed in leukocytes. One of these sialomucins, CD34 shows 
restricted expression in a small population of bone marrow 
cells as well as endothelial cells.4,5 The CD34+ cell population 
in bone marrow can fully reconstitute the hematopoietic sys-
tem.6,7 Although CD34+ bone marrow cells are considered as 

We previously reported that expression of CD43/leukosialin induces cell rounding and microvillus formation via inhi-
bition of cell adhesion. Here, we found that CD34, a cell surface sialomucin and marker for hematopoietic progenitor cells, 
also inhibited cell adhesion and induced cell rounding and microvillus formation. Forced expression of CD34-induced 
cell rounding, microvillus formation, and phosphorylation of ezrin/radixin/moesin (ERM) proteins in HEK293T cells, while 
inhibiting integrin-mediated cell re-attachment. Furthermore, CD34+ blood cells and KG-1 cells, which express endoge-
nous CD34 on their surface, were spherical in shape, surrounded by microvilli, and non-adherent to substrata. In addition, 
cleavage of O-sialomucin augmented integrin-mediated cell adhesion of KG-1 cells. These results suggest the involve-
ment of CD34 in the inhibition of integrin-mediated cell adhesion and formation of the cell surface structure. The inhibi-
tory function of CD34 in cell adhesion may affect cell shape organization via phosphorylation of ERM proteins. Cellular 
structures such as the spherical shape and microvilli of CD34+ cells may also contribute to regulation of cell adhesion.
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hematopoietic progenitor cells (HPCs) rather than hematopoi-
etic stem cells (HSCs) in adult mice,8 improved hematopoietic 
engraftment has been clinically achieved using sorted CD34+ 
human progenitor cells.7,9 Thus, CD34 is a widely accepted 
marker for HPCs and HSCs.4,7,9

Despite its significance as a marker, the molecular functions 
of CD34 have not been fully revealed. Because cd34-null mice 
survive and have all hematopoietic lineage cells,10,11 CD34 does 
not appear to be essential for the development of hematopoietic 
cells. However, cd34-null embryonic stem cells and cells from the 
hematopoietic organs of cd34-null mice exhibit a lower colony-
forming ability than that of cells from wild-type mice.10 This 
observation suggests the involvement of CD34 in the prolifera-
tion, differentiation, maturation, and/or adhesion of HPCs and 
HSCs. Furthermore, previous reports have demonstrated the 
involvement of CD34 in regulation of cell adhesion and mobili-
zation. Bone marrow mast cells from cd34-null mice show higher 
homotypic adhesion than those from wild-type mice,12 indicating 
an anti-adhesive function of CD34. Interestingly, cd34-null cells 
exhibit a significant defect in the contribution to peritoneal mast 
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CD34 functions in the formation and/or maintenance of cellular 
structure, and in the regulation of cell adhesion.

Results

Cell rounding by CD34 in HEK293T cells. 
Previously, we found that ectopic expression of CD43 induces 

cell rounding, microvillus formation, and phosphorylation of 
ERM proteins, and inhibits integrin-dependent re-attachment 
of HEK293T cells.1 Because CD43 is a cell surface sialomu-
cin expressed in leukocytes, we performed similar analyses of 
another blood cell sialomucin, CD34. Endogenous CD34 is not 
expressed in HEK293T cells. HEK293T cells transfected with a 
CD34 expression vector (CD34-HEK293T) became round and 
detached from the substrata (Fig. 1A, b), whereas transfectants 
of mock vector (Vector-HEK293T) were flat and spread (Fig. 1A, 
a). Despite rounding and detachment, CD34-HEK293T cells 
were not dead or apoptotic, because these cells were not stained 
with trypan blue or contained fragmented nuclei (data not 
shown). To clarify the comparison, a green fluorescent protein 
(GFP) expression vector was co-transfected with the mock vector 
or CD34 expression vector into HEK293T cells. Compared with 
GFP expression alone, co-expression with CD34 clearly altered 
the shape of HEK293T cells to spherical (Fig. 1B). The ratio of 
round cells was about 99% among CD34 transfectants, whereas 
only 2% was observed among mock transfectants (Fig. 1C).

Microvillus formation by CD34 in HEK293T cells. 
We further studied localization of CD34 by expression of 

GFP fused to the C-terminal of CD34 (CD34-GFP). At low 
magnification, CD34-GFP was detected mostly at the cell sur-
face and as a dot-like structure in the cytoplasm, presumably an 
intracellular transport system such as the Golgi apparatus (Fig. 
2A, a). At high magnification, CD34-GFP was detected as pro-
trusions from cell bodies (Fig. 2A, b). Immunohistochemical 
analysis with an anti-CD34 antibody and phalloidin also demon-
strated long protrusions with filamentous actin from the surface 
of CD34-HEK293T cells (Fig. 2B). Because ezrin, one of ERM 
proteins, has been detected in such protrusions, the protrusions 
may be microvilli.18,19

To ascertain augmentation of these protrusions by CD34, we 
examined Vector-HEK293T and CD34-HEK293T cells by elec-
tron microscopy. Many long protrusions from CD34-HEK293T 
cell bodies were observed by scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) (Fig. 2C, b) and ultrathin section electron microscopy 
(Fig. 2C, d), whereas a few short protrusions were observed in 
Vector-HEK293T cells (Fig. 2C, a and c). Parallel fibers of fila-
mentous actin were observed within the protrusions by ultrathin 
section electron microscopy (Fig. 2C, e and f, arrows), confirm-
ing these protrusions as microvilli. We also observed that the gly-
cocalyx on the microvillar surface was thick in CD34-HEK293T 
cells, whereas it was thin in Vector transfectants (Fig. 2C, f and 
e, arrowheads).

To confirm augmentation of microvilli by CD34, we digi-
talized the number and length of cell surface protrusions 
from HEK293T transfectants by a method described previ-
ously.1 In brief, mCherry with the myristoylation site of c-Src 

cells and reconstitution of bone marrow in competitive recon-
stitution assays.12 These results suggest that the anti-adhesive 
function of CD34 is involved in the migration of mobilization of 
HSCs and HPCs or in fixation to the niche. On the other hand, 
ectopically expressed human CD34 increases murine hemopoi-
etic cell adhesion to human bone marrow stromal cells,13 suggest-
ing that human CD34 functions in cell adhesion.

Structurally, CD34 is a single-pass type-I transmembrane 
glycoprotein.4,5,14 Although the human cd34 gene encodes mul-
tiple open reading frames generated by alternative splicing, 
each CD34 isoform consists of an N-terminal mucin domain 
followed by a globular domain and stalk, single-pass trans-
membrane region, and cytoplasmic tail. The mucin domain of 
CD34 is highly O-glycosylated,4,14 and these O-glycans with 
many hydroxyl and carboxyl groups confer an extreme hydro-
philicity and negative charge on the CD34 molecule. Such 
structural characteristics indicate potential functions of CD34 
in the interactions with extracellular molecules or in the inhibi-
tion of these interactions.

We were interested in CD34 because (1) CD34 is a sialomu-
cin, (2) CD34 appears to be involved in the regulation of cell 
adhesion, (3) CD34 localizes at the microvillus structure of 
endothelial cells,15 and (4 podocalyxin, a CD34-related mol-
ecule, is a potent inducer of microvillus formation.5,16,17 In this 
study, we found that ectopic expression of human CD34 induces 
cell rounding, microvillus formation, phosphorylation of ERM 
proteins, and inhibition of integrin-mediated re-attachment of 
HEK293T cells. Because these characteristics are observed in 
human cells that express endogenous CD34, we believe that 

Figure 1. Cell rounding by CD34 in HEK293T cells. (A) Phase contrast 
images of HEK293T cells transfected with empty vector (HEK293T cells) 
or a CD34 expression vector (CD34-HEK293T cells). CD34-HEK293T cells 
were rounded and detached from the substrata (b), whereas HEK293T 
cells were flat (a) at 40 h after transfection. Scale bar: 100 μm. (B) 
Fluorescence images of HEK293T cells at 2 d after transfection of a GFP 
expression vector (a) or a GFP expression vector plus a CD34 expression 
vector (b). Scale bar: 100 μm. (C) Ratio of round cells among GFP+ cells 
shown in (B).
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Identification of microvilli in CD34+ blood cells and the 
acute myelogenous leukemic cell line, KG-1. 

Because ectopic expression of CD34 induced various cellu-
lar phenomena in HEK293T cells, we examined cells express-
ing endogenous CD34. CD34 is a marker for HPCs and HSCs. 
Therefore, we investigated CD34+ blood cells from bone mar-
row and cord blood. Using SEM, we observed microvillus protru-
sions at the surface of both types of CD34+ blood cells (Fig. 4A). 
Immunofluorescence further revealed protrusions with filamen-
tous actin outgrown from the cell bodies (Fig. 4B, b and e) and 
co-localization of CD34 at these protrusions and the cell surface 

(Myr-mCherry) or CD34-mCherry was expressed in HEK293T 
cells. Cell surface protrusions were then detected by mCherry 
fluorescence. Fluorescence images were captured at middle 
phases, but not at attachment phases, of transfectants to measure 
the number and length of microvilli. As summarized in Table 1, 
the number of microvillus protrusions per cell was 22 ± 11 (mean 
± SD) for CD34-mCherry-HEK293T cells and 9 ± 8 for Myr-
mCherry-HEK293T cells. The length of protrusions was 2.5 ± 
1.3 μm for CD34-mCherry-HEK293T cells and 1.0 ± 0.8 μm 
for Myr-mCherry-HEK293T cells. These data indicated that the 
microvillus protrusions of HEK293T cells were augmented by 
CD34.

As a potential biochemical mechanism that leads to both cell 
rounding and microvillus formation, we previously found phos-
phorylation of ERM proteins in CD43-HEK293T cells.1 Because 
phosphorylation of the C-terminal Thr residue is the activating 
mechanism for ERM proteins,18,20 we investigated phosphoryla-
tion of ERM proteins in CD34-HEK293T cells. Immunoblotting 
with an anti-phosphorylated-ERM (p-ERM) antibody showed 
an increase of p-ERM by CD34 expression (Fig. 2D). Moreover, 
significant immunostaining of p-ERM was detected mostly at 
the microvillus protrusions of CD34-HEK293T cells (Fig. 2E). 
p-ERM was hardly detected in non-transfectant HEK293T 
cells (data not shown). Thus, phosphorylation of ERM proteins 
is augmented by CD34, and may be involved in the cell shape 
alterations observed in CD34-HEK293T cells.

Inhibition of integrin-mediated cell re-attachment by 
CD34. 

When CD34 was expressed, HEK293T cells became spherical 
in shape, formed microvilli, and showed augmented phosphory-
lation of ERM proteins. We previously reported similar phenom-
ena by expression of CD43/leukosialin, an inhibitory molecule 
of cell adhesion, and also showed that detachment of HEK293T 
cells by trypsin augments phosphorylation of ERM proteins.1 
These findings suggest that CD34 is an anti-adhesion molecule. 
To test the effect of CD34 on cell adhesion, we studied the effect 
of CD34 on integrin-mediated re-attachment of HEK293T cells. 
GFP or CD34-GFP were transiently expressed in α4-HEK293T 
cells that stably express α4 integrin.1 In addition, tissue culture 
plates were coated with GST or a fusion protein of GST and 
fibronectin CS-1 peptide (GST-CS-1), a ligand of α4β1 integrin. 
The cells were detached by pipetting, incubated on the CS-1-
coated substrata, and then evaluated for re-attachment. After 
incubation followed by washing, GFP-α4-HEK293T cells were 
mostly bound and spread (Fig. 3A, a), whereas CD34-GFP-α4-
HEK293T cells were hardly attached to the CS-1-coated substrata 
(Fig. 3A, b). The numbers of bound fluorescent cells are shown 
in Figure 3B. The number of CD34-GFP transfectants bound 
to the CS-1-coated substrata was much lower than that of GFP 
transfectants. Flow cytometry showed that the expression level 
of CD34-GFP in unbound cells (Fig. 3C, continuous line) was 
higher than that in bound cells (dashed line), further suggesting 
that high expression of CD34-GFP inhibited integrin-mediated 
cell adhesion. Moreover, the GFP levels in unbound and bound 
GFP-HEK293T cells were indistinguishable. Thus, CD34 sig-
nificantly inhibits α4β1 integrin-mediated cell re-attachment.

Figure 2. Formation of microvilli-like protrusions in CD34-HEK293T 
cells. (A) Subcellular localization of CD34-GFP in HEK293T cells. Im-
ages of HEK293T cells transfected with a CD34-GFP expression vector 
(CD34GFP-HEK293T cells) were captured at low magnification on a cul-
ture dish (a) or at high magnification on a glass coverslip (b). Scale bars: 
100 μm (a) and 10 μm (b). (B) Subcellular localization of CD34 in CD34-
HEK293T cells. CD34-HEK293T cells were double stained with anti-CD34 
(a) or anti-Ezrin (d) antibodies and phalloidin (b and e). Staining was 
co-localized in microvilli-like protrusions from CD34-HEK293T cells. 
Merged images (c and f). Scale bars: 10 μm. (C) Electron microscopy 
of HEK293T transfectants. Scanning electron micrograph of Vector-
HEK293T (a) and CD34-HEK293T (b) cells. Ultrathin section electron 
micrograph of Vector-HEK293T (c) and CD34-HEK293T (d) cells. Magni-
fied images of microvilli-like protrusions from Vector-HEK293T (e) and 
CD34-HEK293T (f) cells. Arrowheads indicate lipid bilayer membranes. 
Arrows indicate actin filaments. Scale bars: 5 μm (a and b) and 500 nm 
(c–f). (D) Immunoblot analysis of ERM proteins in CD34-HEK293T cells. 
Alterations of ERM phosphorylation was detected by immunoblotting. 
(E) Immunofluorescence with an anti-p-ERM antibody. p-ERM proteins 
were observed at microvilli-like protrusions from CD34-HEK293T cells 
(b). Scale bars: 10 μm.

Table 1. Table of the length and number of microvilli

CD34-mCherry Myr-mCherry

Number of villi (per cell) 22 ± 11 9 ± 8

Length of microvilli (μm) 2.5 ± 1.3 1.0 ± 0.8
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(Fig. 4B, a, c, d, and f). Thus, CD34+ primary blood cells possess 
microvilli on their surface, and CD34 is localized at these micro-
villi and the surface of spherical cells.

For a more precise analysis of the surface morphology of 
CD34+ cells, we investigated the surface structure of KG-1 cells 
by electron microscopy. KG-1 is an acute myelogenous leukemia 
(AML) cell line that abundantly expresses endogenous CD34.21 
As demonstrated by SEM (Fig. 5A, a), a KG-1 cell was spherical 
in shape and surrounded by microvilli-like protrusions. In ultra-
thin section electron microscopy, parallel fibers of filamentous 
actin were observed in these protrusions (Fig. 5A, b, arrow), indi-
cating that the protrusions were indeed microvilli.

Immunofluorescence with an anti-CD34 antibody showed 
localization of CD34 on the protrusions from the cell surface 
(Fig. 5B, a), and co-localization of CD34 with filamentous actin 
(Fig. 5B, b and c). Co-localization of ezrin with filamentous 
actin at the protrusions further demonstrated the protrusions 
from KG-1 cells as microvilli (Fig. 5B, d–f). These data were 
consistent with the data obtained in CD34-HEK293T cells. We 
also observed β1 integrin (Fig. 5B, g–i) and α4 integrin (data 
not shown) at the protrusions. However, unlike immunostaining 
with anti-CD34 and anti-ERM antibodies or phalloidin, which 
showed homogenous staining of protrusions, immunostaining 
with anti-integrin antibodies showed a patchy staining pattern 
on the cell surface protrusions.

Augmented integrin-mediated KG-1 cell adhesion by 
O-sialoglycosylpeptide endopeptidase treatment. 

KG-1 and CD34+ blood cells are non-adherent in culture 
with a spherical shape and microvilli. These characteristics sug-
gest the involvement of CD34 in the inhibition of cell adhesion 
of these cells. Therefore, we tried to elucidate regulatory function 
of CD34 in cell adhesion of KG-1 cells. Because α4β1 integrin 
was observed on the surface of KG-1 cells, we investigated α4β1 
integrin-mediated adhesion of KG-1 cells. As shown in Figure 
6A, KG-1 cell adhesion to a GST-CS1-coated plate was mar-
ginally augmented compared with that to a GST-coated plate. 
However, pre-treatment of KG-1 cells with O-sialoglycoprotein 
endopeptidase (OSGEPase) largely augmented GST-CS1-
dependent KG-1 cell adhesion. OSGEPase treatment sig-
nificantly reduced the OSGEPase-sensitive class II epitope of 
CD34 (QBEnd10), while not affecting the OSGEPase-resistant 
class III epitope (581) (Fig. 6B). Thus, OSGEPase cleaves the 
O-sialoglycosylated N-terminal portion of the CD34 extracel-
lular region.22 Since other sialomucins can be also cleaved by 
OSGEPase, target molecule of OSGEPase in KG-1 cells is not 
limited to CD34. However, CD34 is cleaved by OSGEPase and 
abundantly expressed in KG-1 cells. Thus, the N-terminal mucin 
domain of CD34 can be involved in the inhibition of integrin-
mediated adhesion of KG-1 cells.

At the same time, however, only some of the OSGEPase-
treated KG-1 cells remained attached to the GST-CS-1-coated 
substrata after washing. This result suggests another mechanism 
for the regulation of cell adhesion other than direct inhibition by 
sialomucin domains. To better understand the integrin-mediated 
adhesion of OSGEPase-treated KG-1 cells, adherent cells in GST-
CS-1-coated glass chambers were investigated by fluorescence 

Figure 3. Inhibition of integrin-mediated cell adhesion by CD34. (A) 
Effect of CD34 on integrin-mediated re-attachment of α4-HEK293T 
cells. α4-HEK293T cells were transfected with a GFP expression vector 
(GFP-α4-HEK293T cells) or a CD34-GFP expression vector (CD34-GFP-
α4-HEK293T cells). Cells were harvested, re-plated, and incubated in 
GST-CS1-coated wells, and then washed with medium. Adherent cells 
were evaluated by fluorescence microscopy. Scale bar: 200 μm. (B) 
Comparison of the number of bound cells. The average numbers of 
adherent cells with even weak fluorescence was calculated from three 
experiments. The histogram indicates the average numbers of adherent 
fluorescent cells on the coated surface. GFP-α4-HEK293T cells, CD34-
GFP-α4-HEK293T cells, GST, and GST-CS1 are indicated as G, 34G, GST, 
and CS1, respectively. (C) Flow cytometric analysis of GFP in bound and 
unbound cells. The fluorescent intensity of GFP and CD34-GFP in cells 
bound (dashed line) or unbound (continuous line) to the GST-CS-1-coat-
ed substrata is shown. Cells prior to the binding assay are indicated by 
the shaded areas. The expression level of CD34-GFP in unbound CD34-
GFP-α4-HEK293T cells in GST-CS1-coated wells was higher than that in 
bound cells.

Figure 4. Microvilli in human CD34+ HPCs. (A) SEM of a CD34+ bone 
marrow cell (a) and CD34+ cord blood cell (b). Scale bars: 2 μm. (B) 
Immunofluorescence of a CD34+ bone marrow cell (a–c) and a CD34+ 
cord blood cell (d–f). CD34+ cells were double stained with an anti-
CD34 antibody (a and d) and phalloidin (b and e). Merged images (c and 
f). Scale bars: 5 μm.
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rounding and microvillus formation. Our findings of phosphory-
lated ERM proteins in microvilli and at the surface of spherical 
CD34-HEK293T and CD34+ KG-1 cells are consistent with 
these previous reports.

Then, how does CD34 induce ERM phosphorylation? We 
have previously reported induction of ERM phosphorylation as 
a result of cell detachment either by expression of CD43 or by 
keeping cells swirling in BSA-coated dish after trypsinization.1 
Like CD43, CD34 was reported as an inhibitor of cell adhe-
sion,12 and expression of CD34 inhibited integrin-mediated 
HEK293T cell re-attachment (Fig. 3). Therefore, it is conceiv-
able that CD34 induces ERM phosphorylation via inhibition 
of cell adhesion. Then, how does CD34 inhibit cell adhesion? 
CD34 has a highly O-glycosylated region in the N-terminal of 
its extracellular domain. In fact, a much thicker glycocalyx was 
observed in CD34-HEK293T cells than that in Vector trans-
fectants (Fig. 2C), indicating augmented glycosylation on the 
surface of CD34-HEK293T cells. Cleavage of sialomucin by 
OSGEPase also augmented integrin-mediated adhesion of KG-1 
cells (Fig. 6A) and in CD34-α4-HEK293T cells (data not 
shown). Taken together, these findings strongly suggest that large 
numbers of hydroxyl and carboxyl groups on the O-glycosylated 
region of CD34 affect other membrane proteins and/or modify 
the characteristics of the cell membrane to inhibit integrin-medi-
ated cell adhesion.

Meanwhile, the function of CD34 as an anchor for ERM pro-
teins remains unclear. Phosphorylated ERM proteins bind directly 
to the cytoplasmic domain of CD43,28 and bind indirectly to that 
of podocalyxin, a CD34 family protein, via an interaction with 
another cytoplasmic protein, NHERF2.5,16,17 However, CD34 

microscopy. As shown in Figure 6C, microvillus protrusions 
were observed at attachment sites to the substrata. Moreover, the 
area covered by each attached cell at the attachment phase was 
the same or less than the area at the middle phase, indicating that 
these attached KG-1 cells were not spread on the coated substrata. 
These data indicate that OSGEPase treatment is not sufficient for 
the collapse of microvilli, alteration of the spherical cell shape, 
and spreading of KG-1 cells. Moreover, interactions between 
GST-CS-1 and α4β1 integrin did not cause either the collapse 
of micorvilli or cell spreading. Given the rather weak attachment 
of OSGEPase-treated KG-1 cells to GST-CS-1-coated substrata, 
the collapse of microvilli and cell spreading may be important to 
establish strong cell adhesion. Therefore, the spherical cell shape 
and cell surface microvilli themselves function as regulators of 
cell adhesion.

Discussion

In this study, we have demonstrated that CD34, a leukocyte 
surface sialomucin and marker for HPCs and HSCs, has simi-
lar functions as those of CD43 when expressed in HEK293T 
cells. Expression of CD34 induced augmentation of microvilli, 
a switch from a polarized to spherical shape, and phosphoryla-
tion of ERM proteins. Integrin-mediated cell re-attachment was 
also inhibited in CD34-HEK293T cells. The cell shape and lack 
of cell adhesion of CD34+ blood cells and KG-1 cells, which 
express endogenous CD34, were consistent with the phenotypes 
of CD34-HEK293T cells. Treatment with OSGEPase resulted 
in augmented integrin-mediated KG-1 cell attachment to the 
substrata. Although other sialomucins can be also cleaved by 
OSGEPase, CD34 is abundantly expressed in KG-1 cells, and 
its mucin domain is cleaved off by OSGEPase. Thus, CD34 can 
be involved in the formation and/or maintenance of spherical 
cell morphology with microvilli and regulates integrin-mediated 
adhesion CD34+ cells. Then, how are these phenomena related 
each other?

We would like to start with a potential cause of cell shape 
alterations by CD34. Similar to CD43, CD34 augmented phos-
phorylation of ERM proteins. Recent studies have demonstrated 
that phosphorylated ERM proteins are essential for rounding 
of cells during mitosis.23,24 Actin cortex is observed just under 
the plasma membrane in spherical cells, which is essential for 
the formation and maintenance of round cell shape. In addi-
tion, phosphorylated and activated ERM proteins function 
as a linker between the membrane component and actin cyto-
skeleton.18,25 Thus, ERM proteins and their phosphorylation 
are critical elements for the formation and/or maintenance of a 
spherical cell shape during mitosis. In addition to mitotic cells, 
circulating lymphocytes and other leukocytes are spherical and 
relatively rigid. The spherical shape of leukocytes is also main-
tained by phosphorylated ERM proteins and an actin cortex.26 
Furthermore, phosphorylated ERM proteins and actin filaments 
are localized at microvilli.18,19 Antisense oligonucleotides against 
ERM expression perturb microvilli,27 indicating that ERM 
proteins are essential for microvillus formation and/or mainte-
nance. Thus, phosphorylated ERM proteins are essential for cell 

Figure 5. CD34 is localized at microvilli in KG-1 cells. (A) Electron mi-
croscopy of KG-1 cells. Scanning electron micrograph (a) and ultrathin 
section electron micrograph (b) of KG-1 cells. KG-1 cells were covered 
with numerous microvilli. Arrows indicate parallel filamentous actin. 
Scale bars: 2 μm (a), 500 nm (b), and 125 nm (inset). (B) Subcellular 
localization of CD34 in KG-1 cells. KG-1 cells were double stained with 
anti-CD34 (a), anti-ezrin (d), or anti-β1-integrin antibody (g) and phal-
loidin (b, e, and h). Merged images (c, f, and i). Scale bars: 10 μm.
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or alteration of the spherical shape of KG-1 cells at least over a few 
hours. (2) α4β1 integrin on the surface of KG-1 cells is active and 
can interact with its ligand, GST-CS1. (3) This integrin-ligand 
interaction does not induce a cell shape alteration and is not suffi-
cient to support stable cell adhesion. Although it requires further 
study, our hypothesis for this limited cell adhesion is as follows. 
The spherical shape and surface microvilli of KG-1 cells restrict 
the attachment sites to a small area. Only limited numbers of 
adhesion molecules such as α4β1 integrin are exposed to the sub-
strata because of the restriction of the attachment area. Because 
the number of adhesion molecules attached to the substrata is 
limited, cell adhesion to the substrata is vulnerable. If this is true, 
the spherical cell shape and microvilli themselves are the ele-
ments that regulate cell adhesion. For release from this regulation 
and formation of stable adhesion, alteration of the spherical cell 
shape and cell surface microvilli may be essential. Brown et al. 
reported microvillus collapse by stromal-derived factor-1 (SDF-
1) in peripheral T lymphocytes,29 suggesting that chemokines 
regulate cell shape. Taken together, these findings indicate a two-
step mechanism for leukocyte adhesion, restructuring of the cell 
shape by chemokines, and then cell adhesion with spreading via 
adhesion molecule–ligand interactions.

does not bind to ERM proteins or NHERF family members.5,17 
Thus, no mechanism as a membrane anchor for phosphorylated 
ERM proteins has been established for CD34. However, because 
CD34 is localized at microvilli and the surface of spherical cells, 
it is reasonable to assume that CD34 functions as a membrane 
anchor for ERM proteins. Expression of human CD34 transcrip-
tion variant 2, which has a different cytoplasmic tail from that 
of variant 1, caused similar phenomena in HEK293T cells (data 
not shown). Therefore, we believe the linkage to ERM proteins is 
within the common juxtamembrane sequence in the cytoplasmic 
domain or within extracellular-transmembrane domains.

Lastly, what is the potential function of microvilli and a 
spherical cell shape in regulation of cell adhesion? OSGEPase 
treatment augmented the attachment of many KG-1 cells to 
GST-CS1-coated substrata. However, the cell attachment was 
weak because sequential washing gradually washed out the cells. 
In addition, OSGEPase-treated KG-1 cells attached to GST-CS-
1-coated or poly-l-lysine (PLL)-coated substrata maintained a 
spherical shape and cell surface microvilli, and did not spread on 
the substrata (Fig. 6C and data not shown). These findings indi-
cate that (1) cleavage of sialomucins including the N-terminal 
sialomucin domain of CD34 does not induce microvillus collapse 

Figure 6. Effect of OSGEPase treatment on integrin-mediated adhesion of KG-1 cells. (A) Numbers of unattached KG-1 cells in GST-CS1-coated wells. 
KG-1 cells were treated with or without OSGEPase for 30 min. Cells were incubated in tissue culture plates coated with GST or GST-CS1, washed, and 
then the numbers of unattached cells were counted. (B) Flow cytometric analysis of OSGEPase-treated and untreated KG-1 cells. Cells were double 
immunostained with fluorophore-labeled anti-CD34 antibodies, 581 (PE) and QBEnd10 (FITC). OSGEPase treatment reduced QBEnd10 on KG-1 cells. (C) 
Phalloidin staining of KG-1 cells. OSGEPase-treated KG-1 cells were attached to GST-CS-1-coated glass chamber, fixed, permeabilized, and then stained 
with phalloidin. Images of attachment, middle, and top phases are shown. Scale bar: 1.25 μm.
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Electron and immunofluorescence microscopy. 
Scanning and ultrathin section electron microscopy were pre-

formed as described previously.1

For immunofluorescence microscopy, cells grown on glass 
coverslips were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 
10 min at room temperature, washed three times with PBS, 
permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS for 5 min, and 
then washed three times with PBS. After blocking with 1% 
BSA in PBS for 10 min, samples were incubated with primary 
antibodies for 1 h, washed three times with PBS, incubated 
with the secondary antibody for 30 min, and then washed three 
times with PBS. After mounting with Mowiol 4-88, specimens 
were observed under a fluorescence microscope (IX70 or IX71; 
OLYMPUS).

Cell adhesion assays. 
For the adhesion assay of HEK293T transfectants, tissue cul-

ture plates were coated with either 10 μg/ml GST or GST-CS1 in 
PBS at 37 °C for 3 h, washed three times with PBS, blocked with 
PBS containing 1% BSA, and then washed three times with PBS. 
HEK293T transfectants were harvested, washed, re-suspended 
in DMEM, and plated onto the coated plates. After incubation at 
37 °C for 30 min in a CO2 incubator, the cells were washed three 
times with DMEM and images were captured of the bound cells.

For OSGEPase treatment, 1 × 106 KG-1 cells were incubated 
with 36 μg OSGEPase in 0.5 ml RPMI 1640 at 37 °C in a CO2 
incubator for 30 min. Then, the cells were incubated in coated 
tissue culture plates in RPMI 1640 supplemented with FCS at 
37 °C for 30 min, and then unbound cells were collected and 
counted. For immunohistochemistry, OSGEPase-treated KG-1 
cells were incubated in GST-CS1-coated glass chambers (AGC 
Techno Glass Co., Ltd.).

Immunoblotting. 
HEK293T cells and transfectants were washed with PBS, lysed 

in 1% Nonidet-P40 lysis buffer, and then subjected to immunob-
lot analysis as described previously.1 After the first immunoblot-
ting with an anti-phospho-ERM antibody, the membranes were 
stripped with WB Stripping Solution (Nacalai Tesque, Inc.), re-
blocked, and then re-analyzed with an anti-ERM antibody.

Flow cytometry. 
HEK293T transfectants were washed with RPMI 1640 and 

fixed with 0.5% paraformaldehyde in PBS. Cells were analyzed 
by a FACSCanto II (BD Biosciences).
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Then, what can we infer as the functions of CD34 in HPCs 
and HSCs based on our findings? Cell adhesion, homing, and 
trafficking are all critical for HPCs and HSCs. Expression of 
CD34 alone inhibits integrin-mediated cell adhesion directly or 
indirectly via formation and/or maintenance of a spherical cell 
shape and cell surface microvilli. Considering the circulation of 
leukocytes, CD34 directly or indirectly inhibits cell adhesion of 
HPCs and HSCs with other blood cells and endothelial cells, 
while the spherical cell shape may promote HPC/HSC survival 
in the hemodynamic rigors of circulation. Furthermore, restruc-
turing of the cytoskeleton and cell shape may be essential for 
stable cell adhesion such as that in the niche or during extravasa-
tion. It has been reported that the SDF-1-CXCR4 interaction is 
the major regulatory element for the trafficking, retention, and 
adhesion of HSCs and HPCs.30,31 Taken together with the effect 
of SDF-1 on microvillus collapse of lymphocytes,26,29 alterations 
of HPC/HSC morphology can be caused by the SDF-1-CXCR4 
interaction. Thus, cell adhesion of HPCs and HSCs may be regu-
lated by cell shape, and CD34 might play significant roles in the 
formation and/or maintenance of cell shape and adhesion.

Materials and Methods

Cells and reagents. 
KG-1, HEK293T, and bone marrow CD34+ cells were pur-

chased from RIKEN BioResource Center or Lonza. Cord blood 
CD34+ cells were purified with a CD34+ MicroBead kit (Miltenyi 
Biotec) from cord blood samples that were obtained from full-
term deliveries according to the institutional guidelines approved 
by the Tokai University Committee on Clinical Investigation. 
HEK293T and KG-1 cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modi-
fied Eagle’s medium (DMEM) and RPMI 1640, respectively, 
supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS). PLL, puro-
mycin, paraformaldehyde, bovine serum albumin (BSA), and 
TRITC-labeled phalloidin were obtained from Sigma. Mowiol 
4-88 Reagent was obtained from CALBIOCHEM. OSGEPase 
was purchased from CEDARLANE Laboratories. Anti-CD34 
(clone 581), anti-β1 integrin (MAR4), and anti-Ezrin (clone 18) 
antibodies were obtained from BD Biosciences. Anti-p-ERM 
and anti-ERM antibodies were purchased from Cell Signaling 
Technologies. An anti-CD34 (QBEnd10) antibody was obtained 
from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. Alexa Fluor 488-labeled goat 
anti-mouse IgG was purchased from Invitrogen.

Plasmids and transfection. 
The retroviral expression vector pCpuroCMVS and the 

expression vector with the myristoylation site of c-Src, pJ3SrcMS, 
have been described previously.1 Human cd34 transcription vari-
ant 1 cDNA was cloned by RT-PCR, fused to DNA fragments 
of EGFP or mCherry (Clontech) at the CD34 C terminus, and 
subcloned into pCpuroCMVS. Establishment of α4-HEK293T 
cells has been described previously.1 Expression vectors were 
transfected with Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). pGEX-CS1 
was a kind gift from Dr Kenjiro Kamiguchi.32
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Lineage specification is thought to be largely regulated at the level
of transcription, where lineage-specific transcription factors drive
specific cell fates. MicroRNAs (miR), vital to many cell functions, act
posttranscriptionally to decrease the expression of target mRNAs.
MLL-AF4 acute lymphocytic leukemia exhibits both myeloid and
B-cell surface markers, suggesting that the transformed cells are B-
cell myeloid progenitor cells. Through gain- and loss-of-function
experiments, we demonstrated that microRNA 126 (miR-126) drives
B-cell myeloid biphenotypic leukemia differentiation toward B cells
without changing expression of E2A immunoglobulin enhancer-
binding factor E12/E47 (E2A), early B-cell factor 1 (EBF1), or paired
box protein 5, which are critical transcription factors in B-lympho-
poiesis. Similar induction of B-cell differentiation by miR-126 was
observed in normal hematopoietic cells in vitro and in vivo in un-
committed murine c-Kit+Sca1+Lineage− cells, with insulin regula-
tory subunit-1 acting as a target of miR-126. Importantly, in EBF1-
deficient hematopoietic progenitor cells, which fail to differentiate
into B cells, miR-126 significantly up-regulated B220, and induced
the expression of B-cell genes, including recombination activating
genes-1/2 and CD79a/b. These data suggest that miR-126 can at
least partly rescue B-cell development independently of EBF1. These
experiments show that miR-126 regulates myeloid vs. B-cell fate
through an alternative machinery, establishing the critical role of
miRNAs in the lineage specification ofmultipotentmammalian cells.

cell fate decision | lymphopoiesis

Lineage specification is critical in mammalian development,
as well as in adult tissue maintenance. In mammals, this de-

velopmental hierarchy has been most extensively studied in the
hematopoietic system, where well-characterized cell-surface
markers allow the purification of distinct cell populations. Line-
age specification has been thought to be largely regulated at the
level of transcription, where lineage-specific transcriptional fac-
tors drive specific cell fates (1–4). Early B-cell factor 1 (EBF1)
specifies B-cell differentiation (5), and GATA-3 drives Th2 lin-
eage commitment of CD4 T cells (6). However, regulation of
differentiation at the transcriptional level alone does not appear
to explain all hematopoietic cell-fate decisions, suggesting the
presence of other as-yet-unknown mechanisms for establishing
cell fate. Ectopic expression of c-enhancer binding protein-α (c/
EBPα) or knock-out of paired box protein 5 (PAX5) in B cells are
both capable of reprogramming B cells to macrophages; however,
down-regulation of c/EBPα or ectopic expression of PAX5 or
E2A immunoglobulin enhancer-binding factor E12/E47 (E2A),
both critical transcription factors for B-cell differentiation, fail
to reprogram myeloid-committed cells to B cells (7). Therefore,
we hypothesized that the developmental fate of mammalian

multipotent cells may be guided, at least in part, by a different
mechanism of gene regulation, namely, microRNAs (miRNAs).
miRNAs are recently discovered class of small, noncoding

RNAs that are 18–24 nt long and that down-regulate target
genes at the posttranscriptional level. The majority of miRNA
genes are transcribed by RNA polymerase II into long primary
(pri) miRNA transcripts, processed by the nuclear nuclease,
Drosha, into ∼60-bp hairpins, termed precursor (pre) miRNAs,
and further cleaved in the cytosol by the Dicer nuclease into
mature miRNAs. Mature miRNAs are then incorporated into the
multiprotein, RNA-induced silencing complex, exerting post-
transcriptional repression of target mRNAs, either by inducing
mRNA cleavage, mRNA degradation, or by blocking mRNA
translation (8, 9).
Each miRNA is thought to have several target mRNAs, and

computational predictions suggest that more than a third of all
human genes are targets ofmiRNAs (10, 11). In animals, miRNAs
control many developmental and physiological processes. In
Caenorhabditis elegans, abnormal expression of certain miRNAs
leads to developmental arrest (12). Many studies have revealed
specific changes in miRNA expression profiles that correlate with
particular human tumor phenotypes (13, 14). In the hematopoi-
etic system, miR-181a down-regulates several phosphatases that
regulate the sensitivity of T cells to antigens, and overexpression
of miR-181 in hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells significantly
increases B-cell production. In addition, overexpression of miR-
150 leads to a block in B-cell formation at the proB-to-preB cell
transition step by down-regulating c-myb, among other targets
(15–18).
Down-regulation of specific miRNAs in certain cancers implies

that some miRNAs may act as tumor suppressors. For example,
let-7 family members directly down-regulate Ras and other pro-
tooncogenes. Reduced expression of let-7 family members has
been previously characterized in lung cancer (19, 20). On the
other hand, increased expression of miR-17–92 and miR-155
often occur in B-cell lymphomas (21), implying that these miR-
NAs can act as oncogenes (22, 23). Thus, miRNAs are capable of
acting as either oncogenes or tumor suppressors.
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Themyeloid/lymphoid leukemia (MLL) gene is located at 11q23,
a site frequently involved in chromosomal translocations that occur
in aggressive human lymphoid and myeloid leukemias. MLL-AF4
acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is associated with steroid
resistance, has a poor prognosis (24, 25), and is associated with
“lineage fragility.”MLL-AF4 ALL often expresses both B-cell and
monomyelocytic surface antigens; hence, it is often described as
“biphenotypic” leukemia. This characteristic suggests that early
hematopoietic progenitors are transformed in MLL-AF4 ALL.
A recent survey of miRNAs in ALL showed that miRNA ex-

pression patterns differ among ALL subtypes (13). We analyzed
publicly available raw data (www.broad.mit.edu/mpr/publications/
projects/microRNA/ALL.gct) and discovered that many miRNAs
were down-regulated in ALL with MLL rearrangements, com-
pared with ALL that do not harbor MLL rearrangements (26).
Importantly, some miRNAs that have been reported to be tumor
suppressors were down-regulated to considerable degrees, raising
the question whether these miRNAs are involved in the biology of
MLL-rearranged ALL, especially in regard to its lineage fragility.
Here, we focused onmiR-126, which is down-regulated inMLL-

rearranged ALL compared with other types of ALL. Through
gain- and loss-of-function experiments, we showed that miR-126
positively regulated B-cell fate without affecting expression of
EBF1, E2A, and PAX5 by targeting insulin regulatory subunit-1
(IRS-1). Most importantly, miR-126 could partly rescued failed B-
cell development in EBF1-deficient hematopoietic progenitor
cells (HPCs). Our results elucidate a unique mechanism involved
in cell fate, which can partially rescue B lymphopoiesis in
EBF1 deficiency.

Results
miR-126 Is Down-Regulated in MLL-AF4 ALL, Compared with Other
Types of ALL. We analyzed publicly available raw data (www.
broad.mit.edu/mpr/publications/projects/microRNA/ALL.gct) and
found that in MLL-rearranged ALL, many miRNAs were down-
regulated, compared with other types of ALL (13, 26). Of the 10
miRNAs that showed the most dramatic down-regulation, we
chose to further analyze miR-126, which has been reported to have
tumor-suppressive activity in lung cancer (27) (Fig. 1A). We also
analyzed other previously published raw data (28) and found that
miR-126 is gradually down-regulated during B-cell differentiation
(Fig. 1B). This result was confirmed by real-time PCR analysis of
miR-126 expression in CD43+B220+, CD43−B220+, and IgM+

B220+ mouse bone marrow (BM) cells, which correspond to proB,
preB, and mature B cells, respectively (Fig. 1C). Therefore, we
hypothesized that miR-126 is a tumor suppressive miRNA and
potential regulator of B-cell development.

miR-126 Shifts the Balance of B-Cell/Monomyeloid Differentiation
Toward B Cells in MLL-AF4 ALL Cells. To explore the role of miR-
126 in hematopoietic cells, we designed a retroviral vector that

expresses the miRNA gene together with GFP. The vector was
transduced, via retroviral infection, into SEM cells established
from an MLL-AF4 ALL patient. In agreement with the obser-
vations from other MLL-rearranged ALL cell lines, SEM cells
endogenously express mature miR-126 at a low level (29).
To examine the functions of miR-126, we overexpressed it in

SEM cells. The expression level of mature miR-126 was more
than 600-times higher in miR-126–transduced cells than in
control cells (29).
SEM cells were transduced with retrovirus vectors expressing

either let-7b, miR-126, miR-128b, or no miRNA (negative con-
trol). The transduced cells were sorted for those expressing GFP
(a marker gene on all of the retroviral vectors) and cultured in
RPMI containing 10% (vol/vol) FCS. At 8 wk posttransduction,
a significant up-regulation of CD20 (∼16%) and CD19 (mean
fluorescence intensity, ∼600) was observed in SEM cells
expressing miR-126, but control cells or cells expressing let-7b or
miR-128b showed ∼1–2% CD20+ cells and a mean-fluorescence
intensity of CD19 expression of 350–450 (Fig. 2). Furthermore,
suppression of miR-126 promoted the differentiation of SEM
cells into myeloid cells, inducing the down-regulation of CD19
and up-regulation of CD15 (Fig. S1). Accordingly, gain- and loss-
of-function experiments in a cell line derived from an MLL-AF4
ALL patient suggested that miR-126 drives B-cell myeloid
biphenotypic leukemia differentiation toward B cells, at the ex-
pense of myeloid cells.

miR-126 Shifts the Balance of B-Cell/Monomyeloid Differentiation
Toward B Cells Without Up-Regulating Transcription Factors Critical
for B-Cell Development. To confirm that miR-126 affects B-cell
development beyond regulating the expression of CD19, CD20,
and CD15, we performed a comprehensive analysis of the mRNA
transcripts that were up-regulated or down-regulated in SEM cells
that expressed miR-126. Using Agilent gene-expression arrays, we
identified a set of B-cell genes and a set of monomyeloid genes,
as defined by IPA software (Ingenuity Systems). B-cell genes in
miR-126+ SEM cells were significantly up-regulated compared
with those in control SEM cells, but the monomyelocyte genes
were not (Fig. 3 A and B, and Dataset S1). These results suggest
that miR-126–expressing SEM cells up-regulated not only CD20
and CD19 but also the global expression of other B-cell genes in
SEM cells. We concluded that miR-126 shifted the balance of B-
cell/monomyeloid differentiation toward B cells in MLL-AF4
ALL cells. Interestingly, PAX5, EBF1, and E2A, critical tran-
scription factors in B-lymphopoiesis, were not up-regulated. In-
stead, E2A was slightly down-regulated in miR-126–expressing
cells (Fig. 3C). Expressions of non–B-cell genes targeted by E2A,
EBF1, or PAX5 were not altered by the transduction of miR-126
(Figs. S2 and S3, and Dataset S2). This finding suggests that nei-
ther transcriptional nor functional activity of PAX5, EBF1, and

Fig. 1. Expression of miR-126 in acute lymphocytic
leukemia and mouse hematopoietic cells. (A) The
miRNAs that are most highly down-regulated in
MLL-rearranged ALL compared with other types of
ALL. These data were previously published and were
reanalyzed here and presented as a heat map. (B)
Expression of miR-126 in PU.1−/− BM cells, BM proB
cells, and splenic B cells. These data were previously
published and were reanalyzed here and presented
as a heat map. (C) miRNA expression normalized by
U6 expression in B-cell precursors detected by
quantitative RT-PCR. B-cell precursor cells at various
stages of differentiation were isolated from BM
(n = 3) by FACS. ProB cells, B220+CD43+IgM−;
PreB cells, B220+CD43−IgM−; immature B cells, B220+

CD43−IgM+. **P < 0.05.
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E2A are enhanced by miR-126. Therefore, the shift toward B-cell
lineage might be independent of PAX5, EBF1, and E2A.

miR-126 Regulates Lineage Fate in Lymphoid-Myeloid Progenitor
Cells. To further analyze the B-cell differentiation caused by
miR-126, we studied the effects of miR-126 transduction in
a bilineage primary cell culture system. Mouse Lin− HPCs iso-
lated from fetal liver (FL), when cultured on thymic stromal
(TSt)-4 cells, differentiate into monomyelocytic cells and B cells
in vitro. This system allowed us to quantify the proportion of
B cells and monomyelocytic cells derived from HPCs (30) fol-
lowing the perturbation of miR-126 expression. We transduced
Lin− cells with a retroviral construct harboring miR-126 or
a control miRNA, and cultured them on TSt-4 cells. Then B cells
were enumerated by flow cytometric analysis of the CD19+
population. On day 5, in contrast to the control Lin− cells, miR-
126–expressing cells yielded an average fourfold enrichment of B
cells (Fig. 4 A and B), and the proportion of mac1+ mono-
myelocytic cells showed a reciprocal reduction (Fig. 4B). This
result indicates that miR-126 shifts the balance of B-cell/mono-
myeloid differentiation toward B cells in normal HPCs.
To clarify which progenitor populations of Lin− cells were af-

fected by miR-126, we fractionated Lin− cells into three groups:
Lin−Flt3+c-Kit+Sca1+IL-7R− cells, Lin−c-KitlowSca1lowIL-7R+

cells, and Lin−c-Kit+Sca1−IL-7R− cells. Although Lin−c-Kitlow
Sca1lowIL-7R+ cells were slightly affected by miR-126, the most
dramatic effect of miR-126 was on Lin−Flt3+c-Kit+Sca1+IL-7R−

cells. Forced expression of miR-126 resulted in a statistically sig-
nificant increase in CD19+ cells in Lin−Flt3+c-Kit+Sca1+IL-7R−

cells (Fig. 4C and Fig. S4). Next, we determined whether miR-126
had reprogrammed the myeloid-committed cells into B cells. To
address this theory, we transduced miR-126 into Lin−c-Kit+
Sca1−IL-7R− cells, the majority of which were committed to the

monomyelocyte lineage. miR-126 did not increase the proportion
of Lin−c-kit+Sca1−IL-7R− cells that were positive for CD19, in-
dicating that miR-126 cannot reprogram monomyelocyte-com-
mitted cells (Fig. 4C and Fig. S4). Considering that Lin−
c-KitlowSca1lowIL-7R+ cells are lymphoid-restricted progenitor
cells, which still have potential to differentiate into myeloid cells
although much less so than Lin−Flt3+c-Kit+Sca1+IL-7R− cells (7),
these experiments suggest that miR-126 primarily regulates lym-
phoid versus myeloid lineage commitment in the multipotent cell
population, and does not regulate the expansion of lymphoid- or
myeloid-restricted progenitor cells.

miR-126 Increases B Cells in Vivo. Having established a functionally
important role for miR-126 in an in vitro model of B-cell dif-
ferentiation, we next examined the function of miR-126 in vivo.
The competitive transplantation assays were performed in the
Ptprc congenic mouse model, transducing Ptprcb (CD45.2) or
Ptprca (CD45.1) lin− BM hematopoietic stem and progenitor
cells, respectively, with either the miR126 or the control vector.
The data were published in ref. 31.
Using flow cytometry, we characterized BM cells according

to their expression of cell surface markers for B cells (CD19),
T cells (CD3), or monomyeloid cells (Mac1). Remarkably, com-
pared with control cells, the BM cells expressing miR-126 ex-
hibited a significant expansion of CD19+ B cells and reduction
of CD3+ T cells and mac-1+ monomyeloid cells in the peripheral
blood 4 wk after BM transplantation (CD19+ cell frequency,
45.5 ± 9.9% vs. 70.7 ± 05.4%; P < 0.05; CD3+ cell frequency,
13.3 ± 5.8% vs. 5.5 ± 2.0%; P < 0.05; mac1+ cell frequency, 40.8 ±
8.5% vs. 23.1 ± 6.1%; P < 0.05) (Fig. 5).

IRS-1 Is a Functional Target of miR-126 During B-Cell Expansion. The
experiments described above establish an important role for miR-
126 in B-cell development of HPCs. We next sought to determine
the mRNA target of miR-126 that would explain its effect on B-
lymphopoiesis. We initially focused on targets that were commonly
predicted across multiple sequence-based prediction algorithms
(10, 32–34). We chose IRS-1 as a candidate because its gene ex-
pression was reduced in Lin−FL cells overexpressingmiR-126 (Fig.
6 A and B and Fig. S5). We focused on IRS-1 because it has known
functions in cell proliferation and differentiation processes; higher
expression of IRS-1 is associated with proliferation, and lower
levels are associated with differentiation (35). First, we cloned the
IRS-1 3′UTR into a luciferase reporter vector and found that miR-
126 repressed reporter activity by more than twofold, consistent
with the predicted targeting of IRS-1 by miR-126 (34). This ex-
periment confirmed that miR-126 negatively regulates the mRNA
expression level of IRS-1 directly through its 3′ UTR (29). Then,
we addressed whether the repression of IRS-1 could explain the B-
cell differentiation observed with miR-126 overexpression using
the in vitro mouse FL cell coculture system with TSt-4 cells. We
tested whether complementation of IRS-1 by exogenous cDNA
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that is not affected by miR-126 could reverse the observed increase
in B-cell differentiation. Murine stem cell virus-based constructs
containing the IRS-1 coding sequence were generated with human
nerve growth factor receptor (NGFR). Then, the IRS-1 coding

sequence or a control vector was cotransduced with miR-126
into Lin− cells to see whether IRS-1 expression could rescue the
miR-126 phenotype. As shown in Fig. 6 C and D, CD19+ B cells
accounted for 2.34% of the 11.8% of Lin− FL cells transduced with
IRS-1 and miR-126, and 36.2% of the 56% cells transduced with
control vector and miR-126. A total of 20% of IRS-1- and miR-
126–transduced Lin− FL cells and 70% of control vector- andmiR-
126–transduced cells were CD19+, indicating that there were sig-
nificantly fewer CD19+ B cells among IRS-1–transduced Lin− FL
cells than among control cells (Fig. 6D). The opposite results were
obtained for mac1+ monomyelocytic cells (Fig. 6 C and D). These
findings indicate that the influence of miR-126 on B-cell differen-
tiation was abrogated by the introduction of IRS-1 lacking its
3′UTR inmurine FL cells, suggesting that the target genes ofmiR-
126 in this system include IRS-1.

miR-126 Can Rescue Failed B-Cell Differentiation in EBF1-Deficient
HPCs. Mice lacking EBF1 fail to express most B-cell genes, in-
cluding Cd79a and Cd79b, and do not undergo Igh V-to-DJ
recombination in the BM. Neither E2A nor PAX5, which are
critical transcriptional factors, can rescue the failure in EBF1-
deficient HPCs. Ectopic expression of EBF1 is able to rescue
B-lymphopoiesis in multipotent progenitors blocked at earlier
stages of development because of targeted deletion of key lym-
phoid transcription factors such as E2A, PU.1, and PAX5. Taken
together, these data indicate that EBF1 is an essential specifi-
cation factor for the B-cell lineage. Accordingly, we tested
whether failure of B-cell development because of EBF1 de-
ficiency, can be rescued by miR-126. miR-126 induces B-cell
differentiation in MLL-AF4 ALLs without affecting EBF1,
PAX5, and E2A, suggesting that it may potentially induce B-cell
differentiation by an alternative mechanism to transcriptional
factors. We established EBF1-deficient HPCs expressing low
amounts of B220 but not CD19. Retrovirus-mediated expression
of miR-126 in these cells markedly up-regulated B220, but not
CD19 (Fig. 7A). CD19 expression is contingent on EBF1. In the
BM, B220 is up-regulated during the maturation of prepro B
cells into mature B cells (36). Moreover, expression of B-cell
genes, such as PAX5, CD79a/b, and recombination activating
gene (RAG)1/2, is up-regulated (Fig. 7B). Although RAG1/2 was
up-regulated by miR-126, V-DJ rearrangements were not in-
duced by miR-126. miR-126 affected not only gene expression
profiles, but the growth of EBF1-deficient HPCs. Although the
proportion of control vector-carrying EBF1-deficient HPCs
gradually decreased during 28-d culture, the proportion of EBF1-
deficient HPCs carrying miR-126 increased (Fig. 7C). This finding
suggested miR-126 promoted the proliferation or survival of
EBF1-deficient HPCs. Next, we calculated the doubling time of
them. The doubling time of control EBF1-deficient HPCs (26.6 ±
1.5 h) was comparable to that of the original EBF1-deficient
HPCs (27.0 ± 2.0 h). In contrast, the doubling time of miR-126-
transduced EBF1-deficient HPCs (21.4 ± 1.0 h) was significantly
shorter than that of control cells. This result indicates that miR-
126 enhanced the proliferation of EBF1-deficient HPCs. These
results suggest that miR-126 can partly rescue failed B-cell line-
age development and specification because of EBF1 deficiency.

Discussion
We found that miR-126 was down-regulated in MLL-AF4 ALL,
a cancer with an immature B-cell phenotype, compared with
other types of ALL. Furthermore, miR-126 expression strikingly
decreased during successive stages of B-cell maturation in the
BM, suggesting that this miRNA may participate in early B
lymphopoiesis, and deregulation of its expression is involved in
leukemogenesis. Indeed, inducing the re-expression of miR-126
promoted B-cell development in MLL-AF4 ALL, the mouse FL,
and BM hematopoietic cells. miR-126, which was ectopically
expressed in preB and immature B cells, did not affect B-cell
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maturation, suggesting that its effect was limited to early B-cell
development. Its effect was most dramatically observed in Lin−c-
Kit+Sca1+ uncommitted progenitor cells in the FL, suggesting
miR-126 is involved in cell fate regulation. Notably, even though
the expression of key transcription factors in B-cell development;
E2A, EBF, and PAX5, were unchanged in miR-126–expressing
cells, miR-126 plays a critical role in regulating the differentia-
tion of B cells in leukemia, in which the deregulation of differ-
entiation because of dysfunction of transcription factors is
supposed to be involved in leukemogenesis (37). Moreover, ex-
pression of miR-126 in EBF1-deficient HPCs partly rescued B-
lymphopoiesis, leading to the up-regulation of several B-cell

genes and enhanced proliferation. Importantly, CD79a, which is
critically regulated by EBF1, was up-regulated by miR-126 in
EBF1-deficient cells. The stepwise expression and function of
several factors is involved in cell fate determination. EBF1 can
rescue B-cell development in E2A-, PU.1-, and PAX5-deficient
hematopoietic stem cells. Conversely, these transcriptional factors
cannot rescue B-cell development, indicating that EBF1 controls
the minimal essential system for B-cell development. Our finding
that miR-126 partly rescued B-cell development in EBF1-deficient
HPCs suggests that miR-126, which is not a transcriptional factor,
has critical roles in B-cell development. However, miR-126 is
dispensable for B-cell development, because miR-126 deficiency
does not cause any defects in B-lymphopoiesis. Taken together,
our observations lead us to conclude that miR-126–mediated
B-cell differentiation is at least partly independent of canonical
assembly of a transcriptional factor regulatory network. miR-126
has the potential to compensate for the deregulation of cell fate
caused by dysfunction of transcription factors in leukemia and is
critically involved in B-cell lineage specification. These results
challenge the view that miRNAs merely play fine-tuning roles in
establishing lineage fate (8).
Surveying the predicted targets of miR-126, we found several

genes that play important roles in myeloid development, including
IRS-1, v-crk sarcoma virus CT10 oncogene homolog (CRK), and
homeobox A9 (HOXA9). Two highly conserved 8-nt sites in the 3′
UTR of IRS-1 mRNA, one conserved 7-nt site in the CRK 3′
UTR, and one conserved 7-nt site in the HOXA9 3′ UTR are
complementary to the miR-126 “seed” region. Among these tar-
gets, we demonstrated that miR-126 targets IRS-1 during B-cell
differentiation. IRS-1 is the main docking protein of both type 1
insulin-like growth factor I receptor and the insulin receptor. IRS-
1 is a principal substrate of the insulin receptor tyrosine kinase.
IRS-1 undergoes multisite tyrosine phosphorylation and mediates
insulin signaling by associating with various signaling molecules
containing Src homology 2 domains (38). Overexpression of IRS-1
inhibits differentiation and promotes transformation of hemato-
poietic cells into a tumor-forming cell line (35). Although the
function of IRS-1 in B-cell development has yet to be determined,
it is reasonable that IRS-1, an inhibitor of differentiation, is down-
regulated by miR-126 during B-cell differentiation.
Future investigations exploring the regulation of miR-126 ex-

pression are needed to understand its function; its expression is
known to be greatest in highly vascularized tissues, such as the
lung, heart, and kidney (39–41), and is also present in bronchial
epithelium (27). miR-126 is located on chromosome 9q34.3 and is
encoded within intron 5 of epidermal growth factor like-7 (39).
Recently, miR-126 was shown to function in angiogenesis, as
miR-126–deficient mice are embryonic lethal because of vascular
malformation (42). In the hematopoietic system, Landgraf et al.
(43) reported qualitative detection of miR-126 in the CD34+ pool
containing hematopoietic stem cells, but they did not examine the
function of miR-126 in this cell population. miR-126 has also
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Fig. 6. IRS-1 is a functional target of miR-126 during B-cell expansion. (A)
Location of the predicted (Pictar) miR-126 target sequence (X) in the 3′ UTR
of the human IRS-1 mRNA. (B) Relative expression of IRS-1 mRNA normalized
to U1A expression by quantitative PCR analysis of Lin− FL cells overexpressing
miR-126, let-7, or control vector (n = 3, Left). **P < 0.05. Western blot
analysis of IRS-1 was performed with total protein extracts of miR-126–
overexpressing or control Lin− FL cells (Right). The relative intensity of each
band (indicated below the bands) was determined using Multigauge soft-
ware and normalized to the GAPDH loading control. (C and D) Ectopic ex-
pression of IRS-1 in miR-126-expressing Lin− FL cells decreases B-cell numbers.
(C) Representative plots for CD19 and mac1 expression in IRS-1+/IRS-1− miR-
126+ and controlGFP+/controlGFP− miR-126+ Lin− FL cells. (D) Percentage of
CD19+ or mac1+ cells in pregated IRS1+, IRS1−, control+, or control− cells.
Square indicates each pregated cells.
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Fig. 7. miR-126 up-regulates B-cell markers and
promotes cell proliferation in EBF1-deficient HPCs.
(A) HPC lines derived from EBF1-deficient mouse FL
were transduced with control and miR-126–express-
ing viral constructs. Cells were cocultured with TSt-4
cells in the presence of IL-7, stem cell factor, and Flt3
ligand and analyzed after 10 d of differentiation by
flow cytometry for the B-cell lineage markers B220
and CD19. The black and gray lines indicate miR-126
and control vector-transduced pregated live cells,
respectively. The same results were obtained three
times. (B) cDNA analysis of B-lineage gene expression in the HPC lines derived from EBF1-deficient HPCs transduced with a viral construct expressing miR-126
(Left) or a control vector (Rght). (C) The proportion of miR-126–transduced EBF1-deficient HPCs in culture gradually increases, but that of control vector-
transduced cells does not. The proportions of vector-carrying EBF1-deficient HPCs are shown as fold changes relative to day 7. *P < 0.05.
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been reported to be down-regulated during terminal mega-
karyocytopoiesis and up-regulated in megakaryocytic cell lines
(44). We and others have found that miR-126 is down-regulated
in B-cell differentiation. The regulation of miR-126 expression
should be further investigated.
Finally, the observed function of miR-126 as an inducer of

differentiation suggests miR-126 might be a promising therapeutic
target. In acute promyelocytic leukemia, retinoic acid induces
terminal differentiation of leukemic cells. This “differentiation
induction” therapy has been tried in many types of tumors without
much success. miR-126 may be an agent for differentiation in-
duction therapy for ALL; thus, further studies are needed to
evaluate its potential as a differentiation inducer.

Materials and Methods
Ebf1−/− Progenitor Cells. Ebf1−/− hematopoietic progenitor (Lin−) cells were
isolated from the Ebf1−/− livers of 14 d postcoitum embryos and cultured
on TSt-4 stromal cells in IMDM containing 10% (vol/vol) FCS, 2-ME (5 × 10−5

M), penicillin (10 U/mL), and streptomycin (10 μg/mL) in the presence of
stem cell factor, IL-7, and Flt3 ligand (10 ng/mL each), as described pre-
viously (45, 46).

Gene-Expression Analysis. RNA from cells used for microarray analysis was
isolated using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen). For microarray analysis, spleno-
cytes were cultured for 72 h with or without 10 μM IM. Gene-expression
microarray analysis was performed using two-color microarray-based gene-

expression analysis (Agilent Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. After scanning, expression values for the genes were determined
using GeneSpringGX software. All experiments were done in the duplicates.

Western Blot Analysis. FL cells transduced with either control or miR-126
vector were lysed in sample loading buffer and separated by SDS/PAGE and
transferred to a polyvinylidene fluoride membrane. The membrane was in-
cubated with primary antibody against IRS-1 (Cell Signaling Technology),
followed by peroxidase-conjugated anti-rabbit Ig (GE Healthcare).

BM Transplantation. Lin- BM cells from congenic mice (Ptprca and Ptprcb,
respectively) were transduced with a 126OE vector or with a CTRL vector, and
injected in a 1:1 ratio into myeloablated recipients (31).

Peripheral blood analysis was performed 4 wk after the BM trans-
plantation. Mononuclear cells were stained with various antibodies and
analyzed on a FACSCalibur flow cytometer (BD Biosciences) and using FlowJo
software (Tree Star).

Antibodies. Antibodies specific for CD3, CD19, CD20, Mac1, Gr-1, Flt3, c-kit,
Sca1, and IL-7Rα were purchased from eBioscience.

Primer sequences, reagents, and more detailed methods are shown in SI
Materials and Methods.
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Objective: There are limited treatment options for relapsed/refractory acute myeloid leukemia
patients or previously untreated elderly (!60 years) patients with acute myeloid leukemia. In
Phase II studies from the USA and Europe, single-agent clofarabine demonstrated activity and
acceptable toxicity in elderly patients with previously untreated acute myeloid leukemia. This
Phase I, multicenter study assessed the maximum-tolerated dose, safety, pharmacokinetics
and efficacy of clofarabine in Japanese adults with acute myeloid leukemia.
Methods: Intravenous clofarabine (20, 30 and 40 mg/m2/day) was administered for 5 days to
Japanese adult patients with relapsed or refractory acute myeloid leukemia or elderly patients
with newly diagnosed acute myeloid leukemia.
Results: Fourteen patients, median age of 67.5 (59–72) years, were enrolled in this study.
Eleven out of 14 patients had relapsed/refractory acute myeloid leukemia. Three patients
received clofarabine at 20 mg/m2, six at 30 mg/m2 and five at 40 mg/m2. Frequently reported
treatment-related adverse events included thrombocytopenia (100%), anemia (93%), neutro-
penia (86%), nausea (86%), alanine aminotransferase increase (71%), headache (71%) and
febrile neutropenia (57%). Three patients experienced reversible dose-limiting toxicities; two
had increased alanine aminotransferase with 30 and 40 mg/m2 and one had Grade 3 elevation
of serum amylase with 40 mg/m2. The maximum-tolerated dose was 30 mg/m2/day. Cmax and
exposure area under the curve0224h increased with increasing dose and were proportional to
dose through the tested dose range. Among the 14 assessable patients, four (29%) achieved
complete remission and two (14%) complete remission without platelet recovery. The overall re-
mission rate was 43%.
Conclusions: These results demonstrate safety and preliminary, promising activity of clofara-
bine in Japanese patients with acute myeloid leukemia. Further investigation is warranted.

Key words: clofarabine – myeloid leukemia – acute – clinical trial – Phase I – aged

INTRODUCTION

Although the treatment of adult patients with newly diagnosed
acute myeloid leukemia (AML) has improved, there are
limited options for those with relapsed or refractory disease,

and for elderly patients !60 years (1,2). The goal for treat-
ment of patients with AML is to achieve complete remission
(CR) because it has been shown to correlate with longer sur-
vival and better quality of life (3,4). Regimens including
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anthracycline, such as daunorubicin or idarubicin, plus cytara-
bine have been the standard of care for induction therapy in
patients with newly diagnosed AML (2,5). While 40–65% of
previously untreated elderly patients with AML achieve re-
mission, the vast majority (85%) relapse within !3 years and
,10% achieve long-term survival (2,3,5). The median sur-
vival of patients "65 years has been reported to be 2 months
for untreated patients, 6 months for treated patients and 22
months for the few who receive allogeneic hematopoietic
stem cell transplantation (HSCT) (6).

There is no standard of care for patients with relapsed or re-
fractory AML, and the only curative option for these patients
is allogeneic HSCT after achieving remission with salvage
chemotherapies. Options for physically fit elderly patients are
more limited and include salvage chemotherapy followed by
allogeneic HSCT, or treatment with the same successful induc-
tion for those patients who achieved an initial remission lasting
at least 1 year (7). Alternatives for patients who cannot tolerate
these options include best supportive care and low-dose cytara-
bine (5,7). There is a clear unmet medical need for more effect-
ive and safer treatment options for these patients.

Clofarabine, a purine nucleoside analog approved in the
USA and European Union for the treatment of pediatric
patients with relapsed or refractory acute lymphoblastic leuke-
mia, was rationally designed to combine the cytotoxic proper-
ties of fludarabine and cladribine, and to avoid or reduce their
characteristic dose-limiting toxicities (DLTs) (8). Thus, clo-
farabine inhibits both DNA polymerase and ribonucleotide re-
ductase, inhibiting DNA replication and strand elongation, as
well as RNA transcription (9). In a Phase II study from the
USA, single-agent clofarabine showed activity and acceptable
toxicity in patients older than 60 years of age with untreated
AML and at least one unfavorable prognostic factor (10).
Similarly, in two Phase II studies from Europe, clofarabine
demonstrated activity and tolerability in patients at least 65
years of age who were considered not candidates for intensive
chemotherapy (11).

We carried out this Phase I, multicenter study in Japan to
determine the maximum-tolerated dose (MTD) and to evalu-
ate safety and pharmacokinetics of clofarabine monotherapy
in adult patients with relapsed or refractory AML and in previ-
ously untreated elderly patients with AML considered to be
unlikely to benefit from standard induction therapy.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

PATIENT CRITERIA

Eligible patients had a diagnosis of relapsed or refractory
AML according to the fourth World Health Organization clas-
sification of myeloid neoplasms criteria (12) or were elderly
patients (60–74 years of age) with previously untreated AML
who were deemed to be unlikely to benefit from standard in-
duction chemotherapy. Additional inclusion criteria included
Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance
status (PS) 0 – 2; adequate hepatic [total bilirubin !1.5 #

institutional upper limit of normal (ULN), aspartate amino-
transferase (AST), alanine aminotransferase (ALT) !2.5 #
ULN], renal (estimated glomerular filtration rate "60 ml/min/
1.73 m2), pancreatic (serum amylase level !1.5 ULN, serum
lipase level within normal limit) and cardiac [left ventricular
fractional shortening on echocardiography (ECHO) "22%
or left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) on ECHO or
multigated acquisition (MUGA) scan "40%] functions.

Exclusion criteria included diagnosis of acute promyelocytic
leukemia, prior HSCT, prior radiation therapy to the pelvis, un-
controlled infection, severe concurrent disease that was difficult
to control by drug therapies and history of serious organ dys-
function. Pregnant and lactating women were also ineligible.

All patients provided written informed consent. This study
was conducted in accordance with the principles stipulated by
the Declaration of Helsinki and by the standards stipulated by
Good Clinical Practice. The Institutional Review Boards at
each participating institution approved the study.

TREATMENT PLAN

The study employed a 3 þ 3 design (13). Three patients were
enrolled in a dose cohort and assessed for DLTs during the
first cycle. If none of the patients in a cohort experienced a
DLT, three new patients were enrolled in the next dose cohort.
If a patient developed a DLT, three new patients were added to
that cohort for a total of six patients included in that cohort for
tolerability assessment. If no additional patients developed a
DLT, three new patients were enrolled in the next dose cohort.
If two of the six patients developed a DLT, that dose level was
deemed not to be tolerable. By definition, DLTs were any
"Grade 3 non-hematologic toxicities (except for Grade 3
pyrexia, anorexia, nausea, vomiting, malaise and transient
changes in laboratory values related to hepatic function) and
severe Grade 4 myelosuppression that persisted until Day 42
from the start of therapy (an absolute neutrophil count
(ANC) , 500/mm3 and platelet count ,25 000/mm3 due to
myelosuppression in the absence of persistent leukemia cell in
bone marrow and peripheral blood). The MTD was defined to
be the highest dose at which no more than one of six patients
in the cohort developed DLTs during the first cycle.

Patients received once daily clofarabine 20 mg/m2 in
Cohort 1, 30 mg/m2 in Cohort 2 and 40 mg/m2 in Cohort 3 as
a 1 h intravenous infusion for five consecutive days. Patients
received one cycle, but patients with a hematologic remission
after one cycle could receive up to a maximum of three
cycles. Treatment had to be discontinued if patients did not
achieve a CR or a CR without platelet recovery (CRp) after
two cycles of treatment with clofarabine.

Patients in CR or CRp who did recover in peripheral blood
cell count (ANC "1000/mm3 and platelet count "50 000/
mm3 without the need for transfusion) from Days 57 to 84 pro-
ceeded to the next cycle with a 10 mg/m2 dose reduction.
Patients who did not show a recovery in peripheral blood cell
count by Day 84 were withdrawn from the study. Only one
dose reduction was allowed for delayed peripheral blood cell
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count recovery. All patients who developed myelosuppression
that met the definition of DLT were withdrawn from the study.

Prophylactic administration of antibacterial drugs, antifun-
gal agents and antiviral agents was recommended, but not
mandated.

PATIENT EVALUATIONS

To assess response, bone marrow assessments and peripheral
blood smear tests were performed on Day 21 in Cycles 1 and
2. Follow-up continued for 45 days after the last dose. If the
results of the bone marrow test were inconclusive for deter-
mination of response, the bone marrow tests were repeated
every 7–14 days. Efficacy assessments were made by the in-
vestigator using the International Working Group criteria for
diagnosis and treatment of AML (14).

Patients were hospitalized during the DLT evaluation
period. An independent Safety Data Monitoring Committee
oversaw the study. Toxicities were assessed using the National
Cancer Institute Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse
Events (NCI-CTCAE version 3.0).

PHARMACOKINETIC ANALYSES

Blood samples for pharmacokinetic assessments were col-
lected from patients before, during and at various time points
after drug administration on Days 1 – 5 of Cycle 1. Urine
samples were collected from patients before and after drug ad-
ministration on Days 1 and 5 of Cycle 1. All blood and urine
samples were analyzed by MicroConstants, Inc. (San Diego,
USA) for measurement of clofarabine concentrations.

Clofarabine pharmacokinetic parameters were estimated
using the times of drug administration and blood collection. All
parameters were calculated using industry standard software for
pharmacokinetics analyses. The following plasma pharmacoki-
netic parameters were calculated using non-compartmental
methods: area under the curve (AUC0224) from time 0 up to
24 h calculated using the log trapezoidal method, the maximum
observed plasma concentration (Cmax) and time to maximum
observed concentration (Tmax). The relation of dose exposure
with AUC0224 and Cmax was assessed using a Scatter plot.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

This was a Phase I dose-escalation study. The primary objec-
tives of this study were to assess the MTD, safety and pharma-
cokinetics of clofarabine intravenously administered at 20, 30
and 40 mg/m2/day for 5 days to Japanese adult patients with
AML.

All patients who received clofarabine for five consecutive
days in Cycle 1 at each dose level or patients who experienced
a DLT in Cycle 1 were assessed for the development of DLTs
to evaluate the tolerability of clofarabine. The full analysis
set, which comprised of all patients who received at least one
dose of clofarabine, was used for the primary safety and effi-
cacy analyses.

RESULTS

PATIENT CHARACTERISTICS

In total, 14 patients with a median age of 67.5 (range 59–72)
years were enrolled at six study sites. Table 1 lists the patient
demographics and baseline disease characteristics. Ten patients
(71%) had refractory AML and most had an ECOG PS of 0.

TREATMENT EXPOSURE

All enrolled patients (n ¼ 14) received at least one dose of clo-
farabine: three patients in Cohort 1, six in Cohort 2 and five in
Cohort 3. Overall, patients received a median of one (range
1–3) cumulative number of clofarabine cycles. Only two of
14 patients (14%) had a dose reduction or modification. One
patient in Cohort 1 had a dose reduction due to neuralgia
during the second cycle. A patient in Cohort 2 had the infusion
time extended.

TOXICITY AND MTD

All patients experienced at least one adverse event (AE) re-
gardless of the relationship to clofarabine treatment and all
experienced at least one AE related to clofarabine treatment.
Table 2 lists the treatment-related AEs experienced by at least
three patients, according to the maximum NCI-CTCAE grade.
The most frequently reported treatment-related hematologic
AEs were thrombocytopenia (100%), anemia (93%), neutro-
penia (86%) and febrile neutropenia (57%). The most
common treatment-related non-hematologic AEs were nausea
(86%), headache (71%), increased ALT (71%) and increased
AST (64%). Overall, the most common treatment-related
Grade 4 AEs were thrombocytopenia (93%), neutropenia
(86%), anemia (36%) and leukopenia (21%).

There was no major difference in the incidence of AEs or
laboratory abnormalities between dose cohorts, with the ex-
ception of increases in Grade !3 of ALT and AST, which
were reported more frequently in Cohort 3 than in the other
cohorts (0, 17 and 100% in Cohorts 1, 2 and 3, respectively).

Three out of 14 patients experienced DLTs as assessed by
the independent Safety Data Monitoring Committee. These
DLTs included increased ALT in one patient in Cohort 2
(Grade 4) and prolongation of increased ALT in one in Cohort
3 (Grade 3) and Grade 3 elevation of serum amylase in one
patient in Cohort 3. In this patient, the increase of laboratory
test values was transient (reaching its worst level at Day 7
with recovery by Day 14) and occurred in the absence of any
clinical symptoms suggestive of pancreatitis. Furthermore, the
pattern of amylase isozyme values (for example, at Day 7,
43% for P-amylase and 57% for S-amylase) was not consist-
ent with acute pancreatitis.

One patient in Cohort 2 and the one in Cohort 3 withdrew
from the study due to DLTs. All the three patients recovered from
their DLTs. Thus, the MTD was determined to be 30 mg/m2/day.

One patient experienced a serious (Grade 3) herpes zoster
deemed to be possibly related to clofarabine treatment. Once
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diagnosed with this infection, this patient was admitted to the
hospital and treated with antiviral medication and after dis-
charge, he was maintained on aciclovir and vidarabine; he
recovered from herpes zoster with neuralgia as a sequelae.
There were no deaths during the study period. Six patients
died after the study follow-up period, five of these deaths were
due to disease progression and were considered not study
related. For one death (reported as aggravated pneumonia),
the relationship to clofarabine treatment was considered to be
unlikely. This patient (a 66-year-old man) experienced
drug-related pneumonia during the study period which

improved at study completion, 10 days later. The pneumonia
was reported to have been controlled 5 days later when the
patient began an alternative treatment with aclarubicin hydro-
chloride, cytarabine and lenograstim. Almost 3 weeks after
starting this new treatment, the patient’s condition rapidly
deteriorated and he died a week later. While the casual rela-
tionship between clofarabine treatment and the aggravated
pneumonia that led to death appeared to be unlikely, it could
not be ruled out given that no autopsy was performed.

PHARMACOKINETICS

After an intravenous infusion of clofarabine at doses of 20, 30
and 40 mg/m2, maximum clofarabine concentrations were
observed at the end of the infusion in the majority of patients
(Table 3). Cmax and exposure AUC0224h increased with in-
creasing dose and were proportional to dose over the 20 –
40 mg/m2 dose range tested (Fig. 1). The pharmacokinetics of
clofarabine exhibited low-to-moderate inter-patient variability
on both Days 1 and 5.

The elimination half-life (t1/2) was not dependent on the
dose or duration of treatment and was estimated consistently
from each dose level, following either single or multiple dose
regimens. Given the relatively short t1/2 of clofarabine,

Table 1. Patient demographics and baseline characteristics

Characteristic Clofarabine (mg/m2)

20 (n ¼ 3) 30 (n ¼ 6) 40 (n ¼ 5) Total
(n ¼ 14)

Median age (range),
years

64.0 (61–69) 68.0 (59–72) 69.0 (59–70) 67.5 (59–72)

Sex, number

Male 3 4 3 10

Female 0 2 2 4

AML state

Previously
untreated

2 0 1 3

Relapsed 0 1 0 1

Refractory 1 5 4 10

Secondary AML state

Secondary AMLa 2 0 2 4

AHD 2 0 2 4

Non-secondary
AML

1 6 3 10

ECOG performance status

0 3 4 3 10

1 0 2 1 3

2 0 0 1 1

Karyotype, number (%)

Favorable 0 1 0 1

Intermediate 1 2 4 7

Unfavorable 2 3 1 6

Prior induction regimen for AML

No 2 0 1 3

Yes 1 6 4 11

Other prior drug treatment for AML or AHD

No 1 4 4 9

Yes 2 2 1 5

AHD, antecedent hematologic disorder; AML, acute myeloid leukemia;
ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group.
aAll four patients were previously diagnosed with myelodysplastic
syndromes; two were previously treated with azacitidine, one with decitabine
and one had no prior treatment for AML or AHD.

Table 2. Treatment-related AEs experienced by !20% of patients (n ¼ 14)

AE Maximum NCI-CTC grade, no. of
patients

1 2 3 4 All grades

Anemia 0 0 8 5 13

Neutropenia 0 0 0 12 12

Febrile neutropenia 0 0 8 0 8

Thrombocytopenia 0 0 1 13 14

Leukopenia 0 0 0 3 3

Diarrhea 3 0 0 0 3

Nausea 10 2 0 0 12

Vomiting 4 0 0 0 4

Chills 3 0 0 0 3

Fatigue 3 0 0 0 3

Malaise 5 0 0 0 5

Pyrexia 3 0 0 0 3

Pneumonia 0 2 3 0 5

ALT increased 6 0 3 1 10

AST increased 4 2 3 0 9

Blood bilirubin increased 2 2 0 0 4

Gamma-glutamyltransferase increased 2 1 0 0 3

Decreased appetite 3 0 2 0 5

Headache 6 4 0 0 10

AE, adverse event; ALT, alanine aminotransferase; AST, aspartate
aminotransferase; NCI, National Cancer Institute.
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minimal drug accumulation was observed following daily
intravenous infusion for 5 days.

EFFICACY

All 14 patients were included in the efficacy assessment
(Table 4). Four patients (29%) achieved CR, two (14%)
achieved CRp and none had PR, leading to an overall remis-
sion rate (CR þ CRp þ PR) of 43%. Table 5 lists the charac-
teristics of responding patients. Two of the three newly
diagnosed patients achieved CR and the other achieved CRp.
Among the 10 patients with relapse/refractory AML, two
(20%) achieved CR and one (10%) achieved CRp.

DISCUSSION

The results from this multicenter Phase I study of clofarabine
monotherapy show the MTD to be 30 mg/m2 administered

Table 3. Clofarabine plasma pharmacokinetics

Parameter, mean+ standard deviation Clofarabine (mg/m2)

20 30 40

Day 1 (n ¼ 3) Day 5 (n ¼ 3) Day 1 (n ¼ 6) Day 5 (n ¼ 5) Day 1 (n ¼ 5) Day 5 (n ¼ 5)

Cmax (ng/ml) 382.0+68.51 479.0+77.87 522.8+85.11 615.8+103.4 772.8+122.9 966.2+11.7

tmax (h) 0.917+0.050 0.939+0.025 1.006+0.170 0.843+0.242 0.893+0.142 0.927+0.043

AUC0-24h (ng h/ml) 1172.0+157.4 1423.4+349.2 2026.8+918.7 1851.8+356.1 2341.0+397.1 2773.0+688.1

t1/2 (h) 5.561+0.340 5.971+0.796 6.804+2.662 5.339+0.375 5.838+0.553 4.719+0.542

CL (l/h) 27.62+3.57 23.56+6.60 26.18+9.12 26.08+5.34 27.10+6.32 23.12+5.20

Vdss (l/m2) 103.50+22.75 92.64+22.80 111.99+22.44 91.19+13.74 103.11+7.05 71.09+11.13

Acc ratio – 1.206+0.194 – 1.007+0.267 – 1.184+0.173

Acc ratio, accumulation ratio; AUC, area under the drug-concentration curve; CL, total clearance; Cmax, maximum drug plasma concentration; t1/2, elimination
half-life; tmax, time to maximum plasma concentration; Vdss, volume of distribution at a steady state.

Figure 1. (A) Scatter plot of arithmetic mean Cmax of clofarabine versus dose

(n ¼ 3 for 20 mg/m2, n ¼ 6 for 30 mg/m2 on Day 1 and n ¼ 5 on Day 5, n ¼ 5

for 40 mg/m2). (B) Scatter plot of arithmetic mean area under the curve

(AUC)0224h of clofarabine versus dose (n ¼ 3 for 20 mg/m2, n ¼ 6 for 30 mg/

m2 on Day 1 and n ¼ 5 on Day 5, n ¼ 5 for 40 mg/m2).

Table 4. Best response according to the investigator assessment

Best response category Clofarabine (mg/m2) Total
(n ¼ 14)

20
(n ¼ 3)

30
(n ¼ 6)

40
(n ¼ 5)

Complete remission, number
(%)

1 (33) 1 (17) 2 (40) 4 (29)

Complete remission without
platelet recovery, number (%)

1 (33) 1 (17) 0 2 (14)

Partial remission, number (%) 0 0 0 0

Overall remission
(CR þ CRp þ PR)

2 (67) 2 (33) 2 (40) 6 (43)

Treatment failure, number (%) 1 (33) 4 (67) 3 (60) 8 (57)

CR, complete remission; CRp, complete remission without platelet recovery;
PR, partial remission.
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intravenously daily for 5 days, and demonstrate preliminary
but encouraging efficacy in 14 patients with AML, including
12 elderly patients. This MTD in Japanese patients is lower
than the recommended Phase II doses of 40 mg/m2 for adult
patients and 52 mg/m2 for pediatric patients with acute leuke-
mia reported in two Phase I studies from the USA (13,15).
However, this MTD of 30 mg/m2 is identical to that used to
treat elderly patients with AML in Phase II studies from Europe
and the USA (10,11). The safety profile observed in the present
study was similar to that reported in the previous studies.

One patient in our study experienced possibly drug-related
Grade 3 herpes zoster; he recovered after treatment but with-
drew from the study as per protocol. The study protocol
recommended, but did not mandate prophylactic antiviral
treatment. The use of prophylactic antiviral, antifungal and
antibacterial agents in the USA (9,10) and EU (11) studies
was as per institutional guidelines. Although cases of herpes
zoster were not reported in these studies (10,11), prophylaxis
against herpes is recommended for patients treated with T-cell
depleting agents such as fludarabine (16), another purine
analog, and should also be considered for patients undergoing
clofarabine.

In the pharmacokinetic analysis, the Cmax and AUC0224h of
clofarabine increased dose proportionally over the dose range
tested, with low-to-moderate inter-patient variability. The
relative short t1/2 was independent of dose or treatment dur-
ation; there was minimal drug accumulation. The pharmaco-
dynamic analysis indicated that clofarabine did not have a
significant impact on blood pressure, heart rate and electrocar-
diography parameters. There was no evident relationship
between clofarabine concentration and the pharmacodynamic
end points tested.

In addition to a tolerable safety profile, the results from this
study show that clofarabine appears to have promising clinical
activity, producing four CRs and two CRp, for an overall re-
mission rate of 43%. This overall efficacy rate is consistent
with that reported in the aforementioned studies from Europe
(48%) (11) and the USA (46%) (10). The efficacy results
obtained with clofarabine monotherapy in the treatment of
elderly patients in these different studies appear to be higher
than the rates reported in other studies of monotherapies in

similar patient populations. For example, complete remission
rates for single-agent decitabine ranged from 26% in a large
Phase II study to 18% in a randomized Phase III study com-
paring it with best supportive care or low-dose cytarabine
(which together had an 8% CR þ CRp rate) (17,18). A sub-
group analysis of a randomized study reported an 18% CR rate
for azacitidine monotherapy in elderly patients with low bone
marrow blast count AML (19). The primary analysis of this
randomized trial found a survival benefit for azacitidine com-
pared with the conventional regimens in the treatment of
patients with intermediate-2 and high-risk myelodysplastic
syndromes (MDS) (20). In another study, low-dose cytarabine
treatment was associated with an 18% complete remission rate
in patients with AML and high-risk MDS considered to be in-
eligible for intensive chemotherapy (18, 21).

In summary, this Phase I study showed that clofarabine
monotherapy is well tolerated and has preliminary, promising
activity in Japanese elderly patients with newly diagnosed
AML and adult patients with relapsed/refractory disease.
Further clinical study in a larger group of patients is warranted.
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Table 5. Characteristics of responding patients

Dose
cohort

Sex and age
(years)

AML
state

Secondary AML
state

FAB No. of prior
regimens

No. of clofarabine
cycles

Best
response

CR duration
(days)

20 Male 64 New AHD M1 0 2 CR 61

20 Male 69 New AHD M2 0 1 CRp NA

30 Female 72 Refractory None M0 1 2 CR 88þ

30 Male 64 Refractory None M0 4 3 CRp NA

40 Male 70 Refractory None Unknown 1 1 CR 1þ

40 Female 70 New AHD Unknown 0 2 CR 36þ

AHD, antecedent hematologic disorder; FAB, French–American–British classification; NA, not available.
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  expression  of  the  major  histocompatibility  complex  (MHC)  classical  class  I genes  is
important for the  adaptive  immune  response  to target  virus-infected  cells and  cancer  cells.
The up-regulation  of  the MHC  is  achieved  by hormonal/cytokine  signals  including  IFN-
!-inducible  elements.  The  swine  leukocyte  antigen  (SLA),  the MHC  class  I  region  of  pigs,
consists  of the  duplicated  classical  class  I genes,  SLA-1,  SLA-2  and  SLA-3,  but  the  molecular
mechanisms  involved  in their  up-regulation  after  T cell  stimulation  have  not  been  fully
elucidated.  In  order  to better  understand  some  of  the  putative  regulatory  mechanisms  of
SLA class  I gene  expression  in activated  T cells,  we examined  the  coordinated  expression
of  the  SLA  classical  class  I, IFN-!  and  interferon  regulatory  factor-1  (IRF-1)  genes  in the
peripheral  blood  mononuclear  cells  (PBMCs)  of  SLA  homozygous  Clawn  miniature  swine
stimulated  for 72  h  with  either  IFN-!  or  an  enterotoxin  produced  by  Staphylococcus  aureus.
This enterotoxin,  toxic  shock  syndrome-1  (TSST-1),  is  known  to  act  as  a superantigen  (sAG)
to activate  the  T  cells  in  various  vertebrate  species.  We  showed  by  using  mAbs  and  flow
cytometry  that  the  CD4+CD25+ cell  number  of  swine  PBMCs  was  also  increased  by  TSST-
1  and  to a  lesser  degree  by  IFN-!.  Time  course  analyses  of  the  expression  of  the  IFN-! ,
IRF-1  and  the  three  classical  class  I genes,  SLA-1,  SLA-2,  and  SLA-3,  in  PBMCs  by  quanti-
tative  real-time  PCR  revealed  a  transitory  response  to TSST-1  or IFN-!  stimulation.  The
IFN-!  mRNA  levels  in  the  PBMCs  were  continuously  up-regulated  over  the  first  48  h  by
TSST-1 or IFN-!.  In contrast,  SLA  class  I expression  moderately  increased  at 24  h  and  then
decreased to  a baseline  level  or less  at 72  h  of IFN-!  or TSST-1  stimulation.  The  three  clas-
sical SLA  class  I genes  showed  similar  expression  kinetics,  although  SLA-3  mRNA  level
was  consistently  lower  than those  of SLA-1  and  -2.  The  expression  of IRF-1,  a modula-
tor  of  SLA expression,  showed  similar  kinetics  to those  of  the  three  classical  SLA  class  I
genes.  The  expression  profiles  detected  by  flow  cytometry  of  the SLA  molecules  on the
cell surface  of  PBMCs  were  maintained  at  a consistently  high  level  during  cell  stimulation
with  either  TSST-1  or IFN-!,  which  was distinct  from  the  kinetics  of  mRNA  expression.

Abbreviations: FCS, fetal calf serum; FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate; GAPDH, glyceraldehydes 3-phosphate dehydrogenase; Ig, immunoglobulin; Io,
ionomycin;  IRF-1, interferon regulatory factor-1; ISRE, interferon-stimulated response element; MFI, mean fluorescence intensity; MHC, major histocom-
patibility  complex; PBMC, peripheral blood mononuclear cell; PBSA, bovine serum albumin-containing phosphate-buffered saline; PE, phycoerythrin; PMA,
Phorbol  12-myristate13-acetate; SLA, swine leukocyte antigen; sAG, superantigen; TCR, T cell receptor; Th, helper T cell; TSST-1, toxic shock syndrome-1.
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These  results  showed  that  miniature  swine  SLA  class  I  mRNA  expression  was  effectively
and  equally  up-regulated  among  the  three  loci  and  coordinately  with  IRF-1  gene  expression
after  stimulation  of  T  cell  activation  by  sAG  or IFN-!.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules
present pathogen or host protein-derived epitopes to T cell
receptors  (TCRs) and play an important role in inducing the
antigen-specific immune response. The gene organization
of  the MHC  region including the MHC  class I genes is well
characterized in various animals and at least three distinct
class  I gene duplication blocks, designated as alpha, beta
and  kappa blocks, are a common occurrence in the MHC
class  I regions of most mammals (Kulski et al., 2002). Exam-
ination  of the entire sequence of the porcine MHC  (swine
leukocyte antigen, SLA) region of a Large White pig with
an  Hp-1a.1 haplotype that SLA class I genes also grouped
into at least two separate genomic locations corresponding
to the beta and kappa blocks. The beta block contains five
non-classical SLA class I genes, SLA-6, SLA-7, and SLA-8, MIC-
1,  and MIC-2 and the kappa block contains seven classical
SLA  class I genes, SLA-1, SLA-2, SLA-3, SLA-4, SLA-5, SLA-9 and
SLA-11.  Of the seven classical SLA class I genes, SLA-1, SLA-2,
and  SLA-3 are the constitutively expressed, whereas SLA-4,
SLA-9  and SLA-11 are classified as pseudogenes (Smith et al.,
2005).  While there is no structural evidence that SLA-5 is a
pseudogene, no transcript for this gene has yet been identi-
fied  (Ando and Chardon, 2006; Lunney et al., 2009; Renard
et  al., 2001, 2006). Recently, additional six and four express-
ible  SLA class I loci were identified in the Hp-28.0 and
Hp-62.0 haplotypes, respectively (Tanaka-Matsuda et al.,
2009)  and other studies have suggested that the number of
expressed  class I loci may  vary among haplotypes (Ho et al.,
2006;  Lee et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2005; Soe et al., 2008).

The  inbred miniature swine with defined SLA haplo-
types is an useful experimental animal model in allo- and
xeno-transplantation studies and also for association anal-
yses  between SLA haplotypes and immunological or phys-
iological  traits (Duran-Struuck et al., 2010; Mallard et al.,
1989,  1991; Vallabhajosyula et al., 2007). We  previously
assigned two SLA class I haplotypes, Hp-16.0 (SLA-1*0401,
SLA-2*w09an02 and SLA-3*0602) and Hp-17.0 (SLA-1 blank
(not  assigned), SLA-2*06an03 and SLA-3*03an02) in Clawn
miniature swine population by sequencing analyses of RT-
PCR  products using allele group specific primer pairs (Ando
et  al., 2005). Therefore, at least three and two classical SLA
class  I loci are expressed in Clawn miniature swine with
Hp-16.0 and Hp-17.0, respectively. However, the regula-
tory  molecular mechanisms for the expression of SLA class
I  genes have yet to be elucidated, although putative regula-
tory  elements in the promoter regions of the loci have been
identified  (Tennant et al., 2007).

Since its discovery in 1965, the regulatory role of IFN-!
in  the transcription, expression and functions of the clas-
sical  MHC  class I genes has been extensively investigated
and recently reviewed (Zhou, 2009). It was confirmed that
IFN-!  induces the expression of the interferon regulatory
factor-1 (IRF-1) that binds to the IRF-1-binding cis-element

motif, called the interferon-stimulated response element
(ISRE) in the MHC  class I promoter region, resulting in the
augmentation of class I MHC expression (Gobin et al., 1999).
In  swine, the putative IRF-binding motifs were identified on
the  proximal domain of the promoter regions in the three
constitutively expressed classical class I genes, SLA-1, SLA-
2,  and SLA-3, suggesting a similar recruitment of regulatory
elements in the promoter regions as seen in the MHC  class
I  genes of human and mouse (Liu et al., 2011).

Bacterial superantigens (sAg) bind directly to MHC  class
II  molecules and the specific V" domain of TCR on T cells
independent of the presented peptide antigen (Fraser and
Proft,  2008). Administration of sAg induces polyclonal T
cell  activation resulting in the secretion of a large amount
of  cytokines and a significant increase in T cell prolifer-
ation (Fraser and Proft, 2008; Sriskandan and Altmann,
2008; Sundberg et al., 2007). After intensive activation
and proliferation, the T cells stop interleukin-2 production
and proliferation, inducing cell death or T cell unrespon-
siveness to specific antigens. The enterotoxin, toxic shock
syndrome-1 (TSST-1), is a sAG secreted by Staphylococ-
cus aureus that can induce the overproduction of IFN-!
(Sriskandan and Altmann, 2008) and may  enhance the
expression of MHC. However, the up-regulation of MHC
class  I gene expression by this sAG, especially with respect
to  the SLA classical class I genes, has not been previously
investigated.

The purpose of the present study was to examine
whether T cell activation by sAG stimulation effectively
up-regulates coordinated SLA class I gene expression at
the  protein and mRNA levels. In this study, we  used SLA
homozygous Clawn miniature swine with the haplotype
Hp-16.16, (Ando et al., 2005), designed SLA class I allele-
specific primer sets to amplify the three class I genes of the
Hp-16.0  haplotype and compared transcription and pro-
tein  expression levels among the loci in peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs) at different times after stim-
ulation  by either TSST-1 or IFN-! for 72 h in cell culture.
In addition, we analyzed the mRNA level of IRF-1 to eval-
uate  if this transcription factor for MHC  expression is also
involved in the regulation of SLA expression in PBMCs.

2.  Materials and methods

2.1.  Animal samples

SLA  homozygous (Hp-16.0) Clawn miniature swine
(n  = 6, 11–30 months old) at the Japan Farm CLAWN Insti-
tute  (Kagoshima, Japan) were bled in specific pathogen free
conditions.

2.2.  In vitro stimulation of PBMCs

Swine peripheral blood samples were collected into a
heparinized tube and centrifuged on Lymphocepal (IBL Co.,
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Fujioka, Japan) at 670 × g for 30 min. PBMCs were collected
and washed with 10 ml  of 1% (w/v) bovine serum albu-
min  (BSA)-containing phosphate-buffered saline (PBSA).
The  blood mononuclear cells were collected by centrifug-
ing  at 350 × g for 5 min  and the remaining erythrocytes
were lysed osmotically. The white blood cells were washed
and  cultured (3 × 106/well) in RPMI1640 medium contain-
ing  10% fetal calf serum (FCS) in the presence of the toxic
shock syndrome-1 (TSST-1) enterotoxin, (Toxin Tec., Sara-
sota,  USA) at 1 !g/ml or IFN-" (ITSI-Bioscience, PA, USA) at
1  ng/ml for 72 h at 37 ◦C 5% CO2. After 24, 48 and 72 h the
cells were collected, washed with PBSA and used for the
analyses by flow cytometry and quantitative real-time PCR.

2.3.  Flow cytometry

Swine  PBMCs were re-suspended at a final concentra-
tion of 2 × 107 cells/ml in PBS containing 0.05% sodium
azide (Wako, Tokyo, JPN). Ten microliter of three differ-
ent  primary monoclonal antibodies (mAb), (Fluorescein
isothyanate (FITC)-conjugated anti-Porcine CD4a (clone
number; 1974.12.4, Southern Biotech, Birmingham, AL),
anti-class I major histocompatibility antigen (clone num-
ber;  PT85A, Southern Biotech) and anti-pig CD25 (clone
number; K231.3B2, AbD serotec, Kidington, UK)) were
added to 50 !l of the cells at a final concentration
between 1 and 5 !g/ml. For each mAb  the concentra-
tion giving maximum labeling intensity without detectable
background staining was determined in titration experi-
ments. Cells were incubated at 4 ◦C for 15 min  and then
washed by adding 1 ml  of PBSA/0.05% sodium azide.
Fluorochrome-conjugated goat anti-mouse immunoglob-
ulin (Ig) isotype-specific secondary antibodies were used
at  a final concentration of 1 !g/ml and cells incubated in
the  dark for 15 min  at 4 ◦C. Anti-mouse IgG2a (L-MG2a-
7, AbD serotec, Kidlington, UK) was added for anti-class
I  MHC  mAb  and anti-mouse IgG1-R-PE (Southern Biotech,
AL,  USA) was used for anti-pig CD25mAb. Cells were then
washed  with 1 ml  of PBSA/0.05% sodium azide and were
stored at 4 ◦C in the dark up to 1 h until analyzed with a
FacsCalibur (Becton-Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ) using
CellQuest acquisition and analysis software (version 3.3,
Becton-Dickinson). A minimum of 30,000 events was  cap-
tured  for each sample with data collected in the list-mode.
Cells were gated to include only those that fell within
200–700 forward scatter and 50–900 side scatter. Compen-
sation was FL1–0.9% FL2, FL2–33% FL1. FL1 used a 488 nm
laser  with a 530 nm filter to detect FITC and FL2 used a
488  nm laser with a 585 nm filter to detect phycoerythrin
(PE). FL4 used a 635 nm laser with a 661 nm filter to detect
allophycocyanin. The degree of cell membrane SLA class I
expression  was expressed as mean fluorescence intensity
(MFI).

2.4.  RNA extraction and quantitative real-time
polymerase chain reaction

RNA  was extracted from PBMCs using RNeasy Mini Kit
(Qiagen, Germantown, MD)  or Trizol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
USA)  according to manufacturer’s instruction. Total RNA
concentration was determined by measuring absorbance

at  260 nm and 280 nm.  The purity was  estimated by the
relative absorbance 260 nm/280 nm.  Integrity was  assayed
by  agarose gel electrophoresis. The purity and integrity of
the  RNA was more than 95%. cDNA was synthesized from
the  total RNA (2 !g) using High Capacity cDNA Reverse
Transcription Kit (Life Technologies, CA).

Three previously published class I allele specific primer
sets  for the classical SLA class I genes, SLA-2 (Kita et al.,
2012), SLA-1 and SLA-3, of the Hp-16.0 haplotype (Ando
et  al., 2005) were used for following the time course of
gene  expression levels in PBMCs of Clawn miniature swine
by  real-time PCR (Table 1). Another three sets of specific
primers were designed to amplify porcine IFN-! , IRF-1
and  the housekeeping gene glyceraldehydes 3-phosphate
dehydrogenase (GAPDH) mRNA (Table 1). The GAPDH spe-
cific  primer set was used as an internal control for the other
five  genes. Expression levels of the three classical SLA class I
alleles,  IFN-! , IRF-1 and GAPDH were measured by real-time
PCR  using an ABI PRISM 7500 Fast Sequence Detector Sys-
tem  (Life Technologies, CA). The synthesized cDNAs were
used  as templates and were amplified using the allele spe-
cific  primer sets for IFN-! , IRF-1 and GAPDH. cDNA was
serially diluted and 3 !l of each dilution was  amplified by
real-time PCR using 0.5 !M of each gene-specific primer
and Fast SYBR® Green Master Mix  (Life Technologies, CA)
in  the 10 !l amplification reaction volume. The cycling
parameters were as follows: 40 cycles of 98 ◦C/10 s, and
62 ◦C/30 s. Melting curve analysis showed that there was
no  primer dimer formation. The relative quantitative val-
ues  were calculated by the comparative C(T) method (Livak
and  Schmittgen, 2001; Schmittgen and Livak, 2008). A plot
of  log cDNA concentration ratio versus threshold cycle (Ct)
value  gives an absolute value of the slope. The range of
100%  ± 5% PCR efficiency was confirmed by the slope of the
plot.  To normalize relative cDNA amount of each gene, "Ct
value  was  calculated by [(target gene Ct) − (control gene
Ct)].  The mean fold change in expression ratio of the target
gene  at each time point was  calculated by 2−""Ct value
that  was calculated by [(target gene Ct) − (control gene Ct)]
time  × −[(target gene Ct) − (control gene Ct)] time 0. After
stimulation with IFN-" or TSST-1, the relative fold changes
of  the mRNA levels of the SLA class I genes, IFN-! and IRF-1
were  compared with the mRNA level of the GAPDH gene.
PBS  was added to cells as a control stimulant instead of
IFN-"  or TSST-1 at the same volume.

2.5. Statistical analysis

Results  were presented as mean ± SE. Data from lym-
phocytes activation assay and real-time PCR were analyzed
by  Student’s t-test to determine the significance of the
treatment. In all statistical analyses a P value of <0.05 was
considered significant.

3.  Results

3.1. Activation of T cells by IFN-! or TSST-1 and
enhancement of IFN-! gene expression

To define which cell types would respond to stimula-
tion with IFN-" and TSST-1 and to determine how many
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Table 1
Primers for real time PCR.

Locus Primer name Primer sequence (5′–3′) Annealing temp. (◦C) Product size (bp)

GAPDH
GAPDH-F1 GGACCTGACCTGCCGTCTG

57 249GAPDH-R1 TCCACCACCCTGTTGCTGTA

IFN-!
IFN-!-4F GCTCTGGGAAACTGAATGACTT

53 199IFN-!-4R TATTGCAGGCAGGATGACAA

SLA-1
SLA-1-PD1-1 ACTCTCGCTTCATCGCCGTC

60 175SLA-1-PD1-2R CCCACTCCGTAAGTCTGTGC

SLA-2
SLA-2-w09ex3F1 ATCCAGAGCATGTTTGGCTG

62 200SLA-2-w09ex3R1 TGCAGGTAGCTCCTCCAGTG

SLA-3
SLA-3-031F GGAAGCCCCGTTTCACCTC

60 183SLA-3-032R TCAGGTTCACTCGGAAAGTC

IRF-1
21 1114–1134 59 52 GATCTGAAGAAGAACGTGGACACC

50 6518 1161–1178 60 61 ATGGAGGGCAGCCTGACT

Fig. 1. Induction of IFN-! expression in swine PBMC. Freshly prepared
swine PBMCs were stimulated with TSST-1 or IFN-!, and processed for
staining with anti-CD4 and anti-CD25 mAb and analyzed by FACS. Rep-
resentative FACS profiles are shown in (A). Mean % values of activated
CD4+CD25+ Th cells from 0 to 72 h is shown in (B). Total RNA of PBMC was
used for quantification of IFN-! cDNA by real-time PCR (C). Data are shown
as  relative cDNA amount against GAPDH from 6 independent experiments
and graphs show the mean ± SE (n = 6).

activated cells would be observed, PBMC of three Clawn
miniature swine were cultured in the presence of TSST-1
or  IFN-!. After the stimulation, CD25 and CD4 expression
of lymphocytes was analyzed by flow cytometry (Fig. 1(A)).
Before  the stimulation the CD4+CD25+ cells taken from the
Clawn  miniature swine peripheral blood occupied about
10%  of lymphoid gated cells, which is higher than that
found in mouse or human (Baecher-Allan et al., 2001;
Wing et al., 2005). However, the level was similar to the

swine  CD4+CD25dim cell subsets reported by Kaser et al.
(2008).  After 24 and 48 h of culture with IFN-! in com-
parison with medium alone, the percentage of CD4+CD25+

cells in PBMCs was almost the same as that observed in
the  medium alone. In contrast, after 48 and 72 h of cul-
ture  with TSST-1, the percentage of CD4+CD25+ cells in
PBMCs increased relative to control (PBS). The percentage
of  CD4+CD25+ cells at 72 h of culture with TSST-1 stimu-
lation was significantly higher than that at 72 h of IFN-!
stimulation (Fig. 1(B)). As CD25 is a marker of activated T
cells  and regulatory T cells, we cannot distinguish between
the  two subsets of T cells. However, since TSST-1 stimula-
tion induced cell proliferation, this indicates that most of
the  increased cells were activated T cells.

We quantified IFN-! cDNA by real-time PCR using
the total RNA extracted from PBMCs and found that the
quantitative level of the expressed IFN-! gene in PBMCs
stimulated with TSST-1 was significantly higher than that
with  PBS (Fig. 1(C)). Stimulation with IFN-! also induced
IFN-! mRNA augmentation, although the quantitative level
of  the expressed IFN-! gene in PBMCs stimulated with
IFN-! was  lower than that with TSST-1 (0–1.8 for TSST-
1  and 0–0.5 for IFN-!). The highest IFN-! cDNA level was
observed by 48 h of stimulation with TSST-1. Furthermore,
both of the relative cDNA levels in culture at 72 h of stimu-
lation with TSST-1 or IFN-! were decreased to 1.03 ± 0.47
(TSST-1) or 0.46 ± 0.33 (IFN-!), respectively.

3.2.  High level expression of SLA class I molecules on the
surface of stimulated T cells

While  TSST-1 and IFN-! induced T cell activation, we
quantified the SLA class I molecule expressed on the cell
surface, by staining stimulated Clawn miniature swine
PBMCs with a SLA class I-specific monoclonal antibody and
analyzing  with a flow cytometer. As shown in Fig. 2(A)
and  (B) constitutive levels of SLA class I protein expres-
sion on the PBMCs treated with either TSST-1- or IFN-!
continuously increased with time during the 72 h of cell
culture.  The MFI  was (1545.21 ± 167.7) in TSST-1-treated
cells, which was significantly higher than IFN-! treated
cells (1170 ± 180.8) (Fig. 2(A) and (B)). The cells with PBS
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Fig. 2. Cell-surface expression of SLA class I molecules on stimulated
swine PBMC. Swine PBMCs were stimulated with TSST-1 or IFN-!,
processed for staining with anti-class I Mab  and analyzed by FACS. Repre-
sentative FACS profiles are shown in (A). The mean fluorescence intensity
values of cell surface expression of SLA class I molecules from 0 to 72 h
is  shown in (B). Data are shown as the mean fluorescein intensity (MFI)
from 6 independent experiments and graphs show the mean ± SE (n = 6).

treatment showed the same kinetics of SLA class 1 expres-
sion  as that with IFN-! treatment.

3.3.  Transient increase in the mRNA expression levels
among SLA class I loci after stimulation of T cells

To define the locus-specific gene expression of SLA class
I  mRNA in Clawn miniature swine PBMCs, we analyzed
the quantitative levels of mRNA expressed by the classi-
cal  SLA class I genes (SLA-1, SLA-2 and SLA-3) using three
allele  specific PCR primer sets and total RNA extracted from
the  PBMCs serially at 0, 24, 48 and 72 h of stimulation. As
shown  in Fig. 3(A–C), maximal fold changes when com-
pared to the mRNA expression of the GAPDH gene were
obtained from all three SLA class I genes loci, SLA-1, SLA-2
and  SLA-3, in PBMCs after 24 h of stimulation with either
TSST-1 or IFN-!, although the levels in TSST-1-stimulated
cells were not significantly different (P > 0.05) than in the
control  culture treated with PBS. After 24 h the mRNA
expression levels decreased gradually by 48 and 72 h of
stimulation, showing no variation among the class I loci
in  the kinetics of expression. The mRNA expression levels
in  TSST-1-stimulated cells were lower than those in IFN-!-
stimulated cells throughout the culture periods. Notably,
the  expression levels stimulated with TSST-1 were lower
than  in the control cultures at 48 h and 72 h after stim-
ulation (Fig. 3(A–C)). The mRNA level was also increased
in control culture at 24 h, although the level was  slightly
lower than culture cells stimulated with TSST-1, except for

the  expression of SLA-1 (24 h TSST-1, in which the level was
nearly  equal between control and stimulated cells). There
was  no significant difference between mRNA expression
levels of SLA-1 and SLA-2, whereas the SLA-3 expression lev-
els  were consistently lower than those of the other two loci.

3.4.  Parallel SLA class I and IRF-1 gene expression at the
mRNA level

IRF-1  is a transcription factor expressed abundantly in
the  lymphoid organ (Liu et al., 2011). It binds to the ISRE
in  the promoter regions of HLA related genes to directly
enhance MHC  class I expression or to enhance HLA-related
gene expression after IFN-! stimulation (Zhou, 2009). Thus,
we  examined whether IRF-1 gene expression is affected by
IFN-!  and TSST-1 stimulation in Clawn miniature swine
PBMCs. Quantitative RT-PCR was used to determine IRF-1
mRNA  levels and showed an increase during the first 24 h of
stimulation  and then a decrease at 48 h of stimulation with
TSST-1.  The expression profile was  similar to that of the
three  SLA classical class I genes at 48 h of stimulation when
the  mRNA expression level of IRF-1 decreased in the TSST-
1-stimulated cells, although the mRNA expression level
was  still enhanced in IFN-!-stimulated cells (Fig. 3(D)).

4.  Discussion

sAG stimulation can cause a cytokine storm and
immuno-suppression in effected human subjects
(Sriskandan and Altmann, 2008). In experimental ani-
mals,  the symptoms of immunosuppression is not always
as  clear as in humans, but the levels of various cytokines
including IFN-! increase, and T cell anergy can be induced
by  immunosuprressive agents (Lavoie et al., 1999). The
up-regulation of MHC class I genes by sAG stimulation
has not been previously reported. In order to mimic
“the natural inflammatory condition”, we used the sAG
enterotoxin TSST-1 to stimulate a T-cell response of swine
PBMCs  in vitro. We  first verified that TSST-1 stimulation
enhanced IFN-! mRNA expression of swine PBMC, fol-
lowed  by expression of the activation marker CD25. The
expression level was higher in the TSST-1 stimulated cells
than  in the cells stimulated with recombinant swine IFN-!
(Fig.  1). Moreover, IFN-!-stimulated PBMCs also enhanced
IFN-! gene expression. The IFN-! receptor is expressed on
naïve  T cells and a B cell subset in response to IFN-! and
consequently IFN-! is expressed in an autocrine manner
(Girdlestone and Wing, 1996; Harris et al., 2005). As IFN-!
is  a helper T cell type 1 (Th1) skewing cytokine, the Th
subset might be shifted toward Th1 (Bowen et al., 2008).

IFN-!  and SLA class I mRNA levels both decreased sub-
stantially after 48 h of stimulation with either TSST-1 or
IFN-!,  whereas the surface class I molecule continued to
increase  as a whole for 72 h of stimulation with either
TSST-1 or IFN-!. These results indicate that while IFN-!
produced by sAG stimulation affects the augmentation of
class  I expression, the kinetics of class I expression on the
surface  might be affected posttranscriptionally by some
other  regulatory systems such as peptide digestion by pro-
teasome  or transport to the endoplasm (Gao et al., in press).
For  example, IFN-! was shown to control HLA-A expression
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Fig. 3. Locus-specific expression of SLA class I and IRF-1 genes in stimulated swine PBMC. Freshly prepared swine PBMCs were stimulated with TSST-1 or
IFN-!,  and processed for quantification of SLA-1 (A), SLA-2 (B), SLA-3 (C) and IRF-1 (D) cDNA by real-time PCR. Data are shown as relative cDNA amount of
stimulated  cells/control culture cells against GAPDH from 5 independent experiments, and graphs show the mean ± SE (n = 5).

primarily at the posttranscriptional level through chro-
mosome maintenance region 1-dependent nuclear RNA
export  (Browne et al., 2006).

There are few published studies on the coordinated reg-
ulation  of the expression of the duplicated SLA classical
class I genes to compare directly with our study. We  found
no  major difference among the kinetics of the expression
of three SLA-classical class I genes during either IFN-! or
TSST-1  stimulation, although the relative expression levels
were  approximately two to three times higher for SLA-1
and  SLA-2 than for SLA-3. This result indicates that all three
SLA  loci possess the same regulatory system, which is not
entirely  compatible with the results of Tennant et al. (2007)
who  reported that the SLA-1 promoter activity was 3 times
or  even higher than that of SLA-2 in Max  cells. However,
we could not detect any substantial difference between the
SLA-1  and SLA-2 cDNA levels by the detection method of
real-time PCR. The discrepancy in cDNA levels and the pro-
moter  activities of SLA-1 and SLA-2 genes between the two
studies  might be attributable to differences in the cell types
that  were used in each study, where Tennant et al. (2007)
used  the established cell line Max, which are immortalized
swine kidney cells with the SLA haplotype of Hp-4a.0, and
we  used freshly prepared PBMCs. In contrast, Gao et al. (in
press),  in a Tiling Alley analysis, reported that the mRNA

expression of SLA-1, SLA-2 and SLA-3 decreased and the
ability  of antigen presentation was  suppressed by Phor-
bol  12-myristate13-acetate (PMA) and Ionomycin (PMA/Io
treatment for 24 h), suggesting different mechanisms of
regulatory action between PMA/Io and either TSST-1 or
IFN-!.  On the other hand, Browne et al. (2006) suggested
that IFN-! stimulation controls the HLA gene expression
at the nuclear RNA export level. They defined that the
nucleotide sequences in a 39-nt region in the HLA-A 3′-
transcribed region are required for stimulation of HLA-A
gene  expression by IFN-!. Similar regulation mechanism
might exist in SLA class I gene expression.

In our results, sAG stimulation for 72 h caused a pro-
longed augmentation of the cell surface SLA proteins, while
the  enhancement of SLA mRNA expression was  transient
and the expression decreased after 24 h. Since the IFN-!
mRNA expression was  enhanced for the first 48 h of sAG
stimulation (Fig. 1(C)), the down-regulation of SLA mRNA
might  not depend on IFN-! exhaustion. It was  already
reported that IRF-1 is induced by IFN-!, binds to the IRSE
region of the SLA promoter, and controls SLA expression
(Liu et al., 2011; Tennant et al., 2007). In our results, IRF-1
expression paralleled SLA class I mRNA expression. While
the  down regulation of IRF-1 corresponded with the rapid
down-regulation of the SLA gene expression after 24 h
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of continuous TSST-1 stimulation, IRF-1 was not down-
regulated after 24 h in the presence of IFN-!. The reason
for this difference is not clear, but may  be due in part
to  the many different regulatory molecules and pathways
induced or suppressed by TSST-1 and IFN-!, which in turn
may  effect SLA mRNA expression differently. On the other
hand,  the expression of SLA proteins on the cell surface
might need other regulatory pathways such as peptide pro-
cessing  and presentation, which may  affect the efficacy of
SLA  protein expression on the cell surface (Gao et al., in
press).  The reason why SLA mRNA was upregulated in con-
trol  cells (PBS treatment) is not clear, but is probably due to
the  growth factors and interleukins present in 10% FCS as a
medium  supplement. For example, as previously reported,
bovine serum albumin has some growth effect on primary
culture (Rumley et al., 1984). Further comparative analyses
concerning the antigen presenting ability of SLA and other
molecules with sAG and IFN-! stimulation might help to
better  clarify the regulatory pathway of antigen presenta-
tion  and/or anergy induction.

In conclusion, we have shown that the sAG entero-
toxin TSST-1 activated swine blood mononuclear cells and
induced  prolonged IFN-! production and SLA class I pro-
tein  expression. However, the SLA class I mRNA expression
was transient and the level decreased after 48 h in the pres-
ence  of the TSST-1 stimulant. The mRNA expression of three
SLA  class I loci was regulated coordinately along with the
expression of the IFN-! and IRF-1 genes when cultured
PBMCs were stimulated with TSST-1. In this regard, the
freshly  collected PBMCs from the inbred miniature swine
with  defined SLA haplotypes provided an useful experi-
mental in vitro model for studying the regulatory factors
and  molecular mechanisms that are involved in the tran-
scription, expression and functions of the classical MHC
class  I genes.
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Abstract

The common marmoset (Callithrix jacchus) is considered a novel experimental animal model of non-human primates.
However, due to antibody unavailability, immunological and pathological studies have not been adequately conducted in
various disease models of common marmoset. Quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) is a powerful tool to examine gene
expression levels. Recent reports have shown that selection of internal reference housekeeping genes are required for
accurate normalization of gene expression. To develop a reliable qPCR method in common marmoset, we used geNorm
applets to evaluate the expression stability of eight candidate reference genes (GAPDH, ACTB, rRNA, B2M, UBC, HPRT, SDHA
and TBP) in various tissues from laboratory common marmosets. geNorm analysis showed that GAPDH, ACTB, SDHA and TBP
were generally ranked high in stability followed by UBC. In contrast, HPRT, rRNA and B2M exhibited lower expression stability
than other genes in most tissues analyzed. Furthermore, by using the improved qPCR with selected reference genes, we
analyzed the expression levels of CD antigens (CD3e, CD4, CD8a and CD20) and cytokines (IL-1b, IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-10, IL-
12b, IL-13, IFN-c and TNF-a) in peripheral blood leukocytes and compared them between common marmosets and humans.
The expression levels of CD4 and IL-4 were lower in common marmosets than in humans whereas those of IL-10, IL-12b and
IFN-c were higher in the common marmoset. The ratio of Th1-related gene expression level to that of Th2-related genes was
inverted in common marmosets. We confirmed the inverted ratio of CD4 to CD8 in common marmosets by flow cytometric
analysis. Therefore, the difference in Th1/Th2 balance between common marmosets and humans may affect host defense
and/or disease susceptibility, which should be carefully considered when using common marmoset as an experimental
model for biomedical research.
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Introduction

The common marmoset (Callithrix jacchus) is a New World
monkey and is considered potentially useful as an experimental
animal model in research fields such as drug toxicology [1,2],
neuroscience [3,4], autoimmune diseases [5,6] and infectious
diseases [7,8], because of its size, availability and high genetic
similarity with humans [9,10]. Compared with mice, common
marmosets are more useful as an in vivo model to study immune
function [11]. However, essential tools and gene information for

conducting studies using common marmosets are in short supply
or unavailable. For example, monoclonal antibodies specific for
common marmosets have been only partially established.
Although DNA microarray research for common marmoset brain
has been reported [12], sufficient studies have not been performed
in other research fields.

Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) is the
dominant quantitative technique for gene expression analysis due
to its broad dynamic range, accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and
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speed [13]. Thus, qPCR is very useful for investigating physio-
logical and pathological status from a small amount of sample.
Normalization to reference genes such as housekeeping genes is
usually required for qPCR analysis. However, expression levels of
reference genes may vary between tissues, cell types and
experimental conditions. Therefore, the validation of suitable
reference genes in each experiment is critical for the accurate
evaluation of qPCR data. Recently, a set of guidelines for
evaluating qPCR experiments was developed [14] and a strict
method for the selection of reference genes suitable for normal-
ization was proposed [15]. A freely available program, geNorm
applet (http://medgen.ugent.be/,jvdesomp/genorm/), can de-
termine gene stability ranking and the number of reference genes
required for normalization in a given panel of samples [15].

To develop an accurate and reliable qPCR method for common
marmosets, we examined the expression stabilities of candidate
reference genes in various tissues of laboratory common marmo-
sets using geNorm applet. Then, we compared expression levels of
immune-related genes in peripheral blood leukocytes between
common marmosets and humans. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first such study for the selection of reference genes in
common marmosets. The present data will contribute to future
studies of gene expression analysis by qPCR for common
marmosets.

Materials and Methods

Ethics statement
The study was conducted in accordance with the Act on

Welfare and Management of Animals of Japanese government. All
animals were housed, cared for, and used according to the
principles set forth in the Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals: Eighth Edition (National Research Council,
2011). All experiments using common marmosets were approved
by the committee for animal experiments at the National Institute
of Infectious Diseases (Approval Number: 610,007). For humans,
whole blood was obtained from eight healthy volunteers (mean age
6 sd: 35.7613.0 years old) after obtaining written informed
consent. This study and the consent procedure were approved by
the ethics committee of Tokai University School of Medicine
(Approval Number: 10I-22).

Animals
Eight common marmosets (1.5860.29 years old) were obtained

from CLEA Japan, Inc. (Tokyo, Japan) and maintained in specific
pathogen-free conditions at the National Institute of Infectious
Diseases (Tokyo, Japan). Common marmosets were housed solely
or in pairs in a single cages 39 cm (W)655 (D)670 (H) in size on
12:12 h light/dark cycles. Room temperature and humidity were
maintained at 26–27uC and 40–50%, respectively. Filtered
drinking water was delivered by an automatic watering system
and total 40–50 g/individual of commercial marmoset chow
(CMS-1M, CLEA Japan) were given in a couple of times per day.
Dietary supplements (sponge cakes, eggs, banana pudding, honeys,
vitamin C and D3) were also given to improve their health status.
Machinery noise and dogs’ barks were avoided to reduce stress.
The cages were equipped with resting perches and a nest box as
environmental enrichment. The marmosets were routinely tested
to assure the absence of pathogenic bacteria, viruses, and parasite
eggs in the animal facilities and did not exhibited abnormal
external appearances. Four common marmosets were euthanized
by cardiac exsanguinations under anesthesia with Ketamine
hydrochroride (50 mg/kg, IM) and Xylazine (3.0 mg/kg, IM).

After sacrifice, various tissues removed, and whole blood was
obtained from all eight common marmosets.

RNA isolation
Heparinized venous blood samples from common marmosets

were obtained before sacrifice and incubated in erythrocyte lysis
buffer (155 mM NH4Cl, 10 mM KHCO3, and 0.1 mM EDTA).
Following incubation on ice for 5 min, cells were centrifuged at
3006g for 10 min at 4uC and washed with lysis buffer and then
PBS. Leukocytes were lysed with QIAzolH Lysis Reagent (Qiagen,
Hilden, Germany) and total RNA was extracted using an
RNeasyH Plus Universal Mini Kit (Qiagen) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Tissue samples (spleen, mesenteric
lymph node, jejunum, ileum, descending colon, cerebrum,
cerebellum, brainstem, heart, lung, liver and kidney) were excised
from each animal and immediately submerged in RNAlaterH
RNA Stabilization Reagent (Qiagen). Then total RNA was
extracted using RNeasyH Plus Universal Mini Kit (Qiagen).
RNA concentration and integrity were assessed using the Agilent
RNA 6,000 Nano Kit (Agilent Technologies, Inc., CA, USA) in an
Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer. All RNA samples were confirmed to
have no degradation and were of optimal quality for downstream
qPCR applications.

Candidate reference genes
Based on a literature search, eight commonly used candidate

internal control genes were selected for analysis: GAPDH
(glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase), ACTB (actin, beta),
rRNA (18S ribosomal RNA), B2M (beta-2-microglobulin), UBC
(ubiquitin C), HPRT (hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase 1),
SDHA (succinate dehydrogenase complex, subunit A) and TBP
(TATA-box binding protein). All genes chosen have independent
cellular functions and are not thought to be co-regulated. The
sequences of primers specific for each reference gene are shown in
Table 1.

Quantitative real-time PCR
First-strand cDNA was synthesized using PrimeScriptH RT

reagent Kit (Takara Bio, Otsu, Japan) with attached random
hexamers and oligo(dT) primers. Reactions were incubated at
37uC for 15 min followed by 85uC for 5 sec according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Then each cDNA sample was diluted
with RNase/DNase-free water to 25 ng/mL. The expression level
of each gene was analyzed by qPCR using the Bio-Rad CFX96
system (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA, USA). PCR
reactions consisted of 5 mL of SsoFastTM EvaGreenH Supermix
(Bio-Rad), 3.5 mL of RNase/DNase-free water, 0.5 mL of 5 mM
primer mix, 1 mL of cDNA in a total volume of 10 mL. The primer
sequences are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Cycling conditions were as
follows: 30 sec at 95uC followed by 45 rounds of 95uC for 1 sec
and 60uC for 5 sec. Melting curve analysis to determine the
dissociation of PCR products was performed between 65uC and
95uC. Data were expressed as mean values of experiments
performed in triplicate. Seven points of a 10-fold serial dilution
of standard DNA was used for absolute quantification. Standard
DNA was generated by cloning PCR products into pGEM-T Easy
Vector (Promega, WI, USA). Sequences of the cloned plasmid
were confirmed by DNA sequencing using the CEQ8000 Genetic
Analysis System (Beckman Coulter). Quality and concentration of
the plasmid DNA were validated using Agilent DNA 7,500 Kit in
an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer.

Gene Expressions in Marmoset by Accurate qPCR
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Analysis of gene expression stability
The expression stability of selected reference genes was

evaluated using a publicly available program, geNorm applet [15].
geNorm calculates the stability of tested reference genes according to
the similarity of their expression profiles by pairwise comparison
and M value, where the gene with the highest value is the least
stable one. It is possible to perform sequential elimination of the
least stable gene in any given experimental group, thus resulting in
the exclusion of all but the two most stable genes in each case.

Flow cytometry
Heparinized peripheral blood was collected from common

marmosets and centrifuged in Lymphocepal (IBL Co. Takasaki,
Japan) at 2,000 rpm for 30 min. Mononuclear cells were collected
and re-suspended in RPMI1640 medium containing 10% fetal calf
serum. Cells were stained with anti-common marmoset CD8
antibody (Mar8–10) [16] for 15 min at 4uC and washed with 1%
(w/v) bovine serum albumin-containing PBS. Subsequently, cells
were stained with phycoerythrin-labeled secondary antibody,
peridinin chlorophyll protein cyanin5.5 (PerCPCy5.5)-conjugated
anti-human CD3 (SP34-2) and Alexa488-conjugated anti-com-
mon marmoset CD4 (Mar4-33) antibodies [16]. Peripheral blood
from healthy human volunteers was collected and mononuclear
cells isolated by Ficoll-Paque (GE Healthcare Biosciences,
Uppsala, Sweden) gradient centrifugation. The monoclonal
antibodies used for cell staining were as follows: PerCPCy5.5-
conjugated anti-human CD3 (SP34-2), allophycocyanin-conjugat-
ed anti-human CD4 (SK3), fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated
anti-human CD8 (HIT8a) (BD PharMingen). Cells were analyzed
by FACSCalibur (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA).

Statistical analysis
Student’s t-test was used for statistical analysis to assess

significant differences in qPCR assays. A P value,0.05 was
considered to be statistically significant.

Results

The expression levels of candidate reference genes in
tissues

Eight housekeeping genes were chosen as reference genes:
GAPDH, ACTB, rRNA, B2M, UBC, HPRT, SDHA and TBP. We
determined the transcription levels of these eight genes in 13
tissues (leukocyte, spleen, lymph node, jejunum, ileum, colon,
cerebrum, cerebellum, brainstem, heart, lung, liver and kidney)
from four individual common marmosets by qPCR. The
sequences of primers specific for each reference gene are shown
in Table 1. The expression level of each gene in each tissue is
shown as the copy number per mg of purified total RNA (Figure 1).
The most abundant gene was rRNA while the rarest gene was UBC
and the difference in expression level between the two genes was
more than 100,000-fold. For several genes, the expression levels
were highly different among tissues. For example, B2M expression
in heart and brain segments (cerebrum, cerebellum and brainstem)
was markedly lower than in other tissues. HPRT expression also
showed a large variability among tissues. In addition, the
expression levels of rRNA, B2M and HPRT varied among
individuals; the mean values of standard deviation were 0.224,
0.235 and 0.303, respectively, while those of the other genes were
below 0.2.

Table 1. Sequences of qPCR primers for housekeeping genes.

Target
gene Species 59-primer sequence -39a),b)

Product
size (bp)

PCR
efficiency Reference

Forward Reverse

GAPDH Cj TCGGAGTCAACGGATTTGGTC TTCCCGTTCTCAGCCTTGAC 181 0.920 DD279474

Hs --------------------- -------------------- 181 0.921 AF261085

ACTB Cj GATGGTGGGCATGGGTCAGAA AGCCACACGCAGCTCGTTGT 163 0.901 DD279463

Hs --------------------- ---------------A---- 163 0.883 NM_001101

HPRT Cj ATCCAAAGATGGTCAAGGTCG GTATTCATTATAGTCAAGGGCATA 134 0.842 DD289567

Hs --------------------- ------------------------ 134 0.880 M31642

B2M Cj CTATTCAGCATGCTCCAAAGA AAGACAAGTCTGAATGCTCCAC 168 0.928 AF084623

Hs ----C----G-A--------- ---------------------- 168 0.950 AB021288

UBC Cj TCCCTTCTCGGCGGTTCTG . TGCATTGTCAAGCGGCGAT 158 0.922 AB571242

Hs -------------A----- TC----------T-A---- 160 0.936 NM_021009

rRNA Cj CGACCATAAACGATGCCGAC GGTGGTGCCCTTCCGTCAAT 145 0.918 AB571241

Hs -------------------- -------------------- 145 0.940 M10098

SDHA Cj TGGGAACAAGAGGGCATCTG CCACCACGGCATCAAATTCATG 86 0.934 XM_002745154

Hs -------------------- -------T-------------- 86 0.948 BC001380

TBP Cj CCATGACTCCCGGAATCCCTAT ATAGGCTGTGGGGTCAGTCCA 70 0.920 EU796973

Hs ---------------------- --------------------- 70 0.954 M55654

a)Hyphen indicates a nucleotide identical to human sequences.
b)Dot indicates a shift nucleotide to marmoset sequences.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0056296.t001
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A variety of gene expression stabilities among tissues
To evaluate the expression stability of selected reference genes,

we used a publicly available program, geNorm applets. geNorm
provides a ranking of tested genes based on the reference gene
stability measure M, which is defined as the average pairwise
variation of a particular gene compared with all other control
genes. Thus, genes with higher M values have greater variations of
expression. In addition, assessment of the pairwise variations (Vn/

n+1) between each combination of sequential normalization factors
allows identification of the optimal number of reference genes. In
the original publication describing geNorm [15], a threshold of 0.15
for pairwise variation was established, below which the inclusion of
additional reference genes was not necessary.

geNorm analysis produced line plots indicating the mean
expression stability M of the remaining candidate reference genes
in each round of the analysis (Figure 2A and 2B), the pairwise
variation V (Figure 2C) and ranking of the candidate reference

genes from the least stable to the two most stable genes (Figure 3).
The stability score M indicated that gene expression in spleen,
jejunum and cerebellum were relatively less stable than other
tissues (Figure 2A and B). However, all tissues tested exhibited high
stabilities, as M values were less than 1.5, which was the default
limit even when all eight genes were analyzed. According to
pairwise variation V (Figure 2C), the two most stable genes were
sufficient for a stable and valid reference for each tissue analyzed
by qPCR because V2/3 values were less than 0.15 in all tissues.
Jejunum was the most variable tissue with a V2/3 value of 0.139.
Figure 3 shows ranking of gene expression stability based on M
values. GAPDH, ACTB, SDHA and TBP had higher stability, while
HPRT, rRNA and B2M were variable in most tissues. TBP in
intestinal segments (jejunum, ileum and colon) and SDHA in brain
segments (cerebrum, cerebellum and brain stem) were particularly
stable. HPRT ranked as the worst of the eight genes in the 13
tissues tested.

Table 2. Sequences of qPCR primers for CD markers and cytokines.

Target
gene Species 59-primer sequence -39a),b) Product

size (bp)
PCR
efficiency Reference

Forward Reverse

CD3e Cj GGCTTGCTGCTGCTGGTTTAC CCGGATGGGCTCATAGTCTG 150 0.865 DQ189218

Hs --------------------- -------------------- 150 0.848 NM_000733

CD4 Cj GGAAAACGGGAAAGTTGCATCA GCCTTCTCCCGCTTAGAGAC 163 0.926 AF452616

Hs C------A-------------- --------------C----- 162 0.907 M35160

CD8a Cj TCTCCCAAACCAAGTCCAAGG AGTTTCTCAGGGCCGAGCAG 144 0.940 DQ189217

Hs ---------A----C------ . ---G--------------- 143 0.912 NM_001768

CD20 Cj GGGCTGTCCAGATTATGAATG GAGTTTTTCTCCGTTGCTGC 166 0.942 DQ189220

Hs --------------------- -------------------- 166 1.002 X07203

IL-1b Cj TGCACCTGTACGATCCCTGAAC TTGCACAAAGGACATGGAGAACAC 145 0.806 AB539804

Hs ---------------A------ ---T-------------------- 145 0.780 NM_000576

IL-2 Cj CCCAAGAAGGCCAAAGAATTG CTTAAGTGAAAGTTTTTGCTTTGAG 104 0.773 DQ826674

Hs -------------C----C-- ------------------------- 103 0.797 BC070338

IL-4 Cj CATTGTCACAGAGCAAAAGACTC CTCAGTTGTGTTCTTGGAGGCA 79 0.910 XM_002744606

Hs . GCC----------G------- ---------------------- 77 0.878 NM_000589

IL-5 Cj AATCACCAACTGTGCACTGAAGAA . TTTGGCGGTCAATGTGTTCCTT 130 0.871 DQ658152

Hs ------------------------ TT------C--------A--T--- 132 0.860 NM_000879

IL-6 Cj GATTCAATGAGGAGACTTGCC TGTTCTGGAGGTACTCTAGGTA 81 0.920 DQ658153

Hs --------------------- ---------------------- 81 0.990 NM_00600

IL-10 Cj CTGCCTCACATGCTTCGAGA TGGCAACCCAGGTAACCCTTA 134 0.970 DQ658154

Hs ------A------------- --------------------- 134 0.920 M57627

IL-12b Cj . GGACGGCAAGGAGTATGAGTA TTGAGCTTGTGAACGGCATC 111 0.935 AB539805

Hs G----AA--------------- -------------------- 112 0.900 M65272

IL-13 Cj TCCAGCTTGCTTGTCCGAG CTGCAAATAATGATGCGTT-GATGT 127 0.916 AB571243

Hs ----------A-------- . ---------------T--C--A-- 127 0.964 NM_002188

IFN-c Cj GGGTTCTCTTGGCTGTTACTG TGTCTAAGAAAAGAGTTCCATTATC 116 0.838 FJ598593

Hs --------------------- . -C---------------------- 115 0.856 NM_000619

TNF-a Cj AGCCTGTAGCCCATGTTGTAG CTCTCAGCTCCACGCCATTG 102 0.887 DQ520835

Hs --------------------- -------------------- 102 0.817 NM_000594

a)Hyphen indicates a nucleotide identical to human sequences.
b)Dot indicates a shift nucleotide to marmoset sequences.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0056296.t002
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Comparison of gene expression levels between human
and common marmoset leukocytes

Subsequently, we analyzed gene expression levels of four CD
antigens (CD3e, CD4, CD8a, and CD20) and ten cytokines,

interleukin (IL)-1b, IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-10, IL-12b, IL-13,
interferon (IFN)-c and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-a, in
peripheral blood leukocytes from humans and common marmo-
sets (Figure 4). The sequences of primers specific for these

Figure 1. Absolute copy numbers of candidate reference genes. The expression level of each gene in 13 tissues is shown as a logarithmic
histogram of absolute copy numbers per mg of total RNA. Means and standard deviations of four individuals are indicated. GAPDH: glyceraldehyde-3-
phosphate dehydrogenase; ACTB: actin, beta; rRNA: 18S ribosomal RNA; B2M: beta-2-microglobulin; UBC: ubiquitin C; HPRT: hypoxanthine
phosphoribosyltransferase 1; SDHA: succinate dehydrogenase complex, subunit A; TBP: TATA-box binding protein.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0056296.g001

Figure 2. Gene expression stability and pairwise variation of candidate reference genes using geNorm analysis. (A) and (B): Average
gene expression stability values M of the remaining reference genes during stepwise exclusion of the least stable gene in the different tissue panels
are shown. Data are divided into two figures to avoid closely-packed lines. See also figure 3 for the ranking of genes according to their expression
stability. (C) Pairwise variation analysis was used to determine the optimal number of reference genes for use in qPCR data normalization. The
recommended limit for V value is 0.15, the point at which it is unnecessary to include additional genes in a normalization strategy.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0056296.g002
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immune-related genes are shown in Table 2. The normalization
factor for common marmoset leukocytes was calculated using
GAPDH and UBC based on the geNorm analysis as described above.
For human leukocytes, we found that the expression of all eight
genes were stable (M value = 0.363), of which ACTB and HPRT
had the best score (M value = 0.163, V2/3 = 0.062) and were
selected for use. The expression levels of CD4 and IL-4 were
significantly lower in common marmosets than in humans while
those of IL-10, IL-12b and IFN-c were significantly higher in
common marmosets compared with humans. Of interest, the
expression level of IL-4 was notably lower in common marmosets
than humans, and was close to the detection limit. There was no
statistical difference in the expression levels of the other genes
tested between common marmosets and humans.

Difference of CD4/CD8 ratio between humans and
common marmosets

We calculated ratios of the expression levels of CD4 to CD8
(CD4/CD8 ratio) in human and common marmoset leukocytes
(Figure 5, left panel). CD4/CD8 ratios were significantly higher in

human leukocytes compared with common marmoset leukocytes
(mean 6 sd, 0.5960.22 vs. 20.4960.41, P,0.01). To confirm the
difference in CD4/CD8 ratios, we examined the proportion of
CD4+ and CD8+ in CD3+ T cells by flow cytometric analysis. As
shown in Figure 6, the rates of CD3+ cells in the lymphocyte gate
were similar between common marmosets (30%) and humans
(38%). However, the rates of CD4+/CD3+ cells and CD8+/CD3+

cells was 36% and 61% in common marmosets, respectively, and
75% and 21% in humans, respectively. Similarly, the CD4/CD8
ratio was markedly different between common marmosets and
humans (mean 6 sd, 0.5660.08 vs. 3.2260.35, P,0.01) by
qPCR. This indicated a good correlation between the results from
FACS analysis and that of qPCR analysis. To examine whether
the CD4/CD8 ratio is affected by age, we further performed
FACS analyses with PBMCs from young and old marmosets
(Table 3). The result showed that the inverted CD4/CD8 ratio
was fairly constant among individuals and over ages.

Figure 3. Ranking of gene expression stability of candidate reference genes using geNorm analysis. Candidate reference genes are
ranked in order of stability for each tissue with the two most stable genes at the left and the least stable at the right.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0056296.g003

Figure 4. The expression levels of CD antigens and cytokine genes in common marmoset and human leukocytes. The expression level
of each gene is shown as a logarithmic histogram of absolute copy numbers per mg of total RNA. Means and standard deviations of eight individuals
are indicated. Asterisk indicates statistically significant differences between marmosets and humans by Student’s t-test (*P value,0.05, **P
value,0.01).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0056296.g004
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Difference in T helper 1 (Th1)/T helper 2 (Th2) balance
between humans and common marmosets

We compared the ratios of expression levels of Th1-related
genes (IFN-c or IL-2) and Th2-related genes (IL-4) (IFN-c:IL-4 or
IL-2:IL-4 ratio) (Figure 5, middle and right panels). Both
logarithmic values of the IFN-c:IL-4 and IL-2:IL-4 ratios were
negative in human leukocytes whereas those of common marmoset
leukocytes, spleen, lymph node and thymus indicated positive
values, showing a clear difference in the Th1/Th2 balance
between humans and common marmosets.

Discussion

In the present study, we evaluated the expression stability of
common marmoset housekeeping genes in various tissues. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first report of a systematic

evaluation of potential reference genes in common marmosets. We
chose eight commonly used classical housekeeping genes. Of all
genes tested, rRNA showed the most abundant expression and UBC
showed the lowest expression. The UBC gene contains multiple
directly repeated ubiquitin coding sequences (i.e., polyubiquitin
precursor protein) [17]. However, the primer set we used enabled
amplification of the unrepeated sequence at the 59 region of the
UBC gene only. Thus, low UBC expression in our data does not
reflect the amount of ubiquitin C protein. B2M expression levels
were markedly lower in brains and hearts than in other tissues.
Resident brain cells normally express few or no MHC class I and
B2M molecules [18–20]. In addition, B2M expression is
upregulated by infection or autoimmune disease [21–23]. There-
fore, in disorders with cellular infiltration such as inflammation
(especially encephalitis) or cancer cell invasion, B2M expression
levels may be significantly varied compared with normal tissue.

Figure 5. The expression ratios of CD8 to CD4 (CD8:CD4) and Th1-related genes to Th2-related genes. The ratio of CD8:CD4 (left panel),
IFN-c:IL-4 (middle panel) and IL-2:IL-4 (right panel) in human and common marmoset leukocytes, spleen, lymph node and thymus are shown.
Significant differences in the CD8:CD4, IFN-c:IL-4 and IL-2:IL-4 ratios were found between human leukocytes and common marmoset tissues
(*P,0.05).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0056296.g005

Figure 6. The ratio of CD4+ to CD8+ cells in common marmoset and human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) by flow
cytometry. Representative scattered plots of FSC and SSC are shown in the left panels. Middle panels represent a histogram of CD3 analyzed in the
lymphocyte gate. Gated CD3+ cells were analyzed for CD4 and CD8 expression (right panels).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0056296.g006
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Thus, we predict that B2M may be unsuitable as a reference gene
in many cases.

We assessed gene expression stability using the geNorm applet. As
shown in Figure 2, geNorm analysis indicated that all tested genes
were stable in each tissue. However, there were some trends in the
stability ranking (Figure 3). For example, TBP in intestine
segments and SDHA in brain segments represented prominently
high stabilities. GAPDH, ACTB, SDHA and TBP were generally
ranked high followed by UBC. In contrast, the stability of rRNA
was generally low. This suggests the amount of mRNA is not
always proportional to that of total RNA as reported by other
studies [24,25]. In addition, HPRT, rRNA and B2M varied widely
among tissues and rarely ranked high.

We analyzed the expression levels of CD antigens and cytokines
by qPCR to compare the characteristics of peripheral blood
leukocytes between common marmosets and humans (Figure 4).
We observed that the expression levels of CD4 and IL-4 were
lower in common marmosets than in humans. In contrast, the
expression levels of IL-10, IL-12b and IFN-c were higher in
common marmosets. We calculated PCR efficiency of each primer
set and found there was no great difference between primers for
common marmosets and those for humans (Tables 1 and 2). Thus,
the differences in the gene expression levels between common
marmosets and humans are not attributable to the differences in
PCR efficiency.

We also observed that the CD4:CD8 ratio and Th1/Th2
balance were inverted in common marmosets by qPCR analysis
(Figure 5). In particular, we confirmed the inverted CD4:CD8
ratio by flow cytometric analysis (Figure 6 and Table 3). The
inverted CD4:CD8 ratio was stable over age. Of interest, we noted
that the Th1/Th2 balance is different between common
marmosets and humans, although we can only speculate on the
cause of the difference. First, intestinal parasite infections may
affect the Th1/Th2 balance by regulating expression of genes
encoding cytokines [26–28]. In particular, protozoan parasites are
potent stimulators of IFN-c expression and Th1 responses [29].
Moreover, humans living in poor hygienic conditions in develop-

ing countries had higher Th1 cytokine levels compared with
people in developed countries [30]. Although the common
marmosets used in this study were maintained in specific
pathogen-free conditions, we cannot rule out that such infectious
agents may be one of a number of factors responsible for the
difference in Th1/Th2 balance.

A second possible reason may be a difference in the number of
cells producing the respective cytokines. As shown in Figure 6, the
ratio of CD4+ to CD8+ cells were markedly different in total
leukocytes from common marmosets and humans. Since IL-4 is
mainly produced by CD4+ T cells [31,32], its expression level may
be influenced by the CD4:CD8 ratio. However, this is not true for
all the cytokines tested. For example, the expression levels of IL-2,
IL-5 and IL-13, largely produced by T cells, were not significantly
different between common marmosets and humans. Therefore, we
suggest that the CD4:CD8 ratio has little effect on Th1/Th2
balance. IL-10 is produced by T cells and monocytes [33] and IL-
12b is naturally produced by dendritic cells and macrophages
[34,35]. However, we could not verify these cell numbers in the
common marmoset. Further studies are required to determine
whether the numbers of cytokine-producing cells influence the
expression levels of IL-10 and IL-12b.

Another possibility is genetic variation. Bostik et al., reported
distinct sequence differences in the promoter region or the
proximal region of cytokine genes including IL-4, IL-10, IL-12b
and TNF-c among humans, macaque and mangabey monkeys,
which affected regulation of cytokine synthesis [36]. Jeong et al.,
reported that the expression level of IL-4 was lower in monkeys
(baboon and macaque) than in hominoids (human and chimpan-
zee) while the expression levels of IL-12b and the IFN-c were
higher in monkeys [37]. It is likely that Th1 dominant expression
is common to primates other than hominoids and the difference in
Th1/Th2 balance may be caused by genetic differences between
common marmosets and humans.

The use of common marmoset is growing in popularity as a
non-human primate model in many fields including autoimmune
disease and infectious disease. In this study, we presented data
regarding gene expression stabilities of common marmoset
housekeeping genes and differences in the Th1/Th2 balance
between common marmosets and humans. This difference may
affect host defense and/or disease susceptibility, which should be
carefully considered in biomedical research using common
marmoset as an experimental model. We believe our data will
contribute to future investigations using common marmoset
models of various diseases.
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1. Introduction

In transplantation studies, stem cells from various 
tissues such as from the heart or bone marrow have 
become an important alternative source to using 
donor organs or whole tissue for engraftment (1-5). 
The development of new reagents and methods are 
needed for the identification of stem cell markers and 
for monitoring their purification, transplantation and 
differentiation in foreign environments such as with the 
xeno-transplantation of stem cells between different 
animal species, because most of the tools today are 
cross-reactive monoclonal antibodies prepared against 

human antigens and not species specific (6). The swine 
has been an useful animal model for human medical 
science research and transplantation studies (7). For 
example, organ transplantation was extensively studied 
with major histocompatibility complex (MHC)-
defined swine lines, alpha 1, 3-galactosyltransferase 
gene-knockout and/or human decay-accelerating 
factor transgenic swine (8). However, in recent years, 
experimental organ transplantation in swine is also 
gradually being replaced by stem cell transplantation 
involving hematopoietic and other tissue stem cells (9-

11). Concomitant with the development of the swine 
stem cell transplantation research there is a continued 
need to produce stem cell marker-specific monoclonal 
antibodies (Mabs) (6).
 Recently, a hematopoietic stem cell (HSC)-
transplanted severe-immunodeficient mouse system 
(known as  humanized mice)  was extensively 
investigated for its efficacy of engraftment of foreign 
hematopoietic cells (12). Although this and other 

Summary CD117 is a cytokine receptor expressed on the surface of hematopoietic stem cells with 
a likely role in cell survival, proliferation and differentiation. In order to study the 
differentiation activity of porcine CD117 hematopoietic cells in vitro and in vivo we 
prepared an anti-swine CD117 Mab (2A1) with high specificity for flow-cytometrical 
analysis. The 2A1 Mab did not recognize mouse or human mast cells suggesting that 2A1 is 
species-specific. Swine bone marrow (BM) CD117+ cells differentiated in vitro mainly into 
erythroid and monocyte lineages in the methylcellulose-based colony assay. When the swine 
BM CD117+ cells were transplanted in vivo into immunodeficient NOG (NOD/SCID/IL-2gc-
null) mice, a significant amount of swine CD45+ leukocytes, including CD3 positive T cells, 
were developed in the mice. These results revealed that the swine BM CD117+ cells possess 
hematopoietic stem/progenitor activity and when monitored in immunodeficient mice or in 

vitro they can develop into lymphoid, erythroid, and myeloid cells efficiently with the new 
monoclonal antibody.
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mouse systems have limitations, they have been used 
efficiently to clarify the development pathway of 
hematopoietic cells, the efficacy of vaccination or drugs 
(13), and an improved humanized hematopoietic mouse 
system, human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-expressing 
mice, was recently reported (14,15). However, other 
animal stem cell models such as those using non-human 
primates or the swine also may be useful for evaluating 
xeno-reconstituted systems.
 CD117 is a cytokine receptor tyrosine kinase type 
III expressed on the surface of wide variety of tissue 
stem cells including HSC, mesenchymal stem cells 
and multipotent progenitors (16). This molecule is 
also known as mast/stem cell growth factor receptor, 
proto-oncogene c-Kit or tyrosine-protein kinase kit and 
when activated by binding to a stem cell factor may 
play a role in regulating cell survival, proliferation and 
differentiation. As a cell surface marker, CD117 can 
be detected by using specific antibodies to identify 
and monitor the hematopoietic/mesenchymal stem/
progenitor cell types and their stage of differentiation 
and act ivi ty in mice,  humans and non-human 
primates. We have studied the xeno-transplantation 
of hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells of human, 
common marmoset and mouse and found that the 
cellularity of the reconstituted immune system in the 
transplantation environment was different among 
these animals, suggesting a significant diversity of 
hematopoietic cell characteristics (17-19). Thus, the 
stem cells of swine may have unique and different 
developmental potential compared to the mouse and 
non-human primates. Alternatively, they may have 
similar characteristics to the human and potentially 
could be used in experimental transplantation models 
for studying the pathogenesis and treatments of 
some human diseases. In this regard, Le Guern et al. 
(20) reported on the effect of long-term engraftment 
of swine stem cell factor (SCF)-positive cells in 
immunodeficient mice. However, because there were 
no species-specific Mabs readily available against 
swine CD117, researchers have tended to use the stem 
cell factor as a detectable stem cell differentiation 
marker and not CD117 (21).
 In this study, we prepared a porcine-specific CD117 
Mab and constructed a xeno-transplantation system 
for the engraftment of swine CD117+ hematopoietic 
progenitor cells into immunodeficient NOG (NOD/
SCID/IL-2gc-null) mice. In addition, we studied the 
differentiation of the swine CD117+ hematopoietic 
progenitor cells after transplantation into the mice 
recipients by flow-cytometrical analysis.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Animals and cells

Newborn triple hybrid swine ((Landrace x Large While) 

x Duroc) were purchased from a commercial hog 
firm in Gifu prefecture, Japan and used for collection 
of bone-marrow (BM) cells. NOD/Shi-scid, IL-2gc-
null (NOD/SCID/gc-null; NOG) mice were provided 
by Central Institute for Experimental Animals (CIEA, 
Kawasaki, Japan) and kept under specific pathogen-
free conditions. Experiments using mice were approved 
by the Institutional Committee for Animal Care and 
Use and performed at Tokai University following the 
University guidelines.
 Newborn swine or adult Duroc pigs were sacrificed 
under anesthesia (0.02 mg/kg Medetomidine Domitor; 
Nihon Zenyaku Kogyo Co. Koriyama, Japan, 0.2 mg/
kg Midazolam; Dormicum injection 10mg, Astellas, 
Tokyo, Japan, 0.04 mg/kg Butophanol; Vetophale, 
Meiji Seika Pharma Co. Tokyo, Japan, intramuscular 
administration). After the birth of the piglets, the 
umbilical cord blood (CB) cells were collected from 
the umbilical cords of the expelled uterus using a 
5ml syringe with 21Gx1 1/2 needle. The cells were 
centrifuged on Lymphocepal (IBL Co. Takasaki, 
Japan) at 2,000 rpm for 30 min. Mononuclear cells 
(MNCs) were collected and the remaining red blood 
cells (RBCs) were lysed with low osmotic buffer (20 
mM Tris-HCl, pH7.4, 0.15 M NH4Cl). Femurs of the 
BMs were taken from the newborn swine and the cells 
were released from the tissues. RBCs were lysed and 
the cell suspension, prepared as mentioned above, 
was suspended in RPMI1640 medium (Nissui, Tokyo, 
Japan) containing 10% (v/v) heat-inactivated fetal calf 
serum (FCS; SAFC Biosciences, Tokyo, Japan) and 
used for the cytometric analyses.

2.2. Preparation of CD117 transfectant

The cDNA sequence of the swine CD117 gene used 
in this study was based on Sus scrofa KIT mRNA 
sequence (AB250963). RNA was extracted from 
cells by Isogen (Nippon Gene Co. LTD., Tokyo, 
Japan) and reverse-transcribed to cDNA by using the 
Superscript system (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). A 2966 
bp portion of the cDNA sequence that corresponds to 
an extracellular domain of the protein was amplified 
by PCR using cDNA as a template and AccuPrime Pfx 
DNA Polymerase (Invitrogen, Tokyo, Japan). The set of 
forward and reverse primers for PCR amplification of 
the CD117 gene used were as follows: 

F, 5'-TAGAATTCGGTCTCACCGGTCGCCACCATG
AGAGGCGCTCGCCGCGCCTGGGATT-3', 
R, 5'-ATGATATCGGTCTCGGATCCTCAGACGTCT
TCGTGGACAAGCA-3'. 

 Modified S/MAR-based episomal vectors (22) 
expressing swine CD117 cDNA were transfected into 
HEK293 or a mouse lymphoma cell line, A20, by 
electroporation using Gene Pulser (Neon®invitrogen, 
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medium containing SCF at 100 ng/mL and IL-6 at 50 
ng/mL with 2% FCS.

2.5. Flow cytometry

Cells were incubated with appropriately diluted, 
fluorescence-labeled primary Mab for 15 min at 4°C 
and washed with 1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin-
containing PBS. In some cases, cells were re-incubated 
with labeled secondary antibody. The Mabs used were 
as follows: anti-mouse TER119-FITC (eBioscience, 
San Diego, CA), anti-swine CD45-FITC (clone # K252-
1E4, AbD Serotec, Kidlington, UK), anti-swine CD3 
(clone # 8E6, Monoclonal Antibody Center, WA, USA), 
anti-mouse CD117 (clone # 2B8, eBioscience) and 
anti-human CD117 (clone # YB5.B8, BD Bioscience), 
goat anti-mouse IgG1-RPE (Southern Biotech, Uden, 
Netherland) respectively. Cells were washed and further 
incubated with FITC-conjugated mouse anti-human 
IgE Mab (clone # BE5, eBioscience) on ice for 20 min. 
Stained cells were analyzed on FACS Calibur (Becton 
Dickinson, New Jersey, USA).

2.6. Colony assay

Newborn swine BM cells were washed and an aliquot 
was stained with 2A1 Mab as described above. After 
the staining with the Mab, cells were rewashed and 
sorted by employing a magnetic cell sorting system 
(AutoMACS, Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, 
Germany) to separate CD117+ cells from CD117- cells. 
The isolated cells were replated at 5 × 104/dish in 1 
mL of methylcellulose-containing medium (StemCell 
technologies, Vancouver, Canada) in a 35 mm dish 
with mouse or human SCF (10 ng/mL), IL-3 (10 ng/
mL), erythropoietin (2 U/mL) and granulocyte colony-
stimulating factor (G-CSF) (10 ng/mL) and cultured at 
37°C in a 5% CO2 atmosphere. After 14 days of culture, 
the different types and numbers of hematopoietic 
colonies (colony-forming units (CFU)) were counted 
according to standard criteria. Samples from each 
animal were processed and assayed in triplicate with 
two different animals used for each of two separate 
experiments.

2.7. Transplantation of swine hematopoietic cells into 

NOG mice

CD117+ cells were purified from newborn swine BMs 
by cell sorter as described above in section 2.6. Purity 
was more than 98% based on quantitation by flow 
cytometry. Nine-week-old NOG mice were irradiated 
with 2.5Gy X-ray prior to transplantation and swine 
cells were injected into mice intravenously (Suppl. 
Table 1, http://www.biosciencetrends.com/docindex.

php?year=2014&kanno=6). Peripheral blood was 
collected via orbit under inhalation anesthesia at two and 

Oregon, USA) according to the manufacturer's 
instructions.

2.3. Monoclonal antibody preparation

We initially immunized BALB/c mice with mitomycin 
C (MMC, Kyowahakko-Kirin, Tokyo Japan)-treated 
swine cord blood (CB) MNCs (1 × 106 cells/animal). 
For booster treatments, MMC-treated A20 transfectant 
was used biweekly for 3-6 times with 4 × 105 cells/
animal with each immunization. MMC (final, 0.04 mg/
mL) was added to the culture and incubated at 37°C 
for 30 min in 5% CO2. The serum antibody titers of 
immunized mice were checked by flow cytometry 
analyses using CD117 cDNA-transfected HEK293 
cells as a source of antigen. After 4 days of the final 
boost, mice were sacrificed and splenocytes were fused 
with the mouse myeloma cell line, P3-X63-Ag8-U1, 
according to a standard procedure. Positive clones 
were identified by using flow cytometry or an Imaging 
Analyzer (Array Scan, Thermo scientific, MA, USA). 
Briefly, CD117 transfected HEK293 cells were plated 
into the wells of 96 well plates. Culture supernatants 
were added to each well, incubated for 15 min and 
washed twice. APC-labeled (APC: allophycocyanin) 
anti-mouse IgG polyclonal antibody (Poly4053; Bio 
Legend, San Diego, US) was added and incubated 
for 15 min. Plates were washed and stained with 
Hoechst (Invitrogen, Oregon, USA) for 30 min at 
room temperature and analyzed using the Imaging 
Analyzer. Positive cells were picked according to the 
fluorescent intensity of APC and the co-expressed 
mVenus fluorescent protein. The positive clones were 
then isolated, expanded and stocked.

2.4. Preparation of primary murine and human mast 

cells

Murine mast cells were prepared from the femurs 
of four- to six-week-old C57BL/6J mice. BM cells 
were cultured in RPMI1640 (Sigma-Adrich, St.Louis, 
US) supplemented with 10% (v/v) heat-inactivated 
FCS (SAFC Biosciences, Tokyo, Japan), and 4 ng/ml 
recombinant interleukin (IL)-3 (PeproTech, Rocky Hill, 
US). BM mast cells were used for experiments after 
they were cultured for six to eight weeks. We obtained 
approval of the ethical review boards to prepare 
primary human mast cells from CB-derived CD34+ 
MNCs (RIKEN BioResource Center, Tsukuba, Japan). 
The CD34+ cells were cultured in serum-free Iscove 
methylcellulose medium (Stem Cell Technologies Inc., 
Vancouver, BC, Canada) and Iscove modified Dulbecco 
medium containing SCF at 200 ng/mL, IL-6 at 50 ng/
mL and IL-3 at 1 ng/mL as previously described (23). 
On day 42 of culture, methylcellulose was dissolved 
in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and the cells were 
resuspended and cultured in Iscove modified Dulbecco 
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four weeks after transplantation. MNCs were prepared 
and analyzed by flow cytomety. 

2.8. Transplantation of swine hematopoietic cells into 

NOG mice

Student's t-test was performed, and data were expressed 
as mean ± S.D.

3. Results

3.1. CD117 monoclonal antibody preparation

T h e  p r o t o c o l  u s e d  f o r  C D 11 7  m o n o c l o n a l 
antibody preparation is shown in Suppl. Figure 
1 (http://www.biosciencetrends.com/docindex.

php?year=2014&kanno=6). First, swine CD117 cDNA 
was inserted into N576, an expression vector containing 
a monomer Venus yellow-green fluorescent protein 
(mVenus)-reporter gene, and the modified vector was 
transfected into the mouse lymphoma cell line A20 by 
electropolation. The expression of the mVenus gene 
was observed in more than 50% of the transfected cells 
18-24 hr after transfection (Suppl. Figure 1A). Second, 
BALB/c mice were injected intraperitoneally initially 
with mitomycin C (MMC)-treated swine cord blood 
(CB) mononuclear cells (MNCs) and then with MMC 
treated N576-A20 cells as the booster immunizations 
(Suppl. Figure 1B). Third, the titer of the antiserum was 
checked against the CD117 expressed by the N576-
HEK293 cells. The crossreactivity between N576-
HEK293 and the antisera was confirmed by flow 
cytometry (Suppl. Figure 1C). 
 We selected a specific 2A1 subclone (Figure 1 and 
Suppl. Figure 2, http://www.biosciencetrends.com/

docindex.php?year=2014&kanno=6) for further use 
because this clone secreted a Mab that reacted with 
the transfectants expressing CD117 and the mVenus 
fluorescent protein with similar or identical staining 
patterns (Figures 1B and 1C). All of the 2A1 subclones 
showed similar staining patterns, suggesting that they 
were stable expression products. 
 As CD117 is expressed on mast cells, we examined 
if the 2A1 Mab could also interact with the human 
and mouse CD117 molecules using cell lines derived 
from human or mouse primary mast cells. As shown in 
Figure 1D, neither human nor mouse mast cells were 
stained with 2A1. These results suggest that the 2A1 
Mab is specific to swine CD117.

3.2. CD117 expression in swine bone marrow (BM) 

cells

To better clarify the existence of the swine CD117+ cells 
in the lymphoid tissue, we examined their presence in 
the adult and newborn BMs, as hematopoietic stem/
progenitor cells are abundant in the BM. Figure 2 

shows that the newborn BM cells included a high level 
of 2A1-positive cells (ca.10%) compared to the ten fold 
lower levels (1.9%) in the adult BM cells. In addition, 
the ratio of CD117+ cells is very low (0.5%) in the CB 
and no CD117+ cells were detected in the spleen, lymph 
nodes and peripheral blood monocytes. These results 
suggest that CD117+ cells and hematopoietic stem/
progenitor cells exist in the swine bone marrow and 
other lymphoid tissues at a ratio that is comparable with 
human and mouse.

3.3. Colony assay for the multipotency of CD117
+
 cells

To analyze the multipotency of CD117+ BM cells in 

vitro, the swine BM MNCs were collected and stained 

Figure 1. CD117-specific monoclonal antibody 2A1 
specifically stains swine CD117. (A) Protocol for the 
cloning of swine CD117-specific Mab. Three screenings 
were performed after hybridoma fusion by limiting dilution 
of 2A1 hybridomas. (B) Imaging Analyzer image of the 
HEK293 parent cells (1) and CD117-HEK293 cells (2). 
CD117 expression was monitored by mVenus expression. 
Screening of the hybridoma supernatants was performed by 
staining with the secondary antibody, anti-mouse IgG-APC. 
The encircled CD117-HEK293 cells in (2) are shown at a 
higher magnification (5×) in (3). (C) The positive hybridoma 
supernatant submitted for the reactivity to the transfectant 
cells and analyzed by flow cytometry. The percentage of the 
cell numbers in the respective gates is shown in the quadrant 
panels. Control means the anti-mouse IgG-APC reactivity 
without the supernatants. (D) The reactivity of 2A1 Mab and 
species-specific anti-CD117 Mabs with human and mouse mast 
cells. As shown in the left panels, the human and mouse mast 
cells reacted with their respective species-specific anti-CD117 
Mabs (anti-human CD117 or anti-mouse CD117 antibodies, 
respectively). Right panels; mast cells were stained with 2A1 
and the dotted and solid curves are overlays of the control and 
2A1 culture supernatants, respectively. Representative data of 
five independent assays are shown.
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with 2A1. The CD117+ cells were purified as shown 
in Suppl. Figure 3 (http://www.biosciencetrends.com/

docindex.php?year=2014&kanno=6). CD117+ cells and 
CD117- cell fractions were partially purified by magnetic 
beads sorting at first and then to over 98% purity levels 
by additional sorting using a FACSaria (Suppl. Figure 
3A). Both of the CD117 positive and negative cell 
fractions were then used in a colony assay by culturing 
the cells in the presence of the human cytokines, SCF, 
IL-3, erythropoietin and G-CSF. As a result of the 
cellular purifications and colony assays four types of 
cellular clones were identified in the BM cell cultures. 
These were granulocytes (G), granulocytes/monocytes 
(GM), monocytes (M) and erythrocytes (E). Notably, 
CD117+ cells in the colony assay generated erythroid 
burst-forming units (BFU-E) with significantly higher 
efficiency than either the BM cells or CD117‒ cells. 
The generation of colony forming units (CFU) were 
also observed for G, M and GM, but at significantly 
lower levels for the CD117+ cell fraction (Figure 3A). 
Similar results were obtained when the cells were 
cultured in the colony assay using the mouse instead of 
the human cytokines (Suppl. Figure 3B). In two of these 
experiments, the frequency of BFU-E in the CD117+ 
cell fraction was significantly higher than in the CFU-M 

assay or in the CD117‒ cell fraction. The CFU of the 
other cell types, G and GM, were low or undetectable 
(Figure 3B and Suppl. Figure 3B). Compared to human 
cytokine conditions, the colony forming ability of BM 
cells was less effective with the mouse cytokines. 
 Overall, these results suggest that the swine CD117+ 
BM cells have the potential to develop into erythroid-
monocyte lineage in vitro.

3.3. Development of swine hematopoietic cells in 

immunodeficient NOD/SCID/IL-2gc-null (NOG) mouse

While mouse cytokines can support the development of 
swine erythroid cells and monocytes, other cell lineages 

Figure 3. Swine CD117+ cells extensively develop into 
erythroid-lineage cells in vitro. BM cells were sorted as 
shown in Supplementary Figure 3 and the sorted cells were 
used in the colony assay. (A) Colony assay using the human 
cytokines SCF, IL-3, erythropoietin and G-CSF. (1) CFU-GM, 
(2) CFU-M, (3) BFU-E. (G; granulocyte, GM; granulocyte 
and monocyte, M; monocyte, E; erythrocyte). The data 
were obtained from two separate swine BM experiments, 
BM1 and BM2, for the human cytokine environment. Three 
independent cultures were performed for both of the two BMs 
and the colonies were counted and compared. The mark * 
represents the significant difference by t-test (p < 0.05). Two 
independent assays and representative photographs are shown 
here. (B) Colony assay using the mouse cytokines SCF, IL-3, 
erythropoietin and G-CSF. (1) CFU-G, (2) BFU-E. All pictures 
were taken by KEYENCE BIOREVO BZ-90000, Object lens: 
×10 Plan Fluor NA 0.30 Ph1. The data were obtained from 
two separate swine BM experiments, BM3 and BM4, for the 
human cytokine environment. Three independent cultures 
were performed for both of the two BMs and the colonies were 
counted and compared. The mark * represents the significant 
difference by t-test (p < 0.05). Two independent assays and 
representative photographs are shown here.

Figure 2. Abundance of swine CD117+ cells in newborn 
BM relative to five other lymphoid tissue cells (adult 
BM, CB, SPL, LN and PBMC). Lymphoid tissue cells 
were stained with 2A1 Mabs. Control means the secondary 
antibody-stained cells. The percentage of 2A1 stained CD117+ 
cells within the lymphoid-gate are shown in each panel. ND; 
not detected. Representative data of five independent assays 
are shown.
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could not be detected by the in vitro colony assay. 
Therefore, we transplanted the swine hematopoietic 
cells into severely immunodeficient NOG mice to 
examine if lymphoid lineage cells could be developed 
from the CD117+ cells in vivo. Swine CD117+ cells 
were purified and transplanted into irradiated NOG 

mice and analysed by cytometry using different gate 
settings to detect erythroid cells, lymphoid cells and 
monocytes (Figure 4A). After 2 and 12 weeks post 
transplantation, lymphoid organs were collected and the 
presence of swine blood cells were examined by flow 
cytometry using the lymphoid gate setting. As a result, 

Figure 4. Repopulation of CD117+ swine BM cells in immunodeficient NOG mice. (A) (1) Protocol for CD117+ cell 
transplantation into NOG mice. In short term (2 w) and long term (12 w) analysis after the transplantation, lymphoid cells were 
analyzed for the swine cell engraftment either two weeks or twelve weeks after transplantation. (2) Flow cytometrical gates used 
for the analyses of erythroid (R4), lymphoid (R2) and monocyte (R3) cells were set by FSC and SSC. B and C. Flow cytometrical 
analysis of engrafted swine cells. Swine leukocytes were detected by swine CD45 expression using an anti-swine CD45-FITC 
antibody. Lymphoid-gated cells are shown in B and monocyte-gated cells in C. (B) (1) Non-transplanted control mice. (2) Two 
weeks after the transplantation. (3) Twelve weeks after the transplantation. Some of the SPL cells are stained with CD45-FITC. 
These are some non-specific binding of the antibodies to the cells as we analyzed by 2D-flow cytometry analysis (data not shown). 
The numbers show the shifted cell percentages compared to control mice without transplantation. In the brackets, shifted percentages 
of no-stain controls are shown. (D) Lymphoid-gated cells were analyzed for the expression of CD3. Swine CD45-FITC and CD3-PE 
double staining of the BM and SPL cells are shown in the panels. The mean fluorescent intensity (MFI) is shown below the panels. 
Representative data of three independent assays are shown.
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swine CD45+ cells were observed in BM, spleen (SPL) 
and the peripheral blood of NOG mice transplanted 
with CD117+ cells 2 weeks after the transplantation 
(Figure 4B). Higher amounts of the CD45+ cells were 
observed through the monocyte gate of the SPL cells 
2 weeks after transplantation (Figure 4C). CD45+ cells 
were also observed in the lymph node 12 weeks after 
transplantation. These results indicate that the engrafted 
swine white blood cells had developed successfully in 
the NOG mice. We used a TER119 antibody, which 
recognizes mouse erythrocyte to distinguish between 
the mouse and swine erythrocytes, and found that the 
NOG mice included TER119‒ cells in the erythrocyte 
gate, and that the swine CD117+ cells might be 
differentiated into erythrocytes, which were TER119 
(mouse erythroid marker) negative, in vivo (Suppl. 
Figure 4, http://www.biosciencetrends.com/docindex.

php?year=2014&kanno=6).
 The CD45+ cells of the mice SPL were examined 
for the CD3 expression in lymphoid gate 12 weeks after 
the transplantation. As shown in Figure 4D, significant 
amount of CD3+ cells were observed in the SPL. 
 These results show that the transplanted swine 
CD117+ cells had developed into erythroid, myeloid 
and lymphoid cells in NOG mice and suggest that the 
swine CD117+ cells are hematopoietic stem/progenitor 
cells that can be transplanted successfully to a different 
species under the right conditions of engraftment.

4. Discussion

CD117 is a cytokine receptor tyrosine kinase type III 
expressed on the surface of hematopoietic stem cells and 
when activated by the cytokine SCF can regulate the 
maintenance, proliferation, migration and differentiation 
of HSCs in the BM. In the swine, the stem cell activity 
of CD117+ cells have been previously evaluated by using 
SCF to activate their stem cell potential to differentiate 
into various cellular lineages (20,21). Although a swine 
CD117 Mab has been developed and characterized 
(24), the species specificity of the Mab and xeno-
transplantation of CD117+ cells have not been reported. 
They checked in vitro development of erythroid and 
myeloid cells from Mab-enriched cells, but they could not 
detect lymphoid cell development. Swine SCF-reacting 
cells previously reported could not develop lymphoid 
cells, either (25). Because the species specificity of both 
tools was unclear, xeno-transplantation experiments using 
a species specific CD117 Mab might not be undertaken 
until we prepared our own highly species-specific anti-
CD117 Mab clone. This Mab clone, 2A1, enabled us to 
evaluate the multipotency of swine CD117+ cells in vitro 
and in vivo. The Mab reacted against the swine CD117 
receptor expressed by a recombinant DNA vector N576 
in HEK293 or A2 cells, was specific for the detection of 
CD117 in swine and did not cross react with the CD117 
cells of mice or humans. This specificity allowed us to 

develop the in vivo xeno-transplantation system using 
NOG mice because the porcine specific CD117 antibody 
did not cross-react with other cells examined. In this in 

vivo system, we demonstrated that CD117+ cells could 
develop into T cells, which indicate that the CD117+ cells 
involve hematopoietic stem cells.
 Consequently, on the basis of the specificity of 
Mab 2A1, we found that CD117+ cells were abundant 
in the newborn swine BM, but not in CB or adult BM. 
Moreover, the CD117+ cells from the newborn BM 
were found to develop into erythroid cells or monocytes 
using the in vitro colony assay and into lymphoid cells 
by the xeno-transplantation in vivo system. Thus, both 
the in vitro and the in vivo experiments confirmed that 
the CD117+ cells from the newborn swine BM are 
hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells.
 The similarity between our in vitro data for CD117+ 
cells from the newborn BM and the data reported by 
Dor et al. (25) in the spleen or BM of young pigs less 
than 1 year old suggests a high efficiency of CD117+ cell 
purification with SCF-binding affinity in their system. 
In our in vitro study, we also confirmed that the CD117+ 
cells differentiated into the erythrocytes in the presence 
of mouse or human cytokines SCF, IL-3, erythropoietin 
and G-CSF. While the swine CD117+ cells developed 
into erythroid colonies in our in vitro studies and those 
of others (24), we could not definitely conclude the 
potential of the CD117+ cells to develop into erythroid 
cells in the mouse transplantation system because of the 
absence of a good erythrocyte monitoring system. We 
could only suggest that the TER119-negative erythroid 
gated cells were observed early after the CD117+ cell 
transplantation. On the other hand, we found white 
blood cells including CD3+ cells in the peripheral lymph 
organs of the transplanted NOG mice, suggesting that the 
CD117+ cells had differentiated into the monocyte and 
lymphoid lineages. Human HSC that were transplanted 
into NOG mice developed into myeloid and lymphoid 
lineages, but not into erythroid lineage cells in vivo 
(13,26). The cytokine, erythropoietin, is a known 
requirement for the differentiation of CD117 stem cells 
into erythroid precursor cells and erythrocytes (27). 
The contrary results obtained in the in vitro and the in 

vivo systems respectively may be due to the presence 
of sufficient amount of erythropoietin in the in vitro 
system and its reduced amount in the in vivo system. 
Alternatively, other synergistic factors are missing or 
inhibitory factors are in play preventing the CD117 stem 
cells from developing into erythrocytes in the xeno-
transplantation environment. 
 In conclusion, we produced a highly specific 
anti-swine CD117 Mab and used it to confirm that 
the swine CD117+ stem cells have a multipotency 
that can differentiate into erythroid cells, monocytes 
and lymphoid cells depending on the in vitro or in 

vivo system chosen for analysis. The swine-NOG 
mouse transplantation system in conjunction with 
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specific detection reagents like the Mabs 2A1 shows 
an important experimental potential for the study of 
hematopoietic cells in vivo, especially for understanding 
the factors required in erythroid cell development from 
hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells.
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Abstract

The class I major histocompatibility complex (MHC) presents self-developed peptides to
specific T cells to induce cytotoxity against infection. The MHC proteins are encoded by
multiple loci that express numerous alleles to preserve the variability of the antigen-pre-
senting ability in each species. The mechanism regulating MHC mRNA and protein expres-
sion at each locus is difficult to analyze because of the structural and sequence similarities
between alleles. In this study, we examined the correlation between the mRNA and surface
protein expression of swine leukocyte antigen (SLA)-1*0401 after the stimulation of periph-
eral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) by Staphylococcus aureus superantigen toxic
shock syndrome toxin-1 (TSST-1). We prepared a monoclonal antibody (mAb) against a
domain composed of Y102, L103 and L109 in the α2 domain. The Hp-16.0 haplotype swine
possess only SLA-1*0401, which has the mAb epitope, while other haplotypes possess 0
to 3 SLA classical class I loci with the mAb epitopes. When PBMCs from SLA-1*0401

homozygous pigs were stimulated, the SLA-1*0401 mRNA expression level increased until
24 hrs and decreased at 48 hrs. The kinetics of the interferon regulatory transcription fac-
tor-1 (IRF-1) mRNA level were similar to those of the SLA-1*0401 mRNA. However, the
surface protein expression level continued to increase until 72 hrs. Similar results were
observed in the Hp-10.0 pigs with three mAb epitopes. These results suggest that TSST-1
stimulation induced both mRNA and surface protein expression of class I SLA in the swine
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PBMCs differentially and that the surface protein level was sustained independently of
mRNA regulation.

Introduction
The class I major histocompatibility complex (MHC) antigens are constitutively expressed
cellular membrane-bound glycoproteins that associate non-covalently with β-hamicroglobu-
lin (β2M) to present intracellularly processed peptide antigens to T-cell receptors of specific
CD8+ T cells [1–3]. MHC class I proteins are encoded by polymorphic genes at multiple loci,
and they also act as ligands for killer-cell immunoglobulin-like receptors (KIRs) [4–6]. This
polymorphism results in numerous alleles in a population, presumably to preserve the vari-
ability of the antigen presenting ability and help the species to defend against various infec-
tious agents, although MHC variability may also cause autoimmune responses [7–9]. The
main function of the classical class I MHC is the activation of cytotoxic T (Tc) cells, whereas
the loss of MHC expression induces the activation of natural killer (NK) cells. In contrast, the
down-regulation of classical HLA-A and HLA-B expression and up-regulation of non-classi-
cal HLA expression, such as HLA-G, negatively regulates the system of MHC-mediated
immunity [10–12]. Therefore, it is important to distinguish between the classical and non-
classical HLA alleles and their regulation at the level of expressed mRNAs and allele-specific
surface proteins, as these different classes of MHC molecules have contrary functions. How-
ever, there are relatively few studies on the surface expression of MHC alleles, probably
because of the lack of allele-specific monoclonal antibodies due to the similarity of the alleles
among the MHC sequences.

The pig is an important animal model for the study of MHC function in response to infec-
tions, transplantation, and autoimmune disease [13–16]. Although the MHC molecules are
known to be important for controlling infections, research on the regulation of the expression
of the pig MHC genomic region, defined in pigs as the Swine Leukocyte Antigen (SLA) region,
has received little or no attention to date. Most pigs have three classical SLA class I loci distrib-
uted within their MHC genomic region, and more than 100 classical SLA class I alleles have
been identified [17–20]. We deduced the haplotypes in two types of mini-pig, Clawn and
microminipig, and in the larger Duroc pig [21–23]. The SLA class I allele, SLA-1⇤0401, is one
of the most frequently found alleles in various swine breeds such as Microminipig, Clawn,
NIH, Yucatan, Mexican hairless mini-pigs and Meishan pigs [19, 20]. Moreover, the three-
dimensional structure of this allele in complex with peptides derived from 2009-pandemic
H1N1 swine-origin influenza A virus and Ebola virus has been determined in crystallographic
studies [24]. Therefore, we decided to prepare a specific domain-recognizing monoclonal anti-
body against SLA-1⇤0401 and analyze its specificity using the peripheral blood mononuclear
cells (PBMCs) of SLA homozygous pigs.

Swine are known to be a reservoir for methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA)
[25–30]. Superantigens secreted by Staphylococcus aureus are one set of virulence factors that
can induce the T cell hyper-immune response and MHC gene expression. The induction of a
systemic cytokine storm by superantigens is known to create life-threatening symptoms, such as
toxic-shock syndrome in newborn babies [31]. Toxic shock syndrome toxin-1 (TSST-1) is an
enterotoxin of Staphylococcus aureus and one of the superantigens that is used to activate anti-
gen-specific T cell clones and polyclonal T cells irrespective of the peptide presented by MHC
[32, 33]. The TSST-1-reacting T cell receptor (TCR) Vβ induces a large amount of cytokine

Protein and mRNA Expression of SLA-1*0401 by TSST-1
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secretion containing interferon-γ (IFN-γ)Fto induce the cytotoxicity of T cells [34]. We previ-
ously reported that TSST-1 enhanced locus-specific SLA mRNA expression [35]. However, the
locus-specific expression of surface SLA protein could not be detected because the only mono-
clonal antibodies available for the study were anti-HLA antibodies, and although they crossreact
with SLA, they cannot distinguish between the different SLA loci and/or alleles [36].

Therefore, the purpose of the present study was (1) to produce and characterize a mAb that
specifically recognizes SLA-1⇤0401, and (2) to distinguish the protein and mRNA expression
levels of SLA-1⇤0401 using the new mAb in TSST-1 in n TSST-1 PBMCs from Microminipigs.

Materials and Methods
Animals and tissues
Experiments using mice for monoclonal antibody production were approved by the Institu-
tional Animal Care and Use Committee at Tokai University and performed at Tokai University
following the University guidelines. Eight-week-old female BALB/c mice were purchased from
CLEA Japan (Tokyo, Japan) and maintained under specific pathogen-free conditions. Periph-
eral blood from adult Microminipigs was provided by Fuji Micra Inc (Fujinomiya, Japan). The
blood of healthy human donors was collected at the Tokai University Hospital with informed
consent, and marmoset blood was purchased from CLEA Japan. The animal health check was
performed once a week. No swine or mice became ill or died prior to the experimental endpoint.
For blood collection, the mice were either euthanized by inhalation of 4 to 5% isoflurane or sac-
rificed by cervical dislocation. Since the swine were used only for blood collection (<50 ml), no
euthanasia was applied before or after bleeding them with a fine-point needle and syringe.

Genotyping
The peripheral blood samples from Microminipigs with eight SLA haplotypes previously
assigned by nucleotide sequence determination of RT-PCR products and low-resolution SLA
genotyping using sequence-specific PCR primers (SSP) for the three SLA classical class I genes,
SLA-1, SLA-2 and SLA-3 [21], were used in this study. Another twenty Microminipigs were
genotyped for their SLA class I alleles using SSP [37], and their SLA class I haplotypes were
deduced from their class I alleles and parental class I haplotypes. Of the genotyped alleles, SLA-
1⇤0501 and SLA-1⇤1104 were used to predict the tertiary structure of the epitope, and SLA-
1⇤0401 was used for the immunization of mice.

Transfection
The transfected cDNA sequence of the swine SLA-1⇤0401 gene was derived from SLA-defined
Clawn and Yucatan mini-pigs and based on the Sus scrofa SLA-1⇤0401 mRNA sequence
(AB185317, AB847434, AF464002). The primers used to generate the cDNA sequences are
shown in Table 1A (SLA1 N53: SLA1 C35: Table 1A). RNA was extracted from cells using TRI-
zol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and reverse-transcribed to cDNA using the High Capacity
cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The sequence of the
ß2-microglobulin (ß 2M) gene (Accession number: L13854) in GenBank was used for the
design of primer sequences for ß2M cDNA synthesis. The primer sequences for preparation of
SLA-1, SLA-2, SLA-3, SLA-6 and ß2M transfectants are summarized in Table 1A. The modi-
fied S/MAR (scaffold/matrix attachment region) episomal vectors [38] expressing SLA and
β2M were used for the transfection.

HEK293 cells, a cell line derived from human embryonic kidney cells, were cultured in
D-MEM (GE Healthcare, Buckingham, UK)-10% FCS (Sigma-Aldrich, Co. St. Louis, MO,
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USA) medium and A20 cells, a BALB/c B cell lymphoma line derived from a spontaneous retic-
ulum cell neoplasm, were cultured in RPMI 1640 (Nissui Pharmaceutical co. Ltd. Tokyo,
Japan)-10% FCS medium. The cells were transfected with the cDNA sequence inserted in the
N576 expression vector using the Invitrogen Neon transfection system (HEK293 cells: 1100 V,
10 ms 3 pulses; A20 cells: 1500 V, 10 ms, 3 pulses) and cultured in 5% CO2 at 37°C for 18 ~24
hrs. Cultured cells were collected and the expression of the mVenus reporter gene was mea-
sured by flow cytometry (Becton Dickinson, NJ, USA).

Preparation of the peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs)
Swine peripheral blood samples were collected into a heparinized tube and centrifuged on
Lymphoprep (Axis-Shield, Oslo, Norway) at 670 x g for 30 min. PBMCs were collected and
washed with 10 ml of 1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin (BSA)-containing phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS). The blood cells were collected by centrifuging at 350 x g for 5 min, and the
remaining erythrocytes were lysed osmotically. The white blood cells were washed with PBS
and used for further experiments. Human PBMC samples were purified using Ficoll Paque
(GE Healthcare UK Ltd.), and mouse and marmoset PBMCs were purified using
Lymphocepal.

Monoclonal antibody preparation
We initially immunized BALB/c mice with mitomycin C (MMC, Kyowahakko-Kirin, Tokyo
Japan)-treated swine PBMCs (2.2×106 cells/animal). For booster treatments, MMC-treated
A20 transfectants were used biweekly for 7 times with 6.8×105 cells/animal at each immuniza-
tion. MMC (final, 0.04 mg/ml) was added to the culture and incubated at 37°C for 30 min in
5% CO2. The mice were anesthetized with 20% isoflurane, and the blood was collected from
the orbit. The serum antibody titers of immunized mice were checked by flow cytometry analy-
ses using SLA-1/β2M cDNA-transfected HEK293 cells as a source of antigen. After 4 days of
the final boost, mice were anesthetized with 20% isoflurane and sacrificed by blood removal;
subsequently, splenocytes were fused with the mouse myeloma cell line P3-X63-Ag8-U1
according to a standard procedure [39]. Positive clones were identified by flow cytometry or by
using an Imaging Analyzer (Array Scan, Thermo scientific, MA, USA). Briefly, SLA-1/β2M
transfected HEK293 cells were plated in the wells of 96-well plates. Culture supernatants were
added to each well, incubated for 15 min and washed twice. APC-labeled (APC: allophycocya-
nin) anti-mouse IgG polyclonal antibody (Poly4053; Bio Legend, San Diego, US) was added
and incubated for 15 min. Plates were washed and stained with Hoechst dye (Invitrogen, Ore-
gon, USA) for 30 min at room temperature and analyzed using the Imaging Analyzer. Positive
cells were picked according to the fluorescence intensity of APC and the co-expressed mVenus
fluorescent protein. The positive clones were then isolated, expanded and stocked. The mAb
isotype was determined using a mouse monoclonal antibody isotyping kit (Iso Strip, Roche,
Basel Schweiz).

Flow cytometry
Cells were incubated with appropriately diluted, fluorescently-labeled primary mAb for 15 min
at 4°C and washed with 1% (w/v) BSA-containing PBS. In some cases, cells were re-incubated
with labeled secondary antibody. The mAbs used were as follows: anti-class-I major histocom-
patibility antigen (Monoclonal Antibody Center Co. Ltd, clone #PT85A), goat anti-mouse
IgG1-RPE (Southern Biotech, Uden, the Netherlands). Stained cells were analyzed using the
FACSVerse system (Becton Dickinson, New Jersey, USA) and FlowJo software (Tomy
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biochemical, Tokyo, Japan). The culture supernatant of X2F6 was also used for the primary
antibody.

Primary sequence and structure analysis of the X2F6 mAb and model
building of the 3D structure
Total RNA was extracted from specific hybridoma X2F6, and the cDNA was checked for the
amplification of immunoglobulin heavy- and light-chain-specific genes. Sequence reactions were
performed with a GenomeLab DTCS Quick Start Kit (Beckman Coulter) and analyzed using a
CEQ8000 Genetic Analysis System (Beckman Coulter). The software Genetyx was used for
sequence prediction. The 3D model of the Fab fragment of X2F6 was constructed using protocols
for antibody homology modeling [40] implemented in a software system, Molecular Operating
Environment (MOE) (http://www.chemcomp.com, last accessed April 2014). The Protein Data
Bank [41] ID code (PDB ID) of the template structure used for modeling is 3V7A [42].

Model-building of the SLA-1 3D structure
The protein structures of SLA-1⇤0501 and SLA-1⇤1104 were constructed by the use of homol-
ogy modeling protocols implemented in MOE. The X-ray crystal structure of SLA-1⇤0401
(PDB ID: 3QQ4) [24] was used as the template structure and the bound antigenic peptide was
used to construct the 3D structures of SLA-1⇤0501 and SLA-1⇤1104.

Stimulation of PBMCs
Swine peripheral blood samples were collected into a heparinized tube and centrifuged on
Lymphocepal (IBL Co. Fujioka, Japan) at 670 x g for 30 min. PBMCs were collected and
washed with 10 ml of 1% (w/v) BSA-containing PBS (PBSA) by centrifuging at 350 x g for 5
min and the remaining erythrocytes were lysed osmotically. The PBMCs were washed and cul-
tured (2.4x106/well) in RPMI 1640 medium containing 10% FCS in the presence of the toxic
shock syndrome-1 (TSST-1) enterotoxin, (Toxin Tec. Sarasota, USA) at 1 μin τ ορ IFN-γ
(ITSI-Bioscience, PA, USA) at 1 ng/ml for up to 72 h at 37°C, 5% CO2. After 24, 48 and 72 hrs
the cells were collected, washed with PBSA and used for the analyses by flow cytometry and
quantitative real-time PCR.

RNA extraction and quantitative real-time PCR
RNA was extracted from PBMCs with TRIzol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, USA) according to manu-
facturer’s instructions. Total RNA concentration was determined by measuring the absorbance
at 260 nm and 280 nm. The purity was estimated by the relative absorbance at 260 nm/280 nm.
Integrity was assayed by agarose gel electrophoresis. The purity and integrity were greater than
95%. cDNA was synthesized from the total RNA (2 μtha σψντηa High Capacity cDNA Reverse
Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA).

Three sets of previously published specific primers against the swine genes IFN-γ, IRF-1 and
the housekeeping gene glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) were used to
determine the time course of gene expression levels in PBMCs of Microminipigs by real-time
PCR [35]; Table 1). Another two sets of SLA-1⇤0401 and SLA-1⇤1104 allele-specific primers
were designed to amplify SLA-1⇤0401 and SLA-1⇤1104 alleles mRNA (Table 1). The GAPDH-
specific primer set was used as an internal control for the other three genes. The expression lev-
els of the two SLA-1 alleles, IFN-γ, IRF-1 and GAPDH were measured by real-time PCR using
an ABI PRISM 7500 Fast Sequence Detector System (Applied Biosystems, CA) with Fast
SYBR1 Green Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA). The synthesized cDNAs were used
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as templates and were amplified using the allele specific primer sets of SLA and IFN-γ, IRF-1
and GAPDH. The 10 μl amplification reaction volume contained 50 ng of cDNA, 0.5 units of
high fidelity Gold Taq polymerase (Applied Biosystems, CA, USA), 10 x PCR buffer, 2.5 mM
MgCl2, 2 mM of each dNTP and 0.5 mM of each primer. The cycling parameters were as fol-
lows: 25 cycles of 98°C/10 sec, 62°C/30 sec and 68°C/30 sec. Melting curve analysis showed
that there was no primer dimer formation. The relative quantitative values were calculated by
the comparative C(T) method, also referred to as the 2(-DeltaDeltaC(T)) method [43, 44].
Serial dilutions of cDNA were amplified by real-time PCR using gene-specific primers. A plot
of log cDNA dilution versus delta threshold cycle (Ct) value gives an absolute value of the
slope. The absolute value of the slope (z) was calculated using an approximate formula, y =
-3.32x+z. The 2-<DELTA><DE LTA>Ct value is given by [(Ct target gene—Ct internal con-
trol) Time X—(Ct target gene—Ct internal control) Time 0]]. Each Ct value was determined in
the optimal cDNA dilution condition with the range of 100%±5% PCR efficiency.

Statistical analysis
Results were presented as the means ± SE. Data from the lymphocyte activation assay and real-
time PCR were analyzed using Student’s t-test to determine the significance of the treatment.
In all statistical analyses, a P value of <0.05 was considered significant.

Results
Preparation of the monoclonal antibody X2F6
Swine SLA-1⇤0401 and β2 microglobulin cDNAs were inserted into N576, an expression vector
containing a monomer Venus yellow—green fluorescent protein (mVenus)-reporter gene, and
the modified vector was transfected into A20 cells. The expression of the mVenus gene was
observed in more than 50% of the transfected cells at 18 to 24 hrs after transfection. BALB/c
mice were injected with mitomycin C (MMC)-treated swine PBMCs and then with MMC-
treated N576-A20 cells as the booster immunizations. The titer of the antiserum against the
SLA-1⇤0401 expressed by the N576-HEK293 cells was increased successfully after the second
booster. The crossreactivity between N576-HEK293 and the antisera was confirmed by flow
cytometry, and the mice with sera that achieved a peak mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of
more than 30 were selected and used for monoclonal antibody preparation.

We selected a specific X2F6 subclone (Fig 1 and S1 Fig) for further use because this clone
secreted a monoclonal antibody (mAb) that reacted with the HEK293 transfectants expressing
SLA-1⇤0401 (with an MFI greater than 3x10e3) and the mVenus fluorescent protein with simi-
lar or identical staining patterns. All of the X2F6 subclones showed similar staining patterns,
suggesting that the cross-reacting proteins were stable expression products. The staining pat-
tern was compared with that of PT-85A, a commercial pan-specific mAb against MHC. PT-
85A stained not only classical class I SLA but also SLA-6, a non-classical class I SLA. The pat-
tern of SLA-1-transfectant staining by the selected X2F6 clone was similar to that seen with the
commercial PT-85A clones (Fig 1A). The isotype of this mAb was IgG2aκ.

Characterization of X2F6 specificity
We checked the species specificity of the X2F6 mAb using swine, human and common marmo-
set PBMCs. X2F6 recognized only the swine PBMCs, and no reactivity was observed with the
human and common marmoset PBMCs, suggesting that the mAb was swine specific (Fig 1B).
Next, we examined the locus specificity of the mAb using classical class I SLA, SLA-2⇤0901,
and SLA-3⇤0602 and non-classical class-I SLA, and SLA-6⇤0101, which are contained in the
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Fig 1. Specificity of the X2F6 mAb. (A) SLA-1*0401, SLA-2*0901, and SLA-3*0602, which are the
classical class-I SLA alleles of Haplotype Hp-16.0, and SLA-6*0101, which is a non-classical class-I SLA
allele of Hp-16.0, were transfected into HEK293 parent cells, and the reactivity of X2F6 (right panels) was
examined by flow cytometry (FCM). Propidium iodide (PI) positive-dead cells were avoided for the gating.
PT-85A, the pan-specific MHC class-1 antibody, was used for the positive control (middle panels). (B) The
species specificity was examined using swine (Hp-16.0), human, and common marmoset PBMCs. Lymphoid
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same haplotype (Hp-16.0) as the SLA-1⇤0401 antigen, using transfectants expressing each of
these genes. The flow cytometry analysis revealed that SLA-2⇤0901, SLA-3⇤0602 and SLA-
6⇤0101 transfectants were not recognized by X2F6, whereas the SLA-1⇤0401 transfectant was
recognized by X2F6 (Fig 1A). These results suggest that X2F6 is specific for the SLA-1 locus in
Hp-16.0.

To examine the allele specificity of X2F6 for haplotypes other than Hp-16.0, we tested the
reactivity of X2F6 against the PBMCs of four other swine homozygous haplotypes that are
shown in Table 2. The swine PBMCs collected from each of the duplicate homozygous haplo-
types were stained with X2F6 or the pan-specific anti-class-I MHC mAb PT85A followed by
fluorescently-labeled anti-mouse IgG and analyzed by flow cytometry. All five haplotypes
showed different staining intensities (Fig 2A). The X2F6 antibody reacted with Hp-10.0 to pro-
duce the highest MFI, whereas Hp-35.0 showed the second highest MFI. The haplotypes Hp-
16.0, which contained the immunized antigen SLA-1⇤0401, and Hp-17.0 both had an interme-
diate MFI. No reactivity was observed for Hp-43.0 (Table 2). On the other hand, the Hp-43.0
and Hp-10.0 heterozygous pigs reacted with X2F6 to produce an intermediate intensity that
was lower than that in the Hp-10.0 homozygous pigs and higher than that in the Hp-43.0
homozygous pigs (Fig 2B). These results showed that X2F6 was specific to swine PBMCs and
that it recognized different classical class I SLA alleles at different loci in a haplotypic manner.

Sequence analysis and SLA epitope recognition of X2F6
The amino acid sequences and variable regions of the X2F6 antibody are shown in Fig 3A for
both the heavy and light chains. The protein database sequence 3V7A is shown above the X2F6
sequence. The tertiary structure of X2F6 was also predicted (Fig 3B). To predict the SLA epi-
tope recognized by X2F6, we aligned the amino acid sequences of SLA-1, SLA-2 and SLA-3
alleles for each of the five haplotypes (Fig 4). We compared the antigenic sequence of SLA-
1⇤0401 with the non-antigenic sequences of SLA-2⇤0901, SLA-3⇤0602, Hp-43.0 SLA-1⇤1104,
SLA-2⇤040202 and SLA-3⇤0401 that did not react with X2F6. Amino acid sequence differences

gate was used for the analysis. The percentages shown above the panels are the double-positive cell
percentages.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164995.g001

Table 2. SLA class I genotypes and haplotypes deduced from SBT and sequence-specific primer
(SSP) methods and MFI scores for Microminipigs.

Breed Sample No. Class I
haplotype (Hp-)

class I MFI
(X2F6)1

SLA-1 SLA-3 SLA-2

Microminipig 320, 831, 2303,
2316, 2567,1083

10.0 *0501 *0801 *0302 1897

807, 982 35.0 *1201,
*1301

*0502 *1001 767

965, 1938 16.0 *0401 *0602 *0901 182

1003 17.0 *0804 *0305 *0603 122

1173, 1495, 2024,
2030, 2259

43.0 *1104 *0401 *040202 11.7

1599, 1810, 1932 10.0/43.0 *0501,
*1104

*0801,
*0401

*0302,
*040202

—

1MFI scores for PBMCs of Microminipigs with each of the SLA class I haplotypes that were reacted with
X2F6 Mab.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164995.t002
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were found in the α2 domain, specifically, Y102, L103, and L109 (YLL set) in SLA-1⇤0401 com-
pared to D102, V103, and F109 (DVF set) in the other alleles. Hp-10.0 and Hp-35.0, which
reacted with X2F6, also had alleles with the YLL set. Interestingly, the allelic YLL set number
and MFI exhibited strict correlation (Fig 2). The predicted 3D structures of SLA-1⇤0501 and
SLA-1⇤1104 clearly show that the amino acids of the YLL and DVF sets are exposed and clus-
tered near a loop region on the surface of these SLA molecules, respectively. As shown in Fig
3C, the structures and the surface characters of the YLL and DVF sets are significantly
different.

These results predict that the antibody X2F6 will only recognize the SLA region composed
of Y102, L103 and L109 residues. Thus, in the case of the Hp-16.0 haplotype, the antibody will
only recognize the SLA-1 locus and the antigenic allele SLA-1⇤0401 that contains the YLL
epitope.

Fig 2. Haplotype-specific reactivity of the X2F6 mAb. (A) Microminipig PBMCs of each haplotype were stained with X2F6 or
PT85A followed by anti-mouse IgG-FITC and analyzed by FCM. Lymphoid gate was used for the analysis. Solid lines represent
the X2F6-stained patterns. Broken lines represent PT85A-stained patterns. Filled lines represent the isotype-control-stained
patterns. MFI scores for each haplotype are shown in the panels. The YLL type-allele number is also shown. (B) The MFIs of
Hp-10.0 and Hp-43.0 haplotypes were selected and the homozygous pig PBMCs and heterozygous pig PBMCs were
compared. The upper panels are the data from FACSCalibur, and the MFI score is significantly lower than in the lower panels,
whereas the relative levels of the surface protein are comparable.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164995.g002
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Correlation of the mRNA and surface protein expression of SLA
To analyze the surface protein level of the SLA allele, we used X2F6 and homozygous Micromi-
nipigs with Hp-16.0 (n = 2) to detect the SLA-1⇤0401 protein level on the TSST-1-stimulated
PBMC surface. The SLA-2 and SLA-3 alleles of Hp-16.0 have the DVF set, D102, V103, and
F109, in their α2 domains, as mentioned above. These domains are predicted not to react with
X2F6 (Fig 4). We also examined Hp-43.0, whose classical class-I SLA alleles have the DVF and
not the YLL set. Both SLA-1⇤0401 and SLA-1⇤1104 mRNA were analyzed by real-time-PCR
after stimulation.

First, PBMCs from each haplotype were stimulated with TSST-1 or IFN-γ, Fand the surface
expression of SLA was analyzed serially. IFN-γ or TSST-1 stimulation enhanced the surface
protein expression of SLA-1 in the PBMCs (Fig 5). However, while the protein expression
peaked at 24 hrs and was down-regulated thereafter during IFN-γ treatment, the surface pro-
tein expression was sustained at near-maximum levels for up to 72 hrs during TSST-1 stimula-
tion. In contrast, no cross-reactivity was detected in homozygous pigs with SLA-1⇤1104,
irrespective of the stimulation (S2 Fig). When PT85A, a pan-specific anti-class-I MHC anti-
body, which crossreacts with human and swine, was used for the detection of surface SLA mol-
ecules, the peak was at 24 to 48 hrs and decreased slowly thereafter. As for Hp-10.0 (n = 3),
which possesses three YLL sets, a similar complement of surface level SLA molecules was

Fig 3. Tertiary structure of X2F6 mAb and the predicted antibody epitope. (A) Amino acid sequences of heavy and light chains of the
X2F6 variable region. The database sequence PDB ID 3V7A is shown as the control sequence. (B) The predicted tertiary structure of the
X2F6 mAb. (C) The tertiary structures of the YLL set in SLA-1*0501, which reacts with X2F6 with high reactivity (left panel), and the DVF
set in SLA-1*1104, which cannot react with X2F6 (right panel), are shown. Pink (hydrophobic) and green (hydrophilic) colors represent the
amino acid character. The structure is largely different, and the binding affinity is predicted to be different.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164995.g003
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Fig 4. Amino acid alignment of each classical class I allele in five SLA class I haplotypes. The amino acid sequence alignment of the
alleles of each SLA locus is shown. For the haplotypes with a specific set of amino acids (Y102, L103, L109; the YLL set), in which each
allele reacted with X2F6, the number of YLL sets determined the level of reactivity. The MFI for X2F6 reactivity was highest in the Hp-10.0
PBMCs that possessed three YLL sets in the SLA-1, SLA-2 and SLA-3 loci.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164995.g004

Fig 5. The quantification of the SLA-1*0401 protein after TSST-1 stimulation. The PBMCs of two pigs
with the Hp-16.0 haplotype (individuals #965 and #1938) were examined for the surface protein level of SLA
after the stimulation. X2F6 mAb was used to determine the SLA-1*0401 surface protein level (upper panels).
PT-85A was used for the positive control (lower panels). Closed squares with a solid line show TSST-
1-stimulated PBMCs, open squares with a broken line show IFN-γ stimulation. Closed squares with a dotted
line show the negative control.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164995.g005
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observed (S2 Fig). As for the heterozygotes of Hp-10.0 and Hp-43.0, intermediate reactivity
was observed, but the kinetics were similar to those observed for Hp-10.0 homozygotes.

We also analyzed the mRNA level by real-time PCR with allele-specific primers and found
that with TSST-1 stimulation, the SLA-1

⇤
0401 and SLA-1⇤1104 mRNA expression levels peaked

at 24 hrs and decreased thereafter to reach base-line levels at 72 hrs after TSST-1 treatment
(Fig 6A). The mRNA expression results obtained for the IFN-γ stimulation study were diverse
among individuals and did not correlate strictly with SLA-1⇤0401 expression (Fig 6B and data
not shown). In addition, the IRF-1 mRNA expression levels basically correlated with the SLA-
1⇤0401 mRNA expression (Fig 6B). Additionally, the mRNA expression levels of SLA-1⇤0501

Fig 6. Class I SLA-related mRNA expression after TSST-1 stimulation. The PBMCs of two pigs with the
Hp-16.0 haplotype (individuals #965 and #1938) were examined for classical class I SLA (A) and related
mRNA (B) expression after stimulation. Closed squares with a solid line show TSST-1-stimulated PBMCs,
open squares with a broken line show IFN-γ stimulation, and closed squares with a dotted line show the
negative control.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164995.g006
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and SLA-1⇤1104 were similar to that of SLA-1⇤0401 (S3 Fig). However, a strict correlation
between SLA-1 and IRF-1 mRNA was not observed for the alleles SLA-1⇤0501 and SLA-1⇤1104
(data not shown). Contrary to this, as observed for IFN-γ stimulation, the SLA-1⇤0401, SLA-
1⇤0501 and SLA-1⇤1104 mRNA levels did not differ significantly, and the expression levels
increased or were maintained at maximum levels from 24 hrs to 72 hrs after treatment (Fig 6A
and S3 Fig). In contrast, IFN-γ stimulation did not induce IFN-γ and IRF-1 mRNA expression
above the levels stimulated by TSST-1, except for the IRF-1 mRNA expression level at 72 hrs
(Fig 6B).

Collectively, these results suggest that the kinetics of SLA-1⇤0401 allele expression were dif-
ferent at the mRNA and protein levels. In particular, TSST-1 stimulation induced quite differ-
ent features of SLA-1 mRNA expression and surface protein expression compared to IFN-γ
stimulation, although the SLA-1 mRNA level correlated with IRF-1 mRNA level.

Discussion
As the pig is recognized to be a useful experimental animal, we genotyped and haplotyped a
number of different breeds to use SLA-defined pigs for infection and transplantation studies
involving SLA-related reactions [21–23]. In this regard, immunodeficient pigs [45], iPS cells
from the SLA-defined minipig [46], and transplantation of human iPS cells into the pigs [47]
were established to advance a breakthrough for these types of studies on middle-sized experi-
mental animals. However, the development of tools and reagents to distinguish SLA alleles is
still urgently needed to drive progress in studies of the role of polymorphisms in the regulation
and function of SLA gene expression.

In this study, we prepared and characterized a specific mAb that recognized a unique amino
acid cluster, YLL, in the classical class I SLA tertiary structure and not the allelic DVF cluster.
This was validated using a panel of SLA transfectants, human and common marmoset PBMCs
and haplotype-defined Microminipig PBMCs. We undertook a predictive analysis of the alleles
of three classical class I loci, SLA-1, SLA-2 and SLA-3, that might be recognized by X2F6 based
on the sequences available at the IPD-MHC SLA website and those that were submitted
recently to public DNA sequence databases [http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ipd/mhc/sla/index.html, 19,
20]. Of the 60 known SLA-1 alleles, 43 alleles were identified to have a unique amino acid clus-
ter, YLL, that could be expected to react with the X2F6 antibody. In contrast, only 19 alleles
and one allele of the 82 SLA-2 and 31 SLA-3 alleles, respectively, were found to have the unique
amino acid cluster. Therefore, X2F6 might recognize most of the SLA-1 alleles and only a few
of the SLA-2 and SLA-3 alleles.

In our previous study, the correlation of SLA allele mRNA and protein expression was not
clear because of the lack of specificity of the mAb, PT85A. To use our new mAb, we selected a
haplotype that could be used to examine the expression of a single locus and allele encoding a
class I SLA protein, as the number of YLL and DVF sets in the class I SLA alleles were different
among the haplotypes. This mAb possessed high specificity and recognized a specific locus and
allele when we selected the haplotype Hp-16.0. Collectively, these tools enabled us to specifi-
cally analyze the kinetics of surface SLA protein expression.

Using this combination of tools, we characterized the kinetics of the surface protein levels of
the SLA-1⇤0401 allele after stimulating the haplotyped PBMCs for 72 hrs with TSST-1 or with
IFN-γ. Both stimulants enhanced the surface protein expression, but after 48 hrs of TSST-1
stimulation, the mRNA expression was decreased. In contrast, the surface protein level was
maintained until 72 hrs after the stimulation. The IFN-γmRNA level was not closely correlated
with the SLA-1⇤0401 mRNA level, suggesting that the TSST-1 stimulation modified the expres-
sion of SLA-1 mRNA not only by inducing a large amount of translatable IFN-γ but also
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through other complex regulatory systems. This result regarding the differential expression of
the mRNAs and proteins of different MHC alleles is not controversial and was previously
observed for the HLA-A and HLA-B molecules expressed by the HEK293T cell line [48].
Another haplotype, Hp-10.0, with plural YLL sets showed similar kinetics, suggesting that the
surface protein level of three classical SLA class I loci may be similarly regulated by TSST-1
stimulation.

Although the reason why the mRNA level was not directly correlated with the surface pro-
tein expression is not clear, the regulatory systems for transcription, translation and post-trans-
lation processes are complicated, and the SLA-1 molecules may be affected at various steps
during protein translation or during recruitment on the cell surface [49]. Because IFN-γ is
reported to play a role in the expression of the antigen-processing machinery (APM) [10], the
mRNA and surface SLA protein expression is usually thought to be induced by signals down-
stream of the IFN-γ signal, such as Janus activating kinase 2 (JAK2) suppression. Otherwise,
structural modification of Tapasin and related molecules may be induced and the peptide load-
ing complex may change its peptide-binding affinity [50]; alternatively, the recruitment of SLA
molecules by cargo proteins such as Bap31 may be changed [51]. However, our results show
that IFN-γ expression is not directly correlated with the surface expression of SLA. As for the
interferon stimulated response element (IRSE), which is a target of IFN-γ, the sequence is dif-
ferent among the loci, and for example, HLA-A is reported to not easily respond to IFN-γ [52,
53]. Therefore, we may need to consider mechanisms other than IFN-γmodification to explain
the discrepancy between mRNA and surface protein expression. After activation, T cells can
induce IFN-γ expression along with the closing of the interleukin 2 (IL-2) promoter, as we
reported previously [54]. Such an anergic state may be induced along with MHC down-regula-
tion in the cells. Otherwise, by the extensive internalization of the SLA molecules after active
TCR signal transduction, intracellular SLA proteins might be increased and the surface protein
level might be decreased. Such specific modifications of cell surface expression may be clarified
using our system in future studies.

Allele-specific transcription of classical class I MHC is mainly correlated with Enhancer A,
ISRE and SXY, for which allele-specific transcriptional regulation was reported [55, 56]. The
SXY module contains binding motifs for activating transcription factors (ATF)/cyclic AMP
response element binding protein (CREB) [57], class-II trans-activator (CIITA) [58], and
nuclear factor Y (NFY) [59]. Previous studies on polymorphisms in HLA regulatory regions
have demonstrated that the correlation between diseases and HLA haplotype-specific gene
expression is due to 3’-UTR sequence diversity and mRNA stability. However, these reports
have not considered the differences in mRNA and protein expression regulation after stimula-
tion by TSST-1 or IFN-γ. In this regard, our experimental system may help in the future to
clarify these observed differences.

In our study, the X2F6 and PT85A antibodies detected different kinetics of SLA surface
expression. While X2F6 detected only the SLA-1⇤0401 molecule, PT85A might have detected
other class I SLA molecules and non-classical molecules, such as SLA-6 (Fig 1). As non-classi-
cal class I MHC is reported to have a different regulation system from classical class I MHC in
human and mouse species [60], the swine non-classical class I MHC might also have a different
regulation system. The different regulation of each class I SLA might affect the kinetics of the
X2F6- and PT-85A-recognized surface SLA molecules.

Superantigens such as TSST-1 may induce a cytokine storm, which is life threatening for
newborns and the old [31]. If the surface protein expression of MHC class I is maintained after
mRNA down-regulation, the cells may continue to stimulate CD8 T cells to secrete Th1 cyto-
kines and attack specific target cells. Moreover, the large amount of cytokines may induce tis-
sue damage in the host and cause sepsis. Therefore, it is critical to monitor MHC class I
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expression at the protein level. Moreover, if the mechanism for sustained surface protein
expression is elucidated, it may help to develop molecular targeting reagents for the treatment
of such deleterious cytokine storms.

In conclusion, we established a new SLA-1⇤0401 allele-recognizing monoclonal antibody,
X2F6, and used it to find marked differences between mRNA and surface protein expression of
the SLA-1⇤0401 allele during stimulation with TSST-1 of staphylococcus aureus. The X2F6
mAb and haplotype-defined Microminipigs in combination with next generation sequencing
[61] may help to clarify the regulation of MHC gene expression in more detail in future
studies.

Supporting Information
S1 Fig. Array Scan Images of the Specificity of the X2F6 mAb. Hybridoma screening was
performed by Array Scan (Thermo Fisher co. Ltd). Upper panels show the crossreactivity of
the X2F6 clone culture supernatant with either HEK293 or SLA-1/βmVenus (transfected gene
expression) and APC-labeled secondary antibody (surface SLA recognition) are also shown.
Lower panels show the same patterns using PT-85A, a pan-specific MHC class I antibody.
(TIF)

S2 Fig. Surface expression of Class I SLA of Hp10.0. Stimulated PBMCs of Hp-10.0 homozy-
gous pigs (n = 3) and Hp-10.0 and Hp-43.0 heterozygous pigs (n = 3) were examined for sur-
face class I SLA protein expression after TSST-1 or IFN-γ stimulation. Closed squares with
solid lines show TSST-1 stimulated PBMCs, open squares with broken lines show IFN-γ, and
closed squares with dotted lines show the negative control.
(TIF)

S3 Fig. mRNA Expression of the SLA-1 gene. Stimulated PBMCs of Hp-10.0 homozygous
pigs (n = 3) and Hp-10.0 and Hp-43.0 heterozygous pigs (n = 3) were examined for the expres-
sion of the SLA-1⇤0501 and SLA-1⇤1104 mRNAs after TSST-1 or IFN-γ. Closed squares with
solid lines show TSST-1-stimulated PBMCs, open squares with broken lines show IFN-γ, and
closed squares with dotted lines show the negative control.
(TIF)
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Abstract

Analysis of the hematopoiesis of non-human primates is important to clarify the evolution of 
primate-specific hematopoiesis and immune regulation. However, the engraftment and development 
of the primate hematopoietic system are well-documented only in humans and are not clear in 
non-human primates. Callithrix jacchus (common marmoset, CM) is a New World monkey with a 
high rate of pregnancy and small size that lives in closed colonies. As stem cell factor (SCF) is an 
essential molecule for hematopoietic stem cell development in mice and humans, we focused on 
CD117, the SCF receptor, and examined whether CD117-expressing cells possess the hematopoietic 
stem/progenitor cell characteristics of newborn marmoset-derived hematopoietic cells that can 
develop into T cells and B cells. When CD117+ cell fractions of the bone marrow were transplanted 
into immunodeficient NOD (non-obese diabetic)/Shi-scid, common γc-null (NOG) mice, these cells 
engrafted efficiently in the bone marrow and spleens of the NOG mice. The CD117+ cells developed 
into myeloid lineage cells, CD20+ B cells and CD3+ T cells, which could express CM cytokines in 
vivo. The development of B cells did not precede that of T cells. The development of CD8+ T cells 
was dominant in NOG mice. The engraftment was comparable for both CD117+CD34+ cells and 
CD117+CD34− cells. These results suggest that the CD117+ cell fraction can differentiate into all three 
cell lineages, and the development of marmoset immunity in the xenogeneic environment follows 
diverse developmental pathways compared with human immunity.

Keywords:  common γc-null mice, lymphoid lineage, NOD/Shi-scid, xeno-transplantation

Introduction

Although primate hematopoiesis has been thoroughly inves-
tigated for humans, hematopoiesis in non-human primates 
(NHPs) has not been clarified. While NHPs are expected to 
possess hematopoietic systems more similar to humans than 
to mice, unique characteristics may have evolved. Callithrix 
jacchus, conventionally called the common marmoset (CM) 

(1, 2), is a New World monkey for which colonies have been 
established via planned breeding and maintenance in Japan 
for 50 years. Transgenic CM individuals carrying the green flu-
orescein protein transgene through multiple generations have 
been successfully generated (3). The MHC gene structure 
of CMs was previously determined (4, 5). Furthermore, the 
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amino acid sequences of immune molecules are 86% identi-
cal on average between human and CM orthologs, whereas 
the identities are 60% identical between mouse and human 
orthologs (6). This phylogenetic situation and recent techno-
logical advances may increase the likelihood of the CM being 
a candidate experimental animal for studying the primate 
hematopoietic system. For this purpose, identification of CM 
hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) is essential. While human 
HSCs possess a CD34+CD117lo phenotype and mouse HSCs 
possess a CD34−CD117+ phenotype, the expression of CD34 
and CD117 must be determined for CM HSCs (7–12).

To analyze human hematopoiesis, a repopulation assay 
using a humanized mouse has been developed and improved 
(13–15). In this system, HSCs or progenitors of human HSCs 
have been transferred into immunodeficient mice, such as 
NOD (non-obese diabetic)/Shi-scid, common γc-null (NOD/
SCID/γc-null; NOG) mice (16–19). Then, in these mice, T cells 
and B cells of human origin have been successfully regener-
ated to a certain extent. Currently, the xeno-transplantation 
system using immunodeficient mice is popular for analyzing 
the development of blood cells in experimental animals (15).

Previous studies by Izawa et  al. and our group have 
reported the repopulation ability of CM bone marrow (BM) 
cells into the myeloid lineage (20–22). Izawa et al. developed 
an anti-marmoset CD34 mAb, isolated CD34+ cells from CM 
BM, and transplanted them into immunodeficient NOD-SCID 
mice (20). The mice developed CD11b+CD14+ cells cross-
reacting to antihuman CD11b and CD14 mAbs (23). However, 
the authors could not detect lymphoid cells, partially because 
they used NOD-SCID mice, which cannot develop human T 
cells. Subsequently, our group established an anti-marmoset 
CD117 mAb and showed that the CD34+CD117+ fraction 
contained differentiation activity for mast cells (MCs) using 
NOG mice, which is an improved immunodeficient mouse 
line to achieve higher engraftment and to develop human T 
cells (22). However, both Izawa et al. and our group could not 
develop a CM lymphoid lineage in these previous systems.

Thus, the aims of the present study were to determine 
whether CM hematopoietic cells that express CD117 can 
develop into the lymphoid lineage and to clarify their potential 
for differentiation into T cells and B cells.

Methods

Animals
CM animals were obtained from CLEA Japan (Tokyo, Japan) 
and kept at the Central Institute for Experimental Animals 
(CIEA, Kawasaki, Japan) or Hamamatsu Medical University 
during the experiments. Experiments using CMs were 
approved by the Institutional Committee for Animal Care and 
Use and performed at CIEA or Hamamatsu Medical University 
according to institutional guidelines. The CMs were aged 
0–4  years, and the sex was arbitrary. With regard to new-
born individuals, newborn pups that were actively rejected or 
neglected by their parents were provided from the laboratory 
animal facility at Hamamatsu University School of Medicine 
and used in the experiments according to the institutional 
guidelines as reported previously (24). Two newborn animals, 
eight adult (3–9 year old) animals, four young (1–2 year old) 
animals and four cord blood (CB) samples were used for the 

experiments. All animals were unrelated healthy animals. This 
study adhered to the legal requirements of Japan and to the 
American Society of Primatologist Principles for the Ethical 
Treatment of Non-Human Primates.

NOG mice were provided by CIEA and kept under spe-
cific pathogen-free conditions. Experiments using mice were 
approved by the Institutional Committee for Animal Care and 
Use and performed at Tokai University following university 
guidelines.

Preparation of human and marmoset cells
Human umbilical CB was obtained from full-term, healthy 
newborns immediately after vaginal delivery. Informed con-
sent was obtained according to the institutional guidelines, 
and this work was approved by the Tokai University Human 
Research Committee. Mononuclear cells (MNCs) were sepa-
rated by Ficoll-Paque gradient centrifugation. CD34+ cells 
were purified from MNCs using a two-step magnetic bead 
sorting method (Miltenyi Biotec, Gladbach, Germany), and 
the purity was >95%. Marmoset CB cells were collected from 
the cord of the placenta just after the delivery of the baby with 
heparin. MNCs were separated in Lymphocepal (IBL Co., 
Takasaki, Japan) at 670 × g for 30 min. MNCs were collected, 
and the remaining erythrocytes were lysed. With regard to 
the marmoset tissue cells, spleens were removed from mar-
mosets, and cells were isolated from tissues. After red blood 
cells were lysed with low osmotic buffer (20 mM Tris–HCl, 
pH 7.4, 0.15 M NH4Cl), they were suspended in RPMI1640 
medium (Nissui, Tokyo, Japan) containing 10% (v/v) heat-
inactivated FCS (SAFC Biosciences, Tokyo, Japan). BM cells 
of CMs were collected into heparinized tubes and centrifuged 
in Lymphocepal. MNCs were collected, and the remaining 
erythrocytes were lysed.

Flow cytometry
Cells were incubated with appropriately diluted, fluores-
cence-labeled primary mAbs for 15 min at 4°C and washed 
with 1% (w/v) BSA-containing PBS. In some cases, the cells 
were re-incubated with a labeled secondary antibody. The 
mAbs used were as follows: anti-marmoset CD117-APC (allo-
phycocyanin), anti-marmoset CD34-PE (phycoerythrin) and 
anti-marmoset CD4-Alexa488 (Oriental Yeast Co., Tokyo, 
Japan); antihuman CD3-PerCPCy5.5 (SP34-2), antihuman 
CD20 (B-Ly1), antihuman CD8-FITC (HIT8a), streptavidin-PE 
and streptavidin-APC (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, 
USA) and antihuman CD14-FITC (61D3), human IgE (HE1) 
and antihuman IgE (BE5) purchased from e-Bioscience, 
BioPorto Diagnostics (Gentofte, Denmark) and Abcam Japan 
(Tokyo, Japan), respectively. An anti-marmoset CD45 mAb 
was prepared as reported previously (25).

Histological analyses
Tissues were fixed with 20%-buffered formalin and embed-
ded in paraffin. A  paraffin block was micro-sectioned, de-
paraffinized and post-fixed. Cells or tissue sections on glass 
slides were conventionally stained with hematoxylin–eosin. 
The primary antibody was the antihuman-HLA clone EMR8-5 
(Hokudo, Sapporo, Japan). Sections were examined using a 
DP71 microscope (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).
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Reverse transcription–polymerase chain reaction 
(RT–PCR)
RNA was extracted from cells using the RNeasy Mini Kit 
(Qiagen, Germantown, MD, USA). RNA (50 ng) was reverse 
transcribed, and the generated cDNA was amplified using 
primers and a OneStep RT–PCR kit (Qiagen). Reverse tran-
scription was performed at 50°C for 30 min and polymerase 
activation at 95°C for 15 min with 33 cycles of PCR, each 
cycle consisting of denaturation at 94°C for 1 min, anneal-
ing at 60°C for 1 min, and extension at 72°C for 1 min. PCR 
products were subjected to agarose gel electrophoresis. The 
primers used are summarized in Table 1.

Transplantation of marmoset and human hematopoietic 
cells into NOG mice
Lineagenegative [Lin(−)] cells were prepared via the deple-
tion of CD3+/CD20+/CD14+ cells with magnetic bead sorting 
(AutoMACS, Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany). 
Afterwards, Lin(−), CD34−CD117− (DN, double-negative), 
CD34+CD117+ (DP, double-positive) and CD34−CD117+ (SP, 
single-positive) cells were stained as described above and 
purified from CM BMs with a cell sorter (FACS Aria, Becton 
Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). Purity was >95% based 
on flow cytometry. Eight- to nine-week-old NOG mice were 
sub-lethally irradiated with 2.5 Gy x-rays prior to transplanta-
tion, and CM cells were injected into the mice intravenously. 
The transplanted cell numbers are summarized in Table  2. 
Human CB CD34+ cells were purified via two-step magnetic 
bead sorting (AutoMACS, Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, 
Germany), as mentioned in ‘Preparation of human and marmo-
set cells’. Purified cells (5 × 105 per head) were transplanted 
into NOG mice intravenously as described previously (18). 
Two to twelve weeks after transplantation, peripheral blood 
(PB) was collected via the orbit under inhalation anesthesia. 
MNCs were prepared and analyzed by flow cytometry. After 
confirmation of the engraftment, the mice were sacrificed, 
and the lymphoid tissues were analyzed. The numbers of 
mice used were as follows: eight (DP), three (SP), three (DN), 

one (CD34SP) and four (control, CTR) in the experiments with 
CD45+ cells and monocytes (adult BM was used); five (DP) 
and six (SP) in the experiments with lymphocytes 4–12 weeks 
after transplantation (newborn BM was used) and four in the 
experiments with secondary transplantation. For human CB 
CD34+ cell-transplanted NOG mice (CB-NOG), CB from two 
neonates and nine NOG mice were used.

Confocal microscopy
To detect the surface expression of FcεRI, marmoset-
derived MC cultures (2 × 105) were incubated with 5 μg ml−1 
of human IgE overnight. The cells were washed and further 
incubated with an FITC-conjugated mouse antihuman IgE 
mAb on ice for 20 min. CM cells stained with APC-labeled 
anti-CD14, CD34 and CD117 mAbs as above were placed 
on glass slides pre-treated with 3-aminopropylethoxysilane 
(Digene, Beltsville, MD, USA), incubated in a 5% (v/v) CO2 
atmosphere at 37°C in a humidified chamber for 30–40 min, 
and centrifuged at 100 × g for 15 min using a Cytospin 3 
(Shandon, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). The cells were washed, re-
treated with 4% paraformaldehyde and analyzed by confo-
cal laser microscopy (META 510, Carl Zeiss, Hertfordshire, 
UK).

Colony-forming assay using bone marrow and cord blood-
derived mononuclear cells
Cells were collected, washed and plated at 2 × 104 cells in 
1 ml of methylcellulose-containing medium (Methocult GF+ 
H4435: Stem Cell Technologies, Vancouver, Canada) in a 
35-mm dish with human stem cell factor (SCF) (10 ng ml−1), 
IL-3 (10 ng ml−1), Epo (2 U ml−1) and G-CSF (10 ng ml−1) and 
cultured at 37°C in a 5% CO2 atmosphere. After 14  days 
of culture, types and numbers of hematopoietic colonies 
(colony-forming units) were counted according to the stand-
ard criteria. Samples from one animal were processed for 
the assay in triplicate, and eight different animals were used 
(M1-M4 for CB, M5-M8 for BM of adult animals mentioned 
above).

Table 1. RT–PCR primers

Genes Forward strand primer Reverse strand primer

IL-2 5′-ATGTACAGCATGCAGCTCGC-3′ 5′-GCTTTGACAGAAGGCTATCC-3′
IL-4 5′-TGTCCACGGACACAAGTGCGA-3′ 5′-CATGATCGTCTTTAGCCTTTCC-3′
IL-5 5′-GCCAAAGGCAAACGCAGAACGTTTCAGAGC-3′ 5′-AATCTTTGGCTGCAACAAACCAGTTTAGTC-3′
IL-6 5′-ATGAACTCCTTCTCCACAAGCGC-3′ 5′-GAAGAGCCCTCAGGCTGGACTG-3′
IL-10 5′-GGTTACCTGGGTTGCCAAGCCT-3′ 5′-CTTCTATGTAGTTGATGAAGATGTC-3′
IL-17A 5′-CTCCTGGGAAGACCTCATTG-3′ 5′-CAGACGGATATCTCTCAGGG-3′
IL-17F 5′-CAAAGCAAGCATCCAGCGCA-3′ 5′-CATTGGGCCTGTACAACTTCTG-3′
IFN-γ 5′-CTGTTACTGCCAGGACCCAT-3′ 5′-CGTCTGACTCCTTCTTCGCTT-3′
TNF-α 5′-GAGTGACAAGCCTGTAGCCCATGTTGTAGCA-3′ 5′-GCAATGATCCCAAAGTAGACCTGCCCAGACT-3′
CD11c 
CD13

5′-CCCAGTGTCTATGCAGGAGT-3′
5′-GTACATGGAGGGCAATGTCA-3′

5′-CCCATTTGAGGCAAGGAACA-3′
5′-GTGGAACTCAGTGACATTCC-3′

CD14 5′-ATCCACTTATGTCAGCGCTC-3′ 5′-CCACTTAGAACGTTCTCCAG-3′
HPRT 5′-TGACCAGTCAACAGGGGAC-3′ 5′-GCTCTACTAAGCAGATGGC-3′
β-Actina 5′-TCTCCCCAAGTTAGGTTTTGTC-3′ 5′-ATCATGTTTGAGACCTTCAACAC-3′

HPRT, hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase.

aβ-Actin is a mouse internal control.
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Statistical analyses
Statistical analysis was performed using a two-tailed 
Student’s t-test, and the data are expressed as the mean 
± SD. Significant differences are indicated with asterisks: 
*P < 0.05.

Results

Engraftment of CD117+ CM cells in NOG mice
In humans, CD34 is an HSC marker, while in mice, CD117 
is an HSC marker. Thus, we focused on the repopulation 
ability of CD117+ cells with and without CD34 expression. 
First, we attempted to transplant whole BM MNCs from adult 
CMs. However, the BM MNCs could not repopulate in NOG 
mice up to 5 × 106 per head (data not shown). Therefore, 
we fractionated the BM cells into Lin(−), CD34+CD117+ 
(DP), CD34−CD117+ CD117 SP) CD34+CD117− (CD34 SP) 
and CD34−CD117− (DN) cells using anti-marmoset CD34 
and anti-marmoset CD117 mAbs and FACS sorting, as 
reported previously (21) (Supplementary Figure 1). Then, 
Lin(−), DP, CD117 SP, CD34 SP and DN fractions were 
injected intravenously into irradiated NOG mice. As shown 
in Table 2, cells, Lin(−) CD34 SP cells and DN cells did not 
engraft in NOG mice, when the PB MNCs were examined 
for CD45 expression. Moreover, as in most CM BMs, the 
CD34 SP cell numbers were very low, and it was very diffi-
cult to administer 1 × 105 cells into one mouse. The mouse 
lymphoid organs and PB were collected, and the detected 
engraftment was confirmed. Thus, we concentrated on 
analyzing CD117+ cells in further experiments.

To assess short-term HSCs (ST-HSCs), BM cells and sple-
nocytes were prepared from NOG mice 3 weeks after the 
transplantation of DN (negative control), DP and SP CM cells. 
The CM CD45+ cells were detected by flow cytometry. We set 
monocyte and lymphocyte gates for the preparation of BM 
cells and splenocytes on the basis of forward scatter (FSC) 

and side scatter (SSC; Supplementary Figure 2). Figure 1A 
shows the CD45 expression of monocyte-gated fractions. CM 
MNCs have high auto-fluorescence, and false-positive cells 
appear substantially more frequently than in human cells.

In contrast, when a lymphocyte gate was employed 
as shown in Fig.  1(B), only a small CD45+ population was 
detected, specifically 10–13% among BM cells and 7% 
among splenocytes. Therefore, the development of CM 
CD117+ cells in NOG mice early after transplantation was far 
more prominent in the direction of the myeloid lineage com-
pared with the lymphoid lineage during this period, which 
is similar to the results observed for the transplantation of 
human and mouse HSCs into immunodeficient mice.

Next, we calculated the positive cells by subtracting the 
autofluorescence+ cells. As a result, BM cells and spleno-
cytes contained similar levels of the CD45+ fraction when 
DP and SP cells were transplanted into NOG mice. BM or 
spleens of non-transplanted NOG mice exhibited no CD45+ 
cells. Figure 1C shows the mean percentages of the CD45+ 
fraction. Both DP and CD117 SP (but not DN) BM cells gener-
ated similar levels of CD45+ leukocytes in the BM and spleens 
of transplanted NOG mice.

Expansion of class-I+ marmoset cells in NOG mice
Unfortunately, a marmoset-specific CD45 antibody is not 
available for immunohistochemistry (IHC); therefore, we 
used an antihuman MHC antibody to recognize CM-derived 
cells. Spleens were collected 3 weeks after transplantation, 
and paraffin-embedded thin sections were processed for 
IHC staining with an anti-HLA-class  I  mAb recognizing a 
common epitope present in the heavy chains of HLA-A, -B 
and -C but not mouse MHC. As shown in Fig.  2, almost 
all cells from CM spleens were stained with the antibody, 
showing that this antibody reacted with the CM MHC. 
Positively stained cells were found in the spleens of DP- 
or SP-transplanted NOG mice but not in non-transplanted 
NOG mice. Thus, DP and SP BM cells of CM could engraft 
in the spleens of NOG mice.

At higher magnification, the CM cells diffusely dispersed 
around the blood vessels in the mouse spleen, and no B-cell 
follicles or germinal centers were observed, as reported in 
human HSC-transplanted NOG mice (17). These results sug-
gest that CM CD117+ cells can engraft in NOG mice irre-
spective of CD34 expression, although the tissue structure is 
barely reconstituted when the purified cells are transplanted.

Differentiation of marmoset CD117+ cells into myeloid 
lineage cells
We then examined whether CM DP progenitors could dif-
ferentiate into various myeloid cells in addition to the MCs 
that we reported previously (22). We examined the expres-
sion of CD13, CD14 and CD11c because these are markers 
for myeloid cells other than MC myeloid markers. Because 
CM-specific antibodies were not available or their specificity 
has not been validated, we used RT–PCR for the analysis. 
We designed primers for transcripts of these genes based 
on cDNA and genome databases and used them in RT–PCR 
analyses (Table 1, Fig. 3A). The DP and SP cells sorted from 
CM BM and splenocytes of non-transplanted NOG mice did 

Table 2. List of marmoset WBC-transplanted NOG mice

Cell fraction Tx No. Tx period BM hCD45(%)

Lymph gate Mono gate

CTR 0 3 W <0.1 <0.1
 Lin(−) 1.5 × 105 3 W <0.1 <0.1
 Lin(−) 1.5 × 105 3 W 0.61 <0.1
CD34SP 4.6 × 104 3 W <0.1 <0.1
DN 1.0 × 105 3 W <0.1 <0.1
DN 1.0 × 105 3 W <0.1 <0.1
DN 1.0 × 105 3 W <0.1 <0.1
DP 1.0 × 105 2 W 15.2 58.2
DP 1.6 × 105 3 W 5.83 74.5
DP 1.0 × 105 3 W 6.21 42.5
DP 1.0 × 105 3 W 10.3 69.1
DP 1.0 × 105 5 W 3.64 34.8
DP 1.0 × 105 8 W 13.1 12.8
DP 1.0 × 105 8 W 5.15 17.3
DP 1.0 × 105 12 W 0.99 3.8
SP 1.7 × 105 3 W 2.13 60.5
SP 1.7 × 105 3 W 12.4 73.8
SP 1.0 × 105 3 W 7.01 78.3

 Tx, transplantation; WBC, white blood cell.
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not express any of these three transcripts, suggesting that 
the myeloid cells were not contaminated in the transplanted 
cells. After transplantation of CD117+ cells into NOG mice, 
transcripts of CD11c, CD13 and CD14 were clearly detected. 
As we reported previously, CM MCs were observed in the 
mouse spleen (Fig. 3B) (22). These results indicate that the 
DP and SP progenitors of CM were capable of developing 
into cells of myeloid lineages.

Differentiation of marmoset CD117+ cells into 
lymphoid cells
We next examined whether T cells and B cells developed 
from CM CD117+ cells and compared with human HSC 
development in NOG mice. Because there were very few 
adult CD117−CD34+ cells, only one NOG mouse was trans-
planted with the cells, and CM cell engraftment was not 
detected (Table  2), whereas adult CD117+ cell fractions 

Fig. 1. Expansion of CD45+ marmoset cells in transplanted NOG mice. CD117+CD34+ (DP), CD117+CD34− (SP) and CD117−CD34− (DN) cells 
were isolated from marmoset bone marrow (BM) and transplanted into NOG mice intravenously. After 3 weeks, BM cells as well as splenocytes 
(SPL) were collected from the mice and processed for flow cytometry with an anti-marmoset CD45 mAb. (A) The monocyte-gated fraction as 
defined by SSC and FSC (see Supplementary Figure 2) is displayed for the CD45 fluorescence intensity. Cells from non-transplanted NOG 
mice were used as a negative control, whereas cells from CMs were used as a positive control. In the marmoset spleen, a fraction in the control 
sample exhibited auto-fluorescence. (B) The mean ± SD was calculated for the percentages of the CD45+ sub-fractions from more than three 
independent experiments as in (A). NOG indicates cells from non-transplanted NOG mice. (C) Experiments were performed as in (A), and the 
lymphocyte-gated fractions were analyzed. The data are shown as the mean ± SD. Significant differences were not detected between DP and 
SP (P < 0.05). Filled lines represent the negative control stained with isotype control, and the solid lines represent anti-CD45 antibody-stained 
cells. The number shown in each panel is an index calculated as the margin of the percentages of the cell fractions stained and un-stained 
cells gated for FL2CD45-hi and FSC-hi.
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achieved the reconstitution of CM cells, as we reported 
previously (22). However, they did not maintain CM cells 
until 12 weeks after transplantation in vivo, and lymphoid 
cells were not observed. Because human CB HSCs pos-
sess a higher repopulation ability compared with adult BM 
HSCs (17), we speculated that newborn HSCs possess 
higher multipotency. Therefore, we used newborn CM BM 
cells for further xeno-transplantation. Both SP and DP cell-
transplanted NOG mice were analyzed at 8 and 12 weeks 
after transplantation. After 12 weeks, the engraftment was 
compared. In this newborn system, both DP-NOG and 
SP-NOG showed CM cell engraftment in both BM and 
spleen, although the percentage of human CD45 cells in 
BM (CB-NOG in Fig. 4A) was not significantly higher than 
that of older marmosets (CM in Fig.  4A). CD3 and CD19 
mRNA was already detected 8 weeks after transplanta-
tion in DP- and SP-NOG spleen cells (Fig. 4B), while a few 
lymphocytes were detected by flow cytometry. After 12 
weeks, the surface expression of both markers on the lym-
phoid cells was evident (Fig. 4C and D). Developed CD3+ 
cells contained CD8+ T cells, but CD4+ T cells were not 
detected in these mice (Table  3). As reported previously, 
when human HSCs were transplanted into NOG mice, the 
B-cell ratio was higher in the mice during the early period 
(16, 17, 19). Moreover, both CD4+ and CD8+ T cells were 
detected in the mice. Thus, the cellularity of reconstituted 
lymphoid cells was different between CMs and humans. 
The PB MNCs of CMs contained equal amounts of CD4 
and CD8 T cells, while that of humans contained sub-
stantially higher amounts of CD4 T cells, suggesting that 
CD8 T-cell-dominant differentiation in NOG mice reflects 
a unique characteristic of the CM hematopoietic immune 
system (Supplementary Figure  3). When TCR repertoire 
analysis was employed (24), the CD3+ cells contained 
detectable Vα9-1 and Vβ24, the most frequent Vα and Vβ 
in CM peripheral lymphoid organs, which exist equally in 
CD4 T cells and CD8 T cells in the thymus, indicating the 
existence of functional TCR-expressing T cells (R. Suzuki, 
personal communication). No thymic T cells were observed 
in the NOG mice, indicating the extra-thymic differentiation 
of the CD8+ cells.

We also examined the expression of cytokines in the dif-
ferentiated CM cells to determine whether the lymphocytes 
have any bias regarding cytokine production. Primers spe-
cific for CM cytokine transcripts were set and used for RT–
PCR analyses (Table 1). The sorted DP cells of CM and the 
splenocytes of non-transplanted NOG mice did not express 
detectable amounts of cytokine transcripts, except for trans-
forming growth factor (TGF)-β in DP cells (Fig. 5). The DP and 
SP cells cultured in vitro expressed large amounts of TGF-
β and small amounts of IL-4 and IL-17F. Interestingly, the 
transcripts of Th2, Th17 and Treg-related cytokines, including 
IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-10, IL-17A, IL-17F, IFN-gamma, TGF-beta 
and tumour necrosis factor TNF-alpha, were detected in the 
DP-NOG and SP-NOG spleens 8 weeks after transplanta-
tion. Of note, cells of the CD4 lineage were not detected 
in the spleens of NOG mice. Therefore, it is possible that 
myeloid cells, B cells and CD8+ T cells might be producing 
these various cytokine transcripts in the CM CD117+ cell-
transplanted NOG spleen.

Collectively, newborn CD117+ cells can differentiate into 
lymphoid cells in the NOG environment. B cells and CD8+ T 
cells were involved in the differentiated lymphoid cells. The 
cells express T-cell cytokines, suggesting that the immune 
system is at least partially functional for cytokine production.

Maintenance of newborn marmoset CD117+ cells
To evaluate the characteristics of newborn CD117+ cells, we 
examined the ratio of CD117+ cells and their colony-forming 
ability (CFA) in CB MNCs of four independent newborn mar-
mosets (Supplementary Figure  4). The results showed that 
all CBs contained CD117+ cells, and the ratio was different 
among the individuals. High CFA was evident in the sam-
ples that contained high ratios of CD117+ cells (M2). These 
included erythroid and myeloid colonies, but monocyte and 
megakaryocyte lineages were not detected.

Next, we examined whether aged BM MNCs contained 
CD117+ cells and CFA. Similar levels of CD117+ cells were 
found among 5-year-old BM MNC fractions, while 9-year-old 
marmoset BM contained fewer CD117+ cells. These BM cells 
possessed comparable CFA to the erythroid and myeloid 

Fig. 2. Expansion of transplanted marmoset cells in the spleens of NOG mice. CD117+CD34+ (DP), CD117+CD34− (SP) and CD117−CD34− 
(DN) fractions were isolated from the BM of the CM and injected intravenously into NOG mice as mentioned in Fig. 1. Spleens were collected 
after 3 weeks, and paraffin-embedded thin sections were processed for immunohistochemical staining with an antihuman HLA class I mAb. 
Deposition of brown dye indicates positive staining. Spleens from non-transplanted NOG mice and the CM served as negative and positive 
controls, respectively. Representative data for each transplanted mouse are shown. The ×400 data show that the positive cells are dispersed 
from the blood vessels of NOG spleens.
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lineages. These results demonstrate that CFA was present in 
both newborn and adult hematopoietic cells of the CM, and 
their differentiation ability was somewhat decreased among 
CB hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells in terms of myeloid 
and erythroid cells. Younger marmosets tended to possess 
more CD117+ cells in the BM, but the CD117+ cell ratio was 
not strictly correlated with the colony number.

As lymphocytes developed in the NOG mice transplanted 
with newborn BM cells, we examined whether the trans-
planted mouse BM still contained transplantable stem cells. 
As a result, DP cells were detected in the BM of transplanted 
NOG mice 12 weeks after newborn BM transplantation 
(Table 3), irrespective of the CD34 expression of transplanted 
CD117+ cells (Fig. 6). However, when the BM cells of these 
transplanted NOG mice were prepared and transplanted into 

new NOG mice, they could not be engrafted in the second 
group of NOG mice (Table 4).

Collectively, CD117+ cells of newborn BM had the ability 
to repopulate, but their LT-HST characteristics could not be 
evaluated with this system.

Discussion

The initial trial to identify hematopoietic progenitors in the CM 
was reported by Izawa et al. in 2004 (20). The results of this 
study demonstrated the differentiation potential of CM CD34+ 
cells into the myeloid lineage. Subsequently, our group 
established an anti-marmoset CD117 mAb and showed that 
the CD117+ fraction contained differentiation activity for the 
erythroid and myeloid lineages in colony-forming assays and 
developed into CD45+ leukocytes, including MCs, in trans-
planted NOG mice. However, the development of CM BM 
cells into the lymphoid lineage has not been achieved. In the 
present study, we extended the analysis of CM hematopoietic 
progenitors to lymphocyte differentiation by utilizing newborn 
BM CD117+ cells.

On the basis of extensive studies of hematopoiesis in 
humans, CD34+CD117lo cells represent HSCs (11, 12), 
whereas CD34+CD117hi cells contain myeloid progenitor 
activity that can develop lineages of MCs and monocytes 
(9, 26, 27). In CMs, while the development of myeloid lin-
eage cells was also observed with CD34+CD117hi cells, 
CD34+CD117− cells could not achieve engraftment them-
selves (Table  2). This evidence suggests that in CMs, 
CD34 is not a definitive marker of CM HSCs. In humans 
and rhesus macaques, Lin(−) CD34+ cells are conveniently 
used as HSCs. Although most human and NHP CD34+ cells 
express CD117 (28, 29), CD117 is not an HSC marker, as 
the expression is maintained in myeloid cells such as MCs 
(30). In our results, a large portion of the CD117+ cells were 
also CD34+ cells, which have hematopoietic characteris-
tics. On the other hand, mouse HSCs express no or very 
low levels of CD34. Thus, although CD34 SP cells cannot 
repopulate, and CD117 SP cells can also repopulate, their 
characteristics may not be more similar to mouse. This may 
represent an intermediate between mice and humans.

In our results, only newborn BM CD117+ cells developed 
into lymphoid cells (Fig. 4). The reason may be the BM aging 
of HSCs in adult CM BM or the difficulty in purifying stem cells 
from the BM matrix that aggregates in adult BM (data not 
shown). As BM MNCs had a higher CFA for the myeloid line-
age than CB MNCs, their repopulation ability for the myeloid 
lineage was not decreased in older CMs. On the basis of pre-
vious evidence in mice and humans (31), aged BM CD117+ 
cells may possess a higher repopulation ability for the myeloid 
lineage compared with CB CD117+ cells because younger 
CD117+ cells may possess more lymphoid-committed cells 
than aged BM. This should be analyzed more extensively in 
the future.

Apart from MC development, we also observed additional 
remarkable phenomena in NOG mice transplanted with CM 
CD117+ cells. First was the appearance of CD13+, CD14+ 
and/or CD11c+ cells, whose expression was verified at the 
transcriptional level through RT–PCR analysis. It is probable 
that these cells correspond to mature myeloid cells, including 

Fig.  3. Myeloid lineage cells were developed from marmoset BM 
cell fractions. CD117+CD34+ (DP) and CD117+CD34− (SP) cells were 
prepared from marmoset bone marrow BM and transplanted into 
NOG mice. After 4 weeks, BM cells as well as splenocytes (SPL) 
were collected from mice and purified based on CD34 and CD117 
expression. Cells were processed for RT–PCR or confocal micros-
copy. (A) RNA was prepared from the indicated samples including 
cultures of CD117+CD34+ (DP) or CD117+CD34− (SP) cells, spleens 
of DP- or SP-transplanted or non-transplanted NOG mice, or bone 
marrow or spleens of CM. Transcripts of myeloid lineage-markers 
were examined. Internal controls: hypoxanthine-guanine phosphori-
bosyltransferase (HPRT) served as a control for CM, β-actin served 
as a control for NOG mice. (B) MCs developed in NOG mice. The 
monocyte-gated fractions were sorted out and analyzed by confocal 
microscopy after CD117 and FcεR staining.
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Table 3. NOG-derived marmoset cells transplanted with newborn marmoset CD117+ cells

Cell fraction Tx no. Tx period BM CD45 (%) SPL cell no. CD3+ (%) CD20

L gate M gate CD8+ CD4+ DN

Newborn DP 1.35 × 105 4 W 0.193 0.928 1.0 × 107 <0.01 <0.01 0.017 0.042
Newborn DP 1.0 × 105 5 W 33.7 45.7 4 × 106 <0.01 <0.01 4.93 0.318
Newborn DP 1.0 × 105 8 W 54.7 71.9 5.0 × 107 2.04 <0.01 <0.01 0.177
Newborn DP 1.35 × 105 12 W 12.4 9.21 6 × 106 2.42 <0.01 <0.01 1.86
Newborn DP 1.3 × 104 12 W 1.8 44 1.25 × 107 6.34 <0.01 <0.01 1.25
Newborn SP 1.7 × 105 4 W 0.237 0.775 1.1 × 107 <0.01 <0.01 0.114 0.061
Newborn SP 1.0 × 105 5 W 0.139 0.551 4 × 106 <0.01 <0.01 0.416 0.68
Newborn SP 1.0 × 105 5 W 0.196 9.18 9 × 107 <0.01 <0.01 0.716 0.367
Newborn SP 1.0 × 105 8 W 14 39 7.5 × 106 0.476 <0.01 <0.01 0.127
Newborn SP 1.0 × 105 8 W 60.8 13.9 3.5 × 107 3.55 <0.01 <0.01 0.037
Newborn SP 1.7 × 105 12 W 25.2 52 1.0 × 107 0.498 <0.01 <0.01 0.749

Fig. 4. Lymphoid lineage cells were developed from newborn CD117+ marmoset BM cell fractions. CD117+CD34+ (DP) and CD117+CD34− (SP) 
cells were prepared from marmoset BM. Human CD34+ cells were prepared from CB. These cell fractions were transplanted into NOG mice. 
After 8 and 12 weeks, splenocytes (SPL) were taken from mice and analyzed for lymphocyte marker expression by RT–PCR or flow cytometry. 
(A) The average CD45+ lymphoid gate cell numbers from two mice (12 weeks) are shown in the figure. As the number of mice was only two, 
statistical analysis could not be performed. The mean % of the SPL from CM (n = 4, young adults), NOG (n = 3) and NOG mice transplanted 
with human CB HSCs (CB-NOG) (n = 9) are also shown. (B) RNA was prepared from the spleens of DP- or SP-transplanted NOG mice and 
assayed for mRNA expression. Transcripts of lymphoid lineage markers were examined. (C) CD20 and CD3 expression was analyzed for 
DP-NOG, SP-NOG and CB-NOG SPL. NOG, non-transplanted NOG spleen. (D) CD3+ T cells were analyzed for CD4 and CD8 expression. 
CD45+ lymphoid-gated cells were stained for CD3, CD4 and CD8. The percentages of the CD45-gated cell fractions further gated in the 
squares are shown in each panel.
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monocytes (26, 27). It is most likely that the transplanted CM 
DP cells are capable of differentiating not only into MCs but also 
into other myeloid cells. Furthermore, these cells appeared to 
expand and massively infiltrate into the spleen (and liver, data 
not shown), as judged by staining with an antihuman HLA 
class I antibody. Second, the expression of various cytokines 
was detected at the transcriptional level (Fig. 4). The types of 
cells transcribing these cytokines could not be identified due 
to the lack of anti-marmoset cytokine monoclonal antibodies. 
Considering the differentiation profiles of the CD117+ cells 
described above, MCs and/or other myeloid cells might be 
the source of these cytokine transcripts. Because human and 
NHPs share many common characteristics with regard to the 
immune system, CM cytokine-producing cells might mimic 
the human cells (32–34).

Most importantly, newborn CM CD117+ cells developed 
into CD20+ cells and CD3+ cells in NOG mice (Table 3 and 
Fig. 4). In human HSC-transplanted NOG mice, B cells are 

dominant in the BM and periphery 2 months after the trans-
plantation (17). CD3+ T cells appear in the periphery several 
weeks after B cells appear (35). Contrary to this phenom-
enon, in our study, CM T cells appeared simultaneously with 
B cells, and the amount of B cells was substantially lower 
than in humanized mice. Moreover, DN T cells dominated in 
the early period (4–5 weeks), and CD8+ T cells were domi-
nant in the late period (8–12 weeks) among the CD3+ cells. 
While a similar ratio of CD4+ T cells and CD8+ T cells is 
observed in the PB of wild-type CMs (21), these results indi-
cate that CD8+ cells are prone to developing in CM under 
lymphopenic conditions. CD4+ T cells were not observed 
in the thymus and periphery of this mouse system. We 
observed neither mouse nor marmoset thymocytes in the 
mice. Thus, marmoset CD8+ T cells might have developed 
extrathymically. Although we could not clarify the underlying 
reason, marmoset helper T-cell development in the thymus 
might require extra factors other than those from mice. This 
may be a unique characteristic of the CM or other NHPs. 
Otherwise, the mouse environment cannot develop conven-
tional CD4+ T cells of CMs.

On the basis of the results indicating the development of 
CM T cells and B cells in NOG mice, CD117+ cells are multi-
potent because they can develop into erythroid cells (colony 
assay) (21), myeloid cells (colony assay and xeno-transplan-
tation assay) (22) and lymphoid cells (xeno-transplantation 
assay). However, they could not maintain their repopulation 
ability after the secondary transplantation. While human 
CD34+ cells can engraft after a second transplantation in 
NOG mice (19). The NOG environment for the hematopoiesis 
of CM is different from humans and might be incompatible for 
long-term HSC repopulation.

In this study, we first demonstrated the development of 
CM lymphoid lineage cells in immunodeficient mice. This 
is an important finding because detailed marmoset immu-
nity should be clarified not only for the sake of determin-
ing the evolution of immunology but also to evaluate this 
primate as an experimental animal for the development 
of immune-related molecular targeting reagents for human 
beings.

Supplementary data

Supplementary data are available at International Immunology 
Online.

Fig.  5. The mRNA expression of marmoset cytokines. The mRNA 
expression of cytokines (IL-5, IL-4, IL-10, TGF-β, IL-6, TNF-α, IFN-
γ, IL-2, IL-17F and IL-17A; internal controls: hypoxanthine-guanine 
phosphoribosyltransferase served as a control for CM, β-actin served 
as a control for NOG mice) was examined by semi-quantitative RT–
PCR using DP-NOG and SP-NOG spleen cells (SPL) 8 and 12 weeks 
after transplantation, CM whole BM cells, whole SPL, purified DP 
cells, purified SP cells from CM BM and non-treated NOG SPL.

Fig. 6. Self-renewal of HSCs. DP-NOG and SP-NOG BM cells were prepared 4 weeks after transplantation and analyzed by flow cytometry for 
CD34 and CD117 expression.
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Abstract
Purpose The aim of this study was to investigate whether

young age at onset of breast cancer is an independent

prognostic factor in patients from the Japanese Breast
Cancer Registry, after adjustment of known clinicopatho-

logical prognostic factors.

Methods Of the 53,670 patients registered between 2004
and 2006 and surveyed after a 5-year follow-up prognosis,

25,898 breast cancer patients (48.3 %), who were obtained

prognostic data, were examined. Clinicopathological fac-
tors were compared between young adult (YA;\35 years),

middle-aged adult (MA; 35–50 years), and older adult (OA;

[50 years) patients. Five-year disease-free survival (DFS)
and overall survival (OS) rates were studied.

Results YA patients were associated with an advanced

TNM stage and aggressive characteristics (e.g. human epi-
dermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2)-positive or

oestrogen receptor (ER)-negative breast cancers) compared

to MA and OA patients (P\ 0.001). The 5-year DFS and
OS rates were 79.4 % and 90.8, 88.5 and 95.0 %, and

87.8 % and 91.6 % for YA, MA, and OA patients, respec-

tively. From the multivariable regression analysis, young
age at onset was confirmed as an independent prognostic

factor for both DFS (hazard ratio 1.73, 95 % confidence

interval 1.42–2.10; P\ 0.001) and OS (hazard ratio 1.58,
95 % confidence interval 1.16–2.15; P = 0.004).
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Conclusions Young age at onset is an independent nega-

tive prognostic factor in breast cancer. Further studies are

required to develop new therapeutic strategies for YA
breast cancer patients.

Keywords Breast cancer ! Young women ! Surveillance
data ! Prognosis ! Multivariable analysis

Introduction

Young adult (YA) cancers are relatively rare and represent

a minority of cases. Consequently, data are lacking con-
cerning intellectual and other psychosocial issues affecting

this specific patient population [1]. YA cancer patients are

significantly more likely to indicate unmet needs for sup-
portive care services [2]. Moreover, fewer clinical trials

have been conducted for YA cancers compared to other

adult cancers, suggesting that there may be little evidence
of high impact. Among YA cancers in women, breast

cancer has the highest incidence rates (30–34 years, 13.3

per 100,000 population, and 35–39 years, 31.6 per 100,000
population [3]. However, even breast cancers account for a

very small proportion (approximately 7 %) of the total

number of breast cancers in these age groups [4–6].
YA breast cancer patients diagnosed in their twenties or

thirties tend to have a poorer prognosis than women

diagnosed in middle age (MA) [7]. Differences in survival
may reflect clinical and biological variations. Indeed, YA

breast cancer patients are reported to present with more

aggressive biological characteristics and to behave more
poorly compared to older breast cancer patients [8]. Pre-

viously, we reported the clinicopathological features of YA

patients as having advanced TNM staging and human
epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2)-positive/oe-

strogen receptor (ER)-negative breast cancers compared to

older patients [6]. Similarly, aggressive and unfavourable
characteristics, including TNM classification, ER status,

and HER2 status for YA patients with breast cancer have

been reported [9–13].
However, to our knowledge, most of the data on the

biological characteristics and treatment to evaluate these

patients were derived from older and relatively smaller
cohort studies. Moreover, whether age remains an inde-

pendent predictive prognostic factor, after adjustment of

breast cancer subtype (ER, PR, and HER2 status), as well
as, other known prognostic factors (TNM classification,

adjuvant systemic therapy, etc.) has yet to be determined,

given YA patients are at risk of developing more aggres-
sive and more advanced breast cancers.

The aim of this study was to investigate whether young

age at onset of breast cancer is an independent negative

prognostic factor in patients from the Japanese Breast

Cancer Registry (which includes [25,000 newly treated
breast cancers between 2004 and 2006).

Materials and methods

Patients

This study was conducted using the Japanese Breast Cancer

Registry database, the details of which have been reported
previously by Kurebayashi et al. [14]. Briefly, it is a reg-

istry managed by the Registration Committee of the Japa-
nese Breast Cancer Society with support from the Public

Health Research Foundation (Tokyo, Japan). Data on

newly operated primary breast cancer patients are reported
from affiliated institutes throughout Japan, which included

741 facilities in 2011, through a web-based system that

collects information on [50 demographic and clinico-
pathological characteristics. Pathological TNM classifica-

tion is registered based on the Unio Internationalis Contra

Cancrum staging system (sixth edition) [15]. Histological
classification is registered according to the General Rules

for Clinical and Pathological Recording of Breast Cancer

[16], which has been translated into the Classification of
Tumours of the Breast and Female Genital Organs [17].

Age at onset was defined as the age of the beginning of

treatment.
HER2 positivity was defined as immunohistochemical

staining of 3? or a positive fluorescent in situ hybridisation

test according to the manufacturer’s criteria. Hormone
receptor (ER/progesterone receptor [PR]) positivity was

determined if C1 % of nuclei in the tumour stained posi-

tive for ER/PR on immunohistochemical analysis. Of the
53,670 patients registered in the Japanese Breast Cancer

Registry between 2004 and 2006 and surveyed after a

5-year follow-up prognosis, 25,898 patients (48.3 %) were
obtained follow-up data and used for further examinations.

Cases with connective tissue properties and mixed epithe-

lial or unclassified tumours (n = 385) were excluded, as
were male cases and cases of unknown age or sex

(n = 211). A patient flow chart is depicted in Fig. 1. In

total, 25,302 patients were analysed in this study. YA
breast cancer patients (n = 736; 2.9 %) were defined as

\35 years of age, MA patients (n = 6905; 27.3 %) as

between 35 and 50 years of age at onset, and OA patients
(n = 17,661; 69.8 %) as[50 years of age at onset. Clini-

copathological and prognostic factors were compared

between the three groups. For the analysis of survival,
patients who did not undergo surgery (n = 312; 1.2 %),

patients who had Stage IV or an unknown disease stage
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(n = 987; 3.9 %), and patients with unavailable event data

(n = 212; 0.8 %) were excluded.

Statistical analyses

Fisher’s exact tests were used to compare various preva-

lence rates among the three patient groups. Unpaired Stu-

dent’s t-tests were used for inter-group comparisons of
continuous variables. Survival curves were constructed

using the Kaplan–Meier method with and without stratifi-

cation on known prognostic factors, and were compared
using a log-rank test. Multivariable analyses for disease-

free survival (DFS), breast cancer-specific survival

(BCSS), and overall survival (OS) were performed using a
Cox proportional hazards model to estimate the hazard

ratios and 95 % confidence intervals for survival. We

considered the following variables as potential confounders
in the Cox model; age, TNM classification, breast cancer

subtype, and neo-adjuvant/adjuvant therapy. Patients with

any missing or unknown data were excluded from analysis
of the Cox model. DFS was defined as the time interval

between the date of surgery and the point of local or distant

recurrence. BCSS and OS were defined as the time inter-
vals between the date of surgery and the date of breast

cancer-related death or death from any cause. A P value of

\0.05 was considered statistically significant. All statisti-
cal analyses were conducted using SAS software version

9.4 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

Results

Clinicopathological characteristics

Prognostic information was available for 736 YA patients

(2.9 %), 6905 MA patients (27.3 %), and 17,661 OA

patients (69.8 %), indicating that the minority of all breast
cancers are YA cases, as previously reported (Table 1)

[4–6].
YA patients were more likely to be diagnosed with a

larger tumour (e.g., T3: YA patients, 12.6 %; MA patients,

8.4 %; and OA patients, 7.0 %; P\ 0.001), Tis (ductal
carcinoma in situ) occurred most frequently in MA patients

(11.5 %) and T1 occurred more frequently in MA (38.5 %)

and OA patients (38.9 %) compared to YA patients
(31.1 %; P\ 0.001). A greater proportion of YA patients

(28.5 %) had a positive nodal status compared to MA

(22.4 %) and OA patients (21.7 %; P\ 0.001). Distant
metastasis (M status) also occurred significantly more

frequently in YA patients compared to MA and OA

patients (P\ 0.001). Moreover, an advanced TNM clas-
sification (Stage III/IV) occurred more frequently in YA

patients (14.5 %) compared to MA (9.6 %) and OA

patients (11.2 %; P\ 0.001). YA patients were also
associated with an aggressive breast cancer receptor status.

Specifically, the proportion of ER-negative tumours was

higher in YA patients compared to MA and OA patients
(P\ 0.001), although the difference in frequencies

Male or sex unknown n=111

N=25,513

After 5years follow-up is not performed n=27,772

N=25,402

5years follow-up is performed registered 2004-2006 N=25,898

Connective tissue properties, epithelial mixed, and unclassifiable tumor (n=385)

Registered breast cancer records registered 2004-2006 N=53,670

N=25,302

Young adult patients
<35 (n=736)

Age unknown (n=100)

Older patients
50- (n=17,661)

Middle aged patients
35-50 (n=6,905)

Recurrence 3,103 cases
Death from breast cancer 1,311 cases
Death 1,900 cases

Fig. 1 Patient flow chart
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Table 1 Patient characteristicsa
Patients’ age at onset

\35 (n = 736) 35–50 (n = 6905) 50– (n = 17,661)

N % N % N % P value

T stage

Tis 73 9.9 795 11.5 1580 9.0 <.001

T0 5 0.7 97 1.4 233 1.3

T1 229 31.1 2655 38.5 6870 38.9

T2 301 40.9 2434 35.3 6475 36.7

T3 93 12.6 579 8.4 1243 7.0

T4 26 3.5 280 4.1 1109 6.3

Unk 9 1.2 65 0.9 151 0.9

Nodal status

Negative 515 70.0 5281 76.5 13,625 77.2 <.001

Positive 210 28.5 1547 22.4 3825 21.7

Unk 11 1.5 77 1.1 211 1.2

M

M0 692 94.0 6640 96.2 16848 95.4 <.001

M1 29 3.9 128 1.9 461 2.6

Unknown 15 2.0 137 2.0 352 2.0

Stage

0 73 9.9 795 11.5 1576 8.9 <.001

1 202 27.5 2468 35.7 6354 36.0

2 338 45.9 2886 41.8 7499 42.5

3 78 10.6 535 7.8 1511 8.6

4 29 3.9 128 1.9 461 2.6

Unknown 16 2.2 93 1.4 260 1.5

ER

Negative 195 26.5 1307 18.9 4578 25.9 <.001

Positive 517 70.2 5353 77.5 12544 71.0

Unknown 24 3.3 245 3.6 539 3.1

PR

Negative 263 335.7 1647 23.9 7594 43.0 <.001

Positive 447 60.7 4997 72.4 9460 53.6

Unknown 26 3.5 261 3.8 607 3.4

HER2

Negative 554 75.3 5231 75.8 12961 73.4 <.001

Positive 101 13.7 806 11.7 2582 14.6

Unknown 81 11.0 868 12.9 2118 12.0

Surgery

None 1 0.1 4 0.1 18 0.1 <.001

BCT 456 62.0 4070 58.9 9092 51.5

Mastectomy 256 34.8 2671 38.7 8115 45.9

Others 16 2.2 97 1.4 217 1.2

Unknown 7 1.0 63 0.9 219 1.2
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between YA (26.5 %) and OA patients (25.9 %) was small.

A similar trend was observed in the HER2-positive group

in which YA patients (13.7 %) were more frequent than
MA patients (11.7 %) (P\ 0.001; Table 1).

In regard to the type of surgery conducted, YA patients

(62.0 %) underwent BCT more frequently compared to
MA (58.9 %) and OA patients (51.5 %; P\ 0.001).

Adjuvant systemic therapies (endocrine therapy alone,

combination chemo-endocrine therapy, chemotherapy
alone, and no adjuvant therapy) were also compared. The

uptake of adjuvant endocrine therapy alone was signifi-

cantly lower in YA patients compared to MA and OA
patients (P\ 0.001). Conversely, YA patients were

administered chemotherapy and combination chemo-en-

docrine therapy more frequently compared to MA and OA
patients (P\ 0.001; Table 1).

Prognosis

At 5-year follow-up, 3103 cases (12.3 %) of breast cancer

recurrence, 1311 cases (5.2 %) of breast cancer-related
death, and 1900 cases (7.5 %) of all-cause death were

reported. The 5-year DFS rates were 79.4, 88.5, and 87.8 %

for YA, MA, and OA patients, respectively. The 5-year
BCSS and OS rates were 92.1 and 90.8 % for YA, 95.8 and

95.0 % for MA, and 94.6 and 91.6 % for OA patients.

YA patients were associated with a significantly poorer
prognosis in relation to DFS, BCSS, and OS (P\ 0.001;

Fig. 2) in the univariate analysis, indicating that these

results are consistent with previously reported data [9–13].
We subsequently assessed the prognostic value of young

age at onset in breast cancer, stratifying on known clini-

copathological prognostic factors. Stratifying on breast
cancer receptor status (HER2-positive/ER-positive, HER2-

positive/ER-negative, HER2-negative/ER-positive, and

triple receptor negative breast cancer), YA patients were

found to be significantly associated with a poorer prognosis

in all breast cancer receptor subtypes (P\ 0.05; Fig. 3). In

ER-positive cases, there was no difference on recurrence
pattern by age at onset in the early phase during this study

period, and YA cases had poorer prognosis than the older

cases in the late phase(Fig. 3a, b). Conversely, in ER-
negative cases, the distinct pattern of the recurrence by age

at onset was seen only in the early phase and no difference

in the late phase(Fig. 3c, d). TNM stage, another well-
known clinicopathological prognostic factor, was also

stratified. YA patients were associated with a significantly

poorer prognosis in the Stage I and Stage II groups
(P\ 0.001; Fig. S1). In the Stage 0 group, YA, MA, and

OA patients with ductal carcinoma in situ were associated

with similarly favourable prognoses with statistically
marginal effect (P = 0.053; Fig. S1). Conversely, in the

Stage III group, YA patients exhibited a trend towards a

poorer prognosis. However, this was not statistically sig-
nificant (P = 0.121; Fig. S1).

Finally, multivariable Cox regression analysis was per-

formed using a young age at onset adjusted by known
breast cancer prognostic factors, including T/N status,

breast cancer subtypes, and adjuvant therapies. YA patients

were significantly associated with the poorest prognosis for
all three endpoints, 5-year DFS, BCSS, and OS. Specifi-

cally, both comparisons between YA and MA patients

(hazard ratio 1.58, 95 % confidence interval 1.16–2.15;
P\ 0.01) and between YA and OA patients (hazard ratio:

1.52, 95 % confidence interval 1.33–1.75; P\ 0.001) were

significant for OS (Table 2).

Discussion

YA breast cancer accounts for a minority of breast cancer

cases [6].

Table 1 continued
Patients’ age at onset

\35 (n = 736) 35–50 (n = 6905) 50– (n = 17,661)

N % N % N % P value

Adjuvant therapy

None 126 17.1 1036 15.0 3414 19.3 <.001

ET 252 34.2 2899 42.0 7725 43.7

ET ? CT 197 26.8 1834 26.6 3133 17.7

CT 122 16.6 879 12.7 2701 15.3

Unknown 39 5.3 257 3.7 688 3.9

Bold P value\0.05
a TNM classification is shown based on the sixth edition of the Unio Internationalis Contra Cancrum
staging system; ER estrogen receptor, PR progesteron receptor, HER2 human epidermal growth factor-
receptor 2, BCT breast conserving therapy, ET endocrine therapy, CT Chemo therapy
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Consequently, it is unlikely that a prospective clinical

trial would ever be conducted to define the optimal treat-

ment strategy for this disease subset.
We analysed data from a large number of breast cancer

patients registered by the Japanese Breast Cancer Registry

database in order to characterise and advance our under-
standing of YA breast cancer. Using nationwide, popula-

tion-based data representing approximately 70 % of all

newly diagnosed breast cancer patients in Japan between
2004 and 2006, we were able to circumvent many problems

associated with single institutional experiences or limited

sample sizes. Our study demonstrated that a young age at
onset was an independent predictive factor for poor prog-

nosis in patients with breast cancer, after adjustment of
well-known clinicopathological factors, including breast

cancer receptor status, tumour size, and nodal status.

Classically, it has been suggested that YA breast cancer
patients are associated with a poorer prognosis because of

delayed diagnosis at an advanced stage, a larger tumour

size, and higher incidences of HER2-positive/ER-negative
tumours [6, 9]. These reports proved consistent with our

findings in the present study. Some previously published

studies have already established a poorer prognosis in YA

breast cancer patients as independent from other clinico-

pathological factors, such as tumour size, nodal status,

histological grade, and hormone receptor status [8, 18, 19].
However, these reports are relatively old, have smaller

sample sizes, and patients may have been treated with a

classical adjuvant chemotherapy and endocrine therapy
regimen. Recently, some studies using large databases have

also reported similarly poor prognostic outcomes in YA

breast cancer patients after stratifying on multiple prog-
nostic factors [20–23]. Conversely, a single study has

found that a young age at onset has no influence on the

prognosis of individual breast cancer patients from a
database of almost 3000 cases [24]. Partridge et al. [12]

also reported no effect of age on breast cancer outcomes in
patients with HER2-positive breast cancer from a large,

randomised controlled trial. At the St Gallen International

Expert Consensus meetings, a younger age at onset had
been considered a high-risk factor from the 1990s to 2009.

Later, a younger age at onset was no longer considered to

be a poor prognostic factor and treatment strategies were
recommended based on biological subtype or the concept

of a ‘threshold for indication’ of each systemic treatment

modality to be respected without a young age at onset [25].
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Fig. 2 Kaplan–Meier curves for a disease-free survival, b breast
cancer-specific survival, and c overall survival between young adult
(\35 years; red line), middle-aged adult (35–50 years; blue line), and

older adult ([50 years; green line) breast cancer patients. P-values
were calculated using a log-rank test
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Then, YA patients were treated according to various pre-

dictive factors and the subtype of the tumour, including

ER, PR, and HER2 status, proliferation markers, and TNM
classification and a young age itself had no impact on the

treatment strategy. Based on our findings and the results of

several previously published reports of large cohorts
[20–23], YA breast cancer patients have a poor prognosis

independent of other aggressive breast cancer features.

Another interesting finding was distinct recurrence pat-
tern between ER-positive and -negative entities according

to age at onset (Fig. 3). These differences between age at

onset and ER status may lead to the distinct biological and
molecular processes of age at onset by ER status. Research

highlighting the genetic differences between YA and other
breast cancer entities by ER status is lacking. Anders et al.

[11] reported that YA breast cancer represents a unique

biological entity driven by unifying a higher probability of
phosphoinositide 3-kinase and Myc pathway dysregulation.

Investigating how high-risk genetic mutations affect age at

onset, Ford et al. [26] observed that 5.3 % of breast cancers
in \40 year olds are attributable to BRCA1 mutations

compared 2.2 % and 1.1 % in 40- to 49-year olds and 50-

to 70-year olds, respectively. It has been established that

patients with BRCA1 mutations are more likely to develop
basal-like breast cancers, including the triple-negative

subtype [27, 28] [29, 30]. Further research to elucidate the

development of disease in this high-risk YA population and
to determine the prognosis following a diagnosis of breast

cancer is clearly warranted. An improved understanding of

breast cancer genetics through molecular profiling may
provide information that can be applied to patients with YA

breast cancer.

Efficacy to adjuvant therapy in YA breast cancer
patients remains controversial. Ahn et al. [10] reported that

the survival differences according to age in hormone
receptor-positive breast cancer patients were significant in

patients who received hormone therapy as well as those

who did not. This suggests YA breast cancer patients may
need another strategy of treatment instead of conventional

adjuvant hormone and chemo therapy. A similarly insuf-

ficient efficacy to chemotherapy has also been reported.
YA breast cancer patients treated with adjuvant
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Fig. 3 Kaplan–Meier curves for disease-free survival between young
adult (\35 years; red line), middle-aged adult (35–50 years; blue
line), and older adult ([50 years; green line) patients with a HER2-

negative/ER-positive, b HER2-positive/ER-positive, c HER2-posi-
tive/ER-negative, and d triple receptor negative breast cancer. P-
values were calculated using a log-rank test
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cyclophosphamide, methotrexate, and fluorouracil are at a

higher risk of relapse and death compared to older breast
cancer patients [31].

These distinct genetic patterns and clinical outcomes

may lead to individual management of breast cancer
patients. Previous studies reported significantly higher rates

of local recurrence in YA patients who received BCT

compared to OA patients who underwent a mastectomy
[32, 33]. Freedoman et al. [34] reported that YA breast

cancer patients were significantly more likely to have a
mastectomy than BCT compared to older breast cancer

patients. Efforts are required to confirm whether different

types of surgery effect not only local recurrence rates but
also OS rates. [35].

This study had several limitations. First, the relatively

short follow-up period (median 4.5 years), which limited
the power of the survival analysis. Nevertheless, prognostic

analyses from this database that have previously been

published were relatively consistent with the well-known
consensus and clinical outcomes [36–38]. Second, during

the study period, trastuzumab (which should exert a

favourable effect on HER2-positive breast cancers) had not
been widely prescribed as the standard agent and was only

partially received. Third, we have no proliferation data,

such as grade and genomic signatures. They are primarily
prognostic and secondary predictive markers to

chemotherapy response especially in ER-positive cases.

In conclusion, the present study confirmed that YA breast
cancer patients have a poor prognosis independent of well-

known clinicopathological prognostic factors. The different

prognoses between YA, MA, and OA patients may require

different screening algorithms, therapies, and follow-up. In
order to establish an optimal strategy for YA breast cancer

patients, further studies will need to be conducted.
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Table 2 Multivariate analysis for 5 year survivala

Hazard
ratio

95 % C.I. P value Hazard
ratio

95 % C.I. P value Hazard
ratio

95 % C.I. P value

Age at diagonosis

\35 versus 35–50 1.73 1.42–2.10 <.001 1.52 1.09–2.13 0.098 1.58 1.16–2.15 0.004

Over 50 versus 35–50 0.99 0.821 1.14 0.98–1.34 0.015 1.52 1.33–1.75 <.001

T

T2–4 versus T0, 1 2.22 0.90–1.09 <.001 3.04 2.49–3.70 <.001 2.25 1.96–2.59 <.001

N

Positive versus negative 2.81 2.01–2.46 <.001 4.01 3.46–4.64 <.001 3.05 2.72–3.43 <.001

Breast cancer subtype

ER?HER2? versus ER?HER2- 1.52 2.58–3.07 <.001 1.73 1.35–2.23 <.001 1.39 1.13–1.72 0.002

ER-HER2? versus ER?HER2- 1.86 1.65–2.11 <.001 2.33 1.89–2.88 <.001 1.75 1.47–2.07 <.001

Triple negative versus ER ? HER2- 2.06 1.86–2.28 <.001 4.48 3.84–5.23 <.001 3.08 2.72–3.50 <.001

Adjuvant therapy

Any versus none 0.87 0.76–1.00 0.041 1.32 1.03–1.71 0.032 0.70 0.60–0.81 <.001

Bold P value\ 0.05
a DFS disease-free survival, BCSS breast cancer specific survival, OS overall survival; TNM classification is shown based on the 6th edition of
the Unio Internationalis Contra Cancrum staging system; ER estrogen receptor, HER2 human epidermal growth factor receptor 2
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The presence of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) is associated with favorable
long-term outcome in breast cancer. However, little is known about changes in
TILs during metastatic progression. To confirm our hypothesis that malignant
tumors escape from the host immune system during metastasis, we evaluated
the percentage of TILs in paired samples of primary and metastatic breast tumors.
We retrospectively identified 25 patients with human epidermal growth factor
receptor-2 (HER2+, n = 14) and triple negative (TN, n = 11) early breast cancer
diagnosed between 1990 and 2009 at Tokai University Hospital (Isehara, Japan)
and who subsequently experienced regional or distant recurrence confirmed by
tumor biopsy/resection. Hematoxylin–eosin-stained slides of these paired samples
were evaluated for stromal TILs. Immunohistochemical staining was carried out
using primary antibodies against CD4, CD8, Foxp3, programmed cell death ligand
1 (PD-L1), PD-L2, and HLA class I for characterizing the TILs and breast tumors.
The percentage of TILs in the primary tumors was significantly higher (average
34.6%) than that in metastatic tumors (average 15.7%) (paired t-test, P = 0.004)
and that of CD8+ and CD4+ T cells significantly decreased from primary to meta-
static tumors (paired t-test, P = 0.008 and P = 0.026, respectively). The PD-L1, PD-
L2, and HLA class I antibody expression changed from positive to negative and
vice versa from the primary to the metastatic tumors. Tumors at first metastatic
recurrence in HER2+ and TN breast cancers have a lower percentage of TILs and
CD8+ and CD4+ T cells compared to primary tumors, which indicates that immune
escape plays a role in tumor progression.

T he presence of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) is
associated with favorable long-term outcome in breast

cancer.(1,2) Previous studies have reported that immune activa-
tion at the baseline, as assessed by pathology or gene expres-
sion arrays, is associated with a higher likelihood of
pathological complete response after neoadjuvant chemother-
apy (NAC), particularly in human epidermal growth factor
receptor-2 (HER2)-positive and triple negative (TN) breast
cancers.(3–10) Furthermore, trastuzumab has been predicted to
have beneficial effects.(11) Increased expression of a subset of
immune function genes may provide a means of predicting
the benefits of adjuvant trastuzumab treatment.(12) Tumor-infil-
trating lymphocytes in breast tumors mainly comprise cyto-
toxic (CD8+) T cells, followed by helper (CD4+) T cells and
natural killer cells.(13) A high CD8+/Foxp3+ ratio in the TILs
of biopsy specimens was found to be a strong predictor of
pathological complete response after NAC in TN breast can-
cers.(14) In addition, the presence of TILs in residual disease
after NAC is associated with better prognosis in TN breast

cancers patients. This suggests that chemotherapy could con-
vert low-TIL tumors into high-TIL tumors. This finding sup-
ports the concept that chemotherapy could partly exert its
antitumor effect through the immune system.(15) Preclinical
studies have also suggested that cytotoxic agents may partly
exert their antitumor activity by inducing immune responses
against tumor cells.(16)

However, little is known about the change in TILs during
metastatic progression and the prognostic impact of TILs in
metastatic sites.(17,18) The current concept of cancer immu-
noediting leading from immune surveillance to immune escape
is proposed to comprise three essential phases: (i) elimination;
(ii) equilibrium; and (iii) escape.(19) In the elimination phase,
tumor cells undergo angiogenesis and stromal remodeling,
resulting in tumor cell variants with low immunogenicity and
resistance to immune attack. These tumor cell variants then
proceed to the equilibrium phase but the elimination phase
continues through immune selection pressure. Tumor progres-
sion then leads to the release of tumor-derived soluble factors
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that are involved in several mechanisms of immune evasion in
the escape phase.(20)

We hypothesized that malignant tumors escape from the
immune system of the host during the process of metastasis.
We therefore aimed to study the immune escape by evaluating
TILs in paired samples from primary and metastatic breast
tumors. We also evaluated the prognostic impact of TILs in
the metastatic sites.

Methods

Patients. This study was reviewed and approved by the Insti-
tutional Review Board for Clinical Research, Tokai University
(Isehara, Japan). We retrospectively identified 25 patients with
TN or HER2+ early breast cancer diagnosed between 1990 and
2009 at Tokai University Hospital and who subsequently expe-
rienced a regional or distant recurrence confirmed by tumor
biopsy/resection. Patients who had only local events were
excluded because it is difficult to determine whether the tumor
has recurred or is a new primary tumor.(21) The clinical char-
acteristics of all the patients were obtained from their medical
records.

Pathological assessment. All the tumor specimens were fixed
in 10% formalin and embedded in paraffin, and 4-lm-thick
sections were prepared for H&E staining and immunohisto-
chemistry (IHC) and were reviewed by a pathologist. Immuno-
histochemistry was carried out using the following primary
antibodies: anti-estrogen receptor (ER) (–2009, clone 1D5;
Dako, Carpinteria, CA, USA; 2010–, clone SP1; Roche Diag-
nostics, Basel, Switzerland), anti-HER2 (–2009, polyclonal,
HercepTest II, Dako; 2010–, clone 4B5, Roche Diagnostics),
anti-CD4 (clone SP35; Spring Bioscience, Pleasanton, CA,
USA), anti-CD8 (clone C8/144B; Nichirei, Tokyo, Japan),
anti-Foxp3 (clone 236A/E7; Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA),
anti-programmed cell death ligand 1 (PD-L1) (polyclonal,
ab58810; Abcam), anti-Pdcd-1L2 (PD-L2, clone XX19; Santa
Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA), and anti-HLA class I
A, B, C (clone EMR8-5; Hokudo, Sapporo, Japan). The speci-
mens were considered positive for hormone receptor if ≥1% of
the cancer cells expressed ER. For the patients determined as
HER2+ by IHC, FISH (PathVysion kit; Abbott, Des Plaines,
IL, USA) was used to confirm HER2+ disease. The breast can-
cer subtypes were classified using IHC as previously
described:(22) HER2-positive or HER2-overexpressing (HER2+)
and TN (ER! and HER2!). Hematoxylin–eosin-stained slides
for the paired match cases were evaluated for stromal TILs
using full sections in 10% increments (<10%, 10%–100%) by
a pathologist (N.K.) blinded to the clinicopathological charac-
teristics of the patients, as recommended.(23) The specimens
were classified into three groups: low TIL (<10%), intermedi-
ate TIL (10–<60%), and lymphocyte-predominant breast can-
cer (LPBC) (≥60%).

To quantify the TILs in each antibody-stained slide, we used
a NanoZoomer 2.0 HT (Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu,
Japan) at 940 magnification. Three non-overlapping fields
with high numbers of TILs on the H&E-stained slides were
selected.(14) CD4, CD8, and PD-L1 positivity was determined
by membranous lymphocyte staining, and Foxp3 and PD-L2
positivity was determined by nuclear lymphocyte staining. The
expression of CD4, CD8, Foxp3, PD-L1, and PD-L2 by TILs
was recorded in 10% increments, and the score of three fields
was averaged. The expression of PD-L1, PD-L2, and HLA
class I in the tumors was scored as 0 (negative), 1 (weak), or
2 (strong).

Statistical analyses. Associations of the percentage of TILs
with the positivity for each antibody between the primary and
metastatic tumors were evaluated using Fisher’s exact test for
categorical variables and using the two-sided t-tests for contin-
uous variables. Overall survival (OS) was defined as the time
from date of the first biopsy of metastatic tissue to the date of
death resulting from any cause. Patients who were alive and
disease-free were censored at the date of last contact. Post-pro-
gression OS curves of the patients were drawn using the
Kaplan–Meier method, and the statistical difference between
two survival curves was calculated using the log–rank test.
The correlation between the percentage of TILs and the
expression of each of the antibodies was calculated using
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient test. In all the analyses,
the differences were considered significant at P < 0.05. Statis-
tical analyses were carried out using SPSS, version 23
(Armonk, New York, USA).

Results

Comparison of TILs between primary and metastatic tumors.
The characteristics of the 25 breast cancer patients (HER2+,
n = 14; TN, n = 11) at the time of diagnosis of the primary
breast cancer are presented in Table 1. Six primary tumors and
one metastatic tumor were core needle biopsy specimens, and
the rest were surgical specimens. We evaluated the core needle
biopsy specimens before chemotherapy in the patients who
received neoadjuvant therapy for excluding the possibility of
alterations in the immune microenvironments of the tumors
caused by the neoadjuvant therapy. The first biopsy sites of
the metastatic tumors were the skin (n = 7), brain (n = 6),
lymph node (n = 4), lung (n = 3), bone (n = 2), and bone
marrow/liver/muscle (n = 1). The median follow-up time after
the first biopsy of recurrent tumors was 54 months (range,
2–176 months). Ten (40%) patients had died of metastatic
disease at the last follow-up.

The TILs of the primary and metastatic tumors are shown in
Table 2. Of the primary tumors, 28% were LPBC, 52% were
intermediate TIL tumors, and 20% were low TIL tumors.
Among the corresponding first metastatic tumors, 44% were
intermediate TIL tumors and 56% were low TIL tumors
(Table 3). Overall, the percentage of TILs in the primary
tumors was significantly higher (average, 34.6%) than that in
the metastatic tumors (average, 15.7%) (paired t-test,
P = 0.004). This difference was similar in the HER2+

(P = 0.036) and TN (P = 0.06) breast cancer groups. The per-
centage of TILs decreased in 13 of the 25 cases (66%) and
increased in 3 of the 25 cases (12%) from the primary tumors
to the metastatic tumors (difference >10%). We next undertook
an exploratory analysis of the post-progression OS according
to the percentage of TILs at a distant site of recurrence
(n = 17). The group with low TILs had a significantly lower
OS than that with intermediate TILs (hazard ratio = 3.77; 95%
confidence interval, 0.99–14.9; log–rank test, P = 0.038)
(Fig. S1).

Characteristics of TILs. Immunohistochemical evaluations
could not be carried out in five primary tumors and two meta-
static tumors because of the small quantity of the specimens.
The results of the comparison of the expression of antibodies
between the primary and metastatic tumors are shown in
Table 4 and Figures S2–S4. Representative photographs of
each antibody in the primary and metastatic tumors from the
same patient are shown in Figure 1. The median percentage of
CD8+ T cells was 15.8% (range, <10–37%) and 10.0% (range,
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<10–37%) and that of CD4+ T cells was 40.0% (range, <10–
77%) and 25% (range, <10–83%) in the primary and meta-
static tumors, respectively. The percentages of CD8+ and
CD4+ T cells in the primary tumors were significantly higher
than those in the metastatic tumors (paired t-test, P = 0.008
and P = 0.026, respectively). Moreover, there was a strong
correlation between the percentage of CD4+ T cells and CD8+

T cells in both the primary and the metastatic tumors
(r = 0.607 and 0.656, P = 0.005 and 0.001, respectively). The
percentage of Foxp3+ T cells was very low (approximately
<10%) and stable in the primary and metastatic tumors.

With regard to the TILs, the median percentage of PD-L1+

TILs was <10% (range, <10–90%) and <10% (range, <10–
15%) and that of PD-L2+ TILs was 42% (range, <10–80%)
and 30% (range, <10–80%) in the primary and metastatic

Table 1. Clinicopathological characteristics of primary surgical breast

tumor specimens

Characteristics
Total patients

(n = 25)

HER2+

(n = 14)

TN

(n = 11)

Age, years

Median

(range)

48 (28–64) 46 (28–61) 49 (40–63)

T

1 7 (28) 4 (29) 3 (27)

2 12 (48) 8 (57) 3 (27)

3 2 (8) 1 (7) 1 (9)

4 2 (8) 0 (0) 2 (18)

Unknown 2 (8) 1 (7) 2 (18)

N

0 14 (56) 8 (57) 6 (55)

1 6 (24) 5 (36) 1 (9)

2 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

3 3 (12) 1 (7) 2 (18)

Unknown 2 (8) 0 (0) 2 (18)

Stage

1 5 (20) 2 (14) 3 (27)

2 13 (52) 10 (71) 3 (27)

3 4 (16) 1 (7) 3 (27)

4 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

Unknown 3 (12) 1 (7) 2 (18)

Histological grade

1 5 (20) 2 (14) 3 (27)

2 13 (52) 8 (57) 5 (45)

3 7 (28) 4 (29) 3 (27)

ER

Positive 11 (44) 11 (79) 0 (0)

Negative 14 (56) 3 (21) 11 (100)

Chemotherapy

No 5 (20) 4 (29) 1 (9)

Neoadjuvant 6 (24) 3 (21) 3 (27)

Adjuvant 13 (52) 7 (50) 6 (55)

Unknown 1 (4) 0 (0) 1 (9)

Trastuzumab

No 21 (84) 12 (86) 9 (82)

Yes 3 (12) 2 (14) 1 (9)

Unknown 1 (4) 0 (0) 1 (9)

Endocrine therapy

No 11 (44) 4 (29) 7 (64)

Yes 13 (52) 10 (71) 3 (27)

Unknown 1 (4) 0 (0) 1 (9)

Radiotherapy

No 16 (64) 10 (71) 6 (55)

Adjuvant 8 (32) 4 (29) 4 (36)

Unknown 1 (4) 0 (0) 1 (9)

Alive at last follow-up

No 10 (40) 6 (43) 4 (36)

Yes 15 (60) 8 (57) 7 (64)

Data are shown as n (%) unless otherwise indicated. ER, estrogen
receptor; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; TN, triple
negative.

Table 2. Comparison of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs)

between primary and metastatic breast cancer tumors for each

subtype

Subtype
First site of

biopsy

Primary

tumor

TILs, %

Metastatic

tumor

TILs, %

Comparison

HER2+ Bone marrow 10 <10 ?
Brain 20 <10 ▼
Brain <10 <10 ?
Brain 80 10 ▼
Brain <10 10 ?
Brain 30 50 M
Liver 60 10 ▼
LN (Ax) 50 20 ▼
LN (rotter) 70 20 ▼
LN (SCLN) 70 10 ▼
Lung 10 <10 ?
Muscle

(pectoralis)

<10 30 M

Skin (thoracic

wall)

30 <10 ▼

Skin (thoracic

wall)

<10 <10 ?

TN Bone 10 20 ?
Bone 20 20 ?
Brain 50 <10 ▼
LN (rotter) 70 <10 ▼
Lung 10 50 M
Lung 30 <10 ▼
Skin (abdominal

wall)

80 30 ▼

Skin (head) 10 <10 ?
Skin (thoracic

wall)

<10 <10 ?

Skin (thoracic

wall)

50 20 ▼

Skin (thoracic

wall)

80 10 ▼

The percentage of TILs in the primary tumors was significantly higher
(average, 34.6%) than in the metastatic tumors (average, 15.7%)
(paired t-test, P = 0.004). This difference was similar in the human epi-
dermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2)+ (P = 0.036) and triple nega-
tive (TN) (P = 0.06) breast cancer groups. Ax, axillary lymph node;
SCLN, supraclavicular fossa lymph node.

Table 3. Comparison of tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs)

between primary and metastatic breast cancer tumors

Primary Rate, % Metastatic Rate, %

Low TIL 5 20 11 44

Intermediate TIL 13 52 14 56

LPBC 7 28 0 0

LPBC, lymphocyte-predominant breast cancer.

© 2016 The Authors. Cancer Science published by John Wiley & Sons Australia, Ltd
on behalf of Japanese Cancer Association.
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tumors, respectively. There was no significant difference in the
percentage of PD-L1+ and PD-L2+ TILs between the primary
and metastatic tumors.

The expression of PD-L1, PD-L2, and HLA class I antibod-
ies changed from strong or weakly positive to negative and
vice versa from the primary to the metastatic tumor cells.
There was a strong correlation between the expression of PD-
L1 and PD-L2 (r = 0.602, P = 0.005) and between the per-
centage of PD-L2+ TILs and the expression of PD-L2 in the
primary tumor cells (r = 0.788, P < 0.001). There was no
strong correlation between the primary and metastatic tumors;
the results of the correlation test for the antibody expression
between the primary and metastatic tumors were: PD-L1,
r = 0.28; PD-L2, r = !0.13; and HLA class I, r = 0.43. We
next undertook an exploratory analysis of the post-progression
OS according to the expression score for PD-L1, PD-L2, and
HLA class I of the tumors at a distant site of recurrence
(n = 17), but no significance was observed (log–rank test: PD-
L1, P = 0.13; PD-L2, P = 0.00012; and HLA class I,
P = 0.35. The P-value for PD-L2 was <0.05, but the order of
the survival curve was not theoretical (upper, score 1; middle,
score 2; and lower, score 0).

Discussion

Previous studies have shown that a loss of concordance in the
status of biomarkers such as ER, Progesterone receptor (PR),
and HER2 can occur between primary and metastatic breast
tumors.(24–27) According to the concept of cancer immunoedit-
ing, the possibility of discordance of immune microenviron-
ments between primary and metastatic breast tumors should
also be considered. In this study, we found that tumors at the
first metastatic recurrence in HER2+ and TN breast cancers

have a lower percentage of TILs and CD8+ and CD4+ T cells
compared to primary tumors, suggesting that immune escape
plays a role in tumor progression. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is one of the first studies to evaluate changes in the
tumor microenvironment during the process of metastasis using
pair-matched specimens. Our study was similar to previous
articles in reporting that TILs and the subset percentages of
metastatic sites was lower than that of primary sites;(17,18)

however, we focused on HER2+ and TN breast cancers,
because TILs are a reliable predictive and prognostic biomar-
ker in these subtypes. Furthermore, we found that the expres-
sion of PD-L1, PD-L2, and HLA class I were changeable
between primary and metastatic breast cancer tumors.

The clinical utility of TILs in most patients is limited because
the determination of the potential of TILs as a specific immune

Table 4. Comparison of positivity rate between primary and

metastatic breast cancer tumors for each antibody

Primary

tumor

Metastatic

tumor
P-value

Total breast tumors,

n (%)

20 (100) 23 (100)

CNB specimens 5 (25) 1 (4)

Surgical specimens 15 (75) 22 (96)

TIL positivity rate, median % (range)

CD4 40 (<10–77) 25 (<10–83) 0.03

CD8 16 (<10–37) 10 (<10–37) 0.01

Foxp3 <10 (<10–10) <10 (<10) 0.16

PD-L1 <10 (<10–90) <10 (<10–15) 0.21

PD-L2 42 (<10–80) 30 (<10–80) 0.09

Expression in tumor cells, n (%)

PD-L1

Strong: 2 8 (40) 5 (25) 0.46

Weak: 1 10 (50) 15 (75)

Negative: 0 2 (10) 3 (15)

PD-L2

Strong: 2 6 (30) 9 (45) 0.78

Weak: 1 10 (50) 11 (55)

Negative: 0 4 (20) 3 (15)

HLA

Strong: 2 4 (20) 6 (30) 0.89

Weak: 1 14 (70) 15 (75)

Negative: 0 2 (10) 2 (10)

CNB, core needle biopsy; PD-L1/2, programmed cell death ligand 1/2;
TIL, tumor-infiltrating lymphocyte.

Fig. 1. Immunohistochemical staining for primary antibodies against
CD4, CD8, Foxp3, programmed cell death ligand 1 (PD-L1), PD-L2, and
HLA class I to characterize tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes. Representa-
tive photographs are shown from the same patient who had human
epidermal growth factor receptor-2-positive primary breast tumor (left
column) and lung metastasis (right column). Original magnification, 9
400.
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marker or their ability to facilitate the prediction of the use of T-
cell checkpoint inhibitors is a major challenge and because no
methods to successfully modulate immunity to reduce mortality
have been established so far.(28) Antibodies targeting cytotoxic
T-lymphocyte-associated antigen 4/programmed death 1/PD-L1
have resulted in clinical responses in multiple tumor types
including advanced melanomas, advanced non-small-cell lung
cancers, and advanced renal cell carcinomas.(29–31) These treat-
ment methods are expected to slow cancer progression and sig-
nificantly prolong the survival of patients with advanced cancer.
Given that immune checkpoint therapy only benefits a fraction
of patients, there are ongoing efforts being made to identify pre-
dictive biomarkers that could be used to select patients that will
respond well to such treatment.(32)

There are many candidates for biomarkers, such as PD-L1
expression in tumors, the percentage of TILs, the percentage of
CD8+ T cells in the TILs, the level of cytokines and chemokines
produced by lymphocytes in the peripheral blood, and myeloid-
derived suppressor cells in tumor lesions.(9,33) However, some-
times these biomarkers are also detected in primary tumors.
These biomarkers could also be influenced by metastatic pro-
cesses and cytotoxic chemotherapy.(34) In our study, the expres-
sion of PD-L1, PD-L2, and HLA class I antigen was also found
to change from primary to metastatic tumors. Therefore, the
evaluation of targeted lesions just before the start of
immunotherapy might be needed in future clinical trials.

Although many adjuvant and neoadjuvant studies have
assessed infiltrating lymphocytes and stromal lymphocytic
infiltration has been found to constitute a robust prognostic
factor in primary HER2+ tumors or TN breast cancers,(8,9,35)

whether lymphocytic infiltration in metastatic tumors could be
a prognostic factor has not yet been evaluated. In our study,
the group with low TILs in metastatic tumors had a signifi-
cantly lower OS than the group with intermediate TILs. Thus,
our results indicate that a higher percentage of TILs could
have a prognostic impact, even in metastatic tumors.

Previous studies showed that the results of evaluation of the
stromal compartment were more reproducible than those of the
evaluation of intratumoral TILs.(23) We evaluated TILs within
the borders of the invasive tumor and found that it was quite
difficult to distinguish the invasive margin TILs clearly from
stromal TILs. Although there are few studies involving the
evaluation of the invasive edge, there is currently no evidence
indicating that TILs at the invasive edge are functionally dif-
ferent from stromal TILs. We therefore evaluated stromal TILs
of the breast tissue and other organs. Recommendations for
TIL evaluation have been published previously,(23) and guideli-
nes for the same will be standardized in the years ahead. How-
ever, we encountered some difficulties in the evaluation of

TILs from other tissues. In some cases, there was very little
stromal area in the biopsy specimens, which was not the case
in the surgical specimens. It was also difficult to precisely
detect TILs among the background lymphocytes in the recur-
rent tumors in the lymph nodes or the bone marrow on the
H&E-stained slides. The TILs were differentiated from the
background lymphocytes based on the structural patterns of
infiltration in the case of bone marrow tumors, and in case of
the tumors in the lymph nodes, the lymph node structure had
been totally replaced by the tumor in our study.

One limitation of this study was the small number of
patients; in particular, patients with LPBCs were few, which
limited our ability to determine the prognostic value of lym-
phocyte predominance in breast cancer. The reason for the
small number of cases is that metastatic biopsy samples were
very rare. Previous articles that compared primary and meta-
static breast tumors consisted of ER+/HER2! cases and the
number of HER2+ and TN cases was approximately 30–40 in
their cohorts.(17,18) Tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes are associ-
ated with a better neoadjuvant chemotherapy response and
prognosis in HER2+ and TN breast cancers. Therefore, we
focused only on HER2+ and TN breast cancers, which resulted
in a small number of cases.

In summary, we found that tumors at the first metastatic
recurrence in HER2+ and TN breast cancer patients have a
lower percentage of TILs and CD8+ and CD4+ T cells com-
pared to primary tumors, suggesting a role for immune escape
in tumor progression. These differences could occur in a time-,
site-, and therapy- (chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and surgery)
dependent manner; therefore, the evaluation of targeted lesions
just before the start of immunotherapy might be needed in
future clinical trials. Furthermore, a low percentage of TILs at
the recurrence sites seemed to be associated with poor OS,
suggesting a more aggressive phenotype. These findings war-
rant independent confirmation in future studies.
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Fig. S1. Overall survival after first recurrence. The group with low tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs; <10%) had a significantly lower overall
survival than the intermediate TIL group (≥10% TILs) (hazard ratio = 3.77; 95% confidence interval, 0.99–14.9; log–rank, P = 0.038).

Fig. S2. Comparison of positivity rate between primary and metastatic tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes for each antibody. CD4, CD8, and pro-
grammed cell death ligand 1 (PD-L1) positivity was defined by membranous lymphocyte staining, and FoxP3 and PD-L2 positivity was defined
by nuclear lymphocyte staining. CD4, CD8, Foxp3, PD-L1, and PD-L2 expression by the tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes was recorded in 10%
increments and the score of three fields was averaged.

Fig. S3. Comparison of expression score between primary and metastatic tumor cells for each antibody. The expression of programmed cell death
ligand 1 (PD-L1), PD-L2, HLA class I A, B, and C in the tumor cells was scored as 0 (negative), 1 (weak), or 2 (strong). The number of cases is
noted above the bars and each bar without annotation represents only one case.
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We report a patient with a giant phyllodes tumor of the right breast associated with a hypoglycemic attack. 
A 48-year-old woman experienced a loss of consciousness and was transferred via ambulance to our hospital 
emergency department. Upon arrival, her blood glucose level was 26 mg/dl, and a giant tumor (> 20 cm in 
diameter) with skin ulceration was observed on the right breast. Core needle biopsy led to a histological di-
agnosis of a phyllodes tumor of the breast. Ultrasonography and computed tomography detected neither dis-
tant metastasis nor a pancreatic endocrine tumor. Her preoperative serum insulin-like growth factor (IGF)-II 
and insulin levels were 1,330 ng/ml (normal range, 519-1067 ng/ml) and < 1.0 µU/ml, respectively. Following 
a simple mastectomy, the 24-h postoperative serum IGF-II and insulin levels were 496 ng/ml and 10.0 µU/
ml, respectively. The IGF-II levels detected in the phyllodes tumor and normal breast tissue were 10,600 ng/
Wg (wet weight in grams) and 855 ng/Wg. We conclude from these findings that the hypoglycemic attack was 
related to the elevated IGF-II level in the giant phyllodes tumor of the breast.

Key words: phyllodes tumor, IGF-II, hypoglycemic attack

INTRODUCTION

Phyllodes tumor of the breast is a rare, often benign 
(> 50%) type of fibroepithelial tumor that accounts for 
less than 1% of breast tumors [1]. Phyllodes tumors are 
generally first identified during routine breast medical 
examination and/or on mammography. 

There have been a few reports of tumor-induced 
hypoglycemia, which is an infrequent condition occur-
ring most often due to insulin secretion by pancreatic 
islet beta-cell tumors (insulinomas) or rarely due to 
excess secretion of insulin-like growth factor (IGF)-II 
from a tumor, leading to insulin receptor stimulation 
and increased glucose utilization. This latter condition 
is called non-islet cell tumor hypoglycemia (NICTH), 
which is a serious complication. In this report, we 
describe a rare case of a giant phyllodes tumor of the 
breast that induced NICTH consequent to excess IGF-
II secretion.

CASE REPORT

In December 2004, a 48 -year-old woman was 
brought to our emergency department after losing con-
sciousness. Her past medical history and family history 
were unremarkable. Physical examination revealed a 
giant (> 20 cm in diameter), hard, elastic bleeding mass 
with skin ulceration in the right breast (Fig. 1). The axil-
lary, supraclavicular, and cervical lymph nodes were not 
palpable. No neurological disorders were noted.

Blood studies indicated severe hypoglycemia (20 
mg/dl), hypokalemia (2.4 mEq/L), hypernatremia (151 
mEq/L), and hypoinsulinemia (1.0 µIU/ml) (Table 1). 
Imaging findings (X-ray of the chest and abdomen 
and computed tomography (CT) of the head) were 
unremarkable. The patient was administered 160 ml 
of a 40% glucose solution (6.4 g), which restored her 
serum blood sugar level and consciousness, and was 
discharged from the hospital the same day. 

However, the next day after discharge, she again 
experienced a loss of consciousness and was brought to 
the emergency department. Because of hypoglycemia 
(29 mg/dl), she received another infusion of 40% glu-
cose (40 ml, 1.6 g), which alleviated the hypoglycemic 
symptoms. However, her case was considered urgent 
with respect to examination and therapy because she 
had experienced continuous hypoglycemic attacks on 2 
consecutive days. Consequently, she was administered 
continuous infusion of glucose (100 g/day) to alleviate 
the hypoglycemia. 

Ultrasonographic evaluation of the breast mass 
indicated a heterogeneous internal echo and internal 
structures containing small cystic components, calci-
fication, and hyperechoic separations. The mass had 
a nearly smooth margin with a somewhat irregular 
contour (Fig. 2). No axillary lymphadenopathy was 
observed. CT showed a giant mass in the right breast, 
with no tumor infiltration into the pectoral muscle fas-
cia. Areas of high density observed within the tumor 
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on plain CT images (Fig. 3A) were thought to be cal-
cifications. Contrast-enhanced CT (Fig. 3B) indicated 
heterogeneous enhancement within the mass, with no 
cystic component. T1-weighted, fat-saturated magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) (Fig. 4A) indicated relative 
homogeneity within the tumor; an area of high signal 
intensity was thought to indicate a possible focal hem-
orrhage. Furthermore, contrast-enhanced T2-weighted, 
fat-saturated MRI (Fig. 4B) revealed a giant, lobulated 
mass with heterogeneous high signal intensity, as well 
as septa and well-circumscribed margins. These find-
ings were typical of a phyllodes tumor. 

A subsequent core needle biopsy (CNB) revealed 
that the tumor comprised both epithelial and stromal 
elements. Although high stromal cellularity was not 
observed, the stromal elements were abundant. These 
histological findings suggested a fibroepithelial lesion, 
including phyllodes tumor. The patient’s baseline 
serum IGF-II level was high at 1330 ng/ml (normal 
range, 519-1067 ng/ml), whereas IGF-I and insulin 
growth factor binding protein-3 (IFGBP-3) levels were 
normal (210 ng/ml [normal, 46–282 ng/ml) and 3.57 
mg/ml [normal, 2.17-4.05 mg/ml)]. The serum insulin 
level was low, at < 1.0 µU/ml (Table 1). The patient was 

Fig. 1 Physical examination findings.
 A giant right breast tumor, measuring approx-

imately 20 cm in diameter with skin ulceration 
(white arrow), was observed. The red arrow indi-
cates the right nipple. The tumor was hard and 
elastic, with good mobility, and bled easily from 
the skin ulcer. The axillary lymph node was not 
palpable.

Table 1 Blood analyses conducted upon arrival or before surgery

White blood cell 10.1 × 103/mm3 (4.0-8.0)

Red blood cell 4.6 × 106/mm3 (3.8-4.8)

Hemoglobin 13.8 g/dl (11.5-15.5)

Hematocrit 40.8% (34.0-42.0)

Platelet 30.0 × 104/mm3 (14.0-40.0)

Total protein 7.3 g/dl (6.5-8.0)

Albumin 4.1 g/dl (4.1-5.0)

AST 27 U/L (< 30)

ALT 14 U/L (< 35)

LDH 266 U/L (110-219)

ALP 252 U/L (100-300)

BUN 6 mg/ml (8-20)

Creatinine 0.4 mg/ml (0.5-0.8)

Sodium 151 mEq/L (136-145)

Potassium 2.4 mEq/L (3.5-4.8)

Chlorine 107 mEq/L (98-108)

Blood sugar 20 mg/dl (70-110)

Insulin < 1.0 µIU/ml (1.5-13.3)

CEA 1.4 ng/ml (< 5)

CA15-3 27.7 U/ml (< 30)

IGF-I (serum) 210 ng/ml (46-282) (preoperatively)

IGF-II (serum) 1330 ng/ml (519-1067) (preoperatively)

IGFBP-3 3.57 µg/ml (2.17-4.05) (preoperatively)  (normal ranges) 
AST: aspartate aminotransferase, ALT: alanine aminotransferase, LDH: lactate dehydrogenase, ALP, alkaline 
phosphatase, BUN: blood urea nitrogen CEA: carcinoembryonic antigen, CA15-3: carbohydrate antigen 15-3, 
IGF: insulin-like growth factor, IGFBP-3: insulin-like growth factor binding protein-3
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Fig. 2 Ultrasonography findings.
 The right giant breast mass appeared as an area 

of heterogeneous internal echo, with had internal 
structures comprising small cystic parts, calcifica-
tion and hyperechoic separations. The mass exhib-
ited a nearly smooth, partially irregular contour.

Fig. 3  CT findings.
 Computed tomography (CT) revealed a giant mass in the right breast. (A) Areas of high density within the tumor 

on plain CT were thought to be calcifications (arrow). (B) Contrast-enhanced CT indicated heterogeneous enhance-
ment within the mass.

A B
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diagnosed with an IGF-II-secreting phyllodes tumor. 
A simple mastectomy was performed to remove 

the tumor. The approximate size and weight of the 
removed tumor were 25 × 18 × 17 cm and > 5 kg, 
respectively. The cut surface of the tumor was white-
to-gray with hemorrhagic foci (Fig. 5). The tumor was 
relatively well defined, and a phylloid pattern with cys-
tic lumina was focally detected at the periphery of the 
tumor. As indicated by the CNB findings, the tumor 
comprised abundant stromal and epithelial elements. 
The stromal cells exhibited nuclear hyperchromasia 
and mild pleomorphism, with few mitotic figures (1–
2/10 high-powered field), and a focal invasive growth 
pattern was identified. These histological features were 
consistent with a borderline phyllodes tumor (Fig. 6). 
Furthermore, the IGF-II concentration in the tumor 
was 10600 ng/Wg, compared with the normal tissue 

value of 855 ng/Wg (Table 2). Thus, this phyllodes 
tumor produced a large quantity of IGF-II to which the 
recurring hypoglycemic attacks were attributed.

The patient’s post-operative serum IGF-II levels 
decreased to within the normal range over time̶with 
values of 921 ng/ml at 1 h, 790 ng/ml at 3 h, 666 
ng/ml at 6 h, 521 ng/ml at 12 h, and 496 ng/ml at 
24 h (Table 3). Her blood sugar level accordingly in-
creased after surgery without requiring an intravenous 
administration of high-concentration glucose, and her 
postoperative serum insulin level consistently exceeded 
10.0 µU/ml. The borderline phyllodes tumor as well 
as the hypoglycemic attacks did not recur within a 10-
year postoperative follow-up period.

Fig. 5  Gross appearance of the cut surface of the tumor.
 The cut surface of the tumor was white-to-gray 

with hemorrhagic foci.

Fig. 4  MRI findings.
 Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the giant tumor in the right breast. (A) T1-weighted, fat-saturated MRI 

indicated relative homogeneity within the tumor, with an area of high signal intensity, possibly indicative of focal 
hemorrhage (arrow). (B) Contrast-enhanced, T2-weighted, fat-saturated MRI showed a lobulated giant mass with 
heterogeneous high signal intensity. The tumor contained some septa and well-circumscribed margins. 

A B

Fig. 6  Histopathological findings (Hematoxylin eosin 
stain; low magnification).

 The stromal cells exhibited nuclear hyperchromasia 
and mild pleomorphism. 

 Invasive growth patterns were focally detected (ar-
row).
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DISCUSSION

Breast phyllodes tumor was reported for the first 
time in 1838 by Johannes Muller, and was originally 
designated “cystosarcoma phyllodes” [2]. Histologically, 
these uncommon fibroepithelial tumors are classified 
as benign, borderline, or malignant according to the 
presence of stromal cellular atypia, cell density, mitotic 
activity, infiltrative vs. circumscribed tumor margins, 
and the presence of an interstitial one-sided increase [3]. 
In the present case, the tumor stromal cells exhibited 
nuclear hyperchromasia and mild atypia, along with 
mitotic activity and a circumscribed infiltrative tumor 
margin. These pathological features were consistent 
with a borderline phyllodes tumor.

NICTH, which was first reported in 1929 [4], is 
usually associated with large tumors of mesodermal or 
epithelial origin [5]. Notably, the first report of hypo-
glycemia associated with a phyllodes tumor was pub-
lished in 1983 [6]. The most common cause of NICTH 
is tumoral overproduction of IGF-II, a single-chain 
peptide that shares approximately 50% sequence 
homology with proinsulin. Hypoglycemia appears to 
be consequent to increased glucose utilization and in-
hibited release of glucose from the liver consequent to 
the tumoral secretion of incompletely processed IGF-II. 
The laboratory evaluation for hypoglycemia includes 
episodic measurements of glucose, insulin, proinsulin, 
C-peptide, beta-hydroxybutyrate, and sulfonylurea/
meglitinide levels [7]; in addition, measurements of 
serum IGF-I and IGF-II levels might be diagnostically 
useful. Accordingly, a diagnosis of NICTH is based 
upon both clinical and biochemical findings, and is 
not usually difficult. When a patient with a known tu-
mor presents with hypoglycemia, the cause is typically 
apparent from the history and physical examination. 
Furthermore, a healthy person who experiences hy-
poglycemia is less likely to have NICTH, although in 
some cases, hypoglycemia is the initial event that leads 
to the diagnosis of a tumor. Although we were unable 
to measure the serum C-peptide, proinsulin, and 
beta-hydroxybutyrate levels, the current patient was a 

typical case in which the measured high serum IGF-II 
level led to a preoperative diagnosis. 

Complete resection of the IGF-producing tumor is 
the most effective treatment for NICTH [8]. However, 
if surgery is delayed, ongoing management of hypo-
glycemia might include an increased caloric intake 
and intravenous glucose administration. In the present 
case, the patient received a continuous intravenous ad-
ministration of 50% glucose before surgery to remove 
the tumor, which had a very high IGF-II concentration 
relative to that of the normal breast tissue. Following 
mastectomy, her serum IGF-II concentration decreased 
over time, resulting in an increase in her blood sugar 
level without intravenous glucose. 

In summary, we have reported our experience with 
a rare case of a giant borderline phyllodes tumor with 
hypoglycemic attacks caused by tumor-secreted IGF-II. 
This is the first report in which the IGF-II concentra-
tion has been measured in the tumor and correspond-
ing normal tissues.
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Table 2 IGF-II concentration in the phyllodes tumor rela-
tive to the normal breast tissue.

IGF-II concentrations in tissue extracts

Phyllodes tumor 10,600 ng/Wg

Normal breast tissue    855 ng/Wg
IGF: insulin-like growth factor

Table 3 Changes over time in serum IGF-II, glucose, and insulin levels and the concentration of administered glucose 
after tumor resection.

Time after resection

Before surgery 1 h 3 h 6 h 12 h 24 h 72 h

Serum IGF-II (ng/ml) 1,330 921 790 666 521 496 680

Serum glucose (mg/ml) 122 145 202 159 - 144 145

Insulin  (µU/ml) <1.0 12.2 11.0 - - 10.0 -

Administration glucose (%) 50 5 5 5 5 5 -
 IGF: insulin-like growth factor
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ABSTRACT

Thoracic aortic surgery often causes massive bleeding due to coagulopathy. Hypofibrinogenemia is one 
of the major causative factors, but the utility of the intraoperative administration of fibrinogen concentrate 
has not yet been proven. The aim of this study was to estimate incidence of hypofibrinogenemia and 
to evaluate efficacy of using fibrinogen concentrate intraoperatively. The perioperative serum fibrinogen 
levels (SFL) had routinely been measured in consecutive 216 thoracic aortic surgeries performed from 
2010 to 2012. Fibrinogen concentrate was principally used for hypofibrinogenemia (< 150 mg/dl of SFL) 
at cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) termination. The patients who received fibrinogen concentrate (FIB 
group) were compared with the patients who did not received (non Fib group). There were 147 patients 
(68%) in FIB group at a dose of 5.5±3.5 g. The SFL were dramatically decreased with values of 164±71 
mg/dl at CPB termination, compared to the preoperative SFL of 352±131 mg/dl. In the FIB group, the 
intraoperative and postoperative SFLs were 139±53 and 262±75 (mg/dl), respectively. Thus the SFL was 
recovered quickly by the administration. 110 cases (51%) showed hypofibrinogenemia at the termination of 
CPB. The predictors of hypofibrinogenemia were preoperative SFL < 250 mg/dl, emergency surgery and 
thracoabdominal aortic surgery. Hypofibrinogenemia frequently was observed at the termination of CPB 
during thoracic aortic surgery. Administering intraoperative fibrinogen concentrate appears to be a useful 
option to treat coagulopathy. 

Key Words: fibrinogen concentrate, coagulopathy, thoracic aortic surgery

INTRODUCTION

The management of massive bleeding due to intraoperative coagulopathy is a major concern 
during thoracic aortic surgery. The bleeding tendency is associated with numerous factors; 
however, the consumption of coagulation factors and platelets is one of the main factors. In 
particular, hypofibrinogenemia is an important factor associated with coagulopathy during thoracic 
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aortic surgery. Fibrinogen concentrate is a useful blood product that can help to improve hypo-
fibrinogenemia when intraoperative coagulopathy occurs. However, it is not yet approved for the 
treatment of intraoperative hypofibrinogenemia in Japan. The use of fibrinogen concentrate has 
been limited to only cases of congenital hypofibrinogenemia or other congenital coagulopathy 
disorders. These clinical limitations of fibrinogen concentrate in Japan are probably the same 
as in Western countries. Therefore, the use of fibrinogen concentrate to manage intraoperative 
coagulopathy has not been approved, even during thoracic aortic surgery. In the literature,1,2) the 
transfusion of fibrinogen concentrate during cardiac surgery reduced the amount of intraoperative 
blood transfusion required. The advantage of the administration of fibrinogen products is that 
they can raise the serum fibrinogen levels (SFL) quickly without volume loading, unlike fresh 
frozen plasma (FFP) products. 

At our institute, fibrinogen concentrate was approved to treat intraoperative coagulopathy due 
to hypofibrinogenemia by our institutional ethics committee, not only for thoracic aortic surgery, 
but also all other highly invasive surgeries. We have routinely measured the SFL during cardiac 
and thoracic aortic surgery and have aggressively used fibrinogen concentrate intraoperatively 
when patients showed hypofibrinogenemia. There are no definite guidelines regarding when 
to administer fibrinogen concentrate during thoracic aortic surgery at our institute, however, 
fibrinogen concentrates are principally used for patients who show the SFL under 150 mg/dl 
and/or patients who show a massive bleeding tendency, regardless of the values of SFL.

In this study, we measured the changes in the SFL during thoracic aortic surgery and clarified 
the incidence and predictors of hypofibrinogenemia. We also evaluated the clinical efficacy of 
fibrinogen concentrate for the management of hypofibrinogenemia during thoracic aortic surgery.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

This retrospective survey was performed on consecutive patients surgically treated for diseases 
of the thoracic aorta at our institution from 2010 to 2012. Excluding stent grafting therapy 
(TEVAR; Thoracic Endovascular Aortic Repair), hybrid therapy without cardiopulmonary bypass 
and wrapping of the ascending aorta, there were 216 thoracic aortic surgeries performed between 
January 2010 and December 2012. The patient characteristics are shown in Table 1. The mean 
age of the patients was 64.0±12.7 years. There were 25 patients who underwent emergency 
surgery and 33 patients who underwent urgent operations. The details of the surgical procedures 
were as follows: 23 patients underwent root reconstruction, 59 ascending aortic replacement, 92 
arch replacement, 22 descending aortic replacement and 19 patients underwent thoracoabdominal 
surgery. The other surgeries included descending aorta tailoring in one case, anti-anatomical arch 
reconstruction in one and descending aorta formation in one case.

Hypothermia, which may be related to coagulopathy,3,4) has been applied for brain protection. 
Selective cerebral perfusion is mainly used for total aortic arch replacement under moderate 
hypothermia around 25°C. Retrograde cerebral perfusion is routinely used for hemiarch replace-
ment in patients with acute aortic dissection under deep hypothermia around 20°C. When aortic 
cross-clamping could be applied, the root surgery or proximal ascending aorta replacement 
required no intentional hypothermia. Descending and/or thoracoabdominal replacement was mainly 
performed with partial bypass under mild hypothermia. 

Informed consent for the intraoperative use of fibrinogen concentrate was obtained from 
all patients undergoing thoracic aortic surgery before the operation. The retrospective review 
of the medical records for this study was also approved by the institutional ethics committee. 
The administration of fibrinogen concentrate was decided by discussions between surgeons and 
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anesthetists, based on the SFL and/or aspects of the bleeding tendency. Fibrinogen concentrates 
are principally administrated for patients who show hypofibrinogenemia (< 150 mg/dl) or patients 
who show a serious bleeding tendency, regardless of the values of the SFL. There were 147 
patients (68%) who received fibrinogen concentrates, with an average dose of 5.6±3.5 g (FIB 
group), and the other 69 patients underwent surgery without fibrinogen products (non-FIB group). 

Table 1 The Patient Characteristics

Patient number 216

Age (years) 64 ±12.7

Male gender 146 (67.6%)

DM 26 (12.0%)

Hypertension 156 (72.2%)

Hyperlipidemia 64 (29.6%)

CKD 22 (10.1%)

HD 7 (3.2%)

COPD 8 (3.7%)

Current smoking 131 (60.6%)

Surgery

Elective 158

Urgent 33

Emergency 25

Surgical extent

Root 23

(Root + Asc + Arch) (5)

(Root + Asc) (4)

Asc 59

(Asc + Arch) (4)

Arch 92

Desc 22

Desc + Thoracoabdominal 6

Thoracoabdominal 13

Hypothermia 163

No BTF 14

Fibrinogen concentrate 147 (68.1%)

Platelet products 168 (77.8%)

Intraoperative RBC (U) 14.2±12.7

Intraoperative FFP (U) 20.5±17.0

Intraoperative PC (U) 25.4±12.4

Asc Ascending Aorta, Desc Descending Aorta, BTF Blood Transfusion
Values are expressed as n (%), mean ±SD 
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The average usage of the red blood cells (RBC), FFP and platelet concentrate (PC) were 
18±13, 25±18 and 25±14 (U) in the FIB group, which were significantly higher than those of 
6±7, 10±8 and 8±10 (U), respectively, in the non-FIB group.

A quick blood test was routinely performed about 20 minutes before the termination of 
cardiopulmonary bypass. It included the hemoglobin (Hb) level, platelet (PLT) counts, prothrombin 
time (PT), activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT) and fibrinogen levels. Furthermore, 
additional measurements were performed during the operation according to the visual aspect of 
surgical bleeding or the formation of clots, and were routinely done upon the admission to the 
intensive care unit. 

The SFL was measured by the Clauss method5) at our institute. The results of the quick blood 
test were promptly reported within 30 minutes. The administration of blood products, including 
fibrinogen concentrate, was considered before reversing the heparin with protamine sulfate.

In this study, the incidence and predictors of hypofibrinogenemia were also studied. For this 
purpose, the patients were divided into three groups according to their SFLs at the termination 
of CPB as follows: patients with SFLs < 100 mg/dl were defined as group 100, those with 
levels of 101–150 mg/dl were group 150 and those with levels of 151–200 was group 200. The 
intraoperative use of blood products was also compared among the groups.

All data were expressed as the means ± standard deviation. Differences between two groups 
were analyzed by means of a t-test. Comparisons between groups were done using the Chi square 
test or Fisher’s exact test. Correlations among data were analyzed by determining Pearson’s 
coefficients. A factor analysis was done by performing a univariate logistic regression analysis. 
A p value < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. These statistical analyses were 
performed with the SPSS version 22 software program.

RESULTS

1. Serum fibrinogen levels (SFL)
The serum fibrinogen levels (SFL) were dramatically decreased to half of the preoperative 

value (352±131 mg/dl to 164±71 mg/dl) at the termination of CPB, and recovered gradually up 
to 265±68 mg/dl at ICU admission. More than half (110 cases, 51%) of the patients showed 
hypofibrinogenemia (< 150 mg/dl) at the termination of CPB, including 28 cases (13%) who 
showed values < 100 mg/dl, and the lowest value noted was 25 mg/dl. 

The SFL dropped more dramatically at CPB termination and had recovered almost fully by 
ICU admission in the FIB group (333±121, 139±53 and 262±75 mg/dl), while the non-FIB 
group showed a decrease by nearly half at CPB termination, but slight recovery at ICU admis-
sion (402±120, 228±81 and 286±98 mg/dl) (Fig. 1). The SFL at the termination of CPB were 
significantly lower in the FIB group (p>0.05) than those in the non-FIB group, while there were 
no significant differences between the preoperative values and values at ICU admission between 
the groups. Two-thirds (69%) of the FIB group showed hypofibrinogenemia under 150 mg/dl at 
the termination of CPB, whereas the majority of the non-FIB group (81.4%) showed the SFL 
over 150 mg/dl.

The SFL at the termination of CPB showed a strong correlation with the preoperative values 
(r=0.64); however, they showed a moderate negative correlation with the CPB time (r=–0.25) and 
no correlation with the lowest nasopharyngeal temperature (r=0.09). Preoperative values under 
250 mg/dl resulted in hypofibrinogenemia under 150 mg/dl at the termination of CPB in 40 of 
the 42 cases (95%), however, 18 of the 26 cases (69%) with perfusion lasting more than six 
hours, and 41 of 68 cases (69%) with hypothermia less than 24°C showed hypofibrinogenemia 
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under 150 mg/dl at CPB termination. The predictors of hypofibrinogenemia under 150 mg/dl 
at the termination of CPB were preoperative SFL less than 250 mg/dl, emergency surgery and 
thoracoabdominal aortic replacement, as identified by a univariate logistic regression analysis, 
while acute aortic dissection or aortic rupture were not significant predictors.

2. Usage of blood products
Based on the SFL at the termination of CPB, there were 28 cases in group 100, 71 cases in 

group 150 and 32 cases in group 200 in the FIB group. The average SFL at CPB termination 
of group 100, group 150 and group 200 were 72±22, 127±15 and 173±15 mg/dl, respectively.

Fibrinogen concentrate was administered to recover the SFL with a dose of 9.5±4.5 g in 
group 100, 4.8±2.5 g in group 150 and 4.4±2.5 g in group 200. However, the SFL recovered 
to 226±79, 258±67 and 271±66 mg/dl, respectively, in these groups. Group 100 showed lower 
SFL at ICU admission despite the use of more fibrinogen concentrate (Fig. 2).

The intraoperative use of RBC, FFP and PC were 28±16, 36±24 and 33±16 U in group 
100, 16±12, 22±16 and 25±14 U in group 150 and 14±9, 22±12 and 21±11 U in group 200, 
respectively. Group 100 required significantly larger amount of blood products, however, there 
were no significant differences between group 150 and group 200 in terms of the amount of 
blood products administered (Fig. 3).

There were no cases categorized as belonging to group 100, 11 cases in group 150 and 22 
cases in group 200 in the non-FIB group. The SFL in group 150 and group 200 were 131±15 
and 179±12 mg/dl at CPB termination, and recovered to 177±34 and 254±71 mg/dl at ICU 
admission, respectively. 

The intraoperative use of RBC, FFP and PC were 6±8, 10±10 and 7±8 U in group 150 and 
5±6, 10±8 and 9±11 U in group 200, respectively. There were no significant differences between 
the two groups in terms of the amount of blood products used (Fig. 3).

3. Surgical results and clinical safety
Among the 25 emergency surgeries, the fibrinogen concentrate was used in 18 cases (72%). In 

thoracoabdominal aortic surgeries, fibrinogen concentrate was used in but one case (17 patients, 

Fig. 1 The perioperative serum fibrinogen levels in the FIB group and non-FIB group
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94%). The rate of fibrinogen concentrate use was higher in patients who required a long CPB 
time (> 6 hours; 92.0%) and patients who were exposed to hypothermia less than 24◽ (75.3%). 
Fibrinogen concentrate was generally used in complex and long surgeries. 

There were 14 cases (10%) that required re-exploration for bleeding in the FIB group and 
two such cases (3%) in the non-FIB group. Stroke was a complicating condition in 12 cases 
(8%) in the FIB group and seven cases (10%) in the non-FIB group. Hemodialysis was required 
in nine cases (6%) in the FIB group and one case (1%) in the non-FIB group. Postoperative 
atrial fibrillation was observed in 40 cases (27%) in the FIB group and 12 cases (17%) in the 
non-FIB group. There were no significant differences between the groups in each of these factors.

There were five cases of 30-day mortality (2.3%). There were four deaths (2.7%) in the FIB 
group and one death (1.4%) in the non-FIB group. There were also no significant differences 
between the groups in terms of the 30-day mortality rate. The causes of death were sepsis in 
three patients, ischemic colitis due to malperfusion in one and MRSA pneumonia in one. There 
were no deaths related to massive bleeding. There were also no serious allergic complications 
associated with fibrinogen concentrate.

Fig. 2 The perioperative changes in the serum fibrinogen levels between the FIB group and the non-FIB group. 
The FIB group included three subgroups divided by the minimum fibrinogen values after CPB termination, 
and the non FIB group included two subgroups.

Fig. 3 The intraoperative use of blood products in the FIB group and the non-FIB group. The patients in Group 
100 of the FIB group required a large amount of blood products. RBC: Red Blood Cells, FFP: Fresh 
Frozen Products, PC: Platelet Concentrate.
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DISCUSSION

The management of coagulation disorders has still been a major concern in thoracic aortic 
surgery. Most thoracic aortic surgeries, such as aortic arch surgery, require hypothermia for brain 
protection, which is associated with a long CPB time and may cause dysfunction of the platelets 
and coagulation system. Surgery for the thoracoabdominal aorta is performed via a large spiral 
incision, which makes a large and invasive surgical field, and creates a large foreign body surface 
for blood. The long cardiopulmonary bypass, hypothermia and large invasive surgical fields are all 
associated with the consumption of coagulation factors and dysfunction of the coagulation system, 
and may lead to intraoperative coagulopathy. Therefore, maintaining coagulation is mandatory 
to ensure that a safe surgery can be performed and to reduce the amount of blood transfusion 
required during thoracic aortic surgery.

The causes of coagulopathy during thoracic aortic surgery are numerous ; 6) however, hypofi-
brinogenemia is one of the major factors leading to coagulopathy. The present study demonstrated 
that more than half of the enrolled cases showed hypofibrinogenemia (< 150 mg/dl SFL) at 
CPB termination. Of note, 13% of all cases showed severe hypofibrinogenemia under 100 mg/
dl, which generally causes critical coagulopathy.

Many studies have reported the perioperative fibrinogen levels during cardiac surgery7-9) and 
have indicated that lower postoperative fibrinogen levels were associated with more extensive 
intraoperative blood loss. However, there have been few studies that have reported the intraopera-
tive fibrinogen levels during surgery, especially during aortic surgery.10,11) In these points, the 
present study contributes new information.

The administration of fibrinogen concentrate appears to be an optimal way to treat hypofibri-
nogenemia; however, the intraoperative use of fibrinogen concentrate for hypofibrinogenemia has 
not yet been approved in most countries. Therefore, FFP is a realistic alternative for fibrinogen 
products. To improve the coagulation under hypofibrinogenemia, however, a large volume of 
FFP transfusion would be necessary; furthermore, it takes a longer time for a full recovery of 
the SFL to be reached after the administration of FFP. Therefore, fibrinogen concentrate is the 
best way to increase the SFL promptly, and without volume loading. A quick recovery of the 
coagulation system should result in better surgical hemostasis and reduce the total amount of 
blood transfusion required. It may thus result in a reduction of the total medical expenses.

The criteria for when to administer fibrinogen products for intraoperative coagulopathy have 
not been determined. Based on the guidelines for blood transfusion proposed by the Ministry of 
Health, Labour and Welfare of Japan, the use of FFP is recommended for hypofibrinogenemia less 
than 100 mg/dl due to DIC or after a large amount of blood transfusion. In the present study, 
patients who showed hypofibrinogenemia with a value < 100 mg/dl required a significantly larger 
amount of fibrinogen products and blood transfusion than did the patients with higher levels. 
Hypofibrinogenemia under 100 mg/dl must be considered a critical coagulopathy, and should be 
treated with fibrinogen concentrate to achieve surgical hemostasis. 

However, there are still no criteria for the administration of fibrinogen concentrate even at 
our institution. In fact, surgeons and anesthesiologists discussed the use of fibrinogen products 
not only based on the serum fibrinogen level, but also the blood clot formation in the surgical 
field. We generally administer fibrinogen concentrate for hypofibrinogenemia less than 150 mg/
dl at the termination of CPB as a temporary criterion. Because the SFL at the termination of 
CPB are not the lowest value and they generally decreased during surgical hemostasis, it may 
be necessary to identify different cut-off values or to measure the levels at another time point. 
There were no significant differences in the total amount of blood products used between patients 
who showed fibrinogen values of 101–150 mg/dl and 151–200 mg/dl. This may indicate that 
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fibrinogen concentrate achieved sufficient hemostasis and reduced the use of blood products even 
in patients with SFL of 101–150 mg/dl. Hypofibrinogenemia less than 150 mg/dl may be a useful 
value as a cut-off criterion for when to administer fibrinogen concentrate. 

The next concern is how much fibrinogen concentrate is required to achieve sufficient surgical 
hemostasis. The average SFL at ICU admission were 250 mg/dl, which may be the optimal 
target value for sufficient surgical hemostasis, because a sufficient SFL is necessary upon the 
neutralization of heparin. When the SFL are restored effectively and promptly at this point, the 
subsequent coagulation failure could be avoided. However, in cases without sufficient hemostasis, 
the surgical bleeding is prolonged, and the consumption of coagulation factors continues. This 
leads to a gradual decrease in the SFL, and leads to a vicious cycle of coagulopathy. Therefore, 
sufficient SFLs are mandatory before protamine injection, especially after complex and difficult 
surgeries. A dose of one gram of fibrinogen concentrate theoretically will increase the SFL by 
20 mg/dl in a 65 kg patient with 5L of intravascular blood volume. When patients show a SFL 
of 150 mg/dl at CPB termination, 5 g of fibrinogen concentrate is therefore theoretically required 
to achieve the target SFL of 250 mg/dl.

The guidelines for blood transfusion also recommend that blood examinations, including 
fibrinogen, PT and APTT, are mandatory before the use of FFP. We have a quick measurement 
system to examine the coagulation in our laboratory, and can obtain a prompt response within 
30 minutes even at night. We propose that such a quick measurement of the coagulation is 
mandatory for deciding whether to administer fibrinogen concentrate. The information obtained 
by this quick measurement of the coagulation is important for the surgical team to understand 
the patients’ coagulation condition. A lack of factors such as fibrinogen or platelets should be 
noted and remedied before the neutralization of heparin and during surgical hemostasis. When the 
bleeding tendency is predicted to continue in the surgical field, additional measurements should 
be performed. Surgeons must understand the mechanisms underlying coagulopathy in order to 
achieve sufficient surgical hemostasis.

As noted above, fibrinogen concentrate has not been approved for hypofibrinogenemia during 
surgery in Japan. This situation is similar in many Western countries. Fibrinogen concentrate 
will be approved in the near future for intraoperative coagulopathy. Prior to this, the safety of 
the intraoperative use of fibrinogen concentrate should be confirmed. The present study was a 
retrospective observational study; however, there were observed no complications related to the 
fibrinogen concentrate. In addition, there is no evidence that fibrinogen concentrate increased the 
risk of major complications or mortality.

In conclusion, hypofibrinogenemia frequently was observed at the termination of CPB during 
thoracic aortic surgery. Hypofibrinogenemia is one of the major factors associated with intraopera-
tive coagulopathy. Quick measurement of the coagulation status is mandatory for deciding whether 
to administer fibrinogen concentrate, and should provide important information to understand the 
patients’ coagulation condition as well. Hypofibrinogenemia of < 150 mg/dl SFL may be a useful 
criterion to decide whether to administer fibrinogen concentrate. The intraoperative administration 
of fibrinogen concentrate appears to be an optimal strategy to increase the SFLs effectively and 
promptly. It can treat coagulopathy and reduce the need for a large blood transfusion, and can 
help to avoid massive bleeding during thoracic aortic surgery. 
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Background: We investigate rates of pathologic complete response (pCR) and tumor expression of ER, PgR, HER2
discordance after neoadjuvant chemotherapy using Japanese breast cancer registry data.
Patients and methods: Records of more than 300 000 breast cancer cases treated at 800 hospitals from 2004 to
2013 were retrieved from the breast cancer registry. After data cleanup, we included 21 755 patients who received
neoadjuvant chemotherapy and had no distant metastases. pCR was defined as no invasive tumor in the breast detected
during surgery after neoadjuvant chemotherapy. HER2 overexpression was determined immunohistochemically and/or
using fluorescence in situ hybridization.
Results: pCR was achieved in 5.7% of luminal tumors (n= 8730), 24.6% of HER2-positive tumors (n= 4403), and 18.9% of
triple-negative tumors (n= 3660). Among HER2-positive tumors, pCRwas achieved in 31.6% of ER-negative tumors (n= 2252),
17.0% of ER-positive ones (n= 2132), 31.4% of patients who received trastuzumab as neoadjuvant chemotherapy (n= 2437),
and 16.2% of patients who did not receive trastuzumab (n= 1966). Of the 2811 patients who were HER2-positive before treat-
ment, 601 (21.4%) had HER2-negative tumors after neoadjuvant chemotherapy, whereas 340 (3.4%) of the 9947 patients with
HER2-negative tumors before treatment had HER2-positive tumors afterward. Of the 10 973 patients with ER-positive tumors
before treatment, 499 (4.6%) had ER-negative tumors after neoadjuvant chemotherapy, whereas 519 (9.3%) of the 5607
patients whowere ER-negative before treatment had ER-positive tumors afterward.
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Conclusion: We confirmed that loss of HER2-positive status can occur after neoadjuvant treatment in patients with primary
HER2-positive breast cancer. We also confirmed that in practice, differences in pCR rates between breast cancer subtypes are
the same as in clinical trials. Our data strongly support the need for retest ER, PgR, HER2 of surgical sample after neoadjuvant
therapy in order to accurately determine appropriate use of targeted therapy.
Key words: breast cancer, chemotherapy, HER2, in situ hybridization, neoadjuvant therapy

introduction
In breast cancer patients, neoadjuvant chemotherapy (i.e. presur-
gical systemic chemotherapy) is associated with rates of disease-
free survival and overall survival comparable with those for adju-
vant (post-surgical) chemotherapy [1]. It is standard in locally
advanced and operable breast cancer, being intended to shrink
the tumor and improve the chance for breast-conserving surgery
[2]. Pathologic complete response (pCR) is the best predictor of
patient outcome after neoadjuvant chemotherapy [2–4]; it is gen-
erally defined as the absence of residual invasive cancer in the
breast [5]. Clinical trials have found that different breast cancer
subtypes have different rates of pCR and that patients who show
pCR have a different prognosis in each subtype. However, in an
attempt to improve pCR, clinical trial investigators may use more
frequent or standard doses of chemotherapeutic agents than
would be used in a routine clinical setting.
The HER2/neu gene is amplified in 10%–20% of primary

breast cancer cases. In HER2-positive patients, HER2-targeting
therapies such as neoadjuvant trastuzumab result in better rates
of pCR than non-HER2-targeting therapies [6, 7], as might be
expected, HER2-positive patients who show pCR have a better
prognosis than those who do not. In the latter, HER2 status may
be discordant between the primary breast tumor and those
remaining after chemotherapy [8–12]. Some studies suggest that
trastuzumab in particular can convert disease status from
HER2-positive in a primary tumor to HER2-negative in residual
tumors [13–15]. Mittendorf et al. found that according to fluor-
escence in situ hybridization (FISH) analysis, approximately
one-third of their patients with sufficient residual disease to
warrant repeat HER2 testing had lost HER2 gene amplification.
Furthermore, patients who have lost HER2 gene amplification
have significantly lower relapse-free survival than those whose
tumors retain HER2 gene amplification [15]. Patients with such
HER2 status discordance between primary tumors and residual
or metastatic ones may also have shorter survival than those
without [15, 16]. However, the prevalence of such discordance
in patients who have undergone neoadjuvant chemotherapy has
not been conclusively established, and it is unclear if trastuzu-
mab increases its likelihood; if so, the treatment may not be suit-
able for such patients. Using data from the Japanese national
breast cancer registry, we aimed to investigate pCR and discord-
ance rates after neoadjuvant chemotherapy in relation to posi-
tivity for estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PgR),
and HER2.

materials andmethods

data collection
The Breast Cancer Registry (BCR) in Japan’s National Clinical Database
(NCD) contains records on more than 300 000 cases of breast cancer from

more than 800 hospitals. Affiliated institutes voluntarily provide the BCR
with data on newly diagnosed primary breast cancer patients through a
Web-based system, covering more than 50 demographic and clinicopatholo-
gical categories. TNM classification is registered according to the 6th edition
of the Unio Internationalis Contra Cancrum (UICC) staging system [17].

The BCR was originally maintained by the Registration Committee of the
Japanese Breast Cancer Society (JBCS) and supported by the Public Health
Research Foundation (Tokyo). Until 2012, annual reports on this registry
were published in Japanese and made accessible to active JBCS members
through the JBCS homepage (http://www.jbcs.gr.jp/Member/tourokusyukei.
html). Since 2012, this dataset has been part of the NCD, a nationwide
project managed in cooperation with the certification board of the Japan
Surgical Society [18]. For the year 2011 alone, data from more than 1.2
million surgical cases were collected from more than 3500 hospitals. The
NCD is continuously updated by the data management departments of par-
ticipating institutions and is evaluated annually using a Web-based data
management system to ensure data traceability. All variables, definitions,
and inclusion criteria for the NCD are accessible to participating institutions
on its web site (http://www.ncd.or.jp); the database administrators also
provide e-learning systems to teach participants how to input data consist-
ently [18]. The administrators answer all inquiries regarding data entry,
having taken ∼80 000 inquiries in 2011, and a list of frequently asked ques-
tions is displayed on the web site.

For our study, we used the BCR to review 238 840 breast cancer cases
treated between 2004 and 2011 and selected 21 755 patients who received
neoadjuvant chemotherapy and had no distant metastases (Figure 1). Male
patients, those with bilateral tumors, those who did not undergo surgery, and
those with tumor stages of Tis or T0, were excluded. pCR was defined as no in-
vasive tumor in the breast found during surgery after neoadjuvant chemother-
apy. HER2 overexpression was defined as immunohistochemically 3+ and/or a
positive FISH result. Hormone receptor positivity (ER or PgR positivity) was
diagnosed if at least 1% of nuclei in the tumor were stained on immunohisto-
chemical tests for ER or PgR. Immunohistochemical tests for ER, PgR, and
HER on core biopsies were carried out before neoadjuvant therapy. Cases were
categorized on the basis of their immunohistochemical status as follows:
luminal (ER+ and HER2−); HER2-overexpressing (HER2+, regardless of ER
status); and triple-negative (ER− and HER2−).

statistical analysis
The median and standard deviations were calculated for age at diagnosis.
Associations between clinical categorical variables and HER2 status were
analyzed using Pearson’s χ2. Fisher’s exact test was also used to determine
differences between patients who showed HER2 status discordance and
those who did not. All analyses were carried out using SAS 9.3 (SAS
Institute, Cary, NC).

results
A total of 21 755 patients who received neoadjuvant chemother-
apy and developed no distant metastases were listed in Table 1.
More than 80% of patients had a tumor of stage T2 or worse,
and more than 60% were node-positive. Almost 70% received
anthracyclines and taxanes as neoadjuvant chemotherapy.
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rate of pCR
The rate of pCR was 5.7% for luminal cancer (n = 8730), 24.6%
for HER2-positive (n = 4403), and 18.9% for triple-negative
(n = 3660) (Figure 2). Thus, HER2-overexpressing tumors had a
higher rate of pCR than triple-negative or luminal ones;
however, within this category, the rate was 31.6% for ER-nega-
tive tumors (n = 2252), 17.0% for ER-positive ones (n = 2132),
31.4% for those who received trastuzumab as neoadjuvant
chemotherapy (n = 2437), and 16.2% for those who did not
receive trastuzumab (n = 1966) (Figure 2). In addition, HER2-
positive patients who were ER-negative had a higher rate of pCR
than those who were ER-positive (P < 0.0001), and those treated
with trastuzumab had a higher rate of pCR than those not so
treated (P < 0.0001).

rate of discordance after chemotherapy
Of the 2811 patients who were HER2-positive before treatment,
601 (21.4%) had tumors that showed HER2 negativity after
neoadjuvant chemotherapy, whereas only 340 (3.4%) of the
9947 patients with HER2-negative pretreatment tumors devel-
oped HER2-positive tumors after neoadjuvant chemotherapy
(Table 2). According to immunohistochemical testing, 499
(20.4%) of the 2447 patients with HER2-positive tumors lost
HER2 positivity after neoadjuvant chemotherapy; with FISH,
the rate was 8.4% (17/203). Of 342 patients whose tumors

converted from HER2-positive to HER2-negative, who received
neoadjuvant trastuzumab, 96 (28%) did not receive adjuvant
trastuzumab therapy. Conversely, of 340 patients whose tumors
converted from HER2-negative to HER2-positive, 206 (60%)
received adjuvant trastuzumab therapy.
Of the 10 973 patients with ER-positive tumors before treat-

ment, 499 (4.6%) had ER-negative tumors after neoadjuvant
chemotherapy, whereas 519 (9.3%) of the 5607 patients with
ER-negative tumors before treatment had ER-positive ones after
neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Of the 499 patients whose tumors
converted from ER-positive to ER-negative, 280 (56%) did not
receive adjuvant endocrine therapy. Conversely, of 519 patients
whose tumors converted from ER-negative to ER-positive, 333
(64%) received adjuvant endocrine therapy.
Of the 8280 patients with PgR-positive tumors before treat-

ment, 1545 (18.7%) had PgR-negative ones after neoadjuvant
chemotherapy, whereas 766 (9.3%) of the 8235 patients with
PgR-negative tumors before treatment had PgR-positive tumors
after neoadjuvant chemotherapy (Table 3).

clinicopathologic features associated
with discordance
We evaluated HER2 concordance and discordance rates in rela-
tion to various clinical factors (Table 4). There were statistically
significant differences in HER2 discordance rates between patients

Total records (2004–2011)
N = 238 840

• Male (n = 1140)
• Bilateral (n = 18 147)
• No surgery (n = 3519)

Female, received surgery
N = 216 102

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy, no distant
metastases
N = 21 755

• Unknown pretreatment
HER2 status (n = 2227)

• Unknown pretreatment
ER status (n = 1447)

Unknown HER2 status in
residual tumor (n = 3823)

• Unknown pretreatment
PgR status (n = 1499)

Unknown PgR status in
residual tumor (n = 3741)

Unknown ER status in
residual tumor (n = 3728)

Patients with pre-and post-
treatment
ER status
N = 16 580

Patients with pre-and post-treatment
PgR status
N = 16 515

Patients with pre-and post-
treatment

HER2 status
N = 16 271

HER2-positive
primary tumor

N = 4060

HER2-negative
primary tumor

N = 12 211

ER-positive
primary tumor

N = 10 973

ER-negative
primary tumor

N = 5607

PgR-positive
primary tumor

N = 8280

PgR-negative
primary tumor

N = 8235

Patients with pretreatment
HER2 status
N = 20 094

Patients with pretreatment
ER status
N = 20 308

Patients with pretreatment
PgR status
N = 20 256

• No neoadjuvant chemotherapy (n = 191 329)
• Distant metastases (n = 1064)
• Tis, T0 (n = 1064)

Figure 1. Study flow.
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Table 1. Patients Characteristic

With pretreatment HER2 status (n = 20 094) With pretreatment ER status (n = 20 308) With pretreatment PgR status (n = 20 256)

Positive
(n = 5535)

Negative
(n = 14 559)

Positive
(n = 12 938)

Negative
(n = 7370)

Positive
(n = 9720)

Negative
(n = 10 536)

n % n % n % n % n % n %

Age Median 54 51 51 55 49 55
Menopausal status

Premenopausal 2079 37.6 6928 47.6 6429 49.7 2679 36.4 5302 54.6 3779 35.9
Post-menopausal 3289 59.4 7260 49.9 6183 47.8 4468 60.6 4152 42.7 6472 61.4
Unknown 167 3.0 371 2.6 326 2.5 223 3.0 266 2.7 285 2.7

T stage
T1 587 10.6 1772 12.2 1578 12.2 804 10.9 1222 12.6 1157 11.0
T2 3197 57.8 8288 56.9 7472 57.8 4112 55.8 5673 58.4 5876 55.8
T3 893 16.1 2071 14.2 1837 14.2 1173 15.9 1346 13.9 1660 15.8
T4 858 15.5 2428 16.7 2051 15.9 1281 17.4 1479 15.2 1843 17.5

N stage
N0 1725 31.2 4793 32.9 4304 33.3 2288 31.0 3353 34.5 3217 30.5
N1 2807 50.7 7513 51.6 6805 52.6 3631 49.3 5116 52.6 5296 50.3
N2 582 10.5 1356 9.3 1100 8.5 849 11.5 779 8.0 1169 11.1
N3 411 7.4 859 5.9 699 5.4 583 7.9 452 4.7 825 7.8
Unknown 10 0.2 38 0.3 30 0.2 19 0.3 20 0.2 29 0.3

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy
CMF alone 2 0.0 12 0.1 9 0.1 5 0.1 7 0.1 7 0.1
Anthracycline regimen alone 547 9.9 1765 12.1 1502 11.6 851 11.6 1106 11.4 1235 11.7
TC alone 81 1.5 265 1.8 265 2.1 82 1.1 219 2.3 127 1.2
Taxane alone 532 9.6 586 4.0 634 4.9 510 6.9 464 4.8 681 6.5
Anthracycline regimen and taxane 3891 70.3 10 191 70.0 9118 70.5 5097 69.2 6856 70.5 7316 69.4
Others 482 8.71 1740 11.95 1410 10.90 825 11.19 1068 10.99 1170 11.10
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who received trastuzumab and those who did not (P < 0.0001). Of
the 1385 patients who received trastuzumab as neoadjuvant

therapy, 342 (24.7%) showed HER2 discordance. Similarly, of the
1426 patients who did not receive trastuzumab as neoadjuvant
therapy, 259 (18.2%) showed HER2 discordance. Furthermore,
there were statistically significant differences in discordance rates
in relation to pretreatment ER status (P < 0.0001) and PgR status
(P < 0.0001). In contrast, there were no statistically significant dif-
ferences in HER2 discordance rates between premenopausal and
menopausal women (P = 0.440) or among patients with residual
tumors of different volumes (P = 0.345).

discussion
To the best of our knowledge, we use largest dataset to compare
tumor expression of ER, PgR, HER2 discordance after neoadju-
vant chemotherapy. Our pCR rates, obtained in a setting of clin-
ical practice, were lower than those reported in clinical trials.
One reason may be that in our study, almost 70% of patients
were treated with anthracyclines and taxanes, whereas in clinical
trials with a focus on pCR, investigators often test new agents
and higher doses, patients in the real world have higher age, and
poor performance status than in clinical trials. Another may be
that 44% of HER-positive patients did not receive trastuzumab
as neoadjuvant therapy; it was not until 2008 that trastuzumab
was approved as an adjuvant therapy by the Ministry of Health,
Labour and Welfare in Japan. However, differences in pCR rates
in our study with regard to cancer subtype and trastuzumab
treatment were similar to those reported in clinical trials. For

30.0A

B C

24.6%

HER2 positive Luminal TNBC

5.6%

18.9%

25.0
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35.0

17.0%

ER positive ER negative

31.6%

25.0

20.0

15.0

10.0

5.0

0.0
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35.0
31.3%

With
trastuzumab
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trastuzumab

16.2%

25.0

20.0

15.0

10.0

5.0

0.0

Figure 2. Rates of pathologic complete in response by (A) subtype (HER2-positive, luminal, triple-negative), (B) ER status (for HER2-positive tumors), and
(C) treatment with trastuzumab as neoadjuvant therapy (HER2-positive tumors).

Table 2. Change in HER2 status of the primary tumor after
neoadjuvant therapy

Primary tumor Residual tumor

HER2 status n HER2 status n

Positive 2811 Positive 2210 (78.6%)
Negative 601 (21.4%)

Negative 9947 Positive 340 (3.4%)
Negative 9607 (96.6%)

Immunohistochemical analysis
HER2 3+ 2447 HER2 3+ 1948 (79.6%)

HER2 2+ 203 (8.3%)
HER2 1+ 163 (6.6%)
HER2 0 133 (5.4%)

HER2 2+ 2077 HER2 3+ 128 (6.2%)
HER2 0, 1+, 2+ 1949 (93.8%)

HER2 1+ 3741 HER2 3+ 68 (1.8%)
HER2 0, 1+, 2+ 3673 (98.2%)

HER2 0 4196 HER2 3+ 45 (1.1%)
HER2 0, 1+, 2+ 4151 (98.9%)

FISH analysis
Positive 203 Positive 186 (91.6%)

Negative 17 (8.4%)
Negative 572 Positive 28 (4.9%)

Negative 544 (95.1%)
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instance, patients with luminal tumors had lower pCR rates
than those with HER2-positive or triple-negative tumors.
Among HER2-positive tumors, tumors negative for hormonal
receptors had higher pCR rates after neoadjuvant chemotherapy
than those positive for hormonal receptors. HER2-positive,
tumors that are negative for hormonal receptors are highly de-
pendent on the HER2 gene and respond well to therapies tar-
geted against HER2 such as trastuzumab and pertuzumab [19].
As might be expected, HER2-positive, ER-negative patients who
show pCR have better prognosis than those who do not [3, 4]. A
previous study found that the use of trastuzumab as a neoadju-
vant increased pCR rate (43% with trastuzumab, 26% without)
in HER2-positive cancer [6]. Our data also showed this.

Our results also showed that HER2 status does not necessarily
carry over between the original tumor and residual tumors.
In 21.4% of HER2-positive patients, the tumor converted to
HER2-negative; further, according to immunohistochemistry,
635 (17.9%) of the 3548 patients with HER2-positive tumors
before neoadjuvant chemotherapy had HER2-negative tumors
afterward. However, inconsistencies in immunohistochemical
testing, for example, in antigen retrieval methods, fixation, and
observer analysis, may affect the results [20]. Another study [14,
15] using FISH found a loss of HER2 amplification in paired
pre- and post-treatment specimens from patients treated with
neoadjuvant trastuzumab. FISH data are more easily reprodu-
cible than immunohistochemical data [21, 22], and in our study,
although the sample size for FISH analysis was small, FISH data
were less likely to show discordance than immunohistochemical
data.
We previously reported that trastuzumab therapy is not asso-

ciated with an increased chance of loss of HER2 positivity in
metastases, whereas chemotherapy is associated with an increase
in the loss of such positivity [16]. Likewise, in a previous study
of patients with residual disease treated with either chemother-
apy alone or chemotherapy plus an anti-HER2 agent, HER2 ex-
pression loss was observed in 40% of the former group and
14.7% of the latter group [23]. We demonstrated that trastuzu-
mab therapy is associated with increased odds of loss of HER2
positivity in residual tumors.
Nevertheless, it is unclear whether loss of HER2 amplification

reflects response to therapy or a resistance mechanism and

Table 4. Discordance rates by clinical factors

Post-treatment HER2 status (N = 2811) P-value

Negative (discordance) Positive (concordance)

n % n % Pearson’s χ2

Pretreatment ER status
Negative 169 13.0 1130 87.0 <0.0001
Positive 427 28.4 1075 71.6

Pretreatment PgR status
Negative 263 14.9 1501 85.1 <0.0001
Positive 330 32.0 701 68.0

Menopausal status
Pre 245 22.5 846 77.5 0.4626
Post 337 20.6 1301 79.4
Unknown 19 23.2 63 76.8

Neoadjuvant trastuzumab
No 259 18.2 1167 81.8 <0.0001
Yes 342 24.7 1043 75.3

Volume of residual tumor
<50% 265 22.3 923 77.7 0.3436
>50% 313 20.8 1192 79.2

Year of registration
2004–2007 159 18.95 680 81.05 0.0405
2008–2011 442 22.41 1530 77.59

Surgical cases at institution
>100 cases/year 277 19.74 1126 80.26 0.0346
<100 cases/year 324 23.01 1084 76.99

Volume of residual tumor: size of residual tumor divided by size of primary tumor.

Table 3. Change in ER and PgR status of the primary tumor after
neoadjuvant therapy

Primary tumor Residual tumor

ER status n ER status n

Positive 10 973 Positive 10 474 (95.5%)
Negative 499 (4.5%)

Negative 5607 Positive 519 (9.3%)
Negative 5088 (90.7%)

PgR status
Positive 8280 Positive 6735 (81.3%)

Negative 1545 (18.7%)
Negative 8235 Positive 766 (9.3%)

Negative 7469 (90.7%)
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whether chemotherapy can promote clonal selection of HER2/
neu-amplified cancers. In our study, 28% of patients whose
cancer lost HER2 expression after neoadjuvant therapy did not
receive trastuzumab, and 60% patients whose cancer developed
HER2 expression after therapy did receive it. Possible explana-
tions include true biological change, treatment-induced clonal
selection, pre-analytical and analytical pitfalls, sampling errors,
and tumor heterogeneity [24]. It is unclear if patients with
HER2-negative tumors after neoadjuvant chemotherapy should
receive anti-HER2 treatment, as sampling by core needle biopsy
in pretreatment settings may not be representative of the charac-
ter of the whole tumor. If the core needle biopsy proves to be
a false positive, discontinuing the drug will avoid risking un-
necessary treatment after loss of HER2 amplification after
neoadjuvant therapy. However, if the core needle biopsy gives a
false-negative result, anti-HER2 treatment should be started as
soon as post-therapy HER2 amplification is detected.
We acknowledge several important limitations of this study.

First, this study is retrospective, incurring the possibility of se-
lection bias and precluding the determination of causal relation-
ships. However, Japanese BCR data cover more than 50% of
patients diagnosed with breast cancer in Japan [25], and there-
fore, we do not feel that this possibility would have substantially
affected our findings. Secondly, our data were obtained through
a web database, with no centralized reassessment of ER, PgR or
HER2 status. Thirdly, several studies reported discordance ER,
PgR, HER2 status between core needle biopsy, and resection
specimens without neoadjuvant chemotherapy [26]. Finally, our
registry data did not include sufficient survival data to fully
analyze the effects of pCR and tumor expression discordance on
survival. However, the strength of our study is that it draws from
more than 20 000 patients treated with neoadjuvant chemother-
apy in a ‘real-world’ setting.
In conclusion, our findings demonstrate that although pCR

rates in the real world have the same differences with regard to
subtypes and trastuzumab treatment that are seen in clinical
trials, they are also lower than those in clinical trials. Further, we
have shown that HER2 status does not always carry over from
the original tumor to residual tumors. In our study, more than
20% of patients with residual tumors after neoadjuvant therapy
showed loss of HER2 expression. Our data strongly support the
need for retest ER, PgR, HER2 of surgical sample after neoadju-
vant therapy in order to accurately determine appropriate use of
targeted therapy. Additional research should be conducted on
biology and treatment in breast cancer patients whose tumors
lose HER2 expression after neoadjuvant chemotherapy.
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Prospective phase II trial of trabectedin in BRCA-
mutated and/or BRCAness phenotype recurrent ovarian
cancer patients: the MITO 15 trial
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Background: Current evidence suggest that trabectedin is particularly effective in cells lacking functional homologous
recombination repair mechanisms. A prospective phase II trial was designed to evaluate the activity of trabectedin in the
treatment of recurrent ovarian cancer patients presenting BRCA mutation and/or BRCAness phenotype.
Patients andmethods: A total of 100 patients with recurrent BRCA-mutated ovarian cancer and/or BRCAness pheno-
type (≥2 previous responses to platinum) were treated with trabectedin 1.3 mg/mq i.v. q 3 weeks. The activity of the drug
with respect to BRCA mutational status and to a series of polymorphisms [single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)]
involved in DNA gene repair was analyzed.
Results: Ninety-four were evaluable for response; in the whole population, 4 complete and 33 partial responses were
registered for an overall response rate (ORR) of 39.4. In the platinum-resistant (PR) and -sensitive (PS) population, an
ORR of 31.2% and 47.8%, and an overall clinical benefit of 54.2% and 73.9%, respectively, were registered. In the whole
series, the median progression-free survival (PFS) was 18 weeks and the median overall survival (OS) was 72 weeks; PS
patients showed a more favorable PFS and OS compared with PR patients. BRCA gene mutational status was available
in 69 patients. There was no difference in ORR, PFS and OS according to BRCA 1–2 status nor any association between
SNPs of genes involved in DNA repair and NER machinery and response to trabectedin was reported.
Conclusions: Our data prospectively confirmed that the signature of ‘repeated platinum sensitivity’ identifies patients
highly responsive to trabectedin. In this setting, the activity of trabectedin seems comparable to what could be obtained
using platinum compounds and the drug may represent a valuable alternative option in patients who present
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Abstract. Thymidine phosphorylase (TP) is structurally 
similar to platelet-derived endothelial cell growth factor, 
and it activates 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) prodrugs and also 
promotes angiogenesis. In the present study, the possibility of 
using TP expression as a biomarker for 5-FU prodrugs, and 
the significance of TP as an angiogenic factor, were investi-
gated in patients with gynecological tumors. The subjects 
enrolled in the study were 188 patients with gynecological 
tumors who provided informed consent and underwent tumor 
resection at the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology 
of Tokai University Hospital between February 2002 and 
January 2010. Measurement of the enzymatic activity of TP 
and dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase (DPD) was performed 
by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. In addition, 
immunohistochemistry (IHC) analysis of microvessels by 
monochrome imaging, western blotting and reverse transcrip-
tion-polymerase chain reaction were performed. The mean TP 
activity and the TP/DPD ratio were increased in squamous cell 
carcinoma of the cervix (306.9 and 2.2 U/mg protein, respec-
tively) and adenosquamous carcinoma (317.6 and 1.4 U/mg 
protein, respectively) compared with benign tumors and other 
malignancies, including endometrial (uterine) carcinoma, 
ovarian serous adenocarcinoma and ovarian mucinous adeno-
carcinoma. However, these parameters were also elevated in 
other histological types of cancer such as clear cell adenocar-
cinoma of the ovary (115.2 and 2.1 U/mg protein, respectively), 
in which the microvessel area was the largest of all the histo-
logical types analyzed. Since high TP expression and a high 

TP/DPD ratio were identified in other tumors besides cervical 
cancer, it is possible that patients for whom 5-FU prodrugs are 
indicated could be selected appropriately if their TP activity is 
determined and their TP expression is analyzed by IHC prior 
to initiation of the treatment.

Introduction

Pyrimidine nucleoside phosphorylase is the collective name 
for enzymes involved in the metabolism of pyrimidine nucleo-
sides, which convert thymidine to thymine and participate in 
the biosynthesis of pyrimidine nucleosides, angiogenesis and 
activation of anti-neoplastic drugs (1). There are two thymidine 
phosphorylases: Uridine phosphorylase (UP), which belongs 
to the family of glycosyltransferases, specifically the pento-
syltransferases; and thymidine phosphorylase (TP), which 
belongs to the family of glycosyltransferases, specifically 
the pentosyltransferases (2). UP has uridine and thymidine 
as its substrates, and is abundant in mice and rats (2), while 
TP only has thymidine as its substrate, and is abundant in 
humans (2). TP is involved in the synthesis of nucleic acids, 
and its activity is increased in cancer cells due to the additional 
nucleic acid synthesis required for active cell proliferation (2). 
TP has a similar structure to that of the angiogenic factor 
platelet-derived endothelial cell growth factor (PD-ECGF), 
and promotes vascular endothelial migration (3).

Another tumor-associated action of TP that has attracted 
attention is the activation of 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) prodrugs (2). 
5-FU was first synthesized by Dushinsky et al (4) in 1957, 
and its efficacy as an anti-cancer agent was subsequently 
established by the fundamental and clinical studies of 
Heidelberger et al (5). Since then, its use has been approved 
for a variety of tumors, including breast and gastrointestinal 
cancers (6-10). Once incorporated into cells by nucleotide 
transporters, 5-FU is largely degraded and inactivated by 
dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase (DPD), prior to be excreted 
in the urine as α-fluoro-β-alanine, while unchanged 5-FU is 
phosphorylated and activated via the same pyrimidine meta-
bolic pathway that processes uracil (11). The anti-neoplastic 
effect of 5-FU generally depends on the following mechanism: 
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When 5-FU is metabolized to fluorodeoxyuridine monophos-
phate (FdUMP) by TP, it forms a strong ternary complex with 
thymidylate synthetase and 5,10-methylenetetrahydrofolate 
(a reduced folic acid coenzyme), thus inhibiting the conversion 
of dUMP to thymidine 5'-monophosphate and interfering with 
DNA synthesis (11). 5-FU also causes RNA dysfunction when 
it is incorporated into intracellular RNA by orotate phospho-
ribosyltransferase (11). Development of 5-FU prodrugs with 
various mechanisms of action has enabled the availability of a 
number of drugs, including doxifluridine, capecitabine, uracil 
plus tegafur (UFT) and titanium silicate-1 (Fig. 1). These 
prodrugs are designed to reduce adverse reactions to 5-FU 
or to exhibit enhanced activity against tumors with elevated 
TP expression, since these agents display an anti-tumor effect 
upon being converted to 5-FU by TP in tumor cells (12).

TP is an important enzyme that activates 5-FU. However, 
there are a limited number of studies on TP expression in 
gynecological cancer, with the exception of cervical cancer, 
for which 5-FU prodrugs have already been approved (12), 
and no studies have been performed to date to compare TP 
expression among all gynecological tumors. In the present 
study, the expression of TP was analyzed in various types of 
gynecological cancer, and the expression of TP in these tumors 
was compared with the tumor characteristics to explore the 
possibility of individualized treatment.

Materials and methods

Patients and tissue specimens. A total of 188 patients who 
underwent surgery for gynecological tumors at the Department 
of Obstetrics and Gynecology of Tokai University Hospital 
(Isehara, Kanagawa, Japan) between February 2002 and 
January 2010 were enrolled in the present study (Table I). At 
the time of surgery for the benign tumors, samples that were 
considered normal tissues, including myometrium, endome-
trium and ovary in 33 patients, were resected. The samples 
were confirmed to be free from gynecological neoplasm and 
pathologically diagnosed as normal tissue. The Institutional 
Review Board (IRB) for Clinical Research of Tokai University 
School of Medicine (Isehara, Kanagawa, Japan) approved the 
present study (IRB no. 09R-082). Written informed consent 
was obtained from all patients for the use of the resected 
specimens at the time of enrollment. The present study was 
performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. 
Clinicopathological staging was performed according to the 
International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics clas-
sification (13).

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) for TP and 
DPD activity. TP and DPD activities were measured by a 
sandwich ELISA using a Protein Detector ELISA kit (KPL, 
Inc., Gaithersburg, MD, USA), according to the manufac-
turer's protocol. A 96-well plate was incubated for 1 h at room 
temperature (RT) with 10 µg/ml monoclonal mouse anti-TP 
(catalog no., 1C6-203; Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, 
Germany) and 10 µg/ml monoclonal mouse anti-DPD anti-
bodies (Nippon Roche Research Center, Kamakura, Kanagawa, 
Japan). Then, the plasmatic compartment was added to each 
well and incubated with the antibodies for 1 h. Upon washing 
the plate with PBS containing 0.05% Tween-20 (Wako Pure 

Chemical Industries, Ltd., Osaka, Osaka, Japan), incubation 
was conducted with anti-TP and anti-DPD antibodies overnight 
at 4˚C. Next, peroxidase-linked species-specific F(ab')2 frag-
ments of anti-rabbit immunoglobulin (Ig)G (dilution, 1:10,000; 
catalog number NA9340; GE Healthcare Life Sciences, 
Chalfont, UK) were added to each well for 1 h. Subsequently, 
a reaction was conducted at RT for 15 min with substrate 
solution containing 3,3',5,5'-tetramethylbenzidine and H2O2 
(TMB Microwell Peroxidase Substrate system; KPL), and the 
absorbance at 450 nm was measured using a microplate reader 
(3550; Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA, USA).

Immunohistochemistry (IHC). The expression of TP and cluster 
of differentiation (CD)34 in gynecological tumors was deter-
mined by IHC analysis and hematoxylin (Merck, Ltd., Tokyo, 
Japan) and eosin (Muto Pure Chemicals, Co., Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) 
staining in all 188 patients. Tumor sections were deparaffinized 
in xylene (3 times for 5 min each) and ethanol (4 times for 
5 min each) and heated in 0.01 M citrate buffer (pH 6.0; Dako, 
Glostrup, Denmark) for 13 min in a microwave oven at 99˚C. 
Then, endogenous peroxidase was blocked by incubation in 
methanol (Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd.) containing 
0.3% H2O2 (Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd.) for 30 min at 
RT. Next, the sections were washed in 0.01 M phosphate-buff-
ered saline (PBS; Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd.) for 
10 min, prior to be incubated overnight at 4˚C with anti-TP 
(dilution, 1:400) and monoclonal mouse anti-CD34 antibodies 
(dilution, 1:100; product code, END-L-CE; Novocastra; Leica 
Microsystems, Ltd., Milton Keynes, UK). Subsequently, the 
sections were washed in 0.01 M PBS and incubated with 
goat anti-mouse/rabbit IgG conjugated to a horseradish 
peroxidase-labeled dextran polymer (EnVision kit; catalog no., 
K1491; Dako) for 60 min at RT. Upon being washed 20 times 
in 0.01 M PBS, the sections were developed in a 3'3-diami-
nobenzidine solution (Dojindo Laboratories, Kamimashiki, 
Kumamoto, Japan) containing 0.006% H2O2 for 3-5 min at 
RT, and counterstained with hematoxylin. Protein expression 
was assessed semiquantitatively as negative (0% positive, 0), 
weak (<10% positive, 1+), intermediate (10-50% positive, 2+) or 
strong (>50% positive, 3+).

Analysis of microvessels by monochrome imaging. The 
distribution of microvessels was analyzed by monochrome 
imaging of sections immunostained with anti-CD34 antibody 
and mounted on glass slides (Muto Pure Chemicals, Co., 
Ltd). Tumor stromal microvessels with a longer and shorter 
diameter of ≤5 mm were counted in five fields (magnification, 
x200; Axiophot; Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) for each 
patient, and the area occupied by the vessels was measured. 
Microvessels were only counted in fields without necrosis that 
were completely filled by tissue.

Western blotting. To confirm the results of TP expression 
detected by IHC, western blot analysis was performed in 
four representative tumors of squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) 
and clear cell adenocarcinoma (CCA) of ovary (OV). Total 
protein from whole tissue lysates was separated by electro-
phoresis on NuPAGE Novex 4-12% Bis-Tris Protein Gels 
(1.0 mm; 12‑well; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., Waltham, 
MA, USA) and transferred to Immobilon-P polyvinylidene 
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difluoride membranes (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). 
The running buffer was 20X NuPAGE MES SDS Running 
Buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) and the blotting buffer 
consisted of Trizma base (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, 
USA), glycine (Nacalai Tesque, Inc., Kyoto, Kyoto, Japan) and 
methanol. Precision Plus Protein Standards All Blue (Bio-Rad 
Laboratories, Inc.) was used as a marker. Membranes were 
blocked with 5% skim milk (Wako Pure Chemical Industries, 
Ltd.) in PBS containing 0.5% Tween-20 (PBS-T) at RT for 1 h, 
followed by overnight incubation at 4˚C with anti-TP antibody 
diluted 1:500 in PBS-T containing 5% skim milk. Horseradish 
peroxidase-conjugated anti-mouse/rabbit complexes were 
visualized with an ECL Plus kit (GE Healthcare Life 
Sciences). Cultured HeLa whole-cell lysates served as positive 
control. The HeLa cells were grown and maintained in 75 cm2 
tissue culture flasks in a humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere at 
37˚C. The cells were cultured in Minimum Essential Media 
(Gibco; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) supplemented with 
10% heat-incubated fetal bovine serum (Gibco; Thermo Fisher 

Scientific, Inc.), 1% penicillin-streptomycin (10,000 U/ml 
penicillin; 10,000 µg/ml streptomycin; Gibco; Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, Inc.).

Reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) 
analysis. To verify the close association between TP protein 
and messenger (m)RNA expression in the limited cases of 
gynecological cancer evaluated in the present study, RT-PCR 
analysis was performed. TRIzol (500 µl) was used to homoge-
nize the samples. Subsequently, the samples were centrifuged at 
20,379 x g and 4˚C for 15 min, and the aqueous layer was trans-
ferred to a different tube. After performing DNase treatment 
with DNAse I (RQ1 RNase-Free DNase; Promega Corporation, 
Madison, WI, USA) overnight at 37˚C, the quantity of total RNA 
dissolved in DEPC-DW was measured using an absorbance 
measuring instrument, and total RNA was calculated as 5 µg. 
Complementary DNA was prepared from four representative 
tumors using a Ready-To-Go T-primed First-Strand kit (GE 
Healthcare Life Sciences). The sequences of the TP primers 

Figure 1. Effects, summary of metabolic pathways and antitumor activity of 5‑FU and fluorinated pyrimidines. Capecitabine is absorbed from the gas-
trointestinal tract, transformed into doxifluridine in the tumor tissue and subsequently transformed into 5-FU by TP to exert an antitumor effect. FT was 
developed to reduce gastrointestinal toxicity, and is transformed into 5-FU by cytochrome P-450 mainly in the liver and by TP in the tumor tissue, where 
its concentration remains stable for a long period. Uracil plus FT contains uracil, which has an inhibitory effect on the degradation of 5-FU. TS-1 con-
tains 5-chloro-2,4-dihydroxypyridine, which has a stronger inhibitory effect on dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase than that of uracil. Oxonate is distributed 
to the gastrointestinal tract at a high concentration, and reduces gastrointestinal toxicity by inhibiting the phosphorylation of 5-FU. 5-FU is transformed 
into fluorodeoxyuridine monophosphate in tumor cells, which inactivates TS‑1 and inhibits the synthesis of DNA. It also causes dysfunction of RNA 
through 5‑fluorouridine 5'‑triphosphate. 5'‑DFUR, 5'-deoxy-5-fluorouridine; CT-P-450, cytochrome P-450; DPD, dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase; TP, 
thymidine phosphorylase; FdUMP, fluorodeoxyuridine monophosphate; FUTP, 5-fluorouridine 5'‑triphosphate; 5‑FU, fluorouracil; OXO, oxonate; CDHP, 
5-chloro-2,4-dihydroxypyridine; FT, tegafur; UFT, uracil plus tegafur; TS-1, titanium silicate.
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used were as follows: 5'-CTG CTG TAT CGT GGG TCA GA-3' 
and 5'-CAG CGT CTT TGC CAG CTC-3' (Greiner Bio-One 
International GmbH, Tokyo, Japan). In addition, β-actin was 
amplified with another pair of primers (5'-TCA TGA AGT GTG 
ACG TTG ACA TCC GT-3' and 5'-CCT AGA AGC ATT TGC GGT 
GCA CGA TG-3'; Promega Corporation), and served as internal 
standard. PCR was initiated with denaturation at 95˚C for 
10 min, followed by 30 cycles of 95˚C for 20 sec, 59˚C for 30 sec 
and 72˚C for 60 sec, with a final elongation at 72˚C for 10 min. 
PCR products were analyzed by 2% agarose gel electrophoresis 
(Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd.), and the gels were stained 
with ethidium bromide (Invitrogen; Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Inc.). Tris-acetate-EDTA (50X; Sigma-Aldrich) was used as 
the running buffer and 100 bp DNA Ladder (New England 
Biolabs Japan, Inc., Tokyo, Japan) was used as a marker. Mupid 
(Advance Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) was used for electrophoresis. 
Visualization was performed using High Performance UV 
Transilluminator (UVP, Inc., Upland, CA, USA). Leiomyoma 
samples were used as negative controls and an RT- control (no 
reverse transcription) was also performed.

Statistical and prognosis analysis. The overall survival ratios 
were calculated by the Kaplan-Meier method, and the signifi-
cance of difference in survival was analyzed by the log-rank 
test. Quantitative variables are presented as the mean ± standard 
deviation. Data were analyzed using SPSS software version 21.0 
(IBM SPSS, Armonk, NY, USA). P<0.05 was considered to 
indicate a statistically significant difference.

Results

TP and DPD activity in various tumors
Cervical tumors. The mean TP activity was elevated in SCC 
(306.9 U/mg protein) and adenosquamous carcinoma (AA) 
(317.6 U/mg protein) of the cervix, although it was not very high 
in mucinous adenocarcinoma (MUA) (52.7 U/mg protein) or 
small cell carcinoma (SMCC) (23.1 U/mg protein). The mean 
DPD activity was also elevated in SCC (138.2 U/mg protein) and 
AA (222.4 U/mg protein). However, the TP/DPD ratios of all 
cervical tumors did not exhibit major differences (2.2 for SCC, 
1.4 for AA, 3.0 for MUA and 2.2 for SMCC).

Table I. Patient characteristics and TP and DPD activities.

Classification   TP average, U/mg DPD average, U/mg TP/DPD
(total cases, n=188) Histology Cases, n protein (SD) protein (SD) ratio

Uterine cervical tumors (18) SCC 11   306.9 (106.9) 138.2 (66.6) 2.2
 AA   2   317.6 (183.7)   222.4 (205.3) 1.4
 MUA   2 52.7 (1.2)   17.8 (15.0) 3.0
 SMCC   3 23.1 (8.0) 10.4 (2.6) 2.2
Uterine body tumors (53) EMA-G1 22   68.6 (30.0)   48.7 (40.0) 1.4
 EMA-G2   5   63.3 (61.6)   42.1 (33.1) 1.5
 EMA-G3   6   63.0 (79.3)   34.6 (20.2) 1.8
 SEA   2   52.4 (19.2)   45.9 (21.9) 1.2
 Adenomyosis   2   26.2 (15.6)   33.1 (10.6) 0.8
 Leiomyoma 14 12.9 (7.7)   48.1 (17.5) 0.3
 Leiomyosarcoma   2   41.1 (21.4)   54.9 (26.9) 0.7
Ovarian tumors (84) SEA   9   98.6 (65.8)   82.7 (70.2) 1.2
 CCA 16 115.2 (59.3)     54.2 (109.6) 2.1
 MUA 16   54.4 (44.4)   63.3 (47.1) 0.9
 EMA   8   74.8 (47.9)   37.2 (12.8) 2.0
 Serous BT   1 42.2 59.1  0.7
 Mucinous BT 19   17.3 (10.4)   52.4 (24.2) 0.3
 Mucinous adenoma   6   21.0 (16.9)   58.7 (19.2) 0.4
 Yolk sac tumor   4   24.4 (17.6)   73.2 (84.5) 0.3
 Dysgerminoma   2 109.5 (41.2) 41.9 (1.2) 2.6
 Endometriosis cyst   1 77.5  121.8  0.6
 Mature teratoma   1 69.5  84.7  0.8
 Adenofibroma   1 6.4  142.9  0.0
Non-neoplastic lesions (33) Myometrium 12   32.4 (38.4)   62.5 (19.5) 0.5
 Endometrium   8   27.5 (35.2)   40.5 (16.3) 0.7
 Ovary 13   19.5 (14.7)   89.3 (55.3) 0.2

SCC, squamous cell carcinoma; AA, adenosquamous carcinoma; MUA, mucinous adenocarcinoma; SMCC, small cell carcinoma; EMA, 
endometrioid adenocarcinoma; SEA, serous adenocarcinoma; CCA, clear cell adenocarcinoma; BT, borderline tumor; TP, thymidine phos-
phorylase; DPD, dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase.
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Tumors of the uterine corpus. There were no significant 
differences in TP activity among the different grades of endo-
metrioid adenocarcinoma (EMA), with the mean TP activity 

being 68.6, 63.3 and 63.0 U/mg protein in G1, G2 and G3 
tumors, respectively. In contrast, DPD activity decreased as 
EMA became progressively less differentiated, with the mean 

Figure 2. (A) Enzymatic activity of TP and DPD (mean levels stratified by histological type) and (B) TP/DPD ratio in gynecological tumors. The mean enzy-
matic activity of TP and DPD was higher in SCC of the cervix and adenosquamous carcinoma compared with other tumor types. In patients with tumors of 
other histological types, the TP levels were often higher than the DPD levels. As observed in SCC of the cervix, the median TP/DPD ratio was also high in other 
malignant tumors, and a number of patients exhibited a very high TP/DPD ratio. *Outlier point ≥3 x IQR; ºOutlier point 1.5 x IQR ‑ 3 x IQR. SCC, squamous 
cell carcinoma; AA, adenosquamous carcinoma; MUA, mucinous adenocarcinoma; SMCC, small cell carcinoma; EMA, endometrioid adenocarcinoma; SEA, 
serous adenocarcinoma; LMA, leiomyoma; LMS, leiomyosarcoma; CCA, clear cell adenocarcinoma; BT, borderline tumor; TP, thymidine phosphorylase; 
DPD, dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase; IQR, interquartile range.
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levels being 48.7, 42.1 and 34.6 U/mg protein in G1, G2 and 
G3 tumors, respectively. DPD activity was significantly higher 
than TP activity in leiomyoma (P=0.048), where the mean TP 
activity was 12.9 U/mg protein, while the mean DPD activity 
was 48.1 U/mg protein, with a TP/DPD ratio of 0.3. DPD 
activity was also higher than TP activity in leiomyosarcoma, 
with a TP/DPD ratio of 0.7.

Ovarian tumors. Comparison of the TP/DPD ratios among 
four histological types of epithelial ovarian cancer [serous adeno-
carcinoma (SEA)-OV, CCA-OV, EMA-OV and MUA-OV] 
revealed that the TP/DPD ratio was highest for CCA-OV (2.1), 
followed by EMA-OV (2.0) and SEA-OV (1.2). Mean TP activity 
was the highest in CCA-OV (115.2 U/mg protein), followed by 
SEA-OV (98.6 U/mg protein) and EMA-OV (74.8 U/mg protein) 
and MUA-OV (54.4 U/mg protein). Among non-epithelial 
ovarian tumors, the mean TP activity was 109.5 U/mg protein 
in dysgerminoma, where the TP/DPD ratio was also high (2.6), 
while the TP/DPD ratios of the other non-epithelial tumors were 
≤1.0.

Non-tumor tissues. In normal tissues, including myome-
trium, endometrium and ovary, the mean DPD activity 
(64.4 U/mg protein) was higher than the mean TP activity 
(19.7 U/mg protein), and the TP/DPD ratio was ≤0.7 (Table I and 
Fig. 2).

Prognosis analysis. The ovarian tumors with a TP/DPD ratio 
>1.0 demonstrated poor prognosis (P=0.161; Fig. 3). There were 
no significant differences among uterine cervical tumors and 
uterine body tumors (data not shown).

IHC analysis of TP expression and localization. TP expres-
sion was observed in a wide range of uterine tumors, but it was 
generally strongest in MUA, SCC and AA.

In tumors of the uterine corpus, TP expression was stron-
gest in G1 EMA, and TP expression decreased as these tumors 
became less differentiated. There were significant differences 
in TP expression among G1, G2 and G3 tumors (P<0.01). TP 
expression could not be detected by IHC in >50% of leiomyoma 
cases.

Among ovarian tumors, ELISA also revealed high levels of 
TP expression in EMA-OV, CCA-OV and SEA-OV. In CCA-OV, 
TP expression was detected in both the nucleus and cytoplasm 
of tumor cells, and was stronger than in the other histological 
types. TP expression was not observed in the normal tissues of 
the majority of patients. Although TP was predominantly local-
ized to the cytoplasm, it was often detected in the nucleus when 
the tumor exhibited strong expression (Figs. 4 and 5).

Monochrome imaging of microvessel distribution. When the 
area occupied by microvessels in a section was measured in 
each type of ovarian cancer, the part of the vasculature defined 
as microvessels had an area of 116.6 µm2 in CCA-OV, 71.8 µm2 
in SEA-OV and 56.8 µm2 in EMA-OV (Table II and Fig. 6). 
There were no significant differences among uterine cervical 
tumors and uterine body tumors (data not shown).

Western blotting analysis. Western blotting revealed dense 
bands for TP protein expression in patients with SCC and 
CCA-OV, who exhibited high TP activity and TP positive 
reaction on immunostaining (Fig. 7).

RT-PCR analysis. Analysis of TP mRNA expression in patients 
with prominent TP protein bands in western blot analysis 
revealed that TP mRNA expression was closely associated 
with TP protein expression (Fig. 7).

Discussion

TP activity, which was the focus of the present study, could 
be measured in fresh tissue specimens and serum, and could 
also be evaluated by IHC. Therefore, the efficacy of 5-FU 
prodrugs may be predicted if the activity and expression of 
TP are investigated prior to initiation of the treatment. While 
TP activity is known to be increased in cervical cancer (14), 
the present study demonstrated that TP activity is also high 
in certain patients with CCA-OV and malignant epithelial 
ovarian tumors.

DPD acts to degrade TP, and may weaken the thera-
peutic effect of oral pyrimidine fluoride-based drugs (5). 
UFT, which contains an oral pyrimidine fluoride-based 
drug combined with uracil to inhibit DPD, was designed to 
overcome this problem, even when both TP and DPD activi-
ties are high in a tumor (15,16). UFT is a 5-FU prodrug that 
was developed in Japan as a catabolic enzyme for tegafur 
and 5-FU (16). Since the response rate to this drug was high 
(16%) in a previous phase II study performed in 25 patients 
with advanced/recurrent cervical cancer, the use of UFT for 
the treatment of cervical cancer is already covered by national 
health insurance in Japan (14). The usefulness of UFT as adju-
vant chemotherapy for various other types of cancer has also 
been established (6-9). These findings suggest that UFT may be 
useful as adjuvant chemotherapy for gynecological tumors. In 
a previous phase III study comparing radiotherapy combined 
with low- or high-dose Z-100 and maintenance therapy, oral 
pyrimidine fluoride-based drugs such as 5-FU and UFT 
were used as adjuvant chemotherapy, and comparison was 

Figure 3. Prognosis analysis. Ovarian tumors with a thymidine 
phosphorylase/dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase ratio >1.0 exhibited poor 
prognosis (P=0.161). TP, thymidine phosphorylase; DPD, dihydropyrimidine 
dehydrogenase.
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Figure 5. Comparison of immunohistochemical findings. All malignant tumors exhibited expression of TP at different levels, whereas benign tumors were 
often negative for TP expression. Significant differences in positive expression rate were observed among G1, G2 and G3 EMA tumors of the uterus (**P<0.01). 
Strong TP expression (3+) was detected in numerous patients with ovarian tumors such as clear cell adenocarcinoma-OV and EMA-OV (*P<0.05, **P<0.01). 
SCC, squamous cell carcinoma; AA, adenosquamous carcinoma; MUA, mucinous adenocarcinoma; SMCC, small cell carcinoma; EMA, endometrioid adeno-
carcinoma; SEA, serous adenocarcinoma; LMA, leiomyoma; LMS, leiomyosarcoma; BT, borderline tumor; CCA, clear cell adenocarcinoma; TP, thymidine 
phosphorylase; OV, of ovary.
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Figure 4. Immunohistochemical analysis of TP expression in various types of ovarian adenocarcinoma. The expression levels of TP varied among (A) serous 
adenocarcinoma-OV, (B) mucinous adenocarcinoma-OV, (C) CCA-OV and (D) endometrioid adenocarcinoma-OV. TP was detected both in the nucleus and 
cytoplasm of tumor cells, particularly in CCA-OV, and stronger staining was observed in CCA-OV than in the other histological types analyzed. Magnification, 
x200. TP, thymidine phosphorylase; CCA, clear cell adenocarcinoma; OV, of ovary.
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performed with patients not receiving adjuvant chemotherapy. 
In that study, the 3- and 5-year survival rates were respectively 
22.5 and 15.8% higher in the adjuvant chemotherapy group 
than in the group without adjuvant chemotherapy (17). Based 
on those results, a phase III, randomized, comparative study 
of UFT in patients with locally advanced cervical cancer 
receiving radical radiotherapy (termed LUFT trial) is currently 

ongoing in Japan, whereby radiotherapy and chemotherapy are 
administered simultaneously to patients with stage IB2-IVA 
cervical cancer. By July 2014, 180 subjects were enrolled in 
that study, whose results have not been published thus far. 
However, exploration of biomarkers was not performed during 
the LUFT trial (18).

It is known that TP activates 5-FU prodrugs and is also 
structurally similar to PD-ECGF, an angiogenic factor that 
enhances the migration of vascular endothelial cells (19). In the 
present study, IHC demonstrated that TP was strongly positive 
in three types of epithelial ovarian cancer, including CCA-OV, 
SEA-OV and EMA-OV (Figs. 4 and 5). Suzuki et al (20) 
reported that TP was probably closely associated with the 
mechanism of angiogenesis in CCA-OV, unlike MUA-OV, 
since TP expression was higher in this type of adenocarci-
noma than in other histological types, and was significantly 
lower in MUA-OV than in other histological types. However, 
TP expression in different types of cancer remains a matter of 
controversy. For example, TP expression was reported to be low 
in CCA-OV, but high in MUA-OV (19), while another study 
demonstrated high TP expression in SEA-OV and EMA-OV, 
but not in CCA-OV (21). It was observed in the present study 
that TP activity could vary considerably within each tumor, 
and TP expression may depend on the local growth pattern 
characterized by the histological structure, including papillary, 
tubular and solid nests. At present, there is little information 
concerning the association between TP expression and prog-
nosis, due to the insufficient number of patients and duration 
of observations. However, Fujimoto et al (21) reported that the 
treatment outcome was significantly worse for ovarian cancer 
patients with high TP expression than for those with low TP 
expression. In the present study, the ovarian tumors with a 
TP/DPD ratio >1.0 presented poor prognosis (Fig. 3).

The present study also revealed that TP expression was 
increased compared with other histological types, and the 
number of microvessels was larger than other histological types, 
in CCA-OV and SEA-OV patients, presumably because papil-
lary proliferation is characteristic of these two tumors (22). 
Ogawa et al (23) also reported that the prognosis was better 
for CCA-OV patients with a high microvessel density than 
those with a low microvessel density. Since the present study 
also demonstrated that CCA-OV tumors exhibited the largest 
vascular area (Fig. 6) of all the gynecological tumors analyzed, 
the association between TP expression and angiogenesis or 
long-term prognosis will be further analyzed in future studies.

The localization of TP was investigated by IHC in the 
present study, and TP expression was detected in both tumor 
cells and stromal cells. It has been previously reported that the 
production of TP by colorectal cancer cells is limited, with 
the majority of TP being produced by stromal cells around 
the tumor, particularly activated macrophages (24). It has also 
been reported that the number of TP+ activated macrophages is 
positively correlated with the number of stromal microvessels, 
and that activated macrophages producing TP are involved in 
angiogenesis in colorectal cancer (24). In addition, Konishi (25) 
reported that TP expression was more common in the stroma of 
ovarian cancer than in tumor cells, and was closely correlated 
with the presence of CD68+ cells and microvessels, particu-
larly at sites of cancer cell infiltration or metastasis associated 
with a stromal reaction and angiogenesis (25). These findings 

Table II. Analysis of vascularity on monochrome images of 
ovarian carcinoma.

Histology Microvessel area, µm2

CCA-OV 116.6
SEA-OV   71.8
EMA-OV   56.8
MUA-OV   43.6

CCA, clear cell adenocarcinoma; SEA, serous adenocarcinoma; 
EMA, endometrioid adenocarcinoma; MUA, mucinous adenocarci-
noma; OV, of ovary.
  

Figure 6. Immunohistochemical expression of CD34 in CCA and analysis 
of vascularity on monochrome images of ovarian carcinoma. Evaluation 
of the total microvascular area within tumors revealed that it was largest 
in clear cell adenocarcinoma-OV, followed by serous adenocarcinoma-OV, 
endometrioid adenocarcinoma-OV and mucinous adenocarcinoma-OV. 
Magnification, x200. OV, of ovary; CD, cluster of differentiation; CCA, clear 
cell adenocarcinoma.

Figure 7. Western blot and reverse transcription-polymerase chain reac-
tion analyses. Western blotting revealed a strong band corresponding to 
TP protein expression in two patients with squamous cell carcinoma and 
two patients with clear cell adenocarcinoma of ovary, in whom immunohisto-
chemical expression of TP was also high. Expression of TP messenger RNA 
was also detected in these patients. SCC, squamous cell carcinoma; CCA, 
clear cell adenocarcinoma; RT-PCR, reverse transcription-polymerase chain 
reaction; TP, thymidine phosphorylase.
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suggest that macrophages may be activated by the tumor cells 
via certain mechanism to increase TP expression and promote 
angiogenesis. Thus, the significance of TP expression may 
depend on its location (in the tumor cells or in the stroma, 
particularly at sites of infiltration). Accordingly, the signifi-
cance of TP localization in patients with gynecological tumors 
requires further investigation.

In recent years, attempts have been made to transiently 
increase TP activity by administration of cytokines or other 
anti-neoplastic drugs, so that pyrimidine fluoride-based drugs 
could also be used in patients with low TP activity (26). As a 
result, drugs that inhibit angiogenesis by directly blocking TP 
activity have been developed (27,28). Phase I clinical studies 
of these drugs in patients with colorectal and breast cancer 
have already commenced in the USA (29). While awaiting 
the results of these studies, research on the development of 
novel treatments must continue, focusing on TP activity, the 
significance of TP as a biomarker and the utility of UFT main-
tenance therapy for gynecological cancer.
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ABSTRACT
Objective:  Although radiation therapy (RT) and concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT) 
are the global standards for adjuvant therapy treatment in cervical cancer, many Japanese 
institutions choose chemotherapy (CT) because of the low frequency of irreversible adverse 
events. In this study, we aimed to clarify the trends of adjuvant therapy for intermediate/high-
risk cervical cancer after radical surgery in Japan.
Methods:  A questionnaire survey was conducted by the Japanese Gynecologic Oncology 
Group to 186 authorized institutions active in the treatment of gynecologic cancer.
Results:  Responses were obtained from 129 facilities. Adjuvant RT/CCRT and intensity-
modulated RT were performed in 98 (76%) and 23 (18%) institutions, respectively. On the 
other hand, CT was chosen as an alternative in 93 institutions (72%). The most common 
regimen of CT, which was used in 66 institutions (51%), was a combination of cisplatin/
carboplatin with paclitaxel. CT was considered an appropriate alternative option to RT/CCRT 
in patients with risk factors such as bulky tumors, lymph node metastasis, lymphovascular 
invasion, parametrial invasion, and stromal invasion. The risk of severe adverse events was 
considered to be lower for CT than for RT/CCRT in 109 institutions (84%).
Conclusion:  This survey revealed a variety of policies regarding adjuvant therapy among 
institutions. A clinical study to assess the efficacy or non-inferiority of adjuvant CT is 
warranted.
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INTRODUCTION
Cervical cancer is the third most common cause of death among gynecologic cancers [1]. 
Women with stage IA2 to IIA lesions require radical hysterectomy with bilateral pelvic lymph-
node dissection, radiation therapy (RT), or concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT) [2,3]. In 
Japan, more than 80% of institutions choose radical hysterectomy as the primary therapy 
for patients with stage IB1 and IIA1 tumors [4]. After the surgical procedure, the recurrence 
risk is evaluated by pathological criteria such as lymph node metastasis, lymphovascular 
space invasion, depth invasion, parametrial invasion, nonsquamous histology, and positive 
surgical margins [5-8]. Subsequently, adjuvant therapy is considered for patients with an 
intermediate/high risk of recurrence.

RT decreases the incidence of local recurrence when used as an adjuvant therapy [9,10]; 
however, there is little or no effect on overall survival [11,12]. On the other hand, CCRT 
improves progression-free and overall survival for high-risk and early-stage patients 
who undergo radical hysterectomy and pelvic lymphadenectomy [13]. The National 
Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) recommends pelvic RT/CCRT for high-risk patients 
[2]. The Japan Society of Gynecologic Oncology treatment guidelines for cervical cancer also 
follow the NCCN policy with minor modifications [14]. However, 37% to 48% of recurrences 
in cervical cancer occur in the extra-pelvic area, and their prognosis is extremely poor [15,16]. 
In addition, patients who undergo RT may still experience late adverse events and toxicity 
because of the anatomic locations such as the bladder, bowel, vagina, and ovary [17]. In 
terms of the quality of life, RT has a disadvantage about sexual function in young women with 
cervical cancer [18]. Since complications exist over a long time and the mean age at diagnosis 
of cervical cancer is 48 years, many patients and physicians hesitate to choose RT/CCRT 
[19,20]. Although some institutions adopt an approach using intensity-modulated radiation 
therapy (IMRT) to reduce the adverse events, a longer follow-up is required to evaluate the 
benefit of this treatment [21].

Our previous study showed that many institutions in Japan use chemotherapy (CT) as an 
adjuvant therapy in patients with intermediate and high risk of recurrence [22]. However, to 
the best of our knowledge, no clinical study has been conducted to evaluate the efficacy or 
inferiority of CT as an adjuvant therapy for cervical cancer. In this study, we first aimed to clarify 
the current trends for adjuvant therapy in different institutions, then evaluated the need for a 
prospective study to assess CT as an adjuvant therapy for postoperative cervical cancer.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A questionnaire was designed by a gynecological oncology clinical fellow who attended 
an educational seminar conducted by the Japanese Gynecologic Oncology Group (JGOG) 
in August 2013. The details of the questionnaire are listed in Appendix. Briefly, the 
questionnaire included the following questions:

(1) What kind of therapy is routinely selected as an adjuvant therapy for intermediate/high 
risk postoperative cervical cancer?

(2) What kind of regimen is used for adjuvant CT?
(3) What kind of chemotherapeutic agents are used for CCRT?
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(4) Does your institute perform IMRT?
(5) What do you select as a most appropriate adjuvant therapy for patients with risk factors 

such as bulky tumor, lymph node metastasis, lymphovascular invasion, parametrial 
invasion, stromal invasion, and vaginal stump invasion?

(6) Will you conduct or support a clinical study to evaluate appropriate adjuvant therapies for 
cervical cancer?

In August 2014, we mailed the questionnaire to all 186 JGOG member institutions. All the 
chosen hospitals treated gynecologic cancer and were authorized by the JGOG membership 
committee. Responses were accepted until December 2014.

RESULTS

1. Characteristics of responders’ institutions
In total, 129 of the 199 JGOG member institutions replied to our questionnaire. The 
characteristics of responding institutions are shown in Table 1. Since JGOG membership 
extended only to institutions active in the treatment of gynecologic cancer, 69 (53%) and 
14 (11%) of the 129 institutions were academic hospitals and cancer centers, respectively. 
Furthermore, 65 (50%) and 52 (40%) institutions had one and two (or more) gynecologic 
oncologists on the board of the Japanese Society of Gynecologic Oncology, respectively. The 
average number of radical hysterectomies performed annually was 5 to 15 and >15 in 64 (50%) 
and 48 (37%) institutions, respectively.

2. Practice patterns of adjuvant therapy for cervical cancer in Japan
First, current adjuvant therapy policies in each institution were analyzed. Our questionnaire 
allowed multiple answers because many institutions may have multiple therapeutic strategies 
based on the histological subtypes and/or number of risk factors. According to Japanese 
guidelines, CCRT/RT was performed in 98 institutions (76%) (Fig. 1A). On the other hand, 93 
institutions (72%) also had the option to perform CT alone (Fig. 1A). IMRT was performed 
in 18% of institutions (Fig. 1B). The CCRT regimen was simple; 83% of institutions used 
cisplatin alone (Fig. 1C). However, multiple CT regimen were used; the most popular 
regimen, which was used in 46% of institutions, was a combination of carboplatin and 
paclitaxel, followed by irinotecan with nedaplatin (20%), and cisplatin with paclitaxel (17%) 
(Fig. 1D).

Table 1.  Background of responding institutions
Variable Institution (%)
Responder 129
   Academic hospital 69 (53)
   Cancer center 14 (11)
   General hospital 46 (36)
Physicians with board of Japan Society of Gynecologic Oncology
   0 12 (10)
   1 65 (50)

   ≥2 52 (40)  
No. of radical hysterectomy per year
   <5 17 (13)
   5–15 64 (50)

   >15 48 (37)
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3. Risk assessment for clinicopathological factors
Next, we assessed risk assessment for clinicopathological factors which might be one of the 
reasons for the variety of adjuvant therapies. As shown in Fig. 2, RT was revealed to be the 
most appropriate adjuvant therapy for vaginal stump invasion cases, but not for other factors 
such as bulky tumor, lymph node metastasis, lymphovascular invasion parametrial invasion, 
and stromal invasion. CCRT was appropriate especially in cases of lymph node metastasis 
and parametrial invasion. Interestingly, CT ranked highly as an adjuvant therapy for all risk 
factors except vaginal stump invasion, and even for factors where observation was frequently 
chosen, for example, bulky tumors, lymphovascular invasion, and stromal invasion. These 
results indicate that the type of risk factor might affect the selection of adjuvant therapy.

4. Expectation of randomized controlled trial to evaluate the efficacy of CT as 
an adjuvant therapy in cervical cancer

Finally, we focused on how gynecologic oncologists evaluate the complications of each 
therapeutic option and the necessity of a trial to evaluate the efficacy or non-inferiority of 
CT as an adjuvant therapy in cervical cancer. The result showed that 85% of institutions 
evaluated CT as an adjuvant therapy with fewer incidences of severe complications (Fig. 3A). 
On the other hand, only 4% of institutions chose RT and 5% rated both CT and RT equally. 
Moreover, 87% of institutions were supportive of a clinical study to evaluate the efficacy or 
non-inferiority of CT as an adjuvant therapy in cervical cancer (Fig. 3B). Approximately 13% 
of institutions did not support a future clinical study because of the lack of radiation facilities 
or fewer cases for adjuvant therapy than expected (not shown in figure).
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Fig. 1.  Variety of adjuvant therapy policies for cervical cancer in Japan. The policy for adjuvant therapy was investigated in each institution (multiple answers 
allowed). (A) Therapeutic options considered for adjuvant therapy. (B) Percentage of institutions performing intensity-modulated radiation therapy. (C) Regimen 
for concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT). (D) Regimen for adjuvant chemotherapy.
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DISCUSSION
In this survey, we showed (1) the variety of adjuvant therapies for cervical cancer in Japan, 
(2) that the combination of risk factors might affect the selection of adjuvant therapy, and (3) 
that a clinical study is required to evaluate the efficacy or non-inferiority of CT as an adjuvant 
therapy in cervical cancer.

Previous retrospective studies had revealed the efficacy of CT as an adjuvant therapy for 
cervical cancer. A large-scale retrospective study in 2,268 patients comparing efficacy and 
adverse effects indicated no significant differences between CT and RT/CCRT in both the 
5-year overall survival and disease-free survival [23]. Notably, the increased 5-year overall 
survival and disease-free survival rates of CT compared to RT were seen in patients with early-
stage disease, clinical response, and younger age [23]. These results motivate gynecologic 
oncologists to use CT as an adjuvant therapy. Our survey also revealed that CT was a wise 
choice for adjuvant therapy in Japan.
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Fig. 3.  Recognition of complications and requirement for a clinical study to assess adjuvant therapy. (A) Identification of the most reduced complication of 
adjuvant therapy. (B) The approach of your institution for clinical study to assess the efficacy or non-inferiority of chemotherapy as an adjuvant therapy.

Fig. 2.  Risk assessment for clinicopathological factors. Appropriate therapeutic options are chosen from among 
radiation, concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT), chemotherapy, and observation (multiple answers allowed).
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In our survey, the regimen for CCRT generally involved only cisplatin because previous meta-
analysis including 4,580 randomized patients showed an improved overall survival (hazard 
ratio, 0.71; p<0.001) in CCRT compared to RT, and cisplatin was the most commonly used 
agent in the study [24]. However, the regimen for CT alone showed variety, for example, 
cisplatin with paclitaxel, carboplatin with paclitaxel, and irinotecan with nedaplatin. These 
regimens come from clinical studies of cervical cancer in Japan. Previously, a combination of 
paclitaxel and cisplatin was considered the standard CT for cervical cancer [25,26]. Recently, 
we reported the non-inferiority of the paclitaxel and carboplatin regimen compared to 
paclitaxel and cisplatin in patients with recurrent or metastatic cervical cancer [27].

Risk criteria should be considered before the selection of adjuvant therapy. Currently, 
recurrence risk is evaluated according to the number of risk factors found in the patient. 
However, our survey revealed that gynecologists assess the recurrence risk according to the 
kind of risk factors the patient has, and then choose the appropriate therapeutics. Radiation 
was supported by the majority of institutions for the adjuvant therapy of vaginal stump 
invasion. This is reasonable because RT such as brachytherapy can directly approach the 
tumor. In fact, the 10-year survival rate of non-palpable recurrence at the vaginal stump 
is reported to be more than 70% following brachytherapy alone [28]. On the other hand, 
postoperative CCRT was used for lymph node metastasis and parametrial invasion because 
previous randomized studies proved the efficacy of CCRT in these patients [13]. However, 
lymph node metastasis is considered as a significant risk factor for prognosis, even after 
CCRT/RT [29]. Notably, the 3-year survival rate of adjuvant CT was more than 78% and 
superior to that of radiotherapy (67%), even though 34% of patients had multiple lymph 
node metastases. In addition, CT has an equivalent therapeutic effect to RT with fewer 
postoperative complications [30,31]. Our results showed that many gynecologic oncologists 
in Japan also evaluate the superiority of CT according to the complication. These results 
support the need for evaluation of CT as an adjuvant therapy for cervical cancer. In fact, 
almost 90% of the institutions supported such a clinical study.

Our survey has several limitations. First, this study was performed for selected institutions. 
Since treatment for cervical cancer is generally performed in front-line medical centers and 
most of them belong to JGOG, we conducted this survey only in these institutions. Therefore, 
our result might not reflect the opinions in a small institution. Second, in this survey, we 
evaluated all institutions equally. Since the number of patients is different in each institution, 
some of the results might have to be evaluated considering the scale of the institution. In fact, 
some institutions in our survey have no radiation facility in their hospital. However, if the 
efficacy or non-inferiority of CT for adjuvant therapy is proven, these institutions can choose 
CT without any hesitation.

In conclusion, our study showed that a variety of adjuvant therapy policies for cervical cancer 
are currently in use in each institution. Clinical study to assess the efficacy or non-inferiority 
of adjuvant CT is required.
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Appendix.  Questionnaire on the cervical cancer treatment policy of Japanese Gynecologic Oncology Group medical institutions 

This questionnaire survey should be answered by the Head or responsible person of each institution. 

1. Does your institution have criteria for performing adjuvant therapy for intermediate/high risk cervical cancer after surgery? 
1) According to the Japanese guidelines 
2) Almost the same as the Japanese guidelines 
3) Unique criteria, specific to the institution 
4) Other criteria 

2. What according to you is the most appropriate adjuvant therapy for each of the recurrent risk factors listed below? (multiple answers allowed) 
1) Bulky tumor: 

(a) Observation, (b) Radiotherapy, (c) Chemotherapy, (d) Other
 
2) Lymph node metastasis: 

(a) Observation, (b) Radiotherapy, (c) Chemotherapy, (d) Other 

3) Lymphovascular invasion: 
(a) Observation, (b) Radiotherapy, (c) Chemotherapy, (d) Other 

4) Parametrial invasion: 
(a) Observation, (b) Radiotherapy, (c) Chemotherapy, (d) Other 

5) Stromal invasion: 
(a) Observation, (b) Radiotherapy, (c) Chemotherapy, (d) Other 

6) Vaginal invasion: 
(a) Observation, (b) Radiotherapy, (c) Chemotherapy, (d) Other 

3-1. What should be performed as an adjuvant therapy for intermediate/high risk postoperative cervical cancer? (multiple answers allowed) 
1) Chemotherapy 
2) Radiation 
3) Concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT) 
4) Other

3-2. Why did you select this (these) therapy (therapies)? 

4. What kind of regimen do you use for adjuvant chemotherapy? 
Agents: 
Dose: 

5-1. What is total dose in Gy you use for adjuvant radiation therapy?  

5-2. What kind of chemotherapeutic agents do you use for CCRT? 
Agents: 
Dose: 

6. Does your institution perform Intensity-Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT)? 
1) Yes 
2) No, but we can perform IMRT. 
3) No. We can only perform conventional radiation therapy. 
4) No. We cannot perform radiation therapy. 

7. Which therapy do you think has the fewest adverse events? 
1) Radiation 
2) Chemotherapy 
3) Equal 
4) Other 
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endometrioid adenocarcinoma (corresponding to G1) and 
newly describe relapse therapy after fertility-preserving 
treatment; and (7) newly describe the treatment of tropho-
blastic disease. Overall, the objective of these guidelines 
is to clearly delineate the standard of care for uterine body 
neoplasms in Japan with the goal of ensuring a high stand-
ard of care for all Japanese women diagnosed with uterine 
body neoplasms.

Keywords Clinical practice guidelines · Endometrial 
cancer · Treatment · Trophoblastic disease · Uterine 
sarcoma

Introduction

Endometrial cancer is one of the most common malignan-
cies of the female genital tract. In Japan, the age-adjusted 
incidence rate of endometrial cancer was 17.2 (per 
100,000 women) in 2011, indicative of a four- to five-fold 
increase over the past three decades [1]. It is estimated 

Abstract The third version of the Japan Society of 
Gynecologic Oncology guidelines for the treatment of uter-
ine body neoplasms was published in 2013. The guidelines 
comprise nine chapters and nine algorithms. Each chapter 
includes a clinical question, recommendations, background, 
objectives, explanations, and references. This revision was 
intended to collect up-to-date international evidence. The 
highlights of this revision are to (1) newly specify costs and 
conflicts of interest; (2) describe the clinical significance 
of pelvic lymph node dissection and para-aortic lymphad-
enectomy, including variant histologic types; (3) describe 
more clearly the indications for laparoscopic surgery as 
the standard treatment; (4) provide guidelines for post-
treatment hormone replacement therapy; (5) clearly differ-
entiate treatment of advanced or recurrent cancer between 
the initial treatment and the treatment carried out after the 
primary operation; (6) collectively describe fertility-spar-
ing therapy for both atypical endometrial hyperplasia and 
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that 10,300 new uterine cancer cases occurred in 2014 [2], 
with 2,243 deaths resulting from the disease [1]. Surgery, 
chemotherapy, radiation, and hormone therapy are used 
either alone or sequentially to treat endometrial cancer. 
Surgery is recommended for medically operable disease. 
When the disease is limited to the uterus, then hysterec-
tomy, bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy, and pelvic/para-
aortic lymph node dissection are recommended. However, 
whether to add para-aortic lymphadenectomy to pelvic 
node dissection remains controversial. Furthermore, 
there are differences in the adjuvant therapies employed 
in Japan and in Western countries. In Western countries, 
radiation therapy is the mainstay of postoperative adju-
vant therapy, whereas in Japan, chemotherapy is more 
frequently performed. These differences are one reason 
why evidence from Western countries cannot be directly 
applied to the development of recommendations for Japa-
nese patients. Under such circumstances, the first edition 
of the Japan Society of Gynecologic Oncology (JSGO) 
guidelines for the treatment of endometrial cancer was 
published in 2006 and revised in 2009 [3]. The second 
revised version contained two new sections—the treat-
ment of mesenchymal tumors such as leiomyosarcoma 
and the treatment of serous and clear-cell adenocarcinoma 
[3].

The third edition of the JSGO guidelines for the treat-
ment of uterine body neoplasms was published in 2013. 
The guidelines comprise nine chapters and nine algorithms. 
The highlights of this revision are indicated below.

1. Chapter 1: Overview of guidelines. New specification 
of costs and conflicts of interests are identified.

2. Chapter 2: Initial treatment for endometrial cancer. The 
clinical significance of pelvic lymph node dissection 
and para-aortic lymphadenectomy, including variant 
histologic types, are described in detail. An additional 
indication for laparoscopic surgery as the standard 
treatment is also described more clearly. Finally, the 
optimal treatment for patients in whom it is evident 
that endometrial cancer is present after hysterectomy is 
also described.

3. Chapter 3: Postoperative adjuvant therapy for endo-
metrial cancer. Chemotherapy is described as having 
priority over radiation therapy in line with the present 
conditions in Japan, including the above-mentioned 
variant histologic type.

4. Chapter 4: Post-treatment surveillance for endometrial 
cancer. The guidelines for hormone replacement ther-
apy after treatment are described first based on “The 
Guidelines for Hormone Replacement Therapy 2012,” 
edited by the Japan Society of Obstetrics and Gynecol-
ogy (JSOG) and the Japan Society for Menopause and 
Women’s Health.

5. Chapter 5: Treatment for advanced or recurrent endo-
metrial cancer. The difference between the initial treat-
ment and the treatment carried out after the primary 
operation is clearly described.

6. Chapter 6: Fertility-sparing therapy. Two diseases, 
namely atypical endometrial hyperplasia and endome-
trioid adenocarcinoma (corresponding to G1), are col-
lectively described. Relapse therapy after the fertility-
preserving treatment is also newly described.

7. Chapter 7: Treatment of uterine carcinosarcoma and 
uterine sarcoma. This chapter was first included in 
the 2009 version. In addition, chapter 8 “Treatment of 
trophoblastic disease” is newly described to support 
“the general roles for clinical and pathological man-
agement of trophoblastic diseases (the third edition)”.

Chapter 1: Overview of guidelines

1. How to use these guidelines

These guidelines are intended for doctors (general prac-
titioners and specialists) who provide medical care for 
patients with uterine tumors and are meant to provide use-
ful treatment methods by integrating previous evidence 
of benefit. However, the guidelines are not intended to be 
limited to the therapies listed. The main purposes of the 
guidelines are (1) to indicate current treatment that is con-
sidered appropriate for endometrial cancer, carcinosar-
coma/sarcoma, and trophoblastic diseases; (2) to reduce 
differences in therapy among institutions; (3) to improve 
the prognosis and safety of treatments; (4) to reduce the 
economic and psychosomatic burden of patients by pro-
moting the performance of appropriate treatment; and (5) 
to aid mutual understanding of healthcare professionals 
and patients.

2. Intended audience

These guidelines are intended for practicing physicians 
engaged in the treatment of patients with endometrial can-
cer, carcinosarcoma/sarcoma, and trophoblastic diseases.

3. Diseases addressed by these guidelines

Endometrial cancer was mainly described in the first edi-
tion. Variant histologic types of uterine cancer and car-
cinosarcoma/sarcoma were added in the revised edition. 
Trophoblastic disease was added to the latest revised edi-
tion, and these tumors and their recurrence are described 
in these guidelines. The characteristics of these guidelines 
are as follows. Initial, postoperative and advanced/recur-
rent treatment of variant histologic type was discussed 
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in two separate chapters. Lymph node dissection and 
laparoscopic surgery are described in detail. In addition, 
postoperative hormone adjuvant therapy is described in 
the chapter regarding post-treatment follow-up. Atypi-
cal endometrial hyperplasia is included in the chapter 
regarding fertility-sparing therapy. The chapter regarding 
treatment of trophoblastic disease is based on the third 
edition of the general rules for clinical anc pathological 
management of trophoblastic diseases by Japan society of 
obstetrics and gynecology and the Japanese pathological 
society.

4. Basic policies in creating the guidelines

To create these guidelines, the Guidelines Formulation 
Committee and Evaluation Committee were indepen-
dently established within the Committee for Treatment 
Guidelines for Uterine Body Neoplasms. The initial draft 
was created after a thorough evaluation. Opinions from 
within and outside the JSGO were incorporated into the 
final draft. The guidelines were published after approval 
by the JSGO. Much of the evidence that formed the basis 
for the Japanese guidelines was obtained from clinical tri-
als in Western countries. However, given the differences 
between practice in Japan and other countries, the con-
sensus regarding clinical practice in Japan took priority in 
the event of discrepancies. Wherever possible, high-level 
Japanese evidence was used to formulate these guidelines. 
The following items are assumed to underlie the basic pol-
icy of the guidelines:

(1) These guidelines were created in accordance with the 
principles of evidence-based medicine, considered to 
be the international standard for creating clinical prac-
tice guidelines.

(2) Searches were performed of data and literature pub-
lished until December 2011, including Japanese and 
non-Japanese studies in Japan and overseas.

(3) The collected evidence was evaluated for quality using 
the criteria of the Japan Society of Clinical Oncology 
and its Formulation Committee of Clinical Practice 
Guidelines for the Use of Anticancer Agents [4, 5]. 
However, some of the contents were modified in line 
with these guidelines (Table 1).

(4) The strengths of the recommendations in our guide-
lines were also determined by the recommendation 
criteria of the Japan Society of Clinical Oncology 
and its Formulation Committee of Clinical Practice 
Guidelines for the Use of Anticancer Agents. These 
were modified while referring to the “Minds clini-
cal practice guidelines 2007” [6] (Table 2).

(5) The surgical staging criteria described in the 2013 edi-
tion were based on the surgical staging system devel-
oped in 2008 by the International Federation of Gyne-
cology and Obstetrics (FIGO). In the text, we did not 
use clinical stage (JSOG 1983, FIGO 1982), but used 
a description ‘considered to be stage X preoperatively’ 
instead.

(6) Therapy is often difficult to administer under the Japa-
nese medical care insurance system. In this regard, the 
present guidelines follow the Formulation Committee 
of Clinical Practice Guidelines for the Use of Antican-
cer Agents.

5. Disclosure of information

These guidelines are published as a pamphlet and are 
shown on the homepage of JSCO to facilitate widespread 
use.

Table 1  Classification of evaluation criteria for evidence quality

Level I Evidence from meta-analyses of multiple randomized controlled trials or evidence from multiple randomized controlled trials

Level II Evidence from at least one randomized controlled trial or evidence from multiple well-designed controlled studies without randomiza-
tion

Level III Evidence obtained from at least one other type of well-designed quasi-experimental study, or evidence obtained from well-designed, 
nonexperimental descriptive studies such as comparative studies, correlation studies, or case studies

Level IV Expert committee reports or opinions and/or clinical experiences of respected authorities

Table 2  Classification of recommendation categories

Grade A Treatment is strongly recommended if there is at least one piece of level I evidence indicating validity

Grade B Treatment is recommended if there is at least one piece of level II evidence indicating validity

Grade C1 Treatment can be considered, but the evidence is insufficient; for example, there are several reports of level III evidence, which shows 
validity with generally consistent results

Grade C2 Treatment is not recommended without sufficient scientific evidence

Grade D Treatment is not recommended because utility and effectiveness have not been shown and the treatment may be harmful
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6. Responsibility for treatment

The JSGO bears the responsibility for the content and 
descriptions of these guidelines. However, the final deci-
sion to use these guidelines should be made by the indi-
vidual user. Thus, the responsibility for the treatment 
outcomes should be directly attributed to the person in 
charge.

7. Revision

(1) These guidelines are continuously being revised by 
the Committee for Treatment Guidelines for Uterine 
Body Neoplasms with medical advances and medical 
changes.

(2) Newly accumulated evidence after publishing these 
guidelines is saved in a database.

(3) Any associated information regarding clinical incon-
venience occurring with the use of these guidelines is 
collected.

(4) Revision work is conducted by the Guidelines Formu-
lation Committee and Evaluation Committee based on 
new evidence and information. Opinions from associated  
academic societies, groups or JSGO members are 
widely gained.

(5) After the above-mentioned process, the Committee for 
Treatment Guidelines for Uterine Body Neoplasms 
provides a revised version with the approval of the 
JSGO.

8. Funding

Preparation of these guidelines was funded by the JSGO. 
We also acknowledge support by grants from the Ministry 
of Health, Labour and Welfare and H24-Clinical Cancer 
Research-001 (chief researcher, Koichi Hirata). The expense 
incurred had no influence on the contents of these guidelines.

9. Conflicts of interest

The Board of the Society Conflict of Interest Committee 
confirmed the absence of any conflicts of interest. Although 
some committees had conflicts of interest through study 
or lecture activity with the company, the contents of these 
guidelines are based on scientific evidence and thus unaf-
fected by any interest with specific groups or products.

10. Summary of recommendations

In general, each chapter comprises a clinical question (CQ), 
recommendations, background, objectives, explanations, 

and references. This article summarizes the guidelines in 
a question-and-answer format. Recommendations from 
each chapter are listed below under their respective chapter 
titles.

11. Algorithms

These guidelines contain the following nine algorithms:

1. Initial treatment for patients with endometrial cancer 
considered to be stage I or II preoperatively (Fig. 1).

2. Initial treatment for patients who are confirmed as hav-
ing endometrial cancer after hysterectomy (Fig. 2).

3. Initial treatment for patients with endometrial can-
cer considered to be stage III or IV preoperatively 
(Fig. 3).

4. Postoperative adjuvant treatment for endometrial can-
cer (Fig. 4, Table 3).

5. Treatment of recurrent endometrial cancer (Fig. 5).
6. Strategies for fertility-sparing therapy (atypical endo-

metrial hyperplasia and endometrioid adenocarcinoma; 
corresponding to G1) (Fig. 6).

7. Treatment for uterine carcinosarcoma (Fig. 7).
8. Treatment for uterine sarcoma (Fig. 8).
9. Treatment for choriocarcinoma (Fig. 9).

Chapter 2: Initial treatment for endometrial 
cancer (including histologic variant type)

CQ01 Which surgical techniques for hysterectomy 
are recommended for patients considered to be stage I 
preoperatively?

Recommendations:

1. Abdominal total hysterectomy (extrafascial technique) 
is recommended (Grade B).

2. Modified radical (extended) hysterectomy is also con-
sidered (Grade C1).

[See Fig. 1].

CQ02. Which surgical hysterectomy techniques are 
recommended for patients considered to be stage II?

Recommendations:
Either radical hysterectomy or modified radical hyster-

ectomy should be considered for patients with clinically 
apparent cervical stromal involvement (Grade C1).
[See Fig. 1].
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Endometrioid
adenocarcinoma

G1, G2
and

Myometrial invasion
less than 1/2

OperableDisease limited
to uterine corpus

Total abdominal hysterectomy / bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy
(CQ01) 
Peritoneal cytology (CQ13)

[Option]
Retroperitoneal lymphadenectomy (biopsy) (CQ03, 04)
Ovarian preservation (CQ06)
Laparoscopic total hysterectomy (CQ14)
Fertility-sparing therapy (see Fig 6)

All others

Total abdominal hysterectomy / bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy
(CQ01)
Retroperitoneal lymphadenectomy (biopsy) (CQ03, 04)
Peritoneal cytology (CQ13)

[Option]
Modified radical hysterectomy / bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy
(CQ01)
Omentectomy (CQ05)
Ovarian preservation (CQ06)
Inguinal lymph node biopsy (CQ08)

OperableClinically apparent
cervical stromal invasion

Radical hysterectomy / bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy
Modified radical hysterectomy / bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy
(CQ02)
Retroperitoneal lymphadenectomy (biopsy) (CQ03, 04)
Peritoneal cytology (CQ13)

[Option]
Total abdominal hysterectomy / bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy
(CQ02)
Omentectomy (CQ05)
Inguinal lymph node biopsy (CQ08)

Fig. 1  Initial treatment for patients with endometrial cancer consid-
ered to be stage I or II preoperatively. a Radiation therapy or chemo-
therapy are considered when surgery is impossible. b Pelvic and para-
aortic lymphadenectomy/lymph node biopsy and omentectomy are 

considered in addition to total hysterectomy with bilateral salpingo-
oophorectomy for patients with serous adenocarcinoma or clear-cell 
adenocarcinoma. CQ clinical question

Stage IA 
(G1 or G2) 

Incompletely 
surgically 
staged 

Observe a) 

Chemotherapy (CQ17) 
Radiation therapy (CQ19) 

Stage IA 
(Variant histology  

or G3) 
Stage IB 
Stage II 
Stage III 

Imaging 

Negative 

Positive 

Surgically restage 
or 

Pathologic confirmation 
of metastatic disease 

Chemotherapy (CQ17) 
Radiation therapy (CQ19, 20) 

Imaging 

Negative 

Positive 

Chemotherapy (CQ17) 
Radiation therapy (CQ19, 20) 

Fig. 2  Initial treatment for patients who are confirmed as having endometrial cancer after hysterectomy. a Postoperative chemotherapy is con-
sidered for positive lymphovascular space invasion
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CQ03 What are the benefits of pelvic 
lymphadenectomy?

Recommendations:

1. The diagnostic significance of pelvic lymph node dis-
section in the determination of correct surgical staging 
has been established (Grade A).

2. The therapeutic benefits of pelvic lymphadenectomy 
are not established. However, this procedure should be 
considered in intermediate-risk or high-risk patients 
(Grade C1).

[See Fig. 1].

CQ04 What are the benefits of para-aortic 
lymphadenectomy (biopsy)?

Recommendations:

1. Para-aortic lymphadenectomy (biopsy) is necessary to 
determine correct surgical staging (Grade A).

2. The therapeutic benefits of para-aortic lymphadenec-
tomy (lymph node biopsy) are not established. How-

Intraperitoneal lesions 
• Adnexal metastasis 
• Omental metastasis 
• Peritoneal invasion 

 
Extrauterine and intrapelvic 
lesions 
• Vaginal invasion 
• Urinary bladder invasion 
• Rectal invasion 

 
Lymph node lesions 
• Pelvic lymph node metastasis 
• Para-aortic lymph node metastasis 

Operable 

Inoperable 

Total abdominal hysterectomy /  
    bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy (CQ26)  
Peritoneal cytology (CQ13) 
Retroperitoneal lymphadenectomy (biopsy) (CQ03, 04) 
 
[Option] 
Omentectomy (CQ05) a) 

Cytoreductive surgery (CQ26) 

Chemotherapy (CQ27, 29) 
Radiation therapy (CQ16, 27, 30) 

Chemotherapy (CQ17) 
Radiation therapy 
 (CQ19, 20) 

Extraperitoneal distant metastasis 
Chemotherapy (CQ29) 
Radiation therapy (CQ16, 27, 29) 
 
[Option] 
Total abdominal hysterectomy / bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy b) 
Surgical resection of metastatic lesions 

Fig. 3  Initial treatment for patients with endometrial cancer consid-
ered to be stage III or IV preoperatively. a Because serous adenocar-
cinoma/clear cell adenocarcinoma is likely to become disseminated, 

the omentectomy is useful for a diagnosis. b Surgery is considered 
for the purpose of hemostasis even if there is extra-peritoneal metas-
tasis or liver metastasis

Determination of surgical stage 
Risk assessment for recurrence 

(Table 3) 

Low risk group 

Intermediate 
risk group 

High risk group 

Observe (CQ21-24) 

Chemotherapy (CQ17) 
Radiation therapy (CQ19, 20) 
Observation (CQ21-24) 
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Radiation therapy (CQ19, 20) 
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Radiation therapy (CQ30) 
Hormone therapy (CQ31)  

No residual 
tumor 

Residual 
umor present 

Fig. 4  Postoperative adjuvant treatment for endometrial cancer
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ever, this procedure should be considered in intermedi-
ate-risk or high-risk patients (Grade C1).

[See Fig. 1].

CQ05 Is omentectomy necessary?

Recommendations:

1. Searching the omentum by careful ocular inspection 
and palpation is necessary in all cases. When metasta-
sis is suspected, omentectomy should be performed to 
determine the correct stage (Grade A).

2. Omentectomy is considered when deep myometrial 
invasion, positive intraoperative peritoneal cytology, 
Grade 3 endometrial carcinoma, serous or clear cell 
adenocarcinoma, or macroscopic extrauterine disease 
is present, even if no gross abnormalities are detected 
in the omentum (Grade C1).

[See Fig. 1].

CQ06 Is ovarian preservation possible?

Recommendations:

1. In principle, bilateral adnexectomy is conducted to 
determine the correct surgical stage during initial treat-
ment (Grade A).

Table 3  Classification of postoperative recurrence risk of endome-
trial cancer

There is the opinion to think that positive peritoneal cytology is a poor 
prognostic factor. (extracted from refs. [7, 8] with some modification)

Low-risk group

 Endometrioid adenocarcinoma G1 or G2 and <1/2 myometrial 
invasion

 No cervical involvement

 No lymphovascular invasion

 No distant metastasis

Intermediate-risk group

 Endometrioid adenocarcinoma G1 or G2 and ≥1/2 myometrial 
invasion

 Endometrioid adenocarcinoma G3 and <1/2 myometrial invasion

 Serous adenocarcinoma, clear-cell adenocarcinoma and no myome-
trial invasion

 No cervical involvement

 Positive lymphovascular invasion

 No distant metastasis

High-risk group

 Endometrioid adenocarcinoma G3 and ≥1/2 myometrial invasion

 Serous adenocarcinoma, clear-cell adenocarcinoma and myometrial 
invasion

 Spread to the uterine adnexa, serosa, or cardinal ligament

 Invasion of the vaginal wall

 Pelvic or para-aortic lymph node metastasis

 Vesical or rectal invasion

 Peritoneal dissemination

 Distant metastasis

Pelvic recurrence 

No previous  
radiation therapy 

Previous radiation therapy 

Surgical resection (CQ28) 
Chemotherapy (CQ29) 
Radiation therapy (CQ 30) 

Surgical resection (CQ28) 
Chemotherapy (CQ29) 
Hormone therapy (CQ 31) 

Distant metastasis 

Surgical resection (CQ26, 28) 
Chemotherapy (CQ17) 
Radiation therapy (CQ19, 20) 
Best supportive care  

Operable 

Inoperable 

Chemotherapy (CQ29) 
Radiation therapy (CQ16, 30) 
Hormone therapy (CQ31) 
Best supportive care  

Fig. 5  Treatment of recurrent endometrial cancer
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Initial treatment 
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Disease limited to  
the uterus (CQ37) 

Extrauterine 
disease (CQ39) 

Disease limited to  
the uterine corpus 

Total abdominal hysterectomy /  
bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy 
Retroperitoneal lymphadenectomy (biopsy) 
Omentectomy 
Peritoneal cytology 

Radical hysterectomy  
Modified radical hysterectomy /  
bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy 
Retroperitoneal lymphadenectomy (biopsy)  
Omentectomy  
Peritoneal cytology 

Total abdominal hysterectomy /  
bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy 
Cytoreductive surgery  
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Inoperable 

Chemotherapy (CQ38) 
Radiation therapy (CQ38) 

Chemotherapy (CQ39) 
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Surgical resection 
Radiation therapy  
Best supportive care 

Fig. 7  Treatment for uterine carcinosarcoma
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Fig. 6  Strategies for fertility-sparing therapy (atypical endometrial hyperplasia and endometrioid adenocarcinoma; corresponding to G1)
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2. Ovarian preservation is considered after having explained 
the risks to young patients with well-differentiated 
tumors and shallow myometrial invasion (Grade C1).

[See Fig. 1].

CQ07 What surgical technique is recommended 
for serous adenocarcinoma and clear-cell 
adenocarcinoma?

Recommendations:

1. Total hysterectomy with bilateral salpingo-oophorec-
tomy is recommended (Grade B).

2. Additionally, pelvic and para-aortic lymphadenectomy 
(lymph node biopsy) and omentectomy are considered 
(Grade C1).

[See Fig. 1].

CQ08 Is an inguinal lymph node biopsy noted in the 
surgical staging guidelines necessary?

Recommendations:

1. When an enlarged inguinal lymph node is detected in 
preoperative imaging such as a computed tomography 
(CT) scan, then a biopsy is recommended to determine 
the surgical stage (Grade A).

2. When an enlarged inguinal lymph node is not detected, 
the benefits of biopsy are not evident. Therefore, rou-
tine inguinal lymph node biopsy is not recommended 
(Grade C2).

[See Fig. 1].

CQ09 What is the significance of preoperative 
diagnostic imaging?

Recommendations:

1. Evaluation for myometrial invasion and cervical inva-
sion by preoperative magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) is recommended (Grade A).

2. Evaluation for lymph node metastases or distant metas-
tases by preoperative imaging such as CT scan or MRI 
is recommended (Grade C1).

[See Figs. 1, 3, and 6].

Initial treatment 

Recurrent treatment 
(CQ42) 

Inoperable 
(CQ42) 

Total abdominal hysterectomy   
Bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy 
Cytoreductive surgery  
 
[Option] 
Ovarian preservation (CQ40, 41) 
Retroperitoneal lymphadenectomy 
 (biopsy) 
(CQ 40, 41) 

LGESS 
  Stage I-II: Observe 
  Stage III-IV: Observe 
[Option] 
  Hormone therapy 
  Radiation therapy 
  Chemotherapy 
 
UES & LMS 
 Stage I-II: Observe or chemotherapy 
 Stage III-IV: Chemotherapy or radiation therapy  

Operable 
(CQ40, 41) 

Complete  
resection 

LGESS 
  Observe or hormone therapy 
 
UES & LMS 
  Chemotherapy or radiation therapy  

Incomplete  
resection 

LGESS 
  Hormone therapy 
 
UES & LMS 
  Chemotherapy or radiation therapy  
(consider best supportive care) 

Resectable 

Unresectable 

Tumor 
resection 

LGESS 
  Observe or hormone therapy 
 
UES & LMS 
  Observe or 
  Chemotherapy or radiation therapy  
(consider best supportive care) 

Fig. 8  Treatment for uterine sarcoma. LGESS low-grade endometrial stromal sarcoma, UES undifferentiated endometrial sarcoma, LMS leio-
myosarcoma
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CQ10 Is intraoperative frozen-section diagnosis useful 
to determine the optimal operative method?

Recommendations:

1. Intraoperative frozen-section diagnosis may be useful 
for predicting high-risk disease for which pelvic and 
para-aortic lymphadenectomy or omentectomy would 
be appropriate (Grade C1).

2. Intraoperative frozen-section diagnosis is not recom-
mended for a definite diagnosis in terms of histological 
type, histologic differentiation, and myometrial inva-
sion (Grade C2).

CQ11 Should intraoperative frozen-section diagnosis be 
performed to detect lymph node metastases?

Recommendations:

1. Intraoperative frozen-section diagnosis is useful in the 
diagnosis of metastasis when apparent lymph node 
enlargement is detected (Grade C1).

2. There is insufficient evidence to recommend modi-
fication of the surgical technique based on the lymph 
node metastasis status assessed with intraoperative fro-
zen sections. It is not recommended in daily practice 
(Grade C2).

CQ12 Can lymphadenectomy be omitted if a sentinel 
node biopsy is performed?

Recommendations:
There is insufficient evidence to omit retroperitoneal 

lymphadenectomy (lymph node biopsy) based on the senti-
nel lymph node status. It is not recommended in daily prac-
tice (Grade C2).

FIGO stage I-II 
(confined to 

uterus, adnexa, 
or vagina) 

Chemotherapy 
(CQ44) 

Observe Effective 

Chemotherapy (CQ44) 

FIGO stage III 
(Lung metastasis) 

FIGO stage IV 
(Brain or liver 
metastasis) 

No request for fertility 
preservation 

Or 
Uncontrollable uterine 

bleeding 

Hysterectomy  
(CQ45) 

Chemo-resistant uterine disease 

Chemotherapy 
(CQ44) 

Effective 

Chemo-resistant  
uterine disease 

Chemo-resistant  
solitary lung 
disease 

Hysterectomy  
(CQ45) 

Tumor 
resection 
(CQ45) 

 

Chemotherapy (CQ44) 

Observe 

Brain  
metastasis 

No brain  
metastasis 

Intracranial 
hypertension 

No intracranial 
hypertension 

Surgery 
(CQ45) 

Chemotherapy  
(CQ44) 

Radiation therapy (CQ46) 
Whole-brain irradiation / 
 stereotactic radiosurgery 

Chemo-resistant 
 disease Chemotherapy  

(CQ44) 
Surgery(CQ45) 

Chemotherapy  
(CQ44) 

Fig. 9  Treatment for choriocarcinoma
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CQ13 Should peritoneal cytology be performed at the 
same time as surgery? 

Recommendations:
The performance of peritoneal cytology should be con-

tinued regardless of whether it is a prognostic factor. Posi-
tive cases should be reported separately from surgical stag-
ing (Grade A).

[See Figs. 1 and 3].

CQ14 Can laparoscopic surgery become a standard 
surgical technique?

Recommendations:

1. Laparoscopic surgery is considered for patients with 
atypical endometrial hyperplasia or an early endome-
trial cancer limited to the uterus (stage I) (Grade B).

2. Laparoscopic surgery is not recommended for patients 
with advanced endometrial cancer (Grade C2).

[See Fig. 1].

Additional statement

•	 It is advisable to decide upon the appropriate surgical 
procedure and to use a surgical team which includes a 
qualified surgeon of the Japan Society of Gynecologic 
and Obstetric Endoscopy and Minimally Invasive Ther-
apy or the Japan Society for Endoscopic Surgery, and 
board-certified gynecologic oncologists of the JSGO. 
Otherwise, it is recommended that the surgery be per-
formed according to the instructions of these physicians.

•	 The decision regarding the appropriate surgical proce-
dure for laparoscopic surgery is carried out according to 
a basic policy described in CQ01, CQ03, and CQ04.

CQ15 How should patients be treated who 
are confirmed as having endometrial cancer 
after hysterectomy?

Recommendations:

1. Follow-up is possible when an extrauterine lesion 
is negative for myometrial invasion <1/2, G1, or G2. 
However, adjuvant therapy is considered when vascu-
lar invasion is detected (Grade C1).

2. Reoperation is considered when an extrauterine lesion 
is suspected or when G3, a variant histologic type, or 
stage >IB disease is present, even if myometrial inva-
sion is <1/2. Based on the results, restaging is recom-

mended, metastasis is confirmed, and the necessity for 
adjuvant therapy should be discussed.

[See Fig. 2].

CQ16 What are the indications for definitive radiation 
therapy?

Recommendations:
Radiation therapy is considered when surgery is unde-

sirable because of advanced age, complications, or when 
patients have unresectable tumors (Grade C1).
[See Fig. 3].

Chapter 3: Postoperative adjuvant therapy 
for endometrial cancer (including histologic 
variant type)

CQ17 What are the indications and drugs 
recommended for postoperative chemotherapy?

Recommendations:

1. Chemotherapy with adriamycin (doxorubicin hydro-
chloride) and cisplatin is recommended for high-risk 
patients (Grade B).

2. Taxane-based and platinum-based drug combination 
therapy (e.g., paclitaxel/carboplatin) is also considered 
(Grade C1).

3. Postoperative adjuvant chemotherapy is considered for 
intermediate-risk patients (Grade C1).

4. Postoperative adjuvant chemotherapy is not recom-
mended for low-risk patients (Grade D).

[See Figs. 2, 3 and 4].

CQ18 Is hormone therapy effective as postoperative 
adjuvant therapy?

Recommendations:
Postoperative progesterone therapy is not recommended 

(Grade D).

CQ19 What are the indications for postoperative 
whole-pelvis external-beam irradiation?

Recommendations:

1. Postoperative whole-pelvis external-beam irradiation is 
considered for patients with risk factors for recurrence 
(Grade C1).
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2. Postoperative vaginal brachytherapy is considered to 
reduce the risk of vaginal recurrence (Grade C1).

[See Figs. 2, 3 and 4].

CQ20 What are the indications for postoperative 
irradiation of the para-aortic lymph node region 
and whole abdomen?

Recommendations:

1. Postoperative irradiation of the para-aortic lymph node 
region is considered for patients with advanced dis-
eases (Grade C1).

2. Postoperative whole-abdominal irradiation may be 
used in patients with a variant histologic type, but it is 
not common in daily practice in Japan (Grade C2).

[See Figs. 2, 3 and 4].

Chapter 4: Post-treatment surveillance 
for endometrial cancer

CQ21 What intervals are recommended 
for post-treatment surveillance?

Recommendations:
Standard intervals between routine follow-up appoint-

ments are shown below (Grade C1):

1. Every 1−3 months for the first 1–3 years after treat-
ment.

2. Every 6 months for the fourth and fifth years after 
treatment.

3. Annually from the sixth year after treatment.

[See Fig. 4].

CQ22 Should pelvic examinations and vaginal vault 
smears be performed at post-treatment follow-up?

Recommendations:

1. Pelvic examination should be performed to diagnose 
recurrence in the pelvis (Grade A).

2. Vaginal vault smears are considered to detect vaginal 
stump recurrence (Grade C1).

[See Fig. 4].

CQ23 Should serum tumor markers be measured 
at post-treatment follow-up?

Recommendations:
Measurement of CA-125 or CA19-9 is considered in 

post-treatment follow-up (Grade C1).

[See Fig. 4].

CQ24 Should diagnostic imaging be performed 
in post-treatment follow-up?

Recommendations:

1. Annual chest X-rays are considered for early detection 
of recurrence (Grade C1).

2. Diagnostic imaging methods such as MRI or CT scan 
are recommended when recurrence is clinically sus-
pected (Grade B).

[See Fig. 4].

CQ25 Is hormone replacement therapy recommended 
after treatment?

Recommendations:
Hormone replacement therapy after treatment is care-

fully considered after having explained the advantages and 
disadvantages to the patient (Grade C1).

Chapter 5: Treatment for advanced or recurrent 
endometrial cancer

CQ26 What are the indications for surgery for clinical 
stages III and IV?

Recommendations:
Surgery is considered whenever a hysterectomy and 

cytoreduction are possible (Grade C1).

[See Fig. 3].

CQ27 Should neoadjuvant chemotherapy or 
preoperative radiation therapy be conducted 
for advanced cancer?

Recommendations:

1. Preoperative chemotherapy is considered in patients 
with peritoneal dissemination (Grade C1).
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2. Preoperative radiation therapy may be conducted for 
patients with cervical invasion and enlargement; how-
ever, it is not common in daily practice in Japan (Grade 
C2).

[See Fig. 3].

CQ28 What are the indications for surgery 
for recurrent cancer?

Recommendations:

1. Surgical resection is considered for patients with pelvic 
recurrence without obvious distant metastasis (Grade 
C1).

2. Partial resection of the lung is also considered for 
patients with a few small lung metastases (Grade C1).

[See Fig. 5].

CQ29 Should chemotherapy be conducted for advanced 
cancer of imperfect resection and recurrent cancer?

Recommendations:

1. Chemotherapy is recommended (Grade B).
2. Paclitaxel/carboplatin, doxorubicin/cisplatin, or pacli-

taxel/doxorubicin/cisplatin is considered for patients 
with advanced diseases (Grade C1).

3. Paclitaxel/carboplatin, doxorubicin/cisplatin, or mono-
therapy is considered for patients with recurrent can-
cer by taking the situation of the patient and the initial 
treatment into consideration (Grade C1).

[See Figs. 3, 4, and 5].

CQ30 Should radiation therapy be conducted 
for recurrent and inoperable advanced cancer?

Recommendations:

1. Radiation therapy is recommended for patients with 
recurrence at the vaginal cuff (Grade B).

2. Radiation therapy is considered as a palliative option 
for recurrent cancer, unresectable advanced cancer, and 
metastatic cancer (Grade C1).

[See Figs. 3, 4, and 5].

CQ31 Should hormone therapy be conducted 
for advanced and recurrent cancer?

Recommendations:

Progesterone therapy is considered for patients with 
endometrioid adenocarcinoma (G1) and advanced or recur-
rent cancer with positive progesterone receptors (Grade C1).

[See Figs. 4 and 5].

Chapter 6: Fertility-sparing therapy

CQ32 When patients with atypical endometrial 
hyperplasia desire fertility preservation, is progesterone 
therapy recommended?

Recommendations:
Progesterone therapy is considered in patients with atyp-

ical endometrial hyperplasia (Grade C1).

[See Fig. 6].

CQ33 When patients with endometrioid 
adenocarcinoma (corresponding to G1) desire fertility 
preservation, is progesterone therapy recommended?

Recommendations:
Progesterone therapy is considered for patients with 

endometrioid adenocarcinoma (corresponding to G1) sus-
pected to be confined to the endometrium (Grade C1).

[See Fig. 6].

CQ34 What are suitable follow-up periods 
and examinations?

Recommendations:
Endometrial biopsy and transvaginal ultrasonography 

are considered every 3 months after completion of proges-
terone therapy (Grade C1).

[See Fig. 6].

CQ35 What treatments are recommended for patients 
with recurrence after fertility preservation therapy?

Recommendations:

1. Total hysterectomy is recommended for patients with 
recurrent disease, an incomplete response, or progres-
sive disease (Grade B).

2. The effectiveness of retreatment with progesterone has 
not been established in patients with recurrent disease. 
Retreatment with progesterone is not recommended in 
routine practice (Grade C2).

[See Fig. 6].
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CQ36 Is ovulation induction permissible in patients 
after fertility preservation therapy?

Recommendations:
Induction of ovulation for pregnancy is considered 

(Grade C1).

[See Fig. 6].

Chapter 7: Treatment of uterine carcinosarcoma 
and uterine sarcoma

CQ37 What surgical techniques are recommended 
for uterine carcinosarcoma?

Recommendations:

1. Total hysterectomy with bilateral salpingo-oophorec-
tomy should be performed (Grade B).

2. In addition to the surgical method mentioned above, 
pelvic and para-aortic lymphadenectomy (biopsy) are 
recommended (Grade C1).

3. Radical hysterectomy or modified radical hysterec-
tomy is considered for patients with obvious cervical 
stromal invasion in whom complete resection is antici-
pated (Grade C1).

[See Fig. 7].

CQ38 What postoperative adjuvant therapy is 
recommended for uterine carcinosarcoma?

Recommendations:

1. When postoperative chemotherapy is selected, regi-
mens including ifosfamide, platinum-based drugs, and 
paclitaxel are considered (Grade C1).

2. Radiation therapy (whole-pelvis external-beam irradia-
tion) is also considered (Grade C1).

[See Fig. 7].

CQ39 What treatments are recommended for advanced 
and recurrent uterine carcinosarcoma?

Recommendations:

1. If total hysterectomy and cytoreductive surgery are 
possible, surgical treatment is recommended (Grade 
C1).

2. Regimens including ifosfamide, platinum-based drugs, 
and paclitaxel are recommended for chemotherapy in 

patients with advanced or recurrent disease (Grade 
C1).

[See Fig. 7].

CQ40 What surgical techniques and postoperative 
adjuvant therapy are recommended for uterine 
leiomyosarcoma?

Recommendations:

1. Complete extraction including total hysterectomy with 
bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy is recommended 
(Grade B).

2. Chemotherapy is considered as postoperative adjuvant 
therapy (Grade C1).

3. Postoperative radiation is less efficacious and is there-
fore not recommended in routine practice (Grade C2).

[See Fig. 8].

CQ41 What surgical techniques and postoperative 
adjuvant therapy are recommended for endometrial 
stromal sarcoma (ESS)?

Recommendations:

1. Total hysterectomy with bilateral salpingo-oophorec-
tomy is recommended as a standard surgical procedure 
(Grade B).

2. Pelvic and para-aortic lymphadenectomy (biopsy) or 
cytoreductive surgery is also considered (Grade C1).

3. For stage I or II low-grade ESS, follow-up without post-
operative adjuvant therapy is recommended (Grade B).

4. When adjuvant therapy is necessary for high-grade 
ESS, chemotherapy is recommended (Grade C1).

[See Fig. 8].

CQ42 What treatments are recommended 
for unresectable or recurrent ESS/leiomyosarcoma?

Recommendations:

1. Surgery is considered for recurrence if the tumor is 
resectable (Grade C1).

2. Chemotherapy is also considered (Grade C1).
3. Hormonal therapy is also considered for low-grade 

ESS (Grade C1).
4. Radiation therapy for the purpose of palliative care is 

considered (Grade C1).

[See Fig. 8].
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Chapter 8: Treatment of trophoblastic disease

CQ43 What chemotherapy is recommended for an 
invasive mole, clinical invasive mole, or post-molar 
persistent human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG)?

Recommendations:
Monotherapy with methotrexate or actinomycin D is 

recommended (Grade B).

CQ44 What chemotherapy is recommended 
for choriocarcinoma?

Recommendations:
A multidrug regimen including methotrexate, actinomy-

cin D, and etoposide is recommended (Grade C1).

[See Fig. 9].

CQ45 What are the indications for surgery 
for choriocarcinoma?

Recommendations:

1. Surgical resection is considered for patients with a 
uterine lesion or metastatic lesion associated with 
chemoresistance (Grade C1).

2. Surgical resection is also considered for patients with a 
uterine lesion in which hemorrhage is difficult to con-
trol or those who have brain metastasis with symptoms 
of intracranial hypertension (Grade C1).

[See Fig. 9].

CQ46 What are the indications for radiation therapy 
for choriocarcinoma?

Recommendations:
Whole-brain irradiation and/or stereotactic radiosurgery 

are considered to treat brain metastasis (Grade C1).

[See Fig. 9].

CQ47 What treatments are recommended for cases 
with placental site trophoblastic disease or epithelioid 
trophoblastic tumor?

Recommendations:

1. Total hysterectomy is recommended for patients with 
disease limited to the uterus (Grade B).

2. Combination therapy with surgical treatment including 
total hysterectomy and chemotherapy are desirable for 
patients with metastasis (Grade C1).

CQ48 How should patients with persistent low-positive 
hCG be treated?

Recommendations:
After every gestation including hydatidiform mole or 

after treatment of trophoblastic disease, strict follow-up is 
recommended when ‘real’ low-unit hCG persists long term 
without an obvious lesion (Grade C1).
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Aggressive Angiomyxoma of the Vulva with No Recurrence on a 5-year 
Follow up: A Case Report
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We report a case of vulvar aggressive angiomyxoma (AA) which is a rare, slow growing and benign tumor of 
mesenchymal origin, but has a high risk of local recurrence.
A 49-year-old Japanese female was referred to us with a large mass of the left vulva, measuring 15×9.5×9 
centimeters. She underwent surgical excision of the tumor with no evidence of recurrence on a 5-year follow 
up. In this case, histopathological examination and immunohistochemical staining after excision revealed a 
diagnosis of vulvar AA with estrogen and progesterone receptors positive. 
Aggressive angiomyxoma of the vulva needs to be distinguished from benign myxoid tumor with a low risk 
of local recurrence as well as from malignant neoplasma. The first line treatment of AA is complete surgical 
excision with tumor free margins, it will reduce the recurrence.
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INTRODUCTION

Aggressive angiomyxoma (AA), a rare soft tissue 
tumor of mesenchymal origin, predominantly occurs 
in the pelvic peritoneum, vulvo-vaginal, perineal and 
groin region of female in reproductive age. The fe-
male-to-male ratio is 6.6/1 [1]. Although AA is a slow 
growing and benign neoplasm, it has a high risk of 
local recurrence after many years but usually does not 
metastasize.

AA was first described by Steeper and Rosai in 
1983 as a rare mesenchymal tumor of reproductive-age 
women [2]. AA is often clinically misdiagnosed as a 
malignancy, such as mixed mesodermal tumor, malig-
nant fibrous histiocytoma, botyroid pseudosarcoma, 
embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma and squamous cell 
carcinoma by primary care providers. Misdiagnosis is 
seen in 80% of the cases [3]. Imaging is important to 
diagnose and to determine the extent of the lesion for 
surgery as the first line of treatment. 

We describe a case report of AA of the vulva in a 
49-year-old female who underwent complete surgical 
excision of the tumor with no evidence of recurrence 
on a 5-year follow up.

CASE REPORT

A 49-year-old, Gravida 5 Para 2, Japanese female 
referred to the gynecology outpatient unit of our 
hospital with a complaint of a large left vulvar mass, 
measuring 15 × 9.5 × 9 centimeters (Fig. 1). It was an 
elongated, non-mobile, non-tender and painless mass 
extending longitudinally between the mons pubis and 

the anal verge along the left labial fold. The patient 
noticed the small mass 5 years ago and it has been 
gradually increased in size. As the increasing, she has 
complained of progressively worsening her quality of 
life. She was previously healthy, her past medical and 
family histories were normal. She had smoked 15 ciga-
rettes per day for 35 years in her personal history. Her 
physical examination and laboratory tests were within 
normal limits. 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) revealed a 
bulky well circumscribed subcutaneous mass lesion 
in the left vulva. The mass demonstrated isointensity 
to the muscle on T1-weighted images (Fig. 2-1). On 
T2-weighted images high signal intensity relative to 
the muscle with “swirled” low signals intensity bands 
within the hyperintense tumor was noted (Fig. 2-2). 
Computed tomography (CT) showed no pelvic lymph-
adenopathy and ascites.

With informed consent, she underwent a surgical 
excision of the tumor (Fig. 3-1, 2). The final pathologi-
cal diagnosis was AA of the vulva. 

Macroscopically, the bulky mass was a solid and soft 
tumor, measuring 15 cm in longitudinal diameter and 
well circumscribed (Fig. 4-1). The cut surface showed 
a fleshy glistening myxoid mass with a mixed white 
and yellow tone (Fig. 4-2). Microscopically, short spin-
dle-shaped tumor cells proliferate in a myxoid, edem-
atous background (Fig. 5). The tumor cells have scant 
eosinophilic cell bodies and mildly enlarged nuclei. 
Mitoses are rarely seen. Blood vessels are occasionally 
found. In immunohistochemical stain, tumor cells are 
positive for desmin, SM-actin, estrogen receptor and 
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Fig. 1 a large left vulvar mass, measuring 15 × 9.5 
× 9 centimeters.

Fig. 2 (1) Axial MRI: T1-weighted images showing vulvar mass with isointensity to the muscle.
 (2) Axial MRI: T2-weighted images showing vulvar aggressive angiomyxoma with the swirled 

appearance.

Fig. 3 (1) Surgery of vulvar aggressive angiomyxoma. (Preoperative)
 (2) Surgery of vulvar aggressive angiomyxoma. (Postoperative)
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progesterone receptor. No expression of CD34, S-100 
protein, caldesmon and myoglobin is seen. 

No relapse has occurred by the time of follow-up at 
5 years after surgery.

DISCUSSION

The vulvar AA is a benign mesenchymal tumor 
but with a high local recurrence rate up to 72%, and 
relapse occurs months to several years after surgery [4, 
5]. That is why differential diagnosis is pivotal for the 
prognosis from other benign myxoid neoplasms. 

Several imaging modalities are useful in primary 
and recurrent diagnosing and surgical treatment of 
AA. Particularly, MRI and CT are recommended to 

diagnose and identify the extent of the tumor for mak-
ing surgical approach. Relative to muscle signals on 
MRI, AA shows an isointense signal on T1-weighted 
images and a hyperintense one on T2-weighted images. 
A swirled appearance retaining the enhancing layered 
appearance on MRI and CT is characteristic and often 
present in 83% of cases [5]. CT also shows a tumor 
with well-defined moderately enhanced margins with 
attenuation less than that of muscle [6]. The attenua-
tion on CT and high signal intensity on MRI are likely 
related to the loose myxoid matrix and high water 
content of angiomyxoma [2]. 

In our patient, a gynecological exam revealed a 
self-destructive fleshy mass in the left vulva, and MRI 

Fig. 4 (1) Gross vulvar aggressive angiomyxoma: the solid tumor, measuring 15 cm in longitu-
dinal diameter and almost encapsulated with the exception of the self-destructive part.

 (2) Cut surface: fleshy glistening myxoid mass mixed white and yellow tone.

Fig. 5 short spindle-shaped tumor cells proliferate in a hypocellular 
myxoid stroma. (HE stain, x100)

1 2
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and CT confirmed the superficial nature of this lesion 
with respect to the pelvic diaphragm and provided a 
proper surgical route. To obtain a successful result in 
surgical treatment, it is important to completely excise 
a tumor with tumor-free margins. The excised lesion 
of our case had negative margins on pathological 
evaluation. AA of the external surface is smooth and 
usually appears not to be encapsulated. They typically 
have finger-like projections that extend into neighbor-
ing tissues [1]. Our case, unlike most AA, was almost 
encapsulated by a fibrofatty layer with the exception 
of the self-destructive part, and there was no evident 
infiltration into neighboring tissues in this case. This 
may explain why there has been no recurrence in the 
last 5 years.

There are various treatments, however if it is pos-
sible, complete surgical excision with a clear margin 
should be sought. While lesion recurrence is frequent, 
hormonal treatment with gonadotropin-releasing 
hormone analogs (GnRHa) or anti-hormonal therapy 
is sometimes needed for primary and recurrent AA. 
This can be attributed to the fact that most of AA 
express estrogen and progesterone receptors and are 
sensitive to hormonal therapy [7, 8]. Han-Guerts et 
al. [9] proposes the following guidelines in treating 
AA: (1) complete excision of the lesion when possible 
and avoiding mutilating surgery, (2) adjunct therapy 
when partial resection is performed is acceptable using 
arterial embolization and/or hormonal treatment, and 
(3) radiotherapy is reserved to cases that are resistant 
to embolization and/or hormonal therapy and still 
symptomatic. There are no standard treatments for 
recurrence in the postoperative management of vulvar 
AA. Our patient required no additional treatment post-
operatively because of complete excision with negative 
margins and an almost encapsulated tumor.

The pathogenesis of vulvar AA is poorly under-
stood, but a translocation at chromosome 12 with a 
consequent aberrant expression of the high-mobility 
group protein isoform I-C (HMGI-C) protein in-
volved in DNA transcription has been demonstrated. 
Detection of inappropriate HMGI-C expression using 
immunoperoxidase technique with anti HMG1-C anti-
body may be a useful marker for microscopic residual 
disease [10]. 

In conclusion, AA is a rare locally aggressive 
mesenchymal tumor. When complete resection with 
tumor-free margins is possible, it will offer the lowest 
recurrence rate. Even if the AA is resected completely, 
it is clear that it requires close and long-term follow up 
for recurrence. 
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ABSTRACT
Objective:  Although radiation therapy (RT) and concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT) 
are the global standards for adjuvant therapy treatment in cervical cancer, many Japanese 
institutions choose chemotherapy (CT) because of the low frequency of irreversible adverse 
events. In this study, we aimed to clarify the trends of adjuvant therapy for intermediate/high-
risk cervical cancer after radical surgery in Japan.
Methods:  A questionnaire survey was conducted by the Japanese Gynecologic Oncology 
Group to 186 authorized institutions active in the treatment of gynecologic cancer.
Results:  Responses were obtained from 129 facilities. Adjuvant RT/CCRT and intensity-
modulated RT were performed in 98 (76%) and 23 (18%) institutions, respectively. On the 
other hand, CT was chosen as an alternative in 93 institutions (72%). The most common 
regimen of CT, which was used in 66 institutions (51%), was a combination of cisplatin/
carboplatin with paclitaxel. CT was considered an appropriate alternative option to RT/CCRT 
in patients with risk factors such as bulky tumors, lymph node metastasis, lymphovascular 
invasion, parametrial invasion, and stromal invasion. The risk of severe adverse events was 
considered to be lower for CT than for RT/CCRT in 109 institutions (84%).
Conclusion:  This survey revealed a variety of policies regarding adjuvant therapy among 
institutions. A clinical study to assess the efficacy or non-inferiority of adjuvant CT is 
warranted.
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INTRODUCTION
Cervical cancer is the third most common cause of death among gynecologic cancers [1]. 
Women with stage IA2 to IIA lesions require radical hysterectomy with bilateral pelvic lymph-
node dissection, radiation therapy (RT), or concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT) [2,3]. In 
Japan, more than 80% of institutions choose radical hysterectomy as the primary therapy 
for patients with stage IB1 and IIA1 tumors [4]. After the surgical procedure, the recurrence 
risk is evaluated by pathological criteria such as lymph node metastasis, lymphovascular 
space invasion, depth invasion, parametrial invasion, nonsquamous histology, and positive 
surgical margins [5-8]. Subsequently, adjuvant therapy is considered for patients with an 
intermediate/high risk of recurrence.

RT decreases the incidence of local recurrence when used as an adjuvant therapy [9,10]; 
however, there is little or no effect on overall survival [11,12]. On the other hand, CCRT 
improves progression-free and overall survival for high-risk and early-stage patients 
who undergo radical hysterectomy and pelvic lymphadenectomy [13]. The National 
Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) recommends pelvic RT/CCRT for high-risk patients 
[2]. The Japan Society of Gynecologic Oncology treatment guidelines for cervical cancer also 
follow the NCCN policy with minor modifications [14]. However, 37% to 48% of recurrences 
in cervical cancer occur in the extra-pelvic area, and their prognosis is extremely poor [15,16]. 
In addition, patients who undergo RT may still experience late adverse events and toxicity 
because of the anatomic locations such as the bladder, bowel, vagina, and ovary [17]. In 
terms of the quality of life, RT has a disadvantage about sexual function in young women with 
cervical cancer [18]. Since complications exist over a long time and the mean age at diagnosis 
of cervical cancer is 48 years, many patients and physicians hesitate to choose RT/CCRT 
[19,20]. Although some institutions adopt an approach using intensity-modulated radiation 
therapy (IMRT) to reduce the adverse events, a longer follow-up is required to evaluate the 
benefit of this treatment [21].

Our previous study showed that many institutions in Japan use chemotherapy (CT) as an 
adjuvant therapy in patients with intermediate and high risk of recurrence [22]. However, to 
the best of our knowledge, no clinical study has been conducted to evaluate the efficacy or 
inferiority of CT as an adjuvant therapy for cervical cancer. In this study, we first aimed to clarify 
the current trends for adjuvant therapy in different institutions, then evaluated the need for a 
prospective study to assess CT as an adjuvant therapy for postoperative cervical cancer.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A questionnaire was designed by a gynecological oncology clinical fellow who attended 
an educational seminar conducted by the Japanese Gynecologic Oncology Group (JGOG) 
in August 2013. The details of the questionnaire are listed in Appendix. Briefly, the 
questionnaire included the following questions:

(1) What kind of therapy is routinely selected as an adjuvant therapy for intermediate/high 
risk postoperative cervical cancer?

(2) What kind of regimen is used for adjuvant CT?
(3) What kind of chemotherapeutic agents are used for CCRT?
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(4) Does your institute perform IMRT?
(5) What do you select as a most appropriate adjuvant therapy for patients with risk factors 

such as bulky tumor, lymph node metastasis, lymphovascular invasion, parametrial 
invasion, stromal invasion, and vaginal stump invasion?

(6) Will you conduct or support a clinical study to evaluate appropriate adjuvant therapies for 
cervical cancer?

In August 2014, we mailed the questionnaire to all 186 JGOG member institutions. All the 
chosen hospitals treated gynecologic cancer and were authorized by the JGOG membership 
committee. Responses were accepted until December 2014.

RESULTS

1. Characteristics of responders’ institutions
In total, 129 of the 199 JGOG member institutions replied to our questionnaire. The 
characteristics of responding institutions are shown in Table 1. Since JGOG membership 
extended only to institutions active in the treatment of gynecologic cancer, 69 (53%) and 
14 (11%) of the 129 institutions were academic hospitals and cancer centers, respectively. 
Furthermore, 65 (50%) and 52 (40%) institutions had one and two (or more) gynecologic 
oncologists on the board of the Japanese Society of Gynecologic Oncology, respectively. The 
average number of radical hysterectomies performed annually was 5 to 15 and >15 in 64 (50%) 
and 48 (37%) institutions, respectively.

2. Practice patterns of adjuvant therapy for cervical cancer in Japan
First, current adjuvant therapy policies in each institution were analyzed. Our questionnaire 
allowed multiple answers because many institutions may have multiple therapeutic strategies 
based on the histological subtypes and/or number of risk factors. According to Japanese 
guidelines, CCRT/RT was performed in 98 institutions (76%) (Fig. 1A). On the other hand, 93 
institutions (72%) also had the option to perform CT alone (Fig. 1A). IMRT was performed 
in 18% of institutions (Fig. 1B). The CCRT regimen was simple; 83% of institutions used 
cisplatin alone (Fig. 1C). However, multiple CT regimen were used; the most popular 
regimen, which was used in 46% of institutions, was a combination of carboplatin and 
paclitaxel, followed by irinotecan with nedaplatin (20%), and cisplatin with paclitaxel (17%) 
(Fig. 1D).

Table 1.  Background of responding institutions
Variable Institution (%)
Responder 129
   Academic hospital 69 (53)
   Cancer center 14 (11)
   General hospital 46 (36)
Physicians with board of Japan Society of Gynecologic Oncology
   0 12 (10)
   1 65 (50)

   ≥2 52 (40)  
No. of radical hysterectomy per year
   <5 17 (13)
   5–15 64 (50)

   >15 48 (37)
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3. Risk assessment for clinicopathological factors
Next, we assessed risk assessment for clinicopathological factors which might be one of the 
reasons for the variety of adjuvant therapies. As shown in Fig. 2, RT was revealed to be the 
most appropriate adjuvant therapy for vaginal stump invasion cases, but not for other factors 
such as bulky tumor, lymph node metastasis, lymphovascular invasion parametrial invasion, 
and stromal invasion. CCRT was appropriate especially in cases of lymph node metastasis 
and parametrial invasion. Interestingly, CT ranked highly as an adjuvant therapy for all risk 
factors except vaginal stump invasion, and even for factors where observation was frequently 
chosen, for example, bulky tumors, lymphovascular invasion, and stromal invasion. These 
results indicate that the type of risk factor might affect the selection of adjuvant therapy.

4. Expectation of randomized controlled trial to evaluate the efficacy of CT as 
an adjuvant therapy in cervical cancer

Finally, we focused on how gynecologic oncologists evaluate the complications of each 
therapeutic option and the necessity of a trial to evaluate the efficacy or non-inferiority of 
CT as an adjuvant therapy in cervical cancer. The result showed that 85% of institutions 
evaluated CT as an adjuvant therapy with fewer incidences of severe complications (Fig. 3A). 
On the other hand, only 4% of institutions chose RT and 5% rated both CT and RT equally. 
Moreover, 87% of institutions were supportive of a clinical study to evaluate the efficacy or 
non-inferiority of CT as an adjuvant therapy in cervical cancer (Fig. 3B). Approximately 13% 
of institutions did not support a future clinical study because of the lack of radiation facilities 
or fewer cases for adjuvant therapy than expected (not shown in figure).
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Fig. 1.  Variety of adjuvant therapy policies for cervical cancer in Japan. The policy for adjuvant therapy was investigated in each institution (multiple answers 
allowed). (A) Therapeutic options considered for adjuvant therapy. (B) Percentage of institutions performing intensity-modulated radiation therapy. (C) Regimen 
for concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT). (D) Regimen for adjuvant chemotherapy.
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DISCUSSION
In this survey, we showed (1) the variety of adjuvant therapies for cervical cancer in Japan, 
(2) that the combination of risk factors might affect the selection of adjuvant therapy, and (3) 
that a clinical study is required to evaluate the efficacy or non-inferiority of CT as an adjuvant 
therapy in cervical cancer.

Previous retrospective studies had revealed the efficacy of CT as an adjuvant therapy for 
cervical cancer. A large-scale retrospective study in 2,268 patients comparing efficacy and 
adverse effects indicated no significant differences between CT and RT/CCRT in both the 
5-year overall survival and disease-free survival [23]. Notably, the increased 5-year overall 
survival and disease-free survival rates of CT compared to RT were seen in patients with early-
stage disease, clinical response, and younger age [23]. These results motivate gynecologic 
oncologists to use CT as an adjuvant therapy. Our survey also revealed that CT was a wise 
choice for adjuvant therapy in Japan.
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Fig. 3.  Recognition of complications and requirement for a clinical study to assess adjuvant therapy. (A) Identification of the most reduced complication of 
adjuvant therapy. (B) The approach of your institution for clinical study to assess the efficacy or non-inferiority of chemotherapy as an adjuvant therapy.

Fig. 2.  Risk assessment for clinicopathological factors. Appropriate therapeutic options are chosen from among 
radiation, concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT), chemotherapy, and observation (multiple answers allowed).
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In our survey, the regimen for CCRT generally involved only cisplatin because previous meta-
analysis including 4,580 randomized patients showed an improved overall survival (hazard 
ratio, 0.71; p<0.001) in CCRT compared to RT, and cisplatin was the most commonly used 
agent in the study [24]. However, the regimen for CT alone showed variety, for example, 
cisplatin with paclitaxel, carboplatin with paclitaxel, and irinotecan with nedaplatin. These 
regimens come from clinical studies of cervical cancer in Japan. Previously, a combination of 
paclitaxel and cisplatin was considered the standard CT for cervical cancer [25,26]. Recently, 
we reported the non-inferiority of the paclitaxel and carboplatin regimen compared to 
paclitaxel and cisplatin in patients with recurrent or metastatic cervical cancer [27].

Risk criteria should be considered before the selection of adjuvant therapy. Currently, 
recurrence risk is evaluated according to the number of risk factors found in the patient. 
However, our survey revealed that gynecologists assess the recurrence risk according to the 
kind of risk factors the patient has, and then choose the appropriate therapeutics. Radiation 
was supported by the majority of institutions for the adjuvant therapy of vaginal stump 
invasion. This is reasonable because RT such as brachytherapy can directly approach the 
tumor. In fact, the 10-year survival rate of non-palpable recurrence at the vaginal stump 
is reported to be more than 70% following brachytherapy alone [28]. On the other hand, 
postoperative CCRT was used for lymph node metastasis and parametrial invasion because 
previous randomized studies proved the efficacy of CCRT in these patients [13]. However, 
lymph node metastasis is considered as a significant risk factor for prognosis, even after 
CCRT/RT [29]. Notably, the 3-year survival rate of adjuvant CT was more than 78% and 
superior to that of radiotherapy (67%), even though 34% of patients had multiple lymph 
node metastases. In addition, CT has an equivalent therapeutic effect to RT with fewer 
postoperative complications [30,31]. Our results showed that many gynecologic oncologists 
in Japan also evaluate the superiority of CT according to the complication. These results 
support the need for evaluation of CT as an adjuvant therapy for cervical cancer. In fact, 
almost 90% of the institutions supported such a clinical study.

Our survey has several limitations. First, this study was performed for selected institutions. 
Since treatment for cervical cancer is generally performed in front-line medical centers and 
most of them belong to JGOG, we conducted this survey only in these institutions. Therefore, 
our result might not reflect the opinions in a small institution. Second, in this survey, we 
evaluated all institutions equally. Since the number of patients is different in each institution, 
some of the results might have to be evaluated considering the scale of the institution. In fact, 
some institutions in our survey have no radiation facility in their hospital. However, if the 
efficacy or non-inferiority of CT for adjuvant therapy is proven, these institutions can choose 
CT without any hesitation.

In conclusion, our study showed that a variety of adjuvant therapy policies for cervical cancer 
are currently in use in each institution. Clinical study to assess the efficacy or non-inferiority 
of adjuvant CT is required.
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Appendix.  Questionnaire on the cervical cancer treatment policy of Japanese Gynecologic Oncology Group medical institutions 

This questionnaire survey should be answered by the Head or responsible person of each institution. 

1. Does your institution have criteria for performing adjuvant therapy for intermediate/high risk cervical cancer after surgery? 
1) According to the Japanese guidelines 
2) Almost the same as the Japanese guidelines 
3) Unique criteria, specific to the institution 
4) Other criteria 

2. What according to you is the most appropriate adjuvant therapy for each of the recurrent risk factors listed below? (multiple answers allowed) 
1) Bulky tumor: 

(a) Observation, (b) Radiotherapy, (c) Chemotherapy, (d) Other
 
2) Lymph node metastasis: 

(a) Observation, (b) Radiotherapy, (c) Chemotherapy, (d) Other 

3) Lymphovascular invasion: 
(a) Observation, (b) Radiotherapy, (c) Chemotherapy, (d) Other 

4) Parametrial invasion: 
(a) Observation, (b) Radiotherapy, (c) Chemotherapy, (d) Other 

5) Stromal invasion: 
(a) Observation, (b) Radiotherapy, (c) Chemotherapy, (d) Other 

6) Vaginal invasion: 
(a) Observation, (b) Radiotherapy, (c) Chemotherapy, (d) Other 

3-1. What should be performed as an adjuvant therapy for intermediate/high risk postoperative cervical cancer? (multiple answers allowed) 
1) Chemotherapy 
2) Radiation 
3) Concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT) 
4) Other

3-2. Why did you select this (these) therapy (therapies)? 

4. What kind of regimen do you use for adjuvant chemotherapy? 
Agents: 
Dose: 

5-1. What is total dose in Gy you use for adjuvant radiation therapy?  

5-2. What kind of chemotherapeutic agents do you use for CCRT? 
Agents: 
Dose: 

6. Does your institution perform Intensity-Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT)? 
1) Yes 
2) No, but we can perform IMRT. 
3) No. We can only perform conventional radiation therapy. 
4) No. We cannot perform radiation therapy. 

7. Which therapy do you think has the fewest adverse events? 
1) Radiation 
2) Chemotherapy 
3) Equal 
4) Other 
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Introduction

The number of patients with ovarian cancer is increasing 
in Japan and 8,631 cases were reported in 2007 [1]. Deaths 
due to ovarian cancer are also increasing and 4,705 patients 
died of this disease in 2011 [1]. Ovarian cancer is the most 
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common cause of death among malignant tumors of the 
female genital tract. Tumor stage is thought to be an impor-
tant prognostic factor, with stage III and IV cancer hav-
ing a poor prognosis [2]. Since the ovary is a pelvic organ, 
an ovarian tumor may not cause any early symptoms, and 
approximately 40–50 % of patients with ovarian cancer 
have stage III or IV disease (with a poor prognosis) at the 
time of first presentation [3]. Thus, an important challenge 
is to improve the outcome of treatment in patients with 
advanced ovarian cancer.

In order to improve the prognosis of ovarian cancer and 
reduce regional differences in the management of ovarian 
cancer in Japan, the first edition of the guidelines for the 
treatment of ovarian cancer was published by the Japan 
Society of Gynecologic Oncology in 2004. It has since 
been revised several times, and the fourth edition was pub-
lished in April 2015. The new guidelines include seven 
chapters and six flow charts. The major changes in the new 
edition are as follows:

(1) The format has been changed from a review format to 
a clinical question (CQ) format, so the guidelines for 
optimal clinical practice in Japan are now shown as 41 
CQs and answers.

(2) The ‘flow charts’ have been improved and are placed 
near the beginning of the guideline.

(3) The ‘basic points’, including staging, histological clas-
sification, surgical procedures, chemotherapy, and pal-
liative care are included before the chapter.

(4) The FIGO surgical staging of ovarian cancer, fallopian 
tube cancer, and primary peritoneal cancer was revised 
in 2014 and the guideline has been revised accordingly 
to take the updated version of this classification into 
account.

(5) Procedures for the examination and management of 
hereditary breast and ovarian cancer (HBOC) are 
described.

(6) Information on molecular targeting therapy has been 
added.

(7) Guidelines for the treatment of recurrent cancer 
based on tumor markers alone and for providing hor-
mone replacement therapy (HRT) after treatment are 
described.

Chapter 1: Overview

The aims of this guideline are to describe current opti-
mal treatment for ovarian cancer (epithelial tumors, 
germ cell tumors, and sex cord stromal tumors), primary 
peritoneal cancer, and fallopian tube cancer, to reduce 
differences in management between medical institu-
tions, to improve the safety of therapy and the prognosis, 
to reduce the burden (physical, mental, and economic) 
on patients by promoting optimal treatment, and to 
improve communication between patients and healthcare 
professionals.

Much of the evidence adopted in this guideline was 
obtained from clinical studies performed in Europe, the 
USA, and Japan. However, some evidence from Europe 
and the USA does not apply in Japan because of differ-
ences in background factors between Europe/USA and 
Japan. Conversely, some treatments used widely in Japan 
are uncommon in Europe and the USA. In such cases, the 
current consensus for disease management in Japan is pri-
oritized in this guideline.

This guideline was created according to the principles of 
‘evidence-based medicine’, which is a standard method for 
producing clinical practice guidelines. The quality of evi-
dence was evaluated using the criteria shown in Table 1 [4, 5].  
In addition, the grade of each recommendation in the guide-
line was determined using the criteria set out in Table 2 
[4–6]. 

Chapter 2: Epithelial ovarian cancer

Treatment of epithelial ovarian cancer is summarized as 
flow chart 1 (Fig. 1).

CQ 01: What is the optimal surgical procedure 
for ovarian cancer when the tumor seems to be 
localized to the ovary?

Recommendations

(1) In addition to bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy + total 
hysterectomy + omentectomy, peritoneal cytol-

Table 1  Criteria for evaluating the quality of evidence (levels of evidence)

Level I Evidence from meta-analyses of multiple randomized controlled trials

Level II Evidence from randomized controlled trials, or evidence from well-designed nonrandomized controlled trials

Level III Evidence from well-designed quasi-experimental studies, or evidence from well-designed non-experimental descriptive studies, such 
as comparative studies, correlation studies, and case–control studies

Level IV Expert committee reports and opinions, or clinical experiences of respected authorities
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ogy + pelvic/para-aortic lymph node dissection 
(biopsy) + biopsies from sites in the abdominal cavity 
are recommended (Grade B).

(2) When biopsies are obtained from sites in the abdomi-
nal cavity, sampling from the following sites should be 
considered—pouch of Douglas, parietal peritoneum, 
surface of the diaphragm, intestinal tract, mesentery, 
and suspected lesions (Grade C1).

CQ 02: What is the optimal surgical procedure 
for ovarian cancer that is thought to be stage II or a 
more advanced stage preoperatively?

Recommendations

Maximal debulking surgery to accomplish complete resection 
(no gross residual tumor) is strongly recommended (Grade A).

Table 2  Grading of recommendations

Grade A The proposed treatment is strongly recommended

In principle, there is at least one source of Level I evidence showing efficacy of the treatment

Grade B The proposed treatment is recommended

In principle, there is at least one source of Level II evidence showing efficacy of the treatment

Grade C1 The proposed treatment may be considered. However, there is not enough scientific evidence

(or the treatment may have efficacy, although sufficient scientific evidence has not been obtained)

There are multiple sources of Level III evidence showing efficacy of the treatment and the outcomes are roughly consistent

Grade C2 There is not enough scientific evidence, and the treatment is not recommended in routine clinical practice

Grade D The treatment is not recommended (usefulness or efficacy have not been shown, and the treatment may be harmful)

Initial treatment
Staging
Histopathological diagnosis Postoperative treatment

Staging laparotomy */
Primary debulking

Surgery (PDS)
(CQ01, 02, 07)

I A, I B
(CQ01)

I C
(CQ01, 02)

Grade 1

Grade 2, 3 /
clear cell 

adenocarcinoma

II – IV
(CQ02)

If staging laparotomy
results in poor surgery (CQ03, 08)

Exploratory 
laparotomy /
primary tumor 
difficult
to remove

Complete resection

Optimal surgery
residual < 1 cm

Suboptimal surgery
residual > 1 cm

Chemotherapy 
(CQ09, 10)

Chemotherapy
(CQ09, 10)

Chemotherapy 
(CQ09, 10)Chemotherapy 

(CQ09, 10)

Interval debulking
Surgery (IDS)
(CQ03, 14)

Follow-up 
(CQ19 – 21)

(CQ11)

Neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy 
(NAC) 
(CQ14)

Fig. 1  Flow chart 1: treatment of epithelial ovarian cancer. *Staging laparotomy—bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy + total hysterec-
tomy + omentectomy + peritoneal cytology + pelvic/para-aortic lymph node dissection (biopsy) + biopsies from sites in the abdominal cavity
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CQ 03: Is interval debulking surgery (IDS) 
recommended for advanced ovarian cancer if primary 
debulking surgery (PDS) had a suboptimal outcome?

Recommendations

As a treatment option, IDS should be considered during 
chemotherapy for patients with advanced cancer if previous 
surgery had a suboptimal outcome (Grade C1).

CQ 04: What is the optimal management if a patient 
wishes to preserve fertility?

Recommendations

(1) Detailed informed consent about preservation of fertil-
ity is necessary (Grade A).

(2) As the basic operative procedure to preserve fertil-
ity, affected-side salpingo-oophorectomy + omentec-
tomy + peritoneal cytology is recommended (Grade 
B).

(3) In addition to the above-mentioned basic procedure, 
biopsy of the contralateral ovary, biopsy (dissection) of 
the pelvic/para-aortic lymph nodes, and biopsies from 
sites in the abdominal cavity should be considered as 
part of staging laparotomy (Grade C1).

CQ 05: Is risk-reducing salpingo-oophorectomy 
(RRSO) recommended for patients with the BRCA1 or 
BRCA2 gene mutation?

Recommendations

It is recommended that RRSO only be performed by a 
gynecologic oncologist who is a member of the Japan Soci-
ety of Gynecologic Oncology in cooperation with a clinical 
geneticist at a medical facility with an established genetic 
counseling system and cooperative pathologists, after 
review and approval by the institutional ethics committee 
(Grade B).

CQ 06: Is laparoscope-assisted surgery possible?

Recommendations

(1) Currently, laparoscope-assisted surgery is not recog-
nized as a standard procedure that can be substituted 
for laparotomy (Grade C2).

(2) However, in patients with advanced cancer, laparo-
scope-assisted surgery may be substituted for laparot-

omy to observe the abdominal cavity and collect tissue 
samples (Grade C1).

CQ 07: For which patients is intraoperative rapid 
pathological examination recommended?

Recommendations

For patients in whom judgment between benign/borderline 
malignancy/malignancy is difficult based on preoperative 
evaluation and intraoperative findings, intraoperative rapid 
pathological examination is recommended for selecting the 
optimal surgical procedure (Grade B).

CQ 08: What is the recommended management 
of a patient in whom ovarian cancer is diagnosed 
after surgery?

Recommendations

Staging laparotomy (re-laparotomy) is recommended 
(Grade B).

CQ 09: What chemotherapy regimen is recommended 
as first-line therapy?

Recommendations

(1) Paclitaxel + carboplatin (conventional TC therapy) is 
strongly recommended (Grade A).

(2) Dose-dense TC therapy is also recommended (Grade 
B).

CQ 10: What chemotherapy regimens other than TC 
therapy are recommended as first-line therapy?

Recommendations

(1) Docetaxel + carboplatin (DC therapy) is recommended 
(Grade B).

(2) Cisplatin monotherapy or carboplatin monotherapy can 
be considered (Grade C1).

CQ 11: Which patients do not need postoperative 
chemotherapy?

Recommendations

It can be omitted for patients with stage I A/I B, Grade 1 
disease confirmed by staging laparotomy (Grade B).
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CQ 12: Should first-line chemotherapy be selected 
by considering tumor histology?

Recommendations

This is not recommended because there is insufficient evi-
dence to show that standard treatment should be changed 
depending on tumor histology (Grade C2).

CQ 13: Is intraperitoneal chemotherapy recommended 
as the first-line therapy?

Recommendations

Intraperitoneal chemotherapy should be considered for 
patients with advanced cancer who have undergone optimal 
surgery (Grade C1).

CQ 14: Are neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) and IDS 
recommended for advanced ovarian cancer if optimal 
surgery is thought to be impossible?

Recommendations

For patients with advanced cancer in whom it is thought 
that primary surgery will not result in an optimal out-
come, preoperative chemotherapy and debulking surgery 
(NAC + IDS) are recommended as a treatment option 
(Grade B).

CQ 15: Is maintenance chemotherapy recommended 
after complete remission is achieved?

Recommendations

It is not recommended, because usefulness of maintenance 
chemotherapy has not been demonstrated (Grade C2).

CQ 16: What management approach is recommended 
if complete remission is not achieved by initial 
treatment?

Recommendations

Additional treatment (second-line chemotherapy and radio-
therapy), participation in a clinical trial, or best supportive 
care should be considered (Grade C1).

CQ 17: What is the recommended management 
of serious adverse events associated 
with chemotherapy?

Recommendations

Hypersensitivity reactions (HSR)

(1) Premedication should be provided because taxanes, such 
as paclitaxel, are associated with a risk of HSR (Grade A).

(2) When carboplatin causes HSR, premedication alone 
cannot reduce the risk of recurrence. Therefore, switch-
ing to another drug or desensitization therapy should 
be considered (Grade C1).

Gastrointestinal symptoms (nausea, diarrhea)

(1) For nausea, refer to the relevant guideline [7], and pro-
vide adequate antiemetic therapy (Grade A).

(2) For mild diarrhea, antidiarrheal agents should be 
administered orally. For severe diarrhea complicated 
by other symptoms, early aggressive treatment should 
be performed, such as fluid replacement and adminis-
tration of an antibacterial agent (Grade A).

Myelosuppression/febrile neutropenia
 Refer to the relevant guideline [8], and provide adequate 
treatment with an antibacterial agent and/or a granulocyte-
colony stimulating factor (G-CSF) preparation (Grade A).

CQ 18: Are any molecular targeting drugs 
recommended as first-line therapy or as treatment 
for recurrence?

Recommendations

Bevacizumab should be considered in combination with chem-
otherapy and as subsequent maintenance therapy. However, 
careful patient selection and appropriate monitoring for adverse 
events are required when bevacizumab is used (Grade C1).

CQ 19: What is the optimal follow-up interval 
after treatment?

Recommendations

After the start of initial treatment,
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Years 1–2: an interval of 1–3 months
Years 3–5: an interval of 3–6 months
Year 6 onward: an interval of 1 year
The above-mentioned intervals are only intended as a 

guide (Grade C1).

CQ 20: What examinations/tests should be performed 
for follow-up after treatment?

Recommendations

(1) Taking a history and performing and pelvic examina-
tion at every visit should be considered (Grade C1).

(2) Measurement of CA125, transvaginal ultrasonography, 
or computed tomography scanning should be consid-
ered as required (Grade C1).

CQ 21: Is intervention for recurrence recommended 
if the patient only has elevation of CA125 without any 
symptoms?

Recommendations

Early intervention in response to elevation of CA125 alone 
is not necessarily recommended (Grade C2).

CQ 22: Is HRT recommended?

Recommendations

After informing the patient about its merits and demerits, 
HRT should be considered carefully for individual patients 
(Grade C1).

Chapter 3: Borderline epithelial ovarian tumors

Treatment of borderline epithelial ovarian tumors is sum-
marized as flow chart 2 (Fig. 2).

CQ 23: What is the optimal surgical procedure 
for borderline epithelial ovarian tumors?

Recommendations

(1) In addition to bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy + total 
hysterectomy + omentectomy + peritoneal cytology, 

detailed intra-abdominal examination is recommended 
(Grade B).

(2) If suspected peritoneal lesions are found by intra-
abdominal examination, removing such lesions should 
be considered, or taking peritoneal biopsies from sev-
eral sites should be considered if there are no suspected 
peritoneal lesions (Grade C1).

(3) For patients who wish to preserve fertility, in addi-
tion to salpingo-oophorectomy on the affected 
side + omentectomy + peritoneal cytology, detailed 
intra-abdominal examination should be considered 
(Grade C1).

CQ 24: What are the indications for chemotherapy 
and the recommended regimens?

Recommendations

For patients with gross residual tumors and patients with 
invasive peritoneal implants, performing postoperative 
chemotherapy with platinum agents and taxanes according 
to the treatment regimens for ovarian cancer should be con-
sidered (Grade C1).

CQ 25: What is important for follow-up after treatment 
of a borderline epithelial ovarian tumor?

Recommendations

In patients with borderline epithelial tumors, long-term fol-
low-up for at least 10 years after treatment should be con-
sidered (Grade C1).

Chapter 4: Recurrent epithelial ovarian cancer

Treatment of recurrent ovarian cancer is summarized as 
flow chart 3 (Fig. 3).

CQ 26: What chemotherapy regimen is recommended 
for recurrence after a disease-free interval (DFI) 
of <6 months?

Recommendations

Monotherapy that avoids cross-resistance to previous treat-
ment is recommended (Grade B).
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CQ 27: What chemotherapy regimen is recommended 
for recurrence after a DFI of ≥6 months?

Recommendations

Combination therapy including a platinum agent is strongly 
recommended (Grade A).

CQ 28: What are the indications and strategy 
for secondary debulking surgery (SDS) in patients 
with recurrence?

Recommendations

(1) Whether or not SDS is worth performing should be 
carefully determined by evaluating the timing of recur-
rence, the primary surgical procedure, the site of recur-

rence, the number of lesions, and the performance sta-
tus of the patient in a comprehensive manner (Grade 
C1).

(2) When SDS is performed, the objective should be com-
plete resection of the tumor when possible (Grade 
C1).

CQ 29: What are the indications for radiation therapy 
in patients with recurrence?

Recommendations

(1) Radiation therapy should be considered in order to 
relieve symptoms, such as pain and bleeding (Grade C1).

(2) Radiation therapy should be considered for brain metas-
tasis, not only to relieve symptoms, but also to prolong 
survival (Grade C1).

Timing of diagnosis Treatment

Diagnosed 
during 
surgery
(I –IV)

Patients 
wanting 
fertility

preservation

Patients 
not wanting  

fertility
preservation

Follow-up 
(CQ25)

Fertility-preserving 
surgery*

Staging laparotomy
(CQ23)

Standard surgery

Staging laparotomy
(CQ23)

No residual 
tumor or 

no invasive 
peritoneal 
implants

Residual tumor 
or invasive 
peritoneal 
implants

Follow-up 
Consider same 
treatment as for 
epithelial ovarian 
cancer (CQ08, 24)

Diagnosed 
after 

surgery

Patients 
wanting  
fertility 

preservation

Patients 
not wanting 

fertility 
preservation

As a result of surgery, 
no residual tumor or 

no invasive peritoneal 
implants (or unknown)

Despite surgery, there is 
residual tumor or 

invasive peritoneal 
implants

As a result of surgery, 
no residual tumor or 

no invasive peritoneal 
implants (or 
unknown)

Despite surgery, there is 
residual tumor or 

invasive peritoneal 
implants

Follow-up or
Fertility-preserving surgery 
Staging laparotomy
(CQ23)

Fertility-preserving surgery 
Staging laparotomy or
(CQ23)
Follow-up or  
Consider same treatment as for 
epithelial ovarian cancer (CQ08, 24)

Follow-up or
Standard surgery
Staging laparotomy
(CQ23)

Standard surgery
Staging laparotomy or
(CQ23)
Follow-up or
Consider same treatment as for 
epithelial ovarian cancer (CQ08, 24)

Follow-up 
(CQ25)

Fig. 2  Flow chart 2: treatment of borderline epithelial ovarian tumors. *Fertility-preserving surgery—affected-side salpingo-oophorec-
tomy + omentectomy + peritoneal cytology + detailed intra-abdominal examination
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CQ 30: What is the recommended management 
strategy for intestinal obstruction and accumulation 
of ascites?

Recommendations

Intestinal obstruction
(1) Administration of octreotide is strongly recommended 

for nausea/vomiting (Grade A).
(2) Correcting physical obstruction by palliative surgery 

is recommended for relieving nausea/vomiting (Grade 
B).

(3) Administration of corticosteroids should be considered 
to relieve nausea/vomiting (Grade C1).

Accumulation of ascites

(1) In patients with terminal cancer whose life expectancy 
is estimated to be ≤1–2 months, the volume of infu-
sion solution should be limited to ≤1,000 mL/day 
if the patient has pain due to accumulation of ascites 
(Grade C1).

(2) Taking the underlying pathological state into consid-
eration, administration of diuretics, drainage of ascitic 
fluid (paracentesis), creation of a peritoneovenous 
shunt, and cell-free and concentrated ascites reinfusion 

therapy should be considered for relieving pain due to 
accumulation of ascites (Grade C1).

Chapter 5: Primary peritoneal cancer/fallopian 
tube cancer

Treatment of primary peritoneal cancer or fallopian tube 
cancer is summarized as flow chart 4 (Fig. 4).

CQ 31: What is the optimal surgical procedure 
for primary peritoneal cancer?

Recommendations

Maximal debulking surgery to accomplish complete resec-
tion (no gross residual tumor) should be considered (Grade 
C1).

CQ 32: What chemotherapy regimen is recommended 
for primary peritoneal cancer?

Recommendations

(1) Either conventional TC therapy or dose-dense TC ther-
apy should be considered (Grade C1).

Previous treatment Disease free interval
(Platinum free interval) Treatment

< 6 month
Second line chemotherapy (CQ26)

Radiotherapy (CQ29)

Best supportive care (BSC)

recurrence

Chemotherapy
(+)

> 6 month

Combination therapy including platinum
resembling first line chemotherapy (CQ27)
Secondary debulking surgery (SDS) (CQ28)

Radiotherapy ( CQ29)

First line chemotherapy (CQ09)

Secondary debulking surgery (SDS) (CQ28)
Chemotherapy

( )

Fig. 3  Flow chart 3: treatment of recurrent epithelial ovarian cancer
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(2) Neoadjuvant chemotherapy should also be considered 
(Grade C1).

CQ 33: What is the optimal surgical procedure 
for fallopian tube cancer?

Recommendations

(1) According to the procedure for treating ovarian can-
cer, bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy + total hysterec-
tomy + omentectomy are recommended together with 
peritoneal cytology + pelvic/para-aortic lymph node 
dissection (biopsy) + biopsies from sites in the abdom-
inal cavity (Grade B).

(2) Maximal debulking surgery to accomplish complete 
resection (no gross residual tumor) is recommended for 
patients with advanced cancer (Grade B).

CQ 34: What chemotherapy regimen is recommended 
for fallopian tube cancer?

Recommendations

Conventional TC therapy or dose-dense TC therapy should 
be considered (Grade C1).

Chapter 6: Malignant ovarian germ cell tumors

Treatment of malignant ovarian germ cell tumors is sum-
marized as flow chart 5 (Fig. 5).

CQ 35: What is the optimal surgical procedure 
for malignant ovarian germ cell tumors?

Recommendations

(1) For patients who wish to preserve fertility, in addi-
tion to salpingo-oophorectomy on the affected 
side + omentectomy + peritoneal cytology, detailed 
intra-abdominal examination is recommended (Grade 
B).

(2) For patients who do not require preservation of fertil-
ity, according to the procedure for treating ovarian can-
cer, bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy + total hysterec-
tomy + omentectomy are recommended together with 
peritoneal cytology, pelvic/para-aortic lymph node dis-
section (biopsy), and biopsies from sites in the abdomi-
nal cavity. However, lymph node dissection (biopsy) 
can be omitted (Grade B).

(3) For patients with advanced cancer, maximal debulk-
ing surgery to accomplish complete resection (no 

Neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy (NAC)
(CQ32)

Interval debulking surgery (IDS)
(CQ31)

Staging laparotomy/
Primary debulking surgery (PDS)
(CQ33)

I A, I B
(CQ34)

I C, II, III, IV
(CQ34)

Follow-up
or
Chemotherapy
(CQ34)

Chemotherapy
(CQ34)

Staging laparotomy/
Primary debulking surgery (PDS)
(CQ31)

Chemotherapy
(CQ32)

Primary peritoneal cancer

Fallopian tube cancer

Initial treatment Postoperative treatment

Fig. 4  Flow chart 4: treatment of primary peritoneal cancer and fallopian tube cancer
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gross residual tumor) is recommended. However, 
lymph node dissection (biopsy) can be omitted 
(Grade B).

CQ 36: What postoperative treatment is recommended 
for malignant ovarian germ cell tumors?

Recommendations

Chemotherapy using bleomycin, etoposide, and cisplatin 
(BEP therapy) is strongly recommended (Grade A).

CQ 37: What treatment is recommended for recurrence 
of malignant ovarian germ cell tumors after first-line 
chemotherapy?

Recommendations

(1) Combination chemotherapy using cisplatin, such as 
a triple-drug combination of cisplatin with two other 
drugs (from among ifosfamide, etoposide, vinblastine, 
and/or paclitaxel), should be considered (Grade C1).

(2) SDS can be considered for some patients (Grade C1).

CQ 38: What should be kept in mind during follow-up 
after treatment of malignant ovarian germ cell tumors?

Recommendations

(1) You should be mindful that ovarian dysfunction may 
occur (Grade C1).

(2) When etoposide has been administered, you should 
consider that secondary cancer may occur (Grade C1).

Chapter 7: Malignant sex cord-stromal tumors

Treatment of malignant sex cord-stromal tumors is summa-
rized as flow chart 6 (Fig. 6).

CQ 39: What is the optimal surgical procedure 
for malignant sex cord-stromal tumors?

Recommendations

(1) According to the procedure for treating ovarian can-
cer, bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy + total hysterec-

Advanced 
patients
(CQ35)

Recurrent 
patients
(CQ37)

Staging laparotomy/Primary
debulking surgery (PDS) **

(CQ35)

Chemotherapy
Radiotherapy
Secondary debulking surgery (SDS)
(CQ37)

Dysgerminoma  (I A)
Immature teratoma (grade1) (I A, I B, I C)
(CQ35, 36)

Chemotherapy (BEP therapy)
(CQ36)

Follow-up
(CQ38)

Patients 
wanting 
fertility

preservation
(CQ35)

Patients 
not wanting  

fertility
preservation

(CQ35)

Fertility-preserving 
surgery *

+
Staging laparotomy

(CQ35)

Staging laparotomy/Primary
debulking surgery (PDS) **

(CQ35)

Dysgerminoma  (I A)
Immature teratoma (grade1) (I A, I B, I C)
(CQ35, 36)

Chemotherapy (BEP therapy)
(CQ36)

Initial treatment
Staging
Histopathological diagnosis Postoperative treatment

Fig. 5  Flow chart 5: treatment of malignant germ cell tumors. *Fertility-preserving surgery—affected-side salpingo-oophorectomy + omentec-
tomy + peritoneal cytology + detailed intra-abdominal examination. **Lymph node dissection (biopsy) can be omitted
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tomy + omentectomy are recommended together with 
peritoneal cytology, pelvic/para-aortic lymph node dis-
section (biopsy), and biopsies from sites in the abdomi-
nal cavity. However, lymph node dissection (biopsy) 
can be omitted (Grade C1).

(2) For patients who wish to preserve fertility, in addition 
to affected-side salpingo-oophorectomy + omentec-
tomy + peritoneal cytology, detailed intra-abdominal 
examination should be considered (Grade C1).

CQ 40: What postoperative treatment is recommended 
for malignant sex cord-stromal tumors?

Recommendations

(1) With regard to chemotherapy, a platinum-containing 
regimen should be considered (Grade C1).

(2) Radiotherapy should also be considered (Grade C1).

CQ 41: What is important during follow-up 
after treatment of malignant sex cord-stromal tumors?

Recommendations

Management should be performed according to the proto-
col for ovarian cancer. Additionally, long-term follow-up 
for at least 10 years after treatment should be considered 
for granulosa cell tumors (Grade C1).
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Aggressive Angiomyxoma of the Vulva with No Recurrence on a 5-year 
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We report a case of vulvar aggressive angiomyxoma (AA) which is a rare, slow growing and benign tumor of 
mesenchymal origin, but has a high risk of local recurrence.
A 49-year-old Japanese female was referred to us with a large mass of the left vulva, measuring 15×9.5×9 
centimeters. She underwent surgical excision of the tumor with no evidence of recurrence on a 5-year follow 
up. In this case, histopathological examination and immunohistochemical staining after excision revealed a 
diagnosis of vulvar AA with estrogen and progesterone receptors positive. 
Aggressive angiomyxoma of the vulva needs to be distinguished from benign myxoid tumor with a low risk 
of local recurrence as well as from malignant neoplasma. The first line treatment of AA is complete surgical 
excision with tumor free margins, it will reduce the recurrence.

Key words: aggressive angiomyxoma, mesenchymal tumor, vulva, slow growing, local recurrence
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INTRODUCTION

Aggressive angiomyxoma (AA), a rare soft tissue 
tumor of mesenchymal origin, predominantly occurs 
in the pelvic peritoneum, vulvo-vaginal, perineal and 
groin region of female in reproductive age. The fe-
male-to-male ratio is 6.6/1 [1]. Although AA is a slow 
growing and benign neoplasm, it has a high risk of 
local recurrence after many years but usually does not 
metastasize.

AA was first described by Steeper and Rosai in 
1983 as a rare mesenchymal tumor of reproductive-age 
women [2]. AA is often clinically misdiagnosed as a 
malignancy, such as mixed mesodermal tumor, malig-
nant fibrous histiocytoma, botyroid pseudosarcoma, 
embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma and squamous cell 
carcinoma by primary care providers. Misdiagnosis is 
seen in 80% of the cases [3]. Imaging is important to 
diagnose and to determine the extent of the lesion for 
surgery as the first line of treatment. 

We describe a case report of AA of the vulva in a 
49-year-old female who underwent complete surgical 
excision of the tumor with no evidence of recurrence 
on a 5-year follow up.

CASE REPORT

A 49-year-old, Gravida 5 Para 2, Japanese female 
referred to the gynecology outpatient unit of our 
hospital with a complaint of a large left vulvar mass, 
measuring 15 × 9.5 × 9 centimeters (Fig. 1). It was an 
elongated, non-mobile, non-tender and painless mass 
extending longitudinally between the mons pubis and 

the anal verge along the left labial fold. The patient 
noticed the small mass 5 years ago and it has been 
gradually increased in size. As the increasing, she has 
complained of progressively worsening her quality of 
life. She was previously healthy, her past medical and 
family histories were normal. She had smoked 15 ciga-
rettes per day for 35 years in her personal history. Her 
physical examination and laboratory tests were within 
normal limits. 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) revealed a 
bulky well circumscribed subcutaneous mass lesion 
in the left vulva. The mass demonstrated isointensity 
to the muscle on T1-weighted images (Fig. 2-1). On 
T2-weighted images high signal intensity relative to 
the muscle with “swirled” low signals intensity bands 
within the hyperintense tumor was noted (Fig. 2-2). 
Computed tomography (CT) showed no pelvic lymph-
adenopathy and ascites.

With informed consent, she underwent a surgical 
excision of the tumor (Fig. 3-1, 2). The final pathologi-
cal diagnosis was AA of the vulva. 

Macroscopically, the bulky mass was a solid and soft 
tumor, measuring 15 cm in longitudinal diameter and 
well circumscribed (Fig. 4-1). The cut surface showed 
a fleshy glistening myxoid mass with a mixed white 
and yellow tone (Fig. 4-2). Microscopically, short spin-
dle-shaped tumor cells proliferate in a myxoid, edem-
atous background (Fig. 5). The tumor cells have scant 
eosinophilic cell bodies and mildly enlarged nuclei. 
Mitoses are rarely seen. Blood vessels are occasionally 
found. In immunohistochemical stain, tumor cells are 
positive for desmin, SM-actin, estrogen receptor and 
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Fig. 1 a large left vulvar mass, measuring 15 × 9.5 
× 9 centimeters.

Fig. 2 (1) Axial MRI: T1-weighted images showing vulvar mass with isointensity to the muscle.
 (2) Axial MRI: T2-weighted images showing vulvar aggressive angiomyxoma with the swirled 

appearance.

Fig. 3 (1) Surgery of vulvar aggressive angiomyxoma. (Preoperative)
 (2) Surgery of vulvar aggressive angiomyxoma. (Postoperative)

1

1

2

2
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progesterone receptor. No expression of CD34, S-100 
protein, caldesmon and myoglobin is seen. 

No relapse has occurred by the time of follow-up at 
5 years after surgery.

DISCUSSION

The vulvar AA is a benign mesenchymal tumor 
but with a high local recurrence rate up to 72%, and 
relapse occurs months to several years after surgery [4, 
5]. That is why differential diagnosis is pivotal for the 
prognosis from other benign myxoid neoplasms. 

Several imaging modalities are useful in primary 
and recurrent diagnosing and surgical treatment of 
AA. Particularly, MRI and CT are recommended to 

diagnose and identify the extent of the tumor for mak-
ing surgical approach. Relative to muscle signals on 
MRI, AA shows an isointense signal on T1-weighted 
images and a hyperintense one on T2-weighted images. 
A swirled appearance retaining the enhancing layered 
appearance on MRI and CT is characteristic and often 
present in 83% of cases [5]. CT also shows a tumor 
with well-defined moderately enhanced margins with 
attenuation less than that of muscle [6]. The attenua-
tion on CT and high signal intensity on MRI are likely 
related to the loose myxoid matrix and high water 
content of angiomyxoma [2]. 

In our patient, a gynecological exam revealed a 
self-destructive fleshy mass in the left vulva, and MRI 

Fig. 4 (1) Gross vulvar aggressive angiomyxoma: the solid tumor, measuring 15 cm in longitu-
dinal diameter and almost encapsulated with the exception of the self-destructive part.

 (2) Cut surface: fleshy glistening myxoid mass mixed white and yellow tone.

Fig. 5 short spindle-shaped tumor cells proliferate in a hypocellular 
myxoid stroma. (HE stain, x100)

1 2
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and CT confirmed the superficial nature of this lesion 
with respect to the pelvic diaphragm and provided a 
proper surgical route. To obtain a successful result in 
surgical treatment, it is important to completely excise 
a tumor with tumor-free margins. The excised lesion 
of our case had negative margins on pathological 
evaluation. AA of the external surface is smooth and 
usually appears not to be encapsulated. They typically 
have finger-like projections that extend into neighbor-
ing tissues [1]. Our case, unlike most AA, was almost 
encapsulated by a fibrofatty layer with the exception 
of the self-destructive part, and there was no evident 
infiltration into neighboring tissues in this case. This 
may explain why there has been no recurrence in the 
last 5 years.

There are various treatments, however if it is pos-
sible, complete surgical excision with a clear margin 
should be sought. While lesion recurrence is frequent, 
hormonal treatment with gonadotropin-releasing 
hormone analogs (GnRHa) or anti-hormonal therapy 
is sometimes needed for primary and recurrent AA. 
This can be attributed to the fact that most of AA 
express estrogen and progesterone receptors and are 
sensitive to hormonal therapy [7, 8]. Han-Guerts et 
al. [9] proposes the following guidelines in treating 
AA: (1) complete excision of the lesion when possible 
and avoiding mutilating surgery, (2) adjunct therapy 
when partial resection is performed is acceptable using 
arterial embolization and/or hormonal treatment, and 
(3) radiotherapy is reserved to cases that are resistant 
to embolization and/or hormonal therapy and still 
symptomatic. There are no standard treatments for 
recurrence in the postoperative management of vulvar 
AA. Our patient required no additional treatment post-
operatively because of complete excision with negative 
margins and an almost encapsulated tumor.

The pathogenesis of vulvar AA is poorly under-
stood, but a translocation at chromosome 12 with a 
consequent aberrant expression of the high-mobility 
group protein isoform I-C (HMGI-C) protein in-
volved in DNA transcription has been demonstrated. 
Detection of inappropriate HMGI-C expression using 
immunoperoxidase technique with anti HMG1-C anti-
body may be a useful marker for microscopic residual 
disease [10]. 

In conclusion, AA is a rare locally aggressive 
mesenchymal tumor. When complete resection with 
tumor-free margins is possible, it will offer the lowest 
recurrence rate. Even if the AA is resected completely, 
it is clear that it requires close and long-term follow up 
for recurrence. 
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the updated version of this classification into account; (5) 
the procedures for examination and management of heredi-
tary breast and ovarian cancer are described; (6) informa-
tion on molecular targeting therapy has been added; (7) 
guidelines for the treatment of recurrent cancer based on 
tumor markers alone are described, as well as guidelines 
for providing hormone replacement therapy after treatment.
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Introduction

The number of patients with ovarian cancer is increasing 
in Japan and 8,631 cases were reported in 2007 [1]. Deaths 
due to ovarian cancer are also increasing and 4,705 patients 
died of this disease in 2011 [1]. Ovarian cancer is the most 

Abstract The fourth edition of the Japan Society of 
Gynecologic Oncology guidelines for the treatment of 
ovarian cancer including primary peritoneal cancer and 
fallopian tube cancer was published in 2015. The guide-
lines contain seven chapters and six flow charts. The major 
changes in this new edition are as follows—(1) the format 
has been changed from reviews to clinical questions (CQ), 
and the guidelines for optimal clinical practice in Japan are 
now shown as 41 CQs and answers; (2) the ‘flow charts’ 
have been improved and placed near the beginning of the 
guidelines; (3) the ‘basic points’, including tumor staging, 
histological classification, surgical procedures, chemother-
apy, and palliative care, are described before the chapter; 
(4) the FIGO surgical staging of ovarian cancer, fallopian 
tube cancer, and primary peritoneal cancer was revised in 
2014 and the guideline has been revised accordingly to take 
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common cause of death among malignant tumors of the 
female genital tract. Tumor stage is thought to be an impor-
tant prognostic factor, with stage III and IV cancer hav-
ing a poor prognosis [2]. Since the ovary is a pelvic organ, 
an ovarian tumor may not cause any early symptoms, and 
approximately 40–50 % of patients with ovarian cancer 
have stage III or IV disease (with a poor prognosis) at the 
time of first presentation [3]. Thus, an important challenge 
is to improve the outcome of treatment in patients with 
advanced ovarian cancer.

In order to improve the prognosis of ovarian cancer and 
reduce regional differences in the management of ovarian 
cancer in Japan, the first edition of the guidelines for the 
treatment of ovarian cancer was published by the Japan 
Society of Gynecologic Oncology in 2004. It has since 
been revised several times, and the fourth edition was pub-
lished in April 2015. The new guidelines include seven 
chapters and six flow charts. The major changes in the new 
edition are as follows:

(1) The format has been changed from a review format to 
a clinical question (CQ) format, so the guidelines for 
optimal clinical practice in Japan are now shown as 41 
CQs and answers.

(2) The ‘flow charts’ have been improved and are placed 
near the beginning of the guideline.

(3) The ‘basic points’, including staging, histological clas-
sification, surgical procedures, chemotherapy, and pal-
liative care are included before the chapter.

(4) The FIGO surgical staging of ovarian cancer, fallopian 
tube cancer, and primary peritoneal cancer was revised 
in 2014 and the guideline has been revised accordingly 
to take the updated version of this classification into 
account.

(5) Procedures for the examination and management of 
hereditary breast and ovarian cancer (HBOC) are 
described.

(6) Information on molecular targeting therapy has been 
added.

(7) Guidelines for the treatment of recurrent cancer 
based on tumor markers alone and for providing hor-
mone replacement therapy (HRT) after treatment are 
described.

Chapter 1: Overview

The aims of this guideline are to describe current opti-
mal treatment for ovarian cancer (epithelial tumors, 
germ cell tumors, and sex cord stromal tumors), primary 
peritoneal cancer, and fallopian tube cancer, to reduce 
differences in management between medical institu-
tions, to improve the safety of therapy and the prognosis, 
to reduce the burden (physical, mental, and economic) 
on patients by promoting optimal treatment, and to 
improve communication between patients and healthcare 
professionals.

Much of the evidence adopted in this guideline was 
obtained from clinical studies performed in Europe, the 
USA, and Japan. However, some evidence from Europe 
and the USA does not apply in Japan because of differ-
ences in background factors between Europe/USA and 
Japan. Conversely, some treatments used widely in Japan 
are uncommon in Europe and the USA. In such cases, the 
current consensus for disease management in Japan is pri-
oritized in this guideline.

This guideline was created according to the principles of 
‘evidence-based medicine’, which is a standard method for 
producing clinical practice guidelines. The quality of evi-
dence was evaluated using the criteria shown in Table 1 [4, 5].  
In addition, the grade of each recommendation in the guide-
line was determined using the criteria set out in Table 2 
[4–6]. 

Chapter 2: Epithelial ovarian cancer

Treatment of epithelial ovarian cancer is summarized as 
flow chart 1 (Fig. 1).

CQ 01: What is the optimal surgical procedure 
for ovarian cancer when the tumor seems to be 
localized to the ovary?

Recommendations

(1) In addition to bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy + total 
hysterectomy + omentectomy, peritoneal cytol-

Table 1  Criteria for evaluating the quality of evidence (levels of evidence)

Level I Evidence from meta-analyses of multiple randomized controlled trials

Level II Evidence from randomized controlled trials, or evidence from well-designed nonrandomized controlled trials

Level III Evidence from well-designed quasi-experimental studies, or evidence from well-designed non-experimental descriptive studies, such 
as comparative studies, correlation studies, and case–control studies

Level IV Expert committee reports and opinions, or clinical experiences of respected authorities
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ogy + pelvic/para-aortic lymph node dissection 
(biopsy) + biopsies from sites in the abdominal cavity 
are recommended (Grade B).

(2) When biopsies are obtained from sites in the abdomi-
nal cavity, sampling from the following sites should be 
considered—pouch of Douglas, parietal peritoneum, 
surface of the diaphragm, intestinal tract, mesentery, 
and suspected lesions (Grade C1).

CQ 02: What is the optimal surgical procedure 
for ovarian cancer that is thought to be stage II or a 
more advanced stage preoperatively?

Recommendations

Maximal debulking surgery to accomplish complete resection 
(no gross residual tumor) is strongly recommended (Grade A).

Table 2  Grading of recommendations

Grade A The proposed treatment is strongly recommended

In principle, there is at least one source of Level I evidence showing efficacy of the treatment

Grade B The proposed treatment is recommended

In principle, there is at least one source of Level II evidence showing efficacy of the treatment

Grade C1 The proposed treatment may be considered. However, there is not enough scientific evidence

(or the treatment may have efficacy, although sufficient scientific evidence has not been obtained)

There are multiple sources of Level III evidence showing efficacy of the treatment and the outcomes are roughly consistent

Grade C2 There is not enough scientific evidence, and the treatment is not recommended in routine clinical practice

Grade D The treatment is not recommended (usefulness or efficacy have not been shown, and the treatment may be harmful)

Initial treatment
Staging
Histopathological diagnosis Postoperative treatment

Staging laparotomy */
Primary debulking

Surgery (PDS)
(CQ01, 02, 07)

I A, I B
(CQ01)

I C
(CQ01, 02)

Grade 1

Grade 2, 3 /
clear cell 

adenocarcinoma

II – IV
(CQ02)

If staging laparotomy
results in poor surgery (CQ03, 08)

Exploratory 
laparotomy /
primary tumor 
difficult
to remove

Complete resection

Optimal surgery
residual < 1 cm

Suboptimal surgery
residual > 1 cm

Chemotherapy 
(CQ09, 10)

Chemotherapy
(CQ09, 10)

Chemotherapy 
(CQ09, 10)Chemotherapy 

(CQ09, 10)

Interval debulking
Surgery (IDS)
(CQ03, 14)

Follow-up 
(CQ19 – 21)

(CQ11)

Neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy 
(NAC) 
(CQ14)

Fig. 1  Flow chart 1: treatment of epithelial ovarian cancer. *Staging laparotomy—bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy + total hysterec-
tomy + omentectomy + peritoneal cytology + pelvic/para-aortic lymph node dissection (biopsy) + biopsies from sites in the abdominal cavity
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CQ 03: Is interval debulking surgery (IDS) 
recommended for advanced ovarian cancer if primary 
debulking surgery (PDS) had a suboptimal outcome?

Recommendations

As a treatment option, IDS should be considered during 
chemotherapy for patients with advanced cancer if previous 
surgery had a suboptimal outcome (Grade C1).

CQ 04: What is the optimal management if a patient 
wishes to preserve fertility?

Recommendations

(1) Detailed informed consent about preservation of fertil-
ity is necessary (Grade A).

(2) As the basic operative procedure to preserve fertil-
ity, affected-side salpingo-oophorectomy + omentec-
tomy + peritoneal cytology is recommended (Grade 
B).

(3) In addition to the above-mentioned basic procedure, 
biopsy of the contralateral ovary, biopsy (dissection) of 
the pelvic/para-aortic lymph nodes, and biopsies from 
sites in the abdominal cavity should be considered as 
part of staging laparotomy (Grade C1).

CQ 05: Is risk-reducing salpingo-oophorectomy 
(RRSO) recommended for patients with the BRCA1 or 
BRCA2 gene mutation?

Recommendations

It is recommended that RRSO only be performed by a 
gynecologic oncologist who is a member of the Japan Soci-
ety of Gynecologic Oncology in cooperation with a clinical 
geneticist at a medical facility with an established genetic 
counseling system and cooperative pathologists, after 
review and approval by the institutional ethics committee 
(Grade B).

CQ 06: Is laparoscope-assisted surgery possible?

Recommendations

(1) Currently, laparoscope-assisted surgery is not recog-
nized as a standard procedure that can be substituted 
for laparotomy (Grade C2).

(2) However, in patients with advanced cancer, laparo-
scope-assisted surgery may be substituted for laparot-

omy to observe the abdominal cavity and collect tissue 
samples (Grade C1).

CQ 07: For which patients is intraoperative rapid 
pathological examination recommended?

Recommendations

For patients in whom judgment between benign/borderline 
malignancy/malignancy is difficult based on preoperative 
evaluation and intraoperative findings, intraoperative rapid 
pathological examination is recommended for selecting the 
optimal surgical procedure (Grade B).

CQ 08: What is the recommended management 
of a patient in whom ovarian cancer is diagnosed 
after surgery?

Recommendations

Staging laparotomy (re-laparotomy) is recommended 
(Grade B).

CQ 09: What chemotherapy regimen is recommended 
as first-line therapy?

Recommendations

(1) Paclitaxel + carboplatin (conventional TC therapy) is 
strongly recommended (Grade A).

(2) Dose-dense TC therapy is also recommended (Grade 
B).

CQ 10: What chemotherapy regimens other than TC 
therapy are recommended as first-line therapy?

Recommendations

(1) Docetaxel + carboplatin (DC therapy) is recommended 
(Grade B).

(2) Cisplatin monotherapy or carboplatin monotherapy can 
be considered (Grade C1).

CQ 11: Which patients do not need postoperative 
chemotherapy?

Recommendations

It can be omitted for patients with stage I A/I B, Grade 1 
disease confirmed by staging laparotomy (Grade B).
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CQ 12: Should first-line chemotherapy be selected 
by considering tumor histology?

Recommendations

This is not recommended because there is insufficient evi-
dence to show that standard treatment should be changed 
depending on tumor histology (Grade C2).

CQ 13: Is intraperitoneal chemotherapy recommended 
as the first-line therapy?

Recommendations

Intraperitoneal chemotherapy should be considered for 
patients with advanced cancer who have undergone optimal 
surgery (Grade C1).

CQ 14: Are neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) and IDS 
recommended for advanced ovarian cancer if optimal 
surgery is thought to be impossible?

Recommendations

For patients with advanced cancer in whom it is thought 
that primary surgery will not result in an optimal out-
come, preoperative chemotherapy and debulking surgery 
(NAC + IDS) are recommended as a treatment option 
(Grade B).

CQ 15: Is maintenance chemotherapy recommended 
after complete remission is achieved?

Recommendations

It is not recommended, because usefulness of maintenance 
chemotherapy has not been demonstrated (Grade C2).

CQ 16: What management approach is recommended 
if complete remission is not achieved by initial 
treatment?

Recommendations

Additional treatment (second-line chemotherapy and radio-
therapy), participation in a clinical trial, or best supportive 
care should be considered (Grade C1).

CQ 17: What is the recommended management 
of serious adverse events associated 
with chemotherapy?

Recommendations

Hypersensitivity reactions (HSR)

(1) Premedication should be provided because taxanes, such 
as paclitaxel, are associated with a risk of HSR (Grade A).

(2) When carboplatin causes HSR, premedication alone 
cannot reduce the risk of recurrence. Therefore, switch-
ing to another drug or desensitization therapy should 
be considered (Grade C1).

Gastrointestinal symptoms (nausea, diarrhea)

(1) For nausea, refer to the relevant guideline [7], and pro-
vide adequate antiemetic therapy (Grade A).

(2) For mild diarrhea, antidiarrheal agents should be 
administered orally. For severe diarrhea complicated 
by other symptoms, early aggressive treatment should 
be performed, such as fluid replacement and adminis-
tration of an antibacterial agent (Grade A).

Myelosuppression/febrile neutropenia
 Refer to the relevant guideline [8], and provide adequate 
treatment with an antibacterial agent and/or a granulocyte-
colony stimulating factor (G-CSF) preparation (Grade A).

CQ 18: Are any molecular targeting drugs 
recommended as first-line therapy or as treatment 
for recurrence?

Recommendations

Bevacizumab should be considered in combination with chem-
otherapy and as subsequent maintenance therapy. However, 
careful patient selection and appropriate monitoring for adverse 
events are required when bevacizumab is used (Grade C1).

CQ 19: What is the optimal follow-up interval 
after treatment?

Recommendations

After the start of initial treatment,
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Years 1–2: an interval of 1–3 months
Years 3–5: an interval of 3–6 months
Year 6 onward: an interval of 1 year
The above-mentioned intervals are only intended as a 

guide (Grade C1).

CQ 20: What examinations/tests should be performed 
for follow-up after treatment?

Recommendations

(1) Taking a history and performing and pelvic examina-
tion at every visit should be considered (Grade C1).

(2) Measurement of CA125, transvaginal ultrasonography, 
or computed tomography scanning should be consid-
ered as required (Grade C1).

CQ 21: Is intervention for recurrence recommended 
if the patient only has elevation of CA125 without any 
symptoms?

Recommendations

Early intervention in response to elevation of CA125 alone 
is not necessarily recommended (Grade C2).

CQ 22: Is HRT recommended?

Recommendations

After informing the patient about its merits and demerits, 
HRT should be considered carefully for individual patients 
(Grade C1).

Chapter 3: Borderline epithelial ovarian tumors

Treatment of borderline epithelial ovarian tumors is sum-
marized as flow chart 2 (Fig. 2).

CQ 23: What is the optimal surgical procedure 
for borderline epithelial ovarian tumors?

Recommendations

(1) In addition to bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy + total 
hysterectomy + omentectomy + peritoneal cytology, 

detailed intra-abdominal examination is recommended 
(Grade B).

(2) If suspected peritoneal lesions are found by intra-
abdominal examination, removing such lesions should 
be considered, or taking peritoneal biopsies from sev-
eral sites should be considered if there are no suspected 
peritoneal lesions (Grade C1).

(3) For patients who wish to preserve fertility, in addi-
tion to salpingo-oophorectomy on the affected 
side + omentectomy + peritoneal cytology, detailed 
intra-abdominal examination should be considered 
(Grade C1).

CQ 24: What are the indications for chemotherapy 
and the recommended regimens?

Recommendations

For patients with gross residual tumors and patients with 
invasive peritoneal implants, performing postoperative 
chemotherapy with platinum agents and taxanes according 
to the treatment regimens for ovarian cancer should be con-
sidered (Grade C1).

CQ 25: What is important for follow-up after treatment 
of a borderline epithelial ovarian tumor?

Recommendations

In patients with borderline epithelial tumors, long-term fol-
low-up for at least 10 years after treatment should be con-
sidered (Grade C1).

Chapter 4: Recurrent epithelial ovarian cancer

Treatment of recurrent ovarian cancer is summarized as 
flow chart 3 (Fig. 3).

CQ 26: What chemotherapy regimen is recommended 
for recurrence after a disease-free interval (DFI) 
of <6 months?

Recommendations

Monotherapy that avoids cross-resistance to previous treat-
ment is recommended (Grade B).
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CQ 27: What chemotherapy regimen is recommended 
for recurrence after a DFI of ≥6 months?

Recommendations

Combination therapy including a platinum agent is strongly 
recommended (Grade A).

CQ 28: What are the indications and strategy 
for secondary debulking surgery (SDS) in patients 
with recurrence?

Recommendations

(1) Whether or not SDS is worth performing should be 
carefully determined by evaluating the timing of recur-
rence, the primary surgical procedure, the site of recur-

rence, the number of lesions, and the performance sta-
tus of the patient in a comprehensive manner (Grade 
C1).

(2) When SDS is performed, the objective should be com-
plete resection of the tumor when possible (Grade 
C1).

CQ 29: What are the indications for radiation therapy 
in patients with recurrence?

Recommendations

(1) Radiation therapy should be considered in order to 
relieve symptoms, such as pain and bleeding (Grade C1).

(2) Radiation therapy should be considered for brain metas-
tasis, not only to relieve symptoms, but also to prolong 
survival (Grade C1).

Timing of diagnosis Treatment

Diagnosed 
during 
surgery
(I –IV)

Patients 
wanting 
fertility

preservation

Patients 
not wanting  

fertility
preservation

Follow-up 
(CQ25)

Fertility-preserving 
surgery*

Staging laparotomy
(CQ23)

Standard surgery

Staging laparotomy
(CQ23)

No residual 
tumor or 

no invasive 
peritoneal 
implants

Residual tumor 
or invasive 
peritoneal 
implants

Follow-up 
Consider same 
treatment as for 
epithelial ovarian 
cancer (CQ08, 24)

Diagnosed 
after 

surgery

Patients 
wanting  
fertility 

preservation

Patients 
not wanting 

fertility 
preservation

As a result of surgery, 
no residual tumor or 

no invasive peritoneal 
implants (or unknown)

Despite surgery, there is 
residual tumor or 

invasive peritoneal 
implants

As a result of surgery, 
no residual tumor or 

no invasive peritoneal 
implants (or 
unknown)

Despite surgery, there is 
residual tumor or 

invasive peritoneal 
implants

Follow-up or
Fertility-preserving surgery 
Staging laparotomy
(CQ23)

Fertility-preserving surgery 
Staging laparotomy or
(CQ23)
Follow-up or  
Consider same treatment as for 
epithelial ovarian cancer (CQ08, 24)

Follow-up or
Standard surgery
Staging laparotomy
(CQ23)

Standard surgery
Staging laparotomy or
(CQ23)
Follow-up or
Consider same treatment as for 
epithelial ovarian cancer (CQ08, 24)

Follow-up 
(CQ25)

Fig. 2  Flow chart 2: treatment of borderline epithelial ovarian tumors. *Fertility-preserving surgery—affected-side salpingo-oophorec-
tomy + omentectomy + peritoneal cytology + detailed intra-abdominal examination
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CQ 30: What is the recommended management 
strategy for intestinal obstruction and accumulation 
of ascites?

Recommendations

Intestinal obstruction
(1) Administration of octreotide is strongly recommended 

for nausea/vomiting (Grade A).
(2) Correcting physical obstruction by palliative surgery 

is recommended for relieving nausea/vomiting (Grade 
B).

(3) Administration of corticosteroids should be considered 
to relieve nausea/vomiting (Grade C1).

Accumulation of ascites

(1) In patients with terminal cancer whose life expectancy 
is estimated to be ≤1–2 months, the volume of infu-
sion solution should be limited to ≤1,000 mL/day 
if the patient has pain due to accumulation of ascites 
(Grade C1).

(2) Taking the underlying pathological state into consid-
eration, administration of diuretics, drainage of ascitic 
fluid (paracentesis), creation of a peritoneovenous 
shunt, and cell-free and concentrated ascites reinfusion 

therapy should be considered for relieving pain due to 
accumulation of ascites (Grade C1).

Chapter 5: Primary peritoneal cancer/fallopian 
tube cancer

Treatment of primary peritoneal cancer or fallopian tube 
cancer is summarized as flow chart 4 (Fig. 4).

CQ 31: What is the optimal surgical procedure 
for primary peritoneal cancer?

Recommendations

Maximal debulking surgery to accomplish complete resec-
tion (no gross residual tumor) should be considered (Grade 
C1).

CQ 32: What chemotherapy regimen is recommended 
for primary peritoneal cancer?

Recommendations

(1) Either conventional TC therapy or dose-dense TC ther-
apy should be considered (Grade C1).

Previous treatment Disease free interval
(Platinum free interval) Treatment

< 6 month
Second line chemotherapy (CQ26)

Radiotherapy (CQ29)

Best supportive care (BSC)

recurrence

Chemotherapy
(+)

> 6 month

Combination therapy including platinum
resembling first line chemotherapy (CQ27)
Secondary debulking surgery (SDS) (CQ28)

Radiotherapy ( CQ29)

First line chemotherapy (CQ09)

Secondary debulking surgery (SDS) (CQ28)
Chemotherapy

( )

Fig. 3  Flow chart 3: treatment of recurrent epithelial ovarian cancer
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(2) Neoadjuvant chemotherapy should also be considered 
(Grade C1).

CQ 33: What is the optimal surgical procedure 
for fallopian tube cancer?

Recommendations

(1) According to the procedure for treating ovarian can-
cer, bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy + total hysterec-
tomy + omentectomy are recommended together with 
peritoneal cytology + pelvic/para-aortic lymph node 
dissection (biopsy) + biopsies from sites in the abdom-
inal cavity (Grade B).

(2) Maximal debulking surgery to accomplish complete 
resection (no gross residual tumor) is recommended for 
patients with advanced cancer (Grade B).

CQ 34: What chemotherapy regimen is recommended 
for fallopian tube cancer?

Recommendations

Conventional TC therapy or dose-dense TC therapy should 
be considered (Grade C1).

Chapter 6: Malignant ovarian germ cell tumors

Treatment of malignant ovarian germ cell tumors is sum-
marized as flow chart 5 (Fig. 5).

CQ 35: What is the optimal surgical procedure 
for malignant ovarian germ cell tumors?

Recommendations

(1) For patients who wish to preserve fertility, in addi-
tion to salpingo-oophorectomy on the affected 
side + omentectomy + peritoneal cytology, detailed 
intra-abdominal examination is recommended (Grade 
B).

(2) For patients who do not require preservation of fertil-
ity, according to the procedure for treating ovarian can-
cer, bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy + total hysterec-
tomy + omentectomy are recommended together with 
peritoneal cytology, pelvic/para-aortic lymph node dis-
section (biopsy), and biopsies from sites in the abdomi-
nal cavity. However, lymph node dissection (biopsy) 
can be omitted (Grade B).

(3) For patients with advanced cancer, maximal debulk-
ing surgery to accomplish complete resection (no 

Neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy (NAC)
(CQ32)

Interval debulking surgery (IDS)
(CQ31)

Staging laparotomy/
Primary debulking surgery (PDS)
(CQ33)

I A, I B
(CQ34)

I C, II, III, IV
(CQ34)

Follow-up
or
Chemotherapy
(CQ34)

Chemotherapy
(CQ34)

Staging laparotomy/
Primary debulking surgery (PDS)
(CQ31)

Chemotherapy
(CQ32)

Primary peritoneal cancer

Fallopian tube cancer

Initial treatment Postoperative treatment

Fig. 4  Flow chart 4: treatment of primary peritoneal cancer and fallopian tube cancer
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gross residual tumor) is recommended. However, 
lymph node dissection (biopsy) can be omitted 
(Grade B).

CQ 36: What postoperative treatment is recommended 
for malignant ovarian germ cell tumors?

Recommendations

Chemotherapy using bleomycin, etoposide, and cisplatin 
(BEP therapy) is strongly recommended (Grade A).

CQ 37: What treatment is recommended for recurrence 
of malignant ovarian germ cell tumors after first-line 
chemotherapy?

Recommendations

(1) Combination chemotherapy using cisplatin, such as 
a triple-drug combination of cisplatin with two other 
drugs (from among ifosfamide, etoposide, vinblastine, 
and/or paclitaxel), should be considered (Grade C1).

(2) SDS can be considered for some patients (Grade C1).

CQ 38: What should be kept in mind during follow-up 
after treatment of malignant ovarian germ cell tumors?

Recommendations

(1) You should be mindful that ovarian dysfunction may 
occur (Grade C1).

(2) When etoposide has been administered, you should 
consider that secondary cancer may occur (Grade C1).

Chapter 7: Malignant sex cord-stromal tumors

Treatment of malignant sex cord-stromal tumors is summa-
rized as flow chart 6 (Fig. 6).

CQ 39: What is the optimal surgical procedure 
for malignant sex cord-stromal tumors?

Recommendations

(1) According to the procedure for treating ovarian can-
cer, bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy + total hysterec-

Advanced 
patients
(CQ35)

Recurrent 
patients
(CQ37)

Staging laparotomy/Primary
debulking surgery (PDS) **

(CQ35)

Chemotherapy
Radiotherapy
Secondary debulking surgery (SDS)
(CQ37)

Dysgerminoma  (I A)
Immature teratoma (grade1) (I A, I B, I C)
(CQ35, 36)

Chemotherapy (BEP therapy)
(CQ36)

Follow-up
(CQ38)

Patients 
wanting 
fertility

preservation
(CQ35)

Patients 
not wanting  

fertility
preservation

(CQ35)

Fertility-preserving 
surgery *

+
Staging laparotomy

(CQ35)

Staging laparotomy/Primary
debulking surgery (PDS) **

(CQ35)

Dysgerminoma  (I A)
Immature teratoma (grade1) (I A, I B, I C)
(CQ35, 36)

Chemotherapy (BEP therapy)
(CQ36)

Initial treatment
Staging
Histopathological diagnosis Postoperative treatment

Fig. 5  Flow chart 5: treatment of malignant germ cell tumors. *Fertility-preserving surgery—affected-side salpingo-oophorectomy + omentec-
tomy + peritoneal cytology + detailed intra-abdominal examination. **Lymph node dissection (biopsy) can be omitted
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tomy + omentectomy are recommended together with 
peritoneal cytology, pelvic/para-aortic lymph node dis-
section (biopsy), and biopsies from sites in the abdomi-
nal cavity. However, lymph node dissection (biopsy) 
can be omitted (Grade C1).

(2) For patients who wish to preserve fertility, in addition 
to affected-side salpingo-oophorectomy + omentec-
tomy + peritoneal cytology, detailed intra-abdominal 
examination should be considered (Grade C1).

CQ 40: What postoperative treatment is recommended 
for malignant sex cord-stromal tumors?

Recommendations

(1) With regard to chemotherapy, a platinum-containing 
regimen should be considered (Grade C1).

(2) Radiotherapy should also be considered (Grade C1).

CQ 41: What is important during follow-up 
after treatment of malignant sex cord-stromal tumors?

Recommendations

Management should be performed according to the proto-
col for ovarian cancer. Additionally, long-term follow-up 
for at least 10 years after treatment should be considered 
for granulosa cell tumors (Grade C1).
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staging system; (3) the roles are shared between the ‘Japa-
nese classification of cervical cancer’ and the new guide-
lines; (4) clinical questions related to adenocarcinoma 
have been revised; and (5) a clinical question regarding 
cervical cancer in pregnant patients has been added. Each 
chapter includes a clinical question, recommendations, 
background, objectives, explanations, and references. Each 
recommendation is accompanied by a classification of rec-
ommendation categories. The objective of these guidelines 
is to update the standard treatment strategies for cervi-
cal cancer, thus eliminating unnecessary and insufficient 
treatment.

Keywords Uterine cervical cancer · Clinical practice 
guidelines · Surgery · Chemotherapy · Irradiation · 
Recurrence

Abstract The second edition of the Japan Society of 
Gynecologic Oncology guidelines for the treatment of uter-
ine cervical cancer was published in 2011. The guidelines 
comprise eight chapters and five algorithms. They were 
prepared by consensus among the members of the Japan 
Society of Gynecologic Oncology Guidelines Formulation 
Committee and Evaluation Committee and are based on 
a careful review of the evidence obtained from the litera-
ture, health insurance system, and actual clinical settings in 
Japan. The highlights of the 2011 revision are (1) the rec-
ommended grades have been changed to five stages—A, 
B, C1, C2, and D; (2) the revisions are consistent with the 
new International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics 
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Introduction

An estimated 6,000 new cases of invasive cervical cancer 
were diagnosed in Japan in 2011 [1], and 2,737 women 
died of the disease [2]. The mortality rate associated with 
cervical cancer in Japan decreased from the 1960s until 
1995; however, the incidence of cervical cancer has slightly 
increased [2].

The first edition of the Japan Society of Gynecologic 
Oncology (JSGO) guidelines for the treatment of uter-
ine cervical cancer was published in 2007 [3]; however, 
some clinical questions (CQs) in the first edition remained 
unanswered. The second edition, published in 2011, was 
intended to represent an aggregation of domestic evidence 
while collecting up-to-date international evidence without 
providing a new section. For the first time, we accepted 
specialist physicians engaged in clinical practice in cancer 
centers or university hospitals as candidates for the com-
mittee. Radiation oncologists and pathologists were also 
members of the guideline committee.

The highlights of the 2011 revision are indicated below.

1. The recommended grades have been changed to five 
stages—A, B, C1, C2, and D.

2. The revisions are consistent with the new International 
Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics (FIGO) stag-
ing system. The new FIGO staging system was revised 
during the creation of these updated guidelines. The 
new FIGO classification excludes stage 0 carcinoma 
in situ; however, stage 0 still has high importance in 
the guidelines because many people, especially young 
people, have stage 0 disease. Therefore, stage 0 is 
present in the guidelines. Additionally, stage IIA has 
been reclassified to stage IIA1 and stage IIA2 in the 
new FIGO classification. This revision from the Japan 
Society of Obstetrics and Gynecology ‘Japanese clas-
sification of cervical cancer’ has been adopted, and the 
reclassification to stage IIA1 and IIA2 is present in the 
new guidelines.

3. Roles are shared between the ‘Japanese classification 
of cervical cancer’ and the new guidelines. A specific 
radiotherapy technique is detailed in the guidelines.

4. CQs related to adenocarcinoma have been revised. 
Few clinical trials on adenocarcinoma alone have 
been conducted; thus, the chapter on adenocarcinoma 
was deleted and a CQ related to adenocarcinoma is 
described in each chapter.

5. A CQ regarding cervical cancer in pregnant patients 
has been added. Because of the increasing incidence 
of cervical cancer in younger patients and of preg-
nancy in older patients, the treatment of cervical can-
cer and its complications owing to pregnancy should 
be addressed. Therefore, these treatment guidelines are 

described in detail by increasing the CQs relevant to 
this topic.

Treatment guidelines for cervical cancer

Chapter 1: Overview of guidelines

1. How to use these guidelines
These guidelines are intended for doctors (general prac-

titioners and specialists) who provide medical care for 
patients with cervical cancer. The guidelines aim to pro-
vide useful treatment methods by integrating previous evi-
dence of treatment benefits. However, the guidelines are 
not intended to be limited to the therapies listed. Their main 
purposes are (1) to indicate the current cervical cancer treat-
ments that are considered appropriate, (2) to reduce differ-
ences in therapy among various institutions, (3) to improve 
the prognosis and safety of treatments, (4) to reduce the eco-
nomic and psychosomatic burden on patients by performing 
appropriate treatment, and (5) to promote mutual under-
standing between healthcare professionals and patients.

The JSGO bears the responsibility for the content and 
descriptions of these guidelines. However, the final deci-
sion to use these guidelines should be made by the indi-
vidual user. Thus, the physicians in charge of treatment are 
responsible for the outcome of treatment.

2. Method used to prepare these guidelines
To create these guidelines, the Guidelines Formulation 

Committee and Evaluation Committee were established 
independently from the Committee for the Treatment 
Guidelines for Cervical Cancer. The initial draft was cre-
ated by thoroughly evaluating the various opinions from 
within and outside the JSGO prior to incorporating them 
into the final draft. The guidelines were published after 
approval by the JSGO.

(1) Classification of evidence

1. The guidelines were created in accordance with the 
international standard procedures of evidence-based 
medicine used for the creation of clinical practice 
guidelines.

2. In principle, searches of data and published literature 
were performed prior to December 2009 in Japan and 
overseas, and evidence was collected.

3. This collected evidence was evaluated for quality using 
the criteria of the Japan Society of Clinical Oncology 
and its Formulation Committee on clinical practice 
guidelines for the use of anticancer agents [4, 5]; how-
ever, it was modified to allow some of it to fit into the 
guidelines (Table 1).
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(2) Clinical questions and classification 
of recommendation categories

As a result of the discussions held by the Guideline Com-
mittee, controversial issues were selected as CQs and asso-
ciated recommendations were made. Each recommendation 
in response to a CQ is accompanied by a classification of 
the evidence and a classification of the recommendation 
categories based on the consensus reached by the Guideline 
Committee members.

The strengths of the recommendations in our guidelines 
were also determined by the recommendation criteria of 
the Japan Society of Clinical Oncology and its Formula-
tion Committee of Clinical Practice Guidelines for the 
Use of Anticancer Agents [6]. These were modified while 
referring to the ‘Guide 2007 Minds practice guidelines’ 
(Tables 2, 3).

Chapter 2: Primary treatment for stage 0 to IA cervical 
cancer (Fig. 1)

CQ01. What treatments are recommended for carcinoma 
in situ?

Recommendations A cervical cone biopsy is recommended 
(grade B).

CQ02. What treatments are recommended for recurrence 
following conservative treatment?

Recommendations (1) For recurrence following laser cone 
biopsy or the loop electrosurgical excision procedure, the 
same procedure should be repeated or a total hysterectomy 
considered, depending on the patient (grade B). (2) For recur-
rence following laser ablation or cryotherapy, either a cone 
biopsy or total hysterectomy is recommended (grade B).

CQ03. What treatments are recommended for stage IA1 
disease?

Recommendations (1) It is possible to preserve the uterus 
by performing a cervical cone biopsy in patients who 
strongly desire fertility preservation; however, these 
patients must have no vascular or lymphatic infiltration, 
negative resection margins, and negative histological results 
from endocervical curettage (grade B). (2) A total hyster-
ectomy without pelvic lymphadenectomy is recommended 
for patients with no evidence of vascular or lymphatic infil-
tration (grade B). (3) Both a modified radical hysterectomy 
and pelvic lymphadenectomy are sometimes performed for 
patients with vascular or lymphatic infiltration (grade C1).

CQ04. What treatments are recommended for stage IA2 
disease?

Recommendations (1) A modified radical hysterectomy 
or a more extensive procedure with lymphadenectomy 
should be considered for stage IA2 disease (grade C1). 
(2) After thorough histopathological examination of a 
specimen obtained by diagnostic conization, omission of 

Table 1  Classification of evaluation criteria for evidence quality

Level I Evidence from multiple randomized controlled trials or meta-
analyses of multiple randomized controlled trials

Level II Evidence from at least one randomized controlled trial or 
multiple well-designed controlled studies without randomization

Level III Evidence from at least one other type of well-designed 
quasi-experimental study or from well-designed nonexperimental 
descriptive studies, such as comparative studies, correlation studies, 
or case studies

Level IV Expert committee reports, or opinions and/or clinical experi-
ences of respected authorities

Table 2  Classification of recommendation categories

Grade A The treatment is strongly recommended if at least one level I 
evidence indicates validity

Grade B The treatment is recommended if at least one level II evi-
dence indicates validity

Grade C1 The treatment can be considered, but the evidence is insuf-
ficient; for example, there are several reports of level III evidence 
that show validity with generally consistent results

Grade C2 The treatment is not recommended without sufficient 
scientific evidence

Grade D The treatment is not recommended because neither utility 
nor effectiveness has been shown and because the treatment may be 
harmful

Table 3  Classification of risk of postoperative recurrence of cervical 
cancer

Low-risk group: patients who meet all of the following criteria

 Small cervical tumor

 Negative pelvic nodes

 Negative parametrical invasion

 Shallow cervical stromal invasion

 No venous or lymphatic infiltration

Intermediate-risk group: patients with negative pelvic nodes and 
negative parametrical invasion but who meet one of the following 
criteria

 Large cervical tumor

 Deep cervical stromal invasion

 Positive venous or lymphatic infiltration

High-risk group: patients who meet one of the following criteria

 Positive pelvic nodes

 Positive parametrical invasion
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lymphadenectomy in patients with no vascular or lym-
phatic infiltration can be considered (grade C1).

CQ05. What treatments are recommended if the disease 
is upstaged to stage IB or higher following total 
hysterectomy?

Recommendations Adjuvant radiotherapy or concurrent 
chemoradiotherapy (CCRT) should be considered (grade C1).

CQ06. What treatments are recommended 
for adenocarcinoma in situ?

Recommendations (1) A total hysterectomy is rec-
ommended (grade B). (2) Uterus preservation can be 

considered with cervical cone biopsy in patients who 
strongly desire fertility preservation. However, careful 
management is required (grade C1).

CQ07. What treatments are recommended for stage IA 
adenocarcinoma?

Recommendations (1) In cases involving deep invasion, 
a radical hysterectomy or modified radical hysterectomy 
with pelvic lymphadenectomy should be considered (grade 
C1). (2) In cases involving shallow invasion, a hysterec-
tomy without pelvic lymphadenectomy (total hysterectomy 
or modified radical hysterectomy) can also be consid-
ered (grade C1). (3) If the patient strongly desires fertil-
ity preservation, a cervical cone biopsy can be performed 

Stage 0
Squamous cell carcinoma (CQ01)

Cervical conization Resection
margin

Negative

Positive and  persistent 
or 
recurrence of CIN3 lesion 
in the remaining  uterus 

Observation

Total hysterectomy

Repeated conization

adenocarcinoma (CQ06)

Resection
margin

For patients who strongly desire fertility preservation, 
conization can be the final treatment

Total hysterectomy

Stage IA
Squamous cell carcinoma

Lymphvascular
infiltration

stage IA1 (CQ03) Resection
margin

Conization can be the final treatment

Total hysterectomy

Total hysterectomy 
or
Modified radical hysterectomy
+ pelvic lymphadenectomy

Radical hysterectomy 
(pelvic nerve preservation)

Radiation therapy

stage IA2 (CQ04)
Lymphvascular
infiltration

Adenocarcinoma

stage IA (CQ07)

Observation
or
Total hysterectomy 
or
Radical hysterectomy (pelvic nerve preservation)

b

b

b

b

b

c

d

e

f
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Negative

positive

Negative

positive

Cervical conization

Cervical 
conization

Cervical 
conization

Cervical 
conization

Negative
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a

a

Fig. 1  Primary treatment for stage 0 to IA cervical cancer. a If cervi-
cal conization is difficult because of atrophy of the cervix, such as in 
older patients, omission of the conization may be considered. How-
ever, prior to surgery, it is necessary to carefully review the cytology, 
colposcopy, and biopsy tissue findings; this allows for the perfor-
mance of a hysterectomy suitable for the estimated lesion. b Cervical 
canal curettage should be performed at the time of cervical coniza-
tion. If cervical curettage is positive, the patient should be treated as 
if they have positive margins. c Hysterectomy may be considered if 

the patient does not wish to preserve her fertility. d Residual lesions 
are reportedly found in about 20 % of cases involving negative mar-
gins. Careful inspection is required to preserve the uterus. e In the 
NCCN clinical practice guidelines in oncology, radiation therapy 
is also an option for patients with cervical cancer. f Operative pro-
cedures should be individualized according to the histopathological 
findings of the conization specimens, namely the extent of invasion 
and the presence or absence of lymphovascular infiltration
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to preserve the uterus. Careful case selection is required 
(grade C1).

Chapter 3: Primary treatment for stage IB to II cervical 
cancer (Fig. 2)

CQ08. What treatments are recommended for stage IB1 
and IIA1 squamous cell carcinoma?

Recommendations A radical hysterectomy or radiation ther-
apy is recommended (grade B).

CQ09. What treatments are recommended for stage IB2 
and IIA2 squamous cell carcinoma?

Recommendations A radical hysterectomy (+ adjuvant 
therapy) or CCRT is recommended (grade B).

CQ10. What treatments are recommended for stage IIB 
squamous cell carcinoma?

Recommendations A radical hysterectomy (+adjuvant ther-
apy) or CCRT is recommended (grade B).

CQ11. Is neoadjuvant chemotherapy recommended 
for stage IB and II squamous cell carcinoma?

Recommendations Neoadjuvant chemotherapy can be consid-
ered depending on the extent and size of the tumor (grade C1).

CQ12. Is pelvic nerve preservation recommended 
in radical hysterectomy?

Recommendations Pelvic nerve preservation can be consid-
ered when curability is not impaired (grade C1).

CQ13. Is ovary preservation possible in radical 
hysterectomy?

Recommendations (1) Ovary preservation is possible with-
out compromising curability if appropriate case selection is 
performed by considering the patient’s histological type or 
stage (grade B). (2) If the ovaries are to be preserved, ovar-
ian transposition and fixation outside of the pelvic radiation 
field can be considered (grade C1).

CQ14. Is para-aortic lymphadenectomy recommended 
in radical hysterectomy?

Recommendations If diagnostically useful, para-aortic lym-
phadenectomy can be considered to search for metastasis 
or determine the irradiation field (grade C1).

CQ15. What treatments are recommended for stage IB 
and II adenocarcinoma?

Recommendations In principle, surgery should be consid-
ered for stage IB and II disease (grade C1).

Chapter 4: Postoperative therapy for stage IB to II cervical 
cancer (Fig. 3)

CQ16. What is the recommended postoperative adjuvant 
therapy?

Recommendations (1) CCRT is recommended for patients 
at high risk of recurrence (grade B). (2) Radiation therapy 
is recommended for patients at intermediate risk of recur-
rence. However, CCRT can be considered depending on the 
number and extent of risk factors (grade C1).

CQ17. What irradiation methods are recommended 
when performing postoperative adjuvant radiotherapy 
for a patient at high risk of relapse?

Recommendations (1) Whole-pelvis irradiation is rec-
ommended (grade B). (2) Three-dimensional treatment 
planning is recommended (grade B). (3) The addition 
of intracavitary irradiation is not recommended with 
the exception of cases involving positive margins (grade 
C2).

CQ18. For whom is prophylactic para-aortic irradiation 
indicated?

Recommendations Para-aortic irradiation can be considered 
for patients with a high risk of recurrence in the para-aortic 
lymph nodes (grade C1).

CQ19. Are oral anticancer drugs and immunotherapy 
recommended as maintenance therapies?

Recommendations (1) Oral anticancer agents are not rec-
ommended because their usefulness is unclear (grade C2). 
(2) Immunotherapy is not recommended because its useful-
ness has not been fully verified (grade C2).

Chapter 5: Primary therapy for stage III to IV cervical 
cancer (Fig. 4)

CQ20. Which is the recommended radiotherapy for stage 
III and IVA disease: definitive radiotherapy or CCRT?

Recommendations CCRT is recommended rather than radi-
ation monotherapy (grade B).
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CQ21. What CCRT regimens are recommended for stage 
III and IVA disease?

Recommendations Regimens that include cisplatin are rec-
ommended (grade A).

CQ22. Is chemotherapy recommended prior to principal 
treatment for stage III and IVA disease?

Recommendations (1) Chemotherapy is not recommended 
before radiotherapy (grade D). (2) Chemotherapy is not 
recommended before surgery (grade C2). (3) For adenocar-
cinoma, chemotherapy is not recommended before primary 
treatment (grade C2).

CQ23. Is surgery recommended for stage III and IVA 
disease?

Recommendations Surgery is not recommended (grade C2).

CQ24. What treatments are recommended for stage IVB 
disease?

Recommendations (1) Systemic chemotherapy can be con-
sidered for patients with a good performance status and 
preserved organ function (grade C1). (2) Surgery, radio-
therapy, chemotherapy, or a combination of these treat-
ments can be selected for patients with distant metastatic 
lesions, such as resectable lung metastases, or with lymph 

Fig. 2  Primary treatment for stage IB to II cervical cancer (including 
squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma). a Primary treatment 
for stage IB to II cervical cancer should be performed with caution 

because the tolerability of concurrent chemoradiation therapy among 
Japanese women has not been sufficiently tested

Fig. 3  Postoperative therapy 
for stage IB to II cervical cancer 
(including squamous cell carci-
noma and adenocarcinoma). a 
There are many discussions and 
various reports on risk assess-
ment for postoperative recur-
rence. Postoperative therapy 
must be considered according to 
the individual case
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node metastases only (grade C1). (3) If the patient has 
severe symptoms accompanying oncological complica-
tions, palliative radiotherapy of the causal lesion is recom-
mended (grade B).

CQ25. What treatments are recommended for stage III 
and IV adenocarcinoma?

Recommendations CCRT involving external irradiation 
and intracavitary irradiation is recommended for stage III 
or VIA adenocarcinoma (grade B). (2) A platinum-based 
agent other than cisplatin, either as monotherapy or as part 
of combination chemotherapy, can also be considered for 
patients with stage IVB adenocarcinoma with preserved 
organ function (grade C1).

Chapter 6: Therapies for relapsed cervical cancer (Fig. 5)

CQ26. What treatment methods are recommended 
for recurrence confined to the pelvis if radiotherapy has 
not been previously performed?

Recommendations (1) Radiotherapy is recommended 
(grade B). (2) CCRT can also be considered (grade C1).

CQ27. What treatments are recommended for recurrence 
within the radiation field?

Recommendations (1) Palliative treatment for sympto-
matic relief is the general rule for treatment (grade C1). (2) 
Chemotherapy can also be considered, keeping in mind that 
the response rate is low for recurrence within the radiation 
field (grade C1). (3) Localized radiotherapy or pelvic exen-
teration can also be considered for central recurrence in 
the vaginal stump after a thorough preoperative evaluation 

(grade C1). (4) Re-irradiation is not recommended (grade 
C2).

CQ28. What treatments are recommended for recurrence 
outside the radiation field or for extrapelvic recurrence 
if radiotherapy has not been previously performed?

Recommendations (1) Para-aortic metastasis: radiation 
therapy or CCRT can be considered for solitary metastasis 
(grade C1). (2) Brain metastasis: (a) stereotaxic radiosur-
gery along with whole-brain radiation therapy (WBRT) or 
WBRT alone is recommended for metastases of up to three 
sites (grade B). (b) WBRT is recommended for more than 
four metastases (grade B). (3) Bone metastasis: (a) single-
fraction or multi-fraction radiotherapy is recommended 
for pain relief (grade B). (b) Bisphosphonates are recom-
mended for symptom relief (grade B). (c) Strontium chlo-
ride can be considered for multiple bone metastases if med-
ical therapy is ineffective (grade C1). (4) Lung metastasis: 
resection or stereotactic body radiotherapy can be consid-
ered for one to three localized metastases (grade C1).

CQ29. Is systemic chemotherapy recommended 
for recurrence?

Recommendations Systemic chemotherapy is recommended 
for patients with disease that is difficult to control by surgery 
or radiotherapy as well as for patients with a good perfor-
mance status and preserved organ function (grade B).

CQ30. What systemic chemotherapy regimens are 
recommended to treat recurrent disease?

Recommendations (1) Cisplatin as either monother-
apy or part of two-drug combination chemotherapy is 

Fig. 4  Primary treatment for 
stage III to IV cervical cancer 
(including squamous cell carci-
noma and adenocarcinoma). a 
Primary treatment for stage III 
to IV cervical cancer should be 
performed with caution because 
the tolerability of concurrent 
chemoradiation therapy among 
Japanese women has not been 
sufficiently tested
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recommended (grade B). (2) A platinum-based agent other 
than cisplatin, as either monotherapy or part of two-drug 
combination chemotherapy, can also be recommended 
(grade B). (3) Cisplatin as either monotherapy or part of 
two-drug combination chemotherapy is preferable for 
recurrent adenocarcinoma (grade C1).

Chapter 7: Management of cervical cancer 
during pregnancy

CQ31. What treatments are recommended for stage 0 
disease during pregnancy?

Recommendations (1) Cone biopsy may be delayed until 
after delivery as long as the diagnosis is stage 0 disease 
based on consistent cytology, colposcopy, or biopsy anal-
ysis results (grade C1). (2) If adenocarcinoma in situ is 

suspected, a cone biopsy should be performed to deter-
mine the diagnosis during pregnancy (grade C1).

CQ32. What treatments are recommended for stage IA 
disease during pregnancy?

Recommendations If stage IA or higher disease is sus-
pected, a cervical cone biopsy should be considered to 
determine the diagnosis during pregnancy (grade C1).

CQ33. What treatments are recommended for invasive 
cancer during pregnancy?

Recommendations If the diagnosis made during the gesta-
tional period (usually during the 3rd trimester) indicates 
that the fetus can survive outside the uterus, standard treat-
ment after delivery can be considered (grade C1).

Fig. 5  Therapy for relapsed cervical cancer (including squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma)
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Chapter 8: Surveillance after treatment for cervical cancer

CQ34. What intervals are recommended for post-treatment 
surveillance?

Recommendations The following intervals are recom-
mended for standard surveillance (grade C1):

For the first 1–2 years: every 1–3 months
For the 3rd year: every 3–6 months
For the 4th and 5th years: every 6 months
From the 6th year: every 12 months

CQ35. What investigations and examinations should be 
performed during post-treatment surveillance?

Recommendations (1) A physical examination (including 
pelvic and rectal examination), cytological examination, 
chest radiography, measurement of tumor markers, and 
diagnostic imaging should be performed (grade C1). (2) 
Any complications associated with surgery, radiotherapy, 
or chemotherapy should be noted (grade C1).
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ABSTRACT: Epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) is often asymptomatic
and thus diagnosed at advanced stages with a poor prognosis. False-
negative results for the conventional marker CA125 frequently occur in
cases of clear cell carcinoma (CCC), a type of EOC; therefore, it is
necessary to develop biomarkers with greater sensitivity. We previously
reported a strategy to discover glycobiomarker candidates by combined
lectin microarray and IGOT−LC/MS analysis. We have now optimized
this strategy for discovering EOC biomarkers. Glycopeptides possessing
cancerous glycans were enriched from the ascites fluids and culture
supernatants of cancer cell lines with a fucose-binding lectin, AAL.
IGOT−LC/MS analysis of CCC samples yielded 144 candidate
glycoproteins. We selected WFA by lectin microarray as the optimal lectin to distinguish EOC from gastric and colon cancer.
The candidates were narrowed by Western analysis of the WFA-bound fraction of ascites fluids. One of the final candidates,
WFA-reactive ceruloplasmin, produced higher signals in the ascites fluids of EOC patients, including CCC, in comparison with
the benign samples, while CA125 levels were comparable in the sandwich ELISA. Thus, our glycoproteomic strategy featuring
efficient enrichment of glycans with disease-related alterations is applicable to various diseases.
KEYWORDS: glycoprotein, glycoproteomics, glycan alteration, epithelial ovarian cancer, clear cell carcinoma, WFA, ceruloplasmin,
lectin microarray

■ INTRODUCTION
Glycosylation is a major post-translational modification of
secreted and cell surface proteins; it is often altered by changes
in the cellular environment that are coincident with the
progress of various diseases, including cancer.1−4 A promising
approach to discovering novel reliable biomarkers is to focus on
such qualitative, not quantitative, changes of disease-specific
glycan structures. Changes in the glycosylation pattern can be
represented as altered lectin reactivity such as LCA (Lens
culinaris agglutinin)-reactive alpha-fetoprotein (AFP).5

We developed a highly sensitive lectin microarray system
optimized for comparative analysis in the discovery and
development of disease-specific biomarkers.6 To develop a
cholangiocarcinoma marker, we first identified the probe lectins
that specifically distinguish diseased from nondiseased speci-
mens by using the lectin microarray system with pathological
tissue samples and body fluids from patients.7 After selection of
the probe lectins, we enriched glycopeptides with the respective

lectin-bound glycoepitopes. These glycopeptides were analyzed
to identify the core proteins through lectin−IGOT (isotope-
coded glycosylation site-specific tagging)−LC/MS technology,
which identifies protein molecules and their N-glycosylated
sites.8

It is essential to identify glycoprotein disease markers with
high specificity and sensitivity. Each glycoprotein undergoes
various glycan modifications, and disease progression is
reflected by various glycoproteins and their glycan motifs. We
established an analytical flow for comprehensive and reliable
biomarker development with glycoproteomic study of clinical
specimens.9 We previously reported the discovery of new
candidate biomarkers for liver fibrosis and hepatocarcinoma
using this strategy.10,11
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It is difficult to discover novel candidate cancer markers
directly from serum samples, except in the case of
hepatocarcinoma. Because most serum proteins are secreted
by the liver, serum proteins secreted by other organs are
relatively minor and difficult to detect.12,13 Therefore, we
modified the strategy to utilize ascites fluids instead of serum
and added lectin column enrichment prior to analysis for
discovery of novel candidate glycoproteins as ovarian cancer
markers.
Ovarian cancer is asymptomatic and insensible; most cases

are diagnosed when the disease is advanced, and the 5 year
survival rate is <30%.14 Epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC)
accounts for 90% of all ovarian cancers and is classified into
four major tissue types (serous, mucinous, endometrioid, and
clear cell) and two minor types (undifferentiated and mixed
epithelial), each of which shows different response rates to
chemotherapy. Serous carcinoma is the most frequent diagnosis
and shows good response rates. In contrast, clear cell carcinoma
(CCC) is relatively resistant to standard chemotherapy, and its
prognosis in the advanced stage is often worse in comparison
with other tissue types.15−18 Early detection is needed to
improve prognosis in CCC. The ovarian cancer marker CA125
often yields a false-negative result in CCC, although its
diagnostic performance is good in serous type EOC.19,20

Moreover, CA125 frequently yields a false-positive result under
non-neoplastic conditions such as pregnancy, menstruation,
and endometriosis. Endometriosis is associated with risk of
CCC and endometrioid ovarian cancer; therefore, it is clinically
important to discriminate CCC from endometriosis, which
cannot be achieved by CA125.21 To improve diagnostic
accuracy in ovarian cancer, we searched for a reliable marker
for CCC by employing a modified strategy for glycobiomarker
exploration.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cancer Cell Lines

Human ovarian cancer cell lines RMG-V (CCC) and RTSG
(undifferentiated carcinoma) were previously established;22,23

RMG-I, RMG-II (CCC), and RMUG-S (mucinous carcinoma)
were kindly provided by Dr. Daisuke Aoki at Keio University
(Tokyo, Japan).24−26 Other cell lines were purchased: gastric
cancer cell lines KATOIII and NUGC-4 (Japanese Collection
of Research Bioresources Cell Bank, Japan); hepatoma cell lines
HuH-7 and Hep G2, gastric cancer cell line GCIY (RIKEN Cell
Bank, Japan); and colon cancer cell lines COLO 201 and
COLO 205 (American Type Culture Collection, USA).
The serum-free cell culture supernatants were used for all

analyses. As previously described, fucosylated AFP, a well-
known glycan structure associated with hepatic cancer
progression, was identified from the serum-free culture
supernatants after 48 h of incubation.27 In other words,
serum-free supernatants can provide information regarding
glycan alterations in cancer. RMG-I, RMG-II, RMG-V, RTSG,
and RMUG-S were grown in 90% Ham’s F-12 medium with
10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), KATOIII, NUGC-4, GCIY,
COLO 201, and COLO 205 were grown in 90% RPMI1640
medium with 10% FBS, and HuH-7 and Hep G2 were grown in
90% Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium with 10% FBS. All
growth media were supplemented with 50 unit/mL penicillin
and 50 μg/mL streptomycin as antibiotics. After reaching
∼90% confluence, the cells were washed and cultured in serum-

free (i.e., protein-free) and antibiotic-free media for 48 h;
culture supernatants were harvested for analysis.

Biological Specimens

Peritoneal washings were collected from nine ovarian cancer
patients and two peritoneal disseminated gastric cancer patients
at Aichi Cancer Center Hospital (Nagoya, Japan); the
supernatants were used as ascites fluid samples for lectin−
IGOT−LC/MS, lectin fractionation, and lectin−antibody
sandwich ELISA analyses. Ascites fluids were also collected
from 44 EOC and 38 other gynecological disease patients at
Tokai University Hospital (Isehara, Japan) and used for the
ELISA verification study. Tissue samples were collected from
patients diagnosed with clear cell adenocarcinoma at St.
Marianna University School of Medicine Hospital (Kawasaki,
Japan) and used for immunohistochemistry. All biological
samples were collected with the approval of each institutional
ethics committee and the informed consent of each subject for
the use of clinical specimens. All diagnoses were established
histologically, and the tumors were staged according to the
current classification of the International Federation of
Gynecology and Obstetrics (FIGO).14 Clinical characteristics
are presented in Supplementary Table 1a−c in the Supporting
Information.

Antibodies

Antibodies against target proteins were purchased and used in
their unconjugated or biotinylated forms. Biotinylation was
performed by the manufacturer or in the laboratory with a
biotin labeling kit (Dojindo, Japan) if required. Antibody details
are listed in Supplementary Table 2 in the Supporting
Information.

Lectin−IGOT−LC/MS

Samples included cancer cell culture supernatants (RMG-I,
RMG-V, RMUG-S, KATOIII, NUGC-4, GCIY, COLO 201,
COLO 205) and ascites fluids from patients with ovarian
cancer (three CCC, three serous carcinoma, one endometrioid
carcinoma) and two patients with gastric cancer (Supplemen-
tary Table 1a in the Supporting Information). Proteins in the
supernatants of culture media (concentrated 10-fold by
ultrafiltration using YM-10) and ascites fluids were precipitated
with 10% trichloroacetic acid on ice, recovered by centrifuga-
tion, and washed with ice-cooled acetone. The precipitates were
dissolved in 0.5 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, containing 7 M guanidine-
HCl and 10 mM ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid, reduced with
dithiothreitol (equivalent to protein weight) for 2 h in a
nitrogen atmosphere and alkylated with iodoacetamide (at 2.5-
fold protein weight) for 2 h in the dark. After dialysis, the
proteins were digested with trypsin (2% weight) at 37 °C
overnight, and the digestion was stopped with 5 μM
phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride. An aliquot of the tryptic digest
was applied to an AAL column (LA-AAL, Aleuria aurantia
lectin, Seikagaku Biobusiness, Japan; 4.6 mm inner diameter
[i.d.] × 150 mm) equilibrated with 10 mM HEPES-NaOH, pH
7.5. Glycopeptides were eluted in the same buffer with 5 mM
fucose. The eluate was purified by hydrophilic interaction
chromatography (HILIC) on a Sepharose CL-4B column (GE
Healthcare, USA) as previously described,28 where the HILIC
procedure was found to not result in a bias of glycopeptide
populations by a test using tryptic digest of ovalbumin and
transferrin (data not shown). Purified glycopeptides were
treated with PNGase (2.5 mU, 37 °C overnight) in stable
isotope 18O-labeled water to remove the glycan moiety, and the
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glycosylated Asn of glycopeptides was labeled with the isotope,
as previously described.28 This step is referred to as “isotope-
coded glycosylation site-specific tagging (IGOT)”. The labeled
peptides were analyzed by LC−MS, as previously described.11

In brief, the peptide mixture was injected into a C18 trap
column (0.5 mm i.d. × 1 mm). After washing, the column was
connected to a nanoflow LC system (flow rate: 100 nL/min),
and the peptides were separated on a reverse-phase (C18) tip
column (150 μm i.d. × 70 mm) using a linear gradient of
MeCN (0−35% in 0.1% formic acid) for 70 min. The eluted
peptides were sprayed directly into a quadrupole time-of-flight
hybrid mass spectrometer (Q-TOF Ultima; Waters-Micromass,
USA). The spectrometer was operated in the data-dependent
MS/MS mode.
MS/MS spectra were processed using MassLynx software

(ver. 4.0, Micromass) to create peak list files with smoothing by
the Savitzky−Golay method (window channels, ± 3). The files
were processed by the MASCOT algorithm (ver. 2.1, Matrix
Science) to assign peptides using the refseq protein sequence
database (34 276 entries, downloaded on July 2007). The
database search was performed by the MS/MS ion search
method with the following parameters. Enzyme: trypsin + Lys-
C; fixed modification: carbamidomethyl (Cys); variable
modifications: Gln > pyro-Glu (N-term Gln), oxidation
(Met), pyro-carbamidomethyl (N-term Cys), IGOT (Asn >
Asp +18O = +2.988261 Da, custom-made) (Asn); peptide mass
tolerance: 200 ppm; fragment mass tolerance: 0.5 Da; max
missed cleavage: 2. The false discovery rates of the Mascot
search were <1%. Results were exported as CSV files and
processed by Microsoft Excel. First, we selected the peptides
with rank 1 and an expectation value <0.05. Then, we selected
the peptides that contained one or more aspartic acids labeled
with 18O atoms (IGOT) at the position of Asn in the consensus
sequence for N-glycosylation, Asn-Xaa-(Ser/Thr), where Xaa is
any residue except Pro.
Lectin Microarray

The Cy3-labeled supernatants of cancer cell lines RMG-I,
RMG-II, RMG-V, KATO-III, COLO 201, and COLO 205 were
applied to slide glasses spotted with 45 lectins and subjected to
lectin microarray analysis by GlycoStation (Moritex, Japan).27

AAL and WFA Fractionation of Ascites Fluids

AAL and Wisteria f loribunda lectin (WFA)−agarose (Vector
Laboratories) were packed into columns in the laboratory.
Ascites fluids (0.25 mg protein) from CCC patients were
applied to the 1 mL AAL-agarose column, and AAL-bound
[AAL(+)] proteins eluted by 50 mM fucose were Western
blotted for verification. For WFA fractionation, ascites fluids (5
mg protein) from two samples of each EOC type (clear cell,
endometrioid, and serous types) and gastric cancer patients
(Supplementary Table 1b in the Supporting Information) were
applied to the 0.5 mL WFA-agarose column. WFA-bound
[WFA(+)] proteins were eluted by 10 mM GalNAc and
Western blotted for candidate selection.
Western Blotting

Crude samples and AAL(+) and WFA(+) fractions of ascites
fluids were Western blotted and visualized with the enhanced
chemiluminescence (ECL) system (Western Lightning, Perki-
nElmer, USA).
Lectin-Antibody Sandwich ELISA

WFA-coated (0.1 μg/well) ELISA plates (MaxiSorp, Thermo
Scientific, USA) were blocked with 3% BSA in PBS. Serially

diluted ascites fluids and RMG-I culture supernatants were
applied to the plates and incubated for 2 h at room
temperature. The plates were washed with PBS containing
0.05% Tween 20, and captured protein was detected by
biotinylated antibody and horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-
conjugated streptavidin (Jackson ImmunoResearch, USA).
The substrate 3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (1-Step Ultra
TMB-ELISA, Thermo Scientific) was applied, and absorbance
was measured at 450 nm.

WFA-Ceruloplasmin ELISA for Verification

To establish the sandwich ELISA system with WFA and anti-
ceruloplasmin (CP) antibody (WFA-CP ELISA), biotinylated
WFA (Vector Laboratories, 0.1 μg/well) was immobilized on
the streptavidin-coated ELISA plates (NUNC Immobilizer,
Thermo Scientific) by overnight incubation at 4 °C. Ascites
fluid samples (10 μL) were mixed with an equal amount of TBS
(50 mM Tris-pH 8.0, 0.15 M NaCl, 0.1% NaN3) containing 2%
SDS and denatured at 98 °C for 5 min. The resulting solutions
were diluted five-fold with TBS and 0.1% Tween 20, added to
the wells, and incubated 3 h at room temperature. After the
solution was removed, the plates were washed four times with
wash buffer (0.05% Tween 20, PBS) and incubated with anti-
human CP (0.1 μg/well, Bethyl Laboratories, USA) in wash
buffer for 2 h. The plates were washed four times and incubated
with a secondary antibody, HRP-conjugated anti-goat IgG
(Jackson ImmunoResearch, 1:3000 in wash buffer) at room
temperature for 1 h. The plates were washed four times; then,
the substrates (1-Step Ultra TMB-Blotting Solution, 100 μL/
well) were added. The reactions were stopped by adding 50
μL/well of 1 N H2SO4, and absorbance was measured at 450
nm on a plate reader.

Sample Quantification

Protein concentrations were measured with the Pierce BCA
Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Scientific). CA125 was measured
with the CA125 (Human) ELISA Kit (Abnova, U.K.). Ascites
fluids were diluted 10- or 40-fold with the diluent provided by
the manufacturer.
CP concentrations were measured by the sandwich ELISA

system. The ELISA plate (MaxiSorp) was coated with mouse
monoclonal anti-CP (0.1 μg/well, clone 3B11, Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, CA) and blocked with 3% BSA in PBS. CP
purified from human plasma (Merck, Germany) was serially
diluted from 1.25 to 160 ng/mL with wash buffer (PBS
containing 0.05% Tween20) and used as standards. The
standards and 1000- to 10 000-fold diluted ascites fluids were
applied to the plate and incubated for 2 h at room temperature.
The plate was washed, and captured CP was reacted with
biotinylated polyclonal anti-human CP (0.01 μg/well, Bethyl
Laboratories) by incubation for 1.5 h. The plate was washed
and reacted with HRP-conjugated streptavidin (Jackson
ImmunoResearch), followed by reaction with the substrate
(1-Step Ultra TMB-ELISA); absorbance was measured at 450
nm.

Immunoprecipitation and PNGase Treatment

Serum-free culture supernatants (2 to 20 mL) of RMG-I,
RMG-II, RMG-V, Hep G2, and HuH-7 were concentrated
about 20-fold and incubated with 10 μL of anti-CP (clone
3B11) conjugated agarose (CNBr-activated Sepharose 4B, GE
Healthcare) for 4 h at 4 °C. After washing, CP was eluted with
0.1 M glycine, pH 2.5. Of the 40 μL eluate, 12 μL aliquots were
denatured and incubated with 2 μL of PNGase (1 mU, Takara,
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Japan) or with 2 μL of H2O as an untreated sample for 20 h at
37 °C. The anti-CP eluate, purified CP (Merck), and PNGase-
treated samples were separated by SDS-PAGE, followed by
silver staining, anti-CP Western blotting, and WFA blotting.
Silver staining was performed by EzStain (ATTO, Japan). Anti-
CP (Bethyl) antibody directly labeled with HRP (Dojindo) was
used for anti-CP Western blotting. For WFA blotting, the SDS-
PAGE gels were transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane
(Protran, GE Healthcare) and blocked with 3% BSA in PBS,
followed by incubation with HRP-labeled (Dojindo) WFA

(Vector Laboratories). Both membranes were visualized with
the ECL system.

Immunohistochemistry

Fluorescent triple staining was performed with Hoechst 33342
(Dojindo) for nucleus, fluorescein (FITC)-labeled WFA
(Vector Laboratories), and anti-human CP (Bethyl) with
Alexa 546-labeled anti-goat IgG (Life Technologies, USA) as a
secondary antibody. The slides were washed with PBS,
mounted in Prolong Gold antifade reagent (Life Technologies),

Figure 1. Strategy to discover glycobiomarker candidates optimized for ovarian cancer. This study includes the experimental work from Steps 1−4.

Figure 2. Profiling of the glycoproteins identified by AAL−IGOT−LC/MS. Glycopeptides from Sup and AF were captured by the AAL column and
identified by IGOT−LC/MS. (a) Profiles of AAL(+) glycoproteins categorized by disease [CCC (gray circle), other EOC, and Gas/colo]. Each
group included proteins identified in Sup or AF. Arrows indicate the attribution of five potential EOC marker candidates (F12, LOXL2, CP,
SERPING1, and ORM1) selected through the subsequent steps. (b) Profiles of AAL(+) glycoproteins categorized by sample sources. Attribution of
the 144 glycoproteins identified in CCC samples was categorized by sample source (Sup, AF, and Sup&AF). Candidate glycoproteins were tested by
Western blotting of ascites fluids. Numbers of proteins are indicated by bar height. Proteins in white regions were not subjected to Western blotting,
proteins in gray regions were blotted but not detected, and proteins in black regions were detected by Western blotting.
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Table 1. EOC Marker Candidates Tested by Western Blotting of Ascites Fluidsb

AAL−
IGOT−
LC/MS Western blotting

groupa gene symbol description Sup AF crude AAL(+) WFA(+)

A FSTL1 follistatin-like 1 + − + ± →
A L1CAM L1 cell adhesion molecule + − f NT NT
A PSG5 pregnancy-specific beta-1-glycoprotein 5 + − − NT NT
A PSG9 pregnancy-specific beta-1-glycoprotein 9 + − f NT NT
A TFPI2 tissue factor pathway inhibitor 2 + − f NT NT
A COL6A1 collagen, type VI, alpha 1 + + + + →
A BGN biglycan − + − NT NT
A CSF1R colony stimulating factor 1 receptor − + + + →
A DCN decorin − + ± ± NT
A F12 coagulation factor XII (Hageman factor) − + + + ↑
B ATRN attractin + − f NT NT
B CEACAM6 carcinoembryonic antigen-related cell adhesion molecule 6 (nonspecific cross-reacting antigen) + − − NT NT
B CTSD cathepsin D + + ± ± NT
B CTSH cathepsin H + + + + −
B ECM1 extracellular matrix protein 1 + + + + −
B LOXL2 lysyl oxidase-like 2 + + + + ↑
B FBN1 fibrillin 1 − + f NT NT
B MMRN2 multimerin 2 − + − NT NT
B PLXDC2 plexin domain containing 2 − + + + −
B PPIB peptidylprolyl isomerase B (cyclophilin B) − + − NT NT
C AGRN agrin + − + + −
C HYOU1 hypoxia up-regulated 1 + − − NT NT
C ICOSLG inducible T-cell costimulator ligand + − f NT NT
C IGFBP3 insulin-like growth factor binding protein 3 + − f NT NT
C LCN2 lipocalin 2 + − + + →
C MET met proto-oncogene (hepatocyte growth factor receptor) + − f NT NT
C PRNP prion protein + − f NT NT
C SPINT2 serine protease inhibitor, Kunitz type, 2 + − f NT NT
C ADAM9 ADAM metallopeptidase domain 9 + + − NT NT
C CP ceruloplasmin (ferroxidase) + + + + ↑
C GOLM1 Golgi membrane protein 1 + + f NT NT
C HP haptoglobin + + f NT NT
C ICAM1 intercellular adhesion molecule 1 + + + + −
C LAMP1 lysosomal-associated membrane protein 1 + + − NT NT
C LGALS3BP lectin, galactoside-binding, soluble, 3 binding protein + + + + →
C QSOX1 quiescin Q6 sulfhydryl oxidase 1 + + + + −
C SERPINA1 serpin peptidase inhibitor, clade A (alpha-1 antiproteinase, antitrypsin), member 1 + + + + →
C TIMP1 TIMP metallopeptidase inhibitor 1 + + − NT NT
C A1BG alpha-1-B glycoprotein − + + + −
C A2M alpha-2-macroglobulin − + + + →
C AHSG alpha-2-HS-glycoprotein − + + ± NT
C APOD apolipoprotein D − + f NT NT
C AZGP1 alpha-2-glycoprotein 1, zinc-binding − + + + −
C BCHE butyrylcholinesterase − + − + →
C CLU clusterin − + ± ± NT
C HPX hemopexin − + + + →
C KNG1 kininogen 1 − + f NT NT
C LRG1 leucine-rich alpha-2-glycoprotein 1 − + f NT NT
C ORM1 orosomucoid 1 − + + + ↑
C PIGR polymeric immunoglobulin receptor − + + + →
C PTGDS prostaglandin D2 synthase 21 kDa (brain) − + − NT NT
C SERPINC1 serpin peptidase inhibitor, clade C (antithrombin), member 1 − + − NT NT
C SERPING1 serpin peptidase inhibitor, clade G (C1 inhibitor), member 1 − + + + ↑
C TF transferrin − + + + →
D LAMC1 laminin, gamma 1 (formerly LAMB2) + − − NT NT
D LAMP2 lysosomal-associated membrane protein 2 + − − NT NT
D VCAN versican + − f NT NT

aGroup in Venn diagram of Figure 2a. bSymbols: +, identified (AAL−IGOT−LC/MS) or detected (Western blotting); −, not identified (AAL−
IGOT−LC/MS) or not detected (Western blotting); ±, detected but weak; f, fuzzy band detected; NT, not tested; ↑, enhanced in EOC; →, not
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and examined with an LSM 510 confocal laser microscope
(Carl Zeiss, Germany).
Statistics

Student’s t test (unpaired t test with Welch’s correction) was
performed to evaluate the differences between groups.

■ RESULTS

IGOT−LC/MS Analysis of AAL-bound Glycopeptides

Our strategy is summarized in Figure 1. Fucosylation is
enhanced in many cancers including ovarian cancer.10,11,29

Therefore, the target proteins were first enriched by the AAL
column, which binds fucosylated glycoproteins (Figure 1, Step
1). Supernatants from ovarian, gastric, and colon cancer cell
lines (Sup) and ascites fluids from ovarian and gastric cancer
patients (AF) were applied to the AAL column. Supernatants
from cultured cell lines can provide specific cancer-derived
glycoproteins other than human serum proteins, and the
patients’ ascites fluids contain glycoproteins secreted from the
actual cancerous tissues. The glycoproteins with cancer-related
glycans were captured from both sample sources. IGOT−LC/
MS analysis was performed on the AAL(+) fractions (AAL−
IGOT−LC/MS) prepared from Sup and AF. The AAL−
IGOT−LC/MS-analyzed samples were categorized by disease:
(1) CCC, including Sup and AF of CCC; (2) other EOC,
including Sup and AF of non-CCC EOC; and (3) Gas/colo,
including Sup and AF of gastric and colon cancer
(Supplementary Table 1a in the Supporting Information). We
identified 290 proteins (423 glycopeptides, Supplementary
Tables 3, 4a, and 5a in the Supporting Information), of which
144 were found in CCC (Figure 2a, groups A−D), 177 in other
EOC (Figure 2a, group B,C,E,F), and 156 in Gas/colo (Figure
2a, group C,D,F,G). Within the AAL(+) proteins identified in
CCC, 41 were exclusive to CCC (Figure 2a, group A), 29 were
also found in other EOC (Figure 2a, group B), 63 were found
in all categories (Figure 2a, group C), and 11 were found in
CCC and Gas/colo (Figure 2a, group D). The largest number
of AAL(+) proteins was found in all categories (group C),
suggesting that AAL recognizes cancer-related glycans,
regardless of the tissue origin. The 144 glycoproteins identified
in CCC were studied as candidate markers for EOC that are
also sensitive to CCC. Representative MS/MS spectra of
IGOT-labeled candidate peptides from CP are shown in
Supplementary Figure 1a−c in the Supporting Information.
The RCA120 column was used to obtain relatively abundant

glycopeptides based on the knowledge that RCA120 recognizes
Galβ1,4GlcNAc-terminated glycans, which are found in the
majority of glycoproteins after neuraminidase treatment.11 The
glycopeptides identified in RCA120(+) fractions in this study,
which were assumed to be abundant in comparison with
unidentified, potentially minor glycopeptides from ascites
fluids, or culture supernatant of ovarian, gastric, and colon
cancer, are listed in Supplementary Tables 4b and 5b in the
Supporting Information.
Western Blotting of Candidate Proteins

Of the 144 candidate proteins, antibodies against 57 were
commercially available and tested by Western blotting of the
ascites fluids of CCC, and proteins not detected or identified

were eliminated from further testing (Table 1, Western
blotting, Crude column, (−, f)). The results showed 28
proteins in the crude ascites fluids (Table 1, Western blotting,
Crude column, (+, ±)) and those were also detected in the
AAL(+) fraction of the ascites fluids, consistent with the AAL−
IGOT−LC/MS results (Table 1, Western blotting, AAL(+)
column). Thus, the 28 proteins present in the ascites fluids
were sufficient for detection by Western blotting and were
studied further for their specificity as EOC markers.
Of the 144 candidate proteins, 79 and 48 were identified

exclusively in Sup and AF, respectively, and 17 were identified
in both sample sources (Sup&AF) (Figure 2b). The 57
antibody-tested proteins and the 28 proteins detected were
classified by sample sources, where 2 of 17 (12%), 11 of 16
(69%), and 15 of 24 (63%) antibody-tested proteins from Sup,
Sup&AF, and AF were detectable in Western blots of ascites
fluids, respectively (Figure 2b, gray and black bars). Thus,
ascites fluids are more suitable than the culture supernatants as
a sample source for efficient discovery of marker candidates by
IGOT−LC/MS.
Selection of the Optimal Probe Lectin to Distinguish EOC
We performed the lectin microarray analysis of serum-free
culture supernatants of ovarian, gastric, and colon cancer cell
lines to select a lectin probe that detects glycan alterations
specific to the onset of ovarian cancer (Figure 1, Step 2).
Ascites fluids were considered to be inappropriate for this step
because it contains serum proteins and proteins secreted from
inflammatory sites. Maximum normalized signal intensities for
each cell line were compared (Table 2, intensity values are in
Supplementary Table 6 in the Supporting Information). AAL,
DSA (Datura stramonium lectin), and ABA (Agaricus bisporus
lectin) yielded high signal intensity in almost all supernatants,
indicating that our strategy featuring glycoprotein enrichment
with cancer-related glycosylation using AAL is appropriate.
WFA, PSA (Pisum sativum lectin), and LCA showed stronger
signals in EOC than in gastric and colon cancer, while the
signals of LEL (Lycopersicon esculentum lectin), EEL (Euonymus
europaeus lectin), PWM (Phytolacca americana lectin), and
PTL-I (Psophocarpus tetragonolobus lectin) were stronger in
gastric and colon cancer (Table 2). Of the 45 tested lectins, the
signal intensity of WFA provided the greatest contrast between
CCC and gastric or colon cancer (Table 2, ratio of the mean
column). This remarkable difference in signal intensity
indicates the feasibility of WFA as a probe to distinguish
ovarian cancer with sensitivity to CCC. Thus, WFA was
selected as the probe lectin for further investigations.
Selection of Candidate Proteins by Western Blotting of
WFA(+) Fraction
Subsequent selections from the 28 candidate proteins were
performed with ascites fluid samples to evaluate the sensitivity
and specificity for ovarian cancer (Figure 1, Step 3). Ascites
fluids from ovarian and gastric cancer patients were fractionated
with the WFA column, and the WFA(+) fraction was analyzed
by Western blotting with antibodies against the candidate
proteins. Sixteen proteins were detected in the WFA(+)
fraction (Table 1, Western blotting, WFA(+) column), of
which five proteins, ceruloplasmin (CP), serpin peptidase
inhibitor, clade G, member 1 (SERPING1), lysyl oxidase-like 2

Table 1. continued

enhanced in EOC. Detected: Western blot pattern was matched to the reference blot for each antibody provided by the manufacturer. Enhanced:
stronger appearance of the bands in EOC than gastric cancer by comparison within the same membrane (Figure 3).
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(LOXL2), orosomucoid 1 (ORM1), and coagulation factor XII
(F12), were present in high concentrations in the EOC versus
gastric cancer samples (Figure 3). The volumes of the WFA-
bound fractions required for Western blotting were about 75 to
4000 times the volumes of the crude samples, indicating that
the content of WFA-bound proteins was about 0.025 to 1.3% of
the respective total protein contents in the ascites fluids. It
should be noted that the content of each candidate protein in
the crude samples did not correlate with the content in the
WFA(+) fraction. This suggests that the differences in band
intensity for the WFA(+) fractions were due to differences in
glycans not protein concentrations.
Although WFA-reactive CP (WFA+-CP), SERPING1

(WFA+-SERPING1), LOXL2 (WFA+-LOXL2), ORM1
(WFA+-ORM1), and F12 (WFA+-F12) showed quantitative
differences between EOC samples, their band intensities in the
gastric cancer samples were extremely low. Therefore, the five
glycoproteins were considered to be promising marker
candidates for EOC and studied further.

Verification of Candidate Proteins by Lectin−Antibody
Sandwich ELISA
Candidate proteins WFA+-CP, WFA+-SERPING1, WFA+-
LOXL2, WFA+-ORM1, and WFA+-F12 were examined by
WFA−antibody sandwich ELISA (Figure 1, Step 4). The
RMG-I supernatant and ascites fluid of an ovarian cancer
patient were serially diluted and analyzed by ELISA
(Supplementary Figure 1a in the Supporting Information).
Dose dependency was observed in WFA+-CP and WFA+-
SERPING1 but not in WFA+-LOXL2, WFA+-ORM1, and
WFA+-F12. Thus, WFA+-CP was selected for further analysis
because it showed the highest reactivity in both the
supernatants and ascites fluids.
WFA-CP ELISA was evaluated by drawing a dose−response

curve for the pooled, serially diluted ascites fluids of CCC
patients (Supplementary Figure 3a in the Supporting
Information). WFA+-CP content was measured by ELISA in
the same sample set used for Western blotting of the WFA(+)
fraction; high signal intensity was observed in ovarian cancer
samples, and a similar pattern was maintained after normal-
ization to the total protein concentration (Supplementary
Figure 3b−d in the Supporting Information), consistent with
the Western blotting result (Figure 3a).
WFA+-CP was then measured by WFA-CP ELISA in the

ascites fluids from patients with EOC (n = 38) and other
gynecological diseases including chocolate cyst, leiomyoma,
uterine corpus cancer, and uterine sarcoma (n = 44). Signal
intensity was significantly higher in the EOC samples (P <
0.0001, Figure 4a), and the ROC curve was drawn with an
AUC of 0.843 (Figure 4b). It is worth noting that CCC,
endometrioid carcinoma, and serous carcinoma showed
significantly high signals in comparison with the endometriosis
samples (i.e., chocolate cyst), and the signal in CCC tended to
be higher (Figure 4c). The ability to distinguish CCC and
endometrioid carcinoma from endometriosis is important for
the marker’s clinical utility. The CP concentration was also

Table 2. Lectin Microarray Analysis of Culture
Supernatantsa

aGray scale represents signal intensity: white (minimum, 0) to black
(maximum, 100). *Ratio of the Mean: ratios of the mean signal
intensity of each disease group were calculated; CCC/GasColo: ratio
of [CCC] to [gastric and colon], and EOC/GasColo: ratio of [CCC
and other EOC] to [gastric and colon].

Figure 3. Western blot of the WFA(+) fractions from ascites fluids of
EOC and gastric cancer. Ascites fluid samples (clear cell,
endometrioid, and serous of EOC and gastric cancer; n = 2 each)
were fractionated with the WFA column and blotted with antibodies
against candidate proteins (CP, SERPING1, LOXL2, ORM1, and
F12). Blots of untreated samples (crude; above) and WFA(+) fraction
(WFA+; below) are indicated. Numbers indicate relative amounts
applied to one lane for (WFA+) with (crude) set as 1.
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elevated in EOC than other gynecological diseases, but the
significance level was lower than WFA+-CP (Supplementary
Figure 4a in the Supporting Information). The total protein

distributions of EOC and other gynecological diseases were
comparable (Supplementary Figure 4b in the Supporting
Information).

Figure 4. Sandwich ELISA of WFA+-CP and CA125 in the ascites fluids of patients with EOC and other gynecological diseases. WFA+-CP was
measured by WFA-CP ELISA and CA125 was measured by a commercial kit. Statistical analysis was performed by Student’s t test. (a) Distribution
of WFA+-CP in the ascites fluids of EOC and other gynecological diseases significantly differed (p < 0.0001). (b) ROC curve of WFA+-CP with an
AUC value of 0.843. (c) WFA+-CP distribution in each tissue type of EOC and other gynecological diseases; significant differences (p < 0.005 to p <
0.0001) were observed between chocolate cyst and clear cell, endometrioid, and serous carcinoma of EOC. (d) Distribution of CA125 levels in the
ascites fluids of EOC and other gynecological diseases did not significantly differ. (e) ROC curve of CA125 with an AUC value of 0.502. (f) CA125
distribution in each tissue type of EOC and other gynecological diseases. No significant difference was observed.

Figure 5. Immunoprecipitation of CP from culture supernatants followed by silver staining, anti-CP Western blotting, and WFA blotting. (a) CP was
immunoprecipitated from supernatants of CCC (Lane I: RMG-I, Lane II: RMG-II, Lane V: RMG-V) and hepatoma (Lane H7: HuH-7, Lane G2:
Hep G2) cell lines. CP from human plasma (Merck) was applied to Lane CP. (b) PNGase treatment of CP from supernatants of CCC cell lines.
Immunoprecipitated CP from CCC cell lines (RMG-I, RMG-II, RMG-V) was analyzed without treatment (−) or after PNGase treatment (+).
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To evaluate the diagnostic performance of WFA+-CP, we
measured CA125 in the same sample set. Although the CA125
level in the ascites fluids was 20 to 100 times higher than the
cutoff for serum CA125 (35 U/mL), the level was also high in
benign samples (leiomyoma, chocolate cyst), and no significant
difference was found between them and EOC (Figure 4d−f).
This was similar to the serum CA125 results in the same
patients from whom ascites fluids were collected. No significant
difference was observed between chocolate cyst and CCC,
endometrioid, or serous carcinoma (Supplementary Figure 5 in
the Supporting Information). In contrast, the WFA+-CP level
was high in CCC and low with small deviation in
endometriosis, thereby resulting in fewer false-negative and
false-positive results. This shows the advantage of WFA+-CP
over CA125.

Verification of WFA+-CP by Immunoprecipitation, Lectin
Blot, and PNGase Treatment

To confirm the ability of WFA to recognize glycans on CP
molecules secreted from ovarian cancer cells, we compared
WFA reactivity of CP in three CCC cell lines (RMG-I, RMG-II,
and RMG-V) and hepatoma cell lines (HuH-7, Hep G2) as
well as CP from normal plasma (Merck). CP was
immunoprecipitated in the supernatants (Figure 5a, silver
stain, anti-CP WB). WFA blotting of these samples produced a
band at the position of CP in the CCC cell lines, but the band
was very weak in hepatoma cell lines and was not detectable in
normal plasma (Figure 5a, WFA blot). Thus, the CCC cell lines
secrete CP molecules with glycans specifically recognized by
WFA (WFA+-CP), and the ratio of WFA+-CP against WFA-
unbound CP (WFA−-CP) was high in comparison with
hepatoma cells or normal plasma.
CP was immunoprecipitated from RMG-I, RMG-II, and

RMG-V and treated with PNGase to release N-glycans,
followed by silver staining and anti-CP western and WFA
blotting. The band corresponding to CP migrated at a smaller
molecular weight (Figure 5b, silver stain and anti-CP WB), and
the PNGase-treated sample was not detected in the WFA blot
(Figure 5b, WFA blot). These results suggest that WFA
recognizes N-glycans of CP molecules.

Verification of WFA+-CP by Histological Staining of Tissue
Samples

Histology of tissue specimens obtained from CCC patients
yielded clear stains with anti-CP antibody and WFA in the
cancer lesion (Figure 6a−c). The merged images indicated
some colocalization of CP and WFA-reactive glycans (Figure
6d).

■ DISCUSSION
We demonstrated a new strategy for discovery of a novel
ovarian cancer marker based on the cancerous alteration of
glycans. This strategy is remarkable for three reasons. (1) We
enriched samples for glycoproteins with cancer-related
glycosylation by AAL column separation prior to IGOT−LC/
MS. (2) We used ascites fluids rather than serum from patients
for candidate selection and verification because the ascites fluids
contain cancer-derived biomarkers at higher concentrations
than serum. (3) We used cultured cell supernatants for lectin
microarray analysis to select the lectin probe that recognizes
ovarian cancer-specific glycoproteins. These methods allowed
us to identify the glycoprotein accompanied by cancer-specific
aberrant glycans as a candidate marker for ovarian cancer.

Enrichment of the biological samples and IGOT−LC/MS
analysis identified 144 candidate CCC-sensitive EOC markers.
In a proteomic analysis, Gortzak-Uzan et al. identified more
than 2500 proteins in the ascites fluids of ovarian cancer
patients.30 We tested 57 of the original 144 candidates and
efficiently identified five potential EOC marker candidates. In
this study, we used the AAL column to enrich potential target
glycopeptides derived from cancerous cells because various
types of cancer cells express enhanced fucosyl glycans.9,27,29

The amount of the final candidate WFA+-CP in the ascites
fluids was <1% of the total CP, and it would be far lower in
serum. Therefore, it is unlikely that our candidate could have
been identified in patient serum, as is often done in
conventional methods. The use of ascites fluids improved the
efficiency of our selection and identification of marker
candidates. As shown in Table 1, candidate selection depends
on the amount of target protein in the ascites fluids as well as
antibody performance or optimization of the Western blotting
system. Glycoproteins excluded because of low performance on
Western blots may also have potential as candidates.
The relationships between the glycan alterations that occur

with canceration and the lectins that recognize them have been
proposed in many studies and include branching and DSA,
fucosylation and LCA or AAL, and sialylation and SNA
(Sambucus nigra lectin).31−33 However, those glycans are also
abundant in normal serum, so it is difficult to identify ectopic
alterations of glycans as cancer-specific glycans in serum. The
signals of LCA and AAL, which bind fucosylated glycoproteins,
were reduced in lectin microarrays of sera from ovarian cancer
patients.34 In our lectin microarray of serum-free culture
supernatants, strong AAL reactivity was confirmed in all tested
cell lines. In addition, weak but specific WFA reactivity was
observed in ovarian cancer cell lines versus gastric and colon
cancer cell lines. Thus, we selected WFA as the probe lectin
candidate. Of the five candidates, three (CP, SERPING1, and

Figure 6. Fluorescent triple staining of nuclei, WFA, and anti-CP
antibody in CCC tissues. (a) Nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33342
(blue fluorescence). (b) WFA-reactive glycans were stained with
WFA-FITC (green fluorescence). (c) CP was stained with anti-CP
polyclonal antibody followed by Alexa 546-labeled antigoat IgG (red
fluorescence). (d) Merged image shows colocalization of WFA and CP
staining in orange to yellow.
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ORM1) were detected in all categories tested by AAL−IGOT−
LC/MS (i.e., CCC, other EOC, Gas/colo) (Figure 2a, group
C). This means that the glycoproteins commonly found in
other organs may also serve as an EOC marker by using WFA
as the probe. Our lectin microarray of the supernatants
suggested the possibility of WFA-reactive proteins other than
those we verified as ovarian cancer marker candidates. Because
the WFA signal in the lectin microarray was relatively weak in
comparison with AAL, IGOT−LC/MS analysis of samples
enriched with a WFA column was not applicable in this study.
Further technical modification is necessary for comprehensive
identification of candidate markers with WFA as the capturing
lectin.
Appropriate usage of the samples in each process is

important. For instance, we selected the disease-specific
probe by lectin microarray using serum-free culture super-
natants, which eliminates proteins that do not originate from
cancer cells. Meanwhile, IGOT−LC/MS analysis can yield a
reliable list of candidate molecules from biological samples
containing irrelevant proteins, as long as preliminary target
enrichment is performed, such as the AAL capture in our study.
Moreover, the use of ascites fluids in addition to culture
supernatants provided efficient selection of marker candidates.
WFA recognizes the GalNAcβ1,4GlcNAc (LacdiNAc)

motif35 and reacts to the glycans on proteins associated with
diseases.7,36 In our study, WFA recognized the N-glycan
structures of WFA+-CP from ovarian cancer cells (Figure 5b).
In contrast, CP from normal plasma has four N-glycans, and no
LacdiNAc structure was found.37 Thus, we conclude that
ovarian cancer cells may produce CP with the LacdiNAc
structure on N-glycans.
CP is a serum glycoprotein secreted from the liver; the blood

of healthy adults contains abundant CP (200−400 μg/mL). CP
is a multicopper transporter with oxidase activity as a radical
scavenger, and its expression is elevated as an acute phase
protein. Serum CP is positively correlated with the acute phase
reaction activated by inflammation, infection, and diseases
including cancer30,38,39 due to enhanced secretion from the
liver and up-regulation of cytokine signaling.38,39 CP expression
has been reported in ovarian cancer tissues but not in normal
ovarian tissues.40,41 In our study, the levels of total CP in the
ascites fluids were elevated in EOC compared with other
gynecological diseases (Supplementary Figure 2 in the
Supporting Information), but the WFA+-CP level differed
between groups. The CP in the ascites fluids was considered to
be a mixture of CP from serum (liver) and ovarian cancer
tissue. In the immunoprecipitation study of CP, WFA reactivity
was positive in CP derived from ovarian cancer cell lines but
was very weak in CP from hepatoma cell lines and negative in
CP purified from normal plasma (Figure 5a). We therefore
speculate that the increase in WFA+-CP in the ascites fluids of
EOC patients was due to alteration or abnormality of the
glycosylation process that accompanies canceration and which
is not affected by CP expression in the liver.
The immunohistochemical study indicated that CP and

WFA-reactive glycans were expressed and partially colocalized
on the ovarian cancer tissues (Figure 6). Thus, CP expression
occurs in ovarian cancer tissues, and some proteins with WFA-
reactive glycans are expressed simultaneously, one of which is
WFA+-CP.
For further verification of the marker candidates, it is

important to use samples from patient groups that need
differential diagnosis. Especially for cancer, comparative analysis

using samples obtained from patients with cancer and
background diseases is essential to evaluate the feasibility of
clinical diagnostic markers. CCC of the ovary is characterized
by its association with endometriosis.42,43 In our study, the
WFA+-CP level was higher in CCC than in chocolate cyst, a
type of endometriosis. This emphasizes the possible utility of
WFA+-CP as a specific marker for EOC with sensitivity to
CCC. Although measuring serum WFA+-CP level is difficult
due to interference by a large amount of CP secreted from the
liver, WFA+-CP has potential as a serum marker for simple
screening of patients with CCC, facilitating early treatment
decisions and improved prognosis of patients with CCC of the
ovary.
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Objective. A multicenter phase II trial was conducted to assess the efficacy and toxicity of concurrent
chemoradiotherapy (CCRT) with high-dose-rate intracavitary brachytherapy (HDR-ICBT) using a low cumu-
lative prescribed dose schedule in patients with locally advanced uterine cervical cancer.

Methods. The Japanese Gynecologic Oncology Group (JGOG) study JGOG1066 enrolled patients with FIGO
stages III–IVA uterine cervical cancer who had no para-aortic lymphadenopathy (>10 mm) assessed by CT.
Patients received definitive radiotherapy (RT) consisting of external beam whole pelvic RT and HDR-ICBT.
The cumulative linear quadratic equivalent dose (EQD2) was 62–65 Gy prescribed at point A. Cisplatin
40 mg/m2 weekly was administered concurrently with RT for 5 courses.

Results. Of the 72 patients registered, 71 were eligible. With a median follow-up of 28 months, the 2-year
progression-free survival rate and pelvic disease progression-free rate were 66% (95% CI, 54% to 76%) and 73%
(95% CI, 61% to 82%), respectively. Progression-free survival decreased significantly with increased central
tumor size (P=0.036). The 2-year cumulative late complication rates were 24% for all grades, 9% for grade
1, 12% for grade 2, 3% for grade 3, and 0 for grades 4/5.

Conclusions. The JGOG1066 demonstrated that CCRT using HDR-ICBT with a low cumulative RT dose
schedule achieved comparable outcome as those achieved with global dose schedules (EQD2=85 Gy)
with a lower incidence of late toxicity for locally advanced uterine cervical cancer in a Japanese population.

© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT) has been shown to be su-
perior to definitive radiotherapy (RT) alone in several randomized
controlled trials (RCTs), and is now the standard of care for loco-
regionally advanced uterine cervical cancer [1]. Standard definitive

RT consists of whole pelvic external beam RT (EBRT) and either
high or low dose rate intracavitary brachytherapy (ICBT). The previ-
ously mentioned RCTs utilized only low dose-rate ICBT (LDR-ICBT)
[1]. High dose-rate ICBT (HDR-ICBT) has become widely used in
Japan [2], and many centers worldwide are also shifting to HDR-
ICBT [3].

Several RCTs have demonstrated clinical equivalence in terms of
both local control and toxicity between HDR-ICBT and LDR-ICBT in
the setting of definitive RT (without chemotherapy) [4]. In CCRT,
many investigators also reported favorable treatment results using
HDR-ICBT in single institutional retrospective series [5–13]. The Gy-
necologic Oncology Group (GOG) and the Radiation Therapy Oncology
Group (RTOG) now allow the use of HDR-ICBT as well as LDR-ICBT in
recent clinical trials of CCRT for cervical cancer [14–18]. In these
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trials, however, the patients treated with HDR-ICBT were not evaluated
separately. It is unclear whether concurrent chemotherapy delivery
with RT increases late complications [19]. In view of potential narrow
therapeutic window of HDR-ICBT, the optimumRT dose should be care-
fully determined especially in the CCRT setting. Late RT complications,
even when mild to moderate (i.e., Grades 1–2), significantly reduce
quality of life [20]. Recently, image-guided brachytherapy (IGBT)
using CT/MRI has been investigated in order to decrease late toxicity
as well as improve local control [21].

Japanese centers use lower cumulative dose schedules than those
of the US and Europe [2,3]. Favorable local control results have been
obtained with these lower dose schedules in retrospective series of
RT alone [22,23]. However, these lower dose schedules have not
been accepted in the US and Europe given the lack of prospective
data. In this situation, prospective clinical trials on the efficacy and
safety of the CCRT using HDR-ICBT with the low cumulative dose
schedules are encouraged.

Based on this background, we conducted a phase II multi-institutional
clinical trial on CCRT for locally advanced cervical cancer patients.
Herein, we report the data of outcomes and late toxicity observed in the
trial.

Materials and methods

Study design

The JGOG1066 trial was a multicenter phase II prospective study
aimed at evaluating the efficacy and late toxicity of CCRT using
HDR-ICBT for locally advanced uterine cervical cancer patients. This
study was designed by the JGOG Cervical Cancer Committee in collab-
oration with the Japanese radiation oncologists with expertise in the
cervical cancer treatment. The study was approved by the JGOG
Clinical Trial Review Committee, and the local institutional review
boards (IRB) of the participating institutions. This trial is registered
in the University Hospital Medical Information Network Clinical Trials
Registry (UMIN-CTR; number 000001042).

Patients

Patients with histologically proven squamous cell carcinoma,
adenocarcinoma, or adenosquamous carcinoma of the uterine
cervix with International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics
(FIGO) stages IIIA, IIIB, or IVA disease with no para-aortic lymph-
adenopathy (b10 mm) assessed by computed tomography (CT),
performed within 4 weeks prior to entry were eligible. Histopath-
ological evaluation of the para-aortic nodes (e.g., retroperitoneal
surgical exploration) was not required. Eligibility criteria also in-
cluded patient age between 20 and 70 years and Eastern Cooper-
ative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance status (PS)b2. Patients
with prior therapy (radiotherapy, surgery or chemotherapy) for
cervical cancer were ineligible. Patients were also required to
have abdomen-pelvic CT, pelvic MRI (T2 weighted image), chest
X-ray/CT, within 28 days before entry. All patients were required
to give written informed consent prior to enrollment in this
study.

Radiotherapy

Protocol radiotherapy (RT) consisted of a combination of whole
pelvic (WP) EBRT and HDR-ICBT. Interstitial brachytherapy was not
allowed.

WP-EBRT was delivered with a photon beam of 6 MV or greater.
Both anteroposterior (AP)–posteroanterior (PA) and a four-field tech-
nique were permitted. Intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT)
was not allowed. When the four-field technique was utilized, the
portal arrangement was changed to the AP–PA technique after the

midline block (MB) was inserted. A tissue heterogeneity correction
was not applied in the dose calculation. WP-EBRT was delivered for
5 days during a week to achieve a total dose of 50 Gy/25 fractions or
50.4 Gy/28 fractions. The WP-EBRT was initially delivered without a
MB. Subsequently, the next phase of WP-EBRT was administered
through the same WP field with a MB width of 3 or 4 cm. The MB
was formed with multileaf collimators (MLC) or a custom cerrobend
block. Four radiotherapy schedules were provided for the protocol
(Table 1). Because these schedules are biologically nearly equivalent,
the choice of schedule was left to the treating radiation oncologist.
The upper boarder of the pelvic field was L4–5, and the lower border
was a transverse line below the obturator foramen or pubic symphy-
sis or 2 cm inferior from caudal end of the tumor. The lateral borders
of the AP/PA portals were 1.5 to 2 cm beyond the lateral margin of the
bony pelvis. For the lateral field, the anterior border was placed at a
horizontal line drawn 0.5 cm anterior to the symphysis pubis anteri-
orly and the posterior border was placed at least 1.5 cm posterior
from the surface of the sacrum. Boost EBRT of 6–10 Gy/3–5 fractions
was indicated for patients with nodular parametrial involvement to
the pelvic walls and/or nodal metastases (≥10 mm in shortest
diameter).

The first HDR-ICBT was performed within 7 days after the MB in-
sertion. HDR-ICBT was performed once a week with a fraction dose
of 6 Gy prescribed at point A using Ir-192 afterloading machines.
HDR-ICBT was not allowed on the same day as the EBRT. The total
HDR-ICBT dose was determined by the timing of the MB insertion
(Table 1). The cumulative linear quadratic equivalent doses (EQD2)
[24] at point A, which were the summation of the EBRT doses with-
out the MB and HDR-ICBT doses, ranged from 62 to 65 Gy. For
patients who had an inadequate response to EBRT or failed tandem
insertion, additional WP EBRT without the MB was allowed to a
total dose of 50 or 50.4 Gy. The total HDR-ICBT dose was 11 Gy per
2 fractions (i.e., 6 Gy+5 Gy or 5.5 Gy×2) at point A for this situa-
tion. A tandem and ovoid combination was recommended except
as restricted by the vaginal anatomy (e.g., narrow vagina) or signif-
icant (>1/2) vaginal disease. For these patients, a vaginal cylinder
could be utilized. Source dwell patterns (i.e., times and positions)
were determined according to the Manchester system [25]. A dose
calculation was performed for each application, using two orthogo-
nal radiographs. The isodose curves were plotted, and doses at the
rectum and bladder were calculated according to the International
Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) 38
criteria [26]. Three dimensional planning using CT and/or MRI was
not applied.

For patients who could not receive HDR-ICBT appropriately even
after the additional EBRT without MB to 50/50.4 Gy, a boost EBRT
with reduced portals was given to a total dose ranging from 64.8 to
72 Gy. Treatment was to be completed within 56 days.

To maintain RT quality, the protocol included an integrated QA
process. Credentialing of participating institutions and individual
case reviews for all patients were performed. The details of the QA
process and its results have been published elsewhere [27].

Table 1
Radiotherapy schedules.

External beam radiotherapy HDR-ICBT Total EQD2 at point A

WP WP+MB WP+HDR-ICBT

30 Gy/15 fs 20 Gy/10 fs 24 Gy/4 fs 62 Gy
30.6 Gy/17 fs 19.8 Gy/11 fs 24 Gy/4 fs 62 Gy
40 Gy/20 fs 10 Gy/5 fs 18 Gy/3 fs 64 Gy
41.4 Gy/23 fs 9 Gy/5 fs 18 Gy/3 fs 65 Gy

WP: whole pelvic radiotherapy, MB: midline block.
HDR-ICBT: high-dose-rate intracavitary brachytherapy.
EQD2: equivalent dose in 2 Gy per fraction.
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Chemotherapy

Weekly cisplatin at a dose of 40 mg/m2 (maximum dose of 70 mg/
body) was administered for 5 courses during the radiotherapy period.
The first course of cisplatin was administered on day 1 of radiothera-
py. Cisplatin could be given on the same day of HDR-ICBT as well as
EBRT.

Follow-up

Response was assessed by MRI T2 weighted images 3 months after
the completion of treatment according to the RECIST criteria. Patients
were followed every 3 months for the first 2 years. Follow-up included
a pelvic examination with PAP smear andmonitoring of tumormarkers
if initially elevated. CT scans of the abdomen and pelvis, and chest X-ray
(or CT scan) were performed annually. Pelvic disease progression was
defined as follows: pelvic recurrence after assessment of CR, pelvic
disease progression with a >20% increase in the size of target lesions
assessed by MRI T2WI, or initiation of salvage treatment (regardless of
pathological findings) for pelvic disease.

Statistical design

This was a phase II trial with the primary endpoint of estimating
2-year cumulative progression-free survival rate (PFS). The secondary
endpoints included the treatment completion rate (all, chemothera-
py, and radiotherapy), adverse events (acute and late), compete re-
sponse rate, 2-year cumulative overall survival rate (OS), 2-year
cumulative pelvic disease progression-free rate (PDPF), and 2-year
cumulative distant metastasis rate (DM). Details of feasibility and
acute adverse events will be reported elsewhere (manuscript submit-
ted for publication).

The sample size was initially calculated based on the following as-
sumptions: an expected 2-year PFS rate of 60% versus the threshold
value of 40% from the previous published data of RT alone series
[28,29] and data of the US RCT's control arms [1]. CCRT would be con-
sidered superior to RT alone if the lower limit of the 95% confidence
interval of the 2-year PFS rate exceeded the threshold value of 40%.
To attain 90% power with a two-sided α error of 0.05, the minimum
required sample size was estimated to be 68 patients. After the sam-
ple size was adjusted to allow for patient ineligibility or loss, the total
sample size was 70 patients. We also performed a Monte-Carlo simu-
lation to examine the effect of censoring on the power. We generated
the exponential and Weibull random numbers to simulate censoring
times, assumed the recruiting time and follow-up time of 2 years,
and set the expected 2-year PFS rate to 60%. In various scenarios,
we confirmed the lower limits of the 95% confidence intervals for 2-
year PFS rates that exceeded the threshold value of 40% with the
probability of more than 80%.

The cumulative outcomes and late complication curves were esti-
mated by the Kaplan-Meier method. Differences in outcomes were
compared using a log-rank test. PFS was measured from the time of
registration until disease progression or death resulting from any
cause. OS was measured from the time of registration until death
resulting from any cause. Late adverse events were graded according
to the National Cancer Institute Common Toxicity Criteria version 3.0.
Complete response was assessed following the Response Evaluation
Criteria in Solid Tumors. All analyses were performed with SAS soft-
ware, version 9.2.

Results

Patient characteristics

Seventy-two patients were enrolled from 25 institutions between
March 2008 and January 2009. One patient was ineligible because she

had para-aortic lymphadenopathy of 10 mm in the shortest diameter
assessed on pretreatment abdominal CT. She never received treat-
ment on protocol and was not included into the following analyses.
Therefore, 71 patients formed the patient cohort for this report. The
clinical characteristics of the 71 patients are listed in Table 2.

Feasibility

Sixty-three of the 71 patients (89%) completed the protocol
treatment as planned. Chemotherapy was administered for the
planned 5 courses in 65 patients (92%). Planned radiotherapy was
completed in 68 patients (96%). One patient could not receive
HDR-ICBT due to uterine perforation that occurred after 4 Gy of
EBRT was delivered and the first administration of cisplatin. Subse-
quently, she was discontinued from the protocol treatment and re-
ceived EBRT irradiation as a salvage treatment. Individual case
reviews on RT QA revealed favorable compliance with the RT proto-
col [27]. The median total EQD2 (WP-EBRT+HDR-ICBT) at point A
was 62 Gy (range, 49–65 Gy). Prescribed point A doses per protocol
were delivered in 63 patients (89%): WP-EBRT 30 Gy+HDR-ICBT
24 Gy in 10 patients, WP-EBRT 30.6 Gy+HDR-ICBT 24 Gy in 30 pa-
tients, WP-EBRT 40 Gy+HDR-ICBT 18 Gy in 15 patients, WP-EBRT
41.4 Gy+HDR-ICBT 18 Gy in 6 patients, and WP-EBRT 50 Gy+HDR-
ICBT 11 Gy in 2 patients. Boost EBRT was delivered to the parame-
trium in 28 patients, enlarged nodes in 22 patients, and both in
11 patients.

The rectal and bladder dose calculation according to the ICRU 38
definition was performed for every fraction in 66 patients (93%). Me-
dian doses were 4.4 Gy (range, 2.6–9.4 Gy) for the bladder, and 4.3 Gy
(range, 2.8–11.1 Gy) for the rectum. Median cumulative biologically
effective doses (BEDs) (EBRT+HDR-ICBT) were 95 Gy3 (range,
68–184 Gy3) for the bladder, and 96 Gy3 (range, 71–199 Gy3) for the
rectum. Nine out of 66 patients (14%) received over 120 Gy3 for the
rectum. The median overall treatment time was 50 days (range, 37
to 66 days) for 68 patients who completed the planned radiotherapy.

Table 2
Patient characteristics.

Clinical variable n %

Median age (range) 57 years (32–70 years)
PS

0 63 89
1 8 11

FIGO stage
IIIA 3 4
IIIB 64 90
IVA 4 6

Histological diagnosis
Squamous cell carcinoma 66 93
Adenosquamous carcinoma 2 3
Adenocarcinoma 3 4

Parametrial involvement (fixed to pelvic wall)
No 4 6
Yes 67 94
Unilateral 47 66
Bilateral 20 28

Maximum tumor diameter (mm)a

b40 16 22.5
40≤, b50 10 14
50≤, b60 16 22.5
60≤, b70 16 22.5
70≤, b80 6 8.5
80≤ 7 10

Pelvic node enlargementb

Yes 41 58
No 30 42

a Assessed by MRI T2WI.
b ≥10 mm in shortest diameter assessed by CT/MRI.
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Efficacy and late toxicity

The median follow-up for the 71 patients was 28 months (range,
12 to 35 months). Fifty-six patients (79%) achieved a complete
response and 25 patients had disease progression. Twenty-one pa-
tients had a pelvic recurrence: primary lesion in 14; pelvic node in
6; and pelvic peritoneum in 1. Seventeen patients developed distant
metastases: para-aortic node in 11; lung in 4; bone in 2; liver in 1;
and supraclavicular node in 1. The 2-year PFS rate was 66% (95% CI,
54% to 76%; Fig. 1). The 2-year OS, PDPF, and DM were 90% (95% CI,
80% to 95%), 73% (95% CI, 61% to 82%), and 25% (95% CI, 16% to
37%), respectively.

There were decreases in both PFS (P=0.036) and PDPF (P=0.24)
with increased tumor diameter as assessed by MRI. The 2-year PFS
and PDPF were, respectively, 77% and 85% for tumors b50 mm, 69%
and 72% for tumors 50–70 mm, and 39% and 54% for tumors ≥70 mm.
The 2-year DM was higher for patients with large diameter tumors
(47% for≥70 mm) compared with those with smaller diameter tumors
(19% for b50 mm, 20% for 50–70 mm) (P=0.067). Patients with
enlarged pelvic nodes (≥10 mm in the shortest diameter assessed by
CT/MRI) had poorer PFS and PDPF, and higher DM than those with no
enlarged nodes. The 2-year PFS, PDPF and DM were, respectively, 60%,
67% and 31% for the node positive patients and 71%, 78% and 20% for
the node negative patients. There were no significant differences
between these two groups for these endpoints.

Table 3 lists late adverse events. Only 3 patients (4%) suffered
severe (≥grade 3) late toxicity. The 2-year cumulative late complica-
tion rates by grades were 24% for all grades, 9% for grade 1, 12% for
grade 2, 3% for grade 3, and 0 for grades 4/5.

Discussion

This prospective multi-institutional phase II study (JGOG1066)
demonstrated that CCRT using HDR-ICBT with a low cumulative
dose schedule (EQD2=62–65 Gy prescribed at point A) achieved a
2-year PFS rate of 66% with a low incidence (4%) of severe late toxic-
ity in stage III and IVA uterine cervical cancer patients. The lower limit
of the 95% CI for PFS was 54%, which was higher than the threshold of
40%, confirming the superiority of CCRT over historical outcomes of
RT alone, although the eligibility criteria regarding para-aortic node
evaluation were different from the prior RCTs [1].

Although the cumulative doses prescribed at point A adopted in
this study were remarkably lower than those used in global sched-
ules, the pelvic control rate appeared to be comparable to previously
reported data (Table 4). However, there remains room for improve-
ment in local control, particularly for patients with large tumors
(≥70 mm in the largest diameter) who frequently developed pelvic

recurrences in this study. The data from previously published papers
suggested that higher prescribed doses had no apparent impact for
improving local control, but probably did increase the risk of severe
late complications (Table 4).

In this study, 14% of the patients received over 120 Gy3 at the
ICRU38 rectal point, which is considered to be the threshold for de-
veloping severe proctitis [1]. We must bear in mind that these data,
including those from our study, were for patients who were treated
with ICBT that was planned only by a classical 2-dimensional (2-D)
method, which prescribes doses at a single point A. Recently, 3-
dimensional (3-D) image-guided brachytherapy (IGBT) using CT/
MRI has become popular in clinical practice [30]. With IGBT, the
actual tumor volume can be sufficiently covered with adequate
prescribed doses while limiting the doses to surrounding organs at
risk (OAR).

Dimopoulos et al. analyzed the dose–effect relationship between
tumor diameter (at diagnosis and at time of HDR-ICBT) and local con-
trol for cases that were treated with IGBT [31]. They found a signifi-
cant dose–effect relationship for local control within a dose range of
68 to 91 Gy using D90 HR-CTV for patients with large pretreatment
tumor diameters and those with poor responses to EBRT [31]. A sim-
ple dose escalation for a single point A is an inappropriate approach to
provide additional improvements in the therapeutic ratio. It is essen-
tial to investigate the therapeutic value of dose escalation using IGBT
with careful monitoring of the doses to OAR, particularly for patients
with large central tumors or, perhaps, those who responded poorly to
prior EBRT.

In contrast, in this study, local control for patients with non-bulky
tumors (b50 mm) was favorable (85%). Dimopoulos et al. showed ex-
cellent local control (97%) with no dose–effect relationship in pa-
tients with small tumors (2–5 cm) and those who had good
responses to EBRT. Based on these results, they suggested that dose
de-escalation with IGBT for these patient subsets might be appropri-
ate [31]. Narayan et al. reported their experience with IGBT for cervi-
cal cancer [32]. Their goal with IGBT was to treat residual disease in
the cervix and uterus after EBRT to a total dose of 80 Gy10. They
showed excellent local control with an average target dose of
79.2 Gy10 (resulting in 72 Gy10 at point A) for patients who had
good responses to EBRT before ICBT and proper application of tandem
applicator (i.e., inserted through the center of a cervical tumor) [32].
Unfortunately, for our study, we could not analyze local control based
on both the response to EBRT and applicator laterality within a tumor,
as we did not have a planned response evaluation or 3-D planning. A
prospective study with IGBT to investigate local control with the pre-
scribed doses used in this study is encouraged to determine whether
dose de-escalation from global schedules is feasible for patients withFig. 1. Progression-free survival (PFS) of 71 eligible patients enrolled in JGOG1066.

Table 3
Reported late adverse events (n=71).

Events Grade (n) 3≤(%, 95% CI)

1 2 3 4

Gastrointestinal
Colitis 2 5 0 0 0
Enteritis 1 1 0 0 0
Proctitis 3 2 0 0 0
Nausea 1 0 0 0 0
Vomiting 1 0 0 0 0
Other (hemorrhage, upper GI) 1 0 0 0 0

Renal/genitourinary
Cystitis 2 5 1 0 1 (0–8)
Incontinence 0 1 0 0 0
Obstruction (ureter) 0 0 1 0 1 (0–8)
Urinary retention 0 1 0 0 0

Other
Edema: limb 3 0 0 0 0
Creatinine 0 0 1 0 1 (0–8)
Pain (pelvis) 0 1 0 0 0
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non-bulky tumors or those with tumors that show good response. We
believe that dose de-escalation has the potential to decrease the inci-
dence of lower grade complications as well as high grade complica-
tions, which would contribute to improving patients' quality of life
[20].

Distant failures, including para-aortic node metastases were fre-
quently observed in this study. The incidence of distant failure increased
with increased tumor size aswell. In this study, histopathological exam-
inations and PET/CT were not done to rule out para-aortic node metas-
tases. This might have been one of the causes for frequent distant
failures, including PAN recurrences. Reducing distant failures is another
challenge that must be faced in order to improve the outcomes of
patients with locoregionally advanced cervical cancer. A meta-analysis
suggested that there might be therapeutic value with additional sys-
temic chemotherapy after CCRT [19]. A phase I study to determine the
optimum dose for adjuvant chemotherapy after definitive CCRT is
now underway (JGOG1068).

One limitation of this study was that all of the patients were Japa-
nese. Japanese women are generally smaller than Western women.
This might have affected the toxicity incidences and grades. In addition,
possible genetic differences between Japanese and Westerners cannot
be completely ruled out. As mentioned previously, another limitation
was that we did not use IGBT. For future multi-institutional prospective
studies with IGBT, another quality assurance program on RT will be
necessary [27].

In conclusion, despite the limited follow-up periods, the results
of this study demonstrated that CCRT using HDR-ICBT with low cu-
mulative RT dose schedules achieved comparable outcomes to those
attained with global dose schedules with a lower incidence of late
toxicity for locally advanced uterine cervical cancer patients in a
Japanese population. If the presented RT dose schedules presented
here are integrated into the current global standards, it would
encourage the participation of Japanese patients in ongoing global
studies. To further improve these outcomes, investigations on
appropriate RT dose with IGBT and additional systemic treatment
are warranted.
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© 2012 The Japan Society of Histochemistry andMany malignant epithelial tumors show increased expression of glucose transporter-1 (GLUT-

1) and hexokinase II (HK-II), both of which are involved in glucose metabolism. GLUT-1

levels are often correlated with prognosis in these tumors. The current retrospective study

was conducted to evaluate the importance of GLUT-1 and HK-II expression in leiomyosarcoma

(LMS), a malignant uterine non-epithelial tumor with a poor prognosis. The subjects were

23 patients with stage I LMS. Expression of GLUT-1 and HK-II was evaluated immuno-

histochemically in samples removed surgically, and the MIB-1 index was evaluated as a

measure of cell proliferation. The association of these results with prognosis was examined.

Twenty samples of leiomyoma (LOM), a benign non-epithelial tumor, were used as controls.

Immunohistochemical expression was defined as negative staining (–), weak to sporadic

staining (1+), and strong staining (2+) per microscopic field, respectively. Malignancy was

evaluated in 2000 cells and the MIB-1 index was calculated. Overall survival for LMS was

estimated using the Kaplan-Meier method. Of the LMS cases, 12 were GLUT-1-positive

(52.2%; 2+: 2, 1+: 10) and 15 were HK-II-positive (65.2%; 2+: 1, 1+: 14). GLUT-1 expression

in LMS was significantly correlated with the MIB1 index. The 10-year survival rates were

90.9% and 58.3% in GLUT-1-negative and GLUT-1-positive cases, respectively, and 75.0%

and 73.3% in HK-II-positive and HK-II-negative cases, respectively. GLUT-1 expression was

significantly correlated with prognosis. Cases of stage I LMS showed a significant correlation

between the expression level of GLUT-1 and the MIB-1 index, an indicator of malignancy.

GLUT-1-negative cases had a better prognosis than GLUT-1-positive cases, suggesting that

GLUT-1 expression is an effective prognostic marker.

Key words: uterine leiomyosarcoma, immunoexpression, glucose transporter-1, hexokinase II

I. Introduction

Leiomyosarcoma (LMS) is a malignant uterine non-

epithelial tumor that accounts for 1% to 3% of all malignant

tumors in women. LMS has a poor prognosis, since the

primary tumor is likely to undergo recurrence and metastasis

[7]. Tissue necrosis and higher mitotic rates are important

indicators for malignancy and prognosis [18, 29, 40]. More

than 80% of cases of stage III LMS show recurrence and

metastasis and the 5-year survival rate in cases of stages

II–IV is approximately 8%, indicating an extremely poor

prognosis [9, 33]. Surgery is the first option for LMS

treatment; however, even if LMS is in the early stage and
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can be completely removed, distant metastasis to the lung

often occurs and results in a poor long-term prognosis

[22]. Radiotherapy and combination chemotherapy with

doxorubicin have also been used for LMS, but treatment

outcomes remain poor [22, 34].

Many malignant epithelial tumors show increased

glucose uptake [42]. Expression of glucose transporter-1

(GLUT-1) is often increased in malignant hypoxic cells and

hexokinase II (HK-II) expression also increases. This causes

resistance to radiotherapy and chemotherapy and enhanced

recurrence and metastasis, which underlie the close relation-

ship of GLUT-1 expression with prognosis [2, 10, 15, 28,

37]. In a clinicopathologic study of epithelial ovarian cancer,

we found increased GLUT-1 expression and strong expres-

sion of hypoxia inducible factor-1 (HIF-1α), with a clear

increase in glucose uptake. Similarly, high expression levels

of HIF-1α and GLUT-1 have been shown in clear cell

carcinoma, which also has a poor prognosis and is common

in Japanese patients [16, 43]. Thus, the current study was

performed to examine expression of GLUT-1 and HK-II

and the relationship of these data with the long term

prognosis of LMS, which has not been examined in previous

studies.

II. Materials and Methods

Patients and treatments

The subjects were 23 patients (mean age: 51.5 years

old; range: 35–70 years old) with clinical stage I LMS who

underwent hysterectomy between March 1987 and May

2005 in our hospital. Adjuvant chemotherapy were per-

formed in 14 patients (61%) (CYVADIC, n=12, 86%;

cyclophosphamide 500 mg/m
2

 and doxorubicin 50 mg/m
2

on day 1, vincristine sulfate 1.5 mg/m
2

 on days 1 and 5, and

dacarbazine 250 mg/m
2

 on days 1 through 5 for three to

five monthly cycles); IAP, n=1, 7%; doxorubicin 50 mg/m
2

and cisplatin 50 mg/m
2

 on day 1 and ifosfamide 1000

mg/m
2

 on days 1 through 5 for three monthly cycles; and

weekly TC, n=1, 7%; paclitaxel 60 mg/m
2

 and carboplatin

AUC 1.7 on day 1 for 16 weekly cycles). The benign con-

trols were 20 specimens of uterine leiomyomas that were

removed surgically in the same period. At least 2 sections

were isolated from each tumor and a tumor with at least

one stained section was judged to be positive. The study

was approved by the institutional review board and informed

consent was obtained from all patients.

Immunohistochemistry and histological examination

Formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded tissue blocks

were cut into 4-µm sections for immunohistochemistry and

hematoxylin and eosin staining.

The presence of a malignant mesenchymal tumors

was examined based on positive staining for SMA (Sigma

1A4, Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO), vimentin (clone

V9, DakoCytomation, Glostrup, Denmark), desmin (clone

D33, DakoCytomation, Glostrup, Denmark) and MIB-1

(Ki-67/clonal MIB1, DakoCytomation, Glostrup, Denmark),

and negative staining for CD34 (QBEnd/10, Novocastra,

Newcastle, UK) in an initial histological examination.

GLUT-1 expression was evaluated immunohistochem-

ically using rabbit polyclonal anti-human GLUT-1 antibody

(DAKO, Carpinteria, CA, USA) at a dilution of 1:50. HK-

II expression was evaluated with a polyclonal rabbit anti-

HK-II antibody (Chemicon International, Inc., Temecula,

CA) diluted at 1:500. The sections were washed and then

incubated with anti-rabbit IgG conjugated to horseradish

peroxidase-labeled-dextran polymer (EnVision Kit, DAKO)

for 60 min at room temperature. The extent of GLUT-1 and

HK-II expression was assessed semi-quantitatively accord-

ing to the following scoring scheme: negative staining (–),

weak to sporadic staining (1+), and strong staining (2+). In

judging the staining level, erythrocytes and pancreatic tissue

were used as positive controls for GLUT-1 and HK-II,

respectively.

The histological grade of LMS was evaluated by two

expert pathologists by counting of 2000 cells, with >20

mitosis events in 10 microscopic fields judged to be positive.

These data were used to calculate the MIB-1 index for cell

proliferation.

Statistical analysis

The relationship between immunohistochemical scores

and MIB-1 index was determined by linear regression for

the GLUT-1 and HK-II data. Survival curves related to

immunoreactivity were constructed using the Kaplan-Meier

method and assessed by log-rank test. P<0.05 was considered

to indicate significance in all analyses.

III. Results

Hematoxylin & eosin and immunohistochemical staining

Malignant mesenchymal tumors identified from posi-

tive staining for SMA, vimentin, desmin and MIB-1 and

negative staining for CD34 were excluded from the study

(Fig. 1).

GLUT-1 and HKII expression, and MIB-1 index

Of the 23 cases of stage I LMS, 12 (52.2%) were

GLUT-1-positive, including 2 2+ and 10 1+ cases; and 15

(65.2%) were HK-II-positive, including 1 2+ and 14 1+

cases (Table 1, Figs. 2, 3). The MIB-1 index was ≥5% in

10 cases and <5% in 13 (Fig. 4). Of the 20 benign controls,

2 (10%) were GLUT-1-positive, 4 (20%) were HK-II-

positive, and all showed 1+ staining. MIB-1 was negative

in all control specimens (Table 2).

Relationships of GLUT-1 and HK-II expression with the 

MIB-1 index

GLUT-1 expression levels showed a significant corre-

lation with the MIB-1 index (R
2

=0.403, p=0.0011, Fig. 4).

In contrast, there was no correlation between HK-II

expression and the MIB-1 index (p=0.703, Fig. 5).
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Survival curves based on GLUT-1 expression and HK-II 

expression

The Kaplan-Meier estimates of overall survival (OS)

at 10 years for LMS were 90.9% in the GLUT-1-negative

group and 58.3% in the GLUT-1-positive group, showing

a significant difference in prognosis (Fig. 6). The Kaplan-

Meier estimates of OS at 10 years were 75.0% and 73.3%

in the HK-II-negative and HK-II-positive groups, with no

significant difference between these groups (Fig. 7).

Fig. 1. Malignant mesenchymal tumors detected with hematoxylin-eosin (HE) staining, positive immunostaining for SMA, vimentin, desmin

and MIB-1, and negative immunostaining for CD34. Bar=100 µm.

Fig. 2. Immunohistochemical staining showed strong GLUT-1

expression in sarcoma cell membranes. Bar=100 µm.

Fig. 3. Immunohistochemical staining was strongly positive for

hexokinase (HK)-II in sarcoma cells. Bar=100 µm.
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IV. Discussion

Uterine LMS is likely to show recurrence and metas-

tasis, even in the early stage, and effective treatment has

not been established. In 1985, Omura et al. evaluated 48

cases of stage I and II uterine LMS in a randomized

comparative study, and found recurrence rates of 44% in

Table 1. Characteristics of patients with stage I uterine leiomyosarcoma

Myomec, myomectomy; ATH, abdominal total hysterectomy; BSO, bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy; RSO, right salpingo-oophorectomy; PLN,

pelvic lymph adenectomy; OMT, omentectomy; N, no treatment; CYVADIC, cyclophosphamide, vincristine, doxorubicin and dacarbazine; TC,

paclitaxel and carboplatin.

Case Age Operation Chemotherapy

Expression
MIB-1 

Index

Tumor size 

maximum 

(cm)GLUT-1 HK II

1. 48 ATH+RSO N (–) (–) 0.2 3

2. 36 Myomec ! ATH+BSO CYVADIC (–) (1+) 0.4 5

3. 38 Myomec ! ATH+BSO+PLN CYVADIC (–) (1+) 0.8 10

4. 59 ATH+BSO CYVADIC (–) (1+) 1.1 5

5. 35 ATH+BSO N (–) (1+) 0.1 5

6. 62 ATH+BSO CYVADIC (–) (–) 2.7 6

7. 52 ATH+BSO CYVADIC (–) (–) 3.3 10

8. 42 ATH N (–) (1+) 2.8 6

9. 52 ATH+BSO N (–) (–) 1.6 13

10. 61 ATH+BSO N (1+) (1+) 0.3 8

11. 57 ATH+BSO+PLN CYVADIC (1+) (–) 5.2 11

12. 64 ATH+BSO+PLN N (1+) (–) 37.8 7

13. 58 ATH+BSO CYVADIC (2+) (1+) 23.7 8

14. 70 ATH+BSO N (1+) (1+) 1.9 8

15. 44 ATH+BSO CYVADIC (2+) (1+) 20.0 6

16. 66 ATH+BSO IAP (1+) (1+) 15.0 12

17. 48 ATH+BSO CYVADIC (1+) (1+) 31.9 7

18. 56 ATH+BSO+PLN+OMT Weekly TC (1+) (2+) 3.1 4

19. 45 ATH+BSO N (–) (–) 0.4 5

20. 54 ATH+BSO N (–) (1+) 6.3 8

21. 44 ATH+BSO+PLN CYVADIC (1+) (1+) 30.3 11

22. 45 ATH+BSO CYVADIC (1+) (–) 9.7 7

23. 53 ATH+BSO CYVADIC (1+) (1+) 29.2 10

Table 2. Characteristics of patients with uterine leiomyoma

(mu): multiple myomas.

Case Age

Expression
MIB-1 

Index

Tumor size 

maximum 

(cm)GLUT-1 HK II

1. 56 (–) (1+) 0.0 8 (mu)

2. 39 (–) (–) 0.0 8 (mu)

3. 49 (–) (–) 0.0 6 (mu)

4. 38 (–) (–) 0.0 14 (mu)

5. 46 (–) (–) 0.0 3 (mu)

6. 47 (1+) (1+) 0.0 14 (mu)

7. 73 (–) (–) 0.0 4 (mu)

8. 36 (–) (–) 0.0 25 (mu)

9. 69 (–) (1+) 0.0 5

10. 66 (–) (–) 0.0 4 (mu)

11. 27 (–) (–) 0.0 10 (mu)

12. 61 (1+) (–) 0.0 15 (mu)

13. 44 (–) (1+) 0.0 3 (mu)

14. 48 (–) (–) 0.0 6 (mu)

15. 52 (–) (–) 0.0 6

16. 50 (–) (–) 0.0 11 (mu)

17. 47 (–) (–) 0.0 25 (mu)

18. 46 (–) (–) 0.0 8 (mu)

19. 46 (–) (–) 0.0 8 (mu)

20. 47 (–) (–) 0.0 17

Fig. 4. Simple regression analysis of GLUT-1 expression and the

MIB-1 index.
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patients given adjuvant chemotherapy of 8 cycles of doxo-

rubicin after resection and 61% in those who underwent

observation only, with no significant difference between the

groups [27]. A more recent randomized phase III trial of

adjuvant pelvic radiotherapy versus observation for stage I

and II uterine sarcomas (carcinosarcoma, leiomyosarcoma

or endometrial stromal sarcoma) indicated that radiotherapy

did not contribute to control of local metastasis or survival

rate [32]. Hensley et al. conducted a prospective study in

23 cases (stage I: 15, II: 3, III: 1, and IV: 4) of high grade

uterine LMS for a mean period of 49 months after complete

resection, and found that progression free survival (PFS)

at 2 years was 45% after treatment with gemcitabine 900

mg/m
2

 (on days 1 and 8 i.v.) plus docetaxel 75 mg/m
2

 (on

day 8 i.v.) for 4 cycles at 3-week intervals. The PFS in

stage I and II cases at 2–3 years was 59%, which suggested

that adjuvant chemotherapy with gemcitabine plus docetaxel

after complete resection may improve the prognosis of

early stage LMS [13]. Several pilot studies of adjuvant

therapies, including CYVADIC (cyclophosphamide, vin-

cristine, doxorubicin, and dacarbazine) therapy, ifosfamide

single therapy, and API (doxorubicin, cisplatin and ifosfa-

mide) plus radiotherapy have been conducted for early stage

LMS [21, 26, 30], with 3- and 5-year survival rates ranging

from 67% to 89% (one study with CYVADIC therapy had

a 15-year survival rate of 69%).

There is currently no established surgical procedure

or anticancer treatment for uterine sarcoma. This may be

because of the relatively small number of cases of uterine

sarcoma and because the disease is often not diagnosed

before surgery. Cases 1 and 2 were young patients who

underwent myomectomy and were diagnosed with uterine

sarcoma in a postoperative pathologic examination. Con-

sequently, these patients underwent hysterectomy in an

Fig. 5. Simple regression analysis of HK-II expression and the

MIB-1 index.

Fig. 6. Survival curves for GLUT-1-positive and GLUT-1-

negative cases of LMS.

Fig. 7. Survival curves of HK-II-positive and HK-II-

negative cases of LMS.
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abdominal reoperation. Several small-scale studies have

indicated that CYVADIC chemotherapy improves prognosis

after total hysterectomy and adnexectomy [12, 31, 41]. In

our study, no gross residual tumor was found during lymph

node dissection. Twelve patients (52%) were treated with

CYVADIC chemotherapy and 9 (39%) did not receive this

chemotherapy. Three patients died in each of these groups.

Most previous studies and the current study were performed

at single centers and with a limited number of patients.

Therefore, multicenter randomized clinical trials are re-

quired to establish more reliable evidence of the efficacy

of treatment.

In our previous investigation of different histological

types (serous, mucous, endometrioid and clear cell) of

epithelial ovarian cancer, we found that expression levels

of GLUT-1 and HIF1α were correlated in the respective

histological types. Expression of both proteins was espe-

cially high in serous adenocarcinoma, which is frequently

found in epithelial ovary cancer, and clear cell adenocarci-

noma, which is chemoresistant and associated with recur-

rence and metastasis. Histopathologically, these two tumors

have fewer vascular vessels, but have papillary proliferation

and a stratified structure, and cause extensive necrosis in

progression. Therefore, hypoxia is induced as the cancer

progresses, and this leads to strong expression of GLUT-1

and HIF-1α [16, 43].

Many studies have evaluated the relationship between

the expression level of GLUT-1 and progression of epithelial

and gynecologic cancers, with the general finding that strong

GLUT-1 expression is associated with a poorer prognosis

[1, 6, 11, 17, 19, 44, 45]. In a study of 67 patients with bone

and soft tissue sarcoma or non-epithelial carcinoma (stage

IA–IVB, 15 different histological types), Endo et al. found

a correlation of prognosis with therapy including surgical

resection and adjuvant chemotherapy (p<0.0001), tumor

differentiation (p=0.017), necrotic grade (p=0.04), mitotic

grade (p=0.0198), MIB-1 grade (p=0.031), and GLUT-1

expression (p=0.029) in univariate analysis of 3-year

survival; but found that metastasis (p=0.031) was the only

significant prognostic factor in multivariate analysis of

overall survival. However, Kaplan-Meier estimates of

overall survival at 5 years were <40% in the GLUT-1-

positive group and 90% in the GLUT-1-negative group,

showing a significant difference in prognosis [8].

In the present study, all the cases of non-epithelial

carcinoma were in clinical stage I, involved uterine LMS

with a single histological type, and were completely

resectable in surgery. Thus, there was less variation in the

subjects in this study in comparison with Endo et al., which

included cases of different histological types and progres-

sion. The 5-year OS of all LMS patients was approximately

74%, and the MIB-1 index and expression level of GLUT-

1 had a significant positive correlation. The 5-year survival

rates were 90.9% and 58.3% in GLUT-1-negative and

GLUT-1-positive cases, respectively. Thus, GLUT-1 expres-

sion was significantly correlated with prognosis in uterine

LSM, as found in previous studies of malignant epithelial

tumors. In contrast, there was no relationship of HK-II

expression with the MIB-1 index or prognosis, and no

significant difference in survival between HK-II-positive

and HK-II-negative cases.

Previous studies have shown that expression of GLUT-

1 and HK-II in epithelial cancer cells, including breast,

esophageal, and lung cancer cells, plays a pivotal role in

glucose metabolism and that the expression levels of GLUT-

1 and HK-II are correlated with malignancy [5, 14, 17, 23,

28, 38]. The subjects of the current study were 23 patients

with LMS associated with non-epithelial malignancy and

the prognosis correlated with the presence or absence of

expression of GLUT-1 in malignant cells, but not with

expression of HK-II. Therefore, it is possible that the

occurrence of malignant cells depends on glucose metabo-

lism, glucose enzyme activity and phosphorylation, but not

on epithelial cell malignancy.

The recent development of [
18

F]-fluorodeoxyglucose

positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) allows imaging

based on the difference in glucose metabolism between

malignant and normal cells. Thus, FDG-PET is effective for

detection of early stage malignant tumors, and has high

sensitivity for detection of recurrence and metastasis in

malignant gynecological epithelial tumors [3, 4, 20, 35]. In

the first study of non-epithelial bone and soft tissue sarco-

mas using FDG-PET, Tateishi et al. showed an association

between higher GLUT-1 expression and a higher standard-

ized uptake value (SUV) of [
18

F]fluorodeoxyglucose,

thereby suggesting the efficacy of FDG-PET diagnostic

imaging for non-epithelial tumors, as well as MIB-1 grade,

mitotic grade, and tumor differentiation [36].

We have also evaluated FDG-PET for early detection

of recurrence and metastasis of advanced ovary cancer

after treatment. The rates of detection of intraperitoneal and

retroperitoneal metastasis by FDG-PET were 93.9% and

92.9%, respectively, and metastasis was detected in 14 (50%)

of 28 metastatic lymph nodes of normal size. FDG-PET

detected recurrence in 87.5% of CA125-positive patients

with no symptoms and negative results in conventional CT

and ultrasonography [24]. The efficacy of follow-up FDG-

PET was evaluated in patients with uterine LMS, and early-

stage minimal recurrent lesions were detected in patients in

whom conventional CT and ultrasonography did not show

intraperitoneal recurrence. Two of 5 patients underwent

reoperation for a recurrent tumor and survived for one year

or more after surgery.

Benign non-epithelial tumors such as uterine leiomyo-

mas are rarely positive in PET, but such cases should be

followed up carefully because some may be false-positives

[39]. However, FDG-PET is effective for detection of

early-stage intraperitoneal recurrence that may be over-

looked in conventional diagnostic imaging [25]. The

clinicopathological results reported here show that malig-

nant non-epithelial tumors have high glucose metabolic

activity and high GLUT-1 expression, and these findings

support the use of FDG-PET for detection of malignant

lesions.
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Abstract
Endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) participate in endothelial repair and angiogenesis due to their abili-
ties to differentiate into endothelial cells and to secrete protective cytokines and growth factors. Conse-
quently, there is considerable interest in cell therapy with EPCs isolated from peripheral blood to treat 
various ischemic injuries. Quality and quantity-controlled culture systems to obtain mononuclear cells 
enriched in EPCs with well-defined angiogenic and anti-inflammatory phenotypes have recently been 
developed, and increasing evidence from animal models and clinical trials supports the idea that trans-
plantation of EPCs contributes to the regenerative process in ischemic organs and is effective for the 
therapy of ischemic cerebral injury. Here, we briefly describe the general characteristics of EPCs, and we 
review recent developments in culture systems and applications of EPCs and EPC-enriched cell popula-
tions to treat ischemic stroke.

Key words: endothelial progenitor cells, neuroregeneration, neurorepair, cerebral ischemia

Introduction

Current treatments for acute ischemic stroke rely 
mainly on vascular recanalization, including intra-
venous thrombolysis and interventional treatments, 
which have a narrow therapeutic time window 
after onset. The radical scavenger edaravone has 
been approved for acute ischemic stroke and is in 
clinical use, but only in Japan.1) On the other hand, 
therapeutic strategies for neurorepair following 
ischemic stroke are limited at present. Numerous 
studies have demonstrated beneficial neurorepair 
effects of various stem/progenitor cells, including 
bone marrow (BM) stem cells,2) mesenchymal stem 
cells,3) neural stem cells,4) induced neuronal cells 
directly converted from human skin fibroblasts,5) and 
endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs).6) In particular, 
EPCs are considered to have a great potential for 
neurorepair following ischemic stroke, based on their 
abilities to differentiate into endothelial cells and to 
secrete protective cytokines and growth factors.7–9)

In this review, we first briefly summarize recent 
work on identification and characterization of EPCs, 
together with the results of biological studies aimed 

at defining the roles of circulating EPCs in postnatal 
neovascularization. We then review the current status 
of culture systems for EPCs and EPCs-enriched cell 
populations, focusing on the therapeutic potential 
of EPCs, especially for cerebrovascular disease. 
Finally, we discuss current and planned clinical 
trials of EPC transplantation.

I. Development of the concept of EPC transplanta-
tion therapy

The EPCs were first isolated from peripheral blood 
(PB) of adults by one of the present authors, Asahara  
et al. in 1997.10) Circulating EPCs were derived 
from the BM, and they were shown to contribute 
to postnatal physiological and pathological neovas-
cularization,11,12) which is consistent with a role in 
vasculogenesis. This opened the door to the epoch-
making concept of “therapeutic vasculogenesis” by 
EPC transplantation, targeting ischemic diseases. 
As first-generation EPC transplantation therapy, 
unfractionated mononuclear cells (MNCs) from BM 
and PB were practically applied for patients with 
critical limb ischemia (CLI) (Fig. 1).

Subsequently, a second-generation approach was 
developed, involving exogenous mobilization of  
EPCs by stimulating hematopoietic progenitor 
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factor receptor-2 (VEGFR-2),14) or as “EPC colonies” 
obtained by conventional EPC culture methods that 
produce spindle-shaped adherent cells from PB, 
BM, or UCB MNCs in the presence of endothelial 
growth factors and cytokines.16)

A novel EPC colony-forming assay (EPC-CFA) system 
to evaluate vasculogenic potential of EPCs17–20) has 
recently been developed. Application of this system 
to progenitor-enriched populations, such as c-Kit+/
Sca-1+/lineage negative cells in mouse18–20) and CD34+  
or CD133+ cells in human,17) resulted in the identification 
of two morphologically distinct types of cell colony, 
each derived from a single cell: small EPC colonies 
and large EPC colonies. Based on their in vitro and 
in vivo characteristics, small EPCs are considered to 
represent “primitive EPCs,” which are immature and 
have high proliferative capacity, whereas large EPCs 

cells (Fig. 1) with granulocyte macrophage colony-
stimulating factor or granulocyte colony-stimulating 
factor (G-CSF) to induce EPC mobilization and 
enhanced neovascularization of ischemic tissues.13) 
However, this approach is more costly and requires 
more complicated techniques, compared to first-
generation therapy.

Circulating EPCs can be subdivided into hematopoetic 
and non-hematopoetic lineages, which especially in 
human give rise to “early and late EPCs” depending 
on time duration after endothelial culture of PB- or 
umbilical cord blood (UCB)-MNCs.14,15) Hematopoetic 
EPCs are derived from a pro-vasculogenic subpopu-
lation of hematopoietic stem cells in the BM.14) 
Hematopoetic EPCs can be defined as circulating 
cell populations bearing cell-surface markers such 
as CD34+, CD133+, and vascular endothelial growth 

Fig. 1 Chronological development of EPC-based cell therapies. Since EPCs were first isolated from peripheral 
blood, various EPC-based cell therapies have been developed. The latest fourth-generation EPC therapy utilizes 
QQMNCs with mainly angiogenic and anti-inflammatory phenotypes. QQMNCs promote the regenerative process 
in ischemic organs, and offer the advantages of relatively low cost and simple culture technique. EPC: endothelial 
progenitor cell, QQMNCs: quality and quantity culture system to obtain mononuclear cells.
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are considered to represent “definitive EPCs,” having 
differentiating and vasculogenic capabilities. Consid-
ering the functional differences associated with the 
EPC differentiation cascade, “definitive EPCs” should 
be more suitable for clinical application, because of 
their potent vasculogenic and angiogenic activities. 

At present, methods for fractionation of “defini-
tive EPCs,” have yet to be established, owing to the 
absence of any clinically based antibodies defining 
an attractive population for EPC therapy. An alter-
native approach is to develop culture systems 
to expand definitive EPCs from fractionated EPC 
populations (CD133+ or CD34+ cells). Based on this 
idea, a quality and quantity (QQ)-controlled culture 
system has been developed to obtain EPCs with 
vasculogenic potential for use as third-generation 
EPC therapy (Fig. 1).21) However, the cost is still 
high and complicated techniques are required. 

To overcome this practical difficulty, a QQ culture 
system skipping the EPC fractionation step, i.e., 
using unfractionated MNCs, has also been developed  
(Fig. 1).22) This can be regarded as a fourth-generation 
culture system, and is discussed in “Fourth-generation 
EPC culture system.”

II. Direct and indirect contributions of EPCs to 
neovascularization 

A direct contribution of BM-derived EPCs to 
neovascularization has been demonstrated in various 
animal models. One well-established model uses 
transplantation of BM cells from transgenic mice 
in which LacZ is expressed under the regulation of 
an endothelial cell lineage specific promoter, such 
as Flk-1 or Tie-2 (Flk-1/LacZ/BMT, Tie-2/LacZ/
BMT), into wild-type control mice, which are then 
exposed to various types of ischemic injury. In this 
model, BM-derived Flk-1- and/or Tie-2-expressing 
endothelial lineage cells can localize to vascular 
structures during tumor growth,23,24) wound healing,25) 
skeletal23) or cardiac ischemia,26,27) corneal neovascu-
larization,28) and endometrial remodeling following 
hormone-induced ovulation.23,24) Regardless of the 
origin of EPCs, they make a significant contribu-
tion to neovascularization via vasculogenesis in 
ischemic tissues.

On the other hand, tissue-bound “resting EPCs” 
produce a variety of proangiogenic cytokines and 
growth factors, promoting proliferation and migra-
tion of pre-existing endothelial cells, activating 
angiogenesis, and contributing indirectly to vascular 
regeneration and the re-establishment of tissue 
homeostasis. Thus, EPCs not only work via the 
activation and support of vasculogenesis, but may 
also be major players in activation and mediation 
of angiogenesis29) by promoting in situ proliferation 

and migration of pre-existing endothelial cells. This 
indirect contribution of EPCs to neovascularization 
is supported by several reports demonstrating the 
secretion by EPCs of various cytokines and other 
proangiogenic factors: VEGF, hepatic growth factor 
(HGF), angiopoietin-1 (Ang-1), stroma-derived factor-1α 
(SDF-1α), insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1), and 
endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS)/inducible 
nitric oxide synthase (iNOS).26,30,31)

III. Fourth-generation EPC culture system
Masuda et al.21,22) have recently established an 

improved QQ culture system to obtain mononuclear 
cells (QQMNCs) enriched in EPCs from unfrac-
tionated MNCs (fourth-generation culture system; 
Fig. 1). The QQ culture medium of Stem Line II 
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA) contains 
five human recombinant proteins: stem cell factor 
(SCF), thrombopoietin, Flt-3 ligand, VEGF, and 
interleukin-6 (IL-6). Isolated PBMNCs were cultured 
in this system for 7 days at the cell density of 2 × 
106 cells/2 mL QQ culture medium.

Fig. 2 illustrates the cell populations and charac-
teristics of PBMNCs and QQMNCs. The cell numbers 
of QQMNCs were approximately half than those of 
PBMNCs, mainly due to a significant reduction of B 
lymphocytes (CD19+), NK cells (CD16+ and CD56+), 
and pro-inflammatory monocytes and macrophages 
(CD14+ and CCR2+). In contrast, populations of 

Fig. 2 Comparison of cell populations and charac-
teristics of PBMNCs and QQMNCs. QQMNCs contain 
large EPCs, which are classified as definitive EPCs, with 
differentiating and vasculogenic capabilities. In addi-
tion, M2 macrophages are induced by anti-inflammatory 
cytokines and control adaptive immunity. Secreted 
anti-inflammatory cytokines promote and regulate type 
2 immune responses, angiogenesis, and tissue repair. 
EPC: endothelial progenitor cell, PBMNC: peripheral 
blood mononuclear cell, QQMNCs: quality and quantity 
culture system to obtain mononuclear cells.
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observed in the ischemic hemisphere and around 
the endothelial layer of pial arteries. Fan et al.7) 
demonstrated that acute intravenous administration 
of human PB-derived EPCs reduced infarct volume 
at day 3 after transient middle cerebral artery occlu-
sion (MCAO) and reduced brain atrophy at 1 month, 
accompanied with improvement of neurobehavioral 
outcomes, and increased vessel density. Further-
more, expression of SDF-1, which mediates BM cell 
homing to brain ischemic regions,34) was increased in 
ischemic brain from 24 hours after MCAO. Moubarik 
et al.8) reported that administration of human UCB-
derived EPCs improved neurological function in a 
rat model of ischemia-reperfusion. This improvement 
occurred along with an increase in capillary density, 
a decrease in apoptosis in peri-infarct areas and an 
increase in neurogenesis in the subventricular zone. 
Iskander et al.35) found that intravenous administra-
tion of human UCB-CD133+ EPCs reduced infarct 
volume in rat MCAO models and improved endog-
enous proliferation, angiogenesis, and neurogenesis. 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with in vivo 
magnetically labeled cells confirmed accumulation 
of transplanted cells in stroke-affected hemispheres. 
Thus, EPCs originated from any cell source appear 
to be beneficial for neurorepair in both permanent 
and transient ischemic stroke models.

The direct effect of EPCs on angiogenesis and the 
indirect effect of multiple EPC-secreted factors are 
both relevant to the treatment of ischemic stroke. 
Rosell et al.36) demonstrated the angiogenic potential of 
EPC-secreted factors, such as VEGF, fibroblast growth 
factor-basic (FGF-b), and platelet-derived growth factor-b 
(PDGF-b) to safely treat cerebral ischemia beyond the 
hyperacute phase, using a cell-free approach. Both EPCs 
and EPC-cell-free treatments significantly increased 
angiogenesis in peri-infarct areas. Functional improve-
ment at 2 weeks after MCAO was enhanced in mice 
receiving either EPCs or EPC-cell-free treatment. Chen 
et al.37) reported that astrocytic-high mobility group 
box1 (HMGB1) modulates the paracrine function of 
endogenous human PB-derived EPCs. Transplantation 
of EPCs improved neurobehavioral outcomes, reduced 
brain atrophy volume, and enhanced neovascularization 
in a transient MCAO model. The HMGB1 inhibitor 
glycyrrhizin blocked the beneficial effect of human 
PB-EPC transplantation and blocked integration of 
green fluorescent protein-labeled human PB-EPCs 
with microvessels, suggesting that HMGB1 upregula-
tion in postischemic brain could promote exogenous 
EPCs-mediated stroke recovery by modulating the 
paracrine function of EPCs. 

It may be controversial whether EPCs through 
systemic administration reach to the injured organs. 
Hofmann et al.38) confirmed CD34-enriched cells 

progenitor cells (CD34+ and CD133+) and of anti-
inflammatory monocytes and macrophages (CD206+) 
were greatly expanded in QQMNCs, while popula-
tions of endothelial cells (CD105+ and CD146+) and 
helper T cells (CD4+) were expanded moderately. 
The increase in CD34+ or CD133+ cell populations 
indicates an expanded population of immature 
EPCs, while the increase in CD105+ or CD146+ cell 
populations is indicative of EPC expansion and 
differentiation. The extent in the increase of CD206+ 
cells and decrease of CCR2+ cells indicate conver-
sion of the monocyte/macrophage phenotype from 
M1 to M2. Monocytes/macrophages differentiate 
toward a pro-inflammatory, classically activated M1 
state or toward an anti-inflammatory, alternatively 
activated M2 state in response to different environ-
ments and stimuli. M2 macrophages are induced 
by anti-inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-4, IL-13, 
and IL-10, and they ameliorate type 1 inflammatory 
responses and control adaptive immunity. Further-
more, their secreted anti-inflammatory cytokines 
promote and regulate type 2 immune responses, 
angiogenesis, and tissue repair. Thus, monocyte/
macrophages in QQMNCs mainly exhibit angiogenic 
and anti-inflammatory phenotypes, and are expected 
to contribute to the regenerative process in ischemic 
organs. QQMNCs offer the advantages of lower cost, 
simpler techniques, and faster culture, compared 
with the original third-generation EPC therapy.

IV. EPC-based cell therapies for ischemic stroke
Currently, there is no gold standard treatment that 

is available outside the acute therapeutic window to 
improve outcome in stroke patients. However, there 
is increasing evidence that transplantation of EPCs 
can promote recovery of ischemic cerebral injury. 
Table 1 summarizes the results of basic experiments 
of EPC-based cell therapies in ischemic stroke models.

Taguchi et al.32) demonstrated that systemic 
administration of human UCB-derived CD34+ cells 
to immune-compromised mice subjected to stroke 
48 hours earlier induces neovascularization and 
provides a favorable environment for neuronal 
regeneration. Endogenous neurogenesis is acceler-
ated as a result of enhanced migration of neuronal 
progenitor cells to the damaged area, followed by 
maturation, leading to functional recovery. Ohta 
et al.33) demonstrated that autologous intra-arterial 
transplantation of BM-derived EPCs at 90 minutes 
after ischemia reduced infarct volume and improved 
motor function. Interestingly, administration of EPCs 
significantly reduced the number of myeloperoxi-
dase-immunoreactive cells in the ischemic lesion at  
24 hours and increased regional cortical blood 
flow at 48 hours. The EPCs expressing eNOS were 
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predominantly homed in the border zone of myocar-
dial infarction after intravenous injection of 16F-FDG-
labeled BMC. As shown in Table 1, seven out of 
eight animal studies,7,8,32,35–37,39) in which cell thera-
pies were given through intravenous administration, 
indicated favorable outcome in cerebral ischemia. 

Although EPCs may be partly trapped in lung, liver, 
and spleen, favorable outcome may be explained 
by the direct effect of EPC such as angiogenesis, 
as well as the indirect effect of EPC, EPC-secreted 
factors such as VEGF, HGF, Ang-1, SDF-1α, IGF-1, 
eNOS, FGF-b, PDGF-b, etc.26,30,31,36)

Table 1 Basic experiments of endothelial progenitor cell-based cell therapy for ischemic stroke

Author/year Ischemic stroke model Cell sources of  
EPC therapy

Timing and route of 
administration Outcome

Taguchi et al. 
(2004)32

Permanent occlusion  
of distal MCA in mice

Human UCB-derived 
CD34+ cells 
(non cultured CD34+ 
cells from UCBMNCs)

i.v. (48 hours after 
occlusion) from tail 
vein of SCID mice

Enhanced 
neovascularization 
followed by 
endogenous 
neurogenesis

Ohta et al. 
(2006)33

90-min transient 
occlusion of MCA 
in rat

Autologous rat BM-
derived EPCs
(cultured EPCs from 
BMCs of Sprague-
Dawley rat)

i.a. at 2 hours after 
occlusion from ICA of  
Sprague-Dawley rat

Reduced infarct 
volume and improved 
neurological deficits 

Fan et al. 
(2010)7

60-min transient 
occlusion of MCA in 
adult nude CD-1 mice

Human PB-derived  
EPCs (cultured EPCs 
from PBMNCs; late 
EPCs, i.e., EOCs or 
ECFCs)

i.v. (1 hour after 
occlusion) from a 
jugular vein of nude 
CD-1 mice

Reduced infarct 
volume, and 
upregulated SDF-1

Moubarik et al. 
(2011)8

60-min transient 
occlusion of MCA 
in rats

Human UCB-derived 
EPCs (cultured EPCs 
from UCBMNCs; late 
EPCs, i.e., EOCs or 
ECFCs)

i.v. (24 hours after 
occlusion) from a 
femoral vein of Sprague-
Dawley rat

Improved neurological 
deficits, increased 
capillary density, 
decreased apoptosis

Iskander et al. 
(2013)35

2-hour transient 
occlusion of MCA 
in rats

Human UCB-derived 
AC (CD)133+ EPCs
(suspension cultured 
EPCs from AC (CD)133+ 
cells of UCBMNCs)

i.v. (24 hours after 
occlusion) to Wistar rats

Reduced infarct 
volume, and 
affected endogenous 
proliferation, 
angiogenesis, and 
neurogenesis

Rosell et al. 
(2013)36

Permanent occlusion 
of distal MCA in mice

Mouse spleen-derived 
EPCs (cultured EPCs 
from splenic MNCs of 
BALB/c mice)
or EPC-cell-free medium

i.v. (1 day after 
occlusion) to BALB/c 
mice

Increased angiogenesis 
in peri-infarct areas by 
EPCs, as well as EPC-
cell-free medium

Chen et al. 
(2014)37

90-min transient 
occlusion of MCA in 
mice

Human PB-derived EPCs 
(cultured EPCs from 
PBMNCs; late EPCs, i.e., 
EOCs or ECFCs)

i.v. (just after occlusion) 
from a jugular vein of 
ICR mice

Improved 
neurobehavioral 
outcomes, reduced 
brain atrophy volume, 
and enhanced 
neovascularization

Hecht et al. 
(2014)39

Bilateral vertebral 
arteries and the right 
common carotid artery 
in rats 

Mouse embryo-derived 
EPCs (cultured EPCs 
from 129Sv mouse E7.5 
embryos)

i.v. (just after, and days 
7 and 14 after occlusion) 
from a tail vein of 
Sprague-Dawley rats

Restored 
hemodynamic 
impairment, increased 
collateralization and 
parenchymal capillary 
density

BALB/c: Bagg Albino (inbred research mouse strain) named by Jackson’s laboratory, BMC: bone marrow cell, ECFC: endothelial 
colony forming cell, EOC: endothelial outgrowth cell, EPC: endothelial progenitor cell, i.a.: intra-arterial infusion, ICA: internal 
carotid artery, ICR: Institute of Cancer Research, i.v.: intra-venous infusion, PBMNC: peripheral blood mononuclear cell, SCID: 
severe combined immunodeficiency, SFD: stroma-derived factor, UCB: umbilical cord blood.
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As mentioned above, several EPC cell therapies 
have been investigated in models of acute cerebral 
ischemia, but it remains unclear whether EPCs are 
effective on chronic cerebral hypoperfusion. Hecht 
et al.39) found that embryonic EPCs restored hemo-
dynamic impairment and increased the basal and 
leptomeningeal collateralization and parenchymal 
capillary density in a rat model of chronic cerebral 
hypoperfusion. Thus, EPCs appear to have poten-
tial for therapeutic stimulation of collateral vessel 
growth in chronic cerebrovascular hypoperfusion. 

Dual effect of VEGF, microvascular hyperper-
meability, and angiogenesis has been presented 
in many different pathological and physiological 
settings.40) Zhang et al.41) demonstrated that VEGF in 
the ischemic core may mediate blood-brain barrier 
leakage 2–4 hours after embolic MCA occlusion, 
whereas upregulation of VEGF/VEGF receptors at 
the boundary zone may regulate neovasculariza-
tion in ischemic brain 2–28 days after the onset. 
Although EPCs also appear to have potential for 
blood-brain barrier leakage and angiogenesis, our 
preliminary data suggest that QQMNC-mediated 
anti-inflammatory and immune-modulatory cytokines 
may conceal the adverse effect of VEGF at early 
phase of cerebral ischemia. 

As described above, QQMNCs have potential to 
activate anti-inflammatory and angiogenic mono-
cytes/helper T lymphocytes, as well as expanding 
vasculogenic EPCs. Our preliminary study demon-
strated that intra-arterial administration of human 
QQMNCs (1 × 105 cells) improved cerebral blood 
flow in nude mice with permanent MCAO, and 
increased VEGF-positive cells in the peri-infarct area, 
compared with the vehicle-treated group (Fig. 3). 
These results indicate that QQMNCs may promote 
repair and regeneration of neurovascular units, and 
is considered as the best candidate for clinical trial 
against ischemic stroke. 

V. Clinical trials of EPC transplantation
A phase II clinical trial of intramuscular trans-

plantation of autologous CD34+ cells in patients 
with intractable CLI has been reported.42) No-option 
CLI patients underwent intramuscular transplanta-
tion of G-CSF-mobilized CD34+ cells isolated by 
magnetic sorting. Ischemic resting pain scales and 
physiological parameters improved relatively early 
after cell therapy, and subsequently plateaued, 
accompanied with recovery from the CLI state. 
Rutherford’s category and CLI-free ratio at week 
36 or later may be suitable endpoints in clinical 
trials of cell therapy for CLI. On the basis of 
these results, Asahara et al. are preparing a larger 
phase III, randomized controlled clinical trial to 

evaluate CD34+ cell therapy versus standard care. 
In addition, we are currently planning a clinical 
trial of intra-arterial QQMNCs administration in 
atherothrombotic patients within a week after onset. 
This may provide a new option for treatment of 
acute ischemic stroke, in addition to conventional 
thrombolytic therapies.

Conclusion

The EPCs participate in endothelial repair and 
angiogenesis in various animal models through their 
abilities to differentiate into endothelial cells and 
to secrete protective cytokines and growth factors. 
Thus, EPCs and EPC-enriched cell populations, 
especially QQMNCs, are considered promising 
for the treatment of ischemic stroke. The results 
of clinical trials are expected to become available 
in the near future.
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Fig. 3 Study to examine the effect of human QQMNCs 
in mice with permanent MCAO. This figure sche-
matically illustrates our study to examine the effect 
of intra-arterial administration of human QQMNCs in 
nude mice with permanent MCAO. Preliminary results 
indicate that QQMNCs promote repair and regeneration 
of neurovascular units after ischemic stroke. QQMNCs: 
quality and quantity culture system to obtain mono-
nuclear cells.
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Recently, animal studies have demonstrated the efficacy of endothelial progenitor cell (EPC) therapy for dia-
betic wound healing. Based on these preclinical studies, we performed a prospective clinical trial phase I/IIa 
study of autologous G-CSF-mobilized peripheral blood (PB) CD34+ cell transplantation for nonhealing diabetic 
foot patients. Diabetic patients with nonhealing foot ulcers were treated with 2 × 107 cells of G-CSF-mobilized 
PB CD34+ cells as EPC-enriched population. Safety and efficacy (wound closure and vascular perfusion) were 
evaluated 12 weeks posttherapy and further followed for complete wound closure and recurrence. A total of 
five patients were enrolled. Although minor amputation and recurrence were seen in three out of five patients, 
no death, other serious adverse events, or major amputation was seen following transplantation. Complete 
wound closure was observed at an average of 18 weeks with increased vascular perfusion in all patients. The 
outcomes of this prospective clinical study indicate the safety and feasibility of CD34+ cell therapy in patients 
with diabetic nonhealing wounds.

Key words: Nonhealing diabetic wound; Endothelial progenitor cells (EPC); Autologous cell therapy; 
Vasculogenesis; Wound healing 

After the discovery of endothelial progenitor cells 
(EPCs) in 1997, these vascular stem cells became the 
subject of intense experimental and clinical investiga-
tion for angiogenesis and wound healing. EPCs are an 
immature cell population that possesses an enhanced 
potential to differentiate into mature endothelial cells 
(2). EPCs can be isolated as cluster of differentiation 
34-positive cells (CD34+) and CD133+ mononuclear cells 
(MNCs) from adult bone marrow (BM) and peripheral 
blood (2,9). EPCs mainly reside in the bone marrow and 
are mobilized into the peripheral blood with tissue ische-
mia or systematic administration of granulocyte colony-
stimulating factor (G-CSF), vascular endothelial growth 
factor (VEGF), or estrogen (22,31). Mobilized EPCs will 
be home to ischemic sites for vascular repair. Preliminary 
studies support the potential of EPC therapy for angio-
genesis and wound healing, and systemic (27) and local 
transplantation of EPCs (30) has become an alternative 

INTRODUCTION
Diabetic patients with nonhealing chronic ulcer are 

increasing yearly. Most nonhealing diabetic ulcers with 
peripheral vascular disease are difficult to cure, and once 
all conventional treatment modalities are exhausted, 
amputation is the final solution. More than 40–60% of 
nontraumatic lower extremity amputations are related to 
diabetic foot. It is also reported that individuals with dia-
betes have 15 to 46 times greater risk of high-level lower 
extremity amputations than those without diabetes (29). 
In addition, 5-year mortality rates after lower  extremity 
amputation for diabetics, critical limb ischemia, and 
peripheral artery disease range from 39% to 68% (15). 
Furthermore, the economic burden of diabetic foot ulcer 
is estimated to be $98 billion per year (26). These data 
suggest the importance and necessity of alternative and 
more effective treatment option for diabetic patients with 
nonhealing ulcers.
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therapeutic option for diabetic ulcers. In murine diabetic 
ulcer, human EPCs are incorporated into the wound bed 
of diabetic mice following local injection and participate 
in neovascularization with recipient’s endothelial cells, 
resulting in enhancement of wound vascular density and 
higher wound closure rate (28). Lin et al. also demon-
strated that topical application of bone marrow-derived 
progenitor cells accelerates diabetic wound healing and 
increases wound vasculogenesis (19). These promising 
results encouraged clinical application of EPC transplan-
tation for improvement of nonhealing diabetic ulcer. Until 
now, several researchers have investigated and reported 
the efficacy of autologous bone marrow and peripheral 
blood MNCs on patients with diabetic ulcers; however, 
the efficacy of purified EPC transplantation is not yet 
investigated (13,18).

Here we report a phase I/IIa clinical trial of transplan-
tation of autologous and G-CSF-mobilized CD34+ cells 
in patients with intractable diabetic ulcer. G-CSF was 
used to efficiently mobilize bone marrow-derived EPCs 
to peripheral blood, and the mobilized CD34+ cells were 
isolated as the EPC-enriched fraction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Ethical Conduct of Research

The authors have obtained appropriate institutional 
review board approval or have followed the principles out-
lined in the Declaration of Helsinki for all human experi-
mental investigation. In addition, appropriate informed 
consent has been obtained from all patients by the investi-
gator in charge.

Study Design

This phase I/IIa study was conducted from July 2005 
to March 2010 at Tokai University School of Medicine 
Department of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery. The pro-
tocol was reviewed and approved by the Ethics Committee 
of the Tokai University School of Medicine, Kanagawa, 
Japan. The primary end point of this trial is safety, and the 
secondary end point is primary efficacy. Patients providing 
informed consent had type 2 diabetes with a nonhealing 
chronic ulcer. If wounds were on both feet, the foot with a 
more severe wound was treated with autologous G-CSF-
mobilized peripheral blood CD34+ cells. Inclusion criteria 
included (1) type 2 diabetic patients of ages 20 to 70 years 
with a nonhealing chronic wound deeper than the subcu-
taneous layer of the skin. The wound was determined as 
nonhealing and chronic when the wound was treated with 
current standard care for diabetic foot ulcer by a wound 
care specialist for at least 3 months prior to the therapy 
with less than 40% of wound closure. There were no limi-
tations of the wound size. (2) Patients with strict diabetic 
control of glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) below 6.5%. 
The exclusion criteria included (1) collagen tissue disease 

or malignant disease, (2) an ejection fraction lower than 
50%, (3) interventional treatment required for coronary 
or cerebral artery stenosis within 6 months, (4) diabetic 
retinal bleeding, (5) hematological disorder, (6) onset of 
myocardial infarction or cerebral infarction within the last 
6 months, (7) side effects arising from G-CSF pharma-
ceutical or apheresis procedures, and (8) wound infection. 
Written informed consent for participation was obtained 
from all subjects. All patients did not receive any medica-
tion changes pre- and post-EPC injection therapy. Since 
the study was a phase I/IIa clinical trial, controls for the 
study were not established.

Study Procedures

Screening assessments within 14 days before treatment 
included medical history, review of inclusion and exclu-
sion criteria, review of medications, vital signs, physi-
cal examination, chest X-ray (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan), 
urinalysis, blood collections for hematology [complete 
blood count (CBC) and differential], clinical chemistry 
[bilirubin, alkaline phosphatase, alanine aminotransferase 
(ALT), aspartate aminotransferase (AST), lactate dehy-
drogenase (LDH), urea nitrogen, creatinine, glucose, uric 
acid, calcium, phosphorus, total protein, albumin, elec-
trolytes, amylase, cholesterol, triglycerides], and HbA1c. 
All blood-related measurements were performed by the 
blood testing central laboratory at the Hospital of Tokai 
University, Kanagawa, Japan. Patients underwent cardiac 
echography, abdominal echography (Toshiba, Tokyo, 
Japan), and cerebral, chest, and abdominal computed 
tomography (CT; Siemens, Tokyo, Japan) to rule out 
any conditions listed in the exclusion criteria. During the 
3-month screening period, patients continued to receive 
the standard care for diabetic feet. Foot ulcers were pho-
tographed using a digital camera with a 1-cm2 size sticker 
marked near the wound. The area of the ulcer was cal-
culated by measuring the size of the photographed ulcer 
divided by the photographed 1-cm2 size marker using VH 
analyzer (Keyence Corp, Osaka, Japan). Vascular perfu-
sion was evaluated by using the following parameters: 
ankle brachial pressure index (ABI), skin perfusion pres-
sure (SPP), and transcutaneous oxygen pressure (TcO2). 
Angiographic analysis was performed for cases with 
severe peripheral vascular disease. TcO2 was measured 
with an oxymonitor (PO-850, Sumitomo-Hightechs, 
Tokyo, Japan). The probe was placed at the dorsum pedis, 
and the skin was heated to 42°C (4). SPP was measured 
with the PAD3000 (Vasamedics, St. Paul, MN, USA) 
proximal to the wound with an exclusive cuff (5,6). These 
physiological examinations were performed while the 
patient was in a supine position after more than 30 min 
of rest in a temperature-controlled room. Angiographic 
examinations were performed with the intra-arterial digi-
tal subtraction angiography (IA-DSA) technique. The 
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standard Seldinger approach was used as follows: the top 
of the 4 Fr catheters was placed at the external iliac artery, 
and iohexol (Omnipaque, 300 mg of iodine/ml; Daiichi 
Pharmaceutical, Tokyo, Japan) was injected automati-
cally using an infusion pump at a speed of 20 ml/s for 2 s. 
Wound care was standardized throughout the entire study 
by using several different dressing types dependent on the 
type of the wound (e.g., dry, wet, and intermediate) with 
daily dressing changes and use of an offloading device by 
a wound care specialist. Minor debridement of necrotic 
tissue without general anesthesia was performed as regu-
lar wound care. Major debridement was performed only at 
the time of cell transplantation under general anesthesia.

Treatment Period

Collection of Peripheral Blood CD34+ Cells. Patients 
who met the criteria were admitted to the hospital, and 
10 µg/kg/day of G-CSF (Filgrastim; Gran®, Kyowa Hakko 
Kirin, Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) was injected subcutane-
ously for 5 days. Blood counts, peripheral leukocyte dif-
ferential counts, and peripheral CD34+ cell counts were 
determined daily. If leukocyte count exceeded 50,000/
µl, the dose of G-CSF was reduced to one half. On day 
5, peripheral blood MNC collection was performed with 
the COBE SPECTRA apheresis system (Gambro BCT, 
Lakewood, CO, USA). MNC collection was followed 
by purification of CD34+ cells by means of a magnetic-
 activated cell sorting system (CliniMACS, Milteny Biotech, 
Bergisch Gladbach, Germany).

Administration of Isolated CD34+ Cells. Debridement 
and transplantation of CD34+ cells were performed under 
general anesthesia on the same day of cell isolation. After 
debridement and irrigation of the wound, CD34+ cells 
were injected intramuscularly within 20 cm surrounding 
the wound with a 26-gauge needle (Nipro Corporation, 
Osaka, Japan). A total of 2 × 107 CD34+ cells/patient was 
administered by 20 injections, each injection containing 
1 × 106 cells/0.25 ml saline (0.25 ml × 20 sites, 1.5–2.0 cm 
deep). Saline gauze dressing was placed over the treated 
wound immediately after the treatment to avoid cell damage, 
and standard of wound care was continued starting postop-
erative day 1. The patient was discharged from the hospital 
the following day unless any side effects due to the CD34+ 
cell therapy were seen. Current standard of care for diabetic 
foot was performed starting on the day of discharge.

End Points

The primary end point of this study is to evaluate the 
safety, and the secondary end point is to evaluate efficacy 
12 weeks posttherapy. No gold standard efficacy end points 
have been established for small size, early phase clinical 
trials in patients with diabetic foot, so we originally pre-
specified the efficacy score as a surrogate end point so that 
we could simultaneously evaluate subjective and objective 

parameters in the study. Twelve weeks posttherapy was 
determined as the time point of evaluation in reference to 
other clinical trial reports assessing diabetic wound healing 
because all patients included in the study had nonhealing 
wound for more than 3 months (20,37). The adverse effects 
were evaluated according to the National Cancer Institute 
Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events 
(NCI CTCAE version 3 http://ctep.cancer.gov/protocol-
Development/electronic_applications/docs/ctcaev3.pdf). 
Full physical examination, blood collection for hematol-
ogy, clinical chemistry, chest X-ray, abdominal echo, car-
diac echo, cerebral CT, chest CT, and abdominal CT were 
performed to find if any conditional change existed after 
the therapy. C-Reactive protein was measured by latex-
 enhanced immunoturbidimetric assay (Eiken Chemical Co. 
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). The efficacy score was defined as the 
sum of four scores, each of which measured a difference 
in the parameters between baseline and 12 weeks after 
cell therapy: (1) percent wound closure calculated by VH 
analyzer as previously mentioned in the study procedure 
section (wound needing minor or major amputation was 
evaluated and performed at 12 weeks posttherapy; major 
amputation is an amputation of below the knee or above the 
knee or a procedure proximal to this level, whereas minor 

Table 1. Efficacy Score

Parameter Score Value

Wound closure at post-12 weeks score according 
to D from baseline

 76–100% wound closure 2
 36–75% wound closure 1
 0–35% wound closure 0
 Minor amputation −1
 Major amputation −2
SPP score 12 weeks after treatment
 > 40 mmHg 2
 30–40 mmHg 1
 < 30 mmHg 0
 No change −1
 Worsening −2
Wong-Baker FACES Pain Rating Scale score
 Improvement by ≥2 steps 2
 Improvement by 1 step 1
 No change 0
 Worsening by 1 step −1
 Worsening by ≥2 steps −2
Recurrence   
 No recurrence more than a year 2
 No recurrence within a year 1
 Recurrence but healed 0
 Recurrence but nonhealing −1
 Recurrence with amputation −2

The efficacy score = (wound closure + SPP + Wong-Baker FACES Pain 
Scale) post-12 weeks therapy + Recurrence. Range: −2 to 2 for each cat-
egory. SPP, skin perfusion pressure.
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amputation is classified as all other partial foot or toe resec-
tion) (10); (2) skin perfusion pressure (SPP) in the treated 
foot; (3) Wong–Baker FACES Pain Rating Scale score 
(http://www.wongbakerfaces.org/), evaluation of pain in 
the treated leg; and (4) recurrence of the treated wound. 
Each score is given a range of plus 2 to minus 2 points; the 
best response is assigned plus 2, and the worst outcome is 
assigned minus 2. The efficacy score sum is in the range of 
+8 to -8 (Table 1). The patients visited the clinic 2 weeks, 
4 weeks, 8 weeks, and 12 weeks postoperatively to evaluate 
safety and efficacy. The patients were still followed every 
4 weeks when complete wound closure was not seen at 12 
weeks posttherapy. The photographs were taken for per-
cent wound closure, and ABI, SPP, and TcO2 were tested 
for vascular perfusion at each visit. Angiographic analysis 
was performed for cases with severe peripheral vascular 
disease 12 weeks postoperatively. Each patient evaluated 
pain level at baseline and at 12 weeks after transplanta-
tion using the Wong–Baker FACES Pain Rating Scale (7). 
A clinical research coordinator interviewed each patient 
regarding the level of psychroesthesia, paresthesia, and the 
required quantity of analgesic drugs at baseline and at 12 
weeks after transplantation. Recurrence of the wound was 
evaluated every 4 weeks posttherapy at each clinical visit. 
The recurred wounds were treated by standard of wound 
care and evaluated for time of wound closure. The effi-
cacy score was validated by two individual physicians not 
included in the study. 

Quality Analysis of CD34+ Cells

CD34+ cells isolated for transplantation were labeled 
with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated anti-
CD34 (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) and phy-
coerythrin (PE)-conjugated anti-KDR [kinase insert 
domain receptor or vascular endothelial growth fac-
tor receptor 2 (VEGFR2); BD Biosciences] antibodies 
for 20-min incubation at 4°C. Cells were then analyzed 

Table 3. Outcome of Mobilization, Harvest, and Isolation of CD34+ Cells

Case
% CD34+ Cells in PB 
by Flow Cytometry

Total MNCs 
After Apheresis

Total CD34+ Cells 
After Apheresis

Total Isolated 
CD34+ Cells

Total Isolated 
CD34+ Cells/kg

Purity of 
CD34+ Cells

1 0.31% 4.02E + 10 1.19E + 08 7.21E + 07 9.01E + 05 80%
2 0.08% 1.16E + 10 1.23E + 07 6.14E + 06 1.23E + 05 50%
3 0.40% 2.31E + 10 8.59E + 07 4.60E + 07 7.67E + 05 83%
4 0.33% 2.59E + 10 8.86E + 07 4.28E+07 5.35E + 05 82%
5 0.28% 3.34E + 10 9.23E + 07 4.04E + 07 5.05E + 05 56%
Average 0.28% 2.68E + 10 7.96E + 07 4.15E + 07 5.66E + 05 70%
SD 0.12% 1.08E + 10 3.99E + 07 2.35E + 07 3.29E + 05 15.82%

The frequency of CD34+ cells in the peripheral blood at day 5 post-G-CSF injection was 0.28 ± 0.1% by flow cytometry. The average apheresis product 
number was 2.68 ± 1 × 1010, and the average of total CD34+ cells obtained after magnetic sorting was 7.96 ± 4.0 × 107. Flow cytometry revealed that the 
purity and viability of the CD34+ cell fraction following magnetic sorting were 70 ± 15.8%. PB, peripheral blood; MNCs, mononuclear cells.

Figure 1. Case 1: A 41-year-old male who was diagnosed 
with diabetes at age 30 and currently undergoing dialysis. 
(a) Pretherapy: the ulcer seen in the picture was not healing for 
22 weeks. (b) Three months posttherapy. After cluster of dif-
ferentiation 34-positive (CD34+) cell therapy, the wound healed 
rapidly, and wound closure had occurred by 12 weeks after the  
therapy. No recurrence was seen for 4.8 years posttherapy. Skin 
perfusion pressure (SPP) measured proximal to the wound showed 
13 mmHg pretherapy and 75 mmHg 12 weeks posttransplant.
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using FACSCalibur and CellQuest Pro software (Becton 
Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA).

EPC Colony-Forming Assay

The vasculogenic potential of isolated peripheral blood 
CD34+ cells was assessed using the EPC colony-forming 
assay (EPC-CFA) as previously described (17,21,32). 
Briefly, isolated 3,000 CD34+ cells were suspended in 300 µl 
of 30% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Nichirei Bioscience Inc., 
Tokyo, Japan)/Iscove’s modified Dulbecco’s media (IMDM; 
Gibco) and mixed with 3 ml of previously stored EPC-CFA 
working medium (Methocult, Stem Cell Technologies, 
Vancouver, BC, Canada). A total of 1,000 CD34+ cells/dish 
were seeded into a 35-mm hydrophilic tissue culture dish 
(BD Falcon, Bedford, MA, USA; 1 ml working medium to 
one dish, a total of three dishes per sample). After 18 days, 
the number of total EPC colony-forming units (EPC-CFU) 
was counted by two investigators who were blinded to the 
experimental conditions.

Statistical Analysis

All data are presented as the mean ± standard devia-
tion. Student's t test was performed to assess statistical 
significance between the two groups.

A Kruskal–Wallis one-way ANOVA with Tukey–
Kramer post hoc analysis was performed when compari-
sons involved more than two groups. Significance was 
considered to be p < 0.05. The statistical program used for 
the analysis of all data was Graph Pad Prism 5 (Graph 
pad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA).

RESULTS
Patient Characteristics

A total of five patients were enrolled in the trial. The 
characteristics of all patients enrolled in the trial are listed 
in Table 2. The age ranged from 41 to 70 years old. All 
patients had diabetes and chronic renal failure with hemo-
dialysis as past medical history. Blood sugar levels were 
controlled for all patients, and hbA1C was below 6.5%. 
All of the wounds extended into bone or tendon and were 
located in the digits of the foot. The average size of the 
wound was 3.3 ± 1.1 cm2 × 2.92 ± 1.9 cm2. The average 
wound history prior to EPC therapy was 34 ± 23 weeks 
(240 days). Average ABI was 0.9 ± 0.17. All patients had 
low skin perfusion pressure (SPP: 14.8 ± 5.3) proximal to 
the wound, indicating peripheral vascular disease. Cases 4 
and 5 had percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) 
3 months prior to the therapy.

Figure 2. Case 2: A 70-year-old female with 48 years of diabetes and 28 years of chronic renal failure (CRF) on hemodialysis. (a) 
Pretherapy: the ulcer with a deep pocket reaching to the fifth metatarsal bone located in the lateral side of the right foot was nonheal-
ing for 74 weeks. SPP was 10 mmHg pretherapy. (b) Posttherapy: the ulcer healed completely, and SPP increased to 45 mmHg after 
12 weeks posttherapy. (c) One year posttherapy. (d) The dotted arrow shows cured heterotrophic ulcer 2 years posttherapy. The solid 
arrow shows ulcer recurrence.
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Outcome of Mobilization, Harvest,  
and Isolation of CD34+ Cells

G-CSF was administered 10 µg/kg/day for 5 days for 
all patients. The frequency of CD34+ cells in the peripheral 
blood at day 5 post-G-CSF injection was 0.3 ± 0.1% by 
flow cytometry analysis. The average apheresis product 
number was 2.7 ± 1 × 1010, and the average of total CD34+ 
cells obtained after magnetic sorting by CliniMACS was 
8.0 ± 4.0 × 107. Flow cytometry revealed that the purity 
and viability of the CD34+ cell fraction following mag-
netic sorting were 70 ± 15.8%. The number of CD34+ cells 
isolated was significantly low for Case 2 (1.23 × 105/kg)  
and high for Case 1 (9.0 × 105/kg) (Table 3).

Safety Evaluation

Neither death (NCI CTCAE grade 5) nor life-
 threatening adverse events (grade 4) were observed during 
the 12-week follow-up after cell therapy. In contrast, mild 
to moderate adverse events (grades 1–2) were observed 
as G-CSF-related events in all patients. Symptoms such 
as bone pain (n = 5), headache (n = 1), fever (n = 1), and 
C-reactive protein (CRP) elevation (n = 1) seen were tran-
sient and disappeared without permanent damage. There 
were no adverse events following general anesthesia. No 
episodes of site infection following cell injections were 
noted. There was no incidence of pathogenic angiogen-
esis after serial examination of fundus oculi.

Figure 3. Case 3: A 63-year-old male with diabetes and CRF on hemodialysis. (a) The ulcer on the left fifth toe seen in the picture was 
nonhealing for 14 weeks. Dorsal SPP was 10 mmHg at this point. (b) The ulcer after 12 weeks posttherapy; the ulcer did not heal at this 
point, but SPP increased to 45 mmHg. (c) The patient underwent minor amputation of the fifth toe, and the wound completely healed 
28 weeks after the therapy. (d) Angiography pretherapy; circled area is avascular. (e) Angiography 12 weeks posttherapy showed 
increased vascularity in the avascular area pretherapy.
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Efficacy Evaluation

The efficacy score at 12 weeks was more than or equal 
to 2 in all patients, indicating the efficacy of transplanta-
tion of CD34+ cells.

Wound Closure. Only two out of five patients (Case 1 
and Case 2; Figs. 1 and 2) had complete wound clo-
sure within 12 weeks of evaluation. Since the remaining 
sequestrum was obstructing wound healing, two out of five 
patients (Case 3 and Case 4; Figs. 3 and 4) received further 
debridement resulting as minor amputation. In Case 5, the 
patient had the largest wound pretherapy, which had healed 
within 16 weeks posttherapy (Fig. 5). Although only two 
had complete wound closure by 12 weeks posttherapy and 
two resulted as minor amputation, all patients had com-
plete wound closure without any major amputation at an 

average of 18.8 weeks (131.6 days) (Fig. 6). During the 
trial, Case 4 had sudden stenosis of popliteal artery after 
8 weeks of therapy, which had healed after percutaneous 
transluminal angioplasty (PTA).

Peripheral Vascular Perfusion. There was no sig-
nificant change in resting ABI pretherapy and post-
therapy (0.9 ± 0.2 vs. 0.9 ± 0.2), but SPP (14.5 ± 5.3 vs. 
53.6 ± 16.3; p < 0.01) and TcO2 (27.8 ± 8.2 vs. 56.0 ± 7.2; 
p < 0.01) proximal to the wound showed a significant 
increase 12 weeks after the therapy in all patients (Fig. 6). 
Angiography performed 12 weeks posttherapy showed 
increased vascularity in the deep plantar artery for Cases 
3 and 5 (Figs. 3 and 5).

Pain Scale. Four out of five patients had limb and 
foot pain before the therapy, which began to be relieved 
4 weeks after the therapy. The average pain level evalu-
ated using the Wong–Baker FACES Pain Rating Scale 
of 3.2 ± 2.1 at baseline decreased to 0.6 ± 0.9 at 3 months 
after therapy (p < 0.05) (Fig. 6).

Recurrence. The ulcer of Cases 1 and 5 had not yet 
recurred after more than 2 years of cell therapy. Cases 3 
and 4 showed recurrence of the ulcer within 1 year after 
the therapy, but it was rapidly cured in a few weeks (3 
weeks for Case 3 and 2 weeks for Case 4) after standard 
care. However, the recurred ulcer for Case 2 did not heal 
even after 3 years of standard care (Fig. 2).

Vasculogenic Potential of Transplanted CD34+ Cells

Case 1 with wound closure at 12 weeks posttherapy 
and no incidence of heterotopic ulcers or recurrence dem-
onstrated a significantly higher number of total EPC-CFU 
compared to the other four cases (Case 1: 25 ± 6 vs. Case 2: 
4 ± 2, Case 3: 11 ± 1, Case 4: 11 ± 1.5, Case 5: 16 ± 1; p < 0.01) 
(Fig. 7). Flow cytometry of CD34 and KDR double-positive 
cell percentages within the transplanted CD34+ cells showed 
similar results to EPC-CFU. Case 1 showed a significantly 
higher number of CD34/KDR double-positive cell percent-
age compared to the other four cases (2.8 vs. 0.5, 0.37, 1.49, 
1.67), suggesting that transplanted CD34+ cells with higher 
vasculogenic potential exhibit accelerated wound healing 
and better prognosis (Fig. 7).

DISCUSSION
To the best of our knowledge, the present study is the 

first clinical trial of transplantation of autologous and 
purified CD34+ cells into diabetic patients on hemodialy-
sis who were suffering from nonhealing chronic wounds 
for more than 3 months. Previous studies on autologous 
transplantation of bone marrow or peripheral blood stem 
cells for diabetic ulcers were focused on administrating 
mononuclear cells to more acute or subacute wounds as 
cell population including EPCs (13). Since application 
of peripheral blood or bone marrow mononuclear cells 

Figure 4. Case 4: A 53-year-old male with 15 years of diabe-
tes and 9 years of CRF on hemodialysis. (a) The ulcer on the 
right toe pretherapy, which did not heal for 33 weeks. (b) Eight 
weeks after the therapy, SPP proximal to the wound, which was 
14 mmHg, suddenly dropped to 2 mmHg. Angiogram showed 
stenosis of popliteal artery, and emergency percutaneous trans-
luminal angioplasty (PTA) was performed. (c) At 12 weeks post-
therapy. SPP increased to 58 mmHg with increased granulation. 
(d) At 26 weeks posttherapy. The wound completely healed at 
this point, and the patient was wound free for more than 2 years 
with an average SPP of 42 ± 11 mmHg.
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may contain cells not related to angiogenesis and wound 
healing, we believe that purified CD34+ cells are a more 
suitable source of stem cell therapy for angiogenesis and 
wound healing. Regarding this, although many investiga-
tors identify CD34+/CD133+/KDR+ cells as EPCs in basic 
research (5), isolating the rare cell population is clinically 
impractical due to the absence of a clinical-grade anti-
KDR antibody. Therefore, we have chosen CD34+ cells 
as an enriched population of EPCs for cell isolation that 
was technically and clinically applicable.

Furthermore, animal studies have reported that purified 
CD34+ cells exhibit improved healing and vasculogenesis 
compared to nonpurified mononuclear cell transplantation 
(33). In a clinical randomized trial of direct intramyocar-
dial injection of autologous mononuclear bone marrow 
cells during coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) to 
improve left ventricle function, it was reported that the 
“responder” group was transplanted with a cell popula-
tion containing a significantly higher percentage and 

absolute number of CD34+ cells than nonresponders (11). 
Recently, Kawamoto et al. reported the safety and efficacy 
of G-CSF-mobilized CD34+ cell transplant to patients with 
critical limb ischemia (16). Therefore, we hypothesized 
that the autologous transplantation of purified CD34+ 
cells as enriched population of EPCs may be effective in 
the treatment of nonhealing chronic diabetic wounds with 
peripheral vascular disease. Since uncontrolled diabetes 
and high blood sugar level influence diabetic wound heal-
ing, our trial confirmed that the wounds were untreatable 
even after diabetic control and standard wound care. We  
designed this small size, phase I/IIa clinical trial as a  
prospective, uncontrolled, single-blinded study to obtain 
useful information for a future phase IIb/III trial. In this 
pilot study, we observed many clinical manifestations that 
significantly improved after autologous peripheral blood 
CD34+ cell transplant, such as wound closure, SPP, TcO2, 
and lower limb pain. Measurements of ambulatory blood 
pressure (ABP) are reported to fail to reflect the severity of 

Figure 5. Case 5: A 63-year-old male with 20 years of diabetes and 4 years of CRF on hemodialysis. (a) Pretherapy: The ulcer located 
on the left third, fourth, and fifth toes to metatarsus did not heal for 26 weeks. SPP was 10 mmHg at this point. (b) The ulcer at time 
of debridement and CD34+ cell transplant. (c) At 12 weeks posttherapy with an SPP of 67 mmHg. (d) At 16 weeks posttherapy; time 
of complete wound closure. Currently, patient is ambulant for 2 years posttherapy without any recurrence and heterotopic ulcer with 
stable SPP of 66 ± 23 mmHg. (e) Angiography pretherapy; avascular area is marked with circle. (f) Angiography 12 weeks posttherapy; 
avascular area pretherapy has increased vascular perfusion after CD34+ cell therapy.
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peripheral ischemia if the underlying vessels are calcified 
in patients who have diabetes or are receiving hemodialy-
sis (25,35). In contrast to ABP, measurements of SPP and 
TcO2 provide more accurate information even in noncom-
pressive vessels, and false-positive results are rare (4,12). 
Since all patients in this trial were receiving hemodialysis 
due to chronic renal failure, skin perfusion pressure and 
TcO2 measurements were used as a more reliable evalua-
tor of peripheral vascular perfusion. Consequently, we did 
not observe significant changes in ABP in our cases, but a 
significant increase in SPP and TcO2 was observed after 
receiving the therapy. Furthermore, patients of peripheral 
vascular disease with end-stage renal failure are reported 

to be less responsive to peripheral or bone marrow mono-
nuclear cell therapy (24). Although all patients included 
in our trial were receiving hemodialysis, all patients had 
complete wound closure at an average of 18 weeks post-
therapy and increased peripheral perfusion with no major 
amputations. This result suggests that purified CD34+ cells 
may be the feasible cell therapy of these patients.

The role of G-CSF administration in the healing process 
in diabetic patients is not clear. There have been reports that 
G-CSF administration itself may accelerate wound healing 
(8). Some investigators reported that treatment by G-CSF 
improves symptoms but not signs of ischemic heart disease 
(36). However, in our cases, increase in SPP and TcO2 was 

Figure 6. Improvement of efficacy parameters following CD34+ therapy. Serial changes of subjective and objective parameters of 
wound healing and vascular perfusion of the treated foot. Percent wound closure was calculated by VH analyzer. Cases 1, 2, and 5 
had near-complete wound closure after 12 weeks. Ankle brachial pressure index (ABI), SPP, and transcutaneous partial oxygen pres-
sure (TcO2) were performed to evaluate peripheral vascular perfusion. There was no significant change in resting ABI pretherapy and 
posttherapy (0.9 ± 0.2 vs. 0.9 ± 0.2), but SPP (14.5 ± 5.3 vs. 53.6 ± 16.3; p < 0.01) and TcO2 (27.8 ± 8.2 vs. 56.0 ± 7.2; p < 0.01) proximal 
to the wound showed significant increase 12 weeks after the therapy in all patients. Pain level was evaluated using the Wong–Baker 
FACES Pain Rating Scale. All patients with pain pretransplantation showed a significant decrease in Pain Rating Scale (3.2 ± 2.1 vs. 
0.6 ± 0.9; p < 0.05). SPP, skin perfusion pressure.
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not seen in the nontreated side of the foot. In addition, the 
velocity measurement of dorsal artery by Doppler showed 
an increase only in the treated side of the foot (data not 
shown). The contralateral foot could be identified as an 
internal control; therefore, this observation suggests that 
CD34+ cells might have an improved neovascularization 
effect regardless of G-CSF administration.

One of the limitations of autologous EPC therapy for 
diabetic patients is impaired mobilization and function of 
diabetic EPCs (7). We and others have previously reported 
that both bone marrow and circulating diabetic EPCs have 
significantly lower vasculogenic potential compared to 
healthy EPCs (6,34). For that reason, the number of isolated 
peripheral blood CD34+ cells in our trial was lower com-
pared to the number reported in a similar trial conducted 
by Kawamoto et al. with nondiabetic patients (16). In our 
trial, the vasculogenic potential of isolated and transplanted 

CD34+ cells was evaluated by EPC-CFU and a number of 
CD34/KDR double-positive cells. The patient with accel-
erated wound healing and positive prognosis without 
recurrence or heterotopic ulcers had a higher total number 
of EPC-CFU and CD34/KDR double-positive cells, indi-
cating that the vasculogenic potential of transplanted cells 
is an important factor of effective autologous EPC therapy. 
These outcomes suggest the necessity to future investigate 
the relationship between patient background, EPC poten-
tial, and its efficacy.

The role of transplanted CD34+ cells in wound healing 
and postnatal neovascularization was not investigated in 
our study; however, we believe that accelerated wound 
healing and increased vascular perfusion were promoted 
with involvement of direct and indirect CD34+ cell con-
tribution to neovascularization. In the context of EPC 
biology, CD34+ cells that contain enriched population 

Figure 7. Efficacy score and vasculogeneic potential of transplanted CD34+ cells. (a) Efficacy score at 12 weeks following CD34+ 
transplantation. Efficacy score was positive for all cases indicating efficacy of the therapy. However, Cases 2, 3, and 4 showed less 
improvement compared to Cases 1 and 5. (b) Vasculogenic potential of transplanted CD34+ cells was evaluated by endothelial progeni-
tor cell colony-forming assay (EPC-CFA). Number of total EPC colonies were counted per well of 500 CD34+ cells; n = 3 per patient. 
The total colonies for all cases were as follows: Case 1: 25 ± 6, Case 2: 4 ± 2, Case 3: 11 ± 1, Case 4: 11 ± 1.5, Case 5: 16 ± 1. CFU, 
colony-forming units. (c) Flow cytometry of CD34+ and kinase insert domain receptor [KDR or vascular endothelial growth factor 
receptor 2 (VEGFR2)] double-positive cell percentage of transplanted EPCs is graphed. Similar to EPC-CFU, Case 1 demonstrated 
the highest CD34+/KDR percentage. Cases 1 and 5 with high efficacy score demonstrated a significantly higher number of total EPC-
CFUs and CD34 and KDR double positivity, indicating that transplanting EPCs with higher vasculogenic function leads to better 
therapeutic outcome.
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of EPCs can promote vasculogenesis by migration, pro-
liferation, differentiation, and/or incorporation of bone 
marrow-derived EPCs into newly forming vasculature 
(1). This has been previously demonstrated by several 
studies using a well-established model using tunica 
interna endothelial cell kinase-dependent b-galactosidase 
reporter gene (Tie-2/LacZ) transgenic mice, allowing the 
detection of bone marrow EPCs in the targeted tissue 
(14,22). Transplantation of bone marrow-derived EPCs 
from Tie-2/LacZ mice accelerated wound healing and 
hind limb perfusion in wounded hind limb ischemia model 
by direct incorporation of EPCs into the neovessels in the 
granulation tissue using transgenic mice (3). We believe 
that not all EPCs incorporate into vasculature formation, 
but many of these cells greatly contribute to indirect con-
tribution to vascular regeneration. EPCs activate the pre-
existing endothelial cells by producing various cytokines 
and other secreting proangiogenic factors in EPCs, such 
as VEGF, hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), insulin-like 
growth factor-1 (IGF-1), endothelial and induced nitric 
oxide synthase (eNOS/iNOS), angiopoietin 1 (Ang-1), 
and stem cell-derived factor-1 (SDF-1) (14,23).

As for the safety evaluation, there were no severe 
adverse events seen during and after cell therapy. Although 
mild adverse events were frequent, these were transient 
and expected. Exacerbation of diabetic retinopathy caused 
worry due to pathogenic angiogenesis such as arterio-
venous shunt due to G-CSF administration and stem cell 
therapy. However, fundus oculi examinations demon-
strated no pathogenic angiogenesis following CD34+ cell 
transplant. There was no malignant tumor or angina pecto-
ris and embolism identified during this trial. These results 
indicate that the autologous transplantation of mobilized 
peripheral blood CD34+ cells is an effective and safe thera-
peutic approach for nonhealing chronic diabetic wounds.

In conclusion, we demonstrated that this prospective 
clinical trial of autologous peripheral blood CD34+ cell 
transplant may be an alternative therapeutic option for non-
healing chronic diabetic wound for patients with peripheral 
vascular disease and chronic renal failure with hemodi-
alysis. Future studies are needed to reveal its safety and 
efficacy in a larger number of patients and by comparison 
with an appropriate control group receiving G-CSF only or 
placebo.

CONCLUSIONS
Autologous peripheral blood CD34+ cell transplant is a 

safe and effective therapy for nonhealing diabetic wound 
patients. Patients treated with CD34+ cells with higher 
vasculogenic potential tend to have higher efficacy score 
and better prognosis. Furthermore, larger clinical studies 
with appropriate control groups are necessary to establish 
the safety and efficacy of this procedure.
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Abstract

Ex vivo culture has been proposed as a means to augment and repair autologous cells in patients with chronic diseases, but the mechanisms
governing improvement in cell function are not well understood. Although microRNAs (miRs) are increasingly appreciated as key regulators of
cellular function, a role for these factors in CD34+ cell-mediated angiogenesis has not been elucidated. Vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) was previously shown to induce expression of certain miRs associated with angiogenesis in endothelial cells and promote survival and
number of vascular colony forming units of haematopoietic stem cells (HSCs). We sought to evaluate the role of VEGF in expansion and angio-
genic function of CD34+ cells and to identify specific miRs associated with angiogenic properties of expanded cells. Umbilical cord blood CD34
+ cells were effectively expanded (18- to 22-fold) in culture medium containing stem cell factor (SCF), Flt-3 ligand (Flt-3), thrombopoietin (TPO)
and interleukin-6 (IL-6) with (postEX/+VEGF) and without VEGF (postEX/noVEGF). Tube formation in matrigel assay and tissue perfusion/capil-
lary density in mice ischaemic hindlimb were significantly improved by postEX/+VEGF cells compared with fresh CD34+ and postEX/noVEGF
cells. MiR-210 expression was significantly up-regulated in postEX/+VEGF cells. MiR-210 inhibitor abrogated and 210 mimic recapitulated the
pro-angiogenic effects by treatment of postEX/+VEGF and postEX/noVEGF cells respectively. Collectively, these observations highlight a critical
role for VEGF in enhancing the angiogenic property of expanded cells, and identify miR-210 as a potential therapeutic target to enhance CD34+
stem cell function for the treatment of ischaemic vascular disease.

Keywords: CD34+ cells! VEGF!miR-210! angiogenesis

Introduction

The CD34+ cell population is an important target for therapeutic
angiogenesis [1], but limited cell number and impaired function
hinder its clinical application in patients with chronic diseases [2].
Ex vivo culture has been proposed as a means to augment and

repair autologous cells, but the mechanisms governing improve-
ment in cell function are not well understood. Although microR-
NAs (miRs), ~21 nucleotide non-coding RNAs, are increasingly
appreciated as key regulators of cellular function [3], a role for
these factors in CD34+ cell-mediated angiogenesis remains largely
unexplored. Certain miRs are promoted by VEGF in a Dicer-depen-
dent fashion and have been implicated in endothelial cell-mediated
post-natal angiogenesis [4–6]. The addition of VEGF to conven-
tional haematopoietic stem cell expansion media [7] is appealing
because of its positive role in cell survival and angiogenesis [8,9],
but the effects of such an approach to augment CD34+ cells are
unknown. Therefore, we conducted a study to: (i) evaluate the
impact of VEGF in ex vivo expansion of CD34+ cells, and (ii) iden-
tify specific miRs associated with angiogenic properties of ex vivo
expanded CD34+ cells.
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Materials and methods

Collection of CD34+ cells

Human cord blood (CB) was obtained from the University Hospitals
Case Medical Center after IRB approval and written consent from
donors. Total cord blood mononuclear cells were isolated by Hist-
opaque 1077 (Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, Ontario, Canada) density-gra-
dient centrifugation. CD34+ cells were separated from mononuclear
cells using CD34-bound microbeads and a magnetically activated cell
sorter (autoMACSTM; Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch-Gladback, Germany)
following the manufacturer’s protocol. After separation, purity was
determined by flow cytometry as described below.

Ex vivo expansion of CD34+ cells

5 9 104 CB-CD34+ cells in 2 ml of media were plated into each well
of the six-well tissue culture dish (PrimariaTM; BD Falcon, Bedford,
MA, USA) and cultured in a suspension manner using a serum-free
expansion culture medium (CellGro® SCGM medium; CellGenix USA,
Portsmouth, NH, USA) for 7 days. Expansion medium contained the
four growth factors/cytokines: SCF (100 ng/ml), Flt-3 (100 ng/ml),
TPO (20 ng/ml) and IL-6 (20 ng/ml), with or without VEGF (50 ng/
ml). All growth factors and cytokines were purchased from Peprotech
Inc. (Rocky Hill, NJ, USA).

Characterization of fresh and post-expansion
CD34+ cells

To confirm the purity and to characterize pre- and post- expansion
cells, fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis was per-
formed with BDTM LSR Cell Analyser (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA,
USA) and Cell QuestTM software (BD Biosciences) after staining with
mouse anti-human monoclonal antibodies against surface markers:
CD133-APC (clone 293C3; Miltenyi Biotec), CD34-PE (clone 581;
Pharmingen, San Diego, CA, USA), CD45-FITC (Biolegend, San Diego,
CA, USA), CXCR4-PE (Pharmingen), CD11b-PE (Biolegend), CD3-PE
(Biolegend), CD19-PE (Biolegend). Dead cells were excluded from the
plots on the basis of 7-AAD staining (Pharmingen). Cells were stained
with monoclonal antibodies for 20 min. at 4°C following FcR block-
ing, washed twice using Hank’s buffer containing 2% FBS, and analy-
sed. Relevant isotype controls (IgG1-PE isotype control (Biolegend),
IgG1-FITC (Biolegend), IgG2b-APC (Biolegend), and IgG1-APC (Bio-
legend)) were also included. In all samples, 10,000 events were
acquired.

MiRs expression analysis

Expression of miRs that have been previously associated with endo-
thelial-mediated angiogenesis was determined in fresh and post-
expansion cells (n = 3 in each group) using quantitative RT PCR. A

quantity of 10 ng of total RNA was used for RT reactions from each
sample following manufacturer’s protocol (ABI kit). Reaction mixtures
(15 ll) were incubated in a thermal cycler (Veriti® 96-Well Thermal
Cycler; Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) for 30 min. at
16°C, 30 min. at 42°C and 5 min. at 85°C and then maintained at 4°
C. Quantitative PCR assays were performed using a TaqMan microR-
NA assay kit (Applied Biosystems). Real-time PCR was performed
with a StepOnePlusTM Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems).
All reactions were incubated at 95°C for 10 min., followed by 40
cycles of 95°C for 15 sec., and 60°C for 1 min.; all were performed in
triplicate. The RNU48 was used as a control to normalize differences
in total RNA levels in each sample. A threshold cycle (Ct) was
observed in the exponential phase of amplification, and quantification
of relative expression levels was performed using standard curves for
target genes and the endogenous control. Geometric means were
used to calculate the DDCt values and were expressed as 2!DDCt. The
value of each control sample was set at 1 and was used to calculate
the fold of difference in the target gene.

Transfection of expanded cells with miR-210
inhibitor and mimic

To silence or up-regulate miR-210, cells were transfected with spe-
cific Anti-miRTM miRNA Inhibitor or Pre-miRTM miRNA mimic, hsa-
miR-210 (Applied Biosystems). On day 5 of expansion, cells were
seeded in antibiotic-free expansion media and transfected with miRs
at a final concentration of 160 nM using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitro-
gen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). After 48 hrs incubation, cells were collected
and washed twice with sterile phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). As a
negative control of transfection, we used non-targeting scrambled oli-
gonucleotide following same transfection method. To evaluate miR
transfection efficiency, cells were transfected with FITC-conjugated
miR-210 inhibitor (mercury LNATM micro RNA Power inhibitor, hsa-
miR-210, EXIQON, Woburn, MA, USA) and analysed using flow
cytometry to count transfected cells. After transfection, obtained cells
proceeded for gene expression analysis, flow cytometric analysis,
tube formation assay and animal experiments as described.

In vitro HUVEC tube formation assay

Pre- and post- expansion cells were applied to the tube formation
assay by co-culturing with human umbilical vein endothelial cells
(HUVECs) on MatrigelTM (BD Biosciences) to investigate their func-
tional angiogenic contribution. 1 9 103 cells from each group (preEX,
postEX/+VEGF, and postEX/noVEGF) were co-cultured with 1.5 9 104

HUVECs in 50 ll of EBM-2 complete medium with 2% FBS. A quan-
tity of 50 ll of the cell suspension incubated at 37°C for 5 min. was
applied onto MatrigelTM (50 ll/well) in 96-well plate. To evaluate
miR-210 effect on angiogenic function of expanded cells, miR-210
inhibitor or mimic transfected cells were incubated with HUVEC fol-
lowing the same cell density. As a control, only HUVEC was cultured.
After incubation for 18 hrs, a photomicrograph per well was taken
under light microscopy (Leica DM IL LED with EC3 camera system,
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Buffalo Grove, IL, USA), then the number of tube formation was
counted using Photoshop software.

Mouse model of unilateral hind limb ischaemia
and cell transplantation

The protocol was approved by the Case Western Reserve University
School of Medicine Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Uni-
lateral hind limb ischaemia was surgically induced as previously
described [10]. Under anaesthesia with intraperitoneal xylazine
(40 mg/kg) and ketamine (100 mg/kg), male 8- to 10-week-old NOD/
SCID mice underwent left femoral artery ligation and transection at
two points: proximally at inguinal ligament level and distally before
bifurcation of popliteal and saphenous arteries. Two to six hours after
surgery, 2.5 9 104 cells of preEX, postEX/noVEGF, postEX/+VEGF,
and cells transfected with miR-210 inhibitor, mimic or scrambled
miRs suspended in 30 ll of PBS, were injected into adductor mus-
cles. As a vehicle control, only PBS (30 ll) was injected into adductor
muscles in the same manner (n = 5–6 per group).

Perfusion imaging

Hind limb perfusion was measured with a laser Doppler perfusion
imager system (Moor Instruments Ltd., Axminster, England) immedi-
ately and on day 14 after surgery. To account for variables, such as
ambient light and temperature, the results were expressed as the
mean flux ratio of perfusion in the left (ischaemic) versus the right
(non-ischaemic) hind limb.

Tissue preparation for histological
immunofluorescent analysis

After completing blood flow measurements at 14 days, left calf mus-
cles (ischaemic side) were harvested and immediately embedded in
freezing compound (Triangle Biomedical Sciences, Inc., Durham, NC,
USA). Transverse sections of 5-lm thick were made using the middle
portion of calf muscle for subsequent staining procedures. For capil-
lary density evaluation, samples were stained with anti-CD31 antibody,
PECAM-1 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA) and
labelled with fluorescent conjugated 2nd antibody (Alexafluora; Invi-
trogen). Capillaries, stained by CD31 with green fluorescent, were
counted under a 2009 magnification to determine the capillary density
(number of capillaries per muscle bundle). Serial sections were cut at
three different levels, and representative fields were analysed by
counting the number of capillaries in each field. All samples were
observed under a fluorescent microscope and images were taken
using a digital camera system (Leica).

Statistical analysis

Values were presented as mean ± S.E.M. One-way ANOVA with New-
man–Keuls post-hoc test were used to compare the experimental

groups. Unpaired t-test was used for comparing two groups. A
P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

Ex vivo expansion and characterization of human
CD34+ cells

We first determined the expansion yield of CD34+ cells in medium con-
taining four cytokines TPO, Flt3 ligand, SCF, and IL6 with (postEX/
+VEGF) and without VEGF (postEX/noVEGF). CD34+ cell expansion was
similar in both groups (Fold increase: 18.26 ± 2.24 versus
21.87 ± 5.85, respectively, P = 0.655) (Fig. 1). To characterize cells
after expansion, we performed FACS analysis for CD34 positivity and
other HSC/progenitor, monocytic and lymphocytic lineage markers
(Fig. 2). CD34 positivity was 46% and 49% (P = n.s.) for postEX/+VEGF
and postEX/no VEGF groups respectively (91% for freshly isolated cells)
(Fig. 2). Ex vivo culture also resulted in significantly decreased CD133
and c-Kit positivity. There was modestly higher expression of c-Kit in the
postEX/+VEGF group. FACS analysis suggested no differentiation into
monocytic or lymphocytic lineages as indicated by the extremely low or
absent expression of CD11b, CD3 and CD19.

Ex vivo expansion in VEGF-enriched medium
enhances neovascularization

We first preformed the in vitro HUVEC tube formation assay to evalu-
ate the effect of VEGF on the pro-angiogenic response by expanded
cells. PostEX/+VEGF cells significantly improved in vitro tube forma-
tion in matrigel compared to both preEX and postEX/noVEGF groups
(Fig. 3). We next compared the three cell groups in the mouse hind
limb ischaemia model to further determine their in vivo neovascular-
ization. Transplantation of postEX/+VEGF cells in the ischaemic hind-

Fig. 1 Fold increase in cell number after expansion with and without
VEGF. Data presented as fold increase in cell number compared to
preEX cells (adjusted to 1); P = 0.001.
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limb significantly improved tissue perfusion and increased capillary
density compared to preEX and postEX/noVEGF cells (Fig. 4).

VEGF augments miR-210 expression in expanded
CD34+ cells

MiRs are increasingly appreciated as essential regulators of numer-
ous cellular processes; however, their role in CD34+ cell-induced
angiogenesis is not completely understood. VEGF was previously
reported to induce expression of certain miRs associated with endo-
thelial angiogenesis [6]. We therefore sought to identify specific
miRs associated with angiogenic properties of ex vivo expanded
CD34+ cells. Cells expanded in VEGF-containing medium altered the
expression levels of various miRs (Fig. 5). VEGF treatment enhanced
the expression of miRs, such as 17-92 cluster and -296 in expanded
cells, similarly to previously reported effects in endothelial cells [6].
We found no change in miR-126 and -130a expression; miRs that
were shown to be pro- angiogenic [11–13]. However, we found sig-

nificant and robust increase in miR-210 level in postEX/+VEGF cells
(Fig. 5). We focused our attention on miR-210 given its known anti-
apoptotic and pro-angiogenic effects [14], but heretofore-unrecog-
nized role in CD34+ cells.

miR-210 silencing reduced postEX/+VEGF
cell-mediated angiogenesis

To test whether up-regulation of miR-210 is required for the
enhanced angiogenic properties of postEX/+VEGF cells, we transfect-
ed cells with miR-210 silencing inhibitor on day 5 of ex vivo culture.
Transfection efficiency was ~60% (Fig. S1A), with specific ~70%
reduction in miR-210 level (Fig. S1B and C). Minimal effects of
transfection with miRs on cell viability were confirmed by trypan
blue dye exclusion test (~87% versus ~93% with no transfection).
Additional control experiments were performed to exclude a deleteri-
ous effect of transfection procedure on cell function and expression
of surface markers (Figs. S2 and S3). Inhibition of miR-210 in

Fig. 2 Representative flow cytometry data of preEX (fresh CD34+), postEX/+ VEGF, and postEX/noVEGF cells. Comparison of flow cytometry data
showed decrease in CD34, CD133, and c-Kit in post-expansion cells, but no indication of differentiation into monocytic or lymphocytic lineages
(CD11b, CD3 or CD19). There was low expression of CXCR4 and VEGFR2 in preEX cells and further decrease in both expansion groups. P <0.01
for CD34, CD133, c-Kit, CD11b, CD14 and CD45, P < 0.05 for CD3, CD19, and VEGFR2, and P > 0.05 for CXCR4. * and ** represents post-hoc P
values of <0.05 and <0.01, respectively.
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Fig. 3 Enhanced HUVEC in vitro tube for-
mation by CD34+ cells expanded in VEGF-
enriched medium. Pre-or post- expanded
CD34+ cells were washed and incubated
with HUVEC in 96-well plate coated with
matrigel. Upper panel shows representa-
tive images of different groups (940;
scale bar = 100 lm). Lower panel repre-
sents percentage increase in number of
branch points compared to HUVEC alone.
Data show significant increase in tube
formation in postEX/+VEGF group
(P < 0.0001). *, *** represents post-hoc
P values of <0.05, and <0.001 respec-
tively.

Fig. 4 CD34+ cells expanded in VEGF-enriched medium promote tissue perfusion and capillary density in mice ischaemic hindlimb. PBS or
2.5 9 104 cells were injected into ischaemic limb. Graphs show significant increase in tissue perfusion (A; P < 0.0001) and capillary density (B;
P < 0.0001) in postEX/+VEGF group. Representative images of tissue perfusion and capillary density in calf muscle assessed by CD31staining
(9200; scale bar = 200 lm) are shown in the right upper and lower panels, respectively. *** represents post-hoc P value of <0.001.
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postEX/+VEGF cells was associated with reduced tube formation
in vitro (Fig. 6A) and decreased tissue perfusion and capillary
density in vivo (Fig. 7A).

miR-210 mimic enhanced postEX/noVEGF
cell-mediated angiogenesis

To further determine whether miR-210 is specifically involved in
CD34+ cell-mediated angiogenesis independent of VEGF treatment,

we transfected miR-210 mimic to CD34+ cells expanded in medium
containing no VEGF. Similarly, 210-mimic was associated with
enhanced in vitro tube formation (Fig. 6B) and increased tissue perfu-
sion and capillary density in vivo (Fig. 7B).

Discussion

Our study demonstrates an important role of VEGF in ex vivo aug-
mentation of CD34+ cells that is miR-210-dependent. The addition of

Fig. 5 Expression profile of various miRs
associated with angiogenesis. Representa-
tive graph of quantitative PCR data for
selected miRs in PreEX (fresh CD34+),
PostEX/+VEGF, and PostEX/noVEGF cell
groups (n = 3 donors). P <0.01 for miR-
17, 18a, 19b-1, 20a, 92a-1 and 210,
P < 0.05 for miR-19a, 126 and 296 and
P > 0.05 for miR-130. * and ** repre-
sents post-hoc P values of <0.05 and
<0.01 respectively. RNU48 used as refer-
ence gene.

Fig. 6MiR-210 is essential for the pro-angiogenic effects of expanded CD34+ cells on HUVEC in vitro tube formation assay. Post-expansion cells
were transfected with miR-210 inhibitor or mimic, washed and incubated with HUVEC in matrigel coated 96-well plate. MiR-210 inhibitor resulted in
significant decrease in number of branch points by cells expanded with or without VEGF (A: P < 0.0001 and B: P < 0.0001), whereas 210-mimic
enhanced tube formation by postEX/noVEGF cells. Upper panel shows representative images of different groups (940; scale bar = 100 lm). Lower
panel represents percentage increase in number of branch points compared to HUVEC alone. **, *** represents post-hoc P values of <0.01, and
<0.001 respectively.
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VEGF to a medium containing four cytokines commonly used for
HSCs culture resulted in improved in vitro and in vivo angiogenesis,
while preserving cell expansion yield. Importantly, cells expanded in
VEGF-containing medium had a significant up-regulation in miR-210
expression (Fig. 5). Inhibition of miR-210 abrogated the pro-angio-
genic effects of these cells (Figs 6A and 7A), and miR-210 mimic pro-
moted cell-induced angiogenesis by cells expanded in VEGF-deficient
medium (Figs 6B and 7B).

The importance of miRs in regulating the differentiation and fate
of haematopoietic progenitor CD34+ cells has been previously
described [15–18]. However, their role in angiogenic properties of ex
vivo expanded CD34+ cells remains largely unexplored. VEGF is a
central regulator of angiogenesis during development and ischaemia
[19] and was shown to stimulate postnatal angiogenesis through

enhancing expression of certain miRs in endothelial cells (EC) [6].
MiR17-92 cluster (17, 18a, 19a, 19b-1, 20a, 92a-1) was induced by
VEGF, and it rescued EC proliferation and angiogenesis under VEGF
stimulation after the loss of Dicer, an endoribonuclease required for
generation and maturation of miRs [6]. In our study, we found signifi-
cantly increased expression of this cluster after CD34+ cell expansion
and VEGF treatment. Although this cluster has an important role in
angiogenesis, cell survival and proliferation [20], its function is still
incompletely understood. Individually, miR-17 has anti-proliferative
properties [21, 22], whereas miR-92 is demonstrated to have anti-
angiogenic effects [23], and miRs 18 and 19 are considered pro-
angiogenic [24]. Additional studies are needed to explore the orches-
trated mechanisms of this cluster in CD34+ cells and cell-induced
angiogenesis.

Fig. 7MiR-210 promotes tissue perfusion and capillary density by expanded CD34+ cells in mice ischaemic hindlimb. Expanded cells were transfect-
ed for 48 hrs with either miR-210 inhibitor or mimic on day 5. After washing, 2.5 9 104 cells were injected into ischaemic limb. MiR-210 inhibition
abrogated tissue re-perfusion (A, upper panel) and capillary density (A, lower panel) in postEX/+VEGF group, whereas mimic significantly improved
tissue re-perfusion (B, upper panel) and capillary density (B, lower panel) in postEX/noVEGF. Representative images of tissue perfusion and capillary
density in calf muscle assessed by CD31staining (9200; scale bar = 200 lm) are shown in the right upper and lower panels, respectively.
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We focused our attention on miR-210 given its established
anti-apoptotic and pro-angiogenic effects [14], but heretofore-unrec-
ognized role in CD34+ cells. MiR-210 regulates mitochondrial metab-
olism, cellular apoptosis and stem cell survival, as well as EC-
mediated angiogenesis in vitro by regulating numerous targets, such
as caspase-8-associated protein 2, protein-tyrosine phosphatase 1B,
iron-sulphur cluster assembly proteins and ephrin-A3 mRNAs [14,
25]. MiR-210 also promotes migration of ECs in response to VEGF
[5]. The expression of miR-210 in ECs was increased by hypoxia [5],
but was not altered after VEGF exposure for 9 hrs [6]. Our study pro-
vides the first observation of increased levels of miR-210 induced by
VEGF in CD34+ cells, and a new role for miR-210 in promoting CD34
+ cell-mediated therapeutic angiogenesis in vivo.

Although CD34+ cells were cultured under normoxic conditions, it
is possible that a state of relative hypoxia after 7-day culture led to
the observed small increase in expression of miR-210 in postEX/no-
VEGF cells. These cells showed similar angiogenic capacity compared
to pre-expanded CD34+ cells, suggesting the importance of VEGF
exposure in augmenting pro-angiogenic properties of expanded
CD34+ cells and raising the possibility that induction of miR-210 tar-
gets by VEGF may be required. It is possible that this increase in miR-
210 expression may insufficiently compensate for the lack of other
positive effects of VEGF stimulation, or for the phenotypic changes
after ex vivo culture of CD34+ cells as demonstrated by FACS data
(decreased expression of CD34, CD133 and c-Kit) (Fig. 2). Nonethe-
less, miR-210 silencing virtually eliminated whereas miR-210 mimic
recapitulated the pro-angiogenic effects of VEGF stimulation on
expanded cells (Figs 6 and 7). Collectively, these observations iden-
tify miR-210 as an important regulator of CD34+ cell-induced angio-
genesis.

The number of cells transplanted into mice ischaemic hindlimbs
in the present study was similar to weight-adjusted cell doses used in
humans [26]. The 20–40 times lower number (2.5 9 104 cells) com-
pared to effective cell doses reported in previous pre-clinical studies
[1, 27, 28] may explain the observed relative lower efficacy of pre-
expanded (fresh) CD34+ cell transplantation. Importantly, postEX/
+VEGF cell-induced in vitro and in vivo neovascularization was
enhanced in spite of relatively low expression of CD34 and other
known HSC and endothelial progenitor cell markers (Fig. 2).

Future investigation is warranted to dissect these pathways and
explore whether the observed pro-angiogenic effects of miR-210 are
cell-intrinsic [29] or operate through a paracrine exosome-mediated
transfer of miR-210 from transplanted cells to the ischaemic tissue
[30, 31]. Given the meaningful and sustained clinical benefit of CD34
cells in recent clinical trials [26], efforts to augment CD34+ cell func-
tion by targeting miR-210 are likely to be clinically impactful.
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Promotes Endothelial Progenitor Cell Expansion and Phenotype
Transition of Anti-Inflammatory Macrophage and T Lymphocyte to
Cells With Regenerative Potential
Haruchika Masuda, MD, PhD; Rica Tanaka, MD, PhD; Satoshi Fujimura, PhD; Masakazu Ishikawa, MD, PhD; Hiroshi Akimaru, PhD;
Tomoko Shizuno, BS; Atsuko Sato, BS; Yoshinori Okada, PhD; Yumi Iida, BS; Jobu Itoh, PhD; Yoshiko Itoh, PhD; Hiroshi Kamiguchi, BS;
Atsuhiko Kawamoto, MD, PhD; Takayuki Asahara, MD, PhD

Background-—Cell-based therapies involving mononuclear cells (MNCs) have been developed for vascular regeneration to treat
ischemic diseases; however, quality control of therapeutic MNCs has not been evaluated. We investigated the therapeutic potential of
peripheral blood (PB) MNCs, operated by recently developed quality and quantity (QQ) culture of endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs).

Methods and Results-—PBs were collected from healthy volunteers; peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMNCs) isolated from
these PBs were subjected to QQ culture for 7 days with medium containing stem cell factor, thrombopoietin, Flt-3 ligand, vascular
endothelial growth factor, and interleukin-6. The resulting cells (QQMNCs) in EPC colony-forming assay generated significantly
more definitive EPC colonies than PBMNCs. In flow cytometry, macrophages and helper T lymphocytes of QQMNCs became
phenotypically polarized into angiogenic, anti-inflammatory, and regenerative subsets: classical M1 to alternative M2; T helper (Th)
1 to Th2; angiogenic or regulatory T-cell expansion. Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) assay revealed the
predominant proangiogenic gene expressions in QQMNCs versus PBMNCs. Using murine ischemic hindlimb models, the efficacy of
QQMNC intramuscular transplantation (Tx) was compared to that of PBMNCTx, cultured “early EPC” Tx (eEPCTx), and granulocyte
colony-stimulating factor mobilized CD34+ cell Tx (GmCD34Tx). Laser Doppler imaging revealed the blood perfusion recovery in
ischemic hindlimbs after QQMNCTx superior to after PBMNCTx and eEPCTx, but also earlier than after GmCD34Tx. Histological
evaluations and qRT-PCR assays in ischemic hindlimbs demonstrated that QQMNCTx, similarly to GmCD34Tx, enhanced
angiovasculogenesis and myogenesis, whereas it preponderantly inhibited inflammation and fibrosis versus PBMNCTx and eEPCTx.

Conclusions-—QQ culture potentiates the ability of PBMNCs to promote regeneration of injured tissue; considering the feasible cell
preparation, QQ culture-treated PBMNCs may provide a promising therapeutic option for ischemic diseases.

Clinical Trial Registration-—URL: irb.med.u-tokai.ac.jp/d/2/monthly/2010.html; IRB No.: 10R-020.URL: irb.med.u-tokai.ac.jp/d/
2/monthly/201312.html; IRB No.: 13R228. ( J Am Heart Assoc.2014;3:e000743 doi: 10.1161/JAHA.113.000743)

Key Words: anti-inflammation • cell-based therapy • peripheral blood mononuclear cells • serum-free culture • vascular
regeneration

B ased on the isolation of bone marrow (BM)-derived
endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs),1–3 autologous total

mononuclear cells (MNCs) freshly isolated from BM or

peripheral blood (PB) have been applied to clinical vascular
regenerative therapy in patients with severe ischemic heart or
limb diseases.
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These initial clinical experiences indicate that cell-based
therapy for vascular regenerations is safe, feasible, and
effective.4–7 However, the translational and clinical trials have
also demonstrated insufficient or contradictory effectiveness
on recovery from ischemic diseases.8–11

Peripheral blood and bone marrow MNCs (PBMNCs and
BMMNCs) constitute hematopoietic lineage cells; most are
lymphoid cells or myeloid monocytes, and very few are stem/
progenitor cell types, such as hematopoietic stem/progenitor
cells, EPCs, or other mesenchymal stem cells. The scarcity of
EPCs in MNC populations is a main reason for failure of
constant and potent contributions in clinical cases.

Enriched EPCs, such as CD34+ or CD133+ cells, constitute
<0.01% of PBMNCs and 0.1% of BMMNCs, and the frequency
of colony-forming EPCs is 0.005% in PBMNCs.12

Taking into account the majority in MNCs, we need to
issue the critical functions of monocyte/macrophages.
Monocytes are precursors of macrophages; monocytes play
key roles in both proinflammatory and regenerative processes
by phenotype alterations after tissue infiltrations.13 Macro-
phages are a heterogeneous cell population that adapts and
responds to a large variety of microenvironmental signals. For
example, the cytokines and growth factors in some microen-
vironments induce macrophages to adopt regenerative phe-
notypes, whereas the inflammatory deterioration and fibrosis
in uncontrolled inflammatory environment in tissues induce
proinflammatory macrophage transitions and suppress regen-
erative processes.

Also, the inflammatory environment is interacted by major
lymphoid phenotypes simultaneously stimulated by proinflam-
matory signals and controlled macrophage phenotype transi-
tion for proinflammatory drive.13,14

To suppress unproductive inflammatory process and
enhance vasculogenic regeneration, purified EPCs have been
transplanted into patients with severe ischemic heart or limb
diseases, and these initial clinical experiences indicate that this
cell-based therapy is safe and effective.15–19 Nevertheless, the
problems caused by EPC scarcity must be overcome for EPC-
mediated therapy to become reproducible and effective. To this
end, the following 3 step-wise strategies have been used:
(1) leukapheresis; (2) daily administration of granulocyte
colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF); and (3) isolation of machin-
ery CD34+ or CD133+ cells. Such an isolation process of
autologous EPC sources burdens the patients to be treated
with “EPC therapy,” in terms of medical invasiveness and costs.

More important, the number and functionality of EPCs
decline as patients age20 and in patients with cardiovascular
(CV) risk factors.21,22

Here, we describe a method for MNC culture that
enhances the vasculogenic potential of EPCs and facilitates
the preparation of monocytes for regenerative phenotype
activation.

Our method for quality and quantity-control culture (QQ
culture) of MNCs (QQMNCs) is based on an established
culture method that increases the quality and quantity of
EPCs derived from enriched EPC populations, such as CD34+

and CD133+ cells. Notably, the therapeutic potential of QQ
culture is demonstrably greater than that of na€ıve EPCs for CV
regeneration after infarcted myocardia in rats.23 Interestingly,
we found that the vasculogenic signaling condition of MNCs in
QQ culture potentiates the vascular and tissue regeneration
ability of na€ıve PBMNCs. The regenerative function of
QQMNCs turned out to be operated through activation of
anti-inflammatory and angiogenic monocytes/helper T lym-
phocytes as well as vasculogenic EPC expansion.

Moreover, the present experimental study demonstrated
that therapeutic efficacy of QQMNC transplantation
(QQMNCTx) is equal to and greater than that of G-CSF
mobilized CD34+ cell Tx (GmCD34Tx).

Therefore, in cell-based therapy for ischemic diseases,
QQMNC provides a practical option of cell sources, including
PBMNC and GmCD34.

Methods

Collection of PBMNCs Cells or CD34+ Cells From
Healthy Volunteers
Experiments using human samples were performed with
institutional approval and guidelines from the Clinical
Investigation Committee at Tokai University School of
Medicine (institutional review board [IRB] No.: 10R-020;
irb.med.u-tokai.ac.jp/d/2/monthly/2010.html and IRB No.:
13R228; irb.med.u-tokai.ac.jp/d/2/monthly/201312.html).
The whole healthy human volunteers between the ages of
20 and 55 years gave informed consent.

PB (20 to 100 mL per subject) was drawn by heparinized
venous puncture at the forearm. PBMNCs were isolated by
density gradient centrifugation using Lymphocyte Separation
Solution (d=1.077; Nakalai Tesque, Kyoto, Japan), as previ-
ously reported.24 CD34+ cells were purified by an autoMACS
separator (Miltenyi Biotec, Lund, Sweden), using magnetic
beads-coated mouse anti human CD34 antibody (Ab) and a
CD34 Cell isolation kit (Miltenyi Biotec), according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.

QQ Culture and Early EPC Culture of PBMNCs

QQ culture condition for PBMNCs

QQ culture medium of Stem Line II (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO) contained the 5 human recombinant proteins: stem cell
factor (SCF); thrombopoietin (TPO); Flt-3 ligand; vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF); and interleukin (IL)-6.
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Then, isolated PBMNCs were cultured for 7 days at the cell
density of 29106 cells/2 mL QQ culture medium per well of
6-well Primaria tissue culture plate (BD Falcon; BD Biosiences,
San Jose, CA). Cell density in QQ culture was corresponded to
the approximate density of 19106 MNCs in 1 mL of PB.
Culture well plates and the contents of QQ culture medium
are listed in Tables 1 and 2.

Early EPC culture of PBMNCs

As previously reported,24,25 early EPCs (eEPCs) were acquired
after 7 days of culture of isolated PBMNCs using the EGM-2-
MV SingleQuots kit (Lonza Walkersville, Inc., Walkersville, MD).
In brief, EGM-2-MV complete medium was adjusted by adding
5% FBS (SAFC Biosciences Inc., Lenexa, KS) and supplemented
growth factors, except hydrocortisone, to EBM-2 basal
medium. PBMNCs were adjusted to the similar cell density
(19106 cells/mL) with 5% FBS/EGM-2-MV complete medium
to that in QQ culture of PBMNCs. Cells were then plated on a
human fibronectin-coated 6-well Primaria tissue culture plate
(29106 cells/2 mL per well) and cultured. The medium was
changed 4 days after seeding, then cultured for 3 more days.
Seven days later, nonattaching cells were removed; adherent
cells were harvested with 2 mmol/L of EDTA/PBS after
washing with PBS. Harvested eEPCs were suspended in
Iscove’s Modified Dulbecco’s Medium (IMDM) (Sigma Aldrich),
adjusted the cell density (19104 cells/40 lL or 29105 cells/
40 lL), cells were then transplanted into skeletal muscle of
murine ischemic hindlimb, as described below.

EPC Colony-Forming Assay
To investigate the vasculogenic potential of PBMNCs or
QQMNCs, we used semisolid culture medium and 35-mm
Primaria dishes (BD Falcon; BD Biosciences) to grow and then
counted the adhesive EPC colonies by EPC colony-forming
assay (EPC-CFA) (MethoCult SFBIT; STEMCELL Technologies Inc.,

Vancouver, BC, Canada) with proangiogenic growth factors/
cytokines, as previously reported (Table 3).12 Aliquots of those
cells were seeded at 29105 cells/dish (3 dishes per volunteer)
for EPC-CFA. Sixteen to 18 days after initiation of the culture,
the number of adherent colonies per dish was measured using a
gridded scoring dish (STEMCELL Technologies) under phase-
contrast light microscopy (Eclipse TE300; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan).
Primitive EPC colony-forming units (pEPC-CFUs) and definitive
EPC-CFUs (dEPC-CFUs) were separately counted.

Flow Cytometry

Performance of flow cytometry for lineage cell
populations

Freshly isolated PBMNCs and the QQMNCs were subjected
to flow cytometry (FCM) to detect surface antigen positivities

Table 1. Materials for QQ Culture and EPC-CFA

Company, Catalaog No. Application

6-well Primaria tissue
culture plate

BD Biosciences,
#353846

QQ culture

35-mm Primaria tissue
culture dish

BD Biosciences,
#353801

EPC-CFA

Blunt-end needle STEMCELL
Technologies,
#28110

Applying semisolid
medium

Gridded scoring dish STEMCELL
Technologies,
#27500

Guide when
counting EPC-CFU

EPC-CFA indicates endothelial progenitor cell colony-forming assay; EPC-CFU,
endothelial progenitor cell colony-forming units; QQ, quality and qunatity.

Table 2. Contents of QQ Culture Medium

Company,
Catalog No.

Final
Concentration

Stemline IITM Hematopoietic Stem Cell
Expansion Medium

Sigma-Aldrich,
#S0192

rh SCF Peprotec,
#300-07

100 ng/mL

rh Flt-3 ligand Peprotec,
#300-19

100 ng/mL

rh TPO Peprotec,
#300-18

20 ng/mL

rh VEGF Peprotec,
#100-20

50 ng/mL

rh IL-6 Peprotec,
#200-06

20 ng/mL

IL indicates interleukin; rh, recombinant human; SCF, stem cell factor; TPO,
thrombopoietin; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.

Table 3. Contents in Semisolid Culture for EPC-CFA

Company, Catalog No.
Final
Concentration

MethoCultTM SFBIT

H4236
STEMCELL Technologies,
#04236

rh SCF Peprotec, #300-07 66.7 ng/mL

rh VEGF Peprotec, #100-20 33.3 ng/mL

rh basic FGF Peprotec, #100-18B 33.3 ng/mL

rh EGF Peprotec, #100-15 33.3 ng/mL

rh IGF-1 Peprotec, #100-11 33.3 ng/mL

rh IL-3 Peprotec, #200-03 13.3 ng/mL

Heparin Shimizu Pharmaceutical Co 1.33 IU/mL

FBS SAFC Biosciences, #12303 30% (vol/vol)

EGF indicatesepidermal growth factor; FGF,fibroblast growth factor; IGF, insulin-likegrowth
factor; IL, interleukin; rh, recombinant human; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.
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of hematopoietic stem or lineage committed cells as well as
endothelial lineage cells. The Abs were listed in Tables 4
through 6. Cells suspended in 2 mmol/L of EDTA/0.2% BSA/
PBS buffer (59105 cells/200 lL) were incubated after the
addition of 10 lL of FcR blocking reagent at 4°C for
30 minutes and then equally dispensed into reaction tubes
for subsequent staining (100 lL/tube). Each aliquot was

incubated with 2 lL of each first Ab at 4°C for 20 minutes
and then washed twice with 1 mL of 2 mmol/L of EDTA/0.2%
BSA/PBS buffer. Cells were suspended in 2 mmol/L of
EDTA/0.2% BSA/PBS buffer (29105 cells/200 lL). FCM
analysis was performed using the LSRFortessa cell analyzer
(BD Biosciences) and FlowJo software (Tomy Digital Biology
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). When staining for von Willebrand
factor (vWF), after incubation with each first Ab, cells were
incubated with biotin conjugated rat anti-mouse immuno-
globulin G (IgG)1 and then conjugated to streptavidin/
phycoerythrin/cyanine 7 (PE/Cy7).

Table 4. Antibodies Recognizing Hematopoietic Cell
Populations for Flow Cytometry

Antibody Clone Isotype Company, Catalog No.

CD34-FITC 581 Mouse
IgG1 j

BD Pharmingen,
#555821

CD133-APC AC133 Mouse
IgG1

Miltenyi Biotec, #130-
090-826

VEGFR-2-PE 89106 Mouse
IgG1

R&D Systems,
#FAB357P

CD31-FITC WM59 Mouse
IgG1 j

BD Pharmingen,
#555445

vWF 4F9 Mouse
IgG1 j

Abcam, #ab20435

CD105-APC SN6 Mouse
IgG1 j

eBioscience, #17-
1057-42

CD146-PE P1H12 Mouse
IgG1 j

BD Pharmingen,
#550315

CD3-Alexa700 HIT3a Mouse
IgG2a j

BioLegend, #300324

CD4-APC/Cy7 RPA-T4 Mouse
IgG1 j

BioLegend, #300518

CD8-Pacific Blue SK1 Mouse
IgG1 j

BioLegend, #344718

CD11c-PE S-HCL-3 Mouse
IgG2b j

BD Biosciences,
#347637

CD14-Pacific Blue M5E2 Mouse
IgG2a j

BioLegend, #301828

CD16-APC/Cy7 3G8 Mouse
IgG1 j

BioLegend, #302018

CD19-PE/Cy7 HIB19 Mouse
IgG1 j

BioLegend, #302215

CD56-APC HCD56 Mouse
IgG1 j

BioLegend, #318309

CD192(CCR2)-
PerCP/Cy5.5

TG5/
CCR2

Mouse
IgG2b j

BioLegend, #335303

CD206-APC/Cy7 15-2 Mouse
IgG1 j

BioLegend, #321119

CD235a-FITC GA-R2
(HIR2)

Mouse
IgG2b j

BD Pharmingen,
#559943

CD184(CXCR4)-PE/
Cy7

12G5 Mouse
IgG2a j

BioLegend, #306514

APO indicates allophycocyanin; CCR2, CC chemokine receptor 2; CXCR4, C-X-C
chemokine receptor type 4; PE, phycoerythrin; VEGFR, vascular endothelial growth
factor receptor; vWF, von Willebrand factor.

Table 5. Antibodies Recognizing Helper T-Cell Subsets for
Flow Cytometry

Antibody Clone Isotype Company, Cat No.

CD4-PerCP/Cy5.5 OKT4 Mouse IgG2b j BioLegend, #317428

CD25-PE BC96 Mouse IgG1 j BioLegend, #302606

INF-c-Pacific Blue 4S.B3 Mouse IgG1 j BioLegend, #502522

IL-4-APC 8D4-8 Mouse IgG1 j BioLegend, #500713

Foxp3-FITC 206D Mouse IgG1 j BioLegend, #320105

Foxp3 indicates forkhead box P3; IL, interleukin; INF, interferon.

Table 6. Isotype Antibodies and Reagents for Flow
Cytometry

Antibody Clone Company, Catalog No.

Mouse IgG1 j-FITC MOPC-21 BD Pharmingen, #555748

Mouse IgG1 j-APC 679.1Mc7 Beckman Coulter,
#IM2475

Mouse IgG1 j-PE MOPC-21 BD Pharmingen, #555749

Mouse IgG1 j MOPC-21 BD Pharmingen, #555746

Mouse IgG1 j-Pacific Blue MOPC-21 BioLegend, #400131

Mouse IgG1 j-PE/Cy7 MOPC-21 BioLegend, #400125

Mouse IgG1 j-APC/Cy7 MOPC-21 BioLegend, #400127

Mouse IgG2a j-Pacific Blue MOPC-
173

BioLegend, #400235

Mouse IgG2a j-Alexa700 MOPC-
173

BioLegend, #400247

Mouse IgG2b j-FITC 27-35 BD Pharmingen, #555742

Mouse IgG2b j-PE 27-35 BD Pharmingen, #555743

Mouse IgG2 j-PerCP/Cy5.5 MPC-11 BioLegend, #400337

Mouse IgG2a j-PE/Cy7 MOP-173 BioLegend, #400232

Biotin-rat anti-mouse IgG1 A85-1 BD Pharmingen, #553441

Streptavidin-PE/Cy7 BioLegend, #405206

Fc blocking reagent, human Miltenyi Biotec,
#130-059-901
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Performance of FCM for activated helper T-lymphocyte
subsets

PBMNCs or QQMNCs in 10% FBS/RPMI 1640 medium
(19106 cells/mL) were treated with 25 ng/mL of phorbol-
12-myristate-13-acetate (PMA; Promega, Madison, WI) and
1 lg/mL of ionomycin (Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd.,
Osaka, Japan) for 12 hours at 37°C. Subsequently, for the last
3 hours, cells were incubated with 2 lmol/L of monensin
(BioLegend, San Diego, CA). Thereafter, cells were washed
and suspended with 2 mmol/L of EDTA/PBS buffer and
stained for cell surface markers with CD4-PerCP/Cy5.5 and
CD25-PE before fixation. Stained cells were washed, resus-
pended with 2 mmol/L of EDTA/PBS buffer, and distributed
into aliquots for each staining. After treatment with fixation
buffer (BioLegend) and permeabilization buffer (BioLegend),
cells underwent intracellular staining with interferon-gamma
(INF-c)-Pacific Blue and IL-4/allophycocyanin (APC). Alterna-
tively, after treatment with the FOXP3 Fix/Perm Buffer Set
(BioLegend), cells underwent intranuclear staining with fork-
head box protein 3/fluorescein isothiocyanate (Foxp3-FITC).
Intracellular or intranuclear staining was performed, according
to the supplemental protocol for each buffer. The cellular
frequency of CD4+/INF-c+/IL-4!, CD4+/INF-c!/IL-4+, or
CD4+/CD25+/Foxp3+ in CD4+ helper lymphocytes was
evaluated as that of T helper (Th)1, Th2, or regulatory T cells.

FCM analysis

The scatter diagram of each PBMNC, or the QQ cultured cell
(QQMNC) population in an individual, was gated into 3 cell-
sized populations of lymphocytes, monocytes, and the larger
cells. The percent (%) positivity of a hematopoietic cell
population per each gate in PBMNCs or QQMNCs was
evaluated and then calculated to that in the whole cells of the
3 gates. The ratio of the % positivity in the whole cells of
QQMNCs to that in PBMNCs was further calculated for each
cell population. Similarly, the % positivity of each helper T
subset (Th1, Th2, or regulatory T cell) was calculated in CD4+

T cells of the 3 gates of PBMNCs or QQMNCs; the ratio of the
% positivity in CD4+ T cells of QQMNCs to that in PBMNCs
was calculated.

Quantitative Real-Time Polymerase Chain
Reaction In Vitro
Using Trizol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), total RNA was isolated
from PBMNCs or QQMNCs. Contaminated genomic DNA was
digested by DNase I treatment (Invitrogen) at 37°C for
15 minutes. DNase I-treated total RNA was purified by phenol
extraction and ethanol precipitation. One hundred nanograms of
purified total RNA was used for cDNA synthesis with the
SuperScript VILO cDNA synthesis kit (Invitrogen). cDNA mixture

was diluted by 10-fold after first-strand cDNA synthesis. Using
ABI Prism 7700 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA), quanti-
tative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) for diluted
cDNA was performed with EagleTaq Master Mix (Roche
Diagnostics, Tokyo, Japan), 0.3 lmol/L of forward and reverse
primers used for cDNA amplification, and 0.25 lmol/L of probe
(Sigma-Aldrich), according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The
relative mRNA expression was calculated by ∆∆Ct method with
normalization against human GAPDH (hGAPDH). All primers and
probes used are listed in Table 7.

In Vitro Angiogenesis Assay Using Matrigel
As previously reported,12 PBMNCs and QQMNCs were
respectively incubated in 500 lL of 2% FBS/EBM-2 with
20 lg/mL of acetylated low-density lipoprotein, labeled with
1,10-dioctadecyl-3,3,30,30-tetramethyl-indocarbocyanine per-
chlorate (acLDL-DiI; Biomedical Technologies Inc., Stoughton,
MA) (49104 cells/500 lL) in a 1.5-mL tube for 30 minutes
at 37°C in a CO2 incubator. After centrifugation at 400g for
10 minutes at 4°C, and aspirating the supernatant, the cell
pellets were washed by 1 mL of PBS and suspended with
EBM-2/2% FBS (1.09103 cells/50 lL). Labeled cells were
resuspended together with human umbilical vain endothelial
cells (HUVECs; EPCs: HUVECs=19103:1.59104 in 100 lL of
2% FBS/EBM-2). The mixed cell suspension was incubated at
37°C in a water bath and applied at 100 lL each onto
preincubated Matrigel (BD Falcon) (50 lL/well) in each 96-
well plate (BD Falcon; BD Biosciences). After incubation for
12 hours, the numbers of closed areas formed by HUVECs
were counted using Photoshop software in the pictures taken
at 92 high power field (HPF) by a phase-contrast light
microscope (Eclipse TE300; Nikon). Furthermore, acLDL-DiI-
labeled PBMNCs or QQMNCs incorporated into a tube were
also counted using ImageJ software in the pictures taken at
94 HPF by a fluorescence microscope (IX70; Olympus, Tokyo,
Japan). The tube and cellular numbers were counted inde-
pendently by 2 blinded investigators.

In Vivo Assessment of Blood Flow Recovery and
Tissue Regeneration by Cell Tx Using Murine
Ischemic Hindlimb Model

Guideline for animal experiment

All animal studies conformed to national and institutional
guidelines. The protocols were approved by the guidelines of
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the
Isehara Campus, Tokai University School of Medicine (Isehara,
Japan), based on Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals (National Research Council). The experimental animal
protocols for making ischemic models and laser Doppler
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perfusion imaging (LDPI; Moor Instruments, Axminster, UK)
were performed under adequate anesthetization by 1.5% to
2.0% isoflurane (Dainippon Sumitomo Pharma Co., Ltd.,
Osaka, Japan) to minimize pain to mice by regarding the
3Rs (replacement, reduction, and refinement). After surgery,
mice were subcutaneously injected with buprenorphine
(Repetan, 0.1 mg/kg body weight; Otsuka Pharmaceutical
Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) once a day for 3 days to relieve pain
or discomfort. At sacrifice, pentobarbital sodium (Somnopen-
tyl, 60 to 70 mg/kg body weight; Kyouritu Seiyaku Co., Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan) was intraperitoneally injected.

Making ischemic hindlimb model and cell Tx

Eight- to 10-week-old male BALB/c nu/nu mice (CAnN.Cg-
Foxn1nu/CrlCrlj; Charles River Laboratories Japan, Inc., Tokyo,
Japan) were used, as reported elsewhere.26 The proximal
portion of the left femoral artery, including the superficial and
the deep branch, was suture-ligated, and the proximal and
distal portions of the saphenous artery were occluded with a
bipolar forcep electric coagulator (MERA N3-14; SENKO
MEDICAL INSTRUMENT mfg. Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). The
overlying skin was closed with a 6-0 silk suture. The next day,
cells were suspended in IMDM medium and intramuscularly
injected into ischemic hindlimbs.

The cell injection sites and the doses for assays were as
follows: each one site of anterior tibial muscle (ATM) and
gastrocunemius muscle (GCM) for blood flow analysis and
histology, that is, hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining,
Azan staining, and inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS)

immunohistochemistry (IHC) (5.09103 cells/20 lL per site:
total 19104 cells/mouse), 2 sites of ATM for qRT-PCR
(5.09103 cells/20 lL per site: total 19104 cells/mouse),
or for histological assessment by confocal images
(1.09105 cells/20 lL per site: total 29105 cells/mouse).

Assessment of blood flow

LDPI was used to record serial blood flow measurements for
3 weeks after surgery; these data were analyzed using Moor
ldi Main software (Laser Doppler Imager ver 5.2; Moor
Instruments). The blood flow in identical toe regions of
interest (ROIs) between ischemic and contralateral hindlimbs
per mouse was measured by LDPI; the blood-flow ratio of
ischemic versus contralateral hindlimb was calculated. Mice
with toe necrosis or limb salvage were only involved in the
calculation, whereas those with foot necrosis or autoampu-
tation were excluded.

Tissue preparation of histochemical assessment

Three weeks after surgery, 40 lL of Isolectin B4-FITC
(Fluorescein Griffonia Simplicifolia Lectin I, Isolectin B4;
Vector Laboratories Inc., Burlingame, CA) was injected into
the tail vein using a insulin syringe, and then 20 minutes later,
mice were sacrificed under adequate anesthetization. Imme-
diately after sacrifice, mice were perfused with 20 mL of PBS
and then with the equivalent volume of 4% paraformaldehyde
(PFA)/PBS by cardiac puncture. Subsequently, hindlimbs were
resected and incubated in 4% PFA/PBS at 4°C overnight.
Thereafter, ATMs, after QQMNCTx and PBMNCTx, were

Table 7. Human PCR Primers and Probes for qRT-PCR in PBMNC and QQMNC

Gene Forward Primer Reverse Primer TaqMan Probe (50-FAM, 30-BHQ)

VEGF-A 50-CCCAGGAGACCT 50-GGTTGTGT-30 50-TGGATCCTGCCCTGT CTCTCT-30 50-AGTGGTTGACCTTCC TCCATCCCC-30

VEGF-B 50-AGGTGACACATG GCTTTTCAG A-30 50-GTTCCCCCACTGGGA TATAGC-30 50-TCAGCAGGGTGACTT GCCTCAGA-30

Ang-1 50-AAGCTACTGGGC CTCCTCTCA-30 50-CCATTAAGGCAT AGTGGATCAAGTC-30 50-AAAAGAGACAGTTGT TGGCAAGGTAGCAA-30

Ang-2 50-GCAGGGAGTGG TGAGACAGTT-30 50-TGCAGGTGCTATGGT CTTTAGAAT-30 50-ACGGCTCCTCAGAAA TCCAGTGACC-30

IGF-1 50-GCCCAAAATGCA CTGATGTAAA-30 50-AGTGACTTTGCTATGAGTTGGTGAGT-30 50-CTCTAAAATCCCTTT CAAGCCACCCAT-30

Leptin 50-TCACTAGATGGCGAGCATCCT-30 50-CACGCTCAGCTAACTTTTGTGTTT-30 50-CCAACATGGTGAAACCCCGTCTCTAC-30

IL-8 50-TTTGATACTCCCAGTCTTGTCATTG-30 50-CAAGTTTCAACCAGCAAGAAATTACT-30 50-TTAGAACTATTAAAACAGCCAAAACTCCACA-30

IL-10 50-GCCTGACCACGCTTTCTAGCT-30 50-CCAAGCCCAGAGACAAGATAAATT-30 50-TTGAGCTGTTTTCCCTGACCTCCC-30

IL-1 b 50-CGGCCACATTTGGTTCTAAGA-30 50-AGGGAAGCGGTTGCTCATC-30 50-ACCCTCTGTCATTCGCTCCCACA-30

TGF-b 50-CCCTGCCCCTACATTTGGA-30 50-CCGGGTTATGCTGGTTGTACA-30 50-TGGACACGCAGTACAGCAAGGTCCT-30

TNF-a 50-GAGACCAGGGAGCCTTTGGT-30 50-TGTGTCAATTTCTAGGTGAGGTCTTC-30 50-CTGGCCAGAATGCTGCAGGACTT-30

MMP-2 50-GGTTCCCCTGTTCACTCTACTTAGC-30 50-CGGCTTGGTTTTCCTCCAT-30 50-TGTCCCTACCGAGTCTCTTCTCCACTG-30

MMP-9 50-CCCGGAGTGAGTTGAACCA-30 50-AGGGCACTGCAGGATGTCA-30 50-TGGACCAAGTGGGCTACGTGACCT-30

GAPDH 50-GGTGGTCTCCTCTGACTTCAACA-30 50-GTGGTCGTTGAGGGCAATG-30 50-ACACCCACTCCTCCACCTTTGACG-30

Ang indicates angiopoietin; GAPDH, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase; IGF, insulin-like growth factor; IL, interleukin; MMP, matrix metalloproteinase; PBMNCs, peripheral blood
mononuclear cells; QQMNCs, quality and quantity control culture of mononuclear cells; qRT-PCR, quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction; TGF, transforming growth factor;
TNF, tumor necrosis factor; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.
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excised and embedded into paraffin for the tissue sample
preparation. Alternatively, the muscles, after QQMNCTx,
GmCD34Tx, and eEPCTx, were coated with optimal cutting
temperature (O.C.T.) compound (Tissue-Tek; Sakura Finetek
Japan Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), immediately frozen in liquid
nitrogen, and refrigerated until use at !80°C. Cross-sectional
tissue samples with the thickness at 6 to 8 lm for paraffin
section or at 10 lm for frozen sections, were sliced from
tissue blocks of muscles and then subjected to assessments
as described below.

Microvascularture and pericyte recruitment

For alpha-smooth muscle actin (a-SMA) staining, paraffin
tissue sections, after deparaffinization or the frozen ones,
were washed with PBS, blocked with 10% goat serum for
30 minutes at room temperature (RT), then, incubated with
Cy3-conjugated anti-a-SMA Ab (Sigma-Aldrich) and prediluted
(1:200 ratio) with 1% BSA/PBS for 2 hours at RT. After
washing with PBS, sections were mounted with 1.25% (w/v)
DABCO (Sigma-Aldrich)/90% (v/v) glycerol/10% (v/v) PBS,
then observed using a fluorescent microscope (Biorevo;
Keyence Corporation, Osaka, Japan). The same protocol,
without using the Ab, was performed as the negative control.
Also, the negative control for Isolectin B4-FITC staining was in
advance, prepared from the mice without in vivo injecting
Isolectin B4-FITC into the tail vein.

Using software (VH analyzer; Keyence), microvascular
densities were evaluated by counting the microvessels
stained with Isolectin B4-FITC. Simultaneously, pericyte
recruitment to the vasculartures was evaluated by counting
the a-SMA-positive microvessels.

Myogenesis and interstitial fibrosis

Centrally nucleated muscle fibers stained with H&E were
photographed with an automatic research photomicroscope
(AX80; Olympus) and were then counted as regenerating
muscle fibers implying fusion of myoblasts27 by VH analyzer
(Keyence). Limb interstitial fibrosis detected by Azan staining
was morphometrically assessed by the same photomicro-
scope and software.28,29

Tissue inflammation

Paraffin tissue sections were deparaffinized, autoclaved in
citrate buffer at 121°C for 10 minutes to retrieve the target
antigen, incubated with the primary Ab of rabbit polyclonal anti-
iNOS Ab (Abcam, Cambridge, MA) prediluted with 1% BSA/PBS
(1:100 ratio) at 4°C overnight (Table 8). Thereafter, samples
were treated with 0.3% H2O2/methanol and Histofine Simple
Stain MAX PO (Nichirei Biosciences Inc., Tokyo, Japan) and then
dyed with 3,30-diaminobenzidine, tetrahydrochloride (DAB;
Dojindo, Kumamoto, Japan). Furthermore, the samples were

stained with hematoxylin, dehydrated, and then mounted with
malinol. Frozen tissue sections were also stained with the anti-
iNOS Ab in the same way, after similar autoclave and
subsequent treatment with 0.5% Triton X-100/PBS. Control
samples were prepared under the same procedure, using rabbit
immunoglobulin fraction (DAKO, Tokyo, Japan).

Vasculogenesis by transplanted cells

The cross-sections at 10 lm from frozen tissues, after
washing with PBS, were microwaved in target retrieval
solution (Dako) diluted with distilled water (1:10 ratio) at
98°C for 10 minutes. Then, after treatment with a streptavi-
din/biotin blocking kit (Vector Laboratories) to block
endogenous biotin, sections were incubated with 5% goat
serum/1% BSA/PBS for 30 minutes at RT. For the prepara-
tion of primary Ab to human CD31, mouse anti-human CD31
Ab and biotinylated goat anti-mouse IgG (Fitzgerald Industries
International Inc., Acton, MA) were, respectively, diluted in 1%
BSA/PBS (1:8 and 1:48 ratio), that is, adjusted to the
concentration of 25 and 60 lg/mL. The prediluted reagents
were mixed in the equal volume and reacted at RT for 1 hour.
The prereacted reagent was further mixed with mouse serum
(2:1 ratio; Rockland Immunochemicals, Inc., Gilbertsville, PA)
and incubated at RT for 1 hour. The primary Ab reagent for
human CD31 was incubated with the tissue sections at 4°C
overnight. Sections were washed with PBS and subsequently
incubated with streptavidin and Alexa Fluor 594 conjugate
prediluted in 1% BSA/PBS (1:90 ratio) at RT for 1 hour. Tissue
sections were washed with PBS and finally mounted with
1 lmol/L of TOTO-3 iodide (Invitrogen) in 1.25% (w/v)
DABCO/90% (v/v) glycerol/10% (v/v) PBS. Tissue sections
were observed by a confocal laser-scanning microscope
(LSM510META; Carl Zeiss GmbH, Jena, Germany). Mouse anti-
human CD31 Ab and reagents are detailed in Table 9.
The acquired images at 0.8 lm z interval (11 sliced images by
10 intervals at total 8-lm thickness) were reconstructed
three-dimensional (3D) structures using the function of 3D
spectrum analysis. Furthermore, to quantify “vasculogenic
properties” in their images, the surface of a volume object in
the ROI, was visualized, using an Imaris iso-surface function of
4D Image analysis software (Imaris 6.2.0; Carl Zeiss): murine

Table 8. Primary and Isotype Antibodies to Detect iNOS for
Immunohistochemistry

Antibodies
Company,
Catalog No.

Final Dilution Ratio or
Concentration

Anti-iNOS antibody Abcam,
#ab15323

1:100 in 1% BSA/
PBS

Rabbit immunoglobulin fraction
(solid-phase absorbed)

Dako,
#X0936

2 lg/mL in 1%
BSA/PBS

iNOS indicates inducible nitric oxide synthase.
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vessels stained with Isolectin B4-FITC (green) and trans-
planted cell-derived microvessels stained with Alexa 594–
conjugated human specific anti-CD31 Ab (red). The values of
microvascular density in 2D image and % volume per image
cube in 3D were respectively calculated for the green- or
red-colored microvessels.

Murine qRT-PCR of ischemic hindlimb

Mice were sacrificed under adequate anesthetization on day 6
after cell Tx. GCMs of ischemic hindlimbs were harvested for
total RNA isolation, mice were perfused with 20 mL of PBS by
cardiac puncture to remove circulating blood, and GCMs were
resected out and incubated into 1 mL of RNA later at 4°C
overnight. After homoginization of GCMs with 1 mL of Trizol
(Invitrogen), total RNA was isolated and genomic DNA was
digested by DNase I treatment (Invitrogen) at 37°C for
15 minutes. DNase I–treated total RNA was purified by
phenol extraction and ethanol precipitation. Two micrograms
of purified total RNA was used for cDNA synthesis with
the High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit (Applied
Biosystems). cDNA mixture was sequentially diluted by 20- to
160-fold with Milii-Q water (Millipore Corporation, Billerica,
MA) after first-strand cDNA synthesis. Using ABI Prism 7700
(Applied Biosystems), TaqMan gene expression assays for
diluted cDNA were performed with TaqMan Fast Universal
PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems), according to the
manufacturer’s protocol. The amplification of cDNA was as
follows: denaturation at 95°C for 3 seconds, annealing/
extension at 62°C for 30 seconds, and 40 cycles. The relative
mRNA expression was calculated by the ∆∆Ct method with
normalization to mouse 18S rRNA. All primers and TaqMan
probes used are listed in Table 10.

Statistical Analysis
Prism5 software (GraphPad Software Inc., Cary, NC) was used
to conduct all statistical analyses. Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test

or linear regression analysis was used to analyze quantitative
variation or correlation of cells and EPC-CFUs between
PBMNCs and QQMNCs in each individual. To assess the
variation of each hematopietic cell or helper T subset through
QQ culture, Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test was also applied for
comparison of the ratio of % cell positivity in the whole cells
or CD4+ T cells of QQMNCs to that of PBMNCs in each
individual. Mann-Whitney’s U test and Kruskal-Wallis’ test
were applied to compare the data between 2 groups and
among 3 to 4 groups. The experiment to assess angiovascul-
ogenic properties by transplanted human cells using a
confocal fluorescence microscope was performed simulta-
neously on the whole groups: IMDM control, PBMNCTx,
eEPCTx, QQMNCTx, and GmCD34Tx. The data were sepa-
rately analyzed in the following comparisons: QQMNCTx
versus PBMNCTx or IMDM control and QQMNCTx versus
GmCD34Tx, eEPCTx, or IMDM control. Especially, vasculo-
genic properties by transplanted human cells were compared
in the groups, excludingd IMDM control. qRT-PCR assay to
evaluate mRNA expression in ischemic hindlimbs was also
implemented simultaneously on the whole groups; the data
were analyzed and compared in the same manner as those in
the former experiment. Furthermore, in the assay, the ratio
of relative mRNA expression of ischemic-to-contralateral
(healthy) hindlimbs in IMDM control was compared by
Mann-Whitney’s U test to confirm the ischemic response. In
histological assays, 2 tissue sections per mouse were
prepared, and 4 to 6 fields per tissue section were evaluated.
Probability values of P<0.05 were deemed statistically
significant. All values are expressed as mean!SE.

Results

Decrease in Cell Counts in QQMNCs
The fold increase of QQMNCs to PBMNCs per well declined in
the whole subjects with an average of 0.54-fold (Table 11). The
calculated total QQMNCs derived from 100 mL of PB

Table 9. Primary and Secondary Antibodies for
Immunohistochemistry to Detect Vascular Structures Formed
by Transplanted Human Cells

Antibodies Company, Catalog No.
Final Dilution
Ratio

Mouse anti-human CD31 Dako, #M0823 1:24 in 1%
BSA/PBS

Goat anti-mouse IgG (H+L)
(biotin)

Fitzgerald, #43C-
CB1533

1:144 in 1%
BSA/PBS

Purified mouse IgG1, isotype
control

Dako Cytomation,
#X0931

1:6 in 1% BSA/
PBS

Streptavidin, Alexa Fluor 594
conjugate

Molecular Probes,
#S-11227

1:90 in 1%
BSA/PBS

Table 10. Murine PCR Primers and TaqMan Probes for
qRT-PCR

Gene Catalog No. Company

MyoD1 Mm01203489_g1 Applied Biosystems

Myogenin Mm00446195_g1 Applied Biosystems

IGF-1 Mm00439560_m1 Applied Biosystems

IL-1b Mm00434228_m1 Applied Biosystems

TGF-b Mm01227699_m1 Applied Biosystems

18S rRNA Mm03928990_g1 Applied Biosystems

IGF indicates insulin-like growth factor; IL, interleukin; qRT-PCR, quantitative real-time
polymerase chain reaction; TGF, transforming growth factor.
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decreased from original cells (cell counts9105=831.3!75.3 to
399.2!43.1), on average, by 0.48-fold (Figure 1A; Table 11).

Interestingly, the fold increase of QQMNCs per well
exhibited the negative correlation with total cells of PBMNCs
from 100 mL of PB in healthy subjects (Figure 1B, left). Taken
together, these findings indicate that even using higher
PBMNC densities per 100 mL of PB resulted in constant
relative yields of QQMNCs per the PB volume (Figure 1B, right).

Increase of Colony-Forming EPCs in QQMNCs
To assess vasculogenic activities between PBMNCs and
QQMNCs, EPC-CFA was used to monitor 2 different types of
EPC-CFUs, pEPC-CFUs, and dEPC-CFUs, which comprised small
cells and largecells, respectively. pEPCshadhighcell proliferation
activity; in contrast, dEPCs had high vasculogenic potential.12

Briefly, for in vitro assays, dEPCs had higher cell adhesion
activity than did pEPCs, and dEPCs formed tube-like structures;
additionally, dEPCs extensively formed blood vessel de novo
after Tx into ischemic hindlimbs of mice, but pEPCs did less.

Therefore, pEPCs derive from relatively immature, highly
proliferative EPCs, whereas dEPCs are relatively mature,
differentiated, and able to promote EPC-mediated cell func-
tions required for vasculogenesis.

The pEPC and dEPC colony-forming cells (CFCs) each
constituted a small proportion of the cells in primary PBMNC
populations (8910"4% and 3.5910"4%, respectively;

Figure 1C and 1D, left; Table 11). These colony assays demon-
strated that QQMNCs have much greater vasculogenic potential
than do PBMNCs. After QQ culture, the frequency of total EPC-
CFUs from 29105 cells per dish in QQMNCs was significantly
enhanced by 13.7-fold of that in PBMNCs. Especially, the
frequency of dEPC-CFUs increased by 41.4-fold of that in
PBMNCs.

The present data indicate that the vascular regenerative
capacity of QQMNCs was superior to that of PBMNCs
(Figure 1D, left).

Although QQ culture reduced the count of cells in each
individual culture, dEPC-CFCs, and total EPC-CFCs in
QQMNCs, derived from the even blood volume were enriched
19.0- and 6.2-fold, relative to those in PBMNCs (Figure 1D,
middle; Table 11). Not only were QQ culture enriched with
dEPC-CFCs, but also the EPC-CFCs in QQMNCs had a 2.7-fold
greater differentiation potential than those in PBMNCs,
considering the percentage of dEPC-CFUs to total EPC-CFUs
per dish in PBMNCs and QQMNCs (Figure 1D, right).

We also used a linear regression analysis to compare
between PBMNCs and QQMNCs with regard to both the
quantity and quality of EPC-CFUs (Figure 1E).

Notably, dEPC-CFU and total EPC-CFU counts in QQMNCs
were positively correlated with pEPC-CFU counts in PBMNCs,
but pEPC-CFU counts in QQMNCs were not (Figure 1E, left).
In contrast, neither pEPC-CFU counts nor total EPC-CFU
counts in QQMNCs were positively correlated with dEPC-CFU
counts in PBMNCs (Figure 1E, middle).

In summary, the frequency of EPC-CFCs in QQMNCs
depended on that in PBMNCs (Figure 1E, right). Importantly,
the frequency of dEPC-CFCs in QQMNCs was positively corre-
lated with that of pEPC-CFCs in PBMNCs; these correlations
indicate that the differentiation duringQQ culture of pEPC-CFCs
in PBMNCs contributed to formation of dEPC-CFCs in QQMNCs.

Collectively, assays of colony formation demonstrated that
the quantitative and qualitative vasculogenic potential of
QQMNCs is drastically enhanced, relative to that of PBMNCs,
when evaluated even by blood volume.

Moreover, we assessed the functional relationship between
CD34+ cells and CD34+ cell-depleted MNCs (CD34-MNCs) in
PBMNCs during QQ culture (Figure 1F). CD34-MNCs after QQ
culture (QQ-34-MNCs) did not yield EPC colony, whereasCD34+

cells after QQ culture (QQ-34+ cells) encompassed pEPC-CFCs.
This means that EPC-CFCs were basically derived from CD34+

cells. When CD34+ cells were coculturedwith CD34-MNCs (QQ-
34+/34-MNC) at a 1:500 ratio, mimicking the proportion of
CD34+ cells involved in na€ıve PBMNCs, the dEPC population
expanded significantly, relative to the QQ-34+ population, even
though the original CD34+ cell count was equal. The result
suggests that CD34-MNCs included some cell population to
accelerate EPC expansion and differentiation in CD34+ cells
through QQ culture.

Table 11. The Cell and EPC Colony Counts in QQMNC Versus
PBMNC

PB-MNC QQ-MNC P Value

Cell counts9105/well 20.00!0 10.88!1.19*** 0.0003

Cell counts9
105/100 mL PB

831.3!75.3 399.2!43.1*** 0.0004

pEPC-CFU counts/
29105 cells/dish

1.58!0.34 2.89!0.60* 0.0393

dEPC-CFU counts/
29105 cells/dish

0.71!0.22 29.41!2.34*** 0.0002

Total EPC-CFU counts/
29105 cells/dish

2.31!0.53 31.63!2.66*** 0.0002

pEPC-CFU counts9
105/100 mL PB

644.7!125.2 500.4!106.2 0.4331

dEPC-CFU counts9
105/100 mL PB

285.1!78.4 5407!790.0*** 0.0002

Total EPC-CFU
counts9105/100 mL
PB

934.3!190.8 5839!855.2*** 0.0002

Each value indicates a mean!SE. N=18 volunteers. dEPC-CFU indicates definitive
endothelial progenitor cells colony-forming units; PBMNC, peripheral blood mononuclear
cell; pEPC-CFU, primitive endothelial progenitor cells colony-forming units; QQMNC,
quality and quantity control culture of mononuclear cell.
*P<0.05; ***P<0.001 versus PBMNC.
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Figure 1. Characteristics of QQMNCs versus PBMNCs. A, The graph shows total cell counts of PBMNCs
isolated from 100 mL of PB and the respective QQMNC counts. B, The left graph indicates linear regression
analysis between the cell-count ratio of QQMNCs versus PBMNCs (29106 cells/well) and PBMNC counts
isolated from 100 mL of PB. The right indicates linear regression analysis of cell counts between PBMNCs and
QQMNCs per 100 mL of PB. C, Representative pictures of pEPC-CFU and dEPC-CFU. Scale bar=500 lm. D, The
left and middle graphs are EPC-CFU counts generated from PBMNCs or QQMNCs per dish (29105 cells/dish)
and in 100 mL of PB. The right graph shows the percentage of each EPC-CFU count versus total EPC-CFU count
per dish. Each column in the graph represents a mean!SE. The white and gray areas in the bar graphs indicate
the values of pEPC-CFU and dEPC-CFU. E, Linear regression graphs on the interrelation of each EPC-CFU count
per dish in QQMNCs to that in PBMNCs. *P<0.05; ***P<0.001. N=18 volunteers. F, Comparison of EPC colony
forming activities of post-QQ cultured cells among CD34+ cells, CD34-MNCs, and their repopulated cells. QQ-34-
MNC: QQ cultured cells of CD34-MNCs (29106 cells/2 mL of QQ culture medium), QQ-34+: QQ cultured cells
of CD34+ cells alone (49103 cells/2 mL of QQ culture medium); QQ-34+/34-MNC: QQ cultured cells of CD34+

cells repopulated CD34-MNCs (49103 cells for CD34+ cells with 29106 cells for CD34-MNCs/2 mL of QQ
culture medium). *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001 versus QQ-34-MNC. #P<0.05; ###P<0.001 versus QQ-34+.
Each column in the graph represents a mean!SE. N=3 volunteers. Aliquots of each cell cultured in the equal
volume of QQ culture medium were applied to EPC-CFA; the aliquots were respectively seeded at 29105 cells/
dish (3 dishes each for 3 volunteers) for QQ-34-MNC and QQ-34+/34-MNC, and at the ratio of 29105 cells to
the QQ-34+/34-MNCs for QQ-34+. dEPC-CFU indicates definitive endothelial progenitor cells colony-forming
units; PBMNCs, peripheral blood mononuclear cells; pEPC-CFU, primitive endothelial progenitor cells colony-
forming units; QQMNCs, quality and quantity control culture of mononuclear cells.
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Cell Population Transition in QQMNCs
Based on microscopy and fluorescent cell sorting, large cells
were proportionally more common in QQMNC than in
PBMNC samples (Figure 2A and 2B). In FCM, the proportion
of each positive cell involved in the whole cells of (a), (b),
and (c) gates separated with red lines was estimated
(Figure 2B).

QQMNCs exhibited the enrichment of CD34+ and
CD133+ stem cell populations, compared to PBMNCs (5.97-
fold in CD34+ cells; 3.59 in CD133+ cells; Figure 2C;
Table 12).

In contrast, the proportion of many hematopoietic cell
types, including B lymphoid cells (CD19+ cells), proinflamma-
tory monocytes/macrophages (CC chemokine receptor 2+

cells; CCR2+ cells), and natural killer (NK) cells (CD56+ cells)
was lower in QQMNC than in PBMNC samples.

The proportion of endothelial lineage cells was slightly
increased in CD105, whereas it was not changed in CD31 and
slightly decreased in vWF. Although not significant, the
proportion was slightly increased in CD146, while decreased
in VEGF receptor (VEGFR)-2.

In the T-lymphoid cell population, and particularly in the
angiogenic T-cell subpopulation, C-X-C chemokine receptor
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Figure 1. (Continued).
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Figure 2. Flow cytometry analysis of PBMNCs and QQMNCs. A, Representative features
of PBMNCs at 3 hours after seeding and QQMNCs after 7 days. Scale bar=100 lm. B,
Scatter diagrams of PBMNCs and QQMNCs in flow cytometry. The red lines indicate the
cellular-sized gates of lymphocyte (a), monocyte (b), or the larger cell (c). C, The bar graph
shows the ratio of each percent (%) cell positivity in QQMNCs to that in PBMNCs. N=4 to 6
volunteers. The investigated cell surface markers were as follows: hematopoietic stem cell
(CD34, CD133), endothelial cell (VEGFR-2, CD31, vWF, CD105, and CD146), T cell (CD3,
CD4, CD8, and CD3/CXCR4/CD31), NK cell (CD16 and CD56), B cell (CD19), monocyte
(CD14), dendritic cell (CD11c), M1 macrophage (CCR2), M2 macrophage (CD206), and
erythroid progenitor (CD235a). D, The bar graph indicates the ratio of each % helper T subset
positivity in CD4+ cells of QQMNCs to that of PBMNCs. N=6 volunteers. *P<0.01; **P<0.01
in (C and D). The gray or white column represents a mean!SE in each increase or decrease.
The number associated with each graph column shows the mean value. CCR2 indicates CC
chemokine receptor 2; Foxp3, forkhead box P3; FSC-A, forward scatter-area; IL, interleukin;
INF, interferon; NK, natural killer; PBMNCs, peripheral blood mononuclear cells; QQMNCs,
quality and quantity control culture of mononuclear cells; SSC-A, side scatter-area; VEGFR,
vascular endothelial growth factor receptor; vWF, von Willebrand factor.
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type 4 (CXCR4)+/CD31+/CD3+ cells30 increased significantly
after QQ culture. Notably, the proportion of anti-inflammatory
M2-type (CD206) cells increased significantly (4.95-fold) in
the 2 categories of macrophages; inversely, the proportion of
proinflammatory M1-type (CCR2) cells decreased significantly
(0.01-fold).31,32

More interestingly, when activated T lymphocytes of
QQMMCs or PBMNCs by PMA and ionomycin, the proportion
of Th1 cells (CD4+/INF-c+/IL-4!) in helper T (CD4+) cells in

QQMNCs declined 0.55-fold of that in PBMNCs. In contrast,
the proportions of Th2 cells (CD4+/INF-c!/IL-4+) and regu-
latory T cells (CD4+/CD25+/Foxp3+) increased 6.04- and
5.82-fold (Figure 2D; Table 13).

These data indicate that QQ culture conditions specifically
selected for and/or promote proliferation of stem/progenitor
cell populations of EPCs as well as anti-inflammatory and
angiogenic monocytes/T-lymphocytes in primary PBMNC
cultures.

Table 12. Percent Positivities of Hematopoietic Cell Populations in QQMNC Versus PBMNC

% in PBMNC % in QQMNC P Value Ratio P Value

CD34+ 0.21"0.03 1.25"0.26** 0.0078 5.97"0.88** 0.0078

CD133+ 0.23"0.08 0.48"0.08 0.0977 3.59"0.71* 0.0195

VEGFR-2+ 1.07"0.15 0.67"0.28 0.2500 0.61"0.21 0.2500

CD31+ 39.60"1.93 40.66"1.89 0.2969 1.03"0.02 0.2969

vWF+ 10.52"3.63 10.33"4.07 0.7422 0.85"0.06* 0.0391

CD105+ 22.65"1.37 32.05"2.84* 0.0313 1.40"0.05* 0.0313

CD146+ 1.57"0.20 2.09"0.16 0.1094 1.48"0.17 0.1094

CD3+ 55.16"4.12 71.30"2.61** 0.0078 1.33"0.08** 0.0078

CD4+ 34.38"4.27 46.38"3.28* 0.0350 1.41"0.12* 0.0313

CD8+ 19.54"2.70 22.03"1.80* 0.0345 1.18"0.08* 0.0313

CD16+ 35.66"1.73 31.76"0.88 0.2500 0.90"0.06 0.2500

CD19+ 22.00"2.27 6.98"0.16* 0.0350 0.33"0.03* 0.0313

CD56+ 24.50"1.17 7.63"1.11* 0.0350 0.30"0.03* 0.0313

CD14+ 19.80"1.73 3.47"0.57** 0.0078 0.19"0.04** 0.0078

CD11c+ 35.81"2.19 39.57"2.39* 0.0391 1.11"0.03* 0.0391

CCR2+ 15.70"1.48 0.22"0.06* 0.0350 0.01"0.004* 0.0355

CD206+ 5.53"0.33 26.28"2.69* 0.0350 4.95"0.70* 0.0355

CD235a+ 0.88"0.09 0.71"0.03* 0.0211 0.83"0.05* 0.0223

CD3+/CXCR4+/CD31+ 30.28"1.75 41.01"2.07* 0.0350 1.37"0.07* 0.0350

“% in PBMNC” and “% in QQMNC” indicate the % positivity of each cell population in the whole cell of QQMNC and PBMNC. “Ratio” means the ratio of the % positivity in the whole cell of
QQMNC to that of PBMNC, corresponding to Figure 2C. The left P values indicate the comparison of % cell positivities between QQMNC and PBMNC; the right ones indicate that of the
ratios. N=4 to 6 volunteers. CCR2 indicates CC chemokine receptor 2; CXCR4, C-X-C chemokine receptor type 4; PBMNC, peripheral blood mononuclear cell; QQMNC, quality and quantity
control culture of mononuclear cell; VEGFR, vascular endothelial growth factor receptor; vWF, von Willebrand factor.
*P<0.05; **P<0.01 versus PBMNC.

Table 13. Percent Positivities of Helper T-Cell Subsets in CD4+ T Cells of QQMNC Versus PBMNC

% in CD4+ Cell

PBMNC QQMNC P Value Ratio P Value

CD4+/INF-c+/IL-4! 10.34"3.71 5.90"2.28* 0.0355 0.55"0.02* 0.0355

CD4+/INF-c!/IL-4+ 2.94"0.53 14.91"3.10* 0.0355 6.04"1.90* 0.0350

CD4+/CD25+/Foxp3+ 3.40"0.82 15.00"1.96* 0.0355 5.82"1.51* 0.0355

“% in CD4+ cell” indicates the percent (%) positivity of each helper T subset in CD4+ T cell of QQMNC and PBMNC. “Ratio” means the ratio of the % positivity in CD4+ T cell of QQMNC to
that of PBMNC, corresponding to Figure 2D. The left P values indicate the comparison of % cell positivities between QQMNC and PBMNC; the right ones indicate that of the ratios. Foxp3
indicates forkhead box P3; IL, interleukin; INF, interferon; PBMNC, peripheral blood mononuclear cell; QQMNC, quality and quantity control culture of mononuclear cell. N=6 volunteers.
*P<0.05 versus PBMNC.
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Enhanced Gene Expression for Vascular
Regeneration and Anti-Inflammation in QQMNCs
Expression of genes encoding vascular regeneration factors,
including VEGF-B, angiopoietin-1 (Ang-1), leptin, IL-8, IL-10,
and insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1), was much higher in
QQMNCs than in PBMNCs; the fold increases in QQMNCs
versus PBMNCs were 4.2 for VEGF-B, 2.4 for Ang-1, 35.9 for
leptin, 6.3 for IL-8, 5.4 for IL-10, and 21.2 for IGF-1
(Figure 3A and 3B). Especially, VEGF-B and Ang-1 also
induce vascular maturation,33,34 and IGF-1 exerts myogenic
potential.35

Additionally, expression of the gene encoding IL-1b, a
proinflammatory cytokine, in QQMNCs decreased by 0.23-fold
of that in PBMNCs, with the increase of the gene encoding
the anti-inflammatory IL-10 (Figure 3C). These expressional
profiles indicate that QQMNCs preferred to arrange an anti-
inflammatory environment in injured tissue. Furthermore, the
expression of genes encoding to matrix metalloproteinases
(MMPs) of MMP-2 and -9 was significantly higher in QQMNCs

than in PBMNCs; the fold increases were 22.1 for MMP-2 and
189.4 for MMP-9 (Figure 3D). MMP-2 and -9 have antifibrotic
activity that plays critical roles during neovascularization and
tissue remodeling.36,37

QQMNCs Promote Angiogenesis In Vitro
Using an in vitro Matrigel assay, we found that QQMNCs
promoted tube formation of cocultured HUVECs for 12 hours,
but PBMNCs did not (tube counts/92 HPF=63.3!1.43 for
HUVEC+QQMNC versus 55.1!1.45 for HUVEC+PBMNC or
55.3!1.39 for HUVEC alone; Figure 4A and 4B).

Moreover, QQMNCs were readily incorporated into the
tubes formed by HUVECs; in contrast, PBMNCs were rarely
incorporated into such tubes (incorporated DiI-uptaking cells
in tubes/94 HPF=38.5!8.30 for QQMNC versus 8.72!1.89
for PBMNC; Figure 4C and 4D).

These findings indicate that in vitro QQMNCs had
more angiogenic- and EPC-incorporating activity than did
PBMNCs.

A
B

C D

Figure 3. qRT-PCR assay of PBMNCs and QQMNCs. A, Proangiogenic growth factors. B, Proangiogenic
cytokines. C, Pro- or anti-inflammatory cytokines. D, MMPs. *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001. Each
graph column represents a mean!SE. N=8 volunteers. Ang indicates angiopoietin; GAPDH,
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase; IGF, insulin-like growth factor; IL, interleukin; MMPs, matrix
metalloproteinases; PBMNCs, peripheral blood mononuclear cells; QQMNCs, quality and quantity
control culture of mononuclear cells; qRT-PCR, quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction;
TGF, transforming growth factor; TNF, tumor necrosis factor; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth
factor.
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Physiological Recovery of Blood Perfusion in
Ischemic Hindlimb After QQMNCTx
We investigated the potential of QQMNCs to treat ischemia,
using a mouse ischemic hindlimb model; the effect was

evaluated by blood flow measurement for 21 days after
ischemic surgery. We compared the effect of QQMNCTx with
that of no-cell Tx (IMDM medium-injected mice:IMDM control)
or PBMNCTx (Figure 5A).

For each mouse, we measured blood flow in the ischemic
and contralateral hindlimb; we then calculated the ratio of
ischemic blood flow to contralateral flow: % blood flow ratio
in the QQMNCTx, PBMNCTx, and control groups=at day 14,
48.8!4.25, 32.3!5.53, and 28.9!4.52: at day 21,
50.7!5.50, 28.1!6.19, and 27.4!6.98, respectively. The
ratio in the QQMNCTx was significantly higher after day 14
than that in PBMNCTx and control, indicating that QQMNCTx
recovered ischemic blood flow greater than the others.

Comparing to other EPC transplantations (Figure 5B),
QQMNCTx improved the blood-flow ratio earlier than
GmCD34Tx, eEPCTx, and control: % blood flow ratio in
QQMNCTx, GmCD34Tx, eEPCTx, and control=at day 14,
52.8!6.13, 37.6!3.48, 24.8!2.83, and 24.1!5.13; at day
21, 62.1!6.61, 53.9!6.18, 31.8!1.57, and 27.7!3.86,
respectively.

The % ratios of autoamputation in the QQMNCTx,
PBMNCTx, and control groups were 4.3, 9.5, and 15.8,
respectively; conversely, those of limb salvage were 21.7, 9.5,
and 10.5, respectively. These findings indicate that QQMNCTx
potentiated physiological recovery in hindlimb ischemia more
so than did PBMNCTx or control (Figure 5C).

When compared to GmCD34Tx and eEPCTx, the % ratios of
autoamputation in QQMNCTx, GmCD34Tx, and eEPCTx were
4.5, 26.3, and 37.5, respectively. In contrast, those of limb
salvage in QQMNCTx, GmCD34Tx, and eEPCTx were 27.3,
21.1, and 25.0, respectively.

Regarding these findings, the earlier blood flow recovery by
QQMNCTx might favorably rescue the ischemic foot from
injury, compared to other treatments (Figure 5D).

QQMNCTx Potentiates Vascular and Muscle
Regeneration in Ischemic Hindlimb

Angiogenesis and arteriogenesis

For each animal, we used histological methods to measure
Isolectin B4-FITC stained microvessel density and assess
angiogenic capacity in the ATM of ischemic hindlimbs; the
mean densities (microvessel counts/mm2) for the QQMNCTx,
PBMNCTx, and control groups were 400.7!37.9,
118.9!20.1, and 98.7!15.8, respectively (Figure 6A and 6B).

We also evaluated pericyte-recruited (a-SMA+) microvessel
densitiy in the ATM to assess arteriogenesis for vascular
maturation: The mean densities (pericyte-recruited microves-
sel counts/mm2) for the QQMNCTx, PBMNCTx, and control
groups were 38.7!5.5, 19.8!4.3, and 15.0!2.7, respec-
tively (Figure 6A and 6C).
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Figure 4. In vitro angiogenic assay of HUVECs cocultured with
QQMNCs. A, Features of tubes formed by HUVECs. B, The bar
graphs represent the number of tubes counted under 92 HPF.
*P<0.05 versus HUVEC; ##P<0.01 versus HUVEC+PBMNC.
C, Incorporation of acLDL-DiI uptaking PBMNCs or QQMNCs into
tubes of HUVECs. Arrow heads indicate PBMNCs or QQMNCs that
are labeled with acLDL-DiI and incorporated into tubes formed by
HUVECs. (a) HUVEC alone, (b) HUVEC+PBMNC, and (c) HU-
VEC+QQMNC in (A and C). D, The bar graphs show numbers of
incorporated PBMNCs or QQMNCs, counted under 94 HPF.
***P<0.001. Each graph column represents a mean!SE. N=10
wells/group. acLDL-DiI indicates acetylated low density lipopro-
tein, labeled with 1,10-dioctadecyl-3,3,30,30-tetramethyl-indocar-
bocyanine perchlorate; HPF, high power field; HUVECs, human
umbilical vein endothelial cells; PBMNCs, peripheral blood
mononuclear cells; QQMNCs, quality and quantity control culture
of mononuclear cells.
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Figure 5. Blood flow and distribution of limb salvage patterns in ischemic hindlimbs. A and B, Laser Doppler
imaging was used to analyze blood flow 21 days after ischemia. Cells were transplanted at 19104/mouse
(59103 cells/each of ATM and GCM). The top panels show the representative features in each group. ROI for blood
flow measurement is shown by a yellow square. The bottom line graph presents percent (%) blood-flow ratio of
ischemic-to-contralateral hindlimb during the observation period for 21 days. *P<0.05; **P<0.01 versus IMDM
control. #P<0.05 versus PBMNCTx in (A) or eEPCTx in (B). Each line graph represents a mean!SE. N=12 mice/
group. C and D, Limb salvage features of QQMNCTx versus PBMNCTx day 21 after ischemia. The top pictures in (C)
show the representative features of ischemic leg patterns; the severity of the phenotypes are graded from the left
to the right. The column graphs in (C and D) show the respective % distributions of severity for each group. N=19
mice for IMDM control, 21 for PBMNCTx, and 23 for QQMNCTx in (C). N=10 mice per each group in (D). LS, limb
salvage; TN, toe necrosis; FN, foot necrosis; AA, autoamputation in (C and D). ATM indicates anterior tibial muscle;
eEPCTx, early endothelial progenitor cell transplantation; GCM, gastrocunemius muscle; GmCD34, granulocyte
colony-stimulating factor mobilized CD34+ cell; IMDM, Iscove’s Modified Dulbecco’s Medium; PBMNCTx, peripheral
blood mononuclear cell transplantation; QQMNCTx, quality and quantity control culture of mononuclear cell
transplantation; ROI, regions of interest.
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Likewise, the mean microvessel densities (microvessel counts/
mm2) for the QQMNCTx, GmCD34Tx, eEPCTx, and control groups
were 510.7!30.0, 430.6!29.8, 347.9!36.5, and 210.5!16.8
respectively (Figure 6D and 6E). The mean pericyte-recruited
microvessel densities (pericyte-recruited microvessel
counts/mm2) for the QQMNCTx, GmCD34Tx, eEPCTx, and
control groups were 42.6!4.3, 39.5!3.8, 29.8!2.0, and
23.2!2.9, respectively (Figure 6D and 6F). These findings
demonstrate that QQMNCTx promoted angiogenesis and
arteriogenesis for vascular maturation.

Vasculogenesis

We performed in vivo experimenents to assess vasculogenic
properties of transplanted cells (29105 cells/mouse): to inves-

tigate whether and to what extent transplanted cells differentiate
into endothelial cell forming vascular structure in the host tissue,
using a confocal fluorescence microscope (Figure 7A; Video S1).

IHC stainings demonstrated the significantly higher vas-
culogenic microvessel counts in QQMNCTx muscles than
those in PBMNCTx (Figure 7B through 7D; Table 14).

The average vasculogenic microvessel densities in 2D
image (vasculogenic microvessel counts/mm2) for the
QQMNCTx and PBMNCTx groups were 811.6!178.6 and
202.9!97.3 (Figure 7C); the % ratios of vasculogenic micro-
vessel volume per image cube for the respective groups were
0.76!0.17 and 0.05!0.04 (Figure 7D).

The potential of QQMNCTx was also markedly superior to
that of eEPCTx, whereas it was equal to or greater than that of
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Figure 6. Assessment of angiogenesis and arteriogenesis in ischemic hindlimbs. A and D, Representative
pictures of angiogenesis and arteriogenesis in ATM in each group. (a through c) in (A) and (a through d) in (D):
mouse microvessels stained with isolectin B4-FITC. (d through f) in (A) and (e through h) in (D): pericyte
recruited microvessels stained with Cy3-conjugated anti-a-SMA antibody. The graphs present the counts of
microvessels in (B and E) and pericyte recruited microvessels in (c and f). *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001
versus IMDM control in (B, C, E, and F). #P<0.05; ###P<0.001 versus PBMNCTx in (B and C). #P<0.05;
##P<0.01 versus eEPCTx in (E and F). 940 HPF. Each column in the graph represents a mean!SE. N=6 mice
per group. ATM indicates anterior tibial muscle; eEPCTx, early endothelial progenitor cell transplantation;
FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate; GmCD34, granulocyte colony stimulating factor mobilized CD34+ cell; HPF,
high power field; PBMNCTx, peripheral blood mononuclear cell transplantation; QQMNC, quality and quantity
control culture of mononuclear cells; a-SMA, alpha-smooth muscle actin.
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GmCD34Tx. The average vasculogenic microvessel densities
(vasculogenic microvessel counts/mm2) for the GmCD34Tx
and eEPCTx groups were 662.2!98.6 and 203.8!50.8,
respectively (Figure 7E and 7F; Table 14); the % ratios of
vasculogenic microvessel volume per image cube for the

groups were 0.53!0.15 and 0.06!0.02 (Figure 7E and 7G;
Table 14).

Similarly, the angiogenic properties of transplanted cells,
here evaluated by the confocal microscopic analysis, exhib-
ited the compatible feature with those in the aforementioned
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Figure 7. Evaluation of vasculogenesis by transplanted cells in ischemic hindlimbs. A, The representative
2D and 3D images to assess vasculogenesis and angiogenesis in cell (GmCD34) transplanted ATM by 3D
spectrum analysis using a confocal microscope. (Green) Mouse microvessels stained with isolectin B4-FITC,
(red) vasculogenic microvessels by transplanted human cells, stained with human specific anti-CD31
antibody/Alexa 594, and (blue) nuclei stained with TOTO-3. The unit of numbers in their images indicates
micrometers (lm). B and E, The panels show the representative similar images in each treatment group. Cells
were transplanted at 29105 cells per ATM. Scale bar=20 lm. C and F, Microvessel counts/mm2 in each
group. D and G, Percent (%) microvessel volume per 3D image cube (142.589142.5898 lm) in each group.
*P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001 versus IMDM control in (C, D, F, and G). #P<0.05; ##P<0.01; ###P<0.001
versus PBMNCTx in (C and D) or eEPCTx in (F and G). Each column on the graph represents a mean!SE. N=3
to 4 mice per group. ATM indicates anterior tibial muscle; eEPCTx, early endothelial progenitor cell
transplantation; GmCD34, granulocyte colony-stimulating factor mobilized CD34+ cell; PBMNCTx, peripheral
blood mononuclear cell transplantation; QQMNC, quality and quantity control culture of mononuclear cells.
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experiments of the low-dose cellular Tx (19104 cells/
mouse).

The findings indicate that transplanted cells of QQMNCs,
as well as GmCD34, exerted vasculogenic properties in
ischemic hindlimbs superior to those of PBMNCs or eEPCs.

Myogenesis

Muscle fibers with centrally located nuclei indicate myogen-
esis mediated by fusion of myoblasts in ATM of ischemic

hindlimbs; therefore, we determined that the average densi-
ties of such regenerating muscle fibers (regenerating muscle
fibers/mm2) for the QQMNCTx, PBMNCTx, and control groups
were 775.6!113.3, 424.2!47.12, and 398.6!48.42,
respectively (Figure 8A and 8B).

In the respective experiments to compare myogenesis
among the QQMNCTx, GmCD34Tx, eEPCTx, and control
groups, we also determined that the average densities of
regenerating muscle fibers (regenerating muscle fiber counts/
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Figure 7. (Continued).

Table 14. The Angiogenic and Vasculogenic Microvessels in Ischemic ATMs 21 Days After Surgery

Tx Cells

Microvessel counts/mm2 in 2D Microvessel Volume % in 3D

Angio Vasculo Total Angio Vasculo Total

IMDM 229.6!37.4 0!0 229.6!37.4 0.15!0.06 0!0 0.15!0.06

PBMNC 602.6!165.4 202.9!97.3 805.5!220.6 0.36!0.16 0.05!0.04 0.41!0.19

eEPC 449.7!90.7 203.8!50.8 653.5!115.5 0.39!0.07 0.06!0.02 0.46!0.07

QQMNC 1008.0!162.1 811.6!178.6 1820.0!191.0 1.17!0.29 0.76!0.17 1.92!0.37

GmCD34 930.8!118.2 662.2!98.6 1593.0!168.7 1.05!0.35 0.53!0.15 1.58!0.46

Each value indicates a mean!SE. N=3 to 4 mice per group. Angio indicates angiogenic microvessel; ATM, anterior tibial muscle; eEPC, early endothelial progenitor cell; GmCD34,
granulocyte colony-stimulating factor mobilized CD34+ cell; PBMNC, peripheral blood mononuclear cell; QQMNC, quality and quantity control culture of mononuclear cell;
Tx cells=29105 cells/mouse transplanted into ischemic ATM; Vasculo, vasculogenic microvessel.
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mm2) for the respective groups were 790.7!110.1,
811.8!63.6, 553.6!69.25, and 209.4!44.01, respectively
(Figure 8C and 8D). These findings indicate that QQMNCTx
potentiated myogenesis greater than PBMNCTx and control,
or equal to GmCD34Tx in ischemic hindlimbs, although did
not compare to eEPCTx.

Inhibitory Effects of QQMNCTx to Fibrosis and
Inflammation in Hindlimb Ischemia
To evaluate anti-inflammatory and -fibrotic potential of
QQMNCTx, fibrotic area in ischemic ATM was detected by
Azan staining on day 21 after treatment. The mean fibrotic area
(% fibrotic area/940 HPF) for the QQMNCTx, PBMNCTx, and
control groups were 2.78!0.61, 8.41!1.51, and 11.94!3.59.

These findings indicate that QQMNCTx exerted greater antifib-
rotic effects than did PBMNCTx (Figure 9A and 9B).

In the respective comparison among the QQMNCTx,
GmCD34Tx, eEPCTx, and control groups, the mean fibrotic
areas (% fibrotic area/940 HPF) for each group were
5.89!1.12, 8.06!1.05, 11.07!1.19, and 17.04!1.75 (Fig-
ure 9C and 9D). QQMNCTx as well as GmCD34Tx featured
superior antifibrotic effects to control and further exerted
greater effects than eEPCTx.

We performed IHC of iNOS in ischemic ATM to assess
inflammation. The mean iNOS-expressing areas (% iNOS-
expressing area/920 HPF) for the QQMNCTx, PBMNCTx, and
control groups were 3.16!0.58, 6.26!0.89, and 21.31!2.26
(Figure 10A and 10B). These findings indicate that QQMNCTx
inhibited inflammation more markedly than PBMNCTx.
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Figure 8. Histological evaluation of myogenesis in ischemic hindlimbs. A and C, Representative images of
muscle tissues in ATM by H&E staining. (a) Normofused tissue with normal morphology of skeletal muscle
fibers with the subsarcolemmal nuclei in contralateral hindlimb of IMDM control, (b) ischemic hindlimbs
from IMDM control, (c) PBMNCTx, or (d) QQMNCTx in (A). (a) IMDM control, (b) eEPCTx, (c) QQMNCTx, and
(d) GmCD34Tx in (C). Note that the smaller size of the fibers in combination with centrally located nuclei
indicated that a muscle fiber had been actively regenerating. B and D, The graphs present the counts of
regenerating muscle fibers in each group. **P<0.01; ***P<0.001 versus IMDM control in (B and D).
#P<0.05 versus PBMNCTx in (B) or eEPCTx in (D). Each column in the graph represents a mean!SE. 920
HPF. N=6 mice per group. ATM indicates anterior tibial muscle; eEPCTx, early endothelial progenitor cell
transplantation; GmCD34, granulocyte colony-stimulating factor mobilized CD34+ cell; H&E, hematoxylin
and eosin; HPF, high power field; PBMNCTx, peripheral blood mononuclear cell transplantation; QQMNCTx,
quality and quantity control culture of mononuclear cell transplantation.
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In the respective comparison among the QQMNCTx,
GmCD34Tx, eEPCTx, and control groups, the mean iNOS-
expressing areas (% iNOS-expressing area/920 HPF) for the
respective groups were 4.97!0.95, 6.07!0.81, 9.75!1.09,
and 18.15!1.44 (Figure 10C and 10D). In the same manner
as antifibrotic aspects, QQMNCTx as well as GmCD34Tx
featured superior anti-inflammation effects to control and
further displayed greater effects than eEPCTx.

These findings indicate that QQMNCTx, similarly to
GmCD34Tx, potentiated protective effects against inflamma-
tion and fibrosis in the ischemic hindlimb.

QQMNCTx Enhances Gene Expression for Tissue
Regeneration in Ischemic Muscle
The qRT-PCR assay was implemented for murine mRNA
transcripts encoding the following factors: IL-1b (proangiogen-

ic/-inflammatory), transforming growth factor beta (TGF-b;
proangiogenic/anti-inflammatory), IGF-1(proangiogenic/-myo-
genic), or MyoD1 and myogenin (promyogenic transcription).

In the comparison of the murine transcripts among the
QQMNCTx, PBMNCTx, and control groups, gene expression of
MyoD1, myogenin, and IGF-1 was significantly augmented by
responding to QQMNCTx, but not to PBMNCTx.

Likewise, in the comparison among the QQMNCTx,
GmCD34Tx, and eEPCTx groups, gene expression of MyoD1,
myogenin, and IGF-1 was significantly enhanced by respond-
ing to QQMNCTx, equally to GmCD34Tx, but not to eEPCTx.

The relative ratio of each gene expression in PBMNCTx,
QQMNCTx, GmCD34Tx, and eEPCTx versus that in IMDM
control was as follows: 1.22!0.05, 2.58!0.63, 2.94!0.61,
and 1.06!0.08 in MyoD1; 1.90!0.10, 2.94!0.49,
2.69!0.41, and 0.84!0.06 in myogenin; and 1.17!0.11,
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Figure 9. Histological evaluation of fibrosis in ischemic hindlimbs. A and C, Representative pictures of
fibrosis in ATM assessed by Azan staining (blue) in each group. 940 HPF. (a) Contralateral hindlimb of
IMDM control (b, c, and d) and ischemic hindlimbs of IMDM control, PBMNCTx, and QQMNCTx in (A). (a, b,
c, and d) Ischemic hindlimbs of IMDM control, eEPCTx, QQMNCTx, and GmCD34Tx in (C). B and D, The
graphs show percent (%) fibrotic area in each group. *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001 versus IMDM control
in (B and D). ##P<0.01 versus PBMNCTx in (B). #P<0.05 versus eEPCTx in (D). Each column in the graph
represents a mean!SE. N=6 mice per group. ATM indicates anterior tibial muscle; eEPCTx, early endothelial
progenitor cell transplantation; GmCD34, granulocyte colony-stimulating factor mobilized CD34+ cell; HPF,
high power field; PBMNCTx, peripheral blood mononuclear cell transplantation; QQMNCTx, quality and
quantity control culture of mononuclear cell transplantation.
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2.06!0.40, 2.20!0.56, and 1.00!0.11 in IGF-1, respectively
(Figure 11A and 11B).

The gene expression of TGF-b was fairly promoted by
responding to QQMNCTx, rather than to PBMNCTx, and also
enhanced equal to or higher than that in GmCD34Tx, although
not in eEPCTx. The relative ratio of TGF-b gene expression in
PBMNCTx, QQMNCTx, GmCD34Tx, and eEPCTx, control, was
3.14!0.42, 4.35!0.60, 3.52!0.36, and 0.52!0.04 (Fig-
ure 11A and 11B).

Thus, gene expressions of the potent factors for angio-
genesis, myogenesis, and anti-inflammation reacting to

QQMNCTx as well as GmCD34Tx were similarly up-regulated,
when compared with those to PBMNCTx or eEPCTx.

Above all, the gene expression encoding IGF-1 to
QQMNCTx was unambiguously enhanced, compared with that
to the other Tx groups of PBMNCTx and eEPCTx. The findings
correspond with the histological results to show the multi-
functional mechanisms of QQMNCTx as superior to those of
PBMNCTx or eEPCTx.

Notably, Tx of all cell sources, more or less, up-regulated
gene expression of IL-1b, a proinflammatory factor, whereas
unpurified EPC Tx of QQMNCs as well as PBMNCs tended to
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Figure 10. Histological evaluation of inflammation in ischemic hindlimbs. A and C, Representative
pictures of inflammation in ATM by immunohistochemistry using anti-iNOS antibody (brown color) in each
group. 920 HPF. (a) Control of rabbit polyclonal IgG, (b) IMDM control, (c) PBMNCTx, and (d) QQMNCTx in
(A). (a) Control of rabbit polyclonal IgG, (b) IMDM control, (c) eEPCTx, (d) QQMNCTx, and (e) GmCD34Tx in
(C). B and D, The graphs show percent (%) iNOS expressing area in each group. *P<0.05; ***P<0.001
versus IMDM control in (B and D). #P<0.05 versus PBMNCTx in (B) or eEPCTx in (D). Each graph column
represents a mean!SE. N=6 mice per group. ATM indicates anterior tibial muscle; eEPCTx, early endothelial
progenitor cell transplantation; GmCD34, granulocyte colony-stimulating factor mobilized CD34+ cell; HPF,
high power field; iNOS, inducible nitric oxide synthase; PBMNCTx, peripheral blood mononuclear cell
transplantation; QQMNCTx, quality and quantity control culture of mononuclear cell transplantation.
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Figure 11. qRT-PCR assay of murine gene expression in ischemic hindlimbs. The graphs show the relative gene expression
levels of promyogenic (MyoD1, myogenin, and IGF-1), anti-inflammation (TGF-b), and proangiogenic (IL-1b) factors. The
comparison of the levels in QQMNCTx to those in IMDM control or PBMNCTx in (A) and in IMDM control, eEPCTx, and
GmCD34Tx in (B). H, healthy (contralateral) hindlimb of IMDM control mice. *P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001 versus IMDM
control. $P<0.0.5; $$P<0.01 versus H. #P<0.05 in (A and B). ##P<0.01; ###P<0.001 versus eEPCTx in (B). Each graph column
represents a mean!SE. N=4 to 6 mice per group. eEPCTx indicates early endothelial progenitor cell transplantation; GCM,
gastrocunemius muscle; GmCD34, granulocyte colony-stimulating factor mobilized CD34+ cell; IGF, insulin-like growth factor; IL,
interleukin; PBMNCTx, peripheral blood mononuclear cell transplantation; QQMNCTx, quality and quantity control culture of
mononuclear cell transplantation; qRT-PCR, quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction; TGF, transforming growth factor.
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produce the transcript more drastically than the purified EPC
Tx of GmCD34 or eEPCs. The relative ratio of IL-1b gene
expression in QQMNCTx, GmCD34Tx, and eEPCTx versus that
in IMDM control was 32.00!12.74, 10.47!2.27, and
19.53!7.78, respectively.

In the present experiments, PBMNCTx, despite the fairly
high expression of IL-1b, did not exert angiogenic ability,
whereas GmCD34Tx, even in the lesser expression, did so
favorably. In other words, IL-1b production in ischemic tissue
responding to any cell Tx did not seemingly contribute to
angiogenesis for vascular regeneration.

Discussion
Here, we developed and characterized QQMNCs (novel ther-
apeutic cells), QQMNCs derived from PBMNCs that were
subjected to QQ culture, and this QQ culture promoted
expansion of EPCs and adoption of regenerative phenotypes
by macrophages and T lymphocytes. The QQ culture that we
used to generate QQMNCs was based on a well-established QQ
culture that increases the quality and quantity of EPCs from
enriched EPC populations, such as CD34+ and CD133+ cells;
this established QQ culture was used to generate therapeutic
stem cells for CV regeneration in rat infarcted myocardia.23

We found here that the vasculogenic signaling condition
of this QQ culture potentiated the vascular regeneration
ability of na€ıve PBMNCs to produce QQMNCs. QQMNCs
were superior to PBMNCs, and equal to or greater than
GmCD34 cells, in terms of regeneration abilities, including
vascular regeneration (angiogenesis, arteriogenesis, and
vasculogenesis), myogenesis, anti-inflammation, and antifi-
brosis.

EPC Expansion and Differentiation in QQMNCs
EPC-CFA of QQMNCs demonstrated intensive expansion
potential of colony-forming EPCs, especially dEPCs (Fig-
ure 1D). The concept of colony-forming EPCs was recently
introduced.12,38 pEPCs in small-sized EPC colonies showed a
higher rate of proliferation and a higher percentage of cells in
S-phase, when compared to dEPCs in large-sized EPC colonies.
In contrast, dEPCs had a significantly higher capacity for
vasculogenic activity than did pEPCs; similarly, dEPCs also had
a greater overall potential for cell adhesion and formation of
tube-like structures in vitro; importantly, dEPCs had a greater
capacity than pEPCs to support de novo blood vessel formation
in vivo after transplantation into ischemic models.

Therefore, pEPCs are defined as very immature, highly
proliferative EPCs; in contrast, dEPCs are believed to derive
from pEPCs and represent cells prone to differentiation and
promotion of vasculogenesis. These dEPCs are proven to play
a key role in vasculogenesis, and to be suitable for vascular

regeneration therapy. In this regard, QQ culture promoted
significant expansion and commitment of colony-forming
EPCs with vasculogenic potential.

To confirm colony-forming EPC expansion in QQ culture of
na€ıve PBMNCs, we evaluated EPC colony-forming activity
before and after QQ culture (Figure 1E). Total EPC-CFU count in
QQMNC samples was correlated with that in PBMNC samples.
For example, pEPC-CFU count in PBMNC samples correlated
with dEPC-CFU count and with total EPC-CFU count in QQMNC
samples, but not with pEPC-CFU count in QQMNC samples. The
dEPC-CFU count in PBMNC samples did not correlate to any
EPC-CFU count in QQMNC samples. These data indicate that
signals in QQ culture probably induced concurrent expansion
and differentiation of pEPC-CFCs, resulting in an increase in the
dEPC-CFC population instead of the pEPC-CFC population.
Consequently, the enhanced vasculogenic potential of post QQ
culture-treated cells, compared with the precursor PBMNCs,
explained the preferential vascular regeneration.

Cell Populations in QQ Cultures
The cell numbers of QQMNCs were, on average, approxi-
mately half of those in the respective PBMNCs. The cellular
density of PBMNCs per blood volume is inversely correlated
with the ratio of cellular density per well between PBMNCs
and QQMNCs. Therefore, the QQMNC numbers are rather
dependent on the original blood volume per se (Figure 1B).

From the view of cell populations, the decrease in total cell
count is mainly derived from significant reduction of B
lymphocytes (CD19+), NK cells (CD16+ and CD56+), cytotoxic
T cells (CD8+), and proinflammatory monocytes and macro-
phages (CD14+ and CCR2+). In contrast, populations of
progenitor cells (CD34+ and CD133+) and of anti-inflamma-
tory monocytes and macrophages (CD206+) expanded
greatly, but populations of endothelial cells (CD105+ and
CD146+) and helper T cells (CD4+) expanded only moderately.

The increase in CD34+ or CD133+ cell populations
indicates the expanded population of immature EPCs. The
increase in CD105+ or CD146+ cell populations was also
indicative of EPC expansion and differentiation; notably,
differentiating EPCs express these markers.39,40

The extent of the increase in CD206+ cells and of the
decrease in CCR2+ cells indicates the conversion of the
monocyte/macrophage phenotype from M1 to M2 type.
Monocytes/macrophages differentiate toward a proinflamma-
tory, classically activated M1 state or toward an anti-
inflammatory, alternatively activated M2 state according to
different environments and stimuli. M1 macrophages are
induced by proinflammatory cytokines and microbial prod-
ucts, such as INF-c, tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-a), and
lipopolysaccharide; these macrophages are mainly associated
with pathologic inflammations. M2 macrophages are induced
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by anti-inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-4, IL-13, and IL-10,
to ameliorate type 1 inflammatory responses and control
adaptive immunity. Furthermore, their anti-inflammatory
cytokines promote and regulate type 2 immune responses,
angiogenesis, and tissue repair.41

In this regard, monocyte/macrophages in QQMNCs mainly
adopt angiogenic and anti-inflammatory phenotypes and are
contributing to regenerative process in ischemic organs.

Among lymphocyte lineage cells, B lymphocytes, NK cells,
and cytotoxic T cells significantly decrease or fade away.
Instead, helper T cells are the last surviving lymphocyte
population in QQ cultures. The phenotype identification of
CD4+ cells disclosed the significant increase in CD4+/
CD25+/Foxp3+ regulatory T lymphocytes as well as CD4+/
IL-4+ Th2 lymphocytes. In recent years, the interaction
between monocytes/macrophages and T lymphocytes has
been investigated. IFN-c produced by Th1 lymphocytes induce
monocytes to become classical activated M1 macrophages,
whereas IL-4, IL-13, and IL-10 that are produced by Th2 and
regulatory T lymphocytes induce differentiation of regenera-
tive M2 macrophages. IL-12 and IL-6 produced by M1
macrophages activate Th1 lymphocytes, whereas IL-10 and
TGF-b produced by M2 macrophages encourage Th2 and
regulatory T-lymphocyte functions.41,42

Therefore, the cell-cell interactions among M2 macrophag-
es, Th2, and regulatory T cells are considered to accelerate
QQMNCs function as angiogenic and anti-inflammatory tools.

Of note, the majority of T lymphocytes in QQ cultures are
CXCR4+/CD31+/CD3+ cells. This population is called “angio-
genic T cells” in the vascular biology field; these T cells deliver
proangiogenic cytokines in tissues for neovascularization.30

The finding also encourages that the phenotype of T
lymphocytes is conducible to angiogenic preference of
QQMNCs.

Therefore, QQMNCs signal regenerative switches on
PBMNCs not only by EPC expansion and differentiation, but
also through collaborative M2 macrophage polarization and
Th2 and regulatory T-cell activation in QQ culture.

Cross-Talk of Cell Populations in QQMNCs
The finding shown in Figure 1F indicates that CD34+ cell-
depleted PBMNCs included some cell population to accelerate
EPC expansion and differentiation in CD34+ cells through QQ
culture. As demonstrated in Figure 2C and 2D, EPCs, M2
macrophage, Th2, and regulatory T lymphocytes were mainly
activated in QQMNCs. Increasingly, researches are focused
on the interaction between macrophages and T lymphocytes
to elucidate the collaborative mechanism of inflammation and
immunity. Although we do not have any evidence to indicate
that EPCs are involved in this collaboration, the developed
culture for EPC expansion, QQ culture, regulates phenotypes

of macrophages and T lymphocytes and, consequently, exerts
EPC expansion and differentiation. Therefore, any cellular or
molecular mechanism responsible for the effects of CD34+

cell-depleted PBMNCs needs to be identified in the future for
scientific and therapeutic interests.

Factors Expressed From QQMNCs
In order to further examine the vasculogenic potential of
QQMNCs, qRT-PCR was used to determine gene expression
profiles. In QQMNCs, the expression of mRNAs encoding anti-
inflammatory and proangiogenic factors was enhanced,
whereas that of mRNAs encoding proinflammatory cytokines
declined (Figure 3).

Expression of mRNAs encoding proangiogenic cytokines
and growth factors (eg, IL-10,43 leptin,44,45 IGF-1,46 and IL-
847) was greatly elevated. Leptin45 and IL-1048 promote the
vasculogenic and angiogenic potentials of EPCs and ECs. IGF-
149 and IL-850 are also related factors responsible for
angiogenic properties of EPCs. Furthermore, IGF-1 promotes
muscle fiber regeneration35; this phenomenon may be
reflected in the findings of enhanced myogenesis after
QQMNCTx. VEGF-B and Angn-1 were up-regulated in
QQMNCs, and they potentiate vascular survival and matura-
tion relating to arteriogenesis induced by pericyte recruit-
ment.33,34 However, expression of mRNA encoding VEGF-A,
one of the main proangiogenic growth factors, was not
elevated, but rather reduced in QQMNCs, relative to PBMNCs.
The reduction of VEGF-A expression might be explained by a
negative feedback mechanism through high dose of VEGF-A
protein in QQ culture conditioning.

In contrast, expression of mRNA encoding TGF-b, one of
the potent anti-inflammatory factors, was lower in QQMNCs.
However, expression of mRNAs encoding TNF-a and IL-1b, the
important proinflammatory mediators, was similarly mitigated
between QQMNCs and PBMNCs for TNF-a while prominently
down-regulated in QQMNCs and in PBMNCs for IL-1b.

The findings indicate that QQMNCs may not, at least, bring
proinflammatory cell populations more than PBMNCs.

Moreover, the expression of mRNAs encoding MMP-2 or
-9, which, playing a critical role in neovascularization and
tissue remodeling for antifibrosis,36 were highly up-regulated.

Taken together, QQMNCTx, compared to PBMNCTx,
resulted in more favorable conditions for vascular regenera-
tion or tissue repair because of the orchestration of dynamic
expression of multiple cytokines and growth factors.

Therapeutic Potential of QQMNCs for Hindlimb
Ischemia Models
QQMNCs have therapeutic potential because transplantation
of the cells into ischemic hindlimb tissue was associated with
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increased blood flow, limb survival, and neovascularization in
tissues (Figure 5). Moreover, histological findings indicate
that transplanted human QQMNCs contributed to new
microvessel formation composed of human cells derived from
EPCs in QQMNCs, as well as mouse microvessel formation
and arteriogenesis supported by pericytes (Figures 6 and 7).
The latter effects were presumably the result of angiogenic
paracrine effects by accelerated phenotypes of macrophages
and T lymphocytes as well as EPCs.

The other categorical finding of this transplantation
treatment was decreased fibrosis and inflammation as well
as enhanced myogenesis (Figures 8 through 10). As indicated
by cell population study and gene expression analyses,
QQMNCs included many anti-inflammatory M2 macrophages;
the cells had enhanced expression of the anti-inflammatory
cytokine, IL-10, and the anti-fibrotic proteases, MMP-2 and -9,
as well as decreased expression of the proinflammatory
cytokine, IL-1b. This anti-inflammatory effect by QQMNCs
conceivably protected against fibrosis, even in severe ische-
mic muscles. Moreover, skeletal myogenesis was also
augmented by transplantation of QQMNCs with enhanced
expression of mRNA encoding IGF-1.

Thus, we demonstrated that transplanted QQMNCs per se
provide the favorable microenvironment for injured tissue
regeneration by exerting vascularization as well as anti-
inflammatory and myogenic effects.

As recently reported,7 autologous PBMNCs isolated by
apheresis and then transplanted into patients had vascular
therapeutic potential, when the largest cell dose (over
191010 cells of human subject) was implanted. Here, we
transplanted only 19104 cells (PBMNCs and/or QQMNCs) per
mouse subject; this dose corresponds to!2.0 to 2.59107 cells
in a human subject of 50 kg body weight. We implanted far
fewer cells than are generally used for clinical treatments.
Therefore, the effect of PBMNCs on ischemic hindlimbs was
minimal, whereas QQMNCTx had extensive therapeutic effects
on vascular regeneration and tissue repair.

On the other hand, the cell dose of 19104 cells per mouse
subject also corresponds to that used at transplantation of G-
CSF-mobilized CD34+ cells in patients with critical limb
ischemia.17,19 Of note, in the present study, QQMNCTx
exerted the experimental efficacy equal to or in part greater
than that of GmCD34Tx.

The count of transplanted QQMNCs (19104 cells/
mouse) for therapeutic activity of tissue regeneration
corresponds to cell quantity, on average, acquired from
<100 mL of PB of human subjects. The isolation and
preparation of QQMNCs require only the MNC isolation and
a week culture in QQ culture conditions that included
recombinant factors without any manipulation. Furthermore,
the process avoids invasive procedures for isolation, such
as BM cell isolation or leukapheresis, and expensive costs

for mobilization and target cell isolation, such as G-CSF
administration or CD34+/CD133+ cell isolation using mag-
netic beads.

Collectively, the QQMNC is expected to be an advanta-
geous and feasible cell source for cell-based therapy targeting
ischemic diseases.

Responsive Mechanism in Ischemic Hindlimb for
Tissue Regeneration After QQMNCTx
Histochemistry (Figures 8 through 10) and qRT-PCR assay
(Figure 11) demonstrated that QQMNCTx, as well as
GmCD34Tx, provides the preferential environment for tissue
regeneration of myogenesis, antifibrosis, and anti-inflamma-
tion in the ischemic hindlimb.

With respect to qRT-PCR assay, IL-1b, a proinflammatory
cytokine, has been reported to function as a proangiogenic
factor derived from regenerating myoblasts responding to
PBMNC implantation in the ischemic hindlimb.51 In the
present study, implantation of PBMNCs highly induced the
expression of mRNA encoding IL-1b in ischemic tissue,
similarly to that of QQMNCs, whereas it did not demonstrate
great angiogenic potential. The causes of the dissimilar
response might be presumably attributed to the distinct
animal experiments using different murine strains with various
cell doses for transplantation: immunodeficient BALB/c nu/
nu nude mice (19104 cells/mouse) in our study and C57BL/
6 mice (19106 cells/mouse) elsewhere.51

Notably, QQMNCTx, similarly to GmCD34Tx, up-regulated
the gene expression of mRNAs encoding promyogenic
factors of IGF-1,52 MyoD1, and myogenin in the ischemic
hindlimb; Tx of those cell types induced preferential
myogenesis, unlike Tx of the other cell candidates, in
histological evaluation.

This means that the effective myogenesis by cell trans-
plantation may primarily require in situ IGF-1 production,
which also signifies a myogenic biomarker in the ischemic
hindlimb. Regarding the results, skeletal muscle-restricted
expression of IGF-1 in transgenic mice has been reported to
not only accelerate muscle regeneration, but also to exert the
protective effects against inflammation and fibrosis in the
injured skeletal muscle.53 Moreover, IGF-1 has been reported
to inhibit nuclear factor kappa B activation through TNF-a54 or
proapoptotic miRNA expression55 in ischemic cardiomyo-
cytes. Therefore, IGF-1 supplied to ischemic tissue by local
QQMNCTx is adequately conceived to exert the protective
effect on inflammation, fibrosis, or tissue injury. Also,
QQMNCs per se exhibited enhanced expression of mRNA
encoding human IGF-1 (Figure 3A).

Likewise, QQMNCTx, as well as GmCD34Tx, up-regulated
expression of mRNA encoding TGF-b, a potent inhibitory
factor of inflammation, in transplanted tissue, although
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QQMNC in vitro exhibited lesser expression than PBMNCs.
Unlike the aspect of IGF-1, the responsive tissue expression in
situ of TGF-b after cell transplantations, might contribute to
protecting against inflammation, rather than the expression
by the transplanted cells.

Take together, expression of IGF-1 or TGF-b by injured
tissue responsive to QQMNCTx, as well as that of IGF-1 and
other tissue regeneration mediators by the transplanted cells
per se, are expected to reveal the mechanism underlying the
preferential efficacy of cell Tx.

Limitation of the Present Study
In the present study, recipients’ T-lymphocyte-deficient con-
dition in athymic BALB/c nu/nu nude mice limits the insight
into regeneration mechanism by regulatory effects on host
immune response through regulatory T cells increased in
QQMNCs. Therefore, the relevant animal model studies are
required to elucidate the essential effect of QQMNCTx in
future experiments.

Conclusion
The QQ culture system for whole PBMNCs that we described
here may lead to an effective cell-based therapy to alleviate
the physical burdens in patients as one feasible strategy for
vascular regeneration or tissue repair.
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Quality-Control Culture System Restores Diabetic
Endothelial Progenitor Cell Vasculogenesis and
Accelerates Wound Closure
Rica Tanaka,1,4 Max Vaynrub,2 Haruchika Masuda,1 Rie Ito,1 Michiru Kobori,1 Muneo Miyasaka,3

Hiroshi Mizuno,4 Stephen M. Warren,2 and Takayuki Asahara1

Delayed diabetic wound healing is, in part, the result of inade-
quate endothelial progenitor cell (EPC) proliferation, mobilization,
and trafficking. Recently, we developed a serum-free functional
culture system called the quality and quantity culture (QQc) sys-
tem that enhances the number and vasculogenic potential of
EPCs. We hypothesize that QQc restoration of diabetic EPC func-
tion will improve wound closure. To test this hypothesis, we
measured diabetic c-kit+Sca-1+lin2 (KSL) cell activity in vitro as
well as the effect of KSL cell–adoptive transfer on the rate of
euglycemic wound closure before and after QQc. KSL cells were
magnetically sorted from control and streptozotocin-induced
type I diabetic C57BL6J bone marrow. Freshly isolated control
and diabetic KSL cells were cultured in QQc for 7 days and pre-
QQc and post-QQc KSL function testing. The number of KSL cells
significantly increased after QQc for both diabetic subjects and
controls, and diabetic KSL increased vasculogenic potential above
the fresh control KSL level. Similarly, fresh diabetic cells form
fewer tubules, but QQc increases diabetic tubule formation to
levels greater than that of fresh control cells (P , 0.05). Adop-
tive transfer of post-QQc diabetic KSL cells significantly enhan-
ces wound closure compared with fresh diabetic KSL cells and
equaled wound closure of post-QQc control KSL cells. Post-QQc
diabetic KSL enhancement of wound closure is mediated, in
part, via a vasculogenic mechanism. This study demonstrates
that QQc can reverse diabetic EPC dysfunction and achieve
control levels of EPC function. Finally, post-QQc diabetic EPC
therapy effectively improved euglycemic wound closure and may
improve diabetic wound healing. Diabetes 62:3207–3217, 2013

A lthough blood supply is essential for tissue vi-
ability, new blood vessel formation is critical
for tissue recovery, regeneration, and repair.
Postnatal new blood vessel formation was long

thought to be restricted to angiogenesis, the sprouting of
new blood vessels from existing vascular structures. How-
ever, in 1997, we demonstrated that the de novo for-
mation of new blood vessel derived from bone marrow
(BM)-derived cells (i.e., vasculogenesis) is an important
part of postnatal healing (1–3). The BM-derived endothelial

progenitor cells (EPCs) are precursors of endothelial cells
(ECs) and are characterized by their surface expression of
KDR, CD133, and CD34 for humans and of lineage-negative
c-kit+Sca-1+ (KSL) cells for murine BM cells (4–6).

After injury, locally derived circulating factors mobi-
lize EPCs from their endosteal BM niche. Circulating
BM-derived EPCs traffic to the site of injury, experience
diapedesis, cluster, tubulize, and canalize to form nascent
vessels that inosculate with the existing vasculature (7,8).
EPCs have been shown to revascularize numerous ischemic
tissues, including myocardium (i.e., myocardial infarction),
brain (i.e., cerebral infarction), and skin (i.e., cutaneous
wounding) (9,10). Whereas BM-derived EPCs contribute to
only 25% of newly formed endothelium in healing tissues,
when EPC function is impaired there are marked deficits in
tissue repair mechanisms (11,12).

Compared with nondiabetic patients, diabetic EPCs have
impaired proliferation, adhesion, migration, and differenti-
ation (13–15). Although the pathogenesis of impaired di-
abetic wound healing is multifactorial, EPC dysfunction
plays a central role (16,17). These intrinsic diabetic EPC
vasculogenic impairments may result in .83,000 amputa-
tions each year and a postamputation 3-year mortality rate
of 75.9% (18). In preclinical studies, the administration of
exogenous EPCs has improved ventricular function after
myocardial ischemia (19,20), enhanced neuronal recovery
after cerebral vascular occlusion, and accelerated resto-
ration of blood flow to ischemic limbs (13,16,17,21–23).
Based on these exciting results, we have conducted a phase
3 clinical trial of autologous granulocyte colony-stimulating
factor–mobilized peripheral blood EPC therapy for non-
healing diabetic foot patients (24). The results demon-
strated that more successful therapeutic results were
seen in patients receiving high-vasculogenic EPCs. From
these results, we hypothesize that successful autologous
diabetic EPC therapy relies on the vasculogenic function
of transplanted EPCs and speculate that the intrinsic di-
abetic EPC dysfunction will limit the efficacy of the thera-
peutic strategy (25,26).

Recently, our group established a serum-free quality and
quantity culture (QQc) system (containing stem cell fac-
tor, thrombopoietin, vascular endothelial growth factor,
interleukin-6, and Flt-3 ligand) that enhances the vascu-
logenic potential of EPCs (27). We hypothesize that QQc can
reverse the detrimental effects of diabeties-induced EPC
dysfunction and can supply a sufficient number of functional
EPCs for adoptive autologous cell–based therapy for diabetic
patients. In the current study, we tested this hypothesis.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
Diabetic mouse model. C57BL/6J male mice aged 8–10 weeks and weighing
20–25 g were purchased from Crea Japan (Kawasaki, Japan) and The Jackson
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Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). Obliteration of pancreatic b-cells was achieved
with intraperitoneal injections of 50 mg/kg streptozotocin (STZ; Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in 50 mmol/L sodium citrate buffer (pH 4.5) for 5
consecutive days (28). Ten days after the initial injection, mice with a blood
glucose level .300 mg/dL were deemed diabetic, whereas those with a level
,300 mg/dL received an additional 3 days of STZ injections (50 mg/kg). Mice
were considered diabetic if they maintained glucose levels .300 mg/dL for
at least 4 weeks before the date of wounding. Control mice received intraper-
itoneal injections at the same time points with an equal volume of 50 mmol/L
sodium citrate buffer. A total of 200 mice were used in this experiment (n =
100 per group). All procedures were conducted in accordance with the guide-
lines set forth by the committee of Ethical Animal Care and Use at Tokai
University School of Medicine and the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee at New York University Medical Center.
BM progenitor cell isolation. BM cells were harvested from diabetic and
control mouse femurs and tibias as previously described (7). Mononuclear cells
were washed with PBS-EDTA, and erythrocytes were removed by ammonium
chloride hemolyzation and stained with a lineage-positive antibody cocktail
containing CD45R/B220, TER119, CD3e, CD11b, Ly-6G, and Ly6C (Gr-1) for
20 min at 4°C (all antibodies obtained from BD PharMingen, San Diego, CA).
After labeling the lineage-positive antibodies with biotin-labeled magnetic
beads, cells underwent a negative selection process with a magnetic cell
sorting system. Lineage-negative cells were counted and then incubated with
rat fluorescein isothiocyanate antimouse Ly-6A/E (Sca-1; BD PharMingen) and
rat phycoerythrin CD117 (c-kit; BD PharMingen) for 20 min at 4°C, washed
three times, and resuspended in 20% Iscove modified Dulbecco medium (Gibco,
Carlsbad, CA). Fluorescein isothiocyanate–conjugated Sca-1 and phycoerythrin-
conjugated c-kit double-positive cells (KSL cells) then were obtained by
fluorescent-activated cell sorting.
Serum-free QQc. Diabetic and control BM KSL cells were isolated as de-
scribed, and 13 103 cells were placed in each well of a 24-well plate (BD Falcon,
Bedford, MA) and cultured in QQc for 7 days as previously described (27).
Briefly, QQc is an optimized growth factor/cytokine combination (20 ng/mL
thyroid peroxidase, 20 ng/mL interleukin-6, 100 ng/mL SCF, 100 ng/mL Flt-3
ligand, and 50 ng/mL vascular endothelial growth factor; all from Peprotech,
Rocky Hills, NJ) serum-free stem span (Stem Cell Technologies) media. After
7 days of QQc, control KSL cells were termed CQQc and diabetic KSL cells
were termed DMQQc. Growth in QQc has been shown to dramatically expand
and enhance the vasculogenic potential of EPCs.
EPC colony-forming assay of KSL population. The vasculogenic potential
of diabetic and control BM KSL cells was assessed using the EPC colony-
forming assay as previously described (6,29,30). EPC colony-forming assay is
designed to distinguish total EPC colony-forming units (tEPC-CFUs) into two
different types of EPC-CFUs: primitive (small cell) and definitive (large cell).
The primitive EPC-CFU (pEPC-CFUs) is a predominantly proliferative pop-
ulation of cells and the definitive EPCs-CFU (dEPC-CFU) is a predominantly
vasculogenic population with greater adhesion, migration, and differentiation
and tabularization potential. Briefly, a total of 500 BM KSL cells per dish were
seeded into a 35-mm hydrophilic tissue culture dish. Seven days later, tEPC-CFUs,
pEPC-CFUs, and dEPC-CFUs were counted by two investigators who were blin-
ded to the experimental conditions. Experiments were performed in triplicate.
Tube formation assay. Tubule formation assay was performed by adding
Biocoat Matrigel (Becton Dickinson; Franklin Lakes, NJ) into 24-well plates and
incubating in a CO2-free incubator at 37°C for 30 min. The same lot of Matrigel
was used for all experiments. The gels were then overlaid with 3 3 103 fresh
and expanded diabetic and control cells cocultured with 1 3 104 endothelial
cells suspended in culture medium and incubated at 37°C in an atmosphere of
5% CO2. The well cultured with endothelial cells only was used as a control.
After 12 h of incubation, gels were examined by using a phase-contrast mi-
croscope equipped with a digital camera (Nikon eclipse TE2000-U; Nikon,
Melville, NY). A blinded observer measured the total number of tube-like
structures per high-power field (HPF) in five random fields.
Quantitative real-time PCR. Total RNA from 2 3 104 diabetic and control
KSL cells was extracted using the RNeasy Micro kit (Qiagen, Basel, Switzerland)
based on the manufacturer’s protocol, and reverse-transcription was per-
formed using high-capacity cDNA reverse-transcription kit (Applied Bio-
systems, Foster City, CA). The transcription reaction was performed at 37°C
for 2 h. The obtained cDNA was amplified using the reaction mixture of
TaqMan FAST Universal PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems). The following
TaqMan probes (Applied Biosystems) were used: 18S rRNA (ribosomal RNA
control reagents 4308329), endothelial growth factor (Mm00438696_m1; Egf),
hepatocyte growth factor (Mm01135193_m1; Hgf), fibroblast growth factor-2
(Mm00433287_m1; Fgf2), fibroblast growth factor-7 (Mm00433291_m1; Fgf7),
von Willebrand factor (Mm00550376_m1; vWF), CD29 (Mm0125320_m1;
Itgb1), and Flk-1 (Mm0122419_m1; Kdr). The PCR mixtures were preincubated
at 95°C for 20 s, followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 3 s and 62°C for 30 s by ABI
7500 FAST (Applied Biosystems). The real-time data were analyzed by change (D)

in threshold cycle (Ct) method. The DCt was calculated as (gene of target Ct) 2
(18S rRNA Ct). The relative quantity of mRNA of the target gene was determined
by the DCt calculation 22DCt.
Wound model and KSL adoptive cellular therapy. To reduce the con-
founding variables that would affect KSL function in a diabetic wound, we first
used 8- to 10-week-old euglycemic C57BL/6J male mice (n = 45; 3 per ex-
perimental group in triplicates) as recipients for diabetic and control KSL
therapy (31). To verify the efficacy of QQc diabetic cells in diabetic wound
healing, a diabetic STZ mouse wound model was similarly prepared. Briefly,
each mouse was anesthetized and depilated, and one set of bilateral 6-mm
punch biopsy specimens was excised on the dorsum. Excisions were full-
thickness, including the hypodermis and panniculus carnosum. India ink was
applied intradermally at the margins to permanently mark the wound edge.
A silicone stent (Grace Bio-Laboratories, Bend, OR) with an 8-mm inner di-
ameter was sutured with 5–0 nylon (Ethicon, Somerville, NJ) around each
wound to minimize skin contracture and to ensure healing by secondary in-
tention. On postoperative day 3, a 1-mL syringe with a 30-gauge needle was used
to inject 25 mL saline, 23 104 freshly isolated control KSL, 23 104 freshly isolated
diabetic KSL, 2 3 104 post-QQc control KSL, or 2 3 104 post-QQc diabetic KSL
(QD) into the center of the muscle at the base of the wound. The wounds were
covered with Tegaderm to prevent the cells from leaking and drying.

Wound photographs were acquired with a 7-megapixel digital camera
(Canon USA, Lake Success, NY) from a distance of 6.5 cm, with the lens
oriented parallel to the wound. Wound area was measured digitally (Photoshop
CS3; Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA) and calibrated against the internal diameter
of the silicon stent to correct for magnification, perspective, or parallax effects.
Percent wound closure f1 2 [(wound area)/(original wound area)]g was
measured photogrammetrically on days 0, 3, 7, 10, 14, 18, and 21.
Wound harvest.Wounds were harvested from killed animals at postoperative
days 7, 14, and 21 (n = 4 per group at each time point). A full-thickness excision
including 3 mm beyond the margin of the original wound edge (demarcated
with India ink) was performed. Each wound was bisected, and one-half of
the wound was frozen in optimal cutting temperature compound for cry-
osectioning. The other half was fixed in 100% methanol and embedded in
paraffin. Sections were cut from the central region of the wound at a thickness of
5 mm. Before staining, paraffin sections were deparaffinized and rehydrated by
successive passages through xylene and decreasing concentrations of ethanol.
Van Gieson stain for wound maturity. Wound maturity can be quantified
with Van Gieson staining protocol, which simultaneously stains mature col-
lagen deep red and stains immature collagen pink (32). Horizontal sections
were cut from each specimen at each time point. Paraffin sections were
processed with staining solution as described previously (33). Sections were
imaged and digitized in their entirety at 2003 resolution with an Aperio
ScanScope GL scanning optical microscope (Aperio Technologies, Vista, CA).
Images were then analyzed with Adobe Photoshop CS3 (Adobe Systems).
Percentage mature collagen was quantified by measuring the total pixel area
of the wound and the percentage of pixels therein that were consistent in
color with mature collagen. Lateral wound margins were identified at the
border of the panniculus carnosum layer.
CD31 staining for vascularity and proliferating cell nuclear antigen
staining for cellular proliferation. Paraffin sections were incubated in either
CD31 (an endothelial marker) or proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA;
a nuclear marker for proliferation) (both from Cell Signaling Technology,
Danvers, MA) antibodies, washed, and stained with DAB (Vector Laboratories,
Burlingame, CA). Slides were examined under 2003 magnification and cap-
tured as digital images (Olympus BX51 microscope and DP12 camera). In
CD31-labeled sections, patent vessels were tallied, and numeral density was
reported as vessels per 2003 field. Cross-sectional area of each vessel was
obtained with Adobe Photoshop CS3 and reported as total cross-sectional
area normalized to wound area as well as average cross-sectional area per
vessel. In PCNA-labeled sections, nuclei exhibiting positive PCNA staining
were tallied and reported as cells per 2003 field.
Green fluoroscent protein and vWF costaining. To follow the adoptively
transferred cell trafficking, BM-KSL cells from diabetic and controls were isolated
from 8- to 10-week-old green fluorescent protein (GFP)-expressing C57BL6 mice
(CLEA Japan) as described. The KSL cells were cultured in QQc medium for 1
week as described; 2 3 104 GFP-KSL cells were injected into 8- to 10-week-old
euglycemic C57BL/6J male mice as described. Wounds were harvested from
killed animals at postoperative days 7, 14, and 21 (n = 4 per group at each time
point) as described. Tissue sections were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde over-
night at 4°C, processed through 100% ethanol and xylenes, and embedded in
paraffin. To enhance GFP expression, samples were incubated with a 1:300 di-
lution of anti-GFP mouse polyclonal antibody (Invitrogen) for 1 h at room tem-
perature, washed, and stained with DAB (DOTITE). For vWF staining, the
sections were further treated with 1:300 dilution anti-vWF rabbit polyclonal an-
tibody (DAKO) for 4°C overnight and washed and blocked in 5% normal sheep
serum for 5 min followed by anti-rabbit IgG alkaline phosphatase-streptavidin
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complex (NICHIREI). The double-stained images with vWF images were obtained
with the same equipment as described. Dual-filter images were superimposed to
illustrate GFP trafficking and wound vascular architecture.
Statistical analysis. All data are presented as the mean 6 SD. A Kruskal-
Wallis one-way ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer post hoc analysis was performed
when comparisons involved more than two groups. Mann-Whitney test was
used for pairwise comparisons. Significance was considered at P , 0.05. The
number of animals in each group was determined with an a priori power
analysis using a standard for adequacy of 80% to reject the null hypothesis of
zero correlation using G*Power.

RESULTS

QQc restores growth and vasculogenic potential of
diabetic EPCs. Because ex vivo expansion is an impor-
tant step in adoptive cellular therapy, we measured the
effects of QQc on KSL proliferation. After 7 days of QQc,
the CQQc population increased 338.2- 6 260.7-fold (Fig.
1A). Similarly, after 7 days of QQc, the DMQQc population
increased 329.0- 6 125.7-fold (Fig. 1A). There was no

FIG. 1. QQc restores growth and vasculogenic potential of diabetic progenitor cells to more than the level of controls. A: Fold increase of control
and diabetic post-QQc cells. B: The frequency of EPC-CFU production from pre-QQc and post-QQc control and diabetic KSL cells. C: The frequency
of DEPC-CFU production from pre-QQc and post-QQc control and diabetic KSL cells. D: The percent of pEPC-CFUs and dEPC-CFUs from total
EPC-CFUs. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01. n = 3 dishes/group for 4 trials. NS, not significant.
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significant difference (P = 0.6) in the QQc cellular expan-
sion of diabetic and control KSL cells.

Because QQc restored ex vivo diabetic KSL expansion
to control rates, we assessed the effects of QQc on the
vasculogenic potential of diabetic KSL cells using EPC
colony-forming assay. Before expansion, diabetic KSL
cells had similar numbers of pCFUs (19.2 6 4.9 vs. 18.6 6
04.2; P = 0.5) but significantly fewer tCFUs (22.7 6 5.2 vs.
25.0 6 3.8; P , 0.01) and dEPC-CFUs (4.2 6 2.3 vs. 6.3 6
2.2; P , 0.01) compared with control KSL cells. After QQc,
the number of diabetic tEPC-CFUs (4,469 6 1,593; P ,
0.01), pEPC-CFUs (1,862 6 842; P , 0.01), and dEPC-CFUs
(2,607 6 1,084; P , 0.01) increased significantly from pre-
QQc levels, as did the number of diabetic tEPC-CFUs
(4,469 6 1,593 vs. 4,884 6 1,495; P = 0.4), and dEPC-CFUs
(2,607 6 1,084 vs. 1,839 6 813; P = 0.06) were restored to
control levels (Fig. 1B). Importantly, QQc increased the
percentage of diabetic dEPC-CFUs (the EPC population
that most readily forms new vessels) more than three-fold
(17.8 6 8.8 vs. 58.2 6 12.7%; P , 0.01) (Fig. 1C and D).
QQc restores tubular formation of diabetic progenitor
cells. Organization of endothelial cells in a three-dimensional
network of tubes is the final step of angiogenesis. Because

QQc increased the rate of diabetic KSL proliferation as well
as differentially increased the proportion of diabetic dCFUs,
we tested the effects of QQc on diabetic KSL tubule for-
mation in vitro. Before QQc, on matrigel, diabetic KSL
cells had significantly fewer tubules per HPF than controls
(17.55 6 7.4 vs. 28.53 6 15.4; P , 0.01) (Fig. 2). Moreover,
the tube formation with diabetic KSL cells demonstrated
significantly less tubules per HPF compared with human
umbilical vein endothelial cells with no cell group, sug-
gesting that diabetic KSL may have a negative effect on
augmenting angiogenesis (21.5 6 6.5 vs. 17.55 6 7.4; P ,
0.05). Although the number of tubules per HPF with DMQQc
KSL cells was still significantly lower (33.3 6 8. vs. 47.1 6
15.3; P , 0.05) than CQQc KSL cells tubules per HPF, di-
abetic KSL tube formation significantly increased (17.55 6
7.4 vs. 33.3 6 8.0; P , 0.01) after QQc, and it significantly
increased compared with pre-QQc control KSL cells (33.36
8.0 vs. 28.53 6 15.4; P , 0.05)
QQc enhances expression of vasculogenic and wound
healing factors. Because QQc increased the rate of diabetic
KSL proliferation, differentially increased the proportion
of diabetic dEPC-CFUs, and increased the tubule-forming
potential of diabetic KSL cells, we tested the effects of

FIG. 2. QQc restores tubular formation of diabetic progenitor cells. A: Representative features of tube formation assay of human umbilical vein
endothelial cells (HUVECs) by coculturing with presence or absence of pre-QQc and post-QQc control and diabetic cells (43 magnification). The
ratio of HUVEC:KSL cells is 1 3 104:3 3 103 (10:3). B: Graph of the numbers of tubules formed in each group. n = 10 wells/group. *P < 0.05; **P <
0.01. FC, freshly isolated control cells; FD, freshly isolated diabetic cells.
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QQc on diabetic KSL gene expression. After QQc, diabetic
KSL cells increased their expression of wound healing–
related growth factor genes endothelial growth factor,
fibroblast growth factor-2, and fibroblast growth factor-7
and vasculogenesis-related genes vWF, CD29, and Flk-1
(Fig. 3). Although all key wound healing–related factors
increased after QQc, endothelial growth factor produc-
tion increased 3.5-fold in control KSL cells and 8.3-fold
in diabetic KSL. Among the vasculogenesis-related genes,
the expression of vWF increased by 8.3-fold and 6.7-fold
in control and diabetic KSL, respectively, post-QQc. The
expression of Flk-1 in CQQc KSL remarkably increased (32.7-
fold), and in DMQQc KSL cells were increased 2.5-fold.

In addition to the upregulation of key wound healing
and vasculogenic genes, KSLs also increase their expres-
sion of CD29/integrin b-1, an integrin unit associated with
the angioblastic growth cone during vasculogenesis. After
QQc, CD29 expression in both CQQc and DMQQc KSL cells
increased significantly (2.3-fold for control and 1.9-fold for
diabetic; P , 0.05). Moreover, the expression of CD29 in
DMQQc KSL cells was not significantly different from CD29
expression in CQQc KSL cells.
Post-QQc diabetic progenitor cell therapy accelerates
wound closure. To reduce the number of confounding
variables that might affect EPC function during wound
closure, we tested pre-QQc and post-QQc diabetic and
control KSL-adoptive cellular therapy in wounded eugly-
cemic mice. Adoptive cellular therapy with pre-QQc di-
abetic KSL cells had little impact on wound healing
compared with PBS treatment on day 7 (26.1 6 3.0 vs.
30.7 6 1.9%; P , 0.05), day 14 (61.5 6 5.6 vs. 70.1 6 3.5%;
P = 0.50), day 18 (70.0 6 13.6 vs. 87.4 6 11.1%; P = 0.6), or
day 21 (83.56 5.0 vs. 89.76 5.5%; P = 0.05) (Fig. 4A and B).
In marked contrast, adoptive transfer of DMQQc KSL cells

accelerated the percent wound closure compared with pre-
QQc diabetic treatment on day 14 (81.3 6 8.7 vs. 61.5 6
20.3%; P , 0.05), day 18 (70.0 6 13.6 vs. 97.7 6 4.0%; P ,
0.01), or day 21 (83.5 6 5.0 vs. 89.7 6 5.5%; P , 0.05) (Fig.
4A and B). Moreover, the percent wound closure achieved
with adoptive transfer of DMQQc KSL cells was not signifi-
cantly different than the percent wound closure achieved
with adoptive transfer of CQQc KSL on day 14 (81.36 7.2 vs.
89.986 7.7%; P, 0.05), but it was not significantly different
on day 18 (97.7 6 4.0 vs. 99.1 6 1.5%; P = 0.9) or day 21
(94.4 6 1.6 vs. 100 6 0%; P = 0.3) (Fig. 4A and B).
Post-QQc adoptive diabetic progenitor therapy enhances
wound vascularization and collagen maturation. To
understand how QQc improved diabetic KSL-mediated
wound closure, we measured wound vascularization and
collagen maturation. Interestingly, wounds injected with
QD KSL cells showed significantly higher CD31 counts
compared with the freshly isolated diabetic KSL treatment
group and PBS (13.8 6 1.8 vs. 8.6 6 0.9 vs. 7.2 6 0.8; P ,
0.01) starting at day 7. On day 21, the vascularity in the
post-QQc diabetic KSL treatment groups significantly in-
creased compared with freshly isolated control and di-
abetic KSL treatment groups, as well as compared with the
PBS control group (25.5 6 1.7 vs. 15.0 6 1.8 vs. 18.0 6 1.2
vs. 11.5 6 1.0; P , 0.05). Interestingly, post-QQc KSL treat-
ment groups showed a rapid increase in vascularity after
injection, as compared with the relatively delayed response
in the freshly isolated KSL treatment group (Fig. 5A and B).

On day 21, the percentage of mature collagen as assessed
by Van Gieson staining in the wounds treated with post-QQc
diabetic KSL cells (58 6 11%) was greater compared with
wounds treated with freshly isolated control (43 6 14%)
and diabetic KSL cells (38 6 3%) and PBS (33 6 7%; P ,
0.01 and P , 0.01, respectively) (Fig. 6A and B).

FIG. 3. QQc enhances expansion of vasculogenic and wound healing factors. The total RNA were prepared from pre-QQc and post-QQc cells from
control and diabetic mice KSL cells. The gene expression levels of proangiogenic growth factors were estimated by real-time PCR, and the data
were shown as the relative gene expression of the target genes vs. 18S rRNA. The target genes of quantitative PCR were EGF, FGF-2, FGF-7, vWF,
CD29, and Flk-1. The data are shown as means 6 SD. n = 4. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001. Flk-1, VEGFR-2 (KDR/Flk-1).
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FIG. 4. Post-QQc adoptive diabetic progenitor cell therapy accelerates wound healing. A: Representative images show wound healing in
euglycemic mice treated with PBS, pre-QQc, and post-QQc control and diabetic cells. Wounds were photographed at the times indicated from
day 0 to day 21. B: The graphs show the comparison of percent wound closure between PBS and freshly isolated diabetic cell (FD)-treated group
(left), post-QQc control cell (QC)-treated group, QD-treated group (top right), and QD-treated and FD-treated group (bottom right). *P <
0.05; **P < 0.01. FC, freshly isolated control cell.
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Post-QQc diabetic progenitor cells have high potential
for direct vasculogenesis. To identify whether the in-
creased vascularity is attributable to differentiation of
injected post-QQc KSL cells or is attributable to increased
numbers of resident endothelial cells, we injected pre-QQc
and post-QQc GFP control and diabetic KSL cells in the
wound and identified the GFP and vWF costaining cells.
As a result, GFP-positive cells costained with vWF were

only identified in the post-QQc control and the diabetic
cell-treated groups at day 21. Comparing post-QQc con-
trol and diabetic cell-treated groups, the post-QQc control
cell-treated group showed higher numbers of GFP cells
incorporated into the vasculature, suggesting higher vas-
culogenesis of post-QQc control KSL cells (Fig. 5C).
Post-QQc diabetic progenitor cell therapy increases
cellular proliferation in the wound. To study the effects

FIG. 5. Post-QQc diabetic progenitor cell therapy enhances wound vascularization. A: Representative immunohistochemistry staining of CD31 to
evaluate vascular density in the wounds of PBS-treated, freshly isolated control cell (FC)-treated, freshly isolated diabetic cell (FD)-treated, and
QD-treated groups at day 21 (340). B: The graphs show the CD31-positive vessels per HPF at days 7, 14, and 21. Left graph shows the comparison
between QD-treated and FC-treated, FD-treated, and PBS-treated groups. Right graph shows the comparison between post-QQc control cell (QC)-
treated and QD-treated groups. *P < 0.05. C: Representative immunohistochemistry double staining of GFP (brown) and vWF (red). The arrows
point to the vessels with positive double staining. 360 scale bar = 20 mm. The staining demonstrates that GFP/vWF double-stained vessels are only
observed in the post-QQc control- and diabetic cell-treated wounds. GFP-positive cells observed more in the QC treated group. NS, not significant.
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of QQc-expanded diabetic KSL cells on native cells in the
wound, we measure fibroblastic proliferation in situ. After
adoptive QD KSL treatment, wound fibroblastic pro-
liferation peaked early and declined significantly from day
7 to day 21 in the groups treated with freshly isolated control
KSL cells (795 6 221 vs. 247 6 86 cells/field; P = 0.044) and
post-QD KSL cells (761 6 171 vs. 238 6 141 cells/field; P =
0.011). Contrarily, there was no increase in cellular pro-
liferation in wounds treated with freshly isolated diabetic
KSL cells (664 6 321 vs. 534 6 116 cells/field; P = 0.41) or
PBS (621 6 122 vs. 672 6 278 cells/field; P = 0.31) (Fig. 7).
Function of post-QQc diabetic progenitor cells is
deteriorated in glycemic diabetic wounds. The in vivo
efficacy of post-QQc diabetic KSL cells also was tested in
STZ-induced glycemic murine diabetic wounds. As a re-
sult, post-QQc KSL cells indicated significant percent
wound closure compared with pre-QQc KSL cells and PBS
on day 14 (73.60 6 3.69 vs. 55.02 6 3.61 vs. 58.98 6 5.86%;
P , 0.05) and day 21 (96.34 6 1.52 vs. 82.29 6 4.72 vs.
84.01 62.28%; P , 0.05) (Fig. 8). However, there was no
significant difference between the wound closures be-
tween pre-CQQc KSL, pre-DMQQc and post-DMQQc KSL, and
PBS at all times. Although post-DMQQc KSL can accelerate
wound healing and possess the restored vasculogenic po-
tential in euglycemic in vivo conditions, these data suggest
functional limitation of post-DMQQc KSL function in glyce-
mic diabetic condition.

DISCUSSION

Current diabetic wound treatment hinges on patient edu-
cation, prevention, and early diagnosis. Once a wound has
developed, however, invasive therapies are costly and
noninvasive therapies are less effective. Ultimately, be-
cause current treatments do not correct the underlying
pathophysiology, many patients experience untoward
complications and require amputations. Although inves-
tigators have long focused on the detrimental effects of
elevated blood glucose on diabetic wound healing, recent
data suggest that diabetic impairment of EPC function has
a secondary effect on diabetic wound healing (5,34). This
latter point is highlighted in the results of our recent
clinical trial (24). By injecting autologous granulocyte
colony-stimulating factor–mobilized peripheral blood EPCs
into the nonhealing wounds of diabetic patients, we found
that successful wound healing correlated with the vascu-
logenic function of transplanted EPCs. Moreover, we dis-
covered that autologous EPC therapy has two inherent
limitations: low EPC cell number and low vasculogenic
function.

In an effort to overcome the limitations of autologous
EPC therapy in diabetic patients, we studied the effect of
QQc diabetic EPC ex vivo expansion on wound healing. In
our study, mouse BM KSL cells were used as an EPC-
enriched population based on a recent study reported by

FIG. 6. Post-QQc diabetic progenitor cell therapy enhances the percentage of mature collagen in the wound. A: Representative Van Gieson staining
demonstrating mature collagen staining in PBS-treated, freshly isolated control cell (FC)-treated, freshly isolated diabetic cell (FD)-treated, and
QD-treated groups on day 21 (310). B: The graph shows the percentage of mature collagen in wounds treated with PBS, FC, FD, and QD cells on
day 21. **P < 0.01.
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Kwon et al. (6) QQc is a serum-free culture system recently
developed and reported by our group (27). QQc is a func-
tional culture system that not only increases the number of
EPCs but also increases the population of differentiated
colony-forming EPCs (i.e., vasculogenic EPCs). Our in
vitro experiments demonstrate that QQc significantly in-
creases diabetic EPC cell number, definitive colony for-
mation, and tubulization. Because QQc not only increased
the number of diabetic EPCs but also restored their func-
tion to the level of control EPCs, we tested the effects of
QQc diabetic EPCs ex vivo–expanded cells on wound clo-
sure. We used a stented wound closure model to minimize
the effects of wound contracture (35). To focus our in-
vestigation on the function and efficacy of post-QQc di-
abetic EPCs compared with fresh healthy allogeneic EPCs,
we selected a euglycemic wound closure mice model. We
hypothesized that the use of a euglycemic recipient would
eliminate the effect of confounding variables present in
a diabetic recipient model.

Because new blood vessel formation is crucial for suc-
cessful wound healing, we hypothesize that DMQQc ther-
apy leads to accelerated wound closure by enhancing
vasculogenesis (36). CD31 staining demonstrated that
post-QQc diabetic EPC treatment increased wound vas-
cularity compared with freshly isolated diabetic EPC
treatment and control groups at all time points. Moreover,
as demonstrated previously by Masuda et al. (27,29), be-
cause QQc increases the number of dEPC-CFUs (i.e.,
vasculogenic EPCs) and dEPCs more readily form new
vessels (compared with pEPCs), we hypothesize that they
are the vitally important EPC fraction mediating the ther-
apeutic vasculogenesis observed in our in vivo experiments.
Collectively, our findings suggest a potential mechanism by
which DMQQc EPCs accelerate wound closure; transplanted
post-QQc EPCs accelerate wound closure by forming tubules
and inosculating with existing vasculature. This idea is fur-
ther supported by the finding that GFP-labeled KSL cells in-
corporated into the native vascular network.

Enhanced new blood vessel formation may accelerate
wound closure in a number of different ways. We found that
DMQQc therapy significantly enhanced the percentage of ma-
ture collagen in the wound. Interestingly, post-QQc diabetic
EPCs exhibit significantly higher CD29mRNA expression

compared with fresh diabetic EPCs. Recently, it was
reported that CD29 directly influences growth factor signal-
ing and promotes fibroblast migration (37). Together with the
PCNA data, we hypothesize that DMQQc stimulates fibroblast
migration to the wound and accelerates wound closure.

To confirm the efficacy of QQc therapy in diabetic mice,
we injected pre-QQc and post-QQc control and diabetic
KSL cells to a full-thickness wound in STZ-induced glyce-
mic diabetic mice. The results indicated that accelerated
wound healing was seen only in post-QQc control KSL
cell–treated group. The pre-diabetic and post-diabetic QQc
KSL cells group, pre-QQc control KSL cells group, and the
PBS-treated group demonstrated the same percent wound
closure at all times from day 3 to day 21. In other words,
the healing of post-QQc diabetic KSL cells in eugylcemic
wounds was not seen in a diabetic condition. We assume
from this result that hyperglycemic conditions of diabetic
mice may have deteriorated the function of post-QQc di-
abetic KSL cells. Because post-QQc diabetic KSL cells
have a highly therapeutic effect in euglycemic conditions,
we believe that QQc therapy may be effective in euglyce-
mic diabetic patients, i.e., patients with controlled blood
glucose levels (blood glucose ,8 mmol/L or ,140 mg/dL)
according to the practical guidelines on the management
and prevention of diabetic foot (38). Our data are similar,
and we daily treat diabetic patients with chronic wounds and
high blood glucose. Many previous reports have shown
that one of the standards of care for diabetic wounds
involves systemic glucose control, and effective wound
healing cannot be expected for uncontrolled diabetes even
with highly effective therapy. Our results for EPC therapy
for uncontrolled diabetic mice show that the condition of
the host has a great impact on deterioration of the cells
being administered, and we believe that “metabolic mem-
ory” and epigenetic modification by hyperglycemia are
possibilities for why this is. In euglycemic diabetic patients
the efficacy of EPC therapy for wound healing is limited
because of autologous EPC vasculogenic dysfunction, as
shown in our previous report (24). We believe that present
EPC therapy with application of autologous dysfunctional
EPC may not be effective even for diabetic patients with
controlled glucose. The application of QQc in these pa-
tients may be the key for highly therapeutic autologous

FIG. 7. Post-QQc diabetic progenitor cell therapy increases cellular proliferation in the wound. The left and middle graphs show the number of
PCNA-positive cells in the wound per HPF on day 7, day 14, and day 21 in the following treated groups: PBS vs. freshly isolated diabetic cells (FD;
left), QD vs. FC (middle). The right bar graph shows the number of PCNA-positive cells in the wound per HPF on day 21. *P < 0.05.
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diabetic EPC therapy. To test our hypothesis, we have
tried to establish a stented wound healing model of insulin-
treated STZ diabetic mice with controlled glucose levels
and treated these mice with diabetic pre-QQc and post-
QQc KSL cells. Unfortunately, the model was difficult to
establish because of the many interventions on the mice.
Therefore, this hypothesis remains to be proven.

Another limitation of our study includes not knowing the
exact mechanism of how QQc restores the vasculogenic
dysfunction of diabetic EPCs. We recently have looked
into the effect of QQc on oxidative stress of control and
diabetic BM KSL cells and found that QQc relieves oxi-
dative stress on both control and diabetic BM KSL cells
(data not shown). However, this was not the specific
mechanism for restoring diabetic BM KSL dysfunction.
We plan to investigate further in a future study.

In summary, we have demonstrated that QQc not only
restores diabetic EPC function but also achieves supra-
physiologic EPC vasculogenic function in vitro and in vivo.
Because QQc is serum-free and rapidly expands the
number of diabetic EPCs, this system may facilitate cell-
based therapies for diabetic patients. Although this study
has limitations regarding future clinical applications for
diabetic patients, this study can be considered the first

step in establishing an ideal cell-based therapy for diabetic
patients. Moreover, the rapidly expanded post-QQc EPC
population could be aliquoted, cryopreserved, and used
again for metachronous wounds or other ischemic con-
ditions (e.g., myocardial ischemia).
Conclusions. Here, we demonstrate that a novel serum-
free QQc system expands the number of cells and enhan-
ces the vasculogenic and therapeutic potential of diabetic
EPCs. We hypothesize that adoptive post-QQc diabetic
EPC therapy may be an effective cell-based therapy for
nonhealing diabetic wounds.
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Abstract

Introduction: Endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) play a critical role in restoration of ischemic diseases. However,
the actual status of EPC development and the mechanisms of EPC dysfunctions in patients with various ischemic
diseases remain unknown.

Methods: To investigate the detailed function of EPCs in experimental murine models, we have established an EPC
colony forming assay (EPC-CFA) in murine EPCs. The abilities of murine EPCs in differentiation, adhesive capacity,
proliferative potency, and transplantation in vitro and in vivo were then examined.

Results: Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PB-MNCs), bone marrow mononuclear cells (BM-MNCs) or bone
marrow c-Kit+/Sca-1+ lineage negative (BM-KSL) cells differentiated into two types of EPC colony forming units
(EPC-CFUs), large sized EPC (large-EPC)-CFUs and small sized EPC (small-EPC)-CFUs. Gene expression analysis
demonstrated that both EPC-CFU-derived cells expressed eNOS, Flk-1 and VE-cadherin, markers of endothelial cells
(ECs), although the small-EPCs derived from small-EPC-CFU were higher in number and showed more immature
features (higher population of KSL cells). Functionally, the large-EPCs derived from large-EPC-CFU had higher
adhesive capacity but lower proliferative potency than small-EPCs, showing improved tubular forming capacity and
incorporation potency into primary EC-derived tube formation. Importantly, hindlimb ischemia increased the
frequencies of large-EPC-CFUs differentiated from PB-MNCs and bone marrow. Actually, transplantation of large-
EPCs into ischemic hindlimb enhanced neovascularization in hindlimb ischemia model, although small-EPCs or
murine ECs did not, suggesting that large-EPC-CFUs might play an important role in restoration of ischemic
diseases.

Conclusions: We demonstrated, using a murine ischemia model, that the EPC-CFA could be a useful way to
investigate the differentiation levels of murine EPCs, further providing a crucial clue that large-EPC-CFU status may
be more functional or effective EPCs to promote neovascularization.

Introduction
Endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) [1-3] play an impor-
tant role in the restoration of ischemic vascular diseases
[2-5]. Recently, several independent groups have shown
that transplantation of EPCs into ischemic hindlimb or

myocardial tissue improves organ function following the
growth of new vessels [6-11]. In clinical aspects, the fre-
quency of circulating EPCs may also serve as a biomarker
for vascular function, and the number of circulating EPCs
has been reported to be reduced in patients with diabetes
mellitus or risk factors for coronary artery disease and to
negatively correlate with the Framingham cardiovascular
risk score [12-15]. However, the actual mechanical status
of EPC development and the ‘evaluation system’ for EPC
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dysfunctions in patients with various ischemic diseases
remain to be disclosed.
Because EPCs accumulate in ischemic injured tissues

and repair injured tissue following cluster formation
[1,2,9], not only the number of EPCs identified by
uptake of acetylated-low density lipoprotein (acLDL)
and lectin reactivity but also the colony-forming poten-
tial of EPCs is important for angiogenic therapy. Thus,
the assay system in which colony-forming potential of
EPCs can be assessed is important. EPCs should encom-
pass a group of cells existing in a variety of stages, ran-
ging from hemangioblastic hematopoietic stem cells to
fully differentiated endothelial cells (ECs), and EPCs can
be classified into stages according to differentiation
levels in each circulating EPC and tissue EPC [16].
Recently, the methods to culture colony-forming unit-
endothelial cells (CFU-ECs) [14] or to culture endothe-
lial colony-forming cells (ECFCs) were established on
mononuclear cells from peripheral blood or cord blood
[17-20]. However, it was reported that CFU-ECs were
not EPCs but were myeloid cells that differentiate into
phagocytic macrophages and that T cells could mimic
the morphology of CFU-ECs [19,21]. Besides, the culture
of ECFCs enables us to evaluate the EPC colony-form-
ing potential change as EPCs differentiated during cul-
ture in vitro. In these assay systems, each EPC at
different differentiation levels could not be discriminated
at the same time, and the differentiation capacities of
immature stem cells could not be tested. In our labora-
tory, EPC-CFA, a novel method to assess the colony-
forming potential of EPCs at different differentiation
levels, was recently established and enables us to investi-
gate the commitment of each cell [22-24].
In the present study, we aimed to methodologically

establish the murine EPC-CFA on PB-MNCs, BM-MNCs,
or BM-KSL cells by analyzing the functions of each EPC-
CFU at different differentiation levels and to clarify the
roles of each EPC-CFU at different differentiation levels in
vivo by using hindlimb ischemic mice. By EPC-CFA, we
investigated the status of EPC differentiation in response
to ischemic signals and the effects of two types of EPC-
CFUs - small-EPC-CFUs or large-EPC-CFUs - in a hin-
dlimb ischemia model on in vivo neovascularization.

Materials and methods
Animals
Experiments were performed on male 8- to 10-week-old
C57BL/6J mice and BALB/CA-nu/nu mice (Japan Clea,
Tokyo, Japan) maintained under a 12-hour light/dark
cycle and in accordance with the regulations of Tokai
University. Standard laboratory chow and water were
available ad libitum. The protocols were approved by
guidelines of the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee of the Isehara Campus, Tokai University

School of Medicine, based on the Guide for the Care and
Use of Laboratory Animals (National Research Council)
(Institutional Review Board ID number 083005).

Preparation
Peripheral blood was obtained from the heart immediately
before sacrifice and was separated by Histopaque-1083
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) density gradient cen-
trifugation, as previously described [25]. Briefly, low-density
mononuclear cells were harvested and washed twice with
Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) supplemented
with 2 mmol/L ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA).
Contaminated red blood cells were hemolyzed by using
ammonium chloride solution. BM-MNCs were obtained
by flushing the femurs and tibias and reacted with a mix-
ture of biotinylated monoclonal antibodies against B220
(RA3-6B2), CD3 (145-2C11), CD11b (M1/70), TER-119
(Ly-76), and Gr-1 (RB6-8C5) (all from BD Pharmingen,
San Diego, CA, USA) as lineage markers to deplete line-
age-positive cells from BM-MNCs by using AutoMACS
(Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). Lineage-
negative bone marrow cells (BM-LNneg) were incubated
with saturating concentrations of directly labeled anti-c-Kit
(at 1:25 dilution) (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ,
USA) and anti-Sca-1 antibodies (at 1:25 dilution) (BD Bios-
ciences) for 30 minutes on ice, and then the c-Kit+/Sca-1+

lineage-negative cells (BM-KSL) were isolated with live
sterile cell sorting (FACSVantage SE; Becton Dickinson).

Endothelial progenitor cell colony-forming assay
Various cells were cultured in methylcellulose-containing
medium M3236 (StemCell Technologies, Vancouver, BC,
Canada) with 20 ng/mL stem cell-derived factor (Kirin,
Tokyo, Japan), 50 ng/mL vascular endothelial (VE)
growth factor (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA),
20 ng/mL interleukin-3 (Kirin), 50 ng/mL basic fibroblast
growth factor (Wako, Osaka, Japan), 50 ng/mL epidermal
growth factor receptor (Wako), 50 ng/mL insulin-like
growth factor-1 (Wako), 2 U/mL heparin (Ajinomoto,
Tokyo, Japan), and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) on a
35-mm dish for 8 days. Cell densities for each sample
were as follows: PB-MNCs 7 × 105 cells per dish, BM-
MNCs 1 × 104 cells per dish, BM-LNneg 2.5 × 103 cells
per dish, and BM-KSL 500 cells per dish. The EPC-CFUs
were identified as large-EPC-CFUs or small-EPC-CFUs
by visual inspection with an inverted microscope under
40× magnification. Large-EPC-CFUs were composed of
spindle-shaped cells, and small-EPC-CFUs were com-
posed of round adhesive cells.

Endothelial progenitor cell-colony-forming unit staining
After 8 days in culture, the EPC-CFU cultures were
treated with 0.4 μg/mL 1,1’-dioctadecyl-3,3,3’,3-tetra-
methyl-indocarbocyanine perchlorate-labeled acLDL
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(acLDL-DiI; Biomedical Technologies Inc., Stoughton,
MA, USA) for 1 hour and fixed by application of 1 mL
of 2% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 1 hour at room tem-
perature. After a wash of the methylcellulose-containing
medium with PBS, the cultures were reacted with fluor-
escein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated BS-1 lectin
(Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 hour at room temperature. After a
wash with PBS, the cultures were observed under a
fluorescence microscope (IX70; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).

Large-endothelial progenitor cell or small-endothelial
progenitor cell isolation
Cells composed of small-EPC-CFUs were collected with a
pipette under a microscope as small-EPCs. Then the cul-
tures were washed with PBS, and large-EPCs were har-
vested after treatment with 2 mmol/L EDTA/PBS. For the
purpose of cell transplantation into a hindlimb ischemia
model, non-attached cells were isolated as small-EPCs by
washing with PBS, whereas attached cells were harvested
as large-EPCs by treatment with EDTA/PBS (5 mmol/L)
for 5 minutes at 37°C.

Adhesive assay
Culture plates (24-well) were coated with human fibro-
nectin (100 μg/mL; Gibco, now part of Invitrogen Cor-
poration, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Large-EPCs or small-EPCs
(2 × 104 cells per well) were allowed to attach in EGM-2
(Cambrex Bio Science Walkersville, Walkersville, MD,
USA) for 20 minutes at 37°C, and the non-adherent cells
were aspirated. The adherent population was fixed with
1% PFA for 20 minutes and stored in PBS. The numbers
of adherent cells were quantified from counts in six ran-
dom microscopic fields per well.

Proliferation assay
At day 7, EPC-CFU cultures were treated with 10 μmol/L
bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) (Sigma-Aldrich) and incu-
bated for 24 hours. BrdU positivities of large-EPCs or
small-EPCs were analyzed by using BrdU flow kits (BD
Pharmingen) and a fluorescence-activated cell sorter, as
previously described [26].

Tubular formation assay
Two-week derived CD133- mononuclear cells of human
cord blood were used as ECs. These cells were confirmed
to be ECs by tubular formation and immunocytochemis-
try of endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS), kinase
insert domain receptor (KDR), and VE-cadherin (data
not shown) [5]. Each small-EPC or large EPC was labeled
with acLDL-DiI for 1 hour. After washing of the labeled
small-EPCs or large-EPCs with PBS, the 1 × 103 cells
were mixed together with 1.2 × 104 ECs in 50 μL of 2%
FBS/EBM-2. Cell suspension (50 μL) was applied onto
50 μL of Matrigel (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) per well

of a 96-well plate (BD Falcon, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA)
and then incubated for 8 hours. After incubation, the
numbers of tubular formation were counted on a display
of Photoshop software (Adobe, San Jose, CA, USA) after
a picture per well was taken at 40× magnification under a
light microscope (Eclipse TE300; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan).
The numbers of incorporated labeled cells into tubes
were also counted on a display of Photoshop software
after a picture per well was taken at 100× magnification
under a fluorescence microscope.

Secondary culture
Isolated small-EPCs (5 × 104) were suspended in 50 μL
of Iscove’s modified Dulbecco’s medium (IMDM)
(Gibco) and applied onto 100 μL of methylcellulose-con-
taining medium per well of a 96-well plate (BD Falcon).
After 2 days of incubation, methylcellulose-containing
medium was changed to IMDM containing acLDL-DiI
and BS-1 lectin-conjugated FITC and then incubated for
1 hour. After a wash with PBS, cultures were observed
under a fluorescence microscope.

Reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction
Total RNA of small-EPCs or large-EPCs was prepared
with an RNeasy Micro/Mini kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA,
USA). Reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR) was performed by using Superscript III Reverse
Transcriptase (Invitrogen Corporation) with 1 μg of total
RNA. PCR amplification was then performed with syn-
thetic gene-specific primers for eNOS (forward primer,
5’-GGATTGTGTCACTTCGTTCGGT-3’; reverse primer,
5’-CAGCAGGATGCCCTAACTACCA-3’; product length,
183 base pairs (bp)), Flk-1 (forward primer, 5’-AAAGAG
AGGAACGTCGGCAGA-3’; reverse primer, 5’-AAGC
ACACAGGCAGAAACCAGT-3’; product length, 376 bp),
VE-cadherin (forward primer, 5’-AGATTCACGAGC
AGTTGGTCA-3’; reverse primer, 5’-GATGTCAG AGTC
GGAGGAATT-3’; product length, 355 bp), and b-actin
(forward primer, 5’-AACACCCCAGCCATGTACGTA-3’;
reverse primer, 5’-AAGGAAGGCTGGAAAAGA GCC-3’;
product length, 416 bp) by using exTaq polymerase
(Takara, Kyoto, Japan). To quantify transcripts, semi-
quantitative RT-PCRs were performed and normalized to
Actb, which encodes b-actin. PCRs were performed at
94°C for 45 seconds, 64°C for 1 minute, and 72°C for
1 minute for 35 or 33 or 22 cycles and analyzed on 2%
agarose gels.

Flow cytometry
For flow cytometry analysis, we used monoclonal anti-
bodies specific to Sca-1 and c-Kit. BM-LNneg- or EPC-
CFU-derived cells were incubated with directly labeled
anti-Sca-1 (at 1:100 dilution) and anti-c-Kit (at 1:100
dilution) antibodies for 30 minutes on ice. The cells
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were analyzed by two-color flow cytometry by using a
FACS caliber (Becton Dickinson).

Animal model of ischemic hindlimb
Unilateral hindlimb ischemia was created in C57BL/6J
mice or BALB/CA-nu/nu as previously described [27].
Briefly, the animals were anesthetized with Nembutal (60
mg/kg intraperitoneally; Dainippon Sumitomo Pharma Co.,
Osaka, Japan) and then an incision in the skin overlying the
middle portion of the left hindlimb was performed. After
ligation of the proximal end of the femoral artery, the distal
portion of the saphenous artery was ligated and the artery,
as well as all side branches, was dissected free and excised.
The skin was closed by using a surgical stapler.

Monitoring of hindlimb blood flow
After anesthesia, hindlimb perfusion was measured by
using a laser Doppler perfusion imaging system (LDPI;
Moor Instruments, Wilmington, DE, USA). The stored
perfusion values behind the color-coded pixels represent-
ing the microvascular blood flow distribution are avail-
able for analysis. Color photographs were recorded and
analysis performed by calculating the average perfusion
of the ischemic and non-ischemic foot. To account for
variables such as ambient light and temperature, the
results are expressed as the ratio of perfusion in the left
(ischemic) versus right (normal) limb. In the EPC trans-
plantation experiment, isolated small-EPCs, large-EPCs,
or murine ECs (2.5 × 105) derived from the aorta of
C57BL/6J were transplanted into hindlimb induced nude
mice by intramuscular injection, respectively (n = 8).

Measuring of capillary density
Twenty-eight days after ischemia, capillary density was
determined in tissue sections from the lower calf muscles
of ischemic and healthy limbs by expressed as number of
CD31+ cells as ECs per myocyte. To stain the capillary,
we performed a staining procedure with rat anti-mouse
CD31 antibodies (BD Biosciences) or Alexa-fluor 594
(Molecular Probes, now part of Invitrogen Corporation)
anti-iso-lectin B4 reagents (Sigma-Aldrich).

Statistical analysis
All data were presented as mean ± standard deviation.
P values were calculated by using the unpaired Student t
test. For the analysis of in vivo ischemia experiments, the
Scheffe’s test was performed for the multiple comparisons
after analysis of variance between each group. A P value of
less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
Development of murine endothelial progenitor cell
colony-forming assay
To address the detail functions and actual status of in
vivo EPCs, we have first established a novel EPC-CFA in

murine EPCs. After culture of PB-MNCs, BM-MNCs, or
BM-KSL of C57BL/6J mice in growth factor-containing
methylcellulose medium, these primitive cells differen-
tiated into two types of EPC colony clusters: large-EPC-
CFUs and small-EPC-CFUs (Figure 1a, data not shown).
Morphologically, these cells are large-EPC-CFUs, which
were composed mainly of spindle/round-shaped cells,
whereas cells composed of small-EPC-CFUs were round.
Both EPC-CFUs differentiated from primary PB-MNCs
or primary BM-derived cells were identified as EPCs by
acLDL uptake and BS-1 lectin reactivity, a typical fea-
ture of characterization of endothelial lineage cells (Fig-
ure 1b-d, data not shown). The frequencies of large-
EPC-CFUs or small-EPC-CFUs differentiated from 7 ×
105 PB-MNCs were 2.8 ± 1.3 and 6.0 ± 2.0 per dish,
respectively. The normalized frequencies of large-EPC-
CFUs or small-EPC-CFUs differentiated from 7 × 105

BM-MNCs were 665 ± 309 and 852 ± 82 per dish,
respectively (Figure 1e). These results revealed that
BM-MNCs had higher EPC colony-forming capacity
than PB-MNCs. In this EPC-CFA, EPCs from primary
murine cells could be classified into two types of EPC-
CFUs and the colony-forming potential could be
assessed by the frequency of EPC-CFUs. To check the
commitment of each EPC-CFU-derived cell, eNOS,
Flk-1, and VE-cadherin, markers of ECs, were examined.
Gene expression profiles revealed that large-EPCs and
small-EPCs expressed eNOS, Flk-1, and VE-cadherin
gene in both PB-MNCs and BM-MNCs (Figure 1f),
showing that large-EPCs strongly expressed VE-cad-
herin, a typical EC marker, although small-EPCs also
expressed eNOS or Flk-1, each of which is a committed
marker of endothelial lineage cells.

Characterization of large endothelial progenitor cells or
small endothelial progenitor cells
To characterize these two types of EPC-CFUs (large-
EPC-CFUs or small-EPC-CFUs), we separately collected
EPC-CFU-derived cells and investigated the functions of
both EPC-CFUs. To determine the proliferation potency
of each EPC-CFU-derived cell, we performed a prolifera-
tion assay. In PB-MNCs-derived EPC-CFUs, 24.5% ±
15.6% of large-EPCs and 51.2% ± 8.8% of small-EPCs
incorporated BrdU. In BM-MNCs-derived EPC-CFUs,
17.1% ± 13.9% of large-EPCs and 46.4% ± 23.0% of
small-EPCs incorporated BrdU (Figure 2a). More small-
EPCs incorporated BrdU than large-EPCs, suggesting
that large-EPCs have lower proliferation potency than
small-EPCs. From observation of EPC-CFUs under a
microscope, small-EPC-CFUs were constituted of more
cells than large-EPC-CFUs and the areas of small-EPC-
CFUs were significantly larger than those of large-EPC-
CFUs (data not shown). We next defined an adhesive
capacity of these two types of EPC-CFUs. The numbers
of adherent large-EPCs or small-EPCs from PB-MNCs
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were 40.5 ± 7.6 and 26.3 ± 5.6 per field, respectively, and
those from BM-MNCs were 63.7 ± 12.0 and 27.2 ± 8.0 per
field, respectively (Figure 2b), proving that the large-EPCs
have higher adhesive capacity than small-EPCs by 1.5-fold
in PB-MNCs and 2.3-fold in BM-MNCs. To check tube-
forming ability, large-EPCs or small-EPCs derived from
BM were labeled with acLDL-DiI and cocultured with ECs,
which were 2-week derived CD133- mononuclear cells of
human cord blood, on Matrigel. Fluorescent tagging of
each EPC-CFU-derived cell with DiI enabled delineation
from ECs (Figure 2c). The number of tubes in coculture
with large-EPCs increased significantly compared with
small-EPCs (large-EPCs; 78.3 ± 5.8, small-EPCs; 70.7 ± 8.4)
(Figure 2d, left). Moreover, more large-EPCs were incorpo-
rated into tubes compared with small-EPCs (large-EPCs;
8.3 ± 2.7, small-EPCs; 4.2 ± 1.7) (Figure 2d, right), implying

that large-EPCs made a substantial contribution to tubular
networks with ECs, although small-EPCs showed minimal
incorporation into the developing vascular network. Taken
together, three independent results strongly indicated that
large-EPCs and small-EPCs had different functions and
that large-EPCs might be more mature EPCs with respect
to adhesion ability and functional contribution of tubule
networks of ECs.

Importance of small-endothelial progenitor cells as large-
endothelial progenitor cell-colony-forming unit sprouting
cells
To determine whether small-EPCs are real immature
cells, we performed FACS analysis on EPC-CFU-derived
cells, which developed from fresh isolated BM-KSL (c-Kit
+/Sca-1+/LNneg, purity of greater than 99.5%) cells.
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Figure 1 Murine endothelial progenitor cell colony-forming units (EPC-CFUs). (a) Representative micrographs of large-EPC-CFUs or small-
EPC-CFUs cultured from bone marrow mononuclear cells (BM-MNCs) for 8 days. Large-EPC-CFUs and small-EPC-CFUs were defined according to
cell morphology as spindle-shaped cells or round cells, respectively. (b-d) EPC-CFUs were identified as double-positive cells due to 1,1’-
dioctadecyl-3,3,3’,3-tetramethyl-indocarbocyanine perchlorate-labeled acetylated-low density lipoprotein (acLDL-DiI) uptake (red) and BS-1 lectin
reactivity (green). Scale bar represents 100 μm. (e) EPC colony-forming assay in murine peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PB-MNCs) or BM-
MNCs. The frequencies of large-EPC-CFUs (white columns) or small-EPC-CFUs (black columns) from PB-MNCs or BM-MNCs (7 × 105 cells) were
counted after 8 days of culture. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 versus PB-MNC-derived EPC-CFUs. (f) Expression patterns of endothelial nitric oxide
synthase (eNOS), Flk-1, and vascular endothelial (VE)-cadherin genes in large-EPCs (L) or small-EPCs (S) from PB-MNCs or BM-MNCs. Both EPC-
CFU-derived cells expressed markers of endothelial cells.
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As shown in Figure 3a, we observed the higher popula-
tion of KSL cells in small-EPCs, providing us a clue that
small-EPCs contained actual progenitors. Therefore, to
check whether small-EPCs can differentiate into large-
EPCs, isolated small-EPCs were reseeded in methylcellu-
lose-containing medium. PB-MNC-, BM-MNC-, or BM-
KSL cell-derived-small-EPCs could differentiate into
spindle-shaped cells, large-EPCs and could represent
positivity of acLDL uptake and BS-1 lectin binding (Fig-
ure 3b, data not shown). To characterize small-EPCs-
derived large-EPCs, we examined the gene expression of
VE-cadherin, Flk-1, and eNOS; adhesion capacity; and
incorporation potential of small-EPC-derived large-EPCs
(large EPCs-1) compared with small-EPCs and large-
EPCs (large EPCs-2). Gene expression profiles by RT-
PCR revealed that large EPCs-1 strongly expressed VE-
cadherin and Flk-1 compared with small-EPCs (Figure

3c). In the adhesion assay, the numbers of adherent
small-EPCs, large EPCs-1, and large EPCs-2 were 23.2 ±
5.1, 52 ± 5.3, and 61.5 ± 8.3 per field, respectively (Figure
3d). In the tubular formation assay, more large EPCs-1
were incorporated into tubes compared with small-EPCs
(Figure 3e). These results revealed that the large-EPCs
derived from small-EPCs showed a higher potential of
VE-cadherin expression, adhesion, and tube formation
compared with those of small-EPCs, suggesting that
small-EPCs might be more immature EPCs and be early
EPCs, which could differentiate into large-EPCs.

Kinetics of endothelial progenitor cell-colony-forming
units in response to ischemia
EPCs play a critical role in restoration of ischemic diseases.
To explore the effects of hindlimb ischemia on differentia-
tion of BM into EPC-CFUs, we examined PB-MNCs and
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BM of hindlimb ischemic mice in EPC-CFA. This experi-
ment could enable us to elucidate the roles of each EPC-
CFU in vivo. First, hindlimb perfusion was evaluated by
serial LDPI studies at day 5 after surgery. The ratio of
blood flow between the ischemic and the normal limb was
0.19 ± 0.16, which was a significant difference compared
with 0.98 ± 0.21 in the normal mice (data not shown). To
explore the in vivo change in BM, we estimated the per-
centage of KSL population in BM by FACS analysis. The
percentage of BM-LNneg did not change, but that of the

KSL population in BM-LNneg was 6.6% ± 2.0% in
ischemic mice, which was significantly increased com-
pared with the normal mice: 3.8% ± 1.2% (Figure 4a,
b). These data demonstrated that BM-KSL cells, which
produced more EPC-CFUs, were induced by hindlimb
ischemia. To check the differentiation capacities of
EPCs from PB-MNCs and various fractions of BM-
MNCs, the frequencies of EPC-CFUs from each popu-
lation were counted. In all populations, the frequencies
of large-EPC-CFUs and the ratios of large-EPC-CFUs
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were significantly increased in hindlimb ischemic mice
(Figure 4c). These results indicated that hindlimb
ischemia induced the differentiation of PB-MNCs and
various populations of BM, implying that large-EPC-
CFUs might play an important role in the restoration
of ischemic diseases.

Contribution of large-endothelial progenitor cells or
small-endothelial progenitor cells to postnatal/adult
neovascularization
To determine the functional importance of in vivo EPC
status in a pathological situation, we transplanted large-
EPCs or small-EPCs and murine ECs as controls into hin-
dlimb ischemia models. As shown in Figure 5a, b, we

observed limb salvage in large-EPC transplantation groups,
although small-EPC, EC, or PBS transplantation groups
did not operate as useful limb therapy cells. These macro-
scopical observations were further supported by monitor-
ing of real blood flow by using a laser Doppler perfusion
imaging system because the recovery of limb perfusion
was significantly improved in large-EPCs transplantation
groups only (Figure 5c) compared with those of small-
EPC, EC, or PBS transplantation groups. Moreover, immu-
nohistochemical analysis clearly showed that capillary den-
sity in large-EPC transplantation groups was markedly
increased (Figure 5d, e), suggesting that large-EPC-CFUs
are more functional EPC status for vascular regeneration
in vivo.
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Figure 4 Development of two types of endothelial progenitor cell colony-forming units (EPC-CFUs) in response to ischemia.
(a) Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) profiles of lineage-negative bone marrow cells (BM-LNneg). FACS analysis of BM-LNneg was
performed by using rat IgG antibodies against mouse c-Kit and Sca-1. (b) The percentage of c-Kit+/Sca-1+ lineage negative (KSL) population of
BM-LNneg. Hindlimb ischemia induced KSL population in bone marrow. *P < 0.05 versus normal mice. (c) The frequencies of large-EPC-CFUs
(white columns) and small-EPC-CFUs (black columns) from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PB-MNCs), bone marrow mononuclear cells (BM-
MNCs), BM-LNneg, and BM-KSL in normal mice (N) and hindlimb ischemic mice (I). Hindlimb ischemia increased the number of large-EPC-CFUs
and total EPC-CFUs differentiated from PB-MNCs and bone marrow. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 versus total EPC-CFUs from normal mice. #P < 0.05,
##P < 0.01 versus large-EPC-CFUs from normal mice. Hindlimb ischemia induced the differentiation of PB-MNCs and bone marrow.
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Discussion
EPCs can be classified into various differentiation levels in
both circulating EPCs and tissue EPCs [16]. Here, we first
defined in vivo EPC status by establishing the novel murine
EPC-CFA, in which the colony-forming potential of EPCs
at different differentiation levels can be assessed. We
demonstrated, for the first time, that hindlimb ischemia
induced onsets of large-EPCs, which might be the acceler-
ated differential status of EPCs. The observation was
further supported by an in vivo experiment in which trans-
plantation of more mature large-EPCs into a hindlimb
ischemia model enhanced neovascularization, implying the
contribution of large-EPC-CFUs in a pathogenic situation
as ‘cells ready to operate’.

Previously, Hur and colleagues [20] reported that they
found two types of EPCs - early EPCs and late EPCs -
from a source of adult PB-MNCs; attached cells that
appeared after 3 to 5 days of culture were defined as early
EPCs, and cells that appeared in 2 to 4 weeks after plating
were defined as late EPCs [20]. However, these classifica-
tions gave us some limitation for a full understanding of
the EPC status. First, as these two types of EPCs were
defined by different assays, two types of EPCs could not be
assayed synchronously. Second, these assays failed to pro-
vide enough information about the differential cascade
from immature stem cells, such as BM-KSL, into real EPC
status. In our study, we redefined EPC status in response
to a pathogenic situation. Small-EPC-CFUs had greater
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Figure 5 Effect of two types of endothelial progenitor cell colony-forming units (EPC-CFUs) on neovascularization. (a) Macroscopical
observation of ischemic hindlimb 28 days after transplantation of large-EPCs and small-EPCs, which are derived from bone marrow c-Kit+/Sca-1+

lineage-negative (BM-KSL) cells, and murine endothelial cells (mECs) into hindlimb ischemia. (b) The ratios of the above outcomes in each group. (c)
Laser Doppler perfusion imaging showing reduction of blood flow at day 28 after surgery. Quantification data of blood flow as the ratio of perfusion in
ischemic hindlimb to that in normal hindlimb are shown. In hindlimb ischemic mice, blood flow of hindlimb kept to be low in small-EPCs transplanted
and other control groups at day 28 after surgery. Transplantation of large-EPCs recovered the limb perfusion in hindlimb ischemic mice. **P < 0.01
versus mice transplanted with large-EPCs (n = 8). (d) Representative images of iso-lectin B4-positive tissue 28 days after transplantation of large-EPCs,
small-EPCs, and mECs into hindlimb ischemia. (e) The statistical data of (a). Transplantation of large-EPC-CFUs into hindlimb ischemia model enhanced
neovascularization. ***P < 0.001 versus mice transplanted with large-EPCs (n = 8). HPF, high-powered field; PBS, phosphate-buffered saline.
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proliferative activity, suggesting that small-EPC-CFUs con-
tained more immature clonogenic cells (KSL cells) derived
from hematopoietic stem cells which preserve hemagio-
blastic potentials. Large-EPC-CFUs are sequentially differ-
entiated from small-EPC-CFUs in response to ischemic
signals (Figure 6). That is, small-EPC-CFUs are ‘primitive
EPCs’ and large-EPC-CFUs are ‘definitive EPCs’. Impor-
tantly, in regard to the vasculogenic potential in vivo, our
study clearly demonstrated that transplantation of defini-
tive EPCs (large-EPCs), not primitive EPCs (small-EPCs),
markedly increased limb perfusion and capillary density
and that small-EPC-CFUs have pro-vasculogenic potential
and large-EPC-CFUs have vasculogenic potential, although
early and late EPCs were reported to contribute equally to
neovasculogenesis in a previous study [20]. Regarding the
fact that small-EPCs did not show any therapeutic effect
in Figure 5, we speculated three possibilities due to the
low adhesion and incorporation potentials of small-EPCs:
(a) transplanted small-EPCs could not survive in a hypoxic
tissue environment, (b) transplanted small-EPCs could not
differentiate into large-EPCs in a hypoxic tissue environ-
ment, and (c) transplanted small-EPCs could not show
their function as secretion of growth factors in a hypoxic
tissue environment.
Two types of EPC-CFUs represented distinct functional

differences in both in vitro EPC colony study and in vivo
EPC transplantation study. The adhesive potential and the
incorporation into tubes formed by EC-like cells of large-
EPCs were superior to those of small-EPCs, and small-
EPCs had higher proliferation capacity than large-EPCs,
which was consistent with the data on EPC-CFUs from
BM-LNneg and BM-KSL (data not shown). In these
points, definitive large-EPCs had similar functions to ECs
compared with primitive small-EPCs. Besides, the second-
ary culture revealed that small-EPCs could differentiate
into adherent cell, large-EPCs; in contrast, large-EPCs
could not differentiate into round cell, small-EPCs (data
not shown). These data showed that definitive large-EPCs
are well-differentiated EPCs compared with primitive
small-EPCs (Figure 1e). VE-cadherin is specifically
expressed in adherent junctions of ECs and exerts impor-
tant functions in cell-cell adhesion [28]. The different
expression level of VE-cadherin between large-EPCs and
small-EPCs might explain the better potential of adhesion,
incorporation into tubes, and migration (data not shown)
of definitive large-EPCs than those of primitive small-
EPCs, which were consistent with our recent findings
using human cord blood AC133+ cells [29]. Gene expres-
sion profiles revealed that both EPC-CFUs were com-
mitted to endothelial lineage because both definitive large-
EPCs and primitive small-EPCs expressed eNOS, Flk-1,
and VE-cadherin, which are EC-specific markers [5]. How-
ever, both EPC-CFUs would be different from mature ECs
in terms of colony formation capacity, tubular formation

ability, and contribution of in vivo neovascularization,
demonstrated by ischemia model, because ECs could not
form colonies and did not have an effect on the restoration
of blood vessels, and EPC-CFU-derived cells could not
form tubes on Matrigel in a culture without ECs.
In this EPC-CFA, to compare the potentials to produce

EPC-CFUs of three populations in BM (BM-MNCs, BM-
LNneg, and BM-KSL), we calculated the numbers of cells
producing one EPC-CFU in BM-MNC, BM-LNneg, and
BM-KSL populations. It was revealed that one large-EPC-
CFU was derived from 1.1 × 103 ± 0.2 × 103 BM-MNCs or
3.6 × 102 ± 1.1 × 102 BM-LNneg or 57 ± 34 BM-KSL
(Figure 1b). One small-EPC-CFU was derived from 5.5 ×
102 ± 0.7 × 102 BM-MNCs or 1.2 × 102 ± 0.2 × 102 BM-
LNneg or 28 ± 3 BM-KSL (Figure 1b). These data demon-
strated that BM-LNneg had 3- or 4.6-fold higher potential
to produce large- or small-EPC-CFUs than BM-MNCs,
respectively, and this suggested that more immature EPCs
were contained mainly in the BM-LNneg population. In
addition, it was demonstrated that BM-KSL had the high-
est potential to produce EPC-CFUs in any other popula-
tions in BM, and those potentials to produce large- or
small-EPC-CFUs were 6.3- or 4.3-fold higher than BM-
LNneg, respectively, and this suggested that immature
EPCs were highly enriched in the BM-KSL population. In
this study, using EPC-CFA, we determined that BM-KSL
was the major population which highly enriched immature
EPCs. We concluded, in this paper, that small-EPCs differ-
entiated into large-EPCs because BM-KSL grew into small-
EPCs about 5 days after plating and then those small-EPCs
derived from BM-KSL could differentiate into large-EPCs
in further culture. In our study, it remained unclear which
niche component does small- or large-EPC differentiate
from’. This should be definitely addressed in further issues.
In a clinical setting, the frequency of circulating EPCs

serves as a biomarker for vascular function, and the num-
ber of circulating EPCs has been reported to be reduced in
patients with diabetes mellitus or risk factors for coronary
artery disease and to negatively correlate with the Fra-
mingham cardiovascular risk score [12-15]. Transplanta-
tion of EPCs into ischemic hindlimb or myocardial tissue
improves organ function following new vessel growth
[6-10]. Thus, EPCs play an important role in the restora-
tion of ischemic vascular diseases. But essential molecular
events that control the differentiation to EPCs and
changes in EPCs in response to ischemia had not been
clarified yet. Then we investigated the changes of EPCs in
response to hindlimb ischemia in EPC-CFA and revealed
that the population of KSL, which enriched immature EPC
populations in BM, increased by ischemia. In previous stu-
dies, it was demonstrated that BM-derived EPCs were
mobilized in response to tissue ischemia [26]. In this
study, we showed, for the first time, that the ischemic sig-
nals could promote the differentiation of PB-MNCs,
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BM-MNCs, or BM-KSL cells into mature EPC-CFUs. Ische-
mia-induced differentiation into large-EPC-CFUs suggested
that definitive large-EPC-CFUs as more mature EPCs might
play an important role in the restoration of ischemic tissue,
and this possibility was supported by the recovery of limb
perfusion by transplantation of BM-KSL-derived large-EPCs
into a hindlimb ischemia model compared with small-EPCs.
In ischemic tissue, the expression of stromal cell-derived
factor-1 (SDF-1) was induced by transcription factor

hypoxia-inducible factor-1 (HIF-1) according to hypoxic
gradients [27,28]. SDF-1 enhances differentiation of BM-
derived c-Kit+ stem cells into EPCs [29]. Thus, the EPC dif-
ferentiation presented above might be promoted by SDF-1,
which is induced by HIF-1 after ischemia.

Conclusions
Our novel findings highlighted the actual status of EPCs
via a redefinition of the differential stages of EPCs

Bone marrow

KSL cells

Large-EPCs; definitive EPCs
Vasculogenic potential

adhesion
incorporation into tubes
neovascularization

Small-EPCs; primitive EPCs
Pro-vasculogenic potential
proliferation

EPCs

ECs

Differentiation

Figure 6 Schematic model of endothelial progenitor cell (EPC) development. In an endothelial progenitor cell colony-forming assay
(EPC-CFA), three different stages of EPC development were classified: (1) stem cell stage as EPC-sprouting cells, (2) early stage of EPCs as large-
EPC-CFU-sprouting cells, which contained mostly immature small cells, and (3) late stage of EPCs as functional EPCs, which contained mostly big
spindle cells. EPC-CFU, endothelial progenitor cell colony-forming unit. EC, endothelial cell; KSL, c-Kit+/Sca-1+ lineage-negative.
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through BM-derived stem cells using our established
murine EPC-CFA. The understanding of molecular cas-
cades of EPC development from primitive small-EPC-
CFUs to definitive large-EPC-CFUs will provide us some
useful therapeutic advantages to solve the quantitative
or qualitative problems for EPCs therapy.
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a b s t r a c t

In stem cell biology, CD34þ or CD133þ hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) give rise to two

types of endothelial progenitor cell (EPC) colonies: primitive and definitive EPC-colony

forming units (primitive EPC-CFU and definitive EPC-CFU), which can be morphologically

defined. Based on their morphology, an evaluation of the number or the ratio of

each EPC colony constitutes the Endothelial Progenitor Cell Clonogenic Forming Assay

(EPC-CFA), a novel assay to quantify the differentiation of colony forming EPCs. This

assay system allows us to practically evaluate the vasculogenic potential of primary or

cultured stem cell populations, i.e., mononuclear cells or fractionated stem cells (CD34þ

or CD133þ cells) in peripheral blood, bone marrow, or umbilical cord blood. EPC-CFA can

be used not only for basic research in vascular biology but also for evaluating the

vascular reparative activity of patients with cardiovascular diseases. This review

summarizes the underlying concepts and significance of the EPC-CFA in vascular

biology.

& 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Circulating endothelial progenitor cells (EPC) can be sub-
divided into two categories, hematopoietic and non-
hematopoietic lineage EPCs (hEPCs and non-hEPCs), after the
controversy during the decade following their initial isola-
tion (Asahara et al., 1997, 2011), as there is no definitive
delineation of EPCs, no clear differentiation hierarchy, and
no defined isolation protocol. hEPCs have been revealed to
be derived from a pro-vasculogenic subpopulation of hema-
topoietic stem cells (HSCs) in the bone marrow (BM)
(Asahara et al., 2011).

hEPCs have been quantified and qualified as either circu-

lating cell populations identified by cell surface markers such

as CD34, CD133, and Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor

Receptor-2 (VEGFR-2) (Asahara et al., 2011), or as ‘colonies’

(Hill et al., 2003) using conventional EPC culture methods to

produce spindle adherent cells from peripheral blood (PB),

BM, or umbilical cord blood (UCB) mononuclear cells (MNCs)

with endothelial growth factors and cytokines.
These assays, using conventional EPC culture protocols, are

simple and satisfactory for estimating the vasculogenic proper-

ties of EPC-enriched fractions, but have recently been criticized

with respect to the quality and quantity of EPCs derived from

primary cells. These assays further group heterogeneous EPCs

into one qualitative category, ‘‘adhesive cultured EPCs’’, without
any hierarchical discrimination or proper characterization of
contaminating cell populations, consisting mainly of hemato-
poietic cells (Rohde et al., 2007). Ingram et al. (2005) have
demonstrated circulating endothelial differential stages, with
high- and low proliferative potential-endothelial colony form-
ing cells (HPP-ECFCs and LPP-ECFCs), using their original
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culture parameters, demonstrating clonal CFUs in outgrowth
EPCs, cultured adhesive EPCs, or differentiated endothelial cells
(ECs). This carefully conceived culture assay system, which
demonstrates thorough insight into stem cell biology, has
contributed significantly to the development of EPC biology
via the introduction of a differential hierarchy system for ECs.

However, this system does not identify primary circulating
EPCs from PB, BM, or UCB, i.e., hEPCs, but instead isolates
CFUs from cultured adhesive cells of tissue-derived ECs or
EPCs, which is to say, non-hematopoietic EPCs (Asahara
et al., 2011). Considering the necessity to create a defined
assay to detect hEPCs qualitatively and quantitatively from
primary blood samples, we have developed a new colony
assay system, modifying the conventional methylcellulose
assay used for stem/progenitor cell identification (Benndorf
et al., 2007; Eichmann et al., 1997; Rustemeyer et al., 2007).

As we have recently reported, the present assay system
discriminates two types of EPC-CFUs, morphologically identified
by their respective colony cells with their specific features
(Masuda et al., 2011). The first group of colony cells presents
proliferative capabilities, and in a secondary semi-solid colony
assay system, they are converted into the latter cell type with
vasculogenic properties. The two types are defined as primitive
EPC-CFUs and definitive EPC-CFUs, respectively.

The concept of EPC-CFA in hEPC differentiation
cascade

Over the last decade, there have been a couple of reported
EPC culture methods to identify hEPCs in circulation by the
quantification of ‘adhesive EPCs’ from PBMNCs. These are
known as the ‘cultured EPC assay’ and ‘Hill’s assay’ that use
endothelial cell-conditioned medium. Since then, these cul-
ture methods have been revealed to present the adhesive or
aggregation features of circulating angiogenic cells (CACs),
i.e., T-lymphocytes (Hur et al., 2007), monocytes/macro-
phages (Rehman et al., 2003), or ‘early EPC’ (Duan et al.,
2006), indicating that these assay systems are insufficient to
investigate the hEPC differentiation activity from HSCs.
In contrast to conventional culture methods, EPC-CFA has
been demonstrated to be a clonogenic culture system that
accurately assesses the differentiation of hEPCs from HSCs.
In fact, the CD133þ cells of the HSC fraction in UCB in EPC-
CFA generate EPC-CFUs, but not ‘adhesive EPCs’, as they
appear in conventional culture assays. On the other hand,
colony cells of definitive EPC-CFUs show the cellular pheno-
type of ‘adhesive EPCs’ in the EPC culture assay. These findings
indicate that there exists a hierarchical EPC differentiation

Primitive 
EPC-CFU

Definitive
hEPC-CFC

Non CF-hEPC

EPC-CFA

Cultured EPC
‘early EPC’

Primitive
hEPC-CFC

Definitive
EPC-CFU

Hematopoietic stem cell
(CD34+ / CD133+ cell) 

hEPC-differentiation

Fig. 1 – Concept of EPC-CFA to assess the hEPC differentiation cascade. hEPCs originate from HSCs. During hEPC
differentiation, hEPCs loose their colony forming potential and become vasculogenic. Based on this, hEPCs exhibit
individual colony forming features: primitive EPC-CFUs or definitive EPC-CFUs, which are morphologically defined as small
round colony cells or spindle-like colony cells; these are respectively pro-vasculogenic or vasculogenic, thereby providing
the significance to evaluate the number or frequency of each colony for the assessment of vasculogenic potential of
investigated cell populations. HSC: hematopoietic stem cell; hEPC-CFC: hematopoietic EPC colony forming cell; non
CF-hEPC: non colony forming hematopoietic EPC. The upper, middle, and lower pictures indicate primitive EPC-CFU,
definitive EPC-CFU, or cultured EPC, respectively. Scale bar ¼ 200 lm.
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cascade in circulation that consists of each EPC colony forming
cell type, primitive EPC-CFUs or definitive EPC-CFUs, at an
immature phase, and then non-colony forming EPCs, i.e.,
‘early EPCs’ at a more differentiated phase (Fig. 1).

EPC-CFA to assess colony forming EPC kinetics in
hematopoietic cell population

The present assay system differentiates the two types of EPC-
CFUs morphologically by identifying their respective colony
cells as having small (10–20 mm) round cells and large
(50–200 mm) spindle-like cells (Masuda et al., 2011). The
former small round colony cells are proliferative, and in a
secondary semi-solid colony assay system, the cells convert
into the latter vasculogenic type, and are defined as primitive
EPC-CFUs and definitive EPC-CFUs, respectively. Our findings
indicate that there is a hierarchical differentiation cascade
of EPC colony forming cells, allowing for quantitative enu-
meration of colonies and calculation of the ratio of the
number of definitive EPC-CFUs to total EPC-CFUs (Fig. 2). In
other words, the fundamental concept of EPC-CFA allows us
to quantitatively assess each colony in terms of hEPC differ-
entiation kinetics.

Application for basic research in vascular biology

EPC-CFA is available for primary or cultured cell populations
of MNCs, and single or bulky stem cells in hematological cell
populations (PB, BM, and CB), except for BM-MNCs, which
include stromal cells that disturb the growth of EPC-CFUs.
This universal application allows for investigation of the EPC
bioactivity of proliferation or differentiation in cell popula-
tions of interest. In particular, the single stem cell fate can be
analyzed by a hematopoietic and/or endothelial cell lineage
commitment assay (HELIC assay) (Masuda et al., 2011), where
hematopoietic CFA can be performed simultaneously with
EPC-CFA in expansion cultured cells from single stem cells.
The HELIC assay provides better information concerning the
relationship between hematopoietic and endothelial lineages
committed from HSCs (Fig. 3).

Clinical applications

Additionally, EPC-CFA is available for the evaluation of vasculo-
genic potential of target cells isolated from patients with
cardiovascular disorders who have been reported to have a

Primitive EPC-CFU No./dish (C )

Definitive EPC-CFU No./dish (D )

Differentiation degree 
of hEPC -CFC 
= % D /(C+D)

Cell No./dish (B)

hEPC-CFC No. in cell population 
= (C+D) x A / B

Cell population 

Seeded cell 

Cell No. (A)

Hematopoietic cell source Umbilical cord 
blood
Peripheral blood
Bone marrow

Fig. 2 – EPC-CFA to evaluate the degree of differentiation and number of hEPC-CFCs in a hematopoietic cell population.
EPC-CFA allows us to evaluate the differentiation degree and number of hEPC-CFCs in investigated cell population from
hematopoietic cell sources. (1) When performing EPC-CFA, the cell number (A) and seeded cell number per dish (B) of the cell
population are first determined. (2) Using the counted numbers of primitive and definitive EPC-CFUs/dish (C and D), the
differentiation degree is calculated as the %ratio of D to total EPC-CFUs (C þ D). Further, total hEPC-CFCs in the whole cell
population are simply estimated by the equation (C þ D) " A/B.
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reduction in EPC kinetics, i.e., mobilization, proliferation, or
differentiation (Fadini et al., 2006; Hill et al., 2003). The assess-
ment of vascular repair or regenerative capabilities in patients
can thus be performed practically. Alternatively, under EPC
therapy using autologous PBMNCs (Moriya et al., 2009), or PB-
CD34þ cells mobilized after G-CSF administration (Kawamoto
et al., 2006), etc., EPC-CFA using cells from patients permits the
evaluation of vasculogenic potential at the pre- or post-
transplantation stage, enabling prognosis of therapeutic efficacy.

Future perspectives

For basic research into vascular biology, EPC-CFA can detect the
differentiation of HSCs into the vasculogenic phase. In parti-
cular, EPC-CFA may help clarify the specific surface antigens of
circulating EPC-colony forming cells, which are still elusive.
Moreover, cell surface marker profiling of EPC-colony forming
cells enables the direct identification of those cells in circula-
tion by flow cytometry, thereby leading to the complete
elucidation of the EPC differentiation cascade from colony
forming to non-colony forming EPCs. Such a direct analysis of
the EPC differentiation cascade by flow cytometry, based on
EPC-CFA, would result in a more objective and time-saving

methodology, whereas EPC-CFA requires the time-consuming
need to grow EPC-CFUs, it eliminates the training needed for
quantification of those colonies under present circumstances.

Conclusion

EPC-CFA permits the determination of the fate of circulating
hEPCs, based on a numerical assessment of their hierarchical
adhesive clonogenicity, providing a novel and powerful tool
not only to investigate the significance of EPC differentiation
in vascular biology but also to evaluate the vasculogenic
potential of patients in clinical situations.
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ABSTRACT

Quantitative and qualitative impairment of endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) limits the effi-
cacy of autologous cell therapy in patients with cardiovascular diseases. Here, we developed a
serum-free quality and quantity control culture system for colony-forming EPCs to enhance
their regenerative potential. A culture with serum-free medium containing stem cell factor,
thrombopoietin, vascular endothelial growth factor, interleukin-6, and Flt-3 ligand was deter-
mined as optimal quality and quantity culture (QQc) in terms of the most vasculogenic colony-
forming EPC expansion, evaluated by the newly established EPC colony formation assay. The
QQc of umbilical cord blood-CD133! cells for 7 days produced a 52.9-fold increase in total cell
number and 3.28-fold frequency in definitive EPC colony development, resulting in a 203.9-fold
increase in estimated total definitive EPC colony number in vitro. Pre- or post-QQc cells were
intramyocardially transplanted into nude rats with myocardial infarction (MI). Echocardio-
graphic and micromanometer-tipped conductance catheter examinations 28 days post-MI re-
vealed significant preservation of left ventricular (LV) function in rats receiving pre- or post-QQc
cells compared with those receiving phosphate-buffered saline. Assessments of global LV con-
tractility indicated a dose-dependent effect of pre- or post-QQc cells and the superior potency
of post-QQc cells over pre-QQc cells. Furthermore, immunohistochemistry showed more abun-
dant formation of both human and rat endothelial cells and cardiomyocytes in the infarcted
myocardium following transplantation of post-QQc cells compared with pre-QQc cells. Our
optimal serum-free quality and quantity culture may enhance the therapeutic potential of EPCs
in both quantitative and qualitative aspects for cardiovascular regeneration. STEM CELLS
TRANSLATIONAL MEDICINE 2012;1:160–171

INTRODUCTION

Several translational researchers have demon-
strated that CD34! or CD133! cells in umbilical
cord blood (CB), bone marrow (BM), or periph-
eral blood (PB), previously defined as hemato-
poietic stem/progenitor cells, also serve as the
enriched source of endothelial progenitor cells
(EPCs) [1, 2], inducing neovascularization for
functional recovery from ischemic injury [3–10].
Particularly autologous CD34! or CD133! stem/
progenitor cells have been therapeutically trans-
planted in patients with severe ischemic heart or
limb diseases, and these initial clinical experi-
ences indicate the safety and feasibility aswell as
the effectiveness of cell-based therapy [3, 11–
19].

However, a limitation of stem/progenitor
cell therapy has been also reported. EPC-en-
riched populations (CD34!, CD133!, CD34!/

vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2!

[VEGFR-2!], or CD133!/VEGFR-2!) are scarce
even in the BM and PB. Moreover, the EPC frac-
tion numerically and functionally declines in pa-
tients with aging [20] or cardiovascular risk fac-
tors [21, 22]. These reports suggest that poor
responses to cellular therapy are due to quanti-
tative and/or qualitative impairment of the EPC
fraction. To further augment the efficacy of
EPC transplantation, several methodological ap-
proaches to enhance EPC bioactivities are cur-
rently being developed [5, 23–28].

Initially, the EPC expansion culture has been
established in terms of an increase in attached
endothelial lineage cells following the condition-
ing of PB or BMmononuclear cells with endothe-
lial growth factor-supplemented medium [4,
29–31]. Although high performances for vascu-
logenesis are represented in animal models, the
quality and quantity culture control for medical

PROTOCOLS AND MANUFACTURING FOR CELL-BASED
THERAPIES
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EPCs is limited by less proliferative activity and progressive se-
nescence during the culture in attached EPC phenotype. In this
regard, the several culture systems of suspended EPC phenotype
have been developed and demonstrated the significance of EPC
expansions ex vivo and the efficiency of cultured CD34! or
CD133! cell transplant for neovascularization in ischemic animal
models [5, 23–28].

However, despite the effective results for therapeutic strategy
in many researches, EPCs remain a controversial topic among re-
searchers as there is no definitive delineation of EPCs, no clear dif-
ferentiationhierarchy, andnounambiguouslydefined isolationpro-
tocol. Therefore, the methodological development of EPC culture
has lacked the definitive EPC evaluationmethodology.

Considering the necessity of creating a defined assay, a novel
adhesive clonogenic assay for the quantitative and qualitative anal-
ysis of EPCs based on differentiation hierarchy has been developed
recently [32–37]. The new EPC colony-forming assay (EPC-CFA) en-
abled the distinction and the definition of two different types of
EPC-colony-forming units (EPC-CFUs), that is, primitive and defini-
tiveEPC-CFUs, composedof small and largecells, respectively.Prim-
itive EPC-CFUs (PEPC-CFUs) revealed a predominant potential for
proliferation. The other kind, definitive EPC-CFUs (DEPC-CFUs),
demonstrated a predominantly vasculogenic potential, including
cell adhesion and tube-like structure formation in vitro, as well as a
high in vivo activity toward de novo blood vessel formation follow-
ing transplantation into an ischemic hind limbmodel, as compared
with PEPC-CFUs. Therefore, PEPC-CFUs are possibly derived from
further immatureandproliferativeEPCs,andDEPC-CFUsgenerating
EPCs are more prone to differentiation and promoting EPC-medi-
ated cell functions required for vasculogenesis. The definitive colo-
ny-forming EPCs are capable of differentiating into a noncolonizing
large-cell EPC phenotype, similar to cultured EPCs or early EPCs de-
rived via conventional EPC culture, and are speculated to represent
further differentiating EPCs, departed from the niche of colony-
forming EPCs.

These findings indicate EPC-CFA would be an ideal tool to de-
velop EPC culture system by qualifying and quantifying the repopu-
lating colony-forming EPCs to expand ex vivo for therapeutic vascu-

logenesis. In the present study, we optimized the growth factor/
cytokine combination (Comb) in a serum-free, quality and quantity
culture (QQc) of CB-CD133! cells as anEPC-enrichedpopulation for
vasculogenesis using EPC-CFA and further evaluated the therapeu-
tic potential of theoptimalQQccells for cardiac repair post-myocar-
dial infarction (MI) versus CB-CD133! cells in pre-QQc.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of CB-CD133! Cells by Magnetic Cell
Sorting
CB was used for isolation of CB-CD133! cells under the approval
of the ethical committees of the Cord Blood Bank and Clinical
Investigation of the Tokai University School of Medicine. The
protocol of CB-CD133! cell isolation is described in supplemen-
tal online Methods 1.

Serum-Free Culture Trials of CB-CD133! Cells
At first, 10,000 CB-CD133! cells in 500!l ofmediumwere plated
into each well of a 24-well tissue culture dish (Primaria, BD Bio-
sciences, San Diego, http://www.bdbiosciences.com) and cul-
tured in a suspension manner using serum-free culture medium
(StemSpan SFEM; StemCell Technologies, Vancouver, BC, Can-
ada, http://www.stemcell.com) containing six Combs of several
growth factors/cytokines for 7 days (Table 1). Furthermore, CB-
CD133! cells were similarly cultured by Comb 4medium, named
QQc medium, for 2, 4, or 7 days (Table 2).

EPC-CFA
To investigate the vasculogenic potential of pre- or post-QQc
cells, we quantified adhesive EPC colonies by EPC-CFA using
semi-solid culture medium (MethoCult SFBIT; StemCell Technol-
ogies) with pro-angiogenic growth factors in 35-mm Primaria
dishes (BD Biosciences), as described in supplemental online
Methods 2 [32–35, 37]. Eighteen days after initiation of the cul-
ture, the number of adherent colonies per dish was measured
using a gridded scoring dish (StemCell Technologies) under light

Table 2. Endothelial progenitor cell (EPC) CFU production of CB-CD133! cells in QQc

EPC-CFU no. Day 0 Day 2 Day 4 Day 7

Per 500 cells
PEPC-CFU (no.) 18.9 " 1.0 19.9 " 0.9 14.6 " 0.6 11.0 " 0.7
DEPC-CFU (no.) 5.8 " 1.0 15.3 " 0.9 21.2 " 1.6 19.0 " 1.7
TEPC-CFU (no.) 24.7 " 1.5 35.2 " 1.5 35.8 " 1.6 30.0 " 1.6

Per 1 # 104 CB-CD133! cells
PEPC-CFU (no.) 503.3 " 45.7 608.6 " 55.3 3,083.2 " 200.1 12,396.1 " 981.4
DEPC-CFU (no.) 116.7 " 24.8 455.1 " 48.0 3,012.6 " 200.1 23,793.2 " 2,399
TEPC-CFU (no.) 620.0 " 65.6 1063.7 " 91.8 6,095.8 " 38.0 36,189.3 " 2,117

The top three rows are counted EPC-CFU numbers per 500 QQc cells in each period. The bottom three rows are estimated EPC-CFU numbers per
whole QQc cell at each period from 1 # 104 pre-QQc cells (CB-CD133!cells) at day 0. The values indicated are mean " SE in 3 dishes per each time
point per sample # 6 CB samples.
Abbreviations: CB, umbilical cord blood; CFU, colony-forming unit; DEPC, definitive endothelial progenitor cell; PEPC, primitive endothelial
progenitor cell; QQc, quality and quantity culture; TEPC, total endothelial progenitor cell (PEPC-CFU plus DEPC-CFU).

Table 1. Investigated combinations of growth factors/cytokines for quality and quantity culture

Comb Comb 1 Comb 2 Comb 3 Comb 4 Comb 5 Comb 6

TPO/VEGF $ ! ! ! ! !
SCF ! $ ! ! ! !
Flt-3 ligand ! ! $ ! ! !
IL3 ! ! ! $ ! !
IL6 ! ! ! ! $ !

Abbreviations: Comb, combination; IL, interleukin; SCF, stem cell factor; TPO, thrombopoietin; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.
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microscopy. PEPC-CFUs and DEPC-CFUs were counted sepa-
rately [32–35, 37].

Characterization of EPC Colonies
To confirm the endothelial characterization of the colonized
cells, wemeasured biochemical binding withUlex europaeus ag-
glutinin I-conjugated fluorescein isothiocyanate (UEA-I-FITC),
(Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, http://www.vectorlabs.
com) and uptake of acetylated low-density lipoprotein-conju-
gated 1,1!-dioctadecyl-3,3,3!,3!-tetramethylindo-carbocyanine
perchlorate (acLDL-DiI) (Biomedical Technologies, Inc., Stoughton,
MA, http://www.btiinc.com) , and we also examined immuno-
cytochemistry for endothelial cell (EC)-specific markers, as de-
scribed in supplemental online Methods 3.

Flow Cytometry Analysis
To characterize pre- and post-QQc cells, cells were analyzed by
flow cytometry using a FACSCalibur flow cytometry system (BD
Biosciences) after staining with mouse anti-human antibodies
against surface markers listed in the supplemental online Mate-
rial List. The data were analyzed by FlowJo, a flow cytometry
analysis software (Tomy Digital Biology Co., Ltd., Tokyo, http://
www.digital-biology.co.jp).

Real-Time Polymerase Chain Reaction Assay
The gene expression of proangiogenic growth factors and a cell
proliferation marker, Ki67, in pre- and post-QQc cells was quan-
titatively analyzed by real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
assay as described in supplemental online Methods 4.

In Vitro Tube Formation and Incorporation Assay in
Matrigel
To investigate the functional contribution of pre- or post-QQc
cells to neovascular formation, the cells were applied to a tube
formation and incorporation assay by coculturing with human
umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) on Matrigel, as de-
scribed in supplemental online Methods 5.

In Vitro Sprouting Assay in Matrigel
A colony cell fraction of PEPC- or DEPC-CFUs from pre- or post-
QQc cells was isolated, and then each colony cell fraction was
applied to Matrigel assay as described in supplemental online
Methods 6.

In Vitro Induction of Functional Cardiomyocytes
The methods used to investigate the trans-differentiation of
post-QQc cells into functional cardiomyocytes (CMCs) are de-
tailed in supplemental online Methods 7.

In Vivo Assessment of Vascular and Cardiac Repair by
Transplanted Pre- or Post-QQc Cells in the Rat
Myocardial Ischemic Model
Vascular and cardiac repair by transplantation of pre- or post-
QQc cells was investigated in rat myocardial ischemic model, as
described in supplemental online Methods 8.

Statistical Analysis
The results were statistically analyzed as described in supple-
mental online Methods 9.

RESULTS

Optimization of Growth Factor/Cytokine Comb for QQc
To identify the QQc, we evaluated EPC colony producing poten-
tial among the six kinds of growth factor/cytokine Combs using
EPC-CFA (Table 1). The cell numbers postculture for 7 days in six
kinds of Combs varied from 26.0-fold in Comb 2 to 95.8-fold in
Comb 6, compared with precultured cells (1 " 104 CB-CD133#

cells) (Fig. 1A).
Of note, stem cell factor (SCF) exhibited the most potent

factor to increase cell number because of the comparison of
Comb 2 versus Comb 6. In EPC-CFA of cultured cells in all Combs,
as previously indicated inmouse or human EPC-CFA [32–37], two
types of EPC colonies weremorphologically detected: PEPC-CFU,
formed of small, round cells, and DEPC-CFU, formed of large,
spindle-like cells (supplemental online Fig. 1A). These colonies
showed biological features of endothelial lineage—that is, intra-
cellular uptake of acLDL-DiI, cell surface binding of UEA-I-FITC
(supplemental online Fig. 1B), and immunohistochemical posi-
tivities of endothelial antigens, such as endothelial nitric oxide
synthase, VEGFR-2, and vascular endothelial (VE) cadherin (sup-
plemental online Fig. 1C) [37].

The numerical assessment of EPC-CFA revealed a different
pattern of EPC colony-forming potentials among the Comb
groups from cultured cell numbers (Fig. 1B, 1C). The amount of
PEPC-CFU, DEPC-CFU, or total EPC-CFU per 500 post-QQc cells
was significantly higher in Comb 4 compared with the other
Combs (Fig. 1B). In particular, the production of DEPC-CFU, indi-
cating further vasculogenic capability superior to that of PEPC-
CFU, was highest in Comb 4 (from 1.65-fold vs. Comb 3 to 2.65-
fold vs. Comb 6). The estimated number of DEPC-CFUs produced
from postculture of 1 " 104 CB-CD133# cells in Comb 4 signifi-
cantly increased by 1.77-fold (vs. Comb 6) to 4.44-fold (vs. Comb
2) (Fig. 1C).

Together, EPC-CFA disclosed that Comb 4 (SCF, thrombopoi-
etin [TPO], Flt3-ligand, interleukin-6 [IL-6], and vascular endo-
thelial growth factor [VEGF]) provides the QQc system, com-
pared with the other Comb candidates, based on vasculogenic
potential of EPC colony production. On the basis of this, the fol-
lowing experimental data were found under the QQc.

EPC Quality and Quantity During and Post-QQc
The total cell expansion duringQQcwasmeasured. The cell num-
ber in culture did not increase by day 2 but gradually increased,
from7.4-fold at day 4 post-QQc up to 52.9-fold at day 7 post-QQc
(Fig. 2A). To evaluate the quality of vasculogenic potential during
QQc, we performed EPC-CFA at each time point (Fig. 2B–2D;
Table 2).

Total EPC-CFU number post-QQc did not exhibit a significant
difference versus pre-QQc at day 7, although it was slightly in-
creased at days 2 and 4 versus pre-QQc (Fig. 2B). On the other
hand, the frequency of PEPC-CFU per 500 cells at each time point
gradually decreased from day 2, finally reaching 0.58-fold of pre-
QQc at day 7 post-QQc. Inversely, DEPC-CFU increased and
reached a peak level of 3.66-fold at day 4 and 3.28-fold at day 7
post-QQc, compared with pre-QQc (Fig. 2B). Further, the ratio of
DEPC-CFU number in total EPC-CFU number increased gradually
(Fig. 2C).

On the basis of the expansion ratio at each timepoint ofQQc,
the estimated quantity of EPC-CFUs produced frompre-QQcwas
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calculated. Numbers of PEPC-CFU, DEPC-CFU, and total EPC-CFU
increased drastically and reached a maximal level at day 7 post-
QQc (24.6-fold for PEPC-CFU, 203.9-fold for DEPC-CFU, and 58.4-
fold for total EPC-CFU) (Fig. 2D). These findings indicate that QQc
is superior at the quantity control culture to increase in EPC num-
ber, and at the quality control culture to potentiate EPC vasculo-
genic capability in terms of preferential increase in DEPC-CFUs.

Characterization of Pre- and Post-QQc Cells In Vitro
Flow cytometry was performed to estimate the positivities for
endothelial lineage markers in pre- and post-QQc cells. The per-

centage of positivity for endothelial-specificmarkers of VEGFR-2,
CD146 (P1H12), or von Willebrand factor (vWF) increased in
post-QQc cells versus pre-QQc cells, although CD33! cells de-
creased (Fig. 3A). Concomitantly, the different positive ratio of
the other hematopoietic lineage marker antigens between pre-
and post-QQc cells could be detected (supplemental online Fig-
ure 2). T- or B-lymphocytes (CD3 or CD19) or dendritic cells
(CD83) were rather predominant in pre-QQc cells, compared
with post-QQc cells. On the other hand, the number of mono-
cytes (CD14) or macrophages (CD68) was higher in post-QQc
cells than in pre-QQc cells, concurrent with endothelial-specific

Figure 1. Optimization of the Combs of growth factors/cytokines for QQc to acquire optimal EPC-CFU production. (A): Fold increase of
post-QQc cells versus CB-CD133! cells pre-QQc. (B): The frequency of EPC-CFU production from the Combs of growth factors/cytokines
for QQc. (C): Estimated EPC-CFU numbers produced from an initial 10,000 CB-CD133! cells pre-QQc. (B, C): !, p " .05; !!, p " .01; !!!,
p " .001. n # 3 dishes per Comb per CB sample $ 4 CB samples. Abbreviations: CFU, colony-forming unit; Comb, combination; DEPC,
definitive endothelial progenitor cell; EPC, endothelial progenitor cell; PEPC, primitive endothelial progenitor cell; QQc, quality and
quantity culture.
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markers. Above all, the augmented frequency for VEGFR-2 or
vWF was considerably higher in post-QQc cells compared with
monocyte/macrophages (CD14) or macrophages (CD68).
These findings indicate that QQc predominantly promotes the

commitment and differentiation of CD133! stem cells into
EPCs.

Real-time PCR revealed upregulated gene expression of
proangiogenic growth factors VEGF (8.3-fold) and hepatocyte

Figure 2. Profile of EPC-CFU production from CB-CD133!cells in QQc. (A): Fold increase of cell numbers during QQc in six CB samples. The
value at each QQc period indicates the fold increase of QQc cells versus CB-CD133! cells pre-QQc. (B): Frequency of EPC-CFU production per
500 cells at each time point of QQc. (C): Percentage of each EPC-CFU in produced total EPC-CFU. The adjacent values of shaded columns
indicate the averaged percentages at each time point. (D): Estimated EPC-CFU numbers produced from an initial 10,000 CB-CD133!cells.
(B–D): !, p " .05; !!, p " .01; !!!, p " .001. n # 3 dishes per CB sample $ 6 CB samples. Abbreviations: CB, umbilical cord blood; CFU,
colony-forming unit; DEPC, definitive endothelial progenitor cell; EPC, endothelial progenitor cell; PEPC, primitive endothelial progenitor cell;
QQc, quality and quantity culture.
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growth factor (HGF) (14.1-fold) in post-QQc cells compared with
pre-QQc cells. On the other hand, angiopoietin-1 did not show
statistical significance, although it tended to decline. Alterna-
tively, angiopoietin-2 remained at a very low expression level
(Fig. 3B). These data indicate that post-QQc cells aremore angio-
genic cells, which predominantly express VEGF or HGF, com-
pared with pre-QQc cells.

In vitro Matrigel assay revealed that post-QQc cells cocul-
tured with HUVECs predominantly promoted tube formation 12
hours after cell seeding by 2.28-fold over HUVECs alone and
1.45-fold over pre-QQc cells cocultured with HUVECs (Fig. 3C).

These findings showed that post-QQc cells preferentially possess
the capability of augmenting angiogenesis compared with those
pre-QQc cells.

Therapeutic Evaluation of Post-QQc Cells Following Cell
Transplantation into Infarcted Myocardium
We transplanted pre- and post-QQc cells into myocardial isch-
emia animal models in vivo and then evaluated microvascular
density (MVD) in the infarctedmyocardiumassessed byGriffonia
(Bandeiraea) simplicifolia lectin I (isolectin B4; Vector Laborato-
ries) staining.MVDwas significantly greater in rats receiving high

Figure 3. Profile of pre- and post-QQc cells. (A): Flow cytometry of pre- and post-QQc cells. n ! 4 umbilical cord blood (CB) samples. (B):
Relative gene expression ratio of proangiogenic growth factors versus 18S rRNA in pre- or post-QQc cells assessed by quantitative real-time
polymerase chain reaction. n ! 6 CB samples. (C):Matrigel tube formation assay of HUVECs by coculturing with pre- and post-QQc cells. The
toppanels showrepresentative featuresof tube formationbyHUVECs in thepresenceor absenceofpre- orpost-QQccells (magnification,"4).
The graph indicates the numbers of tube formation in each group. n ! 10 wells per group. (B, C): !, p # .05; !!, p # .01; !!!, p # .001.
Abbreviations: Ang, angiopoietin; APC, allophycocyanin; FL, fluorescence; HGF, hepatocyte growth factor; HPF, high power field; HUVEC,
human umbilical vein endothelial cell; PE, phycoerythrin; QQc, quality and quantity culture; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.
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doses of pre-QQc and both doses of post-QQc, compared with
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (PBS, 501.7! 32.2; low dose of
pre-QQc, 601.1! 21.4; high dose of pre-QQc, 820.6! 23.0; low
dose of post-QQc, 770.0! 15.9; high dose of post-QQc, 889.1!
28.9/mm2; p " .001). Also, MVD increased dose-dependently in
pre- and post-QQc (p " .01 for pre-QQc and p " .05 for post-
QQc) (Fig. 4A, 4C).

Percentage of left ventricular (LV) fibrosis area assessed by
Masson-trichrome staining, in the same manner, was signifi-
cantly smaller in rats receiving low and high doses of pre- or
post-QQc, compared with those receiving PBS (PBS, 29.1 ! 1.1;
low dose of pre-QQc, 16.6 ! 1.0; high dose of pre-QQc, 16.7 !
1.0; low dose of post-QQc, 19.0 ! 1.4; high dose of post-QQc,
19.8 ! 0.9; p " .001) (Fig. 4B, 4C). These results suggest that
transplantation of pre- and post-QQc cells may have equivalent
potentials for inhibiting LV fibrosis following MI.

Autocrine and Paracrine Effects of Pre- or Post-QQc
Cells for Vasculogenesis and Myocardiogenesis in the
Infarcted Myocardium
Immunohistochemistry with a human-specific marker revealed
that the histological density of human ECs was significantly
greater in rats receiving low and high doses of pre- or post-QQc
cells than in those receiving PBS (PBS, 0 ! 0; low dose of pre-
QQc, 76.3! 7.5; high dose of pre-QQc, 111.5! 13.7; lowdose of

post-QQc, 148.3 ! 16.0; high dose of post-QQc, 226.3 ! 16.7/
mm2; p " .001). Human EC density was significantly greater in
the high dose of pre- or post-QQc than in low dose of each cell
group, respectively (p " .05 for pre-QQc and p " .001 for post-
QQc). Furthermore, human EC density was significantly higher in
the low and high doses of post-QQc than in the same doses of
pre-QQc (p " .001). The effect of pre- or post-QQc on rat EC
density was similar to that observed on human EC density (Fig.
5A, 5C).

The histological density of human CMCs was greater in the
high dose of pre-QQc cells and both the low and high doses of
post-QQc cells than the PBS group (PBS, 0 ! 0; low dose of pre-
QQc, 17.8 ! 1.9; high dose of pre-QQc, 83.1! 11.6; low dose of
post-QQc, 32.3 ! 4.1; high dose of post-QQc, 134.0 ! 14.3/
mm2; p " .001). Human CMC density was dose-dependently
greater in pre- and post-QQc groups (p " .001). Human CMC
density was also greater in the high dose of post-QQc group than
in that of pre-QQc (p " .01). The effect of CB-CD133# cells pre-
or post-QQc on rat CMC density was almost the same as that on
human CMC density. (Fig. 5B, 5C).

These data demonstrate dose-dependent autocrine and
paracrine effects of pre- and post-QQc from CB-CD133# cells on
vasculogenesis and cardiomyogenesis. The potency for cardio-
vascular regeneration seems superior in post-QQc cells over
pre-QQc.

Figure 4. Promotion of neovascularization and inhibition of left ventricular remodeling by transplantation of pre- or post-QQc cells. (A):
Representative chemical staining with Griffonia (Bandeiraea) simplicifolia lectin I in each group. Scale bars $ 100 !m. (B): Representative
Masson-trichrome staining to evaluate the fibrotic area in each group. (C): Bar graphs showing MVD (left) and percentage of fibrosis (right).
!, p" .05; !!, p" .01; !!!, p" .001. Six sections per rat% 10 rats per group. Abbreviations: Hi, high dose in pre- or post-QQc group; Lo, low
dose in pre- or post-QQc group; MVD, microvascular density; PBS, phosphate-buffered saline; QQc, quality and quantity culture.
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Preservation of LV Function Post-MI by Transplantation
of CB-CD133! Cells Pre- or Post-QQc
The invasive hemodynamic assessment of LV function in each
group showed that positive pressure and its derivative (!dP/dt)
were significantly greater in all cell therapy groups than in the
PBS group (p " .001). !dP/dt was significantly greater in the
high dose of pre- or post-QQc than in the low dose of each group
(p " .001). !dP/dt was similar in the low dose of pre- or post-
QQc group and the high dose of each group. #dP/dt was signif-
icantly smaller (better preserved) in all cell therapy groups ex-
cept the low dose of pre-QQc cells than in the PBS group (p "
.001 for high dose of pre- and post-QQc groups vs. PBS; p " .01
for low dose of post-QQc vs. PBS). #dP/dt was significantly
smaller in the high dose of post-QQc than in the low dose of
post-QQc group (p " .001). #dP/dt was significantly better pre-

served in the high or low dose of post-QQc groups than in the
same dose of pre-QQc groups (p " .01 for high-dose and p "
.05 for low-dose groups) (Fig. 6A). Echocardiography per-
formed 4 weeks after cell therapy demonstrated that frac-
tional shortening (FS) was greater in all cell therapy groups
than in the PBS group (p " .001). FS was greater in the high
dose of pre- or post-QQc cells than in the low dose of each
group (p " .001). FS was also higher in the low or high dose of
post-QQc group than in the same dose of pre-QQc (p " .05 for
low dose and p " .01 for high dose) (Fig. 6B).

These results suggest that transplantation of CB-CD133!

cells either pre- or post-QQc may be beneficial for preserva-
tion of LV function post-MI. The present data also show a
dose-dependent effect of each cell therapy and the superior
potency of post-QQc cells over pre-QQc cells for functional

Figure 5. In vivo vasculogenesis and cardiomyogenesis dose-dependently augmented by engraftment of pre- or post-QQc cells. (A, B):
Representative double immunohistochemistry for human transplanted cells differentiating into ECs or CMCs stained by Griffonia
(Bandeiraea) simplicifolia lectin I-fluorescein isothiocyanate (green) or anti-cardiac troponin I antibody (green) with human nuclear
antigen (HNA) (red), using infarcted heart samples. HNA appears pink with 4$,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (blue) overlay. The arrows
indicate human nuclei of transplanted cells differentiating into ECs (A) or CMCs (B). (C): Quantification of ECs (top left) and CMCs
(bottom left) differentiated from the transplanted cells in each group. Scale bars % 25 !m (A) or 50 !m (B) in HM panels and 50 !m (A)
or 100 !m (B) in the others. (C): !, p " .05; !!, p " .01; !!!, p " .001. ‡, p " .01 versus PBS; †, p " .001 versus PBS. Six sections per
rat & 10 rats per group. Abbreviations: CMC, cardiomyocyte; EC, endothelial cell; Hi, high dose in pre- or post-QQc group; HM, higher
magnification of the corresponding pictures in post-QQc Hi group; Lo, low dose in pre- or post-QQc group; PBS, phosphate-buffered
saline; QQc, quality and quantity culture.
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recovery. The echocardiographic data of LV function post-MI
by transplantation of pre- or post-QQc cells are shown in sup-
plemental online Table 1 and supplemental online Figure 3.

DISCUSSION

In the present study, we disclosed optimal serum-free QQc for
quantitative and qualitative control of colony-forming EPCs by
recently defined EPC-CFA. The optimal QQc system augmented
the potential of CB-CD133! cells not only by specific augmenta-
tion of provasculogenic colony-forming EPCs producing DEPC-
CFUs but also by upregulating autocrine or paracrine effects of
proangiogenic growth factors in produced cells. Furthermore, in
vivo experiments using a rat model of MI showed predominant
cardiac repair postintramyocardial transplantation of post-QQc
cells compared with CB-CD133! cells as pre-QQc cells.

Clinical Significance of the Serum-Free Quality and
Quantity System Optimized in This Study
In the hematology field, serum-free expansion cultures for he-
matopoietic stem cells (i.e., CD133! cells or CD34! cells in CB)
have so far been developed to reconstitute hematopoiesis fol-
lowing BM ablation by chemotherapy for malignancies [38, 39].
On the basis of these ex vivo hematopoietic expansion cultures,
the development of EPC expansion culture has also been at-
tempted, because EPCs share common surface markers, such as
CD34 and CD133, with hematopoietic stem cells. First of all,
Pesce et al. [5] expanded CB-CD34! cells for 7 days using a se-
rum-free cytokine cocktail of SCF, Flt-3 ligand, interleukin-3 (IL-
3), and IL-6, which was also used by Bonanno et al. [40], included
as Comb 1 (Table 1), and successfully increased the number of
CB-CD34! cells by 10-fold. Although the arteriole length density
in ischemic adductor muscles was significantly greater following
transplantation of CB-CD34! cells postexpansion comparedwith

saline injection, the angiogenic parameter was similar in the CB-
CD34! cell pre- and postexpansion groups. Skeletal myogenesis
was also less enhanced in the CB-CD34! cell postexpansion
group than in the pre-expansion group [5]. Other groups have
also developed growth factor cocktails to test EPC expansions
from CB-CD34! or CD133! cell populations and demonstrated
significant increases in total cell number and EPC marker-posi-
tive cell number [25, 41]. All studies demonstrated the efficacy of
transplantation into myocardial ischemic models by the equiva-
lent or better improvement of cardiac function or vascular incor-
poration compared with pre-expansion EPCs.

However, there was a crucial limitation to establish the sci-
entific and clinical culture system by conventional EPC biological
methodologies. EPC origin and differentiation biology have re-
mained amajor concern among researchers for years, as there is
still no definitive concept and methodology for EPCs. In this re-
gard, researchers have long resisted the lack of qualitative and
quantitative measures of regenerative EPCs to establish the cul-
ture for EPCs.

Here we used the newly established methodology of EPC-
CFA to develop the culture system to increase in number and
function of colony-forming EPCs for vascular regeneration. We
have recently demonstrated EPC-CFA using semisolid medium
and single or bulk CD133!or CD34! cord blood cell exhibited the
formationof two types of attaching cell coloniesmadeof small or
large cells featuring endothelial lineage potential and properties,
termed small-cell EPC-CFU and large-cell EPC-CFU, respectively
[37]. In vitro and in vivo assays of colony cells of each EPC-CFU
revealed a differentiation hierarchy ranging from PEPC-CFU,
with highly proliferative activity, to DEPC-CFU, with vasculogenic
properties, respectively. In particular, the transplantation of
each colony cell represented not only the therapeutic potential
of both EPC-CFUs for neovascular formation in ischemic animals

Figure 6. Improvement of left ventricular (LV) function following transplantation of pre- or post-QQc cells. (A):Hemodynamic assessment of
LV function by micromanometer-tipped conductance catheter. (B): Quantitative assessment of LV function by echocardiography. !, p " .05;
!!, p " .01; !!!, p " .001. ‡, p " .01 versus PBS; †, p " .001 versus PBS. n # 10 rats per group. Abbreviations: FS, fractional shortening; Hi,
high dose in pre- or post-QQc group; Lo, low dose in pre- or post-QQc group; PBS, phosphate-buffered saline; QQc, quality and quantity
culture.
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but the priority of the regenerative property of DEPC-CFU com-
pared with that of PEPC-CFU. Therefore, numerical evaluation of
both EPC-CFUs generated from any stem cell sources permits
estimation of their vasculogenic property. In the present study,
we have tried to optimize growth factor and cytokine combina-
tions for colony-forming EPC expansion, to detect the best com-
bination to especially increase the frequency of DEPC-CFU and
total number of both EPC-CFUs in culture.

In our recent report, analysis of EPC-CFA revealed that VEGF
added to the combination of early acting growth factors (SCF,
TPO, Flt-3 ligand, IL-6) [42] for hematopoietic stem cell expan-
sion promotes the EPC commitment and differentiation of single
CB-CD133! cells [43]. Given this finding,we investigated the pro-
ductivities of EPC-CFU in the several combinations, including the
previously reported ones [5, 40], in comparison with the combi-
nation (VEGF, SCF, TPO, Flt-3 ligand, IL-6) named Comb 4. For
example, Comb 6 (SCF, TPO, Flt-3 ligand, IL-3, IL-6, VEGF) repre-
sented the most increase in cell number after culture but re-
sulted in a significantly lower frequency of DEPC-CFU, whereas
Comb 4 demonstrated the highest total EPC-CFU frequency and,
in particular, the highest DEPC-CFU frequency postculture
among the groups (Fig. 1B, 1C). Of interest, Comb 4 exhibited
greater EPC-CFU productivity, especially in DEPC-CFU, compared
with the previously reported Comb 1 (SCF, Flt-3 ligand, IL-3, IL-6)
for EPC expansion [5, 40]. Collectively, we determined that the
Comb 4 growth factors are the most effective culture system for
vasculogenic colony-forming EPC expansion, and we named
them the QQc control system.

On the other hand, differing from a conventional culture of
total mononuclear cells for adhesive EPC expansion [29, 43], the
present QQc enabled suspended EPCs to robustly expand even
from a scarce stem cell fraction (CB-CD133! cells) under serum-
free conditions. The lack of requirement for either serum, with
its possible risk of viral/bacterial infection, or a cellular detach-
ment procedure using chemical substances (e.g., trypsinization)
would support the safety of stem cell therapy in clinical applica-
tions.

Superior Vasculogenenic Potential of Post-QQc Cells
over Pre-QQc
The specific increase in DEPC-CFUs in EPC-CFA and enhanced
endothelial expressions, such as VEGFR-2, CD146, and vWF, was
demonstrated in CB-CD133! cells post-QQc compared with
those pre-QQc. These findings indicate that the QQc systemmay
augment differentiation of CB-CD133! cells into the EC lineage.
On the other hand, the capacity of tube-like structure formation
with HUVECs and sprouting capability were also enhanced in
post-QQc cells, compared with pre-QQc (supplemental online
Fig. 4A, 4B). Moreover, post-QQc cells exhibited the predomi-
nant potential not only of incorporation into the tubes (supple-
mental online Fig. 4C) but also of proliferation (supplemental
online Fig. 4D). Production of critical proangiogenic growth fac-
tors, such as VEGF or HGF, was also enhanced in post-QQc cells
versus pre-QQc.

These data indicate another mechanism underlying the en-
hanced vasculogenic potential of post-QQc cells: upregulation of
proangiogenic cytokine secretion for autocrine and paracrine ac-
tions, besides the performance of post-QQc cells per se. Given
this evidence, the QQc systemmay possess not only quantitative
but also qualitative advantages in acquiring an optimal EPC re-
source for therapeutic applications.

Enhanced Cardiac Repair by Engraftment of Post-QQc
Cells
The histological density of both rat and human ECs in the in-
farcted myocardium was greater in rats receiving human post-
QQc cells than in animals receiving pre-QQc cells. These favor-
able results in vivo may reflect the autocrine and paracrine
effects of post-QQc cells on angiovasculogenesis shown in the in
vitro studies.

In the present study, the density of both rat and human
CMCswas also higher in the post-QQc group than in the pre-QQc
group. The increase in host CMCs may have been due to the
cardioprotective effects of post-QQc by attenuation of myocar-
dial ischemia through angiovasculogenesis. Dai et al. [44] re-
ported that VEGF, the expression of which was upregulated in
post-QQc in our study, has antiapoptotic effects on CMCs. Trans-
planted cells post-QQc may secrete cytokines directly, protect-
ing ischemic or apoptotic CMCs. Furthermore, the increase in
human CMCs may be due to trans-differentiation of the cells
into the CMC lineage, although trans-differentiation of endothe-
lial or hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells (CD34!cells or
CD133!cells) into CMCs remains controversial [8, 10, 45–47].

Also of scientific interest is the effect of EPC culture on the
induction of cardiomyogenesis. Park et al. reported that CB-
CD133! cells cocultured with rat CMCs after pretreatment with
platelet-derived growth factor and epidermal growth factor fea-
ture cardiomyocytic phenotypes in terms of morphology and ex-
pression of lineage-specificmarkers [48]. Bonanno et al. [40] also
demonstrated that a specific differentiation culture system after
preconditioning of CB-CD133! cells with SCF, Flt-3 ligand, IL-3,
and IL-6 for 2 days promoted differentiation into EC or CMC lin-
eages in vitro.

These reports indicate that preconditioning with the appro-
priate growth factors may favorably promote the commitment
of an EPC-enriched fraction into the CMC lineage. In fact, as
shown in supplemental online Figure 5 and supplemental online
Video Image 1, the cultured cells from post-QQc cells performed
synchronized beating with fetal mouse CMCs under the cocul-
ture system, indicating that post-QQc cells possess trans-differ-
entiation potential into functional CMC lineage. Further investi-
gation is warranted to evaluate cardiomyogenic induction of
EPCs by the QQc system.

Prospective Clinical Application of Stem/Progenitor
Cells Post-QQc
Considering stem/progenitor cell therapy for ischemic diseases
by CD34! or CD133! stem cells isolated from CB or autologous
BM or PB, a serum-free QQc system may reduce the physical
burden of patients, that is, decreasing the dose of granulocyte-
colony stimulating factor for stem cell mobilization andminimiz-
ing the number of stem cells to be isolated. The expansion of
aliquoted, cryopreserved stem cells permits patients to be
treated repeatedly without invasive cell harvesting procedures
at each treatment. As described above, in terms of safety, sus-
pended stem cells in serum-free conditionsmay be readily appli-
cable in the clinic.

CONCLUSION

The present study demonstrates that our novel evaluation
method for serum-free expansion provides a transplantable EPC
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source with quantitative and qualitative advantages for cardio-
vascular regeneration in ischemic disease.
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ϊϊ лȁɖŹŷŖжлͰ͉ПşöЦюЯЏΥ

Υ ЭФеŪАмЎѿѷ ϊϊ ʘ˂йНТэ ϋϨϭϜϡ nëлəȿё̏ʘй̖рЎϋϨϭϜϡ ҒўҗѸìÈ

�ел ϊϊ ʘ˂плƂ�лÜ�йгКдɫ̑ШЯЏуЯЎŪАПȹ˕й:˷ШЯѿѷ ϋϨϭϜϡω

əȿ ϋότ ҉јѪёɆКдЎϋϨϭϜϡ Ѩѡѹғ̒ĉɃ×йНТэ ϊϊ лƃэ˙КёЎϢϧΥ ϯϢϯϨ ҍ

Ѷғйдǜ̅ШЯЏЦыйЎοϑϗ ìÈ�ел ϊϊʘ˂лȁɖŹŷŖйгКдʎǎШЯЏΥ

Υ ЭлʜǊЎҥҤɸΔлѿѷϊϊʘ˂ǒЪрдйНКдЎϋϨϭϜϡβЙэКмϋϨϭϜϡγҝуЯм
ʶҞ

лΒ˧иəȿё̑цЯЏШОШЎКЫюлʘ˂йгКдчЎχϚϠβ ё!Шд̒ĉЦюэ ϋϨϭϜϡ Ѩ

ѡѹғПЭлʘ˂ØǱйЎϢϧΥ ϯϢϭϫϨЎϢϧΥ ϯϢϯϨ КЫюйгКдчłΉШиОвЯЏ�ƠЎχϚϠβ ̒

ĉ ϋϨϭϜϡ ѨѡѹғлìÈмЎοϑϗ lɁйъэʘ˂ǰё ϢϧΥϯϢϭϫϨ йдŵuЪэФжё˼mШЯЏ

Фюм οϑϗ lʰйȷōɜи�ǊеЙьЎ$лŷɗzlʰҝѦҒѸ҉іѸЎҌғ҂ѓґҗҞйąШ

дм̑цыюиОвЯЏ©ǣл�ǊмЎϢϧΥϯϢϯϨ ел χϚϠβ əȿ ϋότ҉јѪплϊϊʘ˂ɶǚ

ж οϑϗ lʰйъэ ϢϧΥ ϯϢϯϨ л÷ΜʐечɮЦюЯЏЦыйЎϋϨϭϜϡ ѨѡѹғəɄёŵuЪэ

ϠϚϦϦϚήϬϞϜϫϞϭϚϬϞ ͳúzё οϑϗ ж<ɆЪэФжйъьЎοϑϗ ʷŖ˄ȽŇПŵuЦюЎɡ��

ǊПəƍЦюэФжПɮЦюЯЏуЯЎχϚϠβ ё!ШЯ ϋϨϭϜϡ ѨѡѹғПЎοϑϗ lɁйъвдŵ

uЦюэ ϊξϏπψϐ ёЎύψπ ё!Шд̒ĉШЎˋɔʘ˂лɄìʤƀйþ�Ъэ ˄Ŗёɮ»

ШЯЏΥ



Υ (�лʜǊмЎϊϊ ȁɖйͽШßРи¼Αжиэ οϑϗ ʷŖПЎˋɔɃ×˻ÁжШдл χϚϠβ

ё!Шд̒ĉЦюэ ϋϨϭϜϡ ѨѡѹғйъвдчЯыЦюэФжёЎqцдƨɫйШЯЏΥ

ҝƾɩɾũǊмЎȿÈЎÆͽï˱̐пŶɻ�еЙэҞΥ

Υ

ҦҢϋϨϭϜϡ ҒўҗѸǪ˄əȿйþ�Ъэʘ˂ÝѸҌіҗлͣ˻ŖΥ

Υ

Υ ϋϨϭϜϡ ҒўҗѸжШдǪ˄Ъэ ρϥϥβЎρϥϥεЎχϚϠβЎχϚϠγ мЎϋϨϭϜϡ �ü8плѨѡѹғ̒ĉ˄

ёeƵШЎJАлǪ˄ɜġɏйгКдмƨɫемиКЏˋɔɃ×˻ÁжШдл ϋϨϭϜϡ Ғўҗ

Ѹлͣ˻ŖшЭлƟЯиuňȆёƈʗЪэйЙЯьЎϋϨϭϜϡ ҒўҗѸJАлȷōёƨыОйЪ

эФжмРѐцдͣ˻еЙэЏΥ

Υ ŪАмФюуеЎρϥϥβЎρϥϥεЎχϚϠβ л ϟϥϨϱϞϝ ҉јѪёȹ˕йǨɿШЎ¦ ϋϨϭϜϡ ҒўҗѸл ϢϧΥ

ϯϢϯϨ елɄɁɜŃ}йгКд̖рдРЯЏЭл͐ɷеЎρϥϥβ ж ρϥϥε лͯйЎЭюуе�şЦ

юдКиОвЯǪ˄ɜġɏПЙэФжё˼mШЯПЎЭлnëɜ̏ʘм�ƨеЙвЯЏρϥϥεn

ëмЎρϥϥβ жɏиьЎϋϨϭϜϡ ҒўҗѸлͣ˻иe͆Ǣ͈еЙэ ρόϐ ҍѲҚ҂ёƵШдНыЫЎФ

юёх ρόϐ ÏПЎ
nëлǪ˄ɜġɏёɄфmШдКэжʵМЎЭюё ρϥϥεΰβ ͯеʰ

ƌШЯџҌґnëёЭюЮю:˷ШЎЭлǪ˄йгКд̖рЯЏЭлʜǊЎρϥϥε л ρόϐ Ï

мЎρϥϥβnëiемувЯСǪ˄ЬЫЎϋϨϭϜϡβѨѡѹғ̒ĉ˄ПȔãЪэФжПѐОвЯЏ�

ƠЎρϥϥβ Ɉǃл ρόϐ Ïҝρόϐ ҍѲҚ҂ёƵЪэҞмЎρϥϥε nëiечǪ˄ШЎͤɄÌ ρϥϥε

йǵрЎƨыОйľКȌŖёəƍШЯЏФюылʜǊмЎρϥϥ nëйНТэρόϐҍѲҚ҂лͣ

˻ŖёɮШЯчллЎρϥϥε лǪ˄ɜZ4ŖйгКдмЎρόϐ Ï(Ýл͜4Пͣ˻еЙэФ

жёš³ШЯЏΥ

Υ ЭФеЎФюуеǪ˄ɜšʴП�ƨɥеЙвЯ ρϥϥ në ϋ ƽҝϊϋϋωҞÏйɤɟШЎ\ж©

ǣйџҌґnëё:˷ШЎЭлǪ˄ё̖рЯЏЭлʜǊЎρϥϥε nëл ϊϋϋω ÏПРѐцд

Ǫ˄ɜйͣ˻еЙэФжПrƨШЎ̈́йЎρϥϥβ nëл ϊϋϋω ÏмсжђзЭлǪ˄йþ�

ШдКиКФжПɮ»ЦюЯЏ(�лʜǊмЎҦгл ρϥϥ nëмЎċиСжч ϋϨϭϜϡβ ё!ШЯѨ

ѡѹғə�йͽШЎЭюЮюɏиэÏё�ŐжШдǪ˄ШдКэФжёɮШдКэЏФлʜ̘

мЎФюуел ϋϨϭϜϡ ҒўҗѸɩɾОымувЯСşöЦюдФиОвЯчлеЙьЎъь̏ʘи

nëǪǢл́ƨПńЯюэЏΥ

ҝƾɩɾũǊмЎȿÈЎÆͽï˱̐пŶɻ�еЙэҞΥ

Υ

ҧҢϋϨϭϜϡ ҒўҗѸйъэįʘ˂ҙƼn�ʘ˂лn�uňйНТэŃ}Υ

Υ

Υ ϋϨϭϜϡ ҒўҗѸлɃ×˻ÁжШдлŃ}ё ϢϧΥ ϯϢϯϨ йдƨыОйЪэЯцЎȹ˕й:˷ШЯ



ϋϨϭϜϡ ҒўҗѸ ϟϥϨϱϞϝ ҉јѪёɆКЎ(�лɧ˼ёŇЯЏΥ

Υ

ҝҥҞ˃ˏҙϑ xΛʘ˂ҝρϋ ƺҞΥ

Υ ϑ ʘ˂лn�ǽöймЎ˃ˏɃ×ёŻЛ�ɝʘ˂�л ρϥϥε жЎ˃ˏйɶ˰ШдРЯ ϑ xΛ

ʘ˂�л ϋϨϭϜϡβ лɡ�:ɆйъвдɄЩэ ϋϨϭϜϡ ѨѡѹғПЎőΌлŃ}ёŻЛЏ�ƠЎЭ

ю(͵л˃ˏiелϑʘ˂n�йНТэρϥϥεΰϋϨϭϜϡβлɄɁɜšʴйгКдм�ƨиȫП

ÞОвЯЏЪейɧыюдКэѿѷ ϑ ÌŕŖҒҗѾŖɛ˯ɒҝϑήξωωҞəɓпл ϋϨϭϜϡ Ѩѡѹ

ғлͰ�ПРѐцдßРКФжлnëÑɞёɁ́ЪэЯцйчЎƾ̕Αл́ƨмͣ˻еЙэЏΥ

Υ ˃ˏ(͵ŅлƼn� ϑ ʘ˂емЎρϋ ƺлʘ˂йȷй ϋϨϭϜϡβ лəȿПΠСЎФюй%ͼ

ШдЎϋϨϭϜϡβ ʘ˂iƞȳҝφϧϭϫϚϜϞϥϥϮϥϚϫΥϋϨϭϜϡβΥ ϟϫϚϠϦϞϧϭЎϋβφπρҞП˿ĂЦюЯЏρϋβΰγ ƺЙ

эКм ρϋδ ƺʘ˂ёn�ШЎρϥϥε ǫãЙэКмąȰ҉јѪˁ"˃ˏйĉ`Ņй¿õÐΗЪ

эФжеЎρϥϥε л¦Ƽn�ʘ˂n�йНТэŃ}ё̖рэжЎxʶмóaиn�PȡЎŅʶ

м ρύ ƺплn�м̯ФэчллØǱ�aёɮЪФжПrƨШЯЏФлʜǊмЎ˃ˏiел ϑ

ʘ˂n�йч ρϥϥε Пͣ˻еЙэФжёɮШдКэЏуЯЎρϋδΰρύ n�й1ЛØǱ�aмЎϜή

ϊϲϜ лľuəȿйъьстÀŉЪэФжОыЎϋϨϭϜϡ ѨѡѹғǤɜnëжШдл ϜήϊϲϜ йъэ

ØǱuňП ρϋΰρύ ƺйдǪ˄ЪэФжПɮ»ЦюЯЏϜήϊϲϜ л͐|əȿйъэѿѷ ϑ ʘ˂ˋ

ɔПЎȷй ρϋΰρύ ŀ̭ё1КΠΐĴй̑цыюэФжмЎƾɩɾũǊжъС�˖ЪэФжОыЎ

ϋϨϭϜϡ Ѩѡѹғ͐|ж ϜήϊϲϜ л�Xйъэ ϑ ʘ˂ØǱɏħПЎ©ѪѵҚѩелˋɔ�лƾ

ŤеЙэФжП�şЦюэЏΥ

ҝƾɩɾũǊмЎςϮϫΥχΥφϦϦϮϧϨϥΥεζλγγζγέΥγαβζЎйдc˲ЦюЯҞΥ

Υ

ҝҦҞ˒˓ҙˏŭ�Őʘ˂Υ

Υ ˒əɄƺйНТэ ϋϨϭϜϡ ѨѡѹғлŃ}йгКдмЎ˒ʚʮлŀũƺеЙэ҉јѪˁɄҭ

ƤxŅйдőΌлŃ}ёŻЛФжПɧыюдКэЏШОШЎ˒˓ёǢũЪэ�Яэʘ˂ʐpе

ЙэÝnȅЎinȅНъоʉʘ˂лʐpǽöНъоЭлįʘ˂ПmȿЪэˁɄ βε ƤxŅ

йНТэŃ}мƨɫемиОвЯЏуЯЎ˒ɗəɄй\˰Шд̑цыюэɏŀũҝϦϞϭϚϩϥϚϬϢϚҞ

Нъо�ɝiˋɔŖɒÜҝύϚϧϜϫϞϚϭϢϜΥ ϢϧϭϫϚϞϩϢϭϡϞϥϢϚϥΥ ϧϞϨϩϥϚϬϢϚҞйгКдмЎФюуеƔƀЦ

юдКЯ˒ʉʘ˂лɏħŀ̭емиСЎÝnȅʘ˂Оылn�̷ƌй1Лŀ̭əȿжʵМы

юЎȷйÝnȅxΛʘ˂лØǱҙʘ˂ɄìʤƀлnëǪǢмЎ˒ɗəɄǪǢёɁ́ЪэЛ

МеРѐцдͣ˻жʵМыюЯЏΥ

Υ ŪАмЎ҉јѪˁ"˒˓ел_ɐʚʮïɜ́ǈОыЎЉˁΤ βε ƤxŅОыÝnȅʘ˂ǣ

лʘ˂ÂiйЎϋϨϭϜϡ Ѩѡѹғё�üШЯØǱŖлʘ˂ПmȿЪэФжЎЊ©ʘ˂ПÝn

ȅʚʮл�â͜йɶ˰Шˏŭ�Őʘ˂ҝπϞϧϭϫϨϚϜϢϧϚϫΥ ϜϞϥϥϬЎπξҞйn�ЪэФжЎЋϋϨϭϜϡ Ғ



ўҗѸҮρϥϥβΰχϚϠβ П πξ ёхʉʐpʘ˂йəȿЪэФжЎЌρϥϥβΰχϚϠβ ǫã˒˓емЎπξ

ʘ˂ПȔãШЎÝnȅʚʮлÑƾǢ͈ПɪʦЪэФжЎЍπξ ʘ˂ПЎÝnȅҙʉʘ˂n�

˄ёƵЪэƼn�ʘ˂жШдǪ˄ЪэФжЎё˼mШЯЏФлũǊмЎρϥϥβΰχϚϠβ ё!ШЯ

ϋϨϭϜϡ ѨѡѹғПЎÝnȅҙʉʘ˂ʐpn�ёuňШЎЭлxΛʘ˂жШдл πξ ʘ˂лØ

Ǳҙʘ˂ɄìёƔƀЪэͣ˻иɃ×˻ÁеЙэФжёɮШдКэЏѿѷ˒ɗЙэКмЭлxɗ

ȸŤйНКдЎϋϨϭϜϡѨѡѹғлə�ПΠΐĴй̑цыюэФжмЎ˒ɗəɄйНТэϋϨϭϜϡ

Ѩѡѹғлͣ˻ŖёɮЪʜǊжШд˗³ȖКЏуЯЎ˒ɗȁɖйНКдЎϋϨϭϜϡ ѨѡѹғЙэ

КмЭлͰ͉nëёǤɜжЪэФжлƵɆŖёɮ»ШдКэЏΥ

ҝƾɩɾũǊмЎτϞϧϞϬΥϭϨΥπϞϥϥϬΥγαλζααέΥγαβζЎйдc˲ЦюЯҞΥ

Υ

ҝҧҞΞΟҙΞ˝ʘ˂Υ

Υ Ξ˝ʘ˂ёхͯ˦ʐʘ˂ҝ̶Ξʘ˂Ў˅ʻʘ˂ҞмЎͯ˦ʐįʘ˂ё̯ȞжШдn�ШЎ

Элʐpǽöй ϋϨϭϜϡ ѨѡѹғПͰ�ЪэФжПɧыюдКэЏШОШЎ¦ʘ˂ʐpйn�Ш

ЯŅЎũȲƺуелn�͐ɷйНТэ ϋϨϭϜϡ ѨѡѹғлŃ}йгКдм�ƨиȫПÞКЏу

ЯЎΞ˝ʘ˂мΞΟɃ×ёǢũЪэ�˻иʘ˂ʐpеЙьЎƣ́ШЯÞəŖΞΟˋёмЩц

жШЯ͈˯ʐˋɔлɃ×ёǢʋЪэʘ˂жШдЎЭлǪ˄ПȈɟЦюдКэЏΥ

Υ ŪАПȹ˕й:˷ШЯ ϚβπϨϥήϡρϥϥβҝρβΥϑϠҞ҉јѪмЎ҉јѪ ϚβήϜϨϥϥϚϠϞϧ ҄ҕҍҚѰҚuň

�йѿѷ ρϥϥβ ё͟ШЯ͗0ëƕÜ҉јѪеЙьЎƼn�Ξ˝ʘ˂ёхΞ˝ʘ˂ʐpйдѿѷ

ρϥϥβ лəȿПɫ̑еРэЏρβΥϑϠ ҉јѪемЎmɄɠŅъьЎ͐|иΞ�П͋˰Ъэ�ƠЎΞ

'̚À̷м˧ШС5�ШдКЯЏ©҉јѪΞΟiемЎˁΤŅƺъьόϬϭϞϫϢϱ ŖƼn�Ξ˝

ʘ˂лɏħØǱё̑цЎЭлʜǊЎİ˞иΞʚʮлžßжΞΟˊлʫĊП˿ĂЦюЯЏФл

ŀ̭мЎρϥϥβ йȷōɜеЙьЎ©ǣй:˷ШЯ ϡχϚϠβ əȿ҉јѪемЎЭЛШЯŀ̭м˼mЦ

юиОвЯЏρβΥϑϠ ҉јѪемЎόϬϭϞϫϢϱ Ŗʘ˂лɏħØǱй1КЎόϬϭϞϨϜϚϥϜϢϧ ŖлΞ

ʘ˂плn�ПŵuЦюдНьЎƼn�Ξ˝ʘ˂ƺйдn�ПPȡШдКэчлжƊȝЦю

ЯЏуЯЎΞ˝ʘ˂n��aй%ͼШдɪΞʘ˂n�ПŵuЦюдНьЎʜǊжШдЎΞ'̚

À̷ПßРС5�ШдКЯЏ©҉јѪΞͯ˦ʐʘ˂лÐΗОыЎЭЛШЯŀ̭ПjȿЦюэ�

ƠЎƾÐΗʐел ρϥϥβ ͗0ëǫƏл̒ĉйъьЎƼn�Ξ˝ʘ˂ПțċЪэжжчйΞʘ˂

плn�ПD͋ЦюэЎρϥϥβ ͐|əȿʐжм̈́лŀ̭ё̑цЎρϥϥβ П ϋϨϭϜϡ ҒўҗѸжШдɄ

Ɂɜͣ˻ŖёƵЪэФжПɮ»ЦюЯЏ(�лʜǊОыЎρϥϥβ ПЎƼn�Ξ˝ʘ˂ƺлØǱҙ

n�ёʎÿйuňШЎΞʚʮŀũлѽґҗѪёʤƀШдКэФжПƊĂЦюЯЏΥ

ҝƾɩɾũǊмЎχΥπϞϥϥΥύϡϲϬϢϨϥΥγαβηΥόϜϭΥβδίΥρϨϢλβαίβααγΰϣϜϩίγζηεθЎйдc˲ЦюЯҞΥ

Υ

ҨҢѿѷ ϋϨϭϜϡβ ʘ˂iƞȳжÜɏÌ φωθϏϚ ͪлəȿйъэ ϑ ʘ˂ɛ˯ɒҝϑΥ ϚϜϮϭϞΥ



ϥϲϦϩϡϨϛϥϚϬϭϢϜΥϥϞϮϤϞϦϢϚЎϑήξωωҞəɓлnëǪǢΥ

Υ

Υ ŪАмЎȹ˕йѿѷ ϑήξωω ʘ˂ǒъьÜɏÌ φωθϏϚ ͪҝʘ˂ːÏƄ`ÌҞё�ШЎ©Ü

ɏП͈˯ʘ˂й φωθ ·@ìɜиØǱ˄ё%�ЪэФжё˼mШЯЏƾɩɾемЎÜɏ φωθϏϚ

ͪёǣАи҉јѪ͈˯Ƽn�ʘ˂йĉ`ЪэФжйъьЎЭл͈ˋɔŖйгКд̖рЯЏЭ

лʜǊЎ©͗0ëё͈˯įʘ˂ɋnйĉ`ЪэжЎΞΟØǱɓҝϦϲϞϥϨϩϫϨϥϢϟϞϫϚϭϢϯϞΥϝϢϬϨϫϝϞϫҞ

ёDШЎЦый ϋϨϭϜϡ ʘ˂iƞȳжл�XйъьЎśŖĴлΠК ϑήξωω ёəɓЪэФжёɮШ
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LYMPHOID NEOPLASIA
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Key Points

• Gain-of function mutation of
IL7Ra induces lymphoid
leukemia as well as
myeloproliferative disease.

• In vivo oncogenicity of mutant
IL7Ra is influenced by the
differentiation stage at which
it occurs.

Somatic gain-of-function mutations in interleukin 7 receptor a chain (IL7Ra) have

been described in pediatric T and B acute lymphoblastic leukemias (T/B-ALLs). Most

of these mutations are in-frame insertions in the extracellular juxtamembrane-

transmembrane region. By using a similar mutant, a heterozygous in-frame trans-

membrane insertional mutation (INS), we validated leukemogenic potential in murine

hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells, using a syngeneic transplantation model. We

found that ectopic expression of INS alone in hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells

caused myeloproliferative disorders, whereas expression of INS in combination with

a Notch1 mutant led to the development of much more aggressive T-ALL than with

wild-type IL7Ra. Furthermore, forced expression of INS in common lymphoid

progenitors led to the development of mature B-cell ALL/lymphoma. These results

demonstrated that INS has significant in vivo leukemogenic activity and that the

lineage of the resulting leukemia depends on the developmental stage in which INS occurs, and/or concurrent mutations.

(Blood. 2013;122(26):4259-4263)

Introduction

Interleukin 7 (IL7) is essential for T-cell development and homeo-
stasis.1 Its cognate receptor (IL7R) forms a heterodimer composed
of the a chain (IL7Ra) and common g chain; binding of IL7 to IL7R
triggers activation of Janus kinase (JAK)/signal transducer and
activator of transcription signaling and the PI3K/v-akt murine
thymoma viral oncogene homolog 1 (Akt) pathways.1

Accumulating evidence has demonstrated that dysregulation of
the IL7 signaling axis may be implicated in lymphoid malignan-
cies. For example, IL7 transgenic mice develop T- and B-cell lym-
phomas,1 and human primary T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia
(T-ALL) cells respond to IL7 in vitro1 and in vivo.2 Moreover, recent
findings describing IL7Ra gain-of-function mutations in pedi-
atric ALL and a T-ALL cell line have provided direct evidence
that the IL7-IL7R axis plays a crucial role in the pathogenesis of
human ALL.3-6

Although the gain-of-function properties of these mutants have
been precisely studied in vitro,3-5 their leukemogenic potential in
vivo has not been well studied. One study reported that T-cell
leukemogenesis was triggered by an IL7Ra mutant.5 However,
they used murine IL7-dependent D1 progenitor T-cell lines de-
rived from p53-knockout mice,7 which spontaneously develop

T-cell lymphoma,8,9 and this specific animal model may not be
generally applicable.

To extend these observations, we demonstrate the in vivo leu-
kemogenic potential of such a mutant when expressed in primary
hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells by using a IL7Ra mutant,
which was previously identified in a T-ALL cell line.6

Methods

Mice

Six- to 12-week-old Balb/c mice were used for all experiments. Lineage
depletion of bone marrow (BM) or embryonic day 14.5 (E14.5) fetal liver
was performed by the EasySep Mouse Hematopoietic/Progenitor Cell
Enrichment Kit (StemCell Technologies). Via tail vein injection, 1 3 106

Lineage2 BM/fetal liver cells (lin2 cells), pro-B, or Thy11T cell progenitors
were injected into lethally (8 Gy) or sublethally (4 Gy) irradiated recipients.
Mice weremaintained in accordancewith institutional animal care guidelines
(Institute of Medical Science, University of Tokyo). Detailed methods are
provided in the supplemental Methods.
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Results and discussion

In vitro transforming activity of the mutant IL7Ra, INS

Consistent with previous report, sequencing analysis of exon 6 of
the IL7Ra gene, mainly encoding the transmembrane domain,
identified a heterozygous in-frame transmembrane insertional muta-
tion (INS) in the T-ALL cell line DND-41.6 Forced expression
of INS exerted transforming activity in Ba/F3 cells, as revealed
by acquisition of cytokine-independent growth (supplemental
Figure 1A-C, found on the Blood website) as well as the autonomous
phosphorylation of Stat1, Stat3, Stat5, and Akt (supplemental
Figure 1D). In addition, transient expression of IL7Ra in human
embryonic kidney 293 cells leads to autonomous tyrosine phos-
phorylation of Jak1 only in those expressing INS (supplemental
Figure 1D, left), suggesting that INS constitutively activated IL7R
downstream signals via Jak1. As INS falls within the same
category of reported mutation of IL7Ra,3-6 we decided to use INS
as a representative gain-of-function IL7Ra mutation for further
experiments.

INS in stem/progenitor cells caused

myeloproliferative disorders

The leukemogenic activity of INS and wild-type (WT) IL7Ra was
assessed by retroviral transduction of Lin2 cels. Within 6 to 9 weeks
after transplantation, recipient mice transplanted with INS Lin2

cells, but not WT Lin2 cells, developed myeloproliferative dis-
orders (MPDs) characterized by splenomegaly, leukocytosis, and
polycythemia (Figure 1A-C, right; supplemental Figures 1D
and 3C-D). Fluorescence-activated cell sorter (FACS) and
morphological analysis revealed a marked increase in Mac111

Gr-111 mature myeloid cells in the peripheral blood (PB),
spleen (SP), and BM (Figure 1C-D; supplemental Figures 2
and 4). An increase of Ter1191 CD711 immature erythroblast
was also noted in SP and BM (supplemental Figure 4, SP; data
not shown). INS-induced MPD was oligoclonal, as evidenced by
Southern blot analysis (supplemental Figure 5, left). A similar
disease phenotype was also observed in mice transplanted with
Lin2c-Kit11Sca111 (KSL) fractions transduced with INS
(supplemental Figures 3A-B,E and 4). Both B- and T-cell
development were severely perturbed in INS recipient mice
(supplemental Figure 4). As transplantation of INS-transduced
KSL cells resulted in preferential expansion of myeloid progenitor–
enriched Lin2c-Kit11Sca12 fraction (supplemental Figure 6), we
speculate that in vitro transforming activity of INS skewed myeloid
progenitor expansion at the expense of common lymphoid progenitor
Lin–c-kitlowSca11 IL7Ra1 (CLP) expansion, through which normal
lymphopoiesismight be perturbed. Thiswas also supported by the fact
that INS exerted transforming activity in input KSL cells, as well as
resultant myeloid progenitors ex vivo, as revealed by colony-forming
cell assay (supplemental Figure 7). It was previously reported that
forced expression of wild-type murine IL7Ra into IL7Ra knockout
BM progenitors induces a very similar MPD phenotype, including

Figure 1. In vivo transforming activity of INS. (A-D)

Lin2 cells were retrovirally transduced with mock
vectors (mock), WT, or INS, followed by injection into
lethally irradiated congenic mice. (A) May-Giemsa stai-

ning of PB smears at day 40, showing marked leu-
kocytosis consisting predominantly of mature myeloid
cells. (B) White blood cell count at day 40. *P , .05

(analysis of variance; INS vs WT or mock recipient
mice). (C) FACSof the PBandSPat day 40, showing an

increase in Mac-11/Gr-11 myeloid cells. (D) Immuno-
histochemical analysis (IHC) of SP and BM specimens
by anti-myeloperoxidase, indicating an increase in the

number of myeloid cells in INS recipient mice. Bars
represent (A) 10 mm and (D) 20 mm. (E) Demonstration
of in vivo reconstitutive capacity of hIL7R (WT/INS)

transduced T-cell progenitors. Lin2 kit1 stem/pro-
genitor cells were cultured on OP9-DL1 stromal layer

for 7days, supplemented with mIL71 human Fms-like
tyrosine kinase 3-ligand, which allowed them to
differentiate into Thy11CD252CD441DN1 immature

T-cell progenitor fractions. These cells were retrovirally
transduced with WT/INS vector. The resultant cells
were allowed to expand on OP9-DL1 stroma for ad-

ditional 7 to 10 days, and developed into CD251CD442

DN3 immature T-cell progenitor fractions. These Thy11

cells were green fluorescent protein (GFP)-sorted and

intravenously injected into sublethally irradiated mice.
The resultant GFP1 thymic seeding progenitors

(denoted as “input”) in recipient mice of WT and INS
at day 52 was shown (denoted as “output”).
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splenomegaly resulting from neutrophilia.10 Consistent with this
report, transduced WT appeared to induce some degree of increase in
myeloid fraction and neutrophilia in PB and SP compared with that of
mock increase of myeloid fraction and neutrophilia in PB (sup-
plemental Figure 4). Importantly, themagnitudewas quite different, as
we could not find a statistically significant difference of SP weight
in mock and WT (n 5 4 each; P 5 .61, 1-way analysis of variance;
supplemental Figure 3C). This is in contrast to the difference of INS
(n 5 4) and WT (P , .01; supplemental Figure 3C). WT-induced
mild myeloid expansion was accompanied by concomitant increase in
lymphoid subset in PB, SP, and BM, specifically CD191 B-cell
fractions (supplemental Figure 4). Considering the fact that the
phenotype of WT-recipient mice was different from that of mock
(supplemental Figure 4), it should be mentioned that we could not rule
out the possibility that the phenotype elicited by INS is in part a result
of the effect of IL7R overexpression per se, irrespective of its
mutational status. The major difference from the previous report was
that they rescued the loss-of-function phenotype of IL7Ra by ectopic
expression of IL7Ra.10

Neither of these recipient mice developed overt leukemia through-
out the median follow-up period of 5 months (WT, n 5 28; INS,
n 5 22), suggesting that additional transforming events are required
for clonal evolution to aggressive leukemia. Considering the fact that

recipient mice for hematopoietic stem cells transduced with con-
stitutively active Akt or signal transducer and activator of
transcription-5 also developed similar diseases together,11,12 this
MPD phenotype is likely to be induced by stem cells ectopically
expressing INS.

Nononcogenic consequence of INS in T-cell progenitors

Next, we wished to test the effect of INS on T-cell precursors.
Toward this aim, we cocultured Lin2 kit1 stem/progenitor cells for
7 days, which allowed the emergence of Thy11CD252CD441DN1
immature T-cell-progenitor fractions (data not shown). These cells
were transduced by retroviral transduction of the WT/INS vector.
The resultant transduced cells were allowed to expand on OP9
expressing the Notch ligand Delta-like 1 (OP9-DL1) stroma for an
additional 7 to 10 days, which allowed them to develop Thy11

CD42CD82CD252CD441DN1 to DN3 CD251CD442DN3 im-
mature T-cell-progenitor fractions (Figure 1E). The resultant Thy11

cells were GFP sorted and injected into sublethally irradiated mice.
As a result, we could detect stable engraftment of GFP1 T-cell
progenitors in recipient mice from day 40 to day 50 in thymus
(Figure 1E) and CD4 or CD8 single-positive cells in the periphery,
such as SP or PB (data not shown). Neither of these recipient mice

Figure 2. INS synergized with active Notch1 (A-C)

and exerted transforming activity in CLPs (D-F) in
vivo. (A-C) Lin2 cells were cotransfected with vectors
encoding the ICN1 gene (mock, ICN1) and the hIL7R

gene (mock, WT, INS), followed by injection into lethally
irradiated congenic mice. (A, upper) FACS analysis of
the SP fromWT/ICN1 or INS/ICN1 recipient mice at day

40. Data were obtained fromGFP1 (marker for the ICN1
gene) and rat CD21 (marker for the hIL7R gene)

fractions. (A, lower) IHC of SP specimens using anti-
CD3 antibodies from WT/ICN1 (left) and INS/ICN1
(right) recipient mice. Bar represents 20 mm. (B)

Histological findings of liver (left 2 panels) and BM
(right 2 panels) from WT/ICN1 (upper) and INS/ICN1
(lower) recipient mice (hematoxylin and eosin stain).

Bar represents 50 mm. (C) Survival curves of recipient
mice (mock/mock, n 5 22; mock/ICN1, n 5 44; WT/

ICN1, n 5 42; INS/ICN1, n 5 54) **P , .01 (log-rank
test). (D-F) CLPs transfected with hIL7R constructs
were expanded in vitro for 18 days and injected into

sublethally irradiated congenic mice. (D, top 2 panels)
FACS analysis of the BM: WT recipient mice at day 60
(WT) and INS recipient mice at day 60 (INS). Data are

obtained from GFP1 gated fractions. Open histo-
gram, isotype control; shaded histogram, specific
staining. (D, lower) Splenomegaly and lymphadenopa-

thy developed in CLPs-INS recipient mice at day 60
(denoted as “INS”). (E) Survival curves of recipient mice

(n5 11 for each condition). **P, .01 (log-rank test, INS
vs WT or INS vs INS2nd). (F) Histological findings: BM
specimens from WT recipient mice (upper left) and INS

recipient mice at day 60 by hematoxylin and eosin stain
(lower left) or by IHCof B2201 cells (upper right). Lymph
node cytospin from INS recipientmice at day 60 byMay-

Giemsa stain (lower right). Bar represents 20 mm. WT,
WT primary recipients; INS, INS primary recipients;

WT-2nd,WT day 30 BM secondary recipients; INS-2nd,
INS day 30 BM secondary recipients.
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developed overt leukemia throughout the median follow-up period
of 106 days (WT and INS, n 5 12 each). We speculate that this
might be partly attributable to the limited engraftment of WT/INS-
transduced T-cell progenitors in thymus (data not shown).

INS exacerbates the in vivo oncogenic activity of Notch1

INS-like mutations were reported to occur in 10% of T-ALL
patients.3,4 In contrast, Notch1 mutations were more frequently
found in T-ALL patients and were equally distributed between
patients with WT and INS.4, The DND-41 cell line carries both
INS and Notch1 mutations.6,13 Moreover, IL7 signaling coordinates
with Notch1 in proper T-cell developmental programming.14,15 We
hypothesized that INS may cooperate with active Notch1 mutants in
T-cell leukemogenesis. Therefore, Lin2 cells were transduced with
mock or IL7Ra-WT/INS along with an active form of intracellular
Notch1 (ICN1), followed by syngeneic transplantation. As reported
previously,16 within 4 to 6 weeks after transplantation, all mice devel-
oped T-ALL, characterized by extrathymic expansion of leukemic
cells (Figure 2A-B; supplemental Figure 8B). Clonality of INS/ICN1-
induced leukemia was confirmed by Southern blot analysis around day
35 (supplemental Figure 5, right). Despite similar immunophenotypes
(CD31CD41CD81TCR-b1) between WT/ICN1 and INS/ICN1 cells
(Figure 2A, Upper; supplemental Figures 8A and 9), histological
examinations of the liver, SP, and BM in recipient mice revealed that
systemic expansion of INS/ICN1-Lin2 cells was much more aggres-
sive than that of WT/ICN12 and mock/ICN12Lin2 cells (Figure 2A,
Lower, and 2B). Furthermore, the median survival time of INS/ICN1
mice (44 days; n 5 54) was significantly shorter than that of mock/
ICN1 (60 days; n 5 44) and WT/ICN1 (57 days; n 5 42) mice
(P , .001 by log-rank test; Figure 2C). Taken together, INS
clearly exaggerated ICN1-induced T-ALL.

Forced expression of INS in B-cell progenitors caused

mature B-ALL/lymphoma

Because the IL7Ra gene is transcriptionally active in common
lymphoid progenitors (CLPs; Lin2c-kitlowSca11 IL7Ra1) and
their progenies and not expressed in stem cell compartments,17 the
INS allele could target the same cell populations. Then, CLPs
were transduced with INS or WT IL7Ra and cultured on the OP9
stromal layer with a cytokine cocktail for 18 days, followed by
transplantation of resulting pro-B cells into syngeneic recipient
mice (supplemental Figure 10A). All but 1 of the INS-CLP re-
cipients died of mature B-ALL/lymphoma, whereas no WT-CLP
recipients died (P , .01; Figure 2D-E). Autopsy specimens re-
vealed massive infiltration of B2201 leukemic blasts into the BM,
SP, and lymph nodes (Figure 2F; data not shown). This mature
B-cell ALL/lymphoma was transplantable to secondary recipients,
resulting in more aggressive mature B-ALL/lymphoma with much
shorter survival periods (Figure 2E). INS-induced mature B-ALL/
lymphoma was biclonal, as evidenced by Southern blot analysis
(supplemental Figure 5, right). Under these experimental con-
ditions, INS-CLPs had already committed to the cytokine-independent
clonogenic pro-B cells before transplantation (supplemental Figure
10B-C; data not shown).

Finally, we wished to identify the downstream signals involved
in INS-induced leukemogenesis. Using microarray analysis (Gene
Expression Omnibus accession number GSE51211) of the resultant
transformed cells in vitro and in vivo, we performed a comparative
analysis of gene expression profiles from WT and INS-transduced
hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells, as well as resultant leukemia
cells that developed in vivo. As a result, we found a list of

candidate genes (n 5 6133) that were up- or downregulated by
INS in comparison with WT. Among those genes, by reviewing
hierarchical clustering analysis, several genes could be candi-
date mediators downstream of INS in comparison with WT, including
hairy and enhancer of split-1 (HES1) for MPD, proviral insertion site
in Moloney murine leukemia virus 1 (PIM1) for B-ALL, and insulin-
like growth factor 1 receptor (IGF1R) for T-ALL (supplemental
Figure 11). Quantitative RT-PCR verified their differential expres-
sion in comparison with WT (supplemental Figure 12). Putative
involvement of these genes in INS-induced leukemogenesis was
supported by previous data reporting the significance of HES1
overexpression reported in advanced chronic myelogenous
leukemia,18 PIM1 activation involved in pre-B-cell transforma-
tion,19 PIM1 overexpression reported in B-ALL,20 and high-level
expression of IGF1R in T-ALL.20,21 In addition, we performed
gene set enrichment analysis22 to find significant overlaps between
INS/ICN1 (in comparison with WT/ICN1) gene expression signature
and gene sets present in the public database (supplemental Discussion).
As a result, we found that in vivo INS/ICN1 was characterized by
overexpression of interferon (IFN)-stimulated genes23 and IGF1-
signal-related genes,24 suggesting constitutive activation of IFN2 as
well as the IGF12 signal pathway (supplemental Figures 13 and
14; supplemental Tables 2 and 3). These are consistent with the
previous report that JAK1-mutated T-ALL samples were charac-
terized by the IFN-pathway23 signature, as well as our findings of
a higher IGF1R transcript level in INS/ICN1 cells compared with
that of WT/ICN1 (supplemental Figures 11 and 12).

In conclusion, we provided evidence that INS has significant in
vivo leukemogenic activity and that determination of the lineage of
resulting leukemias depends on the developmental stage during
which they occur and/or concurrent mutations. In addition, as far as
we know, this is the first report in which transformation of CLP
leading to in vivo malignancy is shown. This is also of general
relevance for the field of lymphoid malignancies. Given that either
IL7Ra or Jak1 gain-of-function mutations have been found in
approximately 10%3-5 or 19%25 of T-ALL patients and that IFN-
pathway signatures have been associated with Jak1-mutated
T-ALL,23 it is fairly certain that IFN-pathway signatures induced by
aberrant IL7R/Jak1 axis might substantially contribute to the patho-
genesis of T-ALL in close association with activating mutations in
the Notch pathways.
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Delta-like 4-mediated Notch signaling is required for
early T-cell development in a three-dimensional thymic
structure
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Delta-like 4 (Dll4)-mediated Notch signaling is critical for specifying T-cell fate, but how
Dll4-mediated Notch signaling actually contributes to T-cell development in the thymus
remains unclear. To explore this mechanism in the thymic three-dimensional structure,
we performed fetal thymus organ culture using Dll4-deficient mice. DN1a/b+DN2mt cells,
which had not yet committed to either the αβ T or γδ T/NK cell lineage, did not differ-
entiate into the αβ T-cell lineage in Dll4-deficient thymus despite the lack of cell fate
conversion into other lineages. However, DN3 cells efficiently differentiated into a later
developmental stage of αβ T cells, the double-positive (DP) stage, although the prolifera-
tion was significantly impaired during the differentiation process. These findings suggest
that the requirement for Notch signaling differs between the earliest and pre-TCR-bearing
precursors and that continued Notch signaling is required for proper differentiation with
active proliferation of αβ T lineage cells. Furthermore, we showed that Notch signaling
increased the c-Myc expression in DN3 cells in the thymus and that its overexpression
rescued the proliferation and differentiation of DN3 cells in the Dll4-null thymus. There-
fore, c-Myc plays a central role in the transition from stage DN3 to DP as a downstream
target of Notch signaling.

Keywords: c-Myc ! Dll4 ! Notch signal ! Thymus ! T-cell development

! Additional supporting information may be found in the online version of this article at the
publisher’s web-site

Introduction

Lateral inhibition theory suggests that during embryonic develop-
ment, Notch signaling occurs between two equivalent progenitors
and causes them to adopt distinct developmental fates [1]. In the
thymus, however, we demonstrated that Notch signaling, which is
critical for the determination of T-cell fate, is triggered by the inter-

Correspondence: Dr. Katsuto Hozumi
e-mail: hozumi@is.icc.u-tokai.ac.jp

action between Notch1 on hematopoietic progenitors and a Notch
ligand (NotchL), Delta-like 4 (Dll4), on the thymic epithelium
[2, 3]. This evidence was the first to show that the Notch–NotchL
interaction by direct contact between cells with distinct origins
contributes to the determination of cell fate. On the basis of this
background, how and when the Notch–NotchL system is involved
in the consecutive steps of the T-cell differentiation pathway can
be further investigated.

Previously, it was reported that Notch signaling is neces-
sary to advance the differentiation of immature thymocytes from
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CD4/CD8 double-negative (DN) to double-positive (DP) stages by
using gene-modified mice with the Notch1- or Rbpj-floxed alleles
and the lck-Cre transgene [4, 5]. In these mice, Notch1 or Rbpj
was deleted after the DN2t stage, resulting in severe perturbation
of αβ but not γδ T-cell development with impaired rearrangement
of the TCRβ gene. However, the role of Notch signaling in ear-
lier differentiation stages, such as the DN1a/b and DN2mt stages,
or in CD44+CD117high pro-T cells [6, 7] in maintaining the mul-
tilineage differentiation potential [8–10] has remained unclear
because the appropriate Cre transgenic mice were not available.
Another step for further investigation is the transition from the
DN3 to the DP stage in which the role of Notch signaling remains
obscure. From the monolayer culture system with DN3 thymocytes
and Dll1-expressing stromal cells [11], Notch signaling is reported
to be necessary for the transition process [12, 13], whereas the
gene deletion of Notch1- or Rbpj-floxed alleles during the late DN3
stage in CD4-Cre transgenic mice showed no phenotype in the
thymus [5, 14]. The reason for the discrepancy is not clear.

In this study, we purified thymocytes at specific differentia-
tion stages and cultured them in Dll4-deficient thymic lobes with
3D structure, focusing on the significance of Notch signaling for
the differentiation into the following stage. This measurement is
clearly advantageous over the experiments with intrinsic thymo-
cyte gene deletion using the Cre transgene driven by the lck or
CD4 promoter/enhancer [4, 5, 14] because Notch signaling can
be completely disrupted in any defined differentiation stage in
our system. Furthermore, Dll4-deficient thymic lobes with intact
3D structure provide a suitable experimental tool, enabling us to
elucidate physiological downstream targets of Notch signaling.

We separately prepared CD44+CD117high and CD44−CD25+

populations as DN1a/b+DN2mt and DN3 cells, respectively, from
fetal thymi and monitored their development in the presence or
absence of Dll4 in FTOC (fetal thymus organ culture) with 3D
thymic structure. We showed that these immature thymocytes
differently required Notch signaling for their differentiation and
proliferation, which had not yet been observed in a monolayer
culture system. Furthermore, we found that for the signaling that
is downstream of Notch, c-Myc, but not active Akt, plays central
roles in the differentiation from the DN3 to the DP stage with
proper proliferation in the thymus.

Results

Active Notch signaling occurs during early T-cell
development

Dll4-mediated Notch signaling is absolutely necessary to deter-
mine the T-cell fate of thymic immigrants [2], but its physiologi-
cal significance for successive developmental stages in the thymus
remains to be elucidated. We directly examined actual Notch sig-
naling at each developmental stage by the intracellular detection
of the cleaved fragment of Notch1 (N1ICD). As we have previ-
ously shown [2], N1ICD was frequently detected in fetal thymo-
cytes before the DP stage, especially the cells in earlier stages,

DN1a/b plus DN2mt or DN3 (Fig. 1A). Considering the instability
of N1ICD due to Fbxw7-mediated ubiquitination and degradation
[15], this result suggested that before β-selection, almost all cells
received signaling via Notch1, which is supported by the remark-
able expression of Notch1 on the cell surface (Fig. 1B), as shown
previously [16, 17]. Notch2 and Notch3 were also detected (Fig.
1B), but they were incompetent for supporting the T-cell appear-
ance in the Notch1-deficient condition [18]. In fact, the expression
of CD25 on thymocytes at the DN2/3 stages, a potential target
of Notch signaling in T cells [19–21], decreased after the deple-
tion of Notch1 but not Notch2 (Supporting Information Fig. 1).
Therefore, the induced Notch signaling via Notch1 into immature
thymocytes possibly contributes to early T-cell development in the
thymus.

In addition, the unexpected presence of N1ICD was detected
in CD8 single-positive cells of the neonatal (8SP) but not the adult
(8SP*) thymus (Fig. 1A). This result might be related to the recent
finding that Notch signaling is also significant for the commitment
of DP precursors to the CD8 T-cell lineage [22].

Dll4 on the thymic epithelium is necessary for T-cell
development from the earliest stage

To examine the physiological significance of the Dll4-induced
Notch signaling on the thymic environment for T-cell develop-
ment from the earliest stage of thymocytes, we prepared thymic
lobes from Dll4-floxed fetuses with or without the FoxN1-Cre
transgene [2] and performed thymic organ culture (FTOC) with
CD44+CD117high murine fetal thymocytes as DN1a/b and DN2mt
(Fig. 1B), which were shown to be pro-T cells without the gene
rearrangement of the TCRβ or γ chain [6, 7] that also retained the
potential to differentiate into the NK cell lineage [8–10]. These
thymocytes did not fully differentiate into the DP stage in the
Dll4-deficient condition (Fig. 2A); the total cell number after the
culture was reduced to approximately 1/10, and almost all cells
remained in the DN stage. The density of CD25 on the surface
of DN cells decreased in the Dll4-deficient condition (Fig. 2A). In
addition, the development of γδ T cells was significantly impaired,
but that of DP cells was more severely affected (Fig. 2B). The
development of NK cells was not significantly influenced (Fig.
2B). In some cases, an increase in the CD19+ B lineage cells was
observed without Notch signaling, as shown previously [2]; the
cells that contributed to this increase seemed to be derived from B-
committed progenitors (Fig. 2A). These results indicated that the
most immature thymocytes absolutely require Dll4 on the thymic
epithelium for further development into the αβ T-cell lineage, but
these immature thymocytes are not redirected to alternative cell
fates without Notch signaling.

It was argued that thymic epithelial cells without Dll4 could
be different from normal ones in some aspects other than Dll4
expression because they did not exhibit cross-talk with develop-
ing thymocytes. To overcome the effect, we prepared two groups
of DN1a/b plus DN2mt cells transduced with mock or the active
form of Notch1, intracellular active form of Notch1 (ICN1); the
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Figure 1. Thymocytes bearing Notch receptors in the
DN stages frequently possess the cleaved Notch1 frag-
ment. (A) Fetal thymocytes (e15.5) were fixed and stained
with Ab that recognizes the cleaved Notch1 fragment
(N1ICD, upper-left panel) or control rabbit IgG (IgG, lower-
left panel) as described in the Materials and methods.
Stained cells are depicted by arrows. Original magnifica-
tion, 400×. Bar: 10 µm. The frequencies of N1ICD-bearing
thymocytes at various differentiation stages are shown
(mean % ± SD, n = 5, five random fields; right panel). Two
populations (DN1a/b+DN2mt as CD44+CD117hi, DN3 as
CD44−CD25+CD117lo) and others were isolated from
e15.5 fetal and neonatal thymi, respectively, other than
CD8 single-positive cells that were also obtained from
adult thymi (8W, 8SP*), as described in the Materials
and methods. (B) Expression of Notch family members
(Notch1-4) on immature thymocytes. Thymocytes from
e15.5 fetuses were subdivided into four populations as
DN1a/b, DN2mt, DN2t, and DN3 stages (left panels), and
analyzed for their expression by flow cytometry (right
panels). Open histograms indicate staining with anti-
Notch1, anti-Notch2, anti-Notch3, and anti-Notch4 mAb.
Filled histograms indicate staining with control hamster
IgG. These profiles are representative of at least three
independent experiments.

cells were monitored using different markers (rat CD2 and GFP)
and then mixed for FTOC (Supporting Information Fig. 2). As
expected, ICN1-transduced cells could progress toward the DP
stage in the Dll4-deficient condition; these cells had retained their
cross-talk with epithelial cells, but the mock-transduced cells still
arrested at the DN stage without proper proliferation. These results
indicated that the impairment in supporting the T-cell develop-

ment of Dll4-deficient thymic epithelial cells was mainly due to
the disappearance of Dll4 on thymic epithelial cells and not to an
alteration other than the lack of Dll4.

To determine what molecular machinery is downstream of
Notch signaling at this stage, we tried to overcome the defect by
retrovirus-mediated induction of exogenous molecules—the rear-
ranged TCRβ chain, pTα or Hes1 (Supporting Information Fig.

Figure 2. Differentiation arrest of DN1/2 pro-T
cells in the thymus with Dll4-null epithelial cells.
(A) CD44+CD117hi DN1a/b+DN2mt cells were iso-
lated from an e16.5 fetal thymus (BALB/c, Ly9.1+)
and cultured with deoxyguanosine-treated thymic
lobes from Dll4-floxed mice with (FoxN1-Cre, Dll4-
floxed; Dll4-deficient) or without (Dll4-floxed, con-
trol) FoxN1-Cre transgene for 9 days as hanging-drop
FTOC. After the cultures, live cells were counted
(mean ± SD, obtained from six independent experi-
ments) and analyzed for the expression of CD4 and
CD8 in Ly9.1+ cells and TCRγδ, CD3, CD19, CD25,
Thy1.2, and DX5 in Ly9.1+CD4−CD8− fraction. Num-
bers in the dot-plot represent the relative percent-
ages for each corresponding quadrant. (B) Absolute
cell numbers of γδ T cells (TCRγδ+CD3+), DP cells
(CD4+CD8+), and NK cells (CD3−DX5+) in a thymic
lobe of control (Dll1-floxed; WT) or Dll4-deficient
(FoxN1-Cre, Dll4-floxed; KO) fetuses after the cul-
tures are shown (mean ± SD, obtained from three
independent experiments). *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01;
paired Student’s t test.
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Figure 3. Proliferation defect during the transition from the DN3 to the DP stage with Dll4-null epithelial cells. RAG2-deficient DN3 cells from
fetal thymi (e17.5–e18.5, Ly9.1+) were infected with retroviruses encoding TCRβ (monitored by GFP or rat CD2) plus empty vector (TCRβ/Mock),
TCRβ plus intracellular active form of Notch1 (ICN1, monitored by hNGFR) (TCRβ/ICN1) or two empty vectors (Mock/Mock) with GFP or rat CD2 and
human NGFR. Cells were cultured with control ((A) Dll4-floxed; (B and C) white columns, Dll4(+) lobe) or Dll4-deficient ((A) FoxN1-Cre, Dll4-floxed;
(B and C) black columns, Dll4(-) lobe) thymic lobes as shown in Fig. 2 for 7 days without any enrichment of infected cells. (A and C) Cultures were
pulsed with BrdU for the last 18 h for cell-cycle analysis. (A, lower panels) Expression of CD4 and CD8 in (upper panels) Ly9.1+ and (middle panels)
GFP+hNGFR+ fraction was measured by flow cytometry. (C) DNA content was analyzed by 7-AAD staining and BrdU incorporation in the fraction
of Ly9.1+rCD2+hNGFR+ cells. (A) The frequencies of infection before the culture are shown at the top of the panels in brackets. Numbers in the
histogram and dot-plot represent the relative percentages for each corresponding fraction and quadrant. Numbers under the profiles represent the
number of Ly9.1+GFP+NGFR+ cells obtained after the cultures (× 103/lobe) and the growth index as fold times compared to the infected cells before
the culture. (B) Growth indexes obtained from seven independent experiments are presented (mean ± SD (n = 7); ***p < 0.001, paired Student’s
t test). (C) Presence of proliferative cells (BrdU-incorporated cells in S/G2/M stages) in the Dll4-deficient condition relative to those in control is
shown (mean ± SD (n = 3), three independent experiments; *p < 0.01, paired Student’s t test.

3). However, none of these candidates could advance the devel-
opment without Dll4, although ICN1 completely overcame the
defect. These findings suggested that other target(s) can substi-
tute for the Dll4-mediated Notch signaling in thymocytes at the
earliest stage.

DN3 cells can differentiate into the DP stage with
reduced proliferation in the Dll4-null thymus

Then, we prepared a CD44−CD25+ population defined as DN3
cells from RAG2-deficient fetal thymi and cultured in FTOC with or
without Dll4. After the introduction of the exogenous rearranged
TCRβ chain by a retrovirus vector, RAG2-deficient DN3 cells could

differentiate into the DP stage with proper cell proliferation (Fig.
3A and B, TCRβ/Mock), while few DP cells appeared without the
TCRβ chain as the background (Fig. 3A and B, Mock/Mock). This
finding was consistent with the dependency of the transition from
the DN3 stage to the DP stage on pre-TCR [23]. Under the Dll4-
deficient condition, TCRβ-transduced DN3 cells efficiently became
DP cells, while their proliferation was impaired (Fig. 3A and B).
We have never detected any induction of Dll1 in Dll4-deficient
thymus (data not shown), negating its contribution. The reduced
proliferation was restored by the enforced co-expression of ICN1,
and the expression profiles of CD4 and CD8 were indistinguish-
able (Fig. 3A and B, TCRβ/ICN1). To monitor the status of their
proliferation directly, we measured the DNA content and synthesis
(Fig. 3C), and we confirmed the decrease in proliferation without
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Dll4-mediated Notch signaling. In contrast, the viability after the
cultures was not altered without Dll4 (data not shown). These
findings suggested that the reduction in the cell number after the
culture without Dll4 is mainly due to the impaired proliferation.

c-Myc is a target of Notch signaling and promotes
proliferation in the Dll4-deficient condition

Previous reports showed that c-Myc and phosphorylation of Akt
at Ser473 were maintained by Notch signaling [24, 25], but these
results were obtained from cultured thymocytes on a monolayer of
stromal cells with or without NotchL, Dll1. To confirm this finding
in the more physiological 3D architecture of the thymus directly,
we performed FTOC of RAG2-deficient thymi with or without
gamma-secretase inhibitor (GSI), pan-Notch signal inhibitor, and
examined the amount of c-Myc, phosphorylated Akt, and total Akt
after the culture using flow cytometry. The specificity of the mAb
that recognizes phosphorylated Akt (Ser473) was confirmed by
staining of a transfectant that expressed the constitutive active
form of Akt and cultured immature B cells with or without IL7
(Supporting Information Fig. 4). Coincidentally with the disap-
pearance of cytoplasmic N1ICD (Fig. 4A, Supporting Information
Fig. 5), the expression of both c-Myc and CD25 was significantly
decreased after the culture with GSI (GSI(+)) (Fig. 4A). This result
indicated that similar to CD25, c-Myc is also a potential target of
Notch signaling in the thymus before pre-TCR signaling occurs.
In contrast, the amount of both phosphorylated (Ser473) and
total Akt did not diminish without Notch signaling (Fig. 4A). It
is noteworthy that in the monolayer culture system, the expres-
sion, and phosphorylation of Akt (Ser473) were reduced, as was
the expression of c-Myc, in the absence of Dll4-mediated Notch
signaling (Supporting Information Fig. 4), as previously reported
[25]. In addition, another phosphorylation of Akt at Thr308,
which is mediated by PDK1 [26], was similarly retained after
GSI treatment in FTOC (Fig. 4A and Supporting Information Fig.
4). These findings suggested that c-Myc expression, but not Akt
phosphorylation, was controlled mainly by Notch signaling in the

!
Figure 4. c-Myc is a downstream target of Notch signaling at the DN
stage and rescues the proliferation defect in the Dll4-deficient condi-
tion. (A) RAG2-deficient thymic lobes (e17.5) were cultured as FTOC for
2 days in the presence (GSI(+)) or absence (GSI(-)) of gamma-secretase
inhibitor (DAPT). Cells were then stained with anti-CD4, anti-CD8,
and anti-CD25 mAbs. Analysis of total Akt, phosphorylated Akt (pAkt,
Ser473) and c-Myc expression in the intracellular regions was measured
by flow cytometry. Active Notch signaling was monitored by detection
of N1ICD in the cells after the cultures (N1ICD+ (%); mean % ± SD, n =
5). ND, not detected. (Left panels) Surface expression of CD4, CD8, and
CD25. Numbers in left panels refer to the percentages of populations in
each square or quadrant. (Right panels) Open histograms indicate the
staining with mAbs for Akt, pAkt (Ser473), and c-Myc, and filled his-
tograms indicate staining with control rabbit IgG. Profiles of DN cells
are shown, and differences of MFI (!MFI), with fold changes of !MFI
by GSI treatment in parentheses. (Lower panel) Relative expression of
Akt, phosphorylated Akt (pAkt; Ser473, S473; Thr308, T308), c-Myc, and
pErk (control) with (black) or without (white) GSI treatment is shown; *p
< 0.01, paired Student’s t test. (B) RAG2-deficient DN3 cells (e17.5) were
infected with retrovirus encoding c-Myc, ICN1, or empty vector (Mock)
with that encoding TCRβ (+) or with empty vector (-, mock control) and
cultured in control (white, Dll4(+) lobe) or Dll4-deficient (black, Dll4(-)
lobe) thymic lobes as described in Fig. 3. Growth indexes, as fold times
compared to the infected cells before the culture are shown for each
lobe; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; unpaired Student’s t-test. (A and
B) Data are shown as mean ± SD of (A) n = 3 or (B) n = 4–5 samples and
are representative of three independent experiments.
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physiological condition, although Notch signaling seemed to be
essential for the maintenance of Akt phosphorylation in the mono-
layer culture system.

To examine whether c-Myc, as a potential target of Notch sig-
naling, is involved in cell proliferation, we introduced c-Myc into
RAG2-deficient DN3 cells with a rearranged TCRβ chain that were
cultured in a Dll4-deficient thymus (Fig. 4B). The enforced expres-
sion of c-Myc fully sustained the proliferation potential for FTOC
without Dll4 at a level comparable to that of ICN1. These results
suggested that Dll4-mediated Notch signaling actually maintains
the expression of c-Myc, which leads to their cell expansion during
the DN3 to DP stages in the thymus.

Dll4-mediated Notch signaling is necessary for the
transition to the DP stage

Endogenous cleaved Notch1 in DN3 cells was obviously dimin-
ished by the 2-day GSI treatment in FTOC (Fig. 4A). Thus, we
examined whether preexisting Notch signaling affects the poten-
tial of DN3 cells to differentiate into the DP stage. To remove the
preexisting Notch signaling, we introduced RAG2-deficient DN3
cells into thymic lobes without Dll4 expression in a hanging-drop
organ culture for 2 days, and we then triggered pre-TCR signal-
ing by the addition of anti-CD3 mAb into the FTOC (Fig. 5A).
Of course, the concentration of anti-CD3 mAb was critical. In the
FTOC experiment, under the 3D condition, differentiation to the
DP stage with proper proliferation was induced most effectively
when a 100-fold lower dose of anti-CD3 mAb (0.1 µg/mL) was
used compared to the standard condition (more than 10 µg/mL)
in 2D monolayer culture systems [12], again arguing for the differ-
ence between 3D and 2D culture systems (Supporting Information
Fig. 6). Although DP cell differentiation accompanied by vigorous
proliferation occurred in the presence of Dll4-mediated Notch sig-
naling, both differentiation and cell proliferation were abolished in
the absence of Dll4 (Fig. 5B and C). This result indicated that DN3
cells absolutely require Notch signaling not only for cell expansion
but also for their differentiation into the DP stage.

These defects were also recovered by the enforced expression
of c-Myc (Fig. 5B and C), suggesting the significance of c-Myc for
both their differentiation and proliferation. In contrast, active Akt,
another candidate for the downstream target of Notch signaling in
this stage, did not contribute to their proliferation at all but sup-
pressed it (Fig. 5B and C). However, enforced expression of active
Akt promoted the transition of DN3 cells to the DP stage (Fig. 5B),
while a few cells were collected in the absence of Dll4. Therefore,
the effect of Akt signaling on T-cell development seemed to differ
between 3D and monolayer culture systems.

We confirmed the effects of active Akt and c-Myc on 2D cul-
tures for comparison with the effects in previous reports (Sup-
porting Information Fig. 7 and Supporting Information Table).
Freshly isolated RAG2-deficient DN3 cells could differentiate into
the DP stage with α-CD3 mAb-mediated pre-TCR signaling and
Dll4-mediated Notch signaling and with active Akt and Notch
signaling; these findings were consistent with previous reports

[25, 27–29]. These results indicated that the construct for active
Akt used in this study was effective in promoting their prolifer-
ation and expression of CD4 on their surface, as observed in the
previous report [25]. However, these DN3 cells could not undergo
this differentiation with pre-TCR signaling and c-Myc or active Akt
instead of Notch signaling; these conditions were sufficient for the
differentiation in a few previous reports [25, 29]. These discrep-
ancies seemed to be due to the cellular context of DN3 cells that
were proliferative in the culture for their preparation or expressed
transgenic Bcl2 (Supporting Information Table).

Discussion

Using a thymic organ culture system, we demonstrated that the
distinct developmental stages of DN thymocytes have different
requirements for Dll4-mediated Notch signaling. Although the
most immature CD44+CD117high population (DN1a/b+DN2mt)
did not develop at all without continuous Notch signaling,
CD44−CD25+ cells (DN3) fully differentiated into DP cells using
the Dll4-deficient epithelium in the thymus. However, using a
monolayer culture system, differentiation from the DN3 to the DP
stage had not been observed in the absence of Notch signaling
[24, 25, 27–29]. Moreover, we validated the functions of possible
downstream molecules of Notch signaling and demonstrated that
c-Myc, but not Akt, plays important roles in the proliferation of thy-
mocytes accompanied by the DN3 to DP stage transition, although
the results shown in previous reports using the monolayer culture
system have remained obscure.

Previous reports showed that the rearrangement of the TCRβ

gene and its protein synthesis were impaired in the thymi of lck-
Cre, Notch1-floxed mice [4] in which gene deletion occurs after
the DN2t stage. It was also shown that the transcript of the Ptcra
gene is induced by Notch signaling; this gene encodes pTα, the
partner of the TCRβ chain in pre-TCR [30]. Moreover, another
target of Notch signaling, Hes1, was reported to be necessary for
the efficient expansion of thymocytes at an early stage [31]. In this
study, we never observed any recovery of the development from
CD44+CD117high cells by enforced expression of TCRβ, pTα, or
Hes1 in the Dll4-deficient condition. As Notch signaling induced
at the earliest stage of thymocytes, DN1a/b and DN2mt, should
have multiple targets other than those molecules to advance their
development, these combined inductions seem to be effective.

Because Notch signaling contributes to the determination of
various cell fates, it is expected that Notch signaling will affect the
ratio of cell populations. Although a preceding study reported
an increase in γδ and a reciprocal decrease in αβ T cells in
Rbpj-deficient thymocytes [5], the former was not observed in
Notch1-deficient thymocytes [4]. In addition, ICN1-transfected
hematopoietic progenitors gave rise to a considerable amount of
γδ T cells [32]. It was also reported that Notch signaling does
not antagonize γδ T-cell development; rather, it supports the
expansion of γδ T-cell progenitors, especially at the DN2 stage in
monolayer cultures [33]. These findings, as well as recent reports
[34, 35], suggested that Notch signaling does not contribute to the
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Figure 5. Dll4-mediated Notch signal-
ing is absolutely required for differen-
tiation from the DN3 to the DP stage
induced by delayed pre-TCR signaling.
(A) Experimental procedures schema.
RAG2-deficient DN3 cells (e17.5–e18.5)
were infected with various retroviruses
indicated in (B) with NGFR and cultured
in aliquot with deoxyguanosine-treated
thymic lobes from control (Dll4-floxed;
D4(+)) or Dll4-deficient (FoxN1-Cre, Dll4-
floxed; D4(-)) fetuses as hanging-drop
culture for 2 days. The lobes were then
transferred onto filter and cultured as
FTOC for 5 days in the presence of
anti-CD3 mAb (145–2C11; α-CD3 mAb)
or isotype-matched control Ab (Ham-
ster IgG; HamIgG). (B) Expression of CD4
and CD8 in the Ly9.1+hNGFR+ frac-
tion was measured by flow cytometry.
The frequencies of infection before the
culture are shown in the parentheses
at the top of the panels. The num-
bers under the profiles represent the
number of Ly9.1+hNGFR+ cells obtained
from the cultures (× 103/lobe) and the
growth index as fold times compared
to the infected cells before the culture
(parentheses). The numbers in the pro-
files indicate the relative percentages for
each corresponding square and quad-
rant. Data are representative of three
independent experiments. (C) Growth
indexes with anti-CD3 mAb are shown
as mean ± SD (n = 3) and are pooled
from three independent experiments; *p
< 0.05; **p < 0.01; NS, not significant;
paired Student’s t-test.
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determination of αβ/γδ T-cell lineages. The substantial reduction
in the amount of γδ T cells after FTOC without Dll4 in the present
study seems to be consistent with these findings. However, the
appearance of NK lineage cells was not affected under the Dll4-
deficient condition. These results suggested that almost all cells
in the DN1a/b and DN2mt stages have their cell fates already
determined or are not critically regulated by Dll4-mediated Notch
signaling for their differentiation into the γδ T or NK cell lineages.

Molecular dissection of Notch signaling during the transition
from the DN3 to the DP stage had been previously reported using
the monolayer culture system of OP9 stromal cells with or without
Dll1. In these studies, c-Myc and active Akt were shown to be
Notch signal targets and to substitute for Notch signaling [24,
25, 27]. However, in these studies, this function was only shown
in thymocytes on stromal cells in vitro, and the significance was
never confirmed in a thymus with 3D structure.

How c-Myc acts downstream of Notch signaling remains con-
troversial, and these functions have only been examined in a
monolayer culture system (Supporting Information Table, under-
lined). It was shown that overexpression of c-Myc with pre-TCR
signaling was not sufficient to induce the differentiation of DN3
cells to the DP stage without Notch signaling on the monolayer cul-
tures [28], which was consistent with our result here and that of
a previous report [27]. In contrast, it was also demonstrated that
only c-Myc was sufficient for that differentiation [29]. Notably, the
former studies used normal DN3 cells, whereas the cells in the lat-
ter study were prepared from Bcl2 transgenic mice to sustain their
cell viability. Thus, differences in the anti-apoptotic properties of
DN3 cells might affect the dependency of the differentiation on
molecular events other than the expression of c-Myc; such events
are entirely induced by Notch signaling in monolayer cultures, and
these differences may lead to an overestimation of the significance
of c-Myc. In the present study, we found that the maintenance of
c-Myc was precisely dependent on Notch signaling in the thymus,
and its enforced induction rescued the defect of the differentia-
tion and proliferation during the transition from the DN3 to the
DP stage in Dll4-deficient thymic lobes. These findings indicated
that c-Myc is a critical target of Notch signaling during this transi-
tion in the thymus and suggested that the thymic 3D environment
is more advantageous than the 2D condition for maintaining cell
survival.

Moreover, the preexisting Notch signaling before pre-TCR sig-
naling occurs was essential and sufficient for the differentiation
to the DP stage in Dll4-deficient thymic lobes, suggesting that the
Notch signaling induced at the DN3 stage is required for the main-
tenance of the competence of the pre-TCR signaling that triggers
the differentiation. Moreover, continuous Notch signaling during
the DN3/DP transition was essential for efficient proliferation,
which was also mediated by c-Myc.

Using the 3D culture system, we revealed that the maintenance
of phosphorylated Akt was not dependent on Notch signaling in
DN3 cells before β-selection. It was well known that Akt signaling
increases the uptake of glucose and activates glycolysis [25]. In
this study, excessive activation of Akt seemed to influence the cel-
lular state, including the regulation of metabolism, which might

be adaptable for development in a 2D monolayer culture but not in
the thymus. We realize that Akt and its signaling cascade, includ-
ing PTEN and PI3K, are important for development [36], but these
molecules are not mainly or directly connected with Notch signal-
ing in the thymic environment with a 3D structure. The molecular
details of Akt activation in the thymus should be further investi-
gated.

Materials and methods

Mice

C57BL6 and BALB/c mice were purchased from Japan Clea
(Kawasaki, Japan) and Japan SLC (Shizuoka, Japan), respectively.
RAG2-deficient mice (BALB/c background, Ly9.1+) were pro-
vided by the Central Institute of Experimental Animals (Kawasaki,
Japan) and maintained in our animal facility. FoxN1-Cre, Dll4-
floxed (C57BL/6 × 129, Ly9.1−) mice were described previously
[2]. All mice were maintained in specific pathogen-free conditions,
and all mouse experiments were approved by the Animal Experi-
mentation Committee (Tokai University, Kanagawa, Japan).

mAb and flow cytometry

FITC-conjugated CD44, FITC-CD229.1 (Ly9.1), PerCP/Cy5.5-
CD4, PE/Cy7-CD4, PerCP/Cy5.5-CD19, Pacific Blue-CD8, biotiny-
lated CD229.1 mAbs, and streptavidin-APC/Cy7 were purchased
from BD Bioscience. FITC-rat CD2, PE-Notch1, PE-Notch2, PE-
Notch3, PE-Notch4, PE-Hamster IgG, PE-human NGFR, Alexa
Fluor700-CD8, and Pacific Blue-CD90.2 (Thy1.2) mAbs were pur-
chased from BioLegend. Anti-Notch mAbs were originally estab-
lished and characterized by ourselves [37]. FITC-CD3, PE-TCRβ,
PE-TCRγδ, PE-CD25, PerCP/Cy5.5-CD25, allophycocyanin-CD3,
allophycocyanin-CD8, allophycocyanin-CD44, allophycocyanin-
CD117, allophycocyanin-DX5, allophycocyanin/eFluor780-CD3,
and allophycocyanin/AlexaFluor750-CD25 mAbs were purchased
from eBioscience. Streptavidin-Pacific Orange was obtained from
Life Technologies. Flow cytometric analysis was conducted as
described previously [7] and performed using a FACS Calibur
equipped with CellQuestTM Pro ver. 6, a FACS Verse or a FACS
LSRFortessa (BD Bioscience) with FlowJo ver. 9. The PMT volt-
ages were adjusted using unstained cells for all parameters. The
mean autofluorescence values of unstained cells were adjusted to
approximately 100 for all fluorochromes. For cytoplasmic stain-
ing, 5 × 105 cells were fixed and permeabilized with IntraStain
(DAKO) and stained with Alexa Fluor488-conjugated rabbit anti-
Akt (Cell Signaling, #5084), Alexa Fluor488-conjugated anti-
phosphorylated Akt (Ser473; Cell Signaling, #4071) mAbs or
Alexa Fluor488-conjugated isotype control (#2975), or anti-c-
Myc (#5605), anti-phosphorylated Erk1/2 (Thr202/204, #4370)
mAbs, or isotype control (#3900), followed by treatment with
Dylight488-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit Ab (BioLegend). For
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the detection of incorporated BrdU, an APC BrdU Flow Kit (BD
Bioscience) was used according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

To isolate the thymocytes at various stages, they were
stained with CD3, CD4, CD8, TCRβ, CD44, CD25, CD117,
and Thy1.2 and defined as DN1a/b (CD44+CD25−CD117hi)
[38, 39], DN2mt (CD44+CD25+CD117hi) [8, 9], DN2t
(CD44+CD25+CD117lo) [8, 9], DN3 (CD44−CD25+CD117lo),
DN4 (CD44−CD25−CD3−CD4−CD8−CD90.2+), CD8 intermedi-
ate single-positive (8ISP) (CD3−CD4−CD8+), DP (CD4+CD8+),
CD4 single-positive (4SP) (TCRβ+CD4+CD8−), and CD8 single-
positive (8SP) (TCRβ+CD4−CD8+) cells, respectively. These thy-
mocytes were sorted from fetal (e15.5, DN1a/b-DN3), neonatal
(DN4-8SP), or adult (8W, 8SP) thymi using a FACSAria (BD Bio-
science). All methods for flow cytometry were described along
MIATA guideline.

Detection of the cleaved Notch1 fragment

Thymocytes (5 × 104) were fixed in PBS containing 4% PFA
at 4°C for 7 min. Antigen retrieval was accomplished by auto-
clave treatment in Target Retrieval Solution (DAKO) at 105°C for
5 min. These slides were stained with rabbit anti-cleaved Notch1
mAb (Cell signaling, #4147) or control rabbit IgG. The signals
were visualized using Simplestain (Nichirei) and DAB (Sigma).
Five random fields were digitally photographed and printed so
that the number of cells with or without cleaved Notch1 could be
counted.

Retroviral infections

CD44+CD117hi or CD44−CD25+ fetal thymocytes, as DN1a/b plus
DN2mt or DN3 cells, were sorted from e16.5 BALB/c (Ly9.1+) or
e17.5-e18.5 RAG2-deficient (BALB/c background, Ly9.1+) fetal
thymi and were infected with the retrovirus encoding the intra-
cellular active form of human Notch1 (ICN1) [32], a rearranged
murine TCRβ chain (Vβ8.2) derived from a cytotoxic T-cell clone
2C [40], c-Myc [41], constitutively active human Akt1 (myristy-
lated Akt lacking the PH domain, residues 4–125) [42] or empty
vectors (MIGR1, pMR2, or GCDN) [40, 43, 44], as described pre-
viously [32]. The infected cells could be identified by the detection
of GFP (MIGR1), rat CD2 (pMR2), or human NGFR (GCDN).

Fetal thymus organ cultures

cRPMI-10 consisted of RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with
10% fetal bovine serum, penicillin/streptomycin (Meiji Seika
Pharma), L-glutamine (Wako Pure Chemical Industries), 2-
ME (Invitrogen), sodium pyruvate (Sigma), and HEPES buffer
(Sigma). FBS was from a single lot previously qualified for low
background and supporting T-cell development efficiently from
fetal liver-derived hematopoietic progenitors.

The retrovirus-infected thymocytes (Ly9.1+) were aliquoted
at 2000 cells/well in Terasaki plates (NUNC), and one
deoxyguanosine-treated lobe per well was added. The cells and
lobes were incubated as hanging-drop cultures for 48 h, and then
the lobes were removed, rinsed, and cultured on floating filters
with cRPMI-10 for 5 or 7 days as FTOC. After the cultures, live
cells were harvested and counted using trypan blue staining, and
analyzed as Ly9.1+ cells by flow cytometry. The remaining cells
outside of the lobes after the hanging-drop cultures were used to
check for infection efficiencies. To monitor DNA synthesis during
FTOC, BrdU (10 µM) was pulsed for the last 18 h. For the detec-
tion of intracellular molecules without endogenous Notch signal-
ing, RAG2-deficient thymic lobes (e17.5) were simply cultured
on the filter with or without a gamma-secretase inhibitor, DAPT
(10 µM, CALBIOCHEM), for 2 days. For the induction of pre-TCR
signaling after the hanging-drop cultures, anti-CD3 mAb (145-
2C11, #14-0031, eBioscience), or hamster IgG (#14-4888, eBio-
science) was added to the culture medium for FTOC. All methods
for the culture were described along MIATA guideline.
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Abstract 

 

Adult bone mass is maintained through a balance of the activities of osteoblasts and 

osteoclasts.  Although Notch signaling has been shown to maintain bone homeostasis 

by controlling the commitment, differentiation, and function of cells in both the 

osteoblast and osteoclast lineages, the precise mechanisms by which Notch performs 

such diverse and complex roles in bone physiology remain unclear.  By using a 

transgenic approach that modified the expression of delta-like 1 (DLL1) or Jagged1 

(JAG1) in an osteoblast-specific manner, we investigated the ligand-specific effects of 

Notch signaling in bone homeostasis.  This study demonstrated for the first time that 

the proper regulation of DLL1 expression, but not JAG1 expression, in osteoblasts is 

essential for the maintenance of bone remodeling.  DLL1-induced Notch signaling was 

responsible for the expansion of the bone-forming cell pool by promoting the 

proliferation of committed but immature osteoblasts. However, DLL1-Notch signaling 

inhibited further differentiation of the expanded osteoblasts to become fully matured 

functional osteoblasts, thereby substantially decreasing bone formation.  

Osteoblast-specific expression of DLL1 did not alter the intrinsic differentiation ability 

of cells of the osteoclast lineage.  However, maturational arrest of osteoblasts caused 

by the DLL1 transgene impaired the maturation and function of osteoclasts due to a 

failed osteoblast-osteoclast coupling, resulting in severe suppression of bone metabolic 

turnover.  Taken together, DLL1-mediated Notch signaling is critical for proper bone 

remodeling as it regulates the differentiation and function of both osteoblasts and 

osteoclasts.  Our study elucidates the importance of ligand-specific activation of Notch 

signaling in the maintenance of bone homeostasis. This article is protected by copyright. All rights 

reserved  
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Introduction 

 

Integrity of the mammalian skeleton is maintained through two distinct mechanisms.  

Bone modeling during fetal and early postnatal life, in which osteoblasts and 

osteoclasts act independently in response to physiological stress, determines the shape 

and size of bone.  In bone remodeling that occurs throughout life, old bone is removed 

by osteoclasts and then replaced with bone newly formed by osteoblasts, thereby 

maintaining the proper bone mass.  An imbalance in this coupled activity of osteoclasts 

and osteoblasts leads to pathologic conditions, such as osteosclerosis, osteopetrosis, and 

osteoporosis (Feng and McDonald, 2011).   

 

Notch signaling is an evolutionarily conserved signaling pathway and plays a central 

role in cell fate decisions and maintenance of tissue homeostasis in various organs 

during embryonic development as well as in postnatal life.  Although the importance of 

Notch signaling in bone homeostasis has long been suggested through a number of in 

vitro studies (Deregowski et al., 2006; Sciaudone et al., 2003; Sekine et al., 2012; Tezuka 

et al., 2002; Vujovic et al., 2007; Yamada et al., 2003), Notch signal modifications in 

target cells have often produced conflicting results regarding the differentiation and/or 

function of the respective cell types.  Recently, a series of in vivo murine genetic studies, 

in which Notch signaling was specifically activated or abolished at the various and 

specific stages of osteoblast lineage development, confirmed that Notch signaling 

regulates skeletal development as well as adult bone mass (Chen et al., 2014; Engin and 

Lee, 2010; Tao et al., 2010).  These studies established the idea that the effects of 

Notch signaling in bone physiology are cell-context dependent, meaning that Notch 

exerts different effects depending on the differentiation status of target cells.  However, 

how Notch carries out such diverse roles in bone cells remains elusive.  Notch can be 

activated only through cell-cell contact, and in theory, binding of Notch to any one of the 
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at least 4 Notch ligands, namely Jagged1, Jagged2, delta-like ligand 1 (DLL1), and 

DLL4, can trigger the Notch signaling cascade.  Nevertheless, whether any or all of the 

Notch ligands can elicit identical cellular events in bone cells has not yet been 

investigated.  Since Jagged1 and DLL1 had been shown to be upregulated at the site of 

bone regeneration (Nobta et al., 2005), we decided to investigate how these two Notch 

ligands participate in bone homeostasis.  To assess the roles of Jagged1 and DLL1 in 

bone metabolism in vivo, we utilized two transgenic mouse strains expressing either 

human Jagged1 (JAG1) or DLL1 under the control of the osteoblast-specific col1a1 

promoter.  It has been shown that while JAG1--expression in osteoblasts resulted in 

slightly decreased trabecular bone mass without altering total bone volume (Negishi et 

al., 2014), DLL1-expressing transgenic mice demonstrated abnormally dense bone (Ito 

et al., 2012), indicating that Jagged1 and DLL1 induce distinct cellular responses in 

bone cells.  Since DLL1-expressing mice recapitulated the phenotypes of 

osteoblast-specific Notch gain-of-function mice (Engin and Lee, 2010), we sought to 

determine the roles of DLL1-mediated Notch signaling activation in the maintenance of 

bone homeostasis.   

 

Here, we report that DLL1-mediated Notch signaling regulates the differentiation and 

function of both osteoblast and osteoclast lineage cells during bone remodeling.  A 

primary role of DLL1-mediated Notch signaling is to induce proliferation of osteoblast 

progenitors to expand the pool of bone-forming cells.  In addition, DLL1-Notch 

signaling regulates osteoblast-osteoclast coupling by controlling the differentiation of 

osteoblast progenitors into mature osteoblast/osteocytes, which are responsible for local 

production of RANK ligand (RANKL) and osteoprotegerin (OPG), thus maintaining the 

integrity of bone.   
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Materials and Methods 

Mice 

Transgenic mice that express human DLL1 or JAG1 under the control of a 2.3-kb 

osteoblast-specific promoter region of mouse Col1a1 promoter were generated initially 

on a non-obese diabetic/severe combined immunodeficient/IL2RJnull (NOG) background.  

More than three founder mice were obtained in each transgenic line.  Each founder 

mouse within the same transgenic line demonstrated a similar bone phenotype (Ito et 

al., 2012; Negishi et al., 2014).  The NOG-DLL1-Tg and NOG-Jagged1-Tg mice were 

backcrossed with C57BL/6 mice more than ten times before being used for this study.  

Conditional knockout mice for the DLL1 gene were created by crossing the DLL1-floxed 

mice with the RosaCreERT2 mice (Hozumi et al., 2004; Seibler et al., 2003).  The DLL1 

gene was removed by treating mice with tamoxifen (2 mg/20 g) for 4 consecutive days.  

Mice, between E15.5 and 8 weeks old, were used at the time points specified in 

individual experiments.  Both male and female mice were used.  All experiments were 

performed using age- and sex-matched littermates.  Mice were maintained in the 

animal facility of the Tokai University School of Medicine under specific-pathogen-free 

conditions with ad libitum access to sterilized food and water.  All animal experiments 

were approved by the Animal Care Committee of Tokai University.  

 

Bone histomorphometric analysis and microcomputed tomography analysis 

Both static and dynamic histomorphometry and CT scanning were conducted 

independently at the Kureha Special Laboratory (Fukushima, Japan).  Briefly, femurs 

and tibiae were fixed and dehydrated in ethanol.  Femurs were subjected to CT 

scanning using Scan Xmate-A09S (Comscantechno, Kanagawa, Japan).  

Three-dimensional microstructural image data were reconstructed, and structural 

indices were calculated using 3D-BON software (Ratoc Systems Inc, Tokyo, Japan).  

Dehydrated and degreased tibiae were embedded undecalcified in glycol methacrylate 
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acrylic resin, sliced to 3 Pm in thickness, and stained with Toluidine blue.  Bone 

formation and resorption parameters were measured in a defined area of secondary 

spongiosa between 600 and 2100 µm from the growth plate using an OsteoPlan II 

morphometry system (Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY).  Double labeling was performed via 

intraperitoneal calcein (Nacalai Tesque, Kyoto, Japan) injection twice at an interval of 3 

days.  Mice were sacrificed one day after the last injection.  The terminology and units 

recommended by the American Society for Bone and Mineral research were used in this 

study (Parfitt et al., 1987).   

  

Skeletal preparation, histology, immunohistochemistry, and image analysis 

Whole-mount skeletal preparations were established using a standard protocol 

described elsewhere.  For histology, bones were fixed overnight in 4% 

paraformaldehyde at 4°C and decalcified in 0.2 M EDTA for 1 to 4 weeks depending on 

the age of the animals.  Bones were embedded in paraffin, and 3 Pm longitudinal 

sections were obtained.  For immunohistochemical staining, sections were dewaxed, 

rehydrated, and subjected to an antigen-retrieval procedure.  Endogenous peroxidase 

and nonspecific binding of antibody were blocked by treating sections with 0.3% H2O2 in 

methanol and 5% normal sera, respectively.  Sections were incubated overnight at 4°C 

with the antibodies listed below.  The specific binding of primary antibodies was 

detected using a standard avidin-biotin peroxidase method (Vector Laboratories, 

Burlingame, CA), the universal immunoenzyme polymer method (Nichirei, Tokyo, 

Japan), or a tyramid signal amplification system (DakoCytomation, Denmark), followed 

by visualization with DAB.  In some experiments, sections were stained for 

tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP) to identify osteoclasts.  The number of 

osterix-positive osteoblasts or TRAP-positive osteoclasts in the secondary spongiosa 

was obtained by using Image J software (http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/).   

 

http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/
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Antibodies 

For immunostaining, the following antibodies were used at the indicated 

concentrations: anti-DLL1 (1:50, goat polyclonal, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, 

Texas), anti-Jagged1 (1:100, goat polyclonal, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-DLL4 

(1:50, rabbit polyclonal, BioRad, Hercules, CA; Novus Biologicals, Littleton, CO), 

anti-Hes1 (1:250, rabbit polyclonal, Abcam, Cambridge, UK), anti-osterix (1:5000, 

rabbit polyclonal, Abcam), anti-RANK ligand (RANKL) (1:100, goat polyclonal, Santa 

Cruz), anti-Runx2 (1:100, mouse monoclonal, clone 8G5, MBL, Nagoya, Japan), 

anti-CD31 (1:10, rat monoclonal, clone MEC13.3, BD Biosciences, San Jose, California).    

 

Preparation of BM cells 

For in vitro culture of osteoblasts and osteoclasts, bone marrow (BM) cell fractions were 

prepared as described previously with slight modifications (Morikawa et al., 2009).  

Briefly, femurs, tibiae, and humeri were dissected and ground in 1 mL 

phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) using a mortar and pestle.  PBS that contained BM 

cells, including both hematopoietic and non-hematopoietic cells, was transferred to a 

small tube.  After centrifugation, cell-free PBS, hereafter called BM liquid, was 

collected and saved for protein quantification.  Following treatment with 0.15 M 

NH4Cl cell lysis buffer, cells, hereafter called BM cells, were resuspended in α-MEM 

containing 10% FBS (10%MEM) and used for osteoclast culture.  Bone fragments were 

digested with 0.2% collagenase (Wako Chemicals, Osaka, Japan) for 1 h at 37°C.  

Liquid cell suspension was passed through a 0.45 Pm filter, centrifuged, treated with 1 

mL of sterile distilled water to remove hematopoietic cells, and washed with PBS 

containing 2% FBS.  The remaining cells, hereafter called mesenchymal stem cell 

(MSC)-enriched BM cells, were used for osteoblast culture.  

 

In vitro osteoblast culture 
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MSC-enriched BM cells were plated at a density of 5X104 cells/cm2 in 10%MEM.  Cells 

were harvested at several time points for gene expression analyses, alkaline 

phosphatase (ALP) staining, and ALP activity analyses.  ALP enzyme activity was 

measured using the LabAssay ALP kit (Wako chemical).   

 

In vitro osteoclast culture 

BM cells plated at a density of 5X104 cells/cm2 were cultured with 20 ng/mL each of 

macrophage-colony stimulating factor (M-CSF) and RANKL (both from R&D systems, 

Minneapolis, MN) for 6-7 days.  For mixed culture, BM cells were plated at a density of 

3X106 cells/cm2 and stimulated with 10-7 M dexamethasone (Dex) and 10-8 M 

1D,25-dihydroxhy vitamin D3 (VD3) for 11-13 days.  Culture supernatant of this mixed 

culture was saved for cytokine quantification analyses.  Co-culture experiments were 

conducted as described previously (Xing et al., 2002) with slight modifications.  Briefly, 

primary osteoblasts were isolated from calvariae of 4- to 6-day-old DLL1 and 

non-transgenic littermates using a sequential collagenase/dispase digestion, 

propagated, and plated on to 24-well tissue culture plates (2.5X104 cells/well).  BM 

cells obtained as described above were cultured overnight in 10%MEM containing 10 

ng/mL M-CSF.  Non-adherent BM cells (2X105 cells/well) were seeded onto a monolayer 

of primary osteoblasts and cultured for 9 to 13 days in the presence of 10-7 M Dex and 

10-8 M VD3.  At the end of the culture, wells were fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde/PBS 

and stained for TRAP.  TRAP-positive cells containing 3 or more nuclei were 

designated as osteoclasts and counted under the microscope.    

 

RNA purification and gene expression analysis 

Total RNA was purified from cultured cells and calvariae using Isogen II solution 

(Nippon Gene Co, Toyama, Japan) according to the manufacturer’s instructions and 

was reverse transcribed into cDNA.  Expression levels of osteoblast differentiation 
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markers, Notch signaling molecules, and osteoclast differentiation markers were 

quantified using appropriate Taqman® probes, listed below (Applied Biosystems, Foster 

City, CA).  Jagged2: Mm01325629_m1, Hes1: Mm01342805_m1, Hey1: 

Mm00468865_m1, Col1a1: mm0080166_g1, ALP: Mm00475834_m1, osteocalcin 

(bglap3): Mm03413826_m1, Runx2: Mm00501580_m1, osterix (sp7): Mm04209856_m1, 

RANKL (tnfsf11): Mm00441906_m1, Sema3b: Mm00436477_m1.  

 

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) 

The concentration of RANKL, osteoprotegerin (OPG), M-CSF in plasma, BM liquid, and 

culture supernatant was determined using Quantikine kits (R&D systems).  The 

concentrations of carboxylated osteocalcin (Gla-osteocalcin), an indicator of bone 

formation, and undercarboxylated osteocalcin (Glu-osteocalcin), an indicator of bone 

resorption, were determined using High Sensitive EIA kits (Takara, Shiga, Japan).   

 

Statistics 

Data were analyzed using GraphPad Prism, version 5.0 (GraphPad Software).  

Student's two-tailed unpaired (or paired, when applicable) t-test was used to determine 

the significance of the difference between the means of two groups. A normal 

distribution of the data was confirmed using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.  The mean 

± SD is presented in each graph.  P values < .05 were considered significant.  NS 

stands for not significant. 
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Results 

 

Phenotypes of Notch ligand transgenic mice 

 

In our attempt to determine the ligand-specific effects of Notch signaling in the 

physiology of bone in normal immune environment, previously described 

NOG-DLL1-Tg and NOG-Jagged1-Tg mice, in which human DLL1 or JAG1 was 

expressed under the control of the osteoblast-specific 2.3 kb col1a1 promoter on NOG 

background, were backcrossed with C57BL/6 mice.  In the bone marrow (BM) of both 

non-transgenic mice and DLL1-C57BL/6 transgenic mice, hereafter called DLL1 mice, 

endogenous murine Jagged1 and DLL4 were prominently expressed both the bone 

lining and the matrix embedded osteoblasts.  Meanwhile, endogenous expression of 

DLL1 was detected only weakly in osteoblasts of non-transgenic mice.  The 

col1a1-driven upregulation of DLL1 augmented the expression of DLL1 in the BM 

stoma as well as in osteoblasts without affecting DLL4 or Jagged1 expression levels 

(supplementary figure 1a).  It did not affect the expression of Jagged2 in calvaria 

either (supplementary figure 1b).  The results indicate the specificity of the transgene 

expression in our experimental system.  DLL1 mice, both male and female, were 

smaller than their non-transgenic littermates and exhibited a general feature of 

osteosclerosis (Fig. 1a and supplementary figure 1c).  In analyses of skeletal 

preparations, both the proximal and distal portions of limbs appeared short and thick, 

and the calvaria was also short (Fig. 1b and supplementary figure 1d).  These 

osteosclerotic phenotypes were confirmed by histological analyses in 3- and 6-week-old 

mice and PCT analysis of 6-week-old mice (Fig. 1c and supplementary figure 1e).  

Unexpectedly, despite their abnormally high bone mass, bone metabolic turnover in 

DLL1 mice was severely compromised.  Quantitative histomorphometry revealed 

substantial decreases in the mature osteoblast surface area and the bone formation rate 
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as well as in the osteoclast surface area and eroded surface area in both 3- and 

6-week-old DLL1 mice (Fig. 1d and supplementary figure 1f).  Consistent with these 

histological measurements, plasma levels of both carboxylated (Gla-Ocn) and 

undercarboxylated (Glu-Ocn) osteocalcin were markedly decreased (Fig. 1e).  Gla-Ocn 

has a high affinity for bone minerals and is often considered a biochemical marker for 

bone formation.  On the other hand, the acidic pH in resorption lacunae decarboxylates 

Gla-Ocn bound to calcium in the bone; hence, the circulating level of Glu-Ocn reflects 

bone-resorption activity (Karsenty and Ferron, 2012).  The significant decreases in 

these biomarkers confirmed that the osteosclerotic phenotype of DLL1 mice was caused 

by functional suppression of both osteoblasts and osteoclasts.  In contrast to this 

pathological bone phenotype in DLL1 mice, osteoblast-specific expression of JAG1 on a 

C57BL/6 background had a mild effect on bone.  The cortical bone of JAG1-expressing 

mice was thick but porous, resembling cancellous bone, suggesting an enhancement in 

bone-resorption activity (supplementary figure 1g).  These results are consistent with 

our hypothesis that particular Notch ligands are responsible for distinct biological 

events in bone physiology.  

    

Effects of DLL1-mediated Notch signaling on osteoblast differentiation in vivo 

 

Because DLL1 overexpression produced a stronger effect on the postnatal bone 

phenotype than did JAG1 overexpression, we evaluated the roles of DLL1-mediated 

Notch signal activation in bone physiology.  We asked whether DLL1-mediated Notch 

signaling functioned in perinatal bone formation.  Using routine histological 

observation, no distinct morphological differences were noted in the endochondral 

ossification of DLL1 and non-transgenic littermates at E15.5 (Fig. 2a and 

supplementary figure 2a).  The difference between the two groups first became 

noticeable at E18.5.  Non-hematopoietic fibroblast-like cells progressively dominated 
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in the BM of DLL1 mice, and at 1 week after birth, fibroblastic cells with the 

morphology of early osteoblasts outnumbered hematopoietic cells.  This was in stark 

contrast to the BM of non-transgenic mice, in which hematopoietic cells migrating 

through the vascular network proliferated vigorously, making BM a primary site of 

adult hematopoiesis.  Since immunohistochemical staining using a CD31 antibody 

revealed a similar level of vascular invasion into the BM cavity at the beginning of BM 

hematopoiesis, the abnormally high content of fibroblast-like cells in the BM of DLL1 

mice was due not to poor migration of hematopoietic cells from other embryonic 

hematopoietic sites but rather to in situ proliferation of immature osteoblast-like cells, 

as confirmed by positive staining with a Ki67 antibody (Fig. 2b).  In addition, 

activation of Notch signaling was detected by Hes1 immunostaining of BM sections (Fig. 

2b) as well as by quantitative analyses of Hes1 and Hey1 expression in calvaria and 

adherent BM cells obtained from DLL1 mice (Fig. 2c).  These results indicate that 

expression of the DLL1 transgene in osteoblasts induces marked proliferation of Notch 

signal-activated non-hematopoietic cells.    

 

To unequivocally characterize the fibroblast-like cells proliferating in the BM of DLL1 

mice, hind limbs of embryos and neonates were stained for osteoblast differentiation 

markers.  In non-transgenic mice, Runx2- and osterix-positive osteoblasts were easily 

detected around primary spongiosa of developing bone at E15.5 and 18.5, but their 

expressions became restricted in cells on the surface or embedded in the bone at later 

time points (Fig. 3a).  In contrast, those osteoblast marker-positive cells were 

ubiquitously distributed in the BM of DLL1 mice throughout the time points analyzed 

(Fig. 3b).  Even at 6 weeks of age, the number of Runx2- and osterix-positive immature 

osteoblasts per bone surface was significantly higher in DLL1 mice (Fig. 3c and 

supplementary figure 2b) than in their non-transgenic littermates.  This result did not 

contradict our earlier histomorphometric analyses, i.e., fewer mature osteoblasts on 
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bone surface and a concomitant decrease in bone formation, but rather indicated 

perturbations in osteoblast maturation in DLL1 mice.  Consistently, osteoid thickness 

and cortical bone mineral density, key parameters for matrix production and 

mineralization, respectively, were both markedly decreased in DLL1 mice at 3 and 6 

weeks (Fig. 3d and supplementary figure 2c), another indication of reductions in 

functional osteoblasts.  These results indicate that DLL1-Notch signaling plays 

diverse roles in osteoblast development.  

 

Roles of DLL1 mediated Notch signal activation in osteoblast development in vitro 

 

To determine the endogenous function of DLL1-mediated Notch signaling in the 

physiology of osteoblast development, in vitro osteoblast differentiation experiments 

were conducted without adding any cytokines or osteogenic agents using MSC-enriched 

BM cells obtained from DLL1 mice, mice with conditional deletion of the DLL1 gene 

(Dll1-floxed), and their respective littermates.  In a classical colony forming unit (CFU) 

assay that identified both fibroblast-like (CFU-F) and alkaline phosphatase 

(ALP)-expressing osteoblast colonies (CFU-ALP), DLL1 mice showed approximately 4 

times as many osteoblast progenitors as their littermates(Fig. 4a).  Consistent with 

this, MSC-enriched BM cells obtained from DLL1 mice demonstrated significantly 

higher expression levels of Collagen 1, a marker for committed osteoblast progenitors, 

at days 3, 7, and 10 and of Alp, an early osteoblast marker, at days 3 and 7 (Fig. 4b).  In 

contrast, the expression levels of Collagen 1 and Alp, as well as the number of colonies, 

were all reduced in Dll1-floxed cultures (Fig. 4c and supplementary figure 3a), 

indicating the physiological importance of DLL1 during the early phase of osteoblast 

differentiation.  ALP histochemistry and enzyme activity analyses confirmed the gene 

expression analyses (supplementary figure 3a and b).  Conversely, the expression of 

Osteocalcin, a marker for mature functional osteoblasts, was severely reduced in the 
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DLL1 culture while mildly elevated in Dll1-floxed culture at days 7 and 10 (Fig. 4b and 

c).  These results indicate that DLL1 expression in osteoblasts must be regulated 

properly to ensure both the early and late phases of the physiological development of 

osteoblast 

 

To further delineate the mechanisms by which DLL1-mediated Notch signaling 

regulates osteoblast differentiation and maturation, expression levels of transcriptional 

regulators were analyzed.  The transcription factors Runx2 and osterix govern the 

commitment to osteoblast-lineage cells from mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), 

subsequent differentiation, and further maturation into functional osteoblasts.  At the 

beginning of culture, the expression of Osterix was more than 3-fold higher in DLL1 

culture than in the controls, whereas Osterix expression was decreased by half in 

Dll1-floxed culture compared to the controls (Fig 4d), implicating the involvement of 

DLL-Notch signaling in osterix-dependent proliferation of osteoblast progenitors.  On 

the contrary, no significant changes were detected in Runx2 transcription in either 

DLL1 or Dll1-floxed mice compared with their respective littermates, implying that 

DLL1-mediated Notch signaling was not involved in a Runx2 transcription-dependent 

process of osteoblast commitment from MSCs.  These results delineated the 

mechanisms underlying the pathological bone phenotype seen in DLL1 mice at the 

cellular and molecular level: transgenic expression of DLL1 drove the proliferation of 

early osteoblast cells but caused a maturational arrest of those cells. 

  

Effects of DLL1-mediated Notch signal activation on osteoclast differentiation in vivo 

and in vitro 

 

We have thus far determined the cause of the suppression of bone formation as a 

maturational arrest in osteoblast differentiation.  In addition, severely compromised 
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bone turnover was a distinct feature of our DLL1 mice.  To gain further insight into the 

processes suppressing bone-resorption activity in DLL1 mice, we examined the 

differentiation of cells in the osteoclast lineage.  Until late stages of embryonic 

development (E15.5 and E18.5), there were no noticeable changes in the number or 

morphology of osteoclasts: Relatively small tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase 

(TRAP)-positive osteoclasts were observed in similar numbers in the BM of DLL1 mice 

and non-transgenic littermates.  However, the difference between the two groups 

became apparent immediately after birth (Fig. 5a).  As early as P0.5, multinucleated 

large osteoclasts covering the bone surface formed resorption lacunae, an indicator of 

active osteoclast function, in the BM of non-transgenic littermates.  In contrast, 

osteoclasts in DLL1 mice were smaller and were not particularly associated with the 

bone surface.  In addition, consistent with the earlier histomorphometric analyses of 

adult mice, microscopic quantification of TRAP-stained BM sections showed a marked 

reduction in the number of osteoclasts per bone surface in DLL1 mice even at 1 week 

after birth (Fig. 5b) without substantial changes in the total number of TRAP-positive 

cells in the observed fields.  These results revealed that down-regulation of 

bone-resorption activity began at the beginning of bone remodeling. 

 

To identify the cause of defective bone-resorption activity at the cellular level, we first 

examined the ability of hematopoietic cells to form osteoclasts in vitro.  Stimulation of 

hematopoietic cells with macrophage colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF) and RANK 

ligand (RANKL) can produce osteoclasts.  When BM hematopoietic cells of DLL1 mice 

and non-transgenic littermates were cultured in the presence of M-CSF and RANKL, 

osteoclasts were formed in similar numbers (Fig. 6a), confirming that the number and 

the functionality of osteoclast precursors within the hematopoietic population were not 

altered by osteoblast-specific activation of DLL1-mediated Notch signaling.  Since 

osteoblasts are the major source of cytokines regulating osteoclast differentiation 
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during bone remodeling in vivo, we examined osteoclast differentiation in the context of 

osteoblast-osteoclast coupling.  When whole BM cells were stimulated with 

1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 (VD3) and dexamethasone, a condition known to promote 

osteoclast formation via osteoblast-derived factors (Muguruma and Lee, 1998; 

Takahashi et al., 1988a; Takahashi et al., 1988b), considerably fewer osteoclasts were 

detected in DLL1 cultures (Fig. 6b), indicating alterations in osteoblast-osteoclast 

coupling.  To identify the cause of this defective osteoblast-osteoclast coupling, we 

conducted co-culture experiments using calvarial primary osteoblasts and BM 

hematopoietic cells obtained from DLL1 and non-transgenic littermates.  Consistent 

with our results described above, there were no differences between DLL1 and 

non-transgenic mice in the numbers of osteoclasts formed from BM hematopoietic cells.  

On the contrary, significantly fewer numbers of osteoclasts were formed when BM 

hematopoietic cells were cultured with osteoblasts obtained from DLL1 mice (Fig. 6c), 

confirming that the defective osteoclast differentiation and function observed in DLL1 

mice were indeed due to the defect in osteoblasts.  

 

To further clarify the roles of DLL1-mediated Notch signaling in osteoblast-osteoclast 

coupling, we measured the concentrations of cytokines important for osteoclastogenesis 

in the plasma, BM liquid, and culture supernatant of DLL1 and non-transgenic 

littermates.  Although the concentration of M-CSF in the supernatant did not differ 

between the DLL1 and non-transgenic cultures, the DLL1 cultures showed a significant 

reduction in RANKL production and a slight elevation in osteoprotegerin (OPG), a 

decoy receptor for RANKL that acts as an inhibitor of osteoclast differentiation, which 

resulted in a considerably smaller RANKL/OPG ratio, an important determinant of 

skeletal integrity (Table 1).  Reductions in RANKL production were confirmed by 

quantitative gene expression analyses as well as immunohistochemical staining of BM 

specimens with RANKL antibody followed by TRAP staining, revealing a lack of 
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RANKL production in osteoblasts/osteocytes and concomitant poor osteoclast 

differentiation in DLL1 mice (Fig. 6d and e).  In contrast, the systemic levels of 

RANKL, OPG, and M-CSF did not differ between DLL1 and non-transgenic littermates 

(supplementary Fig. 4), highlighting the importance of local, i.e., 

osteoblast/osteocyte-specific, production of RANKL in osteoclast differentiation during 

bone remodeling.  Also interesting was a significant decrease in Semaphorin 3B 

(Sema3B) expression in DLL1 cultures (Fig. 6f).  Sema3B is expressed in osteoblasts 

and induces osteoclastogenesis in response to VD3 stimulation (Sutton et al., 2008).  

Although, a previous study indicated that transgenic expression of Sema3B did not 

alter the expression levels of any cytokines critical for osteoclastogenesis, we observed 

an association of the transgenic expression of DLL1 in osteoblasts with marked 

down-regulation of both Sema3B and Rankl transcriptional activity.  These results 

demonstrated that the abnormal osteoclast differentiation and function observed in 

DLL1 mice were not due to a cell-autonomous defect in osteoclast lineage but instead to 

a defective environment that could not properly supply osoteclastogenic cytokines.  In 

other words, a direct effect of transgenic expression of DLL1 in osteoblast was a 

blockage in osteoblast maturation, which in turn inhibited the differentiation and 

maturation of osteoclasts, thereby resulting in severe suppression of bone metabolism.  

Altogether, our results demonstrate the significance of DLL1-mediated Notch signaling 

in osteoblast-osteoclast coupling during bone remodeling.   

  

 

Discussion 

 

Although the importance of Notch signaling in bone physiology has been shown by a 

number of in vivo and in vitro studies, the mechanisms by which Notch signaling 

regulates bone homeostasis remain elusive.  Since Notch regulates many types of 
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cellular events, we hypothesized that the effects of Notch signal activation are 

determined by the ligands that bind to Notch at particular times and places.  In this 

study, we investigated the effects of DLL1-induced Notch signaling in the 

differentiation and function of bone cells.   

 

Mice expressing human DLL1 under the control of a col1a1 promoter on C57BL/6 

background exhibited severe osteosclerosis that was caused by the proliferation of 

Notch-activated osterix-positive immature osteoblasts.  Importantly, postnatal 

deletion of DLL1 resulted in a decrease in the expression of Osterix and the number of 

osteoblast progenitors, leading to a significant inhibition of osteoblast differentiation, 

indicating that DLL1-Notch signaling is indispensable in the osterix-dependent 

proliferation of osteoblasts, an event necessary for the expansion of bone-forming cells.  

On the contrary, transgenic expression or deletion of DLL1 in osteoblasts did not affect 

Runx2 transcription in our experiments.  Notch has been shown to negatively control 

two important Runx2-dependent events in osteoblast development (Hilton et al., 2008, 

Kalajzic et al., 2002; Rossert et al., 1995, Zanotti et al., 2008).  One is the inhibition of 

osteoblast commitment from MSCs through the downregulation of Runx2 

transcriptional activity, which did not appear to involve DLL1-Notch signaling, 

suggesting that other Notch ligands are responsible for this process.  The other is the 

negative effect on the differentiation and maturation of immature osteoblasts into 

functional osteoblasts, plausibly through physical interaction with Runx2.  In this 

study, DLL1 expression in osteoblasts caused substantial decreases in the numbers of 

mature osteoblasts both in vitro and in vivo, while deletion of DLL1 slightly 

upregulated the maturation of cells already committed to the osteoblast lineage in vitro.  

Interestingly, histological analyses detected markedly higher numbers of 

Runx2-positive osteoblasts in the BM of DLL1 mice.  Since Runx2 expression was 

unaffected by the DLL1 transgene, the persistence of Runx2-positive osteoblasts was 
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not due to the increase in transcription but may be due in part to the suppression of 

Runx2 degradation, as seen in mice lacking the zinc finger adapter protein Schnurri-3, 

a protein important for the maintenance of adult bone mass (Glimcher et al., 2007; 

Jones et al., 2006).  As overexpression of Runx2 in osteoblasts has been shown to 

inhibit osteoblast differentiation at a later stage (Liu et al., 2001), the continuous 

expression of Runx2 protein is likely to be a cause of the maturational arrest of 

osteoblasts in our DLL1 mice.  Taken together, DLL1-mediated Notch signaling 

appeared to act as a regulatory switch for at least two critical points in the osteoblast 

differentiation: a positive regulator for the expansion of bone-forming cells and a 

negative regulator for the functional maturation of osteoblasts.   

 

A profound loss of bone-resorbing osteoclasts is another pathologic feature of DLL1 bone.  

DLL1 mice demonstrated severely suppressed bone metabolic turnover, a phenotype 

quite similar to a dentin matrix protein 1 promoter-specific gain-of-Notch-function 

mouse (Dmp-1 mouse), in which Notch signaling was preferentially activated in 

osteocytes (Canalis et al., 2013).  Unlike the Dmp-1 mouse, in which a systemic 

upregulation of OPG production is a main cause of the osteosclerosis, the circulating 

levels of all of the cytokines important for maintaining bone homeostasis, including 

OPG, were unchanged in the DLL1 mice.  Even in the in vitro experiment that 

demonstrated a substantial decrease in osteoclast formation, no meaningful change 

was noted in the OPG level compared to non-transgenic culture.  In contrast, a 

significant reduction in RANKL production was confirmed at both the gene expression 

and protein levels in DLL1 osteoblasts/osteocytes.  Furthermore, a substantial 

decrease in Sema3B expression was detected in DLL1 culture.  Semaphorins are 

secreted and membrane-bound proteins that regulate developmental processes in many 

organs.  As proteins expressed by both osteoblasts and osteoclasts, semaphorins have 

recently been identified as critical regulators of the coupling process in bone remodeling 
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(Jongbloets and Pasterkamp, 2014; Sims and Martin, 2014).  Sema3B is a soluble 

semaphorin produced by osteoblasts and induces osteoclastogenesis upon VD3 

treatment.  Transgenic expression of Sema3B was shown to promote osteoclast 

formation by enhancing the action of RANKL without changing the levels of Rankl 

transcript (Sutton et al., 2008).  Although Sema3B knockout mice have yet to be 

described, we demonstrated that consistent activation of DLL1-Notch signaling 

simultaneously reduced the expression levels of Sema3B and Rankl.  Based upon these 

observations, it is evident that DLL1-Notch signaling regulates the production of 

RANKL from matrix-embedded osteoblasts, a critical determinant of bone remodeling 

(Nakashima et al., 2011; Xiong et al., 2011), conceivably by controlling the maturation 

of osteoblasts into RANKL-producing osteoblasts/osteocytes, or possibly by directly 

modulating Rankl expression through a Notch-semaphorin cascade, thus maintaining 

the proper bone mass.   

 

Our study revealed unique roles of DLL1-mediated Notch signaling in the process of 

bone remodeling.  DLL1-Notch signaling directly controls the physiological expansion 

and differentiation of osteoblasts and indirectly affects the maturation and function of 

osteoclasts, thereby ensuring the homeostasis of bone mass.  Deregulations in Notch 

signaling have been implicated in the development of bone cell neoplasia (Zhang et al., 

2008).  Given the importance of DLL1-Notch signaling in the proliferation and 

differentiation of osteoblast cells, we plan to investigate the relationship between DLL1 

expression and bone neoplasia. 
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Figure legends 
 

Figure 1: Phenotypes of DLL1 mice   

(a) Body weights of non-transgenic and DLL1 littermates at 3 to 8 weeks of age.  

Horizontal lines indicate analytical pairs.  A total of 12 non-transgenic and DLL1 

littermate pairs were analyzed. 

(b) Representative pictures of skeletal preparations at 4 weeks of age.  Eight 

non-transgenic and three DLL1 mice were analyzed.  Bars indicate the lengths of the 

distal portions of limbs. 

(c) Representative H&E staining of bone section and PCT analysis at 6 weeks of age.  

Six non-transgenic and DLL1 littermate pairs were analyzed.  At least two slides were 

stained in each littermate.   

(d) Static bone morphometric analysis at 6 weeks of age (n=8). Error bars, mean ± SD; 

**P<0.01. 

(e) ELISA analyses of carboxylated and decarboxylated osteocalcin in plasma of 

4-week-old mice.  n=8. 

 

Figure 2: Effects of osteoblast-specific DLL1 expression in BM histomorphology 

(a) Representative H&E staining of hind limbs of non-transgenic and DLL1 littermates 

between E15.5 and 1 week.  Beginning at E18.5, fibroblast-like cells are evident in 

DLL1 specimens.  An insert at 1 week of DLL1 image shows higher magnification.  

Two to 6 littermate pairs were analyzed at each time point.  At least two slides were 

stained for each sample.   

(b) Representative images of immunostaining for CD31 at E15.5 and for Ki67 and Hes1 

at P5.5.  Note that numerous Ki67- and Hes1-positive fibroblastic cells are evident in 

DLL1 BM, whereas in the non-transgenic littermate, the majority of Ki67- and 

Hes1-positive cells appear to be round hematopoietic cells.  Arrowheads indicate CD31 
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positive endothelial cells of vasculature.  Two littermate pairs were analyzed at each 

time point.  At least two independent staining procedures were performed for each 

antibody.   

(c) Representative quantitative-PCR analyses for Hes1 and Hey1 expression in calvaria 

and adherent BM cells.  RNA purified from calvaria (n=7) and adherent BM cells (n=3) 

obtained from non-transgenic and DLL1 littermates was analyzed.  All analyses were 

performed in quadruplicate wells.  Gene expression levels are shown relative to 

non-transgenic controls.  Error bars, mean ± SD; *P<0.05.  

 

Figure 3: Effects of osteoblast-specific DLL1 expression in osteoblast differentiation in 

vivo 

Immunostaining for Runx2 and osterix.  Representative images of BM samples from 

non-transgenic (a) and DLL1 mice (b) are shown.  Arrowheads at P5.5 of 

non-transgenic specimens indicate Runx2-positive cells.  Two to 3 littermate pairs 

were analyzed at each time point.  At least two independent staining procedures were 

performed for each sample. 

(c) Quantification of osterix-positive cells in bone surface of the 6-week-old BM 

specimen.  Osterix-positive cells in 20 random fields were counted for each mouse.  

Pooled data obtained from three independent littermate pairs were used for analyses.  

Error bars, mean ± SD; **P<0.01. 

(d) Osteoid thickness and mineral density of non-transgenic and DLL1 mice at 6 weeks 

of age (n=8).  Error bars, mean ± SD; *P<0.05, **P<0.01. 

 

Figure 4: Roles of DLL1 in osteoblast differentiation in vitro. 

(a) CFU assays for quantifying fibroblast and osteoblast colonies formed from the BM 

cells of non-transgenic and DLL1 mice.  Representative data from 7 independent 

experiments are shown.  All experiments were performed in triplicate wells.  Error 
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bars, mean ± SD; *P<0.05. 

(b), (c) Time course analyses of the expression levels of osteoblast markers during 

cultures of DLL1 and Dll1-floxed mice, as indicated.  Col1: Collagen 1, ALP: Alkaline 

phosphatase, Ocal: Osteocalcin.   

Osterix (d) and Runx2 (e) expression in MSC-enriched BM cells.  In (b)-(e), 

representative data from 3 independent experiments are shown.  All analyses were 

performed in triplicate wells.  Bars in each graph represent relative levels of mRNA 

compared to non-transgenic controls.  Error bars, mean ± SD; *P<0.05. 

 

 

Figure 5: Effects of osteoblast-specific DLL1 expression in osteoclast differentiation in 

vivo. 

(a) Representative TRAP staining pictures of BM specimens from E15.5 to 1 week. 

Arrowheads in DLL1 images indicate osteoclasts.  Inserts in non-transgenic images 

are higher magnification.  Two littermate pairs were analyzed at each time point.  At 

least two slides were stained for each sample. 

(b) Microscopic quantification of the number of TRAP(+) cells on the bone surface and in 

the entire field at 1-week-old samples.  Seven random fields were counted for each 

sample.  Pooled data from two independent littermate pairs were used for analyses.  

Error bars, mean ± SD; *P<0.05. 

 

Figure 6: Effects of osteoblast-specific DLL1 expression in osteoclast differentiation in 

vitro. 

(a) The numbers of TRAP(+) osteoclasts formed in cytokine-induced culture, (b) mixed 

culture, and (c) osteoblast-osteoclast co-culture in vitro.  (a) and (b) Representative 

data from six independent experiments are shown. (c) Representative data from three 

independent experiments using calvarial osteoblasts obtained from a total of 3 
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non-transgenic and 6 DLL1 littermates.  Experiments were performed at least in 

triplicate wells.  Error bars, mean ± SD; *P<0.05. 

Quantitative PCR analyses of Rankl (d) and Semaphorin 3B (f) expression in 

non-transgenic and DLL1 osteoclast culture.  Representative data from 5 independent 

experiments are shown.  Analyses were performed at least in triplicate wells.  Error 

bars, mean ± SD; *P<0.05. 

(e) Immunostaining of 4-week-old mice.  BM specimens were stained for RANKL and 

then for TRAP.  Brown staining in the cytoplasm of bone-lining and matrix-embedded 

osteoblasts demonstrates RANKL expression.  Arrowheads indicate RANKL-positive 

cells.  Four independent littermate pairs at the ages of 2 to 4 weeks were stained. 
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Table 1 
 
 M-CSF 

(pg/mL) 
RANKL 
(pg/mL) 

OPG (pg/mL) RANKL/OPG 

Non-transgenic 45.0 ± 10.5 298.3 ± 46.7 83.9 ± 6.4 3.6 ± 0.5 
DLL1  42.9 ± 6.4 165.2 ± 8.2* 87.1 ± 3.7 1.9 ± 0.01* 
 
BM cells of non-transgenic and DLL1 mice were stimulated with Dex and VD3.  ELISA 
analyses were performed on culture supernatant collected at Day8 of culture.  
Representative data from three independent experiments are shown.  All experiments 
were performed in at least triplicate wells.  Mean ± SD is shown.  *p<0.05   
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Disappearance of centroacinar cells in the Notch
ligand-deficient pancreas
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Notch signaling has been shown to contribute to murine pancreatic development at various
stages. Delta-like 1 (Dll1) or Jagged1 (Jag1) are the Notch ligands that solely function to trig-
ger this signaling during the pancreatic bud stage (~e9.5) or after birth, respectively. However,
it has not been elucidated whether these Notch ligands are required at the later stage (e10.5–
18.5) when the particular pancreas structures form. Here, we detected the dual expression of
Dll1 and Jag1 in the epithelium after e10.5, which was restricted to the ductal cell lineage,
including centroacinar cells expressing Sox9, CD133 and Hes1 but not the ductal cell markers
Hnf1b and DBA, at e18.5. To evaluate the significance of the Notch ligands during this period,
we established double-floxed mice of Dll1 and Jag1 genes with Ptf1a-Cre knock-in allele and
examined the effects on development. The abrogation of both ligands but not a single one led
to the loss of centroacinar cells, which was due to the decrease in cell proliferation and the
increase in cell death, as well as to the reduction of Sox9. These results suggested that Dll1
and Jag1 function redundantly and are necessary to maintain the centroacinar cells as an envi-
ronmental niche in the developing pancreas.

Introduction

The formation of tissue structures is crucial to obtain-
ing organ functions. The exocrine pancreas is com-
posed of enzyme-producing acini and ductal
structures that channel the pancreatic fluid into the
duodenum. The exocrine acinus is composed of
enzyme-secreting acinar cells and of centroacinar cells
located in the center of the acinar structure (Ashizawa
et al. 2005). The branched ductal tree is subdivided
into the main, interlobular and terminal ducts, the
latter of which connects to the acini (Reichert &

Rustgi 2011). Previous studies identified genes
involved in the specification and differentiation of
acinar and duct cells, but the precise mechanisms
underlying the construction of the exocrine pancre-
atic architecture during the embryonic stages are lar-
gely unknown. At approximately embryonic day 9.5
(e9.5) in mice, pancreatogenesis begins with the
evagination of endodermal cells from the primitive
foregut tube to form the dorsal and ventral pancreatic
buds. At first, no obvious ductal structures are
observed within the buds, but segregated epithelial
cells gradually form the branching ductal tree (Pan &
Wright 2011). As development proceeds, at e13.5–
15.5, amylase-expressing exocrine acinar cells appear
in the ‘tip’ region of the ductal trees, whereas endo-
crine cells formed in the ductal ‘trunk’ region (Zhou
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et al. 2007). During these stages, lines of acinar cells
are observed adjacent to the ductal structures and aci-
nar and centroacinar cells cannot be distinguished by
H&E staining. The branching structure of the ducts
becomes more complex after that stage, and mature
acinar structures are completed at e18.5, when identifi-
able centroacinar cells appear at the center of the acini.

Previous studies suggested that centroacinar cells
function as progenitor cells; inducible Cre-based cell-
tracking experiments showed that Sox9-expressing
cells differentiated into all types of pancreatic cells
during the embryonic and neonatal stages, including
exocrine, endocrine and ductal lineages (Furuyama
et al. 2011; Kopp et al. 2011). Considering their loca-
tion at the junction of ductal tree and the acini,
Sox9+ centroacinar cells are thought to be the best
candidate for the source of new acinar cell popula-
tions at the perinatal stages. Moreover, ALDH1-
expressing centroacinar/terminal duct cell populations
in adult mouse possess multidifferentiation capacity
toward endocrine and exocrine pancreatic cells in vitro
(Rovira et al. 2010). However, the lack of specific
markers has prevented the elucidation of how centro-
acinar cells are formed and maintained in the devel-
oping exocrine tissue.

The construction of an acinar structure appears to
be associated with the formation of a boundary
between acinar cells and the ductal network during
pancreatic development. Previous studies showed the
pivotal role of Notch signaling in the formation of a
boundary between different cell types, such as that in
the Drosophila wing margin and vertebrate somite
(Artavanis-Tsakonas et al. 1999). Thus, we speculated
that Notch signaling is likely involved in the proper
construction of exocrine pancreatic tissue, including
the acinar structures. Although recent reports showed
that Notch signaling functions in controlling endo-
crine cell and ductal differentiation in the ‘trunk’
domain (Afelik et al. 2012; Horn et al. 2012; Shih
et al. 2012) and that its signaling confines centroacin-
ar cells to the ductal lineage during adulthood (Ko-
pinke et al. 2012; Hosokawa et al. 2015), the details
of how Notch signaling functions in exocrine pancre-
atic development remain unknown. In this study, we
showed that centroacinar cells comprise the
Sox9+Hnf1b–CD133+ALDH1+DBA– population that
expressed the Notch ligands, Delta-like 1 (Dll1) and
Jagged1 (Jag1), as well as Hes1, a target of Notch sig-
naling, at e18.5 in mice. Depleting Dll1 and Jag1 in
pancreatic progenitor cells in the Ptf1a-Cre line, in
which the recombinase becomes active as early as
e10.5, reduced the level of Hes1 expression and

caused the loss of centroacinar cells and some of the
terminal duct cells at e18.5. These results showed the
pivotal role of Dll1/Jag1-mediated Notch signaling in
maintaining the centroacinar/terminal duct cells dur-
ing the construction of the exocrine structure in vivo.

Results

Delta-like 1 and Jagged1 are expressed in the
developing ductal tree and the centroacinar region
during murine pancreatogenesis

As several previous reports showed, the Notch ligands
Dll1 and Jag1 exhibited dynamically changing
expression patterns during the construction of the
pancreatic architecture; Dll1 was expressed in Sox9-
expressing epithelial cells in pancreatic buds as early
as e9.5, whereas Jag1 expression was not detected at
this stage (Fig. 1A,E; Ahnfelt-Rønne et al. 2012).
From e10.5 to e13.5, almost all of the pancreatic epi-
thelial cells expressed both Dll1 and Jag1 (Fig. 1B,C,
F,G; Golson et al. 2009a). As cell differentiation and
branching of the ductal tree proceeded, different lev-
els of Dll1 expression were detected throughout the
Sox9-expressing trunk region and in acinar cells, and
Jag1 expression was retained in duct cells but was
reduced in acinar cells at e15.5 (Fig. 1D,H; Shih
et al. 2012). At e18.5, centroacinar cells were identi-
fied as the most distal cells with a high N/C ratio in
the center of the mature acinar structures (Fig. 1I–M,
arrowheads). At this stage, the branching ductal struc-
ture was fully developed and could be divided into
the following two components based on H&E stain-
ing: the main/interlobular and terminal ducts. The
former cells were found outside the acini (Fig. 1I,J,
thick arrows), and the latter cells were found near the
centroacinar cells at the near side of the duct within
an acinus (Fig. 1I,J, thin arrows). All of the cells that
composed the ductal structures as well as the centro-
acinar cells expressed Sox9, but we found differential
expression of the Notch ligands (Fig. 1I,J,L,M; Table
S1 in Supporting Information). Dll1 was expressed in
the centroacinar regions and a subset of the terminal
ducts but not in the interlobular/main ducts, whereas
Jag1 was detected throughout the ductal tree and in
the centroacinar cells at e18.5 (Fig. 1I,J,L,M; Table
S1 in Supporting Information). Thus, the centroacin-
ar cells at this stage expressed both of the Notch
ligands and Sox9, whereas the acinar cells expressed
neither of the Notch ligands or Sox9. Hes1, the main
effector of Notch signaling, was occasionally detected
in centroacinar cells, terminal ducts and interlobular/
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main ducts but not in acinar cells (Fig. 1K; Table S1
in Supporting Information), suggesting that a subset
of the centroacinar and duct cells received Notch
signaling at this stage.

Characterization of the epithelial cells in the
centroacinar region at e18.5 in mice

For a more detailed characterization of the centroac-
inar cells at e18.5, we carried out additional immu-
nostaining assays. Our immunofluorescence analyses

using two independent antibodies showed that
Hnf1b was expressed in the main/interlobular ducts
but that its expression was remarkably reduced in the
terminal ducts and was lost in centroacinar cells
(Fig. 2A; Table S1 in Supporting Information).
DBA, a well-known ductal marker, was also
expressed strongly in the main/interlobular ducts and
weakly in the terminal ducts but not in the centroac-
inar and acinar cells, thereby having an expression
pattern similar to that of Hnf1b at this stage
(Fig. 2A,C,D; Fig. S1 and Table S1 in Supporting
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Figure 1 Expression of the Notch ligands and Sox9 during murine pancreatogenesis. (A–H) Immunofluorescence analysis of pan-
creatic tissue from e9.5 to e15.5 mice was carried out using anti-Dll1 (green; A–D), anti-Jag1 (green; E–H) and anti-Sox9 (red)

Abs. The dotted lines indicate the pancreatic or gut epithelium (Panc, Gut) at e9.5 or e10.5, the boundary between the epithelial
(Epi) and mesenchymal (Mes) regions at e13.5, and the primitive acinar structures (Aci) and ductal (Du) regions at e15.5. (I–K)
The co-expression of Dll1, Jag1 or Hes1 (green) and Sox9 was also observed (red) at e18.5. Centroacinar cells (arrowheads) were

identified in the center of the mature acinar structures. The branching ductal structures were fully developed and could be divided
into two components: the main/interlobular ducts (MD/ID, thick arrows) and the terminal ducts (thin arrows). The same sections
were used for H&E staining (I’–K’). (L, M) Expression of Dll1 and Jag1 (green) in the centroacinar region was confirmed, with

the cellular boundary identified through anti-b-catenin staining (blue). Centroacinar cells are indicated by arrowheads. All of the
sections were also stained using DAPI. Original magnification, 4009. Bars: 50 lm (A–K), 20 lm (L,M).
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Information). We also detected rare DBA-negative
terminal duct cells (Fig. 2C, asterisk; Fig. S1C, green
arrows in Supporting Information). We found that
the expression of CD133, a marker of multipotent
progenitors in the developing pancreas in vitro (Oshi-
ma et al. 2007; Immervoll et al. 2011), overlapped
with that of Sox9 (Fig. 2B; Table S1 in Supporting
Information) in that both were expressed throughout
the ductal tree and in the centroacinar cells but not
in acinar cells. ALDH1, another marker of multipotent
progenitors during adulthood (Rovira et al. 2010), was
restrictively expressed in the centroacinar and terminal
ductal regions, and thus, the ALDH1-expressing
epithelial cells could be divided into two populations,
as follows: Sox9+ALDH1+DBA– centroacinar cells (Fig.
2C, arro-whead) and Sox9+ALDH1+DBA+ (Fig. 2C,
arrows) with rare Sox9+ALDH1+DBA– (Fig. 2C,
asterisk) cells in the terminal ductal region (Rovira
et al. 2010). Taken together, the centroacinar cells
could be defined as Sox9+Hnf1b–CD133+

ALDH1+DBA– with Dll1 and Jag1 expression at
e18.5 in mice (Fig. 2E; Table S1 in Supporting
Information). In contrast, EpCAM was expressed in
Sox9-positive duct cells and a few Sox9-negative aci-
nar cells (Fig. 2D), which could be useful at this stage

for concentrating amylase-negative epithelial cells in
flow cytometric analysis.

Reduced proliferation and accelerated apoptosis
accompany reduced Sox9 expression in
Dll1/Jag1-deficient mice

To determine the significance of Notch ligands in the
construction of the pancreatic architecture, we first
analyzed Ptf1aCre/+; Dll1lox/lox mice and Ptf1aCre/+;
Jag1lox/lox mice, in which the Cre-mediated recombi-
nation appropriately occurs at e10.5 (Kawaguchi et al.
2002; Fujikura et al. 2007). In these single knockout
mice, no apparent related phenotype of the pancreatic
structure was observed during the embryonic stages
(Y. Nakano, et al. unpublished data), which might be
explained by the redundant expression of the Notch
ligands from e10.5 to the perinatal stage (Fig. 1). We
then analyzed Ptf1aCre/+; Dll1lox/lox; Jag1lox/lox doubly
deficient mice (Dll1/Jag1 cKO mice). Until e15.5, we
did not observe any related structural phenotype, even
when using electron microscopy (Fig. 3A,B and Fig.
S2A,B in Supporting Information). Despite no
apparent structural defects, we found that the overall
level of Sox9 expression was reduced at e15.5 in Dll1/

(A) (B) (C) (D)

(A′) (B′) (C′) (D′)

(E)

Figure 2 Characterization of the epithelial cells in the centroacinar region. (A–D) Epithelial cells residing in the centroacinar regions
of the fetal pancreas (e18.5) were identified by their expression of various cellular markers: DBA (green in A, C; blue in D), Sox9 (red
in A, C, D; green in B), Hnf1b (blue, A), CD133 (red, B), ALDH1 (blue, C) or EpCAM (green, D). Centroacinar, terminal duct and

main/interlobular duct cells are indicated by arrowheads and thin and thick arrows, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. Cells with red
staining (Sox9 or CD133) and with or without blue staining (Hnf1b or ALDH1) are indicated by purple or white arrowheads/arrows,
respectively, and those stained with red and green (Sox9 or EpCAM) are indicated by yellow arrowheads/arrows. The asterisk in C

indicates DBA-negative terminal duct cells. The expression of ALDH1 was also observed in the main ducts (Main Duct, inset in C).
The same sections were used for H&E staining (A’–D’). Original magnification, 4009. Bar: 50 lm. (E) Exocrine tissue was com-
pleted and composed of branching duct structure with centroacinar (CA), terminal duct (TD) and main/interlobular duct (MD/ID)
cells and acinar cells at e18.5. These cell populations were identified with various cell markers described.
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Jag1 cKO mice but not in the single mutant mice
(Fig. 3C,D), which is consistent with previous reports
that Notch signaling regulates Sox9 expression
(Notch–Sox9 axis) (Zong et al. 2009; Shih et al. 2012).
Furthermore, reduced cell proliferation and accelerated
apoptosis were observed in the mutants, predominantly
in the distal region of the branching ductal tree,
including in the primitive acinar structure (Fig. 3E–J).
Our PHH3 staining analysis showed that the cells in
the distal ductal epithelium were proliferating more
rapidly than those in the proximal ducts from e15.5 to
e18.5 in the control mice (Fig. 3E–G). As normal
development proceeded, the cell proliferation rate
decelerated overall, as reflected by the reduction in the
number of PHH3+ cells (e15.5: 298 cells/mm2, e16.5:
76 cells/mm2, e17.5: 19 cells/mm2, e18.5: 20 cells/
mm2; Fig. 3G). In the Dll1/Jag1 cKO mice, the num-
ber of PHH3+ cells was significantly lower than that of
control mice in both the distal and proximal ducts at

all of the stages evaluated (e15.5: 169 cells/mm2,
e16.5: 33 cells/mm2, e17.5: 7.5 cells/mm2, e18.5:
2.5 cells/mm2; Fig. 3G). In addition, we observed
accelerated apoptosis, predominantly in the distal
region of the ductal tree, in the Dll1/Jag1 cKO mice
after e16.5 (Fig. 3H–J). Consistent with this finding,
the expression of anti-apoptotic genes, such as Bcl2 and
Bcl2a, was significantly down-regulated in the pancre-
ata of the Dll1/Jag1 cKO mice (Fig. S3 in Supporting
Information). These results showed that Dll1/Jag1-
mediated Notch signaling supports the proliferation
and survival of cells in the distal portion of the branch-
ing ducts, presumably via the Notch–Sox9 axis.

Loss of centroacinar cells and abrogated acinar
construction in Dll1/Jag1-deficient pancreas

Reduced proliferation and accelerated cell death in
the distal region of the branching tree (Fig. 3)

(A) (B)

(E) (F)

(H) (I)
(J)

(G)

(C) (D)

Figure 3 Reduction of Sox9 expression accompanied with the decrease of proliferation and the increase of apoptosis in Dll1/
Jag1-deficient pancreas. (A–D) H&E staining and the expression of Sox9 (green), Hnf1b (red) and amylase (blue) were examined
in control (Cont; A, C) and Dll1/Jag1-deficient (Dll1/Jag1 cKO; B, D) pancreatic tissues at e15.5. Arrowhead indicates

Sox9+Hnf1b–amylase– cell in the primitive acinar structure. (E–G) The cell proliferation status in control (Cont; E) and Dll1/Jag1-
deficient (Dll1/Jag1 cKO; F) pancreatic tissues at e15.5 was monitored using PHH3 immunohistochemistry (arrowheads; E, F).
The number of PHH3+ cells in the epithelial areas (1 mm2) in sections of the pancreata of e15.5 to e18.5 embryos was counted

(G). The values are the mean values ! SD (n = 3–4; *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01). Dis, distal region; Pro, proximal region. (H–J)
Apoptotic cells were detected using TUNEL staining in control (Cont; H) and Dll1/Jag1-deficient (Dll1/Jag1 cKO; I) pancreatic
tissues at e17.5. The TUNEL+ cells in Dll1/Jag1-deficient tissue are indicated by arrowheads (distal area, I) or thick arrows (proxi-

mal area, I). The number of TUNEL+ cells in the epithelial areas (1 mm2) in the sections of pancreata from e15.5 to e18.5
embryos (J) was counted, as shown in G. Original magnification for all of the images, 4009; bars: 50 lm.
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resulted in abrogated acinar construction in the Dll1/
Jag1 cKO mice at e18.5 (Fig. 4A,B). In the primitive
acinar structure at e15.5, the amylase-expressing
acinar cells were aligned (blue in Fig. 4C,D) but left
a vacant space in the center of the primitive acini,
which contained Hnf1b-expressing cells (red in

Fig. 4C,D) in linear pattern contiguous to the primi-
tive acinar structures in either the control or the
Dll1/Jag1 mutant pancreata. It should be noted that
Hnf1b–amylase– cells existed within the primitive aci-
nar structures (arrowhead in Fig. 4C,D) and that they
also expressed Sox9, Dll1 and Jag1 (arrowhead in
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Figure 4 Construction of the acinar structures in Dll1/Jag1-deficient embryos. (A, B) H&E staining of control (Cont; A) and
Dll1/Jag1-deficient (Dll1/Jag1 cKO; B) fetal pancreata at e18.5. (C, D) The expression of Hes1 (green in C and D), Hnf1b (red)
and amylase (blue) was examined in control (Cont; C) and Dll1/Jag1-deficient (Dll1/Jag1 cKO; D) pancreata at e15.5.
Hnf1b–amylase– cells that expressed or did not express Hes1 are indicated by green (C) or white (D) arrowheads, respectively.

Hnf1b+ cells that expressed or did not express Hes1 are also indicated by yellow (C) or red (D), respectively. The same sections
were used for H&E staining (C’, D’). (E, F) PHH3 was also detected with Hnf1b and amylase as shown in C and D.
PHH3+Hnf1b-amylase- cells were depicted by white arrowheads. (G–L) Immunofluorescence analysis of pancreatic tissues from

e15.5 to e17.5 mice was carried out using anti-amylase (green) and anti-Hnf1b Abs. Hnf1b–amylase– cells were represented by
arrowheads. Hnf1b+ cells connected to the cell layer of amylase-expressing cells (green) were depicted by arrows. The same sec-
tions were used for H&E staining (G’–L’). Original magnification of all of the images, 4009; bars: 50 lm.
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Fig. 3C; Fig. S4 in Supporting Information). Hes1
expression was detected in a subset of amylase-nega-
tive cells regardless of the status of Hnf1b expression
in the control mice but was not detected in the
Dll1/Jag1 cKO mice (Fig. 4C,D), indicating that
Hnf1b–amylase– cells in the primitive acinar structures
of the control mice receive Notch signaling. In fact,
PHH3+ cells were observed among the Hnf1b–amy-
lase– cells in the primitive acinar structures of the
control mice, but they were sparse in the Dll1/Jag1
cKO mice (Fig. 4E,F).

During the normal construction of the acinar
structures (e15.5–e17.5, Fig. 4G,I,K), the vacant
spaces were gradually occupied, and very few vacant
spaces were detected in the mature acini of the con-
trol mice at e18.5 (Fig. 4A; Fig. S2C,D in Support-
ing Information). However, in the Dll1/Jag1 cKO
mice, the Hnf1b–amylase– cells gradually disappeared
(Fig. 4H,J,L) and vacant spaces still existed at e18.5
(Fig. 4B; Fig. S2E, F in Supporting Information). In
addition to the reduction of Sox9 expression, a simi-
lar defect was also observed in the Hes1-deficient
pancreas at e17.5 (Fig. S5 in Supporting Information).
Because the acinar cells were normal in shape and
size, with the nucleus localized on the basal side
(Fig. 4A,B; Fig. S2C–F in Supporting Information),
we speculated that the abrogated acinar structures in
the Dll1/Jag1 cKO mice were due to the loss of a
certain cellular population, most likely the
Hnf1b–amylase– cells, in the centroacinar region,
rather than the shrinkage or disorganized localization
of acinar cells.

To test this hypothesis, we carried out additional
immunostaining and flow cytometric analyses using

the pancreata of e18.5 mice (Fig. 5). We found that,
although ALDH1–DBA+ main/interlobular duct cells
(see Fig. 2C,E) had been preserved, ALDH1+DBA–

centroacinar/terminal duct cells (see Fig. 2C,E) were
lost in the Dll1/Jag1 cKO mice (Fig. 5A,B). In fact,
flow cytometry analyses showed that ALDH1+DBA–

cells, which were identified as an Aldefluor+DBA–

population (Rovira et al. 2010), accounted for 11.3%
of the EpCAM-positive epithelial cells in the control
mice, whereas this population was markedly
decreased to 1.6% in the mutants (Fig. 5E,F,H). Fur-
thermore, we found that CD133-expressing cells co-
expressing ALDH1 in the centroacinar/terminal duct
region of the control mice (Fig. 5C) were absent in
the mutant mice (Fig. 5D). Consistently, another set
of flow cytometry showed that the CD133+DBA–/low

population was reduced to 3.7% of the EpCAM-posi-
tive contingent in the mutant mice, whereas this cells
accounted for 33.6% of that contingent in the control
mice (Fig. 5E,G,I). Notably, cytospin analysis showed
that the sorted CD133+DBA–/low cells expressed
Sox9 but not Hnf1b or amylase (Fig. S6A–O in Sup-
porting Information), indicating that the lost cell
types in the mutant acinar structures were
Hnf1b–amylase– cells. It was reported that Aldefluor-
positive centroacinar/terminal ductal populations of
adult mice exhibit multidifferentiation ability in vitro
(Rovira et al. 2010); thus, we next questioned
whether the cell population that was lost in the
mutants at e18.5 possess a similar ability as adult
Aldefluor-positive cells. We found that the sorted
CD133+DBA–/low cells from the e18.5 control mice
were capable of forming cell sphere and then differ-
entiating into both endocrine and exocrine lineages

Figure 5 Loss of centroacinar/terminal duct cells in the Dll1/Jag1-deficient pancreas. (A–D) Immunofluorescence analysis of the
expression of DBA (green in A and B, red in C and D) and ALDH1 (red in A and B) or CD133 (green in C and D) in control

(Cont; A, C) or Dll1/Jag1-deficient (Dll1/Jag1 cKO; B, D) pancreata from e18.5 embryos was carried out. Arrowheads, thick and
thin arrows indicate centroacinar, terminal duct and main/interlobular duct cells, respectively, as shown in Figs 1 and 2. Intact
ducts (CD133+DBA+) were observed in the double-deficient pancreas (inset in H). The asterisks indicate the loss of centroacinar

cells; the cross indicates an enlarged ductal lumen in a Dll1/Jag1-deficient pancreas. The same sections were used for H&E staining
(A’–D’). Original magnification, 4009. Bars: 50 lm. (E–G) The cells of fetal pancreata from e18.5 control (Cont) and Dll1/Jag1-
deficient (Dll1/Jag1 cKO) embryos were dissociated, and single-cell suspensions were prepared. The cells were stained using a

DBA (F, G), Aldefluor (F) or an anti-CD133 mAb (G) and an anti-EpCAM mAb (E) and were analyzed using flow cytometry.
To determine the population negative for ALDH activity, the relevant profiles (upper panels) were compared with those represent-
ing control staining with a specific inhibitor of ALDH, DEAB (lower panels), and the boundaries were adjusted according to the
frequencies of the Aldefluor+ populations that were provided with the inhibitor, which were fewer than 1% (F). The immature

epithelial cells of the e18.5 pancreas could be enriched using EpCAM-positive gating in the assay (E). The numbers in the plots
represent the frequency of cells lying in the indicated regions within the gate (n = 5, % !SD). (H, I) The absolute number of cells
in the indicated fractions of EpCAM+ cells from the control (Cont) and Dll1/Jag1-deficient (D1/J1cKO) e18.5 embryos was cal-

culated (n = 5, mean ! SD). CA, centroacinar cells; TD, terminal duct cells; MD/ID, main/interlobular duct cells. *** indicates
differences determined using unpaired Student’s t-test at P < 0.001.
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(Fig. S6P–S in Supporting Information). From these
findings, we concluded that the lost cell types in
Dll1/Jag1 cKO mice, which were identified as
Hnf1b–amylase–, ALDH1+DBA– or CD133+DBA–/low

cells in the control mice, are centroacinar and a
part of terminal duct cells that share a differentia-
tion capacity that is similar to that of adult Aldefluor+

cells.

Dilated ducts in Dll1/Jag1-deficient pancreas

In addition to the disappearance of centroacinar/ter-
minal duct cells, we observed that the lumens of the
main/interlobular ducts were dilated. As early as
e18.5, some of DBA-positive duct cells had an
abnormal cuboidal shape, 66% of the duct cells lacked
CD133, and the ductal lumens were dilated in the
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mutant mice (Figs 4B, 5D). The mutant phenotypes,
including the hypoplastic pancreas, the loss of centro-
acinar/terminal duct cells and ductal dilatation, were
progressive at e18.5 (Fig. 5) and were more severe at
P3 (Fig. S7 in Supporting Information).

Discussion

The dynamically changing patterns of expression of
the Notch-related genes during the construction of
the exocrine pancreatic architecture suggested that
the strength of Notch signaling is spatiotemporally
determined in the developing pancreas, thereby
regionally controlling cell differentiation and the
development of tissue structures. Consistent with this
hypothesis, modulating the expression of Notch-
related genes produced different phenotypes, depend-
ing on the timing of gene activation or inactivation.
Thus, interpreting each experimental result requires
careful attention. For example, the conditional deple-
tion of Mib1, which is indispensable for the endocy-
tosis of Notch ligands to trigger Notch signaling,
beginning at the anterior definitive endoderm stage
(e7.5~) in a FoxA2-Cre line leads to the reduction
and complete disappearance of the progenitor cells in
trunk region at e12.5 and e15.5 (Horn et al. 2012),
respectively, whereas the number of these cells was
the same at e13.5 as at e12.5 and were slightly
reduced at e15.5 in the Dll1/Jag1 cKO mice pro-
duced using the Ptf1a-Cre line compared to the con-
trol mice (Y. Nakano, et al. unpublished data). These
results suggested that the trunk/tip patterning of the
ductal tree was not severely impaired depleting Dll1/
Jag1-mediated Notch signaling as early as e10.5.
Although the strong expression of Dll1 and Jag1 and
the high incidence of Hes1-positive cells at the later
developmental stages indicated that Notch activity
remained strong in the tip region, including in the
centroacinar/terminal duct cells, Notch signaling
appeared to be negatively regulated in the acinar cells;
no Hes1-expressing cells were detected at this stage
and the Notch inhibitor Numb/Numb1 was prefer-
entially observed in acinar cells (Yoshida et al. 2003).
Thus, the formation of a boundary between the
Notch-active and Notch-inactive cell types poten-
tially plays a pivotal role in the determination of the
distal ductal and acinar cell fates, thereby maintaining
the acinar structures. Based on this hypothesis, we
focused on the centroacinar cells located at the junc-
tion between the acinar and ductal structures. In this
study, we believe that we have provided the first evi-
dence supporting the indispensable role of the Notch

ligands in the maintenance of centroacinar cells and
acinar structures.

The lack of specific markers has prevented us from
elucidating how centroacinar cells are formed and
maintained and how the acinar structures are con-
structed during embryogenesis; however, we defined
the centroacinar cells as the Sox9+Hnf1b–CD133+

ALDH1+DBA– cells expressing the Notch ligands
Dll1 and Jag1 at e18.5 and showed that these cells
were lost in Dll1/Jag1 cKO mice. We found that the
Hnf1b-amylase- epithelial cells in primitive acinar
structures at e15.5, during the construction of acinar
structures, were highly proliferative. Notably, they
frequently exhibited the expression of Hes1, a typical
target of Notch signaling. In the Dll1/Jag1 cKO mice
at e15.5, we detected a considerable number of
Hnf1b–amylase– cells, suggesting that the formation of
primitive acinar structures could be initiated in the
absence of the Notch ligands. However, the
Hnf1b–amylase– cells did not proliferate efficiently and
were eliminated through apoptosis, leading to abro-
gated acinar structures associated with the loss of cent-
roacinar cells in the mutant mice. Although the lack of
specific cell markers makes it currently impossible to
precisely trace the fate of the Hnf1b-amylase- cells, we
speculated that this cell population is the best candidate
for the centroacinar/terminal ductal cell progenitors.

We showed that the expression of Sox9 was
reduced in the Notch ligand-deficient mice, which
was consistent with the results of a previous report
concerning the Notch–Sox9 axis (Shih et al. 2012).
Although this has not been clearly delineated, the
acinar structures of the Sox9-depleted mutant
obtained using the Pdx1-Cre line, in which genetic
deletion is mediated by Cre recombinase driven by
the Pdx1 promoter, appeared very similar to those of
the Dll1/Jag1 cKO mice or the Hes1-deficient mice,
in which vacant spaces remained at e18.5 (Seymour
et al. 2007). Considering that the expression of the
Notch ligands remained strong in the centroacinar
cells, one may naturally assume that the activated
Notch–Sox9 axis in this region, particularly that of
the Hnf1b–amylase– cells, functions in proper acinar
construction and the maintenance of centroacinar
cells. In addition, another mutant phenotype of the
Dll1/Jag1 cKO mice was the progressive dilatation of
the main/interlobular ducts. This condition was
detected at e18.5 and was more severe at P3. The
inducible Cre-mediated Sox9 knockout caused
defects in the formation of ductal cell cilia (Shih et al.
2012), resulting in a dilated ductal phenotype similar
to that found in the current study. Thus, the reduc-
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tion of Sox9 expression is also likely the key mecha-
nism underlying the ductal dilatation phenotype in
the Dll1/Jag1 cKO mice.

Experimental procedures

Mice

The protocol for generating mice bearing a floxed allele of Dll1

(Dll1lox) or Jag1 (Jag1lox) was described previously (Hozumi et al.
2004; Brooker et al. 2006). To obtain the conditional deletion
of the Dll1 and/or Jag1 genes within the pancreatic epithelial

cells, we used Ptf1a-Cre knock-in mice (Kawaguchi et al. 2002).
The expression of neither Dll1 nor Jag1 was detected in the
developing pancreas of the Dll1/Jag1 cKO mice, resulting in the

disappearance of the cleaved fragments of Notch receptors. Mice
lacking the Ptf1a-Cre allele were used as controls for the Notch
ligand cKO mice, except in the experiment in which X-gal

staining was used to monitor gene deletion by the Cre recom-
binase encoded by the CAG-CAT-lacZ transgene (Araki et al.
1995). The generation of the Hes1 heterozygote mice was
described previously (Ishibashi et al. 1995), and these mice were

inbred to obtain knockout embryos (Fukuda et al. 2006). All of
the mice were maintained in specific pathogen-free conditions,
and all of the mouse experiments were approved by the univer-

sity’s Animal Experimentation Committee (Tokai University,
Kanagawa, Japan).

Immunolabeling and statistical analysis

Immunolabeling was carried out as previously described
(Furuyama et al. 2011). Briefly, dissected tissues were fixed

using ice-cold 4% paraformaldehyde, paraffin-embedded and
cut into 2- to 3-lm-thick sections. Immunolabeling was con-
ducted using the primary antibodies listed in Table S2 in Sup-

porting information. For immunofluorescent staining, the
bound antibodies were visualized using fluorescent secondary
antibodies (Table S3 in Supporting Information), and the sam-

ples were examined using fluorescence microscopy (BZ-9000,
Keyence). TUNEL staining (Promega) was carried out accord-
ing to the manufacturer’s instructions. To estimate the fre-
quency of PHH3- or TUNEL-positive cells in the pancreatic

epithelium, whole pancreatic tissues obtained from embryos
were cut into 2-lm-thick serial sections, the PHH3+ or
TUNEL+ cells were counted, and their ratios to all of the epi-

thelial cells were calculated for every section. The data were
expressed as the mean values ! SD.

Flow cytometry

The PE-conjugated anti-CD133 antibody and biotinylated
DBA lectin were purchased from eBioscience and Vector,

respectively. APC-conjugated anti-EpCAM antibodies were
purchased from BioLegend. The Aldefluor kit (StemCell Tech-
nologies) was used according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Pancreatic buds obtained from e18.5 embryos were dissociated

using 0.05% trypsin/0.53 mM EDTA (Wako) for 20 minutes at
37 °C and were triturated gently using a pipette. Single-cell sus-
pensions were incubated with several antibodies for 15 minutes
on ice. After washing, flow cytometric analysis and sorting were

conducted using a FACSCalibur system and a FACSAria
system, respectively (BD Biosciences).
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Additional Supporting Information may be found in the
online version of this article at the publisher’s web site:

Figure S1 Centroacinar cells are located in the most distal Sox9+

ductal-tree by whole-mount immunofluorescence at e18.5.

Figure S2 Electron microscopic analysis of fetal pancreas.

Figure S3 Quantitative analysis of anti-apoptotic gene transcripts
in Notch ligand-deficient fetal pancreas.

Figure S4 Hnf1b-amylase- cells in acinar structure at e15.5
expressed both Dll1 and Jag1.

Figure S5Construction of acinar structure in Hes1-deficient pan-
creas.

Figure S6 Characterization of sorted pancreatic epithelial cells of
the control mice at e18.5.
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Figure S7 Impairment of newborn pancreas in Dll1- and Jag1-
deficient condition.

Appendix S1 Experimental procedures

Table S1 Quantification of cells expressing Notch-related
molecules and cell-surface markers in the Sox9+ expression

domains at e18.5

Table S2 Primary antibodies and lectin used for immunola-
beling

Table S3 Secondary antibodies used for immunolabeling

Table S4 Primers used for real-time PCR
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